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FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
^AND SUPPLIES=

FIRE BRICK AND ('LAV— Large stocks cf American and Scotch Bricks

on hand. Prompt shipment assured.

We exercise greal scrutiny in the selection of our stock. Nothing is

accepted that has not a good record, and a reliable firm behind it.

When you buy from us you get extraordinary service and value.

Our large stock and delivery system assures quick shipments.

You '11 like our prices.

Webster & Sons, Limited
31 Wellington St., Montreal, P.Q.

-Successors to F. HYDE & COMPANY-
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The fee for

Kawin Service
is part of the savings shown you.

Your own officials are our judges

regarding this saving

ii JZ AWIN Service" sends an
Av expert, practical foundry-

man to your plant to suggest in

molding and cupola practice,

advising in the most economical
manner the purchase of raw ma-
terials, and to see that every-

thing is up to specification.

All this, and more, has been
done for several hundred plants

throughout Canada and United
States. Any of our clients will

gladly recommend us.

Kawin Service is guaranteed to

save you 100 per cent, over and
above its cost.

We'll gladly call at your request

and explain our proposition

thoroughly without the slightest

expense to you and with no obli-

gations whatsoever.

Charles C. KAWIN Company, Limited
CHEMISTS FOUNDRY ADVISERS METALLURGISTS

Chicago, 111. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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Why Not Use Perforated Chaplets?
They are easily adapted to many kinds of work. They have strength, are

light in weight, and can be made in almost any shape.

A heavy button or stem chaplet oftentimes will not amalgamate readily with

the molten metal, with the result that leaks are caused.

Our perforated chaplets will not do that because they fuse readily, yet have

enough strength to hold up the core during the process of amalgamation.

We manufacture them in our own factory from special perforated tin plate

made up to our specifications.

We have capable and experienced men in our employ who are turning them
out by the thousands all ready for your order.

When sending for Woodison Perfect Perforated Chaplets, be sure to specify

(i) the thickness of metal desired, (2) the length of the chaplet, (3) the width,

(4) if curved, the radius of core chaplet is to support.

Send for Price List and order some right away!

VENT YOUR CORES WITH
WOODISON "QUALITY" VENT WAX
Manufactured in our factory from waxes that make the finished product hard but

pliable.

"QuaJity" Vent Wax is far better tha

soften the core but will act as a binder for

of such a vent.

It will not run together or stick at ordi

is assured. "Blowing" of cores, due to po

We make round vent wax from 1-32" t

sizes, 1-16" x 3-16", 3-32" x \\\ l/
8
" x %\ an

Also furnished in 5-lb. cakes. Sample
vour order now?

11 Beeswax or Paraffin in that it will not

it. Every foundryman realizes the value

1 nary temperatures, and that a perfect vent

>or venting, is thus entirely eliminated.

;o !/>", and can furnish flat oval wax in four

Ld 3-16" x 1/2".

s will be sent on request. May we have

The E. J. Woodison Company, Limited
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor

Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and

Equipment, Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Selling the Buyer
(No. 3 of a Series of Short Articles)

Educating Future Customers

XTO manufacturer is in

^ ^ business to-day with

the avowed purpose of re-

tiring to-morrow. Rather
do the majority wish to

leave behind them, in their

businesses, proud monu-
ments to their earlier

efforts and to their in-

tegrity and ability.

The importance of educating

the coming superintendents, fore-

men and managers will not be

disputed by the far-seeing. It is

perhaps a too seldom recognized

truth in connection with advertis-

ing in reputable technical jour-

nals like Canadian Foundryman,
that future buyers can be educated

while present sales are being influ-

enced. We would like that thought

to STICK.

As one leading manufacturer
said to us not long ago in arrang-

ing for the use of increased space,

"I have been thinking about our

advertising a very great deal lately

and I have reached this conclu-

sion; that it would be nothing

short of absolute folly for us to

discontinue our advertising even

temporarily. New men are com-
ing into the field, new companies
are being formed, new plants

being erected. The foremen of

to-day will soon be superintend-

ents. The superintendents of old

plants will secure the same or

higher positions in new foundries.

Changes are constantly taking

place. I am signing cheques for

firms from whom we ourselves are

buying and who were not in exist-

ence when I did the buying, per-

sonally, a few years ago. If we
wish to continue to be as well

known as we are to-day, I am
convinced we must continue to

educate the future buyers through

uninterrupted advertising."

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
and METAL INDUSTRY NEWS

143-153 University Avenue - Toronto

l^ssssss^^
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Action of Heat—Double Cylinder Melting Furnace
OIL and GAS

Monarch- Arundel

Drop Front

Gas Core Oven

For all Fuels

Monarch -Rockwell

Simplex or Single

Chamber

Furnace

:®

All Canada is now using in Foundry, Railroad, Government and Cobalt

Monarch Foundry Equipment
I say 1 1 iiit a Monarch Furnace is installed in your Foundry is to -tamp that equipment as a high-grade producer.

The experimenting day- of this furnace are over; you profit by our past experience- because here you have (lie finished

product, a graduate of the hard and acid tests of experience. Our furnace knowledge, coupled with your knowledge,

should prove a happy combination to our mutual advantage. When can we get together?

Drop Front Gas Core Oven Double Cylinder Melting Furnace Simplex or Single Chamber Furnace

An idp.il i vi n. asbestos iusulated with drop The upper lllustrati hi - the heal action Xhe Monarch Rockwell Simplex or Single

front. Aii oven that cannot be beaten for

core enamel, japan a aling, etc. All kimls

of fuel maj with equal effective

it will make an inv.i

iiipmcnt.

Chamber Furnace produces n quality of metalI" our iiiL' Dou il i linder Melting Furnace.
.in be usi itely-

simultaneous n a one chamber and equal to that melted in crucibles, In greater
beating I

_ point in the other, quantities L - time i required fuel and
without additicnal cost. The flame is noi

91 ,,.,,,,,1 .,,,,. expensive erm
ti '1 against t he metal, there) n no

.. xida tio are eliminati

The Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.
1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A. Shops: Curtis Bay

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and, plact with letters to be dns'wi rect.
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The SLY Sand Blast Machine

We are properly prepared with a consulting
engineer, and an efficient engineering depart-
ment, to make plans and specifications, not
only for complete foundry equipment, but also
for the building itself from the foundation up.
Our years of building construction experience
assures you one of the most modern well
equipped foundries in the country and a sav-
ing of considerable time and money.

THE NO-WEAR NOZZLE AN EXCLUSIVE \

I SLY FEATURE'

'flic No-Wear Nozzle (an exclusive BJy feature),
in. Ms the air consumption down in a minimum and
keeps the supply constant at all times.

As there is practically no wear to this nozzle, its

life is prolonged Indefinitely

—

there is no constant
expense Cor new nozzles; nor the annoyance of re-

placing tln-m.

The ideal mill for heavy, continu
ous service.

3 H.P. will run the "Sly" nicely

and turn out a bunch of work

—

good work. The mill is thoroughly

balanced, with adjusting rollers to

compensate for any wear.

Let us tell you all about this mach-
ine; getting- full particulars is the

first step to "Slv and Satisfac-

tion."

WE MANUFACTURE

CLEANING MILLS
MINDER MILLS
DIST AKKKSTEKS
ROSIN MILLS
SAM) BLAST MILLS
CUPOLAS
SAND BLAST MAI II

INKS
SAND BLAST ROTARY
TABLES
SAND BLAST ROOMS
LADLES
CORE OVENS
CRANES

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing

Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Complete Sand Blast Rooms and Equipment a Specialty

SAND BLAST EQUIPMENT
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Get our estimates before buying and save 33 1-3% of opera-
tion costs.

We make special machines for special work.

mile sand Mast hose, nozzles, gloves, helmets, respirators
and gogg:. >s.

Buy Xilghman's machines and increase vour output.

TILGHMAN-BROOKSBANK SAND BLAST CO.
1126 South 1 1th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Chicago Office: 1511-12 Lytton Building.

Canadian Office : McLean & Barker. 301 Unity Bldg.. Montreal

"Thirty years ahead of them all."

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co,
Providence

New York

Buffalo

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Slitting Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run 1'nderiieath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing- front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
Tin' fastest, mi. si substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR
PORTABLE COMBINATION SHOCKLESS JARRING
ROLL-OVER AND PATTERN DRAWING MOLDING

MACHINE

A distinctive T a bo r

achievement, being a com-

bination of two excluswe

Tabor features : the Shock-

less Jarring Machine and

the Roll - Over Straighl

Draw Machine. Elimin-

ates all ramming time and

is suited to a wide variety

of work. Scud for Bulle-

tin M-S-H.

Tabor Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

U.S.A.

imiiimiiiiimmiimiii

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Do yon experience bristle trouble? Are your brushes giving the

desired satisfaction? Do you buy all your brushes at one place? We
ask these questions because we can eliminate your bristle trouble; w<

can give you every satisfaction and also can supply you with any desired

style of brush. Get in touch with us.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

it is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with roekover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
811 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

1/- ntion this pap*, r when writing advertiser*. It ivill idt ntiiy the proposition about which you require information.
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Malleable Iron Castings
SOFT TOUGH

WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
FOR CLEANING ALL SIZES AND SHAPES OF CASTINGS

STOVE TRIMMINGS
OF LUSTROUS BEAUTY

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

FOUNDRY CHAPLETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FORGED, RIVETED OR ELECTRIC WELDED

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO, SIXTH CITY

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or MOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASING DE-
MAND for more steel castings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make them.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the field

thoroughly, as McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH FUR
XACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLain had charge
of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

// any advertisement interests you, tea it out now and place with letters to be ansuxred.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

THE
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-
haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whether
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether
they are getting what they are supposed to get—because
our Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of
methods, mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where
practical economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would
pay you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils,

Paints, Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Steel,

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY Of CANADA

Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron
Copper, Brass, Stone, Brick, Wood, etc.

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information
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ALL THREE OF THEM
and

They represent the best for the three services for which
they are built.

For Foundry Service the positive quantity is what you want.

For Oil Burning the high efficiency and constant pressure.

For Converter Service definite quantity, pressure propor-
tionate to needs, and rugged reliability.

All three of them can be depended upon.

Write jor Catalogue 50.

P. H. & F. M. Roots Company
Chicago Office:
1245 Marquette

Building

New York Office

:

120 Liberty
Street

Connersville, Indiana

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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"WABANA"
Machine Cast Pig Iron

Cast in specially shaped moulds to permit of easy

Handling, Piling and Breaking.

Chill Cast—"SANDLESS"—Pig Iron melts quicker

or with lower fuel consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2240 pounds to the ton

and it is ALL METAL—no sand.

We grade this iron according to the Silicon, as follows

:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over

1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

An iron therefore for every Foundry purpose.

Enquiries solicited. May we have the pleasure of

quoting on your next requirements?

I Dominion Iron & Steel Co,, Limited §
Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES: EE

Sydney, N.S.; 112 St. Jamet St., Montreal; 18 Wellington St. Eact, Toronto

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



Review of the Past Year's Iron, Steel and Metal Markets
Staff Article

I year ago we stated that prosperity was rampant so far as the production of iron and

was concerned, and only in slightly lessei degre< was tin lih condition true with regard

to tin more promim at metals. Tin' near now closing has added materially to the prosperity o)

its predecessor, a circumstance -/»- almost entirely to tin insist,, it and ever-developing

d> mand for munitions by Oreat Britain and her Alios. The charts, together with the accom-

panying data amply evident the altogether abnormal situation abovi indicated.

IRON AND STEEL

THE unusual activity which pre-

vailed in the iron and stool trade

in Canada at the close of L915

a- been continued daring the year just

closing only to a far greater degree.

There never has been in the.history of

the trade such a year of unexampled

prosperity as during li'lti. All records

have been broken both as regards prices

and tonnage output, and the coming

year bids fair to eclipse the 1916 re-

eord in every way. as far as can be

.judged at the present time. The situ-

ation is due almost entirely to the

enormous demand for shells, although

there has been considerable export busi-

ness done in wire rods and wire pro-

ducts. The output of the steel com-

panies has to a large extent been at the

disposal of the Imperial Munitions

Board, and for this reason a compara-

tively small tonnage has been available

for purposes other than munitions. The

development of export business in steel

products which was widely discussed

durins 1915 has been held up indefinite-

ly for reasons above stated, and it is

doubtful if the question will be re-

opened until the present urgent demand
for shells has been satisfied.

Increased Output Provision

One particularly satisfactory feature

lias been the ability of the steel com-

panies to largely increase their output

in view of the famine in steel which

threatened towards the end of last year.

Although there is now a decided short-

age of steel, it cannot be said to ap-

proach a famine in the general accept-

ance of the word. If, however, a famine
had developed, the results might easily

have been serious in view of the enor-

mous tonnaee required for munitions.

Considerable credit is therefore due to

the steel companies and the Munitions
Roard for the way in which they have

handled the situation. The shortage of

steel is of course general, but fortunate-

ly is not affectin? the production of

munitions as this industry has the first

call on the output of the mills. Tn

other respects however, the shortaee is

serious and the increase in values of
practically all iron and steel products,

semi-finished and finished, has been the

natural result. One effect of this short-

age has been the partial and in some

cases complete suspension of building

operations while many industrial plants

using iron or steel in the manufacture

of their products have been badly handi-

capped and their output restricted in

volume. Very little relief has been ob-

tainable from the United States, as the

mills there are as badly congested as

our own plants. Canadian dealers hav-

ing contracts with American mills were

for a time in a better position, al-

though the advantage which they en-

joyed in the early days of the boom has

now practically disappeared. The

shortage from U.S. sources has been felt

to a greater degree perhaps than that

from Canadian mills, particularly as re-

gards structural shapes and ship ma-

terial.

Plates

The marked decline in building, and

consequently less demand for struc-

tural shapes relieved the situation to

some extent. During the year however,

there was an important revival in the

shipbuilding industry affecting every

ship-building yard in Canada: a rush

for ship plates accordingly resulted.

Prices of plates had already reached a

high level and deliveries were so back-

ward that shipbuilders have only been

able to obtain material by paying prem-

ium prices. It was only by reason of

the argent demand for tonnage that

shipowners were able to pay the increase

in cost of construction. The present

cost of plates and the °:reat difficulty in

obtaining them is tending to restrict for

a time, further development in the ship-

building industry. Plates have made a

gain of 2Vjc per pound during the year.

Rails

During the year a scarcity of steel

rails developed. The railways, during

the year and also in 1915, had purchas-

ed comparatively small tonnages of

rails owinsr to the policy adopted of

keeping down expenses to a minimum.
Only one concern, the Algoma Steel Co.,

kept their rail mill in operation. The
Dominion Steel Corporation who also

roll rails used their entire output of

steel for other purposes. The C.P.R.

has already shipped a quantity of old

rails from sidings, etc. to France for

military railways, while arrangements

are now being made for further large

tonnages of similar material to be sent

overseas. Little relief was obtainable

from the States owing to the oversold

condition of the mills there and very

backward deliveries. The situation con-

tinues to become more acute with no

sign of relief in sight. During the sum-

mer the price of rails advanced $5 per

ton from $28 to $33, the first price

change in 12 years. Later they were

advanced to $38 per ton f.o.b. mill,

which is now the ruling price. The

advance created some sensation in the

market but was inevitable under the cir-

cumstances.

Pipe and Tubes

Prices of tubular goods have advanced

rapidly during the year and like all

other steel products have attained re-

cord levels. With regard to boiler

tubes, conditions in the U.S. market

have affected the situation here rather

than any influence in the Canadian Mar-

ket. The demand for merchant and

boiler tubes in the States has been so

heavy that the mills are sold up for

practically twelve months and prices

consequently are high. The situation in

wrought pipe differs little from that in

tubes although the increase in cost of

raw material is the principal reason for

the prevailing high prices. Boiler

tubes are now 100 per cent, higher on

an average than at the beginning of

this year.

Sheets

The market for black and galvanized

sheets has been very firm throughout

the year and prices have been steadily

advancing. In black sheets Canada is

now entirely dependent upon the United

States for supplies, and conditions there

consequently affect the situation in this

market. The demand in the primary

market, during the year has been good,

and sheet mills have for the most part

been behind on deliveries. A shortage

of sheet bars has on more than one oc-

casion tended to restrict production

which has usually been accompanied by
an advance in prices. Towards the end
of the year the situation became more
acute, sheet bars became scarce and

higher,, while shortage of fuel and
labour also hampered operations at the

mills. Prices of galvanized sheets have,

of course, been materially affected by
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the high cost of black sheets, while the

consistent high price of spelter lias also

helped to keep prices up. The high cost

of materials, principally spelter, has had
the effect of considerably curtailing pro-

duction of galvanized sheets, and the

demand also fell off during the year.

Some makers reduced their output by
50 per cent, and others even more.

Owing to the war, the importations of

British made sheets have been light and
quotations have been largely nominal.

Tlie trade has been and still is in an

unsatisfactory condition owing to the

high cost and scarcity of all raw ma-
terials and the uncertainty of the spel-

ter market. Black sheets have made a

gain during the year of approximately

$1.50 per 100 lbs. while galvanized

sheets are about $1.25 per 100 lbs. high-

er than at the beginning of the year.

Bars

Prices of iron and steel bars have ad-

vanced steadily during the vear fi-om

steel, such as billets, sheet bars and
wire rods, the shortage of these having

been more apparent than in any other

steel products. On more than one occa-

sion the situation was acute, but noth-

ing developed of a more serious nature

than a jump in prices. Bessemer and

open-hearth billets and open hearth

sheet bars started the year at $32 a ton,

they are now quoted at $55 a ton.

Forging billets which were $55, are now
$80 a ton, while wire rods have ad-

vanced from $40 to $70 a ton, all Pitts-

lung prices. The Canadian mills mak-
ing billets are absorbing their entire

production for shell and other purposes.

Pig Iron

During the latter part of the year,

the activity in the pig iron market has

been the outstanding feature. It is

somewhat remarkable that, although

steel has been steadily rising all the

the year, it was not until September that

pig iron began to move. For nine

paratively light demand for foundr\

pig, otherwise the situation would have

been very acute in the foundry business.

The upward movement in prices start-

ed in September at which time the two

principal domestic irons were quoted

around $24 a ton , this price having

been current since the beginning of the

year. When the movement got under

way, the market seemed to go wild and
prices advanced rapidly, the $32 mark-

being reached early in December.

Shortly afterwards all quotations were

withdrawn but based on U.S. prices $38

is about the market value at the close

of the year. It will thus be seen that

prices of pig iron have advanced more
rapidly than at any time in the his-

tory of the trade, all previous records

have been broken. The movement in

Canada of course followed the activity

which originated in the United States

where prices advanced in a most extra-

ordinary manner, being now approxi-

mately $12 higher than early in Sep-
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2.75c to 3.75c per lb., a clear gain of lc.

Several times during the year makers
have withdrawn prices on bars, this be-

ing always followed by an advance.

Deliveries on steel bars have been get-

ting more backward all the time with

the result that, iron bars are now being

offered instead of steel owing to the

quicker delivery on the former. Prices

are to some extent nominal as quota-

tions given are for delivery at mill con-

venience which may be anywhere from
nine to twelve months. Bars 2 in. and

r quoted at 5.25c base, have also

made a substantial advance since the be-

ginning of the year. The bar produc-
tion is notable this year in that it has

been confined aTmosl entirely to meet-
ing the demand for shrapnel bars.

Billets

The biggest gain in prices during the

year has been made in semi-finished

3% INS. SEAMLESS AND I/APWELDED BOILEK TUBES, DURING 1915 AND 1916.

months, pig iron relatively with steel

was getting further behind, notwith-

standing the big demand for steel-mak-

ing pig irons. At the close of the year,

pig iron is not so very far below steel

and is getting more into line with steel

prices. The pig iron market in Canadian
is. rather restricted as all the big steel

companies make their own pig, and in

normal times have more than enough
for their own purposes. There was
therefore in ordinary times considerable

tonnage available for grey iron foun-

dries and prices consequently were

reasonable. As the demand for steel

increased, foundry iron gradually be-

eame scarcer and eventually up went
prices. The mosl important independent

furnace formerly producing foundry
iron exclusively, is now turning out

basic iron for steel making which has

intensified the shortage of foundry
grades. There has onlv been a com-

tember. Stocks of pig iron at the fur-

naces were soon depleted and orders

now on hand will take several months to

fill. To make matters worse, transport-

ation difficulties have hindered the

movement of coke to the furnaces, and
the winter weather will aggravate the

situation. Only recently it was feared

that the Hamilton, Ont, furnace would
have to shut down owing to the short-

age of coke. Although the coke pro-

line! ion has increased, it is barely keep-

ing up witli the demand, while, in addi-

tion, there is a shortage of cars making
the situation a difficult one to handle.

There is ever present a possibility of a

short supply for the furnaces.

Production Increases

During the year the steel companies
have made important extensions, and the

physical condition of the plants has

been greatly improved. New open-
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hearth furnaces have been constructed

and rolling mills extended. The capa-

city output at our steel concerns is now

greater than it ever has been, and the

profits which have undoubtedly been

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN

an important addition to the steel pro-

ducing facilities in Canada.

Future Uncertain

How long the prevailing prosperity in

down. Prices have reached a danger-

ous level and a sharp slump is not de-

sirable. A note of warning is thus not

out of place. That prices will go still

higher is quite possible particularly on

made, have placed the companies in a the steel industry will last is a debat- certain steel products where there is a
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sound condition, financially, and have

put the steel industry figuratively speak-

ing on its feet. The effect of this will

be felt more in normal times when the

demand is lighter and competition

keener. It is to be hoped that when the

present rush is over some effort will be

made to establish a plant or plants for

rolling structural shapes and plates for

which there will be an increasing de-

mand in Canada. This country has so

far been entirely dependent upon the

States for plates and for all shapes, ex-

cept small angles, etc. Now seems the

time to give the matter some considera-

tion so that the work can be proceeded
with when the opportunity arrives. Dur-
ing the year some progress has been

made on the new steel plant at O.jibway,

Ont., which when completed will make

able question. Until quite recently,

twelve months was a fairly easy guess,

but Germany 's peace proposals, al-

though promptly rejected, have served

to remind people that it is almost en-

tirely due to the great war that the

industry is booming. It is true that

the mills have all the business they can

take care of for almost a year, but if

by any good stroke of fortune, cessa-

tion of hostilities came within the next

twelve months, then a part of that busi-

ness would almost certainly be can-

celled. Of course the tonnage might be

taken out in some other form than shell

steel, but conditions arising after peace
has been declared will be discounted be-

fore this actually happens. It is just

here that prices are liable to be affected

before the activity at the mills slows

decided shortage, but it is likely that

the market has received a wholesome
(dieek in the meantime, and further

developments in Europe will 4eeide the

swing of the pendulum.

METALS
THE metal markets have experienced

another twelve months of war influence,

but, generally speaking, they have not

been quite so erratic as last year. The
principal feature this year has been the

big increase in volume of business, par-

ticularly in copper, which has reached
enormous tonnages. The production of.

so-called, war metals has increased
greatly, and has assumed large propor-
tions.' New mines have been opened up
and old mines reopened, while new re-

fineries have been established to take
care of the big increase in mines output.

PRICE FLUCTUATIONS OF 2 IN. LAP-WELDED WROUGHT IRON PIPE DURING l'Jlo AND 1916.
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although the largest percentage of the

production of war metals still comes

from t lie United States, this country has

been the scene of remarkable activity,

and the metal mining industry has de-

veloped in a corresponding degree. The

Consideraole progress has been made
in Canada in the metal industry. Copper
and tine refineries have been established

at Trail, B.C., and the output, although

not very important at the present time,

is steadily increasing. The war lias

market, which will have a tendency to-

wards lower prices. The situation will

likely be unsettled for some lime pre-

vious to the actual cessation of hostili-

ties and the market discounted before

the war ends. Whether prices decline
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production of copper has easily beaten

all former records, the industry enjoying

unparalleled prosperity. The output of

lead and spelter in the United States is

also much larger than in normal years

owing to supplies from Europe having

been cut off. For the same reason alum-

inum has reached record levels, large

quantities having been exported to

Europe instead of imported from there,

as was the case before the war. Tin not

being a war metal, has occupied rather

a different position, and is the least

likely of any metal to decline in value at

the conclusion of the war. Antimony is

a war metal, although not a very im-

portant one. At one time prices were
very hi?h, but this year there has been
a sharp decline in value.

stimulated this industry, and in time no

doubt all copper and zinc mined in Can-

ada will be refined within her borders.

At Port Colborne, Ont., the Interna-

tional Nickel Co. is building a refinery

for treating nickel matte from the Sud-

bury district. There is also another con-

cern who propose to establish a .plant for

refining nickel in Canada.

After War Situation

Although the German peace overtures

have been rejected, there is still a possi-

bility that before the end of 1917 peace

will have been concluded or negotiations

to that end finally begun. Although this

may be an optimistic view, there is little

doubt that during the coming year the

possibilities of peace will be felt in the

gradually or rapidly depends upon de-

velopments in Europe.

That prices will decline after the war
is a fair supposition, although to what
extent it is difficult to say. The prob-

ability is that the price situation will

have been adjusted to a great extent by
the time peace is concluded. As far as

can be seen the only metal that is likely

to appreciate in value is tin, being essen-

tially a peace metal. Copper will no

doubt decline, but not to the same extent

as other metals. The war demand will

be replaced by a peace demand, which

will doubtless be considerable, although

a large quantity of metal used in muni-

tions will have been recovered from the

battlefields and utilized for other pur-

poses. There will, however, always be a
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plentiful supply of copper, which will

tend to depress the market. When the

German and Belgian supplies of spelter

become available and the Australian

supply gets on the market, production in

the United States will fall off consider-

the Allied Governments. This was addi-

tional to other large contracts placed

earlier in the year. At the same time,

Large quantities of copper were require.

1

by the brass mills. The result was that

by the end of the year the entire output

materially help to support the market.
During the year the market has been

firm, with a steady rise in prices, and not

much fluctuation. At the beginning of
the year copper was about 23c, reaching

to 27c by the middle of January. There
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ably, and price.- as a result decline. Lead
will probably not suffer a serious decline,

as it has not been affected by the war to

the same extent as some other metals.

There will be a marked depreciation in

antimony, as the demand will be small

after the war. That aluminum will de-

cline to its former position is likely, as

the war demand will have stopped.

Copper

Chief interest this year has centered

in copper, this being the most important
of all war ingot metals. As the war in-

creased in intensity, with a prodigious

expenditure of shells, the demand for

copper became more insistent, culminat-

ing in contracts being placed in the

1'nited States for enormous tonnages by

of the United States' producers was
taken up, and now there is no copper to

be had for at least the first five months
of 1917. With the market in such an
oversold condition, the price naturally

jumped up. It is estimated that the pro-

ducing capacity of the States will soon

be over one million tons per annum,
which gives an idea of the enormous
consumption of copper at the present

time. The position of copper is now, of

course, very strong, and is likely to be

for some months to come. Opinions, how-

ever, differ as to what will happen to the

market at the conclusion of the war, but

it is probable that while prices will de-

cline in sympathy with other metals,

there will still be a big demand during

the period of reconstruction, which will

was a gradual rise through. February tv

30V2C, which was continued until th*

middle of May, when a new high price of

32c was registered. About this time the

market weakened, and there was a

steady decline to 29c in August. The
market recovered and prices "began to

advance gradually through September
and October up to the middle of Novem-
ber, when the market became very active

and worked up to 38c by the end of that

month. That price was maintained
throughout December with a strong mar-

ket. On an average the market was
higher this year than in 1915.

Tin

Tin being a peace metal, has been ad-

versely affected by the war, the con-
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sumption having fallen off. and prices

being low when compared with other

metals. The fluctuations that have taken

place have been caused by the activities

of submarines in destroying shipping.

Tin being obtained from the Far East,

ships carrying this metal are more likely

to be interfered with than in the Atlan-

tic, and on more than one occasion the

tear of cargoes being lost lias caused a

sharp advance in price. This has been

more in evidence on the New York mar-

ket, as tin can only be imported into the

United States on a permit obtained in

London, and these permits have been

generally difficult to obtain. Dealers

have endeavored to carry large stocks of

tin, but the increased consumption has

sometimes depleted supplies of spot

metal. It is generally believed that at

the conclusion of the war there will be a

considerable increase- in the demand for

tin and prices will advance. During the

war there will not likely be much
change in fhe situation. The position of

this metal, however, is a strong one. as it

is indispensable for many lines of manu-
facture and price has little effect on de-

mand.
The market lias been steady through-

out the year except in the spring, when
during April fhe highest point of the

year was reached. It started at 45c and
by the end of February jumped to 56c.

Early in March the market declined to

50c, but soon recovered, and by the end
of that month was 56c. Prices continued

advancing until the highest level of 58c

was reached about fhe second week in

April. These advances were due to

scares over submarine activities. The
market soon began to react, and by the

end of July the price had dropped to 44c,

which was maintained until the end of

September. Early in October the mar-
ket became firmer, and the price ad-

vanced to 48c"; which was held until the

middle of December, when the market
weakened sliehtly, and lost one point,

finishing the year at 47c. Compared
with 1915, prices have had a higher aver-

age, although the hisrhest point of that

year, 60c, was not reached, nor fflie low-

est of 30c.

Spelter

This metal has been affected by the

war. principally by reason of the fact

that supplies from two hi? producing
countries, Germany and Be'^ium. have
been cut off. The pre-war situation has

been considerably c<han<red. When war
started, America was called upon to sup-

ply the spelter requirements of the Allies

and the demand was so ereat that the
producers had to immediately increase

their output. Eventually the production
increased to such an extent that it be-
came equal to the demand, and the situa-
tion became adjusted to meet the new
conditions. The present outtput of spel-
ter in the States is about 650.000 tons a

year. As spelter is used in making brass,

this accounts for the big export business

and domestic consumption. The big

business has been done with the brass

mills in high-grade spelter, the galvan-

l/ers having been operating at reduced

capacity all the year owing to the high

cost ,it' all raw materials. The outlook is

not very favorable for the spelter in-

dustry in the States after the war, as

this metal will probably be affected more
than any other. The British Govern-

ment has agreed to take over the entire

spelter production of Australia. During

each year of the war, the Government
will take 45.000 tons of spelter and 100,-

000 tons of concentrates, also for ten

years after the war. There will be a big

decrease in the production of spelter in

the United States and prices will decline.

Belgian and German supplies will be

available and the situation the same as

before the war.

During the year spelter has lost

ground, opening at 20c and closing at

14c, with a highest point of 24 1
'

2 c in

February. A slight rise in January to

21c was continued through February,

reaching 24V2 c, after which the market

weakened and the price dropped back

during March to 21c, recovering to 22c.

Prices fluctuated during April, and at

the end of- the month began to fall,

touching 12 1/2C the lowest point of the

year, at the end of July. Another re-

covery brought the price up to 14c, which

was maintained during August, Septem-

ber and October, gaining slightly in No-

vember, but finishing weaker at 13V2C-

The market was steadier than in 1915,

and did not touch either the highest or

lowest levels of that year.

Lead

Lead, although a war metal, has not

been affected in the same degree as spel-

ter or copper. The position of this

metal has, however, for .the most part,

been a strong one, and the demand has

absorbed fhe supply. The market this

year has been generally stronger than

during 1915, and prices higher. There

has been a heavy war demand, and also

an increase in ordinary consumption. In

the States there has been a steady in-

crease in production in order to take

care of the larger demand, both export

and domestic. There will be a deprecia-

tion in the price of lead after the war.

but the market will no doubt deelin"

gradually.

Prices show a net gain for the year.

The market started at 7c, the lowest

point of the year, and advanced steadily

to 12c in April. During this month the

market weakened and prices declined un-

til 8 1
'

4 c was touched in the middle of

August. The market then recovered,

and the price advanced to 9c up to the

end of November, when another advance
brought the price up to 9 1

2 e, which was
maintained during December.

Antimony

As antimony is used in making shrap-

nel bullets, it has become a fairly im-

portant metal during war time. English

antimony has been off the market, but

supplies have been coming from China

and Japan. The production of antimony
in the Far Fast has been more than

doubled, and there will be a large excess

of supplies after the war. Comparatively

little antimony is used in peace times, so

prices will likely be considerably lower

alter the war than at present.

Antimony started the year at 40c and

finished at ISc. A sharp advance at the

end of January b rough! the price up to

48c by the end of February. This level

was maintained during .March and part

of April, when a decline set in, and the

market fell off badly/touching the lowest

point of the year, 10c during August.

The market then rallied to 18c, and has

been steady since, that price having been

maintained. The fall in 1916 was more
pronounced than the rise in 1916.

Aluminum
This metal has been more or less

scarce all through the year owing to the

big demand and restricted production.

This trade, as in the case of spelter, has

been reversed, the United States having

been called upon to export large sup-

plies, which has had the effect of boost-

ing prices. A'fter the war prices will

drop when trade is readjusted. Alum-
inum is becoming a more important

metal for commercial purposes, a circum-

stance that will necessarily increase con-

sumption. The market throughout the

year has been high and steady, the price

ranging around 68c, with a slight decline

in June to 64c.

BURLINGTON STEEL CO. YEAR
DURING the past year the rolling mills

of Burlington Steel Co. plant at Hamil-
ton, Ont., have been operating 24 hours

a day, the capacity at present being 40,-

000 tons of siteel bars per annum. The
output consists of all types of bars for

reinforcing concrete, angles and flats for

the manufacture of agricultural imple-

ments, and various sections for almost

every commercial and industrial require-

ment. The mills are electrically oper-

ated, calling for between 2,000 and 3,000

horse-power. The mill installation con-

sists of a 7-stand, 12-inch unit, and a

combination 8-inch unit for •small ma-
terial.

In addition to the production of steel

bars, the manufacture of 4.5-in. high ex-

plosive shells has been in progress dur-

ing the year, an order for 25.000 having

been already completed. Business dur-

ing 1016 has expanded very consider-

ably, a nice export connection having
been formed with France and Australia.

and further substantial orders from
these countries are meantime being nego-

tiated.
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MOULDING A LEAD SAUCER FOR
EXPLOSIVES MANUFACTURE

By J. H. Eastham.

ADKNSITY of 708 pounds per

cubic foot, and specific gravity

of 11.35, regarding water as

unity, together with its searching

FIG. 1. PLAN AND SECTIONAL VIEWS
OF WORK.

Qualities when poured at a reason-

ably high temperature, render lead

the most uncertain of the non-fer-

rous metals; hence the use of loam or

dry sand moulds in preference to green

sand in most cases where castings of

heavy section or considerable depth are

FIG. 2. FOUNDATION PLATE.

required, a case in point being tbe deni-

trating tower saucer shown in plan and
section at Fig. 1, this piece, 36 in. dia.

x 24 in. deep, x 2 in. section, weighing from the full height, as indicated in

approximately 3,700 lbs. Fig. 5.

Conditions of Production
The spiked plate illustrated in Fig. 6,

A concern engaged in the manufacture
of explosives, frequently requiring lead

eastings of this type, but of varying pro-

portions, supplied blue print and pig

metal to the foundry receiving the order,

with a free hand as to methods of pro-

duction, at a fixed price per piece on
machined castings of good quality and
appearance.

To insure good results these castings

were for some time swept up in loam
by established methods, at considerable

cost for rigging, a foundation plate of

diameter convenient to the specified area

of casting ordered and approximately 3

in. thick, being first made, and set level,

a 2 in. spindle inserted in the three-

armed socket of usual type. The core

foundation and sloping parting neces-

sary to the formation of the lower ex-

tremity of the cheek portion of the

mould were next swept up on a single

course of bricks, the structure being then
ready to receive the cheek lifting ring
shown at Fie. 3.

FIG. 3. CHECK MOULD LIFTING RING.

technically termed the crown or cope

plate, with pouring gate and riser per-

forations, was now swept up, the round-

ed edge on the seat of the casting being

taken care of by a slight increase in the

length of the prods on the plate. The
three mould sections were afterwards

all dried on one carload, blackwashed,

assembled as shown in Fig. 7, and the

piece cast the following day, 4,500 lbs.

of pig lead being melted in

a small emergency cupola,

and poured from an ordin-

ary sand-lined geared ladle.

FIG. 1. CHEEK MOULD AND STRICKLE.

The sweep was then bolted to the spin-

dle arms, and the outside face of the

mould built up, after which the flanged

branch pattern was bedded in at

the correct height above the main
flange, and drawn outwards, the

outside face of the branch flange

being covered by a cake core. The
mould at this stage is shown in

cross section in Fig. 4.

Sweeping the Core

The sweep board was next

removed, and the cheek

mould hoisted on the stove

car. The core sweep was
then bolted to the spindle

and the core built on a light brick wall,

with a circular perforated grating cover-

ing the inside cavity one brick depth

Cost Demands Change of

Method

The method just described

occupied a moulder and
helper about 20 hours on or-

dinary sizes, exclusive of

the time spent on plates

and other equipment, and
would have served indefinitely, had
not competition rendered a heavy cur-

tailment in cost of production impera-

tive, the sys-

tem of mould-

ing after-
wards e m-

ployed being

as follows:

—

A pit ap-

p r o x imately

FIG. 5. CORE.

48 in. diameter by 34 in. deep, was
opened up in the foundry floor, the

2 in. spindle-centre bedded a few
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nu'ios below the pit face and ram-
med hard to secure its rigidity, the
spindle inserted, and the sweep A
bolted to position as shown by Pig. 8.

A runner core, B, was laid level so as

PIG. & COPE PLATE AND STRICKLE.

to teed the easting- by the "bottom
pour ' system, the runner stick C being-
rammed up at the same time as the out-
side face of the mould. The flanged or

used in the former method, was now
lowered to position, lead spool ohaplets
•J in. thick being use, I ;i| six points on
cast iron blocks bedded in ms indicated
m the cross section view of the finished

mould at fig. 10. The core
was finally hooked up to rail

sections laid across the
mould, this precaution being
necessary on account of the
certainty of the lead chap-
lets being melted by the
metal during- the operation
of pouring, with consequent
danger of the core sinking-.

'fhe rails referred to also
acted as weight supports, all

risk of the core moving- be-
ing- thereby eliminated.

Economies Effected

By this method the mould-
ing time was reduced to

I en hours, the time occupied in
building the core being- about four
hours, a saving- f six hours on each
piece. The castings produced were free

MELTING STEEL IN I HE IRON
FOUNDRY CUPOLA

by J. E. Hurst

D

LOAM MOULD ASSEMBLED LOAM CORE FUR SAND MOULD
open end of the saucer being cast up-
ward in this instance, % in. extra thick-
ness was allowed on the upper face to
ensure clean machining as well as to ov-
ercome any unevenness on slight shrink-
age which might occur on account of the
piece being cast open sand.
A heavy, well bound facing- sand was

prepared, the mould being rubbed over
with dry plumbago and afterwards wash-
ed with molasses before the application

from "strikes" or "fins" and of as
good quality as those formerly turned
out of the expensive loam mould, with
its initial cost in rigging.

Cost of Living.—The cost of living is
still going up. According to a Labor
Department Bulletin of December 16,
the average cost of 29 staple articles in
^ixty cities in November was $10.05, as

FIG. 8 .DRAG MOULD IN SAND.

of the charcoal fire used as a skin dry-
ing medium.

A Suspended Core

The loam core shown in Fig. 9, built
on a cast grid instead of the foundation

FIG. 10. ASSEMBLED SAND MOULD WITH LOAM CORE.

compared with $9.30 in October, and
$8.02 in November, 1915. In the whole-
sale prices of 272 commodities, the indes
figure rose to 198.4 for November, com-
pared with 187.2 for October and 158.7
for November, 1915.

LTRING recent years, the addition
of steel to iron foundry mixtures
has become quite a common prac-

tice. In addition to finding an outlet
I'm- comparatively valueless steel scrap,
such additions present an easy and ef-
fective means to the ironfounder of pro-
ducing low silicon cast iron.

The process of melting- steel in the
iron foundry cupola is now fairly well
understood. The steel in the cupola in
contact with carbon—coke—and in an
atmosphere containing carbon monoxide,
absorbs increasing amounts of carbon as
the temperature rises, exactly as is the
case in the cementation and caseharden-
ing processes for the treatment of steel.

As the carbon content of the steel in-

creases, the melting- point correspond-
ingly decreases, and it will readily be
seen that the melting point of the steel

in the cupola is rapidly reduced by the
absorption of carbon to a figure within

the temperature range of
the cupola. Approximately,
the average maximum tem-
perature in the cupola is in

the region of from 1,350

deg. to 1,400 deg. Cent.,

and, therefore, the very-

fact that the steel is suc-

cessfully melted indicates
that it must have absorbed
between 3 to 4 per cent, of

carbon. This being the

case, it was considered
impossible to melt steel

alone in the cupola, and if success-
ful, to produce an iron of, say, from 3
to 4 per cent, total carbon, with a low-

silicon, phosphorus, and, with due care,
sulphur contents.

Experimental Data

The following account of an experi-
ment in this connection will doubtless
prove of interest. The steel scrap charg-
ed into the cupola consisted of borings

and turnings, crop
ends from 5-in. bil-

lets, and miscel-

laneous scrap, con-

sist ing largely of

old files and the

like. A small pro-

portion of hematite

pig iron was added,

the object being to

ensure melting. It

has subsequently
been found that this

addition was unnecessarv. The cupola
charges were 560 lbs. each, consisting of
scrap in the following proportions: 560
lbs. of steel borings; 280 lbs. of crop
ends; 112 lbs. of miscellaneous scrap;
19y2 lbs. of hematite No. 3 pig-. The
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mean carbon content of tlie above charge

would be approximately 0.45 per cent.

Limestone and coke were charged as

in the usual practice, a slight excess of

each being allowed. The blast was start-

ed and the charge soon showed signs of

melting. The blast pressure as indicat-

ed by the gauge was very high—28 in.

of water—a fact that was ascribed to the

closeness of packing of the charge. The

melting continued successfully though at

a somewhat slower rate, as would be ex-

pected, than is the case in an ordinary

pig iron charge. The metal tapped out

was very "wild" and emitted showers

of sparks; but was readily quietened by

the addition of ferro-manganese or fer-

ro-silicon. The molten metal was cast

into pig bed and allowed to cool. On
breaking the cold metal, which was ex-

ceptionally tough, it presented a close

white fracture. During melting a

thick, black, sluggish slag was formed

which from its appearance evidently con-

tained a high percentage of iron. An
analysis made of the pig produced gave

the following results:

—

C .

Cr.

Si.

Mn.
S. .

P. .

Per Cent.

. . 3.98

0.13

0.45

0.071

0.034

Obviously it would be an easy matter

to produce any desired silicon content by

the addition of ferro-silicon to the mol-

ten metal and, with the possible excep-

tion of a rather high sulphur content,

it will be readily seen by the above an-

alysis that the pig iron produced could

be classed alongside of hematite or even

cold blast irons.

The total weight of metal charged in-

to the cupola was 7,056 lbs., and the to-

tal weight of metal tapped out and re-

covered from the "dump" was 6,49f> lbs.,

thus showing a fairly

heavy loss of 560 lbs., or

approximately S per cent.

It is considered that this

heavy loss was due large-

ly to the oxidation of the

very fine borings which

FIG. 1.

such a heavy loss as that experienced in

this particular case, the whole experi-

ment proved t be a paying proposition.

If the market value of the original scrap

is reckoned to be on an average $14.68

per ton, the total cost of the pig iron

produced by the melting of this scrap,

including melting costs, labor and stand-

ing charges, and also the melting loss,

works out at approximately $23 per ton.

The market value of the pig iron pro-

duced at the present time is at least

$31.60 per ton. Undoubtedly a paying

proposition.

The two great drawbacks to the melt-

ing of steel in this manner are, first, as

already pointed out, the excessive loss

through oxidation, and secondly, the

tendency of largely increasing the sul-

phur content. By avoiding the very

small and fine class of borings, or re-

sorting to some form of briquetting pro-

cess, the first drawback can be materi-

ally reduced to a normal figure. In con-

nection with the sulphur content, the

greatest possible care must be taken in

the selection of the fuel. The addition

of extra limestone together with sand is

a most efficacious method of keeping the

sulphur content down, and in addition

gives a more fluid and manageable slag.

The action of limestone and sand in

the reduction of the sulphur content is

possibly somewhat similar to that of the

blast furnace, in which the sand and

limestone react with the oxide of iron,

forming a basic double silicate, which

at temperatures between 1150 deg, and

1300 deg. Cent, is capable of dissolving

sulphur from the iron according to the

equation

:

Fe O + Ca O 4- Si O, 4- Fe Si =
basic silicate

Fe
;
Si 4. Ca S04

From The Engineer, and published by

the author with permission of Richard

Hornsbv & Son. r~

in getting out one of the rather odd-

shaped pieces used in its construction.

While there is little new or unusual in

its application, yet one will often see jour-

neymen patternmakers doing an almost

endless amount of fitting wnen getting

out similarly shaped pieces, and even

then it is generally necessary to use a

large quantity of putty, and a large fillet

to cover up an ill-fitting jod.

Fig. 1 shows the piece to be cut out.

One end was cut at an angle, while the

other was the circumference of a circle.

There was, of course, nothing difficult in

laying it out on a plane surface, but the

trouble arose when trying to saw out

these ends, due to the angularity of th?

sides giving only a line bearing on the saw

table. The block was shaped according

to the end view and slightly longer than

necessary. The end pieces, AA, were

nailed on, the nails being place so as not

to be hit later by the saw. The template

T was then laid out to the desired shape

and nailed to these end pieces with its one

edge corresponding to the edge of the

block. The block was next sawn out, the

saw teeth just clearing the template T.

When laid in place, the block fitted al-

most exactly, and the process described

above required hardly any more time in

its application than does its description,

which may at least be of service to some

one under similar circumstances.

®
CONTRACT PLACED FOR COKE

OVENS
CONTRACTS involving a sum said to be

between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000 have

been let to the H. Koppers Co., Pitts-

burgh, a by-product ovens concern, by

I he Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Sydney,

N.S., for the construction of a large

number of by-product coke ovens. They

will be built on the most improved plans.

that by-products from

the coke production

can be extracted to

full advantage.

The Koppers Com-
pany is one of the

largest concerns of

FIG. •-'

m
***

/
1

\
•

\ !

* ** •

constituted the major portion of the

borings used in the charge. With a

heavier class of borings, or such ma-

terial as plate punehings and cut-

. the extent of this loss can be easi-

ly reduced to 3 or 4 per cent. Even with

A PATTERNMAKING KINK.

By A. L. Loy.

WHILE watching the pattern work pro-

duction on a large engine bed recently,

the writer saw the following kink used

its kind in the world, and has re-

ceived some very large contracts re-

cently for the erection of by-pro-

ducts ovens. To handle the above

order, a large force of men will be em-

ployed.
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SENTIMENT NO FACTOR IN POST-WAR TRADE

TO buy in the best and cheapest markets, and sell to

the best advantage in, the same or other markets are

sound business principles. Expediency and disability

have, however, to be reckoned with, and. relative to our

Dominion, the necessary upbuilding of a sound industrial

fabric on the one hand, the lack of a merchant marine and

in some considerable degree the lack of knowledge of out-

side requirements and possibilities on the other, militate

against practical exposition of such a propaganda either

whole or in part. During the past two years, numerous

happenings in the prosecution of the war have made stir-

ring appeals to sentiment, with the result that not a few

hastily conceived schemes have been publicly suggested and

launched concerning future trade relations with our mean-

time enemies. In a word, the commercial enterprise of the

latter was to be circumscribed and restricted, if not alto-

gether eliminated as a world factor. That such an under-

taking was too stupendous,—a sheer impossibility fits bet-

ter, perhaps, because impracticable—has come to be rea-

lized, however.

Is a trade war, following that of blood and destruction,

inevitable? In some quarters such a contingency is not

anticipated, being even flouted. Why, may we ask,

shouldn't a trade war be the logical outcome of the oth&rf

The world owes neither of the meantime fighting nor neui

nil nations, in their individuality as such, a Living, nor, in

the enlarged sense a progressive development. They each

owe it to themselves and to »he world to shoulder the

relative responsibility, and, as in the past, considerable

effort will be expended in demonstrating the fact that

such is their attitude. War as practised on the battle-

fields of Europe and on the sea may be hell, yet only does

it differ from trade war in absence of harrowing episode

and detail, although even these may be evidenced in lesser

or greater degree.

Germany, we may rest assured, is going to have and

take a place in the Sun following the war of blood, and

her intensity of application to the furtherance of her object

is likely to be less dependent on peace term detail than

we are prone to imagine. Whether the war has had the

• like revivifying, yes and revolutionizing effect on her in-

dustrial and commercial enterprise as it has had in these

directions on the other nations—warring and neutral, we

are not in a position to say; this much may, however, be

said, that preceding the war, Germany was in many res-

pects an easy leader. We are inclined to think that her

pre-war advantage is at least eliminated, and that little

evidence of any individual nation monopoly meantime

exists.

While Canada, on account of the war, may not have

developed a manufacturing capacity to entitle her to rank

as a world power, she has made much of the opportunity

afforded, and relatively as regards manufactured products

her record will bear the keenest comparison. She has

nevertheless lagged in industrial and scientific research,

in a word, the* utilization of waste products and hitherto

unused natural resources, the development of new pro-

cesses—mechanical, electrical, chemical and metallurgical,

have been given little attention, and therefore have found

but meagre practical application. The establishment of

an Advisory Council on Industrial and Scientific Research

is announced, and although unnecessarily tardy of crea-

tion, may be accepted as "better late than never." Our

Minister of Trade and Commerce, Sir George Foster, has

been so busy gallivanting, and between times twitting our

manufacturers in gallery orations with "being asleep"

—

even "soundly asleep,'" when opportunities were knock-

ing at their door, as to allow two and a quarter years to

elapse before realizing what were his own responsibilities

and duties as well as those of his Cabinet associates.

Much is looked for from the work of this newly ap-

pointed Advisory Research Board, even in the making-up

of the lost leeway. Our manufacturers are better equip-

ped to make use of both the data and materials available

than they are apt to get credit for, and it may not be

assuming too much to observe that they will be called

upon to both measure up to and successfully overcome the

industrial competition of well-nigh a full hand of pre-

war German equivalents, quite some considerable time

before much research data becomes available. Our metal-

working plants in munitions production constituted them-

selves into research boards and made good. Nothing suc-

ceeds like success, and when the pressure of competition

begins to be felt in other than war-commodity manufac-

tures, we shall be surprised if history does not repeat

itself
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PROTECTION OF IRON BY ELEC-
TROPLATING -I.

*

Bj o. 1". Watts and P. L. DeVerter

ALTHOUGH nickel-plated iron is

satisfactory for use indoors,

when exposed to the weather it

almost invariably rusts. Brass plated

steel is extensively employed for the

cheaper grade of builders' hardware,

hut is even more unsatisfactory than

nickel plate for out-of-door use. In

reply to an inquiry concerning the

possibility of a durable brass plate on

steel for use out of doors, a trade

journal says, "An electro-deposit of

zinc on steel or iron is the only one that

will withstand atmospheric conditions

for any length of time, and a demand

is now being made for hardware that

has received an electro-deposit of zinc

before being plated with any other

metal for ornamental purposes, such as

nickel, copper, brass or bronze. This

double coating gives good service and

is the only satisfactory one for hard-

ware which is exposed to the weather."

Electro-Galvanizing

The superior protective action of elec-

tro-galvanizing in comparison with de-

posits of other metals on iron is well

recognized. This has generally been as-

cribed to voltaic action. Whenever a

hole is broken or worn through the

plating a voltaic cell is formed between

the metallic coating and the exposed

iron. If the coating consists of a metal

which is electro-positive to iron, the

latter is cathode and is protected from

corrosion, but if the coating is electro-

negative to iron this becomes anode,

and is corroded worse than if the "pro-

tective coating" were entirely absent.

Examination of tables of potentials of

the metals shows that, of the metals

which can be satisfactorily plated out

of aqueous solutions, only zinc and

cadmium are eleebro-positive to iron.

Since cadmium is not used for com-

mercial plating on account of the ex-

pense, zinc remains as the only electro-

plate which can protect iron by voltaic

or galvanic action. Theory and prac-

tice appear to be in harmony.

Galvanic action requires that two un-

like conductors be in electrical connec-

tion with each other and with an elec-

trolyte. So long as the iron is complete-

ly covered by the electroplate there is

no opportunity for voltaic action, either

corrosive or protective, and, so far as

rusting of the iron is concerned, it is

immaterial what metal constitutes the

coating. The protection of iron by de-

posits of zinc and its universal rusting

when plated with other metals seem to

indicate either that elect ro-deposits of

zinc are less porous than those of other

metals, or that, in the thickness used

commercially, all electro-deposits are

porous, or on exposure soon become so,

and thus the superior protection by zinc

is due solely to its galvanic action.

To investigate the porosity of electro-

plating, and to determine the protection

afforded to iron by deposits of different

metals, a series of experiments has re-

cently been carried out in the electro-

chemical laboratory of the University,

and it is thought that these are of suffi-

cient interest to eleetroplaters to merit

publication.

Protection of Iron by Deposits of

Nickel, Copper and Brass.

Since it is generally conceded that

commercial plating with these metals

does not protect iron from rust, it was
decided to try much thicker deposits

than those usually employed. A com-

pany which makes great quantities of an

article in daily use by millions of people

specifies ten milligrams of nickel per

square inch as the minimum for good

deposits, and fifteen for their heaviest

plate. The latter corresponds to an av-

erage thickness of O.OOiMS mm. or

0.000137 inches, and requires an hour at

five amperes per square foot for its dep-
osition. For indoor use this deposit

stands well the constant handling to

which these articles are subjected. The
deposits range from this thickness to

ten and in a few cases twenty times

heavier.

Ships of sheet iron were pickled in

sulphuric acid to remove scale, cleaned

in the electric cleaner, dried, weighed,

returned to the electric cleaner for a

few seconds, raised, and hung in the

plating bath. After plating the strips

were reweighed, and the average thick-

ness of the deposit calculated. The
brass and copper deposits were made
from hot cyanide baths containing

caustic soda; the zinc solution consist-

ed of the sulphate and a little chloride.

The nickel was plated from a rapid sol-

ution recommended by the writer.

which was used hot except for two
samples. The conditions of deposition

are given in Tables I. to IV. below.

The samples were placed in wood
racks, exposed to the weather, and ex-

amined occasionally for their appear-

ance in regard to rust. The results are

shown in Tables V to VIII.

•From a paper presented before tlie annual
meeting of t ho American Electro-chemical

Society.

Table 1—Braiss Deposits on Iron.

Time Thic•klless Amp. Cur. Eff.

No. Min. Teni Amp. ilm.'J Inches 111. 111. Ilrs. dm.

2

%
1 55 Hot 11.5 0.00028 0.0071 1.0 26.7
o 10 Hoi 11.

5

0.00061 9.0155 1.9 30.1
4 15 Hot 12.:: . O0OS 0.0203 3.07 25.5
6 30 Hot 12.6 0.00228 0.059 6.3 32.1
7 60 Hot 8.75 . 00327 0.0832 8.75 33.9

41 150 Hot 8.0 0.0O6O7 0.1543 2O.0 34.;">

Table 11—Copper Deposits on Iron.

Time Thic IciK'Ss Amp, Cur. Kff.

No. Min. Tern. Amp./dm.2 Inches 111.111. tfrs. < I ii i .12 %
36 3 Hot 7.32 0.00027 0. 00(19 .37 5S.2
3 in Hot 6.83 o.ooow; 0.024.-, 1 . 12 71.2
."> 15 Hot 6.82 0.00099 . 0.0251 1.58 51.8

45 Hot ."i . 55 0.0012!! 0.0327 4.1 31.9

8 75 Hot 5.68 0.00271 0.0689 7.1 39.1

42 120 Hot 3 25 0.0024S (it::: 6 5 33.1

46 180 Hot 3.27

Table III—Zi

0.00686

iie Deposits

0.1745

on Iron.

9. SI 60.8

Time Thli•ki.ess Amp. Cur. Eff.

No. Mill. Tern. Amp. dm.

2

Inches 111. 111. Ilrs. /dm.2 %
21 1 Hot 4 . 88 0. 00019 0.0049 0.32 71.6

19 1 Cold 14.7 0.000190 0.00.10 0.24 97.4

14 3 Cold 13.25 0.00043 0.0109 0.66 85.8

10 5 Cold 13.65 0.00077 0.019.1 1.14 86 .

2

11 12 Cold 12.5 0.00103 0.0263 2.3 63 .1

13 30 Oold 9 55 0.00237 0.0603 4.77 Ml :,

12 25 Cold 14.7

Table IV—Ni<

0.00266

•kel Deposits

0.0667

on Iron.

6.1 52.0

Time Thli knes-; Amp. Cur. Eff.

No. Min. Tern. Amp. dm.2 Inches m. in. His. 'dm.2 %
30 20 Cold 1.8 0.00016 0.0042 0.43 45.5

25 Kl Cold 2 3 0.00022 . 0055 0.4 51.0

::i 15 not 4.35 0.00069 0.0176 1.2 7N.5

33 90 Cold 1.0 0.00091 0.0231 1:5 62.8

29 20 Hot n . 28 0.00102 o ,

0"-.-, 1.76 72.0

32 25 Hot 6.48 0.001 40 0.0371 2.7 63.5

34 40 not 7.2 0.00" 19 0.0633 4.S .-,.-,
.

44 1*0 Hot 4.23 0.00598 0.152 12.75 4N.1

45 165 Hot 5.56 0.00702 0.178 15.05 42.7
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The most stinking feature of the

weathering tests is the complete protee-

tiou against rust daring tour months of

vary wot weather afforded by electro-

galvanising less than 0.0002 inch thick.

nave their respective advantages. Sher-
ardising forms an alloy with the iron

or steel and also forms a coating over
the surface of the treated metal. There
are many manufactured iron and steel

No.
30
3

5
9
-<

4-2

40

No.
1

2
4
6
7

41

No.
20
25
31
33
29
32
34
44
45

Amp. Hrs. dm
o.;i?

1.12
1.58
4.1
7.1
6.3
I'M

Amp. Hrs. dm.!
0.96
1.9
3.07
6.3
S.75

20.0

Amp. Hrs. dm.

2

0.43
0.4
1.21
1.5
1.76
2.7
4.S
12.75
15.02

Table v

—

Thickness
Inches
0.00027
0.00096
0.00099
0.001 -'9

00271
0.00248
0.00686

VI-

Oopper plated Iron.

Days required for rusting
Slight Moderate Very bat

108

17
47

17

67

No rust

It

68
88
8S

Table

Thickness
Inches
0.00023
0.00051
0.00060
0.00228
0.00.TJ7

0.00607

Table VII

73
ss

. In 70 days.
No rust in 70 days.

Kri- |>I. id .1 Iron.

Days required for rusting.
Slight

20
46
47

53
53

Moderate
32
7o
73
73
73

Very bad
73
SS
88
88
88

Tarnished, but no rust In 70 days.

Nickel pluted Iron.

Thickness Days required for rusting.
Inches Slight Moderate Very bad
0.00017 9 19 40
0.00022 9 19 40
0.00069 12 19 53
0.00091 19 40 73
0.00102 19 40 '?.

0.00146 Tarnished, but no rust In 122 days.
0.00249 Tarnished, hut no rust in 122 days.
0.00598 Bright, not even tarnished in 70 days.
0.00702 Bright, not even tarnished in 70 dayi

Table VIII.—Zinc plnted Iron.

No samples rusted in 122 days.

while rusting: occurred through deposits

of copper 0.0027, of brass 0.00327, and

of nickel 0.00102 inch in thickness.

With thin plating, rusting was serious

and widely distributed, but on the

thicker deposits it was confined to a

few widely scattered spots. Although

Nos. 42, 46 and 41 showed no signs of

rust after seventy days exposure, they

had tarnished so badly that all resem-

blance to the original copper or brass

was lost. Specimens Nos. 44 and 45 not

only were free from rust, but the nickel

plate appeared as bright as when depos-

ited.

®

Questions and Answers
Question.—Do you consider acid pick-

ling of grey iron castings detrimental to

good plating practice?—M. N.

Answer.—Decidedly so; it is now uni-

versally conceded to be very bad prac-

tice to pickle iron previous to plating.

Sand blasting is more efficient, and less

expensive in the Ion? run.

Question.
—

"Which process would you
advise installing for treatin? iron cast-

ings with zinc—a Sherardizing outfit or
a zinc platin? outfit? We desire a dur-
able coatine of zinc for protective pur-
poses on agricultural implement parts
—T. W.

Answer.—There exists a great diver-
sity of opinion regarding the compara-
tive value of the two processes for ob-
taining a protective coatin<r of zinc on
iron or steel. Both methods no doubt

articles which cannot be Sherardized as

inexpensively as they can be treated by
the electric method, while for many pur-

poses the hot galvanizing process is to

be preferred. Our personal opinion fa-

vors the electro-zincing process for par-

ticular work. We have seen a great

number of ridiculous failures from
Sherardized metal, but have noted some
truly splendid results from the intelli-

gent application of zinc by the electro-

plating process. If you contemplate en-

gaging in the business extensively, we
would advise you to procure samples of

metal treated by each process and sub-

ject them to severe tests. Visit a few
plants where different methods are in

use, and by so doing you will be better
able to judge of the merits of the res-

pective processes.
• • •

Question.—We have a few hundred
gallons of nickel solution which we pre-
pared from imported patented nickel

salts. The solution when new possessed
a density of 16 deg. Be. It now regis-

ters 3 desrs. Be., and is quite transparent
to a depth of two feet in the tank. We
cannot obtain a deposit of ordinary
thickness in several hours, yet when
new the solution produced snlendid
plates in thirty minutes. Owin<r to the
information furnished us when the salts

were purchased, relative to the unusual
composition of the salts, we have ab-
stained from making any additions. The
solution is now practically useless. Tf
you enn assist us to rebuild the solu-
tion we shall bp glad to attpmpt it. ath-
erwise wp shall disnosp of it and pre-
pare an ordinary nickel bath.—P. W.

Answer.—To every hundred gallons od

the solution add, after dissolving, one
hundred pounds of nickel sulphate. This
will increase the density to approximate-
ly 10 degs. Be. [f you wish an increased
density, add more sulphate.

®
CADMIUM IN SPELTER

AS to what is the maximum percentage
of cadmium permissible in spelter, de-
stined for the manufacture of cartridge
brass, the best American authorities on
brass-making say they do not know,
states Professor Ingalls in an addition to

his paper read at the last meeting of the
Institute of Metals. Cartridge brass has
been made successfully with spelter con-
taining as much as 0.3 per cent, cadmium.
'Cartridge brass is ordinarily cast at a

temperature considerably above the boil-

ing point of zinc, which is far above ,the

boiling point of cadmium, and it is gen-
erally impossible to find any cadmium in

the brass, by the most careful analytical
work, not even where the constituent
spelter contains 0.3 to 0.4 per cent, cad-
mium.

There is no doubt that large amounts
of cadmium, say, 1 or 2 per cent., make
brass brittle, but it is hard to keep so
much cadmium in brasg anyhow. There
is no reliable information at present re-

specting the effect of small amounts of
cadmium* in brass, and the evidence on
this point is extremely conflicting. So
far as the author knows, it has been de-
finitely established that cadmium is in-

jurious only in spelter to be used for
sheet rolling, for galvanizing telephone
and telegraph wires, and for making or-
namental slush castings. The Zinc Com-
mittee of the American Society for Test-
ing Materials commits itself no further.

DOMINION COPPER PRODUCTS
CAPITAL INCREASE

THE Dominion Copper Products Co.,
for the second time in four months, has
secured authority to increase its capital,
this time from $1,000,000 to $3,500,000^
The company is one of two successful
subsidiaries organized by the Dominion
Bridge Co. since the war began. It
started off with a capital of $400,000,
which was increased last August to
$1,000,000. Now, by supplementary
letters patent just issued at Ottawa,
authorization is given for an increase
to $3,500,000. The other subsidiary,
the Montreal Ammunition Co., so far as
is known remains with its original cap-
ital of $300,000, although that is ab-
surdly small relative to the actual cash
investment in the enterprise and the
volume of business the company tran-
sacts.

It has been conjectured for some time
that the Dominion Bridge directors had
some plan for the consolidation of the
two subsidiaries under consideration.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

IK. IKON.
Grey, ETorge, Pittsburg *_<; 95
utke Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 21; 75

Standard law phos., Phila-
delphia 47 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh :;o :k"i

Basic, Valley, furnace 25 60
Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro, Ni>. 3

Cleveland, No, .'!

Clarence, No. 3
Victoria $32 26 $32 (Kt

Hamilton 82 25 32 00

1 IMSIIKH IKON AM> STEKL
Per Lb. to Large Buyera. Cents

lnm bars, base $3 50
Steel liars, base 3 70
Steel bars, - in. larger, base 5 25

Small shapes, base 3 90

MKTALS
A liiminiitii $ 08
Antimony 18

I ..halt, !•.', pure 1 50
1 topper lake 37 00
Copper, electrolytii 37 IM »

Copper, casting 36 * M >

Lead Wi
Mercury 1"*> 00

Nickel 00 00
Silver, per OZ 79
Tin M
Zinc 14

Prices Per Lb.

OI.l) MATERIAL.
Dealers' Nuyitig Prices

.Montreal. T
Copper, light $23 00
Copper, crucible ... 27 00
Copper, heavy -" 00
(Nipper, wire 27 00
No. 1 marl), eonip'n. 21 00
No. l eonip'n turn'gs 17 00
No. 1 wrought iron 11 00

Heavy melting steel 12 00
No. 1 •mach'y cast
iron 10 00

New brass clippings 17 00
New brass turnings 15 00
Heavy lead 7 50
Tea lead 6 00
Scrap zinc 8 00
Aluminum 35 00

o ron to

$22 00
25 no
25 00
25 00
20 00
IS 00
11 00
12 00

15 00
17 00
10 00
7 50
6 50
8 00

35 00

COKE AM) COAL.
Solvay foundry coke, on

application
Connellsville foundn coke.
Vougli steam lump coal ....

Pittsburg steam lump roal
I'.. st slack

Net t.m t'.o.ii Toronto.

BILLETS.
Per Cross Ton

Bessemer billets, Pittsburg $52 50
Open hearth billets, Pitts-
burg 52 50

Forging billets, Pittsburg.. , 78 00
Wire rods, Pittsburg 65 oo

PROOF COIL (MAIN.
', inch $
•Vit; inch
% inch
7-16 inch
'• inch
9-16 ndi
"•- inch •

% inch
T
- inch

1 inch
Above quotations arc per 100

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, guaranteed $0
Babbitt metals 11 to

Putty, 100-lb. drums 3
Rod dry lead", 100-11). kegs,
per ewt 13

Cine, French medal, per lb.

.Motor gasoline. Single
bbls., per gal

Benzine, single bbls., per
sral

Pure turpentine. single
bills

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1

linseed oil, raw, single
bbls 1

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2,

Plumbers' oakum, per 100
lbs. 8,

Lead wool, per lb
l'ure Manila rope
Transmission rope, Manila
Drilling cables, Manila
Lard oil, per gal 1.

!9 lo

'.i Ml

8 35
7 15
6 95
6 95
6 80
6 70
6 55
6 40
lbs.

31%
60
(HI

^7

•JO

26%

20

00
50

00
12
22%
26%
24%
35

SHEETS.

Montreal. Toronto
sheets, black, No. 10..$5 B0 $5 50
Sheets, black, No. 28.. 4 50 4 00
Canada plates, dull,'
52 sheets 4 70 4 75

Canada plates, all

bright o 30 o 00
Apollo brand, 10", OZ.

(galvanized i i; 96 « <kj

Queen's Head. 28,

B.W.G 7 70 7 70
Fleur-de-Iiis, 28, B.
W.C 7 40 7 30

Gorbal's best, No. 28 7 7."> 7 50
Colborne Crown, No.
28 7 25 70

Premier, No, 28, I'.s. 6 50 6 70
Premier, I0%oz 6 80 7 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

•' W inch $11 70
Vi inch 8 40
5-16 inch 7 10

% inch C 3oi
7-1 inch 30
'•j inch 6 35
% inch 6 30
;

i inch 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, net; B
and C, 20 and 5 per cent.; cast
iron, 00; standard bushings, CO;
headers. 00; flanged unions, 55:
malleable bushings, 60; nipples
72%: malleable, lipped union 00.

ANODES.
Mckel $0.f0 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.70 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .40
Tin 40 to .50
Silver, per oz 82 to .S4
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices per lb.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boradc $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 00
Acid, hydrofluoric 14-%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium, carbonate 08
Ammonium, chloride 11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret .40
Ammonium, sulphate (:7

Arsenic, white 10
Caustic soda 07
Copper carbonate, anhy... .35
Copper, sulphate 17'-.
Cobalt, sulphate 70
Iron pel-chloride 20
Lead acetate 10
Nickel ammonium sulphate ,10
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide sub-
stitute 20

Silver nitrate ....(per oz.) .50
Silver nitrate ....(per oz.) A''
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyanide, 129 130

per cent 41
Sodium cyanide, 9S-100 per

cent 32
Sodium hydrate 05
Sodium phosphate 14
Sodium hyposulphite (per
100 lbs.) 5.00

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 00
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise
stated.

$2.25

PLATING SUPPLIES.
i'olisibing wheels,

felt, per lb
Polishing wheels,

bullnet'k
,, 1.35

Emery composition. $0.12 to .14
Pumice ground ... .04
Emery composition. .08 to .09
Tripoli composition .04 to .06
Crocus composition. .07 to .08
Rouge, powder 30 to .35
Rouge, silver 35 to .50

Prices per lb.

The General Market^Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we

& &"iTare in cl°se toucn through provincial correspondents

Toronto, Out., Jan. 2.—The refusal of

the Allies to enter into peace negotia-

tions at the present time will help to

clear the air of business uncertainty re-

eently in evidence.

The year just closed has been one of

remarkable prosperity for Canada, and

this new year, so far as can be seen at

the pros,.., | time, promises to eclipse its

immediate predecessor. Many industries

have developed to such an extent that

variety of out mil as well as volume has

increased to a surprising extent. There

has been a remarkable expansion in ex-

port trade, while Customs revenues have

also made a big increase For December
the Customs revenue amounted to $11,-

884,000, as compared with *n.412.000 for

tlie corresponding month of last year; Tn

the nine months of the fiscal year the

Customs revenue has reached a total of

$106,613,000, an increase of $.14,891,000.

Steel

The market has been quiet during the

holiday season, as is usually the case,

consequently there are few'price changes
to note. The New Year opens with the
iron and steel trade in a sound position,

with a year of big business undertaken
and good prospects for another twelve
months, or at the least a good part of it.

of at least equal activity. Much depends,
of course, upon the duration of the war.
but the mills are already assured of prac-
tically twelve months' business, it beins
unlikely that any contracts now placed
will be cancelled. If peace be declared
during the year, it is more than likely
that the tonnage will be delivered i;i

some form other than munitions. The
productive capacity of the mills has been
greatly increased and requires a corres-

ponding; increase in volume of business

to keep them operating; at capacity. To
what extent this output will be required

after the war is a matter of speculation,

but it is there to be taken advantage of,

if needed. While there will probably be

a subsidence of peace talk for some
months, prices maybe subject to more or

less disturbance. The situation in the

steel trade at present is similar to that

of last June, when it was generally
thought that prices had about reached
the top. Whether the upward movement
has stopped or not is a matter of con-
jecture, but there is little doubt that the

peace talk has already affected the mar-
ket to some extent, and that it will help

to check any upward tendency in prices.

Some steel products, such as black sheets

and plates, are expected to reach higher
levels regardless of the general trend of

the market, as the situation in each is

rather exceptional.

As resrards black sheets, the mills are

experiencing a shortage of sheet bars.
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Foundry

Equipment
Economy

OUR reasonable prices are not the only reason of

the popularity of our goods. Our service is

like a magnet—on one end are our exceptional

prices, on the other end is the quality of our pro-

ducts. Any need you have in your foundry we can

nil to your entire satisfaction.

Our pure Ceylon Plumbago Facings are unequalled

for dry and green sand work.

We are Ontario distributors for the Harbison

Walker Refactories Celebrated Fire Brick.

Co-operation is the basis of better service, value and

satisfaction. We are co-operative specialists. Get in

touch witluis.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA

If any advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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while the scarcity of labor is helping to

curtail tlic sheets output. Most large

sheet mills have no material to offer for

lirst quarter delivery, while some have
made fairly large sales for second quar-

ter. The leading interest in the U. S.

lias advanced prices which will affect the

local situation in due course. The de-

mand for plates continues heavy, and
must mills are sold up for the whole of

1917. The market for wire rods con-

tinues very firm at advancing prices. It

is understood that Canadian interests

have paid $80 a ton at mill for wire rods

in (he V. S.

Pig Iron

The pig iron market is quieter, and no
further price changes have been made.
Prices on domestic brands of pig iron

are still withdrawn, and no intimation

has been made as to when new prices are
likely to be issued. The pig iron market
in the States is quieter, buying being
lighter owing to limited amounts of iron

available and congested freight condi-

tions. There have been no price changes
in the U. S. on pig irons.

Supplies

On account of the holidays, business
has been quiet during the month. It is

understood that new and higher prices

on lubricating oils will be announced
very shortly, due, it is stated, to the

higher cost of crude oil, which has re-

cently advanced. Gasoline is unchanged
in the meantime, but, very linn. Pennsyl-
vania crude oil advanced 10c a few days

ago, and is now quoted at $2.85 a barrel,

Pittsburg, the highest price ever quoted
for this grade. Other grades were each
advanced 5c. The advances were brought
about by the continued demand of re-

finers, who state that there is an abund-
ance of oil above ground, but producers
are holding it for still higher prices.

Jenkins globe, angle, and check valves

have advanced approximately "'2 per
cent., the new discount being 15 per cent,

on standard grade. Gate valves are now
selling at 20 per cent, off list. Iron body
gate and globe valves are quoted at 41)

pei- cent. off.

Metals

The metal market has been seasonably
quiet this week on account of the holi-

days and stock-taking. The situation

with regard to most metals is unchanged,
and prices are the same as were recorded
last week. The temporary passing of

peace talk will tend to make the markets
firmer, but any pronounced upward
movement in any metal is very unlikely.

The possibility of peace proposals being
renewed later on in the year will lend to

check any tendency to inflated prices.

Copper.—The market is steadier, hut

quiet. Producers, in view of their sold-

up condition, have not changed their

quotations for any pari of the lirst ha!!'.

There is practically no spot copper to he

had except resale metal, which has been

quoted under the market. Local prices

are unchanged and nominal at .'ific per
pound.

Tin.—The market is dull and unsettled.

although there has been no change in

prices. The action of the British Gov-
ernment in prohibiting the publication of

steamship arrivals and departures has

affected the tin market, as the move-
ments of tin cargoes cannot be followed

by the trade. Local price, 45c per pound.

Spelter.—There has been no change in

the spelter situation at the mines; the

market is steadier and quiet. Local price,

L3c per pound.

Lead.—There is some scarcity of lead,

but quotations are unchanged, with the

market quiet. Local price, 9%c per

pound.
Antimony.—The market is very dull,

with prices nominal and unchanged at

18c per pound.
Aluminum.—The situation is un-

changed, but the market has an easier

tendency. Local price, 68c per pound.

©
TRADE GOSSIP

Sarnia, Ont.—The Sarnia Metal Pro-

ducts Co., plans an addition to its plant.

Gordon Perry has been elected a di-

rector of the National Iron Works, To-

ronto.

Sarnia, Ont.—The H. Mueller Mfg.

Co., will erect and equip buildings to

manufacture brass.

Owen Sound, Ont.—The Canadian

Malleable Iron Co. are building an ex-

tension to their plant.

Hull, Que.—The Hull Steel Foun-

dries, Ltd., propose making improve-

ments to their plant, including a blast

furnace.

Trail, B.C.—The Consolidated Mining

& Smelting Co., is erecting an addition

to its electrolytic zinc plant, 165 x 200

ft.

New Toronto, Ont.— The Dominion
Abrasive Wheel Co., who sold their fac-

tory here bo the Brown's Copper & Brass

Rolling Mills, will build a new factory

at Mimico at a cost oi aboul $65,000.

Mr. Sawyer is the imina'gor.

W. W. Butler has been appointed

vice-president and general managing
director, and F. A. Skelton vice-presi-

dent and sec-treasurer of the Canadian
Car & Foundry Co., Montreal.

Sarnia, Ont.—It is understood here

that the Mueller Mfg. Co. propose mak-
ing considerable extensions to their fac-

tory to take care of the increase in de-

mand for their brass products.

Cobourg, Ont.—It is understood that

owing to prospects of increased business

the Cobourg Steel Co., have under con-

sideration the enlarging of their pres-

ent plant.

Frederick J. Brule has resigned from
the staff of the Anaconda Copper Co.,

to accept the position of chief engineer

of 1 he British American Nickel Corpor-
ation with headquarters in Toronto.

The Foundry & Machine Co., Mon-
treal, have bought out the Federal

Brass Foundy Co. and are putting up

a brick addition to the plant which will

be 45 feet square and two storeys high.

Vancouver, B.C. — It is understood

that a new steel plant will probably be

established at Eburne, near here. W. H.

McLaws president of the Alberta Roll-

ing Mills at Medicine Hat, Alta., is in-

terested in the scheme.

Ihe Foundry Products Ltd., of Cal-

gary, which has recently been incorpor-

ated, is an off-shoot of the Canadian

Western Foundry and Supply Co. W. A.

McLaws is president of the new com-

pany, and (ieo. A. MacKenzie is general

manager.

International Magnesite, Ltd., has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $250,000, to manufacture mag-
nesite, graphite, and other minerals. The
head office is at Montreal, and the incor-

porators are: Leon Daoust, Aime Daoust,

and Ernest D. White, all of Montreal.

Port Arthur Copper Co. has been in-

corporated at Toronto, with a capital of

$2,500,000, to acquire and develop min-
eral deposits, with head office at To-

ronto. The incorporators are: Arthur E.

Way, William D. McKay and James H.
Young, all of Toronto.

Hudson Copper Co. has been incorpor-

ated at Toronto, with a capital of $2,-

000,000 to acquire and develop mineral

lands and deposits, with head office at

Thessalon, Ont. Provisional directors are

Robert H. Wilson, Robert E. Laidlaw.

and Edgar & Raney, all of Toronto.

Metal Foundries of Canada, Ltd., has

been incorporated ,at Ottawa, with a

capital of $50,000, to develop mineral de-

posits and to carry on the business of

smelting, refining, milling and foundry
company. Head office is at Toronto, and
the incorporators are: John M. Duff and
James G. Hamilton, of Toronto.

Col. Thomas Cantley, president and
general manager of the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., has returned from a trip to

England and France. He was away
about seven weeks, a considerable part

of the time being spent in France, his

company having large contracts with the

French Government.

John I. Reid has been made superin-

tendent of the Longue Pointe plant of

the Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd.,

Montreal. He assumes his duties at

once. He was formerly works manager
of the American Steel Foundries' plant

at Chester, Pa., and recently sales agent

for the company at 30 Church Street,

New York City.

The Ohio Iron & Metal Co., of Chicago,

111., dealers in iron and steel scrap, have

opened a branch office at 505 Transpor-

tation Building, Montreal, in charge of

John M. Zehner, formerly with the Can-

adian Fairbanks-Morse Co. The Ohio

lr>n & Metal Co. also have branch offices

in Pittsburg, Cleveland and St. Louis.

Victoria, B.C.—The Aetna Iron and

Steel Co., has been organized here with

a capital of $250,000 to manufacture
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bars ami small structural shapes. As

soon as possible the smelting of ores

will be taken up to supply the require-

ments of the plant. David Milne of

Medicine Hat. Alia., is the president.

Welland. Out—The Canadian Steel

Foundries, Ltd.. here, have let a con-

tract to Ryan & Gardner to build two
open hearth furnaces and an extension
100 feet long to their machine shop. One
new open-hearth furnace has lately been
completed and with the above will dou-
ble the capacity of the plant. The total

extension will eost aboul half a million
d. dlars.

Quebec, Que.—The Dominion Iron &
Wrecking Co.. have secured the plant of

• lard Steel Foundries at Outre-
immt. Que., and that of the Consolidated
lira— Foundries at Pointe an Tremble.
It is the intention to consolidate these

plants and engage in the manufacture
Qunitions. New equipment is to be

installed, including 15 electric furnaces

of the newest type at the Consolidated
Hiass plant.

Absence of Labor Troubles—The year
1916 ended with practical immunity from
labor troubles in Canada. Only one
Hoard of Conciliation has been sitting of

. and it- report was recently sub-
mitted. It deals with the application of
employees of the Ottawa city water-
works for a 15 per cent, increase. The
Board unanimously recommends indi-
vidual increases, which amount to ten per
cent, in every case, and in some instances
to more than 15 per cent. Forty-five
employees oi long standing are affected.

New Copper District.—During the
past twelve months development work

- been carried out on a new copper
ery at Newport, County of Q-aspe,
Some very rich ore has been taken

out on wide vein, assaying as high as 57
per cent, copper eontent in massive ore
fmni 14 veins already uncovered. Over
a large area assays run in payable ore.

American interests are contemplating
larger development on the recommenda-
tion of expert 3 ; 3ts, who have made
exhaustive examination of the proper-

British Firms Order Canadian Metals.
— The value of the work which is being

done by the Commercial Intelligence

branch of the Trade and Commerce De-
partment. Ottawa is illustrated in the

result which has followed the publica-

tion by the Department of one inquiry

from a British firm, asking for Cana-
dian A Montreal eompany an-

swered the inquiry ami received an
order in:

i a . ountii ° to $123.-

000, followed soon after by
order og to $427,000 making a

total oi $550,

-

FOR SALE

pOU SAI.i: HAMMER CORE MACHINE.
Appl] ' ' ninlrj < West

Toronto (3)

The Ford-Smith Machine Company
SMI '" _.

FORD-SMITH GRINDERS
We special

i/.e on first

class Grind

iii^ Macli

iiici-v only.

' 'in- Grinders are equip
ped wiih extra ion;;

bearings, with self oil

tng feature. \u bear
in^'s a r e careful!])

planed, and babbitted
with the flnesl high-

speed Babbitt.

I or anything i teting
to Grinding Machinery
write us.

FORD-SMITH
MACHINERY CO.

LIMITED
Hamilton, - Canada

No. 3^ No. 4 No. 5 No. 5% No. S

STEEL GRIT
THE ABRASIVE FOR

SAND-BLASTING, STEEL , IRON, BRASS

WM. McGREGOR, Scottish Steel Grit Works
AIRDRIE, SCOTLAND

f

^3prX faci
&<

EQUIPMENT!

Vdpp%
J.WPAXSON CO.

i

MOLDING SAND
'AI)ELPHIA

pA;

Sand—Facings—Supplies
FOR THE FOUNDRY

We are producers, and will ship in any quantity to

suit your convenience. Sample orders solicited.

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

J. W. PAXSON CO. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If ulnil von want In not listed here write us, and we will till you where to get it. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' Index faring the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names
from this directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is

maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper heudings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract.

r

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can Hnnson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AIK COMPRESSORS »
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ULLOYS
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Tlighman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia.
Wadsworth Core Mach & Equip Co., Akron, Ohio.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
BOILER GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
P. H. £ F. M. Roots Co., Connersville, Ind.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
BRASS MELTING FURNACES—SEE
FURNACES
BRICKS, RUBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRUSHES. FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
(Manufacturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
J. W. Paxson Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. .7., Co., Toronto. Ont

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BUFFS AND
BIFFING AND POLISHING
COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., C., Toronto, Ont.
BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Erie. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

< \KS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IKON
Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio

CARS, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.

I!., Detroit, Midi.
Wood J . Co., Toronto. Ont.
CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co ' leveland, I thlo.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Lindsay. W. W . & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. W. \Vells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J, Co., Toronto, Ont.
CINDER MILLS
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. O.
CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Gatitier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev Citv, N.J.
McCnlloch-DalzeJJ Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Robeson Process Co.. New York City.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toron I)

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J.; Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
J. W. I'axson Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Robeson Process Co., New York City.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Lto... Hamilton, Ont.
Mumford, E. H. Co.. Elizabeth, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Demmler & Bros., Wm., Kewanee, 111.

MumfoiTl Molding Machine Co., Chicago, 111.

J. W. Paxson uu„ Philadelphia, Pa.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE OILS
Can. Hanson & Vrti Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Lindsay. W. W.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N..T.

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Lindsay. W. W.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
McCulIoch-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel, It. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic E., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Lindsay. W. W.. & in.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. c n

. Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
J. W. Paxson Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. , Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
J. W. I'axson Co.

. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E, J. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Kvx. Sc Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic II., Detroit, Mich,
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, l'a.

Whitehead Bros, do., Buffalo, NY.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
.1. W. I'axson Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSH M.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells. Toronto
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersev Citv. N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Sly, W. VV., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
ELEVATORS, FOUNDRY.
HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Wm. Penn Silica Works, Wm. Penn P.O., Pa.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

•Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

.1. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, l'a.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersej City, N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Monarch Eng. .V Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

J. W. I'axson Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Win. Penn Silica Works, Wm. Penn Po., Pa.

Hawley Down Kraft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACE LINING
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hide Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton,

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

J. W. I'axson Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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Company of Canada ,

"HAMILTON" PIG IRON ***t

QLl)t Canabtan Jfounbrpman'g ^tanbarb

for a Quarter of a Centurp

Q^Ur furnaces produce the following grades of iron: No.
1 Soft, No. 1 Foundry, No. 2 Foundry, and Malleable
Bessemer.

No. 1 SOFT
(LlJIS iron is soft and a good scrap carrier, and is especi-

ally adapted for stove plates, locks, pulleys, and thin cast-

ings generally.

No. 1 FOUNDRY
CLr)tb is a fluid iron, and is especially adapted for agri-

cultural implements, machinery, radiation and all classes

of work requiring toughness, softness and density, and
will carry a considerable quantity of scrap.

No. 2 FOUNDRY
(i^lJlS is a very strong iron and is especially adapted for

general foundry castings. The shrinkage is light and the

iron possesses the strength necessary for heavy work, as

well as for general castings, and will mix, with good re-

sults, with other brands containing higher Silicon.

MALLEABLE BESSEMER
Adapted for general malleable castings.

e</

The Steel Company of Canada, Limited

HAMILTON TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

If any advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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l l kn \( Ks, BRASS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., I

Monarch Bng. & Mfg. Co., Haiti. a<

J. w. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Woodfitm, K. J., c... Toronto, Ont.

(.(>(.(, I I -

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Tilghinan-Brooksbank Band Blaal Co., Philadel
phia, Pa.

V o llson E, .1
.

i .,,, Toronto, Ont.
fen \iiin k Prodi < rs

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Tl
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersej City, .\..l

Hamilton i Co., H«
Jonathan Bartlej Crucible Co., Trenton, NJ.
McCulloch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

Woodison, E. J , Co., Toronto, Ont.
GRAPHITE, AMI I l.l \ BRAZING

< nn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., T nto OnlJoseph Dixon Crucible i o., J, \ iw« tlison, E. J., Co.. Toronto 1

1

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
' ft Van Winkle I

t>, Out,
i •; •! Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Oi

! Van Winkle Co I 1)Jit .

rilgbman Brooksbank Band Bl:
pfllB, i 8,

\\...*lison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
UOISTING AND CONVEYING
M \( IIINEHY. ELE< TRIC AND
PNE1 MA IK
''"',, "'" ." * &n »'"'u >' Co., T to, Out.
Northera I

i m Works, Ltd., Walkerville, (int.HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY
'."'" "•

.

' « Van Winkle i
i Toronl i, Ont.

ran< Works. Walks
"hil Equipment Co . Harvey IIIWoodison 10. .).. Co., To, onto. Ont.IKON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkl Co., T nto, Ont.
J. W. Paxson Co P

IKON FILLER
Can Hanson & Van Winkl, ,',, T

, ,„,,

ran i, ' '

:

,'.
x ~"," ' "

•

'' Pa.1*1 Stevens, Frederic B., Detroi
. Uich

Woodison, K. J., Co T, ronto, Ont
JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

Himrford, E. ti, c ,
,

,

''."•

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, x Y

wooaison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Out.LADLES, FOUNDRY
K«eph Duou Crucible Co., J, ,

,
-. City \ .1""""Hon Facing VIi]] ,,, ,,,,„,,,„„ ,,;.'

Northern Crane Works, Walkerville
Monarch Bng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
J. W. I „-,,„, Co., Philadelphit. Pa.

LADtrklATERS
T'"",,n

'

nn '-

Hanson ft Van Winkl, I ... r ,„,,
Hawley. Down Draft Fm-nace Co S PaMo,,,,, I, Engrneeringft Mfg. Co., Haiti, ',, Mlwoodison, E. .1 . Co., Ton nto OntLADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLESAND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)

","'
' " « Vt " Winkle Co., Toronto Ont

' ';:'" P
' le Co., Jersey Cits \ I

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia Pa
R. B., Philadelphia.M

p
c D '

npany, Pii -i,

Woodison, E. J. Co., Toronto, OnlMELTING POTS
Can. Han-,.,, ft V .-,n Winkle Co., T.i .,,

Can
I

, ft Testing Uboratori, U, n
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton
M, Hurl, Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltin.,

Fr, Ai ric B., Detroit, Mich
Woodi on, E. .1

, Co . Toronto, Onl
METALL1 RGISTS

!

cti, d & Testing Laboratori 5, Montreal
T, n nto.

- I i nto
MIXERS

n & Van W inl Co., 1
i. VV. Paxson Co., PI pa ,

"' E, J., Co., Toionto. ii

"<li DERS' TOOLS
Winkle Co., Toronto Oi I

i

i Ham
B., Detroit, Mich.

. roronto,

MOLDING M \< HIMOs
Car,

"''

& Van Winkl Onl
m '

, Ham i
,,

E. H. M tbeth, N.J,
Midi :

„ ,

N ' Chicago, in.
1 1 1 Stevens, 1 \i ,

ll Ilia.

:

MOLDING SAM) m ^\m,
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson & Van

|W hitehead , \ v,
w

'

:

, B, .1 nto Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
AM) DRYING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont.
H raarcb Engineering & Mfsr. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Wadsworth Core Macli. ft Equip. Co., Akron, Ohio
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

OIL AND GAS FCRNACES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Haltimore.
J. W, Paxson Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B„ Detroit, Mich.
Vi 00 lis, .n. 10. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
''"' M .V V .,„ W Inkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. (Int.
J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
s >' vens, Pre leric B., 1 letroit, Midi.
N \ oo lis in, E. .i

. Co., Toronto, Ont
PIG IKON
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto Onl
Horn. Iron ft Steel Co., Sv,lnev, N.8.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont,

PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Han--, ,n ,v Van Winkl,- Co., Toronto, Out.
Joseph Hi-,., cible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
VI,- nllneh Dalz, 11 Crucible Company, Pittsburg
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison, F,. .T., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkl,- Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Joseph Dixon t nicible Co., Jersey City, N.j,
.1. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Steven

I B., Detroit, Mich.
W,,o lison. E. -i

. Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIER
Can. Hans,.,, .». Van Winkle Co., t >ro. Ont.W . W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison E. .1 Co., Toronto. Ont.

POLISHING WHEELS—SEE BUFFING
WHEELS
RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Stevens, Fre leric B., Detroit, Mich.
^ " Ii ion, io. .1 . Co., Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
Can. Han.,,,, ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City S.J
Jonathan Bartlej Ci cible Co., Trent,,,,. N.J
Woodison, 10. .7., Co., Toionto, Out.

RIDDLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkl,. Co., Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton Ont
•T. w. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
-Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, 10. .1

, Co., Toronto, Ont.
RESIN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto Out
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland, 6.
Woodis,,,,, io. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.ROUGE
mnWHSS

?,
n *, V:l " W"1MC! Co.. Toronto. Ont.W. W. Wells, Toionto.

Woodison, 10. ,T.. Co., Toionto, Ont.
SAND BEAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamill i,,i

New Haven Sand Blast Co., New Haven Conn
J. W. Paxson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sly, W. W Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic B., Di troit, Mich
Tilghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co Philadel
phia, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
s \M> BEAST SAM)
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Out
Whitehead Pros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. .T. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
Standard Sand ft Mach Co., Cleveland. 0.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
SAND BEAST MACHINERY, BARRELS
ETC.
Can. Hanson >v Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntNew Haven Sand Blast Co.. \,.w Haven Conn

W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Standard Send & Mach. Co.. Cleveland O
Woodison, E. .T., Co., Toronto, Outs\M> MOLDING
Can. Hans,,,, & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont

Iton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
•T. W I',-. ..ii Philadelphia, Pa.

I

-

... Detroit. Mich,
Whitcl ,

, ,..,. ,-,-.- \ y
"

'
-

'

-
R .1 . Co., Toronto, Ont.S\M> SIFTERS

Battl id Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
' ;i„ Ranson ft Van Winkle Co Toronl
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Oi
.T. W Paxson '

" -

,;
.

-I. I
. .1 Co., Toronto, Ont.

SIEVES
Can. nn,-, ,i ft V m Winkle Co . Toront, I >.»t

Rteveils, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Woodi on, 10. J., Co., Toronto. Out.
SIEICA " \S!|

, ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Onl
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.
SILICA ROCK, GROUND
\ND PULVERIZED

Ha:
. \ Van Winkle Co., T nto Onl

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE

Van Winkl, Co Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. J N.J.
Woodison, E. .1 < „., Toionto. Ont

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SPIT PATTERN MACHINES
Moinford. 10. 11., Co., Elizabeth, N.J.
SPRUE CUTTERS
Cm Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
.1. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Fr< leric B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, 10. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toron 1

10. II. Mnmford Co., Elizabeth, N.J.
Miimfoid Molding Mach. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SQUEEZERS, POWER AND HAND

,;,,,. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Mnmford, E. H. Co.. Elizabeth, N.J;
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Wm. McGregor, Scottish Steel Grit Works, Air-
due. Scotland.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson .V- Van Winkle Co.. Toionto, Ont.
Horn. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Out.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
J. VV. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.
TALC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronlo, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
E. 3. Woodison Co., Toronto.
J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
McCnlloch Dalzell Crucible 'Company, Pittsburg,

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toionto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Noil hem Crane Works. Ltd., WalkeiTille, Ont.

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson ft Van Wr inkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
J. W. Paxson Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Out.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
.1. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, 10. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toionto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

VIBRATO IIS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Mnmford. 10. H. Co., Elizabeth, N.J.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. 10. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney, N.8,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. llait Wheels, Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, I'. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS. POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Hut.

I', i I Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Unit, . Buffalo, N.Y.
Wooli E. .1 . Co., Toronto, Ont
WIRE WHEELS
Can i

1 on & Van Winkle Co.. Toionto, Ont
ii. It, M Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

I',- leric B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, 10. J., Co.. Toronlo. Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
| ... Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Ton, nto, tint.

Dom ii-.n ft Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont.
Wooli-,--: E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
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DSAY

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers

Etc.

^F1

WBwSm

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars'

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

j^^aa^iaiiftwmMT^fejmMaaionffi^ .-

Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels

If nny advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.

"—

-

T~ "< Vm

1 *

3i

*^
•7

Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

A t0 furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Cruciblesm

ill

BLACKLE^D

CRUCIBli

ilh:,.;,;
:

;l

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Battle Creek

Sand Sifter
A Remarkable Labor-Saving Device

Original cost is half as groat as
otherSj and is guaranteed to do
more work with less air or steam
than any other machine on the
market.

It is strong and substantial to with-
stand the severe usage to which all

foundry equipment is subjected.
Screen can be easily removed for

cleaning without disconnecting any
of the parts.

No Foundry equipment
complete without one.

Battle Creek Sand
Sifter Co.

Battle Creek, Michigan,
U.S.A.

Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

<~:

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

BUYING CRUCIBLES IS BUYING
SERVICE

Buying anything but the best is false economy—a waste of money.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bartley Crucible Co 8
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 32
Brown Specialty Machinery Co 5

( 'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. . . .

Outside Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 31
Can. Inspection <S: Testing Labora-

tories 8

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co 32
Dominion [ron & Steel Co 10

Ford-Smith Machine Co 27

Gautier, J. II., & Co 8

ADVERTISING INDEX
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Ltd '25

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. .. 32

Kawin Co., Charles C. ..Inside Ft. Cover

Lindsay. W. \\\. & Co 31

Manufacturers Brush Co 6

McCullough-Dalzell Co 32

McGregor, Wm., Scottish Steel Grit

Works 27

MeLain 's System 7

Midland Machine Co 6

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co 3

Northern Crane Works 31

Paxson Co., J. W 27

Roots, P. H. & V. M., Co 9

Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co 4
Steel Co. of Canada 29

Stevens, Frederic B. .Inside Back Cover

Tabor Manufacturing Co (i

Tanner Mfg. Co 7

Toronto Testing Laboratories . . . . 32

Tilffhman-Brooksbank Sand Blast

Co 4

Webster & Sons Front Cover

Wells, W. W 31

Whitehead Bros. Co 4

Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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A Happy New Year
To Foundrymen and Platers everywhere. Connect with a good

Foundry Supplies

Stevens Pure East

India Plumbago
Stevens King Kore
Kompound

Stevens ( Jolumbia

Parting

Stevens ( Jarbon Blacking
Stevens Stopper ( Iron

Cement I

Stevens ( lore < )il

Stevens ( lore Gum
Fire Brick

Fire < 'lay

Cupola Blocks

( 'rucibles

( lore Ovens

supply establishment in

1917— substantial, re-

sourceful, ready with

the goods YOU WANT
when you want them.

Phone, wire or write

for my prices on any-

thing listed here and

voivll never have cause

Foundry Supplies

Talc < Joke

Rosin Seacoal

Molding Sand
Foundry Machinery

for regrets.

Plater's Supplies

Stevens Tripoli

Compositions
Buffing Compositions
Stevens Improved
American Emerv

Buffs Glue
Felt Wheels
Polishing Wheels
Platers' Supplies
( hemieal Sundries

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

FACING MILL: __ _, __, __ —^ _ __, _. _ _ __ _ _ BRANCH

Cor. Isabella Avenue & IK Rill lVI I I |—I Hoosier Supply

M C.R.R.

W \REHOUSE & OFFICE:

Cor. Larned & Third

Streets.

DETROIT, MICH.
Export Warehouse: WINDSOR ONT.

Indianapolis, Ind,

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH

:

Frederic B. Stevens

Cor. Water & Olive Sts.

New Haven, Conn.
E. E. Seeley, Manager
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Cleaning and Burnishing Castings

BRASS IRON STEEL

Horizontal Barrels Tilting Carrels i : i" i ed Hexagonal Barrels

Made in several sizes to suit your work

These are.the most approved types of 1 orizontal barrels in use to-day, and arc a

great improvement over the ordinary tuml ling barrels. Both these types arc water-
tight, and can be used for either dry or wet tumbling.

Mechanical

Apparatus

of

All Kinds

I'.ii rnish ins Barrels

The barrels are especially constructed for burnishing with steel balls. The pro-

cess is used both as a preliminary to nickel or other plating and after plating as a

final finishing process. This system will save you money. Look into it.

We manufacture everything for

Polishing and Plating of Metals

CONSULT LS AND REDUCE YOUR COSTS

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO : : CANADA
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Metal Industry News
A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternmaking, Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The M&cLean Publishing

Company Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, and London, England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, FEBRUARY, 1917 No. 2

Ask Mr. Meyers
1

ii We have opened a new department
for the purpose of furnishing

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
and EQUIPMENT

Our service will not only include sup-

plying foundry supplies at the lowest

prices, but we are prepared to give
Foundry Owners and Superinten-

dents expert advice, based on years

of the best practical experience, in re-

gard to installation of foundry equip-
ment and the choice of supplies, or
on any foundry question, whether construction,

efficiency or mixtures, etc.

Frank M. Meyers of Chicago, one of the lead-

ing men in this line, is the chief of this department.

Put your problems up to us.

HIS EXPERIENCE COVERS
.Many years with Allia Chalmers Co. Several years Foundry Kn-
•_'iii' it to Cuiteil States Navy. Construction, Production and Kf-
fli-ii-ii' v Engineer to Mestn Machine <'<>., Pittsburg, Pa. Foundry
Engineer for Buscli Sulzer Diesel Engine Co., St. Louis. Mo.
General Superintendent Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co. Designer
of United States Navy Foundry in Washington, r.s.A.

"SERVICE" is our Watchword

HYDE ®> SONS, Limited
12 BLEURY STREET, MONTREAL P.Q.
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The fee for

Kawin Service
is part of the savings shown you.

Your own officials are our judges

regarding this saving

44 JZ AWIN Service" sends an
-*^ expert, practical foundry-

man to your plant to suggest in

molding and cupola practice,

advising in the most economical
manner the purchase of raw ma-
terials, and to see that every-

thing is up to specification.

All this, and more, has been
done for several hundred plants

throughout Canada and United
States. Any of our clients will

gladly recommend us.

Kawin Service is guaranteed to

save you 100 per cent, over and
above its cost.

We'll gladly call at your request

and explain our proposition

thoroughly without the slightest

expense to you and with no obli-

gations whatsoever.

Charles C. KAWIN Company, Limited
CHEMISTS - FOUNDRY ADVISERS - METALLURGISTS

Chicago, 111. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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Why Not Use Perforated Chaplets?
They are easily adapted to many kinds of work. They have strength, are

light in weight, and can be made in almost any shape.

A heavy button or stem chaplet oftentimes will not amalgamate readily with

themolten metal, with the result that leaks are caused.

Our perforated chaplets will not do that because they fuse readily, yet have

enough strength to hold up the core during the process of amalgamation.

We manufacture them in our own factory from special perforated tin plate

made up to our specifications.

We have capable and experienced men in our employ who are turning them
out by the thousands all ready for your order.

When sending for Woodison Perfect Perforated Chaplets, be sure to specify

(i) the thickness of metal desired, (2) the length of the chaplet, (3) the width,

(4) if curved, the radius of core chaplet is to support.

Send for Price List and order some right away!

VENT YOUR CORES WITH
WOODISON "QUALITY " VENT WAX
Manufactured in our factory from waxes that make the finished product hard but

pliable.

"Quality" Vent Wax is far better than Beeswax or Paraffin in that it will not

soften the core hut will act as a hinder for it. Every foundryman realizes the value
of such a vent.

It will not run together or stick at ordinary temperatures, and that a perfect vent
is assured. "Blowing" of cores, due to poor venting, is thus entirely eliminated.

We make round vent wax from 1-32' to ] 2 ", and can furnish flat oval wax in four

sizes, 1-16" x 3-16", 3-32" x y4 ", l/
8
" x %*, and 3-16" x %".

Also furnished in 5-11). cakes. Samples-will be sent on request. May we have
your order now '.

The E. J. Woodison Company, Limited
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor

Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and

Equipment, Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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A High Example of Faith in Advertising

WE are quite accustomed to the idea

that advertising is more highly
developed in the United States

than elsewhere. We are prone to assure

ourselves that American business have a

stronger faith in advertising, a clearer

understanding of its powers, and a higher
efficiency in its use than is possessed

abroad. We have been t < » 1 « I so, often

enough, by advertising men from other

countries, so our belief is not attributable

soley tn egotism. Since the war began,
however, England has been setting some
examples of advertising which are mot

easily duplicated.

We have referred many times to the Brit-

ish Government's advertising for soldiers

and for subscriptions to the war loans—
an unprecedented and extremely profit-

able use of advertising on a tremendous
.-cale. We have noted many instances of

British concerns which have made far-

sighted investment- in advertising to pro-

tect their good-will under adverse circum-
stances. And now come.- the British auto-

mobile industry with an example of faith

in advertising which puts to the blush

some of our American advertisers who are

"oversold"—and cancel their advertising
orders in consequence.

If it takes a high degree of faith in adver-

tising to advertise when the factory is

oversold, what about the faith which con-

tinue- to advertise when it is practically

impossible to sell any goods at all? That
i- just about the condition of the British

automobile industry. In the first place,

every available automobile factory which
is not making cars for the army is mak-
ing war munitions. There is an embargo

upon the importation of pleasure cars

from other countries. Private owners of

automobiles arc under an allowance of six

gallons of gasoline per month. Sir Hedley
I e Bas, the official advertising manager
for the Government, is placarding the

country with such warnings as: "You are

helping the Germans when you u-e a

motor car for pleasure." According to a

special investigation sent by Automobih
Topics, the retail trade is absolutely para-

lyzed. It is not only impossible to get

cars, but to sell those ears which are

already on hand. Yet. in spite of such

discouraging circumstances, the British

newspaper- and magazines continue to

carry automobile advertising.

The investigator above referred to speci-

fically mentions Willys^Qverland, Limited.

Daimler and Wolseley as advertising for

•'after-war" business. Dunlop and Michel-

in tires are featured almost as prominently
as ever. "The day is steadilv drawing
nearer when we shall resume the produc-

tion of motor carriages for private

owners." savs a piece of Daimler copy, and
when that day come- the company expects

to occupy the same high place in the pub-

lic mind which it had before the war

began, [t is using advertisina as the best

possible insurance against public forget-

fulness.

The British automobile industry is setting

a high standard of faith in advertising,

and understanding of its true functions.

American advertisers cannot afford to be

too complacent over their "leadership" in

the face of such example- a- these

—

Printers' Ink.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
143-153 University Avenue - Toronto

I
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Give Your Big Melt

Expense a Decisive

Knock-out
By Using c

"MONARCH"
FURNACES

THE FURNACES for CANADA'S
MUNITION PLANTS

*

They cul melting costs nearly in two and
greatly increase production as well.

Monarch Furnaces are designed to meet
all conditions and requirements for melt-

ing metals of high or low temperatures.

They are built with or without crucibles,

with iron pots, stationary or tilting.

The Monarch Policy is Try Before You Buy.

The •"Monarch" safeguards yon by "mak-
ing good" in your own foundry before you

buy. We don't consider a sale complete

unless our customer- are satisfied with our

good-. Gould you wish for any fairer

proposition?

Give US your name and address and we'll

gladly >q\u\ you catalog (C.F. 2-1917 ) and
full particular-.

For melting Brass, Bronze, Aluminum.
Copper, Nickel, Monel, Gold, Silver, etc.

Monarch l > <> > i • i

Chamber Melt-
ing Furnace.

ACTION OF HEAT
Double Chamber Melting Furnace—oil and Gag

DOUBLE CYLINDER MELTING
FURNACE

The above illustration shows the heat action of our
big double Cylinder Melting Furnace. The two chain-

tit-is can lie used alternately—simultaneous melting in

one chamber ami heating to near melting point in the
other, without additional cost. The flame is not direct-

ed against the metal, therefore no oxidation.

Monarch-Arundel Drop 1'ront
Gas (ore Oven. Any size.
For all fuels.

An ideal oven, asbestos In-

sulated writs drop front, An
oven that cannot be beati n

for core enamel, japan an-
nealing, etc. All kinds of
fuel may be used with equal
effectiveness. Being portable,
it win make an Invaluable as
set to your equipment. Also
Double Overhead Trolley
"Acme" Core Oven. Any size.

The Monarch Engineering & Manufacturing
Company .

abvndel Drop Front core oven, ah Fneia. 1206 American Building-, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A. Shops: Curtis Bay, Md.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and p'ace with letters to be answered.
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The SLY Sand Blast Machine

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing

Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Complete Sand Blast Rooms and Equipment a Specialty

THE NO-WEAR NOZZLE (tfVHSffiS)
The No-Wear Nozzle cm exclusive Sly feature),
in. ids the air consumption down to a minimum and
keeps the supply constant at all times.

As tbere is practically no wear to this nozzle-, its

life is prolonged Indefinitely—there is no constant
expense for new nozzles; nor t lie annoyance of re-

placing them.

For big production of quality work.

Stands up to heavy continuous service, and will run
nicely on 3 H.P.

The mill is perfectly balanced, with adjusting rollers

to compensate for any wear.

Let us tell you all the features that keep the "Sly"
in the lead. Drop a card for full particulars.

We manufacture CLEANING MILLS, CINDER
MILLS, DUST ARRESTERS, ROSIN MILLS,
SAND BLAST MILLS, CUPOLAS, SAND BLAST
MACHINES, SAND BLAST ROTARY TABLES,
SAND BLAST ROOMS, LADLES, CORE OVENS,
CRANES.

THE NEW HAVEN
Sand Blast Machines

TKEY are built to withstand the most severe strains that

the hardest sand blasting usage can present.

The mixing chambers of these machines cannot clog or get

out of order. They admit only a certain amount of cleaning

material at a time, and until the abrasive inside the chamber
has heen removed by the air pressure, no more can enter, even

though the sand control he left wide open. There is no §and

valve to wear out.

Pull details will prove interesting and instructive.

Send us your address.

The New Haven Sand Blast Co.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

.1/. ntion this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Fronl \ it-w With Sliding Door Kai-e<l Side View. Truek is Kiin Inderneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
Showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other >.t,\le» to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, must substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR

Jarring Squeezing
Molding Machines
Many patterns too deep to be mold-
ed on a plain squeezer can be made
to advantage on this machine.

It is also especially suited to work
having small pockets that would
require tucking if made on a plain

squeezer.

Bulletin M.-J.-R. sent free on
request.

The

Tabor Manufacturing Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo

SAND BLAST EQUIPMENT
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Get our estimates before buying and save 33 1-3% of opera-
tion costs.

We make special machines for special work.

We handle sand blast hose, nozzles, gloves, helmets, respirators
and goggles.

Buy Tilghman's machines and increase vour output.

TILGHMAN-BROOKSBANK SAND BLAST CO.
1 126 South 1 1th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Chicago Office: 1511-12 Lytton Building.

Canadian Office : McLean & Barker. 301 Unity Bids.. Montreal

"Thirty years ahead of them all."

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Hard Iron Tumbling Stars
FOR CLEANING ALL SIZES AND SHAPES OF CASTINGS.

we Malleable Iron Castings
SOFT TOUGH

TAKE
care Stove Trimmings
OF
YOU

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings,

Edges, Strips, Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

Foundry Chaplets
of every description, Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO (Sixth City)

iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or MOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASIN< 1 DE-
MAND for more steel castings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make them.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the held

thoroughly, as McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH FUR
NACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLaiu had charge
of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

J . H .jG a Lit ie r & Go.

Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whether
raw material nr finished products, and tell them whether
they are petting what they are supposed to get—because
our Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of

methods, mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where
practical economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would
pay you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils,

Paints, Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel,

Copper, Brass, Stone, Brick, Wood, etc.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OP CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main LaboratoriesMONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG, EDMONTON. VANCOUVER,
NEW GLASGOW.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will idt ntify the proposition about which you require information.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Hewlett-Demmler Core Machine

Manufactured by

Wm.Demmler&Bros.
Kewanee, 111.

QUALITY GRINDERS
Added equip-

ment allows
us to offer

best of deliv-

eries on our
already well-

known line of

Grinding
Machinery.

Following up
our policy of

manufacturing only High
Grade Grinding Machinery,
we ran guarantee our work
in every respect.

.Should you desire some
special information relat-

ing to Grinding, remember
our knowledge is yours to
comma mi.

Our prices are still com-
paratively low in spite of
advanced costs, and gener-
ally on standard Grinders
we can deliver directly

from stock.

For anything re-

lating to grinding
W] it C us.

Oneral Purpose Self-Oiling Shop Grinder
Sizes 6-inch up to 18-inch Emery Wheels.

The Ford-Smith Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON. CANADA

// any advertisement interests yov, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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"WABANA"
MACHINE CAST PIG IRON

ALL METAL—NO SAND

Chill Cast—"SJNDLESS"— Pig Iron

melts quicker or with lower fuel

consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2,240

pounds to the ton, and it is All Metal-

no sand.

Our system of grading is according to

the Silicon, as follows:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over
1 .

" 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

We are also in a position to supply Sand Cast

Iron analysis same as Machine Cast.

It will be a pleasure to quote on your

next requirements.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited

Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES :

bydney. N.S.: 1 1 2 St. James St.. Montreal; 18 Wellington St. E., Toronto.

M, a In, n this paper w.hen writing advertiser*. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development -I

By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mine*,
Washington, D.C., ha* been studying the causes of accidents 'it blast furnace plants also

m< thods for their pr< vention. This article describes th< known dangt rs and makes suggestion

of means whereby the risk of accident may be lessened or, better still, wholly avoided,.

IN
all efforts to reduce accidents, the

management should take the leading

l>art. It' officials believe thai acci-

dents fan lie prevented, and show a de-

termination to prevenl them, the res

the force will reflect that attitude. Im-
provement in carefulness follows

tence on safety, as increase of output or

redaction - s follows insistence on

efficiency, ami for the same obvious
reasons. In either case, the manage-
ment must make special efforts to effect

improvement, either "by employing c-x-

- or by having the department heads

make special study of safety conditions,

and must supply necessary funds, for

rarely or never can improvement be ef-

fected without the means to make neces-

sary changes in plant equipment. It is

FIG. 1—FOREMAN WARNING MEN AWAY
PROM CYLINDER HEAD OF STEAM

ENGINE

true that all safeguards do not pay a

direct financial return by preventing the

accidents for the reduction of which they

are installed. It is just as true that these

same safeguards do pay when sup-

plemented by other accident-prevention
methods, because they show that the

company is in earnest in its efforts to

reduce accidents, by accepting the re-

-ibility for cause entirely within its

rol.

If the manasement -jives tangible evi-

dence of its interest in safety, and conse-

quently has aroused the interest of the
of the force, the foremen can do

more to lessen risks and reduce accidents
than any other aroup of men in the

plant. A> the foremen, in plant prac-

tice, organize the force for co-operation

and efficiency in plant operation, and
train themselves to observe and analyze

the causes of trouble with mechanical

equipment or furnace practice, so is it

ssarj for them to organize the force

and train themselves for the best results

in accident reduction. Although in blast-

furnace works, defective plant arrange-

ment or design, insufficient instructions.

and lack of safeguards are sources of ac-

cidents, a considerable proportion of the

accidents are, nevertheless, due to care-

lessness, thoughtlessness, ignorance, and
clumsiness. However, men can not be

expected to be always alert for obsciue

dangers, to adopt new practices that aim
to put safety on a par with quickness or

convenience, or to be thinking about not

taking chances that rarely result in ac-

cident, unless their foremen exhibit as

much personal interest, co-operation, and
attention to details of work and equip-

ment relating to accident prevention as

they do in matters of practice.

The Foremen

To prevent all accidents about furnace
plants, to eliminate them entirely, is im-

possible because many accidents happen
by chance and are accidental in the most
literal sense. To bring about a perman-
ent reduction, however, does not require

great study, analysis, or planning. The
methods used to get out the tonnage, the

incentives to good practice and mainten-
ance of equipment, and the precaution >

against incompetence can be applied

equally well to avoiding accidents from
ignorance, carelessness, awkwardness, or

unnecessarily hazardous conditions.

Should two or three tuyeres burst, or

a blowpipe and cooler burn every day,
or a certain bearing get hot every week.
or an armature burn out persistentl.s

every month, or a car becomes derailed

on a certain curve frequently, some one
••jets busy" and finds out the trouble,

whether mechanical or personal. To
make a record in tonnage, it is not suffi-

cient to go to the blowing room and ''put

the wind up," a get-together spirit is

necessary. If a furnace has to be re-

paired every crew and foreman should
understand and co-operate in the work.
Any unusual and dangerous task is giv-

en constant personal attention. Such
work is not done by making a prelimin-

ary inspection, preparing recommenda-
tions, and warning the men of the haz-

ard; one or more foremen are on the

jo}) to have the work done safely. Past
experience and common sense require
this. However, the percentage of acci-

dent-; from asphyxiation, break-outs, ex-

plosions, or slips is very small compared

with the percentage of accidents that
happen in regular daily work. Dozens
of accidents are repetitions of the same
circumstances, the cause, nature, and re-

sult being essentially identical.

Accident prevention should be hand-
led in the same way as operating diffi-

culties. If il is going to cost more to

pay for accidents than to prevent, them,
if the prospect is that every fourth,
sixth, or tenth man in the plant will lose

20 to .'!."> days' work every year by ac-

cident and during that time be replaced
by a less skilled employee who will have
to be trained and will possibly cause
vexatious delays and mistakes, and if

better and safer working conditions at-

tract better men, operating methods and
instructions should be applied to the

FIG. 2—SCRAP FILED AT FOOT OF
LADDER

safety problem. The same methods that

have been developed for efficiency may
be used to increase safety.

Responsibility of Safety Inspectors

Safety inspectors are invaluable for

looking after recommendations, investi-

gating accidents, pointing out possible

improvements in equipment and meth-
ods, and organizing safety work, but if

there is an inspector ;it the plant do not

put the responsibility for betterment on
him. His suggestions can no more eli-

minate accidents than suggestions can
eliminate off-grade iron unless his re-

commendations, as well as the foremen's,
are followed by improvements, detailed
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instructions, co-operation, and personal

supervision. Moreover, if the safely in-

spector is not familiar with operating

methods in detail, there are scores of

hazardous places and practices that he

will become familiar with only as acci-

dents happen. Accident prevention i-

too big a job for the safety inspector

unless he has the cordial co-operation of

the foremen.

Plant-inspection Committee

From the su'b-foremen and workmen, a

plant-inspection committee of two tu

four men should' be selected and entrust-

ed to inspect the plant every month on

a certain date, one man being replace 1

each month or two months, thus keep-

ing a working nucleus of experienced

men on the committee. Kadi sub-fore-

man should serve on the committee, as

it may be assumed that these men have

obtained promotion h> displaying quali-

ties that will he as valuable in pr< t-

ingsafetj as in developing efficient oper-

ation. Select the workmen on the com-

mittee from those who are familiar with

their work and give some promise of

being permanent employees, as only a

certain percentage of a plant crew can

be considered a permanent asset. These

men should be given opportunity to

serve on the plant committee and be

drawn in turn from the cast house, stock

house, trestle, boiler house, and all parts

of the plant.

Duties of the Committee.

The work of the inspection committee

may be laid out under three heads:

—

1.—Study of the accidents that have

happened during the preceding month.

After the committee has examined an

report for the superintendent's informa-

tion.

2.— inspection of the plant for impro-

per physical conditions. These condi-

tions may include insufficient lighting,

uncleanliness, refuse and debris under

toot and overhead, slippery places, holes,

lack of railings, overhead obstructions,

poor walks, unguarded machinery, insan

it at imi, and so on. Experience has shown
that this Held is the .one most likely to

receive attention from an inspection

committee. It is unnecessary to give de-

tailed instructions here, as in all prob-

ability 7") per cent, of the recommenda-

tions of the committee will at lirst con-

cern this phase of the work.

:;. Inspection of the plant for unsafe

practices. Especial emphasis should be

placed on this feature of the committee's

duties. .Men engaged in accident preven-

tion estimate the proportion of accidents

due to the neglect of the worker at 41)

to 7(1 per cent. Emphasize the meaning

of these figures and encourage attention

to this side of accident prevention. In-

sist that at least half of the time devot-

ed to inspection be spent in observing

operations, such as unloading or hand-

ling material, casting or pouring, method

of using and condition of hand tools,

condition of ladders, trestlework, and

repair work. The big accident problem

is unsafe practices, and these are largely

a result of ignorance, carelessness,

thoughtlessness, lack of instruction, lack

id' supervision, and mistaken eagerness

or haste in accomplishing work by tak-

ing uncalled-for risks. Bettering meth-

ods of work as related to accidents is an

unlimited field for the committee.

4.—First-aid instruction. Have the

men on the plant committee devote a«

and how much good is accomplishes ,

,

the above means are problems that large-

ly solve themselves. Safety is a matter

of common sense, foresight, and careful-

iic--. Accident reduction is not insured

by committees any more than larger pro-

duction would be; their purpose is to

arouse the interest of every man in be-

FIG. ". A DANGEROUS PRACTICE, CLIMBING BETWEEN CARS

accident report it should confer with the

foreman in charge, the injured man, the

man who caused the accident, any wit-

nesses, and visit the place of the accident

and see how the work is done. The com-

ments and recommendations of the com-

mittee may be attached to the accident

much time as is necessary to the study

of first aid, such as bandaging, stretcher

drill, and resuscitation methods.

Obtaining Co-operation and Recommen
dations

How much real interest is induced

PIG l- SAFEST WAYS OF RIDING ON
RAILROAD CARS

ing watchful Men will feel an interest

in a particular subject and pride in their

own work if they are given responsi-

bility and their advice accepted. Their

thoroughness in inspection work and

conscientiousness in reporting will large-

ly depend on the attitude of the super-

intendent and foremen. If they treat

the matter lightly the men will do like-

wise, but, if they show a desire to lessen

accidents, the men will respond and will

take the necessary precautions. It is

hardly correct to assume that any reduc-

tion in accidents is of benefit to the

workmen alone, as compensation or lia-

bility insurance are factors to be consid-

ered'. Some form of appreciation of the

workmen's efforts has usually been

found essential and productive of re-

sults. The form which this appreciation

should assume is for the management to

decide. .The following methods are sug-

gested :—
l._The use of a "suggestion box ' in

which any employee may place a signed

suggestion for promoting safety. He-

ward the best suggestion with a substan-

tial! token such as a cash prize, watch.

technical hook. tool, or subscription to a

trade journal. The award should be made

monthly if practicable;

2.—Divide the various crews under the

different foremen into divisions, and to

each division that has no lost-time

dents for one to three months, or has

reduced its percentage of accidents in

that period, give a prize such as cigars,

and award the foreman a cash bonus or

a prize. In case the accident percentage

rate is taken as the basis, it may he ad-
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visable to take the accumulative rate,

rather than the tlat rate for each distinct
period. The names oi' those who win the
awards should he posted, together with
the records on which the awards were
based.

Foremen's Committee
The chief foremen, such as the geu-

eral foreman, master mechanic, electri-

cian, and yard or labor foreman, and any
other foremen desired, should meet with
the superintendent or assistant superin-
tendent once a month for the purpose of
discussing accident prevention.

At this meeting discuss each accident
that has happened during the preceding
month. Find out the cause, whether neg-
ligence of employer or employee, or trade

and whether the accident was pre-
ventable and could have been avoided by

I tards, by instructions, by different

procedure, or by more care. I'se the
- o\ the plant-inspection committee,

and if feasible have the injured man. an
eye-witness, or the sub-foreman describe
the accident and find out how lie thinks
it might have been avoided.
Should this conference witb the men

be made a basis oi discipline, it will dis-

courage frankness. Discipline concerns
eareleSE nd incompetence, and this

question should lie decided outside of
and previous to this meeting. If the ac-

cident seems to have resulted from ig-

norance it should be tire duty of the sub-

foreman to explain why the man was not

instructed and to see that the men are

told of this danger and of a safe way of

doing the work. If the accident is due

to your own oversight be frank to say

so; this will not destroy discipline. If

the accident is clearly due to the lack of

FIG. -I "NSAFK WAYS OF RIDING ON
RAILROAD CARS

a safeguard see that the ird is

placed promptly, though the accident

may be the first one of its kind in years.

Go over the recommendations of the

plant-inspection committee, note each
safety measure suggested, and put it into

effect immediately or explain why it is

not feasible for instance, because it in-

terferes with something else, must be

postponed until relining, may not sorw
the purpose, or will cost too much, li

can lie accepted that many railings, toe

boards, guards, steps, and signs will he

that relate solelj to plant operation. It

lias been found feasible, assuming that

these committeemen are selected by rea-

son of their rank, experience, or intelli-

gence, to make them gang safety leaders

and to give them some little authority

and responsibility in matters relating to

•;

PIG. 6 SAFE AXIi UNSAFE SHOES

suggested, and that there will be futile

recommendations. Before disapproving
a committee's recommendation because

of the cost, refer it to the management
It will prove worth-while to concur in

many apparently trivial suggestions, to

avoid discouraging the men offering them
and to encourage the submission of real-

ly valuable ideas. If a different method
of work is recommended, try it if it

seems practicable. If it is thoroughly im-

practicable or useless and cannot be

tried, explain why.

Putting Recommendations into Effect

After the plant-inspection committee
recommendations have been accepted and
approved by the foreman's committee,
they should lie submitted to the superin-
tendent for approval, Approved recom-
mendations may be put into effect in two
ways. The inspection committee may
locate the accident risk most thoroughly,

bul the design and installing of adequate
mechanical safeguards is work for a

skilled mechanic who has the advice of

familiar with tic particular

To delegate the responsibility for and

installation oi a safeguard to a group
or a committee is to make it nobody's
business. Place the responsibility for

this on the master mechanic.

Recommendations that deal with un-

"safe practices are largely made effective

throuj m and by example.
Therefore, each active or pasl member of

the inspection committee should be made
to feel that it is as much a part of his

daily task to work for safety by setting

od example, giving warnings, super-

vising the work, and contriving how to

accomplish the intent of safety recon)

mendation--. as ;t is to execute duties

elimination of accident risk in methods
of doing work-. 1\' this is practicable

locally, it is a more desirable recognition

of committee service than a "safety"
lapel button or watch fob, and more ef-

fective in sustaining interest. The but-

ton or fob is useful chiefly as a token of

such responsibility.

Responsibility of the Foreman

The final responsibility for safety
work cannot be placed on committees,
gang leaders, or workmen. Practicable

results in safety cannot be obtained in

that way any more than a plant can be
run on such a basis. To put safety work
on a sound and sensible basis the fore-

man must give the subject serious obser-

vation, study, planning, and direction,

such as is given to operating work. The
safetj of | he workmen always has been
given foremost attention by foremen.
hut the reduction in accidents effected

by many companies indicates that this

attention has been concerned more with

obviously dangerous factors than with

injuries due to hand labor, use of hand
tools, falls, falling objects, and similar

causes incident to daily work. To these

causes, however, the greater pari of

blast furnace accidents is due. Follow-

ing are the causes of accidents at. blast

furnace plants, arranged in the order of

their importance:—
1.— Hand labor.

2.- Eand tools.

3.—Flying and falling material.

4.— Falls of person.
•"). Burns from hot metal.

6.—Machines and machinery.
7.— Cranes, hoists, and rigging.

8.—Hat water and steam.
9.—Burns from cinder.
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10. Flames.
11.- Railroads.

12.— Asphyxiation.
L3. slips.

14.- Illness (including intoxication).

15.- Hot flue .lust.

16.— Electric machinery.
17.— Explosives.

L8. Fighting and playing.

If burns from hot metal and burns
from finder were grouped together they
would rank third. Hand labor and hand
tools cause over 40 per cent, of all acci-

dent^; if flying and falling objects and
falls of person are included, over 60 per
cent, of all accidents are represented;
and if hums from hot metal and cinder
are added, the total represents approxi-
mately 75 per cent, of all blast-furnace
accidents. This shows where the acci-

dent problem lies. Effective prevention
of accident from these causes requires
study, observation, experience,

and instruction. No cue in the

plant is more capable of doin-
this than the foreman, no one is

in such close contact with the

men, and no one can combine
such work with operating su-

pervision so advantageously
and effectively.

Precautions to be Observed by
Foremen

The following suggestions,

which cover the dangers inci-

dent to different kinds of work
about the blast furnace, | are not
intended to serve as rules, but
as useful memoranda to fore-

men and workmen. It is not
necessary to call in the men and
discuss this matter with them
from beginning to end; it is

even of questionable benefit to

call a crew together at their

place of work and repeat a long
string of "don't"; precautions
can better be impressed on the

men gradually and at opportune
times. As the precautions given
in these notes gradually come
to be subconsciously in the
minds of both foremen and
workmen at their work, to that

degree will the number of acci-

dents permanently decrease.

Avoid employing a man whose
language no one of your crew
can speak. Do not place a slow,
heavy man where a quick, active

one is required, or a slow-thinking
men where a quick-witted one is

required, nor keep on the same job a

man who gets hurt frequently in that oc-

cupation unless the labor supply is in-

adequate or men cannot be shifted.

When a man is employed or put to work
on a new job instruct him as to his work
and how to avoid accidents, warn him
of unusual or obscure danger, and then

put him under the charsre of the ?ang
leader or "straw boss. " You should con-

sider yourself personally responsible for

accidents that happen to your men from
their ignorance of danger or of safe me-
thods. Therefore, watch for dangerous
practices, ignorance, lack of skill, anil

carelessness, and take the necessary
steps to correct faults when lirst noticed.
Most men can be taugbl and encouraged
to use proper methods of work, but when
uecessarj impress on the men by ad-
monition, warning, suspension, or dis-

charge your attitude against carelessness
or indifference. Drill your men to report

immediately when injured, however
slightly; send an injured man to the doc-
tor or first-aid man, and then investi-

gate the accident at once and discuss it

with the sub-foreman and workmen in

order to bring out clearly the cause and
impress it on their minds.

Where it is possible, make dangerous
places safe rather than attempt to guard
them with signs. Where signs are ne-

cessary accept the responsibility for

placing them, see that they arc in good
condition and that they are used. Make
;t your business to see that machinerv,

FIG. 7—SAFETY HAND LEATHER

hand tools, tackle, scaffolds, or any other
appliances are safe. Do not allow men
to start or operate machinery unless they

are so authorized. Avail yourself of all

safeguards provided for the men under
your direction, such as goggles, leggings,

and congress shoes, when on duty about

the cast house or pig machine. Exhibit

carefulness in necessary personal work
with machinery, electrical and steam

equipment, and hand tools. Place and
use prescribed safeguards or siuns. In

this way you will be better able to insist

that the men under you observe similar

precautions.

Personally supervise any work involv-

ing unusual accident hazard, such as

work in gas mains or cleaners, tearing-

out linings, work in the cast house and
about the stoves, when blowing in or
blowing out, or in event of a bad "mess"
(piles of red-hot Coke, slag, or iron spill-

ed about the furnace, or in the yard, or
on the tracks near the cast house), and
any work about the bells or stock line.

Don't allow men to go into any place
dangerous from gas, falls, or falling ma-
terial without breathing apparatus, safe-
ty belts and life lines, or watchers, as
the nature of the work demands and
circumstances permit. Never send in-

experienced men to dangerous places or
set them at hazardous work. Before
sending or allowing men on top or where
they will be exposed to material from
slips, and escape is difficult, make sure
that the furnace is not hanging. If the
furnace is working stiff or slipping, the
necessary precautions should be taken in
regard to checking it or taking the wind

off temporarily. Recognize that
work about blast-furnace
plants will still be hazardous,
even after all safety measures
have been taken and the force
is at the "top notch" of train-
ing, skill, and carefulness. Im-
press this fact on the crew and
insist on thorough instruction
and care of every man by his
gang boss.

On occasions, you will have
to give detailed advice and di-

rections to the workmen con-
cerning dangers not here de-
scribed. The more common
dangers arise in work about
gas-containing equipment, work
about the furnace in event of a

breakout, heavy scaffolding and
slipping f the furnace, stop-
ping the furnace, blowing in,

loosing the water supply, and
so on. Many other hazardous
operations will occur to you.

For such work a set of rules or
notes intended for some parti-

cular plant conditions are futile

or may even be dangerous un-
less varied to meet the situa-

tion. When unusual situations

arise, safety depends on the

measures taken by the foreman.
Experience, coolness, and com-
mon sense are more essential

than rules. Certain emergen-
cies can be largely eliminated,

however, by careful examina-
forethough't, and planning be

undertaking dangerous work.

At most plants it is the rule that, before

any dangerous work is done, the superin-

tendent and foremen together definitely

determine the various steps to be taken.

This should be the rule at every plant.

Following are some notes addressed to

men in various occupations about the

plant. Many of the men will be experi-

enced in the different positions and know
of all the principal dangers and practices

mentioned. With such men all that is

necessary is. when you notice them be-

coming careless or forgetful, to show
them wherein they are becoming care-

less. In placing new men it is worse than

useless to give them a large number of

tion,

fore
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instructions as they will only be con-
fused. Keep these notes in mind and give
them general instructions and any spe-
cial instruction you think they need at

first. Then continue to instruct them
from time to time and have the "straw
--" gang leader, or sub-foreman do

the same. Personally supervise their
work as much as possible, and take ad-
vantage ol every opportunity to forcibly
impress on their minds the advantages of

practice. Mere and more, manage-
ments are valuing foremen by their care
of the nun as well as by their record-
tor tonnage and cost. Keen the safety of
your crew in mind always, and when you

new precaution in work or
practice refer it to the superintendent
at once and, try to have it put into effect.

General Observations
«

If you see anyone in a dangerous place
doing anything in a way liable

to injure himself or others, clumsj in

the use of tools, i^n 'rant of danger, or
ignoring the use of safeguards or safety
rules, show him the danger and report

your wjarnina is disregarded.
; at once unsafe equipmenl or tools,

- -ns not in use or nol
replaced, and dangerous places unguard-
ed. Watch other men's work for dan-
gerous or unsafe methods, but be earefu!
that your own work is done safely.

K< ep ' tngs cleaned up. This is part
of your work. Don't leave tools or ma-
terials on floors, platforms, or paths
where they will obstruct work and make

ficult (See Fig. 2). Take time
to keep the steps and platforms you have

- free from ice. and to knock down
overhanging icicles. Take care of the
odds and ends of lumber, scrap, brick-

ooke, limestone, and ore you find
about the yard. The majority of falls
are on the ground level and are largely
caused by rubbish underfoot. Watch
where you step. Do no walk through
steamy places utiles- it is necessary; if

you must go, walk slowly. Don't work
where your material or tools can drop
without being sure that the space below
is guarded 1>\ danger si-ns. On the other
hand, don't walk where you know thai

materia] may fall on you; remedy the

condition if possible.

IMC 9 MAN FALLS FROM LADDER

FIG. S—TAKING CHANCES ON A LADDER

In handling material such as ties, lum-
ber, brick, bronze, castings, molds, plates,
manhole covers, pipe, barrels, boxes,
scrap, and pig iron, watch that nothing
falls on your foot and he careful that
your finders are not caught. A large per-
centage of the accidents in blast-furnace
plants happen in handling material. In
using bars, sledges, wrenches, picks, and
other tools, remember that many acci-
dent- occur by men being- struck with
them. Glancing, slipping, and falling
tools cause still more accidents. In us-
ing common hand tools more skill and
car.' is required to avoid accidents that:
with many kinds of machines.
Keep away from tracks if possible. If

it be necessary to cross a track look both
ways before starting across, [f von must
cross near a train, keep at leasl a ear
length from the end of the train, as

' start quickly, or there may be
ears coming on the next track. Do' not

- through a broken train unless the
trainman motions you to come ahead or
unless you arc sure that there i- no en-
gine at either end. Take lime to 20
around a train or to wait until it passes
rather than to dim)) throueh (Fig. 3).
Never craw] under a car. Avoid stepping
on frov-. -u iii-lie,. oi- guard rails, as your
foot n av be eau rht. 1) m 't move ma-
terial u ':

-, unlcs p-uarded bv a

and when workine w'u-vr a car might
'""'d on 1,, vo'i. Have a flag »uard-
< track l) ,n 't ri' 1

'"'
- I and "1. or v,

" " '"
vou

^'o. - ihonM fit snii-r], p an _

kle and le". an,] 1
li e -.,'

!

| l(
. rliiel:

and live from holes that will allow the
sole of the foot to be cut by sharp ob-
jects and protruding nails. (See Fig. (J).

Whenever you see protruding nails .-top
and hammer them Hat. in handling
rough lumber, sheet till, or material hav-
ing sharp edges, it is best to wear stoul
gloves, for handling- rough scrap wear
Safety hand leathers (Fig. 7), not -loves,
because in throwing fche scrap down the
rough edges may catch in your gloves
and cause a had wrench or fall.

Ladders should he provided with spikes
or nonslipping pads and when in use
should rest squarely on a level surface
Grasp the sides, not the rungs, of the
ladder and face the ladder in going up or
coming down. Don't attempt to slide
down a ladder or to use one hand to
carry tools, either ascending m- descend-
ing. (See Figs., s to 10.) Defective lad
ders should he taken to the carpenter
shop at once.

Defective fools should be taken to the
shop as soon as the defed is noticed. Do
"ol use a sledge, hammer, pick, or hat-
chet that is loose on the handle, has a

mushroomed head, or a split or splint-
ered handle. [Jars and wedges should
also be watched, and, if any defeel be
noticed, lie laid aside for repairs. When
Sledging stand on the opposite side from
the man holding- the bar. so as t,, avoin
hitting him. (See Figs. 31 and :!'_' in fol-

lowing- issues).

Do not meddle with electric switches,
water or steam valves, or uas connec-
tions; it may cause delays and even a
had accident. Do not touch any electric
line or dangling or broken wires: you
may get a severe electric shock. Wesa
uloves when changing or clean inn- elec-

tric-light bulbs. Never turn on gas,
steam, electricity, or water, or set ma-
chinery in motion with which you have
no regular business unless you are spe-
cifically directed to do so.

Be watchful about the furnace. Oa
may lie escaping- in many places and ma\

FIG. 10 lilt: SAFE WAV
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kill you before von know it is present.

the furnace may slip, the bosh or hearth

of the furnace may break out, a tuyere

ma v burst, or a blow pipe burn through,

or there may be an explosion. Keep
out of the east house except when
your work calls you there. The
furnace crew can sometimes tell when
these things are about to happen by
signs with which they are familiar; at

times they happen without warning. Stay

at your own work and be safe. Keep
away from the bottom of the dust catcn-

ers, from under the downlegs of gad

mains, and off of manhole covers of gas

flues. Avoid iron and cinder ladles while

they are being tilled, shifted, or poured.

Do not go near a cinder granulating pit

while it is in use and do not stand about

gas burners or air doors of stoves. Never
go on top of a furnace or gas washer
unless under the direction of the fore-

man, or accompanied by some one. The
tops of boiler settings, gas-engine base-

ments, skip pits, and ore bins should be

avoided unless your work take you there.

Before you begin work in such places, or

in any place where there is a possibility

of danger, wait until the foreman has

told you that it is safe to go. Satisfy

yourself that the place has been made as

safe as possible. Never look in the peep
holes of the tuyere stocks unless it is

part of your duty. Always be on watch
when passing near the furnace. Remem-
ber that frequently it is impossible for

the furnace men to tell when the furnace

is going to slip.

Do not refuse safeguards, do not ig-

nore rules and orders, or disregard dan-

ger signs. There is a reason for each

and every one. Be sure to report every

accident, even the slightest burn, cut,

bruise, puncture, or substance in the eye,

as this may prevent a trivial hurt from
becoming a serious injury. Do not set

bad examples by bravado, thoughtless-

ness, or neLrliireiice, for less experienced

men to follow. Use common sense, fore-

sight, and watchfulness. Those who can-

not read and speak English should be

urged to acquire a working knowledge
of the language at the earliest opportun-
ity. By so doing they will be in a better

position to heed warnings and become ac-

quainted with dangerous practices;

CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES
THE total census of manufactures in

Canada during 1915 shows that the num-

ber of establishments has increased dur-

ing the last decade from 15,796 to 21,291.

The census was taken during 1914.

The total capital (including value of

land, buildings, machinery, materials

and stocks on hand and operating capi-

tal, owned or borrowed) has advanced

from $846,585,023 to $1,984,991,427, or

134.47 per cent.

The total wages bill has likewise in-

creased from $134,375,925 to $227,508,-

S00, or fi9..'!l per cent., and the salaries

bill from $30,724,086 to $00,143,704, an

increase of 95.75 per cent. The value of

products in 1915 was $1,393,516,953, an

increase of $674,164,350 over 1905, or

93.85 per cent.

The total value of goods manufactur-

ed for war purposes actually completed

and delivered during 1915 amounted to

$130,466,307, a total which it is expected

will be increased by several millions in

the final return.
©

PNEUMATIC POWER SQUEEZER
MOLDING MACHINE

A POWER squeezer of simple construc-

tion and efficient operation, designated

as model "D," has been placed on the

market by the J. F.

Webb Mfg. & Supply

Co., Davenport, la. It

is designed to meet the

high-speed require-
ments of present-day

foundry operation, be-

ing so simplified that

risks of breakdown are

reduced to a minimum.

The main frame is

formed of two side

members connected by

the cylinder casting, the

strain rods which sup-

port the .upper cross-

arm being' hinged to the

lower part of the side

members. The cross-

arm carries tne operat-

ing valve and control

apparatus, these being-

clear of sand and con-

venient of operation.

The maximum air pres-

sure is controlled by an
automatic valve which shuts off the air

at any required .pressure, adjustment be-

ing made immediately to any desired

pressure.

Five sizes of this machine art built

with cylinder diameters ranging from 8

in. to 16 in., and tables 16 in. x 16 in. to

24 in. x 36 in., all of the machines oper-

ating with air at 80 lbs. pressure per

sq. in., giving total pressures of from

3,800 to 15,360 lbs.©—
MAGNETIC INDICATOR FOR CRITI-

CAL TEMPERATURES
THE fact that steel loses its magnetic

properties on attaining the critical tem-

perature forms the

basis on which has

been designed the

"Crit -Point," an in-

strument which infal-

libly indicates the in-

stant when a body of

steel has attained the

decalescent or harden-

ing point.

Tn heat treating in-

stallations of t h o

usual type, entire re-

liance is frequently

placed on the per-

manent accuracy of the pyrometer,

which is subject to \ariation through

deterioration of the thermo-elements

;

the element of time demands con-

sideration so that the steel may assume

a uniform condition at the required tem-

perature; the personal factor appears in

determining whether the two foregoing

conditions have yielded the result de-

sired.

Trouble due to misapplication in any

of these respects is entirely eliminated

by the instrument referred to, which

indicates the critical point, not as a

degree of temperature, but as a non-

magnetic state. The instrument consists

of a contact box containing magnet and

PNEUMATIC POWER SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINE.

coils, mounted on one end of a rod pro-

vided with handles and heat shield. The
other end of the rod carries a magnetic

flux meter, the needle of which indicates

the gradual approach of the steel to the

non-magnetic, or critical point. Imme-

diately contact is made with the steel

in the furnace through the medium of

the magnetic coils, the needle indicates

the degree of magnetism in the metal,

all knowledge of the actual temperature

being irrelevant, so far as the indication

of the critical temperature is concerned.

The makers of this instrument are the

Gibb Instrument Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

DIAGRAM of the

'CRIT- POINT

MVGNETIC INDICATOR FOR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES
OF STEEL DURING HEAT TREATMENT.

J. S. Dennis, assistant to the president

of the C.P.R. has ben elected president

of the Canadian Society of Civil En-

gineers, succeeding G. Herrick Duggan.



Specification Requirements of Munitions Material
By F. C. H.

One of the many beneficial result* derived from the manufacture of munitions is the

greatly increased appreciation, by engineering linns generally, of the benefits- to be derived

from judicious heat treatment of metals. In the automobile and steel making'industries such
proa dun had been highly developed, but the applications of scientific thermal manipula-

tions to every-day work had been mor, or less neglected. Future conditions may largely alter

this state of affairs, so that heat-treating will ultimately assume its true position.

TO many ot those engaged in the

ma mi fact are of munitions the

reasons for accurate specifications

with relation to metallurgy is not ap-
parent. The common principles of heat
treatment, of carbon and alloy steels and
non-ferrous metals are generally under-
stood, yet there are many little points

of interest and importance.
Large guns are made up of concentric

wire-wound tubes of steel having the

following composition :

—

and being subjected to compressive
stress, is also subject to tensile stress,

due to the shrapnel bullets inside. In

order that these bullets may be thrown
forward the shell is designed with a

thick wall at the base and this wall gra-

dually tapers off to a thin point near
the socket in nose. When the fuse ex-

plodes the charge, this thin wall bursts

or spreads open, or the fuse threads are

stripped. If the steel is too hard the

shock of the explosion in the cartridge

•

Tensile
EI. limit strength Elongation

i onditton H>s. per lbs. per in 2 in.

of eteel bq. in. 8(i. in. Carbon Manganese Chrome Vanadium
Soft 35,400 7\900 24% .40 .80

Hardened in oil 118,500 14%
14.-.0 F. drawn
S00 66,900 102,040

Soft 61,000 83.700 357c .30 .50 .90 .20

Hardened 99,020 133.000 30%
Soft 63.660 103.440 26% .50 .90 1.00 .20

Hardened . ...170.000 190,000 15%

These tubes are necessarily put under
compression so that when the cartridge

is exploded, with subsequent stresses,

the elastic limit will not be exceeded and
a reasonable factor of safety allowed.

The chamber pressure on the 18-pdr..

3 in.. 6 in., 8 in., and 9.2 in. guns is from
26.SS0 lbs. per sq. in. to 33,600 lbs. per
sq. in., and on rifles it is a little higher,

possibly 45,000 lbs. per sq. in.

On this necessary chamber pressure is

based the calculations which determine

the requirements of the specifications. In
the case of high explosive shells at the

moment of explosion of propelling

charge, the inertia of shell results in a

sudden compressive force beinsr applied

through the base and this force tends to

b'llcre the walls of shell which will occur

if the shells are soft. For this reason,

after high explosive shells are forged

they should be stood on end to cool and
a reasonable distance apart instead of

beine piled. This piline of hot shells

would cause them to be softened by an-

noalinsr. As there is no subsequent heat

troatin? for high explosive as compared
with shrapnel, defects are not developed

as when rrrindin? the latter.

Base plates have a test piece taken

across the erain as well as one with the

grain. The piece taken across is a check
to be sure the material is not piped or

seamy, as these defects occur principal-

ly at the centre. These plates are sub-

jected to the same strain as the shell

and specifications are similar.

Shrapnel Design

The shrapnel shell, while opposing the

bursting charee due to its own inertia

case will cause fracture with damage to

the gun, and if the cartridge case is too
hard, due to excessive zinc, permanent
deformation will cause it to stick in the

gun and prohibit its use over again after
beinw refilled.

While specifications for shell steel

have close limits, it should be possible

to use steel of higher tensile strength

but having good elongation. In this way
it would be possible to use almost any
analysis, getting the physical properties
by heat treatment.

If the steel is hard and brittle, when
the shell bursts the pieces break into
many small parts, whereas, if the steel

is toush, the pieces are larser and the

edges are rougher, tending to tear in-

stead of cut, thereby doing more dam-
age.

Cartridge Case Requirements

If the brass cartridge cases vary much
in the zinc content from 70 copper, 30
zinc, difficulties will be experienced in

manufacture and the product will not

permit of being loaded three times as

specified.

Formerly, the French military speci-

fications considered uniformity so im-
portant that they went so far as to spe-
cify where the spelter and copper should
come from. The reason for this is doubt-
less the fact that the analysis must be
correct to srive a minimum of scrap dur-
ing manufacture. The ?reat loads to

which this material is put during manu-
facture under 500 and 800-ton presses,

for indenting and heading, necessitates
punches made of the best of steel, cap-

able of withstanding approximate! v 160,-

000 lbs. per sq. in. Carbon steel of about
1.25 per cent, carbon was used for the

first two sections, as the punches were
built up of water quenched sections,

heating to 1475 deg. F. and drawing at

430 deg..F. The remaining portion of
punches was .90 to .95 per cent, carbon
steel.

In determining the capacity of presses

required, crushers of brass were made
and tested on a Riehle 100-ton testing

machine and from these results the
] lower of presses required was calcu-

lated.

The pressures required for operations
were :

—

Cupping and drawing about 15,000 to 40,000 lbs.

Tapering, 1st operation 8,000 lbs.

Tapering, 2nd operation 20,000 lbs.

Stripping after 1st oper 3,000 lbs.

Strlppin after 2nd oper." 11.000 lhs.

Stripping after heading 16,000 lbs.

Scleroscope Tests

Sclerescope tests were made from day
to day on the material, and the results
compared with analyses, the result be-
ing that only the raw material which
came within the scleroscope hardness
numbers of 20 and 25, was accepted and
readings of either 15 or 30 caused rejec-

tions.

A test made on a cartridge case dur-
ing and after every operation in manu-
facturing gave:

—

Operation Base At %" At 2" At 5" At 10"
Disc 16
Cup

—

B .... 20—27 51—55
A .... 19—21 21—23

1st Draw :

B .... 20—22 52—55 55—60
A .... 19—20 19—23 19—23

2nd Draw:
B .... 19—20 52—55 55—60

1st Indent

:

B .... 42—47 54—58 55—60
A .... 18—20 IS—20 18—20

3rd Draw:
B . . . . 20—24 51—55 60—65
A . . . . 18—19 18—19 18—19

4 tli Draw

:

B . . . . 18—20 43—50 55^60 55—62
2nd Dident

:

' B .... 33—40 50—57 55—CO 55—62
A . . . . 19—20 20—22 20—23 20—26

5th Draw

:

B . . . . 20—22 47—52 53—58 55—65
A .... 18—19 20—22 25—30 27—32

6th Draw:
B .... 18—20 50—55 55—65 60—67 65—70

Heading
operation :

1 .... 50—55
2 .... 54—88 52 58 55—65 60—67 65—70
?. .... 50—58

Semi-
anneallng 52—58 45—55 45—50 55—63
Fin. Base:

1 45—55 52—58 55- -60 55—65 55—65
2 .... 52—55
3 .... 48—55

B = before annealing.
A = after annealing.

It is interesting to note the effect of
annealin? which is done at 1,200 deg. F.

for 30 minutes, and to note how the
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hardni'ss increases as the thickness of
metal decreases.

1
1

tensile test pieces are examined
after being annealed at a high tempera-
ture, the surface is rough, showing the
grain is too large and that there are
cleavage cracks. Annealing at 750 deg.
P. gives enlarged grain, and at l.iso deg.
P. the -rain size is about at the maxi-
mum allowable if the brass is to be of
•• 1 1 1 \ commercial use.

The following table shows the physi-
cal properties for different annealing
temperal ures:

—

Maximum
Annealing temp. stress tons Elongation
degs. I'aiir. per sq. In. in l' in
As ro 25.00 15 5

545 26.50 20 (1

26.20 30.0
18.20 54.0

HC6 l7.(i(i 58 ii

1256 16.50 58.
13S2 111. Ill) ,;; ,i

' l
""'

15.00 59 ii

1 15.00 50.5
1650 K.oc 53 o
U 'M > 25.0

IT brass is held too long at a temper-
ature abov* 1,300 deg. P., the metal will
be ureal ly weakened. The must import-
ant factor is to anneal at the lowest
possible temperature necessary to get
the desired results.

Th,. fuse materia] required is most in-
teresting, as the manufacture and load-
: "- of this piece is diflicult and exact-
ing- There are several grades of brass,

ol which is to be used for speci-
fied purposes.

country possesses no advantage over the
other two, which permit of an output of
approximately 6,000 per day on one au-
tomatic machine. The other two meth-
ods are simply matters of cost as to
which is the cheaper. In all three me-

SE( in i.\ OF TV I' Ii 'A I. FUSE SHOWING PARTS REFERRED TO

thods of manufacture the product is af-
terwards sized with a broach; and the
percussion pellet which is also part of

Yield
Metal and Purpose. n,-. per

Delta Metal Time and percussion,
pellets and screw plugs 44 SOO

Hard Rolled Brasis - Stirrup
springs

i:;. 440
Class A Metal—Ferrule and set-

_ tin " Pin
. I Mm

Class B Metal Rings 26 8S0
Class C Metal—Rings (alternative) i:;jio
Class <; Metal—Percussion pellets

(alternative bodies) 17 920

Breaking Elongation
(Load, lbs. in 2 inches

per sq.

inch

67,200

26,880

67,200
44,800
26,880

44,800

.in.l '
...

( '<
.

i
>
j.i-r

Ineh dia.

•Jii

10

'JO

30
10

64.74

60.00

70.00
65.00
60.00

65.00

Zinc

."4.11

38.0

30.00
35 00
3S.00

35.00

Lead

1 .00

2.0

2.6

Pellets and Other Details

The stirrup springs are stampings and
hold the time and percussion pellets
from arming on the time needle and fer-
rule respectively. The time pellet should
arm at from L25 to 165 lbs. and the
percussion from i i to 99 lbs., while the
ferrule arms al i rom 200 to 300 lbs.

The ferrule musl be accurately made
to Rive the correct weight, the analysis
of the metal must be righl . and the an-
nealing accurately done for that analy-
sis. The annealing, of course, varies as
the analysis. If the zinc contents is high
the metal will be harder and the tem-

ure proportionate^ higher. This
temperature varies from 890 dee. Pahr.
to 1,200 deg. Pahr. and 15 to 20 min-
utes is allowed in the furnace, after
which a water quenching bath is used.
Some mainii ai i urers make these fer-

ruli s from brass tubing, some use bar
,
and some use - 1,

e( metal ; cupping
or di em out, chtickin?, cutting
off t

:

"ii! turning the outside. The
ery slow and in this

this arrangement is given the same treat-
ment.
These pellets are made of hard metal

so that they will not deform on the ex-
plosion of detonator, thus causing the
full force of explosion to be in the de-
sired direction; recently they have been
made of inferior metal, as the percus-
sion pellets are reinforced by the fer-
rule which is in reality a band around it.

Action of Fuse
It may lie of interest to know what

happens in the fuse when the gun is

fired. The time pellet by reason of its
own weight straightens out the stirrup
spring and the detonator is pierced, the
flash igniting the powder in the flash
h"!e in stem and carrying it to the pow-
der train in top ring. The ferrule due to
is own inertia straightens out the per
cussion stirrup sprin? and arms itself
on the percussion pellet, the whole ar-

ransemenl being kepi from creeping on-
to the percussion needle bv a spiral
spring. When the shell strikes, if the
time (dement has not pre\ iouslj taken

effect, the resistance of the spiral spring
is overcome and the detonator is punc-
tured, the flash extending through the
pellet plug, which has a hole bored
through it, and the base charge ignited,
causing the shell to explode.

On the Ameri-
can fuses there
are np ferrules or
stirrup springs.

The time pellet

has a groove left

where the pellet

plug is screwed in,

and into this
groove is placed a
split brass ring,

which must slip

over the edge of

groove before the

detonator can be
pierced. The per-

cussion clement
has a small pendu-
lum, w h ic h is

thrown out by cen-

trifugal force due
to shell rotating;

as this pendulum
s w i n g s out, a

needle, which is

formed on the
other end, is lined

up to strike a de-
tonator when the resistance of two small
spiral springs is overcome.

Arming Resistance of Pellets
The theory on which the arming re-

sistance is figured is on the maximum
allowable chamber pressure and the
weight of ferrules.

Suppose:

—

The area of gun equals 8X<2 sq. inches;
the chamber pressure equals about 15
tons.

Thrust of explosion in this area is
against an 18-lb. shell.

if we find the amount of resistance of
each grain of weight and multiply by
weight of ferrule, we know what the
set back of ferrule will be. The same ar-
gument holds good for the time pellet.
Some specifications allow for a factor of
safety to insure of the parts working,
others do not.

The fuse bodies are cast in permanent
moulds or chills, which give a closer,
finer -rained casting, free from gas holes
and the increase in breaking strength is
from 10 to 15 per cent., with 20 to 25
per cent, increase in elongation.
Sometimes the bodies are cast in

-reen sand moulds and sized afterwards
in a die. which gives a similar result to
die casting, this alternative, however,
being practiced With less success.

©
UNPREPAREDNESS

O'Plaherty.: "Mister O'Sullivan,
will ye stop and have a friendlv discus-
sion on the matter of Home Rule?"

O'Sullivan: "It's sorry I am. but
it 's no! convenient fust now.

'

'

"O'Flahertv; "And whv not f"
O'Sullivan: "Whv. to tell ye the

truth. O'Flaherty. T haven't -ol me
shticls handy."
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RE-BUSHING GRINDING WHEELS
By V. B. Jacobs.

MANY Large manufacturing con-

cerns use a number of grinding

wheels in various departments

Boi rough grinding o\' castings and gen-

eral purpose work. As the stands upon

FIG. 1. REBUSHING GRINDING WHEELS

which these wheels are used are general-

ly of different makes and sizes, it is no:

uncommon for the diameters of the

wheel ends of the spindles to vary from
1-16 inch to 14 inch or more. Thus,

while 16-inch wheels might be used in

several departments, it is necessary to

earn- a superfluous stock to accommo-
date the various size spindles. To over-

come this difficulty many manufacturers

make a practice of re-bushing their

erinding wheels as occasion requires,

thereby eliminating the necessity of car-

rying individual wheels for each depart-

ment where the sizes of the wheel spin-

dles vary. The wheels are ordered with

the correct sized arbor hole to fit the

largest spindle, and with proper facili-

ties they can be readily re-bushed to fit

the other sizes of spindles at slight ex-

pense.

The following method for performing

the work in question calls for but a

slight outlay for equipment, and the re-

sults will be found to be very satisfac-

tory. The necessary tools are a cast

iron disk or plate as shown in Fig. 1.

and several plugs of the same diameter

as the various arbors on which the

wheels are mounted. The plate should

be as lanre in diameter as the largest

wheels used, and. for the sake of illus-

tration, the plate shown is 20 inches in

diameter, having three reel cast on ij

which allows selling level on an un-

even surface should occasion require.

The rough casting is mounted in a large

lathe chuck and the lace trued off, after

which a %-inch hole is bored and ream

ed in the centre. The next step is to

turn several grooves
;

1 inch apart. These
can be cut with an

ordinary threading

tool, and are used

to set the grinding

wheel central while

re-bushing its hole.

Two heavy /lines are

next scribed on the

disk 90 degs. apart,

and near these lines

the circles are

stamped 1, 2, 3, etc.

Several plugs are

now made with one

end to fit the hole

in the disk, while

the diameters of

_/ the large ends

should be 0.002

larger than the ar-

bors on the grind-

ing- stands. This

slight clearance is

sufficient to allow the wheels to slip

on freely. The large portion of the

plugs should be one inch longer than
the thickness of the grinding wheels.

Thus, if wheels with 2-inch face are

used, the plugs should be 3 inches as

shown in the illustration.

In re-bushing a grinding wheel, the
first step is to cut out the present lead
hushing with a compass saw as shown
in Fig. 2. Bj making two cuts diame-
trically opposite, the bushing is easily

removed, by a tew [igbl taps with a

hammer. The wheel is now laid on the
disk and carefully set central by means
of the nearest circle to its periphery.
A plug of the correct size is next in-

serted and the new bushing cast in

place. Lead is the best material for

this purpose although any scrap stock of
low melting- point such as solder, die

casting metal, etc., will answer the pur-
pose equally well. The operation of re-

bushing grinding wheels is so simple
that any boy or handy man can do the
work in a satisfactory manner, while
the cost of the whole outfit should not
exceed twenty dollars at the most.

FIG. 2. REBUSHING GRINDING WHEELS.

CANADIAN IRON AND STEEL
PRODUCTION

THE Dominion Department of Mines
has received from the producers a record
of the production of pig iron and of steel

ingots and castings during the first

eleven months of the year 1916, which,
together with the estimates for Decem-
ber, show a probable production of pig
iron in Canada during the twelve months
ending December 31, 1916, of 1,171,727
short tons (1,046,185 gross tons), and a
probable production of steel ingots and
direct steel castings of 1,454,124 short
tons (1,298,325 gross tons), of which
1,423,485 short tons were steel ingots,

and 30,639 short tons were direct cast-

ings.

The production of pig iron in 1915
was 913,775 short tons and of steel in-

gots and castings 1,020,896 short tons,

showing an increase in the production of
pig iron in 1916 of about 28 per cent.,

and an increase in production of steel

ingots and castings of over 42 per cent.

The 1916 production is g-reater than that
of any previous year, the second largest

production of pig- iron having been
1.128,967 short tons in 1913, and of steel

ingots and castings 1,168,993 short tons,

also in 1913. The production in 1916
during the first six months and monthly
during the last six months was as fol-

lows in gross tons:

—

fi months Pig Steel Direct
ending iron Ingots fastings Total

June 501,577 577,999 11,715 589,714
July 82,154 101, 17S 2.2*4 103,402
Ant.' 78,450 108,889 2,299 111,188
Sep1 91,736 116,828 2.521 119,352
Oct 101,436 126,577 2.924 129,601
Nov., partly est. 95,237 119.468 2,745 122,213
Dec. est 95,300 119,930 2,865 122,795

six mons. end.
Dec 544,313 6!>2,<>70 15,641 708,611
Twelve mons. end.
I tec 1,046,185 1,270,960 27.:i5fl 1,298,325
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TWIN MUFFLE FURNACE FOR
HARDENING HIGH SPEED

STEEL.

ONE result of the advent of muni-
tions manufacture has been a very
complet realization of the value of
high speed steel not only econ-
omically when performing its duties
as a manufacturing accessory material,
but also intrinsically when values are
increased and wastage prevails through
defective treatment and careless usage.

It is an actual fact that the shortage
of this material which was threatened
some time ago was in part due to care-
lessness and lack of facilities for pro
per hardening and in the course of
events it was hut natural that the onus
of the situation would gravitate towards
the makers as the source of the ma-
terial. As the leading makers of high
speed steel in this country, Armstrong
Whitworth, Ltd.. .Montreal, were in a

unique position to appreciate the factors
of the situation, the result being that
they have developed, and are now mar-
keting a hardening furnace for high
speed steel which enables the full bene-
fits of this material to be obtained by
the average user.

The furnace is of the twin muffle type
and oil-fired, the appearance and con-

enters, the flame impinging on the cur-
ved surface of baffle brick B whence it

proceeds around each side of the cham-
ber and underneath the hearth (', finally

Z2&.

('Mi.
1 front VIEW OF TWIN MUFFLEFURNACE FOR HARDENING HIGH-SPPED

STEEL

ascending past the semi-muffle walls D
i" the rectangular exit in the arched
roof. This arrangement prevents the
products of combustion from coming in

st ruction being .dearly indicated in the contact with the work and insures aaccompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 is a very even degree of heat throughout
tront view, the two chambers being of the chamber.
solid fire brick construction, built into The twin chamber arrangement pro-
mi angle iron frame work, the whole vides ideal conditions for the harden-
being carried on a braced frame of the ing of high speed steel. The left hand
same material. The internal design is chamber is used for preheating pi,r-
shown in Fig. 2. An opening A is poses only, the steel bein- slowly and
provided at the back of each chamber, evenly heated to about 1400 de°- F
through which the oil and air mixture when it is transferred to the right-hand

chamber which heats it quickly
to 2,200 deg. F., or over if neces-
sary, to be followed by such
quenching as is required by the
material.

Individual control is provided
for each chamber, and low pres-
sures are employed, the air being
at 2 lbs. per sq. in. and the oil at

10 lbs. per so,, in., so that gravity Eeed
can be used in the majority of installa-
tions.

FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND
EXHIBITION

THE Annual Convention of the Ameri-
can Foundrymen's Association will be
held at Boston, Mass., during the week
of Sept. 24. Concurrent with this meet-
ing will be conducted the exhibition of
foundry equipment and supplies, ma-
chine tools and accessories in the
Mechanic's building, which affords a
display floor area of approximately 80-
000 square feet.

This is the second time in the his-
tory of the American Foundrymen's
Association that it has selected New
England for its meeting place, the prev-
ious Convention having been held at
Boston in 1002. At that time, the mem-
bership of the American Foundrymen's
Association was only a few hundred,
whereas at present the enrolment is
considerably over 1,000. In addition to
the meeting of the American Institute
of Metals will hold its Annual Conven-
tion at the same time and place.

Electric Drive in Steelworks. — The
progress made by electric driving in
steelworks in the United States has been
remarkable during the last ten years
In an article in the "Electric Journal"
Brent Wiley points out that for a per-
iod of eight years prior to 1914 the
number of installations in American
steelworks averaged 25 per year, total-
ing 33,750 horse-power, including 300
horse-power motors and larger. Durins
the last two years the number of instaf
lations has increased very rapidly, in-
cluding approximately 125 units, 'total-
ling 200,000 horse-power, which repre-
sents an addition of more than 65 per
cent, of the drives installed from 1900
to 1914.

FIG. 2.—DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF TWIN MUFFLE FURNACE
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IMPAIRED STEEL PRODUCTION

ASIDE from the war news of the past month, steel,

whether relative to its commercial importance <n-

stock market standing, continues to play fast ami
loose with both reason and calculation. Germany's note

of "frightfulness" has naturally had some effeei on a

situation already sufficiently acute: at the same time, we
may not lose sight of the fact of its being but an incident

in a day's happenings. The output of steel, both for

munitions and commercial requirements, tends toward
further restriction, and indications are that still lower
records are in sisrht in the immediate future. Coke, a

front rank essential in the production of steel, is both
high in price and scarce, the two being interdependent.
The scarcity is. however, largely due to congested trans-
portation facilities, which appear to be growing steadily.

although perhaps imperceptibly worse. What is true of
the steel situation as a whole on the North American con-

tinent is equally so of that more specifically Canadian.
although such concerns as the Steel Company of Canada
and AJgoma Steel Corporation arc perhaps most directly

affected in the matter of fuel for metallurgical purposes.
It should, of course, he borne in mind that no small con-

tri'butory to the railroad congestion prevailing is the cir-

cumstance of our being meantime in the grip of mid-winter
storms and frosts, each of which contributes its quota li-

the magnification of other disahilities incidental to an
altogether abnormal time.

Steel for shells may be said to still constitute by Par
the major portion, if not practically the total output of
more than one of our four big steel plants. It is under-
stood, however, that neither of them are producing the
scheduled quantity, largely because of the highly abnor-
mal transportation situation which has been allowed to

develop and become a menace to our metal-working in-

dustries generally, whether munitions-engaged or other-
wise. We are, of course, importing steel from the United
States, lint, even from that source, transportation troubles
militate againsi even moderately prompt receipts. Our
finishing plants, as a result, are in many cases operating
below their rated capacity.

As an example of the extreme acuteness of the steel

situation, particularly as regards munitions requirements,
it may he stated that considerable credence was placed
in an early month report of action taken by the Imperial
Munitions Hoard relative to modification of the urgency
of the steel requirements—shapes, for the $90,000,000,
one-time known "mystery block" at corner of Yonge
and College Streets, Toronto. The action taken was
imaginary, just as is the "mystery" regarding the con-
cern about to erect the "block" or departmental store.
This latter, we might state, will be 'both costly and pre-
tentious when wholly complete as planned, involving as
it does a capital outlay of $90,000,000, covering an area
bounded north and south by College and Hayter Sts., and
east and west by Yonge and Terauley Streets, and rising
to a height of 15 storeys. One unit only of 9 storeys, con-
stituting about one-sixth of the structure at that height,
and involving an expenditure of $10,000,000, is meantime
to be erected, and for this the steel is on order. Actual
construction is not being pushed, however, a circum-
stance amply borne out, when it is known that delivery
of steel (Bethelehem) is entirely at mill convenience,-
that rolling is not expected to -begin until July of this

year, and erection under the most favorable general con-
ditions until July, 1918.

Steel is, nevertheless, scarce, and as an instance of
how imperative are the requirements for munitions, it

may be stated that two Canadian corporations specializ-
ing in both heavy, medium and light forgings, in addition
to other products, finished and semi-finished, have had to

decline tenders for the supply of forgings incidental to
the requirements of our marine engineering and ship-
building plants. The forgings in question have had, as a
result, to be imported from the United States.

The downward trend in market values of Canadian
steel stocks may be reckoned as healthful, whether
"Peace with Victory" for Britain and her Allies be im-
minent or otherwise. Profits on munitions production
are comparatively lean, whatever the particular line or
lines being manufactured, and we look to see the price
recession reach rock-bottom foundation well in advance
of a cessation of hostilities. Under such circumstances,
and only so, will the peace time readjustment period be
brief, and abnormal dislocation of industrial enterprise
in Canada be avoided.
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PROTECTION OF IRON BY ELEC-
TRO-PLATING—II.*

Bj (». P. Watts and I'. L. Eteverter.

IN addition to the quotation al-

ready cited in favor of a coal-
in- iif zinc under brass or

copper plating on iron, the same
journal contains the following:

—

'•Neither copper, brass or nickel gives a

successful coating upon steel that will

resist atmospheric influence and pre-

vent the format ion of rust. The large

hardware manufacturing companies
have realized these facts and are at the

present time giving their product a pre-

A detailed comparison of the other

double deposits with the single coatings

leads to a similar conclusion. The pro-

tective effect of the zinc coating is al-

most, if not completely, nullified by
plating it over with brass or copper.

The reason for this is easily seen. Zinc

protects by galvanic action at the ex-

pense of being itself corroded. It

should be noted that the relative size of
the surfaces of the two metals is a fac-

tor of tremendous importance in deter-

mining the extent of the corrosion or

protection of one metal by contact with
another.

Table IX-—Double 1Muting on I rnn.
Time Thickness Amp.

Hr./dm.2
No.
15

.Metal Min. Temp. Amp. 'dm. 2 Inches in. in. Cur. Eff.Zinc •' Cold 14.35 0.00041 0.0104 0.72 70 2Copper 15 Hot 7.18 0.00107 0.0272 1 .
7!) 47 316 Zinc 1 Cold 12.05 0.00013 0.0034 0.21 86 3

20
Copper
Zinc

20 Hot 5.1)5 0.00145 0.0368 1.98 70.0
•' Hot 4.SS 0.00018 0.0045 0.24 87.3

17
Copper
Zinc

15 Hot 7.32 0.0011!) 0.0304 1 . 83 50 5
1 Cold 13.85 0.000157 0.0040 0.23 85 8

18
15 rasa
Zinc
Brass

25
3

Hot
Cold

12.15
12.27

0.00327
0.00040

0.0832
0.0102

5.5
0.(51

58.3
85 620 Hot 11.7 0.00186 O.oit:: 3.9 46.4

liminary coating of zinc from an alka-
line cyanide zinc solution which is fol-

lowed by direct deposition of copper,
brass or nickel, or coating the zinc with
copper or brass and then nickel plating.

This method is the most effective for all

purposes of plating upon steel when ex-

posed to dampness or the action of salt

air.
'

'

In view of such favorable reports

from practical platers concerning the

protective effect of a deposit of zinc be-

neath copper or brass plate, it was
deemed advisable to test such double

plating. Specimens were therefore pre-

pared as shown in Table IX.

The results of weathering in Table X
show slightly better protection by
double plating than with the same total

thickness of brass or copper alone. Had
the zinc deposits been free from blis-

ters, it is probable that the results

would have been still more favorable

to the double deposit. The final rusting

of every sample of double coating is in

marked contrast to the complete protec-

tion afforded by zinc alone.

The zinc in No. 17 is nearly as thick

as in Xos. 1!) and 21, which gave per-

fect protection. The result of covering

the zinc in No. 17 with 0.003 inch of

brass has been to nullity the protective

action of the zinc and to induce rust in",

at marly the same rate as Nos. 6 and 7,

which were without the coating of zinc

111 No. 19 the surface is zinc, with
here and there a pin-hole exposing a

minute bit of iron. The corrosion of
zinc necessary to protect these micro-

scopic surfaces of iron is so small in

amount, and is applied to so large a

surface of zinc, that a deposit of the

latter only 0.0002 in. (0.005 mm.)
thick can protect the iron for months,
if not years, against ordinary atmos-
pheric corrosion.

In No. 20 such a deposit of zinc has

been copper plated, with here and there

a pin-hole through which the zinc is ex-

posed. (The iron may or may not be

exposed—the results as regards rusting

the zinc, acts as anode toward copper,
and rusting is the result.

Such a sub-coating of zinc can at

best only slightly delay the rusting of
iron plated with brass, copper, nickel.

etc. If this practice is to be followed
the zinc leposit should be made as
thick as possible, in order to lengthen
its life when once it is exposed and be-

gins to act as anode. What is needed is

a non-porous coating of nickel, brass or
copper. Whether or not this can be ob-
tained without going to extreme thick-

ness found necessary in these experi-

ments is for someone of wider exper-
ience than the writers to say.

Porosity of Electro-Deposits

The prompt rusting of the iron be-

neath the thinner deposits of all the

metals except zinc seemed to indicate

either that such deposits are porous in

structure, or that there are small holes

at certain points which leave the iron

exposed. To study this question use was
made of an ingenious yet simple method
employed by W. H. Walker for detect-

ing holes in tin plate.

A one and a half per cent, solution of

agar was prepared, and to each hundred
cubic centimeters of this, 7 c.c. of a one

per cent, solution of potassium ferrocy-

anide was added. The samples of plat-

ed iron were placed in a shallow glass

dish and covered with the hot solution,

which quickly set to a stiff jelly. In a

short time numerous blue spots appear-

ed on the thinner deposits.

With copper-plated iron the action is

as follows: Whenever there is a <>rack

or hole
1

in the plating a galvanic cell is

formed in which the exposed iron as

Tuble X--Kesults of Weatbering: on Double I'lating.

No. Amp. Hrs. dm.

2

Inches I>a,\s required for rusting.
17 0.23 Zinc 0.000157 53, slight; 70, six rust spots on one side.

5.5 Brass 0.O0327
18 0.61 Zinc O. 10 10, slight; 70. shows 2S rust tipota.

3.0 Brass 0.001S6
15 0.72 Zinc o.ooon 11. slight : 70, much rusted.

1.70 Copper 0.00107
10 0.21 Zinc 0.00013 20, slight: zinc blistered and broken in 70

days, rusted in such sipots.

1.98 < Upper 0.001 15

20 0.20 Zinc 0.00018 11. slight: 70. many blisters and rust spots.
1 . 83 Copper 0.00012

:;.-, 0.33 Zinc 0.00019 73. slight ; 122, eight rust spots.
(i 92 Copper 0. 00062

35.1 0.33 Zinc 0.00019 53, slight.

0.92 Copper 0.00062

ii a paper presented before Die annual
meeting of the Ajnerlcan Kiectro-Chemlcal
Society.

will be the same"). Each pin-point of

exposed zinc plate is surrounded by a

relatively enormous surface of copper

cathode, and, in its endeavor to protect

the copper against corrosion and tarn-

ish, the zinc is soon entirely dissolved,

exposing the iron beneath it. This, like

anode goes into solution in the ferrous

state, and is precipitated as TurnbuH's

blue, just as when a solution of potas-

sium ferrocyanide is added to the solu-

tion of a ferrous salt in a test tube. The

results of this test are shown in Table

XI. As these deposits were not weisrb-
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ed their thickness can only be estimat-

ed by a comparison oi the ampere hoars

per square decimeter with those of

Tables 1. 11. ami IV.

All of the deposits were found to

contain pin-holes with the exception of

the brasses, hut unfortunately no de-

have proved of little value. Can yqu

suggest a remedy which would be prac-

tical for general commercial purposes

f

C. B.

Answer.— In a nickel hath, as the

metal passes into the solution, the layer

of liquid around the soluble anode be-

Table SU— terroxyl Test i»r Porosity.

Copper
t opper
C< pper
Ci pper
Copper
Coppei
Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
Nl< kd
Nickel

Hr;iss

98

Time, nilri.

1

HI

20
10

3

10

20
40
3

10
20

Temp.
Hot
Hot
li >

Hot
Hot
11 :

Hut
Ho!
Hot
Hot
Hot
11 i

Hot
not
Hot
Hot

Amp, dm.2 Amp.

i 8
.". i;

5.6
;> .

;i

.v.'

5.0
:. .

5 3

5.4
;..i

n i

10. t

11.

s

11.8
11.3

His. ,1m.

_

Blue-spota
0.09 Several
(i.Jl ivu

n Nunc
'.n Xone

l n'.i None
3.03 None
0.25 Many

11 Many
0.90 .Many
1 M None
3. 4 None
0.55 Non e

•> s7 None
1 .'.Hi Nunc
., 'j3 None
5.65 None

- of brass less than 0.55 ampere

hours per square decimeter were pre-

pared for this lest. Copper coatings up

to 0.47. and nickel up to 1.81 ampere

per square decimeter, contained

pin-boles, but thicker deposits were tree

from them.

remarkable protection afforded

by very thin deposits of zinc must he

due entirely to galvanic action, unless

zinc coatings are tree from the holes

which have been shown to exist in thin

deposits of all other metals tried in

experiments. The Eerro-cyanide

test cannot he applied to zinc coatings,

er. since any exposed iron would

be cathode, therefore would not dis-

solve, and so would not make its pres-

ence known by the blue precipitate. A
test for the detection of pin-holes in

electro-galvanizing, for which we are

comes gradually heavier. Electrolysis

is accompanied by a tendency to the sep-

aration of the liquid into more or less

definite layers. This condition becomes

particularly evident in continuous runs

The heavier solution surrounding the

Inner portion of the anode is. therefore,

a better conductor than the lighter lay-

er surrounding the upper portion of the

anode. An excess, or rather undue pro-

portion of the electrical current, is thus

conducted through the lower strata id'

solution to that portion of the cathode
which is immersed sufficiently deep to

enter it. and in this manner uneven de-

posits are produced. If the electrolyte

he occasionally stirred, this stratified

c tndition is removed temporarily, bul

for commercial plating1 this means of

dealing with the condition is imprae

tical. You will, however, find the fol-

lowing method quite satisfactory and in-

expensive :—Drill a three-eighth inch

hide, one inch deep, in the centre of the

Ti le XII--I' >ro> t) of /i TH Di 1" sits bj Sodium m.ni roxide.

1 :n ililcs showing
I>,-|"IMt 1 Ime, Min. Temp. A in i. cllll.'i \ni)> Hrs. dni.2 lorosity

Zillc l fold 11'. 1 II. 'JO Many
Zinc :; Cold 16.6 (i . s:i Many
Zinc • i Cold 11.8 0.98 I'l'H

Ziic- 10 Cold 9.1 1 . 52 None
Zinc L'O

Table

Cold

Poroslt] of /. DC

10.0

Depositee iin Alum num.
N Mr

\ II—

indebted to Prof. Walker, consists in

immersimr the strips of galvanized iron

in a hot. strong solution of sodium hy-

droxide. Wherever a bit of iron is ex-

it becomes the cathode of a vol-

taic cell, and hydrogen is evolved from

it. The results of these tests are given

in Table XII.

Questions and Answers
Question—When nickel-plating, mod

inm-sized articles which are placed on

hold) ' of brass wire, we notice
- on the lower arm- of the

holder receive a heavier de i isil in a

givei an the •! Mt he up-
per a ms. We have tried several me-

lower end of every alternate anode in

the bath. Bend a piece of three-sis

teenth inch soft iron wire in the centre

and place the portion of wire which ha:-

been doubled in the drilled hoi".

Solder the wire securely to the anode.

Bend the wire in such a manner as to

clear the anode and carry the two ends
upward to the negative rod of the tank

and form a hook o\ er t he rod w it h a V-

s' aped bend. Allow wire em
raise the hook at upper end of anod
free from the negative tank rod. In-

sulate the upper hook with a pi of

rubber hose, also insulate the iron wire

-.ver its entire length exespi where in

contact with tank rod. u~'n: a

enamel, or a hii umastic sol ttii

to ordinarv nickel tank linine-

. The ends

of iron w ire m
or nickel-plated to nrevent corrosion.

The nickel hath being equipped with

anodes, as described above, yo'l will

have less annoyance from uneven de-

posits. Tlie anodes will require over-

hauling occasionally, but the improved

results will warrant the attention neces-

sary.
* * •

•

Question.— I have seen a turkey's Pool

meta'.izcd and used as an umbrella
handle. Can you tell me the prweess by

which this kind of work is accom-
plished.' S. M.

Answer.— Prepare a solution of nitrate
o| silver. 1 ,</.., in P_' iiz. of denatured
alcohol. Warm the solution slightly and
dip t he art icle |o ho 1 rented

; t lien allow

to dry in the air at ordinarv room tem-
perature. When dry, appl^ a solution
composed of 1 oz. yellow phosphorus and
1

_' oz. carbon bisulphide by spraying or

dipping ; t hen allow to dry. The hit ler

solution will reduce the metallic silver,

and when well dried, the article mav he

placed in the copper hath and a shell of

copper deposited upon it. Coloring in

silver or gold hath, as desired, follows.

We would advise exp rimeutinu upon a

few pieces before attempting to metalize
anything of sentimental value.

* * »

Question.— Please inform me of the

cause of "pitting" of nickel-plate, and
a practical remedy tor the trouble.

Answer.—There is a great diversity

of opinion regarding the caused of pitted

nickel deposits, and we firmly believe

there are at least several causes, hut the

more common sources of the trouble ap-

pear to be either a deficiency of metal
in solution or an excess of acid. Either
causes an excess of hydrogen gas upon
tlie surface of the cathode, which re-

sults in numerous spots or holes: the de-

posit is, therefore, actually perforated.

The remedies are also numerous, some
being really absurd. The writer has met
with excellent satisfaction by treating

the difficulty in the following manner:

—

First, test the solution for acidity. If

it shows excess of acid, remove a harrel-

f'ul and inject clean live steam into it

until temperature is raised to at least

180 degs. Pah. Xexl add 1 oz. of nickel

carbonate for each gallon of solution

contained in both the tank and barrel.

Stir the solution in the barrel for sev-

eral minutes after adding the nickel

carbonate, and then return the warm
solution to the tank, after which the

whole should he well stirred and elec

iro'vized with full strength of current

available for at leasl two hours. Allow

solution to remain undisturbed overnight

and proceed as usual in the morning. If

the metallic content of the hath is poor,

add .'! oz. of nickel sulphate to each gal-

lon and tesl lor acidity after the addi-

tion is made. Before nnkiiij 'inv altera

io the nickel solution, assure your
-elf i bal the metal being1 plated is ni t

'feet. Vorv often I he minute holes

are scarcely discernible, and require a

-•
i o! lass to rev eal them. A sec md

nolishiner operation a ually removes

vorv deenlv.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of price! current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

I'lG IRON.
Grey Forge, Pittsburg $29 83
l,aKt Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 33 7T.

Standard law phos.. Phila-
delphia 63 (H>

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 35 95
Basic, Valley, furnace 33 00

Montreal Toronto
Miildlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Victoria
Hamilton

COKE AND COAL.
Solvaj foundry cuke, on
application

Connellsville foundry coke.
fough steam lump coal 8 50
Pittsburg strain lump coal 8 50
Best slack g oo

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per Lb. to Large Buyer* Cents

Iron bars, oase $4 00
Steel bars, base 4 25
Steel bars, 2 in. larger, base 5 25
Small shapes, base 4 75

BILLETS.
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $05 00
Open hearth billots Go 00
Forging billets 86 00
Wire rods 70 00

F.O.b. Pittsburgh.

METALS
Aluminum i;s

Antimony ;•,.-,

Cobalt, 97% pure 1 50
Topper lake 38 00
topper, electrolytic MS (Ml

Copper, casting 38 00
Lead 11 00
Mercury 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 79
Tin 58 00
Zinc 13 50

Prices Per Lb.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices

Montreal. Toronto
Copper, light $22 00 $2175
Copper, crucible ... 26 00
Copper, heavy 20 00
CojL>i>er, wire 26 00
No. 1 niach. comp'n 21 50
No. 1 comp'n turn's is 50
Heavy melting steel 13 50
No. 1 luach'y cast
iron 21 00

New brass clippings 17 50
New brass turnings 15 00
Heavy lend 8 00
Tea lead 6 00
Scrap zinc 8 50
Aluminum 36 00

PROOF (OIL CHAIN.
Y* inch i

5-16 inch .."..

% inch
7-16 inch
Yi inch
9-16 neh
% inch
% inch
% inch
1 inch
Above quotations are per 100

SHEETS.

Montreal
Sheets, black, No. 10.S5
Sheets, black. \o. 28. 1

Canada plates, dull.
">2 sheets .",

Canada plates, all

bright t
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

(galvanized
1 7

Queen's Head, 28,
B.W.G 7

Fleur-de-Lis, 28, B.
\v.<;

Gorbal's best. No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

28 8
Premier. No. 2S, f.s. 7
Premier, 10% oz S

nto

; (hi

: 15

75

35
50

lmi

50

19 45
9 10
8 35
7 15
6 95
6 95
6 80
6 70
6 55
6 40
lbs.

'J.i 2o
24 50
25 00
20 50
17 00
15 00

l(i (Ml

17 00
15 00
S 50
6 50
8 50

:;."i 00

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals 11 to
Putty, 100-11). drums .... 3
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cw t 13
Glue, French medal, per lb.

Gasoline, per gal, bulk...
Benzine, per gal., bulk...
Pure turpentine, single
bbls ...

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1.

linseed oil. raw, single
bbls 1,

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2.
Plumbers' oakum, per 100
lbs 8.

T/ead wool, per lb
Pure Manila rope
Transmission rope, Manila
Drilling cables,, Manila
Lard oil, per gal 1.

35
.60
.35

.87

.25

.29 1/.

.28%

71

15

12

50

00
13
29 y,

37%
32%
35

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

C-16 inch $11 70
Vi inch 8 n)
5-16 inch 7 40
% inch 6 35
7-10 inch 6 35
$ iucn 6 35% inch 6 35
% inch 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A, net; B

and C, 20 and 5 per cent.; cast
iron, 50; standard bushings, 60;
headers. 60; flanged unions, 55;
malleable bushings, 60; nipples
72ya ; malleable, lipped union 60.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54

' Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 62 to .04
Silver, per oz 82 to .84
Zinc 18 to .20

Prices per lb.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boraclc $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric nt/2
Acid, nitric- 10
Acid, sulphuric ]o5
Ammonia, aqua as
Ammonium, carbonate 08
Ammonium, chloride 11
Ammonium, hydrosulpburet .40
Ammonium, sulphate C7
Arsenic, white 10
Caustic soda 07
Copper carbonate, auhv... .35
Copper, sulphate 17'^
Cobalt, sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sulphate .10
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide sub-
stitute 20

Silver nitrate (per oz.) .55
Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyanide, 129-130
per cent 41

Sodium cyanide, 98-100 per
cent 32

Sodium hydrate 05
Sodium phosphate 14
Sodium hyposulphite (per
100 lbs.) 5.00

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise
stated.

$2.25

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polisihing wheels,

felt, per lb
Polishing wheels,
bullneek 1.35

Emery composition. $0.12 to .14
Pumice ground ... .04
Emery composition. .08 to .09
Tripoli composition .04 to .06
Crocus composition. .07 to .08
Rouge, powder 30 to .35
Rouge, silver 35 to .60

I'rices per lb.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in close touch through provincial correspondents

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 1.—The outstand-

ing feature is the rail mad situation. It

is undoubtedly more serious, as the

shortage of transportation facilities is

hampering manufacturing operations to

a greater extent on account of the diffi-

culty in obtaining raw materials and
coal. Cars continue to be held up and
shipments delayed, notwithstanding the

efforts that are being made to secure re-

lief. The railways are handicapped by
a shortage of cars and labor, while the

severe weather has made operating con-

ditions more difficult to control. Pas-
senger schedules have been reduced to

provide additional motive power, and a

strong effort is being made to cope witli

the situation.

Steel

An a/cute situation has developed in

t' e iron and steel trade on account of

the transportation difficulties and con-
sequent scarcity of coke. Supplies of
coke are so difficult to obtain that fur-
naces cannot be operated at capacity,
and the output of steel is, therefore, re-
stricted. Practically the entire output
of the mills is required for munitions,
and wire and wire products for export,
thus leaving a very small tonnage to
meet the domestic demand. In this re-

spect the situation is getting worse
owinp to the reduced production, caus-
ing considerable inconvenience to domes-
tic consumers. This, however, is un-
avoidable, as war requirements have first

call on the mills. All the steel com-
panies have heavy commitments for
this year, and have also considerable
tonnasre on their books for 1918. The
situation is, therefore, very strong, and
there is no indication at present of any

weakness. Although steel prices are at

a high point, there is every possibility of
further advances, particularly in some
lines, if they are to reach levels in keep-
ing with the cost of raw materials. Pros-
pects of an early peace having been dis-

sipated, the steel market lias assumed
renewed strength, which will no doubt
be maintained until final peace sugges-
tions are renewed. When this desirable

condition materializes, negotiations will

doubtless cover an extended period dur-
ing which time the market will become
to some extent adjusted in accordance
witb the new conditions, and prices will

probably be more or less stationary for

a time before any pronounced weakness
develops in the way of lower values. In
the meantime, export demand continues
good, but the steel companies are ex-

periencing much difficulty in nlHiL? or-

ders owin? to the scarcity of raw ma-
terials. Deliveries are more backward
than ever, for the reasons stated above,
particularly on plates and wire rods, for
which there is a heavy demand.
The meantime developments in the

steel market in the United States tend
to a belief that capacity production is
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Foundry Equipment
Facings and Supplies

Your Interests Are Ours

It is to our interest and to the benefit of our

business to offer you the very best in the line

of Foundry Equipment Facings and Supplies.

This is the way we look at it

—

Quality goods

bring re-orders. Inferior goods Jose trade.

We want your steady patronage and we depend

upon our goods to secure it.

Our lines give the best • of service, and are

procurable at remarkably popular prices.

Now make us prove these claims—by sending

a trial order.

We are Ontario distributors for the Harbison

Walker Refactories Celebrated Fire Brick.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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unlikely, at least for several months.
Railway embargoes have resulted in a

curtailment of steel production, and t lie

mills are falling behind on deliveries.

Shortage of ears has resulted in supplies

of coke being cut off, seriously affecting

the mills by lowering production ana
restricting the shipment of finished steel.

Prices oi' raw materials, such as ferro-

manganese, speigeleisen and ferro-sili-

con, are advancing, while coke and labor

costs are also higher.

Pig Iron
The pig iron situation is getting more

acute owing to the shortage of cuke,

which is affecting furnaces both in Can-
ada and the United States. The Steel

Company of Canada have let one fur-

nace down, while the other is only oper-

ating at about two-thirds capacity. A.S

the furnace which is not in operation

was producing foundry iron, there is

practically no domestic pig iron of this

grade to be obtained. The furnace which
is in operation is producing basic pig
iron for steel-making. Grey iron foun-

dries are also suffering from the short-

age of coke, and some plants have been

obliged to shut down. It is reported that

over twenty furnaces in the Pittsburgh
district have shut down owing to the

col e situation. Canadian consumers are

buying considerable tonnages of pig iron

from United States' furnaces. No quo-

tations are obtainable on Canadian pig
iron, and United States grades are un-

changed.
Scrap

The market for scrap is firm and
steady, with prices unchanged. The em-
bargo mi the export of steel turnings has
been lifted again, but is still in force on

other steel scraps. Stocks of steel turn-

ings have accumulated, and there is a

greater s p ily than can be used. There
is a continued heavy demand for heavy
steel scrap, and prices are holding very

firm, [ngot metals are tinner, with a fair

den and.

Metals
The elimination of peace talk has had

a favorable effect on the metal market,
and the situation generally has im-
proved. There is a tinner undertone
throughout, and advances have been re-

gisti vc<\ in tin, lead, antimony and
solders. Business locally continues very

good, and the trade is in a prosperous

condition.

Copper.—There lias been very little

copper offered for sale lately, and sec-

ond-hand metal is off the market. The
position of copper continues to be a verj
strong one, and higher prices appear to

be likely. Quotations are still nominal,
and are unchanged ai .'ifie per pound.

Tin.—The advance 'in London has
been reflected in higher prices here, al-

though \ew York- is unchanged. Tin is

now nuoted locally at 47' '>e per Dound.
Spelter.—There is an improved senti-

ment in the market, and a better demand
for spelter. The outlook, however, is un-
settled, as spelter would be adversely
affected by further neace proposals.
Local price unchanged at l.'i'.jc per
P'cnd.
Lead.—The market is strong and quo-

tations nominal. The "Trust" is hold-

ing the price at 7.50c New York, but the
'Independents" are quoting 8c to S 1 ,
New York. Quotation's locally have ad-

vanced ' 2C, and lead is now 10c per
pound.
Antimony.—Quotations are higher, but

nominal with a strong market, due to

improved demand. Antimony is now
quoted at 20c per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is dull and

easy, with quotations unchanged at GSc
per pound.

Solders.—The advance in tin and lead

has been followed by higher prices on
solders. The new quotations are 'jc per
pound higher.

® "

TRADE GOSSIP
Wingham, Ont.—The Western Foun-

dry Co. contemplate an addition to their

foundry here.

Brantford, Ont.—The City Council

are in the market for special castings re-

quired during 1917.

Toronto, Ont.—The Consolidated Steel

Co. will build an addition to their plant

at 1154 Dundas street.

W. S. Atwood, chief engineer of the

Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Montreal,
has been appointed operating manager.

Montreal, Que.—The Canada Stove &
Foundry Co. contemplate building an ex-

tension to their plant at St. Laurent,
near here.

The Atlas Crucible Steel Co., of Dun-
kirk, ,X.Y., have opened an office in

Montreal at 405 Dominion Express
Building with J. A. Disney as manager.

Longueuil, Que. — The Standard
Foundry on St. Elizabeth street, Long-
ueuil, was the scene of a fire on Jan.

23. Most of the damage to the building

and plant was due to water, and was
estimated at about $1,000.

Orillia, Ont.—A new company known
as Electro-Foundries, Ltd., has been
formed to take over the smelter and in-

stall an electric furnace. Capitalists

connected with the International Moly-
bdenum Co. are interested in the new
venture.

A. C. Leslie & Co., Montreal an-

nounce the completion of 50 years in

business. Present officers of the com-
pany are as follows: President. Wil-
liam S. Leslie; vice-president. Thomas
H. Jordan; director and secretary Ed-
ward H. Copland.

George T. Douglas, of Amherst, N.S.,

until recently manager of the Amherst
plant of the Canadian Car & Foundry-

Co., Ltd., has been appointed assistant

to the vice-president and managing dir-

ector of that company, and left last

week for England and France in connec-

tion with the company's export orders.

Kingston, Ont.—The Kingston Smelt-
ing Co., will shortly be running to capa-
city. The lead that will be smelted in

this plant, is to be obtained from British

Columbia, the United States, and also

from mines in this district. At the pres-

ent time there is an embargo on crude
lead from the United States, but the

management hopes to have this removed.

Canadian Steel Corporation.—It is re-

ported from Youngstown, Ohio, that the

Canadian Steel Corporation, will not go

forward at once with its proposed big

plant at Ojibway, Out., opposite Detroit,

owing to high prices of materials, and

other conditions. The corporation has a

layout for 1G blast furnaces and had

planned to build four this year.

London, Ont.—Beattv Bros., of Fer-

gus, will establish a foundry at Chelsea

Green, along the London & Port Stanley

Railway tracks. The building to be

erected' will cost $28,000 or $30,000. The
company will manufacture iron pumps,
barrel churns, grain grinders and hand

and power washing machines. Beatly

Bros, have hitherto bought their cast-

ings. .

Steel Plant for Toronto.—The Tor-

onto ^Harbor Commissioners have com-

pleted arrangements with the Imperial

Munitions Board, through the chairman,

.1. \Y. Flavelle and Col. Carnegie, where-

by the Munitions Board will have erec :

ted for them an electric, steel and forg-

ing plant with an initial capacity of

300 tons per day. Ten six-ton, three-

phase 25-cycle Heroult type electric

furnaces will be installed.

E. P. Mathewson, of Montreal, was
awarded the coveted gold medal of the

Metallurgical Society of America for his

achievements in metallurgy during the

past year, when the annual meeting of

America's leading mining organization

convened in Montreal recently. The
medal is awarded annually to the mem-
ber performing the most valuable service

in the metallurgical development.

Hyde & Sons Ltd., Montreal have
recently added a new department to

their business to include foundry sup-

plies ami equipment. The company at a

later date contemplate taking it]) fchJ

manufacture of certain lines that are at

present being imported into Canada.
Frank M. Meyers, who has had exten-

sive experience in foundry practice-con-

struction and production will be in

charge of the new department.

Will Assist Refineries.— It is announc-
ed in Ottawa that the business of refin-

ing lead, copper and zinc is to be en-

couraged by the Canadian Government.
Finance Minister White recently inti-

mated that a Government bill would
be presented providing aid by bounty
or tariff lor the refining of these

metals. This is another step in the pro-

cess of transferring from the Unitec

States to Canada the entire North Amer-
ican business of munition making. Can-

ada has great supplies of the metals re-

quired for shells but up to the present

most of the refining of Canadian matte
— lead, copper, zinc and nickel—has

been done in the United States. The
Canadian munition business is growing

to such a volume that the Government
has decided that the whole process of

producing proper me f nls for shells shall

be carried on in Canada.
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STEEL GRIT
THE ABRASIVE FOR

SAND-BLASTIN G, STEEL , IRON, BRASS

WM. McGREGOR, Scottish Steel Grit Works
AIRDRIE, SCOTLAND

The Costliness

of Man-time
HOWEVEB necessary it may be to

employ llesli and blood salesmen to

sell your merchandise to farmers, you
cannot possibly overtake all your pros-

pects by this method alone. It. would
bankrupt you.

You must employ the method of in-

fluence and persuasiou known as
Modern Advertising. By this means you
can make known what you have to sell

to all farmers everywhere, simultane-
ously.

Suppose you cannot afford to use all the

farm papers, and are looking for one hav-

ing national circulation. This one medium
is

The FARMER'SMAGAZINE
This should impress you: The Farmer's
Magazine is the best produced farm paper
in Canada—3-color covers, fine illustra-

tions, good paper, good typography and
printing, and most important of all, the
best edited. A sample copy will convince
you.

If the farmer is your customer, use The
Farmer's Magazine.

X.B.—Objectionable advertising not
accepted. Both editorial and adver-
tising columns are closely censored
to keep them clean and decent.

Published by

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

Many of our customers are graduates from the school of the "Just As Good As.'

They will nevergo back.
In Crucibles The Best is Economy.

McCullough-Dalzell Crucibles
FORTY YEARS' LEADERSHIP.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

""'
;
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get It. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names
from this directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is

maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper headings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract.

1 1 mm mil'

ABBASI1 i: MATERIALS
Can Jlaiison & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde a Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

A IK COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Hyde a Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons', Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Tllghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BOILER GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Soils, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BLOWERS

Oflu. Hanson.& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. CO., Baltimore.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RUBBING
C*n. Hanson & Van Winnie Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Manufacturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHINQ COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., C«., Toronto, Ont.
BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde a Sous, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. a Mfg, Co., Baltimore.
.Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CABS, COKE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hydi ,V Son-. Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CASTINGS. NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Mfg. Co., i llevel ind ( ihio.

chaplEts
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde « Soi LM., Mrintri al, Que.
Lindsay. W. \\

. , a <'o.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

& Sous, LI I., Montn al Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

W. W. vVells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CINDER MILLS
Hyde a Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
«Iy, W. W„ Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
(LAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oautier. J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N'.J.
McCnlloch-Dalzel! Crucible Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto (J

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
(ORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Out.
Hyde & Soils. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, (int.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltu.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Demmler & Bros., Wm., Kewanee, 111.

Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., uo., Toronto, Ont.
(ORE OILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Lindsay, W. W., & Uo., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE MASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Son,. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N..T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

(ORE WAX
Can. Hanson a Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde a Sons. Ltd., Montreal, gue.
CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Lindsay. W. W., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Joseph, Jersey Citv. N.J.
Oautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N..T.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McCnlloch-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Seidel, R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic V... Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde a Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay, W. W.. &' Uo.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson a Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Out
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J , Co.. Toronto. Ont.
CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hyde a Sons. Ltd., M mlri al, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson a Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out,
Hydi .v Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, NY.
\\'o<vlison. E. J.. Do., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
-Con. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronta, Onl
Hyde & Sous. LI I., Montreal, iiih

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Wfnkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. w. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Oautier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City, N J.
HYde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde .Vr Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, OntDYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Soils, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sly. W. \V.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. O.
ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hyde ,V- Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde a Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
. Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde At Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Oautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamiltou Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & s..n.-. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY PASTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Joseph bi.von Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros: Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Ilauley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton. Pa.
Woodison. 10. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hartley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic IS., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

1 I RN ACES
Can. Hanson a Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Haulev Down Hi aft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
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(Sualttp
•W*HE leader in every industry, to maintain his lead, must

safeguard the quality of his products.—Rigid inspection and

careful supervision are important factors.—To products of iron

and steel this principle applies with tremendous force.—It means

safety, security and stability. -We safeguard the quality of our

products, believing quality will be recognized long after the price

is forgotten.

erbtce

^^UR customers must be served. One of the dominating

factors in any successful business is Service.—We succeed

only through the good will and good wish of the people we serve.

—This thought permeates our entire Organization, from the Presi-

dent down.—Our employees feel the sense of responsibility this

principle implies; and each one directs his efforts to maintain the

high standard of service we aim to render.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON - - MONTREAL

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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FURNACES. BRASS
Can. Nanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Pacing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Baston,
Hyde \ Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Monarch Eng & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison, K. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

& Sons,, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tilghuian-Brooksbank Band Blast Co.. Philadel-

phia, Pa,
W<* i on, EC, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GB IPIII'l K PBOD1 (is
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

pb Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Hamill ou, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, l.t 1., Montreal, Que,
Jonathan Barries Crucible Co., Trenton N.J
McCulloch-Dateell Crucible Co., Pittsburg i\,

Woodison, E. j., Co., Toronto, Ont.
GRAPHITE, ANTIILIX BRAZING
Can. Hanson A: Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
ii li A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City X J
woodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford smith .Machine Co., Hamilton OntHELMUTS
Can Hanson 4 v a „ Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out,Tilghman -Brooksbank Sand Blast Co Philadel
phia, Pa,

'

Woodison, 10. J.. Co., Toronto. Out
HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

an Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., T nto, Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.

J2STL™? 9rane Works
'

Ltd- Walkerrille, Ont.HOISTS, HAND. TROLLEY
tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont

* Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey IIIWoodison E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.IRON' CEMENTS

iroTfh^r 8
-

I,e, ''oi,
•

M'ch -

n fven^re-ert %"^& ^"^ °*
Uoohson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OntJOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y

JSSSSS. U^y7" 1*' " ( -

Northern Crane Works. Walkerville

s v

na
u ,v"

g
- ,£

MfK
-
r°- Baltimore.^ £*£%.?&££•jSg** o.

Woodison E. .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.LADLE HEATERS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto HotHawley Down Draft Furnace Co. Easton Pa.1-1. ,V s.„„. I.M.. Montreal. Que.

McOulloch-Dalzell Crucible Company. Pittsburg

Ji.'i"!;;""
K

-
J- °°- Toronto. Ont.MELTING POTS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
SSLiV"

De
Sf

,°? * Tes,in" laboratories, MontrealHamilton Faoim: Mill ,•„. Hamilton. Ont.Hyde & Sons. i,i |„ Montreal, One
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Wood, son. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
METALLURGISTS
Chaile

I

s

n3
c
eC

K'?,
& "%****& L«b°ratories, .Montreal.

< naries ( . Kawin Co.. Toronto.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Toronto Testing Laboratories. "Toronto.MIXERS
Can Tlansvm & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Woodison. E. T. Co.. Toronto. Ont.MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, OntStevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich

- Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry Eng
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hydi & Sons Ltd., Montreal. Que
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, NY.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
III. ,v Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dam. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hide & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont.

PIIOSPIIORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jerse; City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McUulloch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, X.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hydi & Sonst Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton N .1

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
RIDDLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.
Can. Hanson .V: Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd . Hamilton On'
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co., New Haven Conn
Sly. W. W„ Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich,
TilKhman-Rronksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SAND BLAST SAND
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle po.

. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Pros. Co., Buffalo. X.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly, W. W.. Mf<r. Co . The. Cleveland. O.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SAND MOLDTVfj
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Faoin? Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onl.
Hvde & Sons Ltd., Montreal, One.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Prrw Co. T". (VBio V v
vvooijsor, F J Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Hamilton Fneine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
" »-"«on, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SIFVE«
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Stevens. Frederic P.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. .T., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SKIMMERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, X.J.
Woodson. E. J . Co.. Toronto. Ont

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
ii u & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal* Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Bona, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SQUEEZERS, POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A: Sous. Ltd. Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sors, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Son.s, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hart w'heels, Hamilton, Ont.

TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCulloch-Dalzell Crucible 'Company, Pittsburg,

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville. Onl.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing "Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,' Ont.

Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Cnited Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y'.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co,, Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS. GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnU
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.

Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont
Woodi'on E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
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CHAPLETS
are small but their im-

portance is great.

Big jobsdepend uponthem.

They are the only barrier be-

tween perfect castings and
make-overs.

Lindsay Chaplets are quality

through and through.

Once known, always used.

W. W. LINDSAY& CO.
Harrison Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

U.S.A.

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes. Cupolas Ladles, Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

^v

.'L_

M ISMi^*«!flt^^.^.MiWfr^

Let us assist you in

' Grinding BownCosts
To do this simply give us an out-

lino of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian HartWheels
LIMITED

Manujac'.uters Grinding Wheels and
Machine l

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

B«WB<WiiMWl^.^Wy^J^W^^r*»V^K'</^V
,;«aMtf!.^l»V^

If any advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

Costs Yi Less Than Other Sifters

Guaranteed to do more work
with K'ss air or steam than any
oilier machine on the market.
The strong and substantia] con-
struction enables it I" withstand
severe usage.
\u disconnecting "t parts iu'<v<-

sary to remove screen foi i li an
bag.

IT'S A LABOK s.wi^K. High-
inmi nded by nil who

know.
A real foundrj necessity. Send
for full particulars.

Battle Creek

Sand Sifter

Battle Creek Sand
Sifter Co.

Battle Creek, Michigan,
U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

fa to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

imWBWIM

D!X0N|S
ST: •

',*! Ill

BtACK-LE«|
'III:: .

'

:

i'^|!lpif

CRUCIBM
Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Foundry

Brushes

AW' have any desired style of brush Imt only one
quality—-the very best.

^H^BI
!,!/',

Bent Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.

Shoe Handle
Washout.

Buy your Dext sup-

ply from us and
you'll sfct a service

that is a time and

money savor.

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Bartley ( Irucible Co 8

Battle Creels Sand Sifter Co 32

Britannia Foundry Co 9

Brown Specialty Machinery Co 5

Can. Hanson «S; Van Winkle Co. . . .

< (utside Hack ( lovei

Can. Hart Wheels 31

Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-
torii s 8

1 >emmler & Bros., Win !)

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co .'S2

Dominion Iron & Steel Co in

Fanner M fg. Co., The 7

Ford Smith Machine Co 9

ADVERTISING INDEX
Gautier, J. H., & Co 8 New Haven Sand Blast Co 4

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Lid 26 Seidel inc R B 27

29
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C A N A D I A X For N l> K Y M A N

Brunswick, Quebec, Manitoba and Ontario

The present boom in business of all kinds calls for the exercise of the greatest

judgment in the selection of supplies lest inferior qualities may be substituted for

the best in the scramble to secure the best prices.

As ever, the best is the cheapest in the end, and my prices are. as always, based
upon the closest of calculations.

Write me for quotations on:
I I HI 1:1:1 1 K
I [RE ( F.AY
CI I'tll.A BLOCKS
( I POLA I l RNACBS
( lit < IBI.ES
( OBE o\ ENS

II BE EAST INDIA PLUMBAGO
STEVENS KING KOBE KOMI'Ol Nl>
STEVENS COLUMBIA PARTING
STEVENS CABBON BLACKING
STEVENS 8TOPPEB (IKON CEMENT)
STEVENS COBE Oil. AM) GUM

STEVENS TBIPOL1 COMPOSITIONS
l!l I I INt. < OMPOSITIONS
EMERY AND ABRASIVES

HI IIS
GLUE
I KIT WHEELS

TALC
COKE
BOSIN
SEACOAL
HOLDING SAND
FOUNDRY MACHINERY

POLISHING WHEELS
PLATERS' SUPPLIES
CHEMICAL SUNDRIES

—and the thousand and one things required just now to keep a busy Foundry or

Plating Shop in readiness.

1 have in stock what vou will look in vain for elsewhere, and can promise imme-
diate delivery on many things.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers ' Supplies

FACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M. C. R. R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Streets

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
LXPOPT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario. BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Sts.. New Haven. Conn.. E. E. Seeley. Manager.

BHB



C A N A D I A N F U NDRY M A N

For All

Made in Canada
OUR PRODUCT—About twenty-five years ago we began the

manufacture of all kinds of lacquers for metals. We have always

employed high-priced, skilled experts, who exercise every precaution

in all branches of the manufacture. During these years our experts

have been constantly experimenting, sparing neither labor nor
expense, which has been the means of bringing our product to its

present high standard.

We do not recommend the use of cheap lacquers, but can furnish

them when required. Cheap lacquers are for cheap work only. It

has always been our aim to maintain the highest possible standard

in the quality of all our lacquers. We are manufacturing the full

line of hieh-class material as made by the Hanson-Van Winkle Co.,

Newark, N.J., and as we carry a complete stock of all grades, can
assure the Canadian trade of prompt shipment from Toronto, thus

saving custom duty and avoiding long delay in transit.

Submit your proposition and secure our advice.

Our men will gladly call at your plant and make a personal study of

your requirements.

Ask us to send you samples.

The Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Company
15-25 Morrow Avenue, West Toronto, Canada

._
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The first cost of "Gresolite"

(Silicon Carbide) Wheels is

slightly in advance of other

makes,' but PRODUC-
TION CONSIDERED,
THEY ARE BY FAR THE
CHEAPEST IN THE
END.

If you prefer a lower-first-cost

wheel for foundry grinding,

we recommend our Vitrified

Emery

.

CANADIAN HART WHEELS
ARE LTSED BY THE LARG-
EST STEEL FOUNDRIES IX
CANADA. Wheels designed for

either straight flanges, or any
style of safety appliance.

Our service department will
greatly benefit you. Take ad-
vantage of it now.

Canadian Hart WI)e6ls,Limit6d

Manufacturers of

Grinding Wheels and Machinery
HAMILTON, CANADA

No. 3
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if it does not save you 100% over and above
its cost.

This is the standing guarantee back of

Kawin Service
This guarantee is based upon the results produced for several

hundred foundries throughout Canada and United States. Any
plant that knows "Kawin Service" will gladly recommend it.

Our Organization
consists of practical, expert foundrymen who devote entire time
and knowledge to turning losses into profit.

It will correct any foundry losses irrespective of the cause.

We stand ready to pay our own expenses to your factory, scrut-

inize every operation in every department, and then point out
where PRACTICAL economies can be effected without the neces-

sity of new equipment.

Ask us to call and demonstrate what we can do—no obligation

incurred.

Charles C. KAWIN Company, Limited
CHEMISTS - FOUNDRY ADVISERS - METALLURGISTS

Chicago, 111. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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IN these extraordinary, busy times, the

law of supply and demand is being

applied in an inverse ratio. On that

account foundrymen often have to accept

goods that under other conditions they

would refuse. It is really gratifying to you
to know that you are obtaining the very

best that can be made when you buy

W00DIS0N "QUALITY"
WAX VENT

It is easily handled in all kinds of weather,

does not contain string to hold it up, and
leaves a clear, unobstructed vent. Best of

all, it is uniform at all times. Put up in
spools of convenient size and carried in stock at all of our

branches. Send in your orders, we'll ship promptly !

We have been able to purchase, at a very reason-

able price, a large stock of PLUMBAGO of high

quality. It willpay you to investigate this material.

In connection with our manufacture of Perfect Perforated

Chaplets, we are turning out as a specialty for brass foundry
work, a Perforated Aluminum Chaplet of superior quality.

These chaplets are light, and made with absolute accuracy.

They obviate all the difficulties you have had to contend with

when forming chaplets by hand from thin metal strips. We
make them in our own factory in all styles and sizes, and
will be pleased to have you send us your orders—large or

small.

The E. J. Woodison Company, Limited
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor

Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and

Equipment, Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

If an;/ advertisemt ni interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to hr answered.



Link-Belt's Tribute to Trade Papers
By JULIUS S. HOLL,*

Extract from an interesting article appearing in "Class."

[Editor's Note: The conclusions of the head of the promotion department of
one ol the most consistenl trade and technical journal advertisers in the country
ou the subject of the value of this advertising Is not "snap judgment," but is

baaed on experience obtained through the expenditure of approximately .fioo.ooo

a year. The appropriation, be it noted, has been Increased only as results have
justified it. and the company is now using bigger space, more mediums and more
trade paper advertising generally than ever before.]

THK trade paper is the manufacturer's best

medium for exploiting Itis product.

It is the most inexpensive kind of advertis-

ing, because it keeps the message of the manufac-
turer before buyers in his Held all the time for a

nominal sum, and with comparatively little trouble

involved in the preparation of the copy.

We gel direct returns, yes—but we do not con-

sider the "inquiry" the real index to the value of

the advertising- or the trade journal. It is a far

bigger, better thing than that.

The big i<Jea back of our advertising is to create

confidence in our products, to make the buyer want
what we have: to do constructive, educational adver-
tising of Link-Belt products and Link-Belt service.

In our Chain advertising, for instance, our copy
is designed to show the many varied uses of this

product in the field of power transmission. Our
aim is to make the purchaser think of Silent Chain
when he connects up new machinery. The point I

am trying to make is that we are endeavoring to do
a constructive, educational kind of advertising, and
that our policy has been successful in bringing
results.

We realize that getting results from advertising
is not a matter of running- one or two or half a

dozen ads. Constructive advertising takes time. Any
man who starts advertising in a trade journal a

staple product which does not possess startlinglv new
or sensational features, should realize that it will

take time to get the desired results: but these results

are worth waiting for. As John Wanamaker says,

"Advertising doesn't jerk, it pulls.

"

It begins very gently at first, but the pull is

steady. It increases day by day and year by year,

until it exerts an irresistible force. This is particu-
larly true of trade journal advertising.

Our sales forces are in absolute harmony with

our advertising policy, a vital asset to any advertis-

ing department. One of our salesmen, who handles
the clayworking trade, which is a big user of Link-
licit Silent chains, declared at a recent sales confer-

ence that the effect of our advertising in Brick and
Clay Record in popularizing Link-Belt Silent Chains
with the brick manufacturers has been largely re-

sponsible for our success in this field, and declared

further that if trade papers in other fields were
giving similar results, then the trade journal method
of advertising was a great success.

Because we have more and more realized what the

trade journals can do for us, the tendency has been

definitely in the direction of large space. We form-
erly used comparatively small space, quarter and half

pages, but now we seldom run anything less than a

full page. Each ad. is carefully built, the foundation

usually being a photograph of an installation in the

field to which we are advertising, so that every pic-

ture tells a story of interest to the readers in that

particular industry. It keeps us hustling to dig up
these pictures, and to get photos of the right kind,

but that makes the sort ol' publicity that gets the

interest of the reader, because the ad. talks to him
in his own language.

Our advertising is adapted to meet the condition

of each industry. Our products also are top varied

to permit of comment upon each ; but the value of

the trade journal is clearly illustrated again in out-

advertising in the coal mining industry. Seven years

ago we used card space, with an occasional half-page

"splurge," yet the volume ol' business received was
satisfactorv to our house.

Advertising Manager, The Link-Belt Company, Chicago

Canadian Foundryman and Metal Industry News
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE - - - TORONTO, CANADA

Also at Montreal, Winnipeg, New York, Chicago, Boston, Cleveland and London

1 *ssssssssss^^
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Down Goes
Cost of

Melting

MONARCH-
ROCKWELL
DOUBLE •

CHAMBER

OIL-
GAS

MONARCH-
ROCKWELL
SIMPLEX

ACTION OF HEAT
Doable Chamber Melting Furnace—Oil and (ins

"MONARCH" J!"'"?'nmiTircc Your ExPenses

rURNAttO Almost Half

The cost-cutting feature .of the Monarch-Rockwell Double Chamber Melting

Furnace lies in its double chamber construction. The two chambers can be

used alternately. Exhaust heat from the active or primary chamber flows

into the other chambers, simultaneously meltina in one chamber and heating

the metal in the other chamber to near melting point, and AT NO ADDI-
TIONAL COST. It makes melting practically continuous.

What the "Simplex" Will Do
The Monarch-Rockwell Simplex or Single Chamber Fur-

naces produce a quality of metal equal to that melted in

crucibles, in greater quantities. Less time is required, fuel

and labor cost reduced and expensive crucibles eliminated.

Both the "Simplex" and the "Double-Chamber" furnaces

are used extensively and successfully for the melting of

aluminum, brass, bronze, copper, gold, gray iron, semi-steel,

etc. Use oil or gas for both.

Crucible Tilting Coke Furnace
One of our lines that has been in much demand by Muni-

lion plants for melting purposes is the Monarch Crucible

Tilting Coke Furnace. Have us tell you more aboul it.

We also have for immediate delivery core ovens, oil and

gas furnaces, pit, stationary and tilting, all capacities.

Drop us a line for catalog C.F. 3-1917.

The Monarch Engineering &
Manufacturing Company

1206 American Building - Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Shops : Curtis Bay, Md.

Furnace in Melting Position.
Hopper Feed, Shaker (iratcs

It any advertisement interests yon. tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo J . H . <G a u£ i e fo5/

Mention (his paper when writing advertisers'. It will identify the proposition about which you require informatinn.
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Everything
FOR THE

Foundry
In addition to the full

line of foundry supplies

and equipment which we
handle, we are also in a

position to give expert

advice on foundry practice

and invite correspondence

on any matters of this

nature. Our services are

at your disposal and infor-

mation will be gladly sent.

WRITE US

We can advise you

on the following:

BRASS, CUPOLA, OPEN

HEARTH FURNACES

and CONVERTERS;

CONSTRUCTION EFFI-

CIENCY and MIXTURES

of all METALS; MOLD-

ING in IRON, STEEL

and BRASS, as well as the

PURCHASE of RAW
MATERIAL in the most

ECONOMICAL MAN-

NER.

HYDE & SONS
LIMITED

12 BLEURY ST. MONTREAL
If any advertisement interests you, tear if out now and plact with letters to be an#ivered.
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THE

SLY
SAND BLAST

MILL
For heavy unfailing sen ice there is no
machine up to the "Sly" for the pur-

pose for which it is intended. Tt turns
out work fast ami turns it out in tip-

top shape.

WHAT WE MANUFACTURE
CLEANING MILLS, CINDEB MILLS.
DUST AKRESTLRS, ROSIN MILLS,
SAND BLAST MILLS, CUPOLAS,
SAND BLAST MACHINES, SAND
BLAST ROTARY TABLES, SAND
BLAST ROOMS, CORK OVENS, CORE
SAND RECLAIMERS.

All these machines bear the stamp of

the W. W. Sly Manufacturing Com-
pany's excellence.

HAS FEATURES ALL ITS OWN
The SLY SAND BLAST MILL
has many features, but the fea-

ture we consider most important

is the NO-WEAR NOZZLE,
which is an exclusive "Sly"

equipment. The NO-WEAR
NOZZLE holds the air con-

sumption down to a minimum
and keeps the supply constant.

A remarkable fact about this

nozzle is' contained in it,- dur-

ability practically never

wears out. The NO-WEAR
NOZZLE feature alone should

be a deciding factor in favor of

the SLY BLAST MILL when
considering a purchase.

I'ate advantage of our most modern service for building and equipping foundries. We
maintain an engineering department and an expert consulting engineer whose advice
and facilities are at your command.

The W.W. Sly Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Complete Sand Blast Rooms ana* Equipment is a Specialty of Ours.

—and it's really remarkable

for the saving it will effect

THIS Standard Cinder Crushing Mill

will open up a new road to efficiency

for you. It will reclaim from 98 to 99%
of all metal contained in cinders, slag,

skimmings, old crucibles, etc.

The "Standard" is not merely an im-
provement of an old process— it is funda-

mentally different from anything used
heretofore. The new features of con-

struction and operation have proved in

every installation a decided increase in

efficiency and have greatly reduced cost

of maintenance.

Let us go into details—you will find a

full description interesting.

The Standard Equipment Co.

47 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Troni Vlexi With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run I'mlerneath Kurrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

\Te will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other .Ml.'- to make up to ~" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
I'lic fastest, most suhstantial shaker huilt

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

If any advertisement interest* you, tear if out voir nnd pfarr with lrttrra to he answered.
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TABOR
10" POWER
SQUEEZER

We have had 92 of these machines

operating in one shop for over nine

years and the total cost of repair parts

ordered has been less than $10.00

— a striking tribute to TABOR
QUALITY.

SEND FOR BULLETIN M-K

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

STOVE TRIMMINGS
Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Towel

Bars, Rings, Edges, Strips, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets

Malleable Iron Castings
Suitable for General Purposes.WE

TAKE
CARE Hard Iron Tumbling Stars

-.. _, They will Clean, They will Last, They are Hard.

Or
YOU Foundry Chaplets

of every description, Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded.

The Fanner Mfg. Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

a

a

a

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or MOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASING DE-
MAND for more steel eastings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make them.

MeLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the field

thoroughly, as McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH FUR
XACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLain had charge

of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be antwertd.
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Melting

Sand

"WABANA"
Machine Cast Pig Iron

Cast in specially shaped moulds to permit of easy

Handling, Piling and Breaking.

Chill Cast— 'SANDLESS"—Pig Iron melts quicker

or with lower fuel consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2240 pounds to the ton

and it is ALL METAL—no sand.

We grade this iron according to the Silicon, as follows

:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over

1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 "
2.00 to 2.49

3 "
1.75 to 1.99

4 "
1.30 to 1.74

An iron therefore for every Foundry purpose.

Enquiries solicited. May we have the pleasure of

quoting on your next requirements?

I Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited |
Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES:

Sydney, N.S.; 112 St. James St., Montreal; 18 Wellington St. East, Toronto

^IHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Mention this paper when writing'advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development—II.

By Frederick H. Willcox

In its effort* to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington, />.('.. has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

in* thods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means whereby the risk of accident may belessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

THE CAST-HOUSE CREW

LABORERS and new men should

be made acquainted with the pos-

sibilities of slips, gas, breakouts,

and bursting tuyeres, It you can show
:

i mi how to be less clumsy in handling
- do so, because awkward men may

injure others as well as themselves, 11

yon see anyone doing something that is

dangerous or standing in some place

he might get hurt, tell him of the

r. If a man's clothes catch on tire,

do Hoi let him run. Put the lire out with

a hose, or roll him in sand and smother

the fire by throwing1 sand on it, or wrap
him in a blanket or coat. If a man is

d or receives an electric shock get

iiini into fresh air, notify the foreman,

and give him artificial respiration at

once: loosen his clothing, take any to-

bacco out of his mouth, and keep him

warm.

Operators' Clothing

Always wear clothes made of wool o'

hard jean cloth if possible, and espe-

cially avoid greasy clothes, as they will

readily catch fire. Wear stout shoe?,

having thick soles, and without cracks or

holes, that are not too low, and fit tightly

about the leg (see Fig. 12). Congress

shoes and leggings are advisable. Wear
goggles or a mask to prevent injury when
handling hot metal or cinder, breaking

serap with sledges, or turning hose on
hot material. Never wear ordinary
irloves or hand-made hand leathers in

handling jagged pieces of scrap. Leathers
or gloves with a safety spring in the

back are the only safe ones, as the scrap

will frequently catch the glove or leather

and may cause a serious sprain or fall.

When breaking runner scrap, slag,

lumber, test pieces, etc., with sledges or

a
;i Mulligan," use judgment in blocking

up the pieces before breaking: them. The
closer the material is to the floor, the less

probability there is that it will fly in

breaking. When barring scrap, plates,

or other objects, be sure that the point

of the bar is firmly engaged, or that the

bar will not slip off the block, before you
lift or put your weight on the bar. Keep
your working place cleaned up. Bars,
drills, and long-handled tools should be

kept where they will not fall and injure

anyone, by preference in a tool rack. If

they are leaned against the wall, place

them so they can not easilv be knocked
over or fall down. Don 't leave tools

where men can stumble over them. Re-
move burned drills and bars promptly.
Watch out for hot bars and don't throw
bars without looking to see whether some
one may be hurt hv their rebounding. Re

careful when the cast house is full of

steam; Pee] your way, do not attempl to

go quickly.

When a blast furnace is being' blown
in or blown out, hanked, stopped for a

lime, or started up, it is more dangerous
than in regular running. At such times

do not rely upon your own knowledge of

furnaces, but follow every direction of

the foreman strictly. Do not do anv of

the routine duties about the stoves, dust

FIG. 12. ('AST IK USE MAN WEARING
LEGGINGS, GOGGLES, FELT HAT,

AND WOOLLEN SHIRT.

catcher, bleeder, cinder notch, tapping
hole, or tuyeres except by direction of

the foreman or blower. Don't go on the

bustle pipe unless you notify the stove

tender, keeper, or blower. When you
have to work where you can smell gas.

take frequent spells in fresh air and
work with another man. Do not stay-

where there is eras unless your foreman
knows conditions and that you are there.

Miscellaneous Precautions

Do not rest or stand under, near, or in

front of blowpipes or tuyeres, as they
may burst or burn through, and throw
metal, cinder, coke, or gas over you.
When you know that the furnace is hang-
ing, keep under cover and warn others.
Keep away from the bottom of dust
catchers, stove burners, downlegs, and
manholes of underground flues at such
times. In going- to and from work avoid
going- under cranes carrying loads or
under skip inclines, or through stock
houses, boiler rooms, or places where you
are unfamiliar with the work done there.

Do not try to do work other than your
own about the furnace unless you are
familiar with the work or have been or-

dered to do it. Especially do not try to
help the hot-blast man on shutdowns or
on work with the bleeder, mixer valve,

or any regulating part of gas or blast

mains unless everything you do is speci-

fically directed by him. Many accidents
have been caused by misunderstanding
what some one else was doing.

Avoid Foolhardiness

Always use every safeguard provided
—goggles, masks, shields, safety hand
leathers, tongs, and gloves. (See January
25 issue, Figs. 6, 7, and 12.) They are
provided to prevent injury to yourself,

and men at other plants use them. Re-
fusing to use them is not a sign of
bravery or of familiarity with your work,
but rather of foolhardiness and ignor-

ance of the danger.

Do not drive the tapping bar through
the skull in the tapping hole, or go on
the last spell on the drill before you have
placed the splasher and put a shield in

front of the tapping hole, or a cover
plate or sheets over the trough, in front
of the splasher. (See Figs. 13 and 14),

except under unusual circumstances.
When it is necessary to pull the tapping
bar out don't hold on to the "Welsh-
man." Lay a bar across the runner to

support the tapping bar while driving it

out; the molten iron may rush out un-
expectedly and burn you.

Do not stand in front of the iron notch
when opening it; work from the side as

much as possible, even on the first spell,

and keep your feet out of the trough. Be
especially careful when working on a
short, green, hard or an unusually long
hole. On changing turn, the keeper go-
ing off duty should inform the one com-
ing on as to the condition of the tapping
hole. If the hole has been working short

or badly, and has not been taking the

clay, the keeper should inform the other
keeper and tell him how much clay was
used on the last stop.
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PIG. 13. UNSAFE METHOD OF DRILLING A TAPPING HOLE.
MeD standing over open trough on planks, no shield used at tapping hole, men wearing loose,

baggy clothing.

Do not cast until the skimmer, trough,
runners, shutters, and spouts are dry
and warm. Clay, sand, loam, or coke
dust in the runners must be dry to avoid
"boils" of molten iron. Do not leave
pieces of cold scrap in the runners or
place damp sand against the shutters or
irates. Don't let pieces of wood get un-
der the skimmer dam or drain gates, and
bank up the drain or "punch-out" gates
on the outside with dry sand. In filling'

the mud gun before a cast, only one man
should do the work if the clay is being
fed at the funnel, because if two men
are used, one to operate the plunger and
one to feed the clay, one of them may be
caughl by the plunger.

Loading Clay
In loading clay at the funnel do not

push it down with your foot; use a stick.

However, the gun can be loaded as well
and more safely b.\ putting the clay in

at the nose of the gun with a rammer.
When the gun is loaded, put about 3
inches of dry sand or -ground ganister
mixed with tar or black oil in the nose,
removing enough clay to give room. Wet
or sloppy clay may cause an explosion
when it comes in contact with hot iron.

Do not wet the nozzle of the mud gun.
Daub it with black oil after casting,
while it is still warm, and again just at

east time. This will keep it from get-
ting wet, and will prevent a "shot" if

the nose of the gun is placed in the hole
against a stream of molten iron. Oiling

the nose of the gun is better than warm-
ing it, because if the nose is heated too

PH3. It. sake METHOD OP DRILLING A TAPPING HOLE.
Steel plate over runner, shield in point of tapping hole, men Wearing proper clothing, air

jet used to clean tapping hole.

much or too long the clay will become
dry and stiff, and may cause a short hole.
If heating the nose is preferred, pouring
one or two hand ladles of cinder over it

should be sufficient.

When easting do not use cold or wet
bars to p°ke out sand, clay, or loam in
the runners or -ales or to break a path
for the iron. Lift the punch-out or
drain gate (Fig. 15) slowly, to avoid a
rush of iron, which may cause boiling,
and be sure the punch-out bar is warm.
Before turning the iron into a ladle see
that the ladle is spotted and is all right.

Do not fill the ladle within more than 8
or 9 inches of the top, as the iron may
be spilled in shifting it. Do not throw
large pieces of cold scrap into the ladle
before or during the cast, as it may cause
boiling or an explosion of the hot metal.
II is safer to fill the ladle nearest the
furnace first and finish the cast in the

ladles at the lower end, for several rea-
sons. One reason is that the gates may
be lifted quickly and the operator go
away instantly. (See Fig. 16.)

If the iron is run to the bottom ladle
first, be sure that all shutters are dry;
if to the top ladle first, be especially sure
the sand at the gates is dry. When using
the pricking rod on an obstruction in the
tapping hole, do not throw too much
weight on the rod if standing close to
the trough. Be sure that the hand ladles

and chills for samples or pig-machine
wheels are dry. Do not cross iron or
cinder runners during a cast except when
necessary, and watch your step very
carefully; if you have to go in front of
the iron notch, get across quickly. Do
not step on the crust of hot cinder. Do
not flip wet clay into hot iron to annoy
or tease a fellow-workman—it is too

dangerous.

Stopping the Tapping Hole

In stopping the tapping hole, be cau-
tious when placing the mud gun in the

hole. Unless the cinder and iron in the

trough lays away from the hole, drain
the trough before putting the gun in. Do
not put the gun in the hole against a

stream of iron unless the nose is warm
and dry, as the iron may explode. After
the gun is clamped, turn the steam on by
the valve at the column, or by means of

a long hook open the three-way cock on
the gun. There is danger of gas burst-

ing out or cinder being thrown back
when the first clay is shot in. Care must
be exercised in stopping the hole after

the first shot, as the pressure in the fur-

nace and the suction of the plunger may
throw the clay back in the barrel of the

gun and a burst of sas or slag follow.

It is safer to feed the clay into the

gun with a shovel rather than to stand
close to the hole and trough, unless one
is expert at throwing the balled clay into

the funnel from a safe distance. (See

Figs. 17 and 18.) As stated before, use

a stick—not your foot—to poke clay

down into the funnel. While stopping
the hole do not stand so that all your
weight is on the sheets covering the

trough, and watch for the exhaust steam.

Do not put the wind on until the hole

has stopped taking clay freely, and after
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the hole is stopped Leave the mm in il

with steam on until the clay has sot; this

ma\ prevent a breakout at the tapping
hole between casts. If men arc changing
tuyeres or plates, never throw or turn
water into the funnel of the mud gun OX

use wet clay before the hole is entirely

stopped, as uas may blow out on the

tujere men. Step away from the gun
for a moment when shooting water into

the hole.

In potting water in the skimmer
trough at "rid-up," do not stand near
h\ with a short nozzle to turn the water
m

| Pig, HI). If the water strikes bol

slag, the steam may scald you, and il it

strikes a pocket of hot molten iron t 1km--

may he an explosion. It is safer and
jusj as effective to use a pipe. 1 ."> feet or

more long, turned down at the end (Fig.

30), If it is necessary to break up crusts
or skulls in the trough before turning
water on. don't use a cold or wet bar.

When handling hot scrap or slag use
tongs or a hook whenever possible, and
be < areful in breaking or barring slag

and scrap to avoid flying pieces, falls, or

dropping material on to your feel. Be-
fore throwing scrap or cinder into a car,

be sure there is no one in it and that the

pieces do not project over the end or
sides of the car where they may fall or
he pushed off.

Under Blast Precautions

Never tighten the keys ( >n the tuyere
stocks or caps, or take up slack on the

bridles when the blast is on unless you
are directed to do so by the foreman.
Watch for tight bridle springs or split

stock hangers, and don't screw up the

nut on the bridle until the spring is tight.

Do not start to loosen the monkey or

stock bridles, hanaers. keys or caps until

the. blast if off and the gas is drafted
back. Wear a-ossles when watching the

peep sights during a cast or check, and
do not open the peep-sight plug until

FIG. 18. MODERN RUNNEB GATE OPERATED BY A CABLE AT A SAFE DISTANCE
PROM THE RUNNER. ONLY A PART OF THE CARLE IS SHOWN.

you are sure no one is m line with it.

Don't try to blow coke out of the eye-

sights until the blow pipes have had time

KILLED AT BLAST FURNACE

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Jan. 24.

—While engaged at his work at

the blast furnace of the Algoma
Steel Corporation yesterday Emil
Provost, an unmarried French-
man, twenty-four years old, whose
home is in Ottawa, met his death

while tightening up a door of one
of the furnaces while the pressure

was on. He had resided in the

Soo only about one month.

to cool. Know where the hose and water
valves are situated in the cast, house, as

they are needed quickly at times. When
playing the bose-on tuyeres, blowpipes,

or the furnace jacket, stand behind a

FI<;. I.
-
,. SAFE METHOD OF
Note th<- Minsk worn to

OPERATING PUNCH-OUT GATE,
protect man from spashes.

column as much as possible, or to one
side, as they may burst or burn through.

In case a tuyere bursts or a blowpipe
burns out. do not work about them un-

less thoroughly familiar with the danger.
Work to one side as much as 'Possible

when dropping blowpipes, claying up,
and changing tuyeres, as cinder, coke or

gas may blow out. The tuyere opening
should always be firmly plugged with

clay as soon as the blowpipe is dropped.
Never work about an open tuyere or

plate when water or wet clay is being
put in the tapping hole. Watch for hot

bars, blowpipes, and scalding water or

steam. Do not put up the blowpipes af-

ter a shut down until the foreman orders
you to, for unless the blowing engine is

turning over it might cause an explosion.

Don't look into a blowpipe when cutting

out clay after a stop.

When ''botting up the monkey," or

plugging the cinder notch, wear goudes
or a mask and long leather gloves; lie

sure of your footing, and always use the

shields provided. Work from the side

of the cinder notch as much as possible

when opening it, and, when breaking
cinder in the runner during a Hush, keep
out of line with the cinder notch and be

careful the cinder does not splash on

your feci. Cinder will splash farther
than iron. Keep as far away as possible

when throwing coal in the cinder run-
ners. It is just as well not to throw coal

into stiff cinder, as it does not greatly
help matters.

Do not throw damp or wet rubbish in

the cinder ladles, and always examine
iiem for water or dampness and dry

them out with cinder before flushing or

easting, because a damp ladle m*v boil

or explode when being tilled. Keep away
from the granulating pit when the skim-
mer trough is beins' drained or when you
think iron is coming over the cinder dam.
If il is necessary to plug a cinder ladle

with clay, always place a sign, or statum
a watcher before going into the ladle. P>e

sure there is no one in a car or ladle be-

fore throwing rubbish into it.

Reporting Abnormal Conditions

Re prompt to report anything ahnor-
mal or unusual about the furnace—for
instance, the blast pressure becoming
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high or low; hanging, tightness, or slip-
ping of the burden, cold or dirty cinder;
sloppy, dead, or leaking tuyere; gas light-
ing on the bosh or about the mantle; hot
9pots on the shell; delays in filling the

always use burning waste; don't let the
stove fill with gas and then try to right
it. If the stove does not light, shut tin-

gas off and start over again, using burn-
ing waste.

{TIG. IT. I XSAKE WAY TO STOP TAPPING HOLE
Heipcr is using his hands and standing too near tapping lioi.

furnace or in spotting iron or cinder
ladles; wind and gas leaks; or signs of a

break out, such as steam or gas coming'
from about the jacket, columns, or pave-
ment, the water aettimj- hot or steamy in

the discharge from the hearth or bosh
jacket or on the jackets, or the pavement
or columns srettin<r unusually hot. Espe-
cially, report promptly any signs of the
cooling water supply becoming slack.

Neglect of these points oftentimes leads
to unnecessary hard work and danger
from "messes." breakouts, slips, burned
tuveres and blowpipes, or explosions.
The foremen are looking for these signs
also, but one man may not see all of
them.

The Hot-blast Men
Be careful that the gas or blast is not

turned into or <ras drafted back through
a stove that is being cleaned. Do not
open or close any doors or valves or re-
move anv siens or locks on such stoves
until the foreman has told you to do so.

Before turnintr gas into a stove, warn
any well-bottom cleaners working about
the doors, as it mav flash back when it

ignites; and be sure that the chimney
valve is onen. Tf you think that the
stove is not hot enoucrh to light the eas.
nut a laree bunch of burning waste at
the eras door or nrovide other means to

i?nite the fas. Don't stand by the burn-
er after tnminsr eas into the stove: sten
awav qnf«»Wv. At times the <ras will not
light until it reaches the top of the well
or eombn«M^n chamber, and it is then
likely to li<*ht evnlosivelv and puff out
through the bin-ner and air doors. Be
especially careful when von are turning
on ?as frorn a furnace just blown in or
from one sbnf down on account of leakv
"bronze" itnveros. coolers, bosh plate's.

cinder monkev. etc.1. Tn case of doubt

Before you blow off a stove, warn men
to keep away from the blow-off valve,
and especially warn them away from the
blow-off door if the stove is being shut
down for a leaky tuyere, as the gas may
be very explosive. Be sure that the blast
is on the new stove before shutting the
cold-blast valve of the stove being-
taken off. Don't let the hot-blast valve
drop sharply on to its seat, and don't

peetedly from any cause shut i.lie mixer
valve on the by^pass at once, then close
the cold-blast and hot-blast valves as
soon as possible. Never forget to close
the mixer valve before checking or shut-
ting down the furnace, beginning a cast,
or stopping the blowing engine. To for
get to do this may cause an explosion
I hat will wreck the mains and engines.
When it is necessary to take the stoves
off during a shut-down to "change
bronze," or for a short stop, be sure the
burners are closed tightly. When ready
to start the furnace and bring the gas
down, never turn the gas into the stove
until the blower has given the signal. Be
sure that the explosion doors or bleeders
on the gas mains or dust catcher are
closed during- a shut down; if any air
gets into the mains there is always a
chance of an explosion. Whatever way
the blower tells you to handle the top
bleeder, whether to keep it open or shut
during a shutdown, always follow his or-
der to the word. Many serious furnace
accidents are caused by operating bleed-
ers and gas valves other than in the way
ordered. The least change from ordeis
may cause a terrific explosion. If the
gas is "wild" in drafting it back in one
stove at a shutdown, draft back througl
an additional stove at once.

Keep away from the dust legs and
manhole covers on gas mains, from gas
burners and air inlet doors, when the
furnace is sticking and liable to slip. Be
careful when you open an air door to see
how the gas is burning; if too much gas
is turned on, or if the eheckerwork is

dirty, the gas may flash back into your
face. Keep and warn others away from
these places; no one should handle burn-
ers, doors, or valves unless directed by
the stove tender. Do not tighten any

FIG. 18. SAFE WAY TO
Helper Is using shovel and standing away

let the blast slam the chimney valve into
place; set the valves easily by hand.
Open the cold-blast valve slowly to avoid
racing the blowing engines.

In case of the blast stopping unex-

STOP TAPPING HOLE.
from the trough and the tapping hole.

thumb or other nuts on doors or blow-off
valves when the stove is on blast; you
may be killed or injured by the bolt

breaking. Watch the water ott the hot-
blast valve and seat, because water leak-
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ing into the stove may cause the furnace

to slip or i^ot eoW; it will then be more
dangerous. Report any jas leaks aboul

the burners or mains; do not let them
leak unnecessarily. When the millwright

is i gamining the chimney valve for leaks

do not change the stove from blast to

aras. When the hot-blast valve'and seat

arc being inspected be sure the chimney
valve is kept open and the j*as turned off.

The Stove Cleaners

Before entering a stove to clean it.

lock the cold-blasl valve and gas burner
shut, fasten the chimney valve open, and
either block the hot-blast valve in its

-eat or disconnect the cable from the

stem, or lock the windlass, and attach

danger tags; be sure these things are
done. Stop any leaks about the burner
with clay, as even a siua'.l leak may allow
considerable gas to drift i»to the stove.

It is always safest to close the burner
door, but it' this can not be done lor any
reason, turn the burner on its seat, away
from the door or seal it off with a blank.
When ladders must be used to get into

a stove through the dome manhole do not
try to carry tools up or down the ladder,
use a hand line. (See January 25 issue,

Figs. S to 10.) Keep away from the well
of the combustion chamber, and do not
sit on the bridge wall between the well

and the cheekerwork; the wall may give
way. Boatswain's chairs for cleaning,
tearing out, or repairing the well lining
should be supported by tackle attached
to the top of the stove shell when pos-
sible, and the chair, rope and tackle test-

ed to double a man's weight before use.

Anyone working in a boatswain's chair
should wear a life belt attached to the
chair-sling block. Do not use a torch
inside a stove; use an electric light on a"

standard insulated extension cord and
have an electrician make all connections.
When it is necessary to clean checker-

work from the bottom or to clean out un-
der the arches, keep under the arches as
much as possible to avoid bruises from
falling brickbats, clinkers, or tools. Tt is

best never to enter the bottom until

everyone is out of the top. Always wear
goggles when inside a stove and do not
remove the locks from the valves until

everyone is out and the manholes are
closed. In cleanin? flue dust from the
bottom of a stove be careful to avoid
burns: the dust is usually hot and easily

runs into one's shoes. Notify the stove

tender before opening the cleaning,

air-inlet or blow-off door to clean

the well from the outside, and have
him turn the sras off enough to

avoid any danger of flame puff-

ing back through the door at which
yon are join? to work. Tn case the fur-
nace is hanjin?. stop work until it slips,

and keen away from the cleaning door.
Tn loading barrows with hot cinder or
oast do not fill them so full that thev
will run over: handle them carefully,
and warn others to keep out of the way.
Bars and cutters used in cleaning wells
should he bandied with crossbars when
withdrawin? them from the stove. Keep
away from the doors when »as is bein^
turned in the stove.

FIG. 111. UNSAFE WAV OF WHETTING DOWN TROUGH AT "RID UP."
Short nozzle on the bosc, 111:111 standing close to trough where he is exposed to in explosion

of hot metal or steam.

The Dust-catcher men
Empty the dust catcher regularly; if

you let it get filled and the furnace slips.

there may be an accident. Notify the

foreman when the car is full and if the

car is not moved promptly and an empty-

one spotted. Never dump the dust

catcher when the wind is off the furnace
or when the furnace is hanging or liable

to slip unless you are doing it under the

orders and directions of the foreman or
superintendent. In dumping dust legs,

dust pockets, or dust catchers be sure
there is no one underneath to get burned,
and warn men against approaching, as

the dust may fly and burn them. Be care-

ful in cleaning up dust and never step

on it, because it will run like water when
hot, and burn you severely if it gets in

your shoes. Be cautious in playing a hose
on hot dust, as it sometimes explodes or

flies. Do not clean up under the dust
catcher unless you have notified the fore-

man and he has told you to go ahead;
the bell may be forced open by a slip or
by beine1 overweighted and the dust may

burn you. For the same reason never go
into a dust car after it is spotted under
the dust catcher; pack the doors before
the car is placed. Turn the water on
full before you open the bell, and water
the dust thoroughly when dumping the
dust catcher. Don't fill the car with hot

dry dust and then turn the water on; it

will soak down slowly, and the contents
may explode. Always place a card on
the car so that the unloaders will know
they are handling flue dust.

In a recent issue of The Electrician
some new facts which illustrate the
great impetus given to the construction
of electric steel furnaces are reported.
Since the outbreak of war over 100 in-

stallations are known to have been put
in, and the total number in the world
now approaches .100, which is about
twice the number existing in 1913. The
United States is credited with construct-
ing 50 last year and Great Britain with
.10 since I he war be^an.

FIG. JO. SAFE WAV i.K WETTING DOWN HOT THOUGH. EXTENSION NOZZLE ON
HOSE, MAN STANDING AWAY FROM TROUGH.
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A BELGIAN BALL-TEST MACHINE'
By J. W. G.

THAT increasing recognition is being
given to that quality in metals generally
termed hardness is evidenced by the
number of machines which are now
available for testing purposes. Among
the different methods in use, the ball te.U

lias always occupied a prominent place,

the Brinnell system

being a standard

tor certain classes

of work. This fact.

together with the

present terrible

tragedy in Belgium.

imparts a peculiar,

almost a morbid in-

terest to the device

illustrated herewith.

In pre-war days

an international re-

putation as a pro-

ducer of the highest

grade of forgings

was enjoyed by the

I sines G. Derihor

Societe Anonynit,

Loncin (Lez-
Liege), and the ball

testing machine
illustrated herewith

was developed in

the Derihon shops

and used in their

work regularly. The

writer first saw this

machine about
seven years ago and
feels that the peculiar • features of the

machine, coupled with changed condi-

tions, make it of special interest to your

readers at this time.

Method of Operation

The method of operation consisted in

pressing a 10 mm. hardened steel ball

into a specimen of the material, and

measuring the diameter of the impres-

sion on different specimens of the same

material. The frame of the machine was

a hook-shaped forging of narrow chan-

nel section, the lower end terminating in

a large boss containing an elevating

screw for the table, while the upper end

carried a pressure screw and testing ball.

When pressure was applied to the ball,

through the double-ended wrench on top

of pressure screw, the resultant stress

caused the gap in the frame to open, the

frame being- so designed and proportion-

ed that resrular increments in load were
accompanied by equal amounts of dis-

tension in the frame without the stresses

being near enough the elastic limit to

affect its permanent resistance. In other

words the frame acted as a very stroncr

spiring. t

Indicating the Deformation

The amount of deformation imparted
to the frame was indicated by a simple
lever and pinion arrangement shown
clearly in the illustration. A small chan-
nel section member was fastened to the
base of frame, fitting the curve to a

point near the pressure screw. Here the
member terminated, a knife edge being
formed on the end to support a hinged
member which carried a rack at its

lower end, this rack engaging with a

pinion on the indicator spindle. As the
bending of the frame took place above
the point where the small channel mem-
ber was attached, relative movement be-
tween their upper extremities ensued.

BELGIAN BALL TEST MACHINE.

so that the hinged member descended
as its hinged end was raised, allowing
the rack to travel across the pinion and
revolve the indicator.

The diameters of impressions were
measured by a glass gauge similar to

a wire gauge. By carefully observing
the contact of the tapered lines with
the edge of impression, an empirical
number was obtained which could be re-

ferred to any other specimen provided
the same pressure was used in making
the test. The maximum pressure ap-
plied varied with different materials, the
chief point being to get a medium sized
impression where possible without injur-
ing the work unnecessarily. Where
standard grades of material were in con-
stant use, suitable pressures were speci-
fied so that measurements with the scale
were then comparable.
To the writer's knowledge, these ma-

chines were at one time on the market
in the United States. Many dark days
have passed over its land of origin since
then, the Derihon factory at one time
being reported in operation under Ger-
man control; recent developments, how-
ever, create considerable misapprehen-
sion regarding the men and plant who
were responsible for the development of
the machine.

HEROULT FURNACE INSTALLA-
TIONS

AMONG recent installations of He-
roult furnaces in Canada, the following
are to be noted:

—

The Dominion Steel Foundry Co.
Hamilton, Ont., are installing four 6-

ton furnaces for making war material.
After the war, metal from these fur-
naces will be used to make wheels, tires

and axles.

Armstrong, Whitvvorth, of Canada,
Ltd., are installing one more 6-ton fur-
nace, making three of this type and ca-
pacity, at their plant, Longueuil, Que.
War material, as well as tires, wheels
and axles constitute the product.
The Imperial Munitions Board will in-

stall ten 6-ton furnaces in their new
plant at Toronto. The steel will be used
for making war material.

CANADIAN NICKEL REFINERY
THE British American Nickel Corpora-
tion are having plans prepared for tin-

first unit of a large nickel refinery to be
built at Murray Mine about three miles
from Sudbury, Ont. The initial unit
will cost approximately $1,500,000 and
will consist of two blast furnaces, three
converters and power plant. There will
be buildings comprising the smelter
building,' machine and blacksmith shops,
power house, etc. The buildings will be
of brick and steel construction requiring
about 2500 tons of steel. The company
propose using about 5000 h.p. hydro-
electric power, and all the machinery
will be driven by electric motors. The
power plant equipment will consist of
two 30,000 cub. ft. 12 lbs. pressure air

compressors for the convertors, two
blowers, of 30,000 cub. ft. capacity at
40 ounces pressure, for the blast furn-
aces, motor generators, switchboard,
1000 h.p. water tube boilers, pumps, etc.

The construction plant is being assem-
bled, and building will start in the early

spring. F. T. Brule, Royal Bank Build-
ing, Toronto, is the engineer, for the

company and is preparing the plans.

B. C. Lead Production.—The lead pro-
duction of Canada is almost wholly de-
rived from British Columbia, the produc-
tion of which is about 65,000,000 pounds
a year. This metal is at present pro-
duced almost entirely from the mines of
East and West Kootenay. The ores are
smelted at Trail smelter, and the lead is

refined there. On the coast and along
the route of the G. T. P. are important
deposits of lead ores which cannot be
economically treated for want of smelt-
ing accommodation on the coast. The
establishment of a lead smelter and re-

finery on the coast is, therefore, a neces-
sity to the development of ore deposits
tributary thereto.

The shrinkage of mansranese steel
amounts to 5-16 in. per foot as"

against 3-16 in. to V4 in. in ordinary
steel foundry practice.

A stitch in time saves nine. It takes
a longer time, and costs much more to

replace a broken grinding wheel than it

does to move the tool rest close to the

wheel.



The Chilled Iron Car Wheel in Steam Railroad Service—

1

By G. W. Lyndon

Tin chilled iron car wheel has 6«< n. since its introduction in the year L850, the standard
atceeaary of transportation, carrying as it docs the car and its contents to every nook and cor-

ner of this continent traversed and served by steam railroads. In the accompanying paper an

interesting description is given of its development towards meeting the increasi d rolling stock

Weight and capacity that have been found indispensable to a continued industrial expansion.

TliK subject of the Chilled Iron
Car Wheel is one of vast magni-
tude, comprehending as it does

the vehicle by which the commerce of
this continent is moved: at the same
time its importance to the transporta-
tion world is not as fully recognised as
might be, either by the public generally
or our industrial community particular-
ly. Statistics which will indicate the
extent of the car wheel industry are
shown in the U.S. Interstate Commerce
Report for the year ended 1914 as fol-

lows:

—

Total number of freight

ean in commercial
Service

Total number of freight

cars in company ser-

vice

2,325,647

124,700

Total

Add—Private car lines

(approximately) . .

.

2.450.356

225.000

2.675.356

Number of tons of

freight carried, year
ended 1014 ....'.... 1.109.271.040

Tons of freight carried

one mile. 54% of car

capacity, exclusive of

private' car lines . . .28S..T1S.S90.210

Tons of car structure

(estimated IS tons

per car) 363.402.465.012

Total wheel burden
carried one mile .... 651,722,355,222
ton=.

cars are equipped with the chilled iron

wheel, therefore, we have, in commercial
freight car service and company service,

and private car lines in the United
States alone, 20,332,687 chilled iron

wheels. To this we must add the chilled

iron wheels serving under passenger
cars, engine tenders and street car lines,

and we can safely and conservatively

estimate the number of chilled iron

wheels running to-day as about 25,000,-

000, taking into consideration those

used in the Dominion of Canada, and
the hundreds of thousands which have
been shipped abroad and to Mexico and
South America. 25,000,000 chilled iron

wheels represent 8,000,000 tons of

metal.

Initial cost at $25.00

per ton $200,000,000.00

Scrap value at $15.00

per ton 120,000,000.00

25,000,000 wheels placed on a single

track would make a solid line of wheels

13,000 miles in length, over one-half of

the circumference of the earth. If they

were placed on a single track with

treads 2.3 feet apart they would encircle

the globe. If they could be piled on

top of each other, hub to hub, they

would reach a height of 2,760 miles. To
replace 25,000,000 chilled iron wheels

upon the basis of 2,500,000 annual re-

newals requires ten years. 800,000 tons

of metal are used annually to provide

for 2,500,000 wheel renewals. From the

receipt of the metal to the finished wheel

ready for shipment, the metal must be

handled about twelve times, so that to

produce 2.500.000 wheels annually 800.-

000 tons of metal are required and 9.-

Canada, representing millions of invest-
ed capital, and having a combined cap-
acity of 20,000 car wheels per day, and
having in mind the statistics to which
I have just called attention, we must
remember that the history of the
development of the resources of North
America is a history of the development
of the chilled iron car wheel, because
the railways could not have reached
their present unparalleled development
without the chilled iron car wheel, and
it would require years and years of
preparation to replace them with any
other substitute.

What Chilled Iron Is

Chilled iron means what the name im-
plies and is the result of the chilling or
sudden cooling of molten cast iron when
poured against an iron ring, which is

part of the mould. Its discovery is said
to have been accidental. In an English
foundry, in the 18th century, the slop-

ping over of a ladle of cast iron caused
part of its contents to come in contact
with cold iron lying on the floor of foun-
dry. In breaking up this scrap it was
discovered that the iron was white and
much harder than that secured from the
ordinary foundry process of pouring
the metal into a sand mould. The result

of this discovery was the introduction
of chilled iron for plow points, faces of

forge hammers, punches for punching
holes in wagon tires, and rolls for roll-

ing materials.

Chilled Iron for Car Wheels

During the first half of the nine-

teenth century, a number of attempts
were made to introduce chilled iron for

car wheel purposes, and many different

designs were patented and introduced,

with only meagre results. In the primi-

ri «; 1. CROSS SECTION OF CAR WHEEL MOLD SHOWING
DIRECTION OF FLOW OF METAL.

FIG. 2. WASHBURN PATTERN 525-LB. WHEEL FOR CARS OF
10 TONS CAPACITY.

An analysis of the rolling stock will

show that 95 per cent, of all freight

•From a paper read. Feb. 13, at the Cana-
dian Raliway Club, Montreal.

••President, Association of Manufacturers of
CnUled Car Wheels, Chicago. 111.

600,000 tons of metal must be handled.
I speak for twenty-five manufacturers

operating fifty foundries scattered from
the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans, lo-

cated throughout the United States and

tive days the form of the wheel was the

ordinary flat spoke pattern with the

hub split longitudinally in three places.

The separation of the hub was for the

purpose of relieving shrinkage strains
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in cooling and preventing the arms and
spokes from breaking. The huh was
handed together with a wrought iron
band and keyed onto the axle. In the
year L838, Geo. G. Lobdell invented a

doable plate wheel, the front and hack
plates extending from the huh to the
rim, whieb subsequently evolved into the
present pattern.

In the year 1850, a man arose to the
situation and developed an idea. I he im-

JaugerouB to use. Anyone by the use
of the Seleroscope or Brinell methods
can determine the relative hardness of
i he chilled iron wheel tread, as compar-
ed with other types.

The M.C.B. Standard 72") lbs. wheel is

poured in about twelve seconds; The
balance of the mould consists of green
sand and dry sand cores, all so scientifi-
cally arranged that the finished wheel
possesses a gradual bardness of struc-

eouotered which must be relieved before
the wheels are placed in service. Dur-
ing tlie earlier periods of manufacture,
after the wheel was set, it was covered
with ashes or hot sand and allowed to
remain several days until nearly cold.
Another method was to lay the wheel
on the floor and apply heat to the tread.
so that the temperature of the tread
would he brought hack to that of the.
plates and hull.

Fit}. > M.C.B. STANDARD 625 LBS., 33-INCH C.I. WHEEL FOR
CARS <»K MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT, AND NOT

EXCEEDING 05,000 LBS.

FIG. 4. STANDARD 725 LBS., 33-INCH C.I. WHEEL FORCARS OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT, AND NOT
EXCEEDING 1G1.000 LBS.

mensity of which was not dreamed of
by him, but has since evolved into one
of tbe most far reaching' and important
commercial industries in the country.
From 1849 to 1860 there were eighty-
eight patents granted for alleged im-
provements in the form of pattern. It

was N. Washburn's belief that a solid

casting weighing about 500 pounds
could be produced that would serve as a

car wheel which would require no ma-
chining, except as to axle fit and which
could be placed into service under the
then ten ton car and run on an iron
rail for the life of the car.

Method of Manufacture—Pouring

The method of manufacture in so far
as the formation of the wheel is con-
cerned, is practically the same to-day as
when first introduced, and consists of
pouring the iron into a mould, part of
which is sand and part iron. The tread
or running surface of the wheel is form-
ed by an iron ring or chiller against
which is poured the molten metal, and
the sudden cooling of molten metal trans-
forms the soft gray colored metal to a
metal white in color and harder than
tempered steel. This white, hard iron

which extends all arorind the ti-ead of the
wheel to a depth of one-half to three-
quarters of an inch, yields more mileage
per unit of metal worn than any other
metal. There is no other metal known
that produces so hard a tread that can
be operated with safety, because if

other metals can produce a tread as
hard as the chilled iron wheel this same
hardness will be apparent in the plates
and the bub. and, therefore, brittle and

tore which is ideally adapted to service
conditions, namely hard tread, soft
plates and soft hub. Figure No. 1 shows
a section of the mould in which the
chilled iron wheel is cast, and the same
principle of moulding has been in use
ever , since its introduction.

Annealing

We have found that a 725 lbs. M.C.B.
wheel is poured in about twelve seconds.
The molten metal is then subjected to
different cooling conditions due to the
complexity of the mould, which is made
up partly of iron, partly of dry sand,
and partly of green sand. That part of
the mould which consists of iron is the

These crude methods were later dis-
placed with the introduction of cooling-
pits lined with fire brick, each pit hold-
ing from ten to fifteen wheels. Just as
soon as the wheel is solidified, it is re-
moved from the mould red hot and
placed in a pit maintained at the proper
temperature, and by this process the
tread and the plates and the hub re-
sume an equilibrium of temperature and
the wheels remain in the pits for sev-
eral days until the shrinkage strains are

FIG. 5. COMPOSITE OF 525 LBS. WHEEL FOR CARS OF 10 TONS CAPACITY
M.C.B. DESIGN FOR 30 TONS CAPACITY; M.C.B. DESIGN FOR

50 TONS CAPACITY CARS.

625 LBS.

best conductor of heat, therefore, the

tread or running surface is cooled al-

most instantaneously, whereas the plates
and the hub, having been formed by
dry and green sand, cool slowly. In
consequence, shrinkage strains are en-

finally removed by the gradual and uni-

form cooling process.

The pouring and annealing are im-

portant parts of the method by which the

wheel is made, but they are only two of

the multitudinous processes required.
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Tiic intricacies of manufacture are only

recognized by those who have actually

engaged in the business, and complex
problems are continually confronting

the manufacturer from the assembling
of the materia! to the finished wheel.

We have found the method of manu-
facture as to pouring has not been ma-
terially changed, ami we have also Found
that the pattern introduced in L850 by
Washburn is the same in outline prac-

tically as that in use to-day. It will.

therefore, be my purpose to show what
has been done, and it will be found thai

the only thing that stands out promin-
ently is that a little metal has been add-

ed to the wheel as the capaciu of the

ear has been increased, but the increase

in metal has been "grudgingly made.
and never proportionate to the increase

of duty required. Nevertheless, the

wheel manufacturers, in the face of res-

trictions in weight and flange dimen-
sions, have been successful in maintain-

ing the chilled iron wheel up to a high

standard. The chilled iron wheel is like

Topsy in Uncle Tom's Cabin. It just

grew, and we all realize the fact that

the wheel is the most important part of

the car structure.

DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION
YEAR

THE changed character of Canadian

steel production is shown strikingly in

the Dominion Steel Corporation output

figures for 1916. In the calendar year

of 1914 the rail output amounted to 176,-

505 tons. It was 174.802 tons in the fis-

cal year 1912-13. In 1915 the output fell

to 57.500 tons, and last year it was 17,-

495 tons. On the other hand, the output

of wire rods has risen successively from
:;n.77S in 1914, to 73,500 in 1915, and
now to 112,400 tons for 1916, while sales

of wire products, which were less than

11.000 tons in the fiscal year 1912-13,

have .iumped to 47,500 tons.

These increases are a direct reflection

of the export demand created by war
conditions, and have resulted from the

corporation 's ability to diversify its out-

put. Last summer. President Workman
noted that the mills were then turning

out twice as much barbed wire as six

months previously, and the production at

the end of 1915 had been about double

the capacity at the outbreak of the war.

The rail production, now little more than

nominal, suggests post-war developments

for the life of a rail is only so long, and
annual replacement demands alone, de-

ferred to the fullest possible extent since

the war, should furnish substantial busi-

ness wben urgent war requirements

cease.

An official statement of the corpora-

tion's output for the calendar year 1916.

shows a new record in tonnage of ingots,

the figures being about 8 per cent, higher

than in 1915. Pig iron production was
more than 12 ner cent, in excess of the

previous year's showing. Coal output
was lower at about 4,500,000 tons,

against 5,000,000 in 1915. recruiting and
the shortage of shipping facilities enter-

ing a« adverse factors. The approxi-

mate output of the various products is STEEL PLANT EXTENSIONS IN
given a.- follows: 1916.

1916. 1915. 1914. .m.^m , . . -iii it e
,,. .. ,„,,. .,iui0nn m-ja -mi l" b(»M statistics compiled by a U.S.
Pig iron .4,s.iMMl .>tl'l,M)0 .iol.lOi .

r
,

J
,

Steel rngots . 3fb,UUU 349,000 331,000
contemporary covering steel plant mi-

Rails ..' .... 17,495 57,500 176.505 Pavement and extension, during last

Wire rods .. 112.4110 73,500 30,778 > Mr > the following data pertaining to

Wire products 47,500 34,000 32,414 Canadian establishments is available:

Blooms, bil- The Algonia Steel Corporation, Sault

lets, etc. .. L50,000 Sfe. Marie, Out., added a 32-in. billet

March, bars . 9,950 mill. In the duplex plant, two 75-ton
Large expenditures were made during stationary open-hearth furnaces were

the year for improvements ami exten- also Uuil
-

L This V( , ;u. a 75_ton station .

sums to the plant, as well as lor renew- open-hearth furnace will be con-
als. The statement adds: "he tonnage

, f ,'., , . , , , , > , , ,

„ , ,
. , ,? structed and also a heavy structural

ot steel on order is sufficient to keep the
n] jj]

works actively employed for several
. .

months, and. so far. there is no indica- llu ' Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Syd-

tion ot any slackening in the demand liev
>

lVb -> has under construction a

for all the materials that the company new 400-ton blast furnace. Contracts

,an produce. "ave ')ecn awardecl for 120 Koppers by-

gj product coke ovens with a capacity of

CANADA'S MINERAL PRODUCTS n£ to" s
°f

coke each in 24 hours.

»tr 1.1 :* i „ ,. i Ihe bteel Company of Canada, llamil-A\ authority on such matters is quoted .-. ,
i . , ,

"" .»
XJ-ttU" 1

,,
' „ ,, ^ -j j £ ton, Unt., completed and put in opera-

as saying that of the traffic provided for .
• ., ' »K f , * ., „ '

„ ., j • /-i j • , , ir,-,o tl0n three <o-ton open-hearth furnaces
all railroads in Canada in the year 1913, and doubled its soaking it capaeity .

the mines were responsible for 38 per It also made iarge il(i ,litions to its shell-
cent., as compared with 16 per cent. forging plant. At its Montreal plant a
credited to products of agriculture. Sim- large addition was made to the shell-

ilar ratios govern in other years, and finishing plant. A new 75-ton open-
froni such figures it is deduced that min- hearth furnace is under construction,

ing is the basic industry of the Domin- The Canadian Car & Foundry Co.,

ion. He goes further by accentuating Montreal, Canada, made such additions

the part mining plays in providing the to construction and equipment as were

first essentials in national defence. necessary for the furtherance of muni-

From this viewpoint the position of tion work
<
but the company does not

Canada looms to proportions of interna- ™nside1' %** a * capital expenditure,

tional significance. The following word 0v
«? .

*1,000,WC
I

has been spent or
• . j authorized on this line of work, al-

picture is drawn:

—

,, ,
., . , ., , " ',,.-., ., though it is not considered as of a per-"Our coal resources are among the manent chara(. tei._

greatest in the world. „, n ,. „ „ _, . . _,
itr. , . j -. • r. ,

the Canadian tar & Foundries, Mon-
Our asbestos deposits in Quebec sup-

fcreal built at itg Welland nt plant
ply most of the asbestos of commerce. two new 25 _ton basic open .hearth furn .

The greatest nickel deposits in the
afeeSj making.

a total of four> and is
world are located at Sudbury. now building two more to be completed
"Ontario has the largest body of next month. It has also installed a

high-grade talc on the continent at 1,000,000-gallon oil storage tank and
Madoc; the largest body of high-grade built a new forge shop for forging 5000-

feldspar on the continent in the Richard- 4y2 -in. shells per day. At the corn-

son mine, near Verona; the greatest pany's Longue Pointe works, Montreal,

mica mine on the continent at Syden- 011e 25"ton ari(1 open-hearth furnace

ham, and the greatest graphite mine at
was hmlt

<
making a total of four. An-

Calabogie, and a recent molvbdenite find
other furnace of the same type is under

within thirty miles of Ottawa mav soon instruction to be completed this year,

outstrip all rivals ^ e P°mt St. Charles plant, Mon-

"We also have one of the richest sil-
treal

>
one more ^naGe is contemplated,

ver camps in the world at Cobalt, and
T

,

he company is installing there a forge

+ u t e tu it shop tor making b-in. shell forgings atthe most promising of the younger gold ,, ' ., .\°„ ,
6 ^

.

„ ,„ .v„ _„ ,• „ . . -D • the rate ot 4000 per dav, commencingcamps on the continent at Porcupine. *
•

' 6

Our smelters produce more refined co-

balt than all other refineries in the The Nova Scotia Stecl & Coal Co-

world put together.
New Glasgow, N.S., is erecting a new

"With such a magnificent heritage we ,,last furnace Sydney Mines, N.S.

would be very delinquent in our duty if TI»e Manitoba Steel Foundries, Win-

we did not give the mineral industry niPeg> Man., has practically completed

the careful attention it deserves." its new foundry. It will make electric

^ steel both in the form of castings and
^ ingots for rolling and will have a eapa-

Of the production of steel ingo'ts city of 8000 to 10,000 tons per year.

and castings in 1916, about 43,790 short The Pacific Steel Products, Ltd.,

tons (39,098 gross tons) were made in Bridgeport, B.C., is constructing a ne^
electric furnaces. In 1915 only 61 short open-hearth steel furnace and installing

tons were reported as having been made machines for turning out railroad

in electric furnaces in Canada. spikes, holts and nuts.
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OUR PRESENT EFFORTS A FUTURE ASSET

HISTORY has been made in more ways than by

feats of arms since the memorable appeal for

shells was made by Sir John French when in

command of the British forces in France. Not the least

notable of developments incident to the then crisis has

been the stead; increase of munitions output by Canada.

with its resulting influence on our future status in the

manufacturing world, and which, is yet, possible of little-

more than approximate estimation. One fact, however,

stands out in strong relief amid the meantime din of in-

dustrial effort, viz., our reserve strength in men. money
and material wealth.

In pre-war days the productive capacity of the Do-
minion, in strictly mechanical fields, was of a very limited

nature, due in part to the fiscal policy which seems to be

indispensable to young industrial nations during the em-
bryonic stages of developing their natural resources and
consolidating their commercial and manufacturing enter-

prises. Had times .such as these been foretold in all their

present reality, their improbability would hare
readily admitted rather than otherwise.

With reference to our munitions manufacture, it may
be said that litis in itself is ample evidence of the first item

of reserve strength, i.e., men. The use of the word "men'.'

is, of course, somewhat ambiguous now, in view of the suc-

cessful and increasing employment of women, and when we
say successful, we mean more than getting out shells or

fuses on time. By successful, we mean the utilization of

women help in such a manner that mutual satisfaction

with the results obtained will insure a future continuance

whenever and wherever opportunity offers. Among the

contributing factors may be mentioned equitable remunera-
tion, facilities enabling their arrival and departure from
work to be made in a manner consistent with reasonably

refined custom, and the shortest hours possible that the

nature of the work permits.

The successful utilization of labor from so many pre-

viously unsuspected directions is one feature however,

which is destined to have a lasting influence on future

industrial conditions, not only in Canada, but elsewhere.

Abnormal effects are usually the result of abnormal
causes, which, if maintained long enough, come to be re-

garded as normal. While many of the present abnormal:

ties will disappear in due course—even now the adjust-

ment process is abundantly evident—they will be replaced

by others of a more stable, permanently, beneficial na-

ture, for which the present period of strenuous effort will

have provided the preliminary preparation.

Another noteworthy and intensely personal factor,

and perhaps more important than that of actual service,

is the mechanical resourcefulness which has been dis-

played by the staffs of hundreds of factories from ocean

to ocean. In the ordinary course of events, thousands of

mechanics would never have had occasion to worry about

methods and devices of production to the extent at least

that these latter have had to be applied in solving satisfae-

torily munitions manufacturing problems. Their experi-

ence with products of their own brains and hands in com-

petition with those of erstwhile competitors and foreign

specialists has given them a confidence in their own
ability and a capacity for estimating and appreciating at

their true value the products of others, a circumstance in

itself that cannot help but have a great, though indirect

bearing on our future industrial activities.

It has enabled them and others to judge our engineer-

ing products from every angle, and, while the ultimate

growth of the country precludes the possibility of bein<:

entirely independent of foreign machinery builders,

conditions during the last two years have been such that

,i fuller, stronger, wider, and more distinctively Canadian

metal-working industry can he confidently looked forward

to.

Vast though our expenditure on war has been, it must

not be forgotten that our ability to meet this is due to

national credit, which in turn is founded on national

resources. Without the first and last of these—men and
materials—our credit might long ago have ceased to exist.

The recognition by the Government of the necessity for

scientific research, and subsequent industrial develop-

ment, will result in an ever-increasing appreciation of

Canada's natural wealth. The extent of our dependence

on the United States for essential materials would he

brought home to us, perhaps more vividly, if the entrance

of that nation into the European conflict resulted in pro-

hibition or even restriction of much meantime exported

material. Tt would, however, be ultimately oeneficial so

far as it stimulated the development of our own re-

sources—mineral and manufacturing.
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PROTECTION OF IRON BY ELEC-
TROPLATING—m.

By 0. P. Watts and P. L. Deverter

ANnniKK method of testing for

porosity consisted in examining

the electro-deposits b\ transmit-

ting light. To secure zinc deposits,

advantage was taken of the poor

adhesion of electroplating on alum-

inum. Sheets of aluminum were

polished, immersed for a few seconds in

the electric cleaner, rinsed, and plated

with zinc. The edges of the sheet were

then cut away, and the deposit was strip-

ped off and examined. The results are

given in Table XIII.

pere hours per square decimeter (14

amp. lirs. ft.
1
, 0.00102 in. thick) be-

fore pin-holes disappear.

In weathering tests of two to four

months" duration, rusting occurred on

brass and copper plate many tunes thick-

er than the minimum for the disappear

anee of pin-holes. In case of the heav-

ier deposits, rusting was confinedi to

spots a millimeter or less in diameter,

the spaces between spots giving perfect

protection to the iron beneath. For nic-

kel plate there was good agreement be-

tween the disappearance of holes and
freedom from rust. The divergence

Porosltj of Ziinc Deposits mi \! ll mi ll ii ill

.

Time, Min. Temp, A nip. dm.

2

Amp. Hrs./dm.2 Holes
5 Colli U.3J 0.52 Many
10 Cold li.oT 1.09 Few
20 Cold •>.o.> 1.85 None
M Cold :. . 1

•-' 2.56 None

At and above l.S ampere hours per

square decimeter no holes were found

—

a good agreement witli the previous
-

The lack of adhesion of electroplat-

ing on aluminum is due, in part at least,

to an invisible film of oxide on the sur-

face of the metal, and in spite of the

good agreement seen in the last two sets

of tests, there remained a suspicion that

this film of oxide might cause electro-

plating on aluminum to be less uniform

than on other metals. It was there-

fore decided to avoid the use of alumi-

num for receiving the deposit, wherever

possible. Nickel, copper, and brass de-

posits were obtained by plating on zinc.

and dissolving this in dilute sulphuric

acid. A description of the deposits and

the results of inspection are shown in

Table XIV.

shown in this respect by copper and

brass plating may possibly be due to the

greater difference of potential between

these metals and iron than that which

exists between nickel and iron. The

<rreater the difference of potential or

eorrosive force, the more difficult will it

be to prevent rusting.

For copper deposits there were no

holes at 4.4 ampere hours per square ft.

(0.000347 in.. 0.0087 mm., thick) and no

rusting at 60.4 ampere hours per square

foot (0.00248 in., 0.062 mm., thick). Sim-

ilar vaules for brass plate are 5.1 amp.

hrs / ft.
2

(0.000154 in., 0.0039 mm.) for

no holes, and 20 amp. hrs. / ft.' (0.00607

in., 0.152 mm.) for no rusting. Nickel

required 16.8 amp. hrs. / ft.
2

(0.0010S

in., 0.027 mm.) for the absence of holes,

and 25.4 amp. hrs. / ft.
2

(0.00146 in..

0.37 mm.) tor freedom from rust.

Table XIV--Porosity of .Metal Deposit
Amp.

s on Zln<-

Deposit Time. Min. T.-nip. Amp. dm.

2

Hrs./drn.2 Holes
Copper 3 Hot s.2 0.41 Few
Copper f. Hot 0.1 0.01 None
Copper r, Hot 6.S 1.14 Few
Copper 10 Hot 7.5 1.20 None
Copper 20 Hot 6.5 2.18 Few—6 per square inch
Copper 40 Hot 7.8 3.12 Few—4 per square inch
Brass 3 Hot 12.0 0.60 None
Br: a Hot 12.0 1.0 None
Brass 10 Hot 12.0 2.0 None
Brass L'fi Hot 12.0 4.0 None
Nickel :; Hot '.'.1 0.40 Many
Nickel ." Hot 0.5 0.7V Many
Nickel 10 Hot 9.0 1.50 Several
Nickel 20 Hot 12.0 4.30 None
Nkkel 10 Hot 12.0 s.ro None

This study of the porosity of electro-

plating seems to show that brass

0.000154 in. (0.0030 mm.) thick and'eop-

pcr 0.000347 in. (0.00S7 mm.) thick, de-

posits from the cyanide solution up to

0.5 ampere hours per square decimeter

(4.6 amp. hrs. ' ft
1
) contain pin-holes,

and that nickel plating reqnire? 1.5 am-

*From a paper presented before the annual
meeting of the American Eleetro-Cbemlea]
Society.

The only hope of a srpneral use of

copper and brass plate on iron exposed

to the weather seems to lie in securing

a uniform deposit, free from pin-holes.

Tn special cases it may be feasible to

employ the extremely thick deposits of

these metals which have been shown to

be necessary to protect iron from the

weather, but unless the plated article is

fairly rigid there is danger of cracking

and peeling of such heavy deposits, and
the time and expense of producing them
will prevent their genera] employment.

Conclusions

1.—The experiments confirm the orth-

odox view that the superiority of elec-

tro-galvanizing over deposits of other

metals for the protection of iron is due
to voltaic action.

2.— It has been shown that thin elec-

tro-deposits of zinc, copper, nickel and
brass are full of holes, and therefore

only the first may be relied on to pre-

vent rusting, unless deposits are made
much heavier than is at present the

rule.

3.—Deposits of nickel should exceed

0.0015 in. (0.038 mm.) in thickness in

order to protect iron out of doors, and
copper or brass plate should have three

times this thickness. Even then it is a

question how long such coatings will af-

ford protection.

4.—For the protection by electroplat-

ing of iron which is to be exposed to the

weather, zinc (or cadmium) is the only
metal worthy of consideration.

5.—The foregoing experiments do not

show that double coatings—zinc follow-

ed by copper or brass—are distinctly su-

perior to a single heavy coating of the

latter metals. If zinc, is to be used ad-

vantageously, it should form the outer

coating.

6.—It is very desirable that some me-
thod be found for producing a uniform
electroplate, free from the holes which
were responsible for rusting in these ex-

periments. Could such plating be done
deposits of nickel, copper and brass

would form a far more effective protec-

tion to iron than at present.

Silvering Brass for Lacquering.—It

often happens, in tinisbin? ornamental
work, that, silver bands or reliefs are
needed, the thickness of the silver, of
course, being a minimum. To make a
good and efficient solution for the pur-
pose, dissolve 1 oz. of good nitrate of
silver in a quart of distilled water, and
in a separate vessel make a semi-satur-
ated solution of hyposulphite of soda.

Add sufficient of the hyposulphite solu-

tion to the nitrate of silver solution to

throw down the silver as a brownish
precipitate, agitating the liquid; then
add, drop by dTop, sufficient of the hy-
posulphite to re-dissolve the precipitate.
and after this is secured add a slight
excess of hyposulphite. Store in black
or other non-actinic glass bottles, well
corked. To use, apply to the clean
metal with a sponge or brush, and rinse
off with clean water, and dry thorough-
ly before lacquering.
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Questions and Answers
Question.—In the manufacture of

tools for munition factories we desire to

obtain a black non-oxidizable surface

upon the steel. Kindly suggest a for-

mula which w« could use for this pur-

pose.— S. P.

Answer.—Trepan' a solution of the

following chemicals :—Bismuth chloride,

1 i>/ ; copper chloride, 1 oz. ; hydro-
chloric acid, (i o/..; mercuric chloride.

2 oz.; denatured alcohol, 5 oz., and
water, 1 gallon. Mix thoroughly and im-

merse the cleaned tools in solution while

the latter is maintained at a tempera-
ture of about 120° Fahr. If blacker

l ones are desired, redip the steel. Re-
move and place in boiling water, and
allow the steel to remain in the boiling

water for at least ten minutes; then re-

move and wipe dry with clean cloths. A
few trials will suffice to enable inex-

perienced labor to produce splendid

black color, which will prove both pleas-

ing and effective.

Question.—In the manufacture of

patented fasteners for ladies' dresses

we have experienced difficulty in obtain-

ing a clean yellow brass surface on the

parts. The sheet brass from which the

fasteners are punched is streaked with

reddish color. A large percentage of the

pieces have red spots on them after

treatment in the bright acid dip, and
these spots do not finish black in the

copper carbonate and ammonia oxidiz-

ing solution which we use. Our acid dip

consists of 2 parts sulphuric acid, 1 part

nitric acid, and a small quantity of com-

mon salt. Do you think the brass is at

fault, or can the red spots be removed
by chemical or mechanical treatment?

We submit a sample of the unfinished

article.—P. H.

Answer.—The discoloration is merely
superficial, and may easily be removed
by the acid dip if the acids are in pro-

per proportions for this particular pur-

pose, and if the pieces are quickly and
vigorously subjected to the acids. The
samples were cleaned to a bright yellow

brass color by immersion in a solution

consisting: of equal parts sulphuric acid

and nitric acid, no salt or muriatic acid

being employed. We would suggest that

the acid container be set in a tank, and
cold running water lie allowed to sur-

round it, thus aiding in maintaining a

cool solution throughout the day. When
treating large quantities of these small

parts, it is essential that the quantity

immersed be small in proportion to the

volume of acids used. Again, the mani-

pulation of the basket or perforated

container, while in the acid, must be

such as to cause the entire surface of

each piece to become acted upon by the

acid. Vigorous shaking will expel the

air from the pockets, and experience

will quickly enlisrhten you as to leneth

of time it is safe to allow for each im-

mersion. Rinse in cold running water,

the rinsing process being a very impor-

tant part of the treatment. The basket

must be moved rapidly through the

water in a manner to wash off the acid

in the quickest possible time. When the

basket containing the pieces is im-
mersed in the oxidizing solution the

same motion should be practised, the ob-

ject being to present all portions of the

brass surface to the solution in order to

obtain a uniform finish. If the pieces

are not agitated while immersed in the

dips, the pickets containing air do not

receive the solution, and, therefore, re-

main red or become stained, depending
on character of solution. The brass is

of good quality, and if you will apply a

piece of it to a buff or polishing wheel,

you may quickly satisfy yourself as to

the depth of discoloration. To protect

the black finish obtained with the cop-

per carbonate and ammonia, use a very
thin transparent lacquer; a water lac-

quer would be preferable owing to the

extreme lightness of the parts, and the

necessity of treating in very large quan-
tities.

» * •

Question.—Please explain why a solu-

tion of common yellow soap containing
small percentage of sodium cyanide will

not prove efficient as an electric clean-

ing- bath in the preparation of steel

which has been polished with emery

AMERICAN ELECTRO-PLATERS'
SOCIETY. TORONTO BRANCH.

Officers 1916-1917.

President
—
"Wm. J. Salmon, 104 Lake

Front, Kew Beach, Toronto.
Vice-President — John Acheson, 10(to

Dundas Street, Toronto.
Sec-Treasurer—Ernest Coles, P.O. Box

5, Coleman, Ontario.
Librarian — John A. Magill 501 St.

Clarens Ave., Toronto.

PEACE AND DATES OF MEETING.
The Occident Hall, corner of Queen

and Bathurst Streets. Fourth Thursday
of each month, at 8 p.m.

cake before reaching the plating depart-

ment.—C. M.
Answer.—Because yellow soap and

cyanide solution will not saponify the

tallow and greases which are attached

to the steel when received in the plating-

department. The caustics, such as soda

or potash, saponify or reduce such mat-

ter as may be on the surface of the

metal under treatment, and which is sus-

ceptible to the action of these caustics.

The action of the hydrogen is purely

mechanical in loosening the solidified

matter from the metal and floating it to

the surface of the solution. It is not

essential to use caustic for electric

cleaners, as there are now on the mar-

ket several very good mild compounds
which are proving eminently satisfac-

tory in the preparation of cleaning solu-

tions for all classes of metals and me-
thods of cleaning. When attempting to

clean metals for plating, adapt the solu-

tion to suit the conditions of the metallic

surface to be cleaned. It is useless to

try reversing this procedure.
• • •

Question.—How can I produce a

simple verde green on large copper-

plated objects?—M. E.

Answer.—Dissolve 1 lb. of cupper sul

phatc and 1 lb. of ammonium chloride in

1 gallon of water. Also dissolve 1 oz. of

ammonium sulphate in 1 pint of water.

Deaden the surface of the object with

brass wire scratch brush and pumice,
wash the object and immerse in the first

mentioned solution, which may be called

the verde solution. Remove and allow

to dry. Green color will not be percept-

ible. Xexl stipple the surface with

solution No. 2 applied with an ordinary
painter's sash tool, allow to dry for

about fifteen or twenty minutes, and
then immerse in clear cold water, mov-
ing the object rapidly while immersed.
The green tones will then appear over

-the entire stippled surface. Remove ami
dry without heat. Lacquer by dipping
or spraying, or finish witli wax dissolved

in turpentine and polish with Canton
flannel buff.

• » •

Question.—Our nickel deposits stain

very easily. Please inform "us of the

cause and a remedy.—C. G.

Answer.—Tour nickel solution is

probably alkaline; deposits from alka-

line solutions stain very readily. Add
sulphuric acid to the bath in small quan-
tities until the trouble is corrected, or
add sulphate of nickel if the metal
strength of the bath will allow.

MANGANESE IN COPPER-NICKEL
ALLOYS

MANGANESE is largely used as a de-

oxidiser for copper-nickel alloys. The
best method of using- is to introduce it as

manganese-copper, as that method ren-

ders the introduction of the manganese
positive. Unless the pure manganese is

added in the right manner, the results

are uncertain, and lack uniformity. Pure
manganese melts at a temperature very

much higher than German-silver or

other nickel alloys, and when it is add-
ed to the molten metal it does not melt,

but remains on the melted mass in its

original condition, being- removed when
the crucible is skimmed. The best method
is to first make a rich copper and man-
ganese alloy, and then use this for add-
ing to the German-silver or other alloy

to be. treated. The copper and manga-
nese alloy melts at about the tempera-
ture of the German-silver and then dif-

fuses through the metal shortly after it

melts. A method which gives satisfac-

tory results is first to make 70 per cent.

copper and 30 per cent, manganese al-

io}-. The manganese and copper are

melted together in a crucible at a heat
sufficiently high to melt the mang-anese,
after which the mass is stirred and pour-
ed into small bars that can readily be
cut into pieces. The resulting cupro-
mang^anese is added to the metal or al-

loy in the proportion of about 5 oz. to

100 lbs. of the molten metal. The best

results are obtained if it is added when
the metal is put into the crucible and
it is allowed to melt with the other
metals.
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Best in Foundry
Equipment at

Lowest Cost
Advice well-timed is a money-saver and a money-earner.

Take this timely advice—GIVE US A TRIAL. Our lines

include everything in foundry, Facings. Equipment and

Supplies and the quality and the price of our goods are cer-

tainly without parallel.

WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
FACINGS AND SUPPLIES

When yon buy from the Hamilton Facing Mill Co., you are

buying direct from the manufacturer, who has studied and

practised economy in production and who in consequence

is producing at a right price. We keep a strict eye to

—

QUALITY—we stand behind each line we manufacture as

to quality, and no inferior article is allowed to leave our

factory. We sell the best foundry equipment at lowest cost.

TWO OF OUR SPECIALS
Our pure Ceylon Plumbago

Facing has made its mark
— it is much in favor in

foundries everywhere for

dry and green sand work.

Why not test it ?

We have the distinction of
being the distributors for

Ontario for the Harbison
Walker Refractories Cele-

brated Fire Brick. This
well-known Brick has no

superior.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA

Quality and satisfaction is our aim

If any advertisement interests you, tea^it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

llv. IKON.
forge, PittsburgGrej

i /ate Superior
Chicago

Standard low phos
delphi;i

Bessemer. Pittsburgh
Hash'. Valley, furnace .

Montreal
Middlesboro, No. 3.
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Victoria
Hamilton

s::i 96
charcoal,

::.vt:.

PhUa-
53 00

... 35 96

... 33 00
Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per Lb. to Large Buyer* Cents

Iron bars, base ^1 01)

Steel bars, base 4 25
Steel bars, 2 in. larger, base 5 25
Small shapes, base 4 75

METALS
Aluminum t;s

Antimony 35
Cobalt, 97% pure 1 50
Copper lake 30 00
< topper, electrolytic 30 oo
• Upper, casting 39 00
Lead 12 50
Mercury 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 79
Tin 50 00
Zinc 14 00

Prices Per Lb.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices

Montreal. '

Copper, light $23 00
Copper, crucible ... 27 00
< 'oj>per, heavy .... 27 00
Copper, wire 27 00
No. 1 niach. comp'n 23 00
No. 1 eomp'n tur's 10 00
Heavy melting steel 13 50
No. 1 maeh'y cast
iron 21 00

New brass clipping!* 18 00
New brass turnings 15 00
Heavy lead S 00
Tea lead 6 00
Scrap zinc 8 50
Aluminum 36 00

oronto
$24 00
28 00
24 50
25 00
22 00
20 00
15 00

10 00
18 00
10 oo
8 50
6 50
9 50

35 00

COKE VXD COAL.
Solvay foundry cuke, on
application

Connellsville foundry coke.
^ OUgh sleam lump coal ....

Pittsburg steam luni]p coal
Besl slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

8 50
S 50
y (mi

BILLETS.
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $65 00
open hearth billet- 65 00
Forging billets go oo
Wire rods go OO

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

±\} u
y

l
>

, $9 45
;>-lo inch 9 io
% inch , § 35
7-10 inch 7 15
'/a inch

\ g 95
9-l« neb 6 95
% inch <; go
:U Inch e 70
» inch 55
1 inch o 40
Above quotations are per 100 lbs.

MISCELLANEOUS.

0.

to

Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals 13
Putty, 100-lb drums ...

Re'd dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13

Glue, French medal, per lb.

Gasoline, per gal, bulk...
Benzine, per gal., bulk. . .

I'ure turpentine. single
bbls ..

Linseed oil. boiled, single
bbls

linseed oil. raw. single
.bbls

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2
Plumbers' oakum, per 100
lbs 8

Lead w (10I. per lb

I'ure Manila rope
Transmission rope. .Manila
Drilling cables. Manila....
Lard oil, per gal. .

.

.00

87
25
2".li..

28%

71

1.40

1 . 43

50

00
15
2!H..

37%

. T.

50
00

•SHEETS.

Montreal
Sheets, black. No. 10..f5
Sheets, black. .\„. 28. I

Canada plates, dull.
52 sheets .", 7.-,

Canada plates, all
bright 7 50

Apollo brand, 10 :

,V, oz.

(galvanized) 7 25
Queen's Head. 28.
B.W.G 7 7.1

I'leur-de-Lis, 28, I'..

W.G 7 45
Gorbal's best. No. 2S. 8 26
Colboine Crown, No.

28 s oo
Premier, No. 28, l.s. 7 7:,

Premier, 10% <,/. s no

Mill

i OO

15

35
50

70

00

ELECTRIC WELD (Oil.
CHAIN B.B.

3-10 inch
V* inch ..

5-16 inch
Inch

.$11 70

. 8 40

. 7 40
(!

1.35

7-16 inch 6 35
'i Inch 6 35
% inch 35
% inch 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A. net: It

and C, 20 and 5 per cent.: east
iron, 50; standard bushings. <>0;

headers, 60; flanged unions, 55;
malleable bushings'. 60; nipples
72'j; malleable, lipped union 60.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.51
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 62 to .64
Silver, per oz 82 to .84
Zinc 18 to .20

Prices per lb.

PLATINt; CHEMICALS.

..$

Caustic
Copper
Copper,
Cobalt,

Acid, boracic
\cid, hydrochloric
Acid, hydrofluoric
Acid, nitric
\ i I, sulphun:
Ammonia, a(jua ]

Ammonium, carbonate
. . . .

Ammonium, chloride .....
Ammonium, hydrosulphurVl
Ammonium, sulphate
Arsenic, white ../

sioda
carbonate, anhv..

.

. sulphate
sulphate

Iron perchloride
Lead acetate .„
Nickel ammonium sulphate
Nickel sulphate
Potassium carbonate .....
Potassium sulphide sub-
stitute

Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphite
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 129-130

per cent
Sodium cyanide. 98-100 per

cent
Sodium hydrate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium hyposulphite (per
100 lbs.) ... 5.

Tin chloride
Zinc chloride
Zinc sulphate

Prices per lb. unless otherw
stated.

.15

.05

•HV4
.10
.05
.OS
.08
.11

.40

.07

.10

.07

.35
.14

.70

.20

.16

.10

.15

.75

20
45
10
05

05
14

00
60
60
09

ise

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels,

felt, per lb $2.25
Polishing wheels.
bullneck 1.35

Pumice ground ... .04
Emery composition. .08 to .09
Tripoli composition .04 to .06
Crocus composition. .07 to .08
Rouge, powder 30 to .35
Rouge, silver 35 to .50

Prices per lb.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in close touch through provincial correspondents

Toronto, Ont., March 6.—While the

fuel situation has been relieved for the

time being, little improvement has been

noticeable as regards supplies of raw
materials. The efforts of the railways

were concentrated on moving coal but

there still remains a large volume of

freight along the frontier that has not

been touched. Manufacturers who can-

not <ret their raw materials are serious-

ly handicapped. Machinery houses

have the greatest difficulty in getting

shipments through, while several cars

of steel products have been over three

months in transit from Pittsburgh to

Toronto.

Steel

The situation in the steel trade has
improved during the past week princi-

pally because supplies of coke are com-

ing forward in greater volume. Tt will
probably be some weeks before condi-
tions are really satisfactory and pro-
duction of steel reaches the level which
obtained during the latter part of 1916.
The return of cold weather will further
handicap the railways and cut down
supplies of fuel. Notwithstanding ad-
verse conditions however, the steel

companies are making a fine showing
in regard to the production of steel for
munitions. Plant extensions have of
course enabled them to increase their
output, to mention one concern only as
a typical case, the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., whose report for 1916 was
recently issued. The output of forged
shells in 1916 was 90 per cent, greater
in number, and 120 per cent, greater in

weight than in the previous year, while

the total shipments of finished steel,

forgings, etc. showed an increase of as
much as 64 per cent.

Prices of iron and steel products con-
tinue very firm and further advances
in the near future are expected. Plates,

particularly, are bound to reach consid-
erably higher levels owing to the large
excess of demand over production. The
mills are declining large tonnages be-
cause their capacity is quite unable to

cope with the extraordinary heavy de-
mand. The urgent demand for ships

is the principal reason for the unusually
tight situation in plates. Higher prices

on wrought pipe are likely as skelp has
recently advanced. Steel bars and
shapes are unchanged, but very firm.

A shortage of natural gas at Hamilton
is causing considerable inconvenience at

the mills.

Sheet mills continue to operate at

reduced output, production ranging
from about 75 to 85 per cent, of capa-
city owing to the unsatisfactory traffic

conditions. Shut-downs are threatening
all the time owing to the shortage and
uncertainty of supplies of raw mater-
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Best- Crucibles

Special Crucibles for

Oil Furnaces
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E3 The Ford-Smith Machine Coi??panv '0 Li*

FORD-SMITH GRINDERS

m&~ We special-

ize on first

class Grind-
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iiiery only.

Our Grinders are equip-

ped with extra long

bearings, with self-oil-

ing feature. All boar-

inns > i e carefully

planed, and babbitted

with the finest high-

speed Babbitt.
For anything relating

to Grinding Machinery
write us.

FORD-SMITH
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Hamilton, - Canada

Mention Canadian Foundryman
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
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Many of our customers are graduates from the school of the "Just As Good As.'

They will nevergo back.
In Crucibles The Best is Economy.

McCullough-Dalzell Crucibles
FORTY YEARS - LEADERSHIP.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIMES ?£!; MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.
Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

it is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockovcr
machines, and consequently saves much time.
For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficientmolding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog-

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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ia Is, chemicals, and fuel. Practically
all mills are sold up for most of their
hrst and second quarter output, prices
are thus very firm and seem certain to
avance. Galvanized sheets are al-
ready up; Premier No. 28 gauge ia quot-
"' a t $7.70 and 1 (V< , oz.. at $8.00 per
i' 1" lbs., with higher prices expected.
Th fu<5] Situati0n in the United

states is not quite so acute hut is still
seriously affecting production at a timewhen even a small falling off in output

v rely felt. During Pehruary. op-
erations at the mills equalled only 70
per cent, capacity, the fallin--off in pro-
duction being due to the severe cold
weather and transportation difficulties.
I lie situation has recently improved tosome extent, production now being
about 85 per cent, of capacity Prices
ol iron and steel products continue very
inn. hut no important changes have
been made during the week.

Pig Iron
With the freight situation improving

shipments of coke and pig iron are mov-
ing more freely. If t h e improvement
continues with no set-back, the furnaces
and foundries in this district will re-
sume more active operations. The pi-
iron market, is still very firm and pries
steadily advancing. Very little foundry
iron has been obtainable from Buffalo
lurnaces. but what can be secured is
around $37 at furnace.

Scrap
The improvement in the freight situa-

tion is welcomed by scrap dealer and
business is more active. Prices continue
very firm on all kinds of old material
but there are no important changes to
note. There is a heavier demand for
low phosphorus steel scrap, and prices
are steadily stiffening. Lead scrap is
very farm and an advance is looked for
shortly. All grades of copper and brass
scrap continue very firm at unchanged
prices.

,

General Supplies
The genera] situation as regards ma-

rine shop and mill supplies has not
changed materially from last month
Business continues very brisk and prices
"ii all lines are very firm. The hMi
post of pig lead has naturally resulted
in an advance on lead products, includ-
ing lead sheets which are now 2c higher
Gasoline, benzine and coal oil have
each advanced lc per gallon, and fur-
ther advances are expected during the
year. There appears to be a great
scarcity of linseed oil, and prices, there-
fore, are entirely nominal.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
tioM. Spelter and lead are firmer at
unchanged quotations, while antimony
is quiet and easier.
Copper.—There have been no recent

developments of importance in the cop-
per market. Spot and nearby demand
has not been so active, although a fair
volume of business has been done in
thud quarter copper. Early deliveries
continue scarce, and the general aspect
of the market continues to be one of
wailing developments. Quotations con-
tinue nominal and unchanged at 39c
per pound.
Tin.—Although the price of tin has

advanced in London, local quotations
are unchanged, but market is firm
Submarine activities are affecting the
market although it is understood that
very little tin has as yet been lost.
Local quotations are nominal and un-
changed at 56c per pound.

Spelter.—Supplies of spelter in the
Last are more plentiful, and the situa-
tion has been relieved to some extent.
There is no real shortage of metal, as
production is large enough to take care
of the present demand. Local quotation
unchanged at 14c per pound
Lead.—The "Trust" price of lead

which for some time has been below
the outside market has been advanced to
9c New York. Independents, however.
are still quoting 10.25c to 10.75c New
York for spot metal. There has been
a marked falling off in demand, but the
advance is expected to stimulate busi-
ness. Local quotations unchanged at
12 1/, per pound.
Antimony.—The- market is quieter

though still firm, due to the continued
scarcity of antimony. Local price 35c
per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is firm with

a slight upward trend but local quota-
tions are unchanged at 68c per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals
Business has 'been good lately and all

indications point to a continuance of the
present activity. Prices of foundry sup-
plies are holding very firm with an up-
ward tendency due to the steady in-
crease in cost of raw materials.' Al-
though there have been few price
changes lately, advances in some lines
may be looked for. The chemical mar-
ket continues very firm, but prices on
most chemicals are unchanged. Copper
sulphate, however, has declined slightly
to l'5c, while sodium cyanide has ad-
vanced" to 38c per pound. There is still

a shortage of some chemicals, but the
situation in this respect is not any
worse than it was.

Metals
There is practically no change in the

situation in the metal markets, and
prices have been maintained at last
week s level. The general tendency of
the market continues stronsr, due for the
most part to the expectation that the
United States will ultimately be drawn
into the war. Copper continues stron°-
with prices still nominal. Tin although
higher m London is unchanged here.
Prices of tin are also nominal, the mar-
ket heme affected by submarine opera-

TRADE GOSSIP
St. Catharines, Ont.—The St. Cathar-

ines Brass Works, Ltd., is building a
foundry.

Hull, Que.—The Hull Iron & Steel
Foundries, Ltd., propose to make addi-
tions to its plant which it is reported
will cost $500,000.

D. Walter Munn, of the Montreal
Rolling Mills Branch of the Steel Com-
pany of Panada, has joined the engineer-

ing department of the AJgoaaSteaLCoB.
poration; Sault Ste. Marie. Out.
The Canada Metal Co. held their an-nual convention at Toronto on Feb. 12and 13 Salesmen from all over Canada

attended the sessions which were pre-
sided over by W. G. Harris Jun.

Sherbrooke, Que.—Fire on Feb S
damaged the plant of the Mackinnon,'
Holmes Co., steel manufacturers, here,
to the extent of about $30,000. The loss
is covered by insurance.

Thorold, Ont.—The Fvnl,.r, r
, ^"^ mi dxoion ( o., manu-

facturer o1 abrasive refractory ma.

tenals, has commenced the erection of
an addition to its plant, and will instal
equipment so as to increase the produc-
tion by 100 per cent.

Montreal Que.-Canada Stove and
foundry Co plans to build a concrete,
brick and mill construction pipe foun-

Knnn
8L ^aurent - Estimated cost.

$36,000. W. A. Mahoney, 78 Quebec
Avenue. Guelph, Ont., architect
St Thomas, Ont.-The plant of theU Norsworthy Co., known as the Red

IS o7' If ba(liv ,1;u " a - e(] b -v fire on
*eb. 28. The origin of the fire is un-known The loss, $20,000. is partly
covered by insurance. The company
will rebuild at once.

Hull, Que.—Fire which broke out in
the plant of the Hull Steel and Iron
Foundries, Ltd., on Sunday, March 4.
caused damage to the extent of between
$4,000 and $5,000 to the building and
its contents. The loss is fully covered
by insurance.

Toronto, Ont.-The Queen City Foun-
dry Co plant on Cherry street, was
gutted by fire on Monday morning All
the equipment was destroyed and also

*aa o
P
n
a
o
ttei

;

nS
-,

The Ioss is estimated at
$60,000 which is only partially covered
by insurance.

Ralph D. Norton, Craig Street, Mon-
treal has secured an exclusive agencv
for Canada for the John Illingworth
Steel Co., of Frankfort. Pa. This con-
cern has been established since 1855 and
they make high grade crucible steel and
also special open hearth steel.

London, Ont.-The London Smeltin-
& Refining Co.. have purchased the old
power house of the London and Lake
Erie Railway at Chelsea Green, London,
and has converted this into a plant for
the smelting and refining of metal under
the management of Geo. Trudell.

Standard Steel & Tempering Co., has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-
ital of $50,000 to construct and operate
steel, iron, and brass plants, foundries
and furnaces etc. The head office is at
Montreal and the incorporators are S.
H. R. Bush. B. Robinson and T. P.
Durocher all of Montreal.

George Dawson, who has been master
mechanic of the Canada Stove & Foun-
dry Co., St. Laurent, Montreal, and whe
is leaving to accept a position in Camp-
bellford. Ont.. was given a farewell sup-
per and presented with a quarter-oak
cabinet and a silver tea service at the
factory on Feb. 26. by his fellow-work-
ers.
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Tin us. m.u of dollars are saved every year by our clients
— heoiiuse we bare Experts who :ire trained to mnke ex-
lianst i vo tests of all material they are purchasing, whether
raw material nr finished products, and tell them whether
they are petting what they are supposed to get—because
our Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of
methods, mixtures and equipment, etc.. and point out where
practical economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would
pay yon to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys. Ores. Cement, Materials, Oils,

Paints, Conl, Coke. Water, etc

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron. Steel,

Copper, Brass. Stone. Brick, Wood, etc.

THE PIOSEER INSPECTIOS COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

wm

tatiHi*irtomj»»«iiii«MaiAiBWJMK'.ma!

Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manujac.uieis CnWi'ng Wheels and
Machfner

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

8fti»!te»«MM«iaW.^»BHMldfl^^ M

A Valuable Book on an Important Trade
PATTERN-MAKING- By G. H. Willard

A book for the man who does the work. Written by a prac-

tical patternmaker of many years' experience. (Jets right

down to business in the first chapter and keeps it up

throughout the book. Full of kinks and actual working

information. Profusely illustrated.

Written So You Can Understand It

Deals with the practical experience of foundry work; tools required;

woods adapted for the work: turning and all kinds of patterns.

Contain- additional chapters on core-making and molding.

A big cloth-bound hook of 224 pages with 312 illustrations.

Price, postpaid. $1.00.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Technical Book Department

143-153 University Avenue - - Toronto, Canada

Two Significant

Opinions:

"I think the book is

the lx-st I ever saw for
the p r 1 < c" Edwin
Slnyter, Const ruction
Engineer, Burroughs
A <i d i n g Machine Co.,
Detroit.

"I consider this is a

valuable booh and
should he in the hands
of all men engaged in
this lino of business."
E. W. Clarke, Wilming-
ton Malleable Iron Co.,
Wilmington, Delaware.

// nny advertisement interests you. fear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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fron, this directory. The Information you desire may be found in fhe Llv£u*Vpa/« E.U de£rL^TSmaintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers The insertion of 0L1 4
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Ont.
Out.

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
• 'an Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Sraith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison^ E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

AIU COMPRESSORS
(an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS. TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B„ Detroit, Mich.
Tlighman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BLOWERS
Cen. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton'
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Woodson. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson A. Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Can Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.'
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRICKS, RIBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co., Toronto
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.'
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Hamilton, OntHyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Blanrj St., Montreal.
Manufacturers Brash Co

. Cleveland, Ohio
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J . Co., Toronto. Ont

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
•'.in Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., M real Que
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio
|t«vens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHINGMACHINERY
p™iw,ru*, Var Wink,e C< ''- Toronto, Ont.Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

w V u-"','r n."-'
''' Ml '"'-V 9t- Montreal.

W. \\ . \\ ells. Toi
Woodison, I-:. .I .. Co., Toronto. Ont.
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
? """I & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. C„.. Toronto, Out.
BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Hydi A Sons Ltd., Montreal. Que
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
.Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CARS, CORE OVEN \N|) FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
11 I- & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B Detroit. Mich
Woodison. E. .1

. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntW . W . Wells. Toronto.

( \sti\(,s. MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mi- Co Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co. Clevi land Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay. W. W.. ft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
W. W. \Vells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
standard Equipment Co., New Haven Conn
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.

(LAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.
Oautier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City, N..T.
McCnlloch-Dalrel! Crucihle Co., Pittsburg Pa
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co. Toronto (>
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.; Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE MACHINES. HAMMER
Brown Specialty Maehy. Co., Chicago, 111.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt.... Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Suns, Lt I.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Out
Demmler ft Bros.. Win., Kewanee, 111.

Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Blenrv St.. Montreal
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

(ORE OILS
Can. Hanson ft V»n Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Milt Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont,
II- le ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. One.
Lind.sav. W. W.. ft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. K. .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph DiNnn Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N .1.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que

CRANES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Lindsay, W. W.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City. N.J.
Qautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McCullough-Dalzel] Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seiael, R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens. Frederic P... Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, LI i. Montreal, Qui
Lindsay, W. W.. ft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Stevens, Frederic P.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. .).. Co., Toronto. Ont.

( ITOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Out
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Qui
Woodison, E. J , Co.. Toronto. Ont

CUPOLA BLOWERS
P'ft
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Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
pan Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton OntWhitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N Y

am" IOn
'
Unt -

Woodison, E. J„ Co., Toronto. Ont
CUPOLA TWYERS

''an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CYANIDE OP POTASSIUM
\v

n
'u

,la
yv°n

&
.,

Van Wl
*
nkle Co- Toronto, OntW. Y\

. \\ ells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntJoseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City X)Oautier J. H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N J.Ilvoe ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntHyde ft sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Qui
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
w n

yy"
a
rv p

&mVan WinkIe Co
•
Toronto, Ontw. \\ . W ells, Toronto.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft sons, Ltd., Montreal,
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft SonSj I.I.I.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
EMERY STANDS
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
I hdr ft Sons. Ltd. 12 Blcury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. .7., Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mi, I,

Woodison, E. ,L, Co., Toronto, Ont.
FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Woodison, E. .7., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto Out
Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, XJ
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton Out
Hydi ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

I IRE SAND
• an Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Qui
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
FLASKS, SNAP. ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, (int.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
il\ le ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ilv li ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Blcury St.. Mom-
si, 1, ns. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mick
W00.I1,

1 11, 7:. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson ft A'an Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Rons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montr
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
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©ualttp
*V*HE leader in every industry, to maintain his lead, must

safeguard the quality of his products.—Rigid inspection and

careful supervision are important factors.—To products of iron

and steel this principle applies with tremendous force.—It means

safety, security and stability. -We safeguard the quality of our

products, believing quality will be recognized long after the price

is forgotten.

S>erbtce
^^UR customers must be served. One of the dominating

factors in any successful business is Service.—We succeed

only through the good will and good wish of the people we serve.

—This thought permeates our entire Organization, from the Presi-

dent down.—Our employees feel the sense of responsibility this

principle implies; and each one directs his efforts to maintain the

high standard of service we aim to render.

THE

COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON - - MONTREAL

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Joseph Dbou Crucible Co.. Jersej City . N jHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont'
Hydj ft tans, Ltd., 12 III, ,„•> St., Montreal
Mantras Eng. A Mfg. Oo., Baltimore.

Frederic I!., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo NY
Woodison, B, J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OutHawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Eaaton IVHyde ft Sons, Ltd 12 Blerrry St, Montreal
Woodiaon, k. j.. Co., Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
"".'""j

''"'T
Mll

> '•» Hamilton OntHawley Down Draft Furnace m., EastonHyde ft Bona, Ltd., 12 Bieurs St.. Montreal£'"CV :"; * Ml " ''"• BalttaiorlStevens. Frederic B., Detroit. MichWhitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, \ v
Woodlson. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FURNACES
\,
an

-
Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntH««Uton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton OutHawley Down draft Furnace Co.. EastorT

I v,l, ft Sons, Ltd.. 12 Blcurv St. Montreal

Se'v?nT"/"r ,*
MfB

'
Co- Baltimore. 'Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mi, h.Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N Y

Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
FURNACES, BRASS
m"„™ t"

anS
?? & Van Wink'e Co., Toronto OntHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Ont"Hawley !)„„,, Draft Furnace Co East™

-

H»le ft so,,,. ,,,,,. Mont , eaI Qu
,

e
/'

a ' tn"'

Monarch Kng. & Mfg . c B
'

aU
<m

e

oreWoodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
GOGGLES

plia
ma
ra

,

.

!rO0kSbank Sand ^ Co.. Philadel

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OntGRAPHITE PRODUCTS

m n ',

an
,

Kar,ky ( 'rucihle Co Trenton \ I

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRA7IVT

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH. SWING

Woodi*a. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

HOISTS „.~.,
td" Ualkf "'il'e. Ont.

c» ,i
'
HANI>

. TROLLEY
lit ?ffi"

*
Ity,

an a«%Co.. Toronto. Ont.

^em^ie^iV^Walle^

"RON CEMENTS
^.^'s^.^^^:;;;;^/'".. Toronto, On,.

g3e ft^L^Vl^ry ga. Toronto Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B. l)etro t° \fh MontreaI -

Woodison. E. j.. Co., Sto.'ont
Can

T
n„
A(,,? ES AND SQUEEZERS

KAOLIN

''-V
1 '' & Sons j5cI

.

'".
ffleur? St «™?" fc

,WWehead Bros. «•„.. „„ f*-
Montreal.

Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OntLADLES. FOUNDRY
P*S2Z ^aS^SicB-tf* Ont.

iS^-^&eH^'^Northern Crane Works, WalkeivilleMonaich Eng. & Mte Co i/v.-
Slv vv w \i7 - 0| Ba't"nore.

Woodison. k. J., Co., Toronto 0„t.LADLE HEATERS

Can
8
,

LEEVES (GRAPHITE)
OZZLES>

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Seidel It I!.. Philadelphia.
Met ullough-DakeU Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.Woodison. E, .7, Co., Toronto, Ont.
MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OutCan. Inspection & Testing Laboratories. MontrealHamilton Pacing Mill Co., Hamilton. OntHyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
METALLURGISTS

rh^ilry^v " •* IcstinK Laboratories, Montreal.
( harles C. Ivaw,n Co.. Toronto.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que
Toronto Testing Laboratories. "Toronto

MIXERS
SwS: 2a29on $ v,ln winMe Cn- Toronto. Ont
w™i* 'ST' t

U,I
7

I2 I,,e,,rv St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.HaraUton Facina Mill Co.. Hamilton. OntHyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Blcii.y St.. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry Eng
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont,Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Tr
an

,- ? ar"n * Van W'ir.kle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

5rS? * I ".!' Ltd
i-

12 ™<"" v 8' Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OVENS FOR CORE-BARING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntHvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.Hvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
.Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.'Hvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Dom. Iron ft Steel Co., Sydney N8
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. ' Que
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont,
PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Joseph D.ron Cn-rihle Co.. .Tersev City N JHvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal Que
MoCullnngh-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, Pa,Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. NY
Woodison. E. X, Co., Toronto, Ont
PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Joseph Divrvn Oniclhle Co., .Tersev City N THamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton.' "Ont.

'

Wvd!' ?'a
r°'

T
3
P,

Fo
,';

^,,1 Avc '• Pittsburgh, Pa.Mxn-e & von<!_ Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mi.-h
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,W, Y\ . Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
SS". ?T"n ,

T'.7
an

,n^ink,e Po -' Toronto. Ont.

VZ-lLf" S25I' -
Ijt

1i'
J2 Bleury St. Montreal.

Stevens. Fredene B., Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. X, Co., Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
SS-wSTS & V

-t? ^ink,<' Co- Toronto. Out.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., .Tersev City N T
Jonathan Bartley Cmoihle Co.. Trenton N THvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
RIDDLES
SS;oFanSn

i* Sl5 ",ink'p Co.. Toronto. Out.Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. X. Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Slv. w. W Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
•Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
ROUGE
w'Vvr?",?

1

S Van Wink,« Co- Toronto, Ont.w. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111
< an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

ulZ
,1

^t,

a
Facin

I
K -Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton On..Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

ST w'
V

W
Sa

^l'),
B
^

S, C^ New "•'«•• Conn.&? ^de,tc
fg
B.

C
D'et I

T
«:-M

<

icr
Und

-

'

T
phia

na
pa'.

fl<>0kSbank San<1 B'-t Co
. Philadel-

Woodison. E. ,T., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND BLAST SAND
livi;

Ha^°" &
,

Va" Wmk,e Co.. Toronto Ont
"i! ,

& fonj.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
t-

Whitehead Bras. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y
H. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERV

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS
ETC. '

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntHyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que

Sl7 waVw Sa
?;l

Bla
;
,t Co

•
New Ha""- Conn.

Wo^
W

' ^ M,eV?°- The
- Cleveland, O.Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND MOLDING

SS.m^SS & V^„W> k,e Co- Toronto. Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft sons. Ltd., Montreal, One
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co. Buffalo \ v
Woodison. E. X. Co., Toronto. Ont
SAND SIFTERS

c
!

.

a
n"

e
ir
Creek San

'l
Sifter Co- Bat«e Cfeek. Mich.Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronio. OntHyde ft sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Ont
Woodison, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SIEVES

SS- Ha
^
so " * Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont

I

W
°„,* v°"V ?*fr 12 ?l«nry St.. Mon>,U„. "*'

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. J,, Co., Toronto. Ont
SILICA WASH
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft sons. Ltd 12 Blcury St. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SILICA ROCR, GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SHIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Moatreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Wood'son. E. X. Co., Toronto. Ont
SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Hide & .Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal,. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde ft Sous. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
STEEL BARS, ALL RINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. NX
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Torouto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Onj.
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DSAY

CRANEi
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERV1LLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes. Cupolas. Ladles, Hoists. Tumblers

Etc.

ANODES
In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quickei
delivery, and can save duty and elimin
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W.W.WELLS, Toronto

TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. OdI.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
E J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

TEEMING (RITIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hvde k Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
MeColloch-Dalzell Crueible Company, Pittsburg.

TRIPOLI
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

TRACK. OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLEEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., 'Walkerville. Ont.
Wo<vri«rn, E. J.. Co. , Toronto. Ont

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woixlison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle f'o., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Blenry St.. Montreal.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerrille. ^
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
VENT WAX
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Out
WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron tc. Steel Co., 8ydney. N.8.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS, I'OEISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
8tevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodi'O-. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

A Money
Saver

Battle Creek
Sand Sifter

The Battle Creek Sand Siftei saves
you monej when yon purchase it—
price is low—and it saves von
money, compared with other math
ines, from the day yon put it into

operation. We are prepared to

back the statement that it will do
MORE WORK WITH LESS AIR
OR STEAM than am other sand
sifter.

WRITE Fnlt DETAILS which will explain fully the merits of our Sand
Siftei and show you how il does More and Better Work in less time.

BATTLE CREEK SAND SIFTER CO.
Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

We have any desired style of brush hut only one /
quality—the very best.

,;

Shoe Handle
Washout.

Buy your next sup-

ply from us and I

Bent I Ian die
Washout.

you'll get a service \

that is a time and
money saver.

Stone Brush.

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Bait lev Crucible Co 4
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 32
Britannia Foundry Co 9

Brown Specialty Machinery Co 7

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ...

Outside Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 27

Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-
tories 27

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co 32
Dominion Iron & Steel Co 10

Fanner Mfg. Co., The 8

ADVERTISING INDEX
Ford-Smith .Machine Co 25

Cautier, J. II.. & Co 4

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 23
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. .. 32
Hyde & Sons 5

Kawin Co., Charles (' -Inside Ft. Cover

Lindsay. W. W., & Co .il

Manufacturers Brush Co T2
McCullouuh-Dalzell Co 25
McLain 's System !)

Midland Machine Co 25

Monarch Eng. & Mfg, Co 3

Northern Crane Works 31

Seidel, Inc., R. B 25

Sly, W. W„ Mfg. Co 6

Standard Equipment Co 6

Steel Co. of Canada 29

Stevens. Frederic B. . Inside Back Cover

Tabor Manufacturing Co S

Toronto Testing Laboratories 25

Wells, W. W 31

Whitehead Bros. Co 4

Woodison, E. J., Co ]
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BUSINESS AS USUAL
On account of the freight blockade, the difficulties in procuring

materials and the all-around obstacles placed in the way of prompt

business at the present time, I am surely in a position ( with my large

warehouse stocks prepared by prudent previous purchases) to serve

Foundrymen and Platers as never before.

Am meeting this difficult situation with all the resources at my
command and invite purchasers of supplies to write for prices on

—My East India Plumbago
-King Kore Kompound
—

< 'olumbia Parting

—Carbon Blacking

—Stopper ( Iron ( Vnient)

—Core Oil

—Core Gum
—Fire Brick

—Fire Clay

—Cupola Blocks

—Crucibles

—Core Ovens

—Hostetter Coke

—Sea coal Facing

-Talc or Soapstone
—M olding Sand

-Foundry Molasses

—Foundry Flour

—Rosin

—Foundry Equipment

-My Tripoli < lompositions

-Buffing ( lompositions

-Turkish Finery (some numbers)

-Improved American Emery
-Buffing Wheels

-Emery < rlue

-Spanish Felt Wheels

—Canary Yellow Dextrine

—Cyanide

—Nickel Anodes

-Nickel Salts

—Polishing Room Equipment
—Platers' Supplies

—Chemical Sundries

1 sell 1,600 Quality Items for Foundries and Electro-Plating

Establishments and if what you want isn't listed here, write for

it and gel the best.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M. C R. R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Streets

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario. BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Ind
.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and O'.ive S:s.. New Haven, Conn., E. E. Seeley. Manager.
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Air Spraying
Finishing

Apparatus
Use Up-to-date Methods

PERFECT CONTROL

Save Time, Labor, Material.

These greatest time and labor-

saving devices cut your finishing

costs 50 to 90%.

Equipment for any class of work.
OJUSTIN6 4

CONTJ ,r,t R &TAMQ

Complete Air Brush Equipment

DEMONSTRATING PLANT
We have established in Toronto a

complete Brush Spraying Equip-
ment.

Let us show you the features.

CONVENIENCE OF HANDLING MATERIALS
PERFECT HEATING UNIT
EFFICIENT WATER AND OIL SEPARATORS
OUR IDEAL AIR BRUSHES ENSURE PERFECT CONTROL
SUPERIOR EXHAUST AND FINISHING CABINETS

Our system unequalled for applying
Lacquer, Enamel, Varnish, Paint.

Model N-2 Air Brush

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE
COMPANY, Limited

TORONTO CANADA



Metal Industry News
A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternmaking, Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The Ms>cLean Publishing

Company Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, and London, England

VOL. VIII.

Tjr^jffnii.

.ight Type Floor Grinders

Mi:tor-l>ri\ en < .i'i nilri

leavj T.\ in- Polishers

PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, APRIL, 1917

il(M\> Type Floor Grinders plow Grinders

I

| Ford-Smith

|
Grinders

We can deliver quickly, and

in numerous sizes, any of the

= Grinders illustrated.

These Highest Grade Grind-

ers are standardized equip-

= ment in up-to-date foundries

= and machine shops.

—

-

Have you a copy of our latest Catalog ?

1 The Ford-Smith Machine Co.
= LIMITED

™Wk Hamilton, Canada

No. 4

Water Tool Grimier;

Disc Grinilc

6" and 30 Double I n I Grind! rs Safer,> Collars kiitu Grinder*
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if it does not save you 100% over and above
its cost.

This is the standing guarantee back of

Kawin Service
This guarantee is based upon the results produced for several

hundred foundries throughout Canada and United States. Any
plant that knows "Kawin Service" will gladly recommend it.

Our Organization
consists of practical, expert foundrvnien who devote entire time
and knowledge to turning Losses into profit.

It will correct any foundry losses irrespective of the cause.

We stand ready to pay our own expenses to your factory, scrut-

inize every operation in every department, and then point out

where PRACTICAL economics can be effected without the neces-

sity of new equipment.

Ask us to call and demonstrate what we can do—no obligation

incurred.

Charles C. KAWIN Company, Limited
CHEMISTS - FOUNDRY ADVISERS - METALLURGISTS

Chicago, 111. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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IN THE PATTERN SHOP
You can save a lot of time and incidentally money bv installing the

DOWNER GRINDER.
It is the only grinder built on which three operators can work without inter-

fering one with the other. It grinds absolutely smooth and is the only grinder

the drum of which has a vertical and revolving motion simultaneously and that

banishes all possibility of having your work scored.

There are a number of other good points about this machine, but we have

not the space here to tell you of them. Suppose that you write us for further

particulars. We'll promise to give you prompt service on inquiries and orders.

Write to dav
THE WOODISON QUALITY

SNAP FLASK
We ai'(3 now manufacturing in our own

factory a snap flask of superior quality.

The cut at the left gives a very good idea

of its general construction. It is made of

the highest grade of Maple, and the fittings

are of malleable iron, giving the maximum
strength and rigidity to the flask, thus fit-

ting it particularly l'<>r use on molding
machines.

We are in a position to make prompt shipment from factory stock, and will guar-
antee to satisfy you on not only the first order, hut on all succeeding orders that you
may see fit to send us.

Send in the first one now before you forget it—you'll not regret it!

Tt would also be well for you to remember thai we carry a full line of foundry sup-

plies, as well as platers' and polishers' supplies.

Give us a chance to quote on your requirements and you'll find that we
firm to do business with.

are a good

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor
Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Pol'sSers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and Equipment,

Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to ;» misvjered.
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TORONTO April, 1917

An Address before trie Technical Publicity Association in

New York
By Mr. Geo. H. Gibson

THE application of science proceeds at an acelerated
pace. The days have about gone by when one good idea
would keep a family in business for several genera-

tions. No one dare rest content, for as Solomon remarks,
"Vet a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the
hands to sleep, so shall thy poverty come." Every manu-
facturer, and particuarly manufacturers of engineering
appliances and products, must maintain a constant output
of improvements and new developments in order to protect
his investment in plant, organization, and good will, and
indeed, to stay in business. As has justly been said, the
invention of a new machine or process—by some one else

—

may be as disastrous as a fire, and far more likely to occur.

Moreover, the more progressive, the more advanced, a
concern is, the greater will be its volume of new develop-
ments and improvements. Inventions breed inventions.

At the same time, the investment of time and money in
research and development is a capital risk, that is, the pre-
liminary investigation upon which the design of improved
apparatus is based and the provision of manufacturing
equipment and organization for turning it out must largely
be paid for before the market for it can be developed. It is

only by the prompt enlightenment of the prospective con-
sumer, in other word9, by educational advertising regarding
the applications and advantages of the new article that the
loss of time and the waste which always intervene between
the perfection of a device or process and its general use.
can be reduced.
The introduction of new things i9 a speculative venture

which bar9 the timid—but for that very reason is highly
profitable. Patents more or less effectively insure to the
originator a safety zone, protecting him from competition
for a limited period that he may have the opportunity to
recover his great initial outlay. Advertising, however, is

equally useful, 9ince it can shorten the period of loss, con-
serving for profit-making a greater portion of the 17 years'
monopoly conferred by the patent and increasing the volume
of profit. Advertising itself exerts an accelerating influence
on technical development, for before advertising, one should
have something worth advertising. Much of the strategy
in the competitive selling of engineering appliances consists
in originating better methods or designs, or new and im-
proved products.

Good business has been defined as the art of selecting
probabilities, and it is certainly true that the greatest
successes in the engineering business have come to men who
had the ability to do the following things:

(1) Foresee the need or opportunity,

(2) Develop the solution, and
(3) Focus the attention of the public upon the problem

and its solution.

AS EXAMPLES, I might mention Edison with the in-

candescent lamp, Westinghouse with the air brake and
alternating current transmission, Hunt with rope

transmission, Sturtevant with fans and blowers, De Laval
and Parsons with the steam turbine, Babcock and Neier

with the water-tube boiler, Diesel with the oil engine, the
Wheelers with surface condensers, Hill with technical
journalism, Thurston with technical schools, Patterson with
the cash register, Herschel with water meters, Kent with
his handbook, and many others.

The inertia and prejudice which must be overcome in the
introduction of a new device may be illustrated by the ex-
perience of Corliss with his variable cut-off, four-valve
rteam engine. After he had perfected and demonstrated
the remarkable savings of his engine as compared with the
engines then common in this country, he was still compelled
to give the engines away and to take his payment in the fuel
paved during the first year's operation in order to make
headway.

Many people have the idea that the invention is the im-
portant thing. Very few engineering businesses, however,
are founded altogether on exclusive and basic patents. They
are based rather on a combination of scientific knowledge
and business sagacity, with the help of such protection,
monopoly or trading advantage as can be obtained from the
detail patents which it may be possible to secure as the de-
velopment of the art unfolds itself. A man may have the
germ of a good idea for a successful business, but still

nothing that can be protected by a patent, even though
patentable improvements will doubtless be discovered upon
developing the idea. Nevertheless, the essential factor is

the broad judgment or foresight which leads him to take
up certain matters at a particular juncture, and not the
specific mechanical contrivances by which he may carry
out his ideas. In such cases, the best protection to the idea
is advertising by means of which he can promptly get the
full benefit of the potential demand for his product before
competitors have had time to imitate and develop. Once he
has his organization and business well under way, competi-
tion will be at a disadvantage.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS are purchased almost
solely for their utilitarian value. Their usefulness
can be weighed, measured or computed in some way.

and they are usually purchased with much deliberation, for
the reasoning faculties of the people who buy them have
been emphasized by technical and business training.

The advertising should arise from and carry forward the
general ideas and beliefs of the guiding mind of the busi-

ness. It finds inspiration in new products and the exploita-

tion of new fields. As compared with this broad purpose,

the means and methods discussed in books on advertising,

such as typography and display, color of ink, quality of

paper, etc., are to a degree only incidental—all that is asked
of them is that they should do their part in transferring
ideas efficiently and not get in the way of the main motive,

which i9 the making use of the spectacular qualities of

advancement and improvement and the doing or saying of

things interestingly.

The world is run largely on ideas and the dissemination

of ideas is the business of the advertising engineer.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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The Best Cost-Cutting Way of Melting is

the Monarch Way
Used by Federation of ALLIES

and "Uncle Sam"

Copper, B r a ss, Bronze,

Aluminum, Iron, Steel,'

Gold, Silver and other

similar metals can be melt-

ed at a reduction in cost

that is worthy of your in-

stant attention by the use

of the —
ACTION OF HEAT

Double Chamber Melting Furnace—Oil and Gas

Monarch Double and Single Chamber
Melting Furnace

Reference to the illustration will show at

Monarch Double-Chamher Furnace at its

work—Melting is practically continuous
melts of various metals to follow one anot

succession. Two chambers can he used alternately.

Melts in one chamber and heats to near melting point

in the other. Flame is not directed against metal,

therefore there is no oxidation.

Tlie Monarch-Rockwell Simplex or Single Chamber Fur-
nace produces a quality of metal equal to that melted in

crucibles in greater quantities in less melting time, without

preparation, at a great-

ly reduced cost, both in

fuel and labor, and en-

tirely eliminating ex-

pensive crucibles.

Core Ovens, Crucible Fur-
naces, Portable Heaters,
Mold Dryers, Cupola
Lighters. Pumps, Blowers,
Motors. Complete Foundry
Kquipment, Kev erberatory
Furnaces, all eapaeities.
Stationary and Tilting.
Our Specialty is the Spe-
cialization of the Meltinjc
of all Metals.

Foremost industries in
Canada and the Dnited
Stati s have found the
Monarch Lines sntis-

factory to the highest
rlegn e.

Semi for catalog C.F
1. l'*1 T. It gives full

information about the
excellence of onr Cru-
rtble Tilting Coke
Drop F rout Core
Furnaces, A r u n fl el

Ovens and our Melting JJ
Furnaces.

The Monarch Engineering &
Manufacturing Co.

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
Shops—Curtis Bay, Md.

Furnace in Melting Position
Hopper Feed, Shaker Grates

a glance the

cost-cutting

,
permitting

her in rapid

Monarch

Crucible

Tilting

Coke

Furnace

ARUNDEL Drop Front Cere Oven

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and plact with letters I" be answered.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo
IJ . H . Gaut iefe:#;<§.6l

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Everything For

j

The Foundry
In addition to the full line

of foundry supplies and We can advise you on

equipment which we the following:

handle, we are also in a BRASS, CUPOLA, OPEN

position to give expert
HEARTH FURNACES and

CONVERTERS; CONSTRUC-
advice on foundry practice TION EFFICIENCY and

and invite correspondence
MIXTURES of all METALS;

MOLDING in IRON, STEEL
on any matters of this and BRASS, as well as the

nature. Our services are
PURCHASE of RAW MATE-

RIAL in the most ECONOMI-
at your disposal and infor- CAL MANNER.

mation will be gladly sent.

WRITE US

HYDE & SONS
LIMITED

12 BLEURY ST. ... MONTREAL

= — '

If any advertisement interests yon. tea r it out now and place with It tiers to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or MOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASING DE-
MAND for more steel castings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make thorn.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the held

thoroughly, ;is McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH FUR
NACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLain had charge

of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run I'nderneutli Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to '" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR
10" Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding lighl

snap flask work in large or small quantities,

The Tabor LO" Power Squeezer combines with

simplicity and durability the highest efficiency

for the rapid production of bench work requir-

ing flasks up to and including 14 by 2() inches,

or the equivalent. Absolute uniformity in

density of sand is obtained, and consequently

the loss of castings, due to swelling or blowing

of the molds, is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M. R.

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

^^^^a^^^^z^zE^^aB^a^a^^^^^^^^^gaa^z^a^gB^^^zz^^^^^gaza^B^g^^^^B^^^Baga^^^^^g^^z^^^

WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

What are

Your
Require-

ments ?

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C-

Foundry Chaplets
Of Every Description. Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
Our Stars are Hard They will Clean They will Last

Malleable Iron Castings
Suitable for General Purposes

STOVE TRIMMINGS
OF LUSTROUS BEAUTY

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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The NO-WEAR-NOZZLE Feature Gives

the Preference to the

SLY SAND BLAST
MILL

Tho No Wi'nr Nozzle holds the air consumption down to a minimum
ami keeps the supply constant. The nozzle is very durabl<— never

wears out. It is an exclusive •'Sly'
-

equipment, and it's the feature

which places the "Sly" ahead of anything else of the kind on the

market. It's a rapid worker and does its work well.

The Lines We Manufacture:
CLEANING MILLS. CINDER MILLS. DUST ARRESTERS,
ROSIN MILLS. SAND BLAST MILLS. CUPOLAS, SAND BLAST
MACHINES, SAND BLAST ROTARl TABLES, SANK BLAST
l:i>i).\is. CORE OVENS, CORE SANK RECLAIMERS.

Have u» .end j on Hie facts in detail concerning these first-class

lines of foundrj equipment.

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, Ohio

We maintain an engineering ile

pa i'i raent for building and equip-
ping foundries, n is at your
sen ice.

Complete sand i> I a s t

rooms and equipment
is a specialty <>f ours.
Let us quote you.

Of What Use Are the Most Skillful

Patternmakers and Mold
if you don't use efficient machinery for

cleaning your castings?

The New Haven Sand Blast Machine
will improve the quality of your pro-
ducts and will give you cleaner, better

finished castings in the quickest pos-
sible time.

The cleaning material does not leave the
inside, but is used over and over in the
work. The accumulation of dust and
dirt is confined inside and removed by
direct exhaust, thus keeping gears, bear-
ings, etc.. free from dust— just one reason
for the durability and long life of the
' New Haven."
We'll be glad to tell you more— just let

us know you're interested.

The New Haven Sand Blast
Machine Company

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

// any advertisement interests you, tearit out new and place with letters to be answered
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"WABANA"
MACHINE CAST PIG IRON

ALL METAL—NO SAND

Chill Cast—"SANDLESS"— Pig Iron

melts quicker or with lower fuel

consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2,240

pounds to the ton, and it is All Metal-
no sand.

Our system of grading is according to

the Silicon, as follows:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over
1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

We are also in a position to supply Sand Cast

Iron—analysis same as Machine Cast.

It will be a pleasure to quote on your
next requirements.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited

Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES :

Sydney. PI.3.; 1 12 St. Jan.* St.. Montr.nl; 18 Wellington St. E.. Toronto.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development— III.
By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also
ni( thods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion
of means whereby the risk of accident may belessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

THE STOCK-HOUSE CREW

ROD the furnace regularly, ami, in.

ease it is hanging or stiff,

report to the foreman prompt-

ly. It' anyone is working in the

skip pit, or tbe skip incline, hoist,

or skip, don't move the skip, ex-

cept under direction and after giving

warning. If an oiler or "handy man" is

working on the sheave wheels, bell rods.

hoppers, distributor mechanism, or bell-

rod cylinders, do not lower the bells ex-

cept on signal from those on top. Never

start the skip or hoist cage until you re-

ceive the proper signal, unless you have

all regular charging operations in siglit,

and then signals are not required. When
the blast is off, or when the furnace is

shut down and men are working about

the top or bottom, do not fill the furnace

or lower the bells without warning the

men away from the tuyeres and hoppers

on top, and then only under the direction

of the foreman. If the furnace is being

shut down or if it is working irregularly

and stops taking charges on account of

hanging and slipping, do not put wet ore

on the bell; at many plants it is con-

sidered dangerous to dump wet ore when
the furnace is low. Report anything

about the skips, bells, or indicators that

does not seem right, such as skips strik-

ing the bumper blocks too hard, or fray-

ed cables, irregular, slow, or quick move-
ment of the bells, or water in steam
lines. By early notice an accident or

possibly a hazardous delay may be avoid-

ed. Never let anyone zo up the skip in-

cline to the top alone.

Scale Car Operators

Seale-car operators should watch for

stock-house cleaners or others crossing

the track and should always have the

car under control. Watch out for over-

head obstructions. Let the furnace mill-

wright or electrician do all repair work
on the ear. Be careful not to leave ore

or stone on the edges of the chutes;

many accidents are caused by stock fall-

in? from the chutes. When barring or

punching at the chutes or doors of the

bins be careful to avoid a rush of ore or

stone falling on your foot. Do not open
the door of a nearly empty bin or get

under it just as the car doors are drop-

ped on the trestle; the material may
easily fall through and bruise you. or if

it is flue dust or sinter, burn you. Wear
eoggles when the coke is very dusty or

when breaking ore or limestone. If

steam is used to thaw ore in the bins or

piles be sure that the hose is strong and
in good condition. See that no one is in

line with the nozzle when you turn the

steam on. If sras is used see that it stays
lit and that a pocket of gas does not ac-

cumulate. Do not light gas by hand with

a match, use burning waste, placed on
I he floor or in the chute.

Ore Buggie Accidents

Most accidents with ore buggies hap-
pen from catching the lingers between
the buggy handle and a column, wall, or

other obstruction. Watch out for this

and use safety handles. Be careful not

to let the buggy leg come down on your
heel, or to run the wheel over someone's
foot. Never race with a buggy, you may
easily lose control of it and receive a

wrench, strain, or bruise. Watch that

your fingers or feet do not get caught be-

tween a lump of stone or ore from the

chute and the buggy or floor. Don't un-

dercut an ore or stone pile, or let the

stock lodge above you, keep it knocked
down with a liar. Never stand close to

the elevator pit as the cage comes down,
ready to take the buggy off the instant

the cage comes to rest, as many men have
had their feet crushed in this way by
getting them caught between the cage

and the floor sill. Don 't try to get or.

the cage before it has come to rest, or

after the signal for hoisting has been

given.

When it is necessary to clean the skip

pit, notify the skip operator and do not

on or off the car when it is moving.
When you enter tbe motor house or

hoist-engine room notify the skip opera-
tor, both on entering and leaving. Stay
at your own place of duty, even when
you are "spelled off." Keep away from
the cast house and stoves unless you are
required to go there to help. Report all

bad places to the foreman, such as dark
corners, overhead obstructions, poor
track, holes, and unsatisfactory bin
doors. Be sure to report every injury,
as even a slight injury if neglected may-
have serious or fatal results. Even a bit

of coke dust may seriously injure the
eye if not taken out riuht away. If a

man receives an electric shock free him
from the source of current, being care-

ful not to get a shock yourself, give him
artificial respiration at once, and send
for the foreman. Similar first aid is

needed if anyone becomes gassed while
working on top.

Hand Filled Furnaces

On hand-filled furnaces, top fillers

should remember not to step over trap
or lift doors at the top of elevator shafts
while the elevator is running. The
safety of many men about a furnace
plant depends indirectly on the care and

FIG. HL. SAFEST WAY OF USING POLK TO PLACE CARS.

go into the pit until he tells you to.

Avoid walking under bin doors and
chutes. Keep off the scale-car track and
watch for the car when crossing the

track. Don't stand on the track when
signaling the car operator. Be careful

that your bar doe- not touch a third rail

or trolley wire. It is best not to ride on
the scale car, ami you should never iumo

interest the stock-house crew take in

their work. Careful weighing, regular

charging, reporting any difference in ap-

pearance or quality of coke or limestone,

and constant watching of the movement
of the charge in the furnace will prevent

many slips, "messes," and dangerous
work at the tuyeres, tapping hole, and
furnace top.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
Trestle Gang and Yardmen

Watch for the lorry ear, Locomo-
tives, and cranes, and do not go
under the ore bridge jusl before ore
is dumped into the bins. Do not

.lump on or off moving cars; many men
arc hurt that way every year. Never sit

OD or mar the track or bridge rails I i

rest
; find a sale place. When you hear

the warning whistle at the furnace gel

out of the car at once and under shelter

as it means the furnace is banging ami
maj slip. When ore is being dynamited
and a warning is shouted, get under
cover and stay there until material has

stopped falling. Do not try to jump
across the Inns from rail to rail; use tin'

crossovers. They were put there to use.

cud the minute saved by not using them
is worth less than the good example set

»y using them.
Do not use a pole in spotting cars with

a transfer car or locomotive on an adjoin-
i»g; track, use a cable with safety hand
locks. If there is no cable and a polo

muel he used, stand on the same side of
the pole that the coupler of the car is on
(Fig. 21). Be careful in pinching cars
on the trestle, you may fall and receive
a severe injury. Pinch a ear the way the
foreman has shown you, and report
pinch liars with smooth heels or dull
points to the toolman or foreman. The
safest pinch bar (Fig. 22) is one lifted

with a disk and tool-steel heel. When
turning on a steam jet to thaw ore see
that no one is in line with the jet; use a
clamp to hold the nozzle, and avoid
working with worn hose. Watch that
cinders from trestle locomotives, or hot
coke, do not start fires in the coke bins
or walks. A safety car wrench for open-
ing drop doors on cars is shown in
Pi?. 2.'i.

FIG .. 1RESTLE LABORER USING SAFETY CAB WRENCH WHF\ Till' «BEGINS to REVOLVE, THE HINGED JAW RELEASES ni 1
:„'

PREVENT MANS HAM) STRIKING CAR. AND SHORT BEND ONEND (.F HANDLE PREVENTS USE of PIPE EXTENSION

HAFT

Loaded Car Drop Doors

It is dangerous to open drop doors on
loaded ears unless you know how. Do
not try to do it until yon have been
shown and. if possible, have watched for
a day men who knew how. Before getting
into a car to unload it, or crawling under
a car to work on the drop doors, make
sure, by asking the foreman or "straw
Ws." that the ear will not he moved.
Wait until the doors are dropped before

FIG. 22. TRESTLE LABORER USING SAFETY PINCH BAR FITTED WITH DISC \SHOULD THE BAR slip his KNUCKLES WILL UK PROTECTED.

going on top of material in cars to be-
unloaded. When unloading hopper cars,
do not stand over doors or on the edge of
the material; it may slip and carry you
down into the bin. where you may be
suffocated or severely injured. Obtain a.

firm footing in the bottom of the car be-
tween the doors, or be sure of a firm hold
on the side of the car. By all means wear
a belt and safety line if these are pro-
vided. Do not undercut material any
more than is necessary and watch that
I he lumps do not catch you. Be very
cautious in opening the doors of cars
loaded with flue dust: if dry, it will fly

out. Avoid stepping on flue dust in cars,,

for even apparently wet dust may he dry
and hot beneath and cave when you step,
on it. Always get out of a car the same-
way you get in; do not crawl through
the doors in the bottom of the car
(Fig. 24).

Miscellaneous Precautions

Before you drop material into empty
or nearly empty bins, notify the stock-
house crew so they can keep clear of
falling material, and be sure that the bin

doors are closed. In poking ore in bins
and chutes see that you will not get
caught in ease a fall of ore catches tin

bar. Never go into any bin to shove ma-
terial or to clean the bin unless you have
a belt with a life line attached to a
girder or tie (see Fig. 25). Use a flag or
track torpedo to protect the bin you are
working in. or ask the foreman for a

watcher to hold the line and warn men-
not to dump material in the bin or run
cars over it.

Do not work with a pick or sledge if'

the handle is cracked or the head loose.

Do not use a bar, wedge, or sledge hav-
ing burrs or splinters; give it to the tool-
man. Watch that your tools do not
touch electric conductors. When carry-
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ing b&Ts, pipes, or

other in a t eria 1

through doors he

t-art' ia'. so as not to

persons pass

ing by (see Fig. 26).

Avon! lea\ bag tools,

scrap, hoards, lumps
of ore or stone, or

iron, on the

walks where the}

mar cause some one
'ie. or fall

into a bin or into

stock house. Coke
forks or s li o v e 1 s

should he placed
with tiie edges or

prongs pointing to

tin floor. Report to

your foreman any
rotten, 1 o o s e, or

burned planks in the

walks, or defective
lights. When you are
set at new work lie

sure to ask about the

work, the waj to do
it. and the dam;, r-

e o n n e e t e d with
ir. Do not ignore
danger signs; they
mean what they say.

Do not wrestle or
play when at the

plant, especially when
where you may fall

yard.

Men working in ditches and excava-

tions should work far enoimh apart to

avoid any risk of striking one another
with picks or other tooks. (See Pig. 27.)

pig. 24. L'NSAFE PRACTICE: CRAWLING OUT OP
HOPPER OPENING.

oil

into a

the

bin

trestle,

or the

even when leaving the job for a short

time. (See Pigs. 28 and 29.) If you
are chipping concrete, wear goggles, as

chips frequently fly in the eye. Don't
undercut piles of ore or stone, or piles

of frozen earth, sand, or other material.

Don't undercut banks when excavating;

Slav oul of cast

iio.iM s, pin machines,
boiler houses, and
other places where
your work does not

require you to go,

and keep away from
iron and c l n d e r

ladles when they are

being shifted. When
ever possible, keep
from under cranes

in operation. Al-

ways warn the crane

man before begin-

ning to clean the

tracks about the

granulating pit, as

lie may accidentally
drop some, hot slau

over the sides of the

car unless he know-

you are beneath, or

scalding water may
run from the -ran
bucket as it is ear-

ned over your head.

I*>e careful in clean-

ing up about a load-

ed cinder car, as,

steam and scalding

water may escape

suddenly fro m a

drop door. Don't
throw wet or damp

rubbish into cinder ladles, as it may
cause an explosion, and in turning

a hose on a leaking cinder or iron ladle

stand as far away as possible, as you
may he scalded by steam or burned by
an explosion or ''shot''' if the water hits

molten iron. Avoid walking on ash

iioi'i'Ki; i'Ai! Tnitni i;ii

FIG. 23. PROPER EQUIPMENT FOR MAX WORKING IN
ORK BIN. NOTE LIFE LINE ATTACHED Ti > HIS BODY

AND TO CROSS BEAM OF BIN.

in;. 26. SHOWING DANGER TO PASSERS-BY. WHEN CARRY-
ING BARS, PIPES AND si\in..\|{ MATERIAL

THROUGH DOOR/WAYS.

Before leaving an excavation for the keep them knocked down; test the edges piles; they may be hot underneath and
nieht or for other work cover the hole with a bar and knock or pry any loose burn your feet if you break through.
with planks. Manhole covers should al- earth down (Fi». 30). Frozen ground is Keep your feet out of Hue dust
ways be replaced when a job is done, or especially dangerous. cleaning it up

when
n loading or unloading
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cars, see that the gang planks or run-

ways are in good condition and are pro-

perly placed and secured.

Be careful when handling heavy ma-
terial or usiiMj tools (see Figs. 31 and

32), as most accidents about blast-fur

nace plants arc caused in such work.

When necessary to go on a root' or win-

dow ledge to clean windows always use a

safety belt ami a life line. When clean-

ing windows from a ladder do not over-

reach; go down and move the ladder if

necessary. He sure that the ladder is

resting squarely at the bottom so that

it can not slip. If the ladder is a long-

one have some one steady it. Always
have at the top a cross piece long enough
to span the entire window. The cleaner

you keep the yard the better and more
safely everyone can do his work. Don 'I

let piles of rubbish accumulate, or pieces

of lumber, brickbats, snap, and other

material lay around, or leave tools about
;

some one may stumble over them. Fill

up small holes and depressions and re-

port promptly any steam or hot- water
puddles caused by leaky lines.

Pig-machine Men
Always wear goggles or a mask when

working about the troughs while iron is

being poured; be cautious when the
molds are cold or if they have ice, snow,
Or water in them, and, especially when
cinder is coming over, keep away as
much as possible. When it is necessary
to work under the strands to knock out
the "stickers," keep from directly un-

FIG. 28 WORKMAN LEAVING
UNCOVERED

MANHOLE

PIG. •-'-. EXCAVATION OB DITCHING, SHOWING LI \BILITY TO SERIOUS ACCIDENT IF MEN WORKTOO CLOSE TOGETHER.

der the strand as much as possible, both
the one you are working on and the ad-
joining strands. Men tending the lime
vats and sprays should watch for stic-

kers when it is necessary to go under
the strands fo adjust the sprays or to
feed lime, while the machine is running.
Aim to do such work between casts
and shut off the steam when working
about the sprays or vats. Before pour-
ing, examine the top of the ladle to see
that there is no solid crust of cinder
or iron frozen over the hot metal. Such
trusts should be broken with a warm.

dry bar, as otherwise the metal will
splash badly when it breaks through the
crust. Never operate the motors,
(dutches, or hoists for pouring- ladles or
running the strands unless it is your
job, or unless you are told to do si) by
the foreman. Keep away from around

the sprocket wheels. Re-
move the scrap and. clean
the rails between pouring-
ladles or casts. Don't tr\

to save a few seconds by
stepping on or across molds
in motion or containing hot
metal; use the walks or go
around if necessary. Be
sure that the bars you use
with which to bar scrap out
of the troughs are dry and
warm, and avoid using short
poling sticks. Before re-
leasing the ladle after pour-
ing, replace all safety dogs
or legs in position.

When you are working
about the rear of the ma-
chine, wear goggles to pro-
tect the eyes from flying
chips of iron or lime dust.

Use care in loading cars to

prevent side loading, over-
loading an.d loading directh
upon drop doors, and see

that no pigs are left on the end frames
where they may fall off.

When working on the pig-machine
strands, or changing molds, see that
motor switches are locked open, tagged
witli a danger sign, or that the clutch is

fastened open. Avoid touching electric
lines, motors, or light sockets, for
where there is so much steam and me-
tal floors .as are about pig machines, you
may <ret a severe electric shock or burn.
Keep sledges, cutters, and other tools in
good condition, be careful in using them
and watch your hands and feet when

handling molds or pigs. Report cut's,

burns, or bruises promptly.

Ladle-House Men
Don 't leave large pieces of scrap on the

ladle spouts, they may cause accidents
m shifting or pouring, and in removing
them use a long bar and keep away from
in front of the ladle; work from the
side. Before trying to remove a bottom
skull, clear away all overhanging rim or
side skulls and knock out any loose
bricks. The bottom skull will then come
out more easily and safely. Before re-
moving a skull or cleaning a ladle, be
sure the ladle is securely blocked or
propped. When trying to lift a rim skull
out of ,a ladle with the crane, don't
stand on the rim of the ladle, the hook
may slip and strike you or cause you
to tall. Watch all ladles for iron fro-
zen on the rim or spouts, skulls, and
"hot spots," or signs of failure on the
lining whereby hot metal might break
through. A thin place in the lining is

usually shown by the ladle shell be-
coming rusty red.

Do not clean hot kish or metal from
ladles onto damp ground; to do so may
cause an explosion. When cleaning a
ladle into the quenching pit use a long-
handled scraper and keep as far back
as possible. Take time to pull the clean-
ings out slowly and keep them from
running out suddenly if they start to
slide. There is no danger of an explo-
sion if the cleanings are fed into the
water intermittently and in small quan-
tities and not too fast. An accumula-
tion of unquenched ladle cleanings be-
neath the water or a rush of cleanings
may explode. To guard against sparks
or small splashes wear goggles or a
mask. When playing a hose on hot scrap
or ladle cleanings, stand as far away
as possible to avoid steam or small ex-
plosions. If you dry ladles with gas, do
not fry to light the ,gas with a torch

;

kindle a small wood fire or throw burn-
ing waste on the ladle before turning.
flie -as on. Always examine a relined

'Hi. -".I -PASSER-BY FALLS IN MANHOLE
LEFT OPEN BY OPERATOR
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and dried ladle that has been standing

about before using it; if it seems to be

damp insule, build a tiro in it or dry U

again. A damp lining will probably

oaose boiling, leaks, or explosions of

hot metal. Always report water in cin-

der ladles.

Do not work inside of a ladle without

notifying the crane man or placing a

• i?n to show him you are inside, so thai

he will not carry loaded buckets over

rou. I'se hooks or tonus in handling

heavy pieces of scrap. Gloves or band

leathers, except safety band leathers.

ihould not be used, as they may catch

and cause you to fall. In hooking on

scrap to be lifted with the crane see

that you do not catch your hand. When
breaking scrap with a steel drop ball

set behind shelter and place danger

signs to warn others from dying pieces.

In steadying heavy crane buckets use a

hook or a long-handled shovel. Do not

stand close where you may be crushed

or caught between the bucket and some

other object.

Slag-dump Men

When dumping cinder ladles at

dumps, pits, or conveyors, keep away
from the front, as the cinder will splash

to a great distance. Never pour cinder

on Hue dust or refuse coal ; to do so may
cause a ?reat burst of flame or an ex-

plosion. Never try to remove a ''stic-

ker'' or apparently solid skull from a

cinder buggy or ladle that has just been

brought from the furnace to the dump:
the sticker is probably molten inside,

and if it does not fall out itself when
the ladle is tilted and you try to pry it

out, it may burst and splash hot cinder

on you. Before working on such a

ladle report the sticker to the foreman.

He will, if necessary, set the ladle aside

Ion? enough for the slag to harden,

when it can be pried loose without dan-

ger from burns.

FIG SI UNSAFE WAY OK HOLDING BAR FOR A SLEDGE. MAN HOLDING BAR
IS ON SAME SIDE AS STRIKER.

Engine Room Force

Before changing blowing engines on

a furnace first notify the furnace blow-

er unless it is an emergency change on

account of a breakdown. In case of a

stop at the furnace keep at least one

engine turning over at sufficient speed

to avoid any chance of its being stalled.

Watch that the flywheel does not turn

backward owing to the back pressure of

the blast ; few blowing engines will do

this, however. By keeping an engine

turning over against the butterfly valve

in the cold-blast main with the snort

valve open, there is the least chance for

an explosion or fire in the cold-blast

main and air tubs.

Tn case two or more furnaces are

FIG 30—MAN CUTTING TOO FAR BENE
PRACT

ATH BANK OF EARTH; A DANGEROU
ICE

blown from one room, attach a number
to each engine showing the furnace it

is blowing to avoid any possibility of

confusion in checking the furnaces.

When the furnace whistle is blown for

a check, observe the signal light or num-
ber as well as the whistle before check-

ing the furnace. In case of a shutdown
when the engines are stopped, close the

stop valves between the air tubs and
the cold-blast main. In case there is a

steam connection to the cold-blast main,

examine the connections at the begin-

ning of each turn or shift to see that

both air and steam connections are in

working order and that no steam is

leaking into the main. Always be ready

to turn steam into the blast main if the

signal or word is given. Place numbers
at each steam inlet to correspond to the

furnace number. Always be ready to

check the engines promptly; at times,

conditions at the furnace demand throw-

ing the snort valve open very quickly

and ^ettinu- the wind off as fast as pos-

sible.

Before entering a cylinder to make
repairs, lock the steam throttle and the

vacuum stop valves, place blocking in

l he cylinder, and block the flywheel

fast. The drain valves should be opened
prior to taking off the cylinder head.

In undertaking repairs to gas engines,

be sure that the gas valves and water
seals to the engine are closed. It is es-

sential that two men should work to-

gether in repairing gas-engine .parts

that are inside the cylinder, are near

aas or inlet valves, exhaust lines, or are

in enclosed places, such as basements
and tunnels. Be prompt in shutting down
sas engines when the signal is given, as

there is even more danger involved in

delay with eras engines than with steam

engines.

Oilers and wipers should wear closely

fitting clothing that can not be easily

caught in the moving parts. In wiping

and inspecting the engine, watch that

you do not get caught by rocker arm«.
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wrist plates, eccentric mils, and Cor-
liss or other valve mechanisms. Be care-

ful that you do uoi slip on oily plat-

forms and steps, and be prompt to re-

port equipment out of order or in a
condition dangerous to employees orthe
plant, such as valve wheels without lock

nuts, steam leaks, worn or oil-soaked

governor belts, broken steps or railings,

defective indicators or gauges,

Remember thai uniform and correct

-P«ed of the blowing engine has much
to do with the regularity of the fur-

naces, [rregular speed causes slips and
other serious troubles. Report immedi-
ately to the blower any trouble with the
pumps and tuyere-water supply so that

\e may be prepared to lake care of the
lurnacc in case the flow of water be-

-omes slack or fails.

I), i not put any engine or machinery
in motion without seeing whether any-
one is in a position to get caught or

struck. Do not work on electrical equip-
ment or touch wires unless advised by

your balance and fall if the wrench
-lip-.

SEASONING OF CASTINGS*
By Richard Moldenke.**

ONE of the little-known charac-
teristics of cast iron, which nev-

ertheless has an important bear-

ing on results where accuracy in machin-
ing is essential, is the ability of this

adjust their relative positions to an ex-

tent sufficient to overcome some of the

existing: stresses.

The following instance will perhaps
give a fair idea of the condition a cast-

ing may be in when just shiken out of

the sand: A very large sheave-wheel,
after shaking out, was taken outdoors
to be cleaned and made ready for turn-
ing up. It was leaned against the side

of the building, but before much could
be done an arm tore apirt with a loud
report. Investigation showed that the
sun had been shining on the upper rim.

SAFEST METHOD OF HOLDING A BAH.

the electrician. Let the electrician fix

the lights. In working above, be carefui
not to drop tools or leave them where
they may fall on someone below. Keep
from under loads carried by cranes.
When the crane is being used, one man
only should have authority to signal the
crane man to hoist. The crane man
should try to hoist straight, but, as the
crane is usually .high, heavj loads may
swing, so it is best to keep at a safe dis-

tance when he starts to hoist. 1),, not
tighten bolts in leaking flanges on live

steam lines except under the direction
of the master mechanic, lie careful in

placing a ladder before using it, and
if there is any daivjer of its slipping
have someone hold it. Do not carry
tools or material up or down a ladder;
use a hand-line (See Pigs. 8 to 10). Re-
turn mushroomed or burred chisels and
other defective tools; report or remove
rounded nuts and be careful not to use
too larare a wrench or one with spread
jaws. Don't pull on a wrench when you
are in such a position that you may lose

thus adding a slight strain to those al-

ready existing within the arm and thus
overbalancing the strength of the metal
in tension. Had this sheave been kept
under cover for a while, or at least until

machined, the strains would have eased
off sufficiently and allowed the sun to

look upon it without disaster.

It will not be necessary to multiply
examples. Every engineer knows the
danger of water-hammer in pipe lines,

particularly if the latter are of cast iron.

Every mechanic knows, or should know,
that it is not good to strike a fitting

that is under steam pressure.

Shrinkage and Contraction—A Distinc-

tion

It will be necessary to write a few
words about the internal strains in
eastings

—

the so-called casting strains
we hear so much about. It is generally

•Prom a paper presented at the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, New York
Feb., 1917.

"foiisniti Metallurgist, Watchung, N.J.

known that to get a casting reasonably
true to the dimensions wanted requires
a slightly larger pattern. The usual al-
lowance for grey iron is % inch to the
foot, and *4 inch to the foot for white
iron. This reduction in length, breadth
and thickness in a casting is erroneously
called shrinkage. It should be called
contraction, as for practical purposes it

is simply the difference in dimensions of
the casting red-hot and cold. In fact,
it is really a volumnar contraction, and
takes place after the meta! has set

The real shrinkage covers an entirely
different situation. When a casting is

poorly designed, it is impossible to feed
the mold properly when pouring. The
thinner sections set more quickly than
the thick ones and may leave the latter
without means of drawing in liquid me-
tal to compensate for the reduction in
volume in the act of setting. As the
metal sets against the mold walls first,

and gradually thickens from the surface
inward, when the influx of fresh sup-
plies is stopped there results a void in
the centre, or at least a spongy portion.
This is shrinkage, and can be seen mere
particularly in white iron, by reason of
its greater reduction in volume from li-

quid to solid form, apart from the final

contraction from red heat to ordinary
temperatures. Such shrinkage usually
takes place at abrupt angles, in thick
parts adjoining thin ones, in the rims of
flywheels, hubs of pulleys, at the flanges
of cylinders, etc.

Dual Volume Reduction

It will be seen from the above that
there are really two kinds of reduction
m volume to be reckoned with: First,
that due to the change from the liquid
to the solid state; second, the reduction
in volume after setting until ordinary
temperatures have been reached. The
first, often called interior shrinkage, is

a rather serious occurrence. The speci-
fic gravity of molten iron is about 6.65:
it does not vary widely from this fig-

ure whether the metal on setting is grey
or white in fracture—all the carbon be-
ing combined when in the molten state.

On setting, however, if grey iron results,
the specific gravity will be over 6.8, and
if white iron, up to 7.8. The formation
of graphite in the structure accounts for
the comparatively moderate increase in

the case of grey iron. In average cast
iron with 7.3 specific gravity, the in-

crease in density is 0.65, or 9 per cent.,

which means a very big decrease in vol-

ume for equal weights of molten and
solid metal. This situation accounts for
the quantities of molten metal that have
to be added to a mold after pouring it

full in the first place, and in the case of
small castings, particularly when of
white iron, for the funnel-shaped sprue
left in the pouring basis or gate.

Contrast this with the eventual reduc-
tion in volume after setting. Here we
have a linear reduction of about 1 per
cent. in every direction, which is an in-

finitesimal amount when compared with
the real metal shrinkage.

It stands to reason, that, if the metai
in setting has the power to pull apart,
whatever liquid material may remain
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after feeding has stopped, thus causing
large spongy parts in the interior of a

casting; powerful strains which affect

the strength injuriously must have oc-

curred. This is apart from the reduc-

tion of strength in the material for the

section itself. In other words, not only

will the metal have a lower tensile

strength because of the spongy nature
oi part of the section, but the interior

strains counterbalance part of the ten-

sile strength that is available.

This situation is intensified by the

fact that the metal in setting: does so

far more quickly at the mold surface

than in the interior—the cold sand walls

drawing: away the heat from the molten
iron more quickly at the beginning of

the setting process than later when this

heat has to travel through a more or

less thick shell of metal already set. The
consequence is a higher percentage of

combined carbon at the surface than in

the interior of the casting. In chilling

the surface, we have a white iron sur-

face and a grey iron interior. The rela-

tive change in the specific gravities of

the same molten iron turned into two ex-

treme forms of iron as cast will indicate

what strains there must be within the
casting due to the differences in volume
which the two metals want to occupy
when set, but cannot properly occupy on
account of the quickness of the setting

action.

Contraction of Set Metal
Finally come the strains due to the

contraction in the set material until or-

dinary temperatures have been reached.
This has been stated as Vs inch to the

foot in grey iron and U inch to the foot

in white iron. In large castings this is

very serious. Suppose, in the case of a
big flywheel, the rim sets fast enough to

hold the much cooler arm as in one set

of jaws of a testing: machine, the huo.
held by the arms on the other side of
the wheel, being the other set of jaws.
Surely the arm in wanting to reduce in

length 1
s inch to the foot must be under

a terrific strain if not allowed to do so.

In the case of white iron the situation
is much worse. Such cystines as hand-
brake wheels (subsequently annealed for
malleable castings), snap apart when al-

lowed to cool in the sand in the ordinary
way. Work of this kind must be shaken
out as quickly as set, taken to special
ovens and allowed to cool down very
gradually.

Overcoming Injurious Strains

Sufficient has been said to make the
case of cast iron look very weak. For-
tunately, there are two phenomena
which help to overcome some of the in-

jurious strains set up. The first is the
fact that cast iron in the act of setting
(between liquid and solid), can be
stretched. The second is the seasoning
or easing up of the remaining strains
after the final contraction throueh the
mobility of the molecules. It is the
stretching of grey iron during the set
ting that saves the flywheel arm from
rupture before the new strains due to
final contraction are introduced. It is

the inability of white iron to stretch very
much, which causes so many cracked

castings in the malleable process which
would not be seriously affected by the
final contraction.

Castings Test

This discussion of the actual situation
in making castings has another bearing.
Purchasers of castings may wonder why
foundry men who really know something
about their basic material are so un-
compromisingly opposed to test coupons
on their product. The man who is at

least somewhat familiar with cast iron

should realize that it is unfair to the
maker of the casting to judge its value

by a test piece subject to a variety of

strains introduced as the result of posi-

tion, manner of attachment, method of

pouring of the metal, etc. It is further
unfair to the purchaser to judge by cou-

pons, as there are many ways of artifi-

cially strengthening such test pieces

There is only one way of testing a cast-

ing properly, and that is to break it. Ob-
viously this will not do, and hence for

repetition work a given percentage of

castings can be thus tested. For all

other cases the only method of obtain-

ing reasonable assurance on the subject

is to make standard test bars, entirely

apart from the castings, but of the same
iron. These test bars should be made
under conditions giving the iron the

best possible chance to show just what
it is, neither artificially strengthened,

nor filled with strains and thus deliber-

ately weakened.
Every mechanic knows that, in plan-

ing up a slab of cast iron on both sides

to get a true job, it is necessary to take
a light cut, reverse, and take a cut on
the other side, then reverse again for

the finishing cut, finally reversing for

the last cut. If this is not done, there

will be warped surfaces to deal with on
account of the internal strains. Again,
it is well known that a true piston is

rather difficult to produce. Even after

grinding to a finish, it is apt to get out
of true. It is not so generally known,
however, that if such a cast iron plate or

piston is allowed to remain in storage
for a long period, the results will be
much more satisfactory. The castings

have seasoned. Where establishments
are familiar with future production de-

mands, orders for castings are placed
far ahead of requirements. Since, how-
ever, on getting to the bottom of a big
pile the difficulty of tracing defective
work becomes corresnondinc;lv harder,
only shops having: their own foundries
are likely to do much storinsr.

The present demand for very hieh-
class machined castings, as evinced by
automobile cylinders, pistons, engine and
compressor cylinders, etc.. should bring
this question of seasoning out very
prominently. Inouiry bv the writer has
shown but little knowledge on the sub-
ject in the trade generally, though first-

class foundrymen were verv much alive
to the matter. In general, the difficulty

seems to be the inability of storing: up
ahead, or. if this is done, of discovering-
defective nroduet when least expected.

Incrensine Strength bv Tumbling
We are indebted to the well-known

metallurgist, A. E. Outerbridge, Jr., for

what seems to be the best indirect ex-
planation of seasoning. In his famous
experiments on tumbling castings to in-

crease their strength, he found that by
the action of light blows, often repeat-
ed, the internal strains were relieved to

such an extent that the real value of
the metal came into play. The mobility
of the molecules was aided by artificial

means. Incidentally, however, the tests
establish the mobility of the molecules in

cast iron very satisfactorily. Replace
half-an-hour's tumbling by six months'
quiescence and the molecules will have
done their work with somewhat the
same results.

In view of the possible depression
scheduled for us on the close of hostili-
ties in Europe, would it not be well to
ease up operations slowly instead of
shutting down tight? This would help
the industrial situation adjust itself more
safely and at the same time permit sup-
plies of castings to accumulate, which
will be all the better for having sea-
soned.

CORES, THEIR CONSTITUENTS
AND COMPARATIVE COSTS

IN a paper read before the Scottish
Branch of the British Foundrymen 's As-
sociation on January 13, Arthur Naylor
read a Paper on "Cores, and their Ma-
terial Constituent, and Comparative
Costs." Mr. Naylor remarked that it
is now considered an established prac-
tice to separate coremaking from the
trade of moulding, and very few foun-
dries are now to lie found where there is
not a core-making department. This is
not only a more economical arrangement
hut it is an arrangement bv which great-
er efficiency is obtained. ' The question
of materials used in core-making varies
to some extent with local conditions.
The price charged for carriage of new
sand has also an important bearing upon
the subject, in determining the propor-
tion of new and old sand to be used.

Oil-Bonded Cores
With inexperienced foundrymen. the

quest ion of comparative costs', with re-
gard to ordinary sand cores and oil-

bonded cores is a debatable n. alter. At
a glance it seems a costly procedure
to use oil at say, $8.50 to $10
per 100 lbs. compared with using
ordinary sand. However, as a result
of actual practice there is no doubt
that the use of oil-bonded cores is more
economical. For ordinary work, sea
sand bonded with linseed oil serves ad-
mirably for cores. It is not always ad-
vantageous to use oil-bonded cores in

every instance, but for work such as
steam-chest cores, cylinder-port coirs.

cores for water-jacketed cylinders, com-
pressors, etc.. and in all cases where the
extraction of the core after casting pre-
sents a difficulty, nothing could be more
suitable or more economical than oil-

bonded cores.

The amount saved in dressing such
castings more than pays for the- oil also
any extra work involved in the product-
ion of the cores. Tn the majority of ca-

ses an oil-bonded core does not take any
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ing the core while drying, the part com-
ing in contact should be separated by a

piece of paper, otherwise it may adhere
to the plate Should any sharp edges
be exposed to the heat they are liable to

burn. This may be avoided by spread-

ing a little oil from an ordinary oil-can

over the exposed part. Oil-bonded
cures contract about one-eighth of an
inch per foot, and provision for this has

to be made in the core-box.

Scabbing is practically an unknown
factor with oil-bonded cores, provided a

clean open silica sand is used. The box-

es in which the cores are made should be
well oiled to prevent the sand adhering

to the sides of the box. We are indebted

to the Foundry Trade Journal for the

foregoing synopsis of the paper.

-®-

longer to produce than a similar cor

made in ordinary sand; it has also these

further advantages, that fewer core irons

are required and less venting is necesary

than with similar cores in ordinary sand.

The question of drying is sli^htiv against

the oil-bonded core, but a little experi-

ence soon overcomes any difficulty met

with in this respect. The temperature
of the stove for drying such cores

should not exceed 500 deg. Fah.

Oil bonded cores are much easier

to handle and less liable to break when
placing in nosition. and they may be left

any length of time in the mould before

casting as they do not absorb moisture.

An example from personal experience

was given to show the comparative costs

of the two systems of producing cores.

That selected was the cores of a wa-
ter-cooled <ras-engine ""lindor. At first

these cores were produced in the ordin-

ary way by grinding a quantity of loam DEMONSTRATION OF METAL
taken i'rom a used mould; this powder SPRAYING PROCESS.
was again dried in the stove and then CONSIDERABLE interest was man-
milled with an equal proportion of new

fegted fa manufacturers in Toronto and
sand, and a liberal proportion of horse-

0ntario demonstra-
dumr and clay-water. The production ot

these cores, including the necessary core hon ot th * fchoop Process ot Metal

irons, took from four to five days, and af- Spraying by the Metals Coating' Co., ot

ter the castings were made it took 1% to Canada, Ltd., at the plant of the Domin-

2 days to remove the cores. When the ion Bridge Co., Toronto. Although, a

system of oil-bonded cores was adopted comparatively recent accomplishment,

the cores were extracted from the cast- the Schoop process, which takes its

ings in 15 minutes. The cost of each name from one of its prominent spons-

system is shown in the following tables: orgj a yw jss engineer, has been for sev-

eral years in successful operation in

Ordinary Sand Cores many European countries, and is now
Sand and mixing 00.75 being adopted by progressive Canadian

Core Irons! 3.75 and American manufacturers.
Making Cores 11.00 In the scn0op process, the coating ad-
Dressing and blackwashmg cores . 2.50

hereg to the ob
-

eet chiefly by mechanical
Dressing castings 5.00 ^.^ The apparatu? is so designed

m .

| *9o no that either hydrogen, Blau, or acetylene

gas are used in conjunction with oxygen,

Oil Bonded Cores the reducing gas being. always in excess

Sand and mixing 75 so that oxidization of the metals is pre-

2 gallons oil at 4s. per gallon.... 2.00 v.ented. Compressed air discharges the

Making cores., j 7.50 products of combustion at a high velo-

Dressing and blackwashing cores. . 2.50 eity so that the molecular spray by pene-
Dressing casting 1.70 tration secures a perfect adherence to

-n ^'ie surface being coated, and rapidly
Total $14.o0

i)Uiid s up to the depth required.

The core irons for oil-bonded cores. All kinds of protective metals and
where these are necessary, may be their alloys can be utilized and applied
wrought iron, and re-used from time to

t „ metalSj w00d, paper, stone, clay, ce-

time; the ends of these irons should be mentj cotton and si ] k fabrics, and glass.
arranged to project into the print of the

core, and when this precaution is obser- ' ®~
ved the irons can be easily removed from DEVELOPMENT OF STEEL CAST-
ho casting. Any vertical recesses left INGg MANUFACTTJRE
by the removal of loose pieces in the

core-box should be filled with dry or wet AT a recent meeting of the Manchester
parting sand, and removed after the core Association of Engineers, the first part

is dried. Should these recesses be in a f a paper—on the ''Development of the
horizontal position the spaces must be Manufacture of Steel Castings," was
formed by rubbing down a small piece r( .a ,] Dy Ernest F. Lange, M.I. Mech.E..
of dried core to the shape of the recess; A.M.Inst. C.E. A two-section sub-divi-
this should be covered with paper and s ion was made, namely— 1, Crucible steel
rammed up with the core, the paper form- processes, and 2. Bessemer steel pro-
ing a parting substance to facilitate the cesses. In the first, the author traced
withdrawal of the small core after the the history of the crucible processes of
main core has been dried. manufacture from Reaumur's early writ-

If any part of the main core is to come ings and experiments up to the present,
into contact with the plate for support- dealing incidentally with Huntsman's

discovery of cast steel, the Siemens re-
generative crucible steel furnace.
"Mitis" steel castings, the modern coke-
tired furnace, and Krupp's steel foun-
dry. In the second section the author
traced the development of the Bessemer
steel processes. The Walrand and
Robert converters were described, and
the author compared the features of the
former with the Tropenas converter.
which to-day is the most extensively
used.

Referring to the Walrand-Legenisel
process, it was stated that the most im-
portant claim on its behalf was that it

enable, I the production of hot fluid metal
to be achieved on a ^mailer scale than
any known method, other than by cruc-
ibles. It was mentioned in ;:;is respect
that there is in use in Paris a '/2-ton con-
verter giving a perfectly hot fluid steel
with the Walrand method of ferro-sili-
e-)n feuperheating. The author conclude.]
i his section of the paper with a descrip-
tion of the -Stock oil-fired converter. lie
said that in no country had the small
converter process for the manufacture
of steel castings had a greater develop-
ment than in Belgium, although at first

glance there were no obvious reasons
why that should be so. The fact re-
mained that, before the war, the Belgian
foundries were able to import hematite
from Great Britain, convert it into steel

castings, and undersell the British foun
dries in their own markets.

As a result of careful study of the Bel-
gian steel casting industry, by personal
observation and inquiries in that coun-
try itself, Mr. Lange came to the follow-
ing conclusions as regards the causes
that led to its success:

1—The excellent organization and
equipment of the steel foundries.

2—The suitability of the small con-
verter for making small and medium
weight castings, as shown by the fact
that the output of steel castings in Bel-

gium has quadrupled itself in the last

twelve years.

.'1—The advantage of no artificial re-
straint of the production on the part of
the trade unions, i.e., the advantage of
working piecework instead of day work.

4—The fact that small converter cast-
ings require smaller casting heads and
runners than with the open-hearth pro-
cess.

5—The castings require less annealing.
6—The Belgians have an abundance

of cheap natural moulding sand, par-

ticularly suitable for the small converter
process.

-®

The James McKay Co., Pittsburgh,
maintains an office in charge of John A.
Buchanan in the King Edward Hotel in

Toronto, Out. The company is selling a

large part of its output in Canada, com-
prising mechanical, marine and stud-link

marine chain, anchor shackles, hooks,

etc.. and commercial and special forc-

ings.
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FUTURE ASPECTS OF SKILLED LABOR

ONE of the principal handicaps which manufacturers

are likely to encounter in this country, in the genei--

ally expected struggle for after-war trade, will be

the obtaining of a supply of suitably trained labor. Re-

ferences to the lack of graduate apprentices recur at in-

creasingly frequent intervals, generally accompanied by

expressions of disappointment regarding the incompetence

of such help as offers itself where trained journeymen were

formerly available. Observers, both in Britain and Amer-

ica are noting closely the present tendencies of the situa-

tion, and where possible are exerting personal influence to

the end that the employee's interests in obtaining a proper

training are too closely identified with the employer's to

permit the latter to ignore the facts of the case indefinitely.

A few mechanics are born, some are trained, but a

large proportion are the creatures of circumstances, who
started in a machine shop as boys glad to get rid of school

studies and brain work of any description. Perhaps

the machine shop was the only local opportunity; had it

been a packing-house or a cheese factory, they would have

started there for just the same reasons. Such youths

seldom remain long enough or work seriously enough to

imbibe any ideas of the trade's requirements; they may
ultimately manage to read a micrometer and yet be unable

to work a problem in decimal fractions, and no one cares,

at the time. In after years the same youth may make
costly errors in his work through careless reading of di-

mensions on drawings while his employer anathematizes

mechanics generally.

These conditions have been common in the past—most
of our readers are probably able to recall such individuals

and occurrences—and all of them have doubtless agreed

that when all was said and done, the employers have them-
selves to blame, because they don't want to spend their

own time or money training help for the ultimate benefit

of other firms, and when the majority of employers view

the situation thus, no remedy seems applicable.

At the present moment, too much importance is at-

tached to the seeming ease with which munition workers

have adapted themselves to work altogether foreign to

many of them. The success attending the employment of

women operators in several instances has also helped in

developing a deprecatory attitude toward the trade of the

mechanic. Such views are, however, based on temporary

conditions, and are more frequently off-hand and super-

ficial rather than the mature verdict of extended observa-

tions.

Nothing but a return to ordinary commercial work
will bring about the previous state of affairs. The repe-

titive feature of shell production will not be present, and

the efforts of this country to build np a foreign trade will

involve for some time a variety of manufacture, through-

out the country generally, and in many shops in particu-

lar, which will create a real demand for the all-round

machinist, and it is in their efforts to anticipate this de-

mand that manufacturers, who are laying plans for the

science indicative of their ability to play a larger part

science, indicative of their ability to play a larger part

iti the future upbuilding of our industries.

Very few of our firms are in a position to operate

training schools for apprentices, and the feasibility of

co-operation among employers is suggested thus by a

writer in a contemporary: "Why not get together within

the industry and organize what will be frankly trade

schools, owned and operated by the manufacturers through

the medium of stock companies where boys shall be offered

opportunities that they cannot afford to pass by?" This

remark is quoted without any disparagement of the work

being done in technical schools; attendance at such in-

stitutions does not always mean that the student wHI join

the ranks of skilled mechanics—frequently he is induced

to leave and enter the employ of some firm which fails to

realize that it is to his own and the industry's ultimate loss.

The equipment and instruction given in a jointly owned

school could be of a varied yet thorough nature which while

in line with the general requirements of the student's em-

ployers would insure his ability to tackle any work not

absolutely specialized.

Out of the large number of present operators, quite a

few bright individuals are available who might well form

the nucleus of a later addition to the ranks of trained

mechanics, an asset of considerable value to the trade,

employers, and nation.
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PLATING and POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,
Equipment, etc., Used in the Plating and Polishing Industry.

PLATING AND POLISHING
MATERIAL

By Abo Winters

THE war time prices of chemicals
used in electro-plating and the in-

creasing of nearly all materials
required in the processes of plating and
polishing are of special interest to the
manufacturer of metal goods. The in-

fluence of these materials on the re-

sultant effects in connection with the

above named operations is a matter of

great importance to both the manufac-
turer and the foremen in charge of these
departments, and should be given spe-

cial consideration during these strenu-

ous times. When dealing with the more
important items used in the operation?
mentioned. It is necessary to include
the practical, commercial and technical

aspects in order to appreciate fully the
relationship between these three par-
ticular points and their respective signi-

ficance to the trade. Technical refer-

ences when made will be for the purpose
of showing their effects on the commer-
cial results, which we must admit is the

chief ruling factor in any operation con-
ducted for business purposes.
The subject of materials is almost

without limits, therefore only a very
small portion will be covered by this

article.

Cleaning Materials

These include caustic salts and car-
bonates, caustic potash being entitled to
first place, owing to its prominence in

the composition of many cleaning com-
pounds, and when obtainable, to its

ralue in various branches of the indus-
tries, but as caustic soda is now the
leading caustic we will dispense with
potash for the present. Caustic soda, or
Sodium Hydroxide, (NaOH) is prepared
for commercial purposes at strengths of
from 70 per cent, to 74 per cent. Na,
(Sodium Oxule). Considerable quantities
of sodium hydroxide are to-day obtained
electrolytically, starting from solutions
of sodium chloride or from fused sodium
chloride. The sodium is obtained in the
form of sodium hydroxide, and all the
chloride is absorbed by slaked lime and
jroes into commerce as chloride of lime
(bleaching powder) containing 35 to .17

per cent, of chlorine.

Caustic soda has been adopted as a
substitute for caustic potash in manv
branches of the industries and its use in

the process of plating forms but a very
small portion of the consumption. It is

used ^n the manufacture of soap, paper,
cotton fabrics, dyestuffs. and for purify-
ing mineral oils etc. Germany exported
annroyitnately 10.000 tons annually,
while EnHand exported over 80,000 tons
annually before the war. Concentrated
solutions of caustic soda are shipped in

iron drums and tanks. Caustic soda is

decomposed by electrolysis, separating
sodium at the negative pole. It is very
soluble in water with evolution of heat,
and is deliquescent in the air, from
which is rapidly absorbs carbon dioxide.

Function of Caustic Soda
The function of caustic soda, is to

transform the insoluble oils and grease
present upon the surface of the articles
treated, into what we may term soft
soap, which is soluble. If mineral oils

are present, the soda does not combine
with them., in such cases, benzine, gaso-
line or slaked lime should be employed,
if the condition is only occasional, but
if mineral oil is present upon all articles

treated an electric cleaning outfit for
the purpose is advisable. Any article

coated with mineral oils, when immersed
in a caustic soda solution, will, by virtue
of the law of gravity become cleaned
to a certain extent. The oil rises to the
surface of the solution, and when the
article is removed from the solution, the
article again becomes coated with an
oily film, picked off the surface of the
solution.

Carbonates of soda act too slowly to

be of any great value in the cleaning
processes preceding electro-plating. Ad-
ditions of sodium cyanide in small
quantities are sometimes permissible,

especially where brass goods are treat-

ed. The percentage of acual caustic

soda is very important, and should be
known. A simple test to ascertain,

roughly, the quality of the soda consists

of adding sulphuric acid to a given
weight of caustic soda, dissolved in any
quantity of water, 80 parts, by weight,
.of caustic soda, is neutralized by 9S

parts, by weight, of sulphuric acid,

which reduced, is approximately 1 to

1 % or 1 oz. of caustic soda should

neutralize IVa, oz. sulphuric acid. The
reaction in the form of an equation is

—

2 Na OH + H
:
SO

(
= Na., S0

4 -f 2H. O
Substituting their respective atomic
weights we have
2 (2.", + 16 -I- 1) 4- ( 2 + 32 + 64)

2 X 40 4. 98 =
80 -\- 98 which is the proportion

of the substances mentioned. As is as-

sumed in the equation, allowance must
be made if the percentage is not 100 per
cent. If the commercial sample of

caustic soda contains, say. 90 per cent..

only, then an additional 10 per cen f
. of

the soda must be used to neutralize the

98 per cent, of sulphuric acid.

These figures arc onlv approximate,
and actual figures must be worked out

by the plater usins: the test, this being-

merely a rough guide—for instance, the

present of 10 per cent of sodium carbon-

ate must be allowed for. But even a

crude test will often suffice for clean-

ing materials or indicate whether the

substance should be properly analyzed.

The introduction of carbonate* for
ordinary, or electrolytic cleaning may
be regarded as the result of an eccen-
trcity on the part of the operator, ex-
cept when used in solutions prepared
from compounds containing certain
forms of aluminum. Soda crystals con-
tain 63 per cent, of water. Caustic
potash is usually preferred to caustic-
soda where brass goods are treated,
owing to the very pronounced action of
the latter on polished brass surfaces. In
normal times caustic potash is more
economical than caustic soda, as the
cleansing properties remain from two
to three times as long.

Copper Salts

Copper carbonate is extensively em-
ployed for both copper and brass plating
solutions. Very few platers now make
their own carbonates. In fact there ap-
pears to be a constantly increasing
tendency on the part of platers, to dis-
pense with copper carbonate to a great
extent in the maintenance of cyanide
copper and brass baths. Baths pre-
pared from copper oxide are seldom,
found in operation, yet the native oxide
of copper contains 89 per cent, of cop-
per, but is not employed in preparing
the baths. The double cyanide of cop-
per and potassium contains 24 per cent,
copper; according to its formula the per-
centage of metal should equal 41 per
cent., but when made from solutions
containing free potassium cyanide
(KCN) crystals of KCN come down
with the double salt.

Sulphate of copper is one of the es-
sential salts used in most plating
plants. It is made largely from yellow
copper pyrites (a double sulphide of
copper and iron). The ores are roasted,
or calcinated and afterwards heated in
leaden vats with sulphuric acid and
steam. The copper crystallises out.
and is purified by recrystalising. On
account of its manufacture from pyrites,
containing a large percentage of iron, it

is evident that the ordinary commercial
oualities may contain iron in appreci-
able quantities.

To test for this imnurity—dissolve
a portion of the sulphate in liquid
ammonia—just adding sufficient to re-
dissolve the precipitate formed. Let it

stand for thirty mf.nu^ps or an hour,
and anv iron present will settle n+ the
bottom of the container in the form of
an insoluble brown deposit.

For use in cvanide solutions it should
be more carefully tested; but for ordin-
ary acid baths, unless unusual current
densities are employed, the iron remains
in solution. There are other tests, but
the above may be utilized bv those
who do no* possess the facilities to make
abso'u'e investigations, and may pre-
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von; unnecessary trouble by the exer-

cise of caution.

Cyanide

Several years ago the potassium cyan-

ide obtainable in this country was quite

tier from adulterations, gradually the

percentage of sodium cyanide in the

potassium salt increased, until prac-

tically pure sodium cyanide was sub-

stituted for the potassium salt. For all

electro-plating purposes the sodium

cyanide is equally as effective as the

potassium cyanide, in fact 49 parts o\'

sodium cyanide will do the same work,

chemically, as 65 parts of potassium
cyanide. A mixture of sodium cyanide

with low-grade potassium cyanide will

increase the percentage of cyanide in

the compound, the 98 per cent, to 100

per cent, variety is obviously a mixture
of potassium and sodium cyanides.

Hundreds of platers used sodium
cyanide for many months before be-

coming aware of the substitution, the

supply houses having quietly taken ad-

vantage of the lack of attention to de-

tails on the part of the plater, who be-

cause of peculiar prejudices would, in

many cases object strongly to the

change. The only difference between
the practical economy of sodium
cyanide and potassium cyanide, as used

by the electro-plater lies in the fact

that potassium cyanide does not decom-
pose as rapidly as the sodium cyanide.

At the present time this point is of

absolutely no significance. As only the

sodium cyanide ''s obtainable and its

price is such as to merit the exercise of

unusual economy in its use.

Emery
This well known abrasive is a very

important compound and is used for a

great many purposes, where polishing

or grinding operations are conducted.

Its use dates back to the time of the

ancient Greeks, who called it Smyris.
The principle source of supply is and
has been Naxos, an island in the Grecian
Archipelago, larp-e deposits are also

worked in Asia Minor.
It is found in large and small nuggets,

embedded in red soil, and it is also found
in crystalline limestone, some nuggets
wei<"hin n' approximately forty tons.

These large nugtrets are broken with

hammers, and when necessarv are

roasted and cooled in order to render

disintegration possible. In nature its

distribution is quite necu'iar. some-
times it is found on mountain tops and
sometimes low in valleys. Emerv is a

mixture of magnetite, hematite and
corundum (oxide of alumina) and other

less important substances. It some-
times contains 70 per cent, of corundum
and the iron oxides mav run from 9 tn

2* per cent. Native corundum is called

adamantine spar, has a specific gravity
nf from 2.8 to 4.0 an'' contains about
90 ner cent, alumina. It is second onlv

to the diamond in hardness and its

formula is Al O . Broadly speaking,

corundum may include the ruby, sap-
phire, adamantine snar and emerv.

Emery is a dull, opaque form of

corundum and the latter constituent

does not crystallize in the same shapes
as characterize the other varieties.

When in the form of sapphire corun-
dum is blue and transparent, when red

it is the ruby, and when of proper tints

it is known as amethyst, topaz or

emerald.

The best grades of emery are manu-
factured from Naxos brands and an
analysis of this emery will show torric

oxide. 1 ;">..">; alumina, 68.4; silica, 2.7;

calcium oxide 2: titanium oxide, ."..5;

magnetic, iron 9.6. A very appreciable

quantity of commercial emery is arti-

ficially colored and some is adulterated
with iron, slag, garnet and is very in-

ferior rubbish.

Thi' practical value of emery lies in

its abrasive qualities, and to test this

quality it is tested by its action on
plate glass. By this test it is possible

to arrive at a standard of comparison.
Its quality varies with its source and
ranges from "good grade" with a dur-

ability of 60 per cent., to "high-grade"
with a durability of 97 per cent., the
latter being very well adapted to heavy
grinding. Emery or any abrasive, to be
efficient must be free from dirt and dust,

these latter serving mainly to create
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heat and cause glazing, resulting in the
unnecessary expenditure of labor and
rower to accomplish a given amount of

work, a condition unprofitable to both
employer and employee. In purchasing
emery it is therefore well to consider the
nercentage as compared to the cost, al-

though the proportion of corundum need
not he particularly high, as often the

actual economical employment of the

abrasive may depend upon its state of

mechanical union with its other com-
ponents.

Plating Salts

Prior to 1910 there were very few
nickel solutions prepared from othe v

than the double nickel salt, nickel-

ammonium suphate.. NiSO, (NH.)„ SO
6H O. Imnortations of special brands of

nickel salts from European markets,
were sold to Canadian and American
consumers at prices preatly in advance
of prices paid for ordinary nickel salts.

The imported salts proved to be a "bee

in the bonnet" of every plater who used
them, as has been demonstrated by the

large number of formulas which have
been prepared by our more progressive

platers. The result as seen to-day is

truly remarkable, there being very few

double salt solutions in operations
among the up-to-date shops.

The salts manufactured to-day are

practically pure. The percentage of

nickel in the single salt Ni.sO
<
7 HO is,

approximately 21 per cent, while the
double salt contains approximately I .

r
>

per cent. The single salt is formed on
dissolving nickel or its hydroxide in

li.SO,. It crystallises at 15 to 20 dog.

F. with 7H.0 in bright emerald-green
crystals, isomorphous with Mg SO <(

while at higher temperatures it crystal-

lises with 6H
2

in bluish-green crystals.

At 280 deg. it loses all its water
and becomes yellow. It dissolves in :!

parts of water. If a solution of Am-
monium sulphate is added to a solu-

tion of NISO in water acidified with
H^SO^, then on concentration green
crystals of this double salt separate.
It is only slightly soluble in water
(2:17).

One of the disadvantages encountered
in the use of the double salt is the ac-

cumulation, in the solution, of the am-
monium sulphate residues from the

nickel salts. These residues are, so far
as actual practice is concerned, inert

and harmless salts, and they serve no
useful purpose. This is frequently
demonstrated by the nickel hydrometer
which possibly shows a specific gravity
of 6 deg. Beaume, and yet the solution

does not contain one half ounce of

metallic nickel per gallon. A new solu-

tion prepared from 12 oz. of nickel-

ammonium sulphate per gallon would
give approximately 2 oz. of metallic

nickel per gallon. A solution of this

concentration has the further disadvant-
age of producing the peculiar effect of

precipitating the nickel from the solu-

tion in the form of double salt. If we
take advantage of this property of sul-

phate of ammonia, it is quite easy to

determine roughly the amount of

metallic nickel per gallon of solution.

Prenare a strong solution of ammonium
sulphate and add this to at least one
quart of the nickel solution, stirring

vigorously until the solution is color-

less. Set aside for a few hours, siphon

the li'iuid off. and weigh the precipitate

of double salt. At 15 per cent, nickel,

one seventh of the weight of the salt

thrown down, will be about the amount
of actual, nickel in the solution. If both
nickel-ammonium sulnhate and the

nickel sulphate are used to maintain the

efficiency of the nickel bath, and we
desire to ascertain the proportion of

each salt present in the bath before re-

plenishing, we would first determine the

amount of ammonia present and calcu-

late the number of grams of nickel sul-

phate renuired to combine with the de-

termined amount of ammonia, the re-

mainder would be recognized as the

nickel sulphate salt. Double salts form
a solution with water which is a com-
nara + ivelv noor solvent for nickel

anodes, particularly those of high per-

centage of nickel, the solution also loses

it original metallic strength quite ranid-

ly when subjected to constant use at

maximum current density permissible.
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High Speed Solutions

Single salt solutions, otherwise

known as "high-speed" or "rapid" solu-

tions are more nearly ideal because of

their high solvent powers. Various

salts are employed as conducting salts,

the true function of these salts being to

aid the corrosion of the anode. After

exhaustive tests and continued use of

several chlorides for this purpose, lead-

ing authorities still differ as to the

more desirable chloride, although the

writer has repeatedly demonstrated the

superior merits of nickel chloride for

the purpose in question. And in prac-

tice has discarded all other chlorides.

He maintains that if a chloride must be

employed, the least harmful one should

be chosen, if it is equally as efficient as

others; nickel chloride fulfils every re-

quirement and produces the least ob-

jectionable results.

Some of the impurities found in the

nickel salts of commerce are very harm-
ful to a nickel solution prepared for

high-grade plating and it is necessary

to determine the character and quant-

ities of these enemies before intelligent

action may be taken to remove them or

prevent their injurious effect at the

cathode. The presence of iron may be

detected by dissolving a small quantity

of the salts in water and adding a solu-

tion of ammonium chloride and liquid

ammonia, with ammonia in excess. Any
iron present will be precipitated as a

bulky brown flocculent mass.

Copper Detection

Copper in the salts or solution is fre-

quently the source of serious trouble,

and is possibly the most harmful foreign

substance encountered in nickel plating

solutions. The presence of copper may
be detected by passing sulphuretted

hydrogen gas into a portion of the solu-

tion, when a black precipitate, or a

cloudy, dark solution indicates presence

of copper. To be certain the copper is

introduced into the solution as an im-

purity in the salts, a solution of the

salts should be tested. Dark nickel de-

posits often are the result of copper

contamination. When the percentage of

copper is very great, copper is deposited

out by simple immersion. ,

If the copper contamination originates

in the anode, the condition is indicated

by a reddish coating on the' anodes

when at rest. This reddish discoloration

may also be caused by the electro-chemi-

cal action between other impurities in the

anode, and therefore it is wise to know

the actual composition of the anode, in

order to deal with the aforesaid condi-

tions in a proper manner. Ninety-five

per cent, of the difficulties arising dur-

ing the electro deposition of nickel,

brass, copper, cobalt and zinc have their

origin in impurities in the salts or

anodes, or the improper preparation of

these two materials. The judicious use

of boric acid and citric acid in the

nickel bath, potassium hydrate in the

brass bath and zinc bath are to be en-

couraged, but some rather annoying con-

ditions arise from excessive or

haphazard employment of these chemi-

cals as additions to plating baths.

Several of the materials of minor con-

sequence in normal times are now, by
reason of advanced prices, worthy of

special attention when considering the
economic utilization of plating room
supplies. As an example we will take
copper carbonate. Any intelligent

plater will admit that the cheapest
source of metal is the anode and if this

is true, we can eliminate considerable
expense by operating the hot cyanide
copper bath without the customary fre-

quent additions of copper carbonate.

See that the grade of pumice used is

such as to produce the greatest effi-

ciency per pound, install a settling basin

and collect the pumice used in scouring,

and use dried material in various tumbl-
ing operations. Do not raise the tempera-
ture of solutions containing cyanide to

200 deg., the eyanog-en content rap'dly

diminishes and wasteful renewals are

required. Cyanide copper and brass

baths will work sufficiently rapid at a

temperature approximately 100 deg.

Shut off the steam before the actual

maximum degree of heat is obtained.

Watch the supplies coming into the plat-

ing department and the product going

out will be less faulty.

—® '

Questions and Answers
Question.—In the manufacture of

brass fuse protectors we have experi-

enced considerable difficulty in produc-

ing1

a clean finished article without re-

sorting' to scratch-brushing. The strip

of tin used as a releasing band prevents

the employment of the customary bright

acid dip, owing to blackening effect on

the tin. Scratch-brushing produces a

very satisfactory finish but is too expen-

sive and a very slow process. We shall

greatly appreciate any information

which will enable us to clean 20,000 pro-

tectors per day at moderate cost.

Answer.—Prepare a solution of New
England cleaner, 4 to 6 oz. per gallon of

hot water. Use an electric current of 6

volts tension and as strong current as

possible to pass through the work. By
making holders of soft brass stock of at

least %-in. dia. and arranging the pro-

tectors so that the solution may be eas-

ily and quickly expelled when removing

from the solution, and using a solution

of 200 to 300 gallons, one man could

easily treat your daily output by this

method. A boy or girl would be re-

quired to place the parts on the holders

and another boy to dry the pieces by

compressed air or heated chamber. If

the protectors have become badly stain-

ed before reaching the cleaning tank,

they may require an addition of 1 oz.

to 2 oz. of liquid ammonia per gallon of

the New England cleaner. The holders

used must not cover the open end of

the protectors if a clean interior is ex-

pected. Maintain the cleaning solution

at about 150 deg. F.

* * *

Question.—I have undertaken to elec-

tro plate various pieces of munitions

which have been machined too small and

have been rejected by the inspectors. By
copper-plating these pieces I am able to
finish them to proper size and weight.
I employ an acid copper solution for

the purpose and have succeeded splen-
didly except in the matter of time. I

desire to increase the speed of deposi-
tion, can you suggest a method.
Answer.—You do not state your pres-

ent rate of deposition therefore we can
but generalize in our reply. If you use
a sulphate solution containing 2 lbs. of
copper sulphate, and from 10 oz. to 12
oz. free sulphuric acid per gallon, and
operate at as high a temperature as you
find possible without disturbing results

when combined with suitable agitation,

you will no doubt obtain increased out-

put. You may obtain still greater out-

put by arranging perpendicular shafts

over the plating tank and suspending
the shells in the solution from these

shafts which are rotated at from 500
to 1,000 revolutions per minute. In the

latter case, agitation should be facili-

tated by actually pumping the solution

from the tank directly upon the shell

while rotating. By this method there is

practically no limit to the rate of de-

position possible, if the velocity of the

shell is properly increased with the in-

crease of current supplied. If rough
deposits annoy you, use small additions

of alum or black molasses, and clean the

sediment from the tank at frequent in-

tervals.
* * *

Questions.—We have been engaged
for many years in the manufacture of

various sheet brass novelties. Since

the price of brass has advanced to a

figure which makes its use impossible

for the manufacture of popular priced

novelties we have resorted to a composi-

tion sheet which consists of a large per-

centage of tin. In finishing this metal
after forming, we experience much
trouble in producing an adherent dep-

osit of nickel or silver. We have been
advised to copper-plate the surface pre-

vious to nickeling but owing to increased

cost of production by so doing, we de-

sire to avoid the coppering operation, if

possible. We therefore appeal to you

for assistance.

Answer.—Your difficulty in plating

the composition metal which contains a

large percentage of tin is probably due

to improper methods used in preparing

the surface for plating and possibly to

the use of improper cleaning materials.

Do not employ caustics in the cleaning

solution and even when using mild alka-

lies, the tin articles must not remain in

the solution until discolored if the pro-

cess is to be rapidly and successfully

performed. After removal from the hot

cleaning solution rinse in clean hot

water, then in cold water and scour

with very fine lime or whiting. The

scouring must be thorough and quickly

performed. Rinse in clean, cold run-

ning water, immerse momentarily in a

20 per cent, sulphuric acid solution, and

place at once in the nickel solution.

Plate for 10 to 20 minutes, with mod-

erate current; silver may be depopsited

upon the nickel.
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iiii;iii\ Serviceable Foundry Ladles.

iill

Most of our output is absorbed by repeat orders. Once tried, the consumer readily

appreciates the economy that is practised in buying our

Foundry Facings and Supplies
Don't overlook the advantage of buying- direct from the manufacturer. This is the secret of

the low price, combined with high quality, that induces the consumer to come back to us

—we don't have to sacrifice quality in order to make rock-bottom prices.

From manufacturer to consumer is always the best way to buy.

BEST PLUMBAGO YOU CAN USE
Our No. 101 Pure CEYLON AIR
floated Plumbago is being used

in the leading foundries of the

country.

HIGH QUALITY CORE COM-
POUND—Our 1009? pure Black

Core Compound is the strongest

and most serviceable offered to

the trade. Give it a test.

SUPERIOR GRADE OF FIRE
BRICK—We are distributors for

Ontario for the Harbison-Walker
Refractories Company's cele-

brated Fire Brick. There's none
better.

Quality and satisfaciton is our aim

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA

ll^lililllllllUIi

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with Utters to he answered.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

I'lo IKON.
Urej Forge, Pittsburgh ,..$35 95
i-ake Superior, charcoal.

< tilcago 38 75
Standard low phos., Phila-
delphia 70 00

Ueasenier, Pittsburgh 38 95
Basic, Valley, furnace .... ''•'> oo

Montreal Toronto
Middlesboro, No. 3 •

Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
\ Ictoria si:: mi
Hamilton

FINISHED IKON AM) STEKL
Per Lb. to Large Buyerst, Cents

Iron liars, base $i -•">

Steel liars, base I SO
Steel liars. 'J in. larger, base 6 00
Small shapes, base 5 00

METALS
Aluminum
Antimony

6S

Cobalt, '.17% pure 1 50
Copper lake 40 00
I '(Miner, elect 1 ol.Y tie 10 50
i 'op per, casting 39 00
Lead 12 SO
Mercury 100 oo
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 79
Tin 56 00
Zinc 14 00

Prices Per Lb.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices

Montreal. T
Copper, Ighti $24.00
< 'upper, crucible . . 28 00
< upper, heavy .... 28 00
< 'opper, wire 2S 00
No. 1 inaeli. comp'n 23 oo

No 1 comp'n tur's II

Heavy melting steel 17 00
No. 1 maeh'y cast
Iron 21 00

New brass clippings 10 00
New brass turnings M5 00
Heavy lead 00
Tea lead 7 50
Scrap zinc i 9 00
Aluminum 36 00

'oronto
$21 00
28 00
'-'7 .-ill

28 00
22 00
20 IHI

lo- 00

ii; 00
is 00
17 00
10 00
6 50

10 mi

35 00

< OKE AND COAL.
Scilvay foundry cuke, on

application
Connellsvllle foundry coke.
i'OUgh steam lump coal.... S 50
Pittsburg steam lump coal S 50
i'a m Black y 00

Net ton f.o.l). Toronto.

BILLETS.
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer bUlets $05 00
open hearth billets 65 oo
Forging billets 90 00
Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

I'KOOI COIL CHAIN.
'

4 inch $9 45
5-16 inch 9 10
^s inch 8 35
i-10 inch 7 15
'. inch 6 95
'.'-Hi nch C 95
% Inch 6 80
!

4 inch G 70
"s inch 6 55
1 inch G 40
Above quotations are per 100 lbs.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sihlcr, guaranteed 0.

Bablbitl metals It l.

Putty, 100-lb. drums
Red dry lead. 100-lb. kegs,
per cut 13.

Glue, French medal, per lb.

Gasoline, per gal., bulk. . . .0

Benzine, per gal., bulk. . .

Pure turpentine. single
bills

Linseed oil, boiled, single
lil.N

linseed oil. raw. single
bids

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2.

Plumbers' oakum, per 100
lbs 8

Lead wool, per lb

Pure Manila rope
Transmission rope, Manila
Drilling cables. .Manila....
Lard oil, per gal 1

.60

4 00

87

31%
30%

I'll

1.40

1.43
50

00
15
29%
37%
32%
35 .

SHEETS.

Montreal. Toronto
Sheets, black. No, 10.$6 50 $6 50
Sheets, black, No! 28. G 50 6.50
Canada plates, dull,

51' sheets 7 00 7 (Hi

Canada plates, all

bright S00 8 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

(galvanized) 7 25 7 25
Queen's Head. L'S,

15.W.G 7 75 7 75
Fleur-de-Lis, 28, B.
W.G 7 45 7 35

Gorbal's best. No. 2S. 8 25 7 50
Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 i; 75

l'remeri. No. 28, U.S. 7 75 7 95
Premier. 10-, oz 8 00 S 25

PLATING CHEMICALS.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

3-16 inch $11

V* inch 8
5-16 inch 7
% inch 6
7-16 inch C
% inch 6
% inch 6
% inch 6

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A. net; I!

and C, 20 and 5 per cent.; cast
iron, 50; standard bushings, GO:
headers, 60; flanged unions, 55:
malleable bushings, 60; nipples
72%; malleable, lipped union 60.

ANODES.
Nickel .fO.r.O to $0.51
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 62 to .61
Silver, per oz 82 to .84
Zinc 18 to .20

Prices per lb.

Acid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric .05
Acid, hydrofluoric • 14%
Acid, nitric .... .10
Acid, sulphuric . . . .05
Ammonia, aqua .OS
Ammonium, carbonate .

.

.08
Ammonium, chloride . . . .11
Ammonium, hydrosulphurel .40
Ammonium, sulphate . .07
Arsenic, white .10
Caustic soda 07
Copper carbonate, anhv... .35
Copper, sulphate .16
Cobalt sulphate .70

. 20
Lead acetate .16
Nickel ammonium sulphate .10
Nickel sulphate .15
Potassium carbonate .75
Potassium sulphide sub-

.20
Silver nitrate ....(per oz.) .45
Sodium bisulphite .. % .10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyanide, 129-130

per cent .1(1

Sodium cyanide. 98-100 per
.38

Sodium hydrate .05
.14

Sodium hyposulphite (per
100 lbs.) 5 .00

Tin chloride .60
Zinc chloride .60
Zinc sulphate .09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise
stated.

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheel. ...2

felt, per lb $2.35
Polishing wheels.
bullnovk 1.35

Pumice ground . . . .04
Kmery composition. .08 to .09
Tripoli composition .04 to .06
Crocus composition. .07 to .OS
Rouge, powder 30 to .35
Rouge, silver 35 to .50

Prices per lb.

TRADE GOSSIP

James P. Wood, a member of the firm

Hi Wood Bros., foundry, died at Chatham,
Out., on March 16, aged 45.

The Hull Iron & Steel Foundries, Ltd.,

of Hull, Que., have opened a sales office

at 165 Broadway, New York City, to

take euro of their export business.

The E. J. Woodison Co., foundry out-

fitters have moved from 340 Dufferin

street tn more commodious premises at

858 Dupont street, Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Plans have been pre-

pared For a new foundry to be erected

on Cherry Street by the Queen Citj

Foundry Co., at a cost of $12,000.

Three Rivers, Que.—The Quebec Steel

Foundries, Ltd.. are building' a plant

here. Messrs. Massieotte and Gagnon,
of Sic. Anne de la 1'crade, are interested

in the company.

George Forest McKay died at New
Glasgow, X.S.. on March 13, at the a'-ie

Of 82 years. Mr. McKay assisted in the

founding of the Nova Scotia Steel &
Coal Co.. and was its oldest director.

Eburne, B.C.—The British Pacific Iron

& Steel Co. litis placed an order fur

open-hearth furnaces for the steel plant
they will erect on the Fraser River, near

Eburne. A site of 10 acres has 1 n

secured.

Guelph, Ont.—In a few weeks the
International Malleable Iron Co., ex-

pects to proceed with the erection of a
large addition to their plant. The new
building will be 21 (i feet long, one storey
high. Tenders are now being received
for the construction.

The ^Itna Iron & Steel Co. has moved
its offices from Victoria, B.C., to 916 Stan-
dard Bank Bldg., Vancouver. The com-
pany has leased with option of purchase
the Port Moody Steel Works. The entire
plant is being rearranged and a new open-
heart h furnace is being constructed.
David Milne is the managing director.

Charles H. Easson, vice-president of
Brown's Topper and Brass Rolling
Mills, Ltd., formerly manager of the
Toronto branch of the Bank of Nova
Scotia has been appointed general man-
ager of the Standard Bank of Canada,
to fill the vacancy caused by the death

of the late George P. Scholfleld. Mr.
Easson will assume his duties on April

2.

Toronto, Ont.—-Good progress is being

made on the new steel plant at Ash-
bridge's Bay. The pile drivers are pre-

paring the site and the Hamilton Bridge
Works have started erecting one of the

buildings.

Windsor, Ont.—Preparations for the

development of the quarries at Amberst-
burir by the Solvay Process Co. are al-

ready under way. Gordon S. Ruther-
ford, newl\ appointed general resident

manager of the company, lias already

taken charge and has planned his cam-
paign.

Hull, Que.—The Hull Iron & Steel

Foundries are making considerable ex-

tensions to their plant, including a ma-
chine shop extension, 40 ft. by 90 ft.:

office building to cost $20,000; two 20-

ton, open-hearth furnaces, approximate
cost $50,000. New equipment to be in-

stalled will consist of one 30-ton over-

head traveling crane for the main foun-
drv: one 10-ton crane, 40 ft. span, with
.100 ft. runwav. into the yard. Three
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heavy duty engine lathes will also be re-

quired.

Halifax, N.S.—A new company has

been formed which will be known as the

Halifax Stool Co., to take over the Nova
Scotia Car Works. I.ouis X. Fuller of

Halifax is the moving spirit in the now

enterprise.

Windsor, Ont. — Goldman & Harris

who proposed to establish a brass foun-

dry here may build the plant in sonic

other town as the City Council has

i the price of the site from $850

ko $] 150 per acre.

The London Smelting & Refining Co.

has been incorporated at Toronto, with

a capita! of $45,000, to carry on the

business of refiners and smelters of al!

kinds at London. Out. The incorpora-

tors are: Jacob Harris, Samuel Harris,

ami Louis Harris, al! of London, 'hit.

Classified Advertising

MACHINERY FOR SALE

/\Ni: NO. •_• WHITING CUPOLA, 38" SHELL
capacity, cue t>> two tons per hour. In

perfect condition : useit only for two heats.
Address Purchasing Agent, Canadian Inger-
SOll-Rand Co., Limited, Sherbroofee. One.

C.F. Apr. tf

Midland. Ont.— It is understood thai

the Port Arthur Copper Co. will install

a reverberatory furnace at the reduction

plant at Midland I'm- smelting copper
ores. This furnace will lie operated in

combination with the company 's bias:

furnace, and will be ready, it is stated,

for ore by May 1 next.

Hugh Russel, a life-long resident of

Montreal, died on March 22 at his resi-

dence, 423 Guy street. Mr. Russel was
president id' Hugh Russel & Sons, Ltd.,

iron and steel merchants, Place d 'Amies,

and had been in business for himself in

this city since 1868. He was born ii

Montreal on August 17, 1844.

Mineral Resources Near Kingston.

—

Mineral resources of the Kingston dis-

trict in Ontario are attracting increased

attention, according to United States

Consul Felix s. S. Johnson. The iron

mine near Trenton, (dosed for many
years, has been reopened and large ship-

ments of ore made to the United States.

This ore is mixed with other ore in the

manufacture of steel. Export figures for

the district show several thousand tons

shipped. Larue bodies of mica have
been discovered north of Kingston re-

cently. American capital is interested

in several properties in the Sydenham
district. Since the war besan there has

been a greater demand for Canadian
mica than heretofore.

A condensed ad. in this paper will

bring replies from all parts of Canada.

i ".iip 1 .,..,. J,; ...i « ".
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

McCullough-Dalzell Best Crucible That can Be Made

CRIJCIRT FS **y Those Who Have Made The

WRITE FOR PRICES Best For Forty Years.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO. - - Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation— j

it Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
811 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

If any advertisement interests you, tearit out now and place with letters to be answered.
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"Buffalo Brand" Best
FOR PRICE AND
SATISFACTORY
SERVICE IN

Is it not quite natural that a com-

pany devoted to the study of Vent

Wax and core-venting is ahle to

produce a hetter product than one

making Vent Wax as a side-line?

'I

1

hen insure yourselves by insist-

ing upon BUFFALO BRAND.

If you are not already familiar

with BUFFALO BRAND, get a

sample from your supply house or

write us direct.

Look for flu

WHY CONTINUE TO VENT YOUR CORES WITH A CORD,
wire or an inferior wax? BUFFALO BRAND is making friends

wherever it goes, simply because it is making good—and its cost is

nominal, considering its efficiency.

BUFFALO BRAND Vent Wax is made in round form of any

diameter from 1/32" to 1/2", and in Hat, oval shapes of four sizes.

It is very simple and easy to use; just bed it in the core at the time

of making, leading it to the proper outlet, and in baking, the wax
is entirely absorbed, leaving a good, clean vent hole, just the size

and shape of the wax used.

'BUFFALO' on thf octagon cardboard spools.

United Compound Co., 178 Ohio Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

Get your copy of

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE

for MAY

At all Newsdealers ISc. A COPY

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service

Stamps Out Profit
Leaks

Thousands of dollars arc saved every year by our clients

lose we liave Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material thoj" are purchasing, whether
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether
they are getting what they arc supposed to get—because
cur Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of

methods, mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where
practical economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would
pay you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals. Alloys, Ores. Cement, Materials, Oils,

PalntB, Coal, Coke. Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel,

Copper, Brass. Stone. Brick, Wood, etc.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OP CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

mSggf-i

I

u

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100^ BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

IB

Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts"
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and w<> will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Monujac'.uters (.rinding Wheels and
Machtner

456 Barton Street Ea»t

HAMILTON. CANADA

gSnygSF^rags^^Jfrfl^^

The' Scientific Metallic

Sand Blast Material

thatTsaves 20% to

80%>fj Blast-

ing Costs

4s*
'4.

shapes give it

the cutting points
which m.ikc it su-
perior to the globules,
shot, cleans Quicker and
better. No dust, no sand
storage bins, no sand dry-
ers when you use it. Doesn't
pulverize like sand.
One ton of angular gril eq tali

carloads of sand. WRITE.

Pittsburgh Crushed
Steel Company-

Pittsburgh, Pa. i?m*i

Canadian Representatives; Williams St

Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Qui

&!A
TRAM MAR*

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now andplace with letters to be answered.
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ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AIK COMPRESSORS
I'an. Hanson ft- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stereos, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
ANODES, BRASS, COPPER
NICKEL. ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.W

• W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
BARRELS. TUMBLING

Clin. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, OntHyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Thghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
BOILER GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OntHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City, N.J
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BLOWERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont,"™»"" Facing Mill Co , M Hamj]t QntH>de & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHamilton Facins Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilun' o '

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.Wood-on. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BRAKE SHOES. WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntCan. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. OntWoodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

PRICKS, RIBBING
Can Hw°w>-' y™"'""^ Co.. Toronto.

wZli" f V V''-- Hamilt™' Ont.wooaio-
i E. .T., Co., Toronto, Ont.
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BRUSHES, ALU KINDS

S^&^ffi&V "'"""
Ma, ,„f :l rf ,„,.,< Brush Co . Cleveland OhioSterens, Frederic I'... Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Mvcm^:„\
X,> ashing

gs|f°Mai;c
n
o..Va^^;-oIrnt0' ^

Hyde At Sons, Ltd i> id,.,,,.. <. vr™, ,

W. W. Wells. Toronto '
Mont "-a '-

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Woodison, E. J.. ;•„.. Toronto, Out
BURNERS. CORE OVEN
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntHyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, On
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
St; fens, Frederic B., Hetn.it. .Mich
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

<ARS. CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Hanson & Van 'Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
& Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que

Eng. & Mfg, Co., Baltimore.
St< " " Pb leric B Detroit Mich
wool.son. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkl, I ., Toronto. Ont.« \> . \\ ells. Toronto.

< VSTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
h .inner Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.Hvde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay, W. W., ft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.W. W. vVells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J, Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven. Conn.
Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Gautier. J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City N J
McCullorh-nalj-el! Crucible Co., Pittsburg Pa
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co To-nn'o On
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sous, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. III.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt<... Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Suns, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MAKING MACHINES
Rrown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, III.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
nemmlrr ft Bros.. Wm., Kewanee, 111.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, pa.
Woodison, E. J., i o.. Toronto, Ont.

CORE OILS
Tan. Hanson ft Vpi Winkle Co.. Toronto. o.,t.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Oni
Hi le ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. One.
Lindsay, W. W., & in.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Won-lison. E. J.. Co.. Toron'n. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co

. To-onto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N..T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., M mtreal, Que.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Lindsay. W. W.. & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City \ .1

Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCullough Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic V... Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton (in
Hyde & SonJ, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Lindsay, W. W., ft to.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville Ont
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J , Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

Ont

O-it.

Ii-

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Hyde ft"""" ny

an
y,

W
;

nk,
t 9?- Toronto

'
Ont

ii , .. " '
u ''" Montreal, Que.Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co Baltimore

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
ml A

an
s|

,0n * yai\,Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde 4 hons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd Hamilton n„»Whitehead Rros. Co., Buffalo. N Y

Ham" t0n
' °nt -

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
CUPOLA TWYERS
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
H.Nde & gons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM
w n w la

n°7,
&

„
Van Wl"nkIe Co

- Toronto.W. WT
. Wells. Toronto.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J

"

Oantier J. H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N.J.Hvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft .Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
DYNAMOS
vS*'JP*2F& & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft sons. Ltd., Montreal, One.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton Out
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LKATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson ft yan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
My<h- ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. .!.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison', E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLASKS. SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
M> le ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury SL. Montreal.
st,v,ns. Frederic B., Detroit, .Mieh.
Woodison, E. J„ Co., Toronto. Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Out
Hvde & Sous. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Whitehead Bros. Co., Butlalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Out.

Ont.

Out

Ont.

Out.

Ont.
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INDISPENSABLE LINKS
In the Successful Business Chain

Throughout our entire organization, we recog-
nize and adhere to the highest standards of
QUALITY and SERVICE. And upon this—in the
future as in the past—the expansion and pros-
perity of our business depend.

IN OUR MILLS AND FACTORIES
(Slualtts

IN OUR SALES DEPARTMENTS
Service

Believing QUALITY and SERVICE are the indis-
pensable links between producer and consumer,
we employ their combined strength to conserve
and complete our relationship with all users of
Steel and Iron products.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON - - MONTREAL

/; any advertisement interest* you, tear it out now and placi with letters to be answered.
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FOUNDRY FACINGS
Cin. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.
Joseph Diion Crucible Co., Jeraej City N J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Blcury St, Montreal.
Monarch Eng. A Mfg. Co. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B„ Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton Pa
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Blcury St.. Montreal.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton
Hyde A: Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N Y
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
FURNACES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Mauley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleary St., Montreal.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OntHyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sous, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jonathan Hartley Crucible Co., Trenton, NJ
McCullongh-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh

'

Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
p
a^i,a

'.'u
0n

,.
&

,

Van "'inkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford^Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

gritASlar 12 B,eury 8t
-

MontreaI -

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh PaGRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
HELMETS
Can Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. L. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
S„" a

;
so" & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville Ont
HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY
Can Hans,,,, .v.- Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que

'

Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 1,1.Woodison E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.IRON CEMENTS^w^a,^ e

Toront
°' °nt -

iboTfFlleb "' I,c"'oil
'

**
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntHyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal
!&»«?.» Frederic B., Detroit, ^h '

i.«Vv '"U:
-
•' Co" Toronto. Ont

Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
< an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntMidland Machine Co.. Detroit, Mieh
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
KAOLIN
Can. Haas,,,, & yan winkle Co.. Toronto OntHamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. OntHyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.W hitehea I Bros. Co., Buffalo, N Y
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont;

"

l ",
1

'
Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J

'"; ,:
'

''
.

'
"""-' "ill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

*> Sons, Ltd.. Montreal Que
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Sly, WW.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland O
Stereos, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich,

-W?° '

' "'• '•• ' Co., Toronto, Ont.LADLE HEATERS
Can Hans,,,, ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton/ p..Hyde ft s,„is. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. MdWoodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLESAND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

CANADIAN TOUNDRYMAN
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal Que
Seidel. R. B., Philadelphia.

'

McCuHough.Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
u .,V

lsDe
S,
,10T1 & Testing Laboratories, Montreal

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Charles C. Kainn Co., Toronto
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Toronto Testing Laboratories, Toronto.
MIXERS
Can Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
w^ & 8o

2, • l
M

-A
12 RIeury St- Montreal.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Haroiltem Facintr Mill Co, Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry Eng
C-^n. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.'. Toronto. OntHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
nvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Wir.kle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OVENS FOR COREBAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OntTTvde ft- Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OntHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.Hvde * Sons. Ltd.. Montreal Que
Monarch Eng. * Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevpns. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mieh
Woolison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
PATTERN SHOP EnmPMENT
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.JTvde ft- Sons. Ltd., Montreal, One.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wood,snn. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

PIG IRON
Cam Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Dnm. Iron * Steel Co.. Sydney NSHvde A- Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont,
PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OntJoseph D.von Cr-cihle Co.. Jersey City NJHvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que '

Mr-r;u!lnugh-Dal7.ell Crucihle Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo NY
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
.losenl, llivm, Crucihle Co. Jersev City N T
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.'

'",' Cn"~. T ".. Montreal Que
MoCnllni.idi-Dnl*clT Crucible Cn. Pittsburgh P»
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mir-h
Woodjsnn, E. ,T. . Co.. Toronto. Out.
PLATING AND POLISHING =VT>PTTES
£?"_J T

\
n
,r"

n * Vnn Winkle Co.. Toronto' OntW7
. W . W e"s Toronto.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Opt.

RAMMING PHTES AND MACHINES
Car:. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft S„„s. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mieh
Woolison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Joseph Dixon Crucihle Co., Jersey City N.J
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton

' NTnvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
RIDDLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal Que
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
8!y, W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
ROUGE
^ IM

„";Vr,
n
,

n * Vnn "inkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.SAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Sly, W. W. Mfg. Co., The. Cleretand, O.Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed steel Co., Pittsburgh Pa.

SAND BLAST SANTJ
Can. Hanson & Van" Winkle Co.. Toronto, OntHyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS
ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHyde ft .Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

s,7 m*
yZ Sa

w.
mV* Co

-
New "»"•"• Oonn.

^y -
,
w

- w -- Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. One
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co. Buffalo N Y
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont-
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Sri™* i°

n
Si ^ ^ *'<"""? St Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Out
SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson 4- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle C<i., Toronto. Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montr**].
Joseph Dixon Crucihle Co., Jersey City N J
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Out
Hide & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.8.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City Pa,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal,, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal n,, e
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft s,,,,s. Ltd. Montieal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woolison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
STEEL KAILS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sots, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde ft S,,n.s. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.
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PSAY
CHAPLETS

are small but their im-

portance is great.

Big jobsdepend upon them.

They are the only barrier be-

tween perfect castings and
make-overs.

Lindsay Chaplets are quality

through and through.

Once known, always used.

W. W. LINDSAY& CO.
Harrison Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

U.S.A.

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers

Etc.

ANODES
In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed

Why import your anodes when you
can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars:

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

TALC
Can. Haiison Jt Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde Jt- Bans, I.* 1., Montreal^ Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
H;de & Sons. Ltd., Montreal Que.
McCnllochDalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
,Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Work, Ltd., WalkerTllle. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mil! Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. .7., Co., Toronto, Ont.
TURNTABLES
ran. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Northern Crane Works Walkerville.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
I'ni'ed Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Wo/dison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, LW., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.R.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hait Wheels, Hamilton, 'hit.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury' St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

WIRE. WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton. Ont
\Voodi°o-. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Jpj
'

" .-.'w.iiI Hitkmm
im

H siz1

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

The BATTLE GREEK SAND SIFTER

will do more work with
less air than any other
sand sifter.

This machine saves you
money from t lie first day of

, Instalment. AVorks fast and
smooth. It is the most prac-
tical and economically de-
signed machine constructed
for sifting sand.
Have us tell you more about
the merits of this machine
and how it will save you
money.

BATTLE CREEK SAND SIFTER CO.
Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

Foundry

Brushes

We have any desired style of brush but only one
quality—the very best.

Buy your next sup-

ply from us and \

you'll get a service \

that is a time and \
money savor. \

Shoe Handle
Washout.

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York
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GUARDING
THC

FOUNDRY
TRADE

To protect the trade—against delays - - against inferior qualities, 1
have large stocks of woi thy products ready for immediate deliver,)

.

Stevens Superior Supplies do not stop with being merely desirable

—

they are a positive NECESSITY as a matter of saving-money ecoriomy
in foundries and plating shops.

Once you buy them yon will have naught else.

Pick some of these "good things" and, if you are unacquainted with
a matter of saving-money-economy order a barrel on approval, for trial.

- Pure Easl I ndia Plum-
El —direct from the Ca-

lami of Ceylon.
No. 2 King Core

Compound —the >. pr<

pi i feet pi oduction.
- No. i ( lolumbia Part-

ing - < heapest although
best.

- < larbon Blacking —
ethi ag supi r-excellent.

Stevens Stopper ( Iron Killer I

—A wonderful money saver.

Stevens Core Oils—The oil of

oi U.

Steven- Core Gum- The eli-

max in core binders.

Fire Sand.

Fire Brick.

Fire < lay.
i lupola Bio

Gautii r ' Irucibles.

Hostetter < !oke.

Seaeoal Facing.

Tale or Soapstone.

Molding Sand.

Foundry Molasses.

Foundry Flour.

Foundry Rosin.

Core Ovens.
Foundry Equipment.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions.
- Buffing < 'mm posil ions.

Genuine Turkish Em< i y some
numbers .

Imp: c.\ ed A merican
Emerv.

Buffing Wheels.

Emery Glue

Spanish Fell Wheel-.

Canary Fellow Dextrine.

Cyanide of Sodium.

Nickel Anodes.

Nickel Salts.

Chemical Sundries.

I la ti rs' Supplies.

Polishing Room Equipment.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL: Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Streets

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH: Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven. Conn.. E. E Seeley. Manager
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ANODES
MADE IN CANADA

We are in a position to give you

Nickel Anodes of Established Purity

made from Canadian drain Nickel and cast ill Canada: under conditions thai

ensure a plate of the proper structure as regards hardness and crystaline

formation of the molecules of metal.

H. & V. W. Patented Elliptical Anodes save loss of metal and electrical

energy, and they give uniform, smooth and quicker deposits with best pos-

sible distribution of metal and circul ation of solution. They are not porous

or spongy.

A great advantage in the use of these Patent
Elliptic Anodes is the uniformity of deposit as

disintegration takes place from all sides of the

anode, consequently the molecules are distri-

buted uniformly throughout the solution, and
not only hasten the deposit, but give a heavier

deposit in a given time. Another important

feature in these anodes is the fact that they wear
down evenly to a small narrow strip, and when
worn down to such a point that it seems de-

sirable to put in more nickel, the old ones, which
take up practically no room in the tank, can re-

main until entirely consumed, and as a result

there is practically no scrap nickel to dispose of

at half price. The waste averages but 5% of the

original weight, while a flat plate shows a loss

of from H',' to 27%.

Having just completed a large addition to our
foundry, which enables us to very materially in-

crease our daily output of castings, we are now
in a position to offer the trade prompt delivery,
and solicit inquiries For anything in nickel,

brass, bronze, zinc, or other metals.

Curved
Elliptic

ANODES
for Plating Barrel

Solutions

We show herewith a

c u v \ e (1 Elliptic

Anode which we use

with our patent me-

chanical plating ap-

paratus. These anodes

are curved to lit the

periphery of the re-

volving barrel, and

when the anodi - are

hung al each side of

the lank, the barrel

holding the work Ls

equidistant a i all
times from the
anodes, hence a regu-

lar and even deposit

is obtained.

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA
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PIONEER SHIPPERS
of

ALBANY MOULDING SAND
Labor and car shortage coupled with an
unprecedented demand, will probably re-

sult in a severe shortage of moulding sand
this summer.

If the foundries will arrange to receive this

material in equal shipments during the
next five months it will reduce the usual
Fall rush and will work for the good of all.

Whitehead Brothers Co.
ESTABLISHED 1850

Largest Shippers in the World of Foundry
Sands, Clays and Gravels

BUFFALO NEW YORK PROVIDENCE
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Every Minute
Counts

The sooner you let Kawin Service show you
what great savings it can effect in your

plant the sooner you will be adding dollars

to your capital.

"KAWIN
SERVICE"

—is the result of a thorough; practical foundry train-

ing, plus the knowledge gained by our association

with hundreds of foundries throughout Canada and
United State.-.

// will correct any foundry losses irrespective of

the cause.

•"Kawin Service" sends an expert, practical foundry-

man to your plant to suggest in molding and cupola

practice, advising in the most economical manner the

purchase of raw materials, and to see that everything

is up to specification.

Let us demonstrate at once what Kawin Service will

do for you—THERE IS POSITIVELY NO
CHARGE IF IT DOES NOT SAVE YOU LOO95

OVEE AND ABOVE ITS COST.

We'll gladly call at your request and explain our

proposition thoroughly without the slightest expense

to you and with no obligation whatsoever.

Charles C. KAWIN Co., Limited
CHEMISTS FOUNDRY ADVISERS METALLURGISTS
Chicago, III. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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IN THE PATTERN SHOP
You can save a lot of time and incidentally money bv installing the

DOWNER GRINDER.
It is the only grinder built on which three operators can work without inter-

fering one with the other. It grinds absolutely smooth and is the only grinder

the drum of which has a vertical and revolving motion simultaneously and that

banishes all possibility of having your work scored.

There are a number of other good points about this machine, but we have

not the space here to tell you of them. Suppose that you write us for further

particulars. We'll promise to give you prompt service on inquiries and orders.

Wrice t0 dav
THE WOODISON QUALITY

SNAP FLASK
We arc now manufacturing in our own

factory a snap flask of superior quality.

The cut at the left gives a very good idea

of its general construction. It is made of

the highest grade of Maple, and the fittings

are of malleable iron, giving the maximum
strength and rigidity to the Mask, thus fit-

ting* it particularly for use on molding
machines.

We arc in a position to make prompt shipment from factory stock, and will guar-

antee to satisfy you on not only the first order, but on all succeeding orders that you

may sec fit to send us.

Scud in the first one now before you forget it

—

you'll not regret if!

It would also he well for you to remember that we carry a full line of foundry sup-

plier, as well as platers' and polishers' supplies.

(Jive us a chance to quote on your requirements and you'll find that we are a ^ood

firm to do business with.

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor
Foundry Facings, Fire Briclc, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and Equipment,

Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

/;' any advertisement interests </"", teai *' out now <u<<\ place with letters to he answered.
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What Gives Value to

Trade Names
IN

these days when a trade name may be

made to l»e worth a million dollars or so a

letter, the desire of manufacturers to find

the proper trade name can well he under-

stood.

To all manufacturers (here is a valuable

suggestion in what the American. Ever

Ready Works -ays about its new trade name.

"Davlo." as reported in Printers' Ink last

week. This name was selected on the basis

of a referendum to the public. It was chosen

by competent judges as the best of the thous-

ands of names submitted, and yet the com-

pany confesses itself somewhat disappointed

in the results.

'"'We had hoped," it said, "perhaps to obtain

a word that would satisfactorily combine in a

suggestive way both what Eveready is

(powerful, portable electric light) and the

variety of service it renders. Wo are now

convinced that no usable protectable word

could cover so broad a held.''

This is good philosophy, gentlemen, be it

applied to flashlights or to files; to furnaces

or forging presses or any other product.

Good advertising will give a name a value

and a significance which ii could not other

But every manufacturer who has developed a

successful trade name know- that if the com-
pany advertises persistently some day the

word "Davlo'
-

can he made to mean just what

the company wishes it to mean. "Kodak"
in the beginning had no meaning whatever.

It was an arbitrary collection of five letters.

But to-day consumers know what Kodak
means because the company has given it a

precise meaning through its years of intelli-

gent advertising.

The American Ever Ready Works need not

feel disappointed: but its work is just begun.

It must now give a meaning to "Dayl/d"

which everybody will understand, and that

in* <nis advertising. "Daylo" ran be made to

mean as much or as little as the company
will. If the company depends upon the

word alone to do the educational pioneering

for tin company's goods, it will mean little.

If a strong volume of > ducational advertising

is put behind the name, in time it can well

pr0V( its rut lie to l>< worth <r million or ere ii

two million dollars a letter.

wise possess. Yes, advertising goes even fur-

ther than that, because it creates in the

buyer a sense of security and a feeling that

there is something in the advertised product

besides mere material, brains and skilled

labor.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
AND METAL INDUSTRY NEWS

143-153 University Avenue Toronto, Canada

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify tin proposition a/mut which yon require information.
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The Way is Paved to

Greater Profits by

Melting with

Monarch
Furnaces
You can Dispense with

Costly Crucibles and
W XI g\ ACTION OF HEAT
InCreaSe IOUr UlltpUt Double Chamber Melting Futn»ce-Oil and Gas

Two Ways of Doing It
By^Double Chamber or Simplex Monarch Method

These arc the kind of utilities that are speeding up and increasing

the industrial production thai makes it possible for Great Britain

and her Allies to win the War.

('upper. Brass, Bronze, Aluminum, Iron. Steel, Gold, Silver and
other similar metals can he melted more speedily and at a greater

reduction in cost by either one.

Note the MONARCH DOUBLE CHAMBER—illustration above.

See how this furnace makes melting practically continuous.

Permits various melts of metals to follow one another in rapid

succession. Two chambers can be used alternately. Melts in one

chamber and heats to near melting point in the other. Flame is

not directed against metal, therefore there is no oxidation.

The MONARCH-ROCKWELL SIMPLEX or single Chamber Furnace
produces a quality of metal equal to that melted in crucibles in greater

quantities in less melting time, without prepara-
tion, at a greatly reduced cost, both in fuel and
labor, and entirely eliminating expensive cru-

Supplied on Short Notice

Ovens, Crucible Furnaces, Portable Heaters. Mold Dryers.

Cupola Lighters. Pumps, Blowers, Motors, Complete Foundry

Equipment, Reverberatory Furnaces, all capacities Stationary and

Tilting. Our Specialty is the Specialization of the Melting of all

Metals.

CORE OVENS—The Best Made, "Acme" Overhead or

"Arundel" drop front. All fuels and sizes. Asbestos insulated

—ready for immediate delivery.

MONARCH CRUCIBLE TILTING FURNACE—This is a fur-

nace with many fine features and it will pay you to investigate

its exceptional merits. (All fuels and sizes).

Simplex Fig. No. 92

Complete Foundry Equipment

Send for Catalog
C. F. 5 1917

The Monarch Engineering &
Manufacturing Co.

1206 American Building - Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
Shops—Curtis Bay, Md.

ARUNDEL Drop Front Core Oven

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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THE

SLY
SAND BLAST
MACHINE

The SLY has the advantage of all other sand blast

machines. This advantage lies in a feature known
as the

NO-WEAR NOZZLE
This feature and other distinct advantages have been
instrumental in making the SLY popular.

Foundrymen are more than satisfied with the results

they get from this ideal Sand Blast Machine.

Complete sand blast rooms and equipment is

a specialty of ours. Let us quote you.

We maintain an engineering department for
building and equipping foundries. It is at your
service.

WE MANUFACTURE
CLEANING MILLS
CINDER MILLS
DUST ARRESTERS
ROSIN MILLS
SAND BLAST MILLS
CUPOLAS
SAND BLAST MACHINES

SAND BLAST ROTARY
TABLES
SAND BLAST ROOMS
LADLKS
CORE OVENS
CRANKS
CORE SAND KECLAIMKRS

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing

Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Complete Sand Blast Rooms and Equipment a Specialty

».

Buffalo Brand

"

VENT WAX
IT

is hard but pliable, and will not stick to-

gether at any ordinary temperature. Is

absorbed by the core at the time of dr\ ing,

there >y leaving a good clean vent hole, just

the size of the wax used.

It will improve the core instead of making it

soft around the vent. Works in unison with
any kind of core binder.

Guaranteed not to injure the most delicate

core ever made.

Write your supply house for s mples and
prices, or write us, as we are convinced that a
trial will prove it to be the easiest and best
way to vent any core.

UNITED COMPOUND CO.
178 Ohio St. Buffalo, N.Y.

Look for the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

Mm0doti)rec/For OverSOMfrs

J. H. Gaut ier # Go.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify tht proposition about which you require information.
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Everything for the Foundry
WK are in a position to supply you with the following high

grade materials, at the lowest cost, from our stock, mines,

.uid manufactures.

High grade clay, silica, chrome and magnesite bricks of all shapes,

chrome ore, mica schist, silica grit, ganister, lire clays, etc., for

lining converters, openhearth, basic and acid, electric or other

furnaces. Steel molding, core furnace bottom, and all kinds of

iron molding sands to the very finest grades. Best grades of plum-
bagos, crucibles, core wash, silica mold wash, sea coal facing, core

compound, talc, partamold. and liquid core compound to take the

place of oil at one-third the cost.

We are also in position to quote you on foundry equipment, such

as ladles, cupola, converters, openhearth furnaces, core ovens,
sand mixing machines, pneumatic rammers, chisels, riddles, etc.

We are the selling agents for Canada of the famous Rennerfelt

Electric Arc Furnace. The most efficient, modern, and economical

furnace in the market for melting steel, iron, brass, copper, nickel,

moneil. or any metal from live hundred pounds to seventy-five ton

capacity.

In connection with our supply and foundry equipment depart-

ment, we are in a position to give expert advice on brass, cupola,

converter, openhearth, and electric furnaces, also on foundry

construction, foundry efficiency, mixing of metals. Molding in

iron, steel, brass and moneil. as well as acting in an advisory

capacity in regard to the purchase of raw materials so as to secure

you the most suitable materials at most reasonable prices.

We will be pleased to have you call upon us at any time regard-

ing your problems, as our services are gratis. Write us.

HYDE & SONS, LIMITED
New Birks Building

MONTREAL QUEBEC

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out nan andplac with letters to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or HOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASING DE-
MAND for more steel castings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make them.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the field

thoroughly, as McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH PUR
NACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLain had charge
of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Sliding Poor Kuisetl Side View. Truek is Run I'nilerneuth Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to m;tUe up to *" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. Jt will identify tht proposition abcut which you require information

.
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TABOR
10" Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding light

snap flask work in large or .small quantities.

The Tabor 10" Power Squeezer combines with

simplicity and durability the highest efficiency

fur the rapid production of bench work requir-

ing flasks up to and including 14 by 20 inches,

or the equivalent. Absolute uniformity in

density of sand is obtained, and consequently

the loss of eastings, dvic to swelling or blowing

of the molds, is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M. /'.

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Y//////////7///r/ynny/AY/^^^

WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

Careful
Attention
Accorded
All Orders
and
Inquiries.

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
SOFT TOUGH

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
For Cleaning All Sizes and Shapes of Castings

STOVE TRIMMINGS
OF LUSTROUS BEAUTY

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

Foundry Chaplets of every description
Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. If will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

Don't wait for an expert to tell you

WE can tell you now—and prove it

if you wish—that you can effect

wonderful savings by reclaiming your
waste material, and that by the use of

the Standard Cinder Crushing Mill you
can reclaim from 98 to 99', of all metal
contained in cinders, slag, skimmings,
old crucibles, etc

And in the Standard you get nut merely an
improvement of an old process, bul something
entirely differenl from anything you have used
heretofore. It- new features make possible a

decided increase in efficiency and have in every
installation greatly reduced tin' cosl of main-
tenance.

Further particulars ought to interesl you. A
post card will bring them to you.

THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO.
47 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Melting

Sand

"WABANA"
Machine Cast Pig Iron

Cast in specially shaped moulds to permit of easy

Handling, Piling and Breaking.

Chill Cast—"SANDLESS"—Pig Iron melts quicker

or with lower fuel consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2240 pounds to the ton

and it is ALLMETAL—no sand.

We grade this iron according to the Silicon, as follows

:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over

1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

An iron therefore for every Foundry purpose,

inquiries solicited. May we have the pleasure of

quoting on your next requirements?

§ Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited |
Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

H SALES OFFICES: EE

== Sydney, N.S.; 112 St. James St., Montreal; 18 Wellington St. East, Toronto

-illillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiliilllliillllllllllliiililiiliiiliMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiuiiilr

Mention this /tapir when writing advertisers. If "'ill identify the proposition about which you require information.



Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development--lV.
By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safett/ in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

methods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means whereby the risk of accident may be lessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

A
BOILER-HOUSE FORCE

LWAYS pay attention to fur-

nace signals tor checks, slips,

and shontdowns, and be sure

to follow the plant rules for tak-

ing boilers ott" when the furnace is

shut down; failure to do so may
cause an explosion. When the furnace
is hanging and liable to slip, and espe-

cially when one or more checks have
been blown to slip the furnace, keep
away from gas burners, firing and ash-

pit doors, and explosion doors: the gas

may Hare out and burn you when the

furnace slips. Do not sil cm or near
dust boxes, burners, or gas mains; a

very small leak will let enough gas es-

cape to "gas" you. Do not stay in any
place where you can smell gas. If your
work requires you to do so. have a hel-

per with you. and be sure that your
foreman knows what you are doing.

Boiler Repair Precautions

Do not go inside a boiler setting to

make repairs or clean it until you have
stopped with clay all gas leaks about the
burners and mains near openings into
the setting. If the burner or burner
valve leaks and the burner can be pulled
back, put a piece of sheet iron between
the nose of the burner and the setting

If the burner cannot be pulled back, put
a blank flange in the downleg or other
feasible place, unless the valve is abso-
lutely tight. Do not enter the setting,
'filer, or work on the tubes until the

foreman ha.s either locked or placed

danger siu-ns at the gas burners, blow-off

valves, and stop valves at the steam
leader and feed lines. Wait until the

FIG. 33 WORKMAN PLACES WRENCH
CARELESSLY. ON LADDER PLATFORM.

FIG. :;4. WRENCH PALLS AND INJURES
HELPER.

clinker and dust has been cooled off, and
have someone to watch you while inside,

and "spell" you off, before entering- the
combustion chamber. Don't stay inside

when turning a hose on the walls to
cool them, as the clinker is likely to

spall off and expose red-hot brick dust
or brick, which may make the water
boil and spit and scald you. Before
opening manhole covers or tubes the

Safety valve should be lifted; be sure
the steam is entirely exhausted from
the boiler.

Unless it is your work and you are
familiar with it. do not turn gas into

the boilers alter a shutdown unless the

foreman is present. If may explode and
burn you if it i- 1 1 • > t lighted properly.
Similarly, do not turn steam into a

cold line or put the boiler on the main
-team line unless the foreman, water
tender, or head fireman is present.

Never open a burner or valve with a

danger sign cm it. If it appears tha;

someone has forsrotten to remove dan-
ger siirns when t lin.nnh work, report to

the foreman. Don't remove the sicrns

yourself mile-- directed to do so.

Opening Cold Steam Line

To open a cold-steam line proceed as

follows: First, open the valve drips:

second, open the by-pass or open the

stop-valve enough to warm the line

slowly; third, do not open the main-line

valve until you are certain the line is

heated. To turn the boiler into the

main steam line:—First, bring the boil-

er pressure to within 5 pounds of the

main-line pressure; second, open the

valve next, to the boiler slowly; third,

open the valve next to the main steam
line slowly. To clean boilers:—First,

close all stop valves on the steam main
(do not depend upon any automatic stop

or non-return valve) ; second, close all

valves between the mud drum and the

blow-off main; third, if there is but one
valve, put a blank flange between the

valve and the boiler; fourth, close the

stop valves on the feed water next the

main line; fifth, close the stop valves

on feed line next the boiler; sixth, place

danger signs at the valves and lock

them; finally, be sure the steam is en-

tirely out of the boiler.

Gauge Glass Removal

In removing and replacing gauge
glasses wear heavy goggles. When turn-

ing water into a gauge glass place a

shield in front of the glass to protect

yourself from glass or steam should tin*

glass break, and turn the steam in slow-

ly. Leaks in pipe flanges and gasket or

valves should be promptly reported.

Never use a hammer, chisel, or wrencr-

on live-steam lines in an attempt to

FIG. :;.-.. CARELESS WORKMAN STANDING
INSIDE OF A CABLE BENT AROUND

SNATCH BLOCK.
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temporarily stop leaks. Watch your
-team hose and replace it when it shows
weakness, [n blowing off boilers open

and close the blow-off valve slowly.

Jn unloading ashes be sure thai the.

are wel down, and in turning water on

them ilo not gel close enough to be

burned by steam. When unloading coal.

wel it down if very dry or dusty. Never
use any kind of lishl other than an elec

FIG. 36. WORKMAN WEARING GOGGLES
WHEN GRINDING TOOT.. NOTE

GUARDED EMERY. WHEEL.

trie light when working about dusty

•oal. and do not smoke. Neglect of this

precaution may cause a violent dust ex-

plosion.

Riggers, Millwrights, and Handymen

Don't £ on top of the furnace unless

you notify the furnace foreman, so that

you will not be on top when the furnace

is liable to slip. Also notify your fore-

man so that he can send someone with

you. One man .should always stay where
there is no gas, but in a position to

watch the other man while he is inspect

ing or oiling. If the latter appears to be

getting "gassed," the alarm should be
ziven the stock-house or east-house

crew, and every effort made by the

watcher to gel the exposed man out of

the gaseous place, or to keep him from

falling while the crews are coming up.

Do not go over the receiving hopper un-

less \ on notify the skin or bell operator

not to operate the bells. Avoid making
even routine examinations of hoppers

and bells unless I he furnace foreman

knows that you are doing it and upon
what particular top or furnace you are

working. Repairs to explosion doors or

bleeders or work inside of hoppers

should never be undertaken when the

wind is on. At shutdown, don't light

the sas on top of the furnace until you
have received the signal from the

blower.

Gas Container Precautions

Before going into gas mains, scrub-

bers, or any enclosed gas-containing or

gas using place to make repairs or in-

spections, be sure that every gas con-

nection is (dosed and the place cleared

of '.'.as. Familiarize yourself with the

layout of gas valves, water stops, and
gas mains, so that you niav know where
all gas connections are. Always wail

until your foreman and the furnace

foreman say it is safe to go in- In clos-

ing and opening sand, goggles, or slide

valves watch for gas. When it is neces

sarj to work in gaseous air. as it often

is. to make some other place safe, to

shut down or start up a furnace, or

other reason, work in •"spells," and if

you feel sick or dizzy mi into fresh air

at once. When possible, always wear
breathing apparatus or a belt and life

line, both in enclosed and unenclosed

gaseous places. Avoid smoking in such

id aces.

When it is necessary to examine a

chimney valve on a stove, notify the

stove tender not to shut the blast off or

turn the gas on. Before examining hot-

blast valve slots or valves see that the

Lias is shut off and the chimney valve is

open. Do not go inside of a hoist drum
In replace or take up the hoisting cable

until yon have seen for yourself that the

steam-stop valve is shut and the pinion

blocked in the gear, or, if it is an elec-

tric hoist, that the motor switch is lock-

ed open and the gears blocked. Avoid
trying to adjust the feeding or running
on of cables on wrenches or hoist drums
while they are in motion. Do not work
on cranes, hoists, skip inclines, skip pits.

and scale or lorry cars unless vou know-

that the motor switches are locked open.

When on crane runways be sure the

wear goggles to protect your eyes from

splashes.

Scaffolding Precautions

Before going on scaffolding, inspect it

and satisfy yourself that it is safe.

Don't lean castings against scaffold up-

rights or pile material against them.

When placing material upon scaffolds

let it down carefully, don't throw it

down or let it drop quickly, especially if

lowering it with a winch or hoist. Place

material evenly and look out for over-

loading. On coming down from scaffolds

or platforms don't slide down ropes; use

the ladders or steps provided. Never
throw tools or other materials down
from scaffolds unless the space below is

protected with danger si^ns or a watch-

er. Do not leave bolts, rivets, tools, etc.,

on platforms when through work or lay

them during the work where they ma\
fall through holes or from the edge of

the platform. (See Figs. 'S.i and ;}4.)

Remember to use care when on ladders.

Do not attempt to tighten or adjust

doors, nuts, valves, or packing glands

while the blast is on, and avoid rushing

repair jobs by loosening too many nuts

or keyibolts on blast mains, hot-blast

valve seats, or heads before the blast is

off. Ascertain the correct number to

loosen and do not exceed that number.

Hoisting Tackle

Where hoisting tackle is used, the

danger of practices such as walking near

taut hoist lines, getting foul of guy lines,

standing in front of snatch blocks (Fig.

35), etc., may not be apparent to labor-

ers or members of the furnace crew who
are helping. You can prevent accident

by warning the men of these obscure

dangers. Be sure that all hoist lines,

cables, chains, tackles, and boatswain's

chairs are in good shape before usin<r

FIG WORKMEN CUTTING OUT RIVETS AND USING SHIELD.
GOGGLES ARE BEING WORN.

NOTE THAT

main-line switch i> open, or if the crane them. Care should be taken in slinging

must be used protect yourself with track a load to see that the slings are properly

torpedoes. When pouring hot babbitt arranged and the load balanced and se-

0r lead warm the sockets or molds, and curdy fastened In prevent slipping. The
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part oi' the sling from the book to th«

load should be long enough so that il

makes an angle of more than 4.V with

the ground. Vet} short and flal slings

are under much greater stress than ones

arranged a> above. In hooking on the

load, watch tuai your hand does nol get

;, and don t grab the cable a'n>\ e

the lower sheave b!ock.

Be Bure to replace all belt, gear, ma
. and engine guards, shields, and

railings; thej prevent accidents. Do no:

trj to do work on electrical wires or to

connect temporary lights. Defective in-

sulation nun cause a severe shock or

burn, especially it' you should be stand-

ing on an iron plate. Keep your tools [a

good shape and return all tools with

burrs or mushroomed heads, cracked
handles, or other defects for redressing

and repairs. Avoid using pipe wrenches,

defective wrenches, or a wrench that is

too large for the bolt head or nut to be

removed. The wrench may either slip

or round off the nut. Be especially care-

ful in working on rounded nuts and re-

place them with new ones at the first

chance. Don't cut rivets, holt heads, or

nuts off until you have placed a shield

to prevent them from flying, or have a

sign or a watcher to warn men oi' the

danger. When chipping' or cleaning

castings always wear goggles. (See
Figs. 36 and :i7.

|

Regular inspection of hoists and
skips, brasses, bells, sheaves, hoppers,
and valves, may prevent sudden shut-

downs and extra hazardous work. Mem-
bers of rigg-ing and millwright gangs,
being in every part of the plant in their

regular work, should know more abou:
many obscure and not readily apparent
dangrers than most of the furnace force.

It should be a part of their duty to re-

port any dangerous practice or condi-

tion. There are many trivial sources of
accidents, so many that no one man or
committee can see them all, or, in some
cases, even know that they exist until

injury results.

ARC TYPE ELECTRIC FURNACE SHOWING ELECTRODES,
POURING DOORS.

CHARGING AND

ing line protective equipment, switch-
hoard, step down transformers, furnace
tilting motors, motors for adjusting pos-

ition of electrodes, and a regulating sys-

tem for the control of the electrode

motors.

The type of motor employed for oper-

ating the tilting mechanism is shown in

one of the accompanying illustrations.

Either a.c. or d.c. motors are suitable,

having characteristics similar to those

used for hoisting work. The controller is

of the reversing type and a motor brake
is used to prevent over-travel of the

furnace and hold it in any desired posi-

tion, a complete line of motors from 15

to 150 horse-power being available for

this work.
Where automatic control of the elec-

trode is desired, a motor operated hoist-

ing mechanism is provided for each elec-

trode. As the motors are mounted on the

furnace which tilts, the bearings are
built with special lubricating' features.

Shunt-wound direct current motors are

selected for this service, enabling a more
simple and positive system of control

to be used than when alternating cur-

rent is used.

Automatic regulation has as its object

the maintaining of a constant current

at the furnace resulting- in higher furn-

ace efficiency and increased output of

higher and more uniform quality. The
Thury system has been adopted for a

large percentage of the furnaces in use,

and can also be adapted for maintain-
ing a constant potential when desired.

A three phase furnace equipment is

illustrated herewith and consists of

bhree regulating drum controllers; three

field regulators ; three resistances, two
series transformers, and one motor with

shafting- etc.

ELECTRIC FURNACE EQUIPMENT
Till", constant broadening of the com
mercial field of the electric furnace is

due largely to the perfecting of furnace
design and reduction in cost of power.

Whe-reas their former use was princi-

pally in the refining of high grade alloy

and tool steels, they are now being more
widely used for the refining of common
crrades of steel. Improved devices for

charging and tilting, larger electrodes,

and automatic regulation all tend to

•greater economy.
While many different designs of furn-

ace are in existence, they can be grouped
in two general classes, the induction

furnace and the arc furnace; the latter,

in sizes from one-half to 20-tons hav-

ing been adopted almost exclusively in

American practice.

The Westin'.'house Electric & Mfg.
Co.. East Pittsburgh, Pa., has developed
complete electrical equipments tor al!

classes of furnace, that for the arc type
of furnace, assuming high tension

a'ternatine current is available, includ- MOTOR WITH BRAKE GEAR AS USED ON ELECTRIC FURNACE
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Damping devices permit the regulator

to act only when necessary, and sudden
changes and peaks of short duration do
not put the regulator in action. This
in itself is very important, as t here is

not only a great saving in the wear and
tear of the electrodes hoisting median.
ism. motors lor driving same, etc., but

fhe current is kept more uni Form by

avoiding unnecessary regulation.

Kach regulator controls one electrode.

The regulator is controlled by a solenoid

energized by means of current from
-cries transformers in the main high

tension circuit. The regulator in turn

controls the armature circuit of the elec-

trode motor to give it motion in either

special steels, for steel castings, and
also for means of extracting chromium
and nickel from the vast quantities of

steel turnings containing these alloys,

which are being made in the munition
shops. For all these purposes the elec-

tric furnace has proved itself particu-

larly valuable, and in the last three
years the number of electric furnaces in

use in the world has increased with
rapid strides. According to a recent

computation there were on January 1st.

1917, in the United States, 136 such fur-

naces, in Great Britain 88, in Germany
52, in Sweden 40, in Italy 29, in France
20, in Canada 19, in Austria Hungary
18, in Russia 16, and in other countries

VIEW OF AUTOMATIC REGULATOR EQUIPMENT FOB CONTROLLING ACT
FUR NACE ELECTRODES.

direction, or stop it. as required. This
electrode motor operates a hoisting

mechanism, which in turn raises or

lowers the electrodes. The regulator can

handle any amount of power for regu-

lating purposes without impeding the

tree play of the controlling mechanism,
which is only in contact with the power
mechanism for exceedingly short periods

of time and is otherwise perfectly free.

Intermittent action of a contact making
arm prevents the regulation from being

carried too far in one direction. Thus a

high load power factor and a uniform
current on the furnace is assured at all

times.

ELECTRIC STEELS
THE war has speeded un in a remark-
able degree innumerable developments
which were previously hanging fire or
proceeding at a leisurely pace. Among
these the electric furnace is noteworthy.
In the first half of 1914 electric furnaces
were certainly being installed here and
there in steel works, but in an experi-
mental or very tentative way. The war
brought an increased need for alloy and

44. In this computation, figures for bel-

ligerent countries are probably under-

estimated, but accepting the list as

given, there are now at work in the

world 471 electric furnaces producing
steel of one kind and another.

The capacity of the furnaces varies

greatly, and no precise figures are avail-

able for the total rate of output at the

present time, but it is estimated on
sufficiently good grounds that within a

year or two the world's output will reach
1,000,000 tons per annum. This estimate
is for special steels and castings only,

melted up from cold charges, but the

electric furnace is also being extensively
used for the refining of steel charged in-

to the furnace in a molten state, and if

this process should prove generally ad-
vantageous, the installation of electric

furnaces may be very greatly acceler-

ated. The comparatively large number
of furnaces in use in Sweden is. of
course, accounted for by the fact that
the generation of electricitv bv water
power is proceeding rapidly in Scandin-
avia, a development highly favorable to
the use of electric furnaces. This fact
has promoted in Sweden the use of elec-

tric furnaces for quite another order of
metallurgical work—smelting of pig
iron direct from the ore. At least seven-
teen furnaces, with capacities ranging
from 3,000 to 6,000 h.p. are at present at

work under construction in Sweden in

this connection.

An important feature of the electric

steel process is that, by means of it, high
quality steel can be produced from ma-
terials of a much lower grade than is

possible by any other process, so that
even though the cost of current exceeds
the cost of fuel, it is still possible for

the product of the electric furnace to be
sold at a competitive price. It remains
to be seen how far the electric furnace
will be able to hold its own when norma 1

conditions return, but there is every in-

dication that it has taken a permanent
place in the process of steel manufac-
ture.

BRITAIN'S ORE AND PIG IRON
SUPPLY

DISCUSSING Great Britain's supplies

of iron ore and pig iron, also the ship-

ping situation in general, Premier Lloyd
George said:

—"We are melting millions

of tons every year of iron ore, and we
cannot cut down the supply by a single

ton. It is essential for the munitions of

war, essential for shipbuilding, and
essential for the machinery required in

agricultural work. Therefore, we must
find ships for this work at all costs.

There is plenty of ore in the country, but
its quality is not too good, and it has not

paid to dig it. It has been cheaper to

get the better class of ore from Spain.

"This, however, is not a commercial
question. It is a question of getting ore,

and getting it without using up our ship-

ping tonnage. It involves, unfortunately,

the Increasing of our number of blast

furnaces. That means more labor for

building and carrying on the work, and
there is a very limited supply; in fact,

there is no margin of sunoly of highly

skilled men to work these blast furnaces.

We have protected them against recruit-

ing for months, but in spite of that fact,

we are short of the necessary supply of

labor for our blast furnaces.

"There are mines in Lincolnshire, in

Cumberland, and there are the famous
Cleveland mines, all producing excellent

ore; and if we could increase the labor

in those mines we could augment by mil-

lions of tons a year the quantity of ore

which can be produced at home. Here,
aerain. you require skilled as well as un-
skilled labor. I want to make a special

appeal to both classes. There are a cer-

tain number of mines which mi<?ht be
able to spare a few miners for this pur-
pose. In those two directions we
mierht be able to secure the necessary
number of skilled men, and for the un-
skilled men we must trust the people to

place their services s»t the disposal of
Neville Chamberlain for the purpose of
assisting in this all-important task."
As to the sunrdv of ni 0- iron, the secre-

tary of the Cleveland BHstfurnacemen's
Association stated some time ae-o that
during the past six months six additional
furnaces have been nut into operation in

the Cleveland district.



The Chilled Iron Car Wheel in Steam Railroad Service-11

By G. W. Lyndon
'

Tin chilled iron car wheel has bet n, since its introduction in the year L850, the standard

accessory of transportation, carrying as it does the car and its contents to every nook and cor-

tier of thiscontim nt traversed and served by steam railroads. In the accompanying paper an

interesting description is given of its development towards meeting the increased rolling stock

weight and capacity that have bet n found indispensable to a continued industrial expansion.

-x-

INCREASES IN CAR CAPACITY AND
WHEEL WEIGHTS

ASS in., 525 lbs., chilled iron

wheel, of the Washburn type,

as shown in Fig. 2, became
standard soon after the year 1850
for 10-ton freight cars, and also for
passenger cars. Cars of this capa-
rity remained standard for about thirty

years. As late as 1875 there were only
sional cars having a capacity as

high as 12 tons. The heaviest capacity
passenger coaches weighed is tons.

Sleeping and drawing room cars ot

twelve sections weighed 30 tons. The
operation of railroads then was very
different than at present, [nterchange of
traffic as we now know it did not exist.

An official of a great railroad charged
another with running freight trains as
fast as twelve miles an hour. •'The wear
and tear is something terrible." said

he. "It is pounding the track to pieces.

Every ton of freight handled at that

speed is carried at a loss. The reduction
«^f speed to eight miles an hour will les-

sen the cost more than $1,000 per day."
Such were the ideas of the foremost

men in charge of transportation in the
-lay? of iron rails, hand brakes. link and
pin couplers, fragile cars. etc. Fnder
such conditions of light wheel loads,

small flansre (pressures, slow speeds, low
annua] mileage, the wheels would last

the entire life of the car. Wheel mile-
aee obtained under such circumstances

uptimes erroneously used to indi-
cate the superior service of wheels manu-
factured at that time. The ton mileage,
which is the true basis for comparison,
was extremely low as compared wit!:

wheel performance at the present time.

The introduction of the air brake, the
automatic safety coupler, heavy steel

rails, more rigid cars and interchange of
traffic have permitted an era of rapid
transit of heavy capacity freight cars
with time schedules almost equal t<> that
of express trains. Daily runs averaging
Thirty miles per hour, including stops.

"with an occasional burst of sneed as

high as fifty to sixty miles per hour, tn

maintain the high average rate is not

mmon.
The thirty ton car. introduced in 1885.

was the heaviest capacity car on anv
Tailroad during the time of the World's
•Columbian Exposition at Chicago, in 1892.
Tt was strongly areued at that time that
The wheel load of 11,000 lbs., which was
required under cars of 30 ton capacity
ras the maximum that could be carried
m a 33 ins. diameter wheel, because the

•From a naper read Feb. 13 at the Canadian
Railway Club, Montreal.

••President. Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Car Wheels. Chicago. 111.

area contact between the wheel and rail

being so small, any greater load would
cause- a permanent injury to both wheel

and rail by reason of the fact that the

elastic limit in the metal would be ex-

ceeded, resulting in dents in the rail

and fiat spots in the wheel tread.

Not only was 11,000 lbs. per wheel

considered the maximum wheel load, but

there was a good deal of doubt expressed

by the foremost engineers as to whe-

ther this load was not in excess of good
practice. The introduction of the 30-

ton car was very rapid on all railroads.

DEVELOPMENT OF FLANGE AXD TREAD
OF THE CHILLED IRON WHEEL
DNDER GROWING REQUIREMENTS.

A chilled iron wheel weighing 000 lbs.

was used under ears of; this capacity

and was recommended as standard in

1004 by the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation. It was later modified and the

weight increased to 625 lbs. in the year

1909, upon the recommendation of our

association. This standard is shown in

Fig. 3. which represents the present M.
C.'R. standard.

CHANGES THAT HAVE KEEN MADE IN
THE M.C.B. CONTOUR OF FLANGE

AND TREAD, PIG. 6.

trade and found to he so satisfactorj

that cars of lighter capacity ceased to

be built for this service. The 700 lbs.

wheel was used under 50 ton cars and
recommended as standard in 1904, by

the M. C. B. Assn., but afterwards, up-

on the recommendation of our associa-

tion, was modified to 725 lbs., and made
standard in the year 1909. This design

is shown in Fig. 4.

It will be noticed that in 1904, the

first wheel made standard for the 50

ton cars weighed 700 lbs. In 1909 we
succeeded in getting the weight increas-

ed 25 lbs. During the time intervening,

a new wheel was introduced of the rolled

steel type, and notwithstanding the al-

leged superiority of metal, the steel

wheel substituted for the 700 lb. chilled

iron wheel, weighed a minimum of 750
lbs. Fig. 5 is a composite drawing show-
ing the contours of the early 525 lbs.

wheel, and the present standard 625 lbs.

and 725 lbs. wheels.

The present indications are that the

50 ton car is likely to be superseded in

the very near future by the 70-ton car

for carrying such commodities as coal,

iron ore, etc. Cars of 70 ton capacity

have already proven successful from
every standpoint, and are being made in

comparatively large numbers at the pres-

ent time. The wheel proposed for this

service by the Association of Manufac-
turers of Chilled Car Wheels is shown
in Fig. 10.

The marvellous increase since the year

1875 in the capacity of cars and the tre-

mendous tonnage hauled has called for

an increase in the weight of the car

structure, from 18,000 lbs. to 65,000 lbs.

or 260 per cent, increase. There has

also been an increase in the weight of

rail from 50 lbs. to 125 lbs., or 150 per

cent, increase. The axle has increased

from 350 lbs. to 1,070 lbs., or 200 per
cent, increase; and the weight of the

wheel from 525 lbs. to 850 lbs., or 60

per cent, increase. All of these in-

creases are shown in the following table :

Capacity, n>s 20,oon

Per cent, of Increase
Average wt. of cars, lbs 1S.000
Per cent, of increase
Weight of h'y, 'Mrs, lbs 18,000
Per cent, of Increase
Weight of axle, lbs :t.">o

Per cent, of Increase
Weight of b'y. of '-ar, lbs 12.4O0
Per cent, of Increase
Weight of wheel, lbs 525
Per cent, of Increase ....

(10.000 100.000 140,000
200 400 600

30.000 42,000 50,000
a; 1?,-! 178

4S.000 (14.000 65.000
166 255 261
550 S70 1,060
57 140 203

23,000 .'12,000 39,000
86 165 215
625 725 850
18 38 62

Notwithstanding the doubt expressed
resardino; the maximum wheel load, cars

of 40 ton capacity were soon tried out
and found to be satisfactory and almost

immediately thereafter the 50 ton car

was developed for the coal carrying

It will be noted that the percentage

of increase in the wheel is much less

than for any other part of the car, and
while the carrying capacity has increas-

ed from 10 to 70 tons, or 600 rper cent,

the weight of the heaviest M. C. B.
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standard wheel has increased only 38
per cent. This is a wonderful record
for the performance of the wheel un-
der adverse circumstances, when it is

considered that not only has the capa-
city been increased but the speeds at

which trains are operated have been in-

creased 500 per cent. The ton miles per
annum of the present 70 ton car is ap-

back the flange dimension of 4 ft. 6 29-64
ins. This insures that the relation of
the back of the flange to guard rail re-

mains the same as at present and no
change in track clearance is required.
There can, therefore, be no objection

from a track standpoint of making a

liberal increase in the present flange

thickness and we have received the ap-

Fl<;. 7. RELATIVE POSITIONS OF M.C.B. AND PROPOSED FLANOES WITH REFER-
ENCE TO GUARD RAIL WHEN ONE FLANGE IS AGAINST THE RUNNING RAIL.

proximately twenty times that of the 10

ton car. which indicates the greater ser-

vice given by the present wheel than

was secured from any wheel during the

pioneer days. It also plainly shows that

the mere comparison of mileage is of no

value whatever unless the load carried

is taken into consideration.

The Flange

While the chilled iron wheel has al-

ways met increased requirements by rea-

son of the rapid increases in the capa-

city of the cars, there is one part of

the wheel that has received scant con-

sideration, and that is the flange. The
drawing, Fig. G. will indicate all the

changes that have been made since the

wheel was first introduced, in the year

1S50.

During all the remarkable railroad de-

velopment, one dimension in track struc-

ture has remained constant. The space

between the running rail and guard rail

has remained fixed as one and three-

quarter inches.

("hilled iron wheel manufacturers have
ben trying for years to secure a strong-

er flange and have demonstrated the

fact that three-sixteenths of an inch can

proval of our iplan from a special com-
mittee, who were appointed tor the pur-

pose of investigation through the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association.

Under the 10 ton car, whose weight
was about equal to its capacity, the load

carried per wheel was approximately 5,-

000 lbs., which would require about 4,-

000 lbs. flange pressure to change the

direction of the truck in engaging

curves.

Under the 70 ton car, the load per

wheel has increased to 25,000 lbs., which
requires almost 20,000 lbs. flange pres-

sure to change the direction of the truck,

therefore the flange thrust has increased

400 per cent, on account of the increas-

ed load, which is further augmented by

the high speed of modern freight trains

Under present conditions of operation,

considering the increased load and speed

the thrust on the flange, including im-

pact, is at least ten times «reater than

under the old 10 ton car, and by con-

sulting the chart showing the changes

that have been made in the flange, it

must be apparent that the increased

duty has not been provided for.

Figure 7 shows the relative position

greater impact blow against the guard
rail than with the present M. C. B.
flange. There are approximately one-
half million wheels running to-day with
flanges increased one-eighth inch, in
thickness, and which have a throat to

throat dimension of 4 ft. 7% ins.

Relation of Wheel to Service Conditions

In the year of 1909, the Association
of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels
made a study of the heat stresses devel-
oped in the wheel through brake ap-
plication, and issued a pamphlet which
was widely circulated, entitled the "Re-
lation of Cast Iron Wheels to Service
Conditions." It was our purpose to call

the attention of the railroads to the
fact that under present conditions of
operation in some classes of service
where high braking power is encounter-
ed, that the wheel was being subjected
to uses for which it was not designed.
This was particularly noticeable in cars
of heavy tare weight. Under the thirty

ton class of cars, one wheel weighing
625 pounds was introduced, in the year
1909, for use under any car whose gross

load was 112,000 lbs., and the variation

in the light weight of the cars in the

thirty ton class is to-day from 23,000

lbs. to 5.3,000 lbs., approximately.

Inasmuch as the cars are braked at

60 per cent, of their light weight it was
shown that one car of 46,000 lbs. light

weight was subjected to twice the brake
pressure of other cars weighing 23,000

lbs. in the same class of thirty ton cars

and in the same train, and in conse-

quence many wheels were subjected to

heat stresses in excess of that for which

they were originally designed. The re-

sult was that many wheels were removed

on account of cracked plates, due to the

excessive heating of the wheel on ac-

count of the strain in the plates, because

the plates of the wheel were not design-

ed or intended for one hundred per cent,

increased duty. A cracked plate wheel

should be rare if the plates of the wheel

**1_.

FIG. 8. WHEEL OF 675 LBS. PROPOSED BY THE A.M.C.C.W.
FOR ALL CARS OF LESS THAN 40 TONS CAPACITY.

FIG 9 WHEEL OF T."iO LBS. PROPOSED BY THK A.M.C.C.W.
FOR ALL CARS OF 10 TO 56 TONS CAPACITY.

be added to the thickness of the present

M. C. B. flange, compensation for the

increase being made in mounting each

wheel three-thirty-seconds of an inch

closer to the rail and still maintain the

Master Car Builders' standard throat to

of the M. C. B. flange and the proposed

flange, recommended by our association

with reference to guard rail, and it will

be seen that the flange can he increased

three-sixteenths of an inch when mount-
ed as proposed, and there can be no

are designed for the maximum condition

of service.

The following table will explain the

recommendation of the manufacturers

with reference to plate thickness, and
while these recommendations were made
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in the year of L909, ami based on 70 per plate developed while pressing mi the

cent. of the light weight of the ear, the axle. The ratio between these stresses

conditions confronting the manufactur- developed in the seventy-ton car, as oom-

IVe not vet been changed. pared to the ten-Ion ear. is nmeh greater

1 IIH k\ 1^ -> (»1 PLATES REQUIRED IN KAILKOAP CAST IKON WHEELS TO
TO W lll< 11 BRAKE8 AUK \rriJED

Thlckness oi
Maximum plates required '..i.ii breaking Thl knesN of Required

(Jross Load in ea ii wheel to power of car plate to be a. hi Thickness of
on S wheels Bafel] carry toe ed tn take care Thread

loud of temp stresses

Pounds Inches Pounds aches Inches
40.000 .M\ 12.500 .16

.-.o.ooo 41 15.(KK» .10

80.000 .46 17.500 .22 1.50
70.000 18 20,000 .25

80,000 52 22,600 .28 1.62

90,000 .55 •.'5.0(H) .31

100,000 5S 27,500 .34 1.75
110.000 .60 30,000 .37

11U000 63 32,500 .41 1.87
i .'o.ooo .65 36,000 .44

140.01X1 68 37,500 .47 2.00
150.000 71 40,000 .50
160.000 .73 12.500 .53 2.12
170.000 .75 45,000 .55
1*1.000 .77 - 17,500 ,59 2.25
100.000 .79 50,000 .62
200.000 si 52.500 .66 2 37
210.000 .84 55.000 .69
220.000 .86 57.500 .72 2 50
230.000 .87 60,000 .75
-40.000 .85) 62,500 .78
250.000 .01 •15.000 .81 2.50

WEIGHTS OF VARIOUS DIAMETER OF WHEELS WITH GIVEN THICKNESS
OF PLATES.

Thickness We-igrht of Wheels
of plates 30" 33" 30" 28" 2fi" 24"

in inrhes diam. diam. diam. diam. diam. iliani

640 550 480 440 390 350
665 575 500 455 405 ?60

. IO 690 600 525 470 420 375
M 715 025 550 4S5 435 390
87 740 650 ho 500 460 405
.93 770 675 600 520 465 420

1 00 SOO 700 620 540 480 435
1.06 830 725 640 560 495 450
1.12 SfiO 750 660 580 510 400
lis 890 i i.> 680 600 525 470
1.25 920 soc 700 620 540
1.31 950 825 720 640
1.37 980 850 74(1 660
1.43 1010 875 760
1.50 1040 900

wheels of i>7,"> lbs., 77>0 lbs., and 850 lbs.

respectively, with flange reinforcement
of ;>-l(i in. for .'ill, 50, and 70-ton ears.

would in a great measure solve our pres-

ent troubles and our recommendations
would he:

Ii7."> lh. w heel for ears having
a maximum grossloadof. 112,000 lbs.

77)0 lb. wheel for cars having

a maximum gross load of. 101,000 lbs.

850 lb. wheel for ears having

a maximum gross load of. 210,000 lbs.

drawings of which are shown in Figs.

8, 9 and 10 respectively.

Cost

1 know of no railway material sold
that is so necessarx for operation, that

comprehends so low an initial invest-

ment to the railway, as the chilled iron

wheel. The eight million tons of chilled

iron wheels running to-day possess a
higher relative market value when worn
out, based upon their first cost, than is

usual with other commodities purchased
by the railroads. Worn out chilled iron

wheels are as staple as sugar, and are

worth about sixty per cent, of the or-

iginal selling price; therefore, if you
purchase wheels at $25 per ton, the

manufacturers will immediately accept

in part payment for the new wheels, old

worn out wheels at approximately $l<r>

per ton.

Hundreds of thousands of chilled iron

wheels have been sold at a differential

of $10 per ton, which represents the dif-

ference between the original selling

price and the scrap value of the old worn
out wheels, and this $10 per ton differen-

tial represents the cost of reconverting

the old wheel into a new one, plus the

necessary labor, plus the price of the

Stress Tests

The University of Illinois, under the

direction of our consulting engineer, F.

K. Vial, have been conducting a series

of tests for the purpose of ascertaining

the magnitude of stresses to which the

wheel is subjected in pressing it on to

the axle and under various service condi-

tions. These are enumerated as follows

;

First—When a wheel is pressed on an

axle, a compressive stress is developed

radially and a tensile stress circum
ferentially. These stresses are of large

proportion and extend all the way from
the hub to the tread.

Second—The plate must carry the

load, which produces a combination of

stresses resulting in a wheel slightly

elliptical.

Third—On descending grades the beai

generated by the brake shoe, which is a

factor of load, grade and speed, causes

a tensile stress in a radia! direction in

opposition to the compressive stress

which was developed while pressing th<

wheel on the axle.

Fourth—The heavy flange thrust

causes a bendin? action in the plate
which intensifies the tensile stress de-

veloped by the heat in the front plate

and the compressive stress in the back

than that indicated by the mere increase

in carrying capacity. The heaviest

stress developed is iprobably that caused
by the sudden rise in the temperature of

the tread of the wheel from brake shoe
application on descending grades. If we
assume that trains are now operated at

double the velocity they were forty years

ago and the load on the wheels five times

as great, there will be ten times the heat

generated per unit of time on the tread

of the present wheel, as compared to

the wheel under the ten-ton car. Also

the flange thrust being from five to ten

times greater indicates that we have ten

times the force to contend with that we
formerly had.

Chilled Car Wheel Manufacturers' Re-
commendations

The information obtained would
indicate that in order to design n

wheel that will fit a given condition of

service, it requires a thorough under-

standing of the intensity of the stress

in each part of the wheel and the rela-

tion of the stresses to service conditions

Our association believes that due to the

seneral conditions confronting; us to-

day, and considering the safety factor

operation, that three designs of

FIG. 10 WHEEL OF 850 LBS. PROPOSED
r.V THE A.M.C.C.W. FOR ALL CARS

OF 60 TO 70 TONS CAPACITY.

new material and the profit of the manu-
facturer. Special wheels are purchased

by many railroads at a higher differen-

tial than $10 per ton, and some foun-
dries loeeted in remote parts of th
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country far from the raw materials, SUcL

as coke and pig iron, must receive a

lusher price. The profil on a chilled

iron wheel is so low that a fifteen cent

freight rate will often absorb the profil

on the wheel.

Contracts with railways provide foi

an equal exchange of tonnage of old

wheels, and it is not necessary to ex

change the identical worn out wheels to

the manufacturer. Any chilled iron

wheel, no matter where or by whom
made, is accepted in pan payment for

the new wheels, and wheels made in Can-
ada may find their way into the exchange
market of Texas, and wheels made in

California are exchanged in Massa-
chusetts or vice versa, and as there are

fifty foundries conveniently located

throughout the United States and Can-
ada which are accepting' all makes of

wheels in exchange, a ready and econ

omical solution of teh old wheel prob-

lem is provided. The commonest kind

of castings, such 'as sash weights, which
require no skill to manufacture, and
which have no duty to perform except as

counterweights, cannot be purchased as

cheaply as chilled iron wheels.

About thirty per cent, of all wheels
sold are removed by foreign lines and
the price paid for these removals is fixed

by the printed interchange rules of the

Master Car Builders' Association, as

follows:
( 'lulled iron. Steel.

New value, each $9.01) $19.50

Scrap value, each .... -4.75 4.50

Net cost

Cost of removing from
and replacing in trucks,

per pair $2.25, each . .

$4,25 $15.00

1.12 1.12

Cost under car. each.

Cost of two turnings.

$5.37 $16.12

3.25

Total cost of wheel
service, each $5.37 $10.3"

Tt will be observed that the total cost

for wheel service for other types of

wheels is about four times that of the

chilled iron wheels, and upon this basis

of comparison any substitute must yield

four times the mileage or time service

in order to equalize the cost. As the

Master Car Builders fix the price of re-

movals on 30 per cent, of your equip-

ment, it must follow that the same re-

lative basis of cost must apply on the

70 per cent, of removals on your own
lines.

Chilled iron wheels sold at a differen

tial of $10 per ton makes the net cost of

the three Master Car Builders' stan-

dards as follows:

625 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 30-

ton cars $3.12

675 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 40-

ton cars 3.37

725 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 50-

ton cars 3.02

All chilled iron wheels, unlike other

types, are guaranteed for a minimum
service, and the usual guarantee in the

States is:

625 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 30-

ton cars vears

675 pounds .M.C.I!, wheel for40-

ton etars 5

725 /pounds M.C.1>. wheel lor 50-

ton cars 4 „

Should any of these wheels fail in ser-

vice through the fault of the manufac-
turer a new wheel is supplied without

any cost to the user.

Maximum net cost of 625 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. (i yrs.. .52c per year

Maximum net cost of 675 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. 5 yrs. ..67c „ „

Maximum net cost id' 725 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. 4 yrs.. .90c „ .,

Any wheel that is sold for $20 will

cost the railroad, in interest charges

alone (figured at 5 per cent, .per annum),

more than the renewal charges of the

chilled iron wheel, because while the

guaranteed net cost to the railroads is

based upon six. live and four years' ser-

vice respectively, the actual service is

often twice as much. During the two

years last past, the price of all commodi-

ties have reached their highest figures.

Nevertheless, the price of the chilled iron

car wheel has practically remained con-

stant. Based upon the annual renewals

of 2,500,000 wheels any other substitute

at a price of $20 per wheel will cost the

railroads $50,000,000 initial investment

the first vnar.
©

FOUNDRY TUMBLING BARREL
SOME time ago, having a very large

quantity of small castings to supply,

says a writer in the Foundry Trade

Journal, we decided to build a small

rattler or tumbling barrel, as the large

FIG. 1. FIG.

iron ones caused a great deal of break-

age. The measurements of the new one

were 15 ins. inside and 3 ft. long, this

holding a barrow-full at a time. The

FIG. 3.

method was as follows: Cast two discs

15 ins. dia, and 1 in. thick, with a spin-

dle as shown at B, Fig. 1. Make two

FIGS. 4 AND 5.

wood discs and bolt on to face at CA,
Fig. 2. This method saves drilling and

machining, tor the wooden bars, D, Fig.

3, can be screwed on to the disc. The
lid, Pig. 4, is of three, bars screwed on
to sections of wroughl iron bent to cor-

FIG. 6. FIG.

red angle at E and D, Figs. 4 and 6,

and mounted as shown in Fig. 5 by
hinges F. Next cast two blocks for bear-

ings, and drill through as shown at G,

FIG. &

Fig. 7. The standards, H, Fig. S, are

of timber, 3 ft. by 4 ft.; these can be

bolted to the floor.

The whole thing was put together by

ORWING PULLO
*

«s

H

FIG. ft.

a carpenter, and cost about $15. It can

be attended by any lad, and proves a

most serviceable and cheap tool for very

light and small castings.

—
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ONTARIO NICKEL DEPOSITS

THE report of the Province of Ontario

Royal Commission on nickel was brought

down in the House on March 26. It is a

complete history of the nickel industry

done up in a neat volume of 600 pages.

Its cost is estimated at $60,000. It tells

of the difficulties to be overcome before

the metal could be refined in Canada, and
of the triumph of science over sulphur

fumes. The amount of nickel in sight in

Ontario is given as about 70 million tons,

but it is estimated that the total deposits
amount to about double that amount.

Taxation of minerals is discussed at

length, but a hasty examination of the

volume does not reveal any concrete re-

commendation as to what the Ontario tax

should be. The evidence taken before the

commission is given in an appendix.

Through the report runs a seam of warn-
ing as to the dangers of confiscation, and

of the evils that may arise should eapital

be intimidated.

The only reference to Ontario nickel

reaching the Germans is contained in a

short paragraph which deals with confer-

ences held with the Imperial Government.
The only comment is that for obvious rea-

sons these conferences were secret, and
what transpired could not be divulged.
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WHY A PATTERN IS DIVIDED

By D. A. Sampson.

IT
IS very hard bo get designers and

patternmakers to divide their patterns

profitably because few of them take

the trouble to obtain the moulders' view-

point. A mould is made in a box called

a "flask." that is split horizontally, and

in which the pattern has been placed ond

the sand packed around it. Now note,

to get that pattern out, the halves of

the mould have to be lifted off the pat-

tern, or the pattern has to be lifted out

of the mould; there is a vast difference,

and on this difference hinges the reason

for divided patterns.

As an example, consider the pattern

in Fig. 1, which has a deep lug extending

on opposite sides of the hub, and core

prints at the ends. Assuming that this

pattern were made solid, and that we
could look into the mould before the pat-

tern was "drawn" (out), we would see

something like Fig. 2. The parting line

is marked; it is the line between the up-

fig. l

per and lower halves of the mould,
known respectively as the "cope" and
the "drag." In order to get the pattern

out of the mould, the cope has to be

lifted off the pattern, the latter remain-
ing in the drag if the moulder has good
luck. The pattern has in all six vertical

faces, and the trick is to lift the cope off

so that none of them knock off any
sand—a practical impossibility. The
rounded hubs and the tapering sides of

the lug draw without any trouble, but

the vertical faces, even though made
with the usual "draft," are sure to catch

portions of sand and spoil the mould so

that patching: up is required. When it is

considered that this cope may be a box
18 or 20 inches square, and 8 or 10

inches deep, and weighing up to a hun-
dred pounds, the proposition of a man
lifting: it 5 or 6 inches in a perfectly-

straight line, never raising one cornet-

ahead of another, is a formidable one.

And while he is dointr this, he cannot
possibly see underneath to gain an idea
as to "how she is coming:."

If the pattern be made divided, the

patternmaker predetermines the parting

line of the mould when he splits his pat-

tern. The pattern in Fig. 1 is split along

! ^
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the horizontal centre line, as noted. To
keep the halves in relation, two dowels
are put in, one flat face, and enter holes

in the other. To facilitate the moulder's

work the dowels are made with a good
deal of taper, and only fit the holes ex-

actly when the two halves are in actual

contact.

Now the divided pattern is put in the

flask and has the sand packed around it.

just as does the solid pattern shown in

Fig. 2, but here the similarity ends, for

to get the pattern out of the sand the

cope is lifted off and carries with it one-

half of the pattern, as shown by Fig. 3.

The dowels offer no resistance, and there

is no sand to disturb. Then this part of

the mould is inverted and becomes for

the time being just as the other half. It

is a comparatively simple matter to

draw the pattern out of the sand when
only the pattern has to be lifted; it of

itself is light, and the whole operation
can be seen. Hence, easier work and
quicker, and no patching up to be done.

The half pattern can be jarred in the
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sand ("rapped" it is called), making the

space in the sand the least bit larger

than itself and removal is a simple op-

eration. In Fig:. 4 the half pattern is

partly withdrawn.
If the work is rightly planned, divided

patterns are as quickly made as solid

ones. Because the work is arranged so

he can see it, the moulder needs less

draft than with solid patterns, and this

is a point appreciated by the men in the

machine shop who have to work up the
castings. When there is a doubt as to
where or how to divide a pattern, the
moulder should be consulted.

COATINGS FOR WOOD PATTERNS
By D. A. Middleton.

SOME plants have specified colors for

different parts of their patterns. The
ground work is natural wood finish, core

prints are black, and surfaces that are

to be machined are red. While this is

only a typical color scheme, it serves for

an example, and the moulder knows at a

glance just what the casting will be and
how it will be worked up in the shop.

But whatever the color scheme, shellac

is the basis of the coating, and the vari-

ous colors are obtained by mixing
powders in the clear shellac. Many
plants paint their patterns black, and to

get that, mix lampblack in the shellac

and thin with denatured alcohol.

The present high cost of shellac has
brought into prominence one or two very
good shellac substitutes, which fill the

purpose well, but take a longer time to

harden than shellac. It should be borne
in mind that the purpose of the coating
is primarily to protect the wood from
the destructive effects of the damp
moulding sand. Holes and imperfections

in the wood surface are commonly filled

FIG. 3.

FIG. 4.

with beeswax; small fillets and corners
are formed from it. Paraffine wax is

much cheaper and just as g:ood, but pat-

ternmakers have trouble in making it

stick to the wood. If the pattern is given
one coating of shellac first and then the
paraffine applied hot, it will stick as well'

as beeswax.
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CUTTING
By "Cupola."

IF
there is one question more vital to

the foundryman than another it is

the question of price-cutting'. Other

trades are beginning to see that the

evil of price-cutting is ruinous to the

foundryman. No less than any other

line, and particularly to the jobbing

foundryman. The manager of a large

foundry, in speaking upon this sub-

ject, stated: "It just amounted to this.

We had to buy over several specialties

and acquire the sole manufacture of

them, or close down. This expenditure

meant thousands of dollars of new capi-

tal, scrapping a whole lot of accumu-

late:! equipment, of which there is no

end in a jobbing shop."

There's no reason in the world why a

jobbing foundry should not be a paying-

venture, and it is only a matter of

time when such will be the cas^. All

over the country foundries are doing as

this manager stated, and if the jobbing

foundryman will take advantage of the

situation and demand a living price this

evil of price-cutting will soon be a thing

of the past.

Effect on the Moulder.

The evil of price-cutting has an effect

upon the moulder which is detrimental.

He hears that the boss took such a

job at so much per lb. He figures it

out in his own crude way something

like this: '"Well, wouldn't that skin

yer! The boss has taken this job at so

much per lb. Iron costs so much. It

takes ten of us two hours to take off a

cast. It takes Jimmy six hours a day to

get the cupola and ladles ready, then he

has coke, cores and losses. The castings

have got to be rumbled, bagged and

shipped. It will take us fellows all our

time to put up so many boxes a day, be-

cause the castings only weigh so much a

piece. That don't allow a cent for profit.

I'll be darn'd if I know what he's think-

ing about. I'm not going to work like

Sam Hill to make him money at that

price."

The boss says: "But look here, chaps.

I simplv had to take the job to keep

vou fellows going. So & So offered to

take it at ^ of a cent less, but Brown's

a friend of mine and I got the % of a

cent more."
The writer has been up against this

"Friend of Mine." and is very pleased to

say, has lost a lot of friends. Job said.

"Lord preserve me from my friends."

The moulder who knows that the boss

is price-cutting is like the sailor who

finds the captain boring- a hole in the

bottom of the ship to let the water out,

and beginning to see that all the pump-

ing in the world won't save the ship, he

refuses to pump any faster.

Back-Bone Wanted.

What is needed is better business

methods, more back-bone ,"less friends,"

less of the "well if Smith can let you

have them at 3 cents I can" kind of

methods. There's not a foundryman on

this earth that can give a price on a

line of castings unless he has moulded

the job before. Every casting has some

peculiarity of its own. It depends upon
how they're gated, or whether the cast-

ings have to be machined or not, and a

thousand and one little things to be
considered.

Before a price is given there should

be a test made if there is any quantity;

for a few tons, however, there should

be no juggling of prices, but a straight

time and material invoice rendered.

There are buyers of castings to-day that

do nothing but peddle their castings all

over the country and pose as "friends of

mine" to the limit, simply because they
know that on an average the jobbing
foundryman is a poor business man.

In this way foundrymen who, in actual

fact, are the beginning of the mechani-

cal world, are the poorest financially,

of any of the allied craftsmen.

Can Buy Castings Cheaper.

It's a very common thing to hear the

head of a large machinery company,
when asked why they buy their cast-

ings instead of running a foundry to re-

ply, "Run a foundry? Not on your

life. We can buy castings cheaper than

mould them and have no worry. If we
get bad castings it's not our loss; it's the

other fellow's."

There are various reasons for this

state of affairs. For instance, a contract

has been taken to turn out castings at

a certain price, and there is scarcely

enough weight in a dav's moulding to

to take off a melt. The foundryman
thinks. "Now, if I could only get another

job with a bit more weight in it. I could

make good on this job." So out he goes

looking for a bit more weight, and he's

so anxious to get weight that price is

a secondary consideration; thus possibly

spoiling a customer and lowering a fair

price, with the result that some dav

he'll be handicapped with "more weight"

than price. Buyers of castings begin to

play upon the foundryman in more ways
than one.

What Is Wanted.
Now, what is wanted is this. The

foundryman should find out what it

costs him to do business. He should

say to himself, "Well, if I was working

for So & So. he'd give me $150 a month,"

and begin like this:

Overhead Expenses For One Year.

Own salary, $lf>0 a month $1,800.00

Rent of foundry. $25 a month 300.00

Telephone 45.00

Stationery and postage 25.00

Bookkeeper 600.00

Kiri> insurance 50.00

Laborer at $2.50 a day. 300 days 750.00

Cupola man. $3 a day 900.00

$4,470.00

An average of $14.90 per day for

300 working days. And there are

other little incidentals which creep in.

It may be stated that a laborer and

cupola man need not be classed as an

overhead expense, but both these men
are just as indispensable as the boss.

The writer was in a foundry not long

ago and asked for the manager. He was

told to go into the foundry. And there

was the boss with his sleeves rolled up,

working at a job which the laborer

should have been doing. That was all

that boss was worth, but he may have

been drawing a couple of thousand dol-

lars a year. This particular foundry
was employing, on an average, 25 men
all the year round, and not paying a
dividend, just holding its own, and
lucky at that.

@
EMBARGO ON STEEL TURNINGS

EXPORT
THE Canadian Government placed with-
out warning, effective Saturday after-

noon, April 21, an embargo against the
shipment of steel shell turnings into

the United States. Very considerable
amounts had been purchased by con-
sumers in the States, and large ton-

nages are still due on contracts which
cannot now be filled. This scrap is

very desirable on account of the analysis
and is used in open-hearth practice.

For some time an embargo had been
in effect against the exportation to

the United States, of heavy shell crop
ends. The mills of the latter which are
shipping billets into Canada for the
manufacture of shells and which are
large consumers of steel turnings will

no doubt insist that the clause in their

contracts which provides for the return
of the scrap crop ends and turnings to

them be complied with.

Production of shell turnings in Can-
ada, it is believed, far exceeds Canadian
consumption, and it is known that elec-

tric furnaces are being provided at

Toronto under Canadian Government
auspices, for the conversion of turnings
into steel. A similar embargo placed

about six months ago was shortly after-

ward lifted by reason of the inability

of the Canadian consumers to take care

of their production. The embargo at

that time immediately brought the price

of turnings down $5 or $6 per ton be-

low what could be obtained on this side.

Much adverse criticism is heard on the

action in placing this latest embargo,
as consumers in Canada have the same
opportunity to buy the scrap as Ameri-
can consumers and have generally been

given preference at equal figures.

®
DOMINION BRIDGE GET STRUC-

TURAL STEEL CONTRACT
THE Department of Railways and

Canals of the Canadian Government has

placed a contract with the Dominion
Bridge Co. of Montreal for 2,500 tons of

structural steel for two piers and pier

heads to be- constructed in the harbor of

Halifax, N.S. The steel will be furnished

by the Bethlehem Steel Co. Bids have

also been asked on 3,000 tons of struc-

tural steel for pier sheds at Quebec, but

no award has meantime been announced.

Recent bids on the construction of the

second unit of the Eaton department

store at Toronto, requiring 12,000 tons

of steel, were so high that it was decided

to postpone the placing of the contract

at this time. It will be recalled that

the contract for the first unit was placed

in February with the Dominion Bridge

Co., and that the steel was ordered from

the Bethlehem Steel Co. at $100 per ton

f.o.b., Toronto.



STEEL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The War-Created Stimulus given the Steel Industry is Reflected alike in the Nature

and Application of New and Improved Equipment being Installed and Developed.

CLEANING BLAST FURNACE GAS*

MARKED differences in opinion

have been expressed by en-

gineers interested in cleaning

iron blast furnace .eases for use in hot-

blast stoves and under boilers, with re-

ferenee to the advantages of a hot-dry

method compared with a cold-wet

method.
One point at issue involves the sens-

ible heat energy in the moisture con-

tained in the gas. Some advocates of

the cold-wet methods claim that the con-

densation and resultant removal of the

greater portion of this contained mois-

ture by wet scrubbing, spraying or simi-

lar method, results in a saving of some

of this sensible heat energy, because

water vapor has a high capacity for

sensible heat energy and may carry

from the exit of a hot-blast stove, for

example, more heat units than are sacri-

ficed or lost when the gas is cleaned by

this cold-wet method.

Other advantages claimed for the lat-

ter method are: That gas burns more

readily when it is free from moisture in

any form; that, because gas is made

denser by cooling and removing the

moisture, it has a higher calorific value

than hot gas carrying moisture; and

that higher flame temperatures are ob-

tained when the gas is cleaned by the

cold-wet method.

Gas Heat Energy
The total heat energy in a gas in-

cludes the heat which may be developed

by combustion (chemical energy), the

heat due to the temperature of the gas

(sensible heat), and the latent heat

vaporization. The first type of energy

may be called "the heat energy of com-

bustion" and the second type "the sens-

ible heat energy" of the gas. The heat

energy of combustion is a function of

the composition of the gases. For a de-

finite composition of gases it is prac-

tically constant and can be readily cal-

culated. The sensible heat energy of a

eras depends upon the quantity of gas,

the volume and temperature of the gas

and the mean specific heat of the gas.

The specific heat of a gas in turn de-

pends upon the temperature of the gas

and its chemical composition.

In this discussion one pound of a

typical dry, clean top blast furnace gas

is taken as the unit. It is assumed to

have the following percentage composi-

tion by weight: CO. 21.00; CO, 24.00;

H , 0.25; CH . 0.25; X, 54.50. The pres-

ence of moisture, dust and excess air is

measured in terms of the quantity of

this foreign material per pound of such

dry, clean top gas. The sensible heat

energy of moist, top gas is, therefore,

according to our method of calculation.

•From a paper presented at the meetlnes
nf the American Institute of Minine Kn-
ziner-rs. New York. Feh.. 1917. by T,. Bradley,
71. D. Ezhert :iik1 W. W Strong

the sensible heat energy of one pound of

dry top gas plus the heat energy of the

moisture which accompanies, and is in

addition to one pound of the gases which

constitute the dry top gas; that is, the

heat energies are added together.

Moisture Measurement

In practice, the amount of moisture

or dust in a gas is frequently measured
in grains per cubic foot of gas. This

method of measuring the moisture or

dust content of a gas usually assumes
that the moisture or dust is computed at

a certain temperature of the gas such as

32 degrees Fah. Thus, taking one pound
of dry top gas with 20 grains of dust per

cubic foot of gas calculated at 32 degrees

Fah. and 50 grains of moisture per

cubic foot of gas calculated at 32 de-

grees Fah., the unit of gas would con-

tain 0.034994 pound of dust and 0.087485

pound of moisture. The unit of gas con-

sidered would consist of a total of

1.122479 pounds of matter, and a calcu-

lation of the sensible heat energy of one

pound of dry, clean top gas with the

above moisture and dust content would
involve the calculation of the sensible

heat energy of 1.122479 pounds of

matter.

This article, however, compares two
methods of cleaning, the dry-hot and the

cold-wet methods. Since both methods
presuppose the removal of dust, it is not

necessary to consider the sensible heat

energy of the dust. In the example just

cited the sensible heat energy would be

calculated for 1.0487485 pounds of mat-
ter, the dust being excluded.

In the example given in the preceding

paragraph the amount of dust and mois-

ture per actual cubic foot of gas de-

creases with rise in temperature, be-

cause the gas expands. At atmospheric
pressure one cubic foot of gas at 32 de-

grees Fah. will become two cubic feet at

523 degrees Fah., and in the example of

moist, dusty gas, the dust content of 20

grains per cubic foot of eras calculated

at 32 degrees Fah. will fall to 10 grains

per actual cubic foot of gas at 523 de-

grees Fah.. while the moisture content

will fall from 50 grains per cubic foot,

calculated at 32 degrees Fah.. to 25

grains ner actual cubic foot at 523 de-

grees Fah., though the percentage of

dust and moisture per pound of dry,

clean, top gas has remained the same.
The measurement of the density of dust

and moisture in a gas is, therefore,

made by calculating how manv grains of

each a cubic foot of gas would contain

if reduced in temperature to 320 degrees

Fah., the pressure being standard at 760

millimeters of mercury.

Air Addition for Combustion

For purposes of combustion it is ne-

cessary to add a certain minimum
weight of air per pound of the clean, dry
top gas. After combustion the chemical

composition and the specific heats of the

eases have been completely changed.

The datum point will be taken as 60 de-

grees Fah., and the sensible heat energy

of the exit stove gases will be the

amount of heat energy that the products

of combustion of one pound of dry top

gas plus the specified excess air plus

the specified moisture entering the stove

with the gas and air would emit when
cooled from the specified temperature of

the exit gases down to 60 degrees Fah.
In these calculations it will be assumed
that the moisture content of the stove

exit gases is not great enough at any
time to result in condensation of any of

the water vapor at the temperature at

which the mixed gases actually leave the

stoves. In practice, the moisture con-

tent would seldom if ever reach such an
amount.

Latent Heat of Water Vapor

The latent heat of the water vapor
need not be considered because it is lost

in any cleaning method which can be
adopted. In the cold-wet method the

latent heat of the water vapor is ab-

sorbed by the water used during the

washing process, and is thus carried

away by it; in the dry-hot method the

latent heat of the water vapor is carried

out with the stove exit gases and there-

by lost.

Further, in using 60 degrees Fah. as

the datum point for calculations of the

sensible heat energy of the exit stove

gases or of the blast furnace top gas af-

ter coming from the cleaner, it will be

assumed the gas contains 5 grains of

moisture per cubic foot of gas calculated

at 32 degrees Fah. This means that the

sensible heat energy is referred to that

of the same gas practically saturated

with moisture at 60 degrees Fah. Such
a datum point is convenient because any
kind of a gas cleaned by the cold-wet

method usually comes out at about 60

degrees Fah. and is practically saturated
with moisture. As our comparison is

made between a dry-hot and a cold-wet
method of cleaning, it is natural to as-

sume conditions prevalent in the cold-

wet method as the datum point.

Consider one pound of dry, clean, top
gas at 700 degrees Fah., containing 20

grains of dust and 25 grains of mois-
ture, both calculated per cubic foot of

gas at 32 degrees Fah. Our unit of

dusty and moist gas weighs 1.078736

pounds. It is found that the sensible

heat energy in the one pound of top g^s
and that in the moisture (which would
be lost if the gas passed through a cold-

wet cleaning apparatus, thus reducing
its temperature to 60 degrees Fah .)

would be 174.69 B.t.u.r^Qt. By the cold-

wet method of cleaning that cools the

gas to 60 degrees Fah., the above Qt
units of heat energy are lost for every
pound of dry top gas, plus a specified

moisture density.
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In the dry-hot method of cleaning, no

material lowering of temperature of the

combustible pases for the stoves need

take place. This condition is practically

feasible when the electrical method of

cleaning is used because the electrical

precipitators need not be more than 15

or 20 feet in length. The length of the

gas mains and connections need not,

therefore, be greatly increased, and,

furthermore, they may be insulated so

as to conserve the heat energy of the

gases.

In the dry-hot method of cleaning the

25 grains of moisture per cubic foot of

gas remain in the gas and are carried

into the stoves and then out with the

products of combustion. The only differ-

ence between the exit gases from dry-

hot cleaning and cold-wet cleaning is

that in the one case there are 20 grains

of moisture per cubic foot of gas stan-

dard more than in the other case. Let us

assume that the exit gases leave the

hot-blast stoves at 600 degrees Fah.,

which is a fair average. With the hot-

dry method of cleaning these gases will

carry away 8.83 B.t.u. of sensible heat

energy for every pound of dry top gas

over and above what the same gases

would have carried out had they been

cleaned by a cold-wet method, due to the

greater amount of moisture left in the

gas when cleaned by the hot-dry method.

Let this energy be Qe. The saving in

sensible heat energy by the hot-dry me-

thod of cleaning as compared to the cold-

wet method is: Qt— Qe=174.6 — 8.83=

165.86 B.t.u. per pound of dry top gas.

In the above comparison any energy

changes due to expansion or contraction

of the gases can be neglected because

the exit gases are under practically the

same condition of pressure and tempera-

ture for both methods of cleaning.

Assuming a ton of iron to represent a

production of 12,000 pounds of such

tvpical top gas, a hot-drv method of

cleaning the gases would conserve:

12,000 (Qt— Qe) =1,990,320 B.t.u. per

ton of iron.

In some ores a considerable amount
of compounds of potash, zinc, lead,

arsenic, antimony, etc., may accompany

the compounds of iron, cooper, etc., for

which the ore is bein? smelted. Under
present conditions this more volatile

part of the ore may be carried away in

the top gas. A dry method of cleanine

may allow the recovery of certain of

these volatile comnounds, thus making
commercially possible the treatment of a

greater variety of ores. At the present

time the application of the electrical me-

thod of cleaning blast furnace gas from
iron ore containing zinc is being de-

veloped and other problems similar to

this are also under consideration.

Under practical operating conditions,

many factors relatine to the cleanine

process must be considered. A few of

these may be briefly discussed. The cold-

wet process of cleaning is usually more
or less automatic in operation and re-

nuires comparatively little attention.

Rather large quantities of water are

used and considerable power is consumed
in handling this water, and in forcimr

the gases through the system. The

washers are comparatively large and
the initial expense of installation is also

large. In some instances, a problem
arises as to the disposal of the muddy
water, it often being illegal to allow this

contaminated water to run into the
streams, while in other instances water
is not abundant and its use for gas clean-

ing may be prohibitive.

Electrical Method of Cleaning

There is a hot-dry method of cleaning
that promises to be very advantageous
for the purpose of cleaning these gases
The electrical precipitation processes
make use of a high-tension electrical dis-

charge which sweeps out the suspended
matter from the surrounding gas. The

electrical method does not cool the gas,
it precipitates the suspended dust in a
dry state, thus making it easy to re-

claim this material. The operation is

practically automatic and the energy
consumption is small.

The cleaning power of the electrical

method is said to be practically com-
plete, in many instances being as high

as 99 to 100 per cent. The degree of

cleaning is greater than that usually ob-

tained by wet methods in general, and
is ample for stoves and boilers. Indeed,

the results of recent tests have indicated

the probability that, even with a single

pass precipitator, the gases would be

cleaned to the degree required by inter-

nal-combustion engines.

Uniform System of Foundry Cost Accounting
To 'promote the adoption of a uniform system of foun-

dry cost accounting among its members, the American
Foundrymen's Association has outlined a plan of proced-
ure which represents the most comprehensive effort in this

liar of endeavor that has ever been undertaken.

FOR some years the American
Foundrymen's Association has had
had cost committees at work

which have presented valuable reports
at the annual meetings of this society,

but unfortunately a large part of this

work has been without practical results

owing to the fact that the members,
in only a few instances, have followed
the recommendations made.
To make this work more practical and

to facilitate the installation of uniform
cost-keeping methods in the plants of

the members of this association, it has
been decided to provide them with the

personal service of a cost expert whose
duty it will be to make the existing cost

systems conform to the one that is to

be adopted. Without the services of a

cost accountant to introduce the system,

no headway can be made toward uni-

formity of practice, which is the under-

lying basis for intelligent estimating

among competitors.

Since the American Foundrymen's As-

sociation, due to its low cost of mem-
bership, is without means to carry on

this special work, it was decided to

raise a fund by subscription among
those who desire to participate in the

benefits to be derived from this under-

taking. The plan will enable foundrymer.

to obtain a cost accounting system at a

nominal cost, which will be representa-

tive of the latest and best practice in

cost-keeping methods.

Productive labor is a good measure
of the value of the business transacted

by a foundry and. therefore, the ex-

pense of this undertaking will be pro-

rated on the basis of the number of

molders and coremakers employed. The
schedule of charges that will apply, fol-

low: Foundries employing up to 40

molders and coremakers, $50; from 40

to 200 molders and coremakers, $1.25

for each molder and coremaker em-

ploved; for plants employing more than

200 molders and coremakers a flat

charge of $250 will be made. Since

additional traveling expenses will be in-

volved in the installation of the system
outside of the industrial centers of the

United States and Canada, an extra

charge will be made for this service west
of the Mississippi river, south of the

Ohio river, and outside of the Province

of Ontario, in Canada.
Payments are to be made on the fol-

lowing basis: Twenty-five per cent, when
subscribing to this special fund; 25 per

cent, upon the receipt of the book con-

taining the uniform cost system; 25

per cent, after the system has been in-

stalled by the cost expert and the re-

maining 25 per cent, after the sub-

scriber has received from the cost ac-

countant a written report covering the

system in use with suggestions to make
it conform to the uniform method to

be adopted.

To carrv on this work, the Cost Com-
mittee of the American Foundrymen's
Association has engaged the services of

C. E. Knoeppel & Co., New York, indus-

trial engineers and cost accountants.

Data are now being gathered prepara-

tory to the compilation of a uniform

system of cost-keeping for foundries,

which can be adopted to shops specializ-

ing in the manufacture of gray or mal-

leable iron, or steel castings. The prob-

lems of the foundry which is a depart-

ment of a manufacturing plant and pro-

duces no castings for the trade will be

considered and provision also will be

marie for specialty, light and heavy
work shops.

When the uniform system has been

ratified bv the Cost Committee, it will

be printed in pamphlet form and will

be distributed amone all of the sub-

scribers. As soon as possible there-

after, cost experts in the employ of

C. E. Knoeppel & Co., will visit each

one of the plants of the subscribers and

will point out the features of the cost

svstem and will aid in its installation.
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This personal visit will be followed by
a written report by the cost expert who
will detail every step to be followed in

the introduction and use of this sys-

tem. For a reasonable time thereafter,

the advice of C. E. Knoeppel & Co.,

can be had by correspondence without

additional cost to the subscriber.

Subscribers to this fund are limited

to the membership of the American
Foundrymen's Association, but foun-

dries not so enrolled can derive the

benefit of this great work by becom-
ing members of this organization.

Furthermore, only subscribers to this

special fund will receive a copy of the

uniform cost system and the services

of C. E. Knoeppel & Co., membership
in the American Foundrymen's Associa-

tion alone not entitling those so enrolled

to participate.

Favorable replies already have been
received from 217 members of this or-

ganization in the United States and Can-
ada, and 51 have forwarded their sub-

scriptions. This is sufficient assurance
that the plan can be carried to a success-

ful conclusion, and it marks the begin-

ning of the greatest uniform cost cam-
paign ever undertaken in a single in-

dustry.

The members of the Cost Committee,
who conceived this undertaking, fol-

lows: B. D. Fuller, chairman, Westing-
house Electric Mfer. Co.. Cleveland; H.

J. Koch, Fort Pitt Steel Casting Co., Mc-
Keesport, Pa.; J. Roy Tanner, Pitts-

burgh Valve Foundry & Construction

Co., Pittsburg; C. R. Messinger, Sivyer

difficulties confronting the Western pub-
Steel Coating Co., Milwaukee, and A. 0.

Backert, secretary Twelfth and Chestnut
Streets Cleveland.

®
RENNERFELT ELECTRIC

FURNACE
ARC

DURING the past two and a half

years, or since the inception of the

shell industry, the utilization of the
electric furnace for the production of

steel has made rapid and remarkable
progress, and the knowledge acquired

during this period of activity will, in all

probability, open a still wider field for

this process of manufacturing steel and
other metals on a commercial basis for

many domestic requirements.
Electric furnaces are not only finding

a place in the foundries of the steel in-

dustry, but are proving themselves to be
an essential factor in the evolution of

this branch of engineering practice.

While the principle of all electric fur-

naces is similar, the method adopted by
the different manufacturers of applying
electric current for the dissolution of

metal provides a means of comparison
for the various makes of furnaces. The
outstanding features of the Rennerfelt
electric arc furnace, illustrated herewith,
are the location of the three electrodes,
their position in the furnace and the ac-

tion of the arc upon the bath of the
metal.

The 3-phase current enters the trans-
formers, and is changed by means of a
Scott connection to 2-phase, 3-wire sys-
tem. The middle or combined conductor

carries about 40 per cent, more current
in the vertical than does either of the side

electrodes, and this forces the entire

radiating arc, by the resolution of forces

and electro-magnetic action, down on the
bath. The horizontal electrodes are

about 15 inches above the bath or slat-

in some of the larger size furnaces, and
the operating distance from tip to tip of

the horizontal electrodes is usually from
18 to 22 inches or more. These dimen-
sions give an idea of the size of the

Same, which, striking the bath, mush-
rooms to the side and ends of the fur-

nace. The heat reaching the roof is con-

sequently very indirect, thus favoring
low roof-maintenance costs.

On account of the peculiar character-

istics of the Rennerfelt arc, it is very
steady with hand regulation, and the fur-

nace operation is electrically simplified

to a marked degree, by avoiding all auto-

matic electrode regulation, although
motors with push button control are con-

there is only one door, and the larger

sizes have but two doors, and are made
to fit as close as possible. The clearance

of the cooling boxes is also made less.

Only Vs-inch clearance is allowed, which
is just enough room to compensate for

the slight irregularity in the manufac-
ture of what are ordinarily perfectly

round electrodes.

Probably the greatest advantage that

can be accorded to this type of furnace
is its adaptability to the satisfactory

dissolution of all kinds of metal, such as
copper, bronze, red brass, nickel, alum-
inum, and such mixtures where zinc does
not predominate, or where the percent-
age is low. The quiet state in which the
metal is retained during the melting pro-

cess is one of the chief reasons why the
oxidation and volatilization is kept very
low, thus preventing the escape of

poisonous gases from copper charges.
This may also explain in a measure why
the burn-off in ordinary miscellaneous

•RENNERFELT" ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE INSTALLATION.

templated. As only 4 or 6 pounds of

Acheson graphite are burned away per
ton of cold steel scrap or pig iron, melted
and treated, it is evident that the elec-

trode regulation with such a steady arc,

made between three points of stability,

that is, the tips of three electrodes, is a
minimum. Light metal scrap or turn-

ings can be heaped in the furnace with
the electrodes touching the charge, and
yet before many minutes the free burn-
ing arc between the electrode tips has
established itself. The majority of these
furnaces are operating with basic bot-

toms; but in the case of a few, where
high-class raw material is available at

reasonable prices, the acid bottom has
been adopted.

The wear of the electrodes seems 1o

depend upon three things—first, the
density of the current; second, the cir-

cular area and length exposed inside the
furnace; and third, the amount of air

leaking into the furnace. The latter
cause seems to have the most deleterious
effect, and hence doors are fewer now
than formerly. Up to the three-ton size

steel scrap is only about 3 per cent, in

the Rennerfelt furnaces. These furnaces
are being placed on the Canadian market
by the firm of Hyde & Sons, 12 Bleury
Street, Montreal.

©
THE industrial importance of the alu-

minium-zinc alloys is gradually being

more fully recognized. With regard to

zinc in alloys for bearings, it may be

stated that at least 75 per cent, of the

car journals bearings in use on United
States railways contain upwards of -

percent, of zinc In recent invest igat ion

on the effect of zinc on the mechanical
properties of copper-tin-lead bearing al-

loys, Clamer concluded that alloys con

taining not less than 65 per cent, of

copper, and approximately 5 per cent, of

tin, up to 20 per cent, of lead, and up
to 5 per cent, of zinc should be satis

factory for all classes of car journal

bearings. With an increase in the

amount of lead, the zinc content should

be correspondingly diminished.
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OBJECTIVE OF MUNITIONS SCRAP CONSERVATION

AS a result of the demand for munitions steel, the

rolling of rails for either domestic or export pur-

poses has now been at a standstill for many months

in each of our two steel mills specially equipped for same.

The need of steel rails is only less urgent than that of

munitions steel, and just here there exists ample evidence

that as shell requirements become less pressing, and cease

ultimately, a period of more or less abnormal activity will

continue to mark steel plant operation on rail production.

It may readily be taken for granted that the initiation

of the big electric steel plant now under construction in

Toronto for the Imperial Munitions Board was inspired

with the idea of relieving one or both of our rail mills of

their munitions steel burden, and while the electric steel

plant referred to will not produce from the raw materials

—the latter as commonly understood, in another sense,

the material from which its product output will be de-

rived, may readily be classed as essentially raw. In a

word, our quite enormous tonnage of scrap shell ends,

shell crop ends, shell machining turnings and borings,

defective billets and forgings are going to be conserved,

instead of shipped out of the country as scrap, and will

be reproduced in shell billet size and quantity to conform

with immediate requirement.

The needs of our railroads become daily more pressing,

steel for almost any one of their departments being quite

as urgent as that relative to rails. The Imperial Munitions

Board is alike in intimate touch with Empire and our own
specially national needs, and as we have on former occa-

sions voiced a word of appreciation of their efforts in

directing our munitions and shipbuilding industries, it

seems fitting that the highly important matter of our

railroad maintenance should also be mentioned as coming
within the scope of their vision and activities.

®
COAL WILL CONTINUE SCARCE AND DEAR

WITH the advent of spring weather and the near
approach of the good old summer time, there is

already evident a disposition to forget our past

winter troubles and inconveniences, due to lack of coal for

manufacturing and domestic services in both quantity and
quality, the latter probably more aggravated than the

former. Even now, when to all appearances, we are stiU

well removed from the firing of the last shot in this appar-

ently cruel war, a powerful public opinion—essentially

scientific and moral perhaps, deems the conflict to have

been worth while and altogether necessary to our future

well being. The reason is not far to seek, and need not be

looked for en masse; it being as a matter of fact a more
or less individually determined conclusion arising from
personal experience. We have come to appreciate things

more in keeping with their proper value and in so doing

to extract from them the commensurate return. It is

hard, however, to get away altogether from the idea that

the war in much of its detail has been other than tyran-

nical, and so far as we on this North American continent

are concerned, the coal situation during the past winter

on many occasions by its maintaining a generally threat-

ening aspect and seriously affecting industrial enterprise

and domestic comfort, contributed its quota to such a

condition of mind. From well authenticated sources, our

information is that not only may little price relief be ex-

pected—if any, but much below normal supplies of coal

are also likely to be received. The 1917 season of naviga-

tion on our lakes and rivers is going to be less effective in

accumulating coal supplies than ever before, due not only

to the shortage of "bottoms," but to such other causes aa
the shortage of labor at the mines, and the reduction in

railroad rolling stock available for such service. The fore-

going applies to coal receipts from within our own bor-

ders, as well as those from beyond. It seems in order to

impress our readers — executive and operative, with the

quite remote prospect of lower coal prices during the sum-
mer season than those now prevailing, and to advise that

not only will they be higher during next winter than last,

but the higher levels will be reached much earlier than

usual. Something like $5 per ton for bituminous coal at

pit mouth, in Pennsylvania is now quoted, and anticipa-

tions are that $7 per ton at pit mouth will be the price

ruling before the summer is over. Such coal in pre-war

days ranged from $1.50 to $2 per ton at pit mouth.



PLATING and POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment, etc., Used in the Plating and Polishing Industry.

THE ENAMELLED-WARE INDUSTRY

THE products of this industry

may be divided roughly into

two classes, the first of which
comprises articles that are stamped
or pressed from sheet metal and are

subsequently coated with an enamel

solution, vrhile the second consists oi

larger and heavier objects of cast iron.

which arc similarly coated. Kitchen
utensils, such as kettles, pails, and pans.

arc familiar examples of the first class.

and bat t tihs and lavatories of the second
class. Although these objects arc in

common use. it is doubtful if the meth-
ods and processes employed in manufac-
turing them are generally known, says

the Travelers' Standard. It may, there-

fore he of interest to describe the vari-

ous operations, and to refer tn some of

the dangers that arc associated with the

work.

In manufacturing kitchen utensils and
other similar articles, plates of sheet

iron or steel of the proper thickness are

shaped by means of pressing or stamp-
ing machines provided with dies of ap-

propriate forms. All excess metal is

trimmed off by power-operated shears.

and the edges are turned or rolled by

beading machines. When openings arc

required— such, for example, as those

for the spouts in tea-kettles and coffee

pots

—

these are punched in" drilled by
machines. Handles, spouts,and other

small parts are also shaped by machin-
ery and are then secured in position by

riveting, or by the electric welding m< -

thod.

Forming and Shaping Machines

The machines used for forming an.

I

shaping the various objects include

power-driven presses, foot presses, drop
hammers, power shears, heading and
forming machines, and spinning lathes.

The majority of the accidents that oc-

cur in connection with these machine-
consist in injuries to the fingers and
hands of the operators, from the rapid-

ly-moving dies. Many fingers are cut

off in this way. or crushed so badly as

to require amputation. The mechanical
action of all pressing and forming ma-
chines is quite similar, and guards for

finger-protection have been devised,

which, when properly installed and used,

greatly promote the safety of the opera-

tors.

In addition to the fineer hazard, there

are possibilities of accidents in connec-
tion with unguarded belts, exposed
gears, projecting set-screws, and various

• familiar mechanical elements. Im-
proper adjustment of machines, insuffi-

cient lubrication, and neglect of other
obvious precautions, also lead to serious

consequences. The remedies for these

troubles have been reiterated so often

that no managr or foreman can fairly

plead ignorance of them as an excuse
tor continued accidents.

After the forming and shaping opera
tions have been completed and the

spouts, handles, or other small parts

have been secured in position, all oxide,

urease, and dirt must be removed from
the metal so that the enamel solution

will adhere properly, when applied. This
is usually accomplished by treating the
objects with acids and strong alkalis.

For this purpose large wooden tanks
are provided, containing potash, or sul-

phuric or muriatic acid, mixed with wa-
ter in solutions id' varying strength. The
articles to he pickled are placed in wire
baskets or trays which are hoisted over
the vats by cranes, and then dipped in-

to the solution. The potash and acid

"cut" and remove the urease and dirt,

and clean the metal very thoroughly. In

order to neutralize the acid the objects
are usually dipped into vats .contain-

ing a soda solution and are then
washed with clean hot water, and
dried: but in some cases the soda
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bath is omitted, and reliance is placed

upon hot water alone.

Pickling; tanks should extend to a

height of at least :{(i inches above the

floor or platform upon which the men
stand. If this is not practicable (and
especially if the tanks are Hush with the

floor, or nearly so), they should be rail-

guarded in a safe and substantial way,
to prevent persons from falling into

them. The men working in the pickling

rooms should wear stout, well-made
shoes, with heavy wooden soles: and
whenever necessary they should also

wear rubber gloves. A bucket contain-
ing a solution of soda ash (or washing
soda) should be kept in a convenient
and accessible place, so that the men
may thrust their hands into it in case
of emergency. Particular care should be
taken to keep Cue acid solution out of
the eves and mouth, and it is often ad
visahle for the men to wear goggles.

Pickling Tank Fumes and Vapors

t ime- and anors Prom I he pick-
ling tanks are harmful, and the inhala-

tion of them may give rise to bronchitis,

rhinitis, pneumonia, and other respira-
tory troubles. Gastritis and anaemia are
also common. Erosion of the teeth occa
sionally results from long continued ex

posure to the acid fumes, as well as ul-

cers of the nose and mouth, and other
troubles.

It should be remembered that the dan-
ger from these fumes is not due solely
to the acids that are used in the pickling
solutions—that is, it should not be for-
gotten that the actual danger is .greater
than it would be if the acids and the
metal that is acted upon by them were
chemically pure. Phosphorus and vari-

ous other substances are always present
in iron and steel, and arsenic is quite
likely to be present in the acid. Certain
of these substances combine with the
hydrogen that is liberated from the

pickling solution, and form poisonous ga-

seous compounds, of which phosphoret-
ted hydrogen and arseniuretted hydrogen
are the most notable examples.
The pickling rooms should, therefore,

be well ventilated by natural niea'ns, and.
in addition, exhaust hoods should be in-

stalled to draw off the acid fumes and
vapors, and respirators should be worn
when ever the conditions make the use
of such apparatus advisable. As the

fumes from the pickling1 tanks are usu-
ally somewhat heavier than air, exhaust
ducts should be installed at or near the

floor level, as well as directly over the

tanks. Open-flame lights of all kinds
should be excluded from pickling rooms,
because otherwise the hydrogen that is

liberated by the various acids may be-

come ignited and cause an explosion:

and incandescent electric lamps located

in such rooms should be incased by va-

por-proof globes.

Plant Deterioration

Wooden platforms, floors, and grat-
ings about the pickling tanks, as well as
the supports beneath them, deteriorate
rapidly on account of the action of the

acid that is spilled upon them. For this

reason they should be inspected fre-

quently and with the greatest care, and
if found to be defective they should be
renewed at once. Furthermore, the acid
fumes cause metal objects to corrode
rapidly, and. hooks, chains, and other
parts of crane- that may be used to

hoist heavy objects from the tanks
should therefore be examined frequent-
ly ami carefully. Metal railings and all

metal work that enters into the construc-

tion of the building should receive simi-
lar attention, and particularly the rivets,

bolts, and nuts that are used to fasten
the various parts together.

Acids for use in pickling departments
are often bought in carload lots, and in

such case it is important to consider
the problem of safely storing and hand
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ling such large quantities. When pos-
sible, the main supply sliouUl be kept in

large storage tanks from which the acid
may be piped directly to the pickling
vats. (Special acid-proof pipes are
made for this purpose.) In this way the

handling of carboys and other vessels

will be eliminated, there will be less dan-

ger of burns from spilled acids, and the
ill effects from inhaling the fumes will

lie greatly reduced. When carboys are

used they should be mounted on "rock-
ing chairs." or inclinators, so that they

may he tipped easily and be held in posi

tion without et'l'orl when pouring out- the

acid. Goggles, rubber gloves, and wood-
en-soled shoes should always be worn by
the men when working with strong acid.

After the metal objects have been

thoroughly cleaned and dried they are

ready to be coated with enamel. Vari-

ous materials are employed in the manu-
facture of enamels, including borates,

fluorides, and silicates, oxides of lead,

tin. zinc, and alkalies such as potash and
soda. These are mixed together in vary-

ing proportions, either by shovelling

them over upon the floor, or by shaking
them about in a mechanically-operated
mixers. Good results in the use id' the

enamel depend upon the purity of the

raw materials and upon the care with

which the materials are compounded.
The formulas that are used are guarded
with great care to prevent them from
becoming generally known, and, as a

rule, the secret is intrusted to but one
or two persons in the plant.

Enamelling Process

After the materials have been thor-

oughly mixed, the compound is intro-

duced into a furnace or smelter, where
it is melted. The molten mass is then

drawn off through a tapping hole into

a tank of cold water—the sudden change
in temperature causing the enamel to

become granulated or pulverized. The
resulting substance is called "frit," and
this is ground, either by millstones or

in tumbling* barrels containing' extremely
hard pebbles, to a degree of fineness

comparable with that of talcum powder.
As sheet metal objects are almost uni-

versally coated b\ the "wet process"
(in which the enamel is applied in a

liquid state), a certain quantity of white
(day is placed in the mill to be ground
with the frit, and the coloring" matter is

incorporated at the same time. The clay

is used for the purpose of holding the

particles of enamel in suspension in the

distilled water used in making' the so-

lution.

Dust Hazard

Considerable dust is raised during the

mixing process, particularly when this

work is done by hand. The dust is like-

ly to be injurious to the workmen be-

cause 11 is composed of minute particles

having the general characteristics of

pulverized da-sx, and these are likely to

irritate the respiratory passages, and
they may even enter the lungs and cause
serious harm. Moreover, although the

enamel that is used on cooking utensils

does not contain lead, it may contain

antimony or some other substance that

will cause symptoms similar to those of
lead poisoning. The men engaged in
mixing (and also in grinding, when dry
grinding is done), should therefore be
provided with respirators, and should be
required to wear them faithfully. The
mechanical hazards in connection with
the grinding and mixing' processes are
not very important; but the usual pro-
tection for belts and pulleys should be
provided, each machine should have a

well designed belt-shifter or clutch, and
all dangerous moving parts should be
thoroughly guarded.

The usual method employed in ena-
meling cooking utensils and small sheet-
metal objects in general, is that of dip-
ping. The liquid enamel is poured into
tanks, and the metal objects are dipped
into the enamel by hand (usually by wo-
men), and the excess solution is shaken
off. Instead of using the dipping pro-
cess, the enamel is sometimes applied by
compressed-air sprayers, atomizers, or
air brushes, and it is by this means that
the mottled effect on some wares is ob-
tained. A third method consists in sim-
ply pouring the enamel over the object

and allowing the excess to drain off.

This process is sometimes called
'•slushing," and is used mainly in con-
nection with large objects. When an air-

brush is used in an open room, the oper-
ator is constantly surrounded by a

cloud of fine enamel spray, and cannot
avoid inhaling more or less of it. Every
such operator should therefore have a

suitable respirator, and should be re-

quired to wear it. It is much better,

however, to inclose the ware in a glass

box, provided at the top with an ex-
haust outlet— the air-brush being oper-
ated through an opening in the front of
the box. This procedure has been proved,
by experience, to be quite practicable,
and it is recommended most particularly
in connection with enamels containing
lead or other poisonous constituents.
The first coating of enamel is called

the '•ground coat," and after it has been
applied the objects are placed in spe-
cial furnaces heated to a temperature of
about 1,800 dears. Fah., to dry and har-

den, or "burn" the enamel. These fur-

naces are usually heated by gas, but
sometimes coal or other fuel is employ-
ed. The small objects are placed in the—m—
COATING IRON AND STEEL WITH

ZINC—GALVANIZING
WHEN iron or steel, having been coat-

ed with zinc, is exposed to the atmos-
phere, a galvanic action is set up, al-

though extremely slight. Any two dis-

similar metals form a galvanic couple,
but zinc being "electro-positive," the
zinc suffers corrosion at the expense of
the iron, which is the "electro-negative"
metal. The effect is that,, providing
there is any zinc left upon the iron, the
corrosion goes on exclusively with the
zinc, the iron or steel not being cor-
roded at all.

The oldest galvanizing process and
the one most generally used is the hot or
dipping process. The cold or electro

and the Sherardizing processes are also
used to a considerable extent, and they
have gained ground in the last few
years. The hot or dipping process is

used exclusively for the coating of
sheets, and consequently it will perhaps
be well to deal with this branch of the
galvanizing industry first. An idea of
the immensity of this branch of the in-
dustry may be gathered when we con-
sider that the production of this com-
modity, which in the year ISO.") was two
hundred and four thousand tons (204.-
000), by the year 1907 had grown to a
production of four hundred and ninety-
seven thousand tons (497,000). The
chief consumers of this commodity are
Australia, South Africa, Argentine and
India.

The term galvanized iron is one which
for many years has been given to ar-
ticles of iron coated with zinc, for the
purpose of preserving the iron from
oxidization by the atmosphere. When
iron is thoroughly cleaned and freed
from scale, it will, upon being dipped
into molten zinc, become perfectly coat-
ed. If the iron is perfectly coated the
atmosphere has no direct action upon it.

but a thin film of oxide is formed upon
the zinc coating.

Quality Feature
The quality of the galvanized sheet

depends chiefly upon three things. Prim-
arily, on the quality of black sheet iron
—that is the sheet iron as it comes from
the rolling mills—and upon the care ex-
ercised during the process of galvaniz-
ing. If the quality of sheet iron is poor,
even a heavy coating of zinc will not
produce a good sheet. It is essential that
the sheet iron be absolutely clean and
free from scale and cinder, otherwise it

will not hold the zinc coating for long,
and after a short time of exposure to the
atmosphere spots of rust will appear,
which eating into the surface expose the
iron to rapid oxidization and corrosion.
Secondly, the quality of the' iron as re-
gards ductility and toughness must be
studied, for, if it is not sufficiently so
it will, on being corrugated, crack, and
although the fissures may perhaps be so
small as to escape a cursory examination,
they will, on being exposed to the ac-
tion of the atmosphere quickly corrode
and render the sheet practically worth-
less. Thirdly, the quality of the finished
iron depends to a very large extent upon
the purity of the snelter used—spelter
is the name given in commerce to the
zinc blocks before being* made into zinc
sheets.

®

Questions and Answers
Question—We have a large aluminum

casting which we desire to use as a pat-
tern. The present dimensions of the
lasting are slightly larger than those
which the proper pattern for the desired
casting should have. Tn order to utilize

this casting as a pattern we must re-

duce its size by about 1-32 in. all over.

Owing to size of the casting and its

very irregular surface it is not practic-
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able to attempt this redaction in size by
mechanical means. Can you furnish us

with a practical suggestion which may
accomplish the desired reduction by

chemical means.

Answer.—To reduce the size of the

aluminum casting by chemical treatment

yon will require the use of an iron tank

sufficiently large to contain the casting

easily. Prepare a solution of sodium
hydrate by dissolving from S oz. to 10

os. of caustic soda in each gallon of

water necessary to cover the casting.

lleat the solution to 200 deg. F.. im-

merse the casting and slowly agitate

while immersed. The action will ap-

pear very violent but is really not as

rapid as the evolution of gases would
indicate. Frequent inspection is advis-

able, however. This treatment will re-

duce the size of the casting uniformly
if the latter is moved reguarly, and the

composition of the casting is uniform.
We would advise treating a small cast-

ing previous to the large one, in oi'der

to test the merits of the treatment and
become familiar with the operation.

• » »

Question.— In pickling' brass cast-

bags, what should be the proportions of

acid used and what temperatures should

be maintained for rapid treatment.

Answer.—If you have a constant and

large quantity of castings to clean, it

would be economy to install a small

sand blast for the purpose. If however,

you insist on pickling', use a 10 per

cent, solution of commercial sulphuric

acid to which add 1 oz. of hydro-fluoric

acid per gallon. Heat the solution to

at least 100° P. by means of lead coils.

the tank containing- the solution must

be lined with sheet lead with burned
joints. If the castings are placed in the

pickle before they have cooled from the

mould the pickling- is more rapid as the

sudden cooling in the acid assists in

cracking the skin and allows the acid

to penetrate beneath. If after a time

you find the solution becomes fouled, it

is advisable to save the pieklinir solu-

tion for the purpose of recovering the

metal (copper) which it contains. The
latter is precipitated by placing iron or

tin plate scrap in the solution, when the

copper is thrown down in small flakes

or grains. The liquid should be care-

fully drained off. leaving a slime con-

taining the metal, dirt. etc. Wash the

slime, and remove the iron by a mag-
netic separating machine, and the cop-

per is ready for the crucible .

» • •

Question.— I shall appreciate any in-

formation which will assist me in econo-

mizing in the use of potassium sulphur-

ette which has become so scarce a~ to

make its use very expensive.

Answer.—The following will be found

a very cheap solution for oxidizing sil-

ver, etc. It produces a fine blue-black

finish and will permit scratch-brushing.

To one eallon of water add 2 oz. of

sodium thiosnlphate. 4 oz. of nickel-

ammonium sulphate and 4 oz. sodium
sulphurette. The sulphurette does not

lose its effectiveness as readily in this

mixture as when used alone.
* ^

Question.— 1 wish a formula for a tin

solution, which may be operated cold,

for plating cheap articles with a thill

coating of tin.

Answer.—To each gallon o£ water re

quired to make a bath of the size de-

sired, add 4 oz. of fused tin chloride, 2

oz. of ammonium chloride. I'se a moder-
ate current; a strong current will cause

a pulverulent deposit to form. Anodes of

pure tin are necessary.
» * *

Question.— I have recently begun to

operate a cyanide copper solution for tin

first time in my experience. I was told to

add carbonate of soda and bisulphite of

soda to the solution for best results. The
results of my efforts have been very un-

satisfactory owing to defective deposits

being repeatedly produced. What is the

object of adding bisulphite of soda to

the cyanide copper solution; 1 believe it

is injurious in my case .'

Answer.—The purpose of adding
sodium bisulphite to copper, brass or

gold solutions is to prevent the forma-
tion of so-called basic compounds upon
the deposit. When the bisulphite is

used the deposit is cleaner, brighter and
quite uniform. The foregoing applies

particularly to copper solutions in which

the metallic strength is maintained by

regular additions of copper carbonate.

If the metallic content of the solution is

maintained by increased corrosion of the

anode by means of an excess of cyanide,

there is no necessity for additions of

sodium bisulphite, as the deposit will be

uniform, bright and clean, and less

liable to prove faulty than when soda is

used. We do not advise the use of soda

in any form for cyanide copper solu-

tions, except where used to minimize the

amount of cyanide necessary to yield a

correct deposit.
* * *

Question.—A black nickel solution,

which I have operated for over a year.

has become practically useless; the color

produced is only a dirty crew What
shall I do to restore the solution to cor-

rect working condition.

Answer.—If you are sure you have

not introduced injurious foreign sub-

stances into the solution, add from 1%
oz. to 2 oz. of potassium sulphocyanate.

This will erive you a brilliant black. If

the deposit streaks, add a little nickel

carbonate to neutralize the excess acid

present. Operate the bath at about 100

degs. F.
• * *

Question.—I have a quantitv of old

copper wire and copper anode waste.

Would it pay me to dissolve this and
make copper salts for plating purposes?

Answer. — Considering the nresent

price of Conner scran and of sulnhnric

acid and soda, we think it would be bet

ter to sell the scran. Following fisrures

may assist yon in deciding:—40 lbs. of

sheet copper dissolved in sulphuric acid

will yield 98.8 lbs. of copper sulphate, or

10.46 per cent, of sulphate. The sulphate
precipitated with sodium carbonate
gives 57.35 per cent, copper carbonate,
or 10 lbs. of metallic copper will make
f'0.7 lbs. of copper carbonate.

* * »

Question.—My nickel solution plates
verj dark on dead or unpolished sur-

faces, and peeling is more noticeable
I ban usual. Kindly tell be how to whiten
the deposit and prevent the peeling.

Answer.—As your solution plates
dark-colored nickel, and the latter is

non-adherent, we believe your solution
is deficient in metal, unless copper has
entered the solution accidentally. A de-
ficiency of metal may he corrected by
additions of from 2 oz. to 5 oz. of nickel
sulphate. The peeling is probably due
to poor conductivity or poor anode cor-

rosion, in which case add either am-
monium sulphate or magnesium sulphate,
about 2 or 3 oz. per gallon. Make a spe-
cial inspection of your cleaning solu-

tions and methods before making addi-

tions to the nickel bath for correction of
peeling deposits. Very often platers be-

come so proficient (?) in the preparation
of work for plating that they overlook
minor details, and in time these over-

sights become apparent in the form of
defective deposits or equally as serious

results elsewhere. Contaminated rinse

water will produce dark, stained nickel.

Excessive use of sodium chloride will

cause a dark grey matte deposit. Small
quantities of zinc in the solution will

produce similar dark tones. Exercise
care in the introduction of hollow ar-

ticles which may contain alkalies.
* * *

Question.—I am employed by a cor-

poration as caretaker of a large office

building. The entrance to the building
is placarded with several large brass-

signs which 1 am supposed to keep
polished and clean. During a recent ill-

ness the plates have been neglected by
the temporary caretaker, and as 1 have
often found the cleaning operation a
severe task, I wish to inquire if you are
aware of any method which would be
practical for keeping these plates bright

throughout the year with little manual
labor.

Answer.—The solution of your prob-
lem will be comparatively simple if you
are in possession of a vacuum cleaner of
the type which has a separate motor.
Secure a flexible shaft of sufficient length
and attach a 4-in. cotton buff on the end.
Connect to the motor shaft by a thread-
ed socket and use the buffing wheel with
small applications of ordinary grade P
Ideal white polishing compound, which
may be procured from reliable platers'
supply house in tin containers. This
method will be found rapid, easy, and
the finished plate will have a lustre far
more brilliant than any finish produced
by band. The lustre and cleanliness will

last longer and the cos) f operation will

be exceedingly small.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

PIfi IKON.
Urcj Forge, Pittsburgh ....$39 95
Lake Superior, charcoal,

i 'hicago k; 75

Standard low phos., Phila-
delphia f5 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 4:; OS
Basic, Valley, furnace 40 00

Montreal Toronto
Middlesboro, No. 3

Cleveland, No. 3

Clarence, No. 3

Victoria
Hamilton

( IIKK AND COAL.
Solvay found rj ci ke, on

applical ion
i mnellst llle foundrj coke.
^ ough steam lump coal

Pittsburg steam lump coal
Hesl slai k

N'el ton f.o.b. Toronto.

FINISHED IKON AND STEKL
Per Lb. to Large Buyer* Cents

Iron bars, base s * '< •

Steel bars, base 5 00

Steel bars, - In. larger, base (' 00
sum 1 1 shapes, base 5 25

METALS
A 1 n mi tin in 08 00

Antimony 30 00

Copper lake 37 00

Copper, electrolytic 37 00

( ;pper casting '

il:l

Lead 12 50

Mennry 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 79
Tin 59 00

Zinc r- 0°

Prices per 100 lbs.

OLI) MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices

Montreal. T
Copper, light $22 00

Copper, crucible ... 20 50
Copper, heavy 26 50

Copper, wire 26 50

No. l mach. comp'n. 22 50

No. 1 brass tur's. . . 16 • ">

v w brass ;)in :1,: -"' 18 00

Heavy melting steel. Ill 00

No. i mach'y east

iron '-' IM '

Malleable scrap — 15 00

steel turnings s 00

Heavy lead '•• 00

Tea lead "50
Scrap zinc !> (M>

Aluminum 36 00

BILLETS.
1'er Gross Ion

Bessemer billets $80 00
Open hearth billets so 00
Forging billets 105 00
Wire rods S5 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

I'KOOI (OIL (MAIN.
B

'. i" *
.". 16 in

'•s in

7-16 in
'.. in

0-16 in

in%
•s In

1 inch
Extra for B.B. Chain . . .

.

Extra tor B.B.B. Chain. .

!) 7o
:t 40
s 65
7 to

7 z:>

7 25
7 15
7 05
7 IHI

6 90
1 20
4 SO

SHEETS.
Montreal

Sheets, black, No. 10.$7
Sheets, hlack, No. 28. 7

Canada plates, dull.
52 slu els 7

Canada plates, all

bright s
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

i galvanized) 7

Queen's Head. 28,

B.W.G 7
I'lour-de-Lis, 28, B.
W <; 7

Gorbal's best. No. 2S. 8
Colborne Crown, No.

28 S

Premier, No. 28, U.S. 8
Premier, 10% " z 's

48

00
30
60

$'

to

85
oil

(Ml

00

35
50

oronto
$20 00
25 00
24 50
24 50
20 00
1(1 00
17 (Ml

17 00

21 00
11 (111

8 on

10 on
7 00
10 no
qjc 00

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, guaranteed 0.35
Babbitt metals 14 to .60

Putty, lOO-lli. drums 4 00
tied dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13.87

(Jlue, French medal, per lb. .25

Gasoline, per gal.. bulk....0 :>l'j

Benzine, per gal., hulk... 30%
l'ure turpentine. single

bills 69

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bids 1.40

Linseed oil, caw. single
bbls 1.43

Piaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2.50
Plumbers' oakum, per 100

lbs 9.00
Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure .Manila rope 29%
Transmission rope. Manila ,37%
Drilling cables, Manila 32%
Lard oil, per gal 1.43

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

l-lfi inch $1(

Yt inch i

vi(i inch (

'•., Inch <

Mil inch '

'•j inch

& inch "

;

, inch

•s inch
I inch 1

Prices per 100 lbs.

IKON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A, net; B
and C, 20 and 5 per cent.; cast

iron, 50; standard bushings, 60;
headers. 60; flanged unions, 55:

malleable bushings, 60; nipples
72%; malleable, lipped union 60.

ANODES.

Nickel $0."0 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00

Copper 42 to .41

Tin 62 to 114

Silver, per oz 82 to .84

Zinc 16 to .is

Prices per lb.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hj drocbloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium, carbonate 08
Ammonium, chloride 1

1

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret .40
A innioiiluni. sulphate '

"

Arsenic, \\ bite .>. .10
Caustic soda 07
Copper carbonate, anhy... .3.>

i 'opper. sulphate 18
i obalt sulphate 70
iron perehloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sulphate .10
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 76
Potassium sulphide sub-
stitute 20

Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyanide, 129-130

per cent 4fi

Sodium cyanide, 9S-100 per
cent 38

Sodium hydrate 05
Sodium phosphate 14
Sodium hyposulphite (per
100 lbs.) 5.00

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise
stated.

$2.50

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels
felt, per lb

Polishing wheels.
bullneck 1-33

Pumice ground . .

.

.04

Emery composition. .08 to .09

Tripoli composition .04 to .06

Crocus composition. .07 to .08

Rouge, powder 30 to .35

Rouge, silver 50 to .55

Prices per lb.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

Toronto, Ont., May 5.—The new tax on

war profits, while more drastic than was

expected, has been received philosophic-

ally in business circles, and manufac-

turers are to be commended for the

spirit in which they have accepted the

taxation. There are not many industrial

concerns who will be seriously affected,

and the arrangement of the schedule is

such that the heavy assessment falls

largely on those who are able to pay.

General business conditions show no im-

portant change, although the scarcity of

raw materials continues to handicap

manufacturers and is restricting produc-

tion. The coal situation is perhaps the

most serious, for, not only is there a

scarcity, but prices are going up, not-

withstanding the season of the year

when coal is usually cheaper. The out-

look for next winter is not at all hopeful,

unless some drastic steps are taken this

summer to prevent another famine. In

any event, it seems that high prices are

inevitable, owing to increase in miners'

wages and higher cost of transportation.

Steel

Recent developments in the steel mar-
ket seem to indicate that prices will con-

tinue to advance indefinitely. The fixing

of prices on steel products for the Am-
erican Government has not caused any
cessation in the upward movement; in

fact the tendency is all the other way
now that Government's purchases of

steel are becoming more clearly defined.

The expectation that the Government
will ultimately require considerable ton-

nages of steel at a time when the mills

are in a sold-up condition is giving a

fresh impetus to the market and forcing
prices up. Generally speaking, the ex-

traordinary high prices on steel products
are not curtailing the demand as much as

might be expected, due principally to the

fact that a large proportion of the ton-

nage is required, either directly or indi-

rectly, for war purposes. Consumers
who can wait for their material are stay-

ing out of the market until conditions be-

come more favorable, both as to price

and delivery. In regard to deliveries, the

situation is becoming worse, especially

on steel imported from the States, where
congestion at the mills is getting more
acute as the demand becomes more in-

sistent. The Canadian mills have all the

business they can take care of for sev-

eral months, and as practically their en-

tire output is bespoken for the Imperial

Munitions Board, steel for ordinary pur-

poses is very scarce. Although price

changes are not so numerous this week,

it is no indication of a weakness in the

market. Further advances are looked for

in the near future, which will affect

black sheets, plate, wire products, and
possibly bolts and nuts, chain, and tubes.

Ship plates have recently sold at 10c

base, Pittsburgh. Although business has

been done at a lower figure, it is an in-

dication of what may develop over here.

Smooth steel wire recently advanced to

6c base for Nos. to 9 gauge, which will

doubtless be reflected in prices of wire

products. Quotations on hoops and bands

are nominal, as most manufacturers have

withdrawn from the market until Nov. 1.

Bolt and nut prices advanced 10 per

cent, in the States, which may result in

higher prices here.
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Prices of black sheets continue to ad-

I anoe, and the demand in the primary

market is getting heavier. The latest

advance on sheets is equivalent to $10

per ton. which brings No. 28 gauge to

$7.85, and No. 10 to $7.50 per 100 lbs.

The United States War Department has

purchased a large tonnage of sheets at

what is practically the market price.

In view of further Government re-

quirements, sheet makers have prac-

tically withdrawn from the market.

Prices of galvanised sheets have not

advanced, but may do so in the near

future, although costs are getting almost

prohibitive for consumers.
Government requirements in the

United States feature the steel market
there, and are helping: materially to force

prices up. Prices of finished steel arc

advancing;, bars being: now quoted at

3.50c. and structural shapes 4c, Pitts-

burgh. Sheet bars have been quoted at

50 mill to domestic consumers, while

it is reported that 1,000 tons of open-

hearth sheet bars have been sold to Can-

adian interests at $90 mill. Structural

shapes, Chicago warehouse, are now
quoted at 4.75c. Iron bars have advanced

to 3.75c Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

The situation in the pig iron market
remains unchanged. No prices on domes-
tic iron are obtainable, and available sup-

plies are liprht. At Buffalo practically

the same prices as prevailed last week
are still current, ranging from $42 to

$45, accordins to the ability of the fur-

nace to supply material, and without

much difference as to grade.

Scrap

The scrap market is weaker for red

and yellow metals, but firmer as regards

heavy melting and similar materials.

Copper prices have declined practically

2%c, and brass l^c. Heavy melting is

up lc, No. 1 machinery cast iron lc, and
malleable scrap 3c. Steel turnings have
recovered from the slump last week, and
are now quoted at $8. A market for this

material will open up probably in July,

when the electric furnace plant at Ash-
bridsre's Bay starts operating. In the

meantime supplies will accumulate.

Supplies

Prices of machine shop supplies con-

tinue firm with advances on some lines.

A sharp advance of 75c has been made
on white lead in oil. bringing the price

up to $15.75 per 100 lbs. in ton lots. This
is a phenomenal price, and is due to the

high cost of pig lead and linseed oil.

Gasoline is firm and unchanged, but fuel

oil is down to ll^c in gallon lots.

Plumbers' oakum has advanced to 9c

per lb.

Metals

Considerable activitv has developed in

the metal markets, beimr featured by de-

clines in copper and spelter, and an ad-
vance in tin. The market in New York
has been unsettled owing to the uncer-
tainty as to the U. S. Government's re-

quirements for war purposes, and the
low prices orieinallv fixed on copper.
More recently the price of copner to the
Government was raised to 25c, which

helped to improve the situation. The c\

pectation of a low price being fixed on
spelter has unsettled the market for this

metal. Tin has advanced, following a

higher price in London. Lead continues

very firm, but is unchanged in the mean-
time. Antimony is in good demand, al-

though quotations continue nominal.

Aluminum is unchanged.

Copper.—The market is very irregular

and prices have declined, but are still

nominal. The knowledge that the U. S.

Government's requirements for copper

are to be heavy, and that a 25c price has

been fixed, and that the Allies will soon

be in the market is having much to do in

strengthening the position of copper.

Notwithstanding this and the continued

heavy demand, it is likely that prices will

decline further. Local quotations have
declined 2c, and are as follows: Lake and
electrolytic 37c, and castings 36c per

pound.

Tin.—The market is stronger and
higher both in London and New York.
The advance in New York is due to the

present limitations on imports and high-

er cost of freight and insurance. There
is also some fear of a scarcity of tin on
account of the growing demand. Tin has
advanced 2c, and is now quoted at 59c
per pound.

Spelter.—The possibility of a low price

being fixed on Government purchases has
unsettled the market in New York. Early
in the week it was reported that the

price of spelter had been fixed at 5.85c,

but this was later denied. Spelter has
declined lc locally, and is now quoted at

12^ per pound.

Lead.—The market continues very
firm on good demand. The position of

lead is strong, and the expectation of in-

crease in demand is tending to advance
prices. Local quotation unchanged at

\2V^c per pound.

Antimony.—The demand for spot anti-

mony has fallen off, but futures are more
active. The market is strong and prices
continue nominal at 30c per pound.

Aluminum.—The situation is un-
changed, although an increase in demand
is anticipated. Local quotations are un-
changed at 68c per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals

Continued high prices and shortage of
raw materials are the principal features
to note. As result there is a scarcity
of foundry supplies and prospect of fur-

ther price advances. There is a good
demand for general lines but business
is being somewhat restricted owing to

the inability of dealers to keep their

customers supplied to the full extent of

their requirements. The abnormal high
cost of pifr iron \s causing manufac-
turers of foundry machinery to raise

prices, while foundry equipment general-
ly is also advancing. Felt polishing

wheels have advanced and are now
quoted at $2.50, while higher prices on
bullneck wheels are looked for. Ameri-
can emery is not proving a very satis-

factory substitute for the Turkish pro-

duct which is off the market. An ad-

vance in many lines of chemicals

is expected owing to the increase

in demand caused by the United States

entering the war. Soda products par-

ticularly will be affected and higher

prices are looked for. In the meantime

there are no price changes to note, the

market is however, very firm.

-®"

BIG INCREASE IN DOMINION
TRADE

CANADA'S total trade during the fiscal

year ended March 31 last exceeded that

of the previous financial year by over

eight hundred million dollars. Hon. J. D.

Reid, Minister of Customs, announced on

April 24 that the trade for the year re-

cently terminated amounted to $2,249,-

170,171, of which $225,000,000 was in

coin and bullion, as compared with $1,-

424,916,665, of which $140,000,000 was in

coin and bullion in 1915-16.

The exports for the year 1916-17

aggregated $1,151,375,768, as against

$741,610,653 in the previous twelve

months. Indeed, the great growth in

trade was largely due to the expansion

in exports of manufactured and agricul-

tural products.

The exports of domestic manufactures

increased from $242,034,998 in the fiscal

year of 1915-16 to $477,399,676 in 1916-

17; agricultural products increased from

$249,661,194 to $373,413,701; export of

animals and their produce from $102,-

882,276 to $127,795,468; products of the

mines from $66,589,861 to $85,616,907.

Imports grew from $507,783,361 in

1915-16 to $845,330,903. Of the imports

the dutiable goods accounted for $461,-

708,206 and free goods for $383,622,697.

The Customs revenue was $147,623,230

in 1916-17, as compared with $103,929,-

126 in the previous fiscal year.

TRADE GOSSIP
Hamilton, Ont.—The Dominion Steel

Foundry are building an addition to their

plant.

Oshawa, Ont.—An extension to the

McCullou<rh Brass Foundry is contem-

plated this summer. A site has been

purchased adjoining the plant on the

Ritson road.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Steel Compan;

of Canada has decided to erect a by-pro-

duct coke plant. Plans are being pre-

pared, and i't is understood construction

will start at an early date.

Sudbury, Ont.—The British American

Nickel Co. will build two complete units

of the plant near here, and will produce

10.000 tons of nickel a vear instead of

5,000, as originally intended.

Gait, Ont.—The Canadian Brass Mfg.

Co., has acquired the B.O.T. Mfg. Co.

of Toronto, established in 1910. The
head office will be at Gait and the Tor-

onto office becomes a branch. G. A.

Dobbie, of Gait, is president.

The Dominion Steel Foundry Co., and

its subsidiary, the Hamilton Steel Wheel
Co., are to be amalgamated and incor-
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porated under the name of the Dominion
Foundries & Steel Ltd. Both plants are
located at Hamilton, Ont.

Copper Mine Reopened.—The copper
mine at Red Head, Charlotte county,
X.H., formerly operated by James Mc-
Lean of Letete, has been reopened by a
New York syndicate. A quantity of ore
has been taken out and shipped to the
United States for testing.

Ontario Molybdenum Co., has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of
$40,000 to carry on the business of min-
ing, smelting and refining metals. The
head office is at Toronto and the incor-
porators are Theodore Burrel, Irene O.
Allan and Lily Guylar all of Toronto.

Copper Mining in Newfoundland.

—

The Colonial Government is assisting in

the work of developing copper mining
activities on the northeast coast of New-
foundland, in the expectation of provid-
ing additional supplies of the metal for
the Allies. Three large mines in the
vicinity of Notre Dame Bav were work-
ed profitably by old methods forty years
ago. It is estimated that many million
tons can be recovered under modern
means.

Embargo on Tin Plate Likely.—Tin
plate users and canners in Canada arc-

much perturbed over the possibility of
the American tin manufacturers placing
an embargo on tin plates and cans. The
shortage there is such that c-inners have
been urged to can onlv perishable fruits,
so as to conserve as far as possible sup-
plies. Most of the tin supplied Canada
comes from the States, and the proposed
embargo would be a serious thin? for
consumers here.

Lieut.-Col. T. C. Irving, was recently
gazetted as colonel in the 4th Canadian
Division. <""ol. Trving left Toronto with
the First Canadian Contingent as a cap-
tain in charge of the 2nd Field Company
of the Engineers. Capt. Irving received
the D.S.O. at the Battle of Langemarck,
and shortlv afterwards obtained his ma-
jority, while the latest gazette raises
him to the rank of lieutenant-colonel.
Lieut-Col. Irving was formerly vice-pres-
ident of the C. W. Hunt Co., engineers
and the Moffat-Irving Steel Works, Tor-
onto.

John J. Drummond, of Midland, Ont.,
died at the home of his brother, George
E. Drummond, in Montreal, on Saturday,
April 7. Mr. Drummond was long
identified with the development of the
iron and steel industry in Canada. In
association with his brothers, George E.
and the late T. J. Drummond, he estab-
lished iron furnaces at Radnor, Quebec,
and opened up large iron properties in
the Maritime Provinces. He was presi-
ent of the Zenith Machine Co., Midland,
Ont. The deceased was born in the
North of Ireland in 1856 and came to
Canada at an early age.

Hamilton, Ont.—The National Abra-
sive Co. of Boston and Amesbury, Mass.,
manufacturers of carbolon an abrasive
material for grinding and polishing pur-
poses, have decided to locate in Hamil-

ton and have bought an acre and a half
of land on Biggar ave. near Lottridge
street. They will start erecting a fac-
tory immediately and expect to start
operations in 90 days. The equipment
and material is being ordered through
the Ritchey Supply Co. of Toronto, who
are the selling agents for this concern in
Canada. Nathan C. Harrison is persi-
dent of the National Abrasive Co. and
he has connected with him, J. T. John-
ston, who is looking after the erecting
and equipping of the Hamilton factory.

The Carbon & Alloy Steels Co., Ltd.,
has obtained a Dominion charter, wit I;

an authorized capital of $1,500,000, and
will erect furnaces and a foundry plant
in Hamilton, Ont., for the manufacture
of steel castings, ingots, etc., by the Mof-
fat electric process. The company will

also take over the Moffat-Irving Stee!
Works of Toronto, which will be moved
lo Hamilton and added to the new plant.
Plans have been prepared by Prack &
Perrine for buildings that will cost
about $100,000. The main building will

be 60 ft. wide and 400 ft. long, while
subsidiary buildings will cover an equal
area. Another $200,000 will be spent on
furnaces, electrical equipment, convey-
ors, cranes, compressors, and general
machinery. The plant when fully equip-
ped will give employment to about 250
men, and will have a gross capacity of
32 tons of molten steel per 24 hours. The
incorporators are: J. B. O'Brien. K.C .

president, Moffat-Irving Steel Works,
Toronto; H. J. Waddie, Esq., President,
Canadian Drawn Steel Co., Hamilton;
J. W. Moffat, Esq.. vice-president, Mof-
fat-Irving Steel Works, Toronto; John
G. Gauld, K.C, Gauld, Langs & Cros-
thwaite. Hamilton: W. E. Va'.lance. Esq.,
late of Wood. Vallanee & Co., Hamilton!

CATALOGUES
Safety Glasses.—Bulletin issued by

T. A. Willson & Co., Inc., Reading, Pa.,
dealing with various styles of safety
glasses for industrial uses. Each style
is illustrated and described together
with price lists of the glasses and extra
parts.

The Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry.
England, have issued a series of leaflets

dealing with an interesting line of foun-
dry equipment, including the "Britan-
nia'' and "Covontrv" molding ma-
chines, the "Git" sprue cutter, sand
mixers and drying stoves. Each machine
is illustrated and described, while a spe-
cification is also included, giving the
principal dimensions and other data.

Whiting Cranes.—Of all types and
for every service are described and illus-

trated in catalogue 127 recently issued
by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,
Harvey. 111. The opening pages of the
catalogue deal with electric traveling
cranes illustrating and describing the
latest features in Whiting crane con-
struction. Following are brief descrip-
tions of hand power, locomotive and
cranes accompanied by illustrations
showing the various types. The second

half of the catalogue shows several typi-
cal illustrations of Whiting cranes of
various sizes and capacities in different
classes of service. These views repre-
sent a wide field of service covered and
are shown with the object of assisting
purchasers to select the proper types.

Bellevue Furnaces.—The Bellevue In-
dustrial Furnace Co., Detroit, Mich.,
have issued an attractive catalogue
No. 3, describing and illustrating

an interesting line of stock sizes

of "Bellevue" furnaces and acces-
sories designed to supply standard
equipment for all methods of metal heat
treating. The principal features of the
various types of, furnace, which are
adapted for use with oil or gas, are dealt
with and the essential dimensions giv-

en for each size. Some of the uses to

which these furnaces can be put include,

melting all kinds of metals, brazing,
case-hardening, forging, heat-treating
tempering, rivet heating, tilting and
tool furnaces, etc. The catalogue con-
tains 68 pages with index and is Fully

illustrated.

Black Sheets.—An interesting booklet
has recently been published bv the Am-
erican Sheet & Tin Plate Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., entitled "Black Sheets and
Special Sheets." The several products
are briefly described in conjunction with
the trade designations, covering numer-
ous grades of varying degrees of finish,

tenacity and other distinctive qualities.

For the convenience of the trade, such
finishes as are of special qualifications

have been grouped under the industry

responsible for their origin. The book-
let contains some useful tables, includ-

ing weights of painted roofing and sid-

ing, U. S. standard gauge, thicknesses

of steel sheets, and a bundling table of

black sheets, etc. An interesting feature

of the booklet is a diagram of the manu-
facture of steel as used for sheet and tin

mill products.

Abrasive Grinding Wheels is the title

of an attractive new catalogue No. 6,

issued by Abrasive Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa. The catalogue contains an ex-

tensive ilist of special shaped abrasive

grinding wheels for miscellaneous
grinding machines. The wheels are classi-

fied and illustrated with principal dimen-
sions and price given for each size.

Straight, cup and cylinder wheels are

also listed, accompanied by rules for

calculating list prices. A chapter is de-

voted to the use and care of wheels, fol-

lowed by a set of rules for calculating

speeds. The principal points involved

in the process of manufacture of these

wheels, which are made of horo-carbone
and electrolon, are briefly described. A
table for selection of grain and grade
lor various classes of work is a useful

feature of the catalogue and one of con-

siderable help when ordering. The cata-

logue contains telegraph and cable codes

and general index. Copies may be ob-

tained from the Canadian distributors,

the Canadian B. K. Morton Co., Toronto
and Montreal.
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WHERE

The Middleman's Profit Goes
Into Your Pocket

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiTi'i'iiiiiiiiininiinjiiiiiHiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin M lilirilillllllillllHIIMIIIIIIIIHMMIIinililUII!

A Brush miirh in favor in Foundries
everywhere.

llltHMIIirilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIII

When there's a middle-

man in the deal some-
body has t<> pay for his

part of the transaction,

and it's generally the

consumer. There's no
middleman eoneerued
when yon buy from us.

The usual middleman's
profit is reaped by yon.

3
Highly Serviceable Foundry Ladles.

Foundry Facings and. Supplies
The exceptional price and the exceptional service of our goods have made them
popular in Foundries from coast to coast. We are prepared to go any reason-

able length to convince vou that we have HIGH QUALITY GOODS at ROCK-
BOTTOM PRICES.

(iive our
nound a

100% pure Black Core corn-

trial. Ensures the best of

Nothing like it offered to the

trade.

Our No. 101 Pure CEYLON AIR
Floated Plumbago is being used in the

leading foundries of the country

—

unequalled for dry and green sand
work.

We are distributors for Ontario for the

Harbison-Walker Refractories Com-
pany's celebrated Fire Brick.

Look into its merits when you are

about to place an order.

Made of Strong Galvanized Steel
Wire.

Coke or Charcoal Banket.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA
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CHILLED SHOT DIAMOND GRIT

Actual Size

The two best Metallic Abrasives

manufactured for SAND BLAST purposes

Since 1887 we have been continually manufacturing our
abrasives which are used the world over.

I'm' the dustless and economical metallic abrasives for clean-

ing 'won. steel, malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for FREE SAMPLES and our LOW PRICES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS ALWA YS>

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY

^^^
r. :*.;*v^

k „•• -

j
.*>' -

13
i

5-7 Dorchester Avenue Extension BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS Actual Size

Two Significant

Opinions:

"I tli in k the l>

the best I eyer s

t li e p r 1 c e."

Sluyter, C on s t

E n k i n t> e r. Bur
Adding Machir
Detroit.

"I consider tin

valuable boo
should be in the
of all men enga
this line of bus
E. W. Clarke, W
ton Malleable Tn
Wilmington, Dela

ook Is

aw for
Edwin
ruction
roughs

Co.,

s is a

k and
bands
red in

LneSB."
il miliar-

an Co.,
ware.

A Valuable Book on an Important Trade
PATTERN-MAKING- By G. H. Willard

A book for the man who docs the work. Written by a prac-

tical patternmaker of many years' experience, (lets right

down to business in the first chapter and keeps it up
throughout the book. Full of kinks and actual working

information. Profusely illustrated.

Written So You Can Understand It

Deals with the practical experience of foundry work: tools required:

woods adapted for the work: turning and all kinds of pattern-;.

Contains additional chapters on core-making and molding.

A big cloth-hound hook of 224 pages with ^>12 illustrations.

Price, postpaid. $1.00.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Technical Book Department

143-153 University Avenue - - Toronto, Canada

WINNING THE BUYER'S FAVOR
HP H K best possible buyer is not made an actual buyer at a single step It is

* is one thing to win the buyer's favor for an article and another to make
adjustments incident to closing the sale. Winning the buyer's favor is the

work of trade paper advertising. Under ordinary conditions it should not be

expected to do more.
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13 j

The Ford-Smith Macfee Cornpany |'0

Foundry Service

Have you
cons ulted

our Foun-
dry Service,

to help
lower those

cleaning costs.

If not—suppose you
write us now.

Our line is strictly

first-class. For any-
thing: relating- to

Grinding Machinery,
write us.

THE FORD-SMITH

MACHINE CO. Ltd.

Hamilton, Canada

*MNk?Jf
#c* g aft2

i

• ££•

Specialists in analyzing, mixing- and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing1 Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

'it

ffl

% 3

.». ..•.

:

,L ... I ..".I 1.

.. ,<

Mc Culloug h - Dalzell

CRUCIBLES

Forty years' experience making the

best Crucibles possible to make

Uniform — Best Materials

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO. - - Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It Is perfectly bain need nnd the largest flnsk can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

I

r^«[W|w
*&

jflta

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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A Prisoner in Germany
— a Canadian interned atRuhleben, the famous German intern-

ment camp— "vas permitted to be transferred to Switzerland.
From this country he writes his story of Ruhleben Camp
— a live, human story of intensest interest. Read it in

MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE for May
ALWAYS MacLean's Magazine contains articles of a class you'll find in no

American magazine—articles Canadian in theme and staging. MacLean's goes

in for articles, biographies and stories that make Canada and Canadians better

known and better loved by its own people. This is its big and worth-while mission,

and this is why it should possess your favor to a pre-eminent degree.

In the May issue of MacLean's, in addition to the remarkable article announced
above, are the following notable features:

Successful Canadians
Living in New York

This article is one of a series dealiug with
Canadian-born men who have won fame or

fortune or both in New York City—and there

are many such. Mighty good reading of an
intensely interesting and unusual sort.

German Plotting Against

Canada in the U. S. A.

By Agnes C. Laut

Miss Laut has a knowledge of German plots

and intrigues at once amazing and accurate,

and her revelations are positively startling.

She writes fearlessly and with her accustomed
vigor.

Sunshine in Mariposa
By Stephen Leacock

This is a comedy by Canada's master humor-
ist. Extremely amusing and clever is this
play. Leacock grows better all the time.

Short Stories
By Arthur Stringer, Hopkins Moorhouse and

Mary Gaunt
These stories are Canadian in their back-
ground and are good. MacLean's is doing a
very meritorious work in developing and in-
troducing new Canadian writers and writers
on Canada.

Two Good Serials
By Sir Gilbert Parker and James B. Hendryx
Parker's story is entitled, "Jordan is a Hard
Road," and Hendryx's, "The Gun Brand."
They are rousing stories told by masters of
the craft of writing and story-telling.

IJ-^oJJqo There is the likable Review of Reviews Department, in which
*"*^

®

* **^" the best things appearing in the current periodicals of the

world are condensed for busy readers. So MacLean's becomes a most appeal-

ing and satisfying magazine. It is unlike every other magazine, and no

other magazine serves Canadians so well.

At All News Stands

15c.
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whethe!
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they

are Betting what they are supposed to get because our
Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of methods,

mixtures and equipment, etc.. and point out where practical

economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would pay

you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals. Alloys, Ores. Cement, Materials. Oils, Paints,

Coal. Coke. Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel. Copper.

Brass. Stone, Brick, Wood. etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed

all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush

delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada.
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING

LABORATORIES, LIMITED
Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL

Branch Offices end Laboratories:

TORONTO, WINNIPEG, EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

m
«IU<iMHIMIIUWaWII1^M»IMBl

B

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100c; BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

B

Let us assist you in

Grinding DownCosts
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manujaciuttn Grinding Whtels and
Machintr

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

B^tt<«ft^!a^iSW^.^^^

The Scientific Metallic

Sand Blast Material

that saves 20% to

of Blast-

ing Costs

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want l» not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get It. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' index faring the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names
from this directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is

maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper headings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract.

Ill

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
c'un Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.

Tan. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que. "

Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Tlighman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRATHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Slevens, Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RUBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde St Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Manufacturers' Brush Co . Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Suns. Ltd., 12 Blettry St., Montreal.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E, J., C„., Toronto, Out.

BURNERS. CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. St Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

< Alts, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. St Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.l Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfc Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd Mi real, Que.
Lindsay, W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Qne.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. vVells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J , Co., Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven. Conn.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. O.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Gautier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N..T.

McCiil]m-h-Dal7el] Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Onl
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES. HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt<... Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde St Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Demmler St Bros., Wm., Kewanee, 111.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., vo. . Toronto. Ont.

CORE OILS
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.
Lindsay. W. W.. & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., t'o.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J
Woodison, E. .T., Co.. Toronto. Ont,

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson
Hyde & Son?

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Lindsay, W. W., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Winks, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE. BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City. N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.
MeCullpugh Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, P».
Seidel, R, B., Philadelphia.
Stevens. Frederic B,. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Out.
ill. S, Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay, W. W., & <"o., Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Onl
Hydi & Sons, Ltd. Montreal, Qne.
Woodison, E. J , Co., Toronto, Ont.

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Ltd., Montreal. Qne.

Ont.

Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. St Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde St Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey Cit». N.J.
Hvde St Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde St Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. B." J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.

Hvde iv Sens, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City. N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamdton. Ont.

Hyde & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

IT RE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FLASKS, SNAP. ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Ih le .V Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hvde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Butlalo. N.Y.

Woodison. E. J., Co . Toronto, Ont.
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I

INDISPENSABLE LINKS
In the Successful Business Chain

Throughout our entire organization, we recog-
nize and adhere to the highest standards of
QUALITY and SERVICE. And upon this—in the
future as in the past—the expansion and pros-
perity of our business depend.

IN OUR MILLS AND FACTORIES
(Slualits

IN OUR SALES DEPARTMENTS
Service

Believing QUALITY and SERVICE are the indis-
pensable links between producer and consumer,
we employ their combined strength to conserve
and complete our relationship with all users of
Steel and Iron products.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON - - MONTREAL

If any advertisement interests you, (ear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OutJoseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. .\ J

S"! "ill Co.. Hamilton. Out.

\V™' 5 Y'""'
l:i IJ ,tl "" v 8t. Montreal.Mon«roo Eng. a vifg. <„,. Baltimore.

Stevens, Frederic l:., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehi

I Bn Co
, Buffalo, N V

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Out
FOUNDRY GRAVE!Cm Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Onl

Draft Furnace Co, East on ij
'<>'. '-' »>«"y St Montreal. "'

wooaison, t. .1.. Co., Tomnto. Out
II RNACE LINING
Cm Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OutHamilton Facing M,I| Co.. Hamilton OntHawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton5*i SS '-''l-; 1* Bleury St., Montreal.
»f.™ r.

En
f- * Mf* ' "•• Baltimore.

u7i, '
'',"; ''''"

5- I>etroit
' Mich.Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N V

II KNACKS
J" C°" T°r0nt0

'

n'"
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Hi< " s2" & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
p^ii M

Kac
"!? Mi " Co- Hamilton. OntHawley lot™ Draft Furnace Co., GastonHyde & Bras, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, MontrealMonarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., n.n„J. ''

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.V.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OutHamilton racing Mill Co.-, Hamilton OntHawley Down Draft ,,-, lraa

'

ce Co . East™
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que
wZVCh K'£ f MfB

'
Co- Baltimore.

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hyde \ Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

, I w.
1
,'.".'^^- J - C<>" Toronto. Ont.

•KVI'IIITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntJoseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N jHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Ont.'Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton NJMet uHough-Dakell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa

< 'rT'..',
,

.".^|- *- C°- Toronto. Ont.
"'

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING

i~ , V ns
'

1 - t,L
' Montreal, Que.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City N 1

Hyde & Sons, Ltd 12 Hlpnrv «t \f™« i

GBIT, ANGULAR *
'
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Harrison Supply Co., Boston Man

outum?" s '""' r,,:
-

Pitt8bu*h '

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PittsburghHELMETS
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a
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'
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,
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12 ?Ieury St- Montreal,"oouison. E , j Co Toronto. Ont
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M"«fleld, (.bio.

wooaison. E. J., Co., Toronto. OntKAOLIN
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Woodison, E. J.. Co., To.onto, Ont.LADLES. FOUNDRY
< an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto£*eph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City NJHamilton Facing Mill Co.'. Hamilton! OntHyde £ Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.Northern (rane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Sly. W. w. Mfg. Co., Tiie. Cleveland oStevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich. '

,\
N

:

, * >

.

1

' " ' J Co., Toronto, Ont.LADLE HEATERS
wi»l [''",':"" >V

r.
V?" Winkle Co- Toronto, Out.Down Draft Pumace Co.. Easton PaHide ! - . Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Monar, 1, Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, OntLADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLE

8

AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
•lose'' 1

'

|l!
" I rucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J

Pa.

Pa.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont.

" * 5oni
.

111.. Montreal, Que
Seilel. It. I>... Philadelphia.
M c( dlough Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburg Pa
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntCan. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal'
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. * Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal
' hades C. Kawin Co.. Toronto
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. "Toronto.
MIXERS
Can Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St... Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
HOLDERS* TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
"nmilton i

.;,,.,„.. Mm ,.,, Hamjitoa f)nt
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mien
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry. Eng
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.'. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co . Hamilton Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich
Tahnr Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can Hanson ft- Van Winkle Co., Toroiyto. Ont.

525? 5'
^l
01"- LW" '- Bleury St. Montreal.

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson «• Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hrde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore Md
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co. Hamilton Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg, Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PATTERN SHOT" EOUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson \- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One
Stevens. Frederic I!.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Horn. .Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont,

PHOSPIIORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntJoseph Divon Crucible Co.. Jersey City N J
Hyde A- Snni, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
MoCnllough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh PaWhitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntJoseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City N T
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton,"Ont.

'

TTvde ,v Snns_ Ltd.. Montreal. Que
McCullongh-nalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
r,?"-„.

1Ia
,

rson * Van winWe Co., Toronto. Ont.W. W . Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J,. Co.. Toronto, OntRAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Car.. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic R., Detroit, Mich
.Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N .1

Jonathan Bartlev Crucible Co.. Trenton NJ
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
KIDDLES
Can. Hanson \- Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, One.
Stevens, Freeleiic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
KESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sly. W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. 0.
Woodison, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. \\ . Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. .7.. Co.. Toronto, Out.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supplj Co., Boston, MassSAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pi irgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh PaSAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago III
Can. Hanson & v„ n Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Onl
Hyde & Sons Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Slv ww Sa
M

B1r' C^ New Uaven
'
Conn.

Sly. W. W. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crashed Steel Co

, Pittsburgh r,
SAND BLAST SAND
Can Hanson ,v- Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
H.vde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Harrison Supplj Co., Boston, Mass.
SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
H.vde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. OntSAND BLAST MACHINERY. BARRELS

ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
N'ew Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland. O.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison Supplj Co., Boston, Mass
SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. I'ofialn. N v.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison. B. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co Boston, Mass.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Out
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Out.

SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J,, Co., Toronto, Ont.
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
'Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J
Woodison. E. J.. 'Jo.. Toronto. Ont
SMALL ANGLES '

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hy.de & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal^ Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
PitTsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Bora, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont.
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CHAPLETS
are small but their im-

portance is great.

Big jobs depend upon them.

They are the only barrier be-

tween perfect castings and
make-overs.

Lindsay Chaplets are quality

through and through.

Once known, always used.

W. W. LINDSAY& CO.
Harrison Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

U.S.A.

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes. Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers

Etc

ANODES
In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed

Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker

delivery, and can save duty and elimin-

ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde i 3ons, 1.' I.. Montreal. Que.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.
tV'vyijsn,, k. J . Co.. Toronto. Ont.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND TUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

- s. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCnlloch Dalzell Cpuible Company. Pittsburg

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

- -. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
W. W Wells Toronto.
Wwlisrr.. p; j , Co.. Toronto. Ont

TRAt K. OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Han>'n & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
II ,\ - ; I., Montreal, Que.
Northern frane Work^. Ltd.. WalkerriUe. Out.

E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

TRICKS. DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, lint

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde A Si at Ltd., 12 Bteury St.. Montreal.

Jtei . Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. .1.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.

M |e .S.- Sons I. id.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Northern Crane Works. WalkerriUe.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
VVoodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
I'ni'fd Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Wo,li=on. E. .T.. Co., Toronto. Ont

VIBRATORS
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Hvlf & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.8.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 lilenry St., Montreal.

lison. E J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Ilvde & Snns. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodisull E. .T Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ,V Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St,., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
linm. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Ilvl. \ ;,,,,- Ltd.. 12 I'.i.ur. si., MontreaJ.
steel Co. „f Canada. Hamilton. Ont.
Wnodl - E. .7 . Co., Toronto. Ont.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite CruciblesD 1X0Nil

if' 'Sip
BLACKLE1D
ml

.
iipf

CRUCIBLE'S'
mt mm
IP SI2SJ

i^_

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Practical, Economical

Sand Sifter
Do you study economy ? It's

<iuite the habit nowadays.
Practice it on the BATTLE
CREEK SAND SIFTER. Here
is a machine that will do
more work on less air than
any other sand sifter, and it

will do the work well. Smooth-
running, simple machine.

Let us t;o further into its

value to you. Write to-day.

Battle Creek
Profit Maker

BATTLE CREEK SAND SIFTER CO.
Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

Extra Long Service

Foundry Brushes
Washout. **

Give these brushes a trial, check their efficiency and service and it will be easily apparent to you that

they are above the average. They have often cut foundry brush expense in half with their lengthy ser-

vice. Made to last and do good work. Years of experience and study have taught us what is best for

you. All styles. Let us hear from you.

The Manufacturers f*8

S^^B
Brush Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO 19 Warren St., New York
Stone Brusl Flour Brush.

Ben! Handle
Washout.

Bartlev Crucible Co 9

Battle" Creek Sand Sifter Co 40

Britannia Foundry Co 6

Brown Specialty Machinery Co 7

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ...

Outside Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 35

Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-
tories 35

Dixon. Joseph, Crucible Co 40

Dominion Iron & Steel Co |0

Fanner Mfg. Co., The 8

Pord-Smith Machine Co 33

Gautier, J. H.. & Co 4

ADVERTISING INDEX
Globe Steel Co 35

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 31

Harrison Supply Co 32
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co. ... 40
Hyde & Sons 5

Kawin Co., Charles C... Inside Ft. Cover

Lindsay, W. W., & Co 39

Manufacturers Brush Co 40
McCullough-Dalzell Co 33
McLain's System (>

Midland Machine Co 33
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co 3

Northern Crane Works 39

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co 35

Seidel, Inc., R. B 33
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co 4

Standard Equipment Co a

Steel Co. of Canada 37
Stevens, Frederic B.. .Inside Back Cover

Tabor Manufacturing Co 8
Toronto Testing Laboratories 33

United Compound Co 4

Wells. W. W 39
Whitehead Bros. Co Front Cover
Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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GOAROMG

FOUNDRY
TfcAOE

To protect the trade—against delays— against inferior qualities, I

have large stocks of worthy products ready for immediate delivery.

Stevens Superior Supplies do not stop writh being merely desirable—
they are a positive NECESSITY as a matter of saving-money economy
in foundries and plating shops.

Once you buy them you will have naught else.

Pick some of these "good things" and, if you are unacquainted with
a matter of saving-money-economy order a barrel on approval, for trial.

Stevens Pure East India Plum-
bago—direct from the Is-

land of Ceylon.
Stevens Xo. 2 Kinjr Kore
Kompound the one proved
perfect production.

Stevens Xo. 4 Columbia Part-
ing — Cheapest although
best.

Stevens Carbon Blacking
Something super-excellent.

Stevens Stopper (Iron Filler)
—A wonderful money saver.

Stevens Core Oils —The Oil of
oils.

Stevens Core Gum—The climax
in core binders.

Fire Sand.
Fire Brick.
Fire Clay.
Cupola Blocks.

Gautier Crucibles.

Hostetter Coke.

Soacoal Facing.

Talc or Soapstone.
Molding Sand.
Foundry Molasses.
Foundry Flour.
Foundry Rosin,
'^ore Ovens.
Foundry Equipment.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions.
Stevens Buffing Compositions.
Genuine Turkish Emery I

some
numbers).

Stevens Improved American
Emery.

Buffing Wheels.

Emery Glue.

Spanish Felt Wheels.

Canary Yellow Dextrine.

Cyanide of Sodium.

Xickel Anodes.

Nickel Salts.

Chemical Sundries.

!'iit irs' Supplies.

Polishing Room Equipment.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

F AC1NG MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R. HfTPniT \AlfUlf^' A rVTW AREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Lamed and Third Street UIL l t1iKJl l
' Mll^MR»AN

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streels. New Haven. Conn., E. E. Seeley, Manager
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ANODES
MADE IN CANADA

We are in a position to give you

Nickel Anodes of Established Purity

made from Canadian Grain Nickel and cast in Canada under conditions that

ensure a plate of the proper structure as regards hardness and crystaline

formation of the molecules of metal.

H. & V. W. Patented Elliptical Anodes save loss of metal and electrical

energy, and they give uniform, smooth and quicker deposits with best pos-

sible distribution of metal and circulation of solution. They are not porous

or spongy.

A great advantage in the use of these Patent

Elliptic Anodes is the uniformity of deposit as

disintegration takes place from all sides of the

anode, consequently the molecules are distri-

buted uniformly throughout the solution, and

in ft only hasten the deposit, but give a heavier

deposit in a given time. Another important

feature in these anodes is the fact that they wear
down evenly to a small narrow strip, and when
worn down to such a point that it seems de-

sirable to put in more nickel, the old ones, which

take up practically no room in the tank, can re-

main until entirely consumed, and as a result

there is practically no scrap nickel to dispose of

at half price. The waste averages but .V , of the

original weight, while a flat plate shows a loss

of from U',' to 27%.

Having just completed a large addition to our

foundry, which enables us to very materially in-

crease our daily output of castings, we are now
in a position to offer the trade prompt delivery,

and solicit inquiries for anything in nickel

bras-s. bronze, zinc, or other metals.

Curved
Elliptic

ANODES
for Plating Barrel

Solutions

We show herewith a

c u r v e (1 Elliptic

Anode which we use

with our patent me-

chanical plating ap-

paratus. These anodes

are curved to lit the

periphery of the re-

volving barrel, and

when the anodes arc

hung at each side of

the tank, the barrel

holding the work is

equidistant a tall
limes f r ,, m t h e

anodes, hence a regu-

lar and even deposil

is obtained.

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA
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Metal Industry News

A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternniaking, Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The Mac Lean Publishing
Company Limited, Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg, and London, England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, JUNE, 1917 No. 6

CHEMICAL LABORATORY
Analyses of Metal.-. Alloys, Ore-. Cement,
Materials, Oils, Paints, Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

PHYSICAL LABORATORY
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of

In. 11. Steel, Copper, lira—. Stone, Brick,

Wood, etc.

INSPECTION AT MILLS, SHOPS AND
FOUNDRIES

Bridges, Buildings, Car- and all Railway

Equipment, Pumps, Cast and Riveted Pipe,

Machinery, etc.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY
OF CANADA.

Our Inspection
and Laboratory
Service Stamps
Out Profit Leaks

THOUSANDS of Dollars arc saved every year

by our clients—because we have Experts who

are trained In make exhaustive tests of all

material they are purchasing, whether raw material

or finished-products, and tell them whether they are

getting what they are supposed to getr- because our

Expert- go right to the plant and make inspection of

method.-, mixture- and equipment, etc., and point out

where practical economies can he effected.

We investigate and solve your engineering problems

from the standpoint of commercial success.

X(. doubt you have some problems righl now that

would pay you to have us look into.

Once vim have formed (he habit of consulting us.

you will find our service invaluable.

We are testing all the component parts

of shells manufactured in Canada.

With our foreign connection* and our inspectors distributed all over the continent, we ore in position

to secure for you advance information on progress of construction, and rush delivery of machinery
and materials, from any point in Canada. United States or the British Isles.

Canadian Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Limited
INSPECTING AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

Head Office and Main Laboratories: MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories: TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER. NEW GLASGOW and NEW YORK
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Every Minute
Counts

The sooner you let Kawin Service show you
what great savings it can effect in your
plant the sooner you will he adding dollars

to your capital.

"KAWIN
SERVICE"

—is tlic result of a thorough, practical foundry train-

ing, plus the knowledge gained by our association

with hundreds of foundries throughout Canada and

United States.

''Kawin Service" send.- an expert, practical foundry-

man to your plant to suggest in molding and cupola

practice, advising in the most economical manner the

purchase of raw materials, and to see that everything

is up to .specification.

Let us demonstrate at once.what Kawin Service will

do tor you—THERE IS POSITIVELY NO
CHARGE IF IT DOES NOT SAVE YOU 100$
OVER AND ABOVE ITS COST.

We'll gladly call at your request and explain our

proposition thoroughly without the slightest expense

to yon and with no obligation whatsoever.

Charles C. KAWIN Co., Limited
CHEMISTS FOUNDRY ADVISERS METALLURGISTS
Chicago, III. 307 KENT BUILDING, TORONTO Dayton, Ohio

San Francisco, California
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WAR ORDERS
Must be filled with promptness and dispatch, and given

attention above all other orders. We are prepared to help

you in this crisis by shipping you promptly from our well-

filled warehouse stocks located at Toronto and Windsor,
Ontario. Here are a few items of our own manufacture
that we suggest you try us out on.

" Woodseed "

Liquid Core Compound
An answer to the high cost of Linseed oil cores.

"Woodseed" costs you less but you can obtain the

same results with Woodseed cores that you can

with high-priced Linseed Cored Work.

Then, too, il works easily in the core boxes and

bakes quickly without giving off -any obnoxious

gases. When you come to knock "Woodseed"
core- from t lie castings you'll find they rap out

easily leaving a smooth, clean surface. Economy
all the way. Try a barrel out in your core room
now. Yon need not pay for it until we've shown
results.

Woodison
Quality Wax Vent

Here is a wax vent that i.- uniform at all times, is

easily handled in all kinds of weather and has

no string in it> make-up bo hold it up and obstruct

the vent.

We make it in our own manufacturing plant from

imported wax and we sure do turn out a fine

product. It is put up in handy-sized spools and is

made in all the standard diameters. We make ii

a- -mall a- :'> <>1 of an inch and il measures abso

lutely that on the .-cab—no variation— uniform

throughout. Send in your order promptly—we'll
till it from stock.

Woodison
Perfect Perforated Chaplets
Another product of our own manufacture that we
are extremely proud of is our Perfect Perforated

Chaplets.

We make them in all sizes and styles to suit your

wishes and they are made on dies so that their

accuracy is absolutely guaranteed.

We specialize in any style of perforated cbaplet

that you may require. One of our specialties is

our Perfect Perforated Aluminum Cbaplet made
especially for the Brass Trade. It's a great deal

better than the old-fashioned wav of bending a

piece of tin by band.

All of these chaplets fuse readily with the metal.

Prove this statement by sending us a trial order.

Woodison
Snap Flasks

For all classes of snap work, we manufacture the

Woodison Snap Flask.

This sturdy flask is designed for use on molding
machines as well as on bench work and its con-

struction throughout embodies the idea of

strength.

It is made of selected maple, reinforced around
the edges with steel bands and angles at the

corners.

Made in all sizes to your order and .-hipped sud-

denly to all parts of the Dominion.

This is not a cheap flask, il is a t^ond one. What
sizes shall we -end you?

REMEMBER WE SELL THE DOWNER GRINDER.

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsor

Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and Equipment,
Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment
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Advertising That Reached Unrelated Industries*
How the Ford Chain Block Took Each Field in Turn and Thus Made a Small Appropriation

Serve Till Demand Became Larger

WHERE the consumer is an individual and where
each consumer uses the product in about the same
way or for much the same purpose, the advertising

problem is comparatively simple. But when the chief

consumers of a product group themselves into various
unrelated industries, to advertise to them economically
and effectively is not an easy task. One industry may use
a product in one way or for a reason peculiar to itself.

Another industry may employ the identical product, but
for an entirely different purpose. Take steel, as an ex-

ample. In what a large number of industries it is used,

but also for what a wide variety of purposes! Hence the
commodity would have to be advertised to each industry
as though it were another product that each of them were
interested in.

This is THE problem that advertisers to industries have to

contend with, and yet many striking successes in mechani-
cal and technical fields have been achieved in solving it.

One of the most recent and also most conspicuous examples
is the Ford Chain Block and Manufacturing Company, of
Philadelphia. Starting to advertise but four and a half
years ago, this company was then undoubtedly the smallest
concern in the chain-hoist field. It has now become one
of the large producers in the industry. The achievement
of the company is all the more noteworthy because it

started with a very small amount of money, and succeeded
on its insignificant initial appropriation, despite the fact
that it had a large field to cover.
The success of this advertiser is due to a plan which was
based on a thorough market analysis and which was stuck
to unflinchingly and carried out systematically, despite all

temptations that came along, promising a short cut to
success.
For years Ford was a very successful salesman for one of
the older companies in the chain-hoist field. One day he
decided that he could sell the product for himself just as
well as for the other fellow. Accordingly, eight years ago
he opened up his own plant and started to build the Ford
Tribloc. He incorporated some mechanical features in the
device, which enabled him to go to the trade with strong
selling arguments.
The new concern made satisfactory progress right from
the start, but for the first three years or so not much ad-
vertising had been attempted. Cards had been carried in

the trade press, but this was little more than directory
advertising, which justified itself but did not accomplish
anything sensational. About this time Mr. Ford began to
have visions of a much bigger business, which he believed
could be developed through the right sort of advertising.
Competent advertising counsel was called in and the pro-
position analyzed for its possibilities.

Right here is where the crux was reached. The appro-
priation offered was only $2,000! What could be done
with that? How easy it would have been to fritter it

away! How could a possible market that embraced thou-
sands of shops and plants in dozens of unconnected indus-
tries be reached with a paltry $2,000? While the Tribloc is

a machine, it is virtually a commodity. At least it is dis-
tributed and sold in the way that commodities are. Hence
direct advertising would have been neither economical nor
practical.

A study of the market showed that chain hoists were
already widely used. The demand for them existed and

did not have to be created. Creative advertising, undoubt-
edly, would have developed some new demand, but under
the circumstances it would have been wasteful. Obviously
the thing to do was to direct the appeal to the user of
hoists, so that the next time he was out to buy he would
give some consideration to the Ford. It was seen that the
quickest and easiest way to reach this trade was through
the trade and technical press. But arriving at this con-
clusion did not solve the problem. Neither flash nor in-
termittent advertising could be expected to get the Ford
message to the prospect in a way that would impress him
and make him remember the name and the advantageous
features of the device. Steady advertising that kept
pounding away at the proposition was necessary, but how
could that be done with $2,000?
No one or two publications reach all the different industries
in which chain hoists are used. For instance, the mechani-
cal shops of railroads could not be advertised to through
the same medium that reaches the sugar industry. To get
the message to all the buyers that should be interested in
it would take quite a large group of publications. Obvi-
ously this was impossible on the small appropriation avail-
able. This problem was overcome by tackling one industry
at a time.

Extension of Advertising Was Gradual

It was decided to strike out for the machinery field first.
Advertisements of various sizes were put in the journals
of this trade. Occasionally the space was large, but more
often it was small. The constant repetition of the message
was regarded as more important than the making of a
tremendous impression all at once. The advertising had to
pay its own way as it went along. It had to increase sales
in the industry to which it was appealing before addi-
tional money was appropriated for the extensions of the
list of mediums.
In this way the publications of other industries were
gradually gone into. Now those reaching the electric
railway field, the makers of mechanical rubber goods, the
mechanical shops of railroads, the sugar business, the
boiler-making field, steel mills and foundries are used, as
well as periodicals in the Spanish language, going to South
and Central American countries. The industries are ap-
proached in the order of their importance as users of chain
hoists. The advertising was increased as sales justified it,

and now the appropriation is a very tidy one. In the
meantime, as already intimated, the concern has climbed
from near the bottom of the industry almost to the top.
The general character of the copy is changed about every
six months. At first most of the emphasis was placed on
the mechanical features of the Tribloc, although the name
was never subordinated. The five-year guarantee which
the company offers has always been played up. This
guarantee has figured considerably in the development of
the business. In living up to it, the customer is always
regarded as right.

Most of the advertisements are signed "Ford of Phila-
delphia" in script. This stunt has given them an indi-
viduality and has also led people to understand that the
Ford who makes chain hoists is not the other Ford that
hails from a place in Michigan.

"Reprinted from Printers' Ink.
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Greater
Profits
1 here is nothing more cer-

tain than this if you instal
**

the

MONARCH
Double Chamber
Melting Furnace

Without Crucible

You can sec by the illustration

how superior the M o n a r c h

method is to the average way of

melting. Melting the Monarch
way is practically continuous,

permitting various melts of

metals to follow each other in

quick succession.

ACTION OF HEAT
Double Chamber Melting Furnace—Oil and Gas

Melts All Kinds of Metals
Copper, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum, Iron. Steel. Gold, Silver and
other similar metals can be melted at a reduction in cost.

Two chambers can be used alternately. Melts in one chamber
and heats to near melting point in the other. Flame is not

directed against metal, therefore there is no oxidation.

Monarch Rockwell Simplex
Another of our cost-cutting furnaces, Simplex single chamber.
Eliminates the cost of expensive crucibles and gives all round
superior satisfaction—melts metals in greater quantities in less

time.

Furnace in'Melting Position
Hopper Feed. Shaker Grates Monarch

Crucible

Tilting

Coke

urnace

Leading Manufacturers of United States

and Canada use Monarch Lines

Core Ovens. Crucible

Furnaces. Portable

Heaters, Mold Dryers.

C u p o 1 a Lighters.

P u m p s . Blowers,

Motors. Complete
Foundry Equipment,
Reverberatory fur-

naces, all capacities,

Stationary and Tilt-

ing. Our Specialty is

the Specialization of

the Melting of all

Metals.

Send for catalog C.F. 6, 1917.
It gives full information
about the excellence of our
Crucible Tilting Coke Fur-
naces, Arundel Drop Front
Core Ovens and our Melting
Furnaces.

ARUNDEL
Drop Front Core Oven

The Monarch Engineering &
Manufacturing Co.

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A-

Shops— Curtis Bay, Md.

// any advertisement interests you, tern- il <>ni now and place with letters to be answered.
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THE

SLY
SAND BLAST
MACHINE

The SLY has the advantage of all other sand blast

machines. This advantage lies in a feature known
as the

NO-WEAR NOZZLE
This feature and other distinct advantages have been

instrumental in making the SLY popular.

Foundrymen are more than satisfied with the results

they get from this ideal Sand Blast Machine.

Complete sand blast rooms and equipment is

a specialty of ours. Let us quote you.

We maintain an engineering department for

building and equipping foundries. It is at

your service.

WE MANUFACTURE
CLEANING MILLS
CINDER MILLS
DUST ARRESTERS
ROSIN MILLS
SAND BLAST MILLS
CUPOLAS
SAND BLAST MACHINES

SAND BLAST ROTARY
TABLES
SAND BLAST ROOMS
LADLES
CORE OVENS
CRANES
CORE SAND RECLAIMERS

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing

Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Complete Sand Blast Rooms and Equipment a Specialty

"Buffalo Brand'*

VENT WAX
IT

is hard but pliable, and will not stick to-

gether at any ordinary temperature. Is

absorbed by the core at the time of dry ing,

thereby leaving a good clean vent hole, just

the size of the wax used.

It will improve the core instead of making it

soft around the vent. Works in unison with
any kind of core binder.

Guaranteed not to injure the most delicate

core ever made.

Write your supply house for s mples and
prices, or write us, as we are convinced that a
trial will prove it to be the easiest and best

way to vent any core.

UNITED COMPOUND CO.
178 Ohio St. Buffalo, N.Y.

Look for the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools
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J.H.Gautier 67 Co

Mention this /><i/»r when writing advertisers, ll will identify Hie proposition about which yon require information.
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Everything for the Foundry

WK arc in a position to supply von with the following high

grade materials, at the'lowest cost, from our stock, mines,

and manufactures.

High grade clay, silica, chronic and magnesite bricks of all shapes,

chrome ore, mica schist, silica grit, ganister, fire (days, etc., for

lining converters, openhearth, basic and acid, electric or other

furnaces. Steel molding, core furnace bottom, and all kinds of

iron molding sands to the very finest grades. Best grades of plum-

bagos, crucibles, core wash, silica mold wash, sea coal facing, core

compound, talc, partamold, and liquid core compound to take the

place of oil at one-third the cost.

We are also in position to quote you on foundry equipment, such

as ladles, cupola, converters, openhearth furnaces, core ovens,
sand mixing machines, pneumatic rammers, chisels, riddles, etc.

We arc the selling agents for Canada of the famous Rennerfelt

Electric Arc Furnace. The most efficient, modern, and economical

furnace in the market for melting steel, iron, brass, copper, nickel,

monell, or any metal from five hundred pounds to seventy-five ton

capacity.

In connection with our supply and foundry equipment depart-

ment, we are in a position to give expert advice on brass, cupola,

converter, openhearth, and electric furnaces, also on foundry

construction, foundry efficiency, mixing of metals. Molding in

iron, steel, brass and monell, as well as acting in an advisory

capacity in regard to the purchase of raw materials so as to secure

you the most suitable materials at most reasonable prices.

We will be pleased to have you call upon us at any time regard-

ing your problems, as our services are gratis. Write us.

HYDE & SONS, LIMITED
New Birks Building

MONTREAL QUEBEC

if any adoertisement interests you, tear it out now and place witft Utters to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Every Up-to-Date
Foundryman

whether OWNER, FOREMAN or HOLDER, should learn to

make steel castings, as there is an EVER-INCREASING DE-
MAND for more steel castings, and for men who KNOW HOW
to make them.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM OF STEEL FOUNDRY PRACTICE covers the field

thoroughly, as McLain's experience dates back to the FIRST SUCCESS-
FUL CRUCIBLE STEEL FOUNDRY in America.

Then the CONVERTER and a 20-TON OPEN-HEARTH FUR
NACE WAS INSTALLED, each of which McLain had charge
of in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Write for free information.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.
STEEL FOUNDRY DEPARTMENT

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mention this paper when ivriting advertisers It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Sliding Door Kaised Side View. Truck is Run I'nderneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other it) leg t •< make up to 7" round core

Electric Duplex Shaker
The ln-te-t, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// any advertift merit interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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TABOR
10" POWER
SQUEEZER

We have had 92 of these machines

operating in one shop for over nine

years and the total cost of repair parts

ordered has been less than $10.00

— a striking tribute to TABOR
QUALITY.

SEND FOR BULLETIN M-R

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, USA.

1
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Hard Iron Tumbling Stars
FOR CLEANING ALL SIZES AND SHAPES OF CASTINGS.

WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C.

Malleable Iron Castings
SOFT TOUGH

Stove Trimmings
Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings,

Edges, Strips, Towel Bars> Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

Foundry Chaplets
of every description, Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO

:--"
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

PRODUCTION COST CUT TO
A MINIMUM

Cost of production is going up with the cost of

living, l>ui there are cases where the cost of pro-

duction can he given a death blow. Here is one:

A Modern Foundry utility that i- guaranteed to

cut operating expense)—and at the same time give

increased cleaning capacity and do the highesl

quality of work.

NEW HAVEN
Sand Blast Machines
They are the OXLY genuine, self-contained sand blast

barrels where the cleaning material does not leave the

inside, but is used over and over on the work. The
accumulation of dust and dirt is confined inside and
removed by direct exhaust.

W rite for particulars.

The New Haven Sand Blast Co
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

If any advertisement interests you, tear ii cut n m and place with letters to be ans'ivered.
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"WABANA"
MACHINE CAST PIG IRON

ALL METAL—NO SAND

Chill Cast—"SJNDLESS"— Pig Iron

melts quicker or with lower fuel
consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2,240

pounds to the ton, and it is All Metal-
no sand.

Our system of grading is according to

the Silicon, as follows:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over
1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

We are also in a position to supply Sand Cast

Iron— analysis same as Machine Cast.

It will be a pleasure to quote on your
next requirements.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited

Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES :

Sydney. N.S.i 1 1 2 St. Jam.. St., Montreal; 18 Wellintton St. E.. Toronto.

Mention tin* paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development-V.
By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,

Washington, D.G., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

methods for their prevention.
r

Th'is article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means whereby the risk of accident may belessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

PIPE FITTERS AND TUYERE
:;an;;

DO not go up on the bustle pipe

or stack plat tonus until you

have notified the blower, keep-

er. or stove tender. When going

above the bustle pipe it is safes!

to have a watcher. Before repair-

ing sprays on dust catchers or on

8. WORKMAN THROWS DOWN
BOARD WITH NAILS IN It.

skips, skip-pit siphons, steam, air. or oil

lines on top of the furnace, or sprays

on the furnace jacket, notify the furn-

ace foreman as it may be necessary to

stop charging or to check the furnace.

Leaking steam, where the men have to

work, is always annoying and is fre-

quently a menace on account of the

noise and the mist, and the possibility of

scalds. You can do much to prevent the

danger from this cause by promptly at-

tending to the leaks. Warn other men
of the danger of attempting to stop

steam !eaks on pipes under pressure by

tightening flanges.

A blast-furnace p'.ant is different

from other plants in that, if an emery-

requires a quick shutdown, the

operation may be very hazardous, unless

everyone knows what to do and does the

work assigned to him promptly and ac-

curately. Make it your first duty to

learn the layout of the water and the

steam, lines leading to the sras mains,

and the water lines leading to the water-

seal valves. Tt is up to you to see that

these lines are alwavs in working order.

Try them frequently by testing the

steam line to the main for gas, and, if

the line is plugged, clean it. Try the

lines from the water and also from the

steam supply for delivery; keep them
drained to prevent freezing, ami be sure

the valves are not stuck. Do not let the

water collect in the water-seal valves.

Successful and safe-furnace operation

depends in part upon the cooling-water

system being kept in proper condition.

Careful testing of tuyeres, coolers,

plates, regularity in flushing the mud
and sediment out, and regular inspec-

tion of the strainers, will do away with

much of the disagreeable, difficult, and,

at times, dangerous work caused by
1

chilled or slipping furnaces, "messes,"
and bursting tuyeres due to water leaks.

Bricklayers

Inspect a scaffold before going up on

it. and do not let your helpers or lab-

orers go up unless you are satisfied that

the scaffold is safe; many of them prob-

ably do not know whether it is safe or

not, and must rely upon your judgement.

In piling brick on a scaffold be careful

not to overload it. Don't permit your

helpers to drop the bricks on the floor-

ing; make them set the bricks down
carefully, and don't let buckets of clay

or loads of bricks down heavily. Avoid
overloading the hoist buckets, so that

the material can not fall off; use safety

hooks for hoisting buckets and pails.

Don't throw brickbats down promiscu-

ously when you are on a repair job;

rope off a danger place, and place a

danger sign to warm the men. Be care-

ful not to leave your tools or bricks

where they can be easily dislodged and

fall, whether there are men below or

not.

Before going into inclosed places

where gas has been used or contained

satisfy yourself that the gas valves are

tightly shut. Remember that in 3uch

places there is always an odor of <ias un-

less ventilation is verv ample and pro-

nounced. It is sometimes necessary to

go into these places, and although yon

may feel assured that there is no gas

leak, come out at once ifyoubegin to feel

dizzzy or ill. Gas may come from old

brickwork, flue dust, bulkheads, or wet

surfaces in amount sufficient to over-

come you. and when ventilation is diffi-

cult the slightest odor of gas is a warn-

ing for you to exercise the greatest

caution. Always wear a belt and life

line and a breathing apparatus where

ventilation is weak or lacking and there

is reason to expect sas. Use electric

lights when working inside gas mains;

torches make the air unfit to breathe.

Use ironies when you a»e cutting brick.

and if you gel a bruise, abrasion, lacera-

tion report n at once.

Carpenters

It is your duty to use sufficient ami

strong enough lumber to make every

scaffold, staging, railing, gangway, and

Ladder safe. The men may not know

whether they are safe or unsafe; but

whether they are competent or incompet-

ent to judge, you can not evade responsi-

bility for unsafe construction. Tempor-

ary ladders, runways, and other wooden

constructions not intended for perman-

ent use often are used when they have

become unsafe. Make it your duty to

condemn any unsafe equipment of this

kind and to promptly remove tempor-

ary scaffolds or ladders when the need

for them has passed.

Avoid leaving lumber with projecting

nails about the plant, and hammer flat

or remove all projecting nails that you

notice on scrap lumber or lumber used

in construction. (See Figs. 38 and :S9).

In laving planks for temporary floors,

walks, or runways place the ends so

that men in stepping on them will not

tip the planks up.

Most of the accidents that happen to

men doing carpenter work are caused by

PIG 39. RESULT OF LEAVING BOARD
LYING AKOtT WITH NAILS IN IT.

their hitting themselves with hammers
and hatchets, from saws slipping, and

in handling lumber. Tn working on

lumber piles watch that you do not fall.

Tn handling rough, heavy, or splintered

lumber be careful not to drop it on your
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hands or lent or lacerate your hands

watchful and careful in" the use of
tools, and observe danger signs

ami the directions an.: warnings of fore-
acquainted u nli the dangers at the
renl parts of the plant. By so do-

FIG. 40. SAFE WAV TO OPEN \ SWITCH
rsi: hm; hand and keep otherBEHIND HACK.

a large proportion of the injuries
commonly encountered will he avoided.

Electricians

The insulation on electric wires and
en tools and rubber gloves can not be
depended on to prevent shock, as the
insulation may not be in good condition.
Do not work on live circuits unless ab-
solutely necessary, and if necessary and
you are in doubt as to the voltage of the
circuit, consult the foreman and ob-
tain his permission.

Try to observe the following precau-
tions: Use only one hand if possible
(Figs. 40 and 43 ): work on only one
wire at a time and insulate it before
starting on the next one; insul-
ate parts of opposite polarity within
reach of tools: do not touch electric con-
ductors when you are standing on iron
plates, structural iron, wet groiwid, or
pavement—get a dry board or rubber
mat to stand on: use tools with the
bandies adequately wound with tape,
and wear rubber gloves without cracks
or holes. Take the same precautions
with supposedly dead circuits, as there
is always a chance of such circuits be-
ing crossed with a live circuit. Low-
voltage system, telephone wires, and
signal wires may similarly be crossed
with high-voltage lines.

When power has been cut off by open-
ing a switch place a danger sign bear-
ing your name on the switch and lock
it open. Do not remove the sign and
lock unless the work is completed,
everybody and everything clear of the
circuit, and no one in a position to be

injured by the machinery starting up
Do not attach wire or cord for lights
'" iron pip,- or structural parts. Neg-
lect of this precaution may lead to
charging of equipment or parts so that
=• man may receive a shock when hast
expected. Make frequent inspection of
B
,

exiMe cord for hand lights, portable
clusters, or electric drills. The various
crews frequently handle them when
standing on wet places where, should
'lie insulation be defective, a serious
bum or shock might result.

Remove all dead circuits not likely
I" lie used. Avoid installing tempor-
ary wires in a slipshod manner. Do not
let inexperienced men handle electrical
equipment, and do nut set bad examples
"I' careless familiarity with electrical
equipment for inexperienced men to fol-
low. Always attend immediately to an
electric burn. Such burns are often
misleading: a third-degree bum which
mav lmt be immediately painful may
later result in gangrene.

'

Cranemen
Never carry a load over a workman's

head. If men are working in the path
of a load, run the trolley out to avoid
them, or give them warning. Before
moving a crane be sure that" no one is
in a position to be injured. Open the
mam switch before leaving the cab, and
do not go or allow another to go on top
of the crane runaway without opening
the main-line switch and attaching to
the switch a notice bearing his name.
If the switch is found open and no
notice on it. notify the foreman instead
of shutting it yourself: there mav be a
reason for its being open.

Do not hoist without a signal when
men are hooking on or slinging material.
Tf possible be sure that their hands are
not inside the hook or sling. Place the
trolley directly over the load to avoid
swinging it against the workmen. In
hoisting heavy loads test the brake
when the load is a few inches clear of
the floor.

After a repair job is finished' go over
the crane carefully and pick up anv
tools, bolts, or parts left behind. Watch
for loose parts: see that the brakes,
warning bells, and switches work pro-
perly and report at once insecure or
dangerous parts or places. Don't leave
chains, hooks, or buckets hanging at
heights that do not clear a man's head.

Notes on First Aid

In plants where the continual pres-
ence of a doctor or nurse is not feasible
it is advisable to have at least one
emergency first-aid box. These boxes
are furnished by various manufactur-
ers and associations and contain ma-
terials designed or recommended by ad-
visory boards of physicians and by the
American National' Red Cross. Thev
are admirably adapter! for use at iso-
lated plants and primarily are for the
prevention of infection. A first-aid box
in the charge of the chemist, storekeep-
er, or watchman will encourage the
workmen to form the habit of seeking

immediate first-aid treatment for slight
»'.M».es. Such treatment, if correctiy
performed, may prevent infection or
illness, but further treatment should be
by a physician.

When a man is so badly injured that
he needs immediate relief before a
physician can arrive or before he can
be taken to the first-aid room it is essen-
tial that some one with a knowledge of
first-aid should assume charge, prefer-
ably the foreman, first-aid man, mem-
ber of safety committee, or ranking em-
ployee and direct the work of caring
for the injured man until the doctor
arrives.

Transportation of Injured

Do not move an injured person or
move any part of his body until vou are
sure of the nature of the injury. If
the injured man is unable to walk use
the greatest care in placing him on the
stretcher. Stretchers are now so uni-
versally available at plants that men-
tion of other means of carrying men
should be unnecessary; however, famili-
arity with methods of handling injured
men is essential.

Eye Injuries

Any object in the eye that irritates
the lid or eyeball probably makes a cut
which may be infected just as easily as
a cut on the hand or foot, and more so
if a toothpick, match, knife, or hand-
kerchief is used to remove the object.
Moreover, infection of a wound in the
eye is a very serious matter, because the

J Ii.. i\. BI/BCTRICIAN REPAIRING WIRESWITH SWITCH IN: \ DANGEROUS
PRACTICE.

eye is the most delicate external organ
of the body. If any injury to the eye
is neglected or wrongly treated, not only
may the eye become inflamed, involving
loss of time, but the sight may be'lost.
Tf you get something in your eye, do not
try to remove it from the eye at your
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working place; go to the first-aid sta-

tion ami have your eye examined at

once. It' the object can not be removed

by cotton rolled on'the and of a match

or toothpick or by a loop of sterile

hair, it is probably imbedded in

the eyeball or eyelid, and the injurx

FIG. 12. RESULT OF REPAIRING WIRE
WITH SWITCHES IN. SHORT
CIRCUIT BURNS ELECTRICIAN.

should he examined by a physician im-

mediately.

Cuts, Lacerations, and Punctures
Whenever the skin has been cut ac-

cidentally, it is safe to assume that

germs have been introduced, because

tools, clothing, or other material, the

dust in the air, or the skin itself may
carry disease germs. Every wound
should be primarily looked upon as in-

fected and receive immediate attention.

A fresh cut should not be washed, even

by the first-aid man: leave that for the

physician. T'nsterilized water is dan-

eerotis, for it may contain infectious

eerms. For the same reason waste.

firsl aid by fellow employees is impera-

tive in siteli cases, as tlie man may bleed

to death before the first-aid man can

arrive. A belt, suspender, handkerchief,
rope, or any immediately available ma
terial that can be tied with a knot and

twisted will do for a tourniquet. The
man should be made to lie down and the

injured part be kept elevated as high as

possible by some one. If a limb is

crushed or badly mangled, the tourni-

quet should be placed above the knee

or elbow, near the crotch or arm pit.

and twisted until just enough pressure

is obtained to stop the blood. Every

20 or .'lit minute- the tourniquel should

be loosened a little: if bleeding re-

commences, it should be tightened

again. If the circulation is stopped

completely for upwards of three hours

gangrene may develop. Many severely

bleeding wounds may be stopped simp-

ly by pressure in the wound with a

clean bandage.
Puncture wounds, such as are caused

by nails, slivers, and small sharp objeCi -

are perhaps the most dangerous of all

small wounds. Such cuts are always

larger on the inside than on the outside

on account of the elasticity of the skin.

and the danger of infection is greater

because the puncture closes, little

bleeding occurs, and there is less chance

of any dirt and serins that may have

gotten into the wound being flushed out

by the flow of blood. Puncture wounds

of the foot, and the palm of the hand,

the thumb, and the little finger are

especially dangerous.

Burns
A burn is not readily infected when

first inflicted unless it has been broken

open accidentally or by careless or im-

proper handling. A burn should not be

washed by anyone except the physician.

For small burns picric-acid gauze or

sterile gauze with vaseline spread on it,

placed over the burn and fastened with

a roll bandage, is efficacious. The use

of .carron oil, which is a mixture of lin-

seed oil and lime water, is not recom-

mended. Soda and sterilized water may
be used, but is not as soothing to burns

as picric acid.

sarj to cut awaj part of the clothing,

SUCh a- a -lee\ e or trouser leg. In case

medical or hospital attention is not

immediately available, the entire burned

area should be covered with picric

gauze 0T vaseline-covered gauze. If a

hospital is near, the clothing may be

FIG. 4.':. SAFE WAV TO REPAIR A WIBE;
SWITCHES UUT.

saturated with a soda and water solu-

tion (one-fourth pound soda in a half

gallon of clean water). After such

treatment, the injured person should be

wrapped closely in a "blanket.

All burns should be reported immedi-

ately to the foreman or first-aid man.

Sometimes a second or third degree

burn—that is. one in which the inner

and outer skin, or skin and flesh be-

neath, are destroyed—may not, although

a serious burn, be immediately painful,

but later may lead to gangrene.

Fractures

For the purposes of first-aid, frac-

tures may be classified as "simple,"

FIG 44 SCHAEFER METHOD OF ARTIFICIAL RESPIRA-
TION—EXPIRATION.

FIG. 15. SCHAEFER METHOD OF ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
—INSPIRATION

cobwebs, tobacco, or dust should not be

put on a wound, nor should the open

wound be touched with the finzers.

If a fellow workman sets hurt and

the wound bleeds profusely, or in spurts,

apply a tourniquet or constrictor and

notify the first-aid man. Immediate

When a large burn is caused by cloth-

ing ignited from hot metal or cinder, or

by electric flashes, steam, or boiling

water, it is better not to remove any

but the outer clothing. The injured

man should be handled as little and as

carefully as possible. It may be neces-

when the broken bone does not come
through the skin, and "compound,"
when the broken bone sticks through

the skin. Unless a broken limb is

handled carefully a simple fracture may
be converted into a compound fracture;

therefore, a man with a fracture should
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not be moved until a splint has been

applied. A compound fracture requires

a longer time for recovery than a sim-

ple fracture.

A splint is simply a light stick or

piece of wood for keeping the injured

part in a fixed position by means of

bandages. A broken arm or leg can be

placed in a straight position, and if no

splint material is available, a coat may

be rolled from each side toward the

center over the sleeves, placed about

the broken limb, and tied there. An in-

jured arm may then be tied to the body

or a broken leg to the uninjured leg.

In case of a broken back, neck, or

severe crushing and internal injury a

patient should not be lifted until a

physician comes. Unnecessary handling

is
'

harmful, causes needless suffering,

and as a physician is generally immedi-

atelv available at furnace plants, first-

aid in such cases is, as a rule, of ques-

tionable value. The patient may be kept

flat on his back and covered with a

warm blanket.

Blows on the Head or Abdomen

When a man receives a blow on the

head or abdomen, first-aid is not usual-

ly possible. Avoid rough handling,

loosen the clothing, do not give liquid

stimulant, and call a physician at once.

Don't let the patient go home alone.

After receiving a severe blow on the

head men have continued work, or stop-

ped work for the day, and then sud-

denly became seriously ill or died. Simi-

lar developments are possible after a

heavy blow on the abdomen.

Bruises and Strains

Such injuries as bruises and strains

should always have the attention of a

physician rather than first-aid only, for

although the injury may at the outset

seem very slight, it may develop into

a deep-seated injury with permanent

total or partial disability.

Asphxiation or Shock

To remove a victim from contact with

an electric circuit, cut the current off if

there is a switch handy. If not, roll

or push the man's body from the cir-

cuit with a dry piece of wood or wrap

your hands in a dry cloth stand on dry

wood, grasp his clothing and lift his

body from the wire, or place a loop of

dry cloth or rope over the man's head

or feet and jerk him from the wire.

In case a man has been asphyxiated

or "gassed," or has received an electric

shock, carry him into the open air, send

for a doctor, and then proceed as fol-

lows: Feel with your finger in his

mouth and throat and remove any false

teeth, tobacco, etc. Lay him face down-

ward, with one arm extended out

straight beyond his head. Place his

other arm under his head, and turn his

face to one side, so that mouth and nose

are free for breathing. Have someone

draw his tongue forward. Put a folded

jumper or coat under the lower part of

his chest if he is thin. Straddle him on

your knees, facing his head (see Fig.

44). with your knees a little below his

hips; then with fingers outstretched

place your hands at the lower part of

his ribs with your thumbs nearly join-

ing.

Hold your arms straight and rigid,

swing forward slowly so that the weight

of your body is gradually brought to

hear on the subject's body; then swing
hack, removing the pressure, but keep

your hands in place; repeat 16 to 20

times every minute. (See Figs. 44 and

45). If you have not a watch, follow

the rate of your own deep breathing.

Keep it up for 3 hours unless natural

breathing is resumed. Keep the man
warm and do not try to give liquid

stimulant until he is conscious and able

to talk and drink. Do not hold am-
monia bottles under his nose or mouth.

It is important that every foreman and

every member of a safety committee in

the plant should understand this meth-

od of resuscitation.

®
MINERAL PRODUCTION FOR THREE

MONTHS
THE quarterly report of the Ontario

Bureau of Mines covering the records of

Ontario's mineral production for the first

three months of this year, shows that

copper and nickel are running at smelter

capacity; gold is being mined in increas-

ing quantity, but silver has dropped in

production below the totals for the same
period in 1916. Iron ore shows a re-

markable increase and considerable in-

creases are also reported in all other

items of metalliferous production with-

in the province.

The output of gold was 127,692 ounces,

valued at $2,601,760, the Hollinger. Dome
and Mclntyre camps being the largest

producers; 3,945,957 ounces of silver were
produced, as against 5,207,831 ounces for

the same period in 1916. The value of

the silver output was $2,831,873; 10,141

tons of nickel matte and 5,063 tons of

copper matte were produced; 52,694 tons

of iron ore were mined, as compared
with 6,573 tons turned out for the first

quarter of last year.

RASP FOR SOFT METAL
By H. Coomber.

THE rasu shown in the accompanying
sketch will be found very useful in cut-

tine: down aluminum, solder and other

soft metals, as it does not clog up and
cuts very quickly; metal-pattern makers

ered, square and half-round files; the

half-round and round will be found very
useful in petting around a radius. The
file may be bent, if desired, aboui two
inches from the point, which facilitates

getting at sunken portions of the work.

®
BY-PRODUCTS OF COAL DISTILLA-

TION
By C. T.

THE abolition of smoke should be
brought about simply and solely by dis-

tilling all coal before burning it. Every-
thing at this moment combines to make
this reform practicable, and it would
effect a saving for the whole country of

a hundred million pounds a year. First

the increase of the price of raw fuel,

quite apart from the war, has induced
more care and thought as to its con-
sumption. Next the advent of the in-

ternal combustion engine, by far the

most simple, convenient, and economical
prime mover so far discovered, has
created an increasing demand with
higher prices for benzol, gasoline and
fuel oil. The passing of the horse and
the gradual exhaustion of the nitrate

beds of South America had led to higher
prices for ammonia sulphate, which is

one of the other valuable by-products of-

the distillation of coal.

No grate simple enough to be prac

ticable will burn coal without smoke
unless the coal be distilled first. Coke
burns without smoke. Common gas
coke, however, will not burn satisfac-

torily in many grates. Therefore spec-

cial fuel must be made which will burn
easily in an ordinary grate Raw coal

can be distilled at a lower temperature
than is used in ordinary gas-making,
leaving about 10 per cent, of volatile

matter in the coke. This fuel burns
with a cheerful flame in any grate. Dis-

tillation at low temperature, seems like-

ly to be the prevailing method; other-

wise too much gas would be produced

and too little of the valuable tars. Low
tempera+ure distillation produces the

best yield of valuable ta r ^ and oil—not-

ably, it produced a spirit with all the

properties of gasoline. Normally Eng-
land imports one hundred million gal-

lons of gasoline per annum. Up British

chimnevs goes five hundred million gal-

lons of gasoline per annum; and this is

only one of the bv-products of coal wast-

ed in the riotous combustion of the open

A
TEETH ABOUT^ DEEP

Pitch ^ ^Rake

RASP FOR SOFT METAL.

will find it very handy in trimming of

solder on gated work. It is easily made;

a file of suitable shape is softened, and

then the teeth are filed to the dimensions

given, a six-inch half-round file being

used for this purpose. It is best to leave

the rasp soft, as it keeps the edge for

quite a satisfactory length of time, and

can be quickly filed up sharp again.

This tool is best made from three-corn-

fire. The ammonia waste is still worse,

for ammonia, if burnt, gives out no heat.

It is a vital necessity in farming. Every

ton of coal burnt might yield 50 cents

worth of ammonia if distilled. From
200 to 250 million dollars worth of re-

coverable ammonia vanishes up British

chimneys every year, with no return at

all. A quarter of that could be easily

retained by low temperature distillation.
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NOTES ON NON-FERROUS METALS
FOR ORDNANCE WORK

By G. C. R.

MUCH has been said about the

machines, presses, tools and me-

thods used for producing cart-

ridge cases and copper bands for shells,

but little has been said about the metal-

lurgical methods when the trouble experi-

enced in obtaining an adequate supply is

considered.

The physical properties govern the

methods of manufacture, and in the case

of the copper bands the requirements

make the difference between cast or

rolled material. In the larger sizes of

bands these specifications are all the

more important, particularly when the

lands of the rifling of the gun become

worn, and form a small bearing area

which, when inferior material is used,

tears and rips.

Formerly the French artillery specifi-

cations not only specified the analysis of

cartridge brass, but the brands of copper

and spelter which would be accepted

were also named. This was caused to try

and prevent the use of spelter containing

lead, iron and cadmium. These undesir-

able elements have various effects, such

as reducing the ductility, etc. Cadmium
and its effect in small proportions has

been investigated very little, but appar-

ently the melting point of brass is so

high that the cadmium volatilizes and

the remaining percentage has little effect

due to the difference in the melting

points which seems to be the principal

trouble.

Small Bands Cast

In the case of the smaller sizes of cop-

per bands, the specifications can be met
with cast copper, while the larger sizes

must be subjected to rolling or other

treatment. The smnller b^nds are top

poured and cast in steel tubes with hay
loam cores. The hay is not twisted into

a rope, but is picked out from the bin

and laid in place covered with loam.

The cylinders are turned on the out-

side and cut to lengths, after which the

bands are chucked and a cleaning cut

made on the inside. The larger sizes must
be rolled or worked, and in some cases

the method of procedure is to cut out the

blanks, which are about 36 in. dia. cup
and draw similar to cartridge case work.
care being taken to anneal between op-

erations at 1,500 degs. F. A noticeable

feature in the drawing operation is the
amount of play on the cross-head or ram
supporting the punch. Lubrication is

used, as in brass drawing.

Melting the Copper

The copper for these purposes is pro-
duced in an oil furnace, pure scrap, as
near as possible to obtain, being used in-

cluding cuttings. The refining is done

by covering the surface of molten copper

with charcoal and by rabbling or pud-

dling with a green pine pole, possibly 5

inches in dia. and 15 ft. long. This pol-

ing causes steam and gases to form from
the green wood, reducing the oxides and
impurities. The slag which forms on

the surface, and which contains the im-

purities, is taken off and test buttons are

taken to see if the process has been car-

ried far enough. These buttons are

about lVs in. in diameter. The condition

is judged by fracture, which should be

pink, and not red, and by the shrinkage

or lack of it. The latter is termed pitch,

which means the shape of the top of

sample, i.e., convex, straight or concave.

What is required is a slightly concave

surface, and if it is not as desired, poling

must be continued, and if too concave,

oxygen must be added and the process

repeated, but this requires considerable

mechanical skill to restore this overpoled

copper.

The slag obtained from the refining

contains good metal, and should be re-

melted in a cupola with suitable fluxes

and the reclaimed copper subsequently

refined.

The medium-sized bands are made
from castings about 9M> in. dia. x 9*4 in.

long, which are cast in metal molds on a

rotary platform, after which they are

annealed at 1,500 degs. F. for half an
hour, and the cupping and drawing op-

erations which are performed on hori-

zontal hydraulic presses follow.

The brass for cartridge cases is com-
posed of from 15 per cent, to 40 per cent,

scr^p, depending on the available sup-

ply, but no fine cuttings or dross are in-

cluded. Melting is done in crucibles

heated by coal in open pit types of

furnace.

Pouring Billets

The molds, which are cast iron, hinged

at bottom, with clamps at top, which are

part of the pouring basin, make a billet

about 1% x 9 x 30 in. Pouring is from
the top through gates about % in. dia.,

and the temperature and process is

watched so carefully that there is very
little discard, if any. The billets are now
taken to a high-speed machine, which
cleans off all dirt or dross which may
have gathered on the sides during the

casting operation.

The rolling operation consists of eight

passes, with a reduction of Vs in. per

pass. After passing the first three passes

a lubricant is applied.

In blanking the finished sheets a shear
is used behind the punch and die; in this

manner the trimming permitted handling
for further blanking, and the scrap was
automatically cut to correct size for sub-
sequent remelting.

SPECIAL ALLOYS AND THEIR
COMPOSITION

By L. E.

BY means of the alumino-thermic pro-

cess, metals are produced from their

oxides in a practically pure state, free

from carbon. Such metals have proved

invaluable for a number of purposes, not

the least of which is the making of non-

ferrous alloys where iron and other im-

purities must be excluded, and the manu-
facture of which would be otherwise im-

possible. Among the most important of

these metals are chromium, 98 to 99 per

cent., and manganese, 96 to 97 per cent.;

the former being chiefly and very exten-

sively used in the manufacture of special

high-grade crucible steels. The latter is

mainly employed for making non-ferrous

alloys, and one of the special features of

this metal is the ease with which it alloys

with copper, zinc, tin, aluminum, nickel,

etc. Amongst other metals may be men-
tioned 75 per cent, ferro-chromium and
60 per cent, ferro-chrome-cobalt.

Improves Nickel Alloys

A small addition of manganese to

nickel alloys has been found most bene-

ficial, and gives a bright color resembling
silver. For nickel castings manganese is

used as a deoxidizing agent to produce
greater density. In this case about 2 per

cent, manganese is added to the molten
nickel. In mints, manganese is added to

copper-nickel alloys (25 to 7) to the ex-

tent of about 2 per cent. Manganese-
copper, with 30 per cent, manganese,
technically free from iron is now very
largely used for a variety of purposes,

such as in cupro-nickel, brass, and alum-
inum alloys, with far better results than
an alloy containing iron. In aluminum
alloys an addition of about 1 per cent,

manganese in the form of 30 per cent,

manganese copper is a good substitute

for nickel or zinc. Such an addition in-

creases the tensile strength, and gives a
casting which can be more easily ma-
chined.

Copper and bronze castings lose their

brittleness if manganese is added instead
of phosphorus. Compared with other
deoxidizing agents, such as phosnhorus,
manganese has the advantage that an
excess will tend to improve the quality
of the bath, whereas the excess of phos-
phorus would impair the quality. All
castings with manganese alloys should
be made under exclusion of air as far as
possible. Generally speaking, it is better
to add manganese in the form of a high
percentage manganese-copper, tin or
zinc alloy as the case may be. Alloys of
manganese-bronze, manganese-tin, and
manganese-titanium, among others, are
also made. The latter is said to be
probably the best deoxidizing agent for
brass and bronze alloys, only about one-
third the quantity being necessary, com-
pared with manganese-copper.
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Recent Special Alloys

An alloy of ferro-copper 50 per cent,

has recently been placed on the market.

The alloy is absolutely uniform, in which
state it can only be produced by the

alumino-thermic process, and is supplied

in thin notched plates. For introducing

vanadium and chromium into special

mixtures, alloys of vanadium-copper 8

to 9 per cent. Va., and chromium-copper
Id per cent Cr. are supplied. A special

alloy for brass has also been recently in-

troduced known as "SAB" alloy, which

overcomes the difficulty experienced in

getting manganese, tin, aluminum, iron,

etc., to alloy by themselves with brass.

The difficulty is generally got over by
means of an intermediate alloy, such as

ferro-zinc, for the purpose of introduc-

ing iron. These intermediate alloys,

however, necessitate heating the brass

to a high temperature which, in addition

to causing a loss of zinc, has also the

disadvantage of the alloy deteriorating

in quality by absorbing oxygen in the

form of zinc oxide. By means of the

special brass addition, various elements

in a definite percentage can be intro-

duced into the copper and zinc bath. If

8 per cent, of the alloy is added to the

brass containing 60 per cent, copper and

40 per cent, zinc, a brass will be obtained

hiving a tensile strength of 33 tons per

in. and elongation of 30 per cent. The
product has a golden yellow color, and is

distinguished by its resistance to atmos-

pheric influences, to acid and alkaline so-

lutions, as also to sea and mine water. It

can be easily worked, forged and pressed.

In order to make the special brass an
alloy of 60 per cent, copper and 40 per

cent, zinc is made from the purest cop-

per and zinc, free from lead, and 16.5

pounds of the special alloy is added to

every 204.6 pounds of brass; in doing
this, the temperature must be kept so

low that the brass bath only smokes.

®
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A SAW

By H. Middleton.

A PATTERNMAKER can get along very

nicely with no machinery other than a

good saw bench if it is rigged up like

the one in the illustration. A good all-

metal saw is much to be preferred to

and is bored to take the taper shank of

a drill chuck.

The external thread is left hand and
on it screws a light cast iron disc, 8 in.

in diameter, to which sand paper is glued.

By means of an auxiliary table on the

shelf at the side, support for the work
is provided across the Centre of the
wheel. Having no nut at the centre, the

entire face is available for sanding pat-

terns, rounding corners, putting on
"draft," etc. The uses of a sand wheel
are legion and new ones are constantly
presenting themselves.

When it is desired to drill holes, the
disc is taken off and the drill chuck put
in the spindle. Various face plates, side

and angle gauges for odd drilling, are
made of wood. This makes a low-priced,

good, all-round outfit for a patternmaker.
Complete with % horse-power motor it

should cost less than $200, and is all any
man with a small business needs.

®
WHAT IS "HARDNESS"?

By L. Street.

THE word "hardness," as loosely used in

everyday engineering talks, has no pre-

cise meaning. It calls up in the mind
a complex image of a substance which is

not easily scatched or dented, is liable to

snap rather than bend, and will be likely

to give trouble in machining and resist

wear. "Hardness" is a utility word that

carries all these associations. One can,

however, use the word in a more definite

sense, and speak of the hardness of a sub-

stance as determined by one or other of

the hardness tests.

Such tests fall into two categories: (1)
Abrasion or scratch tests, in which par-

ticles of the material whose hardness is

to be determined are torn away from its

surface by sliding contact with some other

substance, whose corresponding resist-

ance is so high that its surface remains
unimpaired by the action ! (2) indentation

tests, in which the surface of the material

under test is permanently distorted by the

pressure of a hard steel ball, cone, or

knife edge. Of these, the indentation

tests are the simplest, and give very re-

liable indications of one of the compon-
ent qualities of hardness—resistance by
local deformation—which the method is

hardness than any other test result. For
this reason engineers have rather fallen
into the way of regarding indentation
figures as an accurate index of hardness
in general, including the kind of hardness
which ensures resistance to wear. As a
matter of fact it does not by any means
follow in practice that a metal which re-

sists indentation will in the same measure
resist abrasion.

A Complex Characteristic

Hardness is not a specific property, like

elasticity or tensile strength, but a com-
plex of many characteristics which, so far
as present knowledge goes, cannot be de-
termined by any single test. The inden-
tation test informs us of resistance to>

deformation; any one of the many pos-
sible abrasion tests will indicate resist-

ance to wear under conditions similar to
those obtaining at the test; but it is not
possible to argue from one kind of the
test what the qualities of the material
will be under any other.

The Committee appointed by the Insti-

tutional Engineers in 1914 "to report on
a hardness test for hardened journals and
pins," describes in its report an ingeni-

ously contrived series of tests to determine
resistance to rolling abrasion with a view
of comparing the results of such tests

with the Brineli and scleroscope hardness
numbers. The conclusions reached, while
distinctly informative in many ways,
make it clear that the Brineli hardness
numbers of a miscellaneous selection of
steel are not a safe guide in predicting
their relative resistance to wear.

Results Not Interchangeable

As an example of the difficulties that
surround the task of finding a law where-
by the results of hardness tests of various
kinds might be interchangeable, the pro-

cess of skin-hardening which goes on
under wear with some grades of steel,

more particularly manganese steel, is

especially noteworthy. Manganese steel,

thouarh it cannot be tooled, is really quite

"soft" material. Its prime quality is

toughness; its hardness is only about 200
Brineli. As soon, however, as it is sub-

jected to a crushing or rolling action,

producing deformation, the skin of the
surface takes on quite another struc-

ture, passing from 200 Brineli hardness
to 300, or even 500. This is a peculiar

property, and explains why it is so diffi-

cult to tool a steel of such comparative
softness, the reason being that the ma-
terial hardens to the pressure of the tool.

For this reason alone hardness can-

not be expressed in terms of single value.

It can only be expressed, by a complete
stress strain curve.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A SAW.

one wi;h a wooden frame. A new spin-

dle, or saw arbor, is made with a pro-

jecting end that is externally threaded

best suited to determine; Brineli and
scleroscope figures are, therefore, accord-
ingly more often quoted as measure of

THE wood mostly used for making pen-

cils is the red cedar, grown in Florida,

Alabama, and Tennessee, on account of

its soft character and straightness of

grain. With the demand for pencils

steadily increasing, and the supply of

suitable cedar becoming quickly exhaust-

ed, manufacturers will be obliged to use

other woods, or users must be content

with mechanical pencils.



PROCESSES IN MANUFACTURE
Inventive Genius and Research Operate to a Dual End — They Aim to Improve

What We Now Possess and Bring to Our Service Commodities Before Unknown

METAL MELTING IN A SIMPLE
CRUDE OIL FURNACE*

By H. S. Frimrose

NOT every locality which has been
selected for the large-scale melt-
ing and production of non-fer-

rous metals and alloys has been favour-
ed with the possession of a high-pres-
sure or cheap gas supply to facilitate

operations. Many firms have therefore
been content to purchase various forms
of fixed or tilting furnaces of the oil-fir-

e 1 type and found them satisfactory.
The chief difficulty with the majority of
these, however, has been to retain or ob-
tain the services of sufficiently skilled

workers to operate the larger sizes so
as to maintain uniformly good results

both in the composition and strength of
the castings and billets produced. The
writer has been privileged to assist in

the evolution of a very simple and effi-

cient type of fixed oil furnace intro-

duced by the Crittall Mfg. Co. for Gov-
ernment work, chiefly in connection with
the rapid production of various grades
of brass. The design is exceedingly
simple, and permits of the use of un-
skilled labour throughout in its opera-
tion. The working drawings are repro-
duced to scale, and show the plan and
several elevations of a single furnace,
which is the left-hand unit of a pair
of similar furnaces.

Construction

The furnace proper is constructed of
the simplest engineering materials. The
outer shell or casing is made of mild
steel plates bolted together to form a
rectangular box, the height of which
may be varied to take large or small-
sized crucibles. The one illustrated is

capable of holdin? 100 up to 200 lb.

pots, their elevation in the furnace be-
ing eoverned by the thickness of stool

employed to raise them from the floor

brick. The lining is of ordinary fire-

brick set in ganister to leave a circular
opening, the corners between the lin-

ing and casing being packed with sand
as an insulating material. The top of
the furnace consists of two cast-iron
plates resting on the top ring of fire-

brick and leaving a circular opening
over which the furnace cover is placed
during melting. The platform for the
workmen is conveniently made of
cheouer plates, carried round all four
sides of the furnace on channel or angle
bars. This top also serves as a run-
way on which to move about the two-
wheeled lifter for the furnace cover,
which consists of a circular flat fire-

brick with a conveniently small aDerture
in the centre. The cover is bound round
with a stout band of iron which serves

•^ronri a nar-er read before the Institute of
Metals. March, 1917.

to hold it together, and to enable it to

be moved aside by the prongs of the
lifting carriage.

It has been found that the best ar-

rangement is to have the whole furnace
above the floor-level, ,so that no pit or

special foundation is necessary, and the

construction and keeping clean of flues

are completely done away with. In the

event of a crucible cracking in the fur-

nace whilst full of molten metal, there

is no difficulty in removing the spilled

metal through the frontal opening,
wtfiich is usually, in working, kept closed

by luting in a firebrick.

Air Supply

The space between each pair of fur-

naces can be utilised in conveying the

necessary pipe-lines for the air and oil

supply close up to the opening of the

burner brick. Valves are, of course, re-

inside the furnace, great economy in the
heating power results, and uniform time
of melting may be relied upon.
The form of oil-burner depends upon

what type of air-pressure plant is in-
stalled in the works. Where compres-
sed air is already in use it must be re-
duced in the foundry to not more than
25 lb. per square inch effective pressure
at the burner valve. The burner must
then be of the special high-pressure de-
sign, which is found to be exceedingly
effective in producing the necessary pul-
verising action on the heaviest types of
crude oil employment, and in this way
high economy in melting may be secur-
ed. Such low figures as 1.5 gals, con-

sumption for each hundred pounds of
brass melted can be consistently main-
tained. The slightly increased cutting
action of the hie:h-pressure burner
flame, both on the furnace lining, where

ELEVATIONS AND PLAN OF SIMPLE CRUDE OIL FURNACE.

quired to regulate the inlet of each, so

that the correct pulverising of the oil

into a suitable spray is effected to give

the right flame to envelop completely
the crucible and have a small flame pro-

truding from the cover opening.

The shape of the special burner brick

allows the oil spray to spread out in a
conical fashion, and, igniting on enter-

ing the furnace with a tangential mo-
tion, it causes the flame to sweep round
in the annular space between the fur-

nace walls and the crucible before pass-

ing out at the central opening in the

firebrick cover. By using a single burn-

er brick of the required shape, and also

by having the firebrick slab for the floor

of the furnace in one piece, there is no
chance of leakage or escape of uncon-
sumed oil, and as it is thus all burned

carbonisation is likely to result, and on
the crucibles themselves, makes this ex-

treme saving of oil a questionable ad-

vantage in view of the short life of the

•crucibles and the more frequent patch-

ing required for the furnace lining.

Most satisfactory results have been
obtained with the use of low-pressure
burners, which can be used in cases

where no high-pressure air system is in

vogue. Small high-speed electric fans

capable of producing about 12 oz. air

pressure (i.e., from 20 to 22 in. of water
gauge) can be readily employed to work
four furnaces simultaneously. The only

precaution to be taken in such a case is

that the furnaces should be started up
from cold not more than two at a time,

and those which are not immediately in

use at any period can have the air sup-
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&*i&£^J&7S&. ^tlJTwoZ Numberofnielts Pnnc:ple of Resistance Thermometers
ly more than two gallons per 100 lb. of Billets produced 124 85<5 —1 Si9 99r, ,

' '"' Purple on whicl resistance
metal melted, but against that must be Scrap and spilled metal oS thermometers operate is the change in
offset the advantage of being able to Metallic shot recovered from

resistance of metals due to change in
melt with perfect regularity against foundry dross 7"? opn

temperature. A coil of platinum or
time, as not more than 35 minutes are

' P lu 'e nickel wire protected with a suit-
required to melt completely and pour Total 1412T84

able tube is iuserted at a P°i"t where
100 lb. of brass. 200-lb charges require Melting loss

=' V482 500

—

'

1 412'fiXd .

temPerature is to be measured, and
only 50 to 55 minutes. 69,816 lbs —47 per cent *

' a constant source of current pass-

Uv3 . Number of furnaces working 18 to 22
m " tl,r0ll2'h tlle coil of wire, the resist-

In addition to the advantage of being Oil consumed per 100 lbs of metal °-V
temPerature - rhis change in in-

completely operated by unskilled labour, melted, 2.2 gallons.
sistarice can be easily measured as an

these furnaces have the obvious advant- adjustable resistance is used to balance
age of being easily removable, as they

*The ?™ount returned as loss is somewhat in
the resistance of the bulb, and a

can be set down anywhere on a reason- SF^££&$*£ ^estnts anTvet Salvanome,£r shows when the balance is

ably smooth floor. Besides being ex- J*
8 of on|y 60 ver cent, of the total dross pro-

cached, the adjustable resistance with
eeedingly easy to repair, they are con- trea't'L'nT'iwTn^ ,

y
t

simple
TaIhing - Further slidin - contact arm can have a tempera-

stantly under the most complete con- centre mete? to taSt'S*"
M *' 3° p" ture s^ ^ direct reading. This in-

trol, simply by regulating the air and «. strument is an exceedingly accurate one
oil inlet valves. Their first cost is not ® fur measuring low temperatures, but is

great, and repairs are a very small item PYROMETER DEVELOPMENT- hardly to be recommended for high
in their running. A large number have B v Richard P Brown**

temperature service,

been in continuous operation night and
, ;

Thermo-Electric Methods
day for over a year without any neces- /\ ° *^ as we know the ancients V'<v measuring' temperatures above
sity for relining, and only slight atten- J~~\

wl '° baked excellent bricks and 1,000 degs. Pah., the thermo-electric
tion to the walls in the way of patching forged iron in their crude way method has come to be by far the
with ganister has been needed. They raa(le use

.

of a form of pyrometer used most largely used. A thermo-electric
are not nearly so destructive on cruci- to-day with ever diminishing success

—

pyrometer consists of a thermo-couple,
bles as the various forms of gas flame tlie eye. a measuring device, and wires connect-
employed in melting furnaces, and the TIle operation of the first median- ing the thermo-couple and the measur-
ever-present trouble of clinkering, as ieal pyrometers depended upon the ing device. Experience has taught us
with coke-firing, is completely done difference in expansion of iron and that for measuring temperatures

&
up to

away with. The only resemblance to brass. An iron tube containing a 200 degs. Pah. a thermo-couple of bis-
cleaning which must be attended to brass rod projected into a furnace, mutli and antimony is best. For tem-
and that only on occasion when the cor- a"d these were mechanically connected perature to 1,000 degs. Fall.', a satisfac-
rect air quantity has not been maintain- to a multiplying movement which caused tory thermo-couple consists of one wire
?d during a run with very heavy or a pointer to pass around a dial. The of iron the other (50 per cent, nickel
viscous fuel oil, is the deposition on the difference in expansion of about y8-ineh and 40 per cent, copper. For the meas-
furnace wall opposite the burner of was sufficient to move the pointer up to urement of temperatures as hio-h as
small accretions of solid carbon. It 800 degs. Fah. 1,800 degs. Pah., a very satisfactory
should never be allowed to interfere Siemen's Water Pyrometer base metal thermo-couple consists of one

in'i fl^l^^T 1^
/
1 °f

l
h
u

h
u
at " Atl instrument used quite largely 30

wire of 90 Per <*ent
-

ni( 'ke l «"d 10 per
" flame and the deposit must be bar- or 40 the Siemens water

eent - chromium, the other wire 98 per

w Will 7
WhGn thG CrUClble 1S Pyrometer. A copper ball Sing eS <>ent

-
lliekel a »d 2 P« cent, aluminum.

w^Ton^ ^'T' ^ 137 ^a™ was placed on a piece
The Genera

' Mo^* Co., Detroit, has
With 100-lb. pots there is no difficulty f steel in the furnace, and after it had developed a base consisting of silica,

in withdrawing: the crucible full of mol- funy attained the temperature it was manganese, nickel and aluminum,
ten metal by hand, but when 200-lb. pots quickly removed from the furnace and

For a lo11 "' timo Pyrometer builders
are used it is advisable to resort to a dropped into a vessel containing a

atte™pted to duplicate the wire in or-
mechanical aid such as the quadrant lift- thermometer and exactly one nint of der to Procure thermo-couples which
ing arm with al chain to hook on to the clean water. The rise 'in temperature would reproduce the voltage of the
basket lifting tongs This very much of the thermometer in the water could Previo»s thermo-couples, but this gave
lessens the chances of accident and mini- I)e read off

.

t j fc tu d
large amount of trouble and no great

mises the effect of unsteady lifting out UTees on a corresponding scale The PreCisi°n C°uM h? S6CUred - SevpraI
v.hen manual labor alone is employed. aecuTaey of this instrnment necessarily

>'ears
.
a2 ° ih ? Policy was adopted of

Melting Results depended upon exact measurement of shunting each thermo-couple with man-

In a properly organized brass foundrv "le inantity of water in the vessel and - anin w
,

ire
>
redueins the voltage at the

all mixture's are controlled b iTysel tlie

,

weight of the copper ball which -mina Is of the thermo-couple about

and the charges accurately weighed out,
seaIes awav slowI

.
v l"lder beat. The hvo millivolts. Each thermo-couple is

after briquetting, if necessary In this
tlme taken to remove H, c ball from the adjusted in an electric furnace to a

way it is quite feasible to do without1
furnace and drop it into' the water must standard, and a maximum error of one-

any fresh copper. Complete returns are
necessarily vary slightly. An accuracy ten™ of _a millivolt or 4 degs. is per-

kept of the work and output of each Wlthln about 25 degs. Fah. was, how- mitted In this way a thermo-couple

shift and these may be abstracted for ever- usnall
-
v attained with this instru- as sent out produces a definite voltage

each grade of metal made. The follow- ment - T,,( ' Siemens water pyrometer is
*™in 4 degs Fah. This method of

ing table represents one month's output sti11 used by armor plate manufacturers shunting the thermo-couple also permits

of "G" metal only:— as they can readily pdace a number of ?
t tho customer re-standardizing Ins

Metals melted- lb
copper balls on a piece of armor plate instrument at intervals.

Zi nc 65 920
wlli< ''' cannot be easily reached by more Wire Insulation

Cartridge case's
'

' 349813 ^'"Proved pyrometers. These 'instru- T,, ° wires forming a thermo-couple

Swarf ' 709218 " 1(>nts are in ns° in t,lp armor plate de- must he insulated from each other

Scrap ' 357^40 Dartment of the Bethlehem Steel Co.. throughout their length. This insula-

South BetMehem, Pa. ^O" "lust withstand high temperature.

Total 1 489 ^00
must be a good insulator, and must with-

_,
i,4»z,t)JU *Prom a paper hefore the Steel Treating Re- stand reasonably severe handling. A

Flux used, 7,312 lbs search riui>, Dotroit. .1 ,• » 1 ,• , , ,

\luminum deoxidiser 820 Ih,
••FresMent, the Brown Instrument Co..

common method of msulatmg base metalAluminum cieoxiciiser, 8^0 lbs. Philadelphia. thermo-couples is to wrap them with
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stos, anil paint the asbestos winding
with a solution of sodium silicate. An-
other method is to tit lava or porcelain

beads over the thermo-coaple wire. For
the platinum thermo-couple the insula-

tion must be of porcelain or high grade
tire clay, free from imparities.

The life which will be obtained
from any thermo-couple installed in a

Furnace will very largely depend on the

nrotecting tube over the thermo-couple.
For temperatures up to 1.200 dees. Fah..

a high grade wrought iron tube gives
satisfactory results. The life of this

tube can be increased by calorizing, a

process which impregnates the pipe with
an aluminum oxide recently developed
by the General Electric Co. This will

increase the life of the pipe about three

times where used at temperatures
around 1.400 dees. Fah.

Compensating Box

Until a few years ago, no particular

attention was given to caring for the

source of error caused by changes in

temperature at the cold junction of the

thermo-couple. Recently, however, it

has been customary to run compensating
leads of the same material as the

thermo-couple to a distant point, pre-

ferably under ground, where the temper-
ature is uniform, instead of having the

cold junction just outside the furnace
wall, where it might vary several hun-
dred decrees. Where it is not possible to

place the cold junction in the ground, on
account of the furnaces being on an up-
per floor of a building, a compensating
box can be used. This device consists of

a lamp and thermostat which will main-
tain the temperature constant within
two degrees.- These compensating boxes
can be supplied to maintain the cold

junction constant for any temperatuie
from 50 to 150 degs. Fah. The temper-
ature for which the compensating box is

set must necessarily be higher than the

atmospheric temperature of the room in

which it is located.

Thermo-Couple Voltage Measurement

There are two distinct methods of
measuring the voltage produced by a

thermo-couple—the millivoltmeter meth-
od, and the potentiometer method. The
millivoltmeter consists of a permanent
magnet with its pole pieces, in the field

of which a copper wound coil swings in

jeweled bearings. Instruments of the

millivoltmeter type were in extensive

use commercially abroad, and to some
extent here as Ion? as 20 years ago, but

the instruments were of such delicare

construction as to be hardly suitable

for general commercial use. Usually
they were supplied with the moving coil

hung between fine wire suspensions, and
were easily broken through jars or

handling in transit. These instruments
were of high resistance, approximately
300 ohms.

On account of the delicate construction

of this type of imported instrument, a

standard form of switchboard millivolt-

meter. frequently used as an ammeter,
came into extensive use about 1905. and

is -nil m use. It has a resistance of

about 5 ohms, and each individual in-

strument must be calibrated for a

thermo-couple of a certain length and
for use with leads or wiring of a definite

length. Slight changes in resistance,

due to changes in the length of the

thermo-couple, or length of the wiring,

naturally effect the indication, as the

internal resistance of this type of milli-

voltmeter is so low.

Tn the potentiometer method of tem-
porary measurement, the electromotive
force produced by the thermo-couple is

measured by opposing to it a known
variable electro-motive force, usually
that of a dry cell contained in the
instrument, so that when a balance is

reached, no current flows. A galvano-
meter is used to indicate the point at

which no current is flowing, and the
pointer on the galvanometer then indi-

cates zero, the voltage of the thermo-
couple being opposed to the dry cell.

The advantage of the potentiometer
method of measuring temperature lies

in its extreme precision, and its inde-

pendence of resistance changes through-
out the thermo-couple circuit. It has
the disadvatage compared with the milli-

voltmeter method in that it is not direct

reading, and that some outside source

of current, a dry cell for example, is

necessary as a source of current to op-
pose the thermo-couple.

Radiation Pyrometers

The radiation pyrometer is a develop-

ment of the thermo-electric pyrometer.
Instead of placing the thermo-couple in-

side the furnace, where the temperature
would be so high as to destroy it, it is

placed in the back of a tube in front of

a mirror. The rays of heat from the

furnace enter the tube and strike the

mirror and are brought to a focus on
the thermo-couple junction. This instru-

ment has a particular field where temp-
eratures must be measured from 2,800

degrees Fahr. up, and it is possible to

secure an accuracy within 1 or 2 per

cent, with this type instrument, if the

instructions as to its use are properly
carried out. It is not recommended for

service where a thermo-electric pyro-

meter with base metal or platinum
thermo-couple can be used.

It is very essential if accurate results

are to be secured from pyrometers that

they be re-standardized at frequent in-

tervals. The freezing point of pure salt

is an excellent method of testing thermo-
couples, or of the complete pyrometer
consisting of the thermo-couple, leads

and instrument. Insert a thermo-couple

in a small crucible containing pure salt:

ordinary table salt is satisfactory and
heat the salt to about 1600 degs. Fah.
Remove the crucible from the heat and
allow it to cool off. At the freezing

point of the salt which will be indicated

by the temperature remaining reason-

ably constant for four or five minutes,

the pvrometer should read 800 dears.

Cent., 'or 1.472 degs. Fah. The melting

point of a number of different metals is

quite satisfactory for cheeking purposes.

The meta's most generally used for

this purpose, and their melting points
follow: Tin, 450; zinc. 787; silver.

1.701, and gold, 1,045; copper, 1,929;
aluminum, l.lf>7, and platinum, 3,227
degs. Fah. The Bureau of Standards at

Washington tests pyrometers and
thermo-couples for manufacturers in the
United States, and it is a good plan to

have a standard platinum or base metal
thermo-couple tested at the Bureau since

its laboratories can furnish the millivolt

values for the thermo-couple. This data
can be retained as a primary standard
to test the secondary thermo-couple.
The cost of such a test is usually about
$10.

Automatic Temperature Control
The greatest future in pyrometry un-

doubtedly is along the line of automatic
temperature control. Instruments which
tautomatically control the temperature
of electric furnaces have already been
designed. By means of solenoid oper-
ated switches the circuit is opened and
closed through the rheostat, maintain-
ing the temperature constant within 10
dogs. Fah.

It may be suggested that the various
steel manufacturers who are interested

in the improvement of heat treating
methods can be of great assistance to

pyrometer manufacturers in co-operat-

ing with them to test out new devices
in an endeavor- to improve on present
methods.

-m-
COOLING IRON CASTINGS

WHERE soft castings are wanted, the

rate of cooling has very much to do with

the matter. Assuming that the silicon

and carfbon content are properly propor-

tioned, slow cooling gives the desired re-

sults owing to the fact that the carbon

very largely separates as graphitic car-

bon. To secure the best results the sand

should be used as dry as is possible to

produce a good mould, and there should

be a good body of sand of a porous

character to back up that forming the

actual mould. There is an advantage

also in facing the moulds with plumbago,

or very finely ground charcoal. This

prevents the formation of a siliceous

skin on the casting, although the carbon-

aceous coating to the mould is practic-

ally a mere film. Allowed to become
practically cold in such moulds, castings

should be as soft as the character of

the iron will permit. Cast iron is not ap-

preciably amenable to annealing after

it has cooled, but during solidification

and cooling down to about 300 degs. C,
the rate of cooling exerts much influence.

®
Comparative Mechanisms

—

The Master—You look worried.

What's the matter?
The Housekeeper—The nurse has

just left, and there is nobody to wash
the baby.

Master—Have the chauffeur do it.

There isn't as much mechanism about

a baby as there is about a car any-

way.
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FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION

NEW ENGLAND foundrymen already

are making extensive preparations for

the reception and entertainment of the

members of the American Foundrymen's
Association and the American Institute

of Metals, who will meet in annual con-

vention at Boston during the week of

Sept. 24. Concurrent with this great

gathering of foundrymen will be held the

yearly exhibition of foundry equipment
and supplies, machine tools and acces-

sories, in Mechanics' Building1

, which af-

fords 80,000 square feet of floor space.

Never before in the history of the-e or-

ganizations has as much interest been
manifested in this event, so far in ad-

vance of the opening date, as this year.

Space reservations for exhibits already

have been made by 80 manufacturers,
and last year's total of 150 at Cleveland,

promises to be greatlv exceeded. The
average space per exhibitor also shows
a big increase over previous years and
the indications are that Mechanics'
Building will be crowded to capacity. A
prominent feature of the Boston show
will be the extensive display of machine
tools. New England builders promise to

be unusually we'l represented and num-
erous reservations also have been made
by machine tool builders in the centrai

west.

The Boston exhibition will be a great
patriotic demonstration of the prepared-
ness of equipment builders to meet the

most exacting needs of foundrymen and
machine shop operators in this great cri-

sis. The labor-saving tools that will be
displayed will demonstrate how opera-
tions can be speeded-up to meet the de-

mands of the Government, and, in addi-

tion, engineers will be in attendance who
will exDlain the intricacies of munitions
manufacture. ^

The programme for the technical ses-

sions of the American Foundrymen's As-
sociation is unusually complete, and pro-

vides for separate sessions for the dis-

cussion of grey iron, steel, and malle-

able iron topics. Three symposiums have
been scheduled, namely, "Military

Stores," "After-treatment of Castings to

Improve Their Physical Characteristics."

and "Refractories." The opening meet-
in g on Monday afternoon, Sept. 24, will

be a joint session of the American Foun-
drymen's Association and the American
Institute of Metals. Throughout the re-

nrunder of the week, ending with Friday,

Sept. 28, only morning sessions will be
held and the same plan will be followed,

which proved so satisfactory at Cleve-

land last year. It is probable that si-

multaneous sessions of the malleable and
errey iron and steel sections will be held

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The
exhibition will be formally opened Tues-
day morning, Sept. 25, and will close

Friday evening.

Headquarters for the American Foun-
drymen's Association will be at the Cop-
lev-Plaza Hotel, although the meetings
will be held in the Mechanics' Building.
The American Institute of Metals will

have its headquarters at the Hotel
Somerset and its meetings will be held

at this hotel or in the exhibition build-

ing.

The foundrymen of New England have
completed a strong organization to pro-

vide for the reception and entertainment
of the visitors. • While their plans have
been outlined only tentatively, the pro-

gramme includes a boat trip around Bos-
ton harbor, theatre party, a visit to one
of the bio- league parks to witness a pro-

fessional ba'l game, ladies' luncheon and
plant visitation. The complete list of

committees appointed by the New Eng-
land Foundrymen, follows:

—

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. J. Lavelle, chairman. New England Coal &
Coke Co.. Everett. Mass.

J. O. Henshaw. 79 Milk St.. Boston.
C. A. Reed. Reed, I-'ears & Miller. Boston.
R. D. Walker. Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Boston.
W. E. Freeland. The Iron Age, Worcester.
A. R. Plant, Blackstone National Bank. Provi-

dence, R.I.

W. A. Viall, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi-
dence, R.I.

Kred F. Stockwell, Barbour-Stockwell Co., Cam-
bridge. Mass.

A. B. Root. Jr., Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp., Boston.
T. R. Scott, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Providence,

R.I.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
E. A. Tutein, chairman, Thomas Iron Co.. Boston.
H. Paul Buckingham. Arcade Malleable Iron Co.,

Worcester.
H. F. Winlock. Barbour-Stockwell Co.. Cambridge.

Mass.
George H. Gibby. Gibby Foundry Co., Boston.
W. Scott Thomas.. J. W. Paxson Co., Providence.

R.I.

F. B. Farnsworth, McLagon Foundry Co.. New
Haven. Conn.

George A. Ray, Taylor & Fenn Co., Hartford,
Conn.

H. W. Woodworth. American Tool & Machine Co.,

Boston.
Charles Van Stone, Lumsden & Van Stone Co..

Boston.
D. D. Bartlett, Builders' Foundry Co., Providence.

R.I.

F. W. Stickle, Capitol Foundry Co.. Hartford.
Conn.

Robt. C. New-comb. Deane Steam Pump Works,
Holyoke, Mass.

FINANCE COMMITTEE.
W. A. Viall. chairman, Brown & Sharpe Mfg.

Co.. Providence, R.I.

H. A. Carpenter. General Fire Extinguisher Co.,

Providence, R.I.

W. J. Breen. Wm. J. Breen Co., Boston.
A. N. Abbe, American Hardware Corp., New

Britain, Conn.
A. R. Plant, Blackstone National Bank. Provi-

dence, R.I.

A. J. Miller, Whitehead Bros. Co.. Providence, R.I.

W. C. Fish, General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.
L. G. Kibbe, Turner & Seymour Co., Torrington.
Conn.
LADIES' ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.

R. D. Walker, chairman. Walker & Pratt Mfg.
Co., Boston.

L. S. Brown. Springfield Facing Co., Springfield.

Mass.
Charles L. Newcomb. Deane Steam Pump Works.

Holyoke. Mass.
Robt. C. Bird. Broadway Iron Foundry. Cam-

bridge. Mass.
Carl S. Dixson, General Electric Co., Pittsfield,

Mass.

MECHANICS BUILDING. BOSTON. MASS.. WHERE THE EXHIBIT! ON OF FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES WILL BE HOUSED.
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\v H Coffin. SprincfleM Facing Co., Spring-field,

.1 P. Lantgan, Dnvta FoUndrj Oc, Lawrence.

Mass.
w M Saunders, Saundert & Franklin. Provi-

dence, R.I.

ENTKRTA1SMENT COMMITTEE.

i V Bend, chairman. Reed, l'ears & Miliar.

Boston. _. .

\\ r. Bennett secretary. Griffin Wheel Co.. Chel-

sea. Mam
s G. French. Athol Machine Works. Athol, Mass.

T. Officer. Sullivan Machinery Co.. Ckuemont,

N H
A. F. Crobin, Union MtV. Co.. New Britain. i»im.

H \ Nealley, Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Boston.

Aborn, Blake a Knowlea Steam Pump
Works. Cambridge, Mass.

i \ Olson. Walworth life. Co., Boston.

I eslie, United Shoo Machinery Co., Beverly,

Mass.
T. R. Scott. Brown A Sharps Mar. Co., Provi-

dence, R.I.

Chas. V. S. Paul. R. Estabrook's, Sons. Boston.

Charles L. Nutter. OKI Colony Foundry. Bridge-

water, Mass.

C. E. Hildreth. Whitoomb-Blaisdell Machine lool

Co., Worcester. I

1 B. Freeman. B. F. Sturtevant Co.. Hyde Park.

Mass.
D F. Eagan. Hotel Seymour. Lynn, Mass.

D 1 Curtin. Waltham Foundry Co.. W'altham.

Mas* , _.,

A. L. Haasis. Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City,

N .1

GOLF COMMITTEE.

J. 0. Henshaw. chairman. 79 Milk St., Boston.

A. E. Blazo. Rocers. Brown & Co., Boston.

C A. Wyatt. Debevoise-Anderson "Co., Boston.

Thomas F. Stokes. Alley & age Co.. Boston.

PRESS COMMITTEE.
W E. Freeland. chairman. The Iron Age. Wor-

cester. Mass.
\ W. Howland. The Foundry. 90 West St. Bidf?..

New York.
A. O. Backert. Cleveland.

-®-

PRESS FOR STAMPING WASHERS
PROM SCRAP PLATES

SCRAP sheets and plates bring a small

price when sold as scrap, but when

punched into washers realize a much

higher figure. The press shown in the

illustration herewith is specially adapted

for making washers and other stamped

alties from scrap plates and sheets

or fr->m new material, its most useful

field being in the utilization of waste

material by converting it into standard

or special washers, large quantities of

which are always used around railroad

and industrial plants.

The frames are one solid casting of the

open gap type, on which is mounted the

gearing (a single reduction except in case

of motor drive) plunger, cam shaft, dies.

etc. The plunger has broad wearing sur-

faces and is equipped with a bronze

taper sib to take up any wear. Fastened

at the bottom is the die and piercer, the

former for cutting the outside of the
' washer, and the latter for punching si-

multaneously the centre hole. The punch

is on the bottom and is held in a sub-

stantial punch holder block on the lower

jaw of the frame.

Surrounding this punch is the stripper

ring, operated through connecting rods

and lever from a cam on the back of

the main shaft. In an annular space be-

tween the piercer and die are a ssries of

• kout pins for knocking down the

washer which sticks in the upper part

e die mechanism and goes up with

ipward stroke of the plunder. These
pins are operated by a bar passing cross-

through the ram and, at the top of

the stroke, stopping against a pair of

-ei screws in lugs cast on the frame.

At the left front side of the machine is

a vertical -halt which is spliped at the

top with a sleep pitch thread. This

passes through a nut which is fast to

tlie top of the plunger. The up-and-down
stroke of the ram imparls a rotary tno

tion to the shaft. On the bottom of the

sba.fi is the hand or cup which receives

the knocked out washer and throws il

into a pile or suitable receptacle.

The back of the main shall is equip-

ped with a tight pulley as is also the fly

wheel shaft. This pulley drives the ma-

chine on light work when operated the

same as a fly-wheel non-geared press. In

this case the fly-wheel, pinion and shaft

are removed. Operating without gears

makes the machine a rapidly acting press

the speed being limited only by the skill

of the operator handling the material.

'fhe machine may be used tor various

forms of stamping, punching, shearing,

etc. Where used for scrap reclaiming

only, it may he placed at the scrap bins.

Only one man is required to operate it,

lie using both hands to hold the material

as the ram operates continuously. By
a special die construction, the press

makes a complete washer at each stroke

of the ram, insuring the concentricity of

hide with the outer circumference. It

leaves the washer perfectly fiat and with

clean-cut edges. The punched washer is

thrown out automatically into a box or

to a pile by a mechanical hand operated

from the slide.

The machine is equipped with a pulley

for belt drive or. when specified, motor
bracket and suitable gearing for electric

motor drive and one set of punches and

WASHER STAMPlXt; PRESS.

dies for anv -\/.c within range of the

capacity. Five sizes of this machine are

built by the Soutkwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

POWER FOR STEEL MILLS

FROM a report of the central station

power committee of the Association of

Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers,

submitted at the recent meeting in

Chicago, the following has been taken,

and for which we are indebted to the

Iron Age.
The rate schedule of 20 power com-

panies furnishing power to steel mills

has been obtained. To permit compari-

sons the net resultant rates for 1000-kvv.

and 5000-kw. loads at 50 per cent, load

factor were calculated, which calcula-

tions gave the following results:

NET RATKS PER KW.-HR.. 50 PER CENT.
LOAD FACTOR.

Maximum Minimum Average
1000-Uvv. demand 1.246c 0.700c 0.9117c

5000-kw. demand l.OiiOc 0.«67c o.si'Wr

The demand, including the effect of

power factor upon it, is just as import-
ant a part of a proper rate schedule as

is the energy charge. A mill .with a

load factor of 70 per cent, and a power
factor of 80 per cent, or better can be

served at much less cost than a mill

having a load factor of 35 per cent, and
a power factor of 50 to 70 per cent.

Rate Schedule

Rate schedules should be as simple as

possible and avoid complicated systems
of rates and discounts for varied load

factors and consumptions. Where the

mill can so adjust its operations as to

permit keeping off the central station

peak there should be a lower rate than
for peak service. Some of the power
companies reporting charge only 50 per

cent, of the peak demand rates for off-

peak service only.

We recommend that in negotiations

for central station power service, and in

order to obtain most favorable rates to

the purchaser, it be insisted that the

rate schedule be divided into demand
charges and energy charges; that the

demand be the average or integrated

peak of 15 to 30 min. duration; that the

power factor be 80 per cent., with de-

crease or increase in the demand to be
charged for accordingly as the power
factor is above or below 80 per cent.;

that the demand charges per kilowatt

be in two or more steps; that the energy
charges per kilowatt-hour be in two or

more steps; that any excess demand oc-

curring at other than the peak period of

the power company's plant be charged
at only one-half the demand charge

normally applying for such excess if

occurring on the power company's peak
period. With rate schedules on the

basis recommended, the mill engineer

will obtain the benefits due to good
operating conditions and not be obliged

to pay for the poor conditions of an-

other consumer's load.

The user of electric power is enabled

to collect engineering data, such as capa-

city of machines, load curves, power re-

quirements, maximum demands and
power consumption, and, in addition,

to provide a means of analyzing the

cvcles of operation throughout the plant.

With such records, the central station

can accurately determine the require-
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ments of steel mills and negotiations for
the sale of power are greatly facilitated.

The power requirements in steel mills

range from 1000 to 10,000 kw. or more.
A fair average is about 4000 kw. The
load is characterized by large peaks.
Where alternating-current service is

used the power factor will vary from
approximately 65 to 80 per cent. Large
generating capacity is required to pro-

vide service of the proper regulation.

Application of Central-Station Power
In all large modern central stations,

the power is generated and transmitted
as alternating current at a voltage con-

siderably higher than is permissible for

use around a plant. At the receiving

end of the transmission line this power
must be retransformed to at least two
and generally three lower alternating-

current voltages, namely; 6600 or 2200,

440 or 220, and 110; and, where direct-

current power is used, further trans-

formation is required from alternating

current to direct current.

The 6600-volt or 2200-volt current is

used for driving the synchronous motor
of motor-generator sets, the large motors
driving the mills and some of the larger

auxiliaries, say from 100 hp. up for the

6600-volt and 50 hp. up for the 2200-

volt for driving pumps, fans," blowers,

etc., in those locations where these volt-

ages can be used without endangering
life and property.

For the remaining auxiliaries the

alternating-current voltage is further

reduced to 440 or 220 volts. Motors
wound for these voltages have a wide
range of application, covering almost all

classes of service in the mill, especially

where constant-speed characteristics are

required.

For lighting 110-volt is generally used

and transformed from either of the

above voltages. In all of the above
transformations a certain percentage of

the initial purchased power is lost, the

magnitude of the losses being in the

order of the motor-generator sets first,

the rotary converter second, and trans-

formers third and least.

In some contracts for central-station

power the power paid for is that which
is delivered to the high-tension side of

the transformers connected to the trans-

mission lines, the power being measured
on the low side of the transformers, the

wattmeter readings on the low side be-

ing multiplied by a constant or multi-

plier which takes into account the trans-

former losses. In contracts of this class

the purchaser pays for transformation

losses. In other contracts the power
paid for is that which is delivered on the

low side of the stepdown transformers,

the power company paying the losses of

the first transformation, the purchaser

paying for all others.

A study of percentage losses incurred

in distributing central station nower
from receiving station to plant feeder

station busbars would indicate that in

deciding on the other equipment that

that equipment should be selected which
would entail the least losses to the pow-
er delivered to the motors. If this was
conditions we would select 6600 or 2200

volt apparatus; but physical and safety
considerations limit the use of those
voltages, and consequently only a rela-

tively small number of the total motor
equipment can use them.
Our next choice, so far as efficiency

goes, would be for the 440 or 220 volt

alternating-current auxiliaries. These
can be used in almost all applications

where direct-current power is used, the

exceptions being where variable speed
and dynamic braking are required. The
direct-current motors are so much bet-

ter adapted for this class of service

that the disadvantage of greater con-

version loss is more than compensated
for by their flexibility and adaptability.

The ratio of alternating current to

direct current used will vary greatly in

different plants, depending on so many
factors that no standard can be set. In

general, in those plants where power is

purchased and where there are many
cranes and variable speed drives direct

current will probably predominate for

auxiliaries about in the ratio of 60 per

cent, direct current to 40 per cent,

alternating current for voltages of 440

alternating current or less and 250 dir-

ect current.

The alternating current is suitable

for driving fans, pumps, hot saws, cold

saws, conveyors, straightners, drill

presses and possibly some mill tables.

Alternating-current motors are not fav-

ored for table drives, for the majority

of them require a wound rotor type of

motor, which, as a rule, )s more difficult

to repair than a direct-current arma-
ture, and the direct current is better

adapted to heavy table work. Direct

current will be used for cranes, tables,

charging storage batteries, electrolytic

work and variable speed motors, esn"-

cially those used for driving machine
tcols. The type of winding to use will

depend on the nature of the load and the

results sought.

In general, the use of alternating-

current motors is recommended where
constant-speed, n on -reversing conditions

obta : n. itI the direct current where
large smarting torque, quick-reversing

and aceWation, variable speed or dyn-

amic braking are required.—m—
TWE ELECTRIC FURNACE

THE use of the electric iron and steel

furnace has made exceptional progress

under war conditions. When the demand
for steel exceeds the sunplv. and iunk

piles are searched for available metal, the

electric steel furnace experiences a boom
because it is capable of making an ex-

cellent quality of steel from a compara-
tively poor quality of iron and steel scrap.

As more and more careful conservation

of natural resources becomes necessary,

electrical processes steadily gain ground
because of their greater economy in the

use of raw materials.

At the beginning of 1916 there were 73

electric steel furnaces in the United
States nroducing 100,000 tons per year;

to-day there are over double this number
with a "ott-Iv Droduction exceeding 1,-

000 000 tons. These furnaces require in

the neighborhood of 150,000 h.p., one of
the largest single installations having a
total capacity of 70 tons in units of 15
and 20 tons.

The relative growth in Canada is even
greater; electric furnace steel production
has increased from 61 tons in 1915 to
43,790 tons in 1916. In Montreal alone,
according to figures supplied by the Civic
Investment and Industrial Co., there are
in operation, or being installed, 11 electric
furnaces requiring a total of 17,000 h.p.
The larger furnaces, when fed from high
tension lines and properly controlled, offer
no serious disturbances to their circuits,
but a plant of less than 5,000 h.p. capacity
should not attempt to carry single phase
furnaces of 400 k.w. or over. The possi-
bilities as an off-peak load are good as the
usual length of heat is only about three
hours, which condition would adapt it-
self excellently to a limited service opera-
tion. The furnaces can be operated eco-
nomically at from lc. to l^c. per k.w.h.,
and such rates are now in force in many
Canadian centres for ordinary service
such as house lighting.

. ®
AUTOGRAPHIC TEST INDICATOR
A DEVICE termed an autographic load
extension optical indicator has been de-
signed by Professor W. E. Dalby, of
London, in the course of efforts to im-
prove existing mechanical devices for
getting load extension diagrams of
metals. The extension of the steel bar is

measured by the movement of a spot of
light focused on the camera screen, and
the inertia of the heavy steelyard and
jockey weight is eliminated. Light me-
chanical linkage is used to convert the
extension of the specimen into the small
angular movement of a light mirror with-
in the instrument.
The instrument is self-contained and its

principal element is a hollow bar of fine
steel about a foot long. This bar, called
the weigh bar, hangs by one end from the
upper shackle of a vertical testing
machine. The other end is coupled to
the specimen bar to be broken, and the
lower end of the specimen bar is secured
in the lower shackle of the testing
machine. Weigh bar and specimen bar
are like two links of a chain stretched
between the shackles of a testing machine,
so that the pull through the shackles is

applied equally to each of the bars. The
cross sections of the bars are so propor-
tioned that the pull applied through them
is ultimately able to break the specimen
bar without loading the weigh bar be-
yond its elastic limit. The stretch of the
weigh bar is used to determine the load
passing equally through it and the
specimen bar.

The novel feature of the instrument lies

in the optical method of measuring the
extension of the weigh bar and the exten-
sion of the specimen bar, and in record-
ing both photographically. The instru-

ment is described as "autographic," be-
cause the record of load on. and extension
of the specimen bar. is made by the move-
ment of a spot of light over a photogra-
phic plate held in a camera attached to

the weigh bar itself.
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INDUSTRY AND CONSCRIPTION

THE announcement by Sir Robert Borden soon after

his return from England that conscription would be

resorted to at an early date to maintain the forces

of the Dominion at the required strength was not unex-

pected by observers of events. Chief among- such are the

manufacturers, especially those in the meta^-working in-

dustries, and their reception of the announcement has not

been such as to occasion grave fears of industrial dislo-

cation and its attendant results. Conscription is far more

likely to affect those strata of society which are uncon-

nected with foundry and machine shop enterprises. The

call for labor to carry out the shipbuilding program alone

and into which a variety of foundry product enters, will

place a considerable number of manual workers outside

the scope of any enactment. The availability of numbers

of women operators due to recent decrease of shell produc-
tion will in some measure make good the possible drafting

of operators from a number of non-essential trades. The
conscription proposition should be accepted by the country
as final evidence of the seriousness of the war, and if

accompanied by reduction of extravagance, and increased

production of necessities, with proper control of same, the

future results of the present step can be but for the best,

industrially, financially and politically.

CANADIAN STEEL CORPORATION ACTIVITY

THE decision of the Canadian Steel Corporation

—

United States Steel Corporation subsidiary, to go
ahead with a nine million dollar section of the big

plant projected and provided for at Ojibway, Ont, is of
more than passing interest, and may be taken as not only
justifiable from an emergency viewpoint, but as an indi-

cation that post-war opportunities, arising in and to be
developed abroad from this Dominion, are of the most
assured and substantial nature. All of our steel mills are
booked far ahead with orders for munitions steel, even to

a degree involving further extension of plant and increas-

ing existing equipment. The rolling of steel rails for
which two of our mills are fully equipped is a matter of

considerable urgency, and equally so is that of the rolling

of ship plates and shapes to meet our shipyard needs.

MODIFICATION OF WAR TAXATION IN ORDER
JUDGING by the urgent need of ships to replace those

sunk and being sunk by enemy submarines and mines,

there is great opportunity for the establishment of

additional shipbuilding plants in Canada, more especially

on her ocean and ocean waterway shores. Quite a number
of shipyards have been projected and a good deal of pre-

liminary work done with reference to them, but there is

an apparent tendency for all of them to more or less 'hang
fire." Lack of Government support, lack of equipment and
structural material readily available, and the recent War
Tax 'announcement, are individually and collectively res-

ponsible for the hesitancy to take definite action, and on

the latter of the three deterrents—the War Tax business

profits, there is good reason to believe that considerable

onus lies. Shipbuilding development means material en-

largement of the scope of iron and steel foundry practice.

The enormous tax which is proposed upon the profits of

some incorporated companies, acts as the greatest discour-

agement to initiative and to production that could well be

devised. Business men to-day are prepared to assume
heavy burdens and to pay large taxes. Men, however, who
are responsible for the industrial investment of money
cannot assume a responsibility which places upon them the

possibility of large losses on the one hand, if unsuccessful,

and on the other hand, of only a fraction of the profits

gained if the operations succeed. We want to encourage

production on the farm to-day. We want to encourage
production in the factory. We want to encourage the re-

investment in improved plant by manufacturers. We want
also to encourage the introduction of fresh capital into

Canada and the conservation of her resources.

In this tax on profits the Minister of Finance has gone
too far in one direction. He must modify it before it is

too late, and if he finds it necessary to replace some reve-

nue which he thinks is going to be lost thereby, then put

some tax upon those articles, the consumption of which
should be restricted in Canada to-day. Until some mate-
rial modification of the War Taxation as it applies to busi-

ness enterprise, established or projected, is made effective,

we may look to see not only initiative chilled as regards

shipbuilding, but relative to all forms of industry, manu-
facture, and resources development.
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USE OF GLUE IN STEEL POLISHING
INDUSTRY

By H. 0. Anderson.

THKRE are a great many varieties

of glue upon the market, but the

glue used in the polishing trade is

a product of the action of heat and water

on nitrogenous animal tissues. This is

known as animal glue and more often

simply as ground glue. Glue is made
from the by-products of the packing

houses by boiling the animal tissues

with water. From the fact that there

are so many materials from which glue

is made and for the fact that it is only a

water solution, various lots of the same
kind of glue can very considerably. Too
much care, therefore, connot be exercised

in becoming familiar with each shipment

before putting it into actual use.

There are many reasons why two lots

of glue from the same dealer and of the

same kind might vary considerably as

made, but aside from these, from the

time a lot of glue has been received into

the polishing room to the time it has

been incorporated with the abrasive up-

on the polishing wheels, there are fully

as many causes for variations. The use

of glue in a polishing room is, therefore,

a most important operations, not only

from the point of economy but also for

good results, and elimination of com-
plaints on abrasive grain and on glue.

Some may think that to prepare a so-

lution of glue, all that is required is to

throw a small amount of the ground glue

in with any portion of water, heat up to

boiling and the glue is ready for use.

Glue prepared in this manner would
cause complaints against the glue dealer

on the very first day of its use, or, on

the other hand, the dealer of the abra-

sive grain would receive a complaint that

the glue does not hold the abrasive to

the wheel.

Pulverized Sheet Glue

If glue is received in the sheet form,

it is always well to pulverize it. Ground
glue absorbs water and melts in the

heating so much sooner that the time
spent pulverizing is well paid for. The
amount of water to be added to any por-

tion of glue should be determined in the

cold water soak, and this is very im-
portant, because the water absorption,

the tenacity of the belly and the visco-

sity of the solution are very important
factors in obtaining the best holding
power with the least amount of glu?.

If the flake or sheet glue is not pow-
dered, it requires a longer soak. The
same consistency of a glue solution can-
not be expected to work prooerlv with
coarse abrasive grain and with the finer

sizes. The finer the abrasive grain the
thinner should be the glue solution.

Tt is a well k'nown fact that the weight
of ground glue varies considerably,
which is a very good reason why the

glue and water to be mixed should be
carefully weighed. Some glue mixers
fail to weigh these materials, believing

that by measuring the glue and water
the same consistency can be obtained
which, of course, is not true. It is very
important that the proportion or weight
of glue and water be correct in the cold

soak, because, after heating, if the so-

lution is found too thin and more glue is

added, or, if on the other hand, the so-

lution is thick and more hot water added,

very unfavorable results must be ex-

pected.

Soaking and Heating

The best time to make the cold water
soak is at night, then allow to stand in

a fairly cool place until morning, when
it is ready for the heating process. Care
must be taken that this solution does not
freeze during the night soaking. The
glue pot should be thoroughly cleaned

out in the evening, scoured if possible,

so that no dried or overheated glue re-

mains in it to contaminate the fresh so-

lution. This pot should be made of cop-

per, brass or aluminum. Under no cir-

cumstances should iron glue pots be used,

as these corrode considerably, due to

the action of the water, and the acid in

the glue, so that in the long run the

iron pot, although cheaper at first cost,

will be the most expensive.

The most expensive glues can very
easily be so spoiled that they would not

be as satisfactory as the very cheapest
glue upon the market. The greatest care

in glue preparation should be during
the heating operation. Never allow

direct heat to come in contact with

the glue pot, either as a coal fire

or live steam. The proper way of

heating a glue solution when glue

converters are not in use is to have the

glue pot surrounded by a water jacket,

then either heating the water with live

steam or an electric coil. If an automa-
tic temperature controller is not used, a

thermometer is recommended in the glue

solution and under no circumstances

should the temperature exceed 160 degs.

Fah. The heating should be conducted
so that the glue solution averages from
150 degs. to 160 degs. Fah., for 1V2 to 2

hours, after which it can be cooled down
to 130 degs. to 140 degs., and allowed to

remain in this condition! while being

used.

If it is not necessary to continue the

heating of the glue all day, a better me-
thod is to make up only such amount as

is to be used immediately. Under no
circumstances should more glue be made
up than can be used in one- day. A glue

that has been allowed to stand for 10

hours, then cooled over night and re-

heated in the morning is absolutely of no
value. If a glue is allowed to heat at

the higher temperature, that is from 160

degs. to 170 degs. Fah., the value of

this glue is reduced about one-third to
one-half cent per pound per hour. There-
fore, if conditions are such that the glue
must be kept warm during the entire day
is should not be at the upper tempera-
tures. Then, too, glue is one form of
gelatine and gelatine is the medium in

which germs are multiplied very rapid-
ly. Deterioration of glue for this rea-
son will result from prolonged heating.
Where the glue dissolvers are at hand it

is always recommended that these be
used so that fresh solutions of glues can
be quickly made up.

Another factor which enters into the
preparation of glue in open glue pots is

the evaporation of water. If a great deal
of the water has evaporated so that the
glue solution has become thicker, after
several hours of heating, it is a very
simple matter and a custom in some
polishing rooms to add water. This is

detrimental to the entire solution and it

is also very unsatisfactory to use the
thickened solution. Therefore all glue
pots should be covered.

After the glue has been applied to the
polishing wheels, which should have been
heated before the application, the coat-
ing of abrasive, which has also been
heated, is to be applied. If a warm so-
lution of glue is applied to a cold pol-

ishing wheel, the chilling effect of this

wheel will cause the glue to partially

set or harden and thereby not hold the
abrasive. If, on the other hand, the abra-
sive is in the cold state, this will also
have a chilling effect upon the glue, an3

before a proper combination between the
two is effected, the glue is so partly har-
dened that the abrasive will very easily
fall off in the polishing operation.

After the wheels have received the ap-
plications of glue and abrasive, they
should be dried for at least ten hours
before using. This drying must not ne-
cessarily be conducted in a very hot
room but, if fairly warm, they can be al-

lowed to lay around in the polishing
room. The temperature and humidity of
a polishing room will change the action
of the polishing wheels considerably,
therefore the condition of the atmos-
phere in the polishing room should be
kept as constant as possible so that like

polishing conditions can always be ex-
pected.

Glue Pot Cleanliness

The most important things in a polish-

ing room are cleanliness of the glue pot,

accurate weight of glue and water in a

mixture and exceedingly careful consid-

eration in the heating of the glue so-
lution.

Do not expect to get good results from
a glue which has been mixed in any pro-

portion with water heated up rapidly to
very high temperature, or by using a
glue which was used a day or two before.
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Do not expect to use glues that have
been heated with water less than one to

two hours unless glue converters and

dissolven are in use.—Grits and Grinds.

®
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THE processes ami methods that have

been described up to this point are those

commonly used in applying liquid ena-

mel to sheet metal cooking utensils and
other similar objects. Liquid enamel is

also used on various other objects, how-
ever, some of which are made of cast

iron. These include bedsteads, gas

ranges, and refrigerators; hospital

equipment, such as tallies, chairs, trays.

and surgical instrument eases; also

tanks of various kinds, and other arti-

cles. These are enameled by the dip-

ping, slushing, or spraying methods, and
in some cases, by painting with

hand brushes. The enamel is baked on
in every case, however, and the dangers
are practically the same as those des-

cribed above, except that they are some-
what increased hy reason of the greater

weight and hulk of the objects. Except
for the first coat, a process entirely dif-

• from any of those previously des-

eribed is used for enameling cast iron

hath tubs, lavatories, sinks, and other
similar pieces ot sanitary ware. This is

a •'dry'* process, in which powderoG
enamel is sprinkled or sifted upon the

ware while it is red hot.

Preparing Castings For Enameling

Castings that are to he enameled are

not cleaned by pickling, in the way that

sheet-metal is cleaned. After removing
* -and that adheres when the ware is

taken from the mold, the castings are
gone over with an emery wheel mounted
on a flexihle shaft, which grinds off all

tins and small protuberances. The ware
is then finally cleaned hy means of ;;

sand blast. The men should wear eye
protectors while grinding, and it is ad-

visahle for them to wear respirators also.

The sand-hlastino operations should In-

carried on in the most approved man-
ner. Special dust-proof rooms should he

provided tor this work, having gratings
in the floor through which the used sand
may he drawn off hy exhaust fans into

suitable collectors, and recirculated. The
operators should wear special dust-proof
helmets or hoods, into which a plentiful

supply of air is introduced from the

outside, hy means of hose.

After bein^ thoroughly cleaned hy the

sand blast, the ware receives its first

co.it of enamel, which is applied wet.

and while the ware is cold, by the slush-

ing process or by means of a compress-
ed-air atomizer. After the enamel has
become thoroughly dry the object that

is bein2" treated is placed in a furnace
or oven heated to a temperature of ap-
proximately 1,800 dc.'s. Fall., where it

remains for about fifteen minutes, or
until the enamel is thoroughly baked on.

It is then removed from the furnace, and
while it is still at a red heat, dry. pow-
dered enamel is sifted or dredged over

its SUrfaee, after which it is returned to

the oven and baked again tor fifteen or

twenty minutes. This process is repeal-

ed until three coats have been applied,

or until the desired finish is obtained. A
more detailed description of these pro-

cesses is given in a subsequent para-

graph. .

Method Dangerous

This method of applying enamel is far

more dangerous than the other methods
that have been described. The mixing.

grinding, and applying processes all

cause a ureal deal of dust, which in it-

self is harmful. The principal objection,
however, is that the enamel usually con-

tains a large amount of lead, which is

one of the most important of the indus-

trial poisons. It is difficult to determine
just how much lead is used in enamel,

because of the secrecy maintained hy
the manufacturers in connection with
their formulas; hut it may he said that

the amount varies from a minimum of

about five per cent, to a maximum of

about twenty-live per cent. It can easi-

ly he seen tiiat the health of the men is

seriously menaced when they are ob-

liged to work constantly in an atmos-
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p*here loaded with dust of this nature.

In some foreign countries leadless ena-

mels are used, hut these have not been
extensively adopted in the United States.

Most of the lead poisoning in our fac-

tories is due to lax methods, however,

and it might he greatly reduced by tak-

ing suitable precautions to prevent the

dissemination of the lead-bearing dust.

The ingredients should not he mixed by
shoveling them from the various bins and
re-shoveling them upon the floor. This
method is responishle for many cases of

lead poisoning, and it should be discard

ed and dust-proof mechanical mixers

substituted. The storage hins should

also he located on the floor above the

mixing room, and dust-proof chutes
should lead from them to the bin in the

mixing room. A properly designed ex-

haust hood over this latter bin, with a

strong draft, would then dispose of the

greater part of the dust thai is pro-

duced.

Mixer Discharge

The mixer should discharge into a

suitable dust-proof cabinet containing a

truck which can he transferred to the
fritting oven, after the dust caused bv
emptying the mixer has settled. Simi-
lar precautions to keep the dust at a

minimum should he observed in connec-
tion with the grinding operations.

In the enameling room of a modern
plant. large ware first receives a

"ground" or ''slush'' coat of enamel,
and is then put into an oven where the

enamel is baked on. The doors to the

furnace or oven are raised or lowered
(usually by compressed-air arrange
ments), and the ware is inserted and
withdrawn by means of a strong iron

fork about '_'."> feet long, which is sus-

pended, at about the centre of its length
from a trolley running on an overhead
rail. Alter being properly baked, the

waie is withdrawn from the oven, and
is usually placed in ;i cradle which is

provided with an ingeniously-arranged
system of compressed air cylinder^ so

that it can he revolved and tilted to any-

desired position. In some of the older
plants, however, this modern method has

not been adopted and in place of the

cradle just described a sort of turntable

is used, the operation of which is much
more laborious.

While the ware is still at a dull,

cherry-red heat, the enameler shakes or
silts the powdered glaze over it, the

helper meanwhile turning the piece about
so that all parts will he coated. The
powder fuses immediately upon striking

the hot metal, and adheres to it. Some-
times small hand-sifters or dredges are

used, and sometimes larger ones are em-
ployed, having plungers or hammers
operated hy compressed air or electri-

city, to cause a free and constant flow

of the powder. The men engaged in this

work are exposed to the intense heat

from the furnaces and the red-hot ware
under treatment, as well as to the dust

hazard, and they should therefore wear
suitable masks or shields to protect their

faces and eyes. A large, sheet-iron shield

is sometimes suspended from the trol-

ley by which the fork for holding the

ware is supported, and arranged in such

a way that it can be shifted about by
the enameler, to protect him from the

heat. The problem of disposing safely

of the dust is a serious one when large,

massive ware is being treated. Great
volumes of heated air rise from objects

of this kind, carrying considerable quan-
tities of dust with them; and when the

heated air cools in the upper part of the

room and loses its velocity, the dust that

it carried up falls again, everywhere,
like fine snow.

Exhaust Hood Feature

An exhaust hood, to deal with a dust
problem of this kind at all adequately,
must have an outlet pipe of extra large
size, and must he served by a fan of un-
usual capacity, capable of carrying away
all the heated air that rises from the ob-

ject being treated. Even with an appa-
ratus of this kind it is hard to remove
the dust with any approach to complete-
ness, when working upon a piece of ware
as large as a bathtub, because the hood,
unless it is of prohibitive size with a
draft, of corresponding magnitude can
hardly take care of all parts of the ob-
ject effectively. The safest and best
procedure is to enclose the ware in n

metal cabinet, the front of which is pro
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vided with openings for the operator's
arms, and with a large pane of glass
through which he can look. An exhaust
pipe for removing the dust is attached
al the top or hack of the cabinet, and at

te side of it there is a slot through which
tongs can he introduced for moving the
red-hot ware, which rests upon a turn-
table inside.

Another exceedingly disagreeable and
harmful operation is that of removing
the dust that accumulates on the walls,
ceilings, and beams of the enameling;
loo:,!, and, in lad, all parts of the plant.
In many cases the dust is blown down
by compressed air, and is swept up with
brooms after it has settled on the floor.

When this method is followed, the air

som.i'times becomes so filled with dust
that it is almost impossible to breathe.
Such conditions may be eliminated b\

removing the dust by means of a va-

cuum apparatus, or washing it off with
a hose; and there appears to he no suffi-

cient reason why one of these methods
cannot be adopted in almost every place.

A great ileal remains to be done in

the way of safeguarding the men em-
ployed in the enameled-ware industry,

and particularly in branches of it in

which the dry-powder method is employ-
ed. Most essential of all is adequate pro-
tection against lead poisoning. Then
appears to he no insuperable necessity
for using lead in enamel, in poisonous
forms or quantities. Various foreign
countries have legislated poisonous lead-

enamel formulas practically out of exis-

tence, and satisfactory substitutes have
been found. In fact, the claim is made
in Germany that leadless enamel is su-

perior. Strict regulation of the indus-
try is maintained in Great Britain as
well as in Germany and the lead hazard
is considered negligible in both of these
countres.

®-
"THRIFT" IN THE PLATING DE-

PARTMENT
By Abe Winters

PROCURING the best grade of sup-
plies for the plating room is not

only advisable but often essential,

if satisfactory results are expected.

There are, however, many opportunities

for the practice of economy in the use
of these supplies which are thought-
lessly ignored by many men in charge
of plating departments. There has
never been a time in the history of com-
mercial electro-plating when careful

attention to needless waste of money in

the utilization of plating room sup-

plies was more necessary than now.
The uncertainty of future conditions re-

lating to raw materials and the possi-

bility of a still greater uncertainty with
reference to labor, makes the subject

of particular interest to manufacturers
of plated metal goods.

Recent visits by the writer to various

plants engaged in nickel, copper, brass,

and silver plating, have revealed some
very startling facts. Plants engaged
in finishing various parts of munitions
whic*h require an electro deposit are

casilv in the lead in the heedless waste

of materials. No one seems to be re-
sponsible, no one seems to care, the cry
is for output and the cost is of minor
consequence. The indirect result of this

extravagance is a higher price to the
manufacturer of ordinary ware, who
cannot afford to purchase his supplies
in large quantities. The market is short
and the plater has done his share to

make it so. Now this waste is uncalled
for, and it does not hasten or improve
the output. Munition plants are not
the only ones heedless in the use of
plating materials, for a very large per-
centage of the firms doing general plat-
ing could reduce operating expenses to
a much lower figure by the application
of a little thought and attention.

Stringing and Cleaning the Work
In small shops where an electric

cleaning tank has not been instituted,
owing to cost of tank and fixtures, a
very handy substitute may be made
from a good barrel or old steel drum.
A negative rod and a piece of sheet
iron in case a wooden barrel is used,
are the only requisites aside from a few-

feet of connecting wire to reach the
dynamo mains. This apparatus will

prove very useful for cleaning all such
work as usually requires a vigorous
scouring, and the use of pumice and
brushes.

An acid dip used on small iron and
steel parts direct from the still cleaning
solution is a labor saver, and eliminates
considerable expense in brushes and
scouring materials, besides doing the
work quicker and more efficiently than
the average plating room helper who
scours a string of parts in a careless,

mechanical manner while carelessly
carrying on a conversation with a fellow
workman regarding the hair-breadth
escape of the latest moving picture hero-
ine, or the respective ability of a mem-
bers of a local baseball club.

The use of copper wire for stringing
has been considerably reduced by the

use of suitably formed holders made of

brass wire. These holders may be kept
in good shape for an indefinite period

by stripping in a solution consisting of

equal parts hydrochloric acid and water,
and by having broken parts replaced as

soon as noticed. Nearly every plant
doing sheet metal stamping can supply
their plating department wi%h all the
necessary materials for making holders
without other expense than soldering

the pieces into proper form. Sheet steel

stamping scrap mav be used as well as

brass, and if the distance from cathode
rod to surface of solution does not exceed
five inches, the extra power required to

plate a hundred square feet of surface
will not amount to enough to warrant
the use of brass in preference to steel

of ample cross sectional area.

Nickel Plating
Tn the operation of either nickel, cop-

per, brass, zinc, or tin plating solutions,

the cheapest source of metal is the

anode, and probably the more prominent
metal in the list when referring to

renlenishment of the bath by metallic

salts, is the nickel salt. The mainten-

ance of proper metallic content in the
solution by almost daily additions of
nickel salts is a fine source of revenue
for the supply house, but a costly
method of getting results in the plating
department. A nickel solution operated
at 6 degrees Beaume, with a current
density of from 4 to 6 amperes per sq.

foot, and an average duration of plating
approximating 1 hour to 1% hours is a
slow process of coating metal for any
purpose, not to speak of labor required
to actually keep things moving. A
slow process in plating is necessarily a
costly process, therefore if we in-

crease the rate of deposition in the
baths we decrease the expense of the
operation in a very noticeable manner,
and increase the necessity for greater
activity on the part of the employees
directly or indirectly concerned. By in-

creasing the rate of deposition merely
50 per cent., we double the output in

a given time with practically no in-

crease in the cost of labor, as the same
staff can handle twice the ordinary
amount of work if a systematic method
of receiving and delivering the work to

and from the department is established.

Furthermore, if we increase the cur-

rent density to ten times the original

figure and produce in 5 or 6 minutes a
nickel deposit which is superior in many
ways to the slowly formed deposit, we
can reduce the quantity of solution in

operation, also reduce the number of

anedes required for a given amount of

work by the slow method. Certainly

we will use practically the same weight
of metal in a year as by the slower
method, but the expense of placing it

where it will yield a profit is reduced.

Stock required for actual operation ' is

often less than 25 per cent, of that

required in process by slower method.

For example, if five tanks amply
equipped with anodes, are in constant

use by a. slow process and the rate of

deposition is increased to five times the

former rate, the number of tanks re-

quired for same volume of work in same
period of time could be reduced to one.

The ampere consumption would not ne-

cessarily be greater in the one tank

operated at high current densities than

in the five tanks as originally employed,

for the current would be regulated by
the load treated at one time.

In order to economize on copper bus

bars, the old bars would be arranged in

parallel. If we place a lead steam coil

about six inches from the bottom of

the nickel tank, and along the sides,

and raise the temperature of the solution

from room temperature to 80 or 100

degrees, we can increase our output

from the one tank at least 100 per cent,

more than by merely increasing the con-

centration of the solution. Nickel de-

posits of any appreciable thickness ob-

tained from cold solutions of ordinarv

density are much more liable to fail

or prove defective than a ten or even

twenty minute deposit obtained from a

concentrated nickel solution operated

hot. Any increase in the cost of labor

when changing from cold to hot solution
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would be consequent upon the shape or

size of the article being plated. If the

nickle tank is lined with good asphaltum

there will be very little expense attached

to the change. If lead lining is re-

quired, the initial cost will naturally be

greater, but even at present prices the

adoption of hot nickeling will be found

to be an economical move. One hour

nickel deposits often prove non-adherent
owing to the absorption of hydrogen
during deposition, which in turn is the

result of the passive condition of the

anode. A twenty-minute deposit from
a hot nickel solution is not as liable to

prove non-adherent because of decreas-

ed absorption of hydrogen resulting

from increased anode corrosion. We
mention a twenty-minute deposit be-

cause there are very few requirements
which are not adequately met by a

twenty-minute deposit from a hot nickel

solution operated at permissab'e current
densities.

If nickel sulphate is added to a good
working double sulphate nickel solution

until the density is approximately 13 de-

grees Beaume, and 4 oz. of magnesia
sulphate and 4 oz. boracic acid be
added for each gallon of solution, the

whole being stirred thoroughly, allowed
to settle, and then be heated by means
of a lead coil, as mentioned, to a tem-
perature of 80 degrees Fah., and the

solution operated with a current of 50

Amperes per square foot, fine adherent
deposits of good color which will finish

easily to a beautiful luster, may be pro-

duced in five minutes. This five-minute

deposit will prove equal to the average
one-hour nickel deposit obtained in the

double sulphate nickel solution operated
cold, when subjected to corrosion, fric-

tion or acid tests. It will prove su-

perior to the average one-hour nickel

deposit from double sulphate solution

operated cold, when subjected to bend-
ing, hammering or twisting tests. With
lead lined tanks and ample bus bar
equipment , current densities between
200 and 300 amperes per square foot

can be used at temperatures ranging
from 125 to 150 degrees Fah. To pre-

pare a new bath for hot nickeling we
recommend the following:

—

In each gallon of water dissolve 2

pounds of nickel sulphate, and 2 oz. of

nickel chloride. Stir well and neutralize
with nickel carbonate then add 4 oz. of

boric acid per gallon of solution. In

lead-lined tanks this solution is capable
of producing splendid white, firm, adhe -

ent deposits on copper, brass, iron or

steel articles of uniform shape, with cur-

rent densities approaching 1,000 am-
peres per square foot. Anode containers
of coarse canvas are advisable when
this rate of deposition is employed.

Now the point we wish to impress
upon the reader is the excessive cost of

operating cold nickel solutions with low
current densities. If you find it im-
possible to adopt a hot nickel solution
at this time, there is much to be gained
by increasing the concentration of your
present solutions bv the addition of

nickel sulphate as heretofore mention-

ed, and operating the solution cold with

an increased current. The maintenance
cost will be no more than with a bath

of lower concentration, and the output

will surprise you. Try it in a small

way at first, if you are skeptical. Na-
turally there are a few details relating

to hot nickeling which will require

special attention.

Do not use ammonium salts in the

solution, they increase the liability of

crystallization.

Do not attempt to plate five square

feet of surface with 200 amperes per

square foot in a tank which is connected

to the dynamo mains by a one half

inch rod. Be sure your bus bars and tank
fixtures are of sufficient cross sectional

area to conduct the necessary current.

Do not permit the solution to become
heated above a reasonable temperature.

Turn the steam off a little early rather

than a little late. One tank efficiently

operated as we describe may often do
the work formerly plated in three to

five tanks and in such cases the bath

is placed closer to the source of current,

and the resistence of the external cir-

cuit greatly lessened.

Copper and Brass

Copper and brass solutions may be

managed in very similar manner with

a corresponding increase in output. The
maintenance cost is greater for hot cy-

anide baths than for cold baths owing
to more rapid decomposition of the salts

and less by evaporation. If a cold

cyanide copper solution is used for de-

posits thicker than a mere film, it is

economy in time and supplies to in-

stall an acid copper bath to produce the

heavier deposits; the upkeep of acid

copper solutions is small compared to

cyanide copper solutions. Brass baths

should not be loaded with metallic salts

in excess of actual requirements. Keep
the cyanide content sufficient to main-
tain clean working anodes and a uni-

formly colored deposits, and the metal-

lic supply will automatically regulate

itself to a great extent. Care in adding
zinc salts is specially to be borne in

mind. By using two-thirds copper an-

odes and one-third zinc anodes, altern-

ately arranged in the solution, and an
occasional addition of one-half oz. of

white stick caustic potash per gallon,

and operating the solution at about 80

or 100 degrees Fah., the deposits will

form rapidly and be of good yellow

color, firm, adherent and hard, yet

smooth and easily finished by buffing.

By using copper and brass sheet scrap,

scrap wire, punchings, trimmings from
castings, etc., suspended from the an-

ode rod in the copper and brass solution,

either in thin sheet lead containers or

riveted in convenient form, a verv large

amount of metal can be saved from
the scrap heap.

The adoption of several of the ideas

mentioned in this paper will never be

consummated by the average man in

charge of plating departments unless he

is prompted to a certain extent by the

superintendent or manager. With all

due credit to the few progressive pla-

ters who are conscientiously doing all

they can to economize, we feel justified

in saying that the majority of men actu-
ally responsible for any innovation in

plating practice as found to-day among
flic industries are the officials of the res-

pective concerns. The plater does not
trouble himself to investigate economic
ideas, particularly if the process is liable

to incur additional responsibilities. Any
approaches made by the management
should be conducted .in an encouraging
rather than in a fault-finding manner,
as the latter will be strongly resented
by men whose intelligence is sufficient to
enable them to efficiently carry out any
radical changes in the administration of
plating-room affairs. The use of hot
plating solutions or any increase* in the
rate of depositions of the metals fre-
quently makes it possible to reduce the
working hours of the department and
the pay-roll without interfering with the
output. A reduction of one hour per day
will often mean a considerable saving
in a year, and ways and means to effect

these reductions in operating costs are
incorporated in the one word—"thrift."

® i

Questions and Answers
Question.— I am operating an arsenic

black nickel solution. The work comes
out of the bath with a smoky surface.
At times I cannot get a color beyond
a mere smudge. Please let me know
what you think is wrong with the solu-
tion.—E.V.A.

Answer.—No doubt you have some
good reason for maintaining an arsenic
black nickel, but possible you do not
know that you can duplicate the pro-
duct of your arsenic bath with one more
easily controlled. When' your arsenic
black nickel solution begins to plate

smoky, it indicates that it has become
depleted of arsenic by continual use.

The remedy is as follows: Dissolve

from two to three pounds of white
arsenic in a gallon of chemically pure
hydrochloric acid. This operation will

require heating the acid over a sand
or hot water bath. Add the solution of

arsenic in acid to the black nickel solu-

tion—a small quantity at one time, stir

well and remove a portion in a glass

beaker or jar to note turbidity. Con-
tinue the addition of arsenic solution

until the black nickel solution becomes
clear. After becoming properly bal-

anced, the bath requires no additions

other than arsenic prepared as above;

the additions may be required very fre-

quently dependent on volume of work.

Question.—What are the proper pro-

portions for an ammonia copper dip.

—

M.A.B.
Answer.—Carbonate of copper-8 oz.,

26 per cent, ammonia— 1 gallon. Stir

thoroughly, add % gallon warm water

and 8 oz. carbonate of soda. Clean the

brass as for plating a high luster gives

best results. Rinse, dry, lacquer.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

PIG IKON
Grey Forge, Pittsburgh
Lake Superior, charcoal,

Chicago "'0 25

Standard iow phos., Philadel-

phia 75 01

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 45 95

Basic, Valley, furnace 12 Di

Montreal Toronto
Victoria 50 00

Hamilton

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Iron bats, base $5 00

Steel bars, base 5 25

Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base 6 00

Small shapes, base 5 50

METALS
Aluminum $68 00

Antimony 30 00
Copper, lake 37 00
Copper, electrolytic 37 00

Copper, casting 36 03

Lead 18 50
Mercury 100 00

Nickel SO 00

Si!\ er, per oz 79

Tin 66 00

Zinc 12 00

Pr:ces per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL
Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal
Copper, light $22 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00

Copper, heavy 26 00

Copper wire 26 00

No. 1 machine com
position 21 50

New brass clippings 18 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00

Heavy meltinR steel 19 00

Steel turnings 8. 00
v

Shell turnings 12 00

No. 1 machinery cast

iron 22 00

Malleable scrap ... IV 00

Pipe, wrought .... 14 00

Scrap zinc 8 00

Heavy lead .. . . 10 50

Tea lead 7 50

Toronto
$22 00
27 00
26 50

26 50

99 00
19 no

16 00
17 00
8 00

12 00

25 00
20 00

9 00

9 so

19 75

7 00

COKE AND COAL
Solvay Foundry coke $10 90

Connelsville foundry coke
Steam lump coal v ,u

ack - 05

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto

BILLETS
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $90 00
Open hearth billets 90 00

Forging billets 110 00
Wire rods So 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

', in.

5-16 in.

•s in.

7-16 in

in.

9-16 in.

% in.

% in. .

7 < in. .

1 in

Extra for U.K. Chain. . .

Extra for B.B.B. Chain.

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals 16

Putty. 100-lb drums 4

Red dry lead 100-lb. kegs.

per cwt. 13

Glue. English, per lb

Gasoline, per gal., bulk
Benzine, per gal., bulk....
Pure turpentine, single bbls.

Linseed oil. boiled, single

bbls 1

Linseed oil. raw. single bbls. 1

Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2

Plumbers' oakum, per 100

lbs 9

Lead wool, per lb

Pure Manila rope
Transmission rope. Manila . .

Drilling cables. Manila
Lard oil. per gal 1

.41

to 65*

35

87

38
31'.,

30'-,

69

40
43

50

00
15
33 ' ..

43 1 •

38'..

45

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, black. No. 10. .ST 75 $8

Sheets, black. No. 28. . 7 50 8

Canada plates, dull. 52

sheets 8 50
Canada plates, all bgt. 9 50 9

Apollo brand. 10 :!

4 oz.

I galvanized ) 7 25 7

Queen's Head, 28,

If.W.G 7 75 7

Fleur-de-Lis. 2S, B.W.G. 7 45 7

Gorbal's best. No. 28.. 8 25 7

Colborne Crown. No. 28 8 00 6

Premier. No. 28. U.S. s 30 9

Premier, 10*., oz 8 60 10

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

16 inch $10 20
inch 7 80

16 inch 6 90
inch 6 00

16 inch 7 65

inch ... 7 45

inch 7 25

inch 7 15

inch 7 00

inch 6 8a

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, net: B
and C, 20 and 5'/i ; cast iron, 50 :

standard bushings. 60 ; headers, 60 ;

flanged unions, 55 ; malleable bush-

ings, 60: nipples. 72 '... : malleable,

lipped union. 60.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 42 to .44

Tin 73 to .75

Silver, per oz 82 to .84

Zinc 16 to .18

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 00 $4 95

Cut nails 5 00 5 00

Miscellaneous wire nails 60',

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic .$ .15
Acid, hydrochloric . 05
Acii!. hydrofluoric . l :.
Acid, nitric .10
Acid. rulphurij .05

0s

Ammonium, carbonate .08
Ammonium, chloride .11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.. .40
Ammonium, suiphate .07

.10

.07

Copper carbonate, anhy .... . 35

.16

Cobalt sulphase .70

Iron perchloiide .20
.16

Nickel ammonium sulphate. . .10

Nickel sulphate .15

Potassium carbonate .75

Potassium sulphide substitute .20

Silver nitrate (per >z.

)

.45

Sodium bisulphite .10

Sodium carbonate crystals.. .05

Sodium cyanide, 129-130' , . .46

Sodium cyanide. 98-100',... .38
.05

Sodium phosphate .14

Sodium hyposulphite 1 per 10

J

Tin ch lo ride .60

.60

.09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise

stated.

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt.

per lb.

Polishing wheels,
bullneck

Pumice, ground ....

Emery composition... .08 to

Tripoli composition.. .04 to

Crocus composition... .07 to

Rouge, powder 30 to

Rouge, silver 50 to

Prices per lb.

$2 . 50

1.35
.04
.09

06
.08

.35

.55

Toronto, Ont., May 29.—Manufactur-

ers are feeling more than ever the short-

age and high cost of raw materials while

it is likely that a scarcity of labor will

become more pronounced if conscription

is enforced. As this is practically as-

sured, measures will have to be adopted to

relieve the situation. In regard to the

shortage of raw materials there appears

little possibility of any betterment in the

outlook. This is particularly true of iron

and steel, as the demand for these mater

ials is increasing out of proportion to the

supply. The congestion at the mills is

fretting more acute with no prospects of

production overtaking the demand. In

spite of all these handicaps, trade was
perhaps never better as shown in com-

pany reports and Government returns.

Steel

War requirements dominate the steel

market to such an extent that every other

consideration is relegated to the back-

ground and private consumers are in a

worse position than at any time since

the beginning of hostilities. The con-

gested condition of the mills in the States

is "etting worse and the shortage of steel

is thus becoming more acute. The con-

stantly increasing demands of the Ameri
can Government are making it increas-

ingly difficult for private consumers of

iron and steel to cover their requirements.

Some of the larger makers of finished pro-

ducts have practically h n d to withd-^w
from the market owing to the fact that

Government demands have to be met first.

There is no let-up in the demand for steel

products. Some concerns are said to be

refusing business because of the crowded
condition of the mills. Premiums are

being paid for good deliveries and several

steel concerns who can take contracts for

comparatively nearby deliveries are re-

ceiving fancy prices from consumers who
are in urgent need of material. Some
consumers are sending in orders for steel

without any reference to price. So urgent
is the need that price is a secondary con-

sideration. Warehouse stocks are also

low, being in some cases depleted of cer-

tain sizes. Dealers are substituting sizes

in order to meet customers' requirements.

The situation is such that higher prices

on steel products are inevitable. This
week prices of iron and steel bars and
small shapes have advanced 25c. per 100

lbs.; these materials being now quoted as

follows: Iron bars 5c, steel bars 5.25c,

and shapes 5.50c base. Steel plates have
also advanced, but quotations are prac-

tically nominal. Plates, lA -in. and larger,

are now 9c, heads and tank plates, 9.10c
base. The situation as regards the supply
of plates is getting tighter right along
and prices continue to advance rapidly.

Canadian shipbuilding interests who are
in the market for plates are having the
greatest difficulty in obtaining material
even at the fancy prices now current. It

is understood that approximately 75 per
cent, of the plate mill capacity in the

States is being used for shipbuilding.

Wrought pipe is very firm at the last ad-
vance and higher prices are likely. Prices

of boiler tubes continue very firm and
heavy premiums are being paid to any
makers of iron or steel tubes who can
shio out fairly promptly.

Prices of black and galvanized sheets
have again advanced and the market is

very firm. Black sheets are now quoted
at $8.60 for No. 20 gauge and blue an-
nealed $8.15 for No. 10 gauge. Galvan-
i'.od sheets have advance $1, Premier No.
28 being quoted at $9.70 and 10% oz. at
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$10. Canada plates bright are now $9.50

and dull $8.50. One reason for the ad-

vance in sheets is the high cost of sheet

bars which have recently jumped up to

|90 Pittsburgh. There is also a great

scarcity of sheets as the American Gov-

ernment have taken over considerable

tonnage. It is not unlikely that black

sheets will be selling at $10 before the

end of the year.

Arrangements are being made for the

united buying of steel for the American
and Allied Governments. By co-ordina-

tion in this way it is hoped that all avail-

able resources will be utilized to the best

advantage. No prices have been as yet an-

nounced under the new arrangement, bu^

it is believed that nearer current prices

will be paid that were originally fixed.

Prices continue to advance and it is evi-

dent that the market is still far from the

turning point and that still higher prices

may be expected. The chief problem for

the steel mills to solve is the question of

satisfying the enormous demands now
being made upon them. The unfilled ton-

nage is piling up every day with no ap-

parent possibility of overtaking the busi-

ness. The shortage of steel is so great
that consumers cannot obtain the re-

quired material and private enterprise is

being interfered with. The principal price

advances this week include semi-finished

material. Bessemer and O.-H. billets and
O. H. sheet bars are now quoted at $90
and forging billets $110 Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

A leading domestic producer is prac-
tically sold up for this year and has
booked considerable tonnage for delivery

during the first half of 1918. Quotations
are unchanged but firm at $50. The de-

mand for pig iron continues heavy, but
the furnaces, although operating at capa-
city, cannot cope with the situation. At
Buffalo the market continues very strong
with prices advancing. On foundry
grades prices now range from $45 to $48
furnace for shipment over the remainder
of the year; from $42 to $45 for ship-
ment during the first quarter of 1918 and
from $40 to $42 for shipment during
second quarter.

Scrap

The scrap market is firmer with higher
prices on some old materials. Consumers
who had been holding off buying owing to

prevailing conditions have now come into

the market to replenish stocks. This
situation was expected and although as
a result the market is firmer, it is still

unsettled. Coopers. No. 1. composition
and new brass clippings have all ad-
vanced, ranging from l 1

/^ to 2c. Heavv
melting steel is strong but unchanged.
No. t machinery cast iron and malleable
scrap have advanced $3 a ton.

Machine Tools

There is no change in the situation in

regard to machine tools. Local machinery
houses report fair business general on
lines of machine tools, but no outstanding
feature. Developments in the States,
however, are being closely followed as
the increased activity in the trade there
will affect deliveries on imported equip-
ment. Reports from machine tool centres

in the States indicate that the trade is

entering another period of great pros-

perity.

Miscellaneous Supplies

Although there are no important price

changes to note this week some advances
may be looked for in the near future on
account of the steady increase in cost of

practically all raw materials. Current
quotations are all very firm ami business

continues good. White lead has ad-

vanced and is now quoted at $17.50 per
100 lbs., in ton lots, with 30c. extra for

less than ton lots.

Metals
While the non-ferrous metal markets

are firm, the situation continues unset-

tled owing to the lack of definite informa-
tion with regard to the American Govern-
ment's requirements. On this account

buying is not particularly active, the

general disposition being to await de-

velopments. The American Government
has appointed a sub-committee on pig tin,

thus bringing it in line with other non-
ferrous metals. This should do much to

improve the situation in regard to this

metal. Copper continues quiet, but prices

are firm in •expectation of heavy demand.
Spelter is unchanged, but lead has ad-

vanced owing to scarcity of spot metal.

The antimony situation is unchanged, but
a decline in aluminum may take place as

the American Government has fixed a

price of 27 V^c. a pound as compared with
62c. prevailing in the outside market.
Prices of solders have advanced due to

the high cost of lead and tin. Business
locally continues good with an upward
tendency in prices.

Copper.—There has been no change
in the copper situation and prices are firm

at last week's level. It is not expected
that there will be much change in the

markeL until the American Government
requirements are made known as to quan-
tity and price agreement arrived at. It

is, however, well understood that the

Government needs will be heavy and also

that the price will be pretty near the

current outside market. The nearest cop-

per which can be had iust now from the

leading producers is for July delivery,

and there is very little of this now offer-

ing. Local prices are firm, lake and elec-

trolvtic being quoted at 37c. and castings
at 36c. per pound.

Tin.—Although the nvrket is a shade
easier, prices are firm and underlying
conditions point to renewed strength be-

fore long. The easier position in New
York was due to freer arrivals of tin

lately and a fair amount of metal on the
way. Business has of late been quiet,

there being a disposition to await develop-

ments followine appointment of a sub-

committee on nisr tin bv the American
Government. Local price, 68c. per pound.

Spelter.—The market in New York is

dull and unchanged. The trade is waiting
to see what action the American Govern
ment may take in regard to their spelter

requirements. The local situation is un-
changed, spelter being quoted at 12c. per
pound.

Lead.—The market is quiet but prices

continue very firm. There is very little

business passing on account of the scarcity

of lead. The principal producers are out

of the market and only lead that can be

had is held by dealers who ask from lc.

to 1%C above the "trust" price; consum-
ers are holding off as long as they can.

Lead has advanced %c. locally and is now
quoted at 14c. per pound.

Antimony.—There is no change in the

antimony situation. Arrivals have been

absorbed and prices are firm on the basis,

of current quotations, that is, 30c. per

pound.

Aluminum.—There is no change in the

price of aluminum, although it is under-
stood that the American Government have
fixed a price of 27 ^c. per pound as

against 62c. prevailing on the outside

market. Local price unchanged at 68c.

per pound.

Solders.—The high cost of lead and tin

is forcing up prices of solder. Strictly

is now quoted at 38c. and guaranteed at

41c. per pound, being an advance of 2c.

Prices of Babbitt metals now range from
16c. to 65c. per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals

Although there are no price changes
of particular importance to note this

week, there is every indication that an-

other upward movement is getting un-

der way. As all raw materials are get-

ting more costly, finished goods are like-

wise bound to advance. The scarcity of

raw materials is also affecting the price

situation and is already causing consid-

erable inconvenience to manufacturers

and dealers. In this regard the outlook

is not very promising and there is no

sign of any relief in si°:ht. The demand
for foundry supplies continues good, but

deliveries on many lines are slow. Prices

of chemicals are firmly held at current

quotations.
®

TRADE GOSSIP
Welland, Ont.—Electro-Metals, Ltd.,

will build additions to their plant, cost-

ing $50,000.

Three Rivers, Que.—The Three Rivers

Casting Co. are building a foundry and
forging plant here.

Thcrcld, Ont.—The Exolon Co., manu-
facturers of artificial abrasives, contem-
plate adding another unit to their plant

here.

Vancouver, B.C.—Plans for the con-

struction of a $10,000,000 iron and steel

plant in the vicinity of Vancouver are

being made by a group of financiers.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Hennepin Min-
ing Co., which was recently incorporated,

will likelv establish a smelter here. W.
F. Langworthy is interested in the pro-

ject.

Sidnev. C.B.—It is unde~stood that the

Dominion Steel Corporation will start

operations again at their rail mill. A
considerable tonnage of rails is required

for renewals for the Intercolonial Rail-

way.

A. McL. Seeley, for several years gen-

eral storekeeper of the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., at Sidney Mines, has been

appointed to the position of general pur-
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chasing agent, with headquarters at New
Glasgow, N.S.

St. Thomas, Ont. — The Dominion
Brakeshoe & Foundry Co., whose plant

is being finished expects to commence
operations within the next thre weeks.

The local branch is the first foundry of

the American Brakeshoe Co. to be start-

ed in Canada.

Canadian Des Moines Steel Co., has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a

capital of $100,000 to acquire and take

over the Chatham Bridge Co., of Chat-
ham, Ont. The incorporators are R. L.

Brackin, B. L. Bedford and E. W. Reeve
all of Chatham, Ont.

The Wheel & Foundry Co., has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$25,000 to carry on the business of iron

and steel founders, engineers etc. The
head offices are at Toronto, and the in-

corporators are A. T. Thomson, W. S.

Morlock and R. H. Parmenter all of

Toronto.

Dominion Molybdenites Ltd., has been
incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000

at Toronto to acquire and develop min-
eral lands and deposits. The head office

is at Toronto and the incorporators are

Kenneth A. McRae, William J. Lock-
wood and Kenneth McKay all of Tor-

onto.

Collingwood, Ont.—William Kennedy
& Sons, steel plant, is now in full opera-
tion, an important contract for their pro-

duct having recently been secured. A
contract has been signed by the company
with the Hydro-Electric Commission for

an additional 1000 h.p. for the new elec-

tric furnaces.

M. J. Butler, managing director of

Armstrong Whitworth Ltd., Montreal
and D. H. McDougall, general manager
of the Dominion Steel Corporation
Sidney, N.S. have had conferred upon
them the honorary degree of L.L.D.,

at St. Francois Xavier University,

Antigonish, N.S.

Dominion Foundries & Steel, Ltd.. has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $6,000,000, to acquire and take
over as a going concern the Dominion
Steel Foundry Co., and the Hamilton
Steel Wheel Co., both of Hamilton, Ont.

Incorporators are, Edward H. Ambrose,
Henry A. Burbidee, and John R. Mar-
shall, all of Hamilton, Ont.

Chatham, Ont.—The foundry at the

old Defiance Iron Works, which is now
the Canadian-American Pump & Well
Machinery Co., located on Lacroix Street,

and which has been idle for several

years, is again under operation under the

management of Woods Bros., who for

several years have ooerated the Ideal

Foundry on Princess Street.

Almond Penfield Turner, formerly pre-

sident of the Canadian Copper Co., a

subsidiary of the International Nickel

Co., died last month in Oakville, Ont., at

the age of fifty-two, from Bright's dis-

ease. The late Mr. Turner spent most of

his life in Cleveland, but was in Copper
Cliff, Ont., for ten years, with the Can-
adian Copper Co., joining the company in

a junior position and rising to the presi-

dency. He retired five years ago on ac-

count of ill-health.

Russian Platinum Production.—Accord-

ing to the British Consul at Ekaterin-

burg, Russia, the 1916 output of platinum

in the Urals amounted to 86,500 troy

ounces, only about three-fourths of the

output in 1915. The chief causes of the

decline in the production of platinum are

the shortage of labor, the difficulty in ob-

taining spare parts for dredges, and the

exhaustion of the richer alluvial deposits.

New alluvia will undoubtedly be found
when extensive prospecting is resumed.

Thomas J. Dillcn, whose appointment
as general manager of Canada Foundries
and Forgings, Ltd., is announced, has
heretofore had jurisdiction only over the

western plants at Welland, Ont., the

Canada Forgings and Billings and Spen-
cer. This now extends to the James
Smart Manufacturing plant at Brock-

ville. Mr. Dillon, who is also one of

the directors of the company, is one of

the most successful forge managers in

Canada, having been associated with the

business for many years and virtually

brought up in it.

W. D. Jacoway has been appointed

superintendent of the open-hearth and
electric furnace departments at the new
plant of Armstrong, Whitworth of Can-
ada, Ltd., at Longueuil, near Montreal.

He was connected with the open-hearth
department of the Dominion Iron & Steel

Co., Sydney, N.S., and later was with the

Bethlehem Steel Co. at South Bethlehem.
More recently he has been associated

with C. H. Macmillan in installing and
operating an electric furnace and open-

hearth plant for the Canada Cement Co.

at Longue Point, Que. The new plant at

Montreal consists of four Heroult fur-

naces and two open-hearth furnaces.

Shortage of Tin Plate Affects Can-
neries.—Canadian canning factories are

concerned over the fact that they have
to depend on American companies to

furnish the cans, and that this year the

supply of cans in the conservation of tin,

is much less than usual. American
canneries are able to obtain only 40

per cent, of their usual requirements,

and are intending to can only perish-

able goods. Where the Canadian fac-

tories will come off is not yet known
exactly, but they, too, will probably be

able to use tins only for exceedingly

perishable products. Cardboard paper

machine and other manufactured con-

tainers are being suggested for some
lines.

Record Zinc Output bv Smelters.—Ad-
vices have been received in Toronto from
the Trail Smel fer of the Consolidated

Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada that

the zinc refinery output has risen within

the past month to a new high record

at 89,000 pounds, or equivalent to about

44% tons. Previously, a new record w»s
created with an output of 83.000 pounds
which has now been displaced. This de-

velonment which is highly satisfactory to

the board of directors, and should be to

the shareholders, compares with a con-

templated maximum output of 25 to 30

tons per day when the company under-

took, the production of zinc by electrolytic

process.

Metal Market in New Zealand.—Ac-

cording to the latest published report,

the metal market in New Zealand is very

greatly restricted for lack of supplies, al-

though there is not the demand for

metals in general that obtained before

the outbreak of the war. Building and
public improvements have been curtailed

materially during the past three years.

There has been a fair demand for fencing

and barbed wire, however, and the sup-

ply has become almost entirely exhaust-

ed. One firm reported late sales amount-
ing to 180 tons of fencing and barbed
wire received from manufacturers in the

United States. This demand is liable to

continue until the close of the war.

Record Demand for Steel Predicted.

—

Manufacturers who were present at the

meeting of the American Iron & Steei

Institute recently in New York were all

of one opinion—that while capacity was
larger than ever before, the demand was
also record-breaking, and that the wants
of consumers this year could not be sat-

isfied. One of the largest subsidiaries

of the U.S. Steel Corporation has noti-

fied consumers that it can make no
further contracts until 50 per cent, of

the orders now on the books are wrorked

off. Many consumers want to buy steel

for delivery as far forward as 1919. The
steel companies will be the heaviest war
tax payers this year, and the incomes of

shareholders will be greatly increased.

This will mean additional revenue for

the Government. Steel manufacturers
have been assured that nothing will be

done in the way of price fixing for Gov-

ernment needs that will disturb their

business in the least.

To Develop Canada's Fuel Supplies.

—

A resolution was adopted in the House
at Ottawa recently reading as follows:

"That in the opinion of this House, it

is of great importance that the increas-

ing demand for fuel for manufacturing

and residential purposes be supplied in

larger quantities and at cheaper rates

than are now possible; that the denosits

of bituminous and anthracite coal in

Canada, located in the extreme eastern

and western portions thereof, be more
fully and thoroughly utilized for the

benefit of the residents of the central

Provinces; that the enormous peat and

lignite deposits so widely distributed

through all portions of the Dominion

be also scientifically- made use of for the

same purpose, and further, that the Gov-

ernment of Canada make a special ef-

fort, through legislation and otherwise,

to have these valuable deposits moro

fullv and rapidly developed, to the end.

that the people of Canada may be ade-

quately provided with these fuels for

industrial and residential purposes."

CATALOGUES
Buffing M?chinery.—The Chase Tur-

bine Mfg. Co., Orange, Mass., have is-

sued a bulletin describing and illustra-

tin describing and illustrating two styles

of buffing and polishing machines. A
specification is included covering the

principal features.
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There are two sound and sufficient reasons why you

should buy our

Foundry Facings and
Supplies

FIRST—You buy a high quality product direct

from the manufacturer and save the usual middle-

man's profit.

SECOND—You buy made in Canada Products

and assist home industry at a time when every

dollar is needed in this country.

We do not bid for Canadian patronage on the

strength of our products being Canadian-Made
alone.

THEY SELL ON THEIR MERITS FIRST—
none better in the world.

How About Your
Plumbago?

Are vou getting full satisfaction? If not give our
No. ioi PURE CEYLON AIR FLOATED
PLUMBAGO a test. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Everybody likes it.

Coke or Charcoal Basket

Made of Strong Galvanized Stee
Wire

A Brush much in favor in Foundries
everywhere

fa
^MADE/
.CANADA

A Big Seller

Highly Serviceable Foundry Ladles

Serviceable Firebrick

Our luii per cent, pure Black (

'

!
"'<' We are distributdrs for Ontario for

Compound is recognized throughout the Harbison-Walker Refractories
Canada as a very superior product Company's celebrated Fire Brick. It

and is in meat demand. Youshould
j s time-tested and proven.

us< it

Quality and satisfaction is our aim

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company
HAMILTON

LIMITED
ONTARIO

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CHILLED SHOT DIAMOND GRIT

Actual Size

The two best Metallic Abrasives

manufactured for SAND BLAST purposes

Since 1887 we have been continually manufacturing our

abrasives- which arc used the world over.

:he dustless and economical metallic abrasives for clean-

ing iron, steel, malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for FUEL SAMPLES and our LOW PRICES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS ALWAYS!

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Avenue Extension BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS Actual Size

Let us assist you in

Grinding DownCosts"
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manufacturers Grinding IVheeh and
Machintr

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

S^TVlA^«1H^-.^W^^^^a!Mm^ftitt-
-k' MafcWK.-wH;

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay-

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo

WINNING THE BUYER'S FAVOR
^ I

A H E best possible buyer is not made an actual buyer at a single step It is

- is one thing to win the buyer's favor for an article and another to make
adjustments incident to closing the sale. Winning the buyer's favor is the

work of trade paper advertising. Under ordinary conditions it should not be

expected to do more.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will, identify the proposition about which you require information.
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E3 [The Ford-Smith Machine Company E3
MUD »"'

Foundry Service

Have you
cons ulted

our Foun-
dry Service,

to help
lower those

cleaning costs?

If not—suppose you
write us now.

Our line i» strictly

first-class. For any-
thing relating" to

Grinding' Machinery,
write us.

THE FORD-SMITH
MACHINE CO. Ltd.

Hamilton, Canada

Mention Canadian Foundryman
when writing Advertisers

r ..' .'
'

._ .,v ... ...-" -".
, : ;
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

/

-

'£- '

.*; gg •... I ..!.•. •- .
*

Mfc^i^.-fHy?, . -VA.V--; •??->.>.-. .- >.-. -.--s •- .-

CRUCIBLES—STOPPERS—COVERS
PHOSPHORIZERS--SLEEVES

and other articles for use in melting and refining metals.

THE BEST IS TRUE ECONOMY
McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO. - - Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.
Built on the principle th.it the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

it Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockovor
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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Oil in the Arctic
CANADA possesses enough petroleum to last the world for a thousand years. This

oil is found on the Mackenzie River — in the Arctic region. The discovery was
made two years ago by Dr. T. O. Bosworth, who reported the story of his "find" to the Dominion Govern-
ment, but it is only now that the people of Canada have given them the story of a national asset of mo-
mentous importance. The tar sands north of Athabasca and Great Slave Late become oil fields of incal-

culable value near the mouth of the Mackenzie. Read this story, told by Dr. Bosworth himself, of Canada's
and the Empire's exhaustless oil fields in

Macleans
MAGAZINE for June

THEN have regard for the following highly interesting special articles and features of the

June MacLean's, always keeping in mind that they are by Canadians for Canadians

—

and so belong by right to Maclean's Magazine, whose elect purpose is to advance the

development of Canadian writers and Canadian literature, and to make the Canadian people

—the best of them—better informed concerning their own land and their distinguished sons

and daughters.

Balfour at Washington
and the war preparations of the United
States, by Agnes C. Laut. An interpre-
tation of Balfour's mission to America as
it relates to the Allies' cause and to the
unifying of the great Anglo-Saxon peoples
into an organized power for the conser-
vation and development of human liberty

and the rights of the c'ommon people.

William T. Dewart
A Character Sketch

The romantic and inspiring story of a
Canadian—a member of a well-known On-
tario family—who is now general man-
ager of the Munsey publications in New
York. The story is exceedingly well told

by a remarkable man—Erman J. Ridge-
way, himself a publisher of brilliant record.

Putting Pep into Parliament
The idea is that the work and proceed-
ings of Parliament should be simplified

and speeded up. Parliament is becoming
more and more of a business institution

and less and less a place for oratory. The
work of Canada is too important and too

vast to permit of elocution and casuistry
and wire-pulling. H. F. Gadsby, a writer
with any amount of "pep" himself, is the

man who pleads that Pep should be put
into Parliament.

Sunshine in Mariposa
By Stephen Leacock

The second instalment of his play whose
setting and incidents are found in Ontario,
Leacock's birthplace. Rich humor, and re-

vealing Canada's premier humorous writer
in a new phase of his astounding ver-
satility.

James B. Hendryx
continues "The Gun Brand." This is a
romance of the Canadian Northland. An
adventurous and ambitious girl teaches
school in Athabasca, and in her journey-
ings thither and in her life and work later

on, there are incidents and experiences and
developments laden with thrills. A fine

story which can be satisfactorily begun
in the June MACLEAN'S.

Sir Gilbert Parker
contributes "At Lake O'Calling."
This is a Canadian story—about the build-

ing of a railroad for Empire business. A
romantic tangle gives the story zest and
shows Sir Gilbert's art finely. Probably
his best story ever appearing in MAC-
LEAN'S MAGAZINE

A. C. Allenson
contributes "June Comes Back."
A very beautiful June bride story—about
June Summers, a charming young woman.

Arthur Beverly Baxter
contributes "The Man Who Scoffed.'' A
war story—and good war stories at this
time have great appeal. We all want to
know more about the life our glorious
Canadian boys are living in these epochal
days. Romance mingles itself with death
and tragedy.

Hopkins Moorhouse
contributes "The Herald Angel."
One of his fine Andy Doolin stories—

a

story of the days of the forty-niners with
their lawlessness and enriching labors. A
storv of valor and primitive passions in
freeset exercise.

Records of Success
This is a feature department of MAC-
LEAN'S given over to sketches of in-

teresting Canadian men and women who
have accomplished things.

Review of Reviews
A department tremendously well liked by
every MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE reader,
for here are found condensations of many
articles of surpassing interest appearing
in other magazines. So do readers keep
themselves informed concerning what is

best and most vital in current thought
and life.

Qij you have evidence of ju?t how much worth-while MACLEAN'S
^^ MAGAZINE is—how admirably it is doing its chosen work and realizing

its own purposes; which are to give the Canadian people a magazine domi-

nantly and usefully Canadian, and which will satisfy from beginning to end

At all News-dealers, 15 cents
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STRIKE A BLOW FOR ECONOMY
Save every particle of iron in your

foundry that is worth saving—you

can do it with

DINGS 8E£
title's how it serves economy. It re- \

(•..vers every paiticle i i' tree iron that

reaches the magnetic section. It

handles material with extremely

little labor. It delivers the products

in such a good condition that all other

materials as well as the iron can be

utilized.

Feed this cost reducer anything that

• •an he handled with a shovel—stray Write to-day.

Dings Magnetic Separator Company,

A Machine That Doesn't Clog

brickbats, gaggers and large pieces of material

usually found in foundry refuse. It has a big ad-

vantage of all other separators and pays for itself

in short order.
Better let us send you full details of the wonderful work it does.

800 Smith Street
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100r; BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

s

The Scientific Met-

allic Sand Blast

Material
that saves 20V

to 80% of

Blasting

Costs

shapes give it

the cutting points
which make it su-

perior to the globules,
shot, cleans quicker an 1

better, No dust, no san 1

storage bins, no sand dry-
ers when you use it. Doesn't
pulverize like sand.
One ton of angular grit equals

•Is of sand. WU1TE.

Pittsburgh Crushed
Steel Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Established 1888.

Canadian Representatives: Williams &
Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

feV*

TR»o( r» A«K

Reg. US. Pat. Off.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it ovA now and place with letters to be answered.
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ABRASIVE MATEKIAI.S
(in. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

rgh Crushed Steel Co . Pittsburgh, Pa,
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
1 an. Harmon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

ALLOYS
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
ANODES. BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Work*. Ltd.. Walkerville, Ont
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Thghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
llvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Divon Crucible Co., Jersey City NJ
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont. '

BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Ene. ft Mfc. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
m™-!?"""^ •* Xan Winkle r°- Toronto, Ont.Hamilton

i

Facms Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton OnStevens. Frederic B„ Detroit. Mich.
Woodi«on. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

B
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K
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Can' H«rt°Wr£ ,'
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ink ' P ''"" Tor™'<1
. Ont.Can Hart Wheels. i, td.. Hamilton. Ont.Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

BRICKS. RIBBING
Can' Harrow? y

an
, ?i

lnK,e Co
-
Toron ">- Ont.<nn Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton, OntWoodison. E. J.. Co., Toionto Ont

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
t^an. Hanson ft Van Winkle c*, tv,-~„i ^ .

Hamilton Fad
JS5, ^

n
.

k,

Ha
C
m iV,oI

0r
On

t' °nt -

Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Blenry St. MontrealManufacturer,' Bnish Co. c eve Vnd OhioStevens. Frederic B., Detroit, MichWoodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Can Hanson ft. Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntHyde 4 Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Ste

a
v
n
e^

aC
p"'I;

S' B
'i'

Sh i
,
•

•• ^"f'sn-l. Ohio.Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

S,4f°"4;Co..^m,,,^ Onr
nt0

'
°"«-

Hyde & Sons. Ltd l"" Klpiirv «t \i*.l.< 1

W. W. Wells. Toronto '
Mon,rea1 '

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
BUFFS AND BUFFING ANDPOLISHING COMPOSITIONS

W.
n
w
H
Tel?s,

&
T„y„

a

nVVink,f
°°- TnrO" t0

' °"*-
Woodison. E. J.. &,., Toronto, Ont
BURNERS. CORE OVEN
f,*l

:?""50n * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, On!.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CARS, (ORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co. Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Monarch Ene. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic I!.. Detroit Mich
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toionto. Ont.

CASTINGS. NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS. MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OntFanner Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Fating Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay, W W., ft Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toionto. Om.

CHARCOAL
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co. Toronto OntW. W. vVells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J . Co . Toronto. Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal One
Standard Equipment Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland. O
CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Oantier. J. H.. ft Co.. Jersey City. N.J '

Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Qui
Joseph Di-ton Cmcihle Co., Jersey City X I
McCiilIoch-Dalrel! Crucible Co.. Pittshni" T'.n
Woodison. E. J., Co., To-onto, Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. o„tHamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Wood -son. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co Tn-on»n i

1 '

Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toionto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto Ont
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Lt,... Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. Ill
(an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Oemmler ft Bros.. Wm.. Kewanee, 111.
Hyde & Sons Ltd., 12 Blenry fit, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., vo., Toronto, Ont.

CORE OILS
Can. Hanson ft Vpn Winkle Co.. Toronto on <

Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd Hamilton, Ont!
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One
Lindsay. W. W.. * Co., Philadelnhia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Vo,, Tr,ron»o. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson ft Vs>n Winkle Co

, Toronto OntHamntnn Farine Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Divon Crucible Co.. Jersey City N T
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE WAX
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co. Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

CRANES
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Lindsay. W. W\, & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Northern Crane W,„ks, Ltd.. Walkerville. Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dixon Cmcible Co., Joseph, Jersey City N J
Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, \ J
Hamilton Facine Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, OntHvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que
McCullough-Dalzen Cmcible Co., Pittsburg Pa
Seidel, R. B.. Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic P... Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Lindsay. W. w\. ft Vo.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. OntHyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J , Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Hvde iw & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.iijde ft sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toionto. Out.
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Hvde VT"1 * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal Que
HM™,'

1

i
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,

F
£
CinK Mil1 Co - I ' t<1 Hamilton, Ont.Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo \Y

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CUPOLA TWYERS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OutHyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
f,
an

„]
lan

,

s
,

m
,'
& v«n Winkle Co., Toionto, OntW W . W ells. Toronto.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Joseph Dixon Cmcible Co.. Jersev City NJ
Gautier. J. H., ft Co.. Jersey City, NJ
llvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntW7

. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC. PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toionto, Ont
Hyde ft Sons^ Ltd.. Montieal, Que.
Woodison, E. J„ Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sens, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont
Gautier, J. H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N..T.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.'
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo. NY.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

I LASKS, SNAP. ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfe. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toionto. Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OnU
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toionto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buflalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
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LITTLE WORDS WITH BIG MEANING
aaU

fuaUttr Bmtu?
According: to "Webster,"
Quality is "an excellence
of character; natural
superiority."

definition of
The per-is

i

C(

Webster's
"Service"
formance of labor for the
benefit of another."

We use these words advisedly—fully understanding their

definitions—and realizing the obligation we place upon our-

selves by their continued use in connection with our products

of Iron and Steel, and our attitude to the people we serve.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

MONTREAL HAMILTON

Pig Iron,

Steel &. iron Bars,
Horse Shoes,
Steel and Iron Products.

Steel Billets,
Track Spikes &

Bolts, Forcings,Wire
of every description.

// any ndvertisemerit interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Ont.

FOUNDRY FAITNGH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. Toronto,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Monarch Eng. .V Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

FOUNDRY. GRAVEL
Can. Hausan ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton Pa
Hyde ft Boos, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodieon. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

H'BNA(K LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Hamilton, Out.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimoie.
SUvens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
FURNACES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
•Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

JFURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton Ont
Hawley Down Draft Fumace Co., Easton
ilyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

(GOGGLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton N J
MeCullough-Dalzel] Crucible Co., Pittsburgh

'

Pa
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING

< an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntHyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH. SWING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.GRIT. ANGULAR
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh

GRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh
HELMETS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto (

w^S* S
°2.9 ' l

AdA u Bleury st- Montreal.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville OntHOISTS. HAND, TROLLEY
rr
an

T ^""j"1" &
r
Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.rode & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que

Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. OntIRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto
TCyde ft Soils. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich

I HON FILLER
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto

sJ™„. p ",,' ''Hi'
1^ Bleurv St.. Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OiitIKON HAND
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsbuigh PaJOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
\,Mi.„

I
i

a
« '\.-

& V> V
y,'

nk,e Co- Toronto. Ont.Midland Machine Co., Detroit Mich
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.'KAOLIN
w
a
™ i

H8ns
S
n

•* V
,^„ W> kle Co- Toronto. Ont.

llarn.lton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
SK £ S

,

on
,,'

U<i" U BleuTy St- Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo NY
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.LADLES. FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Joseph Di^ou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton '

Orit
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

* Northern Crane WoTks, Walkerville.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Sly. W. W\. Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland. O
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton
Hyde ft Son*. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monar.h Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md
Woodison, e. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
LADLE STOPPERS. LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
JoseDh Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J
Hvde ft Sons Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Pa.

Pa.

Out.

il.

Ont.

Out.

Ont.

Ont.
Pa.

. Pittsburg, Pa.
Ont

Milwaukee, W >^

Ont.

Ont.

Out.

Ont.

Ont.

Pa.

Ont.

I It IL. Philadelphia.
McCullongh Dalzell Cru< il

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto,

MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separatoi Co

MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
I an. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal
I harles C. Kawin Co., Toronto.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. Toronto.

MIXERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Hamilton Facins Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont!
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co.. Coventry, Eng.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co. Hamilton Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle CV>., Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore Md
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
PATTERN SHOP EOUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto ,,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

PTG IRON
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont.
PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
.Tosnph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N.T
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Mcf'nllough-Dalzel! Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City N.T
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton,' Ont.
"'"'• * Sm>v Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McCullonuh-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodson. E. .T. . Co.. Toronto. Ont.
PLATTNG AND POLISHING srpi^T.TF.S
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Wnnrfiirm. E. J. Co. Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee. WisRAMMING PLATES AND MACHINE*
Car:. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W'cljson. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
RETORTS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronln. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersev City. N..L
Jonathan Bartlev Crucible Co.. Trenton N J
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
"*oo,i; =on. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
RIDDLES
Can. Hanson ft Van W'inkle Co. Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
RESIN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
ROUGE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. ,L. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Snpplj Co., Boston, Mj

S*ND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

C \ND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago. 111.

''an. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons Ltd.. Montreal Que.

New I ii Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Steven-. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
SAND BLAST SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.
SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland. O.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Ms

SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. One.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Woodiimi R. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, 'Mass.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Wood'son. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal.. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.,. Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde ft Socs, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dom. Iron ft Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde ft Sous. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
STONES. RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.
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DSAY

CRANE*?
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers

Etc.

ANODES
Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed

Why 11111)011 your anodes when you
can get guaranteed quality, quicker

delivery, and can save duty and elimin-

ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

TALC
<">n Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Ht'Ip A- Sons, I.H., MotiTr^al^ Qup.
F. I Woodison Co.. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND ICNNELS
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hwle & Bons. Ltd.. Montreal.,. Que.
McCnlloch-Dalzell Crucible Company. Pittsburg

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd. Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

TRACK. OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont,
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Worta. Ltd.. WaJkerrille, Out
Woodison. E. J . Co., Toronto, Ont

TRICKS, DRYER ANI> FACTORY
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hvde &. Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury 8t, Montreal.
Stevpns, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
VVondisoiL, E. .T.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

TURNTABLES
Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Dnt.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Northern Crane Works. Walke'-ville.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wnndifon. F. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
VENT WAX
Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Blrnrv St, Montreal.
I'ni'ed Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Wrydison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd,, 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Bons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS. GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St... Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Fnited Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. F. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Tan Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont
Woodi'or-. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Perm., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles
Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

A -26

Practical, Economical

Sand Sifter
Do you study economy ? It's

quite the habit nowadays.
Practice it on the BATTLE
CREEK SAND SIFTER. Here
is a machine that will do
more work on less air than
any other sand sifter, and it

will do the work well. Smooth-
running, simple machine.

Let us go further into its

value to you. Write to-day.

Battle Creek
Profit Maker

BATTLE CREEK SAND SIFTER CO.
Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.
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The "Advance" Scratch Wheel Brush
Just as the name implies—in advance of all others

MADE EITHER SOLID OR SECTIONAL
Our brushes arc of the highest prevalent quality and their services assure a saving

of time and worry.

Each and every one guaranteed.

Brush illustrated herewith is our "Advance" Scratch Wheel. It will increase your
output 25 per cent. It is in advance in economy, efficiency and durability, as a trial will
easily convince you.

Instantly built up to any width face by changing the number of sections. Each
section is a brush in itself. This brush has many other advantages.

Write for catalogue. It will give full information on our entire line of brushes.

The Manufacturers Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
19 Warren St., New York Patented April 4, 1911.
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GUARDING
THC

FOUNDRY
TRADE

To protect the trade—against delays — against inferior qualities, I

have large stocks of worthy products ready for immediate delivery.

Stevens Superior Supnlies do not stop Avith being merely desirable—
they are a positive NECESSITY as a matter of saving-money economy
in foundries and plating shops.

Once you buy them you will have naught else.

Pick sonic of these "good things" and, if you arc unacquainted with
a matter of saving-money-economy order a barrel on approval, for trial.

Stevens Pure East India Plum-
bago— direct from the Is-

land of Ceylon.
Stevens No. 2 King Kore
Kompound—the one proved
perfect production.

Stevens Xo. 4 Columbia Part-
ing Cheapest although
best.

Stevens Carbon Blacking
Something super-excellent.

Stevens Stopper (Iron Filler)
—A wonderful money saver.

Stevens Core Oils -The Oil of
oils.

Stevens Core Gum—The climax
in core binders.

Fire Sand.
Fire Brick.
Fire Clay.
Cupola Blocks.

Gautier Crucibles.

Hostetter Coke.

Seacoal Facing.

Talc or Soapstone.
Molding Sand.
Foundry Molasses.
Foundry Flour.
Foundry Rosin.
Core Oven*.
Foundry Equipment.

Stevens Trinoli Compositions.
Stevens Buffing Compositions.
Genuine Turkish Emery (some
numbers ).

Stevens Improved Am
Emery.

ButTing Wheels.

Emery Glue.

Spanish Felt Wheels.

Canary Yellow Dextrine.

Cyanide of Sodium.

Nickel Anodes.

Nickel Salts.

Chemical Sundries.

Platers' Supplies.

Polishing Room Equipment.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compos'tions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL: Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Street

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co., Indianapolis. Indiana
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streels. New Haven. Conn.. E. E. Seeley. Manager
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CLEANING SHELLS

Special Wire Brushes for All Classes

of Shell Work

We manufacture all

kindsof polishing wheels

for cleaning both inside

and outside of shells.

Let us solve your polish-

ing troubles.

Leather Wheels, size \Y\ x 2" Linen Wheels, size \Y\" x 2

CLEANERS
We manufacture in Canada a full line of caustics

for removing grease.

Kostico, Essex Cleaner, XXX Lye, New
England Cleaner, Acme Mineral Cleaner.

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Company, Limited
Toronto - Canada
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Metal Industry News

A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternmaking Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The MacLean Publishing
Company, Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, and London, England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, JULY, 1917 No. 7

PIONEER SHIPPERS
of

ALBANY MOULDING SAND
Labor and car shortage coupled with an
unprecedented demand, will probably re-

sult in a severe shortage of moulding sand
this fall.

If the foundries will arrange to receive this

material in equal shipments during the
next three months it will reduce the usual

Fall rush and will work for the good of all.

Whitehead Brothers Co.
ESTABLISHED 1850

Largest Shippers in the World of Foundry
Sands, Clays and Gravels

BUFFALO NEW YORK PROVIDENCE
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TAKE OUR
ADVICE

We Point the Way to Better

Business and Bigger Profits

100% Results
or No Charge

Maximum Production
at Minimum Cost

You may be doing a good business, b ut WHY NOT BETTER IT? You
can do it and increase vour profits with the aid of the

KAWIN SERVICE
Practical Expert Business Builders

Our highly trained and experienced force of FOUNDRY EFFI-
CIENCY EXPERTS, with a knowledge of the world's best

methods of production, will show vou how to CUT THE COST
OF PRODUCTION, how to INCREASE YOUR PROFITS, and
how to BUILD UP YOUR BUSINESS.

If your business is not satisfactory we
guarantee to give it a substantial boost.

If you have a problem that's difficult

to solve, we will solve it to your entire

satisfaction on a guaranteed basis be-

fore we start.

We are putting new life into the best of

industries—in fact all kinds of indus-

tries. If you want to get maximum
results at minimum cost, take us into

your confidence. We guarantee to

make good.

Ask Us to Call and Demonstrate—No Obligation

Charles C. Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists, Metallurgists, Foundry Advisers

Chicago, 111. Dayton, Ohio
307 Kent Building, Toronto.

San Francisco, Cal.
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WAR ORDERS
Must be filled with promptness and dispatch, and given

attention above all other orders. We are prepared to help

you in this crisis by shipping you promptly from our well-

filled warehouse stocks located at Toronto and Windsor,
Ontario. Here are a few items of our own manufacture
that we suggest you try us out on.

" Woodseed "

Liquid Core Compound
An answer to the high cost of Linseed oil cores.

"Woodseed" costs you less but you can obtain the

same results with Woodseed cores that you can

with high-priced Linseed Cored Work.

Then. too. it works easily in the core boxes and

hakes quickly without giving off any obnoxious

g • s. When you come to knock "Woodseed"'

cores from the castings you'll find they rap out

easily leaving a smooth, clean surface. Economy
all the way. Try a barrel out in your core room
now. You need not pay for it until we've shown

results.

Woodison
Quality Wax Vent

Here is a wax vent that is uniform at all times, is

easily handled in all kinds of weather and has

no string in it- make-up to hold it up and ohstruct

the vent.

We make it in our own manufacturing plant from

imported wax and we sure do turn out a fine

product It is put up in handy-sized spools and is

in all the standard diameters. We make it

a- -mall a- ''> 64 of an inch and it measures abso-

lutely that on the scale—no variation—uniform

throughout. Send in your order promptly— we'll

fill it from stock.

Woodison
Perfect Perforated Chaplets
Another product of our own manufacture that we
are extremely proud of is our Perfect Perforated

Chaplets.

We make them in all sizes and styles to suit your
wishes and they are made on dies so that their

accuracy is absolutely guaranteed.

We specialize in any style of perforated chaplet

that you may require. One of our specialties is

our Perfect Perforated Aluminum Chaplet made
especially for the Brass Trade. It's a great deal

better than the old-fashioned way of bending a

piece of tin by hand.

All of these chaplets fuse readily with the metal.

Prove this statement by sending us a trial order.

Woodison
Snap Flasks

For all classes of snap work, we manufacture the

Woodison Snap Flask.

This sturdy flask is designed for use on molding
machines as well as on bench work and its con-
struction throughout embodies the idea of

strength.

It is made of selected maple, reinforced around
the edges with steel bands and angles at the
corners.

Made in all sizes to your order and shipped sud-
denly to all parts of the Dominion.

This is not a cheap flask, it is a good one. What
-ize^ shall we send vou?

REMEMBER WE SELL THE DOWNER GRINDER.

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal TORONTO, ONT. Windsoi

Foundry Facings, Fire Brick, Woodseed Liquid Core Compound, Polishers' and Platers' Supplies, Compounds and Equipment,
Cupola Blocks, Foundry Supplies and Equipment

// any advertisement interests you, tear U out now and place with, tetters to be answered.
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Extract from a Manufacturer's Letter

to His Salesmen and Jobbers

A DEALER in Toronto recently received a letter from
a manufacturer calling attention to the fact that it

is easier to sell advertised products than goods which
are not advertised.

The dealer thought the letter a very good one and so

passed it on to us. It is a good letter and so we in turn
pass it on to our readers that the usefulness of its

message may be multiplied.

"The salesman who sells adver-

tised goods is the man who gets the

interview always.

''That's why the salesman of ad-

vertised goods can get a good hear-

ing—can get to the order point

quickly—why the buyer wastes no

time when he talks to representa-

tives of manufacturerswho advertise

their products.

"You know advertising helps

you salesmen. Are you letting our

advertising pages help you sell our

line?

"Trade paper advertising edu-

cates the reader on the worth-while

products and puts the manufactur-

er's claims in black and white

—

shows why the advertised goods

should be used.

"Readers of advertising are in-

formed of the reliable goods in their

field—for only reliable products can

be continuously advertised. We
have been advertising for twenty

years.

"We trust you are letting our

trade paper advertising help you."

[^sssssssss^^
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Hopper feed, above ground, shake grates

The Canadian Uncle Sa]m Combination

"It's right we are"

Look it Over
Use the Wire for Munition orders

Your castings depend on the

quality of your molten metal. If

a defective furnace is used, you
best know the results that follow.

But a furnace that combines econ-

omy in its operation and produc-

tion together with quality of work
done is the ideal combination that

should be in every foundry. Mon-
arch furnaces give these qualities.

They are renowned for their ex-

cellent saving features. But they

also must prove their value to you
before you accept them. Is that

an expression of confidence? An
inquiry will give you full informa-

tion.

"Monarch" Double Chamber Furnace

Another of the "Monarch
brands." This double chamber
furnace eliminates the use of cru-

cibles and is an ideal medium to

reduce cost but increase tonnage.

Used for all metals. We invite an
inquiry. Oil or gas and air.

The Monarch Engineering

& Manufacturing Company

1206 American Building

Baltimore. MD., U.S.A.

Shops: Curtis Bay, MD.

Catalog C.F. 7, 1917

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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THE SLY SAND BLAST
With The Never- Wear Nozzle

The never-wear-oul feature of the nozzle on our Sand
Blast is only characteristic of the machine as a whole.
It excels. It is giving complete satisfaction to many,
why not you?

We manufacture:
Sand Blast Rotary
Tables
Sand Blast Rooms
Ladles
Core Ovens
Cranes

Cleaning Mills
Cinder Mills
Dust Arresters
Rosin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Cupolas
Sand Blast Machines Core Sand Reclaimers

Complete Sand Blast Rooms and Equipment
a Specialty

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND - - OHIO - - U.S.A.

WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

Careful
Attention
Accorded
All Orders
and
Inquiries.

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
SOFT TOUGH

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
For Cleaning All Sizes and Shapes of Castings

STOVE TRIMMINGS
OF LUSTROUS BEAUTY

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

Foundry ChapletS of every description
Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Everything for the Foundry

WE arc in a position to supply you with the following high

grade materials, at the lowest cost, from our stock, mines,

and manufactures.

High grade clay, silica, chrome and magnesite bricks of all shapes,

chrome ore, mica schist, silica grit, ganister, fire clays, etc., for

lining converters, openhearth, basic and acid, electric or other

furnaces. Steel molding, core furnace bottom, and all kinds of

iron molding sands to the very finest grades. Best grades of plum-

bagos, crucibles, core wash, silica mold wash, sea coal facing, core

compound, talc, partamold, and liquid core compound to take the

place of oil at one-third the cost.

We are also in position to quote you on foundry equipment, such

as ladles, cupola, converters, openhearth furnaces, core ovens,

sand mixing machines, pneumatic rammers, chisels, riddles, etc.

We are the selling agents for Canada of the famous Rennerfelt

Electric Arc Furnace. The most efficient, modern, and economical

furnace in the market for melting steel, iron, brass, copper, nickel,

moneil, or any metal from five hundred pounds to seventy-five ton

capacity.

In connection with our supply and foundry equipment depart-

ment, we are in a position to give expert advice on brass, cupola,

converter, openhearth, and electric furnaces, also on foundry

construction, foundry efficiency, mixing of metals. Molding in

iron, steel, brass and moneil, as well as acting in an advisory

capacity in regard to the purchase of raw materials so as to secure

you the most suitable materials at most reasonable prices.

We will be pleased to have you call upon us at any time regard-

ing your problems, as our services are gratis. Write us.

HYDE & SONS, LIMITED
New Birks Building

MONTREAL QUEBEC

// any advertifement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

CruciblesLof Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing- front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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English Manufacture

mBM^
We have a large stock in both
warehouses for immediate
shipment. More arriving weekly.

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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- - -.-BUFFALO BRANDS

Vent Wax
Reliable

Economical
Easy To Use

It has proven to be the easiest ami best

way to vent any core. Simply bed it in

the sand. leadini? it to the proper outlet.

and it will be entirely absorbed by the

core when drying, leaving a good, clean

vent just the size and shape of the wax
used.

ask your supply house for samples 01

write us. A trial will be the most positive

way to prove its value.

United Compound Company
228 Elk St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Look for the*Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

^i!!ii:i:iiiii!i!i:iii!iii]iiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiii!i!i: 1 1 1 1 r

J. H.-jG.a utier'-".Si" Co.
5 A

The Metal Is There

The "Standard" Will Get

RECLAIM
Your Waste Metal

with a

STANDARD MILL
QkQkO/ of all the metal con-
*s *s /0 tained in cinders, slag,

skimmings, old crucibles, etc.,

is the average for the "Standard"
Contiuous Feed Mill. Capacity
600 to 1500 lbs. per hour.

Only 2\ to 3iH. P.
Same Water Used Over and Over.

The "Standard" is shipped
complete ready to operate.

No special foundations or pits

under floor required.

Ask for List of Users in Canada
and States.

The Standard Equipment
Company

Manufacturers of
Special Foundry Machinery

New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

// any advertisement interests you. tear it nut now and place with letters to be answered.
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Melting

Sand

"WABANA"
Machine Cast Pig Iron

Cast in specially shaped moulds to permit of easy

Handling, Piling and Breaking.

Chill Cast—''SANDLESS"—Pig Iron melts quicker

or with lower fuel consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2240 pounds to the ton

and it is ALLMETAL—no sand.

We grade this iron according to the Silicon, as follows

:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over

1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

An iron therefore for every Foundry purpose.

Enquiries solicited. May we have the pleasure of

quoting on your next requirements?

I Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited j
II Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S. S

SALES OFFICES: =
HI Sydney, N.S.; 112 St. James St., Montreal; 18 Wellington St. Ea»t, Toronto

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



There is here given in racy fashion, yet evidencing in the variety derail discussed con-

siderable painstaking and scrupulous regard for developments in the period under review, to

tin ' nd that as far ax possible everything t mbraced by the article title, wide in scope as it

happens to be, should get at least a passing reference. Speaking generally, the advances made
in the spht res of Industry, Finance, Transportation and Insurance are prominently featured.

CANADA'S position at the close of

the fiftieth year of Confederation
is imposing only in so far as pres-

ent day conditions are placed in contrast
with those prevailing at the dawn of the
Confederation era. Progress is at best a
relative term, and to appreciate to the
full the extent of this country's develop-
ment, one must visualize the setting in

which that development was commenced.
To all intents and purposes, the whole

of Western Canada, with its far-flung
population, its many fine cities, its thou-
sands of miles of railway and its enor-
mous agricultural production, must be
eliminated from the canvas. It is true
that by 1867 some ten thousand people
had settled in the Red River Valley; that
stragglers had penetrated even farther
west. It is also true that the gold rush
of the late fifties had poured population
into the Fraser River Valley and that
Victoria was already a fair-sized town.
But these widely-separated settlements,

on the prairies and at the Coast, were
almost as distant from Eastern Canada
in those days as Australia is to-day, and
further, their business associations were
entirely with the neighboring sections of

the United" States.

Canada in 1867

The picture of Canada in 1867 nar-
rows, therefore, to the comparatively
restricted limits to the older settled por-
tions of the country—the narrow fringe
of clearing along the St. Lawrence; the
lake front counties of Ontario; the coast
and river settlements of Xew Brunswick
and the scattered towns and fishing vil-

lages of Nova Scotia. The wider vision

of a great and prosperous West had not
yet seized upon the minds of the people
and their field of possible endeavor lay

•Also in MacLean's Magazine.
••Of MacLean Publishing Co. Staff.

ranspoi

no further off than the thickly wooded
concessions of the back counties.

Though fairly well populated and sup-

plied with the modern means of com-
munication, the older sections of Quebec
and Ontario were still in a comparatively
crude and undeveloped condition. Even
between Montreal and Toronto, then as

now, the two foremost centres of popu-
lation in Canada, the appearance of the

country was anything but prepossessing;.

There remained much uncleared land.

Many of the homes of the inhabitants

were at best but miserable shanties. The
people were poor; the children dirty and
ragged; the cattle lean. Towns, which
were quite as numerous as they are to-

day, and in several cases nearly as large,

were suffering from the after-effects of

the Grand Trunk boom, and exhibited

numerous unoccupied and delapidated
buildings.

From Prescott to Ottawa, then the cus-

tomary route to the Capital, the railway
traversed what appeared to be a continu-

ous pine swamp, wet, dismal and depress-

ing. The Capital itself lay hidden away
in the midst of green, unbroken forests,

which closed in on the log houses and
small villas lying on the outskirts of the

embryo city.

To the rear of the counties fronting on
the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario, set-

tlement was just getting under way at

the time Confederation came into being.

Railways were being promoted to tap the

resources of Peterboro, Victoria, Simcoe,
Grey and Bruce Counties, and settlers

were arriving from the Old Country to

people their solitudes. In fact, this par-

ticular section of Canada was goin^
through an experience which has since

been duplicated many times in the West.
The Government was devoting special

attention to the settlement of the free

grant lands in the Muskoka District. Ad-

vertising matter of the same brand as

that which later lured thousands of im-

migrants to the prairies, told of the pros-

pective wealth to be derived from the

cutivation of the soil in this remote part

of the province. In response to the ap-

peal, population was penetrating as far

north as Parry Sound on the shore of the

Georgian Bay, while Bracebridge was
thronged with newcomers.

Oil and Gold Booms

It was about this period, too, that the

oil boom in Enniskillen Township and

the gold boom at Madoc were absorbing

public attention. The former attracted

the curious from all parts of the coun-

try- To reach the oil fields, visitors had

to leave the Sarnia branch of the Great

Western at Wyoming and drive through

the woods to Oil Springs. It was a trip,

as described by travelers, full of spec-

tacular interest. The great dark forest,

traversed by a narrow plank road; the

constant succession of carts coming and

going with their barrels of oil; the der-

ricks, oil tanks and engines scattered

through the clearings, all presented a

scene of strange and outlandish charac-

ter. Oil Springs itself was a village of

wooden hotels, thronged with specula-

tors and hangers-on, who by their fren-

zied efforts to secure paying properties

increased the popular interest in the dis-

trict, i.

The Madoc gold finds were made in

the year before Confederation and the

rush to the mines in the spring of 1867

was one of the events of that momentous

year. Prospectors in lare numbers

thronged to the new gold fields, from

which so much was expected, and many

miners, who had participated in the Cali-

fornia and British Columbia rushes, made

their way to the new Eldorado. Five

lines of stages from Belleville to Madoc
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were for a time insufficient to accommo- ver, falls little short of that figure. In eration from a crude backwoods settle-
date the crowd who sought access to the the year of Confederation, however, Mon- ment into one of the finest cities in
scene of the discovery. treal was the only urban centre that America. So unprepossessing was its ap-
These events, bulking largely in the came within 50,000 of reaching the 100 r pearance when it was selected by Queen

popular imagination at the time, have 000 mark. Toronto could not boast 50,- Victoria to be the seat of government
long since dwindled into their proper pro- 000 inhabitants. Winnipeg was a mere that it was described as the Cinderella
portions. The oil wells of Enniskillcn hamlet. Ottawa contained but 15,000 of Canadian Cities. Its intrinsic beauty
have become a commonplace; the gold people. Hamilton just exceeded 20,000 was recognized, but that beauty was so
strikes at Madoc have sunk into insig- by a narrow margin. As for those flour- hidden by uncouth and dirty surround-
nificance. Reference has been made to ishing Western cities—Calgary, Edmon- ings that the comparison was by no
them merely to illustrate how place? ton, Regina, Saskatoon, Brandon, Moose means inapt.
which fifty years ago
were on the very
fringe of settlement
and to reach which
tedious journeys had
to be made, are now
left far in the rear
by the tide of pro-

gress. The gold of

Porcupine has long
since eclipsed the
gold of Madoc, and
in Southern Alberta
the oil prospector
has been finding new
fields for his investi-

gations.

Lumbering

In various other
respects conditions
have changed in old

Ontario and Quebec.
Lumbering was a far
more important in-

dustry fifty years
ago than it is to-day.
The Great Western
Railway brought
down from its Sarnia
branch annually
large quantities of
oak timber. This
wood was rafted at

Hamilton and towel
to Quebec for export
to the Old Country.
The Northern Rail-
way carried to To-
ronto, and the Port
Hope, Lindsay and
Beaverton Railway
hauled to Port Hope
trainload after train-

load of lumber for
shipment by schooner
across the lake. Cord-
wood was one of the
commonest commodi-
ties of the day, and
trainloads of it were
a common sight on
the railroads fifty

years ago. It was
used not only for
heating and cooking,
but it formed the
universal fuel for locomotives, and from
the back settlements thousands of. cords
were shipped annually to the United
States.

Early City Settlements

The extent of settlement in 1867 was
reflected in the cities. To-day there are

LUMBERING ON THE UPPER OTTAWA. A FLOURISHING INDUSTRY AT THE TIME
OF CONFEDERATION.

Jaw, and Vancouver—they were practi-
cally all non-existent. Only conservative
old burgs like Quebec, Halifax, and St.

John, had populations in any way com-
mensurable with present figures.

Our Capital City
The beautiful capital city of the Do-

in the Dominion six cities with popula- minion, whose natural charms have been
tions in excess of 100,000 — Montreal, greatly enhanced by the work of the Ot-
Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Hamilton, tawa Improvement Commission, has de-
and Quebec—while a seventh, Vancou- veloped during the fifty years of Confed

Curious visitors who
went to view the new
capital during the
early sixties, came
away with mixed im-
pressions. It was ad-
mitted that the site

of the Parliament
Buildings was a love-

ly one; that the sur-
rounding forests had
a wild impressive-
ness, and that the
clear air, everlasting
resounding with the
noise of falling
water, was exhilarat-

ing, but what were
these natural attrac-
tions when everyday
living conditions

were so bad ? The
streets were rough,
the houses friean and
squalid, the hotel ac-

commodation wretch-
ed, and the food poor.

Lumber and sawdust
littered the place un-
til it looked like one
vast timber yard.

A sister of Lord
Monck, who visited

the town shortly be-
fore the Governor-
General moved there
from Quebec, groan-
ed over the prospects
of life in such a
place, describing it

as "t'other end of no-
where." And it is

known that civil ser-

vice employees, who
had to forsake the
comparative loveli-

n e s s of Torooto,
Montreal, or Quebec,
for its early crudi-

ties, bemoaned their

fate, while Ministers

of the Crown took

the earliest oppor-
tunity to escape from
its impenetrable dull-

dullness.

Of course, all this

Ottawa to-day boastshas changed,
the possession of every modern facil

ity, not only for the enjoyment, but

for the improvement of life. Its

beautiful streets and parks, its splen-

did public buildings, its superior ho-
tels—all these combine to render the
contrast with the miserable, down-at-
the-heel settlement of fifty years ago
most striking and complete.

And what of other cities? Montreal.
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the foremost city of the Dominion with
its more than 600,000 people could, in

1867, muster barely one-sixth of that

number. In extent it was very consid-

erably smaller. Its principal business

thoroughfare of to-day, St. Catherine
Street, lay on the outskirts of the city.

Even lordly St. James Street, with ils

splendid financial institutions, was only

just in course of construction. Business
centred in Notre Dame Street; McGill
College stood out in the suburbs, and it

was a mile walk from the edge of the

city to the mountain.

In several respects, Montreal, fifty

years ago, was greatly inferior to the

present city. Its streets were notoriously

filthy, especially alone; the docks where
the mud frequently lay knee-deep. The
lighting even of the main thoroughfares
was inadequate, gas being then the uni-

versal illuminant. The drainage was bad,

and in this connection one visitor tells

of having to leave the Theatre Royal
one night in the middle of an amusing
comedy on account of the vile odors thac

were wafted in through the windows.
Apart from these deficiencies, however,
the city seems to have been an imposing
place with its solid-looking buildings, its',

many fine churches and its active com-
merce.

Our Queen City

Toronto's expansion during the fifty

years has been equally, even if not more,
phenomenal. When it is recalled that in

1867 Queen's Park, now in the heart of

the city, was on its extreme northern
edge, Trinity College was situated a

mile beyond the western limits and that
troops were able to go through extensive
evolutions on a great common that lay

between the city and Spadina Avenue,
some faint conception of the physical
growth of the place can be obtained. In

population it has increased twelve-fold,

or roughly from 40,000 to 480,000.

The cities in the east, Halifax and St.

John, have probably exhibited fewer
changes than their western sisters. Hali-

fax, which has now about 50,000 inhabi-

tants, had a population of 30,000 at the

time of Confederation. St. John, which
to-day contains approximately 54.000

people, was then a place of 35,000 inhabi-

tants. In Halifax the lives of the citi-

zens revolved around the garrison of

British regulars which manned its forts

and citadel. Some trading, it is true,

went on with the West Indies. Fish was
exported; sugar and other tropical pro-

ducts imported. But the military and

naval interests of the place predominat-

ed and trade and commerce, while a ne-

cessary evil, were not allowed to thrust

themselves too far into the foreground.

The commercial spirit was more in

evidence in St. John, a city which then

as now regarded its Nova Scotia con-

temporary with a feelin? of suspicion

and rivalry. St. John had been a notable

shipbuilding centre for years and, not

only was manv a stout vessel built each

year in its shipvards, but its merchants
owned and outfitted numerous deep sea

craft for service on the seven seas. The
docks of St. John were a busy spot in

those days, for ships and sailors were

numerous and there was a constant com-
ing and going of vessels from distant

ports.

Industries Feature

If cities were small fifty years ago,

so also were the industries that flour-

ished in them. Industrially, there has
been a remarkable change in Canada
during the past half-century. When Con-
federation came into being the settled

sections of the country were plentifully

supplied with an immense number
of small steel industries. Each town,
each village, had its little group of

manufacturing establishments which
produced the essentials of life for the

people of the immediate neighborhood.
A flour and grist mill, a sawmill, a
tannery, a carding and fulling mill, a
carriage factory and not infrequently a

brewery or distillery were the possession

of practically every centre of popula-

tion.

The census of 1861 showed that in On-
tario alone there were in operation 501

flour and grist mills, 1,164 sawmills, 271
tanneries, 185 carriage factories, and
143 breweries and distilleries. In On-
tario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island com-
bined, there were 8,503 industries, of

which 1,785 were flour and grist mills,

4,240 sawmille, and 710 tanneries. By
1867 all these figures had probably been
considerably increased.

Few of these primitive local industries

have survived the evolution of the cen-

tralized factory system. Here and there

through the country there may remain
some pathetic examples of these once im-

portant institutions. But, generally

speaking, the economies introduced in

the operation of the large factories of

to-day have made it quite impossible for

the small industry to exist.

Lachine Canal an Industrial Factor

Even in the sixties there were evi-

dences of the development of large-scale

manufacturing. The building of the La-
chine Canal seems to have produced a

considerable industrial boom in Montreal.

The canal furnished four million horse-

power of hydraulic energy per annum,
a huge figure for those days, and, as

practically all manufacturing was done
by waterpower, manufacturers natural-

ly flocked to this new source of energy.

The extent and importance of the fac-

tories along the canal filled visitors with

astonishment. There were huge iron

works, employing no fewer than 120 men
and producing 12 tons of nail plates per

day! There was a wonderful new flour

mill, which could grind 500 bbls. of flour

in twenty-four hours. There was a sugar
refinery with a capacity adequate Lo

manufacture seven-eighths of the sugar
consumed in Canada and there was a

marine works, which could produce sev-

eral ships for river and lake service each
season.

One may smile at the expressions of

amazement with which the citizens of

1867 regarded these examples of indus-

trial enterprise, the size and output of

which have long since been eclipsed by

immensely larger establishments, but,

after all, there were some industries in

operation fifty years ago which would
astonish even the wonder-sated folk of
the twentieth century. The sawmills at
Ottawa, for instance, were undoubtedly
marvels. There were ten of them run-
ning night and day in an endeavor to
keep pace with the efforts of the ten
thousand lumbermen who were busy
felling the forests along the river. One
of these mills boasted eighty saws and
the others were very little smaller. The
ten mills together turned out 180,000,000
feet of lumber a year, while 16,000,000
cubic feet of square timber was rafted to

Quebec each season for shipment across
the Atlantic. In that golden age of the
lumber trade, it took 800 ships, manned
by 25,000 men, to carry the harvest of
the Ottawa from Quebec to England.

Wood Shipbuilding

These were great and picturesque en-
terprises and so, too, was the wooden
shipbuilding industry, which was in its

heyday of prosperity when Confederation
came into being. At Quebec and at many
a harbor and port on the coasts of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, fine, large
wooden vessels were built and launched
annually in considerable numbers. There
were fifteen shipyards at Quebec alon^,
in which from 25 to 50 ships were turn-
ed out each year. Unfortunately, except
for a forced revival of the industry at
the present time, wooden shipbuilding is

dead and thus an interesting chapter in

Canadian industrial history is closed.

However, all industry in Canada in

and about the year of Confederation was
not so spectacular, though to the peop!e
of the time many of the developments
seemed very wonderful. In Hamilton, for
instance, where foundations for future
industrial greatness were even then be-

ing laid, it was deemed a remarkable
feat on the part of the local manufac-
turers to have installed $100,000 worth
of new machinery in a single year. The
production of locomotives at Kingston
was considered a work little short of

marvellous. The erection in Sherbrooke
in 1866 of a woollen factory five stories

high was heralded as a most important
event, while Victor Cote's new tannery
at St. Hyacinthe, which gave employ-
ment to 90 hands, was regarded as a
mammoth plant.

But if industries were small and scat-

tered, the products of industry were by
no means inferior. At the great Paris
Exhibition in 1867, the goods of Cana-
dian manufacturers showed to advantage.
Furniture made by Jacques and Hay in

Toronto was declared to be superior to

anything on display. The wall hangings
of the Stauntons compared favorably
with the product of the English makers.
The Barbers, of Streetsville, showed
cloths and woolens of most creditable

quality. Implements from the Jones
plant at Gananoque and the Whiting
plant at Oshawa, were highly commend-
ed, as were also the cigars exhibited by
Davis, of Montreal.

Transportation Developments
Industrially, Canada has traveled far

since those far-away days. All the mar-
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velous expansion which the introduction
of electricity has facilitated has come
since then. The mammoth textile works
with their electric drives; the great steel
plants; the huge paper mills; all these
and many more have sprung into being
since 1867, and in no respect has the pro-
gress of Canada been more marked than
in this department of national life.

Hand in hand with the growth of in-

dustry has gone the extension of trans-
portation facilities and rapid means of
communication. In 1867 the railway sys-
tems of the country, since expanded
into transcon-

tinental propor-

tions, were lim-

ited in scope.

This was espe-

cially true of the

Maritime Pro-

vinces, where
the stage coach

was still an es-

tablished and
very mecessary

institution when

the Confedera-

tion era dawned.

Nova Scotia was

served by two

short lines of

road, running

from Halifax to

Truro and from

Halifax to

Windsor respec-

tively, a matter

of some hundred

miles of track in

all. New Bruns-

w i c k likewise

had but two

railways, one
connecting St.

John and She-

diac and the

other St. An-

drew's and
Woodstock.
Prince Edward
Island, which
has now a sys-

tem of 275 miles,

was without any

railway at all.

In short, the

three Maritime

Provinces among
them had only

about 300 miles

of road in opera-

tion, whereas to-

day their mile-

age extends to

3,668 miles.

The Upper Provinces were somewhat
better served. The Grand Trunk, then

the longest railway in the world under
one management, ran from Portland,
in Maine, to Sarnia, in Ontario, and
from Riviere du Loup, on the Lower St.

Lawrence, to Richmond, P.Q. Its most
formidable rival was the Great Western,
running from Niagara Falls through
Hamilton, to Windsor, with a branch
from Hamilton to Toronto. Northward
stretched lines from Prescott and Brock-
ville to Ottawa, from Port Hope to Bea-

verton, and from Toronto to Colling-

wood. All the rest of the network of

roads now traversing both old and New
Ontario were non-existent.

Railroad Through Traffic

The idea of through traffic was only
just being evolved in 1867. The Great
Western, then a wide-gauge road, as
were most of the railways in Canada,
had laid a third rail from Windsor to

Niagara Falls and built a car ferry for

service across the Detroit River, in order
to secure a slice of the business between

in this regard that they were receiving.
Communication between the Maritime

Provinces and the Upper Provinces in

those days was usually by coasting ves-
sel from Halifax or St. John to Portland
and thence by Grand Trunk to Montreal.
The extension of the Halifax-Truro road
to Pictou, completed in the Confedera-
tion year, gave a new summer route up
the St. Lawrence to Quebec, while one
of the fruits of the new political ar-
rangements between the provinces was
the establishment of a line of steamers
to run from Montreal and Quebec to

Maritime Pro-
vince ports.
Otherwise it was

\ possible to take
a longer stage
journey up the
St. John valley

from the railway
terminus at

Woodstock t o
Edmundston and
across the height
of land to Riv-
iere du Loup,
where the Grand
Trunk termin-
ated. This was
the route by
which the Brit-

ish regulars
journeyed to Up-
per Canada at

the time of the
Fenian scare.

THE DEEP CUT. A VIEW OF THE WELLAND CANAL IN THE EARLY DAYS.

the newly developed settlements in the

Middle West and the seaboard. The
Northern Railway from Toronto to Col-

lingwood was paying so much attention

to the traffic it was receiving from the
upper lakes and trans-shipping at To-
ronto for lower lake ports, that settlers

along the line complained of the difficulty

of getting their cordwood shipped to To-
ronto. In fact, the promoters of the

Toronto & Nipissing and the Toronto,

Grey & Bruce made it a point in solicit-

ing financial aid from the municipalities

that they would serve the settlers better

Victoria Tubular
Bridge

The recent com-
pletion of the

Victoria tubular

bridge at Mont-
treal was then

filling the minds
of visitors with
awe and aston-

ishment. It was
hailed as one of

the wonders of

the world, a
scientific achieve-

ment without a
peer in the his-

tory of construc-

tion. Its three

million cubic feet

of masonary, its

eight thousand
tons of iron, its

enormous length,

its great cost,

were dilated
upon in unmeasured terms of admiration.

For the times it was indeed a remarkable
engineering feat, but since then many a
far more wonderful undertaking has been
completed in Canada, which illustrates

still further how the country has pro-

gressed.

Canada's canal system had by 1867
reached considerable proportions and
comparatively speaking, traffic by water
was of more importance than that it is

to-day. The lakes were covered with
sailing craft, while steamboats were far

more numerous than they are now. Of
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course, all these vessels were so much
smaller than the big freighters of the

twentieth century that mere numbers
were insignificant. At the same time
they provided a most picturesque element
in the picture of Canada in 1867. Thi;

passage of fifty schooners a day through
the Welland Canal was by no means an
unusual experience in the year of Con-
federation.

The canals were much smaller than
they are to-day. Those on the St. .Law-
rence, by means of which ships passed
up from Montreal to Lake Ontario, con-
tained but nine feet of water, while the
locks were limited to 200 feet in length.
Notwithstanding this, records of vessels
are not uncommon which had sailed down
from the upper lakes and, passing
through these canals, had later crossed
the Atlantic.

Conditions of Travel

Traveling conditions in the year of
Confederation were none too satisfac-
tory. As compared with the luxury of
the present day, a journey even for a
short distance was an arduous and un-
comfortable undertaking. In the Mari-
time Provinces, if a traveler preferred
an overland journey instead of a trip by
coasting vessel, he would have to put
up with the inconvenience of a weari-
some ride in a big, lumbering, springless
stage over rough roads, his only solace
the occasional pauses for rest and re-
freshment at old-fashioned change
houses. In the Upper Provinces, he
would have to contend with the wretched
service of what were referred to at the
time as the most poorly conducted rail-

ways in the world.
Two trains a day in each direction

were sufficient to accommodate the traf-
fic between the two largest Canadian
cities. One made the journey by day,
the other by night, and the run was sche-
duled for something like fourteen hours.
The locomotives burned wood and there
were frequent stops en route to re-load
the tenders. Cars were small and light,

the track poorly laid and the bumping
and jolting terrific. . One wretched tour-
ist who endeavored to beguile the te-

lium of the journey by a game of

draughts found to his disgust that it

was quite impossible to keep the men on
the board.

Postal System

The postal system in Canada fifty

years ago differed very little from the
present system except that very much
higher rates of postage had to be paid,

and it took much longer for letters to

Teach their destination. The rate to

points in Canada, that is, Ontario and
Quebec, was five cents; to the United
States, 10 cents, and to England, 12y2
cents. A special weekly service to Hali-

fax, via Portland, having been arranged,
a business man in Toronto or Montreal
could send a communication to Nova Sco-
tion for the sum of 12% cents. As for

British Columbia, it cost 25 cents to for-

ward a letter to the Pacific Coast.
Statistics for the year 1863 show that

there were in the Upper Provinces, 1,-

974 post offices in that year and that the
number of letters carried was 11,000,000.

New Brunswick had 375 post offices, in

which 833,625 letters were handled, and
Nova Scotia 493 post offices, with 1,467,-

726 letters. The year's revenue for the
three provinces was $853,778, and the

expenditure, $896,303. As an indication

of the extent to which the postal service

has since expanded, it may be said that
in 1915, the revenue for all Canada was
over thirteen million dollars and the ex-
penditure nearly sixteen millions.

Telephones

While the telephone was unknown in

1867, the telegraph and the Atlantic ca-

ble were both in existence, and so far
as telegraphic communication was con-
cerned, Canada was well served. In-

deed, in Nova Scotia the boast was made
that they had more lines of telegraph
per inhabitant than in any other country
in the world and, what is even better,

lower rates. In Ontario and Quebec, the
Montreal Telegraph Company, with over
3,000 miles of wire, controlled the situ-

ation, while in the Maritime Provinces
the lines, about 2,000 miles in extent,

were controlled by the American Tele-
graph Co. As there are to-day over
200,000 miles of wire in the telegraph
systems of the country, it is obvious
that here again there has been vast de-

velopment.
The story of the telephone is all con-

tained within the limits of the Confed-
eration era. There were no telephones
when Confederation was born. To-day
there are between six and seven hun-
dred thousand instruments in use, with
over a million and a half miles of wire
connecting them.

Electrical Street Railways

Electric street railways have been an-
other modern development. In fact, in

the year of Confederation, horse cars

had only just come into use. Toronto's
system had been opened in 1861. It con-
sisted of six miles of track on Queen and
Yonge streets, with eleven cars and 70

horses, a total investment of only
$175,000. Montreal had also about six

miles of track with similarly small equip-

ment. Halifax was a third city with a
system of horse cars at that time. The
innovation was not welcomed. One cri-

tic complained that "the street railway
is an institution for the benefit of those
who ride, at the expense of those who
drive, and is a flagrant violation of the

rights of the majority. The horse rail-

way is a permanent obstruction; it prac-

tically divides a wide street into two nar-

row ones and a narrow one into two
lanes. It is questionable whether it will

be found profitable in Canada."
In the light of this hostile attitude, it

is interesting to note that the tiny sys-

tems in the three leading cities of 1867
have since developed into a vastly im-

portant series of electric lines, located in

practically every city in Canada, oper-

ating upwards of 1,700 miles of track

and carrying annually six hundred mil-

lion passengers. The capital invested in

them amounts to over $150,000,000.

Trade and Finance

Trade and finance have shown marvel-
ous expansion in the fifty years of Con-

federation. When it is considered that
in 1868 the country's total trade only
amounted to a little over $131,000,000, of
which $57,500,000 represented exports;
that the export of manufactured products
in that year scarcely amounted to $2,-

000,000 and agricultural products ex-
ported were under $13,000,000 in value,
then the growth becomes all the more
remarkable, for, in 1916, Canada's trade
amounted to nearly a billion and a half
dollars; her exports of manufactured
products to $242,000,000, and her exports
of agricultural products to $250,000,000.
Her mineral exports in the same period
jumped from $1,800,000 to nearly $67,-
000,000, and the products of her fish-

eries from $3,500,000 to over $22,000,000.

The development of trade has been
graphically reflected in the expansion of
the financial institutions of the country,
notably the chartered banks and the in-

surance companies. There were as a mat-
ter of fact, more banks doing business
in 1867 than there are to-day, but the
banks of the Confederation year were
very much smaller and, in several cases,
they were in a notoriously shaky condi-
tion. In all, there were twenty-six of
them in existence, with a paid-up capital
among them of approximately thirty mil-
lions, or about a quarter of the paid-up
capital of the twenty-one institutions
now operating under Dominion charters.
There were about 120 branches doing
business, the large majority of which
were located in the Upper Provinces.

Since 1867, sixteen of the twenty-six
chartered banks on the list in that year
have disappeared, either through failure
or amalgamation, leaving but ten of their
number to carry on the traditions of the
pre-Confederation days. The survivors,
in point of age, are the Bank of Mon-
treal, Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank of
British North America, Bank of Toronto,
Molson's Bank, Bank Nationale, Merch-
ants Bank, Banque Provinciate, Union
Bank, and Canadian Bank of Commerce.
Eleven new banks have been established,

bringing the present total up to twenty-
one.

To-day Canadian banks have over 3000
branches in Canada alone, not to mention
agencies in the United States, the West
Indies, and elsewhere. Their assets have
grown since 1867 from seventy-five

millions to well over two billions; their

liabilities from forty millions to over
eighteen hundred millions. They have
deposits of over fifteen hundred millions

as compared with twenty-five millions

fifty years ago, and their circulation has
expanded in the half-century from nine

millions to over $132,000,000.

Insurance

Life insurance was the smallest of

Canada's financial institutions in 1867.

Only one Canadian company—the Can-
ada Life, which had been organized in

1847—was operating, and the total in-

surance in force of all companies, includ-

ing British and American, did not exceed

$30,000,000. Progress in this one busi-

ness alone has been little short of phe-
nomenal. Company after company ha3
been organized until to-day no fewer
than twenty-six domestic companies are
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reporting annually to the Dominion De-

partment of Insurance, not to speak of

fifteen British and sixteen American
companies.
By the end of 1916, the insurance in

force on the lives of Canadians
amounted to nearly a billion and a half

dollars, of which nine hundred millions

was carried by our own Canadian insti-

tutions. The hitter, whose assets in the

year of Confederation were a mere baga-

telle, now show accumulated wealth ap-

proximating three hundred million dol-

lars; their annual income runs to over

sixty million dollars; while they dis-

bursed last year to policyholders or to

their beneficiaries nearly twenty-five mil-

lion dollars in cash.

The business of fire insurance has en-

joyed a similar expansion. Our Canadian

companies, then few in number and un-

influential, had at risk in 1867 about

fifty million dollars, on which they were
receiving premiums of somewhat less than

half a million dollars and paying losses

of from a quarter to half a million dol-

lars a year. Last year, the domestic fire

companies had $663,758,129 at risk, on

which they were receiving premiums of

nearly five million dollars, while they

met losses during the year of over half

that amount.
One might proceed and produce figures

bewildering in their detail to demon-
strate how far Canada has progressed

in every department of business activity

since 1867. The tremendous expansion

of agriculture due to the opening up and

settlement of the West; the development

of mininar, which is placing Canada in

the forefront of the mineral-producing

countries of the world; the growth of the

fisheries; the extension of hydro-electric

power in industry; these and a hundred

other matters might easily be referred

to as affording means of gauging the

country's fifty years of progress. How-
ever, enough has been written to give a

faint idea of the Canada of fifty years

ago and with this in mind it is not diffi-

cult to picture mentally the extent of

development.
©

DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION
OUTPUT

THE Dominion Steel Corporation report

shows that new records were made in

steel products, but that coal production

was less than in recent years owing to dif-

ficulties of transportation. Steel produc-

tion for two years compares as follows:

Mar.. 1917 Mar.. 1916
Pitt iron 346.926 329,664
Steel inirots 377.079 371.086
Bloom and billets for sale. 144.051 142.252
Rails 17,495 35.197

Wire rods for sale 67.492 55,106
Mars 5.259 8.017

•Wire 35.142 36,058
Nails 20,175 19.262

•This includes wire used in manufacture of

nails shown in next line.

"The distribution of shipments con-

tinues to follow the lines indicated in last

year's report," comments the president.

"The production of steel for munitions in

the form of blanks, barbed wire, etc., has,

however, advanced to the first place in im-

portance, and preference is given to this

over all other forms of steel. The next

element in order of importance is the ma-
terial furnished to manufacturers in

Great Britain, France and Canada, en-

gaged in the production of war materials,

for which a strong demand still con-

tinues."

The total production of all the collier-

ies was considerably below that of recent

years, amounting to 4,279,772 tons,

against 5,261,198 in 1916, 4,550,512 in

1915, 5,047,683 in 1914, and 5,051,603 in

1913. "The causes of this falling off,"

says Mr. Workman, "were beyond the

control of your directors, arising for the

most part from the scarcity of men conse-

quent upon enlistment for service over-

•seas, and also to a considerable extent

from the lack of adequate transportation

facilities."

BY-PRODUCT COKING
By T. J.

AMONG many branches of development
in modern scientific industry there is

probably none of which less is known to

the general public than that of by-pro-

duct coking—that is to say, of the manu-
facture of coke on a large scale for use

in the blast furnace and the foundry,

and of the contingent recovery of valu-

able by-products from the coal used.

Formerly all coke for use in the metal-

lurgical industries was made in "bee-

hive" ovens—a considerable portion of it

being yet made by this primitive pro-

cess, in which a considerable portion of

the carbon, as well as the volatile ele-

ments given off under the influence of

heat are consumed to keep up the tem-

perature of the oven. The only pro-

duct of this system, therefore, is a re-

mainder in the form of coke, amounting
usually to about 60 per cent, by weight
of the coal put into the oven.

About thirty years ago the by-product

oven was introduced, and more recently

it has made such progress concurrently

with improved methods of recovering

and treating the by-products that at the

present time the larger proportion of

the coke production of Britain is made
under by-product recovery conditions.

The essential difference between the two
systems is that while the older one is a

burning process (with necessary limita-

tions as to the amount of air admitted to

the oven), the newer one is purely a dis-

tillation process involving external heat-

in? and the total absence of air; and
whereas the product of the one consists

of coke only, that of the other, besides

a larger quantity of coke from a given

weight of coal, includes also, in some
coses, a large volume of surplus gas, in

all cases valuable residuals in the form
of coal tar and ammonia, or ammonia
compounds, and in may cases benzol

which is the principal "intermediate" of

some of our most powerful high explo-

sives, and of many varieties of coal tar

dyes.

Amon? other things, little known to

the public, is the large part which is be-

in? plived bv the by-product cokins in-

dustry bo^h in helping the Allied nations

to win the war and in keeping going

many of our most important industries,

under war conditions.

By-Product Ovens Surpass Gas Works
The popular idea is that the principal

source of ammonia and toluol, for ex-

ample is the gas works of the country.
In point of fact, the by-product of coke
ovens, and certain closely allied processes

yield more both of coal tar and ammonia
than all the gas works of the country
combined, and much more of benzol and
toluol, which they are able to recover
from their gas more systematically and
thoroughly than the gas works can from
theirs. Altogether, there are now about
120 by-product coking plants in Great
Britain, comprising about 8,000 ovens,

each carbonizing a coal charge of from
eight to ten tons in from 30 to 36 hours,
or approximately five charges per week.
As the operation of the plants is continu-

ous the potential yield of metallurgical

coke per oven per year, allowing liber-

ally fdr all contingencies, and for occa-

sional repairs, may be taken at from
1,200 to 1,500 tons, so that the aggregate
output may be put at approximately 10,-

000,000 tons.

In some cases the ovens have regenera-
tors; in some they have not. In the lat-

ter case the greater part of the gas given-

off in the process of carbonization is used
for heating the oven flues—in the for-

mer only about half is required for this

purpose, so that there is a large volume
of gas available for consumption under
steam boilers (thus again saving coal),

for use in gas engines, or for sale. In

several cases the surplus gas is cheaply

sold to power companies, and raises

steam for the generation of electricity;

in others it is transmitted to iron and
steel works for heating purposes, in oth-

ers, again, it is sold to the statutory gas

authority of the locality for the town
lighting.

The town of Middlesbrough is now
wholly lit by gas from the coke ovens of

Messrs. Samuelson & Son, Port Clarence

Works, and the sunply of the City of

Leeds is partly derived from the coke

ovens at Middleton Colliery some miles

away. Generally speaking also, each ton

of coal distilled in the by-product oven
yields from 7 to 9 gallons of tar, from
24 to 32 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia, and
in the maiority of cases now, from 1%
to 2% gallons of benzol, which is some-
times sold to chemical works in crude

form, and sometimes fractionated on the

spot to commercial benzol, totuo 1
. xylol,

and solvent naphtha. Some of the plants

have also their own distillery, and some
recover naphthalene or ammonium
chloride.

No actual figures can be readily eiven,

but it may be affirmed with confidence

that the bv-products thus recovered on

modern cokinsr plants in England, Wales
and Scotland, represent an annual value

of $10,000,000 (all of which would have
been Tost in the "Beehive" oven process).

There is also the consideration that to

produce the same weight of coke under
the old system at least a million tons of

coal would have been required, an impor-

tant consideration at this time, when the

supply of coal is unequal to the demand.



ROLLING BRASS SHEETS IN A LARGE CANADIAN METAL WORKING PLANT.

Present Day Production of Metals and Minerals in Canada
By J. M. Wilson'

Despitt restrictions of output and reductions in operating efficiency the mining industry

of Canada has maintained its position well and in some respects where subject to war stimula-

tion, its efforts hare been greatly extended and widened. Metallic magnesium, metallic

arsenic, ferro^molybdenum, Cobalt alloys, nickel refineries, all testify to the capacity and
ability of tJu mining industry] presaging a future continuance of its present prosperity.

ABOUT a century and a half before
Confederation, early French set-

tlers carried on the mining and
smelting of iron ore near Three Rivers
in Quebec Province under a grant from
Louis XIV. In 1915, there were 22 blast

furnaces located in 12 separate plants,

which in 1916 produced 1,169,257 short

tons of pig iron valued at $16,750,903
the previous highest production having
been in 1913. when 1,128,967 short tons

were produced.

Despite its antiquity, and its present

important dimensions, the growth of the

iron and coal industry in Canada h"1 ^

been of comparatively recent date, the

third quarter of the last century havin ;

seen numerous vicissitudes and successes

in various parts of the country. The
present day, however, sees the sis f er in-

dustries supporting the country in tirr.e

of stress and. with numerous dependent
activities, achieving an undreamed of de-

velopment when compared with the pro-

portions existing at Confederation.

Relative Importance

While f he present state of activity

will be subiect to modification when nor-

mal conditions return, the mineral and
manufacturing resources of the Domin-
ion have ereat!y altered their relative

positions in the country's trade, and i.i

so doing have betrayed a welcome wealth
of material which under other circum-
stances misrht easilv have remained more
or less dormant. A glance at the accom-

• Associate Editor. Toronto.

panying table shows that manufactures
have advanced from fifth place to sec-

ond place, increasing thirty-eight fold,

and mineral produce now occupies fourth
place instead of sixth, its increase being
twenty-nine fold.

VALUE OF CANADIAN EXPORTS.
1868-70 1915 Ratio

$ $
Aprricul. produce, millions.. 12% 134% 10.5
Animals and their produce. 914 74V4 8

Fisheries produce 3 !
,i 19 Vi 5.5

Forest products 20V4 42% 1.9
Manufactured products 2V4 85V2 38
Mineral products 1% 51% 29

The extent to which nearly all manu-
facturing industries are dependent on
iron and coal for their existence lends

additional interest to the value of manu-
factured exports, a value which reflects

itself back through machines, chemicals,

equipment, and power, to the earthly

twins, iron and coal.

While not of such great value, the

mineral produce is of particular interest,

in that rare and commonlv occurring ma-
terials are here found in more or less

abundance, the variety being profuse in-

deed, and, with the exception of radium,

vanadium, uranium, and platinum, in-

cluding nearly every other mineral and
metal found in any other country. Many
of the products mined to-day were com-
paratively unknown to the world of

science in 1867, yet at this moment are

produced in large quantities, to play

their part as essential substances in th?

world war, and later as mainstays of
the Dominion's commercial life—nickel,

copper, silver, gold, asbestos, and alu-

minum to mention a few only.

Coal and Iron Inseparable

Apart from their individual values to

civilization, the interdependence of iron

and coal is such that a review of either

without the other would be incomplete,
yet it is a peculiar' feature that the
greater part of the raw material used
is imported; for instance, in 1914, 94 per
cent, of ore, 50 per cent, of coke and
56 per cent, of limestone necessary for
pi? iron production was imported. In

the early days, however, both ore and
fuel were produced at or near the scene
of operations, largely because of the un-
developed state of transportation, and
for this reason we find the province of

Nova Scotia early occupying the pre-

mier place amongst Canadian provinces
as a producer of iron and coal.

As far back as the year 1604, the dis-

covery of iron ore in Nova Scotia by one
of the French governors of Acadia is

recorded, but no real development took
place until during the first half of the

nineteenth century, during which severnl

discoveries of ore were made until in

1880, iron ores were known to occur in

fifteen of the eighteen counties of the

• province. The earliest record of coal

in Nova Scotia is said to be in 1672, but
apart from sundry efforts, no organized

development took place until the year
1825, when a company known as the
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General Mining Association, Ltd., of
London, Eng., acquired all known and
unknown minerals, except those previ-
ously granted. Circumstances subse-
quently enabled the company to secure
control of all mines and minerals and
insured the continuance of coal mining
at the well known seams of Stellarton,
on the mainland, and Sydney Mines, in

Cape Breton.

Nova Scotia Districts

Mineralogical features and transporta-
tion facilities early combined to divide
the Province of Nova Scotia into three
districts known as Pictou, Cumberland,
and Cape Breton, and up till the decade
preceding Confederation, more or less

intermittent efforts were made with vary-
ing success. In 1825 the Annapolis Iron
& Mining Co. erected a 35 ft. stack at
Clementsport, but after two years' oper-
ation closed down due to political influ-

ences, being stopped till 1860. Again in

1862, it shut down for ten years, resum-
ing operations in 1872, when 600 tons of
ore from a local mine were smelted, the
resulting yield of 163 tons of pig iron
going to Boston. White birch charcoal
made locally, was the fuel, and fluxes
were imported from St. John, N.B. This
last effort only extended six weeks.

In 1828 an abortive effort was made
by the General Mining Association to

manufacture pig iron in Pictou county,
but the first attempt which accomplished
really tangible results over a term of
years was that which resulted in the
formation in 1874 of the Steel Company
of Canada, with a capital of £500,000.
This was one of the high water marks of
a business which had its inception in a

Catalan forge in 1850, followed by a
smelting furnace with water power and
charcoal fuel, producing seven tons of
pig iron per day. The year 1860 saw a
rolling mill added to the plant on the
west branch of Great Village River; in

1862, a puddling furnace was added, the
bars from which were shipped to Shef-
field, and in 1867 a wheel foundry was
installed. A subsequent reorganization,
in 1887, due to market conditions, saw a
million dollar company, the Londonderry
Iron and Mining Co., to take control, but
the depression of the early "nineties"
was the beginning of the end, and only
a pipe foundry remains of this extended
but fruitless effort.

Concerns of To-day

The two concerns which now represent
the iron and coal industry in Nova Sco-
tia are the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.,

and the Dominion Iron & Steel Co.. the
former operating plants at Sydney Mines
and New Glasgow, and the latter at Syd-
ney. The success of both concerns is

largely due to one fact, viz., the avail-

ability of high grade ore from the Wa-
bana mine in Newfoundland, but their

bistories vary much. In 1872, the town
of New Glasgow saw the start of the
Hope Iron Works near the scene of ar.

unsuccessful attempt by the General
Mining Association to smelt pig iron in

1828. By 1885 the business had deve-
loped to a point where the Nova Scotia
Steel Co. was formed by the principal

shareholders, with $160,000 capital and

a 15-ton acid line open hearth furnace
installed along with a 26 in. cogging mill
and a 16 in. merchant bar mill. Here
the first steel ingots in Canada were
produced on a commercial basis, although
basic open-hearth practice was adopted
five years later, and the Duplex process
more recently.

Up to 1889 imported pig iron had been
used, but the formation of the New Glas-
gow Iron, Coal and Railway Co., in 1890
gave access to ore properties which were
successfully utilized. In 1894, the Wa-
bana ore fields of Bell Island, Newfound-
land, were acquired, and since then the
record has been one of continued pro-
gress, the present name of the company
being assumed in 1900 after purchasing
the coal and other properties of the Gen-
eral Mining Association in Cape Breton.
Thus one of the most successful of the
pioneer bodies was finally taken up by
a later and much vaster organization,
forming an interesting link with early
times and imparting that touch of strug-
gle and failure combined with ultimate
success, which adds so indefinably to the

prestige of old established yet modern
concerns.

The production of coal from Sydney
mines is an important feature, the an-

nual production rising from 250,000

tons in 1900 to 840,000 tons in 1912, one
third of this being used in iron and steel

manufacture.

From Coal to Steel

The earliest development in this field

however, was by the Dominion Coal Co.,

which in 1893 began active development
of the most important coal areas here.

It was due to a peculiar combination of

circumstances that it was compelled to

enter the iron and steel industry, the

Dominion Iron and Steel, with a capital

of $30,000,000 being formed in 1899.

The original plant was laid down for

the production of blooms, billets and
slabs, but was subsequently extended
to produce steel in more finished forms.
The Co. secured by purchase a portion

of the Wabana ore deposits, this ma-
terial when used with Sydney coal yield-

ing satisfactory results.

Subsidiary enterprises utilize the by-
products, over 5,000,000 gallons of tar

from the six hundred odd coke ovens
being handled, together with cement and
fertilizer products from slag. From a

production of 950,000 tons of coal in

1893, the output has risen to 4,500,000

in 1912.

Quebec Efforts

In Quebec province the blast furnace
industry is almost extinct although in-

termittent efforts were made dating
from the year 1737 mentioned at the be-

ginning of this article. In 1867, Moise
was the scene of an attempt to smelt

iron on a commercial scale, likewise St.

Urhan in 1873 and Hull in 1872 and 1887,

all of which were unsuccessful. At
Radnor and Drummondville, however,
furnaces were operated continuously

from 1887 to 1912 on local ore, with
locally-made charcoal as fuel, an aver-

age output of 8,000 tons per annum be-

ing maintained. The present industry

consists of steel production in small
open-hearth furnaces and electric furn-
aces, also the manufacture of special

stee's the tonnage of which is relatively
small.

Ontario a Success

Operations in the Ontario iron and
steel industry are unique in the
fact that all fuel used together with
the greater part of the ore used is

imported. Geographical features have
divided the plants into two groups the

Ontario, and the Lake Superior. Num-
erous deposits of ore have been found in

Eastern Ontario and many of these in

Mayo township are shippers.

The early efforts to establish the Iron

industry date from 1800 when an at-

tempt was made in Leeds county. Norm-
andale was also the scene of a failure

a few years later which, however, was
more or less redeemed between the years

1832 and 1847 during which time it was
successfully operated on bog ores of

the vicinity with charcoal fuel. Other
efforts were the Marmora furnace 1820-

1875, Madoc, Houghton and Burnt River
being also the scenes of ultimately aban-
doned efforts.

In 1892 the province of Ontario was
without a single blast furnace, but from
1894 when smelting was started in

Hamilton, followed later by the Lake
Superior activities, the growth of the in-

dustry has been steady. The Ontario
district now contains seven blast fur-

naces, the Steel Company of Canada,
in 1913 producing 180,000 tons of pig

iron, 157,000 tons of steel ingots, and
192,000 tons of finished merchant bar.

Western Developments

The Lake Superior district contains

four blast furnaces, three of which are

operated by the Algoma Steel Corpora-

tion, Sault Ste. Marie. An idea of the

extent of the development at this point

will be gathered from its output figures

for 1913, pig iron made, 308,000 tons;

coke made from American coal, 411,000

tons; steel ingots made, 438,000 tons;

steel billets made, 20,000 tons; rails

made, 320,000 tons; merchant mill pro-

duct, 19,000 tons. A considerable

amount of native ore is mined in this

district, the Helen mine in the Michipi-

coten range being the largest producer

in Canada, with 1,000 tons per day, other

shippers are the Helen and Magpie
mines, northwest of Sault Ste. Marie,

while the Moose Mountain range con-

tains an important deposit of magnetite.

The amount of iron ore mined in Can-

ada in 1913 is not insignificant despite

the troubles of pioneer efforts. In that

year, 307,000 tons were produced but

since then, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia have ceased. Ontario produced

195,000 tons of that amount, Helen and
Magpie mines shipping 22,000 tons and
Moose Mountain 3,300 tons. In 1914,

244,000 tons were produced in Ontario

of which 184,000 tons were shipped to

Canadian furnaces and 60,000 tons to the

United States.

Mineral Developments

Canada was a gold producer of some
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importance at the time of Confederation,

the output for the live preceding years

being 882,947 ozs., valued at $18,252,14."..

British Columbia produced more than

seven-eights of this amount, Nova Scotia

saplying the balance. Quebec became a

producer in 1877, Yukon in 1885,

Alberta in 1886 and Ontario in 1891. In

these the Yukon has the record for any
one year, 1,077,553 oz. in 1900, valued at

$22,275,000. By 1914, Ontario had se-

cured premier annual place with 268,-

305 oz. valued at $5,546,356.

Ontario has a well established lead in

silver since 1906, till now she is seven

times as productive as British Columbia
the figures in 1914 being 24,215,926 oz.

and 3,212,111 oz. respectively. in cop-

per, the positions are reversed, British

Columbia producing 41,221,628 lb.

against Ontario's 28.94S.211 lb.

The history of nickel has been re-

capitulated so frequently of late that

further emphasis on its value as a na-

tional asset seems impossible in these

columns.

Unique Source

Talc, graphite, gypsum, feldspar,

mica, corundum, molybdenite, asbestos,

and manganite are some of the minerals
now produced commercially throughout
the Dominion. The world's chief source

of asbestos is in Quebec, and with the

exception of Ceylon, Canada is the only

source of supply of amber mica, the

United States securing its supply of this

very necessary material for electrical

work almost wholly from the Dominion.

Adding to these the existance of

petroleum and natural gas on a con-

siderable scale in certain localities, the

variety of our natural resources becomes
more evident, and when modern develop-

ments is water power utilization are tak-

en in consideration, the whole industrial

complexion assumes a wonderful aspect
in comparison with fifty years ago, a

surpassing roseateness dimmed only by
the world cloud of struegle but ever
holding forth promise of future bright-

ness and greatness which in other fifty

years may well outshine the present,

even as the present outshines the past.

®
FTRE LOSSES IN MAY

LOSSES by fire in the United States

and Canada during May reached the

stupendous total of $24,968,000 just

$9,000,000 more than the correspond-
ing month of last year.

In these figures are included the values
of many expensive Canadian factories

and industrial concerns. The rapid
growth of the monthly fire loss is caus-
ing grave concern. In these days when
the country is straining every effort to

reach a maximum production, the loss

of a single factory is felt, and it is

urged that a campaign for great fire

prevention be immediately launched.

Losses So Far

The losses in the United States and
Canada, according to The New York
Journal of Commerce, for the first five

months of 1917 reach the unusually
large aggregate of $129,108,455, as com-
pared with 113,528,920 for the same
months in 1916. The following table

gives a comparison of the losses for
May of this year with those of the two
preceeding years, together with the

losses by months for the balance of 1916
and 1915:

1915 1916 1917
Jan. S20.060.600 $ 21.423.350 $ 36.431.770
Feb. .

.

13.081.250 24,770.770 29,587,660
March 18,786.400 38.680.250 17.523.000
April 1S.1S0.S5O 12.681.050 18.597,225
May 11.388.150 15.973.500 24,968.800

Total 5 mo. $81,497,050 $113,528,920 $129,108,455

12,247.500
July . . 9.006.800 23.013.800
Auk. . ... 10.067.100 10.745.000
Sept. . . . . 14.823.500 12.244.625

Oct. .. . . . 1 1.165.850 17.701.375
Nov. . ... 21.204.850 19.898.450
Dec. . 20 877.100 22.063.325

Ttl. for yr.$182.836,200 $231,442,995

Big Fires in May

There were some 261 fires during May
each of which caused an estimated pro-

perty damage of $10,000 or over. This
compares with 244 such fires in April,

270 in March, 381 in February and 303

in January, making a total of 1,459 fires

since the first of the year, which caused

a loss of $10,000 or over. The May fires

classified according to their destructive-

ness, show the following results:

Estimated Loss— No. of Fires

$ 10.000 to $ 20.000 71
20.000 to 30 000 53
30.000 to 50.000 41

50.000 to 75.000 31
75.000 to 100.000 19

100.000 to 200.000 26

20C.0O0 and over 20

Total 261

Of the twenty large fires during Mav
which each caused a loss of $200,000

or over, the following are worthy of

special notice:

Location—Description

—

Amount.
Columbus, Ohio, department

store $ 300,000

Pocatello, Idaho, garage and
200 autos 340,000

Toronto, Ont., ammunition
factory 350,000

Sioux Falls, S. D., grain
warehouse 1,000,000

Macon, Mo., railroad station,

etc 550,000

Lexington, Ky., several busi-

ness houses 600,000

Atlantic, Ga., dwelling sec-

tion of city 5,000,000

Fort William, Ont., stove

Works 500,000

Bowie, La., lumber yards
and dwellings 1,000,000

Greenwich, Conn., dwelling 300,000

Practically all of the important fires

in May involved well insured property,

and the fire underwriters, who had suf-

fered severely in the first quarter of

1917, are now much worse off.

Ontario Figures

The summary of fire losses in Ontario
during the first four months of the year
is as follows:

Loss not
No. of Insurance covered
Fires Loss Loss by Insur.

Jan 798 $ 808.419 $ 566.589 $241,880
Feb 1.020 1.369.139 1.105,039 264,100
March .... 765 1.144.373 886,126 268,247
April 666 1.201.361 998,384 202,977

Total ...3.249 $4,523,292 $3,556,138 $967.1111

While the aggregate amount of the
April loss ($1,201,361) is in excess, it
is gratifying that the number of fires
in the province in the mosth of April
is loss by nearly one hundred than iii

the preceding month, declares the re-
port of the Ontario Fire Marshal. Un-
fortunately, the aggregate of the fire
loss is due almost entirely to two large
fires, both of which are under investiga-
tion. In Hastings county, Graham &
Company's evaporator at Belleville was
burned, involving a loss of about $185,-
000. In Norfolk county, the loss is al-
most exclusively caused by the fire in
the premises of the Dominion Canners
at Simcoe. It has not yet been ascer-
tained what the exact amount of the
loss by this fire is, and we are conse-
quently estimating it at the figures furn-
ished in the official Fire Chief's report,
namely, $23,000 on the building and
$500,000 on the contents. This may be
very far astray, but it is the official esti-
mate and when the loss is determined, it

will be adjusted in the subsequent
month's return.

CAR SHORTAGE SERIOUS
REPRESENTATIVES of various Boards
of Trade and the railway companies are
to meet in Ottawa on July 3rd, to outline
a plan for revising the existing car de-
murrage rules. If an agreement can be
reached the Railway Commission will be
asked to ratify the new regulations im-
mediately. It is felt that if the present
rules are not changed car shortage will

become more acute month by month.

"The public should have a clear realiz-

ation of what is aimed at in the revision
of these demurrage rules," said J. E.
Dalrymple, vice-president of the Grand
Trunk, recently.

"The situation is unprecedented. In
every territory on the continent there
is a demand for cars that cannot be
fully met. It is useless to look to the
car builders for relief. They have more
work now than they can handle. If the
situation is to be improved, or at least

prevented from becoming more serious,

there must be the greatest possible co-

operation betwen the shippers, the con-

signees and the railways. Every car

available must be kept moving and every
car must be loaded to its capacity. That
is without doubt the only way out of the

present difficulties. Any measures that

may be adopted to prevent the undue
holding of cars for loading and unload-

ing will, therefore, be of national ad-

vantage. Rules that were probably

equitable under normal conditions are

to-day hampering the efficiency of trans-

portation."
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FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND

EXHIBITION
WITH the total number of applications
for space in the Mechanics' Building al-

ready in excess of the number of exhibi-

tors at Atlantic City two years ago, and
with the approximate floor area reserved
considerably in excess of that occupied
during that show, the success of the ex-

hibition of foundry equipment, machine
tools and accessories, to be held at Bos-
ton, September 25 to 28, is assured. In-

dications now point to the greatest show
of this kind eveY held, and it is probable
that in number of exhibitors all records
will be broken.

Manufacturers who have reserved
space now are making preparations to

ship their exhibits at an early date to

avoid delays in delivery due to the con-

gested condition of the railroads. As soon
as delivered, all equipment will be stored

in Mechanics' Building until the date of

the opening of the show. An added fea-

ture of the exhibit will be the display of

motor trucks. Manufacturers of these

vehicles have been extended an invitation

by the exhibition committee of the Am-
erican Foundrymen's Association to dis-

play their products and a representative

number of types undoubtedly will be dis-

played.

Technical Programme
That the technical features of this

great gathering of foundrymen have not
been neglected is reflected by the 44

papers that already have been secured,

and to these must be added a large num-
ber of committee reports. The Boston
meeting will be opened on Tuesday morn-
ing, September 25, in place of Monday
afternoon, as at Cleveland last year, and
morning sessions only will be held, clos-

ing Friday, September 28. Simultaneous
sessions for the consideration of papers
on gray iron, steel and malleable iron

will be necessary to dispose of the

lengthy programme that has been pre-

pared. Registration will open at the

Copley-Plaza on Monday mornimr. but on
Tuesday the headquarters will be trans-

ferred to Mechanics' Building, where
they will be continued throughout the re-

mainder of the week.

General Topics

Symposium on "Military Stores":
"Making Shells in Permanent Molds,"

by Edgar A. Custer, Philadelphia.

Paper on Military Stores, by Dr. F. C.

Lan^enberg, Watertown Arsenal, Water-
town, Mass.

"Small Steel Castings for Ordnance
Purposes," by Major C. M. Wesson,
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Mass.
Symposium on "Refractories":

"Refractory Materials Employed in

the Metallurgical Industries," by H. C.

Arnold, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111.

"Cupola Refractories," by G. E. Jones,
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Har-
vey, 111.

"Factors Contributing to the Economi-
cal Use of Grinding Wheels in the Foun-
dry," by Wallace T. Montague, Norton
Co.. Worcester, Mass.

"Results of Tests in Blending and Mix-
ing Sand by Means of Mullers," by R. F.

Harrington, Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp.,
Boston.

"Experiences with Sand Mullers from
their Conception to their Final Applica-
tion to the Foundry Industry," by P. L.

Simpson, National Engineering Co., Chi-
cago.

"Fillet-Sizes," by Frank R. Jones, Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
"Sand Blasting," by H. L. Wadsworth,

Sand Mixing Machine Co., Cleveland.
"Efficiency in the Foundry," by Jas. A.

Fitzgerald, Reno, Pa.
"The Metals of Technology," by John

Ritchie, Jr., Mass. Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston.
"Welfare Work in Southern Foun-

dries," by J. F. Kent, American Cast Iron
Pipe Co., Birmingham.

"Co-operative Shop Training," by W.
B. Hunter, Industrial Department, Fitch-
burg High School, Fitchburg, Mass.

. "Scientific Selection of Men," by Wm.
Judson Kibby, Cleveland.

"Co-operation," by Chicago Foundry-
men's Club.

"The Labor Situation as Relating to

Co-operation Between the Employer and
the Employee," by G. E. Macllwain, Bab-
son's Statistical Organization, Wellesley,
Mass.
"The Relationship of the Engineering

Department to the Pattern Shop and
Foundry," by F. J. McGrail, Struthers-
Wells Co., Warren, Pa.

Gray Iron

"Seasoning Gray Iron Castings," by L.

M. Sherwin, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.,

Providence, R.I.

"The Foundry from the Viewpoint of
the Sales Engineer," by H. R. Atwater,
Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
"The Effect of High Sulphur in Agri-

cultural Machinery Castings," by T.

Mauland, International Harvester Co.,

Chicago.
"The Use of the Microscope in the

Foundry," by R. J. Anderson, Cleveland
Metal Products Co., Cleveland.
"Modern Centrifugal Cupola Blowers,"

by J. W. Shugg, General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, N.Y.
"Making Small Cores Under Economi-

cal Conditions," by R. E. Kennedy, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Urbana, 111.

"Effect of Cupola Practice on the Qual-
ity of Iron," by G. S. Evans, Lenoir City,

Tenn.
"Briquetting Foundry Borings," by A.

L. Stillman, General Briquetting Co

,

New York.
"Effect of the Presence of Iron Oxide

in Molding Sand," by W. R. Bean, Nauga-
tuck Malleable Iron Co., Naugatuck,
Conn.
"Machine Made Cores." bv Lewis G.

Blunt, Romeo Foundry Co., Port Huron,
Mich.

Malleable Iron

"Waste Heat Boilers as Applied to the

Malleable Melting Furnace," by A. W.
Pratt. Babcock & Wilcox. New York.
"The Application of Pulverized Coal to

the Malleable Melting and Annealing
Furnace," by Jos. Harrington, Chicago.
111.

"Application of Waste Heat Boilers to

the Malleable Melting Furnace," by C. D-

Townsend, Danville Malleable Iron Co.,

Danville, 111.

"Strength of Malleable Iron," by Prof.

Enrique Touceda, Albany, N.Y.
"Application of Pulverized Coal to the

Malleable Melting Furnace," by W. R.

Bean, Naugatuck Malleable Iron Works,
Naugatuck, Conn.

"Malleable Iron Annealing; Compara-
tive Carbon Losses, Muffle vs. Pot Oven,"
by J. B. Deisher, T. H. Symington Co.,

Rochester, N.Y.
"Troubles Encountered in Machining

Malleable Iron; Causes and Remedies,"
by A. T. Jeffery, Dayton Malleable Iron

Co., Davton, Ohio.

Steel

"Molding rnd Casting Large Slag
Pots," by C. J. McMahon, Illinois Steel

Co., Chicago.

"Recent Progress in the Application

of the Electric Furnace to the Melting
Problem," by C. H. Booth, Snyder Elec-

tric Furnace Co., Chicago.

"Discussion of Electric Furnace from
Central Station Standpoint, with discus-

sion of Power Rates and Measuring
Power on a Maximum Demand Basis,"

by E. L. Crosby, Detroit Edison Co.,

Detroit.

"Data on Treatment of Cast Iron in

the Electric Furnace," by Jos. L. Dixon,

John A. Crowley Co., Detroit.

"Description of a Small Open-hearth
Furnace," by David McLain, Milwaukee,
Wis.
"Welding," by M. Stuart Plumley,

Davis-Bourneville Co., Boston.

"The Use of Vanadium in Steel Cast-

ings," by J. Lloyd Uhler, Union Steel

Castings Co., Pittsburgh.

"Report of Committee on Steel Foun-
dry Standards," by W. A. Janssen, chair-

man, Bettendorf Co., Davenport, Iowa. .

"Comparison of Electric Furnace and
Steel Converter for the Manufacture of

Small Steel Castings," by C. R. Messin-

ger, Sivyer Steel Casting Co., Milwaukee.
Wis.
"A New System of Burning Crude

Oil," by W. A. Janssen, Bettendorf Co.,

Davenport, Iowa.

PRELIMINARY LIST OF EXHIBITORS.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadephia, Pa.
Albany Sand & Supply Co., Albany, N.Y.
American Grain Products Co.. New York City.

American Lighting Co., Chicago
American Molding Mach. Co., Terre Haute. Ind
Arcade Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa
E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

Ayer & Lord Tie Co., Chicago.
B. & B. Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Beaudry & Co., Boston, Mass.
Berkshire Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, O.

Chas. H. Besly & Co.. Chicago.
Blystone Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Brass World Publishing Co.. New York City
Brown Specialty Machinery Co., Chicago
Buckeye Products Co., Cincinnati. O.
Bullard Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Frank D. Chase, Chicago.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago
Chisholm-Moore Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.
Cincinnati Pulley Machinery Co., Cincinnati,

Cleveland Blow Pipe & Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. O.

Cleveland Milling Machine Co., Cleveland. O.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.. Cleveland. O.

Thos. E. Coale Lumber Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Cutter & Wood Supply Co., Boston, Mass.
Davis-Bournonville Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Debevoise-Anderson Co.. New York City

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

G. Drouve Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Federal Foundry Supply Co.. Cleveland, O.

Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co.. Chicago.

Forbes & Myers, Worcester, Mass.
Gardner Machine Co.. Beloit. Wis.
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General Electric Co., Schenectady. N V

General Firs Extinguisher Co., Providence, R.I.

Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York
Great Western Mfg. Co., Leavenworth, Kansas
Harrison Supply Co., Host. mi. Masa.
Herman Pneumatic Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Hill. Clarke ,<c Co., Huston. Mas.
HoeveJ Mfg. Corporation, Now York City
Herman A. Hoi/.. New York City
The Iron Age, New Y'ork City

Jennison-Wrighl Co., Toledo. Ohio
T. P. Kelly A Co., New York City
Julius King Optica] Co., Chicago.
Lewia-Shepard Co., Boston. Mass.
David 1.upton's Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
1 \ nd-Karnuhar Co., Boston, Mass.
McCrosky-Reamor Co., Meadville. Pa.
McLain's System. Milwaukee. Wis.
M.ul.ean Publishing Co., Toronto. Ont.
Malleable Iron Fittings Co.. Hrant'ord. Conn.
Metal Industry. New Y'ork

Michigan Smelting .< Refining Co.. Detroit. Mich,
Midland Machine Co., Detroit. Mich.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Mil
Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y'.
E. H. Mumford Co.. Elizabeth. N.J.
Mumford Molding Machine Co., Chicago.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago
New England Coal & Coke Co.. Boston. Mass.
New Haven Sand Blast Co., New Haven. Conn.
Wm. H. Nicholls Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Norma Co. of America. New York

in Co.. Worcester. Mass.
S Obormayer Co.. Chicago
Osborn Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. O.
Osweld Acetylene Co.. Newark. N.J.
Pangborn Corporation. Hagorstown. Md.
! W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Penton Publishing Co.. Cleveland. O.
Pickands. Brown & Co., Chicago
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portage Silica Co.. Youngstown, O.
H-nry E. Pridmore. Chicago

, Quigley Furnace Specialties Co.. New York
Richey. Browne & Donald. Maspeth. N.Y.
Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co.. Brighton, Boston.

Mass.
Robeson Process Co.. New Y'ork City-

Rogers. Brown & Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Sand Mixing Machine Co., New "York
Shepard Elec. Crane & Hoist Co.. Montour Falls,

N.Y.
Simonds Mfg. Co.. Fitchburg. Mass.
W. W. S'v Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. O.
R P. Smith & Sons Co. Chiceo
Werr.er G. Smith Co.. Cleveland. O.
Standard E^ui'-ment Co. Vtw Haven. Conn.
Strong. Kennard & Nutt r ->.. Cleveland. O.
S-riH— n Machinery Co.. Chicago.
Thomas Iron Co.. Boston. Mass.
Tit-nimn Alloy Mf". O N"<r»Ti Falls N.Y.
T'ni'ed States Graohite Co.. Saginaw. Mich.
V. S. Molding Machine Co. Cleveland. O.
f p :»o t| Qt«tes Sii;--. f> /-V.-V-CTO

J. D. Wallace & Co.. Chicago
W»rner * Sw.-spv Co.. Cleveland. O.
WKee'er A Ho'c-nb Co ^hic-TO
White & Bro.. Philadelnhia. Pa.
"'V,:»»head Brrs. Co.. Providence. R.I.
Whiting Foundry Eiuinp^ent Co. Harvey. III.

F. J. Woodison Co.. Detroit. Mich.
American Foun-'n- Emr-'-'t (Jo. Cleveland. O.
S. Bir'<en=tein & Sons. Chicago, 111.

r-t-prt Refining «- Mfe. n->. Buffalo. N.Y.
Cham-Min Fou"di-v * Msc^'ne Ho., Chicago. HI.
International M"'din>» Mac*- : "e r >.. Chicago, 111.

Railway Mechanical Engineer, Chicago, 111.

®
HOT-BLAST STOVES

OF the cold-wet and hot-dry methods of

cleaning blast-furnace prases for use in

hot-blast stoves, the latter is preferable
for many reasons, according: to a paper
read before the American Institute of

Mining; Engineers. With this method, no
material lowering: of temperature of the

combustible gases for the stoves need
take place. This condition is feasible

when the electrical method of cleaning is

used, because the electrical precipitators

need not be more than 15 ft. or 20 ft.

long. The sensible heat energy of the

top gas from blast furnaces above 60 deg.

Fah., is much greater than that of the

moisture carried away from the stoves.

Therefore a hot-dry method of clean-

ing the sases that conserves the heat
energy of the top gases is more efficient

as an energy saver than is a wet method

of cleaning: that reduces the moisture
content, and thus decreases the sensible

heat energy carried out by the moisture
leaving the stoves. The dry-hot method
also permits of the

collection of such
volatile constituents

of the ore as potash,

zinc, lead, tin, mer-
cury, arsenic, and
antimony com-
pounds. The elec-

trical method of

cleaning removes 98

to 99 per cent, of

the suspended mat-
ter in ore operation,

and the use of such
a clean gas makes
feasible a different

type of hot-blast

stone construction
from that now used.

It seems advisable,

therefore, to design

the stoves with a

view to getting the

maximum amount
of heat energy into

the products of com-
bustion. The chec-

ker openings should
be small, so as to

bring the brick surfaces into intimate

contact with the hot gases, and in the

absence of necessity for removing dust,

the present size of openings may be re-

duced materially. It might even pay to

have the bricks so close together as to

require the placing of a fan above the

stove to compensate for the additional

friction of the gases in passing through
the brickwork.

for welding and cutting. It is a peculiar

fact that, while the physical effort re-

quired in this work is small, every as-

pirant to the occupation does not always

CANADIAN GIR
WELDERS

WOMEN WELDERS USE OXY-
ACETYLENE APPARATUS

CURRENT developments all tend to

show that when the interests of their

country demand it, Canadian women will

be found willing and able to help in any
possible manner. Among the many in-

dustrial occupations which have been in-

LS WHO HAVE QUALIFIED AS WOMEN
IN THE USE OF OXY-ACETYLENE

APPARATUS.

turn out successfully. Skill, concentration
of mind, lightness of touch and deftness
of hand and eye are necessary factors

of success, and that the female tempera-
ment contains these qualifications is evi-

denced by the number of women opera-

tors who have recently acquired a high
degree of proficiency in this work.

The rapid development of aeroplane

construction in this country opened up
much work in the welding and cutting

line which was particularly suited to the

employment of women workers. Of com-
paratively small dimensions, and light

weight, and, from their very nature, ne-

cessitating the utmost reliability of

manufacture, the parts required are now
being satisfactorily made by locally

trained female operators. For some con-

siderable time now, selected pupils have
been receiving instruction in the shops of

the Carter Welding Co., Toronto, and the

high percentage of these who make suc-

GROUP OF PUPILS RECEIVING PRACTICAL TRAINING IN CUTTING, WELDING AND
BUILDING UP AEROPLANE PARTS.

vaded so successfully by women in Brit-

ain is that of blow-pipe operation involv-

ing the use of oxy-acetylene apparatus

cessful operators has been a most pleas-

ing feature of this interesting industrial

development.



STEEL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The War-Created Stimulus given the Steel Industry is Reflected alike in the Nature
and Application of New and Improved Equipment being Installed and Developed.

SULPHUR IN STEEL
By L. E.

THE long established belief that
the effect of sulphur in steel

is to make it unreliable has
frequently been questioned in recent
years. It has come to be generally
recognized that high sulphur in pig
iron is caused by poor furnace
conditions, and that the sulphur is

merely one indication of an iron that has
not been properly produced. When this
is the case, no amount of subsequent
treatment under oxidising conditions in
the open-hearth furnace can remedy the
trouble, although the percentage of sul-

phur may be considerably reduced. The
effects are carried forward into the fin-

ished steel, and there are good reasons
for supposing that here also high sul-

phur is not so much the cause of un-
reliability as a symptom, and it might
very well follow that a high sulphur is

not harmful, provided the steel is not
otherwise poor, due to insufficient re-
duction in the blast furnace. The ques-
tion is receiving attention i.n many quart-
ers.

In a recent American investigation
tests have been carried out upon three
steels having sulphur contents of 0.04,

0.09 and 0.16 per cent., the other ele-

ments remaining for all practical pur-
poses the same. All the specimens were
heated just above the critical range,
quenched in water, and various sets of
specimens were reheated to different
temperatures ranging from 300 to 600
deg. C, and again cooled in various
ways. After heat treatment the speci-
mens were tested for tensile strength
and for resistance to repeated shock,

—

the Charpy pendulum machine being
used for the latter test. This machine
consists of a heavy pendulum, which
drops from a fixed height and strikes
the specimen which is supported from
each end, and breaks it at notch. The
pendulum then continues its swing and
the height it reaches is registered.
Knowing the weight of the pendulum,
the height it falls, an-l the height it

rises, a simple calculation gives the
energy consumed in breaking the speci-

men.
The results of the tensile tests showed

that sulphur does not lower the tensile

strength. The figures obtained for
elongation and reduction of area show
that there was little difference in ductil-

ity between the low and medium sulphur
steels, but the ductility of the high sul-

phur steels was slightlv lower than the
other two for most of the treatment.
The average figures for the shock tests,

except for the air and furnace cooled
specimens, were highest for each treat-

ment in the case of the low sulphur
steels a 1 1 lowest for each treatment o."

the high-sulphur steels. The widest
difference appeared in steels which were
quenched and reheated.

It is difficult to draw definite conclus-
ions from the results, because of the
newness of the shock tests and the dif-
ference of opinion among engineers re-
garding its value. The tensile tests were
not favorable to steels with a moderate
percentage of sulphur, while the shock
tests showed a decided falling off in
strength as the sulphur increases. Until
the interpretation of the results from
the Charpy machine is more fully under-
stood, it is impossible to say to which
set of tests the most importance should
be attached. It is important that the
question of sulphur in steel should be
settled, not only because the elimination
of sulphur entails much trouble and ex-
pense, but also because a moderate per-
centage of sulphur is an aid to machin-
ing. The low sulphur material drags,
and the production of a smooth surface
is very difficult.

DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION
ANNUAL MEETING

"WE are booked up in steel products to
the end of the calendar year," President
Workman told the shareholders of the
Dominion Steel Corporation at the an-
nual meeting last month, "and in addition
to that our shell steel output for the
first six months of 1918 has been dis-
posed of." This was supplemented later
on by the president's statement that un-
filled orders at the present time wer«
double those of a year ago and further
that the business was not subject to can-
cellation.

Mr. Workman reviewed in some detail
the improvement in the financial posi-
tion of the corporation effected in the
past year by the retirement of notes, etc.,

and the elimination from the balance
sheet of the item of $2,000,000 "dis-
counts and premiums on securities"
which involved a recurring annual charge
of about $225,000. For the current fis-

cal year he estimated that the annual in-

terest charges would be about $500,000
less than two years ago—this in addi-
tion to interest on bank loans which have
been eliminated.

Plant Improvement
As to physical improvements at the

plants the remodeling of the blast fur-
nace department was making progress
and two batteries of new by-product
coke ovens were being installed which
would result in lower coke costs, while
permitting of the utilization of the com-
pany's total blast furnace capacity which
is now greater than can be taken care
of owine: to the limited coke production.
Difficulties in the coal department due
to scarcity of labor and ships were dealt
with in some detail, but the president in-

dicated that the outlook for the current
year was fairly satisfactory. In a gen-
eral review of the present position and
the after-the-war outlook, Mr. Workman
had this to say:

—

"While the statements now before us-
indicate a greatly improved condition as
compared with the previous history of
the corporation, it must not be forgot-
ten that lean years have been the rule
rather than the exception, and it must
therefore, be my policy to exercise con-
servation in all our undertakings. I feel
particularly committed to this course,
having in view the keen competition that
will undoubtedly arise after the war.
"Many corporations engaged in the

steel industry across the border, have
been able, partly through exemption un-
til a comparatively recent date from
taxation, and partly by reason of othfr
advantages resulting from the attitude of
neutrality long maintained by their Gov-
ernment, to accumulate large surpluses,
and to practically amortize their plants.
We, in Canada, have borne responsibili-
ties of this nature for a much greater
period, and it must not be lost sight of,

that however gladly and willingly we
have shouldered the burdens which have
fallen upon us as our share in the prose-
cution of the war, none the less does this
condition demand careful study and the
exercise of rigid economy, in order that
we may not be placed in a position of
disadvantage os regards our competitors.

When Peace Comes
"Our chief problem, therefore, lies in

the meeting of the conditions which may
arise after peace terms have been signed,
and I consider it good business to fortify
ourselves in every possible way, so that
when the time comes, we will be in such
a position that the problem of meeting
competition will not be insurmountable.
Following out this policy, as I have stat-
ed already, our annual interest charges
have been greatly reduced, and I might
say that these charges for the current
fiscal year will be more than half a mil-
lion dollars under the figures of two
years ago—this in addition to interest
on bank loans, which have been elimin-
ated.

"Many expressions of opinion have
been presented at one time and another
with regard to conditions which may
prevail after the war, and while it is

given to no man to definitely foretell the
course of events, I feel, as far as the
demand for materials such as we manu-
facture is concerned, that we may look
to the future with confidence. It is in-

evitable that replacements and renewals,
and replenishments of stocks throughout
this country and abroad, which have
been given second place during the ur-
gent call for war materials, must, when
conditions again become normal, culmin-
ate in a strong demand for products of
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all kinds. We should, however, bo pre-

pared for adjustments immediately fol-

lowing the declaration of peace, which

may possibly result in a period of les-

sened industrial activity more or less

extended. Nevertheless, the underlying

need will seek to assert itself at the first

favorable opportunity, ami will sooner or

later force merchants and consumers in-

to the market.
"These problems, as I have said be-

fore, belong to the future. As for the

present, I am happy to report that we
are booked up in steel products to the

end of the calendar year, in addition to

which our shell steel output for the first

six months of 1918 has been disposed of.'"

After the presenting of the president's

address, H. Gordon Strathy asked if it

were not possible for the shareholders to

have more than one statement a year.

To this the president replied that he

could promise a statement of the output

of steel each month, but that it was
rather difficult, owing to the fact that a

varying amount of business was done

during the different seasons of the year,

to issue satisfactory quarterly or half

yearly reports of earnings.

Asked if it would not be possible to

pay a quarterly dividend on the subsi-

diaries' preferred stocks, instead of half

yearly, the president replied that the

right to do that would have to come

from the shareholders. That and the

question of earning statements would

not be lost sight of, and he personally

would give them serious consideration.

Most of the Montreal directors were

present and among the out of town di-

rectors were Hector McGinnis, K.C., M.P.,

Halifax; Brig.-Gen. Sir Henry Pellatt,

Toronto; Lt.-Col. the Hon. F. Nicholls,

Toronto; W. D. Matthews, Toronto, and

Brig.-Gen. the Hon. James Mason. Other

shareholders present were: M. E. Wil-

liams, F. W. McAnulty, A. Michaud, S.

L. Herman, Geo. H. Bishop, W. R. Mil-

ler, C. W. Lindsey, P. E. Brown, Thos.

Tate, F. J. Lewis, A. P. Frigon, R. B.

Verner, A. LaRose, J. B. Clearihue, J.

J. M. Pangman, L. Mclsaac Sprackman,

Dr. E. E. Simard, G. D. C. Dobbin, Dr.

E. M. Hill, J. Gow, J. N. Cote.

©

and castings during the three months
was 403,880 short tons, or an average
monthly production of 134,627 tons, as

against an average monthly production

of 106,268 tons during 1916.

The monthly production, exports and
imports, 1916 and 1917, are shown in the

accompanying tables:

—

Steel and Iron.—Reaumur discovered

the direct process of making steel in

1722 or thereabouts by immersing mal-
leable iron in a bath of cast iron. A steel

manufactory is said to have been set up
by Benjamin Huntsman near Sheffield in

1740. It was about 1800, however, be-

fore steel fairly became the fashion.

IRON AND STEEL IN CANADA, 1917

THE Mines Branch of the Department of

Mines has received from the producers

complete returns of the production of pig

iron in Canada, and with the exception

of three small plants, complete return of

the production of steel ingots and cast-

ings during the first three months of

1917.

The total production of pig iron during

the three months was 276,777 short tons,

or an average monthly production of 92,-

259 tons, as against an average monthly

production throughout 1916 of 97,438

tons.

Furnaces were in blast at Sydney, and

North Sydney, Nova Scotia; Hamilton,

Port Colbome, and Sault Ste. Marie, On-

tario, and a small electric furnace was
operated at Orillia, producing pig iron

from scrap steel. The blast furnace at

Deseronto was idle throughout the per-

iod.

The total production of steel ingots

Pig Iron in Canada

January
February
March
April ....

May
June
July
August .

.

September
October
November
December

Total

Production Exports Imports

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons
1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917

562,097 89.187 1.63.r> 106 4.456 5,473

or 03,801 1.393 732 4.101 3,602

monthly 103,789 2,725 1.394 5,602 7,442

average 80 5,963

of 30 6.489

93,683 221 3.190
92,012 394 3.773

87.864 3,902 3.961

102.744 1,534 5,001

113,608 4,344 5,933

104,436 4,055 3,310

106,496 2,991 6,351

1,169,257 23.304 58.130

Monthly average 97.438 1,942 4,919

Steel in Canada

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August .

.

September
October
November
December

Production of

Steel ingots and
direct steel castings Imports*

589,553 130.944 4,212 13.322

or 120.568 7.288 15,213

monthly 152,368 5.206 32,590

average 10,877

of 8.542

98.259 11,368

100.817 10,742

107.273 13,412

113.411 10,433

123.469 12.958

124,431 12,723

116,265 10.309

1.275,219 118.070

106.268 9,839Monthly average

*The figures given hereunder represent the exports of steel ingots and billets from the United
States to Canada and are compiled from the monthly reports of "Foreign Commerce and Navigation
of the United States," Washington, D.C.

Iron and Steel in Canada, 1916

Iron Ore—Shipments:
Hematite
Magnetite
Roasted siderite and hematite

Total shipments

Sold for export
Imports (Customs record)
Charged to blast furnaces. Canadian ore
Charged to blast furnaces, imported ore
Charged to steel furnaces
Shipment from Wabana, Nfld

Pig Iron—Production by Provinces :

Nova Scotia
Ontario

Production by grades

:

Basic
Bessemer
Foundry and malleable

Total production . .

.

Exports of pig iron . .

.

Exports of ferro-alloys

Imports of pig iron . .

.

Imports of ferro-alloys

Steel

:

Production of ingots and castings
Production of ingots by classes:

Open hearth
Bessemer
Other steels

Electric steel

Direct castings by classes

:

Open hearth
Other castings
Electric j

Electric steel, total production
Imports of steel ingots, billets and blooms from United States

Production of steel rails

Production of wire rods
Imports of tin plate

Value of total exports of iron and steel good .

Value of total imports of iron and steel goods

1915 1918
Short Short
Tons Tons

205.989 45,541

59,217 19.113

132,906 210,522

398,112 275,176

89.730 140.608

1.504,113 2,339,677

293.305 221,733

1,463,488 1,964.598

74,872 55,059

868,451 1,012,060

420,275 470.055

493,500 699.202

739,613 953,627

29,052 31.388

145,110 184,242

913.775 1,169,257

17.307 23.304

9,238 22,802

47,482 58,130

13.758 14.777

1,020,896 1.428.249

962.411 1,377.387

19.448 1,416

7.970 961
17,939

28.384 23.496

2,683 5.350

1.700

5.625 5.350

58.486 118.070

232.411 90.123

124.381 179.226

45.165 57.543

$48,268,148 $63,837,681

74.308.983 129,090.168
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EFFICIENCY THROUGH CO-OPERATION

APPARENTLY, the keynote of successful manufac-
ture of the present day is based on the principle of

efficiency, yet the fact that this efficiency must vary
to a great extent in every individual and likewise every

industry, makes it the more difficult to understand and
also to define. From the dictionary we learn that the

meaning; is resolved into the ratio of the work performed
to the energy expended, and while this applies more in the

terms of mechanical work, the same is applicable to

achievement of any or every kind. Individual efficiency,

however, is the striving to accomplish what is required of

you with the least expenditure of energy in the least

possible time and with the most satisfactory results; and
while this is true in the case of personal ability, the effect

is the same in all lines of industrial activity, for the entire

problem is mainly one where the human factor is the chief

essential. With the individual, this trait of utilizing the
full power to produce can only be acquired by stirring up
the latent energies of the mind and body—the latter, in

many instances, does not respond readily to the activities of

the former, and adapting these energies to the best pos-
sible accomplishment of the desired objective. In the case

of industries, great or small, maximum efficiency is only

possible by the development and maintenance of this im-
portant factor in every individual workman.

Many manufacturing plants in the past have been im-

pressed with the idea that their efficiency has been the

result of adopting certain methods in the manufacture of
their product, the secret of which they have been able to

withhold from others in the same business, thus being able

to advance more rapidly than the other. While this may
be true in some cases, such an idea of efficiency is becom-
ing exploded by the more broad-minded one of mutual
co-operation and the interchange of ideas. If the old order

of things had prevailed during the past three years of

abnormal activity, every manufacturer relying on his or

their own ability and resources for the development of the

shell industry, the success of this industry would undoubt-

edly have been far below what actual results have proved.

The magnitude of recent munitions activity throughout

the entire Dominion has clearly shown that to attain

maximum efficiency both in the individual and in the opera-

tion of the plant, it was most essential that every facility

be provided for maintaining production at the highest pos-

sible figure, and in order to do this it was found advisable,

in fact necessary, to have a free and unrestrained exchange
of thought and ideas regarding the best methods of achiev-

ing a certain end. It therefore follows that the highest

efficiency in any line of endeavor can only be attained and
maintained by the mutual co-operation of every one con-

nected with the origination, progress and achievement, of

every line of thought and action.

We speak of a machine in terms of efficiency, yet it

depends almost entirely upon the operator what this term

really implies. When a man is kept employed on a certain

machine for any length of time, his effectiveness will nat-

urally increase in proportion to the interest he takes in

his work and also the nature of that work. If, however,

the nature of the work is such that monotony is a feature

of its continual operation, the efficiency of the machine

may remain constant, but the actual production may be

lessened, due to the laxity of the man working it. This has

been offset to some extent by the introduction of the piece-

work system, whereby a workman is encouraged by pos-

sible additional remuneration for greater production. On
the other hand, where the nature of the work calls for the

closest concentration in the accomplishment of same, and

where the accuracy of the work depends more on the

operator than on the machine, the individual workman and

eventually the shop in which he is employed, may find

themselves traveling in a rut with their relative efficiency

unchanged, but at the same time falling below that of the

other plant which has brought itself to recognize the in-

creased possibilities by adopting methods whereby certain

operations can be improved or production increased.

Efficiency is a flexible term when applied to production;

its value may change from day to day as a result of many
causes or a combination of several, but it is safe to say

that the chief essential in maintaining a constant and

gradual increase in operating efficiency is the closer co-

operation of individual activity and the freer interchange

of ideas between the men in each shop and with those of

other shops, the latter being made more effective through

publication in the editorial columns of their trade and

technical journals.
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COATING IRON AND STEEL WITH
ZINC—GALVANIZING*

By W. Kllison Sharpies

Dipping Only

WHEN the trade was lirst estab-

lished, the process universally

adopted was that of dipping)

no machinery being used. The bath

employed was about 9 ft. long by

3 ft. 6 ins. wide by 4 ft. deep. A bar

of ••T" iron upon which was riveted an

iron plate] just deep enough to go into

[lie molten metal when the hath was at

its lowest working level, was placed

across the middle of the hath. The ob-

ject of this was to divide the flux and

the exit side in the best condition.

A dipper and his mate were employed

at the entrance side, and they together

plunged the sheet into the molten metal.

and by means of rods passed it under the

iron plate before mentioned, bringing it

up on the other side of the same through

the Max. The sheet was then seized by

"takers out*'—two being employed

—

who gradually drew it out by means of

tongs, and when the surface was suffi-

ciently set plunged it into a tank of

clean water. Afterwards the sheet was

passed to the sawdust boxes, where it

was dried. If it was desired to have a

bright sheet, it was plunged into water

before the surface was set—that is, be-

fore crystallization had begun. It was

tried, with a view to economy in flux

—

that is, sal ammoniac, or muriate of am-
monia as it is generally known in the

.trade—to utilize black foundry sand. It

parent to anyone conversant with

the process of galvanizing what a ter-

rible practice this was, seeing that sand

is not a Auxins agent for zinc. Its only

economy, and that an imaginary one,

was that due to the sand drasxnn? on the

surface of the sheet it would act as a

flux. It created a lanre quantity of sand

skimmings and oxide, besides the diffi-

cultv of separating the spelter and the

sand when in a fine state. Several patent

processes were introduced, amon?
them beino- Heathfield *s. Baylis's, and
Carasco's.

Heathfield 's Process
In this process a machine having sev-

eral pairs of rolls was employed, the la«t

pair being just above the surface of the

metal, the object beincr to squeeze the
surplus zinc off the sheets and give a

uniform eoatin?.

Baylis's Process
In this process the sheets after being

pickled were passed through a pair of
cold rollers upon which flowed a con-
tinual stream of water. From these
rollers the sheet passed on to a bath
which it entered by means of a pair of

•From a paper read before Institute of Metals.

rollers Bxed mi the hath frame. It then

passed by means of guides through the

meta] and emerged through the flux,

which in this process was s;ind. They
were then seized by a pair of studded
rollers, passing onwards by means of an

endless chain to a set of revolving
brushes which brushed off the adhering
particles of sand.

Carasco's Process

In this process the sheets passed
through a pair of rollers on the hath
and were conducted by means of guides
into the flux box. From the flux box
they passed by means of other guides
through the metal and emerged through

a pair of V-shaped wheels which grip-

ped the sheets on the edges.

We now come to the process as car-

ried out to-day and will deal with the

machinerv more fullv.
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Buildings

A building with a framework of light

sectional iron and covered in either with
asbestos, slates or corrugated iron sheet-

ing serves the purpose equally as well

as costly wood or brick buildings. Care
must be taken to have a periodical in-

spection of the ironwork, and it should
also frequently be coated with some good
anti-corrosive paint, of which there are

several upon the market. In arranging
the buildings, the fact should not be

overlooked that it is better to have the
sheds used for corrugating, sorting1 and
packing separate and detached from the

galvanizing and pickling sheds. Atten-
tion also should be given to the ventila-

tion of the buildings, especially in the

case of the corrugating, sorting and
packing; sheds, and they should also be
heated to obtain a dry atmosphere. This
can be done by means of hot air heated

by a steam heater, or a waste-coke heat-
er, of which there are plenty in works of
this kind.

Pickling

This is the first stage of the process
after receiving the sheets from the an-
nealing furnaces. There are two classes
of acid used in this work, either sul-

phuric or commercial hydrochloric. If

the former, the specific gravity used is

L.8 "i- 1.!) and mixed in (he proportion

of five parts of water to one of acid. In
using this acid it is necessary to quicken
its action upon the sheets bv warming it

to a temperature of about 90° to 95° F.
by means of a steam jet, which conveys
tlic steam to about 2 ins. from the bot-

tom of the vat by means of a lead pipe

of about Vj-in. bore.

If hydrochloric acid is used as the
pickling agent a "Twaddell" of about
35 is employed and the proportions arc
one of water to one of acid. By using
this acid, it is, as a rule, unnecessary to

warm it up by means of steam except in

cold weather.

Of course, the adoption of acid used
for pickling depends to a certain extent
upon local conditions, but, speaking gen-
erally, it is preferable to use hydro-
chloric acid, since the sheets do not re-

quire soaking after pickling, although a

water vat is often provided so that when
the sheets are taken out of the pickling
vat, to await being dipped by the dipper,
they may be put in the water vat to
await dipping, thus ensuring that they
are kept perfectly clean. The fumes
generated by the hydrochloric acid
pickle are not so annoying as those gen-
erated by the sulphuric pickle. The
working cost of both pickles is approxi-
mately the same due to the different

quantities of acid used. The time occu-
pied in pickling a batch of sheets is ap-
proximately the same under both sys-

tems and varies from 15 to 20 minutes,
according to the condition of the iron
and also of the pickle.

Pickling Vats

These vats are best constructed of
good York stone, the vertical joints be-
ing joined together by means of solid

round indiarubher pulled tightly to-
gether by means of clamps and rods. In
the opinion of the author, clamps are
better dispensed with. It is only neces-
sary to drill the flags and pass the tie-

rods through them direct. The hori-
zontal joints are best made with flannel
well smeared and kneaded with a paste
of white lead and boiled oil. This pre-
pared flannel is then evenly laid upon
the portion of the stone which has al-

ready been truly dressed for the pur-
pose. The side flags are then laid upon
this flannel, their weigh! being found
sufficient to close the joints securely. If

care is taken in the building up of these
tanks, they will last for many years with
very little attention. Owing to the con-
tinual charging and discharging of the
vats with sheets somp protection is ne-
cessary for the tops of the vats. A cheap
and efficient method of overcoming this
difficulty is to protect them by means of
channel iron, the wear being taken by
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this iron. This will be found to well re-
pay the extra outlay, as the renewal of
a stone side is a somewhat costly job.
The bottom of the vat is protected' by
blue bricks set in china clay and pitch,
about two courses deep. A hole about
3 ins. diameter for emptying the vat is

provided at one end of the vat, being
plugged up by means of a wooden taper
plug covered with flannel. A cheaper
vat can be made of pitch pine lined with
lead and its bottom protected by means
of elm or pitch pine planks wedged in to
prevent the sharp edges of the sheets
cutting tlie lining.

Although the initial cost of the stone
vats is far in excess of the wooden ones,
their life, is considerably longer and the
maintenance is not so high. All tie rods
and clamps should be regularly and fre-
quently coated with a mixture of equal
parts of lime and tar, when it will be
found that they will last a considerable
time, although often being splashed with
acid.

The second or intermediate vat is gen-
erally constructed of pitch pine planks
whose top sides are likewise protected
with channel iron to prevent wear due
to the rubbing action of the sheets. The
sheets after being fed into this vat from
the pickling vat by manual labor are, in
some cases, fed into rollers fixed on the
side of this vat, and thus conveyed into
the dipping machine; but it is', in the
author's opinion, better that the sheets
be taken by hand from this vat and fed
into the dipping machine by the dipper,
thus ensuring a square start and a safer
passage of the sheet through the gal-
vanizing bath.

Bath and Bath Frame
The bath is made of the best quality

mild steel plates 1 in. to 1*4 ins. thick,
being either riveted or welded, a con-
venient size being 5 ft. 9 ins. by 5 ft. 9
ins. by 3 ft. 6 ins. deep. This is set upon
a foundation of brickwork covering the
whole of the bottom, rising about 9 ins.

round the sides, so as to prevent, as far
as possible, the bath being burnt when
the dross accumulates at the bottom.

These baths are fired by various
means, generally open coke fires, or the
bath may be surrounded by means of
cast iron covering plates over the fires,

with suitable firing holes cast in them,
and having lids so that the inten-
sity of the fire may be regulated. These
plates are best cast in angle form and
bolted together in such a manner that
they may form a fixing or stay for the
brickwork, at the same time being easily
removable in the event of the bath be-
coming leaky, necessitating immediate
and quick repair. Great care is needed
in the firing of the bath, as upon this de-
pends to a very large extent the life of
the same. For successful working it is

necessary to maintain an even heat in
the bath so as to prevent undue forma-
tion of oxide caused by overheating of
tlie metal on the one hand, and excessive
deposit of metal on the sheets caused bv
too low a heat on the other hand. The
temperature to aim for is from 830° to
850° F., which will give a satisfactory
result. Care should be taken to instruct
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tlie dipper, and likewise to see that the
instruction is carried out, that he must
clean daily the sides of the bath on the
fire side and internally, as far as pos-
sible of oxide creepings by means of a
scraper bar. This considerably helps in
prolonging tlie life of tlie bath, prevent-
ing overheating of the same—as oxide is
an exceptionally bad conductor of heat
and when formed and allowed to remain
causes burning of the plates and ulti-
mate failure of the bath.

Starting a New Bath
When the galvanizing bath has been

properly set, considerable care must be
exercised in filling it with soelter to pre-
vent the bath from being ruined when the
fires are started. In filling the bath with
slabs of spelter, place them on edge in
such a way that their flat surface" will
lie as closely as possible to the sides of
the bath. By exercising a little in-
genuity the slabs can be so placed as to
practically cover the sides of the bath.
This method of placing the slabs wili
lessen the danger of burning the bath
on the first firing as there is cold zinc
against all the heated surface. The
slabs should also be arranged so that as
the outside ones melt, those next to them
will be forced outward against the side
of the hath.

Firing a New Bath
In heating up the bath for the first

time, one should take care that the work
is not hurried. Under no circumstance
attempt to melt out a bath for the first
time in less than 36 hours. Until spelter
begins to melt tlie fuel should not be al-
lowed to attain a depth of more than 12
or 15 ins. in the fire spaces, and the air
holes should be regulated so that the
fires will not burn so strongly. As the
metal melts the depth of fuel may be in-
creased, but it should never be more
than 3 or 4 ins. above the surface of the
metal in the bath. Of course, it is rather
difficult to determine just the depth of
the molten metal, but it is easy to be on
the safe side even if a longer time is
taken in melting out.

Leaky Baths
It often happens that a bath is worn

more in one particular place than an-
other. This is often caused by extreme
draughts forcing the fire in that par-
ticular spot, but by careful stopping it is

possibly to considerably lengthen the life

of a bath. All repairs should be carried
out in a careful manner, and as quickly
as possible consistent with first-clas?
repairs.

The location of a leak soon makes
itself apparent by excessive fumes due
to oxidization of the metal. The first

operation is to remove the fire and ashes
from the vicinity of the leakage when
the size of the same can be observed. No
attempt should be made to stop the leak
by thrusting the point of a poker in the
hole, as this may cause the hole to be-
come larger, especially if the plate has
become very thin in this particular place.
If the hole is very small it can be stop-
ped, but if the molten spelter flows in a
continuous stream it is necessary to

lower the level of the metal below the
level of the hole. If the hole is large the
metal can be caught in moulds while the
operation of lowering is going on.
The next step is to build up from the

bottom of the fire space a column of fire-
brick to within a foot of the hole. A
piece of R.S. channel about 5 ins. by 3
ins. is then put in an upright position
and tightly wedged to the bath from the
brickwork and the hrick column is built
un to the level of the surrounding brick-
work. In the intervening space, "formed
by the channel, some fireclay, made into
a stiff paste, is put and well rammed, so
as to form a good foundation, which
should reach to within 5 ins. of the hole.
A mixture of iron filings and sal-am-
moniac is then put in on the top of the
fireclay and also well rammed until it is
a few inches above the aperture. The re-
mainder of the space so formed is then
filled in with fireclay and well rammed
This should be allowed to remain a
couple of hours to set, when the bath
may again be put in service.

@

Questions and Answers
Question.—I have recently added some

alum to my acid copper solution and
find that instead of an improved condi-
tion the bath has become rapidly defi-
cient in acid. Will you please explain
why such a change should take place —
J.E.C.

Answer.—Alum is a double salt com-
posed of sulphate of potash and sul-
phate of alumina. The addition of alum
to acid copper baths is common practice
and unless used in excessive quantities
will not neutralize sufficient free sul-
phuric acid to interfere with the proper
working of the bath. It is possible that
the free sulphuric acid in the bath was
very low at the time alum was added.
If so, the alum would hasten the deple-
tion. Acid copper baths do not require
frequent additions of acid after being
once prepared; free sulphuric acid is be-
ing: constantly formed in the solution
while deposition is going on. The alum
could do no further damage when
neutralization was effected and alumi-
num sulphate formed. This substance
has been found beneficial in the acid
copper bath. You may use dextrine in
place of alum, or black molasses. In
using dextrine, make certain of the pur-
ity of the chemical, as commercial dex-
trine contains gluten which invariably
causes streaking of deposits.

* * *

Question.—Please publish a formula
for a good yellow green verde. I want
to use the method for finishing a variety
of electric parts.—A.M.Y.
Answer.—Dissolve 5 oz. of nitrate of

copper, 5 oz. of ammonium chloride, 5
oz. of chloride of lime in 1 gallon of
water. Use the solution warm, copper
plate iron, steel and brass articles and
pass them through an oxidizing solution
for light tones. For dark tones, oxidize
black. If a trial indicates that the verde
solution absorbs the oxidizing solution,
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reduce the density of the verde solution

by diluting with water to about 1% or

2gallons. Permit the verde to form

slowly, ami when of satisfactory tone,

rinse rapidly in clean cold water. This

improves the depth of color and richness

of tone. Dry and lacquer, or wax as is

usual.

Question.—We intend to electro-gal-

vanize a portion of our product here-

after, and would appreciate some infor-

mation from you regarding a good for-

mula for the purpose, also a memo of

the usual procedure in the management
and operation of the solution.—F. L. F.

Answer.— If you have never operated

a zinc plating solution you will find

plenty to occupy your attention as soon

as you prepare one for commercial pur-

poses. After mastering the peculiari-

ties of the bath you will have no fur-

ther trouble. For each gallon of water
dissolve 2 pounds of zinc sulphate, 4 oz.

aluminum sulphate, and 3 oz. sodium
chloride. The solution should be effected

by warming the water. After the above

solution is transferred to the plating

tank and well stirred, add about 1 oz.

of of black molasses for each 10 gal-

lons of zinc solution. Place anodes cast

from pure zinc in the solution, and al-

low the solution to remain idle foi*

from 12 to 15 hours. In the interval, the

free acid remaining in the solution at-

tacks the anodes and the solution be-

comes neutralized to a proper working
condition. An electromotive force of

about 6 volts, and a current density

ranging from 20 to 30 amperes per

square foot will be found adequate for

ordinary purposes. As a general rule,

zinc plating solutions should be kept

strong in metallic content. A solution

containing less than 4 or 5 oz. of zinc

per gallon does not yield as good de-

posits as one richer in metal and oper-

ated with higher current densities. This

is probably due to the electro-positive

nature of the metal zinc. Hydrogen be-

ing electro-negative is more readily set

free, and with low currents the propor-

tion of hydrogen gas to metal would be

unusually high. "Zinc plating solutions

require a higher current density per

square foot of surface than is usual for

other electro-deposited metals. Iron and
steel require same care in cleaning as

is necessary for nickel plating. Iron

or steel may be zinc plated direct, but

it is customary to first copper plate the

surface; brass or nickel may be used if

preferred. As is the case with all other

metals, the thickness of deposit depends

not only upon the current densitv em-
ployed, but also upon the time allowed

for deposition. This point you will be

obliged to settle to your own satisfac-

tion. A deposit obtained in 15 minutes
will prove sufficient for many cheap ar-

ticles, while 1 to 2 hours may be re-

quired to produce a deposit to with-

stand severe acid tests. The latter you
may use to assist in getting an idea of

the corrosion resisting qualities of the

electro-deposited zinc as compared to

hot galvanizing by means of molten
baths of metallic zinc.

Question.—Can you assist us to se-

cure some information about plating
aluminum. We understand there is a
process which includes the use of iron in

some form. We wish to copper plate a

small aluminum cup used on our mach-
ine.—H. C.

Answer.—The method you have refer-

ence to originated in France and has

been used with more of less success by
various firms in this country. The prin-

cipal objection to this method is same as

for all others. The resulting deposit be-

comes non-adherent after a few months
and blisters up. We have seen speci-

mens which were apparently sound and
firm after being plated one year, but in

commercial practice this is unusual. The
process is as follows: Clean the alumi-

num with gasoline or benzine, then use

diluted warm—not hot— soda solution.

Rinse well and scour, then immerse in

a pickle composed of hydrofluoric or hy-

drochloric acid, say 3 to 6 oz. of acid per

gallon of water. Rinse well and immerse
in a solution 8 oz. iron chloride to 1 gal-

lon of water and to which has been add-

ed 1 oz. hydrochloric acid. A film of

iron is formed on the aluminum sur-

face by this immersion and, after rins-

ing, the article is transferred directly in-

to the plating solution. Use initial cur-

rent considerably stronger than for

regular plating. The iron chloride may
be made by dissolving clean iron in hy-

drochloric acid until the acid ceases to

act.
* * *

Question.—The copper hooks support-

ing the anodes in our copper bath wear
away very rapidly, and as we have con-

sumed all the short pieces of copper and
brass wire of sufficient size which we
have accumulated for this purpose and
will be obliged to buy copper for hooks
unless we can devise some substitute,

we are writing you to find out whether
there is any material which would prove

effective as anode hooks in our plating

bath as a substitute for copper or brass.

—A. C. C.

Answer.—You may avoid a great
amount of annoyance, labor and ex-

pense by using lead hooks to support
your anodes in the copper and brass so-

lutions. Lead hooks are particularly ef-

fective in acid copper solutions, as they
are not attacked by the solution and
conduct sufficient current for all practi-

cal purposes. In cyanide solutions, the

hooks must be as large as possible and
should be protected by several coats of

bitumastic enamel. The E.M.F. requir-

ed to operate the solution will be greater

owing to the resistance of the lead, but

the difference is not sufficient to give

preference to copper. In one establish-

ment the copper hook is encased in a

thin sheet lead covering, and the disin-

tegration of the copper is thereby great-

ly retarded, with little increase in resist-

ance to the current.
* * *

Question.—The firm I am working for

have received a large number of cast-

ings known as "die cast metal." They
are imported in rough and some are re-

quired to be plated. I have attempted to

plate them, but find the metal some-

what difficult to handle. The deposits

invariably blister or peel. Some of the

castings have been ruined by repeated

treatment. Can you advise me regarding
a proper treatment.—A. N.

Answer.—Cleanliness is the prime
factor in the plating of die castings. The
metal is almost as susceptible to the

corrosive action of caustics as is pure
aluminum, and this fact must be remem-
bered. Wash the castings with gasoline

and avoid touching them with the hands
when cleaned. Rinse quickly in a dilute

solution of clean caustic sode (about 8

oz. per gallon). Do not use the clean-
ing solution very hot; a temperature of

125 degrees P'ahr. will suffice. Rinse in

clean warm water, then in cold water,
and swab the surface of the casting with
a cotton potash brush charged with whit-
ing and transfer immediately to a dou-
ble sulphate nickel solution containing
not more than 8 oz. of nickel salts per
gallon and operated with a voltage of

from 1.25 to 3 volts. The current den-
sity allowable will depend largely upon
the shape of the casting, however; a
trial will suggest the correct current.

Deposition may continue for fifteen min-
utes or a half hour. Buff on soft cot-

ton wheel of moderate diameter at» about
1,800 r.p.m.

* * *

Question.—Please tell me what ma-
terial is used for sand buffing brass

goods previous to plating, and how it is

employed.—L.E.

Answer.—Pulverized pumice stone

mixed with oil is generally used by most
successful operators. Just enough oil

is used to render the pumic more ad-

hesive than the dry material, the fine-

ness of the pumice depends upon the

nature of the metal to be treated, and
the condition of the surface when re-

ceived for sand buffing. The material is

applied to the wheel with one hand while

holding the article to be polished in

contact with the lower portion of the

wheel with the other. The wheels em-
ployed are usually made from Walrus
hide, being tough and very durable. The
sand or pumice is allowed to flow from
the hand onto the wheel as it revolves

toward the operator in a downward dir-

ection. A large fan or wooden enclos-

ure arranged beneath the wheel catches

the sand which is used repeatedly. As
it wears too fine for rougher classes of

work, it is removed for use on finer

grades. Coal oil is sometimes added to

the mixture to thin the mixture, while

melted tallow may be used to thicken

it. Usually a simple mixture of oil and
pumice will suffice for general purpose.

* * *

Question.—How can I produce a red

mahogany finish on copper.—D.S.

Answer.—Obtain a five or ten minute
deposit in the acid copper solution, wash
and immerse in weak sulphurette solu-

tion used slightly warm, when iridescent

colors appear, quickly remove and wash,

scratch brush lightly, employing a little

ammonia chloride in the water used for

brushing. Dry and lacquer, the latter

bringing up the tone and lending luster

and richness to the finish.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

PIG IRON
Grey Forge. Pittsburgh $47 95
Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 57 00

Standard low phos., Philadel-
phia 82 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 55 95
Basic Valley, furnace 50 00

Montreal Toronto
Victoria
Hamilton

FINISHED IKON AND STEEL
Iron bars, base $5 25
Steel bars, base 5 50

Steel bars, 2 in. larger, base 6 00
Small shapes, base 5 75

METALS
Aluminum $68 00
Antimony 26 00

Copper, lake 37 00
Copper, electrolytic 37 00
Copper, casting 36 03

Lead 14 25
Mercury 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 82
Tin 66 00
Zinc 12 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL
Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal
Copper, light $22 00
Copper, crucible ... 26 00
Copper, heavy 26 00
Copper wire 26 00
No. 1 machine com

position 22 50
New brass clippings 18 00
No. 1 brass turnings 16 00
Heavy melting steel 20 00
Steel turnings 9 00
Shell turnings 12 00
No. 1 machinery cast

iron 25 00
Malleable scrap 20 00
Pipe, wrought 17 00
Scrap zinc 8 00
Heavy lead 11 50
Tea lead 7 50

Toronto
$22 00
27 03
26 50

26 50

22 00
19 00
16 00
17 00
8 00

12 00

25 00
20 00
14 (1!)

9 50
10 75
7 00

COKE AND COAL
Solvay foundry coke $10 90
Connelsville foundry coke
Steam lump coal 8 50

Best slack 8 05

Net ton f .o.b. To ronto

BILLETS
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $100 03
Open hearth billets 100 03

Forging billets 125 00
Wire rods 95 03

F.o.b. Pittsburgh

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

'i in $10 75
5-16 in 10 40

% in 10 25
7-16 in 10 00
• . in 9 90
9-16 in 9 90
r,
s in 9 75

% in 9 50

% in 9 40

1 inch 9 25
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals 16

Putty, 100-lb drums 4

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13

Glue, English, per lb

Gasoline, per gal., bulk
Benzine, per gal., bulk....
Pure turpentine, single bhis

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1

Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2

Plumbers' oakum, per 100
lbs 9

Lead wool, per lb

Pure Manila rope
Transmission rope, Manila..
Drilling cables, Manila ....

Lard oil. per gal 1

41

to 65
35

87
38
31'.,

30'-.

62'.j

27

30

50

00
15

37

43

39
50

SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 2S.$10 00 $10 03
Sheets. Black. No. 10 9 50 10 50
Canada plates, dull.

52 sheets 11 00 11 00
Canada plates, all

bright 12 50 12 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 9 75 9 75
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 10 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 2. .8 B.

W.G 10 75 10 75

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 10 25 10 25
Colborne Crown, No.

28 10 00 10 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 10 90 11 70
Premier. 10% oz 11 10 12 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $1
3-16 in 1
1

1 in

5-16 in

% in

7-16 in

'j in

% in.

% in.

Prices per 100 lbs.

35

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A, net; B

and C, 20 and 5% ; cast iron. 50

:

standard bushings. 60 ; headers. 60 ;

flanged unions. 55; malleable bush-

ings, 60; nipples, 72 '/2 : malleable,

lipped union, 60.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 42 to .44

Tin 73 to .75

Silver, per oz 86 to .88

Zinc 16 to .18

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45

Cut nails 5 35 5 35

Miscellaneous wire nails 60%

PLATING CHEMICALS.

.20

.05

.14%

.10

.05

.08
Ammonium, ca rbonate .08

.11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.

.

.40

.07

.10

.07

Copper, carbonate, anhy . . .50

.16

Cobalt sulphate .70

.20
Lead acetate .16
Nickel ammonium sulphate. .12

Nickel sulphate .15

Potassium carbonate .75

Potassium sulphide substitute .20
Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45

Sodium bisulphite .10

Sodium carbonate crystals.. .05

Sodium cyanide, 129-130%.. .46

Sodium cyanide, 98-100' , . . . .38

Sodium hydrate .05

.14

Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.) . 5 .00

.60

.60

.09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise

stated.

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt,

$3.50per lb

Polishing wheels,
bullneck 1.70

Pumice, ground .05

Emery composition... .08 to .09

Tripoli composition.. .04 to 06

Crocus composition... .07 to .08

Rouge, powder 30 to .35

Rouge, silver 50 to .55

Prices per lb.

Toronto, Ont., July 3.—That the trade
of Canada continues to expand is shown
in the statement recently issued at Ot-
tawa by the Department of Customs. For
the month of June the revenue amounted
to $15,386,678, compared with $12,030,451
for June, 1916, being an increase of $3,-

536,226. For the first three months of

the present fiscal year the increase in re-

venue amounted to $11,248,798 over the
corresponding period of last year. These
figures are very satisfactory in view of

the conditions prevailing in regard to

shortage and increasing high cost of raw
materials and scarcity of labor. A re-

duction in the price of soft coal ranging
from $1 to $1.50 per ton in the United
States is welcome news, and will benefit

consumers in this section of this country.

It is not known as yet if anthracite will

be affected, but it appears likely. The
important thing now is to get coal mov-
ing in sufficient quantities to fully sup-
ply the demand.

Steel

Conditions in the market in the U. S.

dominate the situation in Canada to a
greater extent than at any other period.

Canadian mills, by reason of their heavy

commitments of steel for war purposes,
can only take care of their domestic busi-

ness to a small extent; the balance must
of necessity, as far as possible, be ob-

tained from the States. In that market,
however, conditions are such that do-

mestic consumers there cannot obtain a

fraction of the steel they require and pri-

vate enterprise has fallen off in propor-

tion. Canadian consumers are affected

in a like manner, and they are suffering

serious inconvenience. Not only is the

shortage of steel getting more acute, but

prices of many products are becoming al-

most prohibitive for the average manu-
facturer, whose only hope is to continue

in business as long as his old contracts

for steel will carry him, and then await

a readjustment.

Although there are few price changes
to announce this month, a number of ad-

vances are in prospect. Iron and steel

bars and structural shapes are expected

to advance very shortly. Higher prices

on wrpught pipe are also looked for. The
situation in plates is tighter than ever,

and higher prices are inevitable. The
plate mills are being taxed to the limit to

meet the requirements of the American

Government and private shipbuilders.

Prices of plates are entirely nominal, and
no one can tell what the market is. Con-
ditions in the boiler tube trade are un-
changed, and prices continue very firm.

The sheet market continues steady,
with prices practically nominal. The
commercial demand for sheets continues
active, but the mills are refusing to quote
on new business not coming from regular
customers, conserving as much of their

output of sheets of all grades for Gov-
ernment needs. The U. S. Government
are ordering sheets at the rate of 19,000

tons monthly.

It is expected that the American Gov-
ernment will shortly announce a decision

with regard to contract prices for iron

and steel products. In the meantime,
prices are advancing, due largely to Gov-
ernment orders, with the result that pri-

vate consumers are holding off from the

market wherever possible.

Pig Iron

Domestic foundry pig irons continue

off the market, and the situation is gen-

erally unchanged. Pig iron prices in the

States, however, are still advancing. At
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Buffalo, No. 1 foundry, malleable and
basic, are now held at $53 to $55. Lake
Superior charcoal iron is now $57, Chi-
cago. The coke situation continues to

grow serious. Producers are not willing

to enter upon contracts at any price, as
they say they cannot tell what their pro-

duction costs will be, nor whether they
can secure a sufficient number of cars to

make deliveries. Connellsville coke his
recently been sold as high as $15.50

ovens, and further advances are expected
shortly.

Scrap
The situation in the scrap market is

unchanged, and prices are at the same
level as quoted last month. Consumers
continue to keep out of the market in the

expectation of lower prices. Heavy melt-
ing steel and machinery cast iron are in

good demand and prices are holding firm.

Shell turnings are in good supply, and
stocks on hand are increasing with a con-

sequent weakening in price. There is a

continued scarcity of most old materials

which is tending: to keep prices up.

Machine Tools
Fair demand for machine tools for

general purposes continues to be the fea-

ture of market. Prices of practically all

lines of tools are very firm, with pros-

pects of advances. In the Chicago dis-

trict, advances of 5 to 15 per cent, have
been made on almost all kinds of machine
tools. Radial drills have alvanced 15 per
cent., and boring- mills 10 per cent. There
is increasing activity in the market ia

the States, which will affect deliveries of

machinery imported into Canada.

General Supplies

Business continues active at firm

prices, but there are no changes of par-
ticular importance to note this month.

Metals
The metal markets have been more or

less inactive during the month, but con-
sumers and producers are awaiting fur-
ther developments in regard to the Am-
erican Government buying. Last week
the Government purchased a quantity of
lead at 8c, St. Louis, while more recentlv
it was announced that 60,000,000 pounds
of copper had been purchased at 25c,

Xew York. A decision in regard to the
other metals has yet to be made, which
introduces an element of uncertainty into

the market. There are no price changes
to note, but quotations generally are hold-
ing firm.

Ccpper.—The purchase of sixty million

pounds of copper at 25c by the American
Government has created considerable in-

terest in the market, and it is believed to

be an indication that the Government
consumption for its own use and also

that of the Allies is going to be excep-
tionally heavy. The market is quiet and
prices continue more or less nominal
for all positions. Lake and electrolytic

are quoted at 37c, and castings 36c per
pound.

Tin.—The market is dull and feature-
less, but prices are holding firm. Local
quotation, 66c per pound.

Spelter.—The market continues dull,

with a continued lack of interest taken in

spelter by consumers. It is expected that
further U. S. Government orders for

spelter will be at prices probably better
than were fixed for the previous pur-
chase. Local quotations unchanged at

12c per pound.
Lead.—The tone of the market is

easier, and the independents have drop-
ped their price to 11.50c New York, which
is now only a shade above the "Trust"
quotation. Local quotations unchanged
at 14 ' ic per pound.
Antimony.—Dullness continues to pre-

vail in the market, and prices are un-
changed at 20c per pound.

Aluminum.—The market is quiet and
demand light, with quotations unchanged
at 68c per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals
The scarcity and high cost of raw

materials is the outstanding feature in

the market, and the situation is becom-
ing more acute. Foundry equipment is,

on this account, advancing in price,

while the cost of supplies is also in-

creasing. The demand for most lines

of foundry supplies is good, yet busi-

ness would be a great deal better if

materials could be obtained in sufficient-

ly large quantities. Polishing wheels

are now $3 and bullneck wheels $1.75.

Owing to the scarcity of leather, bull-

neck wheels are becoming more difficult

to obtain. Useable sizes of genuine
emery are practically off the market
and the substitute materials are not

giving the same satisfaction. Ground
pumice is now quoted at 5c per pound.

There is no improvement in the situa-

tion as regards chemicals, prices con-

tinue high with a scarcity of some lines.

Boracic acid has advanced and is now
quoted at 20c. Nickel ammonium sul-

phate is higher at 12c, and anhydrous
copper carbonate is 50c per pound.

TRADE GOSSIP
Elmira, Ont.—The Elmira Transmis-

sion Co., propose building a foundry.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hoyt Metal Co.,

will build an addition to its factory on
Eastern Avenue.

The Canadian Furnace Co., Port Col-

borne, Ont., has increased its capital

stock to $1,500,000.

Bracebridge, Ont. — The Muskoka
Foundry Co., contemplate making an ex-

tension to their plant.

New Toronto, Ont.—Brown's Copper
& Brass Rolling Mills, Ltd., have in-

creased their capital stock to $5,000,000.

Copper Cliff, Ont.—The Canadian Cop-
per Co. will build a blast furnace and
converter to cost $200,000. The Domin-
ion Bridge Co. will supply and erect the

steel work.
Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Norton Co.

will build this year another unit to their

plant at Chippewa for making abrasives.

They have installed a waterworks system
recently with a mechanical filtration

plant.

St. Catherines, Ont.—The St. Cather-
ines Brass Co. are going to enlarge their

plant at a cost of $15,000 and will be
exempt from taxes for ten years. This

firm will manufacture plumbers supplies

and brass fittings.

Col. Thomas Cantley has resigned from
the presidency of the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., to assume the position of

chairman of the Board of Directors. Col.

Cantley has been with the company 32
years, of which 16 were spent as general

manager and two as president.

Sidney, N.S.—The Dominion Steel

Corporation has started extensive im-

provements to the Wabana properties

which will increase the output of ir~n

ore from 800,000 to 1,600,000 tons. The
cost of the work is estimated at $1,5C3,-

000.

The Deloro Smelting and Refining Co.,

have opened up their own sales offices at

315 Graig St. West, Montreal, with B.

Horwood as manager. The product

(Stellite) of this firm was formerly
handled by the Canadian B. K. Morton
Co. of Montreal.

Frank H. Crockard, vice-president and
general manager of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Ry. Co., Birmingham, Ala., has

been appointed president of the Nova
Scotia Steel & Coal Co., to succeed Col.

Thomas Cantley, Chairman of the Board
of Directors.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Steel Company
of Canada have purchased the steel

mill at Morrisburg, Ont., and propose

removing the entire plant to Hamilton,

if the city will sell some property oi-

johing the company's works. The
Board of Control have the matter under

consideration.

Allocate Pig Iron.—The American
Iron and Steel Institute has been asked

by the Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington to name a committee to allocate

pig iron in the United States. The Bri-

tish Government has assured the United

States that its shippers will observe any
regulation by such a committee.

Will Roll Steel Rails.—Owing to the

urgent need of the Canadian railroads

for steel rails, it is announced that the

Imperial Munitions Board has decided

to release 25,000 tons of steel which will

be manufactured into rails at the Soo
plant and so cover immediate needs in

this connection. It is understood that

15,000 tons will be supplied by the Al-

goma Steel Co.

Nova Scotia Steel Output.—The out-

put of the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal

Co., for the first quarter of the year

was as follows:—Coal mined, 146,525

tons; ore mined, 12,177 tons, limestone

quarried, 21,074 tons; coke made, 25,545

tons; iron made, 21,103 tons; steel in-

gots made, brushed steel and forgings,

28,598 tons.

The International Malleable Iron C^.,

Guelph, Ont., have about completed an
addition to their factory 216 x 100 feet,

which will shortly be in operation. An-
other extension 90 x 60 feet is being
built. New smelting furnaces and an-

nealing ovens when installed will in-

crease the output by 50 per cent, or

3000 tons per year. The satisfactory in-

crease in demand for the company's
product has made these extensions nec-

essary.
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Tungsten More Active.—The demand

for tungsten in the primary markets has
been quite active recently and consider-
able business has been done for delivery
during the balance of the current year.
Beyond this producers are willing to
quote. The market in New York is

strong on light arrivals. The present
market is equivalent to about $2.25 per
pound tungsten.

Large Copper Output.—In the first

four months of this year the principal
copper mines of North and South Am-
erica produced a total approximating
715,000,000 pounds. Of the 715,000,000
pounds produced to date in 1017, Ana-
conda was responsible for nearly 114,-

000,000 pounds, with Phelps-Dodge Cor-
poration properties second with a total
of 64,000,000 pounds.

President Mark Workman of the Dom-
inion Steel Corporation has left Mon-
treal for the company's properties in the
East. He will be away about two weeks.
During that time he will first inspect
the new blast furnaces and by-product
ovens being installed at Sydney. From
Sydney he will cross to Wabana, Nfld.,
where work has been started on the im-
provements planned in connection with
an increased output of iron ore.

R. H.' Parks has been appointed oper-
ating manager of the Canadian Car &
Foundry Co., Montreal. Mr. Parks who
will have charge of the operation of all

the car plants has been identified with
the car building industry for a great
many years, and came to Canada from
the Bettendorf Car Co. of Davenport,
la. Coincident with this appointment,
W. S. Atwood has been appointed assis-
tant to the vice-president and managing
director.

Nickel Refinery Soon to Open.—Am-
brose Monell, president of the Internation-
al Nickel Co., in the annual report, says
that construction of the new refinery at
Port Colborne, Ont., is proceeding at a
rapid pace, in view of the difficulties in
securing labor and materials, and it is

expected that the plant will be in opera-
tion at the beginning of 1918. This pro-
perty is located at the Lake Erie entrance
of the Welland Canal. The cost of the re-
finery when completed is expected to be
$5,000,000. Up to the close of the fiscal

year the actual expenditure on construc-
tion had been $1,046,740.

Nickel in Ontario.—Nickel mining is

of first importance in Ontario. In 1915
the nickel contained in Sudbury matte
amounted to 34,039 tons, valued at $17,-
019,500. In 1915 the output was 42,000
tons, worth $21,000,000. During 1916
both of the operating companies, the
Canadian Copper Co. and the Mond
Nickel Co., worked to their fullest capa-
city their mines and smelters in Ontario,
as well as their refineries, one of which is

in New Jersey, the other in Wales. Other
sources of nickel in Canada are the nickel
oxide obtained by the refineries from the
ore of the Cobalt district and the Alexo
mine. A little metallic nickel was ob-
tained elsewhere during the year, but pro-
duction was relatively unimportant.

Government Ready to Operate Mines.
—Replying to a question in the House
of Commons, Ottawa, on June 21, about
the Western coal mine situation, Hon. T.

W. Crothers, Minister of Labor, stated
that the mines would be in operation
within a few days under the guidance of
the Government, unless the operators and
miners got together. The only point in

dispute was the penalty clause, which
the operators insisted upon putting into
the contract. Both sides were willing
to accept the scale of wages proposed by
the Government special commissioner, R.
F. Green, M.P.

Port Coquitlam, B.C.—An agreement
has been entered into between A. F.
Bernstein and the Corporation of Port
Coquitlam, B.C., to provide for the erec-
tion of an electrical smelting plant here
consisting of four 25-tons per day units.

The plant is also to be provided with a
rolling mill, having an output of 75 tons
per day. The company must produce
15,000 tons of pig iron per annum. The
plant is designed to treat the magnetite
ores of B.C. and construction will com-
mence shortly. A by-law will be sub-
mitted to the electors shortly to autho-
rize assistance by way of a bonus of

$200,000, payable upon completion of the
plant. Manso, Ramsay & Co., of Van-
couver, B.C., are the consulting engineers
to whom communications may be ad-
dressed.

Steel Price Inquiry.—The United
States Government inquiry into steel

making costs, in the opinion of manu-
facturers may develop facts likely to re-

duce the bickering reported from Wash-
ington. It will show, for one thing, that
one company s expense in making plates,

steel bars, structural forms, etc., is by
no means the same as the expenses of
another concern. It is pointed out that
while the Steel Corporation might show
good profits on ship plates, say, at a
certain price, a competing concern, with
a smaller output, would not make any
money at all at the same figure. In the
steel trade the uncertainty over prices,

for Government work is reported to be
making the price situation in commer-
cial lines more confused than it has
been before in this exceptional year.

Commission Will Fix Steel Prices.

—

At the request of Secretary Daniels and
Chairman Denman of the United States
Shipping Board the Federal Trade Com-
mission will undertake an investigation
looking to the fixing of an equitable
price for steel. The Commission will be
aided by James A. Farrell, President of

the U.S. Steel Corporation and the Mun-
itions Board of the Council of National
Defence. Not only will a price be fixed

for steel, but also for all materials, in-

cluding coal and coke, entering into the
manufacture of steel. The prices fixed

by the Commission will not be arbitrar-
ily imposed. The manufacturers will be
invited to co-operate with the Govern-
ment to the extent of furnishing the
material for food ships and naval con-
struction at a price the Commission con-
siders just. Failing in its efforts at vol-
untary co-operation, the Commission

will make a report to Congress similar
to its report on coal and transportation
two days ago, in which it will recom-
mend the pooling of the steel interests
of the country to be operated by a Gov-
ernment agency on Government account.

CATALOGUES
Service Bureau Bulletin, issued by the

National Founders' Association, Chicago,
111. Bulletin No. 6 deals with various
types of hand squeezers, with pattern
and flask equipment, etc., particularly as
to the attainment of satisfactory results
and saving of time. The bulletin is fully
illustrated.

The Stroh Steel Hardening Process Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., have issued an attrac-
tive-looking catalogue describing the
Stroh process for making steel castings.
The catalogue states what the Stroh pro-
cess is and the theory of it. A number
of steel castings, made by this process,
are illustrated, showing the suitability of

this method, particularly for making
castings for certain purposes, such as
gear wheels, pinions and car wheels, etc.,

where the service is exceptionallv severe.

The included pages trace the history of

steel castings from pre-historic times un-
til the present day featuring the Stroh
process.

®
CANADA'S COAL OUTPUT

THE Mines Branch of the Department
of Mines, at Ottawa, has received from
the principal coal mine operators returns

of their production during the first three

months of 1917, on the basis of which
the following estimates have been made
of total production during this period.

According to these estimates the total

production of coal during the first quart-

er of 1917, was 3.590,991 short tons,

comprising 1,233,934 tons in January;
1,143,956 tons in February, and 1,213,101

tons in March. Corresponding records

for the year 1916 are not available for

comparison.
The record would appear to show that

the average rate of production in Nova
Scotia and British Columbia was less

than the average rate of production dur-

ing 1916, but greater in the provinces of

New Brunswick, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta.

The exports of coal during the three

months' were 501,570 tons, as against

exports of 737,744 tons during the cor-

responding period of 1916.

The imports of coal during the three

months were 3,921,824 tons, as against

imports of 4,002,892 tons during the cor-

responding period of 1916.

The production of oven coke during

the first three months of 1917 was 308,-

690 tons—the imports during the same
period being 207,139 tons, and the ex-

ports 5,606 tons.

Revised statistics for 1916, as com-
piled by the department, show that the

total consumption of coal was 29,865,856

short tons, against 23,906,692 in 1915.

Production in Canada was 14,483,395

tons, against 13,267,023 in 1915, and im-

ports, 17,850,603 against 12,465,902.
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FOUNDRY
EQUIPMENT

FACINGS
SUPPLIES

By Getting Together

You Gain

We Gain

By our methods of selling direct to

the Foundryman we have established

a trade that is held together by three

. words, service—quality— price. We
benefit mutually by dealing together.

We have here for prompt shipment a

large supply of Foundry Facings, in-

cluding our No. 101 Ceylon Plumbago.

The

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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No. Clogging
It wouldn't be Economical if it d d.

This machine is not an ex-

periment, it is an established

practical worker, operating

every day in a great many
foundrieswhereits economy

is becoming more and more pronounced. Every particle of iron

that is worth saving is rescued by this machine. Foundry waste

that can be handled with a shovel is within the capacity of this

machine. Each material is separated to its own pile. Its cost

will be saved in a short time.

Information and specifications furnished upon request.

Dings Magnetic Separator Company
800 Smith Street Milwaukee, Wis.

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests <if Iron. Steel. Brass, Stone, etc.

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,

Paints. Oil-, Water, Sand, Coal. Coke, Core
( impounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding

Foundry Difficulties.

FOUNDRY WORK
By Wm. C. Stimpson

ll.al Instructor in Foundry Work
.m 1 Forging, Department of Science
an I Technology, Pratt Institute.

160 pp., 130 lllus. Cloth binding. A
practical guide to modern methi ds of
molding and ^casting in iron, brass,
bronze, steel and other metals, from
simple and complex patterns, including
many valuable hints on shop manage-
ment and equipment, useful tallies, etc.

PRICE $1.00
Given free with four yearly

paid-up subscriptions.

Canadian Foundryman
143-1 53 University Ave., Toronto, Canada

CHILLED SHOT DIAMOND GRIT

Actual Size

The two best Metallic Abrasives

manufactured for SAND BLAST purposes

Since 1887 we haw been continually manufacturing our

abrasives—which arc used the world over.

Use the dustless and economical metallic abrasives for clean-

ing iron, steel, malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for FREE SAMPLES and our LOW PRICES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS ALWAYS!

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Avenue Extension BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

'

13

Actual Size

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Our Swing

Grinders need

no introduction

as to their merits.

They are at the

present time part

of most up-to-date

Foundries,

forming a

time and
money sav-

ing feature

in any foundry equipment.

We would be pleased to hear from any-

one with a Grinding Problem as we
specialize on this work.

When can we send our catalog?

The Ford-Smith Machine Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON - CANADA

lS?J^ LEAD CRUCIAL-

PHILADELPHIA, PA-

T-n

Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing1 Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
7 ..,»'

.'If

i
,

. '
.. .V, .,

'*

^^:,':^..,;a,v.v:-?::^..<.:.'wm

McCullough-Dalzell

CRUCIBLES
WRITE FOR PRICES

McCULLGUGM-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO.

for melting steel — the hardest melting— they are

famous; for other melting, they are equally as

good.

For every purpose the best crucibles made are

McCullough-Dalzell Crucibles.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

TwmmirTrTTmg——^—JMEaaeff

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle tbflt t lie Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary v. irti rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
811 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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CRANE*?
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes. Cupolas. Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers

Etc.

>^L

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin-
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W.W.WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

A Book for the Man Who
Does the Work

A book written by a practical patternmaker.
It gets right down to business in the first chapter
and keeps it up throughout the book. Full of

kinks, and actual working information, such as

tools required, woods adapted for the work, turn-

ing and all kinds of patterns. Contains addi-

tional chapters on core-making and molding.

A big, cloth-bound book of 224 pages with
312 illustrations.

PRICE POSTPAID $1.00.

Canadian Foundryman
Technical Book Department

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

Get your copy of

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE

for JULY

At all Newsdealers 15c. A COPY
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Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 1005^

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-
ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100 r; BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-
haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whethei
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they
are getting what they are supposed to get—because our
Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of methods.
mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where practical
economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would pay
you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals. Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils, Paints,
Coal, Coke. Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel, Copper,
Brass, Stone, Brick, Wood, etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed
all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush
delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada.
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

:3Tj

n Let us assist you in

"Grinding Down Costs''

To do this simply give us an out-
line of your grinding operation
and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General
Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite
for Precision and Fine Tool
Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manufacturers Crinding Wheels and
Machiner

456 Barton Street East,

HAMILTON. CANADA
.^^^y,J'<W^

Its irregular
shapes give it

the cutting points
which makL it su-
perior to the globules,
.shut, cleans Quicker and
bitter. No dust, no Band
storage bins, no sand dry-
erg when you use it. Doesn't
pulverize like sand.
One ton of angular grit equals
carloads of Band. WHITE.

Pittsburgh Crushed
Steel Company-

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Established 1888.

Canadian Representatives: Williams &
Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Tmol nARH
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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| CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY |

If what you want Ik not listed here write us. and we "ill tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after iiaving secured advertisers' names
from this directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is

maintained for the benefit and convenienre of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper headings is gladly undertaken, but dues not become part of an advertising contract.

I 111,1:11 LI II I.I I II III Mill iiiniiiiimiMMiii

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Can. Hurt Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton, tint.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

AIB COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersej Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, (hit.

Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., T nto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Dnt.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Out.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Tlighman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jopeph Dixon Crucible Co.. .Tersev City. N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLOWERS
i 'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd. . Hamilton. On;.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Fnc. & Mfg. p n .. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can Hanson * Van Winkle Co. Toronto "•>•
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Lt 1., T nto, Ont.

'

Hamilton
i

Facing Mill Co., LM.. Hamilton. w,,[
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
WoonVon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Dnt.

BRAKE SHOES. WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RUBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co.. Toronto. Ont.Can. Hart Wheels. LM.. Hamilton. Ont.
Dominion Fdry Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto o„.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

'

Hamilton Facmg Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Manufacturers' Brush Co . ClerM„„.) Ohio
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

'

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Out.

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Dm
Doaunion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronti

, Ont.Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que
Mannfaetnrers' Brush Co.. Clevelan 1, Ohio
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto On'
Forrl-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
S^tAfons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.W . W . Wells, Toronto.
Woolison, E "

. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
r
,?

r\,." a
,

nT &
.
Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.

W. W
. W ells, Toronto.

Woodison. E. J.. C., Toronto, Out.

BURNERS. COKE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto o„'
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., To onto. Ont.

S Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch En*. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Out.

CABS, CORF. OVEN AND FOUNDRY
'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., LI I., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch En?. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevm- Fredi rlc B . Di trolt. M:ch.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronti
Fanner Mfg. Cc, Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay. W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. £. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic 11., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. W. (Veils, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J . Co., Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Gantier. J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev Citv. N J.
MeCi'lln-h-Dalzpl! Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Totonto. Ont.

CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. o-,t.
Dominion Fdry. supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Out
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.'
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co . T i

,,-, ,
. i

Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Qui.
Woolison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. o„t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., T nto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt.,.. Hamilton. Out.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hemmler & Bros.. Wm., Kewanee. III.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelnhia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., to.. Toron'o, Ont.

(ORE OILS
Can. Hanson &• Ven Winkle r" .

T"-™'" <">«'.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltl.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. One.
Lindsay, w. W.. ,v it.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Wooli=on K. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

'ORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
(ORE WASH
Can. Han'nn & Van Winkle Co., To'ov.'o r>nt.

I union Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
"v.le & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N .!.

Woolison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Out.

'ORE WAX
r"an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto ">•.
Dominion Fdrv, Supplj Co., Ltd., T to, Ont.
Hyde & Sons." Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

CRANES
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
I.indsav. W. W.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Suns, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Win Its, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
I [fRNACE, BOTTOM POUB, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Tn'von Crucible Co.. .Tosenh. Jersey City. N T

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Tor into, Ont.

Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McCullough -Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seilel, R. B.. Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic R.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Domini. hi Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., T. I On
Hamillon Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Lindsay. W. W.. & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville. Out.
Stevuis, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woolison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., T< do, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, (int.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toront ' f*«l
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Wfnkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. O it.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Oat.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey Citv S J
Gantier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City. X.J
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
Dominion Fdry. Simply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle r n

. Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC. PNEUMAT IC
ran. Hanson & Van Winkle Cn

. To.-nnto. r>.,t

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Out.

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Ma'hine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toron'o. Ont.
II. .minion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., T ito, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, .Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, tint.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, (ml.
Hyde A: Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
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LIST OF PRODUCTS

"Hamilton " Pig Iron

Open Hearth Steel Billets

Steel and Iron Bars

Forgings

Railway Fastenings

Pole Line Hardware
Bolts, Nuts and Washers

Wrought Pipe

Screws, Wire
and

Wire Products
of every description

OF CANADA
LIMITED

MONTREAL
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II Hi: BRICK AM) (LAV
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co . T nto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Sujmlj Co., l.t I., T
Qautier, J. li.. A « o., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out
Hyde & Sena, l.i.i.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Bterens, Frederic It.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros, Co.. Buffalo. \ Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

FIRE BAND
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto <>nt
'* inlon Fdrv. Supplj Co., I.i 1.. T .1 1

Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. NY.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Out.

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto Out
Dominion Fdry. Supnlj Co., l.t I.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tabor Mi K . Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson A Van Wmklc Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., LI 1.. T to,

'

Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic 15.. Detroit, Mich
Woodiscn, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY FARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry.. supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Onldamiltpn Facing .\i,n Co., Hamilton. Ont.Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic li., Detroit, Mich
Whitehead BlTW. Co.. HuMalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
',

>">•»> l"l>i. Supplj Co.. Ltd., Toronto Om
'

Josejili uixon v_ruciule Co., jersej Cnj \ j
Hiuiiiltoii Facing Alill Co.. Hamilton, onl.'Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Monarch tug. A .Ulg. 1 0, l.alim.oie
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich
Whitehead Itios. Co.. iiuitalo, N.Y
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
Hersej Co., Ltd., .Milton, Montreal, Que
IOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OutHawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easion r a .Hyde A Sous, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison, E. .1.. Co., Toronto, Out.
FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Dominion Fdry. Surely Co., Ltd., Toronto, On-.Hamilton Facing Jul) Co., Hamilton, Ont.Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, \ Y
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
FURNACES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, On;
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., l.t 1,. Toronto, Ont.Hamilton Facing .Vull Co.. Ham, lion, Ont.Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Kaston
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., MontrealMonarch Eng. A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic 1!., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto On'Dominion Pdrj-. Supplj Co., Ltd., T nto OntHamilton Facing A, ,11 Co., Ham, lion. Out.Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Fusion
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. („. Baltimore
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toionto, Onl
GOGGLES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. T—onto Ont
Dominion Fdry Supph Co., Ltd., T ito. Out.Hide A Sons. Ltd., Montreal Que
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OnlDominion Fdry. Supplj Co.; Ltd., X nto. Oiii.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey Citj .\ I

Hamilton Facing Mill Co . Hamilton
'

Out.'
Hyde .v Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que
Jonathan Hartley Crucible Co., Trenton v .1

McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh PaWoodison. E. J.. Co.. Toionto. Ont.
GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
ran. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OnlHyuc A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Di\,m Crucible Co., Jersey City \ 1

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, but.
GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING

I an Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toionto. Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

GRIT. ANGULAR
11. , 1

1

1
ion Supply Co., Boston, Mass

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
GRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
IIELMKTS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toionto Out
l'"",""

|

-'' h '-- Supplj Co., 1.1 I. T nto, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toionto, Out.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-
ERY. ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

i'an Han- n A Van Winkle Co .
I to, Ont

11 li iS s...i,. Ltd., Montreal
Northern Crane w>ks. Ltd.. Walkerrille, Ont.

HOISTS. HANI), TROLLEY
Can, Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Domi 11 Fdry, supph Co., LI I., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde A.- Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.

Woodison. B. .1., Co., Toionto. Ont.

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Domii Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, om.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

IKON FILLER
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hy.le & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic li.. Detroit, .Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toionto. Ont.

IKON SAND
fMobe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

KAOLIN
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., l.t I., Toionto. Oat.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E, J.. Co., Toionto, Ont.

LADLES. IOUNDRY
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Di:,ou Crueiuie Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Sly, W. W\. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic li., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., T nto, Out.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton, Pa.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Mil.

Woodison. E. J", Co., Toionto. Ont.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toionto, Out.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Seide!. It. li.. Philadelphia.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Om.
MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

MELTING TOTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic P... Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories. Montreal.
Charles C, Kawin Co., Toronto.
Hersi 5 Co.. I.id.. Milton, Montri al. Que.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Toronto Testing Laboratories, Toronto.

MIXERS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

HOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. O.it.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry. Eng.
Cvii. Hanson .V: Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Di million Fdry. Su; _ Co., Ltl T On .

Hamilton Facing Mill Co . Ttamillnn. Onl.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.
SI,,, ns, Frederic R.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woo'ison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
1

1 minion Fdry. Supplj Co. LI I . Toronto, Ont.
Hyde A Sous. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Tor,into. Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
\NI> DRYING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Domi Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Out.

OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Di i" Fdr£. Supnlj Co., LI I., T 1-.. Onl
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Onl.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic li., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont,

PIIOSPIIORIZERS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Di minion Fdry. Simply Co., l.t I., T nto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde A Sons_ Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. .1., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIED
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee, w If

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Car.. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mil,.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RETORTS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crocihle Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton. N.J.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RIDDLES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., T to, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Out.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal, One.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Out.

RESIN
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co., Ltd., To to, Out.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Sly. W. W\. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ROUGE
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston. .Mass.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, UH .

Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Monties] Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, 0.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. I'a.

SAND BLAST SAND
Can. Hanson A Van Wbikle Co.. Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltl Toronto. Orrt,
Hvde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Onr.
Whitehead Bras. Co., Bvffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toionto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Stul Co.. Mam-fbll. Olpn
Harrison Supply Co., Boston. Mass.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY. BARRELS.
ETC.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
It, .minion Fdry. Supply Co . Ltd.. TdYonto, On
Hvde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. One.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison. E. ,T., Co.. Toionto, Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.
SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. ri n t

Dominion Fdry, Srjmly Co., Ltd.. To, onto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde A Sons. LtL. \fnnti~nl, 0"<\
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. r- o,v. x- v
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
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DS/xr

SAM) SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
1

.

- ..Ltd., Toronto. Ont
g - ms, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison 1' .!., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SEPARATORS
Dfaui'i Magnetic Beparatoi C ., Mi 1 -

1 ' p, Wis.

D mini i
I ' i .

- ' Co.. Ltd., T ito, Ont.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.

Harrison Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.

Don - Ij Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.

ft Sons.~Ltd.. 12 Bleary St.. Montreal.
Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
BILH \ V* \sn
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

I

.

- Ltd., T
Hyde A: Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleiiry St.. Montreal.

Woodison. E. I.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
and rrr.VERi7.ED
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
I, - -. v Co., I.t I., Toronto. Ont.

S - ms, Ltd., 12 Blenry St., Montreal.

Joseph Divnn Crucible Co.. .Terser City. N.J.

Woodson. E. J.. <o.. Toronto. Ont
SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Dom. Iron ft Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SOAPSTONE _ ,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

ninion Fdt .
LI I. To

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

BF1 I.TER BOWLS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toron'o. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS -

.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
r LI I.. T

Hamilton F'acing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
-

.ric P.. 1'etroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. .1 . Co.. Toronto. '

Mil EEZEB MOLDING MACHINES
Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.

Supply I

Tabor Mfg. °o., Philadelphia-

Woodison, F. I , Co.. Toronto, Ont

Out.
Onit.

Ont.

Pa.

u

SQUEEZERS, POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
1)..mini. in Kiln. Snnply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.,. Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodissn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
H' le & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEI. BARS. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal. One.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.

Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Out
STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toron
Dominion Fdi . 3upplj Co., LI L T i

Hydi ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
i Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J

Woodison, E. L. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont.

TALC
fan. Hanson ft Van "Winkle Co., Toron'o,

Don i

- t Co., Ltd.. Toronto
Hamilton Facing llfll Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde ft sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que*-

E. .1 Woodison Co.. Toronto.
rcwMson. F. J Co. Toronto. Ont.

TFSTS OF MATERIALS
li Co Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Q
TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
H d ,\ - Ltd. Montreal.
McCnl'ocr. Dalwll Crucible Company. Pittsburg

TRACK OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. ""-vento. ""tLi

Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont,
I Co., Toronto. Ont.

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl

l

'

Hyde ft Son LI I. Mi

Ont.

Ont

Ont.
i in

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. o.*t.

Dominion Pdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. o,. t .

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Won-1j«nn. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
VENT MAX
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion I'll.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
I ni'ed Comnonnd Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Wot/dison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Pdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.T Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydnev. N.S.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
''an. Hart Wheels, Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

WHEELS. POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
rotted Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Pdry. Supnl] Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

i: I
. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS WD NAILS
:i in i n ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont

Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

WIIM—M

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace,

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

BLACK-LfWB

CRUCIBLES

ii

DOES MORE WORK ON
LESS AIR THAN ANY
OTHER SAND SIFTER

Begins to save you time and
money as soon as installed, The

Battle Creek Sand Sifter.

Simple, efficient, economi-

•. . cal. Write for full details.

BATTLE CREEK
SAND SIFTER CO.

Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

Highest Quality

Foundry Brushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order.

The Manufacturers Brush
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

.o.

Bent Handle
Washout.

Shoe Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.

Bartley Crucible Co 6

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 40
Britannia Foundry Co 6

Brown Specialty Machinery Co. ... 7

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. . . .

Outside Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 35
Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-

tories 35

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co 32
Dixon, Crucible Co., Joseph 40

Dom. Foundry Supply Co 8

Dominion Iron & Steel Co Hi

Fanner Mfg. Co., The 4
Ford-Smith Machine Co 33

ADVERTISING INDEX
Gautier, J. H., & Co 9

Globe Steel Co 35

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 31
Harrison Supply Co 32
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. . . 40
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton 32
Hyde & Sons 5

Kawin Co., Charles C... Inside Ft. Cover

Lindsay, W. W., & Co 39

Manufacturers Brush Co 40
McCullough-Dalzell Co 33
Midland Machine Co 33
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co 3

Northern Crane Works 34

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co 35

Seidel, Inc., R. B 33
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co 4
Standard Equipment Co 9
Steel Co. of Canada 37
Stevens, Frederic B... Inside Back Cover

Toronto Testing Laboratories 33

United Compound Co 9

Wells, W. W 34
Whitehead Bros. Co Front Cover
Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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GUARDING
THC

FOUNDRY
TRADE

To protect the trade—against delays — against inferior qualities, I

have large stocks of worthy products ready for immediate delivery.

Stevens Superior Supplies do not stop with being merely desirable

—

they are a positive NECESSITY as a matter of saving-money economy
in foundries and plating shops.

Once yon buy them you will have naught else.

Pick some of these "good things" and, if you are unacquainted with
a matter of saving-money-economy order a barrel on approval, for trial.

Stevens Pure East India Plum-
bago—direct from the Is-

land of Ceylon.
Stevens Xo. 2 King Kore
Kompound—the one proved
perfect production.

Stevens Xo. 4 Columbia Part-
ing — Cheapest although
best.

Stevens Carbon Blacking —
Something super-excellent.

Stevens Stopper (Iron Filler)
—A wonderful money saver.

Stevens Core Oils—The Oil of
oils.

Stevens Core Gum—The climax-
in core binders.

Fire Sand.
Fire Brick.
Fire Clay.
Cupola Blocks.

Gautier Crucibles.

Hostetter Coke.

Seacoal Facing.

Talc or Soapstone.
Molding Sand.
Foundry Molasses.
Foundry Flour.
Foundry Rosin.
1 ore Ovens.
Foundry Equipment.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions.
Stevens Buffing Compositions.
Genuine Turkish Emery (some
numbers).

Stevens Improved American
Emery.

Buffing Wheels.

Emery Glue.

Spanish Felt Wheels.

Canary Yellow Dextrine.

Cyanide of Sodium.

Nickel Anodes.

Nickel Salts.

Chemical Sundries.

Platers' Supplies.

Polishing Room Equipment.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Street

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streels. New Haven, Conn.. E. E. Seeley. Manager
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WOOD and STEEL TANKS

CYPRESS WOOD TANKS
Plain or Lead Lined

We specialize in making tanks of all kinds, any size to meet
requirements. . We are prepared to furnish these plain,

asphaltum lined or lead lined.

vtelded
STEEL TANKS

N VAN
V*NKU COMPAQ

THE HANSO-V^
K N .

. ^oW
Detro |T

CHICAGO ^

Welded Steel Tanks

Welded or Riveted Steel Tanks all sizes.

Enquiries Solicited.

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Ltd
TORONTO - CANADA
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Have You
Investigated

Flint Shotting of

MUNITIONS?
"Every Grain Like a Pearl"

Flint Shotting is sand blasting with a college education.

It is doing, in a highly efficient way, work that is

commonly done by-guess and by-gad.

Because Flint Shot is not an acci-

dental aggregation of sand grains of

various kinds, sizes and hardnesses,

but a collection of highly uniform,
pearl -like nodules of pure flinty se-

cured by the mechanical disintegra-

tion of St. Peter's Rock.

Even common sand blasting has
advantages over older forms of clean-
ing brass, iron and steel castings,

forgings, etc., that you should know
about.

But Flint Shotting multiplies these
advantages.

We have accumulated a mass of interest-

ing data on the sand blasting of metal sur-

faces and may have information that will

speed up your output, decrease your cost,

and improve the character of the finish of
your products.

When you send for our Mint Shot Booklet, tell us something
about your products and how you clean them

U. S. Silica Company
414 Peoples Gas Building Chicago, Illinois
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TAKE OUR
ADVICE

We Point the Way to Better

Business and Bigger Profits

100% Results
or No Charge

Maximum Production
at Minimum Cost

You may be doing a good business, but WHY NOT BETTER IT? You
can do it and increase your profits with the aid of the

KAWIN SERVICE
Practical Expert Business Builders

Our highly trained and experienced force of FOUNDRY EFFI-
CIENCY "EXPERTS, with a knowledge of the world's best

methods of production, will show you how to CUT THE COST
OF PRODUCTION, how to INCREASE YOUR PROFITS, and
how to BUILD UP YOUR BUSINESS.

If your business is not satisfactory we
guarantee to give it a substantial boost.

If you have a problem that's difficult

to solve, we will solve it to your entire

satisfaction on a guaranteed basis be-

fore we start.

We arc putting new life into the best of

industries—in fact all kinds of indus-

tries, If you want to get maximum
results at minimum cost, take us into

your confidence. We guarantee to

make good.

Ask Us to Call and Demonstrate—No Obligation

Charles C. Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists, Metallurgists, Foundry Advisers

Chicago, 111. Dayton, Ohio

307 Kent Building, Toronto.

San Francisco, Cal.
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Woodison's Ad
Published once a month by

THE E. J. WOOD1SON COMPANY
Toronto. Montreal and Windsor

FIRE BRICK
FOUNDRY REQUISITES

PLATERS' AND POLISHERS - SUPPLIES

TRY WOODISONS METHOD
"Buy the best it is the

cheapest in the long run"

ACCOMPLISHES
MORE IN LESS TIME

"Woodseed" Liquid Core

Compound, the Peer of them All

in Every Respect

"Woodseed" is as near perfection

as years of experience can bring it.

Results obtained on all classes of

cored work prove this.

In the first place, it works easily

in the core boxes—no sticking—no

time lost.

Then, too, it's a fast dryer—gives

off no obnoxious gases and

—

It makes cores that will stand up
to the metal and later rap out of the

casting with an ease that will sur-

prise you. Time saved all the way.
"Woodseed" is much cheaper than

Linseed oil, but it will give you the

results desired of Linseed cored

work—a palpable economy.
We'll send you a trial barrel to

prove these statements, and you need
not pay for it until we've shown you
results. Say when.

WILL NOT
RUB OFF

Atlas Blacking Works Wonders

in Many Foundries

Many a dollar is lost throughout

the country on account of poor core

wash in the foundry.
We've overcome all obstacles

formerly found in the manufacture of

a successful blacking and have given

to the world—Atlas Blacking.

It does everything that you would
expect a good blacking to do, and
maybe more.

It positively sticks to the core

—

lays nicely to the metal, and, in peel-

ing, leaves beautiful casting faces.

We make it and know that it's good
— if you use it you'll know that it's

good. Order a trial barrel quick.

WOODISON
QUALITY

PARTING

This successful parting composition
is manufactured in our plant of care-

fully selected materials.

It is equally efficient on molds where
patterns have shallow or deep lifts.

Being light in color, and impervious to

moisture, the resulting part will be
perfect.

Lycopodium is hard to obtain and
is very expensive—"Quality" parting
can be shipped immediately and is

economical.

We'll take care of your orders, large

or small, so send them in.

CLEANING-ROOM
ECONOMY

How No. 614 Plumbago Will Help

Solve Your Problems

The cleaning-room is a necessary

adjunct to the foundry business, but

it is also an expensive department at

all times.

If you could take your castings

from the mold, so that the minimum
of sand and scale would adhere to the

surface you would cut your cleaning

cost.

That is just what will happen if you
use our No. 614 Pure East India

Plumbago on your molds.

It is genuine, unadulterated mate-
rial, and a certain preventer of sand
and metal fusion on the face of a cast-

ing. In other words, it's a heat
resister.

You can dust it, slick it, brush or

rub it on and it's there to stay—and
save you money.

Try out a sample barrel now.

EVERYTHING

We can't tell you of all the good
things that we sell, owing to lack of

space. We endeavor, however, to in-

form you about a few each month.

Don't forget that we handle every-

thing that is necessary to the opera-

tion of a modem foundry—from a

dowel pin to a cupola.

We are also manufacturers of

Polishers' and Platers' Supplies and
we carry complete stocks at

Toronto,

Windsor,
Boston,

Buffalo,

Detroit,

Portland, Ore.,

Seattle.

SAVEYOURCASTINGS
and

Incidentally Your Dollars

In every foundry there are a cer-

tain amount of castings that are

relegated to the scrap heap. That's

because they are defective in one way
or another. A lot of these scrapped
casting are thrown out on account of '

small blow-holes or other trivial de-

fects that ordinarily would not "get
by" the inspector.

There is, however, an inexpensive
method of reclaiming such castings,

and this is by using Woodison "Qual-
ity" Iron Filler.

There's no trouble to prepare it as
it comes in powdered form and needs
nothing but sufficient water to bring
it to a paste form. Then apply it to

the defect with a knife or slick and
then let it dry out thoroughly. Take
a file and smooth it off and presto!
you have a brand new, faultless cast-

ing.

Woodison "Quality" Iron Filler is

packed in 5, 10 and 25-pound cans or
sold in bulk as you may desire. The
price is reasonable, it's economy is

obvious, so you better send a sample
order in the next mail.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Dare I Reduce My Advertising During
the War?

GEORGE F. TILTON, In 100% Magazine

Advertising is a force that is so stiipcndnus as to tic atmost immeasurable.
Dare I, therefore, underestimate the results of shutting off this wonderful busi-

ness power at this time in the world's crisis/

M\J[JW^ should T advertise when I cannot

VY supply the demand?" a prominent

ot

it

manufacturer wrote the other day. In

some of his lines the raw materials positively

could not lie had. In others the supply was so

limited as to make the price almost prohibitive.

Then, with next to nothing from which to manu-
facture his finished product, why should he

spend any money advertising a commodity that

cannot he bought?

This problem is uppermost in the minds of

thousands of manufacturers. We admit that on

the surface there seems to he but one answer, and
were yon running a corner grocery store and were

you depending only on the immediate neighbor-

hood for your income, it would be easy to solve

your problem.

But how about you big manufacturers, you
who realize the gravity of the situation, you who
have been spending millions in advertising thai

has helped to make this country the most

wealthy nation in the world; are you willing to

trifle with this powerful business agent?

Hasty decisions based on fears and apprehen-
sions often lead to business oblivion.

American business has reached a place in its

progress where, if it desires a successful future, it

must make haste slowly.

Have you measured and do you know just

how much of your success yon owe to advertising?

Copy the following questions. They may be
worthy of deep consideration:

(1) Have the results of my advertising in the past
been only temporary? In other words, have I adver-
tised only for immediate returns or for the accumula-
tion of good-will?

(2) What will I lose in good-will by not being able

to supply the goods I advertise?

(3) If I stop advertising for one year how much
will it cost me to restore my sales impetus to its normal
momentum ?

(4) How much will my organization be affected

and how long will it take me to build it up after the
war?

(5) By shutting off my advertising am I hot leav-

ing the way clear for new concerns to be organized
that will have an equal chance with me to get my
business after the war?

(6) How long will my business run without adver-
tising?

(7) How are my competitors going to meet this

crisis ?

Some manufacturers believe that business is going
to be harder to get after the war and are far-sighted
enough to increase their advertising in anticipation of
that dull period. If business is going to be harder to

get after the war, now is the time to make friends with
the public and win a consumer market.

All periods of prosperity are followed by an after-

math of business depression—a time when people not
only become frugal—they become niggardly. Is there
a business force so well equipped to overcome the bad
effects of panics and depressions as advertising?

To some people there seems to be a vast difference

between "economy" and "elimination of waste." Econ-
omy and frugality mean "management without loss or
waste" and have nothing to do with excessive hoarding.
Judicious spending is just as important as the elimina-

tion of waste. Depressions and panics are not overcome
by niggardliness and parsimony.

Let us not get these terms confused. Let us
economize if we must, but let us start where economy
is essential. Let us discriminate in favor of efficiency.

Let us study our manufacturing costs; our overhead;
our depreciation; our method of manufacture.

The business of the nation is no stronger than its

internal business, and the manufacturers who are look-

ing forward to the securing of international markets
after the war cannot hope to succeed if the nation is

confronted with an internal panic because of lack of

foresight at this time in reducing its advertising.

You manufacturers who have been enlarging your
plants and increasing your production during the recent
time of prosperity had better be making new efforts

and building a new consumer demand for the time when
business is not going to be easy to get.

Advertising now will make your future secure.

|
?ms$s^$im^
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NO CRUCIBLE OIL OR GAS

Run This

Chamber Off
While This

Chamber Melts
nun mini

Arundel Drop Front Core Oven
All fuels

Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber
Furnace —'Simplex"

It's Your Loss to Forget
Not only the Point about this Double Chamber

Furnace but also the many points of our Equipment

The continuous melting feature of the "Monarch" Double

Chamber Furnace is added to by the quality and construction

of the furnace. The flame is not directed against the metal,

therefore no oxidizing takes place. Copper, brass, aluminum,

iron, steel, gold, silver and similar metals are reduced to

molten condition with the greatest speed and thoroughness.

The Single Chamber "Monarch" Furnace maintains the same

inherent qualities as the Double Chamber Furnace, the

continuous feature being eliminated.

The Arundel drop front core oven is superior over all other

makes df oven of similar size.

Your inquiry regarding any foundry requirements would

receive prompt and intelligent attention.

Send for Catalogue D.P.7

The Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Company

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Shops at Curtis Bay, Md.

SEE THEM AT THE CONVENTION -- ASK OUR REPRESENTATIVE FOR INFORMATION

// any advertisement interest* y<ya, teai ll out iww and place with letters to be answered.
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STOVE TRIMMINGS
Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Towel
Bars, Rings, Edges, Strips, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets

j^/£ Malleable Iron Castings
Suitable for General Purposes.

TAKE
CARE Hard Iron Tumbling Stars

They will Clean, They will Last, They are Hard.

OF
YOU Foundry Chaplets

______^____ of every description, Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded.

The Fanner Mfg. Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Big Production-Quality Work
SLY Sand Blast Mill
Stands for Bigger Profits

The "Sly" is perfectly balanced with adjusting rollers and
runs smoothly from morning till night, showing a pile of

work at the end of the day. Stands up under heavy, con-

tinuous service and runs on 3 11. P.

THE WINNING FEATURE
THE NO-WEAR NOZZLE (an exclusive Sly feature)
holds the air consumption down to a minimum and keeps
the supply constant all times.

As there is practically no wear to this nozzle, its life is

prolonged indefinitely—there is no constant expense for
new nozzles; nor the annoyance of replacing them.

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
We manufacture Cleaning Mills, Cinder Mills, Dust Arrest-
ers, Rosin Mills, Sand Blast Mills, Cupolas, Sand Blast
Machines, Sand Blast Rotary Tables, Sand Blast Rooms,
Ladles, Core Ovens, Cranes—Full Foundry Equipment.

Get in touch with us.

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

/

Let our Engineering: De-
partment advise you.

Mention tfiis paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Everything
the Foundry

In addition to the full

line of foundry supplies

and equipment which

we handle, we are also

in a position to give ex-

pert advice on foundry

practice and invite cor-

respondence on any
matters of this nature.

Our services are at your

disposal and informa-

tion will be gladly sent.

WRITE US

We can advise
you on the fol-

lowing:

BRASS, CUPOLA,

OPEN HEARTH
FURNACES and

CONVERTERS ;

CONS T R U C TION

EFFICIENCY and

MIXTURES of all

METALS; MOLD-
ING in IRON, STEEL

and BRASS, as well as

the PURCHASE of

RAW MATERIAL in

the most ECONOMI-
CAL MANNER.

HYDE & SONS, LIMITED
New Birks Building MONTREAL

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with Letters to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace':•;..;•-,.. . ~
'

*"^

wTBXr The Only Perfect Melter
-

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

— MH D^ByIn ^B wB w V/ Is Absolutely Uniform

41 ^aT Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Battle Creek Sand Sifter
A practical, economical air Sand Sifting

machine that requires the minimum quan-

tity of air for maximum production. Get

specifications and compare it with any

sifter. Ours will then show its worth.

Battle Creek Sand

Sifter Co.

Battle Creek
Mich. U.S.A.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Front View With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR

3" Tabor Jarring Machine with
12 x 14 Table.

FOR SMALL
MOLDS

AND

MEDIUM
SIZED CORES

NOTICE
KNEE VALVE AMD
KCCtULATtNA VALVE FURH\SttEt
&t THE TABOt MFfi.CO. VW»TH

CUSTOMER VJtLU FURH»5H
flfE AHP HOSE.

.REftOLATiMft VAU/C.

\\.\- PROPER t>\.OW

» OBTAINED.

Floor

[$jM

I' 1
!

ill

PRESS KNEE
»6»INST LEVER
TO JAR.

\F 14-"5<J CfcHWOT BE
r»«CH«5ED, BUtt-O UP
SECTION KS 5W0WN,
OR USE CONCRETE.

3'' Tabor Jarring Machine set in

Core Bench.

Write for Bulletin M-J-P.

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.
FOREIGN AGENTS:

Geo. W. Goodchild & Macnab, 56 Eagle St.. South-

ampton Row. London, W. C. ; Fenwick, Freres &
Co., 8 Rue De Rocroy, Paris, France.

PHILADELPHIA
PA.

FOREIGN AGENTS:

Mitsui & Co., Ltd., New York, Tokio, Japan

;

Benson Bros., Sidney and Melbourne, Australia.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Vent Wax
Reliable

Economical
Easy To Use

It h::> proven to be the easiest and best

way to vent any core. Simply bed it in

the sand, leading it to the proper outlet,

and it will be entirely absorbed by the

core when drying, leaving a (rood, clean

vent just the size and shape of the wax
used.

tail your supply house for samples 01

write us. A trial will be the most positive

way to prove its value.

United Compound Company
228 Elk St.. Buffalo, N.Y.

Look for the'Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

miiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi-

• H.;JGa,u,tier 6/

PRODUCTION COST CUT TO
A MINIMUM

Cost of production is going up with the cost of

living, but there are cases where the cost of pro-

duction can he given a death blow. Here is one:

A Modern Foundry utility that is guaranteed to

cut operating expenses—and at the same time <iive

increased cleaning capacity and do the highest

quality of work.

NEW HAVEN
Sand Blast Machines
They are the OXLY genuine, self-contained sand blast

barrels where the cleaning material does not leave the

inside, but is used over and over on the work. The
accumulation of dust and dirt is confined inside and
removed by direct exhaust.

Write for particulars.

The New Haven Sand Blast Co
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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"WABANA"
MACHINE CAST PIG IRON

ALL METAL—NO SAND

Chill Cast—"SJNDLESS"— Pig Iron

melts quicker or with lower fuel
consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2,240

pounds to the ton, and it is All Metal-
no sand.

Our system of grading is according to

the Silicon, as follows:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over
1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

We are also in a position to supply Sand Cast

Iron—analysis same as Machine Cast.

It will be a pleasure to quote on your
next requirements.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited

Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES :

Sydn.y. N.3.; 1 1 2 St. Jam.. St . Montr.al; 1 8 W.lliatt.m St. E.. Tor.nto.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.



The Dominion Forge ^ Stamping Co
Limited.

'T

Walkerville, Or\t.

Next to the production of iron and steel from the raw ore, the field of operation covered

by stamping and forging is of greatest, though not always most obvious importance. Recent
events hare tended to thrust machine shop work more into the limelight, but as a basic

branch of engineering activity the art of stamping and drop forging mag be expected to

increase in importance as conditions revert to normal in the hoped-for near future.

NEXT to the production of raw ma-
terial, the working of it into a
semi-finished state suited for con-

sumption by manufacturing plants, is

perhaps the most important step in its

progress toward the final consumer. Be-
cause of the nature of the work, and
conditions of the business, drop-forging
and stamping, to be successfully carried

on, must be conducted with a degree of

efficiency, both from an economic and
productive point of view, exceeding that
which is permissible in ordinary metal-
working establishments. Occupying as
it does, an intermediate stage between
the initial and final stages of manufac-
ture, the functions of a plant such as
described in this article, must be dis-

charged systematically and reliably,

otherwise the successful operation of
other plants dependent on its product
may be seriously jeopardized. The
growth of drop-foreing and stamping-
work in this country has been steady and
continuous over a number of years, and
the magnitude of operations and extent
of equipment installed serve to convev
some idea of the im-
portant part played
by firms of this type

creased business made imperative the

separation of the two branches, and ac-

cordingly a complete new forge shop
was erected, being known as plant No.
2. It is also in Walkerville, on the line

of the Pere Marquette Railroad, with
office entrance on Seminole street.

Plant No. 1 is therefore entirely em-
ployed in the production of stampings
and cold press work. Nearly all of the

stamping work is in connection with the

automobile business and consists of

sheet metal fenders, tanks, mufflers and
hoods. Some time ago, operations were
extended to include the manufacture of

automobile frames, and developments in

this line have been, such that arrange-
ments are now being: made to double the

shop capacity for this product. Frame
production is carried on in a separate
building on the opposite side of Albert
street, an interior view of this building
forming one of the illustrations. Situ-

ated here is also the boiler house which
was necessary for the original for?e de-

partment before removal to plant No. 2,

and which is now used for the central

Plant Locations

1

OtPAWIMlHT

The Dominion
Forge & Stamp Co.,

Walkerville, n t.,

operates two plants.

The original plant,

No. 1, adjoins the
Grand Trunk Rail-

way near Walkerville
station and occupies
the entire end of the block be-
tween St. Luke's Road and Albert
Street. Both forging and stamping
operations were carried on here until in-
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PLAN VIEW OF FOBGE PLANT SHOWING LAYOUT OF DEPARTMENTS.

heating plant for the stamping division.

Stamping Plant

The main building consists of four

floors with basement and is of reinforced

concrete construction with large lighting

areas on all sides. It is 55 feet wide by
157 feet long. Extending to the rear is

the tool room building, of single floor

construction, connecting with the fender

forming department. This latter de-

partment is parallel with the main build-

ing, and can be seen in illustration on

page 580, where the monitor roof shows
above the tool rom.

Press Room

The basement is devoted entirely to

storage of raw material, many tons of

sheet metal of various sizes and gauges
being: kept in stock, although present

conditions of the steel industry and
heavy demands for product have pre-

vented any extensive accumulation of

material. The first floor contains the re-

ceiving and shipping department with
elevator service to all floors. All heavy
stamping work such as blanking, flang-

ing, etc., involving the use of large ma-
chines is done on this floor, a view of

some of the larger presses being given

on page 114. Five

large double-crank

presses are employed
for blanking and
forming sheets for

automobile fenders,

of which several

types are made;
flanging and emboss-
ing or doming over

large areas is also

done in these presses.

Two of these large

presses are shown to-

ward the right of illustration. Additional
equipment on this floor includes medium
power presses and shears. Prominent
amongst the makers of these machines

~i
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are noted, the Toledo Machine & Tool

Co., and the Consolidated Press & tool

Co.

Fender Forming

Following the fender blanks to the

forming department, the operations ne-

cessary to complete the crowning are

done in a large double-crank press,

after which the aprons, skirts, or

fillers, as they are variously termed, are

united with the fender proper by means
of rolling and beading, these operations

being done on special types of sheet me-
tal working michinery. Some slight

amount of hand work is necessary to re-

move variations in shape and any irre-

gularities which occasionally appear, due
to slight variations in the material being
operated on.

Miscellaneous Assembly

Returning to the second floor of the
main building—this is occupied with the
assembling of muffler parts, engine
hoods, tanks, etc., the equipment con-
sisting of presses, shears, etc., such as

are ordinarily used for such work. The
third floor is occupied by the fender fin-

ishing department, which includes the
fitting of reinforcements at different

parts of the fenders, and the securing
in place of various details either by
beading and rolling or by electric weld-
ing. Final fitting by hand to duplicate
fixtures representing the parts of the
car frame, completes the work of fen-
der making, which is followed by the
enameling process before the fenders are
complete and ready for shipment.
The locating of the enameling depart-

ment on the fourth or top floor is desir-

able because of the freedom from the
dust on the sheet, and the absence of an-
noyance to other floors by the presence
of vapors and odors. The fenders are
first of all cleaned with emery cloth

after which they are washed in gasoline
to remove all grease and foreign matter,
The enamel is applied by dipping, the
fenders being immersed in a large tank

of liquid enamel and hung up to drain

thoroughly before baking. Several

coats are applied according to specifica-

tion, each coat being baked at a temper-

to the tool room squad on their own mer-
its, as it is generally preferable to find

a way of doing the work in a satisfac-

tory manner, rather than spend the same

VIEW OF PRESS ROOM IN MAIN BUILDING, SHOWING TYPES OF MACHINES USED
IN MAKING FENDERS.

ature of 350 deg. F., in order to obtain

that hard glasslike finish which is such

a conspicuous feature of modern auto-

mobiles.

Plant Maintenance

The construction and maintenance of

stamping machine equipment calls for

considerable experience in work of this

class. The designing, building, and try-

ing-out of a set of dies for a new de-

sign of fender is always a prolonged

and expensive job. Methods which
have been successfully applied in one
shop may, for some unaccountable rea-

son, fail to give satisfactory results in

another, and the necessity of meeting
the call for deliveries puts the job up

MAIN BUILDING OF PLANT NO. 1. WHERE HEAD OFFICE OF COMPANY IS LOCATED.

or longer time finding out why the other
fellow's method will not work. It is not
surprising, therefore, to note the extent
of the tool room equipment, when one
considers that, although the types of

fenders produced are comparatively few,
there are perhaps twelve to sixteen sep-

arate and distinct operations in each fen-

der.

Prominent amongst the machines is a
No. 6 vertical Becker milling machine,
capable of handling a large variety of

work in connection with the stamping
dies. Three shaping machines are instal-

led—C. M. C, Smith & Mills, and Amer-
ican Tool Works Co. Other machines in-

clude a large surface grinder for die-

blocks, etc., built by the Safety Emery
Wheel Co., a Le Blond tool room grin-

der, a Gray planer, and a Cataract bench
lathe, the equipment being rouYided out
by such items as two milling machines
(plain and universal), two sensitive,

drills two vertical drill presses, one ra-

dial drill and three tool room lathes.

A blacksmith shop and heat-treating

department are also provided, while a
9 x 8 in. motor driven Ingersoll-Rand

compressor supplies high pressure air

throughout the building.

Frame Manufacture

The frame shop, to which reference

has already been made, is single floor

brick building equipped for the quantity

production of automobile frames. Opera-

tions at present are concentrated on two
designs, the finished cars of which they

are a part being two of the most popu-

lar makes in this country. Roughly
speaking, the work of making a frame
consists of shearing, trimming, punch-

ing, forming, assembling. The stock is

received in sheets which are cut to

the proper outline on a 12 ft. Nia-
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gara shear. Special trimming work is

now done on the ends if necessary, ac-

cording to the type of frame being made.

This work consists of shaping the ends

so that projecting: lugs may be bent side-

ways at a later Stage to form angle brac-

kets wherewith to facilitate the assem-

bling of the cross members with the

sides.

The strip from which the side is

formed, still flat, is now taken to a mul-

tiple punching machine which punches
every hole in the side simultaneously.

The machine is of special design and is

located in the left background of the

frame shop (see photo below). It is of the

inverted type, with the lower platen op-

erated by three eccentrics located un-

derneath, the eccentric shaft and driv-

ing motor being: all below floor level, so

that the platen is at a convenient height

for the operators to handle material.

Eight massive steel columns threaded at

their upper ends, support the stationary

platen and provide adjustment for the

various dies. This press runs approxi-

mately 10 strokes per min., and punches

from 60 to 80 holes, round, square, or

oval, at one stroke.

After a sufficient number of parts have
been punched, tlue machine is changed
over to forming: work and turns over the

top and bottom flanges which impart
the familiar U section to the piece. Vari-

ous other presses to the number of four-

teen have meanwhile been engaged in

similar work on the cross members, some
of which are shown on trucks in the
view of the frame room. These are now
grouped together and riveted, some of

the riveting being done in punch presses

cold and some of it by pneumatic ham-
mers hot.

In this building is also located the

welding department in which two Pres-

tolite welding outfits are installed. Much
of their work consists in welding muf-
fler parts and snecial exhaust pine sec-

tions. Another 9 x 8 in. Ineersoll-Rand
compressor is installed here for the pneu-
matic apparatus.

Considerable as is the output of this

department, the constant growth of de-

mand from the ultimate consumer has

rendered necessary the doubling of ca-

pacity, and active operations are now in

which pass through the cold trimming
department, the great bulk of the work-

passes continuously from storage shed

into forge shop, thence to inspection,

and finally shipping.

LOOKING DOWN THE CENTRE OF FORGE DEPARTMENT, PLANT NO. 2.

progress to duplicate the department,
space being conveniently available at one
end.

Forging Plant
The "Forge," as plant No. 2 is fami-

liarly termed, is an excellent example of

specialized plant design. While the con-

ditions which prevailed in the original

plant before the erection of these works
delayed development of this line to some
extent, it afforded desirable opportunity
for studying the requirements and plan-
ning the arrangement of the new plant
on the most efficient lines. The straight
line design of plant has been adhered
to in very complete degree, as with the
exception of certain types of forgings

COMPONENT PARTS OF AUTOMOBILE FRAMES IN PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE IN
FRAME DEPARTMENT.

A study of the plant lay-out on page
113, combined with the title illustration,

conveys a clear idea of the plant. The
view forming the title is taken from
Seminole street, just above the tracks,

the forge shop occupying the main cen-

tral portion of the building, with the

steel storage shed showing at the far

end. This shed is approximately 185 ft.

long by 66 ft. wide, which is the uni-

form width of the main building. Both
the storage shed and forge shop build-

ings are of considerable height in order

to provide headway for a 5-ton Northern
overhead traveling crane of 40 ft. span,

which travels the full length of the two
departments. A standard gauge spur
track from the Essex Terminal Railroad
extends the full length of the storage
shed, so that incoming cars of raw ma-
terial can be placed in close proximity
to the particular section of storage space
devoted to any certain class of material.

Routine of Operations

An industrial track system connects
the various parts of the plant. Bundles
of bar stock are deposited at the two
Bertram bar shears, one on each side

of the forge shop, where they are cut to

the required length, while if no cutting is

required, the traveling crane conveys the
stock direct to the particular furnace,
where it is to be forged. Passing along
the forge shop, as shown in view
above, on the right is a battery of

Massillon steam hammers, consisting: of

four 1,500 lbs., and two of 2,500 lbs.

capacitv. The heavier sizes handle parts
for railroad cars, such as draw-hooks,
equalizing levers, spring shackles, etc.

A number of motor car forgings are also
nroduced at this point, steering knuckles,
hand levers, etc., being prominent items.
Immediately across the shop from
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these is a battery of eight hammers, one

5,000 lbs. Chambersburg, and seven

Massillon hammers, 1 of 3,000 lbs., 4 of

1,200 lbs., and 2 of 800 lbs. Crankshafts

for motor car engines, front axle forg-

ings, and various pieces of similar pro-

portions, are forged on the larger ham-

mers, while small parts, such as forked

rod-ends, steering levers, etc., constitute

the bulk of work done on the four smal-

ler hammers.
Beyond the hammers on the right are

nine board hammers engaged on muni-

tions stampings and similar work, in-

cluding one 1,500 lbs. Toledo, and eight

Waterburys, from 800 to 1,000 lbs.

Forging Machines

The blocking out of certain types of

forgings before going to the hammer is

frequently desirable, the ends of front

axles being an instance of this work,

which is performed on forging machines

of the Ajax, Acme and National types,

having capacities for handling stock

from 1V2 in. to 4 in. Individual motor

drive is installed on these machines,

their location being opposite the board

hammers.
Cold Trimming

Where the size and type of forging

render it desirable, provision is made for

hot trimming in a suitable machine plac-

ed next the hammer, but much small

work can be trimmed to advantage when

cold. The economy of this is apparent

when it is considered that cold trimming

is limited only by the speed at which the

operator can feed the machine, whereas

hot trimming is limited to the speed at

which the hammer finishes the work; in

addition to which the class of help ne-

cessary for cold trimming is compara-

tively unskilled compared with that of

a drop-forge operator. The location of

the cold trim shop is indicated in the

plan and a view of one side is shown
below. The bins at left are built

with hopper bottoms, which cause the

pieces to slide to the opening as quick-

ly as they are withdrawn. An inclin-

ed runway extends from the yard to the

chine equipment in this department in-

cludes a set of Massillon shears, and two
Newton motor-driven cold sawing ma-
chines.

DIE-SINKING DEPARTMENT, SHOWING TYPES OF MACHINES EMPLOYED IN PRODUCING
DIES FOR THE HAMMERS.

top of the bins so that forgings can be
dropped into the bins by the barrow
load. Six Toledo presses are installed in

this department, of the type shown in

view.

Inspection

Forgings from the cold trim shop are

now conveyed to the inspection room,
where they rejoin the bulk of the work
coming direct from the forge shop. Here
the work is gone over carefully, being
tumbled in barrels, dressed off in grin-

ders, or otherwise manipulated, accord-

ing to requirements, before being finally

inspected and passed for shipment. Ma-

COLD TRIMMrNG DEPARTMENT. WHERE
IN PUNCH

DROP FORGINGS ARE TRIMMED TO SIZE
PRESSES.

Die-sinking Department
The section of the main building in

which the inspection department is lo-

cated, also includes the die-sinking de-

partment and the office, with minor ac-

commodation, such as tool crib, die stor-

age, electrical department, machine re-

pair, and locker space. The die-sinking

department occupies almost half of the

section which is 200 ft. long by 66 ft.

wide. The equipment installed here is

typical of modern practice and includes

three Becker and four Pratt & Whitney
vertical milling machines; one 12 ft.

American, and one 10 ft. Pond planing
machines; one Safety Emery Wheel Co.

surface grinder; one 24 in. LeBlond latho,

one New Haven lathe, drilling machines,

and shapers, the latter including four

Gould & Eberhardt and ose Hamilton.

Power Equipment
The remaining group of buildings con-

tains the blacksmith shop and power de-

partment. The former is equipped prin-

cipally for the work of hardening dies

for the hammers and presses, four large

furnaces being installed for this purpose.
They are equipped to burn both gas and
oil. Large quenching tanks containing
brine, oil, etc., are provided for cooling

purposes. A 1,500 lb. Massillon open
frame steam hammer, and two smith's

hearths, are installed for taking care of

special work outside of the regular run
of the work, while the availability of

the furnaces enable special heat treating

to be done on occasion.

The power department consists of a

boiler room 65 ft. x 60 ft., containing a

battery of 5 Goldie & McCulloch 150

horse-power return tubular boilers for

supplying steam to the steam hammers,
and general heating purposes. Hydro-
Electric power is employed for the vari-

ous motors and shaft drives throughout,
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also shop lighting:. As shown in the
view of the boiler room, pas firing is

installed throughout; owing, however, to

the heavy demands on this source of heat

in winter time, combined with a steady
decrease in available supply, the instal-

lation of mechanical coal stokers is now
under way.
An Ideal feed water heater and puri-

fier is used, while the feed pump installa-

tion consists of one Darling Brothers 10

x 6 x 12 in. duplex piston pump, and a
Goldie & McCulloch outside centre-pack-
ed plunger pump of similar size.

Turbine Driven Blower
An interesting item of equipment is a

blowing unit composed of a General Elec-

tric centrifugal air compressor running
at 3,400 revs, per min., direct driven by
a 75 horse-power Curtis turbine. Forced
lubrication at a pressure of 4 lbs. per
sq. in., is supplied to the bearings, while
the air is delivered to the main blast

pipe at a pressure of 11 oz. per sq. in.

The exhaust steam from the turbine is

utilized for heating the boiler feed water.

All the forge furnaces are of uniform
design, so that gas and oil can be utilized

to best advantage according to the class

of work being heated. The furnaces are
placed between the hammers and the
walls of the buildings. They are not
opposite the hammers, however, but to-

ward either side, with one end toward
the hammer so that the operator is not
exposed to excessive heat. In this res-

pect, mention should be made of the
large proportion of wall area devoted to

lighting space. Steel sash of the Trus-
sed Concrete Co. type has been liberally

employed, which, in conjunction with
the numerous ventilators in sides and
roof insures working conditions of maxi-
mum comfort and efficiency.

FUTURE SUPPLIES OF IRON ORE
MANY interesting facts regarding the
world's supply of iron ore were mention-
ed by Prof. W. G. Fearnsides in the se-

cond Howard lecture before the Royal

Society of Arts, May 7. Not only in Bri-

tain but throughout the world, there is,

at this time, a shortage of ore for mak-
ing fine acid steel, there is, however,
abundance of material for making basic

steel.

English iron masters wanting ore for

the acid steel process invested money in

the Bilbao district in Spain in the
eighties, and soon after, Germany be-

came a competitor for the product of

these fields. The hematite ore was
obtained in open quarries on the slopes

of the hills, and the Germans, being
second in the field, took the dump heaps
that were first turned over. That
material was of poor quality, but by
bringing in mechanical processes of

dealing with it, they obtained a wealth
of valuable material.

Nevertheless, the ore fields in the

neighbourhood of Bilbao were within
measurable distance of exhaustion, and
if the 19 million tons of ore per annum
which were taken from these fields were
taken for another decade there would
not be much left. Hitherto the ore had
averaged something like 50 per cent, of

metal. Whilst, however, the Bilbao

fields were getting near exhaustion, the

ore fields of Spain generally most cer-

tainly were not. Along the coast from
Bilbao to the west there were large

masses of ore which would become avail-

able as soon as transport facilities exist-

ed. That district could undoubtedly con-

tinue to supply a good deal of non-
phosphoric material for a good many
years.

French Ore Fields

On the borders of France and Ger-
many, around Metz and Verdun, the ores

were comparatively near the coal. Briey,

Longwy, and Nancy marked the extent

of the fields, a distance of 30 miles, and
it was there that the great increase of

pig iron and steel production, which had
been so marked during the present cen-

tury, had taken place. It had been esti-

mated that, on the German side, there

INSTALLATION OF GAS-FIRED BOILERS FOR SUPPLYING STEAM TO THE HAMMERS IN
THE FORGE DEPARTMENT.

were more than 2,000 million tons of this

ore, and on the other side 3,000 million

tons. The first thing that the Germans
did on the outbreak of war was to ad-
vance their armies at all costs to the
western side of this ore belt, and since

then they had continued to work the
mines. But for that source of material
the Germans would have found it very
hard indeed to maintain their shell sup-
ply. The best of the ore was to be
found around Briey, where it varied from
6 ft. to 19 ft. in thickness, and contained
about 40 per cent, of iron. Briey only
became important in the early years of
the present century, and whereas in 1900
it only produced 7 per cent, of the total

production of the district, in 1913 it pro-
duced 70 per cent. The district as a
whole accounted, before the war, for
nearly 80 per cent, of German iron, and
90 per cent, of the French, and the im-
portance attached to it by the Germans
was emphasied inasmuch as all German
peace terms insisted that it should all be
on the German side.

Sweden and Norway, in addition to

sending about a million tons of ore to

this country, also sent large quantities

to Germany, to which had to be added
the output of Swedish pig iron. Most of

the ore was obtained from the district

to the north-west of Stockholm, and it

differed from anything that we had in

this country, or that we imported from
Spain or North Africa. Much of the

material now being made into Swedish
iron was raised from the old time work-
ings, the • iron ore being picked
out magnetically. Even so, the
Swedish Government had recognised
for the past ten years that there

was a shortage, and had prohibited

the export of the best material. More
important to British, as well as German,
ironmasters, was the district between
Lulea and Narvik. The mass of

ore was five miles long and 80

yeards thick. Hitherto we had
picked out the less phosphoric
material, but the Germans were less

particular, and had taken the other, and
from it had obtained a production of 5

million tons per annum since the begin-

ning of this century, and they could con-

tinue doing so. There were vast re-

sources in the district, and magnificent
harbours available, and it seemed ex-

ceedingly likely that it would be a valu-

able source of supply in the future.

American Deposits

Coming to America, Professor Fearn-
sides said that 80 per cent, of the Amer-
ican ore came from the district of Lake
Superior. The bulk of the material con-

tained as much as 50 per cent, of iron.

The bulk of the best hematite ore came
from the Mesabi Range, where there

were between 2,000 and 3,500 million

tons waiting to be got. Beyond that

there were 70,000 million tons of rather
lower grade ore that might at some time
be worked.

In Canada it was hardly known how
much iron ore would become available.

The Lake Superior deposits in the Unit-

ed States continued across the boundary,
and were equally productive on the other

side. There were also plenty of low
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grade ores available in Canada as well

as in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
Then there were the supplies in New-
foundland, which were worked more un-

der the sea than under land, and pro-

duced about 1% million tons a year, and
there was also another great source of

supply in Cuba. The latter had been
proved to be a quality which was suit-

able for making pig iron which could

be converted direct into alloy steel, as it

contained chromium and nickel.

In western France there was a large

output which, for want of coal to treat it,

had been sent as to two-thirds to Ger-
many and one-third to Great Britain. If

Germany could afford to carry that ore

to Westphalia, British iron-masters

could afford to bring it to England, and
larger supplies from that district might
be looked for. The ore had been proved
to depths as great as 1000 metres.

As to the Colonies, Newfoundland was
sending a small quantity to England;
there were considerable quantities of ore

in Rhodesia, but it was doubtful whether
it would pay to bring it to England.
There was also plenty in India, as well

as in Australia and New Zealand, in

each of which, countries there was plenty

of coal, and in all of them great industries

were being set up for the manufacture
of steel within their own borders. It

was not likely also that South Africa
would long be behind.

Reviewing the position, the lecturer

said that America, Germany, France and
Sweden showed great increase in iron

ore output, and all of them were supply-

ing material which required the basic

process for its refining. England was
comparatively steady, and had not yet

adopted that process. The fact was that

the supply of hematite ore, and the

material suitable for making acid steel,

was failing, whilst there was abundance,
and no suggestion of a shortage either

in Great Britain or elsewhere in the

world of the material suitable for the

basic process, and it seemed to him that

if Britain were to keep pace with the

other nations in the race for the

world's markets she would have to open
out the basic process. It might
be said that he who was master
of the world's iron was master of

the world, and that the question of

quality was of more importance than

the question of quantity.

®
CANADA'S 1916 STEEL OUTPUT

THE statistics of production of iron and
steel in Canada in 1916 as published by
the American Iron and Steel Institute

recently show a marked increase over

the output of the preceding year. Pig

iron production was 1,069,541 gross tons

against 825.420 gross tons in 1915. The
production of steel ingots and castings

last year amounted to 1.286.509 tons

against 912,755 tons in 1915. The pro-

duction of pig iron by grades in 1916

and the four years preceding was as

follows, gross tons:

The production of steel ingots for
last year was 1,255,196 tons and of steel

castings 31,313 tons. The production of

ingots and castings by processes in the
past five years was as follows, gross
tons:

even worse trouble manifests itself, viz.,

that a considerable amount of it persists
in remaining on top of the water in the
tar well and other places. This is caused
by incorrect heats and may manifest it-

self either when the carburetter and the

Open-Hearth
1912 645,062
1913 768,663
1914 556,910
1915 884,736
1916 1,245,488

Bessemer Other Kin ds Total
207.569 400 853,031
273,391 449 1,042,503
186,158 284 743,352
22,521 5,498 912.755
10,968 30,053 1,286,509

The production of finished rolled pro-

ducts in Canada in 1916 was 76,478 tons

of iron and 887,332 tons of steel, making
a total of 963,810 tons. This compares
with the high record of 967,097 tons in

1913. The distribution of finished rolled

forms of leading products for the past

five years is shown below:

perheater are too cold or too hot.

When the heats are too low a large
amount of oil is imperfectly cracked, or
not cracked at all, and, passing through
the seal-pot, thins the tar and makes a
composition that will float. On the other
hand, if the heats are too high a large
amount of lamp black is made, which

1912

Rails 423,885
Structural shapes and wire rods 64,082
Plates and sheets, nail plate, merchant

bars, tie-plate bars, etc 373,257

Total, gross tons 861,224

1913
506,709
68,048

1914
382,344
59,050

1915
209,752
114,829

1916
81,497

174,490

392,340

967,097

218,125

659,519

328,737

653,318

707,823

963,810

It will be noticed that rail production

last year fell off heavily, due in large

part to the extraordinary demand upon
steel works for war steel. In the pre-

ceding year Canada shipped a consider-

able quantity of rails into the United

States.

The production of iron and steel cut

and wire nails in Canada in 1916 a-

mounted to 1,757,000 kegs of 100 lb., as

compared with an estimated production

in 1915 of 1,636,000 kegs. Cut or wire

nails were made last year by nineteen

works in five provinces.

The production of finished angle

splice bars, tie plates, fish plates and
other rail joints and fastenings in Can-

ada by rolling mills and steel works in

1916, all steel, not including spikes, bolts,

nuts and similar fastenings, amounted to

6,479 gross tons, as compared with 9,406

tons in 1915, 34,165 tons in 1914, 54,-

839 tons in 1913 and 52,157 tons in 1912.

The total production of cast-iron gas

and water pipe and fittings and cast-iron

soil and plumbers' pipe and fittings in

Canada in 1916 is estimated at 43.850 net

tons of 2,000 lb., as compared with an

estimated production in 1915 of 53,700

net tons, a decrease of 9,850 tons.

WATER GAS PRACTICE

By L. E.

THE main problems of carburetted-wa-

ter gas practice centre around the pro-

per and economical treatment of the oil

used for enriching. The tar produced

has a lower specific gravity than coal tar,

and shows a decided tendency to hold

more water in its mass. Occasionally an

Basic

1912 489,799

1913 558.524

1914 331.456

1915 660.369

1916 851,453

Bessemer Foundry All Other Total

228.742 194 208 129 912.878

227.662 225 231 3701 1,015.118

184.053 174 346 16 117 705.972

13.714 125.769 25.568 825.420

12.575 181.748 23,765 1,069.541

will mix with the less amount of tar pro-

duced, and the mixed water, tar and lamp
black persists in floating.

The oil supplied for use in water gas
manufacture is not as a rule quite the

same as was delivered in the earlier years

of this process of making gas. It very
often seems to be a mixture of distil-

lates, for part of which a certain heat

is too high, causing stopped pipes and an
excess of lamp black, and for the other

part the heat is too low, making too

much tar, and that of a low specific gra-

vity, and rich in oils somewhat similar

to the original oil. Moreover, some
American oils reveal a residue that car-

bonizes on heating and forms deposits on

the chequer work in the carburetter, es-

pecially troublesome if the air blast en-

ters the vessel rather high up, as a strong

flame heats there during the blow, and
if much of this carbonaceous deposit col-

lects there it prevents the heats being

suitably and regularly maintained.

The oils commonly supplied now often

give nearly 50 per cent, more tar than

would have been produced under similar

conditions some years ago. This indi-

cates the need of higher heat or more
heat storage in the chequer work, while

a more frequent cleaning of the chequer

bricks is also necessary. A little sus-

pected source of tar trouble may be the

character of the ash used in the genera-

tor, the ash of some coke fuses at the

temperature reached during the blow,

and is easily removed as clinker. Some
of the ash of other cokes does not fuse

in this way. and is blown into the car-

buretber and superheater (in a similar

way to the flue dust of ordinary coal gas

settings). This ash deposit on the bricks

acts as an insulator, and prevents the

bricks from being thorouehly heated dur-

ing the blasting periods. The oil is

sprayed onto these insufficiently heated

bricks, and the result is the emulsion of

tar and water complained of which will

not settle in the tar well.
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FOUNDRY FACINGS'
By H. Winterton

HOW frequently coal dust has been
blamed for many a scabbed cast-

ing, when perfectly blameless,

will never be known. In too many foun-

dries in past times the question of the

admixture of coal dust with sand has
been considered of too little importance
to warrant either extreme care or even
more than cursory attention. In quite

a large number of foundries, the "fat"

is mixed on scientific lines by experi-

enced hands, whose variations of mix-
tures are worked out almost to fractions.

The functions of coal dust are threefold.

In the first place the heat engendered in

the mould when in contact with the coal

dust forms a gas which gives a lead

through the sand to the gases formed by
the iron in the mould. Second, the ab-

sorption of the coal particles by the heat

clears a way for the passage of those

gases. Third, and by no means the

least important phase, is the formation
on the face of +he mould of a layer of

gas which prevents in a measure the

actual contact of the iron with the sand.

Coal Quality

One result of this is that a skin or

fine surface is formed on the face of the

.casting, and. according to the strength

of the coal dust, so is the colour of this

skin heightened or deepened. If this be
the case it follows that great care should

be taken to obtain coal dust of a suitable

quality, and amongst the points to be

noted, it will ho necessary to include the

bituminous finality of the coal, its com-
parative frr-pHom from ash, its volatile

content, and a^o its proportion of fixed

carbon. I a^ aware that many differ-

ences of on ; n ; nn ^xist as to the kind of

coal to be us*»H but for the purposes of

this paner. n'^T fhan go to extremes,

it would ho a^^hle +o take a coal of a

fairly good onali^y. Writers on this sub-

ject have in 4^» nast built their ideals

round a coal retaining an extremely
low percen^a"" of ash, and a high per-

centage of carbon, forgetting that a

coal of this oVqvqf+pr must necessarily

prove low in Iv'-iiminous qualities, and,

in fact, be n f *f>o refractory a character

altogether to carrv out satisfactorily the

function 1: i" 14- iirtirated. On the other

hands, therr. ^qr-p ho«n tried coals con-

taining a= ^ : ">i >% 25 per cent, of ash,

the res'i 1 * 1: o-f "-v,vTi when heat is annlied

can onH- ^>o +o TT>-orliice a casting with a

skin of a»i ov'rpmply grey colour and a

rough sn^co
A rood war-Wno poa l dust for general

foundrv n?" s^inM not exceed 12 ner

cent, of a*V °~ nor cent, of volatiles.

and 51 per c»n f
. of fixed carbon. It

•Frnrn s» nrnwr r^t] hpfore the Birmineham
Branch of the British Foundrymen's Association.

might be contended that the percentage
of ash in this coal is high. But the vola-

tiles have to be taken into consideration,

and I know I am right in saying, that
with mixtures in which the ash was
much lower, castings were scabbed and
the skin had a harsh and uneven appear-
ance. Especially was this the case in

some experiments made with a good-
class anthracite, in which the percentage
was under 4. I arrived at the conclusion
that the coal dust had resisted the heat
so much, owing to the presence of a high
percentage of carbon, that it had acted
as a refractory, and actually prevented
the escape of the gases from the mould
by closing up the pores.

As in all matters appertaining to the
foundry, however, there is a limit in the
direction indicated, and care should be
taken, while not exceeding the minimum
in one direction, not to approach too
closely the maximum in the other. It

would never do, of course, to make use
of such a coal as was submitted to me
recently as suitable for use in the
moulds, the analysis of which came out
as follows:—Ash, 43.85; volatile matter,
29.80; fixed carbon, 26.35.

Varied Grist of Coal

It is well known that it is very neces-
sary to have various grists of coal dust
according to the class of work carried
out in each foundry, and according to

the grade of sand used. For very light

castings a coal dust of exceedingly fine

grist is necessary, especially if the sand
has an open tendency, while a slightly

coarser, yet still fine grist should be used
for heavier work. The medium and
coarse grades come in for the larger
classes of castings, in which it is neces-
sarv for the gases engendered to be car-

ried away quickly, while the work of

providing a skin to the casting is left

to a larger extent for the blackings or

facings.

In many instances I have found that

where a good superfine coal dust is used
a splendid casting with a capital skin

has been produced, it necessarily follow-

in? that on account of the lightness oi

metal the eases formed in the' mould
have not been overpowering, while the

heat of the smaller body of iron would
not have been sufficiently great to fuse

any coal particles of more than infinitesi-

mal size. This brings me to a source of

frequent complaint which arises when
founders are using a coal dust of too

coarse a grist. It is then found that

small nits are left on the face of a cast-

ing when cooled, and these are easily

distinguishable by their formation from
those indentations caused by particles of

sand insufficiently milled. The applica-

tion of heat from the molten metal to

the small particles of coal forms a gas,

as has been previously indicated, and in

the case of light castings, the. effect can
usually be seen on the face in the shape
of small pits made by that gas taking
the line of least resistance into the mol-
ten metal in the endeavor to free itself.

Where larger castings are concerned, the
heavier weight of metal and the conse-
quent increase of temperature prevent
such indentations, particularly as the
coating of blacking on big moulds is gen-
erally more pronounced, and, in fact, is

applied with a particular object in view.

Coal Dust and Blemishes

It must not be thought, however, that
every blemish on the face of a casting
or a great deal of the scabbing is always
due to the coal dust. In one splendidly-
equipped foundry the presence of small
rusty-looking spots was promptly placed
to the credit, or discredit, of the coal

dust; luckily, after a series of tests, it

was definitely established that the fault
was due to the presence of lime particles

in the sand. Again it has been proved,
time after time, that scabs on castings
have been due to excessive moisture in

the mould, or indifferent ramming. At
all events, I think I have said sufficient

under this head to show the importance
of giving careful consideration to a point
which frequently escapes notice. I say
nothing upon the question of mixture,
though this, too, is a matter of import-
ance, and modern foundry practice tends
all in the direction of power mixers.

As to actual mixtures, local circum-
stances, i.e., class of casting, sand, mix-
ing, quality of coal dust, and the exigen-
cies of the moment, bear largely upon

.this point. But I may quote two mix-
tures, the first for heavy castings, and
the second for light work, which have
been used with good results. One mix-
ture was:—55 parts old sand, 30
parts new, and 15 parts coal dust. The
other was: 70 parts old sand, 25 parts
new, and 5 parts coal dust. There are, of

course, many variations, and I do not for

one moment suggest that the above are
infallible recipes.

Blackings

There is a divergence of opinion on
the use of blacking, whether for loam,
dry sand, green sand, or cores. The
facings may be divided and sub-divided

into various classes, and again into fur-

ther sections. The old-fashioned ideas

of blacking moulds with all and sundry
compounds, many of them evil smelling,

some of doubtful efficacy, and not a few
positively deleterious to the casting,

seem to be rapidly passing, and in many
foundries today the preparation of cores

and moulds is carried out with meticu-

lous care. To-day the foundryman de-

mands various facings suitable for the
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particular class of casting upon which
he may be engaged, care being taken to

bear in mind the thickness of metal, the

heat of the molten iron, and the general
characteristics of the finished casting.

For light castings, nothing exceeds in

efficiency a charcoal blacking of good
quality, though expert practical men are
not quite in agreement as to whether a
pure wood charcoal or one slightly stiff-

ened by a mineral admixture produces
the better results. Some foundries go
even further. I have in my mind two
light-casting foundries in the Black
Country, each of which has a special fac-
ing to its own formulae, and which in
turn differ to a marked degree in essen-
tial particulars. Certain it is that both
these foundries enjoy a high reputation
for the excellence of their castings, while
the proprietor of one assured me that
since introducing the new method he had
experienced far less trouble in his fettl-

ing shop, and at considerably reduced
outlay under that head.

For ordinary green-sand work, which
requires sleeking, there are now pre j

pared many mineral blackings, some-
times called "patent," which gladden the
eyes of the moulder, and assist to bring
out a casting with that beautiful blue
glossy skin so much sought after by
founders. The true functions of these
facings are reflected by this very anxiety
on the part of the founder. He knows
that given a good highly-refractory sub-
stance, the pores on the face of the cast-

ing will be closed, and therefore the
utility of the skin before-mentioned does
not end with the colour. He knows, too,

that with a blacking of the right charac-
ter the cleaning off or "fettling" of the
casting is going to be a matter of com-
parative simplicity, and this remark ap-
plies, not only to green-sand, but also to

loam, dry-sand, and core work.

The Refractory Feature

It is of course necessary to have a
stronger or, as it is termed, heavier fac-

ing for the larger castings, for not only
has the weight to be considered, but the
casting temperature in large moulds be-
comes a serious factor. Hence it is nec-
essary to provide a strong refractory in

which the percentage of carbon grows
higher in accordance with the strain

placed upon it. It is on this very point
that theory breaks down, and when this

happens, as occasionally it may, it be-
comes necessary to search for the real

reason. On the face of the previous re-

marks it might be thought that to get
good results in all cases it would only
be necessary to raise the carbon con-
tent, but this is not all that is required.

Some refractories are of so harsh a

character as to preclude all thought of

sleeking on a green-sand mould, or mix-
ing with water in a "boss," especially

when newly prepared. It is here that the
skill of the blender is required, and by
his agency devious facings are produced
which can be held to cover all classes of

moulds. In many instances I have found
that the slightest modifications of mix-

tures have made all the difference be-

tween a good-looking casting and one
that would be described as something
worse than indifferent.

It is only seeking trouble to make use
of a facing that does not process refrac-

tory characteristics to a high degree to

face a mould of considerable size, and
which is to be at a high temperature.
On the other hand, the presence in the
blacking of too great a proportion of

silicious matter would cause infinite

trouble in the way of scabbing and burn-
ing. But, as previously indicated, the
use of a high refractory for light cast-

ings is not generally advisable.

For cores a sound refractory must be
used, but the necessity of providing
something that will not easily rub off

after baking must be kept clearly in

view. Here, again, the task of the ex-

pert has been to provide an article which
will perform its work perfectly under
varying conditions, and, I think I am
right in saying that the work in the
fettling shop has been very decidedly
lessened in the past few years, and on
this account. With regard to graphites,

graphite facings may be divided into

three parts, and roughly classed as plum-
bago, graphite, and black-lead. There
are numerous qualities but it is more or

less a matter of carbon content, and
those who are satisfied with the poorer
kinds must not expect to obtain such
good results as other founders who en-

deavor to obtain the highest grades.

Here, again, it is a matter of individual

practical test in the various foundries,

but to-day the founder who knows what
he wants and asks for it is sure to find

satisfactory supplies.

Steel Refractories

These are in a class by themselves, and
instead of aiming for carbon content the

founder looks for materials high in silica.

For loam work nothing has been found to

exceed in efficiency the silica composi-
tions at present in use. It is not for

me to place before experts the various
methods of building up the moulds, but
I may be permitted to point out the ex-

treme importance of procuring a compo-
sition in which, whjle possessing a high
percentage of silicates, is not so closely

composed as to interfere with the pro-

posity of the finished mould.

One important factor in these manu-
facturers is the practical, if not absolute,

banishment from the material used of

iron oxides. These should be carefully

eliminated, for as surely as they enter

into the mould in anything like an ap-

preciable proportion so surely will the

trouble of the moulder begin. This re-

mark applies with even greater force to

the preparation of the facing of "paint,"

as it is commonly called, with which
the mould is finally dressed. The effect

of this paint is practically the -same as

the blacking on an iron mould, and when
the high casting temperature of steel

is borne in mind it can easily be com-
prehended how necessary it is to use an
article which is above reproach as a re-

fractory.

CASTING TEMPERATURE OF
ALUMINUM

THE casting temperature exercises a
decided influence on the physical pro-
perties of aluminum alloys, according to
F. H. Hurren in his summary of a paper
read before the Birmingham branch of
the British Foundryman's Association.
To a certain point, the lower the casting
temperature, the better the mechanical
properties. At temperatures below 650
deg. C, there appears to be very little

change in the tensile tests, and at this
temperature almost any properly-gated
casting can be run. It is, of course, ab-
surd to dogmatise, and say that no
mould must be poured at a temperature
exceeding 650 deg. C, as factors may
be present which render it desirable or
necessary to cast at a higher tempera-
ture. For instance, aluminum aeroplane
cylinders require a higher temperature
to ensure freedom from mis-runs in the
very thin cooling fins, and in the remarks
on porosity an example being cited where
a temperature of 675 deg. gave the best
results. Speaking generally, however,
most commercial casting can be per-
formed at a temperature of 650 deg. C,
or under, by paying proper attention to

the method of gating, and obviati.on of

air locks. Pyrometry is just as import-
ant when dealing with molten metals as

in annealing and hardening processes.

Many aluminum castings are poured
from two crucibles simultaneously, and
it is to court trouble to have the two lots

of metal at different temperatures. By
"drawn" melting in bulk the risk of this

happening is not so great as when melt-

ing in small crucibles in coke or oil furn-

aces. Many of the vexatious cracks and
"drawn" places are due to this cause.

Again, the "burnt" metal danger ap-

pears to be an imaginery one. By pro-

per attention to casting temperature, it

cioes not matter what temperature the

metal has attained, nor how long it has
remained in the furnace; results may be
obtained equalling those from metal
which has been melted with every care.

I think that most of the trouble which
has been ascribed to "burnt" metal, is

really due to crude methods of judging
temperature, and could be avoided by the

introduction of a pyrometer. It is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to correctly esti-

mate the temperature of a body of mol-

ten aluminum, by the eye. A crucible of

metal has been heated to, say, 880 deg.

C; it is drawn from the furnace, stirred,

pieces of scrap or ingot metal added,

stirred again, termed "right" (when per-

haps the temperature is still as high as

720 deg. C), and when a "waster" re-

sults, it is credited to "burnt" metal.

Actually it is due to a high casting tem-
perature, and had a pyrometer been

used and the metal cooled to, say 620

deg. C, no doubt a perfect casting would
have resulted.

Aluminum is still sufficiently fluid at

540 deg. C. to run thick castings, and
there is no visible difference between
metal at that temperature and metal at

700 deg. C. No one would deliberately

leave metal in the furnace for a long
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period after it has melted, owing to the

waste of fuel and increased melting: loss,

but where this is unavoidable figures ob-

tained indicate that the metal does not

suffer deterioration. There is no danger
in using metal which has been left in the

furnace for two hours, provided attention

is paid to casting temperature.—m—
BRASS ASHES.

By L. E.

BRASS ashes usually contain from 2 to

8 per cent, of metal. This metallic con-

tent is partly due to inefficiency of em-
ployees in foundries, but the greater loss,

however, is due to the cracking of the

crucibles after they have had several

heats. There are two methods for re-

covering the metallic contents in brass

ashes, the wet and the dry method. The
dry method is not used to any great ex-

tent owing to the varying results obtain-

ed and this is especially true when the

material is damp. The wet method is

universally employed in consequence of

the accurate and uniform results obtain-

ed after the machinery is properly instal-

led. Concentrates from the dry method
rarely, if ever, run over 50 per cent,

whilst concentrates from the wet method
average from 60 per cent, to 65 per cent.

In the wet method treatment of brass

ashes, the latter are first run into an ele-

vated revolving screen by means of a

cup elevator. If the material can be run
direct frofh the car, -the screen can be
elevated close to the car, so that the ma-
terial can be shovelled direct from the

car into the revolving screen. The cup
elevator at the start should be avoided,

as it easily clogs up, owing to large

pieces of coke and metal which fall under
the pulley at the bottom of the elevator.

The screen should be about 6 feet long,

tapered from 2 feet to Wz feet with %
inch opening on the screen. The mater-

ial that is screened drops into a sluice

box, which is built with a slope of 45

degrees from each end of the revolving

screen. This sluice box is also built up to

the centre of the screen with a catch box
directly under the middle of the screen

meeting the sluice box with a 45 degree

slope from each end of the screen.

Running water is introduced into the

sluice box by means of two one inch pipes

at each end of the screen with % inch

holes an inch apart in each pipe. The
water running into the sluice box under
the revolving screen forces the screened

material through the catch box into the

sluice box from the catch box to the rolls

where the material is finely crushed. The
fine material is then run into the sluice

box, which is built under the rolls to the

cup elevator and into the jig where sep-

aration takes place. The rough material

that does not go through the screen, goes

through a box at the small end of the

screen and into a crusher or chaser,

where the material is crushed. From
there it passes into the rolls, where it is

crushed more finely and then goes to the

jig with the screened material that is

first crushed.

The jig is 16 feet long by 6 feet high,

by 4 feet wide, and is separated into four

hatches. Each hatch is 6 ft. by 4 ft, by 6
feet high, with the inside built with a 45
degree slope so that the metal falling
through the grates at the top of each
hatch can roll to 3 inch stop cocks plac-
ed outside of the middle hatch. The
hatches are not built on a level, but each
one is about 2 inches lower than its neigh-
bor, so that the material running over
the top is slowly separated, the metal go-
ing to the bottom and the coke continu-
ing its journey clear over all the hatches,
it being of no further value. Each hatch
must be filled with water before the ma-
chinery is started. Plungers are attach-

ed to each hatch and when the machinery
is started, the suction formed by the

plungers separates the materials as de-

scribed. The stop cocks at the bottom
of each hatch are opened every few min-
utes to collect concentrates.

@
UNMACHINED JOINT FACES.

By D. Street.

CAST iron possesses not only "flow"
properties under prolonged stress, but is

also much more elastic than is common-
ly supposed. Indeed, there is a wide-
spread notion among the mechanically
educated that cast iron "will break be-

fore it will bend." Yet cast iron will

spring to a quite appreciable amount, as

witness the deflection shown by a cast

iron test bar before breaking occurs, or

the "wind" of a lathe-bed resting on
faulty foundations. Joints in which any
kind of sheet jointing material is used
have hitherto been rough machined. The
machining has been considered necessary
in order to true the surfaces, which, at

the same time have had to be left rough
in order to provide a grip on the packing.

It is now found that, given careful

moulding, machining can be eliminated

altogether on certain joints, such as

those of hydraulic pump-valve covers.

The parts are cast with the faces well

serrated, and by usine stout millboard

jointing, the sand finish is entirely suc-

cessful, and the joint answers satisfac-

torily all tests. Up to the present it has
been found necessary to machine the

joint faces of pump bodies and cylinders,

but hopes are entertained that in course

of time even this will be eliminated for

ordinary pump joint faces. The practice

is dependent upon the ability of the foun-

dry to turn out surfaces reasonably flat:

more studs are required than would
otherwise be employed. Joints tight under
500 lbs. hydraulic pressure can be made
with 18 in. bv 12 in. rectangular covers

over 1 in. thick, having a diagonal wind of

Vs in., using 3 -16 in. millboard, and no
trouble whatever is experienced under
test.

If special attention is paid to the

moulding and casting of the parts, the
number of wasters in the foundry can
be kept very low. Lumps and bumps of a
decided character render jointing impos-
sible, but a surface reasonably level, even
if it depart considerably from the

straight line, is no barrier under the per-

suasion of the nuts on bolts or studs.

Damp sand and molten metal scarcely

seem an idtal combination for finished

work possessing relative accuracy, but if

the foundry product be examined, it will

be realized that the normal deviation
from truth can be kept well within the
permissible tolerance. It may prove re-
quisite to use an adequately reinforced
core, levelled properly after storing, and
applied at the point where the jointing
face is desired, the latter being poured
face downwards. If it becomes clear that
the work on one moulder under inspec-
tion proves more accurate than the rest,

it is safe policy to ' study his precise
methods. The practice of finishing cold-

water pump covers without machining is

in actual daily operation at the present
time.

@
FIRE LOSSES IN CANADA AND

UNITED STATES
LOSSES by fire in the United States and
Canada have been steadily increasing
during the past three years. In times of
commercial crisis the records of fire

losses have always been inclined to show
large increases. For the first six months
of this year, the amount of wealth wasted
by fire in America shows an alarming
increase over 1915 or 1916.

The losses by fire in the United
States and Canada during the month of

June, as compiled from the records of

"The Journal of Commerce" of New
York, reached an aggregate of $15,513,-

270, as compared with $12,247,500 in

1916, and $10,893,950 in 1915. The losses

for the first half of 1917 reach the un-
usually heavy total of $144,621,725, as

compared with $125,776,420 last year,

and $92,391,000 the year before. The
following table gives a comparison of

the losses by months for the first half of

this year with those of 1916 and 1915, to-

gether with the losses for the balance of

those years:
1915. 1916. 1917.

Jan $20,060,600 $21,423,350 $36,431,770
Feb 13,081,250 24,770,770 29,587,660

March 18.786,400 38.680,250 17.523,000

April 18,180,350 12,681,050 18,597,225

May 11,388,450 15,973,500 24,968,800

June 10,893,950 12,247,500 15,513,270

Total six

mos. ...$92,391,000 $125,776,420 $144,621,725
July 9,006,800 23,013,800

Aug 10,067,100 10.745.000

Sept 14,823.500 12,244,625

Oct 14,465,850 17,701.375

Nov 21,204.850 19.898,450

Dec 20,877,100 22,063,325

Total for
year ....$182,836,200 $231,442,995

There were some 230 fires during the

month of June this year, each of which
caused an estimated property damage of

$10,000 or over. This compares with
261 such fires in May, 244 in April, 270

in March, 381 in February, and 303 in

January, making a total of 1,689 fires of

$10,000 or over in the first half of 1917.—©
"Any rags? Any old iron?" chanted

the dealer, as he knocked at the subur-

ban villa. The man of the house him-
self opened the door.

"No, go away," he snapped, irritably.

"There's nothing for you. My wife is

away."
The itinerant merchant hesitated a

moment, and then inquired: "Any old

bottles?"
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OPTICAL PYROMETER FOR
WORKS USE

FOR the measurement of tempera-

tures above say 1400° F., only two

methods have been found prac-

ticable for works service. One of these

is based on the thermocouple, used either

with the millivoltmeter or with the more

CASE CONTAINING BATTERY. RHEOSTAT
AND MILL1-AMMETER FOR USE WITH

OPTICAL PYROMETER.

accurate and reliable potentiometer. The

other method is based on the laws of

radiation and includes both the radiation

pyrometer, which -would be more proper-

ly named the "total radiation" pyrometer,

and the optical pyrometer, which utilizes

only that radiant energy visible to the

human eye

For many services the inexpensive and

sturdy base-metal couple may be used

for accurate measurements up to 2000°

F., with entire satisfaction; the more

fragile and expensive platinum couple

may be used up to 2800° F., but, the

thermocouple, like thermometers in gen-

eral, must assume the temperature of

the hot object by conviction, conduction,

radiation, or all combined. This fact

militates against its use for measuring

the temperature of molten brass, iron

and other metals, or for measuring tem-

peratures in gas producers and other

locations where the thermocouple would

be subjected to rough mechanical treat-

ment or to contamination by vapors and

gases, which would rapidly impair its

accuracy. In many industries the tem-

peratures used are far above the range

of thermocouples.

Measurements by radiation can be

rarried out at a distance, once the laws

connecting temperature of radiating

body and intensity of radiation have

been determined, and the radiation re-

ceiving and measuring part need not be

heated to the temperature of the radi-

ating body, nor even anywhere near to

that temperature. Pyrometers utilizing

-adiation are divided into two classes,

those which measure as heat energy the

total radiation falling upon the receiv-

ing part of the instrument, and those,

known as optical pyrometers, which are

based upon the fact that the luminous
radiation or light varies in a definite

manner as the temperature of the hot

body changes.

The greatest success has been attained

by separating out one kind or wave
length of radiation, usually that which
excites the sensation of red, and com-
paring the intensity of this one-color

light with the intensity of the light of

the same color emitted by a standard

source of light. The eye is very sensi-

tive when comparing the brightness of

two surfaces when one is superposed

upon the other, and after having ar-

ranged to have light from the hot body
and light from the standard of compari-

son viewed in this relation, they can be

made equal, either by varying the

amount of light received from the in-

candescent object, or by varying the in-

tensity of the standard of comparison.

The latter method, that is, variation

of the intensity of the standard of com-
parison, is preferred and used by the

U.S. Bureau of Standards, also by the

Reichsanstalt, of Berlin, where its prac-

tical application has been brought to a

high degree of perfection by Messrs.

Holborn and Kurlbaum. The Leeds &
Northrup Co., Philadelphia, working
under the fundamental Morse patents,

has lately carried on a prolonged investi-

gation and development of this type of

optical pyrometer with a view to real-

izing a high degree of accuracy and re-

liability in a simple and portable device.

The instrument, which is illustrated

herewith, is suitable for measuring from

dull red (about 1100° F.) up to the high-

est known temperature.

The manner in which the luminous

radiation from the hot body is balanced

against that from a standardized source

will be understood by reference to the

ment. By means of the eye piece E, the

observer views the incandescent fila-

ment which appears to lie upon the

image, just as the cross hairs in a sur-

veyor's telescope appear upon the d :

s-

OPTICAL PYROMETER IN USE.

tant object looked at. By means of a
rheostat in a case slung about the neck,

the case also containing a storage bat-

tery and a mi.lliammeter, the current
through which the lamp is adjusted until

the brightness of the filament is just equal
to the brightness of the image produced
by the lens, that is, so that the filament

blends with, or becomes indistinguish-

able upon, the background formed by the

hot object. The observer then notes the

reading of the mi.lliammeter, which may
be provided either with a special

scale to read in degrees of tem-
perature, or the temperature cor-

responding to the current may be

read from a calibration curve sup-

plied with the instrument. The adjust-

THE PYROMETER IN OPERATOR'S HAND.

accompanying figure. L is a lens by

which rays from the hot body at C are

brought to a focus in the plane F, where

there is located a tungsten lamp fila-

ment is made with great accuracy and

certainty, as the effect of radiation upon

the eye varies some 20 times faster

than does the temperature at 1300° F.,
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and some 14 times faster at 3400° F.,

while as above stated, the eye is very

"keen in distinguishing: differences in

brightness between superposed objects.

At liiurh temperatures the light emit-

ted by both the hot body and the fila-

ment would become dazzling, and com-
parison wouid be difficult. For this

reason a red glass is placed in the eye
piece at R, which has the further ad-

vantage that light of only one color then

reaches the eye and no difficulty is in-

troduced by lack of color identity be-

tween the light emitted by the hot body
and that emitted by the filament. The
intensity of light radiation of any one

color increases progressively in a defin-

ite manner as the temperature of the

radiating body rises, and nothing is

therefore lost by eliminating all other

light from the comparison. As only

brightness, not color, of light is match-
ed, inability to distinguish colors and
color-blindness do not interfere with
the use of the instrument. In fact, in

the region of temperatures used for

hardening steel, for example, different

observers using this instrument agree in

their readings within 6° F.

The brightness of the image of the

hot body produced by the lens L is al-

most absolutely constant, irrespective of

the distance from the hot body, although
the size of the image varies with the

distance. Since it is the brightness of

the image and not the total radiation re-

ceived through the lens that is measured,
it is possible to measure the tempera-
ture of a small body or of a body at a

distance equally as wT
ell as that of a

large body or of one near at hand. It

is not at all necessary that the hot body
should fill the entire field of view of

the instrument, as with total radiation

pyrometers.

In observing bodies at very high tem-
peratures, as 2,500° to 10,000° F., the

light received through the lens would be
' too blinding for direct observation, even
through the red glass of the eye piece,

and the intensity of the image might
also become greater than that at which
it is practicable to burn the tungsten fila-

ment, so that a balance would become
impossible. Some method for reducing

the intensity of the light from the hot

body, such as by varying the aperture

through which the light is received or

by placing a screen to intercept some of

the light, is therefore necessary. A
screen is used, placed between the lens

and the image so that it reduces the

light from the hot body, but not that

from the filament. With the reducing

screen it is possible to make direct ob-

servations of the most brilliant light

sources, as the electric arc or the sur-

face of the sun.

It is not feasible to calibrate the in-

strument at such high temperatures by
direct comparison, since they are above

all known melting points and the ranges

of contact thermometers, but fortunately

a relation has been found to exist be-

tween temperature and intensity of

radiation of any one color or wave length

of light. By making use of this rela-

tion, known as Wien's Law, and reduc-

ing the intensity of the image in a

known ratio by means of the screen just

referred to, it is possible to extend the

scale of the instrument to the highest

temperature. The scale thus obtained

has been found to agree very closely

with a scale of temperatures established

by known facts about the relation be-

tween temperature and total radiation. In

other words, this form of optical pyro-

meter gives the same scale of tempera-

ture as do total energy pyrometers used

with the precautions necessary to se-

cure accuracy and precision in the

measurement of total radiation.

The screen used for cutting off part

of the radiation from very hot bodies

can be thrown into or out of the field

of view by means of a milled disk pro-

jecting through an opening in the tube

of the instrument. With the absorbing

screen in use, a different milliammeter
scale or calibration curve is required,

but as the range of the instrument with-

out the absorbing screen overlaps many
hundred degrees with the range for the

absorbing screen, the accuracy of the

two scales can always be checked by ob--

those given ' for ' the same body at the

same temperature enclosed in a furnace,

or for a 'black body at the same" tem-
perature; than do the readings of in-

struments which measure the total radi-

ated energy. In other words, the cor-

rection where there is a departure from
"black body" conditions is smaller than

with the total radiation pyrometer.

The instrument can be calibrated by

sighting it upon bodies whose tempera-

tures are known, either by means of a

thermocouple pyrometer, or by the melt-

ing or freezing of various substances.

The constancy or reliability depends
upon the constancy of the lamp, that is,

its ability always to shine with the same
intensity when receiving the same cur-

rent. This matter has been investigated

exhaustively by the U.S. Bureau of

Standards and by the Nela Park Labor-
atory of the National Electric Light As-
sociation, also in the laboratory of the

Leeds & Northrup Co., and it has been
found that after a tungsten filament is

thoroughly aged, that is, burned for

some time at a temperature higher than
that to which it will be subjected in

service, no sensible variation there-

oajccr/cr

OPTICAL SYSTEM AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT.

serving a hot body whose temperature
lies within this range.

The readings obtained with this in-

strument are always the same for the

same temperature, if the body viewed is

surrounded by other objects, such as the

walls of a furnace at the same temper-
ature. Also no correction is required

in the case of so-called "black bodies,"

such as incandescent carbon, when view-

ed in the open. For iron and steel in

the solid state, the corrections required

for readings taken in the open are also

negligible.

Objects having a metallic sheen, that

is, a surface which reflects light freely,

as molten metal or polished platinum,

do not give the same readings when
viewed in the open as when viewed in

the furnace, or as a black body would

give with this or any other radiation or

optical pyrometer. The readings, how-
ever, are always consistent for the same
material under the same conditions, and

by using suitable reduction factors, can

be converted to true temperatures.

Furthermore, the readings obtained with

this type of instrument when sighted

upon a body in the open differ less from

after occurs. The instrument is so de-

signed that one lamp can quickly be re-

placed by another, and by keeping two
lamps, their correctness can always be
insured by checking one against the

other.

The instrument itself is handy and
portable, weighting only about a few
ounces, and can be sighted as easily as

an opera glass. The case, containing the

battery, rheostat and milliammeter, i?

designed to be slung about the neck,

and weighs about 10 lb.

%
SELF-SKIMMING LADLE FOR STEEL

FOUNDRIES.

ANEW type of ladle, described in

The Iron Age, and known as a
self-skimming one, has been in-

vented by J. C. Davis, fourth vice-presi-

dent of the American Steel Foundries,

Chicago. It is especially adapted for

pouring steel castings and is claimed as

making it possible to expose 45 per cent,

less area of steel to the detrimental ac-

tion of the slag than in the case of the

old style ladle where basic slags are
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obliged to remain for a long time in
contact with the metal. This is particu-
larly the case in pouring castings, for
the chemical reaction between the slag
and the steel tends to lower the silicon
content of the steel and to add oxygen
and phosphorus to it. The new type of
ladle has the further advantage, it is

claimed, of imparting a greater hydro-
static head to the metal, which the in-
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NEW TYPE OF LADLE WHICH SKIMS IT-
SELF OF EXCESS SLAG. THE OLD TYPE

IS SHOWN RELATIVELY BY THE
DOTTED LINES.

ventor claims has the effect of causing
the lighter slag to rise to the top of the
steel and remain there while the ladle is

being emptied.

In making open hearth steel, it is al-

most impossible to produce an exact
quantity of steel of the desired composi-
tion at one time because owing to var-
ious delays more metal than was con-
templated in the original charge has to

be added. It is, therefore, necessary that
the ladle, which is to hold the steel and
its slag, be of such ample proportions
as to properly receive and contain the
original charge and any such additional

amounts which have to be added. Normal-
ly, therefore, when a heat of steel is dis-

charged into its ladle, there is so much
space between the top of the steel and
the top of the ladle that the latter re-

ceives an excessive amount of slag,

which remains usually in contact with
the steel until the ladle is emptied en-

tirely. The greater the volume of slag

in the ladle, the greater the hydrostatic
head or pressure exerted by the slag,

thereby causing the latter to settle more
deeply into the steel, increasing the

slag's contaminating effect. These con-

ditions are especially true in steel foun-
dries.

As shown in the illustration, the new
ladle is of smaller diameter and is much
deeper than the type generally employ-
ed. It is pierced near the top with sev-

eral openings which are staggered at

different levels, the purpose being to

provide outlets for the removal of slag.

Before the ladle is filled with steel, the
slag openings are closed with a plug,
composed mainly of silica sand with a
binder of fire clay, and these plugs can
be removed as required in order to regu-
late the height of the slag in the ladle
to a proportion just sufficient to serve
as a blanket to prevent chilling the steel.

The ladle consists of an exterior shell,

(a), a brick lining, (b), and a thinner
lining(c), of material containing mag-
nesite and dolomite. The stopper is

shown at (d), the pouring opening at
(e), and the slag holes at (f). How the
slag holes are plugged is illustrated at

(g).

INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER
A.N action which squeezes and kneads
the grains of each kind of sand through
and amongst each other is the underly-
ing principle which is responsible for the
efficiency of the foundry mixer illustrat-

ed in the accompanying engraving. It is

claimed that the squeezing or kneading
action imparted by the mechanism gives
a degree of mixing impossible to get by
hand or from the pugmill type, while the
breakage of the sand grains which takes
place with excessively heavy mullers is

obviated by designing the mullers of just
sufficient weight and width of face to
mull and knead the sand properly so as
to produce the necessary plasticity and
toughness without breaking the grain of
sand, thereby retaining the original
porosity and openness of the mixture.
The illustration shows the exterior

view of No. 2 mixer having a pan 6 ft.

in diameter, with mullers 30 in. dia. by
6 in. face, set at different radii from
the centre so as to cover 10% in. width
of track. The pan is stationary and car-

ries a turret on which are bearings for

a central supporting casting in which is

fastened a vertical drive shaft from the

and the inside plows doing likewise to
the outer muller. The mullers revolve
on their own axis as they travel around
the pan, their paths being at the points
where the mixture is heaped up highest
by the movement of the plows. The ac-
tion of the plows, together with the
kneading and squeezing action of the
mullers results in a thorough incorpora-
tion of all the elements of the mixture
regardless of its composition.

The builders of this machine are the
National Engineering Co., Chicago, who
make it in two sizes, the No. 1, or 4 ft.

mixer having a capacity of ZVz to 4 cub.
ft. per charge, while the No. 2 machine,
illustrated, takes 7 to 10 cub. ft., which
includes the quota of coal dust when
facing sand is being mixed, or binder
when core sand is required.

Moulding Range Top Plate Query —
We have experienced considerable trouble
in moulding range top plates. The size
of these plates is 20 in. by 22 in., weight
47 lbs., thickness of outer edge 3-16 in.,

inner part % in., with 1 in. flange on
bottom all the way round at about %
in. from the edge. There are also four
braces across the bottom. Our trouble
is to get a smooth surface on top for
polishing. We have found better satis-

faction in moulding it top side down.
We pour the metal as hot as possible

and at times get a very fair surface. At
other times, however, we get a very
rough or pebbly surface, and sometimes
small slag holes. We are using No. 1

Albany sand and have tried a number of
different styles of gates. We have also

tried sea coal facing without securing
the desired results. Suggestions as to

remedy of the trouble are invited.—H.
Z. F.

INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER.

bevel gearing underneath. The central
supporting casting carries the plows and
the mullers, the function of the plows
being to turn over and move the sand
mixture alternately inwards and out-
wards, the outside plows throwing the
mass of sand toward the inner muller

Inhabitant—Ain't you t'chap as were
singing tenor solos last night, at t'town
hall?

Tenor (proudly)—I am.
Inhabitant—Well, look 'ere, m'lad, I

doan't blame thee so much as I do t'folk
as sent ye!
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THE PROJECT TO DEVELOP CANADIAN TRADE

IN
view of the interest being taken by the business and

investing public in the matter of trade after the war,

considerable attention has been attracted by the recom-
mendation of the special committee of the Senate on con-

servation of Canadian trade that there be established in

Canada a Canadian Trade Corporation. The idea, follows

along the lines of the organization which has been formed
in England known as the British Trade Corporation, being
the outgrowth of the proposal for the establishment of a
British trade bank. According to the report of the Senate

Committee, the aim is to secure orders for overseas trade,

to replace in part the great volume of orders that during

the war have been received for munitions and supplies, and

to finance the undertaking of large overseas contracts

along the lines of the British organization.

From information available, we find the future outlook

very much clouded with regard to trade matters. It is

difficult to forecast what conditions may be and, therefore,

very hard to organize to meet possibilities. There can be

no doubt but that such an organization as proposed might

be an important factor in relation to the country's trade

in securing information as to foreign markets. This would

require a wide service employing practical men and would
mean the expenditure of considerable sums in order to give

it that effectiveness in securing actual orders which has

been lacking in connection with the past service of our

Trade and Commerce Department. To provide the neces-

sary funds, a Government subsidy would be almost neces-

sary.

So far as the conditions in England and Canada are

concerned, it may be pointed out that there is considerable

difference as to the need for such an organization. Eng-
land is now out to compete more closely with Germany.
She is, therefore, adopting some of Germany's methods.

In England, up to the present time the banks have been

practically nothing more than trust organizations, lending

money on good security, but not "financing new business

with attendant risks. On the other hand, Germany built

up her foreign trade through her banking system which
was used for the encouragement of industrial expansion.

Now England proposes to take a step in the same direction.

In Canada the banking system has been considered as

being something between the English and German stand-

ards. Facilities have been provided for financing foreign

trade through exchange and other arrangements for set-

tlement of accounts, but the banks have not themselves
taken the actual risks of manufacture.

The project, as it has been launched in the Senate, is

evidently an effort to combine the trading and banking
ideas so as not only to provide a market, but to aid in

supplying the products to meet it. The possibilities pre-

sented are both important and interesting and the matter
will no doubt receive considerable attention by the business

and industrial community. Speaking with regard to the

project, Senator Nichols, president of the Canadian General
Electric Co., recently said in the Senate:

Great Britain has already taken action, Japan has

taken action, and no doubt honorable gentlemen have all

read in the despatches what Australia is doing. The
Australian Government is now considering the expenditurei

of $50,000,000 to assist private capital, thus recognizing

the pressing necessity of aiding individual enterprise. I

am not one of those who believe that the Government
should take any large measures of responsibility, but it

can do a great deal. We are now employing 300,000 work-
people directly on munitions, and possibly 200,000 more in

the production of other war supplies. When the war is

over we shall have to provide these men with new em-
ployment, and we shall also have to take care of four, five

or six hundred thousand returned soldiers. I think I have
made that clear. No concerted action has yet been taken,

so far as I can see, in an endeavor to grapple with these
problems; and I feel that if concerted action is taken there
is no better place for the genesis of the movement than in

the Upper House of the Parliament of Canada.

During the present month, the committee report comes
up in the House for adoption, and doubtless both the essen-
tials to the success of the project and the extent of the
support likely to be accorded it will become manifest.
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ELECTRIC JAPANNING*

THE term japanning refers princi-

pally to the covering of wood or

metal with a coat of black varnish,

which is hardened by baking in an oven.

The process as used to-day can be re-

garded as a step between painting and

porcelain enameling. Records show that

as far back as 392 B.C. the Japanese cul-

tivated a tree belonging to the same fam-

ily as the sumach, which was tapped when

about 10 years old and grayish white juice

drawn off that oxidized when applied to

pieces of wood and formed a very glossy

and smooth black lacquer. It was not

until the fifteenth century that any record

of this art is to be found in Europe, and

in the seventeenth century the English

and Dutch had made it into a regular pro-

fession, giving it the name "japanning."

The early Japanese product was costly

and took considerable time", but articles

finished this way were found to withstand

the elements for years. When Europe

took up the work a substitute consisting

essentially of the same constituents as our

present day japan, usually an asphaltum

base combined with oils, dryers and var-

ious oxides, gradually came into use.

The action of this japan consists of two

operations, one thermal and the other

chemical. The solvent keeps the mater-

ial liquid until it has an opportunity to

spread or flow evenly over the surface to

be covered, whereupon it evaporates, leav-

ing a smooth viscous covering. This is a

physical process and is brought about by

the application of heat. The material

left after the solvent has evaporated must

be changed from a viscous to an elastic

solid. This is accomplished by oxidation,

the action being speeded up to give the

material a more complete solidification by

high temperatures. This constitutes the

chemical process.

Present-Day Japanning Practice

Some great strides have been made in

shortening: the time of japanning opera-

tions in the last few years. Formerly 5

to 9 hr. were allowed to complete the bak-

ing operation which is now being done in

from 30 min. to 1 hr. Even better speeds

are anticipated, and, in fact, at the pre-

sent time laboratory tests have produced

perfectly baked japan in 10 min. Here
the heat is generated electrically within

the part to be japanned, which is not the

commercial electric japanning. In this

case the oven is heated by energy radiat-

ed from the metal of the heating units

and only to a slight degree by convection.

The electric heating units consist in gen-

eral of a framework of steel or cast iron

suDporting insulators on which a resistor,

made from a flat ribbon of nickel-chrome

alloy, is wound continuously. Where a

number of these heaters are employed,
steel busbars are used, and all connections

are mounted on insulators having the

same characteristics as those supporting
the heating units. The complete heater
used in the ovens runs in units of from
2% to 10 kw. each. They are small and
easily movable, thus enabling them to be
placed anywhere on the walls or floor un-
til practically a uniform temperature is

obtained.

The control of temperatures in japan-
ning is most essential especially where it

is desired to secure uniform production of

duplicate parts. Electricity can be de-
pended upon to afford a ready, simple and
dependable control and takes two distinct

forms—hand and automatic control. The
first consists of numerous switches con-
nected with the heating elements so that
the desired number of heaters to produce
or hold a given temperature can be turn-
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ed on or off. With the second method, a

thermostat consisting of a capillary tube

thermometer which actuates a contactor

through a relay to throw off part or all of

the heaters when the oven reaches the de-

sired temperature and again throwing
them in when the temperature falls has
been found satisfactory. The bulb or

sensitive member of the thermometer is

usually about 15 ft. long and is placed in-

side the ovens, an armored connection be-

ing run to the indicating portion of the

thermometer on the outside of the oven.

The actuating fluid is a liquid which vap-
orizes at a temperature slightly above
that of the atmosphere and the instru-

ment has two indicator hands which are

set at the maximum and minimum tem-
peratures desired.

Types of Electric Ovens

Oven design is an important feature in

all japanning. The less the radiation and
ventilation losses from the oven, the

greater amount of heat available for ac-

tual work. The oven walls, roof and
floor should be constructed of a high-

grade heat insulating material, and it is

also important that the material has lit-

tle mass to keep its heat absorption as

low as possible. Up-to-date practice

shows that a 4 to 6 in. wall lined with

diatomic earth or similar products seems
to meet these requirements. As little

metal as possible should run from the in-

side to the outside of the oven as the
thermal conductivity of wrought iron or
mild steel is about 1400 times that of a
good insulating material, and a J/4-in.

bolt will radiate nearly the same amount
of heat to the outside air as a 7-in. square
of good insulating material. Proper ven-
tilation also requires attention. From
both a baking and a safety point it has
been found that just enough air must be
brought into the oven to reduce the va-

pors given off by the japan to below a

point where it becomes an explosive mix-
ture, but not enough to cool down the

oven and retard the baking. The best

way to handle this problem is to base the

amount of ventilating area upon the
amount of japan to be baked, or for every
gallon of japan baked within an oven at

one time there should be 1200 cu. ft. of

free air taken into the oven during the

vaporizing period.

Japanning ovens in use to-day can be
divided into three types: the box or kiln,

the semi-continuous conveyor and the con-

tinuous conveyor. In the first the heat-

ers are usually placed on the side walls or

floor to give the proper distribution of

heat. The semi-continuous conveyor oven
is made as a rotary oven and also in a box
type with a conveyor which is moved as
the operator desires. The former is cy-

lindrical in shape with a heat insulating

partition through the center, thus enab-
ling the operator to be loading one-half of

the oven while the other half is baking.
This oven is very convenient where many
pieces of different sizes and shapes are to

be japanned.
The semi-continuous conveyor box type

has doors placed at both ends. A con-

veyor, from which the work is hung, runs
through the upper part and is of suffi-

cient length to extend the same distance

beyond each end of the oven as its length
within. With this type one charge is bak-
ing in the oven while a second is being
loaded. When the first japan coat is bak-
ed, the conveyor is started, moving the

baked pieces out of the discharging end
of the oven and the newly dipped pieces

are brought into the baking chamber the

first lot has vacated. These ovens are
usually built either double or triple, de-

pending on whether two or three coat
work is desired. This type of oven con-

serves the heat better than the ordinary
box type. With a baking temperature of

nbout 450 de°\ Fah. a new rh^ma c-ii he

brought into the oven without the tem-
perature dropping much below 300 deg.

Fah., while in the ordinary box type the

temperature must necessarily drop to a

point where the operator can enter the
o^""i to remove the baked pieces.

The continuous conveyor type oven con-

sists usuallv of a long inclosure through
which the work is passed on a slow-mov-
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ing conveying apparatus, and if desired

all handling can be eliminated by instal-

ling apparatus for loading and unloading

the conveyor automatically. The heating

cf this oven has been worked out careful-

ly, in most cases the heaters being arrang-

ed within the different sections of the ill-

closure so that the incoming work is

brought up to its final baking tempera-

ture by steps. Usually no heaters are

installed in the first section, and when

this is the case the hot baked work is

brought out of the oven in such a way as

to give up a good share of its stored-up

heat to the cold incoming work. It is in-

teresting to note that for the same amount

of energy consumed as high as three

times the amount of work has been got-

ten out of the conveyor oven as out of the

box type.

Fire Hazard of the Process

While electrically heated ovens have

been looked upon from the first as the

solution of the prevention of fires and ex-

plosions which so often occur in japan-

ning, two kinds of fires are possible. When
pieces freshly dipped with japan are plac-

ed in an oven there is apt to be what is

called a secondary, drip when the heat is

first applied. This waste japan will ac-

cumulate on the floor of the oven and

bake, the deposit being increased with

each successive charge until a thick, por-

ous crust of baked japan has been form-

ed, which, when heated from 500 to 600

deg. Fah., in the presence of oxygen will

ignite spontaneously. If this burning

were confined to the oven floor it would be

harmless, but if it reaches the freshly

japanned work quite a disastrous fire

mieht result.

When the volatiles given off by the

japan strike a surface with a tempera-

ture lower than their own they will con-

dense and form a deposit on this sur-

face, the flues of the oven naturally gath-

ering most of the condensed volatile. This

deposit may ignite spontaneously, back-

firing into the oven, or the flues may be-

come clogged so that proper ventilation is

cut off and an explosive mixture left

within the oven. From an electrical stand-

point great care has been taken to pre-

vent ignition, even where the precaution-

ary measures have been disregarded, as

the heating units are designed with a

temperature not much over 100 deg. Fah.
in excess of the oven baking temperature.

This temperature, except in unusual cas-

es, will be below the flashing point of

japans.

Electric japanning is a new industry,

having practically grown up within the
past three years. To date it comprises a
connected load of approximately 50,000
lew. distributed over 75 manufacturing
plants in nearly as many cities. Among
its largest users are firms like the Willys-
Overland Co. which alone has a connect-
ed load of about 20,000 kw. in heaters; the
Ford Motor Co. which has adopted elec-

tric ovens for its different assembly
plants over the country, and the Dodge
Brothers Co. which is baking its cars al-

most entirely by electric heat. In Cleve-
land to-day there are 18 electric ovens,
divided between the box and semi-continu-

ous conveyor types, in operation, while

as many more are in the development

stage. At present, plans are being work-

ed out for several continuous conveyor

electric ovens, and these will be in oper-

ation in Cleveland inside of a very few
months.

®

Questions and Answers
Question—A bright acid dip which we

commonly use for dipping sheet brass

stampings was recently employed for

dipping brass castings. The results were

not satisfactory and we have been unable

to obtain desired results from this solu-

tion. Kindly inform us if a differently

proportioned dip is required for castings,

or is the difficulty in the manner of treat-

ment.—S. B.

Answer—To successfully brighten

brass castings by acid treatment, the

dipping solution should contain a greater

percentage of nitric acid than is required

for dipping sheet brass. A solution

which produces excellent results on either

red or yellow brass castings is composed
of sulphuric acid, 1 part, and nitric acid,

1 part. Add the sulphuric to the nitric

slowly, and when cool add approximately
2 oz. of hydrochloric acid to each ten

gallons of acid mixture. Should the solu-

tion prove ineffective at first trial, add
about one gill of water. A ten gallon

dip seldom requires more than one pint of

water, and as an excess will cause the

dip to act too rapidly, thereby producing
a matte surface on the metal, it is essen-

tial that water should be added care-

fully.
* * *

Question—What may we use as a sub-

stitute for liver of sulphur, in the pro-

cess of oxidizing silver electro-plate.

—

CM.
Answer—Ammonium sulphide may be

employed for oxidizing silver electro de-

posits, and for many purposes is consid-
ered superior to potassium sulphide, as a
thinner coating of silver will suffice, ow-
ing to the fact that ammonium sulphide
produces a softer deposit and is quite
easily relieved, thereby permitting a sav-
ing in silver as well as time required for
the operation. As you are using oxidiz-
ing methods quite extensively, it may in-

terest you to know how to prepai-e your
own ammonium sulphide. Saturate a
concentrated solution of ammonia with
hydrogen sulphide. The hydrogen sul-
phide may be prepared by treating either
iron sulphide, antimony sulphide, or
barium sulphide, with hydrochloric acid.

The sulphide is placed in a flask closed
with a thistle funnel stopper for the in-

troduction of the acid and a rubber de-
livery tube for the gas. To determine
whether the ammonia solution is satur-
ated, place 8 or 10 c.c.'s in a test tube,
close the mouth of the tube with the
thumb and shake the tube strongly. If
pressure is produced in the tube this be-
ing noticeable on raising the thumb
slightly, it indicates a saturated solu-
tion; if suction is produced, the solution
is not saturated. This test applies to gas

saturation of liquids only. When the

concentrated solution of ammonia is com-

pletely saturated with hydrogen sulphide,

the resulting solution is ammonium hy-

dro sulphide. Now add to this solution a

quantity of ammonia equal to the volume
first employed and a normal solution of

ammonium sulphide is obtained. If the

ammonium sulphide is purchased, either

the yellow or red sulphide will prove ef-

fective. Soft deposits of sulphide may
be obtained from the potassium sulphur-

ette solution by adding 4 or 5 oz. of

liquid ammonia to the ordinary oxidizing

solution. The above ammonium sulphide

process is here given as a substitute for

the present high priced potassium com-
pound.

* * *

Question—We are having difficulty

plating a soft metal piece which forms a
portion of our finished product. The metal
is an alloy of lead and antimony. We
wish to brass plate the surface, and
while we experience no trouble in obtain-
ing a satisfactory deposit, the latter in-

variably blisters and ruins the commer-
cial value of the finished piece, entailing

expense and labor to restore the proper
surface for plating again. Can you help

us by suggesting a preventative for the
blistering brass deposit?—P.H.
Answer—Without a knowledge of the

composition of your brass plating solu-

tion we can only advise precautionary
methods which are independent of your
present plating process. Brass plating
on alloys of lead and antimony can be
successfully accomplished on a commer-
cial scale if the brass solution and elec-

tric current are regulated with due con-
sideration of the surface receiving the
deposit. Where difficulties are encount-
ered such as you describe you can over-
come the blistering by giving the alloy a
good coating of copper in a cyanide cop-
per bath, the copper ordinarily adheres-
to such an alloy more securely than brass
deposits. The copper deposit need not be
heavy but shoult be clean and bright if

you wish to avoid an extra buffing and
cleaning operation.

* * *

Question—Would it be possible to pro-
duce an electro-deposit of nickel and cop-
per from a cyanide solution, which would
possess the same qualities as the metallic
alloy known as "Monel Metal?" This
alloy is quite non-corrosive and acquires
a high lustre by polishing, while the color
is very similar to nickel. It appears to
me that an electro-plate of this nature
could be used for many purposes.—B. &
S.

Answer—Attempts have been made to
produce an electro deposit of an alloy of
copper and nickel from a cyanide solu-
tion, but the results obtained have been
merely color films, no metallic deposit
has been obtained either as a laboratory
experiment or in commercial practice,
that we are aware of.

* * *

Question—Is the addition of chloride
of tin to a nickel plating solution benefi-
cial? We understand tin is used in the
manufacture of nickel anodes and have
been told it is an excellent additional
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agent for nickel solutions, if introduced

in the form of tin chloride.—W. G.

Answer—The addition of tin com-

pounds in any form cannot be recom-

mended. If you wish to observe the

effect produced by chloride of tin in your

nickel solution, you will find that a white

insoluble precipitate forms, which re-

mains suspended in the solution. The

deposit obtained subsequent to the addi-

tion will be quite dark, resembling burnt

nickel. These characteristics will be ap-

parent in all deposits from the solution

irregardless of the E. M. F. or current

density employed.

* * *

Question—In our experience we have

always made allowance for the "ageing"

of our nickel solutions. Recently we have

had occasion to believe that a similar

"ageing" process is necessary for the

efficient employment of cyanide solutions.

Do you think so?—A. R.

Answer—Yes. Old silver plating solu-

tions, deposit better than new solutions.

Old cyanide copper solutions are less

troublesome than freshly prepared solu-

tions, if they have not become contam-

inated by foreign matter. As the "rip-

ening" of cyanide solutions progresses,

the cyanide of potash decomposes and

carbonate of potash and ammonia is

formed. The ammonia causes the "rip-

ening" effect. Possibly you have noticed

a strong smell of ammonia from an old

cyanide bath, into which you have never

introduced ammonia direct, the decom-

position of the cyanide has resulted in

the formation of ammonia. In order to

hasten the "ageing" of cyanide solutions

the bath may be boiled for a few hours.

This is an unpleasant and needlessly ex-

pensive method. The better way is to

add liquid ammonia in small quantities

until the odor of ammonia is only faintly

perceptible after thoroughly stirring the

solution.

* * *

Question—Owing to present scarcity of

labor in this locality, I am compelled to

do a large portion of the buffing and
polishing in the shop I am employed in.

They have a large supply of stitched

buffing wheels; these I have found are

not as satisfactory as the loose buff for

our work. I would appreciate any in-

formation you can give me as to the ad-

vantages of stitched buffs.—P. & P.

Answer—Stitched buffs present no ad-

vantages over sectional buffs other than

price. The stitched buff is cheaper and
it is quite probable that this is why your

firm has a stock on hand. Stitched buffs

as you may be aware, are made from
pieces of cloth which are too small to

use in sectional buffs, therefore they can

be sold at lower price. Stitched buffs

are difficult to balance; some we have

seen were so bad that a practical balance

was impossible. The threads often cause

annoyance and minor accidents by un-
raveling and catching in the work. Sec-

tional buffs being softer, are usually em-
ployed for finishing treatments. Stitch-

ed buffs are quite satisfactory for first

bufT.r.^ operation on brass, or similar

rough work. If you are cutting and col-

oring in one operation, the sectional buff

would be preferable.

* * *

Question—Why is iron added to nickel

in the manufacture of nickel anodes?

Does the iron plate out on the work to

any extent? Our plater informs us that

the cause of serious rusting of our

plated product is due to iron in the

nickel.

Answer—In the manufacture of all

nickel anodes with a nickel content less

than 98 per cent, or 97 per cent., iron is

used to facilitate casting the metal in

good form and to render the anode cap-

able of being disintegrated by dilute

nickel solutions and a weak current. It

has been determined repeatedly that

from 1 per cent, to 2.5 per cent, of iron

is present in nickel deposits obtained

from solutions equipped with such

anodes. The remainder falls to the bot-

tom of the tank and accumulates in the

form of iron hydroxide. Some platers

claim that the iron has a tendency to

whiten the nickel deposit, this is doubt-

ful. Nickel deposits obtained from single

salt solutions equipped with pure nickel

anodes, and which reveal no trace of

iron by analysis, are equally as white as

those produced from baths containing

Question—What cleaning compound is

used for the removal of grease from flat-

ware by manufacturers of such goods.

Our line is made from same quality of

metal, and we believe the process used
by flatware makers would prove efficient

in our case.—M. M.
Answer—Possibly the most popular

cleaning compound for use on flatware is

Kalye, this material does not discolor the
surface of the metal during the cleaning
operation. It is a very powerful solvent
for greases, etc., which are usually pres-

ent on metal surfaces entering the plat-

ing department, and is not objectionable

to handle. Oakite is another compound
which has proven particularly effective

and satisfactory for cleaning flatware or
similar goods previous to electro-plating.

Of the two compounds we prefer the
former.

* * *

Question.—How can I avoid oozing or
spotting of castings after brass plating?
Also, what is a suitable formula for Jap-
anese bronze?—W. 0. B.

Answer.—The cause of the spotting is

the plating or cleaning solution, which
becomes imprisoned within the walls of

cavities and pin holes in the castings.

This oozing effect is one of the most per-

plexing difficulties which platers have to

contend with, and a great number of re-

medies have been suggested for its pre-

vention. Of these, but few have proven
worthy of our recommendation. The lat-

ter are as follows:

—

First—Sound castings free from pin
holes.

Second—Use only sufficient free

cyanide in your brass solution to facili-

tate clean anodes and a yellow brass.

Third—Avoid unusually strong E.M.F.

and do not crowd the capacity of the

baths, as a brass solution poor in metal
will often produce deposits which will

develop spots on the surface. If the cast-

ing is porous and the pores contain

either a pickling solution or an alkaline

solution, the solution in the pores must
be neutralized and removed. To neutral-

ize the solution, immerse the castings in

one of the following dips:—Water, 1

gal.; common alum, 2 oz.; or water, 1

gal.; oil of vitriol, 2 oz.; or water, 1 gal.;

potassium bitartrate, 2 oz.

Rinse from either of these dips, first

in clean hot and then clean cold water,
repeat the hot and cold water rinse sev-

eral times; do not merely swish the cast-

ings through the water, rinse them thor-

oughly and vigorously to assist in pump-
ing the offending solution from the

cavities, some of which may have only a

pin hole opening at the surface, with
comparatively large pockets beneath the

surface. If the holes at which the spot-

ting is noticeable are plainly apparent,
a strong blast of compressed air will

prove effective as a remover of the en-

closed solution.

By dry heating the castings and delay-

ing the buffing and lacquering operations

as long as possible, the tendency to spot-

ting out will be lessened. If you are

using sodas in your brass solution, the

spotting out will naturally be more pro-

nounced in warm weather than would
otherwise be the case. You can produce
equally as perfect brass plating by the

use of simple cyanide and metallic salt

solution as is possible with a solution

made more or less complicated by addi-

tions of soda salts.

To produce a Japanese bronze, use the

following formula:—Potassium sul-

phuret, 1 oz.; ammonium sulphuret, Vz

oz.; water, 1 gal. If the article to be
treated has other than a copper surface,

it must be copper-plated, preferably in

an acid copper solution. A 15 or 20 de-

posit from a cyanide solution will answer
but is not conducive to best results. Af-
ter plating, rinse well in cold water and
scratch brush on a soft wire wheel; clean

again and immerse in the above solution.

A short immersion or a more dilute solu-

tion produces light tones. The solution

as per formula yields dark tones. When
the desired result has been obtained, re-

move, rinse thoroughly and dry out by
hot water and clean sawdust. Next
brush the surface lightly, using a per-

fectly dry brass wire brush. The first

brushing should be done with a wire
brush wet with a very dilute solution

of carbonate of soda and clean water. If

the ammonium sulphuret is difficult to

procure, you may substitute by using

a few drops of liquid ammonia. The re-

sulting color is not as perfect by this

method, but is quite satisfactory for

many purposes. Some operators prefer

to use only % oz. of the potassium sul-

phuret per gallon of water. The results

obtained in any case depend largely

upon the quality of the chemicals used

and the dexterity of the operator. There

is but one Japanese bronze of this type,

although, like the Tiffanv Verde, there

are several distinctly different methods
of producing the finish.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

pic; iron

Grey Forge. Pittsburgh $47 95

Lake Superior, charcoal,

Chicago 58 00

Standard low phos.. Philadel-

phia 87 00

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 55 95

Basic Valley, furnace 53 00

Montreal Toronto

Victoria
Hamilton

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL

Iron bars, base $5 25

Steel bars, base 5 50

Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base 6 00

Small shapes, base 5 75

METALS
Aluminum $ 64 00

Antimony 20 00

Copper, lake 35 00

Copper, elctrolytic 35 00

Copper, casting 34 00

Lead 13 00

Mercury • 100 00

Nickel 50 00

Silver, per oz 82

Tin 63 00

Zinc 11 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BILLETS
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $100 00
Open hearth billets 100 00
Forging billets 125 00

Wire rods 95 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.
Montreal

Copper, light $23 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00

Copper, heavy 26 00

Copper wire 26 00

No. 1 machine com-
position 20 00

New brass turnings 16 00

No. 1 brass turnings 14 00

Light brass 12 00

Medium brass 16 00

Heavy brass 18 00

Heavy melting steel 22 00

Steel turnings 11 00

Shell turnings 12 00

Boiler p^te 18 00

Axles, wrought iron 25 00

Rails 21 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 28 00

Malleable scrap 20 00

Pipe, wrought 19 00

Car wheels, iron . . 27 00

Steel axles 30 00

Mach. shop turnings 8 50

Cast borings 12 00

Stove plate 19 00

Scrap zinc 8 00

Heavv lead 11 00

Tea iead 7 00

Aluminum 25 00

Toronto
$22 00
27 00

26 50
26 50

22 DO
19 DO
16 00

10 so

16 DO

18 DO
17 00

8 00

12 00
10 50

24 DO

18 00

25 DO
20 00
9 00

25 00
30 00

8 50

8 50
19 00

9 50
10 76

7 on

85 DO

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

i, in $12 00
5-16 in 11 50

% in 11 15

7-16 in 10 90
'.. in 10 70
9-16 in 10 70

% in 10 50

% in 10 40

% in 10 25
1 inch 10 10

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, guaranteed 0.41
Babbitt metals 16 to 65
Putty. 100-lb drums 4 35
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 15.45

Glue. English, per lb 38
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 31 V2
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30 1

/;!

Pure turpentine, single bbls 62 Vi

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 27

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 30
Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per 100

lbs 9 00
Lead wool, per lb 15
Pure Manila rope 37

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43
Drilling cables, Manila .... 39
Lard oil, per gal 1 50
Sandpaper, B. & A... list plus 20

Emery cloth list plus 33 1-3

Borax, crystal 15

Sal Soda 03i/j

Sulphur, rolls 05

Sulphur, commercial 04Vi
Rosin "D." per lb 03

Rosin "G," per lb 03 '2

Borax crystal and granular. 15

Wood alcohol, per gallon 2 15

Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. 2 20

COKE AND COAL
Solvay foundry coke
Connelsville foundry coke . .

.

Steam lump coal

Best slack

Net ton f.o.b. To ronto

SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, black, No. 28.$11 00 $11 00
Sheets, black. No. 10. 11 50 11 50
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 11 00 11 00
Canada plates, a 1 1

bright 12 50 12 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 12 25 12 09

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 11 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis. 28 B.W.
G 11 75 10 75

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 12 00 10 25
Colborne Crown. No.

28 11 25 10 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 13 75 11 70
Premier. 10% oz 13 85 12 00
Zinc sheets 20 00 20 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 50
3-16 in 11 70
V» in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40
% in 6 35
7-16 in 6 35

Vi in 6 35

% in 6 35

% in 6 35
Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable. A, add

7Vi% I B and C, 10% ; cast iron.

35% ; standard buishings, 50% ;

headers, 60% ; flanged unions, 40% ;

malleable bushings, 50% ; nipples,

55% ; malleable lipped unions, 50%.

ANODES.
Nickel $0 . 50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 42 to .44

Tin 73 to .75

Silver, per oz 86 to .88

Zinc 16 to .18

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45

Cut nails 5 35 5 35

Miscellaneous wire nails 60%

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic $ .20

Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14 V2

Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, acqua 08

Ammonium, carbonate 08

Ammonium, chloride 11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.. .40

Ammonium, sulphate 07

Arsenic, white 10

Caustic soda 07
Copper, carbonate, anhy .. .50

Copper, sulphate 16

Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloiide 20
Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sulphate. .12

Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide substitute .20

Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals.. .05

Sodium cyanide, 129-130%.. .46

Sodium cyanide, 98-100% 38

Sodium hydrate 05

Sodium phosphate 14

Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.) 5.00
Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise

stated.

BELTING. NO. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, singl and

double 30-5%
Standard 40%.
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.... 1 50

Leather in sdes 1 35)

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt.

per lb $3 00
Polishing wheels,
bullneck 1 .70

Pumice, ground .05
Emery composition... .08 to .09
Tripoli composition.. .04 to 06
Crocus composition... .07 to .08
Rouge, powder 30 to .35
Rouge, silver 60 to .55

Prices per lb.

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, 'A to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Copper wire, list plus 10.

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base... 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base % in. to 1

in. rd 55
Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20

oz 60
Brass tubing, seamless 57
Copper tubing, seamlss .... 58

ROPE AND PACKINGS.
Plumbers' oakum, per lb 09
Packing square braided 34
Packing, No. 1 Italian 40
Packing, No. 2 Italian 32
Pure Manila rope 37
British Manila rope 31

New Zealand Hemp 31

Transmission rope, Manila 43

Drilling cables, Manila 39
Cotton Rope, ^-in. and up 47

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor Oil, per lb 40
Royalite, per gal., bulk 16

Palacine 19

Machine oil, per gal 26 Vi
Black oil, per gal 13

Cylinder oil. Capital 45VG
Cylinder oil. Acme 36 '-i

Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 50
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic 37 '/£

Imperial quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil 11

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade .... 50

, J. Barton Smith. Eagle 50
McClelland. Globe 50
Whitman & Barnes 50

Black Diamond 40

Delta Files 87%
Nicholson 40
P.H. and Imperial Fn

Globe 50
Vulcan 50

Disston 50

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

Toronto, Ont., July 31.—The outlook
for the manufacturing interests is

steadily becoming: more confused in

spite of the large volume of business
offering. The shortage of raw materials,

particularly iron and steel, is becoming
more acute, while the labor situation is

also becoming a menacing problem to

handle owing to the difficulty in obtain-

ing sufficient help. There appears to be
no doubt that the coal situation is seri-

ous, and the uneasiness among those in-

terested in securing large supplies of

fuel is increasing. Drastic measures

will have to be adopted if factories are
to be kept in operation this coming
winter. Much .valuable time has already
been lost in dealing with the situation,

and much remains to be done before the
desired relief is effected.

Steel

The situation in the steel trade at the
present time is one of doubt and uncer-
tainty; many consumers consequently
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are staying out of the marlcet pending
developments. There is now' considerable

difference of opinion as to the extent

and probable effect of the American Gov-
ernment price fixing scheme. There, is

a growing belief that the Government
actions will not be so drastic as was at

one time considered probable. It is felt

that while steel prices for Government
needs will likely be fixed on some equit-

able basis, it will be a more difficult mat-
ter to control the situation as affecting

private consumers. It is also doubtful

whether such action on the part of the

Government is either feasible or desir-

able. Until this question is settled,

little activity may be looked for in the

market. For the same reason there has

been a lull in the upward movement in

prices, and here again opinions differ as

to the probable effect on the situation by
Government action. Some believe that

the crest has been reached, while others

declare that the law of supply and de-

mand will prevail, and consequently

prices will continue to advance. What
will actually happen is exceedingly diffi-

cult to foretell, and the prevailing policy

of watchful waiting seems to be the cor-

rect one.

There is no change in the situation in

the primary market as regards black

sheets. The American Government buy-

ing of sheets is increasingly heavy,

which is restricting available supplies

for other consumers. The output of

sheets of all grades is pretty well sold

up for the remainder of the year. No
prices on sheets have as yet 'been fixed

by the American Government, although

it is paying considerably under the mar-

ket for current requirements. The steel

market in the United States is quiet,

pending developments in the price situa-

tion. The new demand for steel pro-

ducts of all kinds is light, as consumers

are holding off until it is known what

the Government will do in the matter of

prices. There have been no price changes

this week.
Pig Iron

The pig iron market is less active than

formerly on account of the uncertainty

as to what the Government attitude is

with respect to prices. For this reason

buying has fallen off considerably until

the situation clears. There is no change

in the Canadian situation and prices are

still withdrawn.
Scrap

The scrap market continues dull and

unsettled, with a lack of interest on the

part of consumers. Prices on scrap with

the exception of heavy melting steel and

machinery cast iron, are weak and un-

changed.
Machine Tools

The situation in the machine tool

trade locally is practically unchanged,

the general run of business being prin-

cipally for equipment for general en-

gineering purposes. In the United States,

Government business is the most impor-

tant feature, and is occupying the atten-

tion of the trade almost exclusively.

Deliveries are not any better, except on

ordinary lathes, which are fairly easy to

obtain. Large swing lathes, however,

are difficult to get. Grinders, milling

machines, both plain and universal screw
machines, boring mill? and planers are

scarce. Prices of all types of machine
tools are very firm, with an upward ten-

dency owing to the continued high cost

of raw materials.

Supplies

Prices of practically all lines of ma-
chine shop supplies continue to advance
steadily owing to the high cost of raw
materials, while deliveries are not show-
ing any improvement. It is anticipated

that there will be some restriction in the

consumption of gasoline, as a serious

shortage is feared. Although prices are

unchanged in the meantime, it is likely

that there may be an advance.

Metals

The metal markets continue dull and
weak, but prices are unchanged mean-
time. Trading has again been light, as

consumers are keeping out of the market
in view of possible lower prices follow-

ing Government price regulation. Locally

business continues good, principally be-

cause of war orders, but the ordinary de-

mand is also active.

Copper.—The market has a stronger

undertone, but prices continue nominal

and unchanged. There has not been a

great deal of actual business, but more
interest has been shown, which may re-

sult in a buying movement in the near

future. Lake and electrolytic are quoted

at 36c and castings at 35c per pound.

Tin.—The market is quiet but firmer,

and quotations continue nominal. There

is a scarcity of spot tin in New York

caused by an unwillingness to grant

shipping permits in England. Govern-

ment price regulation continues to re-

strain the market. Local price, 63c per

pound.

Spelter.—The American Government
has recently purchased a considerable

quantity of spelter at lie and ll%c, ac-

cording to grade, which represents an

advance of 2c over the previous pur-

chase. The price indicates that the Gov-

ernment authorities agree with the pro-

ducers that the present production cost

of spelter has been too close to the sell-

ing price. Following this transaction,

the spelter situation has improved and

the market is firmer. Local quotation

unchanged at lie per pound.

Lead.—The market continues strong

and quotations are firmer. There is not

enough lead in sight to satisfy current

demand, especially for immediate or

nearby delivery, and independents are

now quoting the same price as the Trust,

viz., lie New York. The local situation

is unchanged at 13c per pound.

Antimony.—The market has a weak

tendency at unchanged and nominal

prices. Local price, 20c per pound.

Aluminum.—The market continues

quiet and lack of buying support has

weakened it. Local price, 64c per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals.

There is a continued scarcity of raw

materials and costs are still high. Prices

of foundry and plating supplies are con-

sequent yvery firm with a decided up-

ward tendency although there are no

changes of importance to note in the

meantime. The cotton and leather mar-
kets continue firm, , the- heavy demand
causing a shortage which is keeping up
prices of goods made from these ma-
terials. Prices of cotton buffs have ad-

vanced along with most lines composed
of that material. There is no material
change in the chemical situation, prices

continue to hold firm and a scarcity of

some lines is still a feature of the

market.

©

TRADE GOSSIP
Oshawa, Ont.—The directors of the

Canada Malleable & Steel Range Co.
have decided to dispose of the plant.

Owen Sound, Ont.—Green & Woolrich
have begun the construction of a new coal

dock for the malleable iron plant. The
new structure will be 80 ft. wide by 200
ft. long, and 200 piles will be driven.

Harry A. McKnight has resigned as
superintendent of the plant of the Am-
erican Car & Foundry Co., Jeffersonville,

Ind., to enter the operating department
of the Canadian Car & Foundry Co.,

Montreal, Que.

Frank H. Crockard, the new president
and general manager of the Nova Scotia
Steel & Coal Co., has arrived at New
Glasgow, N.S. He recently attended a
meeting of directors and was introduced
to the heads of the various departments.

Cadet Claire A. Page, of the Royal
Flying Corps, was accidentally killed on
July 10, when his machine crashed down
on a road near Ypres Junction, near
Camp Borden, during an electric storm.
Cadet Page belonged to Hamilton, where
he was formerly sales manager of the

Canadian Hart Wheels, Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.—H. N. Cole, of Syra-
cuse, N.Y., is visiting Hamilton. Mr.
Cole explained that he is here in the in-

terests of the Semet-Solvay Co. of

Syracuse, which contemplates establish-

ing a coke plant in this city. The com-
pany's prospective site is at the foot

of Depew Street, and Mr. Cole is here

to make some detailed report of the pro-

perty.

Hamilton, Ont—The National Abrasive
Co. will begin at once the erection of a

factory and office building on Biggar
Avenue, at an estimated cost of $16,700.

The contract has been awarded to the

Hamilton Bridge Works, and completion

is expected before September. The com-
pany will manufacture artificial abrasive,

principally polishing and grinding mate-
rials. The initial investment in the Ham-
ilton plant will be about $75,000.

B. F. Repton has been appointed comp-
troller of the Canadian Car & Foundry
Co. and its subsidiaries, with full charge

of the accounting work in its various

phases. Mr. Repton was associated with

Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co.. in New
York, for over ten years, and subse-

quently held the position of general

auditor to the Dominion Steel Cor-

poration in Sydney, N.S., for several

years. Mr. Repton has already entered

upon his new duties.

Shawinigan Falls, Que.—The Can-

adian Aloxite Co., which will go extens-
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FOUNDRY
EQUIPMENT

FACINGS
SUPPLIES

By Getting Together

You Gain

We Gain

By our methods of selling direct to

the Foundryman we have established

a trade that is held together by three

words, service - quality— price. We
benefit mutually by dealing together.

We have here for prompt shipment a

large supply of Foundry Facings, in-

cluding our No. 101 Ceylon Plumbago.

The

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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ively into the manufacture of carborun-
dum and other abrasives, has started

construction of a large plant at Shawini-
gan Falls. It will be completed some
time towards the end of the year. The
Shawinigan Water & Power Co. have
contracted to supply 20,000 h.p. to the
Canadian Aloxite Co., which is a subsi-

diary of the big Carborundum Co., of

Niagara Falls, N.Y.
The Electric Steel & Engineering Co.,

which was recently incorporated at

Ottawa with a capital of $2,000,000 is a

merger of three concerns and the head
office will be at Welland, Ont. The three

companies included in the incorporation

are Electric Steel & Metals, Ltd., of

Welland, Ont., the Boving Hydraulic En-
gineering Co. of Lindsay, Ont., and the

Wabi Iron Works of New Liskeard, Ont.

No announcement as to plans will be
made until after a meeting of the direc-

tors which is to be held shortly.

Amherstburg, Ont.—Within twelve
months, if the present schedule is carried

through, the big local plant of the Brun-
ner Mond Co., Canadian branch of the

Solvay Process, will be in full operation.

The excavations of the big ten-story

main building have already been com-
pleted, and the form work for the con-

crete foundations is partially in. Part
of the reinforced concrete for the cellars

has already ben run. Excavations for

the boiler-house, milk of lime house and
lime kiln are in and work on two chim-
neys, one 250 feet high and the other 175
feet, have already been started by the
Canadian Kelly Co. A waterworks sys-

tem will be installed.

Steel Co., of Canada Acquire Ore
Lands.—The directors of the Steel Com-
pany of Canada, at a meeting held in

Toronto recen+lv. practically adopted a
new policv wHch is likely to have an im-
portant bearing on the future of the
company. In co-operation with Ameri-
can interests, the directors propose to

acquire certain ore and coal propert'es
situated in an advantageous location in

the eastern States, from which such of

its supply as is necesary in the future
will be drawn. Hitherto the company
has not controlled its supply of raw ma-
terial, although it has enjoyed the repu-
tation in the steel trade of having the

benefit of some exceptional contracts.

It is understood that the plans of the

company included the construction of a

considerable plant for the production
of coke. The Steel Company of Canada
has been the only large domestic steel

corporation without its own ore and coal

reserves.

The McKinnon Steel Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$500,000 to take over the business of

McKinnon Holmes & Co. of Sehbrooke,

Que. The incorporators are G. D. Mc-
Kinnon, Alex. McKinnon and F. C. John-
son all of Sherbrooke.
Empire Stove & Furnace Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $100,000 to manufacture stores, fur-

naces and heaters, etc., at Owen Sound,

Ont. The incorporators are A. A. Parks,

A. .T. Creighton and E. W. McQuay all

of Oken Sound, Ont.

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE SHOP
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION

THE list of firms who had reserved

space up to July 31 for the Foundry and
Machine Shop Equipment Exhibition,

from September 25 to 28, is both large

and important, and gives every indica-

tion that when the opening date is

reached there will be found in the Me-
chanics' Building, Boston, Mass., the big-

gest and most valuable display that has

yet taken place in the history of the In-

stitution. The list of reservations fol-

lows:—
Abell-Howe Co Chicago
Ajax Metal Co Philadelphia. Pa.
Albany Sand & Supply Co Albany, N.Y.
American Foundry Equipment Co. .Cleveland, Ohio
American Gum Products Co New York
American Lighting Co Chicago
American Molding Machine Cc.Terre Haute, Ind.
American Pipe Bending Mach. Co.. Boston, Mass.
Arcade Mfg. Co Freeport, 111.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co. .Pittsburgh, Pa.
Atkins & Co., E. C Indianapolis, Ind.
Athol Machine Co Athol, Mass.
Ayer & Lord Tie Co Chicago

B. & B. Mfg. Co Indianapolis, Ind.
Beaudry & Co., Inc Boston, Mass.
Berkshire Mfg. Co Cleveland, Ohio
Besly & Co.. Chas. H Chicago
Birkenstein & Sons, S Chicago
Blystone Mfg. Co Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Brass World Publishing Co New York
Bridgeport Safety Emery Wheel Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.
Brown Specialty Machinery Co Chicago
Buckeye Products Co Cincinnati, Ohio
Bullard Machine Tool Co Bridgeport, Conn.

Carborundum Co Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Cataract Refining & Mfg. Co Buffalo, N.Y.
Chase, Frank D Chicago
Champion Foundry & Machine Co Chicago
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co Chicago
Chisholm-Moore Mfg. Co Cleveland, Ohio
Cincinnati Pulley Machinery Co. . Cincinnati. Ohio
Clark, Charles J Chicago
Cleveland Blow Pine & Mfg. Co. .Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Milling Machine Co. ... Cleveland. Ohio
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co Cleveland, Ohio
Coale Lumber Co., Thos. E Philadelphia, Pa.
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co.... St. Louis. Mo.
Cutter & Wood Supply Co Boston, Mass.

Davis-Bournonville Co Jersey City, N.J.
Debevoise-Anderson Co New York
Dixon Crucib'e Co.. Joseph Jersey City. N.J.
Drouve Co., G Bridgeport, Conn.

Federal Foundry Supp'v Co Cleveland. Ohio
Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co Chicago
Forbes & Myers Worcester, Mass.
Foreign Crucibles Corporation New York
Foundry Equipment Co Cleveland, Ohio

Gardner Machine Co Beloit, Wis.
General Electric Co Schenectady, N.Y.
General Fire Extinguisher Co Providence, R.I.

Ooldsehmidt Thermit Co New York
Great Western Mfg. Co Leavenworth. Kan.

Harrison Supply Co Boston, Mass.
Hauck Mfg. Co Brooklyn. N.Y.
Herman Pneumatic Machine Co. .Pittsburgh. Pa.

Hill. Clarke & Co Boston. Mass.
Hoevel Manufacturing Corporation New York
Holz, Herman A New York

International Molding Mach. Co Chicago
Iron Age, The New York

Jennison-Wright Co Toledo, Ohio

Kellogg. Snencer. & Sons, Ine Buffalo. N.Y.
Kelly. T. P.. & Co.. Inc New York
King, Julius, Optical Co Chicago

Lees-Bradner Co Cleveland. Ohio
Lupton's Sons Co.. David Philadelphia. Pa.
Lynd-Farquhar Co Boston, Mass.

McCrosky Reamer Co Meadville. Pa.

McLain's System, Inc Milwaukee, Wis.
MacLean Publishing Co Toronto. Ont.
Malleable Iron Fittings Co Brantford. Conn.
Metal Industry New York
Michigan Smelting & Refining Co.. Detroit. Mich.

Midland Machine Co Detroit. Mich.
Moltrup Steel Products Co Beaver Falls, Pa.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co. .Baltimore. Md.
Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co New York
E. H. Mumford Co Elizabeth, N.J.

Mumford Molding Machine Co Chicago
Mahr Mfg. Co Minneapolis, Minn.

National Engineering Co Chicago
New England Coal & Coke Co Boston, Mass.
New Haven Sand Blast Co. . . .New Haven, Conn.
Wm. H. Nichols Co Brooklyn. N.Y.
Norma Co. of America New York
Norton Co Worcester, Mass.

Obermayer Co., S Chicago
Osborn Mfg. Co Cleveland, Ohio
Oxweld Acetylene Co Newark, N.J.

Pangborn Corporation Hagerstown, Md.
Paxson Co., J. W Philadelphia, Pa.
Penton Publishing Co Cleveland, Ohio
Pickands, Brown & Co Chicago
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portage Silica Co Youngstown, O.

Pridemore, Henry E., Inc Chicago

Quigley Furnace Specialties Co New York

Railway Mechanical, Engineer New York
Richey, Browne & Donald, Inc. . . .Maspeth, N.Y.
Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co

Brighton, Boston, Mass.
Robeson Process Co New York
Rogers, Brown & Co Cincinnati, Ohio

Sand Mixing Machine Co New York
Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co. .

.

Montour Falls, N.Y.
Simonds Mfg. Co Fitchburg, Mass.
Sly Mfg. Co., W. W Cleveland, Ohio
Smith & Sons Co., R. P Chicago
Smith Co., Warner G Cleveland, Ohio
Standard Equipment Co New Haven, Conn.
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co West Allis, Wis.
Strong, Kennard & Nutt Co Cleveland, Ohio
Sullivan Machinery Co Chicago

Thomas Iron Co Boston, Mass.
Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co Niagara Falls, N.Y.

United States Graphite Co Saginaw, Mich.
U.S. Molding Machine Co Cleveland, Ohio
United States Silica Co Chicago

Wallace & Co.. J. D Chicago
Warner & Swasey Co Cleveland, Ohio
Wheeler & Holcomb Co Chicago
White & Bro Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co Providence, R.I.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co Harvey, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co Detroit, Mich.
Wood's Sons Co., T. B Chambersburg, Pa.
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ft>» c»f/C/
V.

English Manufacture %

We have a large stock in both
warehouses for immediate
shipment. More arriving weekly.

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co,, Ltd.
MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Ford-Smith Grinders

Our Catalogue describes far better

than we can here our complete line

of Grinders, and any assistance we
can offer you is yours to command.
Our prices are favorable and our
deliveries good.

Write Us Now.

The Ford-Smith Machine Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON -:- CANADA

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests of Iron, Steel, Brass, Stone, etc.

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,

Paints, Oils, Water, Sand, Coal, Coke, Core
Compounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding

Foundry Difficulties.

FOUNDRY WORK
By Wm. C. Stimpson

Head Instructor in Foundry Work
and Forging, Department of Science
and Technology, Pratt Institute.

1G0 pp., 150 illus. Cloth binding. A
practical guide to modern methods of

molding and casting in iron, brass,
bronze, steel and other metals, from
simple and complex patterns, including
many valuable bints on shop manage-
ment and equipment, useful tables, etc.

PRICE $1.00
Given free with four yearly

paid-up subscriptions.

Canadian Foundryman
143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Canada

"*' -' "' •" ^^.->'

-''':
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
'?.**

McCullough-Dalzell

CRUCIBLES

are made to save money by Service

not by single purchase.

Forty years leadership—Quality and
Worth maintain it.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Highest Quality

Foundry Brushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order.

The Manufacturers Brush
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Co.

Kent Handle
Washout.

Shoe Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.
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Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 1005?

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—-sand leaves a sand coat-

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100<& BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

;

tt

Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts'
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian HartWhsels
LIMITED

Manufacturers Grinding IVhteh and
Machiner

456 Barton Street East_

HAMILTON. C\N\lI

^^mmj~m^^«mf<mi^mK^.^^^i!m^pm.

Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because v.e have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whethel
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they
are getting what they are supposed to get—because our
Experts go ri-:ht to the plant and make inspection of methods,
mixtures and equipment, etc.. and point out where practical
economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some prob!ems right now that would pay
you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals. Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils, Paints,-

Coal, Coke. Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel, Copper,
Brass, Stone. Brick. Wood. etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed

all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush
delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada,
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING

LABORATORIES, LIMITED
Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL

Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

If any advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Cruciblesof Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

jjwSfiBffigky

12

Chilled Shot Diamond Grit

Metallic Abrasives
Since 1887 these Metallic Abrasives for Sand

Blast purposes have enjoyed the popularity and

gained the reputation of being the two best

abrasives manufactured. They are being used

the world over.

Dustless and economical. For cleaning iron, steel,

malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for free samples and our low prices. Prompt
shipments.

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Ave., Extension

BOSTON, MASS. .*. U.S.A.

CXtANES
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas, Ladles, Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed

Why import your anodes when you
can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin-

ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars T

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

ANODES
In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Col. MacLean was in Germany
When War Broke Out

HOW he got out, what he saw, heard, learned and concluded,

he tells in the August number of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE.
Colonel MacLean knows Europe thoroughly. He knows high-up
men in all the great political and commercial capitals of Europe —
diplomats, bankers and great merchants. These men told him
freely and plainly many startling things about Germany and
her intentions.

In a contribution of truly sensational find in this article by Colonel MacLean
interest, abounding in most startling strange, even shocking revelations, and
facts, Colonel MacLean points out "The things hard to believe—and you ought to

Dangers Ahead." His aim is to arouse read "The Dangers Ahead" in order that

Canadians out of their unwarranted confi- you may help in their avoidment by Canada
dence and out of their content. You will and her people.

MacLeans for August
Is a Midsummer Number
The August MACLEAN'S is excellently

balanced, as you will see from these

contents

:

CONTENTS
The Dangers Ahead. By John Bayne MacLean.

The Menace of Canadian Titles. By Joseph Martin, M.P.P.

Rev. C A. Eaton—A Canadian Who Speaks Out. By Beatrice
Redpath.

Frenzied Fiction for the Dog Days—(Done by the Dipperful.)
By Stephen Leacock.

The Human Side of Conscription. By H. F. Gadsby.

Winning the War in the Air. By Agnes C Laut.

A Circus Story. By L. B. Yates.

Mam'selle Butterfly. By Arthur Beverly Baxter.

The Captain of the Susan Drew. By Jack London.

An Andy Doolin Yarn. By Hopkins Moorhouse.

A Detective Story. By Robert E. Pinkerton.

The Gun Brand. By Jas. B. Hendryx.

Canada's First Woman Member.
Economy in Preserving and Canning.

Women and Their Work—A New Department. Review of
Reviews—Regular Department.

\^Q Jt#*S
w^° wr 'tes tne Circus Story, was born in Ham-t^« ilton. He wrote those stories about Paragon

Pete and The Singin' Kid in the Saturday Evening Post.

LCflCOrK 's excess iyely humorous in his Dog Days^'^^ Sketch, in which he talks about summer-
ing and simmering.

TVFlCC If fliit fancies that the war may be won byITliaa I-iclUL the birdmen, and if Uncle Sam pro-
duces 100,000 planes, she may be right.

CrJldshv s *ts *n ^e ^ress Gallery at Ottawa, andV*cmol»Fjr writes brilliantly always. His "Conscrip-
tion" article is in order.

PitllfPffori wno writ68 the detective story, "Old
1 llllVCI IAJ11 Twilight," knows how to write this
class of story.

By the way, Lord Northcliffe has promised
an article for the September MACLEAN'S.

You can see that MACLEAN'S for August is just the right
type for August.

At All News-Dealers

15 cents
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want Is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to (ret It. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names
from this directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is

maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper headings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract.
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ABRASIVE MATEUIALS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

AIK COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL. ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS. TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Tlighman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry*. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.Topeph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Faclne Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Entr. Sz Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facinr Mill Co.. LH.. Hamilton. Ont
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RUBBING
Cwn. Hanson & Van Winide Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Manufacturers' Brush Co, Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
F»rd-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E "., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., C., Toronto, Ont.

BURNERS. CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, On|t.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Enc & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Fanner Mfg. Cc. , Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lindsay, W. W., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry'. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland, O.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Gautier. J. H., & Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
McCnIloch.-Dal7.ell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, (hi
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
HamiltoD Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

. Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CORE-MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Demmler & Bros.. Wm.. Kewanee, HI.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelnhia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., 'Co.. Toronto, Ont.
CORE OILS
•Can. Hanson & Ven Winkle Co., Toronto. Oit.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Lindsay. W. W., * Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co,, Toronto. Ont
CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. <

r,nt.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Pons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N..T.

Worviison. F. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago, III.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Lindsay, W. W.. & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerville. Ont.

Woodison. E. .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE. BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dixon Crucihle Co.. Joseph. Jersey City. N.J.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel, R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay. W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont-
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont-
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supnly Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.'

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Orrt
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E." J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ic Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde k Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
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If any advertisement interests you, tea rit out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you
consult also the advertisers' Index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' nainesfrom this directory. The Information you desire may be found In the advertising pages. This department is
maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names underproper headings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract

W
i

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. One
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, I'a.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,

AIR COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson St. Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkenrille, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
THghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jopeph Dixon Crucible Co. , Jersey City N J
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

mJE"'^ Facin
T
e Mi]}, Co-. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

nZ-n™ £
d "'- Snpp,y Co- Ltd- Toronto OntHam.lton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton OntStevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
C™ H

an
f"v.,£ Yan WmkIe Co

'
Toronto, Ont.

TO^H-
H » rt Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

BRICKS, RUBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co., Toronto OntCan. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton, On

wZison F
T
T
By*KC°- Ltd- Toronto, Ont.vvooaison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
D^;„"

anS
£1

&
u
Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Hi*™ f
1 "'- S

SP??
r„C°- Ud- Toronto Out.

h )
"'"on Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.Hyde & Sons Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

ManHfacturers" Brush Co. Cleveland, Ohio.Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntSSt^vS^ Co- Ltd- Pronto, Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
«Wi «

} 'a
f1
S
°v, \ V

?,
n WinkIe Co- Toronto, Ont.Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.

W^w w°i, " UM- }
2 Bleury St-' Montreal.W. W. Wells, Toronto.

Woodison, E "., Co., Toronto, Ont.
BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
S,"- ',li™ * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., <X., Toronto, Ont.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Steveni, Frederic B„ Detroit. Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

CARS, COKE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OntHyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit-. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Lindsay, W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Tunmto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. \Vells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry'. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out
Gautler, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
McCulloch-Dalzel! Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lto... Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Demmler & Bros., Wm., Kewanee, 111.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Ho., Toronto, Ont.
CORE OILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. One.
Lindsay. W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wooden. E. .T., Co.. Toronto. Ont
CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Snriply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Wvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison F. .T

. no., Toronto. Ont.
CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago. 111.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supjilv Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lindsay, W. W.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd.. Walkerville. Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Joseph, Jersey Pitv. N J
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Gautier. J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde &- Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg. Pa.'
Seidel, R. R.. Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic V... Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay. W. W., & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Torontv 0«(
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.; Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Wfnkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Opt.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Gautier, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supjly Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., "Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons^ Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, K. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
EMERY STANDS
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Onu
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save vour fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo

A Message to Canadian Foundries

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

Saves Both Sand and Labor
Improves the quality <>f the castings.

Corrects "scabbing" due to imperfect mixing of facinn sand.

Saves compound when mixing core sand, and coal dust when
mixing facing sand by reason of the thoroughness of its work.

The Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer is in successful opera-
tion in some of the best known foundries in Canada.

Write for details and prices to

National Engineering Co.
Room 505, Tacoma Bldg.

CHICAGO, HI.

SAND SII TERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson .V Van Winkle Co., Toronto, unt.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Out.

\ - -. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. .1.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Out.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

^11 VES
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supnly Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Blenry SL, Montreal.
S'even=. Fre ieric B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
SILICA WASH
Cin. Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
I '-minion Fin. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SILICA BOCK, GROUND
AND I'lLVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle C-o.. Toronto. Ont
Domini m V' . Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Wn.vi>son. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
-MALE ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

I, Que.
D'>m. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

-(I \l">TONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, lint.

Dominion F'lr . Ltd., Toronto, Omt.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. MnnrreaL Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

BF1 ITER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont

union Fdry. Supply Co.. I.'!. T • Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill "Co.. Hamilton, Ont."

- as, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Kr< leric B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J. Co., Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZES HOLDING MACHINES
Can Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Ikironto ' I

Dominion Fir'. Bopply Co., Ltd., Toronto,''
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SQUEEZERS, POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Omt.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd. Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Suns. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crashed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Hyde & Sors. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson <fc Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
STONES. RIBBING AN I) OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton. Ont.
TALC
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.

Ont

Ont.

Ont.

Ont

Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Bui . I Ltd., Toronto, Out.

M 1 IHamilton Facing
. I.t'l.,

V.. J. '

WrvvMsrtn K I P

Co.. Hamilton,
Montreal. Que.

, Toronto.
Toronto, Ont.

Ont.

TFSTS OF MATERIALS
C< Ltd., Milton. Montreal. Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

I I., Montreal. Que.
McCnlloch-Dalzell Crnrihle Company. Pittsburg

T« \< K. OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY STSTEMS
<"an. Hanson Ic Van Winkle Cv>.. "rwon'o. Ont
Dominion P Co., Ltd., Toronto
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont,

. Qui
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerrille, Ont.

Hsrni B. J . Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRIPOLI
, Onl

Domi' Smml] Co Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hvde & Son/, Ltd.," Montreal, Que,

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdry'. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
TURNTABLES
Can. Hannon & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12' Bleury St., Montreal
Northern Crane Works. Walkerrille.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Simply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal,
I niVd Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Wr>«iison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Toronto
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal,
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. ,L, Co., Toronto. Ont
WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson ,t Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal,
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont.
11,-miltnn Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison E.'.T. Co., Toronto. Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Rleury St., Montreal
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mien.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodi on, E. .1

, Co., Toronto, Ont.

WIRE, WIRE rods and NAILS
Can Haneoi Vim winkle Co.. Toronto,
Dom. Iron & steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde i Son Ltd.

(
1" Bleury Bt, Montreal

Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont.
Ont

Ont.
Ont.

Ont.
Ont.

Ont.
Out.

Ont.

Ont.

Ont
Onit.
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Feed it with stray brickbats, gaggers
and material that contains any
nieces of iron. This magnetic ma-
chine will rescue it for you. Any
material that a shovel will handle

—

so will a Ding's Separator.

Dings Magnetic Separator Co.

800 Smith Street

Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.

Could You Use It

Profitably?

The reclaiming of your
scrap is probably a puzzler

to you. You may have tried

some "home-made" method.
We have studied this prob-

lem with the result that the

machine illustrated here will

take away your troubles, do
your work more thoroughly
and prove a constant and
profitable friend.

It does not clog. The method
is clearly illustrated. Write
for fuller details. We will

gladly furnish them.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on ttie principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

it Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Bartlcy Crucible Co., Jonathan 34
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 6
Britannia Foundry Co 6
Brown Specialty Machinery Co. ... 7

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co
Outside Back Cover

Can. Hart Wheels 35
Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-

tories 35
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co

Front Cover

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co 40
Dixon, Crucible Co., Joseph 6
Dom. Foundry Supply Co 10
Dominion Iron & Steel Co 10

ADVERTISING INDEX
Fanner Mfg. Co., The 4
Ford-Smith Machine Co 32

dautier, J. H., & Co 9
Globe Steel Co 35

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 29
Harrison Supply Co 34
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. ... 6
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton 32
Hyde & Sons 5

.Kawin Co., Charles C... Inside Ft. Cover

Manufacturers Brush Co 32
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co. .

.

32
.Midland Machine Co 40
Monarch Eng. & Mfg 3

National Engineering Co 39
New Haven Sand Blast Co 9
Northern Crane Works 34

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co 35

Seidel, Inc., R. B 30
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co 4
Steel Co. of Canada 37
Stevens, Frederic B... Inside Back Cover

Tabor Mfg. Co 8
Toronto Testing Laboratories 32

United Compound Co 9

Wells, W. W r 34
Whitehead Bros. Co 39
Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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The Higher Cost of

The Lower Price

A Short Tale of
The Long Green

COLUMBIA Parting is a Parting that is really super-excellent. I originated
both the product and that combination of words.

The basic material of Stevens Columbia Parting weighs 76 lbs. to the cubic
foot and sells for $1.90 per cubic foot.

The heavier basic materials of other partings weigh 107 lbs. upwards to the cubic

foot and cost anywhere from -t'2.14 to $3 per cubic foot.

Yon buy Parting by weight and use it by measure. Why pay $2.14 to $3 pel

cubic toot for the ordinary Parting when yon pick the world's best for $1.90?

Again 1 use a very large barrel and pack it to the top. It is so lighl in weighi that full to the top

it weighs only 350 lbs. Smaller barrels, containing heavier partings, weigh 400 Lbs. or over.

If heavier partings should lie offered at l/oc to 94c Hi. less than mine, all the above shows con-

clusively that there i- such a thing as the higher cosl of the lower price. Send for my booklet telling

how to speed up and make money faster with Columbia Parting. Or. better .-till, send for a trial barrel

—sent on approval if desired.

I sell other things about which there is no guesswork as to economy with thrifty buyers—Stevens Pure
East India Plumbauo—Kinsr Kore Kompound—Carbon Blacking—Core Oils—Core Gum.

Stevens Trinoli Compositions, Sub-Felt and Spanish Felt Wheels, Turkish Emery, Glue, and other supplies
for particular platers.

All Stevens Specialties are especially Rood.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabslla Aveiue aid M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Street

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co., Indianapolis. Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven. Conn.. E. E. Seeley. Manager
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WOOD and STEEL TANKS

CYPRESS WOOD TANKS
Plain or Lead Lined

We specialize in making tanks of all kinds, any size to meet
requirements. We are prepared to furnish these plain,

asphaltum lined or lead lined.

yfVU&D STEEL TANKS

iO-V^"
THE HAHSO"^ ^
CHlCAe °

Company

NewY°
rK

Welded Steel Tanks

Welded or Riveted Steel Tanks all sizes.

Enquiries Solicited.

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Ltd
TORONTO - CANADA
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9 CORDIAL invitation is extended the Foundry-
men and visiting public to call at our display in

Machinery Hall at Foundry Convention to be
held at Mechanics Hall, Boston, Mass., the week
of Sept. 24th. Our display with tools in oper-

ation will be attractive and interesting.

CLEVELAND
rODNDKY«_N AIR TOOLS

For Ramming, Grinding and
Chipping Grey Iron or

Steel Castings

Cleveland Air Tools may be depended upon to give Service and Satisfaction at lowest cost for up-keep.

In Stock : - Riveting, Chipping and Calking Hammers, Sand Rammers. Portable Emery Grinders, Air

Drills, Corner Drills, Etc.

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLING
, , ,

.. OVER 1.000.000 IN GENERAL USE , , . r „ .

Instantly connected or disconnect- Made of Brass, they cannot rust or

ed and absolutely air-tight under .-'; uflflfffe corrode. Are interchangeable in

all pressures. '^^^^^^HMS «H^^^^^^"' sizes " to 24" inclusive.

SHOWING 'NEVER SLIP" HOSE CLAMP ATTACHED TO BOWES COUPLING
Write for Bulletins No. 29. 35 and 36.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY, of CANADA, LIMITED
84 CHESTNUT STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO

AGENTS: A. R. Williams Machinery Company. Toronto Williams & Wilson, Montreal

i lOTT: :f •."? 7' T'Ti !f .{fFjJF&IL'^jiX&&£iFj%^jiiZ£iZ&'& ^SiTiSCGflufiuZ^riiE^iQfiuZ^iS Juliu reLMTiS^TiW^
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Progressive Foundry Company
Somewhtr« in Canada

PROFIT
No.

H356

Ye

1917

To

>or p-

<& flu sCauAe <>{

cruA, ^v<r}4. 100%

Progressive Foundry Company
Somewhere in Canada

LOSS
No Year

Ik-

IT

t(,

17
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The Story the Kawin
Service Always Tells

The profit side is the only side the "Kawin Service" considers.

We have studied foundry practice and the requirements of foun-

dries of any size to such an extent that we can guarantee that

the "Kawin Service" will actually save you 100$ over and above

the cost of that service. We must be able to "deliver the goods"

to issue such a comprehensive guarantee.

Your trouble, regardless of its source,

can he remedied. Our organization

of chemists, practical foundrymen
and metallurgist-; are specialists in

the profit and loss accounts and your

cost is nil until the return- warrant

the expense.

Our confidence is based on the

results achieved in several hundred

foundries throughout Canada and

United State.-. Is your business

showing a profit? If not. let us put

the balance on the right side of the

ledger. Consult us immediately.

Remember, 100% efficiency or no

COSt to yOU.

Chas. C. Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists Metallurgists Foundry Experts

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Ont.

Chicago, III. San Francisco, Cal. Dayton, Ohio
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Woodison's Ad
Published once a month by

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
Toronto. Montreal and Windsor

FIRE BRICK
FOUNDRY REQUISITES

PLATERS' AND POLISHERS' SUPPLIES

TRY WOODISON'S METHOD
"Buy the best it is the

cheapest in the long run"

ACCOMPLISHES
MORE IN LESS TIME

"Woodseed" Liquid Core

Compound, the Peer of them All

in Every Respect

"Woodseed" is as near perfection

as years of experience can brinji-

it.

Results obtained on all classes of

cored work prove this.

In the first' place, it works easily

in the core boxes—no sticking—no
time lost.

Then, too, it's a fast dryer—gives

off no obnoxious gases and

—

It makes cores that will stand up
to the metal and later rap out of the

casting with an ease that will sur-

prise you. Time saved all the way.
"Woodseed" is much cheaper than

Linseed oil, but it will give you the
results desired of Linseed cored
work—a palpable economy.

We'll send you a trial barrel to

prove these statements, and you need
not pay for it until we've shown you
results. Say when.

WILL NOT
RUB OFF

Atlas Blacking Works Wonders
in Many Foundries

Many a dollar is lost throughout
the country on account of poor core

wash in the foundry.
We've overcome all obstacles

formerly found in the manufacture of

a successful blacking and have given
to the world—Atlas Blacking.

It does everything that you would
expect a good blacking to do, and
maybe more.

It positively sticks to the core

—

lays nicely to the metal, and, in peel-

ing, leaves beautiful casting faces.

We make it and know that it's good
—if you use it you'll know that it's

good. Order a trial barrel quick.

WOODISON
QUALITY

PARTING

This successful parting composition

is manufactured in our plant of care-

fully selected materials.

It is equally efficient on molds where
patterns have shallow or deep lifts.

Bein<? lisfht in color, and impervious to

moisture, the resulting part will be
perfect.

Lycopodium is hard to obtain and
is very expensive—"Quality" parting

can be shipped immediately and is

economical.

We'll take care of your orders, large

or small, so send them in.

CLEANING-ROOM
ECONOMY

How No. 614 Plumbago Will Help

Solve Your Problems

The cleaning-room is a necessary

adjunct to the foundry business, but

it is also an expensive department at

all times.

If you could take your castings

from the mold, so that the minimum
of sand and scale would adhere to the

surface you would cut your cleaning

cost.

That is just what will happen if you
use our No. 614 Pure East India

Plumbago on your molds.

It is genuine, unadulterated mate-
rial, and a certain preventer of sand
and metal fusion on the face of a cast-

ing. In other words, it's a heat
resister.

You can dust it, slick it, brush or

rub it on and it's there to stay—and
save you money.

Try out a sample barrel now.

EVERYTHING

We can't tell you of all the good
things that we sell, owing to lack of

space. We endeavor, however, to in-

form you about a few each month.

Don't forget that we handle every-

thing that is necessary to the opera-

tion of a modern foundry—from a

dowel pin to a cupola.

We are also manufacturers of

Polishers' and Platers' Supplies and
we carry complete stocks at

Toronto,

Windsor,
Boston,

Buffalo,

Detroit,

Portland, Ore.,

Seattle.

SAVEYOURCASTINGS
and

Incidentally Your Dollars

In every foundry there are a cer-

tain amount of castings that are

relegated to the scrap heap. That's

because they are defective in one way
or another. A lot of these scrapped

casting are thrown out on account of

small blow-holes or other trivial de-

fects that ordinarily would not "get

by" the inspector.

There is, however, an inexpensive

method of reclaiming such castings,

and this is by using Woodison "Qual-

ity" Iron Filler.

There's no trouble to prepare it as

it comes in powdered form and needs
nothing but sufficient water to bring

it to a paste form. Then apply it to

the defect with a knife or slick and
then let it dry out thoroughly. Take
a file and smooth it off and presto!

you have a brand new, faultless cast-

ing.

Woodison "Quality" Iron Filler is

packed in 5, '10 and 25-pound cans or

sold in bulk as you may desire. The
price is reasonable, it's economy is

obvious, so you better send a sample
order in the next mail.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Diisner
TORONTO September, 1917

A Convention Message to

Canadian Foundrymen

ON September 24th the 22nd Annual
Convention of the American Foun-
drymen 's Association will open in

Boston, Mass.

Owing to extraordinary conditions

and the consequent pressure of business

many of our readers may find it impos-

sible to attend the Convention and per-

sonally inspect the equipment which will

be on exhibition.

With the cessation of munition mak-
ing and the return to the more general

lines of manufacture will come new de-

mands upon the foundrymen of Canada,
new problems and the need of prepared-

ness in the matter of knowledge and
equipment. With the possibility of a

further drain upon the manhood of this

country and a still more serious shortage

of labor confronting us more attention

will have to be given to the efficient and
economical operation of our foundries. It

will, in many cases, be found advisable

to purchase and install the very best

equipment obtainable—equipment which
will tend to greater output and at the

same time conserve to the limit the supply
of labor.

In succeeding issues we shall endeavor
to render assistance of a timely character

and thoroughly in keeping with the spirit
of <k

greater efficiency" with which the in-

dustries of Canada are seized to-day.

Our editor will be in attendance at
the Boston Convention and a report of

the proceedings, including the various
papers, will be given in our October issue,

which like this, our Pre-Convention
Number, will be unusually interesting

from a buyer's viewpoint. You will find

it well worth while to preserve this and
our succeeding issues indefinitely as they
will render valuable assistance in select-

ing the latest and best equipment. You
will, moreover, have the satisfaction of

knowing that the firms who solicit your
business through this, your medium, are
the firms best prepared to handle your
inquiries and your orders and who are
ready and equipped to render any special

service you may feel you require.

Some of the firms represented in this

issue could not show their complete line

in one advertisement. If what you re-

quire is not shown in the advertising sec-

tion we would suggest that you refer to

our Buyer's Directory (at the back) and
write the firms whose names you will find

listed under the desired headings.

1^^^^^^
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NO CRUCIBLE OIL OR GAS
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Arundel Drop Front Core Oven
—All Fuels

Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber
Furnace— "Simplex"

=LUIIIII|lllllllll|||!l!|l!||||||imi|||||!lllllll||

It's Your Loss to Forget
Not only the Point about this Double Chamber

Furnace but also the many points of our Equipment

The continuous melting feature of the "Monarch" Double

Chamber Furnace is added to by the quality and construction

of the furnace. The flame is not directed against the metal,

therefore no oxidizing takes place. Copper, brass, aluminum,

iron, steel, gold, silver and similar metals are reduced to

molten condition with the greatest speed and thoroughness.

The Single Chamber "Monarch" Furnace maintains the same

inherent qualities as the Double Chamber Furnace, the

continuous feature being eliminated.

The Arundel drop front core oven is superior over all other

makes of oven of similar size.

Your inquiry regarding any foundry requirements would

receive prompt and intelligent attention.

Send for Catalogue D.P.7

The Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Company

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Shops at Curtis Bay, Md.

minium mini mn Mill mmimiiiim milium

1 SEE THEM AT THE CONVENTION — ASK OUR REPRESENTATIVE FOR INFORMATION m
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// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

What are

Your
Require-

ments.

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C.

Foundry Chaplets
Of Every Description. Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
Our Stars are Hard They will Clean They will Last

Malleable Iron Castings
Suitable for General Purposes

STOVE TRIMMINGS
OF LUSTROUS BEAUTY

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Criticize them at the Convention!
BOOTHS 116 and 118

Boston, September 24 to 28

We have been advertising features of this Sand

Blast, pointing out the features that will lower

costs and increase the quantity and quality of

your product. These are not claims—they are

facts. At the Convention we will point out to

you where and hoiv the New Haven Sand Blasts

effect these savings.

To those who cannot come to the Convention

we would be delighted to send you descriptive

and illustrative literature. Write us anyway.

The

New Haven Sana Blast Co.

New Haven, Conn., U.S.A..

If what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Where
We Are
Located 1

OUR offices in the ground floor of the New Birks

Bldg., Phillips Square, Montreal, are most

centrally located. The building is one of the most

modern in Montreal and is in keeping with the

"Hyde Service."

Our staff working under the most advantageous con-

ditions are in a position to give to our customers the

maximum of service.

An inquiry for a small quantity of supplies or infor-

mation in regard to any of your problems will

receive the same attention as an inquiry for a com-

plete foundry equipment.

If you have never become acquainted with us, let's

get together now to our mutual advantage. We can

advise you regarding any branch of foundry

practice.

WRITE US

HYDE & SONS, Limited
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

New Birks Building MONTREAL

OUR LINE:
FURNACES—

Electric,

Open-Hearth,

for

Steel,

Iron,

Nickel,

Copper,

Brass,

All Ores

and

Ferro Alloys.

BRICKS—

Fire Clay,

Magnesite,

Chrome,

Carborundum,

Silica,

Clays and Sands,

( Janister,

Cupolas,

Crucibles,

Pig Iron,

Coke,

etc:, etc.

f*rr^xiffirl^yFG*rSliiZ^

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out nou and place with letters to be answered.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

Sand Blast With No-Wear Nozzle

That no-wear nozzle is a decided feature. The nozzle is probably the

very point where you have experienced your greatest trouble. This

Sand Blast will eliminate that particular source of worry. But aside

from the nozzle this Sly Sand Blast is forging ahead distinctly on its

many merits. The strength in its construction, the quality

of material used, the efficiency of the machine as a whole

stamps the Sly Sand Blast as superior.

It would pay you to send an inquiry. It will be intelligently

fulfilled.

The W. W. Sly Manufacturing Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

Core Ovens Sand Blast Rooms
Cranes Ladles
Core Sand Reclaimers Cleaning Mills

Sand Blast Rotary Cinder Mills

Tables Dust Arresters

Rosin Mills

Sand Blast Mills

Cupolas

Sand Blast Machines

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus

The C. H. & V. W. Mechanical Electro-Plating- Apparatus Type B. Gear Drive.

Modern in every detail, particularly adapted for electro-

plating quantities of small work in bulk. Saves time, labor

and material. Write for Bulletin No. 113.

Oblique Plating- Barrel Apparatus

These machines are made in four sizes; they are smaller
and less expensive than the Type B. A wonderful aid in

plating screws and other small articles. Write for Bulletin

No. 116.

We manufacture everything for Polishing and Plating of Metals.

CONSULT US AND REDUCE YOUR COSTS

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO CANADA

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Front View With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-
ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give
comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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TABOR

3' Tabor Jarring Machine with

12 x 11 Table.

FOR SMALL
MOLDS

AND

MEDIUM
SIZED CORES

NOTICE
K.NCE VrVLVE AND
REGULATING VAUve FU*N\*HEt
&•< T« TfcVOR MFft.CO. *»MTH
MACHINE.
CUSTOMER WILL FURH»SH
rtrc AHO HOSE

RtftOLIkTmft VALWC
T«J*H LEVEH. *L»«J*TL'
TILL rnOpER, SLOW
\ft OVTMNEO.

fLOOR

il\liU'.innll

8*8 - fc>8

ffe» jr'fcxfr

PMSS KNCE
»G*in5t LEVER
TO J»«.

\F t4-"s« CfcHNOT BE
PURCHASED, BUtUP UP
SeCTlON *S SHOWN,
OR USE CONCRETt.

3'' Tabor Jarring Machine set in

Core Bench.

Write for Bulletin M-J-P.

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.
FOREIGN AGENTS:

Geo. W. Goodchild & Macnab. 56 Eagle St.. South-

ampton Row. London, W. C. ; Fenwick, Freres &
Co., 8 Rue De Rocroy, Paris, France.

PHILADELPHIA
PA.

FOREIGN AGENTS:

Mitsui & Co., Ltd., New York, Tokio, Japan;

Benson Bros., Sidney and Melbourne, Australia.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

=

Vent Wax
Reliable

Economical
Easy To Use

It has proven to be the easiest and best

way to vent any core. Simply bed it in

the sand, leading it to the proper outlet,

and it will be entirely absorbed by the
core when drying, leaving a good, clean

vent just the size and shape of the wax
used.

Ask your supply house for samples 01

write us. A trial will be the most positive

way to prove its value.

United Compound Company
Buffalo, N.Y.228 Elk St.

Look for the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

miiiniiiii iiiii mil"

If what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Let us assist you in

Grinding Down Costs
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General
Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool
Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manujac.urers Grinding Wheels and
Machintt

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

^wskiismM-tuiiv^ ^.y.iy^insfawa.ai'5ssaMxwum

A Message to Canadian Foundries

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

Saves Both Sand and Labor
Improves the quality of the castings.

Corrects "scabbing" due to imperfect mixing of facing sand.
Saves compound when mixing core sand, and coal dust when
mixing facing sand by reason of the thoroughness of its work.

The Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer is in successful opera-
tion in some of the best known foundries in Canada.

Write for details and prices to

National Engineering Co.
Room 505, Tacoma BIdg.

CHICAGO, HI.

a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Booths 347 and 354

At the Convention
BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 24 TO 28

Lei us show you how this

"Standard" Cinder Crushing
Mill will reclaim up to !)9» /m.

of your metal contained in cin-

ders, slag, skimmings, old

crucibles, etc. Waste claims
too many valuable points

—

your metal should not be
among its claims.

Occupying booths 347 and 354
at the Convention, we will be
able to demonstrate the points

that have gone to. put this

crusher in the lead.

Everyone will not be able to

get to the Convention. Let us
send our bulletins to those who
cannot attend. Showing you
the principle of the "Stand-
ard" construction and the ef-

ficiency of its reclamation
work.

WE WILL GLADLY CO-OPERATE
WITH YOU.

The Standard Equipment Co.
New Haven Cc U.S.A.

^iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiin; mini illinium

I

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answertd.
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THE MOTT SAND BLAST BARREL. TYPE P.E.S. DOUBLE

SEE THIS BARREL IN OPERATION AT BOOTHS 369-370
FOUNDRY CONVENTION, BOSTON, SEPT. 24-28

MOTT SAVES MONEY
The Mott Sand Blast Tumbling Machine possesses distinct features that are par-

ticularly valuable to Canadian foundrymen in present conditions.

It is a Sand Blast Tumbler combination. The barrels operate individually under
direct pressure.

You can readily see the labor-saving. The work is done as only a Mott machine
will do it—thoroughly.

When one barrel is working only that much power is used.

SINGLE BARRELS ALSO FURNISHED

The uncertainty and the many calls for rush work make it imperative that you have a reserve. If

you have use for only one barrel you can run economically and you would have the second barrel

ready at all times for immediate use. Think that over. Write for our catalog.

Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Company, Inc.

NEW YORK
6 Frost Street, Brooklyn

CHICAGO, ILL.

24 So. Clinton Street

If what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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We Freely Invite Our
Students, Graduates

and Foundrvmen 4^
who attend the convention at Boston to visit our Booth No.

113, section "B." We will smoke up a few good ones, and

get better acquainted while showing you our exhibit of gray

iron, semi-steel and steel castings.

Our Business Is to Advise Foundrymen

how to make the very best castings at the LOWEST COST
whether gray iron, semi-steel, malleable, crucible, converter,

electric or open-hearth steel.

We Also Build the McLain-Carter
2-3 Ton Open Hearth Steel Furnace

We GUARANTEE the metal will be of such temperature

and fluidity to pour the smallest castings made in the average

crucible steel foundry.

Write for Free Information or /^
Call at Booth 113, Mechanics

9 /V
' •**

Hall, Boston, Sept. 24 to 28. /fVv

McLAIN'S SYSTEM, INC.

700 Goldsmith Bldg. - MILWAUKEE, WIS.
' ^ </ *' / / ^

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 ibs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whethei
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they
are getting what they are supposed to get—because our
Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of methods,
mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where practical

economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would pay
you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils, Paints,

Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel, Copper,
Brass, Stone, Brick, Wood, etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed

all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush
delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada,
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING

LABORATORIES, LIMITED
Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL

Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO, WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

it ;v - »* - A
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Chilled Shot Diamond Grit

Metallic Abrasives
Since 1887 these Metallic Abrasives for Sand

Blast purposes have enjoyed the popularity and

gained the reputation of being the two best

abrasives manufactured. They are being used

the world over.

Dustless and economical. For cleaning iron, steel,

malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for free samples and our low prices. Prompt
shipments.

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Ave., Extension

BOSTON, MASS. .'. U.S.A.

Highest Quality

Foundry Brushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order. - ,

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Bent Handle
Washout.

Slioe Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Peerless Parting Compound

The Perfect Parting

Light in Color

Light in Weight

Every Particle passes through the Bag

A Large Stock at all of our Warehouses

Number 702 Pure Ceylon Plumbago
The Standard Foundry Plumbago, in stock at

all warehouses.

Every barrel guaranteed perfect.

The only safe Plumbago for you to use.

Send Your Order to

THE S. OBERMAYER CO.
CHICAGO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS DENVER PHILADELPHIA MILWAUKEE CLEVELAND

Canadian Representative: E. B. FLEURY, 1609 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont.

Rillton Sea Coal Facing
made at Rillton, Westmoreland

County, by Obermayer.

We are busy, but give all service

plus quality.

All orders, whether ton lots or

carloads, receive our personal

attention.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Are

You

Melting
^^^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiisi

"""• ' "»«"•=

Sand

H "WABANA"
| Machine Cast Pig Iron

= Cast in specially shaped moulds to permit of easy

== Handling, Piling and Breaking.

| Chill Cast—"SANDLESS"—Pig Iron melts quicker

or with lower fuel consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2240 pounds to the ton

g and it is ALLMETAL—no sand.

S We grade this iron according to the Silicon, as follows

:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over

1 1 " 2.50 to 3.24 =
= 2 " 2.00 to 2.49

H 3
"

1.75 to 1.99

H 4 " 1.30 to 1.74

An iron therefore for every Foundry purpose.

Enquiries solicited. May we have the pleasure of

quoting on your next requirements?

I Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited j
= Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S. =
== SALES OFFICES: 5j

Sydney, N.S.; 112 St. James St., Montreal; 18 Wellington St. East, Toronto

llllllllllllllHHIIIIIIIM

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.



Engineering Exhibits at the Canadian National Exhibition
Staff Article

The value of Canada's premier Ammo! Fair as am occasion on which to gain publicity it

again justified by a visit to the Machinery Hall, while any doubts regarding the mechanifica-
tion of the farmer are instantly dispelled by an examination of tractors, electric light plants,
and other aids toward a labor-saving and luxurious existence for sons of the soil.

DESPITE the absence of a few not-

able exhibitors of former years,

the engineering features of the ex-

hibition, both in the Machinery Hall and
elsewhere, have aroused probably a more
wide-spread interest than for many years
past. The fact that many people, brought

developments largely due to the recent
munitions activity are indicated by
several of the exhibits. One of these is

the increasing appreciation of the benefits

of heat treatment in certain classes of

work, and in this field much initiative has
been displayed by the Canadian Hoskins

PART OF PRATT & WHITNEY'S EXHIBIT OF SMALL TOOLS.

in contact with engineering practice

through the temporary activity of muni-
tions production, are now earnestly en-

deavoring to find a permanent outlet for

their efforts is one, if not the main reason
for the great general interest displayed by
visitors this year.

Present conditions, of course, have post-

poned any improvement in the facilities

afforded exhibitors, but had proper and
deserved encouragement been given in a

timely manner, the machinery display
would not be handicapped by comparison
with certain annual events in the States,

which are noted for the facilities offered

exhibitors in such important matters as

steam, gas, air and electricity supply, es-

pecially in the matter of reasonable

charges for the latter service. As matters
are now, it is only through the loyalty and
patriotism of exhibitors, who annually
face the expense and inconvenience of two
weeks' dislocation of regular business,

that the standard of the show has been
maintained at its present level. In view
of the services rendered to the Empire,
and the great degree of confidence with

which the industry is regarded as a main-
stay of the country in the future, no ex-

cuse short of absolute lack of funds can

justify a continuance of the present luke-

warm attitude of the authorities toward
engineering exhibitors. The thanks of the

industry are indeed due to those who con-

tinue to "carry on."

The general state of affairs is indicated

by one noticeable change in the aspect of

the show—munitions have disappeared

and manufactures are returning. Machine
tools are the heavyweights, as always, but

Co., the well known pioneers in electrical

furnace and pyrometer development.
Their product now includes also gas-fired

furnaces, ovens for enamelling, etc., and
a unique produet in the shape of Chromel,
a non-ferrous alloy, which possesses
marked non-corrosive properties, especi-

ally under the influence of heat. These
properties are due to the high melting
point of chromium combined with the great
resistance of nickel to oxidization. This
metal does not soften appreciably under
heat like iron and has a life approximately
40 times as long. Applications already
proven include carbonizing boxes, cyanide
crucibles, lead pots, barium pots, pyro-
meter protecting tubes, etc.

It is of especial interest at this time to

know that this alloy is made in Canada
in the Hoskins factory, an important part
of the process being played by a special

type of carbon resistance furnace which
is also exhibited. Its simplicity of con-
struction and efficiency of operation ren-

der it particularly useful in high temper-
ature work.

Further interest in the combustion field

is stimulated by the extensive display of

manufacturers furnaces exhibited by the
Consumers' Gas Co. of Toronto. Appar-
atus and equipment for the convenient
use of gas as a heat-producing agent in

many lines of industry are shown in oper-
ation, gas and air being piped to most of

the exhibits. High temperature furnaces
for special steel hardening, tool room fur-

naces, ovens, brazing benches and blow
pipes demonstrate clearly the adaptability

of gas to many processes. The effect of

several furnaces at white heat is very
marked from a display viewpoint, the en-

tire exhibited being markedly effective.

Of similar interest to visitors is the de-

monstrations of oxy-acetylene welding
work. L'Air Liquide Society show the use
of their apparatus in the manufacture of

storage tanks for acetylene gas, to with-
stand 975 lbs. pressure per sq. in. A
sample of liquid air, which is produced
during the manufacture of oxygen was
an item of more than ordinary interest,

in which one could test the effects of 350
deg. below zero on the human flesh. Me-
chanical apparatus for the application of

the oxy-acetylene flame to manufacturing
operations were featured by the Carter
Welding Co., who showed the well known
Davis-Bournonville apparatus cutting

steel plates of any thickness and shape.

The radiograph is an ingeniously ar-

ranged machine on the pantograph prin

ciple, which enables patterns to be copied

THE CONSUMERS' GAS CO. EXHIBIT ED GAS FURNACES IN OPERATION.
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on large or small scales, the flame cutting

the outline as determined by the master
design; the roughing out of dies and simi-

lar work is a particularly useful field for

this device.

Special appeal is made to the skilled

mechanic and fine tool maker by the Pratt
& Whitney exhibit of Canadian-made
cutters, reamers, taps, drills, shell tools

and special articles of a similar nature.
The prestige attached to the name is well

upheld by this exhibit, which is convinc-
ing evidence of the possibility of produc-
ing such goods on a commercial scale

within the Dominion. Complementary to

the foregoing are the machine tool exhibits

of Canada Machinery Corporation, Gar-
lock-Walker Machinery Co. and A. R.

Williams Co. Both wood and metal-work-
ing machines are displayed on a large

scale by the former, whose annual appear-
ance is looked forward to with interest by
a wide circle of acquaintances. A fea-

ture of Garlock-Walker is the showing
of numerous views in lantern slide form,
illustrating iron machinery from the raw
state to the finished product. The entire

history of iron is shown from the blast-

ing of the rock by the miners, through
railroad yards, ore docks, blast furnaces,

THE CARTER WELDING CO. SHOWED MECHANICAL APPARATUS FOR CUTTING AND
SHAPING PLATES WITH OXY-ACETYLENE FLAME.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOLS INCLUDED SPECIAL
DESIGNS FOR WOOD SHIPBUILDING.

steel mills and foundries, pattern shops
and machine shops till it assumes the form
of a lathe, shaper or other machine tool,

and demonstrates most convincingly the
absolute dependability of modern manu-
facturing on this one metal more than any
other. Suitable types of modern tools

are on view to complete the exhibit.

A feature of the Williams exhibit is the
demonstration of Stellite cutting tools on
heavy forging machining:. This wonder-
ful alloy depends for its existence entirely
on the Canadian deposits of cobalt, and
during recent times has earned a wonder-
ful reputation as a metal-cutting material.
Numerous samples showing its applica-
tion to tools for a wide range of operations
are displayed by the Deloro Smelting &
Refining Co.

Pneumatic tools and accessories possess
considerable interest in view of their

labor-saving and cost-reducing ability.

The development of shipbuilding both in

wood and s^eel Ins been carefully studied
by the Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., and
special wood-boring machines and drifting
hammers are featured by them in addition
to their latest types of regular hammers
and accessories.

Transmission equipment and apparatus
is featured by the Dodge line, one of the

items of interest being an exhibit showing
their wood pulley in different stages of
construction, from the plain board of

selected lumber to the

perfectly finished wood-
split pulley seen on the

shafting. Ball bearing
developments are also

well shown, the increas-

ing recognition of this

apparatus as an effi-

ciency factor being evi-

denced by the presence
of the Canadian SKF
Co., Ltd., which makes
a convincing demonstra-
tion of the extreme ac-

curacy and high grade
of workmanship in their

product. The exclusive

feature of self-align-

ment which is an in-

herent part of the de-

sign is shown by means of bent shafts,

which revolve as freely in a fan draft as

if they were straight and true. The
Chapman Co. makes an effective display.

Belting exhibits are quite noticeable
especially as most of the displays repre-
sent made in Canada goods. Of the four
firms showing, each makes a distinctive

type of product. Leather, rubber, and
two varieties of stitched belting are
available in weights, strengths, and fin-

ish for any kind of industrial need.
Considerable local interest attaches to

the two displays of that modern develop-
ment of the saw bench known as the
combination woodworker, one firm in

particular having developed considerable
business across the line.

Agricultural Engineering

Either engineers or farmers desirous

of investingating farm apparatus which
is the direct product of the machine shop
find more than ample opportunity in the

section devoted to this display. The
present question of food control has
thrown the production end further into

the spotlight than might have happened
in years, and the fierce blaze of criticism

is turned loose on the numerous speci-

mens of tractors, oil engines, pumps,
electric lighting plants, along with other

quasi-machine shop products such as

THK HUTCHINSON WOOD-WORKER PERFORMS LARGE VARIETY OF OPERATIONS.
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SAWYER-MASSEY 12-22. I CYLINDER. KEROSENE DRIVEN TRACTOR.

milking machines, and similar products.

As a Canadian built product, the

Sawyer-Massey line of tractors makes
a special appeal. Simplicity of construc-

tion has been combined with convenience
and efficiency of operation in a markedly
successful degree. The 4 cyl. vertical

automobile type of motor is placed near
the rear axle to give maximum adhesion,

and allows the transmission case and
jack-shaft to be placed amidship in a

most accessible position. The clutch

likewise benefits thereby, while the train

of reducing gears to the driving wheels

is also made very accessible. Approved
design of steering gear with spring buf-

fers is fitted to front wheels. Water
cooling with fan radiator is incorporated

in the design in. a suitable manner the

radiator construction being exception-

ally robust. The motor is 4 in. bore by
6 in. stroke running 700 to 1,000 rev. per
min., and gives 22 horse power at the

belt pulley and 12 at the draw bar.

Two speeds of 2^4 and 3% miles per

hour are provided, while weight of 5,200
lbs. enables three to four plows to be
operated.

Allis-Chalmers are
showing a 10-18 horse-
power machine of the

three wheeled type, the

single front wheel fol-

lowing the furrow auto-

matically and relieving

the operator of much of

the steering effort. It

is operated by a 2 cyl.

opposed type motor, 5V±
by 7 inch at 720 rev. per
min. and weighs 4,800

lbs. The frame is a one-

piece steel casting,

heat treated, while the

radiator is of the auto-

mobile type with centri-

fugal pump.

The 9-18 lease trac-

tor was shown by the Fairbanks-
Morse Co., and attracted attention

through its compact design and won-
derful hill climbing ability demon-
strated on a 35 deg. incline. As illus-

trated the motor which is 8 cyl. vertical,

is placed athwartships so as to obtain
straight spur drive to rear axle. The
front axle is pivoted vertically at the

centre, with steering knuckles on the
wheels. A truck type of radiator is

tit tod in conventional manner and has
gear driven fan, and centrifugal pump
circulation. Heavy duty roller bearings
are used wherever desirable, including
the transmission, and rear axle, and an
oil tight housing encloses the ball pin-

ion and gear. Two speeds are obtainable,
along with ample power to pull two 14
in. plows.

©
ELECTRIC STEEL-HARDENING

PROCESS
THERE has been recently patented and
developed a method of hardening steel

by means of electricity known as the

Wild-Barfield process, which, while fol-

lowing recognized practice in the fact
that the steel is hardened by heating and
quenching, exhibits its principal depart-

ALLIS-CHALMERS THREE-WHEELED T RACTOR IN OPERATION ON A FARM.

CASE 9-18 AUTOMOBILE TYP E TRACTOR WITH 4-CYLIN-
DER MOTOR PLACE D TRANSVERSELY.

ure from customary practice in the
manner in which the correct tempera-
ture of the steel is determined.
The process is carried out by means

of the electrical furnace, shown in the
accompanying engraving, which contains
an electrical heating coil embedded in

the lining A; the cylindrical shell is of
suitable heat insulating material. The
actual furnace temperature is measured
by a thermo-couple in the usual way,
being maintained above the decalescent
point of the steel to be hardened. The
manner in which it is ascertained when
the steel has reached this point involves
recognition of the phenomenon that steel

loses its magnetic properties when its

temperature reaches the decalescent
point.

Solenoid Principle

The heating coil when in use, acis

in a similar manner to a solenoid coil,

radiating magnetic flux which is increas-

ed when a core of magnetic material,
i.e., the gauge or other steel body to be

hardened, is inserted. The presence of

liquid salt as a heating nieaium in tne

furnace slightly reduces the influence of

the core on action of the coil.

On the exterior surface of the fur-
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nace is wound a coil of insulated wire
B, connected to a reflecting galvano-
meter, whose spot of light is arranged
to move on a scale in the usual way.
When the piece of work is being insert-

ed in the furnace, the increase of the

magnetic flux from the heating coil in-

duces a current in coil B and deflects

the light spot. As soon as the piece of

work is in position, the magnetic flux

from the solenoid remains steady at the

increased value so that the external cur-

rent in coil B ceases and the light spot

goes back to zero. These actions how-
ever are meanwhile irrelevant to the

final determination of temperature.
The influence of the work during heat-

ing on the magnetic flux from the solen-

oid coil is stationary, until the temper-
ature is reached at which the steel be-

comes non-magnetic, i.e., the decales-

cent point. The loss of magnetism by
the work takes place in a comparative-

ly short space of time, and affects the

flux of the solenoid coil in a manner
equivalent to withdrawing the core

when magnetised. The decreasing mag-
netic flux of the solenoid coil brought
about by this state of the work induces

an external current in coil B in the op-

posite direction to that previously in-

duced, deflecting the light spot accord-

ingly, and if the work remained in place

in this demagnetized condition the spot

of light would return to zero when con-

ditions became constant again. This

second movement of the light spot is

therefore the indication that the mag-
netism of the work is vanishing due to

its assuming that condition which will

enable it to harden when suddenly

quenched.
Rapid Operation

Rapidity of operation is a feature of

the apparatus, a 1 in. plug screw gauge
being raised to quenching temperature

in 1% minutes, the use of a salt bath

being also conducive to uniformity of

results. Results of tests carried out at

National Physical Laboratory, London,

for the Hardness Tests Research Com-
mittee are given below. The steel experi-

mented with was ordinary tool steel,

containing 1.5 per cent, carbon. Two
specimens were hardened in the usual

way by quenching in water, and two
others were treated by the Wild-Bar-

field process, as applied to screw gauges.

The scleroscope and resistance-to-abra-

sion figures for these four specimens

were as follows:

—

Scleroscope abrasion

Water quenched 81-110 560,560
Water quenched 78-112 420. 530

Wild-Barfleld 68 710,710
Wild-Barfield 70 710, 560

In connection with these figures it is

to be noted that in the opinion of most
the scleroscope, whatever property or

combination of properties it may pre-

cisely measure, does not give a figure

which is a just measure of that property

which it is desired to confer on steel by
"hardening" it. It does not necessarily

follow, therefore, that the scleroscope

figures quoted above imply that the

Wild-Barfield process yields a softer

material than the water quenched. On
the other hand, the scleroscope figures

do establish the fact that water quench-
ing does not give a uniformly treated
product; the figure obtained varies, it

will be seen, over a wide range for

different parts of the same specimen.
Methods of directly testing resistance to

abrasion are not yet wholly satisfactory,

and it is quite probable that the figures

420 for the water quenched specimen
and 560 for the Wild-Barfield are due to

irregularities in the testing machine.

®
PRACTICAL COURSE FOR FOUN-

DRYMEN
DUE to conditions with which industrial

managers are only too familiar, there is

a great demand for trained foundrymen
in responsible positions. Hence at this

time opportunities are numerous and at-

tractive for men whose practical* knowl-
edge has been consolidated and made

SELF-INDICATING ELECTRIC FURNACE FOR
HARDENING STEEL.

readily available by specific training. To
insure itself a supply of such men, the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. has re-

cently established a course in foundry
work for those of its employees between
the ages of 17 and 21 who have complet-
ed at least the eighth grade of public
school or its equivalent. The shop
courses will include the following:
Bench and floor molding, machine

molding, core making, tempering of sand,
cupola operation, mixing of alloys, cost
calculating Classroom instruction will

be given during the course on blue print
reading, mechanical drawing, shop prob-
lems and metallurgy, particular atten-
tion being given to the alloys of iron and
copper.

The idea of the company is to give
those desiring it a thorough all-round
knowledge of this very important phase
of its work.

MALLEABLE CAST-IRON
WITH the object of bringing before the
attention of local manufacturers modern
practice and investigation bearing upon
malleable cast-iron in order, if possible,

to obtain increased production, and at the
same time to utilize some materials which
have not yet been adopted in this coun-
try, Professor T. Turner of the Univers-
ity of Birmingham, has recently deliv-

ered lectures on the subject, under the

auspices of the Ministry of Munitions.
In the course of these, he explained

the practice of melting followed in the

United States, where, he said, crucibles

are seldom used, and cupolas are regard-
ed as obsolete. Air furnaces, or open
hearth gas furnaces, up to 25 ton capac-
ity, are employed, with large annealing
furnaces, charged through the roof,

which is arranged so as to be removed
in sections. The great difference in

composition of the iron used relates to

the sulphur which for the "black heart"
process must be low, and usually does

not exceed 0.08 per cent., while in the

European process three times this quan-
tity can be present without injury.

In each case it is now generally re-

cognized that phosphorus up to 0.25 per

cent, may be permitted, and even more
is present in many good castings. The
combination of mechanical tests with
chemical and microscopical examination
has led to a great improvement in the

trustworthiness of the material from
good makers. A standard wedge test was
formerly regarded as satisfactory if the

sample stood seven blows with a ham-
mer, but there is now no difficulty in

guaranteeing 35 blows, and over 100 have

been recorded.

FOR PIN HOLES IN BRASS
PIN holes in brass castings may be
caused by pouring very hot metal into

poorly vented molds, molds rammed too

hard, or molds made of sand that is too

close which will not allow the vents to

come off freely. To avoid them, do not

pour any hotter than necessary to run

the castings, vent the molds with a fine

knitting needle and do not ram them
very hard.

If the metal contains no aluminum,
try the addition of 2 ounces per 100

pounds, pouring when the metal no
longer smokes. If aluminum cannot be

used, pour the molds with sufficient force

to keep the pouring heads full, even if

some of the metal spills when they are

filled. Exercise care to have the molds
so well vented that when the gases come
off, they will explode when the red-ho f

skimmer is inserted underneath the bot-

tom boards.

-

©
It is the men of little faith, the men

with little souls, the rabbits of the busi-

ness world, who add the tragedy to de-

pressions.

It is the easiest thing in the world to

find fault, but the kicker, the growler,

and the industrial disturber, are making
themselves public nuisances. We are

growing awfully tired of them.
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SAVING MONEY STUDYING MA-
TERIALS AM) WATCHING

SCRAP HEAP
By W. G. Astle.

BUSINESS has now entered upon a
new era of economy, and every
item is being subjected to a thor-

ough examination by the modern business
manager for the purpose of detecting
and abolishing any waste. The four big
groups under which this problem is be-
ing studied are Burden, Materials, Labor
and Management. The greatest possibil-
ities for saving are found in the item of
materials, because out of the twenty bil-

lion dollars' worth of goods manufac-
tured yearly, more than twelve billion
dollars of this is cost of materials—the
raw stuff out of which product is made,
with tools to make it. That is three times
the cost of labor and supervision.

After the efficiency man has come an-
other specialist, who is known as the
economy man, whose duties are to browse
around the plant to see what is being
used; how it is being handled; what is

spoiled, thrown away through ignorance,
carelessness and use of wrong mater-
ials. His supervision begins with the
raw materials coming into the plant, with
authority to change these if he can ef-
fect sane economies by substitution and
improvement. His supervision then ex-
tends through the works, with its count-
less opportunities for leaks and extrava-
gance, out to the scrap heap, where he
often finds suggestions that, in turn, help
him to develop better standards in the
purchase of more material.

Street Railway Methods

One of the largest street railway sys-
tems in Canada has a system of concen-
trating at their main shops all responsi-
bility for life of material. The car main-
tenance department is held responsible
for all supplies from the time that they
leave the storekeeper on requisition in-
dorsed by the master mechanic, until he
returns them back to the storekeeper as
scrap. The question as to what is scrap
is not left to the foremen for determina-
tion, but to two specialists. These men
divide all return material into three
heaps, the first is called "good for re-
pair," the second "doubtful," and the
third "rejected." The master mechanic
has the last word as to what doubtful
pieces shall be repaired. The scrap is

carefully weighed and turned over for
formal receipt by the storekeeper. Al-
lowance is then made to each carhouse
under the proper account number, and
finally the auditing department assigns
the credits on a money basis. The man-
ifest which accompanies the material re-
turned by anv of the carhouses is regard-
ed as an order for substitute material.
The sub-stores at the carhouses can or-
der as new only such material which is

not subject to repair, but even these or-
ders must be approved by the master me-
chanic before going to the storekeeper.
No carhouse receives substitute parts un-
less it returns an equivalent number of
old parts. The necessary adjustments
for lost material are made monthly.

This system has been in use for some
time and has proved very successful,
especially in avoiding the unnecessary
scrapping which arises when carhouse
men are too eager to get rid of material
which, while old, is still capable of re-
pair and perfectly safe for re-use.
Economy of materials in designing and

buying is very largely a technical mat-
ter, and there is plenty of room for tech-
nical improvements in methods when ma-
terials pass out of the storeroom into
the works. More often, however, the
problem is a human one; and the economy
man cannot go very far until he has en-
listed the co-operation of all the employ-
ees by pointing out to them waste, has
developed better methods, has made clear
the reasons for carefulness with mater-
ials, and has roused an economical spirit
in the whole organization.

Electrical Concern's Operations

In handling its scrap, a large electrical
company in New York holds the supply
department responsible, as they are more
familiar with the materials and the best
methods of handling and disposing of
them. The scrap material when received
by the stores department follows the
same routine as new material; that is, the
weights are taken gross, by the receiv-
ing clerk, after which it is delivered to
the yard foreman, who is in charge of the
scrap shed. It is then separated and the
weight of each class of bare metal, brass,
copper, lead, etc., is taken separately be-
fore it is put into its respective bin. A
credit slip itemizing the material is then
issued to the job, and sent to the clerk
in charge of the scrap ledger, who prices
it at the value of the last scrap sale,
posts the items in the scrap ledger, and
forwards the original copy to the credit
slip to the accounting department, where
it eventually becomes part of the job
order system.
Leaded and braided cables and under-

ground tubes are put into ovens and re-
deemed as pig lead and bare copper. The
loss resulting from this process is de-
ducted from the gross figures, the net
amount only being credited to the job.
The iron piping from the underground
tubes is redeemed where possible and re-
turned to stock for further use. Short
or crooked lengths are scrapped. A re-
duction oven is used in withdrawing the
copper from these underground tubes.
The oven is fitted with bars at inter-
vals, each bar beincr hieher than the pre-
ceding: one, so that when the tubes are
inserted, the rear end is about three feet
hieher th^n the end at the oven door. A
fire is built under the tubes from the side

of the oven and this becomes sufficiently
hot to melt the compound, which flows
from the tubes by gravity and feeds the
flames. After the compound has run out,
the copper is easily withdrawn as clean
copper, and the tubes are either repaint-
ed or sold for scrap, depending upon
their condition. The copper withdrawn
from the tubes is cut up into smalt
pieces and put into hogsheads and ship-
ped monthly.
Another style of oven as used by this

company is for burning the compound out
of old junction coupling and elbow boxes.
The compound is melted and burned out,
and the iron is for the most part re-
painted and used over again. Such ma-
terial as cannot be thus treated, is sold
for scrap. Into still another oven all
the short pieces of braided and leaded
cables returned from jobs, and the insu-
lated wire of all kinds are thrown. The
bed of this oven is of concrete and is
sloped toward the rear right-hand cor-
ner, so that the molten lead will run by
gravity into a pot outside the oven. Here
the dirt is skimmed off and the lead is
taken up in ladles and cast into pigs, in
which condition it is sold. The insula-
tion having been entirely burned and the
lead having run off, clean copper re-
mains, and this is removed and packed
into hogsheads for shipment as stated
above.

Economy Every Employees' Concern
The cost of raw material has been

steadily rising, wages have been increas-
ed, and prices have not been able, in a
great many lines, to keep pace with this
increased cost. Profits have shrunk
everywhere, and to-day the business man
must run his business on a much smaller
margin than was common five or ten
years ago. As practically everybody
connected with the business organiza-
tion is doing something with materials,
the tracking down of waste and leakage
is one of the big problems of modern
management.
A large railway system, which used to

collect its scrap material and junk at a
central point and sell it to the junk deal-
ers when it had accumulated, now has a
large shop fitted up with machinery for
working over each class of material and
testing its output. New tires are put
on car wheels formerly sold for a cent a
pound, and they give years of additional
service. Old rails are re-rolled and re-
drilled and sold to smaller roads. Old
springs are retempered and the babbitt
metal is melted out of old journals. A
mae-netic separator winnows iron and
steel from brass in mixed scrap, nuts
and bolts are rethreaded; thrack spikes
are cleaned of rust and resharpened; tie
plates, car wheels and car couplers are
reclaimed. A vast assortment of crip-
pled tools are made serviceable and sent
back, such as shovels, tamping picks,
track drills and jacks.
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Then again, another firm of machinery

manufacturers which uses large amounts
of cotton waste in its factory, has been
accustomed to throwing it in a corner
when it became well soaked with oil.

Each day it was gathered and burned up
in the furnaces, as is quite customary
the world over. But one day a man
came to the manager and asked permis-
sion to periodically gather up the oil-

soaked waste and replace it with clean
material. The manager told him to go
ahead provided money could be saved on
the purchase of new waste; then he ask-
ed how much the service would cost per
pound waste. He was surprised when
the man replied that the new waste
would not cost him a cent—that the oil-

soaked waste would be gathered up and
replaced with the same amount of new
waste without charge. On investigation,
it was found that this man had a little

plant on the outskirts of the city where
he gathered oil-soaked waste from nearly
all industries in that entire section of
the city. There he put the oil-soaked
waste through a pressing and washing
process by which it was cleaned so wel'
that it looked like new. When the oil he
pressed out was cleansed and filtered, he
got three or four different grades,
which he sold for approximately five
times his cost of producing it. Many in-

dustries clean their own waste and make
a good profit over the cost of cleaning
it for re-use. The oil, which is easily
drained off the top of the wash, is read-
ily marketable at a price that much more
than pays for the process.
The bonus idea has been applied to the

saving of material as well as the saving
of time, and employees share in econo-
mies; but, even without bonuses, there
is little difficulty in showing men how
economies benefit them by making it

easier for their employers to meet com-
petition, extending the business, and pro-
viding steadier work and higher wages.
The careful scrutiny of the scrap heap

will bring about better standards in the
purchase of new materials, because de-
fects in the design and workmanship will
be discovered, and then again, instances
have been known where manufacturers
have replaced articles when the defects
have been called to their attention. Un-
der the old scheme of selling scrap there
would have been no claim for replace-
ment.

PROFITABLE DISPOSAL OF METAL
CUTTINGS
By D. Street.

METAL chips, in the shape of borings,
turnings and planing scrap, often amount
to 10 per cent, of the total production of
the machine shops, and it is not alto-

gether an easy matter to dispose of this

waste material to advantage. It is ap-
parent that the most economical way to

deal with it is to use it in place of other
materials in furnace mixing, but here
there is a difficulty in charging a furnace
with loose chips. The forced draught
blows a large proportion away, and a
further big percentage is subjected to

violent combustion and goes at once into

slag as ferric oxide. When loose chips
are charged into a furnace it is safe to

say that at least one-half of the total

weight is wasted and the large amount
of viscid slag that is produced seriously
interferes with the efficient working of

the furnace.

Proposed Methods

Some years ago it was suggested that
the metal chips might be packed in wood-
en or cast metal cases before they were
added to the furnace mixture, but, taking
everything into consideration, this me-
thod is far from economical. Another
method which was advocated was that
the chips should be exposed in large vol-

ume to the atmosphere, so that they
might rust into a solid form; but here
again the method in practice is ex-
pensive. The proposal to feed the chips
into the furnace with a low power blast

has also been found to work unsatisfac-
torily. Some engineers have added bind-
ing material to the chips and pressed the
mixture into bricks, but in almost every
case it has been found that the binder
disintegrated the moment it was exposed
to heat and the briquettes simply broke
into free metal dust. There was not only

a great loss, due to oxidation under the

action of the binder, but the furnace loss

had also to be taken into account.

For many years past German en-
gineers have done their utmost to develop
the use of low-grade ore and waste metal
in their country. They have been the

largest users of waste steel plate, and
the problem of utilizing metal chipings

to the best advantage was> tackled some
little time ago with almost complete
success.

Present Practice

In all German metal workshops the
chips are saved and sheltered as far as

possible from atmospheric influence. If

the shop has not the necessary facilities

for dealing with the chips itself, storage
of them is made until a sufficient

quantity has accumulated to justify

despatching them to works which can
deal with them efficiently. The method
adopted is to load the metal scrap into a

press and subject it to a very high pres-

sure. The chips are thus compressed
into briquette form without the aid of

any binding material. The blocks can be
loaded into the furnaces and practically

no loss results through burning or

through particles being blown away, and
these blocks are used as a substitute for

expensive grades of pig iron in the pro-

duction of high-grade cast metal.

In steel foundries it has been pointed

out that these briquettes might serve as

a substitute for the low phosphorous
white iron thit is now in such demand.
In fact, they can be economicilly used

in any place where steel scrap is used,

whether it be in' the foundry or the steel

mill, as briquettes of steel or wrought
iron are a good charging material.

Chips from hard rolls, projectiles, and
the like, may be mixed with grey iron

chips, so as to make a uniform charging
material. Chips from copper, brass,

bronze and white metal have also been
pressed into briquettes, and a consider-

able saving in cost has been effected.

This is due to the fact that the cost of

pressing the chips is much less than the

value of the savings that are effected in

other ways, such as in the oxidation of

the metal in remelting, the easier me-
thods employed in handling the chips
and the less space that is required in

which to store them.

BLOW AND GAS-HOLES IN IRON
CASTINGS
By L. E.

IT sometimes happens in places where
really good iron and coke are used in

cupola melting, that holes under the skin

of the castings cause trouble, and it may
very well happen that the cause cannot
be found by analysis of the metal and
fuel. At the same time, it usually hap-
pens that the furnace man complains
that his furnace burns away at points

opposite the tuyeres, while the machine-
men grumble at the hardness of the

mettle, the whole thing appears some-
what,incomprehensible on account of the

good quality of the material used. In

reality the fault is caused by the air

blast being too high in pressure and too

low in volume, there not being sufficient

oxygen supplied to melt the iron rapidly

by the high rate of combustion of the

fuel. So long as the air pressure is

enough to enable the whole of the fuel to

get its supply of oxygen it is ample, but

the quantity of air supplied must also be

ample, and in all cases at least 6Y2 lbs.

of air—roughly, 85% cubic feet of air

—

is needed for each pound of coke used in

the cupola if the best results are to be

secured. To get this air the propeller,

whether called a fan or blower, must be

of sufficient size, there must be as nearly

a straight passage for the air from the

propeller to cupola, and this passage

must be free from angles and sharp

bends, and, last of all, the tuyeres must
be of sufficient area.

The main air passage from the pro-

peller apparatus should be larger than

the exit orifice of the fan or propeller,

owing to the friction of the walls con-

siderably reducing its effective area, and
the shorter the distance from the pro-

peller to the cupola, the more efficient

will be the work done.

CHART FOR DETERMINING LENGTH
OF ROLLED-UP AND BALED

STRAP IRON, ETC.

By N. G. Near.

THIS chart, plus a ruler and a pair of

scales, will enable you to measure the

length of rolled-up strap iron, flat iron,

odd lengths in bales, etc. Even though
the roll is not uniform, or if there are a

number of rolls, or if the material is "all

balled up," as the expression goes, it

makes no difference to this chart, so

long as the thickness and width are uni-

form. It is obvious that a chart of this

kind is possible because the weight of

wrought-iron and mild steel per cubic

inch is a fairly constant quantity.

For example, if you find that a roll of

your strap iron measures .03 inch in

thickness and one inch in width and the

weight is 22 pounds, what is the length

of the roll in feet?

Very simple. Run a line through the

.03 (left side of column A), and the 22

(column B), and locate the intersection
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with column C. Then through that in-

tersection and the 1 (column A, right
side), run another straight line and the
final intersection with column D gives
the answer as 200 feet, which you will

find to be pretty accurate. The dotted
lines drawn across this chart show how
the above problem is solved via the
chart. Solve your problem in the same
way and it will come out OK.

This method is surely much simpler
than to unwind a long roll of metal and
measure it and then have to roll it up
again. All you have to do here is to lay
a straight edge across the c hart twice
and the answer is found immediately.
To find the thickness of the metal ac-

curately, if you have no micrometer cali-

per, measure the total thickness of ten
layers, one on top of the other. Then
divide by 10. It is always easy to divide
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CHART FOR DETERMINING LENGTH OF
ROLLED-UP STRAP IRON, BALES OF
STRAP IRON, ETC.. BY WEIGHING.

by 10. For example, if you find that
with any ordinary rule the total thick-
ness of ten layers is % inch, which is

equal to .375 inch expressed decimally,
it is a simple matter to point off one
place to the left, which makes the thick-
ness .0375 inch. Isn't that easy enough?
Your answer is about as accurate as
though you had used a pair of micro-
meter calipers.

The ran<*e of this chart, it will be
noted, is wide enough to care for any
ordinary roll of met'il running up to a
total length of 1.000 feet.

@
COAL DUST IN MOULDING SAND

By F. J.

THE inclusion of coal dust as an in-

gredient in moulding sand has three
nain objects: first the heat of the mol-
en metal carbonises the coal dust and so
nakes the mould porus to the gases

given off by the metal; second, the gas
from the coal dust prevents in some
measure the fusion of the sand by the
iron, and thereby results in a casting

with a much smoother face than would
otherwise be the case; and, thirdly, the

effect of the carbon in the coal is to

make the skin of the casting soft and
dark in color. Opinion and practice

with regard to the selection, grading
and proportioning of coal dust in mould-
ing sand varies widely and though the

subject of coal-dust has been by no means
neglected, there is still room for a com-
prehensive study of the whole question,

one embracing not only experimental re-

search but also the gathering of infor-

mation in regard to current practice in

the best foundries.

In selecting a suitable quality of coal

four points have to be watched: the

bituminous quality of the coal, the ash
content, the volatile content, and the

proportion of fixed carbon. Hitherto,

too much importance has been attached

to low ash content and high percentage
of carbon, without due regard for the

fact that such a coal must necessarily

prove low in bituminous qualities, and
be altogether of too refractory a char-

acter to fulfil the four ideals. A good
working coal dust for general foundry
use should show about 12 per cent, ash,

37 of volatiles and 51 per cent, of fixed

carbon. This ash allowance will seem
high, but the volatiles have to be taken
into consideration, and it has, in fact,

been found that scabbed castings with
harsh, uneven skin, have resulted from
the use of coal dust in which the ash
content was much lower. Especially
was this the case in some experiments
made with good class anthracite, in

which the percentage of ash was under
4, and the conclusion arrived at was
that the coal dust had resisted the heat
so much, owing to the presence of a high
percentage of carbon, that it had acted

as a refractory, and actually prevented
the escape of gases from the mould by
closing up the pores. As regards the

fineness of the coal dust, the grade must,
of course, vary according to the class of

work and the grade of the sand.

For very light castings a coal dust of

exceedingly fine grade must be used,
especially if the sand has an open tend-
ency, while a slightly coarser, though
still fine grade should be used for less

light work. For the larger class of

castings, in which it is necessary for
a considerable volume of gases to es-

cape quickly, the medium and coarse
grades of coal dust are more appro-
priate, blackings or facings being used
to secure a smooth, even skin on the
casting. Where coal dust of too coarse
a grade for the size of the casting is

being used, the error is often evinced by
the appearance of small pits on the face
of the casting, which are easily distin-

guishable by their formation from the
indentations caused by the presence of

coarse grains in the sand, and are caus-
ed by gas from the carbonized coal
grains pressing into the molten metal
instead of escaping through the sand.

As to the proportions, much depends
upon local circumstances—class of cast-
ing, sand used, thoroughness of mixing
and quality of coal dust, etc., but two
mixtures which have been used with ex-

cellent results are as follows:—one, 55
parts old sand, 30 parts new sand and
15 parts coal dust. This is for heavy
castings," and the other, which is suit-

able for light work is 70 parts old sand,
25 parts new and 5 parts coal dust.

®
PATTERN FOR LARGE MAIN CIRCU-

LATING INLET VALVE
By James Edgar

IN view of the fact that shipbuilding and
marine engineering have recently come
to the front as important Canadian in-

FIG. 1.

dustries, the article which follows, taken
from the columns of our contemporary,
the Foundry Trade Journal, will doubtless
have more or less interest for those of

our readers who are directly or indirect-

ly concerned with the production of pat-
terns and casting for marine engines
and their accessory equipment.
The first thing to be decided when

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3. FIG. A.

making a circulating inlet valve of the
type shown in Fig. 1 is whether the

square chest shall be made in the form of

a shell pattern, leaving the moulder to

cut a print in the sand and use the in-

side as a corebox, or whether a block pat-
tern shall be used with a corebox. Both
methods of construction have advant-
ages. The shell pattern is. certainly
more economical, as it takes much less

timber, and the expense of making a
corebox is saved. It is also much lighter,

and this is a very distinct advantage if
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the pattern has to be tried to place in the

ship.

On the other hand, a blocked-up pat-

tern will stand much longer, and prove

FIG. 6.

cheaper in the end, if many castings are

wanted. However, it is very seldom
that more than two or four castings of

such a chest are wanted. It is usually

necessary to "hand" this job, as there

are almost certain to be cross angles on
the flange of the square chest. This

flange fits against the shell of the ship,

and the position is usually marked on the

drawing, the numbered frames being giv-

en. Occasionally approximate distances

are given on the drawing, and after the

pattern is made, it is checked at the ship,

but more often moulds or templets are

supplied by the mould lift from which
the pattern is made, and sent off to the

foundry. If the pattern-maker has to

try it to place, a distance will be giver.

from the line A B to a datum line, and,

of course, the top flange must be level.

Two half-lapped frames should be first'

got out to make the joint of the pattern.

They are dowelled together, and should

be made of IV* in. or 1% in. stock. It

will be noticed in Fig. 6 that the frames
include the branch C. It makes a much
stronger job to bring the frames to the

face of the flange than to fit the branches

quite separately. It is also well to make
the main body D with grounds and staves

carrying it out to the face of the cover

flange. The cover flange, not being thick,

can be screwed on top. A really strong

job can be made of the staved-up body
by fitting three stays about 3 in. broad

by 1% in. thick, and letting them into

the grounds as shown in Fig. 2.

JHBiBI^

FIG. 6.

When the body has been fixed in posi-

tive, the branch can be got out. It

s". .aid be blocked up solid, and if a tem-

plet is stitched to it and a block screwed
on the face to keep it square on the

table, it can be cut at the bandsaw. The
arrangement is illustrated in plan in Fig.

3, A being the templet, B the branch, and
C the squaring block. The flange can be

screwed on to the face. The prints for

the branch C, Fig. 1, which would be 16

for the end of the chest, which will be
still larger, had better be made with a

1 in. plate thicknessed with 2 in. timber
on the back, as seen in Fig. 4. The top

branch E, Fig. 1, unless it is very shal-

low, will be better built with segments.

If it is very deep it can be staved, but

staves have the disadvantage that they

cannot be fitted and screwed as well as

segments. The flange for this top

branch must, of course, be dowelled on.

The square chest ought to be made and
finished quite separately from the valve

body and screwed on afterwards. It

should be made to a line sufficiently far

back from the face to clear the angles,

the handling being done by alteration

strips. Two plates have to be made for

the top and bottom, and they can be tem-

porarily battened together. Two ends

can likewise be got out. The side pieces

FIG. 7.

must be very carefully drawn off and
dowelled together on edge. To build this

chest one of the end squares should be
first screwed to the bottom plate and two
sides screwed on. The top end piece can
now be laid on top of the other, the two
temporary battens screwed on the out-

side. The dowelled sides can now be put
in position, and temporary battens like-

wise screwed on to them. The top plate

can next be put on.

The method of building one half on
top of the other has obvious advantages.
If care has been exercised in squaring
and dowelling the sides, the top should

lift "sweetly" from the bottom and with-

out any drag. When the corners of the

chest have been rounded off, the battens

can be removed, and each half screwed
to the valve body. A print will have to

be screwed inside this chest to carry the

body core. It will be observed that the

print is smaller than the core for the

valve seat, to allow sand around it.

The flange and the fitting strips on the

face can now be attended to. Pieces

oue:ht to be screwed on, carrying the body

to the face of the flanee. It is usually-

possible to change the chest from port to

starboard, by bringing the top piece to

the bottom and the bottom piece to the

top. The side pieces can also be turned

upside down. The flange will* have to be
screwed on, taking care that the flange

on the moulder's bottom half is screwed
from the inside of the chest and on the

top half from the outside. It is not ne-

cessary to explain the making of the fit-

ting strips and spigot, which are screw-

ed on the face. The moulder, of course,

will have to loosen off these strips and

:zj

FIG. 8.

also the supporting ribs on the sides. A
view of the face is shown in Fig. 5. The
joint of the finished pattern is shown in

Fig. 6.

In a valve as large as this, a plate or
an open frame would be quite satisfac-

tory for the body core. Some foundries
prefer a plate, others prefer a frame.
From the pattern-maker's point of view
the work is the same, except that if a
plate is made the end grounds for strick-

ling the core will be a half diameter,
whereas if a frame is used they will be
a half diameter less the thickness of

FIG. 9.

the frame. A plan of the frame with
the grounds on is shown in Fig. 7.

A bridge piece should be made to carry

the valve seat. It can be built in two or

three thicknesses, and should be about 3

in. broad. A runner is screwed on each

face of this ring, and the strickles will

work on this runner with a semi-circular

strickle, guided by a strip on the frame.

There is still a top branch core to be

made. It is 16 ins. in diameter, and
might be made with a pin board, as shown
in Fig. 8. It may be that the moulder

FIG. 10.

will prefer a box, and one can be made
almost as cheaply as the pin board. An
end view of a suitable box is shown in

Fig. 9 and a plan in Fig. 10. It is simply

a square frame with mitred skeleton

pieces nailed inside. A skeleton box

made in halves would be almost as ex-

pensive as a solid box, and this style is

as convenient for the moulder, as it can

be taken apart like any ordinary frame

corebox.



Electric Steel Furnace
By E.

Development and Serviceseve
Kilburn Scctt

In \riew of the rvpidly increasing demand for high gradi steels, uitrnlion has been for-

cibly directed to the service which the electric furnace renders in their production. War-
stimulated development has nowhere been mon marked than in this type equipment, and
not a little insight into tin progress made and tin achu vt m< ni compassed is made available
in tin detail of the article with its accompanying illustration* that follows.

ONE of the most striking develop-

ments of the steel industry of

Great Britain, arising from the

war, has been the rapid increase in num-
ber of electric steel furnaces, and so sue-

cessful have they been that the prejudice

against them is rapidly disappearing,

and the change will probably rank as the

most radical one since the time of Bes-
semer. AmOngst factors which have
helped to bring the electric furnace into

favor are the following:

Electric Furnace Factors
(a)—The war demand for speciil tool

steel for tools, dies, gauges, etc.

(b)—The demand for chrome and other

special alloy steels for aircraft tubing,

rustless steel, etc.

(c)—The difficulty in obtaining

bles, and the Bessemer and open-hearth
furnaces:

(1)—The charge is not in contact with
the products of combustion of carbon-
aceous fuel.

C2)—The charge is under the absolute
control of the operator; the conditions

can be made oxidizing, neutral or re-

ducing, as required.

(3)—The melting loss is an absolute
minimum as compared with 7 to 15 per
cent, in other processes.

(4)—The charge can be made up en-

tirely of very cheap base material such
as turnings, borings, millings, light

scrap or large rough scrap, and can be
easily melted and refined to a steel low
in impurities and of exceptional quality.

(5)—The temperature can be controll-

percentage of carbon and even carbon-

free can be produced.

High Quality Steel Castings

For the manufacture of high quality

steel castings, the electric furnace is

ideal. The superiority of electric steel

castings over those made by any other

process has been conclusively proved by

the extremely severe conditions to which

these castings have been subjected un-

der specialized war conditions. The

castings produced can be finished off

dead mild and a one inch square bar can

be bent double as cast, no expensive

annealing operations being necessary.

The carbon contents usually vary between

.2 per cent, and .25 per cent., while the

sulphur and phosphorus are each reduced

FIG. 1. THREE-TON GREAVES-ETCHELLS FURNACE. FIG. 2. HALF-TON GREAVES-ETCHELLS FURNACE^

Swedish iron, which besides being scarce,

is extremely expensive.

(d)—The difficulty in ootaining skill-

ed labor to work the crucible steel pro-

cess.

(e)—The necessity of profitably using
turnings, millings, ends of tubes, bars,

and other scrap steel.

(f)—The ease with which high-class

steel can be made from second grade ma-
terials in electric furnaces.

Advantages of Electric Steel Treatment
The following are some of the advant-

ages of treating steel in electric fur-

naces over the older methods bv cruci-

ed almost instantly over a very wi&a

range, which allows a wider range of

chemical refinement than is possible by
other means.

(6)—Scrap containing valuable ele-

ments such as nickel, chromium, vana-

dium and tungsten can be melted with-

out loss of these elements.

(7)—The steel produced is purer,

more free from dissolved gases, slag

fibre, etc., and therefore has much better

physical properties than that produced

by any other method.

(8)—Steels containing any desired

below .015 per cent., and manganese and

silicon are adjusted to suit the work.

The tensile properties of ordinary electric

cast steel are:

Maximum tensile strength, 35 tons per

square inch.

Yield point, 25 tons per square inch.

Reduction of area 50 per cent.

Elongation, 30 per cent., while the max-
imum tensile stress can be readily in-

creased to even 100 tons per square inch

by the introduction of special elements

such as nickel, chromium and vanadium.

Many plants that sell their steel swarf

and scrap, cast iron borings, etc., at very
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nominal prices and purchase all their

steel castings, could very profitably hi-

atal an electric furnace and make their

own castings from the scrap.

Steel from the electric furnace is fin-

ished off under a reducing atmosphere
of carbonic oxide and a slag out of

which the metallic oxides have been re-

duced, and is singularly free from blow-

holes when properly cast. This is due

to the elimination of the gases that molt-

en steeJ usually holds in solution, and the

ease with which the steel can be poured

into small and intricate castings, flow-

ing smoothly like milk and setting per-

fectly quietly in the moulds is largely

due to its purity.

Small Light Castings

For small, light castings, furnaces of

not more than IY2 tons are recommend-
ed. Steel of low carbon content has a

high melting point and must be cast at a

very high temperature, and though the

ing of the alloys. Steel so produced

commands high prices.

Electric furnaces are used for the melt-

ing of ferro alloys for open hearth and

Bessemer plants, as it is found much
more economical to make alloy additions

in the molten form.

Types of Furnaces.

As the earlier furnaces were for small

outputs, single phase alternating current

was used, and to obtain a balance on a

multiphase supply, several furnaces had
to be worked together. Multiphase fur-

naces are better than single phase fur-

naces, because for a given output of steel,

one such furnace is cheaper, takes up less

room, and requires less attention than

several single phase furnaces. With
single phase, if one arc fails, the circuit

is broken and the load falls to zero. This

is liable to happen during the melting

down period when tKe pieces of scrap

metal change position under the elec-

FIG. 3. SECTION THROUGH 6-TON FURNACE SHOWrNG CIRCU-
LATION OF THE METAL AS IN BOTTOM HEATING.

temperature is easily obtainable in the
furnace, difficulties occur in handling
large quantities of such hot metal in

ladels, if a large number of castings are
to be made. For small mild steel cast-

ings—many of which have proved an ex-
cellent substitute for malleable iron cast-

ings'—smaller furnaces are recommend-
ed and several firms have installed fur-
naces of %-ton capacity to melt steel for
small engine parts of motor cycles and
motor cars instead of using stampings.
Where large quantities of good steel

are required, "The Hot Metal Process,"
as it is called, combines cheapness and
quality. It has been adopted very ex-
tensively in the United States. The
metal is first heated in a basic lined

tilting open hearth furnace of large ca-

pacity, and is then run into a number of

electric furnaces for final refining and
addition of alloys. The process is con-

tinuous, and as- the energy for first

melting of steel is obtained direct from
fuel, the amount of electrical energy is

only tbat required to maintain the tem-
perature during refining and assimilat-

trodes. Two distinct types of electric

furnaces are used for steel manufacture.
First, there is> the induction type,

which acts on the principle of an alternat-

ing current transformer, the metal being
melted by having very heavy currents

induced in it by a single phase or three-

phase supply. These furnaces are used
to a considerable extent abroad.

Second, there is the arc type of fur-

nace, which has electrodes of carbon or

graphite, the metal being melted by arcs

formed between the electrodes and the

charge, or between the electrodes them-
selves. Arc furnaces may work with
single phase or two or three phases.

Some arc furnaces have all the electrodes

above the bath of metal, one of this class

being the Heroult. As arranged for

three phase supply, it has three vertical

electrodes through the roof and the arcs

are between-each electrode and the bath,

so that the molten metal forms part of

the electrical circuit.

Two furnaces, namely the Girod and
the Snyder, employ water-cooled steel

studs, which pass right through the bot-

tom or hearth. As the ends of the studs
project into the metal of the charge,
they burn away and have to be renewed
at intervals. There is danger of the

metal finding] its way through the
hearth; and the liability of trouble with
water connections.

.

It will be noted that in all the above-
named furnaces the refractory material
of the hearth does not require to carry
current. The material may be therefore
either acid (silica) or basic (magnesite).
The furnaces mentioned below have

also bottom electrodes, but come under a

different category because the hearth
itself conducts electric current. It is,

therefore, made of magnesite material as

this, when heated, is a fairly good con-

ductor. A furnace of this class is that
of Electro-Metals Ltd., which was in-

vented by Gronwall. It works with two
phases and has two electrodes above the

bath,- whilst a third electrode below the

hearth acts as a common neutral for the

two phases.

Greaves-Etchells Furnace.

Another furnace which has met with
considerable success is that of Greaves-
Etchells, more than thirty having been
installed or put under construction since

January, 1916. As this is an all British

production, both in inception and manu-
facture, a detailed description may be of

interest. It is designed to operate on a

three (or two) phase supply, and has
two of the phases connected to electrodes

above the bath, the third phase being
connected to a copper plate below the

electrically conductive hearth of mag-
nesite.

The furnace body consists of a rec-

tangular tank made of boiler plate rivet-

ed, and strengthened by angle sections.

The bottom is dished and has two steel

rails of vignoles section riveted to it.

These rest on grooved steel rollers and
the whole furnace, with its electrodes,

etc., can be tilted backwards and for-

wards, by means of a screw and gear
wheels. In the small furnace, the tilting

is effected by a hand wheel and in the

larger sizes by means of electric motor.

Each electrode is secured in a holder

made of bronze or steel and each holder

is attached to, but insulated from a steel

jib, projecting from a wheeled carriage.

The carriage travels up and down a ver-

tical mast, which is made of two chan-

nel sections bolted on to the side of the

body. In small furnaces, the electrodes

are regulated by a hand wheel, and in

large furnaces by a motor through single

reduction gearing.

The roof is made of silica bricks, as

these are fairly good insulators. They
are set in a steel framing which rests on

the silica brick walls projecting above

the steel body of the furnace. The roof

is domed and brought as low as pos-

sible so as to reduce the wasting away
of the electrode by action of the gases.

A roof will last about 100 heats and a

duplicate one is provided with each fur-

nace so that the steel melting can be

carried on, except for the short time tak-

en to chanere the roof. In order to ob-

fafa ^n even temperature throueh the

bath of molten steel in the electric fur-
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nace, it was realized that heat must be
applied below as well as above the bath,
and in order to effect this the hearth of
the furnace is specially constructed.

Bottom Heating Feature

Above 12 per cent, of the total energy
of the Greaves-Etchells furnace is used
in the hearth, and the "bottom heating"
which results, is found to be of great
advantage in melting down alloys. The
heavier alloys, chrome, tungsten, vana-
dium and nickel, sink to the bottom of
the bath, and if there is no bottom heat-
inging are apt to remain for a consider-

• able time in a semi-fluid state. The
hearth lining is never less than 20 inches
thick, and is constructed mainly of dolo-
mite and magnesite, in such a manner
that the electrical resistance is high at
the inside of the bath in proximity to the
charge and decreases rapidly to a neg-
ligible quantity at the outside. The cur-
rent flowing through the hearth gener-
ates a considerable amount of heat im-
mediately below the liquid in the most
efficient manner possible, while the elec-

tric arcs arranged over the bath main-
tain the slag and surface at the desired
temperature.
The effect of this bottom heating is to

cause convestion currents in the molten
metal, which ensure a constant circula-
tion and a uniform product. The outside
of the furnace bottom remains cold, little

or no heat being lost in this direction.
This system of connection at first sight
would appear to cause an out of balance
load on the primary supply, but the sys-
tem of transformer ratios is arranged to
give a perfect balance when the upper
electrodes are in equal adjustment. The
high tension electric supply is trans-
formed by means of a delta-star system
of connection to low tension, the trans-
former house being as near as possible
to the furnace in order to avoid heavy
copper costs and energy losses in the low
tension connections.

Transformer Connections and Short
Circuiting

The equipment has to be designed to
withstand short circuiting of the elec-

trodes, as this occurs in all furnaces dur-
ing the melting process when pieces of
metal fall against the electrodes. The
method usually adopted by furnace
builders to provide against this is the
introduction of considerable reactance
in the electrical system, but unfortun-
ately this reduces considerably the energy
available in the furnace. Besides in-

creasing the energy losses, it is also very
objectionable to the supply authorities.

The Greaves-Etchells system of trans-
former connections is such that the short
circuit current of one electrode must
traverse two transformers in series and
in different phase, which automatically
lowers the power factor momentarily,
and has a very strong buffer effect. The
fact that there is always a permanent
resistance in the path of the current
through the hearth also limits very con-
siderably the effects of short circuits.

The combination of these factors pro-
vides the most effective means yet de-
vised for protecting the supply system

from shock, while allowing a high power
factor to be obtained on normal load.

In all electric steel furnaces the metal
is poured by tilting the furnace, and
when this is effected by mounting the
furnace on rockers, the end of the spout
not only moves downwards, but also away
from the ladle. Clearly the only way
to keep the spout in one position would
be to rotate the furnace round it, but this

is out of the question because it would
mean lifting the furnace bodily and take
too much power. A 10-ton furnace, for
example, may weigh as much as 90 tons.

spout vertical as it descends. Greaves-

Etchells furnaces are made in the fol-

lowing sizes:

Diameter of

No. of top Graphite
Electrodes Electrodes

2 4"

2 7"

2 8"

4 8"

4 9"

4 10"

FIG. 4. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF 10-TON FURNACE.

The makers of the Greaves-Etchells fur-

nace have compromised by arranging for

the spout to descend in a vertical line

so that the furnaceman and craneman
have merely to see that the ladle is

lowered whilst the metal is running
out. This is effected by the system of

compensating rollers shown in Fig. 3.

The furnace is carried on two sets of
rollers, and as it is tilted, it causes the
top rollers to rotate the bottom rollers,

and this moves the furnace bodily for-

ward. The wheels are so proportioned
that the movement forward is just the
right amount to keep the end of the

Charge. Kilo-volt
Amperes

Vj ton 260

1% ton r>20

3 ton 800
6 ton 1300
9 ton 2000

12 ton 2600

High Speed or Special Alloy Steels

For the manufacture of high-speed

steels or special alloy steels, a %-ton or

1 V2 -ton furnace is

usually adopted, and

the former can finish

a charge from cold

material and alloys in

2 to 2% hours, with an

energy consumption of

400 units.

To make up a charge

from scrap, it is usual

to place steel turnings

and millings on the

hearth, then pieces of

bar and rail ends, tube

ends, and finally large

pieces of steel. The
interstices between the

large pieces are filled

with turnings, etc., and
some ore may be add-

ed. The amount of

iron ore depends on
the amount of iron

oxide present in the

form of rust on the

scrap.

As the charge is

melted, a slag of lime

and fluorspar is made
in order to eliminate

the phosphorus as

phosphate of lime. Af-

ter this phosphate slag

has been skimmed off,

a new slag is made of

-best Buxton lime,

fluorspar and white

sand in the proportions

of 30, 10, and 5. When
this has fluxed, a small

quantity of finely-

powdered anthracite

coal is spread on the

slag, and this is con-

tinued until the slag

is deoxidized. The
steel is thus finished off

under an atmosphere
of carbonic oxide and a slag, out of which

the metallic oxides have been reduced.

When entirely deoxidized, a sample of

slag falls to a fine white powder as it

cools. Deoxidization of the slag results

in deoxidization of the steel, through

the constant reduction of silicon from
the slag, and it may be hastened by ad-

dition of small quantities of ferro sili-

con.

Comparison With Crucible Melting

As a comparison with the crucible

steel process, it may safely be stated

that a Vk-ton electric furnace running a
charge every 2^ hours, or, say, 9
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charges per day, will do as much as 36
crucible furnace holes, each having two
56-lb. pots. The electric furnace is op-
erated by one skilled man, one unskilled
man, and one ammeter boy, whereas the
crucibles require 15 men, most of whom
are skilled, or at any rate classed as in-

dispensable. At two Sheffield works,
girls are employed to regulate the elec-
trodes.

Such an electric furnace with its

transformers and switch gear will oc-
cupy about a quarter of the space occu-
pied by the crucible plant, and the in-

itial cost of the electric furnace will be
about half of that of the crucible plant.
The charge of the electric furnace can
be made entirely from turnings, mill-
ings, etc., whereas in the crucible steel
process only a very limited quantity of
turnings, etc., can be used.
Owing to the low heat efficiency and

high cost of labor, crucible steel is much
more expensive to manufacture. The
cost of renewing crucibles is consider-
ably higher than the renewal of an elec-
tric furnace for the same output. Al-
ready several steel works have shut
down their crucible plant since install-
ing electric furnaces.
The introduction of the Bessemer and

open-hearth processes of making steel
left crucible steel-makers indifferent
owing to the fact that these methods
were employed for making ordinary
kinds of steel in great quantity for
structures, rails, etc. The coming of the
electric furnace is a different proposi-
tion, as it competes directly and success-
fully in the special field that the crucible
steel process has held so long.
The crucible steel process has been

largely responsible for great waste of
the nation's resource by reason of the
coke having to be made in the Beehive
ovens, this quality coke being necessary
for the crucible steel process. The in-
troduction of the electric furnace should
help to stop this waste in the future. It
may be mentioned" that very soon there
will be 50 electric furnaces at work in
the Sheffield district of< England, and
the output of steel from them will be at
the rate of over 200,000 tons per annum.
In the United States over 100 electric
furnaces are already at work and a
sinsrle electric steel plant is being erect-
ed in South Chiciq'o, which will give an
output of 200 000 tons per annum.

®
IS THERE A SUBSTITUTE FOR IRON

FOR PERMANENT MOULDS?
IT IS generally acknowledged that the
labor costs on sand and other moulds
run up the prices of castings to what is

often nearly a prohibitive figure, and
for this reason iron moulds are used for
many things which have to be made in
large numbers, and while these iron
moulds are good up to a certain point,

they still leave much to be desired. For
instance, they are not in any way por-
ous, and for this reason gases can only
escape at points specially arranged in-

stead of from any part of the casting
(by absorption) as in sand moulds. This
renders special care in dealing with the

metal in very many cases, while in some

instances it is not safe to attempt cast-
ing in iron moulds. Naturally, iron
moulds in suitable cases prove economi-
cal, but in such instances as they are
unsuitable they are merely a waste.
What is wanted is a refractory mater-
ial which can be made up into porous
moulds having a capacity of holding up
to 100 or more castings without altera-
tion, and which can be recovered for re-

manufacture into moulds. Costs being
a very important item, and the total ex-
penditure having to be less than that of
sand moulding, probably the matter is

one that offers many difficulties,, but
such that probably could be overcome
with patience and practical experiment-
al work. For instance, grained emery
or corundum would probably stand the
wear incidental to casting; hut could
they be cemented in such a way as to

remain porous, and be capable of being
broken down and remain in good condi-

tion for making other moulds; and could

this be done in a way that could be
used in ordinary foundry practice? If

this or a similar material could be
adapted for the work, and show a sav-
ing of, say, 10 per cent, reduction in the

cost of actual moulding, there would be
from 15 per cent, to 20 per cent, savings
to be made in the melting and pouring
of the metal, the saving in time in deal-

ing with the moulds after they are made
being an important item. There i.s a
good opening for inventiveness in the
direction pointed out.—The "Practical
Engineer." —m—
BRITISH CONTROL RARE METAL

DEPOSITS IN QUEENSLAND
RECENT advices from Australia are to
the effect that practically all the big
wolfram and molybdenite properties in
North Queensland have been sold to the
Thermo Electric Ore Reduction Corpor-
ation Ltd., whose registered offices are
in London and works at Luton. By
means of the latest machinery and ap-
pliances the new owners propose to work
the mines to their utmost capacity.
Four 250-h.p. Diesel oil engines and a
complete electrical installation will form
part of the new equipment, while the
present 10 head of stamps will be in-

creased to 40 head. By these means the

annual output is to be multiplied sev-

eral times. The company are also ne-

gotiating for the purchase of the Mount
Carbine Wolfram Mines, which, with
proper appliances, are estimated to yield

500 tons yearly, or half as much as the

properties already acquired. The mines
bought by the British company are ex-

pected to give 1,000 tons of wolfram
per annum instead of 200 tons, as at

present, with a corresponding increase

of molybdenite and bismuth. During
the war all of these rare ores and metals

obtained in Australia are sold under

agreement to the Imperial authorities.

Wolfram and scheelite are the princi-

pal ores of tungsten, and the metal

tungsten is chiefly used in the manufac-
ture of high-grade steel, such as is re-

quired for lathes and for inner tubes of

big guns. It imparts to the steel great

density, toughness, and hardness. Molyb-
denum, the metal derived from the ore
molybdenite, is also used for hardening
steel as well as for other purposes. All
these steel hardening materials have
commanded' exceptionally high prices
since the outbreak of war. As much as

£2,000 per ton has been paid by Ger-
many for molybdenite, so it is said, but
the British Government fixed the price

delivered in London at £525. For wol-
fram up to £1,000 per ton has been paid
in the United States, but the price is

now about £200.

®
READERS' QUERIES AND ANSWERS
WANTED an alloy for making white
metal hollow-ware, such as is used in

casting portable reading-lamp stands.

—

N. A. G.

If the casting is required to be of good
colour, strong enough to withstand acci-

dental rough use, and finish to a durable
surface chiefly, try the following:

—

Copper 49 lbs.

Zinc 36 lbs.

Nickel 15 lbs.

Aluminum 2 oz.

Melt the copper and nickel first with a

borax flux, then add the aluminum, and
then the zinc. By remelting from in-

gots, you will obtain better results than
otherwise. May be used with heated
iron moulds or for sand castings.

If the casting is not required to be

stiff and resistant to possibly injury

from sudden contact with hard objects,

either of the following may answer your
purpose.

Lead 75 per cent.

Antimony 10 " "

Tin 15 " "

Tin 91 parts

Antimony 9 "

Copper 2 "

The latter makes a very strong, tough
alloy, which is very fluid when melted.

A mold, the composition of which we
believe is patented, and which would no
doubt serve your purpose for casting the

latter alloy is made as follows: Mix 11

parts powdered soapstone with 1 part

Portland cement, then wet the mixture
with a solution of 2 parts water and 1

part sodium silicate. Form a mixture

of the consistency of moulding sand and
employ in the same manner. Remove
the pattern and heat the mold to 300 or

400 decrees Fah. un+il well dried. It is

then ready for use.

THE coloring of cements is an interest-

ing subject and from experiments that

have been made it is found that black

is safe, as a rule, but it is better to avoid

experiments with cheap blacks. The
carbon blacks are preferable to lamp-

blacks, because they do not have the

same tendency to float on the top dur-

ing mixing. Ultramarine blue, if of

good quality will hold its color for a

number of years, and generally possess-

es the virtue of fading out evenly. It

cannot be classed as permanent, as can

black, 'brown or ochre. Green is very

unsatisfactory.
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE FETTLING
SHOP OF A STEEL FOUNDRY*

By John Watson.**

IT
is important at the outset to note

that I am speaking from the stand-
point of a jobbing steel foundry using

open-hearth acid steel, for although first

principles remain the same in jobbing as
in repetition shops, cause and effect

vary. For instance, we all recognize
that one of the factors in foundry effi-

ciency is a regular daily cast of a cer-

tain tonnage of castings. In a repetition

shop this is a comparatively easy matter,

as charges can be made up easily and
small melting units are usually employ-
ed. In a jobbing shop the run of work
may involve a variety of test specifica-

tions with their corresponding variety of

analyses, and often it is a matter of

great difficulty to assemble a daily cast

to take the output of the large furnaces
working in a jobbing foundry using acid

open-hearth steel. This is a point on
which close collaboration between the

selling and manufacturing sides can
greatly help the foundry efficiency.

Fettling Shop in Cinderella Role

The fettling shop in the Cinderella to

its more favored sister, the moulding
shop, and its open face is the mirror that

reflects all the blemishes of that sister's

vaunted superiority. I once heard a
fettler say that if it wasn't for fettlers

half the moulders would be out of a job.

He did not mean the ordinary dresser,

but the super-dresser, who, in Sheffield,

is paid 18 cents per hour, plus extras,

and is known by the euphonious name of

the "knocker-up." This particular gentle-

man, coupled with the electric welder, is

a standing monument to the inefficiency

of the moulding shop.

Most of you will have heard of Euclid's

famous axiom, "A straight line is the

shortest distance between two points."

Now in a steel foundry we have two such
points—the order book and the loading

bank—and the efficiencv of our foundry
depends on how near we can approximate
to that straight line between these two
points; but as we are not crows we have
to modify our axiom by the consideration

that the shortest distance may be round
a corner, and to keep th-\t curve efficient

we must always keeD before us the fac-

tor of continuity of direction—there must
be no doubling back over the first track.

Just as in our argument a straight line

may be a curve, so a curve may be a

straight line, and the nnnlication of the

straight line curve is. in mv opinion, the

basis of success in tmnufacturing.

Value of Production Curves

It is surprising that the plotting of

curves, and the correct solution of their
meaning, is not more studied by man-
agers than it is. I know of nothing more
illuminating. Take, for instance, the
curve of daily production plotted out,

say, in tons delivered for each day work-
ed; if you plot such a simple curve you
will most probably get something like

Fig. 1. Here is a curve showing the fluc-

tuation of daily output, and the problem
is to find out why the curve looks like a

contour of the Himalaya Mountains, and
how it can be made a straight line show-
ing an equal daily distribution of output,

as shown by the line A.
Suppose we have a fettling shop de-

signed to finish and deliver 55 tons per
week, then on an evenly-balanced output
we should deliver 10 tons per day for five

days, and five tons on Saturday, and our
theoretical full efficiency line will be the

straight line M.T. and diagnose it. You
will find great difficulty in plotting this

curve, but assuming that we have suc-
ceeded, in our datal work jobbing foun-
dry, it will appear like Fig. 2. Here is

plotted down the curve of daily effort

expended by a hand fettler scaling an
annealed steel casting. We will assume
that his maximum effort is at the rate of

8 sq. ft. per hour, then his theoretical
line will be the line A. His actual effort,

however, only produces the shaded lines

shown on each period, and this curve is

worth studying.

Factors in the Varying Daily Output

Let us follow it from 6 o'clock and
trace its teaching. The straight line A
is the theoretical full efficiency. It is a
winter's morning, and the worker moves
sluggishly; he is cold and most probably

•From a paper read before the Sheffield
Branch of the British Foundrymen's Association.

••Steel Foundry Manager, Cammell, Laird &
Co., Sheffield.

line A. Our actual deliveries, however,
are:—Monday, 5 tons; Tuesday, 7 tons;

Wednesday, tons; Thursday, 10 tons;

Friday, 3 tons; Saturday, 8 tons. We
get, on plotting, the shaded line or curve
of actual output.

The manager's first problem is to re-

duce this irregular line to the line B
showing regular daily output, and his

next to make the line B coincide with the

line A; that is what is meant by "push
and go" in a steel foundry. An excellent

education lies before the min who has
never tried to solve this problem.

Let us see how in the solution of this

simple curve we c\n utilize another not
quite so simple, but vastly more illum-

inating. Let us try to find out what is

happening between two points on our
"-urve, say, dunng Tuesday's working
hours, by plotting down a curve of the

humnn effort exnended in thnt day's pro-

duction. In other words, we take the

FIG. 2.

hungry, and his effort curve crawls
slowly up to the point a about 7.30, when
a sharp rise takes place in a few min-
utes. You will find that at this point the
foreman has emerged from the warmth
of his cabin, and the solace of his morn-
ing pipe and paper, and work goes on
steadily with a straight curve to, say,

8.15, when the foreman goes back to his

warm cabin and our curve drops sharply

to the base line as our worker wanders
off to warm his tea can. Then the break-

fast break intervenes, and now see the

change. The man is fed, he is warm
with his hot tea and a smoke in front of

the furnace, and his efficiency curve rises

sharply to its maximum at about 3.45

a.m., and continues for an hour or so

while he is feeling the benefit of his

meal. His curve then droops, and again
sharply drops when he wanders off to

look for his dinner basket. The afternoon

curve is a reproduction of the after-
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breakfast curve, except that it droops
earlier and faster as the operator tires.

The point b where there is a short, sharp
rise about 9.45 o'clock, marks the man-
ager's advent in the shop.

It needs no very hard thinking to

read the lesson of this curve. The sec-

tion No. 1 is absolutely inefficient and
wants cutting out, so that our 6 o'clock

start is damned to commence with. I

consider it a relic of barbarism, and is,

I believe, at the root of a great deal of

bad timekeeping. In the man's most effi-

cient stage covered by sections 2 and 3

of the curve, there is only one break in a

period of IV2 hours. This curve then
shows that a one-break day, allowing the

operator to start warm and well fed and
to finish without exhaustion, is the cor-

rect system.

If we are to give practical effect to a

lot of the loose talk that goes on about
educating the operators, then the ques-

tion of physical exhaustion due to early

starting and long hours must be consid-

ered. You cannot get good results from
a tired body. I have taken it out, and I

find the average hours worked apart
from overtime are not more than 49 per

week, so that you are really working a
very badly balanced 48-hour week, and
by readjusting the distribution of that

time on the one-break system you must,
in my opinion, get more efficient work-
ing.

It is often remarked that men lose very
little time when they are on night shift

because they are paid more money. I do
not agree with that reason. I believe

that it is mostly due to the fact that a

man's household have time to prepare a

decent hot meal for him and eet him
away in good time for his night's work.
I find that men work on the night shift

not from a love of it, but because it en-

ables them to average up their wages
which are low on the day shift through
the often intolerable conditions of our
six o'clock start. The great majority of

men who lose time on the day shift are

not slackers.

We have seen that efficiency rises

when the foreman gets going—we have
seen that efficiency rises when the man-
ager gets goine—and from this we re-

flect that the highest efficiencv will be
obtained by making this workina: period
common to all who have anything to

do with the business, i.e., manager, clerks

and operators should start at the same
time.

Efficiency Curve for Managers and Fore-
men

Before I pass from this curve I would
suggest that it would make a bit of use-

ful education to any foreman or manager
to plot out this curve of his own effi-

ciency. If he has the usual amount of

self-conceit prevalent in foundries, he
will get his curve away up above the

theoretical maximum line (as shown by
line C in Fig. 2). Of course, as the man-
ager or foreman is supposed to be on top

of his job, his theoretical efficiency line

will be above the operator's line, as

shown by line B. Now, if he is an honest
thinker he will quickly recognize that

the surer-height of his curve is the mea-

sure of his amount of swelled head, and
when he examines the same period of

time on the production curve he will most
likely find a V-shaped depression as we
have on the first curve at W—the rut

that the moulder is in. This curve of

swelled head is one of the contributory

causes to the rut. Erode the peak, and
the rut will begin to fill up. By efficiency

I mean a high rate of production of good
quality castings, at a relatively low cost

rate, from a body of well-paid, contented

operators and staff.

Proper Sequence of Operations
I mentioned that we must always

keep before us the factor of continuity

of direction. How rarely one finds this

in a jobbing steel foundry. There is

rarely any idea of a proper sequence of

operations. The furnace is often in the

wrong place, drying stoves in the wrong
place, making it incumbent on the

travelling cranes to be continually shift-

ing moulds backwards and forwards. If

the furnace is at one end of the shop

and the drying stoves at the other, you
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close and set the moulds at the stove

end, the steel has to travel over the

moulding area to the pit, and the

moulders for an hour, say, are left

craneless. That interferes with output.

Let us look at the sequence of opera-

tions in the foundry:-—Moulding, core-

making, drying, closing, casting, knock-
ing out, sand blasting, riser removal,

annealing, fettling, testing, finishing,

loading. I have left out pattern-mak-
ing, for in jobbing-shops most of the

patterns are sent in and the pattern-

maker's chief business is to keep the

moulder right (if he can), in his closing.

With the exception of hand moulding,
core making and melting, the whole
business is purely mechanical, and the

speed of production largely depends on

the balance of output from each opera-

tion, the perfection of the means of

transit from one operation to another,

and the efficacy of the machinery for
performing each operation.

What a misnomer the term moulding
shop often is in the jobbing foundry.
How often one finds it a conglomeration
of moulding area, box park, knocking-
out shop, fettling shop, scrap-heap, and
goodness knows what. The moulding
shop should be a place to mould in; the

dirty work should be done in other
shops fitted for the purpose. Then a bit

more of the valleys in the first curve will

be found filling up.

There is no secret in a steel foundry;
there is plenty of delusion, and the

whole question of "quantity" resolves

itself into an engineering problem of

the application of the straight

line. It is, however, when we
come to consider quality in a steel

foundry that we are confronted with the

real problem. Quality is that condition

in a casting that enables it to pass
through all the successive stages from
the casting pit to the loading bank with
a minimum of trouble and cost and
s frengthens the salesman's hand by
making the buyer (like Oliver Twist),

ask for more.

Factors in Quality Output

Quality depends primarily on two
factors:—1—The foreman moulder; 2

—

the molten steel. I put the steel last,

because, in my experience, it is the least

important of the two. The instructions

eiven to the operating moulder by the

foreman, such as the position to place

the runner, the right way to mould the

job, the position and size of risers, the

use or abuse of core irons, and the put-

ting on of brackets in 99 cases out of a

100 determine whether the job will be

good or not, and it is in these points

that the weak spot in our steel foun-

dries lies. The great majority of fore-

men moulders are not properly trained.

It is a most melancholy reflection that

such a fine body of men should be handi-

capped by what is a serious defect in

our shop training. I mean that educa-

tion of foremen to think on correct

scientific lines, enabling them to rise

above the "hit and miss" methods so

prevalent in our shons. Employers of

labor will have to face this question,

and its solution starts with the appren-

tice moulder. A foreman must come
from the operating moulders; he must

go through the mill of the apprentice-

ship drudgery, but employers must in-

sist that mental training proceeds with

the manual training, and part of that

mental training should, I think, be

carried out in the works, so that lads

can be taught to appreciate the co-

ordination between manual effort and

technical training, not as a thing apart

from their daily toil, but as a powerful

weapon to enable them to make that toil

more productive in earning capacity for

themselves, and for the man or corpor-

ation that employs them.

The excessive use of brackets, core

irons and risers are, in my opinion, the

distress signals of the foreman moulder.

He is too often so obsessed by the fear

of what the steel-maker is going to give
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him that his mind is incapable of

analysing his difficulties correctly. It

is always good policy for a manager
when the foreman tells him that last

night's charge was like "bull muck" to

examine the charge sheet, and get busy

in the fettling shop. He won't take

long to find which casting has worried

the foreman. You'll usually find it by
the number of brackets on it—a kind of

Bteel hedgehog. Tell a foreman a casting

is a "ship casting," and he'll go bracket

mad. Tell him it's a furnace door, and
you'll get a better casting with no

brackets on it at all. I firmly believe

that the blaming of the steel-maker for

bad or cracked castings is the greatest

piece of bluff ever put up in a work-
shop. For many years now I have never
failed to get correct test results from
the steel supplied, except where it has

been contaminated in the mould or spoilt

by mechanical action in the mould. I

do not think it reasonable to suggest
that 30-ton steel, giving an elongation

of 30 per cent, on 2 in. and 180 deg.

bend (a steel being made daily in our
Sheffield foundries), is a bad steel or a

steel responsible for the cracks in cast-

ings.

Critical Period of Steel Castings

Foreman moulders do not fully

recognise or believe that the critical

period of a steel casting is just at the

point of change from the liquid to the

solid state, not only because the metal is

then in a pasty condition, but because
the main contraction comes on that

moment, and the casting will crack if

the mould and cores are not sufficiently

friable to allow that sudden movement
to be unrestricted. This contraction is

so fast that in a job cast vertically you
will frequently find that part of the

steel near the base of the riser has
lagged behind the mass and appears as

a row of small stalagmites on the cold

casting. I have repeatedly found them
5-16-in. long on the top end of a cylin-

der whose contracting length was 4 ft.

Fig. 3 illustrates the point. A dome-
ended cylinder was cast with the dome
end up and the feeding riser placed as

shown. The joint of the top box and
the riser box are shown. In cases where
no fin formed at these joints the stalag-

mites of steel were much in evidence,

but when fin did occur through bad joint-

ing the stalagmites were absent, and the

fins were bent almost vertical, and in

one case, although the fin on the riser

was only % in. wide by 1/16 in. thick,

a crack 9 in. long occurred on the riser

just below the fin. Examples such as

this show the speed of contraction, and
the danger of cracking through even a

very slight resistance to contraction at

the critical point of solidification.

You can always tell whether a fore-

man grasps this question of contraction

by watchine if he slackens a job after it

is cast. All slackening should be done
when the mould and cores are being
made and dried, and with the exception

of easing round a riser the casting
should not be disturbed until it is cold

enough to lift, and I want to see fore-

man moulders so trained that, without

a thought to the steel, they can produce

a sound steel casting by scientific mould-
ing methods.
A great deal has been talked about

the excellence of German steel castings.

I have examined every German casting

I could get hold of, and I have not found

one made of better steel than we are

daily supplied with in our Sheffield

foundries, but I believe I am right in

saying their methods of moulding were
superior. I have seen a German 12-ton

ship casting, and it had been made with

only eight brackets on it. I have seen a

similar British casting made of better

steel with 200 brackets on it, and the

German casting was the more saleable

article
—

"it had quality." My experi-

ence forces me to the conclusion that

method of manufacture in the moulding
shop and not the steel is the main fac-

tor in securing quality in steel castings.

FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION
AND EXHIBITION

THE success of the exhibition of

foundry supplies and equipment,
machine tools and accessories,

to be held in Boston, Mass., dur-

ing the week of September 24, con-

currently with the annual conven-

tions of the American Foundry-
men's Association and American Insti-

tute of Metals, is already assured, since

nearly 150 manufacturers have made re-

servation of 45,000 square feet of floor

space, an amount well in excess of that

occupied at Cleveland a year ago. Judg-
ing from the convention programme
scope as regards subjects to be discuss-

ed, it is quite apparent that the develop-

ment of foundry practice along right

lines continues to expand and grow in

importance. Program details follow:

—

A. F. A. Programme, Monday, Sept. 24

10 a.m.—Registration, Mechanics'
Building.

1 p.m.—Opening of Exhibition,- Me-
chanics' Building.

3 p.m.—Joint opening session, Ameri-
can Foundrymen's Association and
American Institute of Metals, Paul Re-

vere Hall, Mechanics' Building.

Address of welcome, by Hon. James
M. Curley, Mayor of the City of Bos-

ton.

Response to the address of welcome,

by R. A. Bull, Duquesne Steel Foundry
Co., Coreopolis, Pa.

Annual address by J. P. Pero, Mis-

souri Malleable Iron Co., East St. Louis,

111., president, American Foundrymen's
Association.

Annual address by James L. Jones,

Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., president

American Institute of Metals.

Report of Executive Board of the

American Foundrymen's Association.

Report of the Secretary-Treasurer of

the American Foundrymen's Associa-

tion, by A. O. Backert, Cleveland.

"Fire Prevention in Large Industrial

Establishments," by C. Johnson, West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Appointment of Nominating Commit-
tee and Committee on Resolutions.

Tuesday, Sept. 25, 10 a.m.—Paul Re-
vere Hall

"The Foundry from the Viewpoint of

the Sales Engineer," by H. R. Atwater,
Osborne Mfg. Co., Cleveland.

"The Relationship of the Engineering
Department to the Pattern Shop and
Foundry," by F. J. McGrail, Struthers-

Wells Co., Warren, Pa.
"How Character Analysis Solves the

Men Problem," by William Judson Kib-

by, Employment Specialist, Cleveland.

Report of A. F. A. Committee Advis-
ory to the U. S. Bureau of Standards, by
Richard Moldenke, Chairman, Watchung,
N.J.

"Efficiency in the Foundry," by James
A. Fitzgerald, Reno, Pa.

"Co-operative Shop Training," by W.
B. Hunter, Fitchburg, High School,

Fitchburg, Mass.
1.30 p.m.—Boat ride in and about

Boston Harbor. Luncheon will be serv-

ed on board.

Wednesday, Sept. 26, 10 a.m., Paul Re-
vere Hall •

"Improving the Relationship Between
Employer and Employee," by J. F.

Kent, American Cast Iron Pipe Co., Bir-

mingham, Ala.

Report of A. F. A. Committee on Safe-

ty, Sanitation and Fire Prevention, by
Victor T. Noonan, Chairman, Industrial

Commission of Ohio, Columbus, O.

Report of A. F. A. Committee on

Foundry costs, by B. D. Fuller, Chair-

man, Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co., Cleveland.

Report of A. F. A. representatives on

the Conference Board on Training of

Apprentices, by Frank M. Leavitt,

Chairman, University of Illinois, Chi-

cago.

"The Labor Situation as Relating to

Co-operation Between the Employer and
Employee," by G. B. Macllwain, Ba-

baon's Statistical Organization, Welles-

ley, Mass.
"Micro-Metallography for the Foun-

dry," by Robert J. Anderson, Cleveland

Metal Products Co., Cleveland.

Report of nominating committee and

election of directors.

Malleable Session, 10 a.m., Mechanics'

Building

"The Theory of the Modern Waste-
Heat Boiler and Possible Application of

Such Boilers to the Malleable Melting

Furnace," by A. D. Pratt, The Babcock
& Wilcox Co., New York.

"Application of Waste-Heat Boilers to

the Malleable Melting Furnace," by C.

D. Townsend, Danville Malleable Iron

Co., Danville, 111.

"Application of Pulverized Coal to the

Air Furnace," by W. R. Bean, Nauga-
tuck Malleable Iron Works, Naugatuck,
Conn.
"The Application of Pulverized Coal to

Malleable Melting Furnaces," by Joseph
Harrington, Advisory Engineer, Chi-

cago.

"How Malleable Iron Has Improved,"

by Enrique Touceda, Consulting Engi-

neer, Albany, N.Y.
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"Troubles Encountered in Machining
Malleable Iron: Causes and Remedies,"
by A. T. Jeffery, Dayton Malleable Iron
Co., Dayton, 0.

"Comparative Carbon Losses in Mal-
leable Iron Annealing by Muffle and Pot
Oven Methods," by Joseph B. Deisher,"
The T. H. Symington Co., Rochester, N.
Y.

The Effect of Iron Oxide in Moulding
Sand," by W. R. Bean, Naugatuck Malle-
able Iron Works, Naugatuck, Conn.

3 p.m.—Baseball game, Fenway Park,
Boston and Cleveland American League
Teams.

8.15 p.m.—Theatre party.

Thursday, Sept. 27, 10 a.m., Paul Re-
vere Hall—Gray Iron Session

"Note on Fine Molding Sands," by C.

P. Karr, Associated Physicist, U.S. Bur-
eau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Report of A. F. A. Committee on Gen-
eral Specifications for Gray Iron Cast-
ings," by W. P. Putnam, Chairman,
Detroit Testing Laboratory, Detroit.

"Briquetting Foundry Borings," by A.
L. Stillman, General Briquetting Co.,

New York. .

"Cast Iron Shells in Permanent
Molds," by Edgar Allen Custer, Consult-
ing Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Seasoning of Gray Iron Cast-

ings," by L. M. Sherwin, Brown &
Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I.

"Factors in the Economical Produc-
tion of Small Cores in Large Quantities,"

by R. E. Kennedy, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

"Modern Centrifugal Cupola Blowers,"
by J. W. Shugg, General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, N.Y.
"The Effect of High Sulphur in Gray

Iron Castings," by T. Mauland, Interna-

tional Harvester Co., Chicago.

Steel Session, 10 a.m., Mechanics'
Building

"Molding and Casting Large Slag
Pots," by C. J. McMahon, Illinois Steel

Co., Chicago.

"A description of a Small Open-
Hearth Furnace," by David McLain, Mc-
Lain's Systems, Milwaukee.
"Small Steel Castings for Ordnance

Purposes," by Major C. M. Wesson,
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Mass.
"A New System of Burning Crude

Oil," by W. A. Janssen, Chairman, Da-
venport, Iowa.

"The Use of Vanadium in Steel Cast-
ings," by J. Lloyd Uhler, Union Steel

Castings Co., Pittsburgh.

Report of A. F. A. Committee on Steel

Foundry Standards, bv W. A. Janssen,

Chairman, Davenport, Iowa.
12.00 noon—Luncheon for the ladies

followed by an automobile trip.

12.30 p.m.—Visit to the West Lynn
Plant of the General Electric Co. Lunch-
eon will be served at the works.
7.00 p.m.—Annual banquet, Copley-

Plaza Hotel.

Friday, Sept. 28, 10 a.m., Paul Revere
Hall

"Solution of Foundry Transportation
and Conveying Problems," by Robert E.

Newcomb, Deane Works, Worthington
Pump and Machinery Co., Holyoke,
Mass.

"Sand-Blasting in the Foundry," by H.

L. Wadsworth, Sand Mixing Machine Co.,

Cleveland.

"Results of Tests in Blending and
Mixing Sand by Means of Mullers," by
R. F. Harrington, Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Co.,

Worcester, Mass.
"Factors Contributing to the Eco-

nomical Use of Grinding Wheels in the

Foundry," by Wallace T. Montague,
Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.

"Refractory Materials Employed in the

Metallurgical Industries," by H. C. Arn-
old, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Steel Session 10 a.m., Mechanics' Bldg.

"Electric Furnace Design," by John A.

Crowley, John A. Crowley Co., Detroit.

"Recent Developments in the Applica-

tion of the Electric Furnace to the Melt-

ing Problem," by Douglas Walker,
Booth-Hall Co., Chicago.

"Comparison of Electric Furnace and

Steel Converter for the Manufacture of

Small Steel Castings," by C. R. Mes-
singer, Sivyer Steel Casting Co., Mil-

waukee.
"The Electric Furnace From the Cen-

tral Station Standpoint," by E. L. Cros-

by, Detroit Edison Co., Detroit.

"The Electric Furnace in the Iron and

Steel Foundry," by Max Trembour,

Metallurgical Engineer, Ludlum Steel

Co., Watervelt, N.Y.
Plant visitation.

Program American Institute of Metals

Monday, Sept. 24

10 a.m. — Registration, Mechanics'

Building.

3 p.m.—Joint opening session Ameri-

can Foundrymen's Association and Amer-
ican Institute of Metals, Paul Revere

Hall, Mechanics' Building.

Tuesday, Sept.25

9.30 a.m.—Hotel Somerset. Melting

and Casting Nonferrous Metals.

"Raw Materials Used for Crucibles,"

by Prof. A. V. Bleinineer, Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D.C.

"Melting Yellow Brass in New Form
of Induction Furnace," by G. H. Clamer,

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia.

"Casting Bearings in Sand and Metal

Molds," by R. R. Clarke, Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburgh, Pittsbureh.

"Negative Experiments on Waste Core

Sand," by Dr. H. W. Gillett, Bureau of

Mines, Ithaca. N.Y.
"The Crucible Situation." by M. Mc-

Naughton, Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jer-

sey City, N.J.

"The Electric Furnace, and Nonfer-

rous Metals," by Dwight D. Miller, The
Society for Electric Development, New
York City.

"My Experience with Metal Melting

Furnaces," by W. H. Parry, National

Meter Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
"The Briquetting of Nonferrous Li^ht

Metal Scrap." by A. L. Stillman. Gen-

eral Briquetting Co., New York City.

1.30 p.m.—Boat ride in and about Bos-

ton Harbor. Luncheon will be served on

board.

Wednesday, Sent. 26, 9.30 a.m.. Hotel

Somerset—Uses of Nonferrous
Metals for Munitions, Etc.

"The Present Status of Tin Fusible

PIuet Manufacture and Properties," by
Dr. George K. Bureess. Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D.C.

"Stellite," by Elwood Haynes, Haynes
Stellite Works, Kokomo, Ind.

"The Use of Die Castings in Muni-
tions," by Chas. Pack, Doehler Die Cast-
ing Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

"Shrapnel Bullets," by Harold J.

Roast, The Jas. Robertson Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, P.Q.

"A Few Points on Alloy Patents,'" by
Wm. J. Rich, Patent Office, Washington,
D.C.

Address by a representative of the
United States Tariff Commission.
"The Use of Bronzes in Railroad Turn-

tables and Movable Bridges," by O. E.
Selby, Big Four Railroad, Cincinnati.

"Recent Industrial Uses of Alumin-
um," by F. G. Shull, Aluminum Co. of

America, Boston.

"The Consumption of Copper and Its

Varied. Uses," by H. D. Hawks, United
Metals Selling Co., New York City.

3 p.m.—Baseball game, Fenway Park,
Boston and Cleveland American League
teams.

8.15 p.m.—Theatre party.

Thursday, Sept. 27, 9.30 a.m., Hotel Som-
set—Testing of Nonferrous Metals.
"Comparative Tests on Test Bars and

Actual Castings," by W. M. Corse, Titan-
ium Bronze Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
"Analysis of Babbitts and Brasses,"

by E. W. Hagmaier, Buffalo.

"Standard Test Bars of 88-10-2 and
88-8-4, Being the Result of Co-operative

Work of Six Foundries; a new series of

Tests," by C. P. Karr, Bureau of Stand-
ards, Washington, D.C.

"The Expansion of Co-efficients of Al-

pha and Beta Brass," and "The Cor-
rosion of Manganese Bronze Under
Stress," by Dr. Paul D. Merica, Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D.C.

"Corrosion of Brasses of the Muntz
Metal type," by H. S. Rawdon, Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Address by Richard C. Maclaurin,
President. League to Enforce Peace.

"The School End of the Job in Training
Foundrymen," by Dean C. B. Connelley,

Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts-

burgh.
"The Flux and Cleaner Question of

Brass," by E. D.Frohman, S. Obermay-
er Co., Pittsburgh.

"Pyrometers—Their Construction and
Application," by John P. Goheen, Brown
Instrument Co., Philadelphia.

"Electrically-heated Core Ovens," by
Dr. C. F. Hirshfeld, Edison Illuminating

Co., Detroit.

"Brass Rolling Mill Alloys," by Roy
A. Wood, Cheshire, Conn.

12 m.—Luncheon for the ladies, fol-

lowed by an automobile sight-seeing

tour.

12.30 p.m.—Visit to the West Lynn
plant of the General Electric Co. Lunch-
eon will be served at the works.

7 p.m.—Annual banquet, Copley-Plaza

Hotel.

Friday, Sept. 28, 9.30 a.m., Hotel Som-
erset—Metallurgy and Metallo-

graphy
"The Electrolytic Production of Anti-

mony," bv Prof. D. J. Demorest, Ohio

State University, Columbus.
"The Electrical Properties of Some

High Resistance Alloys," by Prof. M. A.
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Hunter, Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute, and F. M. Sebast, Troy, N.Y.
"The Amorphous Theory in Metals,"

by Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Castings Co.,

Cleveland.

"The Volatility of Zinc and Cadmium,"
by John Johnston and Edward Schramm,
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co.,

St. Louis.

"Surface Tension and Deoxidizing of

Metals." by \V. J. Knox. Metals Deoxi-
dizing and Refining Co., New York City.

"Antimony— Its Metallurgy and Uses,"

by K. C. Li, Wah Chang Mining and
Smelting Co., Inc., New York City.

"Development and Reabsorption of the

Beta Constituent in Alloys Which Are
Normally of the Alpha Type," by Prof.

C. H. Mathewson, Department of Min-
ing and Metallurgy. Yale University,

and Philip Davidson, New Haven, Conn.
"The Swelling of Zinc Base Die Cast-

ings." by H. M. Williams, National Cash
Register Co., Dayton, 0.

Plant visitation.

©
YEAR'S WORK OF LAKE SUPERIOR

CORPORATION
THE net earnings from operations of all

of the subsidiary companies of the Lake
Superior Corporation for the year ended
June 30th last were $5,323,004.86, com-
pared with $3,503,471.18 in the previous
year, an increase of $1,819,533.68. To the

net earnings mentioned there was added
a balance of $340,087.33 brought forward
from 1916, giving $5,663,092.19 available

for distribution. Interest on bonds of

subsidiary companies took $1,419,071.20.

An amount of $586,485.12 was set aside

for Magpie Mine Reserve and for sink-

ing fund payments in respect of Helen,

Carmelton, Lake Superior Mines, Fiborn
quarries, etc. The losses and expenses
in connection with the sale of miscellan-

eous assets reached the sum of $145,036.-

01. The amount o
f
$1 2*3 155 14 wts ap-

propriated as reserves for depreciation,

renewals, etc., of special assets (includ-

ing renewal of coke ovens and docks, as

also abnormal capital cost of construc-

tion and equipment), and $1,500,000 was
set aside for general depreciation. These
items totalled $4,893,747.77, and left thc-

sum of $769,344.42 to be carried forward
by all companies.
The Algoma Steel Company showed an

increase both in the production of pig

iron and unfinished steel as follows:

1916-17 1915-16

Pig iron 348,519 258,504

Finished steel 280,296 215,466

The output consisted of shell steel to-

gether with rails and merchant bars.

The Algoma Steel Corporation has
completed the two 75-ton open hearth
furnaces which it had under way at th«

opening of the year and has carried

through a third furnace of the same size.

With a possible production of about 50,-

000 tons ingots per month, the directors

consider that they have provided all the

steel making capacity necessary for some
time to come, and that subject to cer-

tain modernizing of the older furnaces,

they will have a satisfactory open hearth
plant.

Opportunity was taken to acquire the

modern blast furnace built at Midland,
Out., a few years ago, by the Canada
Iron Corporation. This furnace has been
already moved to Sault Ste. Marie and
when erected and improved will have an
approximate capacity of 400 tons per

day. With the addition of the blast fur-

nace plant and with the ultimate pos-

sibility of operating four blast furnaces,

the Algoma Steel Corporation should

have a well balanced plant as between
its pig iron and steel producing possibili-

ties.

Satisfactory progress is being made
with the development of the water power
by the Great Lakes Power Company and
the supply of power, which will be great-

ly helpful to the steel plant, is expected

to commence about 1st January next.

Mr. Wilfrid H. Cunningham, the presi-

dent, says in the course of his report:

"So far as the finances of the Algoma
Steel Corporation are concerned, it is

gratifying to be able to report that the

position of the company has been much
improved, especially through its having

paid off, in March, its three-year note ob-

ligations ($2,432,000). A satisfactory

sale was made during the year, of the

steamship J. A. McKee, and of certain

office buildino's and adjoining lands. The
price realized for steamship and lands

approximated $750,000, all of which is or

will be deposited with the trustees and

will be available for further capital ex-

penditure.

"Favorable reports have been received

as to the coal mines. In view of the

growing importance of these, the Lake
Superior and Cannelton Coal Companies
have opened an office in Cleveland, from
which Mr. W. C. Franz, the president of

those companies, will conduct operations

"The present Helen Iron Mine is still

producing, but the operation cannot be

prolonged much further on account of

the exhaustion of the Hematite ore. A
considerable amount of diamond drilling

has been done on the property during the

year, with the result that a substantial

tonnage of Siderite has been proved up.

There are no further developments at

Magpie Mine. Labor conditions have

been unsatisfactory.

"Beyond progressing with their plans

the Algoma Steel Corporation directors

have not yet committed the company to

construction work in connection with

either structural or other mills. They
consider that prices and deliveries are

adverse to such work at present. The
necessity for further mill development is,

however, again very strongly emphasiz-

ed.

"In the disposition of earnings for the

year, the board of the Algoma Steel Cor-

poration has deemed it wise, especially

under the present conditions, to pursue a

thoroughly conservative policy. In addi-

tion to the necessary sinking funds, care

has been taken to provide for such as the

inevitable rebuilding of the bi-product

coke ovens, the extra depreciation caused

to rolling mills through the class of ma-
terial now being rolled, part of the ab-

normal cost of new construction, as well

as further provision for Magpie Mine,

general depreciation, etc."

UTILIZING WASTE HEAT IN
BRITAIN

MILLIONS of units of electricity, gen-

erated in waste-heat stations in connec-

tion with coke ovens and blast furnace

plants is the result of developments in

the South Durham coal field in the north

of England. In 1907 a corporation was
formed under the title of The Waste
Heat & Gas Electrical Generating Sta-

tions, Ltd., to promote the use of waste

heat for power purposes, and the prob-

lem of using the waste heat from iron

and coke oven plants has been solved to

the extent where savings estimated at

150,000 tons of fuel per annum are now
being effected.

Two of the leading power companies

operate in conjunction with the waste-

heat stations, supplying a combined

total energy of 343,000 horse-power over

an area of 1,400 square miles. The waste

heat stations are placed close to the

larger coke ovens and blast-furnace

plants, and operate in parallel with the

five main stations of the power com-

panies. They are run at their maximum
capacity, and all regulation of the power

is effected by the main supply stations.

The main distribution and transmis-

sion system is three-phase, and the

working pressure is 20,000 volts. The

power is utilized chiefly in the engineer-

ing shops and shipbuilding yards situat-

ed on the Tyne and Wear, and as the

purchasing companies have a market for

their current many times greater than

the output of any individual waste heat

station, it is possible to run these sta-

tions continuously at their full capacity,

and to utilize to the best possible extent

the machinery installed in them. Un-

fortunately for scientific purposes, no

figures have been published, or can be

obtained, for the thermal or working

efficiency of these North-East Coast

waste heat stations, and therefore it is

impossible to say how the svstem adopt-

ed compares in practical value and econ-

omy with the waste heat stations situat-

ed in other countries.

-@-

MOVING A BLAST FURNACE.

MOVING a blast furnace is something

new in the iron and steel industry, but

this has been undertaken by the Algoma

Steel Co., which has purchased the No.

2 furnace of the former Canada Iron

Corporation, Midland, Ont., and is now

moving the entire furnace, including

stoves" boilers and buildings, in fact

everything but the foundations, from

Midland to Sault Ste. Marie, a distance

of about 400 miles. The steel company

purchased this unused furnace because it

expected that it could dismantle the

plant and re-erect it in much quicker

time than a new furnace could be built

under the present conditions. This is a

275-ton stack. The contract for moving

material required for its re-erection and

enlargement has been placed with

Arthur G. McKee & Co., consulting and

contracting engineers, Cleveland.



STEEL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The War-Created Stimulus given the Steel Industry is Reflected alike in the Nature
and Application of New and Improved Equipment being Installed and Developed.

TURBO-BLOWERS FOR BLAST FUR-
NACES—I.*

By EL H. Rice and S. A. Ross.**

THE blowing of blast furnaces is a
process which, at best, is attended
with considerable variation, both

in the operation of the furnace, and in

the factors which are necessary to the
proper working of the plant as a whole.
In modern furnace practice every effort

is being made to reduce the number of
variables and increase the steadiness of
operation, and a careful study of these
variables and what is being done to de-
crease or eliminate them will be useful.

The .variable elements which enter into
the operation of a blast furnace are as
follows:

—

1.—Variations in the composition of

the ore, and variations in the size of the
particles thereof.

2.—Variations in the composition and
in the size of the particles of the lime-
stone.

3.-—Variations in the carbon content,
strength and size of the coke.

4.—Variations in the quantity of oxy-
gen blown into the furnace, due to vari-

ations in barometer, temperature, and
humidity of the entering air.

5.—Variations in the pressure and vol-

ume of the blast, due to the character of

the blowing agent.
Of variables which have no relation

to the blast, these are dealt with as fol-

lows:

—

1.—Variations in the composition of

the ore are being dealt with by proper
combinations of ore; and variations in

the size of the ore are being dealt with
by proper means of sizing the ore, in-

cluding crushing, screening, sintering

and roasting.
2.—Analyzing and mixing various com-

positions of limestone in order to secure
a. uniform quality.

3.—Careful choice of coke, and proper
attention to the uniformity of manufac-
ture.

4.—An attempt to decrease variables

in blowing was made by the introduction

of the dry blast. The expense of the

plant for this method of removing the

moisture from air and the operating cost

thereof is so great that this method of

treating the blast has not made any con-

siderable progress recently.

5.—The introduction of the turbo-

blower has provided a means of render-

ins: the blast conditions more uniform.

Not only is the blast pressure held steady
but also the very steadiness of the blow-

ing permits accurate measurement of the

air volumes, and accurate adjustments
thereof, and compensation for variations

•From a paper read before the Engineers' So-
city of Western Pennsylvania.

**Of the En«ineerintf and Turbine Research
ments, General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

in barometer, thermometer and humidity;
so as to insure a constant rate of flow of

oxygen into the furnace, and the accur-
ate adjustment of this rate to the needs
of the furnace conditions.

Steadiness and Control of Blast

It is difficult to demonstrate, to those
furnace operators who have not had ex-

perience with the steadiness and ready
controllability of the blast from a centri-

fugal compressor, what the effect of this

steadiness of conditions will have on the
furnace; which is in direct contrast to the

attitude of those who have had experi-

ence with the operation of such units.

In no case has there been a failure on
the part of the people who have acquired
experience with this method of blowing,
to appreciate the improvements which re-

sult from these conditions.

It is only recently, however, that an
accurate means has been provided for

correcting the rate of blowing to corres-

pond with the variations in atmospheric
conditions. Experience with the use of

these corrections is very limited; only

one case is known to the writers where
some of these corrections have been ap-

plied by observation of the atmospheric
conditions and an arbitrary correction of

the weight beam in accordance with this

observation, and in this case (speaking

of the Northern Iron Co., Port Henry, N.
Y.), the correction has only been made
for barometer and temperature, and no

attempt has been made to correct for

humidity.

It is not to be wondered at that those

whose experience is exclusively with or-

dinary methods of blowing should fail to

appreciate the desirability of the steady

blast and the accurate measurement of

oxygen, for the reason that there are so

many variables which necessarily have
occupied the attention of our blast fur-

nace operators that it has been almost

impossible to differentiate and evaluate

the various variables which have to be

dealt with. By the recent improvements
in the operation of furnaces, which per-

mit the removing of some of the vari-

ables by sizing of the ore, and by pro-

per attention to the coke and limestone

charges, some of these variables are be-

ing removed and the final step would
seem to be the removal of all possible

variations from the blast itself.

Blast Pulsations Absent

It goes without saying that the blast

from a centrifugal compressor will be a

steady flow without pulsations. The very

nature of the apparatus necessitates this

It also seems evident, and has been prov-

ed by actual observation of the blast de-

livered from a reciprocating machine dis-

charging its air in puffs, each puff cor-

responding to one stroke of the engine
;

that the flow of the blast must be more

variable and produce some variations of

effect in the furnace. Whatever these
variations are, it seems evident that it

is desirable to remove them. Experience
with centrifugal machines on blast fur-

naces demonstrates this, and shows that
an improved output, a somewhat less

quantity of dust, and a general steady-
ing up of conditions has resulted. A part
of this improvement is due to the steadi-

ness of the blast, and a part is due to

the more accurate control of the rate of

blowing. •

An interesting experience which shows
the importance, and even absolute neces-

sity, of accurate control of the rate of

air flow has been had with a blast fur-

nace centrifugal compressor within the

last few years. In this case the mea-
suring device which was relied upon to

determine the rate at which the blast

was being blown was so located that the

indications of this measuring device were
inaccurate; at some time indicating more
blast than was actually flowing and at

other times less. The result of this in-

accurate measurement of air was an in-

accurate adjustment of the machine,

causing excessive quantities of dust to

be produced and a decreased output from
the furnace as compared with the reci-

procating engines, which were installed

to blow the same furnace in alteration.

After operation in this condition for a

considerable period the measuring device

was relocated where the connections

were more accurate. I am informed that

the result of this relocation and conse-

quent more accurate operation of the

blower, was to decrease the quantity of

dust to normal and increase the output

of the furnace. In order to determine the

effect of improvement in these parts such

instances are of extreme value. They
show the importance of the proper regu-

lation of the rate of flow of blast and

indicate the possibilities which can be

expected when inequalities and irregu-

larities are entirely removed.

Governor Controlled Rate of Blowing

A governor has been devised that is

capable of accurately controlling the rate

of blowing. This governor is used on

blast furnace blowers built by the Gen-

eral Electric Co. It consists of a disc

riding on the ingoing air in the centre of

a frustro-conical portion of the inlet pipe.

Movements of the disc are transmitted

direct to the valve gear, and ample power

is secured by the use of very moderate

dimensions. The angularity of the walls

of the conical pipe is determined by the

desired accuracy of regulation. No pack-

ing is necessary and the device is there-

fore practically frictionless and wear-

proof. Differing rates of flow are se-

cured by moving a weight along a scale

beam, which is graduated in cubic feet

of free air per minute, and calibrated at
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the factory before shipment. A recent
improvement of this governor consists of

a means of adjusting the index on the

sliding weight to compensate so that the

weight can readily be reset to take ac-

count of variations in atmospheric con-

ditions. The following is a description

of this device, which is called a volume
corrector.

Description of Volume Corrector

On the scale beams are marked with
various numbers of cubic feet per min-
ute. An index marked on the sliding

weight is set opposite the number of

cubic feet per minute which is desired
should be held by the constant volume
governor. This index is adjustable and
its exact position is secured by the set-

ting: of three scales which are carried on
the sliding: weight. These scales are for
barometer, atmospheric temperature, and
atmospheric humidity. Proper settings
on these three scales are made corres-

ponding- to atmospheric conditions, and
this automatically sets the index on the

sliding- weight in such a position that the

corresponding: volume on the scale beam
is corrected for the atmospheric condi-

tions as set.

A phenomenon with which we had to

deal in the eariy days of our experience
with centrifugal compressors on blast
furnaces was the so-called "surging:"
which appeared when the machines were
operated at considerably less rates of

blowing- than those for which they were
desigrned, or when excessive pressures
were met with, as in case of tightening;

up of the furnace. The occasional phe-
nomenon which is often called "surging:"
is only met with when, at normal pres-
sures, the volume being blown through
the centrifugal compressor is considerab-
ly less than 'that for which it was de-

signed. In case of high pressures, for

instance, with a tight furnace, this phe-
nomenon may be met with, although the
volume discharged is about that for

which the machine was designed. It con-

sists of an alternate forward and back-
flow of air throug-h the compressor, and
is the result of the improper functioning
of the discharge vanes owing to the vari-

ation of blowing conditions from those
for which the vanes were designed.

These alternate forward and back
flows through the compressor result in a

variation of pressure in the discharge
mains of sometimes as great as two
pounds, and cause some irregularity in

the working of the furnace. This phe-
nomenon is not peculiar to any one type
of centrifugral compressor, but is met
with in all types. For some time rift ti-

the installation of our first machines this

phenomenon was difficult to deal with,

particularly as the first machines were
designed for much larger quantities than
have ever been blown through them.
However, in the 10 years of experience
which we have had with this apparatus
effective means have been devised and
applied which render it unnecessary that

any such phenomenon should again give

difficulty.

"Surge" Elimination

The steps which have been taken to

eliminate this surging are: First, the

reasonable proportioning of the machine
to the requirements of the furnace; sec-

ond, provision of a by-pass with an auto •

matic valve which, under conditions

which would ordinarily permit surging,

Leads back into the inlet a small quantity

of air. This valve is self-compensating.

for variations in volume and pressure,

and once adjusted needs no attention.

The use of this apparatus increases the

efficiency of operation in conditions

where it is operative, since it maintains
the proper air discharge pressure with-

out diminution.

The centrifugal compressor, therefore,

properly governed, affords a means of

blowing the blast furnace with the stea-

diest possible conditions of blast and the

most uniform rate of inflow of oxygen
contents; a means of blowing which can

be adjusted to meet any variations which
may be necessary in the composition and
mechanical conditions of the charge; and

one which is automatic in operation when
set for any existing condition and quick-

ly reset for any change of condition of

furnace or atmosphere, and one which re-

quires comparatively little care and at-

tention on the part of the operating staff.

Another feature, which tends to uni-

form operations, and permits of more ac-

curate determination of the blowing con-

ditions, is the fact that the turbo-blower

is readily manufactured in such sizes

that a single blower can be used for blow-

ing a single furnace. In this way each

blowing unit is adjustable to meet the

exact furnace conditions with certainty,

thereby increasing the uniformity of the

product and the amount thereof; also de-

creasing the gas consumption, since the

turbo-blower is more efficient in the lar-

ger sizes than in the smaller, and also

because two units, whether of turbines

or of engines, are less efficient than a

single unit. This is on account of the

fixed losses which exist in every tur-

bine or engine unit and which do not in-

crease in proportion to the size of the

unit.

Turbine Efficiency

The efficiency of the turbine need hard-

ly be argued here. It is the cause of its

adoption as a prime mover in all our cen-

tral power stations, and in practically

all our industrial plants throughout the

country in competition with all other

forms of units. Very recent improve-

ments in turbine construction have great-

ly improved the efficiency of such units,

and these units of increased efficiency are

now available in cases where steam con-

sumption is an important requirement of

blast furnace blowers. The discussion

which will follow as to the cost of blow-

ing- furnaces will be based upon the use

of one of these modern units. Another
feature of this type of blowing apparatus

is that, considering its efficiency, its first

cost and cost of installation, its operat-

ing costs are also low.

Operation Costs

Reliable figures have been obtained

from existing- plants to the actual cost

of operation, both for the gas plant and

the steam plant. While these figures

were not obtained from plants of the

same magnitude, or located in exactly

the same places, the conditions are so

nearly uniform as to location, and figures

for gas engines are obtained from plants

which are so much larger than the tur-

bine plants compared with them, that it

is felt that the comparison is not un-

just; in fact, any advantage which would
obtain from the character of the plant

appears to be in favor of the gas en-

gine. It is well known that large plants

operate with greater economy than smal-

ler ones.

The gas engine figures are not those

obtained from any one location, but are

the result of comparison of figures of

plants in several locations. In every

case where choice of data could be made
those results most favorable to the gas

engine have been chosen. In selecting

the gas engine installations best adapted

for comparison with the steam turbine

plant, the best possible examples of re-

cent gas engine practice have been cho-

sen; plants which are in the hands of

most capable operators, installed for the

purpose of securing the highest effici-

ency and containing all the various ele-

ments for proper operation for such

plants. Furthermore, by reason of the

care and supervision which is exercised

over these plants it is believed that they

are, without unnecessary expenditures,

now in the best possible condition for

service, and maintained at the highest

practical efficiency.

Again, the physical location of these

plants is also favorable, since they are

placed at such points as give them readi-

ly proper supplies of ore, fuel, lime-

stone, water and all the other materials

necessary for economical operation, and

they are equipped with handling devices

for storing and transportation of these

materials to the fullest practical extent.

They are large plants, involving mor3

than four blast furnaces, but in order to

bring the plant unit down to one which

would be most practical for consideration

in new installations they have been re-

duced to the equivalent of a four fur-

nace plant.

Plant Size Feature

In making this reduction no allowance

has been made for a decrease of operat-

ing efficiency which would result in the

reduction in size. On the other hand, the

turbo-blower plant which has been select-

ed for comparison is one which is used

with only two furnaces. In enlarging it

to the four-furnace plant no account has

been taken of the increased economies

which would result from the increase in

size. Therefore it will be seen that the

turbo-blower suffers in two directions;

first, that the gas engine plants selected

for comparison are larger than the plant

which is taken as the standard unit, and

second, the turbine plant, which is se-

lected for comparison is, in turn, smal-

ler. If these facts were taken into ac-

count we should expact that the figure;

would come out more favorable to the

turbine than results actually given; but

it is not desired, in making this compari-

son, to leave any doubt as to the conser-

vatism of the result.

Installation First Cost

In considering the installation of a gas
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engine equipment for a steel mill of the
type nnder consideration, the first fact
which strikes the investigator is the first
cost of the installation. It has not been
customary in the past to consider the ad-
dition to operating cost which results
from the charges necessitated by this
capita] investment. It is, however, of vi-
tal importance in considering the desir-
ability of installation of one type of
prime mover or another, that all the ele-
ments involved be taken into account in
the same way that they are taken into
account in other cases involving differ-
ences of first cost.

It is obvious that the capital invested
in such plants must give some return to
the investor, and a proper allowance for
this return is a just and legitimate
charge against operating expense. Fur-
thermore, these investments involve
taxes, which also should go against oper-
ating expense; and insurance is an item
of the same class. Again, and more im-
portant than any of these, is the ques-
tion of obsolescence, by which is meant
the amount to be laid by as a sinking-
fund to retire or amortize the plant at
the time when its usefulness becomes
extinguished by the improvements in the
available apparatus, whether as to effici-
ency, as to increased reliability, or in
other ways; also to provide for the gen-
eral ageing of the apparatus which takes
place no matter how carefully the repairs
and renewal of parts are taken care of.
That is to say, this obsolescence charge
which I am now discussing also includes
depreciation.

It is, perhaps, not necessary to go too
deeply into the necessity of an obsole-
scence or depreciation charge, but a fami-
liar instance which is often cited, to show
the necessity of the charge, is the case
of the horse, investment in which is

automatically extinguished by the age-
ing of the horse no matter how carefully
he is taken care of, kept free from sick-
ness, and otherwise preserved so far
as possible in good condition. While the
depreciation of machinery is often not so
rapid or so easily seen as in the case of
the horse, the two instances are fairly
analogous.

If these fixed charges on the invest-
ment are not taken care of by charges
against operating expense, they must be
handled in some other manner, by charges
against the product of the mills, or other-
wise; which charges are wrongly allo-
cated and do not show, unless put into
operating expenses, the true value of in-
vestment in the various types of ap-
paratus.

In most steel plants it has been the
custom to consider merely the running
charges. The management has been giv-
en the plants to operate, and it has been
judged by this cost of operation without
including the fixed charges due to invest-
ment. This had led to an inaccurate view
of the desirability of extreme efficiency
in the prime mover and does not con-
sider the cost of obtaining this high effi-

ciency. This leads to a use of the most
expensive plant, provided such plant
gives a larger output from the gas avail-
able without regard to the first cost.
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SWEDISH IRON AND STEEL INDUS-
TRY

FROM time immemorial mining
and the manufacture of iron
have been industries of very

great importance. The principal rea-
son for this is that Sweden pos-
sesses one of the greatest supplies of
iron-ore in Europe. According to a val-
uation of the supplies of iron-ore of the
world at present known, which was pub-
lished at the International Geological
Congress of 1910, Germany's supply was
reckoned at 3,607 million tons of iron-
ore, France 3,300 million tons, and Eng-
land 1,300 million tons, while the Swed-
ish deposits of iron-ore are calculated
at 1,150 million tons. It must also be
observed that Swedish iron-ore is un-
usually rich. According to the above-
mentioned extensive international inves-
tigation it is calculated that the whole
world possesses 1,300 million tons of
iron-ore which has 60 c/ or more of
iron; of this quantity Sweden owns no
less than 1,035 million tons. The Swed-
ish iron-ore supplies are found in two
separate districts, one in the midlands,
north and west of Lake Malar, and an-
other in the far north of Sweden, a lit-

tle beyond the Polar circle.

Increased Production

According to figures published by
"Swedish Export," the total annual pro-

duction of iron-ore in Sweden first ex-

ceeded one million tons during the per-

iod 1891-95 when the average annual
output was 1,519,325 tons, rising in 1912
to 6,699,226 tons, the increase being very
marked from 1910 on. In the year 1911
the whole world produced 136 million

tons of iron ore, Sweden, with 6,150,718

tons occupying seventh position. Since

1871, Sweden and the United States

have increased their production of ore
almost ten-fold, Great Britain remain-
ing almost stationary in this respect un-
til recently.

The great bulk of the ore is exported,

Germany taking by far the greater por-

tion, followed by Britain, Belgium,
France, and America in the order nam-
ed. The chief reason for such, exporta-

tion is the fact that Sweden lacks a nat-

ural supply of fuel.

High Quality Ore

As regards the quality of Swedish
iron-ore it has been shown that no other

country possesses a similar supply of ore

with such a high percentage of iron;

besides which the greater part of the

ore mined in the midlands is unusually
free from phosphor and sulphur, and
consequently is an excellent material for

the production of steel of the highest
quality. Statistics show that the aver-

age quality of ore from the midlands
contains 0.005—0.020% phosphor and
0.005—-0.050% sulphur. During recent

years the Swedish iron manufacture has
obtained a further addition of ore free

from phosphor and sulphur since the

magnetic concentration of low grade
ores has become more general, and as a
consequence the production of briquet-

tes. The development of the manufac-

ture of concentrates and briquettes is
shown by the following figures:

Concentrates, Birquettes,

HmR
r Tons T°ns

\Z° 131,407 • 78.205
,'"' 178.567 88,532
;

* 296,400 193,216

\'.°,l
225,983 148.380

};J" 365,985 247.946

]i\l 381.190 255,948
1912

; 520.710 288,553

The total quantity of concentrates,
which is manufactured according to the
methods invented by Mr. Grondal, a
Swedish engineer, has a percentage of
iron of 50—70, and the percentage of
phosphor only exceptionally exceeds
0.010 r;

, although the raw ore which is
refined has in certain cases contained
more than lr; of phosphor. With the
object of making the concentrates in
piece-form and at the same time reduc-
ing its percentage of sulphur it is bri-
quetted according to the Grondal method
by heating up to 1,200—1,400 degrees C.
without the addition of any binding sub-
stance, whereby the concentrate is soft-
ened by the heat and becomes a coherent
mass. The briquettes thus obtained sel-
dom have a percentage of sulphur of
more than 0.010r;. In 1912 the Swedish
iron-ore mines employed 10,500 work-
men and the value of the iron-ore pro-
duced was 49.6 million Kr.

Manufacture of Iron and Steel

The Swedish iron industry is of very
ancient origin. According to the author-
ity already quoted, as early as prehis-
toric times iron was manufactured in

Sweden from hydrated ores, collected at
the bottom of the lakes and marshes.
The smelting was done by means of
holes made in the ground and with the
aid of wood as fuel. These holes were
lined with slabs of stone. The inhabit-
ants soon learned how to use the rich
metals found in the ore, and small iron-

works began to appear near the water-
courses. Our ancient documents bear
witness of a considerable mining indus-
try. In a deed of exchange dated 1288
Stora Kopparberget is already mention-
ed and a deed of sale concerning certain
interests in the Norberg -mining fields

bears the date 1303. In 1347 Stora Kop-
parfoergs Bergslag obtained their first

royal privileges. Several of our steel

works still in existence were founded in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centur-
ies. An abundant supply of rich and
pure ores, wealth of charcoal and more
than sufficient water-power soon enabled
Sweden to play an important part in

the international iron market, and at the

commencement of the eighteenth cen-

tury Sweden was the country that pro-

duced the largest annual supply of pig-

iron. At that time, however, several

metallurgical inventions were made
which very greatly neutralized the

aforementioned advantages regarding
the natural supplies upon which Sweden
based her pre-eminence as an iron-man-
ufacturing country. In the year 1730

cokes replaced charcoal as fuel for blast-

furnaces in England, and very soon af-

terwards manufacturers learned how to
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eliminate phosphor from highly phos-

phoric pip-iron by means of puddling.
Thus as soon as the discovery of the ex-

traction of iron suitable for ordinary
purposes from low quality ores with
the aid of coal was made, the extent of

the manufacture of iron in England,
Germany and France soon exceeded that

of Sweden.

Charcoal Versus Coke

The supply of very high quality ores

and first class fuel in the form of char-

coal has enabled Sweden to maintain her

prominent position as the producer of

the finest quality of steel in the world.

As regards the manufacture of Swedish
pip-iron it is. as has already been men-
tioned, chiefly based upon ores contain-

ing a minimum of phosphor, and char-

coal as fuel. The supply of ore free

from phosphorus can nowadays, espe-

cially through the introduction of Gron-
dal's method, be said to be unlimited
and the price of pip-iron is determined
in the first place by the price of char-

coal. Since, however, the waste wood
obtained from the forests and saw-mills
is becoming more and more used for the
manufacture of cellulose, the supply of

charcoal is being reduced and conse-

quently its price has risen. The char-

coal question is therefore of the great-

est importance to the iron industry, and
the most energetic efforts are being
made to reduce the price of charcoal on
the one side and to spare its consump-
tion in the blast furnaces on the other.

The coaling of the waste wood in fur-

naces instead of producinp charcoal in

heaps may be mentioned as an effort in

the former direction. Charcoal heaps
produce less coal than furnaces, besides

which furnaces enable one to collect the

by-products of tar, methylated spirits,

wood-vinegar, etc.

On the other hand, as has already

been mentioned, efforts are beinp made
to reduce the consumption of charcoal

at the iron works. Previous to the year
1900 all steel, even the simplest imple-

ments for home use, was produced from
charcoal pip-iron whereas nowadays
coke is beginning to be used as fuel at

iron-works that manufacture steel for

the Swedish market only. Thus in the

year 1912, 86,000 tons of coke pip-iron

were manufactured.

Electrical Developments

The most important step taken for
the reduction of the consumption of

charcoal dates, however, from the year
1910 when the electric blast-furnace, in-

vented by three Swedes, Messrs. Lind-
blad, Stalhane, and Gronwall, was tech-

nically worked out at the expense of

"Jarnkontoret", (The Institute for the
advancement of the Swedish Iron Indus-
try) so that it was then possible "to in-

troduce it into several Swedish iron-

works. In this furnace only so much
charcoal is consumed as is necessary
for the reduction of the ore, while all

the heat essential for smelting is sup-

plied by electric power. About 1-3 h.p.

is used per ton of pip-iron with an elec-

trode consumption of 3 kp.

The consumption of charcoal at Swed-

ish iron-works has, owing to the afore-

mentioned measures, been constant dur-

inp the last few years, while the manu-
facture of pig-iron has rapidly incr

ed. The pig-iron, which is of the high-

est quality guaranteed to contain a max-
imum percentage of 0.020 phosphor and

0.010 sulphur, is used as ray material

for tool-steel and especially for war-
material (armor-plate, guns, etc.). Of
the export of 1912 10:U48 tons wore
shipped to England, 41,818 tons to Ger-

many and 20,698 tons to France. Smal-
ler quantities were exported to The
United State of America, Italy, and
Japan. As charcoal pip-iron of such

an excellent quality cannot be produced

in any other country, Sweden enioys a

certain monopoly of this special branch

of the iron market.
Production of Wroupht Iron and Steel

In Sweden, as in other countries, the

production of wroupht iron has for apes

only been carried on in hearths with

charcoal as fuel. The metal was pre-

pared accordinp to old German and Bcl-

pian principles after a system which is

still to be found in Dannemora, .cheve

the world-renowned so-called Walloon

iron, the purest wroupht iron in the

world, is manufactured. But at the com-

mencement of the nineteenth century a

new kind of bloominp was introduced

into Sweden from Enpland, called the

Lancashire hearth process, which com-

pared with the Walloon process was
characterized by a considerable reduc-

tion in the consumption of charcoal.

These two processes are still used in

Sweden for the production of larpe

quantities of wroupht iron known for its

touphness, malleableness, and, in pen-

eral, for its unusual low percentape of

phosphor and sulphur. This wroupht

iron is chiefly sold for export, partly

in the form of blooms, and partly in the

form of rolled or forged bars. The

highest qualities are used in Enpland

and Germany as raw material for the

production of finest tool-steels.—m—
DEVELOP BRITISH MINES

THE development of the mineral re

sources of Great Britain and Ireland, now

being undertaken by a department of

the Ministry of Munitions, under the di-

rection of Sir Lionel Phillips, is likely to

lead to far-reaching results. Sir Lionel

Phillips is well known for his life's work

in developing the mineral resources of

South Africa, and is bringing his knowl-

edpe and experience to his task. A num-

ber of engineers of outstanding ability

and position are also assisting the efforts

of the department, and already consid-

erable work has been done in furtherinp

war purposes.

Control Wolfram Mines

Steps are being taken to control and

expand wolfram mines, from which it is

expected to produce a home supply of

tungsten powder, an essential ingredient

in the manufacture of high-speed steel.

A complete survey of the lead resources

of the country is also being carried out;

new sources of supply being investigat-

ed and old working reopened. In one in-

stance steps have been taken to assist in

the drainage and development of an im-

portant lead mine from which there is a

prospect of an immediate increased out-

put.

Other Developments

Action is also being taken with regard

to the production of zinc. A sulphur

pyrites mine has been acquired, and cer-

tain low-grade copper deposits of con-

siderable extent and promise are beinp

carefully watched with a view to giving

assistance in their working.
In the course of its immediate opera-

tions the department is gaining valuable

information which will allow it to offer

future suggestions as to the prospect of

the normal base metal industry of the

United Kingdom. It will also be enabled

to report on the relative cost of home
production against importation, and to

advise as to the placing of the industry

in the best position to meet emergencies.

B.C. COPPER OUTPUT INCREASE
THE amount of copper produced by

smelting in the Province of British Co-

lumbia in 1916 was 65,379,364 pounds fine

copper, valued at the average New York

market price for copper at $17,784,494.

These figures represent the amount of

copper actually recovered, as nearly as it

is possible to ascertain; the amount of

copper really in the ore mined would be

approximately twenty-five per cent,

preater. This is the larpest copper out-

put in the history of the Province.

As compared with the year 1915, these

figures show an increased production in

amount of 8,460,959 pounds, or about

14.80 per cent., and in value the increase

is $7,948,994, or 55.3 per cent.

The amount of copper produced durinp

the year 1916 is the largest in the his-

tory of copper mining in the Province,

the hiphest previous production, made in

1912, was 51,456,537 pounds, valued at

$8,408,513.

Owing to this heavy demand for war

purposes, principally for brass to be

used in shells, the market price of cop-

per increased steadily during the year.

The year opened with copper at about

22.5 cents a pound in the New York

market, and at the end of December it

was 29 cents; the average price for the

year was 27.202 cents, as compared with

an average price of 17.275 cents in 1915.

This higher market value of the metal

assisted materially in raising the value

of the copper produced, thereby great-

ly stimulating production.

The large increase in quantity of cop-

per produced this year is due to a great-

ly increased production from the coast

district of some 7,000.000 pounds, largely

from the Britannia mine, while the Gran-

by Company's Hidden Creek mine, at

Anyox, on Observatory Inlet, increased

its production by about 2.000.000 pounds,

says the B. C. Financial Times. The out-

put from the Rocher Deboule mine, in

the Omineca Division, was rather less

than last year. The Trail Creek Mining

Division and the Boundary District made

very nearly the same production as last

year; the output from Kami oops was

preater, chiefly due to increased produc-

tion from the Iron Mask.
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UNBREAKABLE GOGGLE GLASSES

A SAFETY glass, with a wide scope
of applicability in connection
with protective goggles and

masks used by workmen where fly-

ing chips, the presence of gas, dust
or unbearable light constitutes a haz-
ard to the eyesight, has been de-
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SECTION

CELLULOID

SKETCH SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OF
UNBREAKABLE LENS.

veloped by an optical firm. That it will
appeal to machinists, foundry men, weld-
ers, sand blast operators, etc., can be
gathered from the fact that, although the
glass can be cracked, it cannot be ac-
tually broken even by a hammer blow,
while in cracking there is no flying of
splinters to jeopardize the eyesight of
the wearer.

"Resistal" is the trade name of the
glass used in the manufacture of these
safety goggles and masks, and its con-
struction is made plain by the accom-
panying sketch. It comprises two layers
of perfect optical glass, which may be
plain or curved, with a layer of celluloid
interposed, the whole being welded—not
cemented—into a solid mass. The result
is a crystal that has every virtue of the
ordinary glass, with none of its dangers
and drawbacks; it has at the same time
all of the strength and safety features
of the celluloid "light," but, unlike cel-
luloid, it is unscratchable, is rigid, and
absolutely fireproof. Neither is it affect-
ed by water, heat or cold, and the cel-
luloid layer provides a heat-insulating
medium which effectively prevents cloud-
ing up, due to moisture condensation.
Goggles fitted with these crystals are

being offered in a variety of styles to
suit individual tastes and needs, and in

either clear, amber or euphos colors,
by Strauss & Buegeleisen, 37 Warren
Street, New York City. The firm also
supplies the crystals in special forms for
use in industrial masks. It is stated that
these goggles have been adopted for the
needs of the Aviation Corps, U. S. Army,
while from the same quarter the makers

have received orders for a large number
of crystals for military gas mask pur-
poses. The fact that the glass remains
perfectly gas and water-tight even when
badly cracked, makes it ideal for use in

the latter application.

®
MECHANICALLY-OPERATED LADLE

STOPPER
THE disadvantages of operating a ladle

stopper in the usual manner in present
practice are numerous, owing to the ex-
treme heat of the molten metal, its lia-

bility to scatter over the operators and
other causes, says the Iron Age. It is

hook, or other part of the hoisting me-
chanism breaks, which is liable to occur
at any time. It also occasionally hap-
pens after partly emptying the ladle,

that the metal violently reacts, the es-

caping gas throwing the liquid metal to

the roof of the building and rendering it

extremely dangerous for the operators.

A further serious objection is that not
infrequently the stopper will only parti-

ally close the nozzle opening, due to im-
perfect construction, thereby allowing a
stream of metal to escape when the noz-

zle is supposed to have been closed. The
nozzle also occasionally breaks, owing to

sudden expansion when the hot metal

GOGGLES MAY HAVE THE OUTER GLASS CRACKED AND STILL THE LENS REMAINS
INTACT WITH THIS PECULIAR METHOD OF LENS CONSTRUCTION.

apparent that the ladleman and his

helper standing on the platform 1 ad-

positions, because the gases escaping,

while the mold is filling, keep the metal
in motion and eruption, frequently caus-

ing some to fall on the operators. Again,
the operators are sometimes fatally

burned by the metal escaping from a

ladle overturning when a rope, chain,

strikes it, causing a leak, so that while
the ladle is being conveyed from mold
to mold, the metal from a leaky nozzle

striking the top edges of the molds,

splashes upon the operators and fre-

quently burns seriously.

To overcome these objections and ob-

viate the necessity of employing ladle-

men, George A. Wettengel has devised

PNEUMATIC APPARATUS FOR MECHANICALLY OPERATING THE LADLE STOPPER
WHEN POURING STEEL.
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an improved stopper operating mechan-

ism in which the operation of the

stopper is entirely under the control of

the eranemen or the pusher, who is al-

ways a sufficient distance away to insure

his safety.

According to U.S. patent No. 1,207,251,

it consists of a mechanical means of

raising and lowering the ladle stopper.

Secured to the ladle and to one side of

the usual stopper mechanism is an air

cylinder, as shown by the illustration,

the piston rod of which is connected to

the sliding plate by means of a link and

lever. Mounted in the crane cage is an

air valve similar to those used on pneu-

matic hoists having flexible tube connec-

tions to the cylinder and to the air tank.

The ends of the tubes have quick de-

tachable hose connections. A tank is

attached to the crane and is supplied

with air from a motor-driven com-

pressor. The operation of the device is

as follows:

After the ladle full of molten metal is

in place over a mold, the eranemen

raises the lever of the air valve ad-

mitting air under pressure to the cylin-

der which raises the stopper thus ad-

mitting- the metal to flow through the

nozzle into the mold. When the mold is

full, the lever is lowered so as to admit

air into the opposite end of the cylinder,

which lowers the stopper and stops the

flow of metal. This is not only a safety

device, but it is also a labour saver, no
ladleman being required.

@
PATTERNMAKING NOTES

By J. W. Broadbent.

DURING a wide experience of pat-

tern making, the writer has had num-
erous opportunities for observing the

varied success attending the use of

nearly every kind of wood used in

the construction of patterns. Perhaps

it has been the amateur, who, mak-
ing his own simple pattern out of a

packing case, has sent it to the foundry,

and, outside a few strong words by the

moulder has had produced for a few
cents what would have cost as many dol-

lars if placed in the hands of a compe-

tent pattern maker supplied with the

best of materials.

Wood Not Perfect

Until some material is produced which

is less sensitive to atmospheric changes

than wood, we must still use this ma-
terial for patterns, and it is only by the

FIG. 1.

skill and judgment of the pattern-mak-
ers that the tendency to warp and twist

can be overcome.
For general use, white pine is the

wood which alone has stood the practical

test and granted that good sound boards
are obtainable, no better material could

be desired.

It is soft, easy to work with, cutting

tools, and comparatively free from li-

ability to warp, and then again it is

cheaper than the majority of woods.
Boards under 12 or 14 inches in width
should be discarded for pattern work,
as narrow boards are hard and heavy,

and more difficult to work, wherever wide

boards are from trees of mature growth

and farther away from the outside sap.

One of the first things to consider is

that the wood must be perfectly dry and

thoroughly seasoned, and the natural

A

process of air drying is recommended
in preference to kiln dried stock, provid-

ed that the wood is sheltered from the

weather and that the air has free access

to all parts of the plank. It naturally

follows that in kiln dried wood the out-

side surfaces and ends of the board are

dried more rapidly than the inside, pro-

ducing a state that when the pattern is

being worked and fresh surfaces are

brought into contact with the atmos-

phere, the wood—released from the

stresses of the outside surfaces—warps.
Cause of Warping

All timber is' porous and in the living

tree these pores which run lengthwise

of the log, are filled with liquid; it is the

evaporation of this liquid which sea-

sons or dries the timber, consequently

the ends of a board always dry first,which

causes the ends to crack or check. For

FIG. 3.

small and delicate patterns, a close grain-

ed wood, such as mahogany, should be

used, for in a close grained wood the

pores are smaller and moisture cannot

MECHANICS BUILDING. BOSTON. MASS., WHERE THE EXHIBITION OF FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES WILL BE HOUSED.
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enter so freely as in an open grained
wood, and therefore is not so susceptible

to the changes of temperature and hu
aridity.

Mahogany is an excellent wood to use
for patterns provided a good quality is

obtainable, it is easy to work, is hard
and strong, and takes glue and varnish
nicely.

Most people, including many pattern-
makers, seem to connect quarter sawed
lumber with hard woods, and look on it

only as a means of showing the beautiful

markings on the face of the board. This
is not so, for we may get quarter sawed

the narrow pieces in opposite directions

is so insignificant as to have very little

effect on the shape of the whole.

MUST ECONOMIZE IN COAL
AN intimation that both Canada and
the United States might have to be plac-

ed on "coal rations" was contained in a

statement upon the fuel situation which
Sir George Foster made in the House of

Commons at Ottawa on Aug. 22, in reply
to a question by W. E. Knowles, of

Moose Jaw. This course might be ne-

cessary, the Minister of Trade and Com-

FIG. 4.

pine, which may be used to advantage in

many patterns where there are no ribs

or supporting pieces to hold the pattern

straight.

Quarter Sawed Lumber

A quarter sawed board is cut from the

log radially as in Fig. 1, and can be eas-

ily distinguished by looking at the grain
on the end of the board.
There is considerable waste in cutting

quarter sawed stock, which naturally

makes the lumber more expensive, as

only a few boards are sawed radially

from each log, but when we consider the

convenience of having a pattern keep
its shape and stay practically straight

during many changes of temperature or

humidity, it is surely worth the little

extra expense.

Under the. best of conditions, a board
will have a tendency to warp, as in Fig.

2, and unless one side is damp, the board
will always curl away from the part

nearest the heart of the tree, the reason
being the side A is of older growth, and
the cells are more compact than the side

B, which is nearer the sap wood. As
the wood seasons, it naturally follows

that the newer growth with the more
open cells, will dry and shrink faster

than the side A, thus causing the board

to warp in the manner shown.

Gluing Boards

When gluing two or more boards to-

gether they should be gluel as

shown in Fig. 3, by placing two out-

sides or two insides together so that the

tendency of one piece to warp will coun-

teract that of the other.

Gluing boards together with the grain

of one board at right angles to the other

always proves unsatisfactory and should

never be attempted with less than four

pieces, for if the joints do not split al-

together, the shrinking of the boards in

opposite directions warps the whole in

such a manner as to be practically useless

for a pattern which is required to keep

its original shape.

Fig. 4 shows a method often used

where a fairly large flat surface is need-

ed in a pattern where there are no ribs or

other means of helping to keep the wood
straight. A wide board is cut into nar-

row pieces and the pieces reversed and
glued together as shown, the warping of

merce said, so as to distinguish between
absolute necessary services and those
not so necessary. Further, he stated a

distinct call would have to be made to

all interests to save coal just as food was
being saved.

The Minister of Trade and Commerce
said the production of non-anthracite
coal in Canada last year was 13,800,000

tons. Of this over 6,000,000 tons came
from the Maritime, Provinces, chiefly

Nova Scotia; 2,800,000 tons from British

Columbia, 4,600,000 tons from Alberta,

and a small quantity from Saskatche-
wan. This was not sufficient to meet
the country's needs, and about 13,000,000

tons of bituminous coal had been import-

ed from the United States. This repre-

sented the consumption with the ex-

ception of some 1,800,000 tons exported

as bunker coal.

Import All Anthracite

As regards anthracite, Canada was en-

tirely dependent upon the United States.

Last year 4,500,000 tons of anthracite

had been imported into Canada, 250,000

to the Maritime Provinces, 2,000,000 to

tons, which meant that for next year we
were dependent upon the United States
for 18,000,000 tons of coal.

As to the Canadian coal situation, Sir

George could see no possibility of in-

creasing the amount mined. There had
been strikes and delays in the West,
which had decreased the possible output,
while in Nova Scotia the output had been
decreased by shortage of labor due to en-

listment and other causes. On the other
hand, the war caused a very great in-

crease in consumption in the Maritime
Provinces. As a result coal which would
in the ordinary way have gone to Quebec
Province, from the Maritime Provinces
would now be used there, and Quebec
Province would have to import from the

United States.

U. S. Coal Production
In the .United States the normal pro-

duction was 867,000,000 tons of anthra-

cite, and last year the production was
509,000,000 tons of bituminous. As to

the high prices and fear of shortage, Sir

George said the war had caused a vast

increase in coal consumption for indus-

trial purposes, steel alonei accounting
for 40,000,000 tons. This had reacted on
the railways, which were requiring 30

per cent, more for haulage than last

year, which meant another 40,000,000

tons. In addition there had been a

shortage of land haulage, while there

was a shortage of water transport on the

lakes due to the fact that war conditions

had caused vessels to turn to more lu-

crative traffic.

There was need for co-ordinating the

coal dealers and jobbers in Canada with

a view to quick distribution of the coal

when it arrived in Canada, and making
arrangements for the supply, while on

the other side the work of the Fuel Con-

troller was to keep in touch with miners,

transportation and so on, so as to secure

adequate production.

COREMAKING BY WOMEN IN FOUNDRY IN BRITAIN.

Quebec, 2,000,000 to Ontario, and about

half a million to Manitoba.

The total importation of fuel coal for

domestic and industrial purposes was

17,500,000 tons, but stocks of anthracite

in Canada were down about a million

"With present activities," said Sir

George, "it is not impossible that both

the United States and Canada will have

to be put on coal rations so as to dis-

tinguish between absolutely necessary

services and those not so necessary.
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QUEBEC MINERAL PRODUCTION
THE annual report of the Mines
Branch of th^ Department of Coloniza-
tion. Mines and Fisheries of the Pro-
vince of Quebec has just been issued. It

covers the calendar year ending Decem-
ber 81, 1916.

This report, which is addressed to the

Honourable Honore Merrier, the head of
the Department, shows thai the mining
industry of the Province is in a healthy
condition. The mineral production for
the year in question amounted to a value
of $13,'287,024. which is the highest ever
recorded, being an increase of nearly
§200.000 over the previous banner year,
1913.

These results are all the more grati-

fying if we consider that the increase is

wholly attributable to the products of

the mines proper, such as asbestos, cop-
per, cromite. magsestite, molybdenite,
zinc, and lead, whereas the building ma-
teria's. as stone, brick, lime cement,
show decreases. Yet the total shows a

marked advance as compared with prev-
ious years.

B sides the technical review of the
mining operations the report goes fully

into the statistics of accidents in mines,
and the measures to be taken to prevent
them. There has been a shortage of

labor in the mines of the province which
has been keenly felt and which has re-

sulted in a very notable raise of the av-
erage wages.
The report also gives a full account of

the results of an investigation of the
mineral resources along the line of the
Transcontinental Railway, between Her-
vey Junction and Doucet. The volume is

carefully edited and well illustrated, and
will be much appreciated by the inter-

ested public.

@

SPELTER AND SULPHUR
IX a paper published in England by the
Society of Chemical Industry, H. M.
Ridge points out that the main source
of spelter today is zinc blende, which,
when pure, contains 67 per cent, zinc

and 33 per cent, sulphur, but generally
contains also some sulphide of iron and
other impurities.

The utilization of the zinc contents of

the deposit of argentiferous zinc and
lead ore at Broken Hill presented un-
usual difficulty, because of the presence
of garnet and rhodonite of about the
same specific gravity as zinc blende.
This was first overcome by the use of

the Wetherell electro-magnetic separa-
tor with an intensely strong magnetic
field. The process, however, was too ex-
pensive to be able to compete perman-
ently, and was superseded by the mod-
em methods of flotation. To-day the
whole of the zinc concentrates at Broken
Hill are produced by flotation, but these
methods have not, up till now, proved
effective for separating fluorspar or car-
bonates from blende.

The usual method of separating the
sulphur from blende is to roast the ore
with a sufficiency of air to form zinc
oxide and sulphur dioxide. If the sul-

phur has to be used for technical pur-
poses the fumes must not be contamin-
ated ami diluted with fire gases. Con-
structional difficulties were encountered
in the design of furnaces for this pur-
pose. Mutri.nl furnaces have to be used,
in which the lire gases do not come into

contact with the ore, and the heat units
have to be passed through firebrick in

order to maintain the heat while the
last units of sulphur are being oxidized,
and while any sulphates which may have
been formed are decomposed.

®
THE BRITISH COAL DISTRIBUTION

SCHEME
By Mark Meredith

THERE is not the slightest doubt that
the British Coal Controller is to be con-
gratulated on the scheme that is to be
put in operation on September 1, for re-
organizing the transport of coal by pub-
lic railway for inland consumption in

the British Isles. By arranging that
coal shall be sent from pits in certain
specified directions instead of in any
direction there will result the enormous
saving of not less than 700,000,000 ton
miles per annum. Apart from the en-
suing economy in labor and reduction
in wear and tear of rolling stock, this
means that some millions of tons of
coal that would otherwise be required
for locomotive use in what is now seen
to be largely unnecessary haulage will
be freed for national purposes: in addi-
tion wagons and locomotives will become
available for use overseas is required.
Special provision has been made for
meeting cases in which certain particu-
lar descriptions and qualities of coal
are required for special purposes, such
as for automatic stokers, gas producers
and coke ovens. Firms needing coal for
use in these will receive certificates is-

sued by the Controller of Coal Mines en-
titling them to specified supplies of the
particular fuels mentioned in the cer-
tificates. These fuels will be provided
by diversion, where necessary, from
firms who have not received certificates.

Anthracite is the only variety of coal
not affected by the new regulations. Its

occurrence is limited geographically
sneaking, and it has been found impos-
sible to make it fit in with the scheme.
It can therefore be distributed in any
direction, as heretofore, in this respect
resembling coal that is conveyed other-
wise than bv public railway from the
colliery or is conveyed to a port for
shipment. This latter exception affects

London particularly since the greater
portion of the coal consumed in the
metropolis is water-borne. Over 170,-

000,000 tons of coal per annum, are in-

volved in this scheme and of this quan-
tity factories need 55,000,000 tons;
mines, metal industries and chemicals,
etc., also 55.000.000 tons; domestic con-
sumption 30,000,000 tons, and railways
13,000,000 tons. No allowance is made
in these figures for the 80,000,000 tons
of coal required for export and bunkers,
which is not affected by these regula-
tions. There is only one point that need

have further attention and it would be
a good suggestion that an instruction

should be appended to these regulations
that no unpicked coal is to be trans-
ported from the pits to the consumers,
for in a year thousands and thousands
of tons of dirt are transported owing to

the so-called economies now practised at
the pit heads.

.isoj&eiru
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Three young fellows were strolling
along a country lane, and saw approach-
ing them a very patriarchal-looking old
man. Thinking to take a rise out of him,
they accosted him thus: "Hail, Father
Abraham, Father Isaac or Father Jacob."
"Nay, my sons," the old man replied, "I
am none of these, but rather Saul seek-
ing his father's asses, and lo! here have
I found them."

During the voyage of a great liner, a
waggish Welshman was approached by
a fellow-passenger, who said:
"We are getting up a tug-of-war be-

tween a team of married men and a
team of single men; you are married,
aren't you?"
"No," replied the Welshman, "I am

only seasick; that is what makes me
look like this."

For the first three years of their mar-
ried life the wife's mother had lived with
the young couple. Then, one morning,
without even stopping to pack, hubby
fled.

The young wife rushed upstairs and
told the news to her mother. "I sup-
pose some nasty low woman is respon-
sible for his leaving you," said the lat-
ter.

"Yes, mother," said the sorrowing
wife, "there was a woman in it."

"Her name?" demanded the good
lady, palpitating like an enraged motor-
omnibus.

"You, mother," came the whispered
reply.

"Me? Well, I'm sure I never gave him
any encouragement.

First Alderman—"Here's a fine look-
ing street."

Second Ditto—"You're right; what's
the best thing to do with it?"

"Let's have it dug up for a sewer."
"But wouldn't it be proper to have it

paved first?"

"Of course; I thought you would un-
derstand that. Then, after it is paved
and a drain put in, we'll have it repav-
ed."

"All in readiness to be dug up again
for the gas-pipe? I see you understand
the principles of municipal economy. And
after we have it repaved for the second
time, then what?"

"Well, then it will be ready for wid-
ening. There's nothing I admire so much
as system in the care and improvement
of our roadways."
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FOUNDRY TRADE OUTLOOK ENCOURAGING

MORE than ordinary interest should be displayed by
Canadian foundrymen in the coming conventions

of the American Foundrymen's Association and

American Institute of Metals, with their accompanying

exhibition of foundry and machine shop equipment and

supplies. The outbreak of war just over three years ago

found the machinery business in its various spheres of

activity in a somewhat sickly condition, and while a revival,

probably unprecedented in its history followed and is still

largely being maintained, it cannot be said that foundry

work has cut a leading figure. It is of course true that

machine tool castings were in large demand, and such

products as cast steel shell billets were no insignificant

requirement. Gray iron castings are the backbone of the

foundry industry of any country, and while these were

the constituent of machine tool equipment to an abnormal

extent, the fact remains that the call for such castings as

the constituent of a myriad miscellaneous line of products

was materially restricted.

Shell-making, to meet both its own requirements and

those of its Allies does not begin to tax America's steel-

making and machining capacity as it has done in the case

of this Dominion. There are other directions, however,

where the excess capacities can find an outlet, and while

gun-making can lay fair claim to a share of the latter, it

goes without saying that the realms of shipbuilding and

marine engineering are quite broad enough to include a

multiplicity of enterprise in their construction program-

mes. Both gray iron and steel castings are essentials of

the twin industries, that of marine engineering more than

shipbuilding, and in spite of the fact that general mechani-

cal engineering, stationary steam and railroad engineering

require castings—gray iron and steel, of exceptional qual-

ity, size and weight, it may be said that each of the latter

features enters into ship and marine engine construction

to much greater degree, besides having the additional

accompaniment of casting requirements, where quality, size

and weight are not necessarily so important from a

manufacturing standpoint.

Shipbuilding and marine engineering so far as Canada
is concerned are but in their infancy, but we should not lose

sight of the fact that the prospects and possibilities are

such as to transcend those of shell-making, and with the

achievement of the latter still fresh in our minds, is there

any reason why we should not only equal its accomplish-

ment but go one better. The past thirty months has been

largely in the nature of a machine shop display, and while

for the next handful of years at least, this departmental

feature is likely to lose little by way of comparison, let

us not forget that the foundry is going to have its innings

and must needs measure up to its confrere.

The production of marine engine and ship equipment

castings is to a large extent new to foundrymen, both here

and in the United States, under which circumstances there

is all the more reason why the interchange of views made
possible by such meetings and the Exhibition as are about

to be held should be heartily welcomed. Canadian

foundrymen have not participated as largely by personal

representation in past years as they should, aside alto-

gether from the period of the war. Now, however, being

allied in a common cause, and filling, in addition, a com-

mon need, is there any good reason why aloofness should

not be less marked on the coming occasion and for all

time?

More than usually interesting business and social ses-

sions and outings have been arranged by the Executive

Council of the Associations, which taken in conjunction

with the comprehensive display of foundry and machine

shop equipment and supplies to be staged in the Mechanics'

Hall, make it, from all angles, incumbent that every foun^

dryman who can be spared from our shops, should make
his headquarters in Boston for the week of September 24.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
WILLIAM S. A.TWOOD, assistant to vice-president and managing direc

tor, the Canadian Car and Foundry Co., and Canadian Steel foundries,

Montreal, Welland and Fort William, with head office in Transportation

Building, Montreal, was born at Conneaut, Ohio, January L9th, 1876 son of

Edwin and Marion Atwood.

Ho received his education in tin Public and Correspondence Schools, and

m̂
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WILLIAM S. ATWOOD.

came to Canada in January, L902. Previous to joining the staff of the Canadian

Car & Foundry and Canadian Steel Foundries, he occupied the positions of

draughtsman with the Simplex Railway Appliance Co., Hammond, Ind.

;

mechanical engineer with same concern at Montreal; and mechanical engineer,

the Dominion Car & Foundry Co., Montreal.

Mr. Atwood married Jessie A. Elliott, daughter of A. B. Elliott, April 7,

1897, the family consisting of one daughter. His Clubs are Engineers', and

Country; his Societies, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers; Cana-

dian Society of Civil Engineers; K. of P., and I.O.F. His recreations are golf

and tennis, and in religious persuasion he is Methodist. The family residence

is 225 Metcalfe Avenue. Montreal.

Photo courtesy International Press.



PLATING and POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,
Equipment, etc., Used in the Plating and Polishing Industry.

ELECTRO GALVANIZING*
By W. E. Sharpies.

THE electro-galvanizing industry
is a development of the last

twenty years for the protection of
such articles as could not satisfactorily
be galvanized by the hot dipping pro-
cess. It can be applied to all classes of
work, but it has its sphere chiefly in the

TO Ci H LfiATQR

FIG. 1. ELECTRO-GALVANIZING BATH (SIDE
ELEVATION).

protection of such articles as springs,
screws, bolts, nuts and such things,
which cannot be conveniently subjected
to the temperature of the hot galvanizing
bath. Consequently, this process has its

advantages in the treatment of hardened
and tempered goods and machine parts.

It cannot, however, conveniently com-
pete with the hot dipping process for
such goods as sheets, tanks, boilers and
the like.

The zinc coating is effected by electro-

deposition from a bath containing zinc

salts. The coating may be deposited
upcn metals such as iron, copper, etc.,

and although no alloj is formed between
the zinc and the covered metal, the ad-

hesion of same is complete, providing,
of course, that care is taKen to ensure
that the surface of the articles to be
treated is clean arid bright. In the

United States, this process has been
given the commercial development above
noted.

The equipment of an electro-galvaniz-

ing- plant consists essentially of two do-

pa. iments, viz.. cleaning and dipping
departments. The cleaning department
consists of sand blasting apparatus,
suitable tanks for pickling, scouring
and rinsing. The dipping department
consists of suitable tanks for holding the

zinc salts, copper conductors, anodes, low
voltage generator, automatic devices if

adopted, and rinsing tanks. If the class

of work treated is very varied in char-

acter it will, perhaps, hardly be a com-
mercial success to adopt automatic ap-

paratus for the mechanical handling of

the material, except it is done on a large

scale. The surface of the zinc coating

•From paper read before Institute of Metals.

has not the smooth bright surface that
is obtained by the hot dipping process,
but has a matte or frosted finish.

Preliminary Cleaning

The articles to be electro-galvanized
must be, as before stated, thoroughly
free from all cinder, scale and oxides.
The cleaning of the articles can be very
considerably speeded up by the process
of sand blasting, practically eliminating
the use of acids. The process may be
carried out by means of the fixed type
or a mechanical sand blast rolling bar-
rel. The term sand blast is in its

simple form a stream of sand and air at
pressure. Under these conditions the
sand gathers speed as it is carried along
with the air, and thus striges the object
with great force. The cleaning action
of the blast is considerably greater
when the jet is directed slantwise to the
object than when directed at right
angles. Great care has to be exercised
in the making and choice of material for
the sand blast apparatus, otherwise ex-
cessive wear will take place.

There are two systems of sand blast-

ing—the suction and pressure systems—
the latter is that most widely adopted.
The former consists of a cast-iron nozzle
with removable air tip, hard blast tip, air

control valve and hose for conducting the
sand. The mode of operating this type
is to submerge the end of the sand hose
in a receptacle containing sand, and then
open the air valve. The action of the
air flowing through the nozzle causes
the dry sand to be ejected from the hard
nozzle with considerable velocity.

The latter type is the pressure or

single hose type, where the air is admit-

FIG. 2. ELECTRO-GALVANIZTNG BATH (END
ELEVATION),

ted to a closed receptacle containing
sand under the same pressure as that to

be used in the blast. There is a rinsing

chamber into which the sand is fed

through a suitable valve, the sand mix-
ing with the air, which enters through a

separate apparatus, the mixture being
discharged through a single hose and
nozzle. The core of the hose is general-

ly made, in the better installations, of

practically pure rubber. The air pres-

sure used varies. In the more modern
installations working between 10 and 70
lb. pressure per square inch the mainten-
ance cost is not so great and apparatus
is less bulky. A one inch hose and Vt -

inch nozzle will consume approximately
70 cubic ft. at 60 lb. per square inch
pressure. The men operating sand
blasting apparatus should always wear
some suitable protection for the eyes and

FIG. 3. ELECTRO-GALVANIZING BATH
(PLAN).

respiratory organs, especially in the
large sizes of apparatus, where the man
actually enters the blast chamber.

In some cases diamond grit and steel

chilled shot is being used, sinees these
substances do not become disintegrated
in the same way as sand, consequently
they can be used many times before it

Vcomes necessary to replace them. Af-
ter the material to be electro-galvanized
has thus been subjected to the action of
the sand blast, it is put through the
pic.:: .g process. Cold rolle i material
and malleable iron can be easily pickled,
i

'
[Uiring but a mild solution of acid, but

hoi ro'led metal requires a strong so-
Iuup-n of acid owing to the hard scale.

Cast ircn is probably the mos: difficult

substance to treat owing to the class of
mixtuie, temperature at which it is cast*

facing used, and burning in of the sand.

Pickling, Neutralizing and Rinsing
Tanks

In the electro-galvanizing industry
the pickling, neutralizing and rinsing
tmks arc usually made of blister. The
reason rcr this is that owing to the ar-
ticles having been subjected to the ac-

tion f the sand blast, the scale etc., ha;
nearly, if not all, been removed. Con-
sequently they only require to be sub-

jected to the action of a mill pickle to

ensure perfect cleanliness, which is ab-
solutely essential to the success of the

process. These tanks are usually made,
of good quality cypress or pitch pine. If

care is taken in the construction, there
should be no necessity to line them with
sheet lead. This latter method of finish-

ing off a tank is very often seen, but
nevertheless it is a very serious item,

in the cost of construction of the" tanks."
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Tanks used for holding acid solutions
should be put together, for preference,
with copper bolts and nuts although if

one does not care to go to this expense
a good substitute is obtained by using
iron bolts well coated with tar. After
the material has been treated in the

pickling tank, it is passed forward to

the neutralizing tank, to neutralize any
acid left upon the surface of the article.

The material is then passed forward to

the scouring and rinsing tanks where
any remaining traces of grease are re-

moved. It is now ready for submerging
in the electro depositing bath.

Elect ro-Galvanizing Hath

The electro-galvanizing bath is con-
structed of timber usually good quality
cypress or pitch pine, in an exactly
similar manner as the tanks used for

pickling, neutralizing and rinsing.

The construction of this tank is clear-

ly shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3. A is the timber
tank, suitable bolted together with cop-
per bolts and nuts for preference. Iron
bolts and nuts may be substituted if

well coated with tar or some good anti-

corrosive paint.

B is the lead sheet lining, which, as

one can understand, is the chief item of

expense in the construction.

C is a secondary lining of timber; the

object of fixing this lining is to protect
the lead lining from puncture due to

rough usage.

D are the zinc anodes which are suit-

ablv supported from the conductor bars
F.

There are two of these conductor bars,

one on each side of the tank. They are
supported on, and insulated from, the
tank by means of porcelain insulaters

J. The zinc anodes D are supported up-
on the the conductors bars by means of

copper or steel clips; in the case of

those directly supported between the

conductor bars, copper or steel rods (K
Fig. 3). rests upon the bars upon which
are slung the other anodes. The num-
ber of these anodes, of course, varies
with the size of the work to be treated.

The hook E is for supporting the work-

to be coated in the electrolyte. This
hook is fixed on a rod L, Fig. 3, which
is either made of copper or steel. The
rod L rests upon copper plates H, Fig.

1, which in turn are insulated from the

conductor bar F, by means of suitable

insulators G. The two conductor bars
are connected together by means of fiat

bars. One of the copper plates H, and
the conductor bars F, have suitable con-

nections, for the purpose of completing
the electric circuit from the generator.

Attention is required to see that the

connections are kept in a state of

cleanliness so as to prevent any resist-

ance to the flow of electric current
through the electrolyte, The material is

suitably supported in the depositing bath
by means of bolts and hooks, the zinc

anodes are then fixed round the article

—as evenly spaced and distant from the

article as possible. The zinc anodes are
connected to the positive pole of the
dynamo, and the material to be coated,

or cathode, is connected to the negative
pole of the dynamo. The current is now
switched on, when the deposition will

then begin to take effect. After the de-
posit of zinc upon the article has taken
place to the required amount, the article
is removed to the rinsing bath, where it

is well rinsed. It is then transferred to

the drying stools, where it is examined.
The electric current is generally de-

rived from a dynamo driven by a motor,
either belted or direct driven. A voltme
ter. ammeter, and rheostat are required
to control the voltage and amperes re-
quired for the varying classes of work
treated. It is a convenience to have the
dynamo and control apparatus situated
as close to the electro depositing bath as
possible, so that they may be under di-

rect control of the operator.

The dynamos used in this class of
work are of the low voltage high ampere
capacity type, the capacity varying, of
course, upon the class and quantity of
work to be handled in a given time,
opinions differ as to the voltage requir-
ed, but it is a fact that a low voltage-

will give softer and tougher deposit than
a high voltage. Some galvanizers use a
voltage of 2 volts for light work, while
others use 7 volts. If the work in hand
is large a higher voltage is necessary,
due to the resistance set up, owing to
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the size of the tank and the distance of

the work from the anode. One square
foot of exposed surface will require
from 7 to 15 amperes, and will require
approximately 30 minutes to deposit a

coating of zinc weighing 1 oz. per square
foot. Oast anodes are preferable to

rolled anodes, as the structure is more
crystalline and open, and is consequent-
ly disintegrated more easily under the
action of the current. The anode sur-

face should be about 30 per cent, great-
er than the cathode surface. The elec-

trolyte or zinc solutions used in the de-

positing baths vary as to their contents.

Below are given three representative
electrolytes:

(1)—Zinc sulphate, 200 lbs.; sulphate
of sodium crystals, 20 lb.; sulphate of

aluminium, 10 lb.; boric acid, 3 lb.; water
to 100 gals.

(2)—Zinc chloride, 125 lb.; ammon-
ium chloride, 60 lb.; grape sugar, 10 lb.;

water to 100 gals.

(3)—The following solution will give

a very soft deposit which will stand
bendine: Zinc sulphate, 200 lb; ammon-
ium chloride, 12% lb.; sulphuric acid. 3

lb.; water to 100 gals.

Attention should be given to see that
the electrolyte does not become neutral,

as this causes the deposit to become
spongy. Consequently, the electrolyte
should be periodically tested with blue
litmus paper, which upon dipping the
same in the solution should become red
immediately. At the same time, to en-
sure there is not too much free acid in

the solution, it should be tested by dip-
ping in the solution a piece of Congo
paper, which should not become blue
when dipped.

There are a great many mechanical
plating machines upon the market adapt-
ed for the coating of articles with zinc.
These mechanical contrivances differ
from each other in their construction
and in the arrangement of the anodes.
The class of work covered by means of
these machines is very varied, some be-
ing made to deal with small articles in
bulk, such as screws, tacks, etc., up to
such articles as wire netting, tubes, etc.

®

Questions and Answers
Question.—In the manufacture of a

brass cup shaped piece upon which we
solder a small brass lug and a strip of
tinned brass, we have experienced con-
siderable difficulty in removing the dis-
roloration caused by heat during the
soldering operation. We find the re-
moval of the tarnish by chemical means
to be a rather expensive operation and
as the elimination of even a portion of
the present labor would be well worth
accomplishing, we shall appreciate any
suggestion which you may offer regard-
ing the reduction of costs for this par-
ticular purpose.—A.R.W.
Answer.—The discoloration which you

refer to may be prevented to a very
great extent by the absorption of super-
fluous heat during the soldering opera-
tion. We are confident you will find

preventive measures less costly and
equally as satisfactory as the treatment
necessary for removal of the tarnish by
either chemical or mechanical means.
Mix two parts of asbestos with one part
of portland cement, in water to the con-
sistency of mortar, or purchase ordinary
prepared asbestos stove lining which
contains fire clay in place of the port-
land cement, and mix with water in
same manner. Fill one of the 'cup
shaped pieces of brass with the asbestos
paste. Form a small ring on one end
of a short piece of % in. wire and insert
the other end in the center of the asbes-
tos, filling or plug. This wire is to be
used as a means of handling the dried
plug. Set the mould aside until dry, or
drying may be hastened by slow heat,

too much heat will crack the plug while
drying. During the soldering operation
the asbestos plug is simply placed in-

side the cup shaped piece of brass and
the soldering operation is performed as

usual. The asbestos plug will absorb
the surplus heat and prevent the brass
from becoming discolored. The solder-

ing flux may have some effect upon the

results obtained, therefore a good non-
corroding soldering paste is prefer' ' <

and the brass will then require no s.;V
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sequent treatment for removal of stains
or tarnish. A sufficient number of the
plugs should be made to enable the
soldering operation to pro.-eed continu-
ously with cool plugs. This idea is now
being used by manufacturers of muni-
tions and is remarkably effective in re-

ducing the cost of production. The ma-
terial necessary is cheap and very little

time is required to prepare a large
number of plugs. The use of the plugs
does not increase the cost of soldering
as no extra time is consumed by insert-

ing or removing the plugs. A trial will

convince you of the practical value of

this simple preventative measure. By
using a rotating carrier, similar to a

wheel in a horizontal position the solder-

ing operation may be more rapidly ef-

fected as it is then possible to employ
an assistant to insert the plug and place

the small pieces in position for heating
and soldering. The heating is effected

by a gas flame on either side of the

pocket for holding the brass cup aid as

the conveyer moves from the flame, it

passes between two pipes from which a

blast of cold air is forced upon the

soldered articles. One man or woman
proficient at soldering will, with the

assistance of a boy or girl, easily solder

2,000 to 2,500 complete pieces in ten

hours.

Question.—What solution can we use

to produce a black smut on brass, which
will relieve easily. We are using black

nickel but it is too hard for relief work.
Answer.—Make a solution of sodium

carbonate and water, with a density of

5 deg. Beaume. Mix a small amount of

nickel carbonate and liquid ammonia,
and add the mixture to the sodium car-

bonate solution until a slight grey de-

posit is obtained by use of weak electric

current. Stir the solution thoroughly to

facilitate a uniform solution. When a

grey deposit is obtained, add small

quantities of copper carbonate and
ammonia mixed in same manner as the

nickel carbonate, add the copper-am-
monia mixture until a satisfactory black

smut is produced. If the smut becomes
too hard add more copper carbonate and
ammonia. If too soft add more nickel

carbonate and ammonia. You will find

this formula will enable you to prepare

a solution which will effect a great sav-

ing in time and material. It can be
used on silver, brass, copper, nickel-

silver for any purpose where a relief de-

posit is necessary. Keep the container

highly covered when not in use.

* * *

Question.—How is sulphuretted hy-

drogen made, and how is it used to

detect the presence of copper in a nickel

solution.

Answer.— Procure a wide mouthed
bottle and a tight fitting cork or rubber
stopper, a small glass funnel with long
stem, two pieces of glass tubing about
four or five in. long and a foot or so of

rubber tubing of a diameter to snugly
fit the glass tubing. Cut two holes

through the stopper and insert the fun-

n nl stem through one hole and to within

about one inch of the bottom of the
bottle, insert one of the glass tubes in
the other hole in the stopper and only
to about one inch below the stopper.
Connect the latter tube to the rubber
tubing and insert the second piece of
glass tubing to the free end of the rub-
ber tubing. This will form a cheap and
efficient apparatus for the manufacture
of sulphuretted hydrogen in small
quantities.

To make the gas.—Place a small
quantity of iron sulphide in the bottle,

add water until the bottle is about one
third full, then pour a little sulphuric
acid in the funnel, do not allow the
liquid in the bottle to reach the short
tube.

To use the gas.—take a quantity of
the nickel solution to be tested, in a
beaker or small glass vessel and place
the glass tube at the end of the rubber
tubing, in the nickel solution and allow
the gas to enter the solution. If the
nickle solution is alkaline or neutral, add
enough sulphuric acid to render it acid

or until blue litmus paper is turned red
when immersed in the solution. If the
gas causes a brown precipitate to form,
copper is in the solution. To remove
the copper,—allow the gas to flow

until precipitate ceases to form, allow
to settls, filter and boil to expel all sul-

phuretted hydrogen, then neutralize with
ammonia.

* * *

Question.—For several months past
we have experienced great difficulty with
some of our heavy castings after plat-

tog. These castings have deep back
grounds and after being finished for a

short time begin to show blisters on the

portions which are not polished, these

places are also dark; small brown spots

appear, and the plate peels off, then rust

spreads quickly and the surface finish

is ruined. We have been told that our

pickling method was responsible for the

results, but as we have always pickled

our castings, we hesitate in condemning
this method of preparing grey iron cast-

ings for polishing and plating. Please

give us your opinion regarding the ques-

tion .

Answer.—It has frequently been said

that work properly pickled is half pol-

ished. This statement is true to a great

extent when referring to steel stamp-
ings, angle iron, brass and hronze cast-

ings, etc., 'but it does not apply with

force to grey iron or malleable castings.

"57 varieties of pickles" may be found in

the various metal finishing plants as

well as on the shelves of wholesale gro-

cery show-rooms. Any pickling solu-

tion will have bad effects in the finished

product where a back ground which
cannot be polished is included. Some
platers have very effectively killed the

acid remaining in the pores of the cast-

ing, to some extent (by treating the

strong alkali solutions, but the results

are always doubtful. Possibly this has

been the case with your product hereto-

fore, or perhaps those in charge of the

solutions have become careless, or en-

deavored to economize and overstepped
the limits. If hydrofluoric acid has been
used we can only say that hydrofluoric
acid has caused more trouble in the
pickling room and subsequently in the
plating room than any other chemical
employed in the treatment of metal
goods. Pickling at best is a dirty,

sloppy, unhealthy task and we dare say
you have experienced considerable
trouble in keeping a man of even
shadowy intellect at it long enough to

get him trained to do the work uni-
formly well. There are two ways which
we would suggest to overcome the

trouble confronting you at present.

Mill the castings thoroughly and scratch
brush them. This method is still being
employed by some very prominent stove

manufacturers, but it is necessarily

slow and expensive, valuable space is

required for sufficient mill or tumblers
and power for these is no small factor

in the costs. Thus additional room,
power and labor is required for scratch

brushing. Therefore this method is not
at all practicable for general use al-

though as stated it is used by several

firms. The more efficient and less ex-

pensive method is sand blasting. The
first cost of installing a sand blast is

not much greater than the cost of a

pickling plant, and if the improved steel

shot are used instead of sand, the work
can be treated very quickly and at no
greater cost than pickling or possibly

at a lower cost, and the results both at

the time of treatment and during con-

tinued use of the finished article, are

not to be compared from the stand-

point of durable, clean surface. Sand
blasting is superior to pickling in many
respects, smaller space is required for-

given amount of work, less power,
greater cleanliness, larger efficiency, de-

fective castings are easily detected,

clean white back grounds are asserted,

the pores of the metal are not charged
with acids which may eventually ruin

the casting as well as the finish, time
and labor in filling and unloading mills

is eliminated, there are no broken cast-

ings as a result of improper tumbling,

no castings lost in pickle tank or ruined

by over pickling and a clean uncon-
taminated surface is produced for the

electro-deposited metal finish, the metal
shot now employed for blasting permits

of absolute safety, and removes 99 per

cent, of the danger attending the use of

glass sand. Our advice is. Throw
your pickling solution in the sewer, and
install a blasting apparatus, your fin-

ished product will then be a thing of

beauty instead of a constant menace to

your peace of mind.
©

WHEN glvcerine is unobtainable the

following is recommended as a flux for

soldering Britannia metal: Olive oil, 500

grammes, tallow, 400 grammes. Melt
and slowly stir in 250 grammes of

powdered resin and bring the mixture

just to a boil. All the mixture to cool,

then stir in 125 grammes of a saturated

solution of sal ammonia. Use when
cold.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

pk; iron

Gtcj Forge, Pittsburgh 147 M
Lake Superior, charcoal.

Chicago 58 00
Standard low phos.. Philadel-
phia 87 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh ",1 ''"'

Basic Valley, furnace IS 0J

Montreal Toronto

Victoria
Hamilton

FINISHED IKON AND STEEL

Iron bars, base
Steel bar.!, base
Steel bars, 2 in. larger, base
Small shapes, base

$5 25
5 50
6 00
5 75

METALS
Aluminum $ 64 00
Antimony 20 00
Copper, lake 34 00
Copper, electrolytic 34 00
Copper, casting 33 00
Lead 13 00
Mercury 100 00
Nickel .• 50 00
Silver, per oz 98
Tin 64 00
Zinc 11 00

Pnces per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers" Buying Prices.

Montreal
Copper, light $22 00
Copper, crucible ... 23 00
Copper, heavy 23 00
Copper wire 23 00
No. 1 machine com-

position 20 00
New brass turnings 16 00
No. 1 brass turnings 14 00
Light brass 12 00
Medium brass 16 00
Heavy brass 18 00
Heavy melting steel. 21 00
Steel turnings 12 00
Shell turnings 12 00
Boiler plate 22 00
Axles, wrought iron. 30 00
Rails 25 00
No. 1 machine cast

iron 25 00
Malleable scrap 20 00
Pipe, wrought 19 00
Car wheels, iron.... 26 00
Steel axles 29 00
Mach. shop turnings 8 50
Cast borings 12 00
Stove plate 19 00
Scrap zinc 8 00
Heavy lead 10 00
Tea lead 7 00

Aluminum 30 00

COKE AND COAL
Solvay foundry coke 13 05
Connelsville foundry coke... 14 OD
Steam lump coal 7 25
Best slack 6 50

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto

Toronto
$22 00
27 0!)

26 50
26 50

22 00
19 ill

16 00
10 50
16 on

18 no

17 0D
8 (in

12 00
10 50
2! (1:1

18 (III

25 00
20 nn

9 00
25 nn

30 00
8 50

8 :.n

19 00
9 :.o

10 75

7 no

35 00

BILLETS
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $ 75 00

Open hearth billets 95 00

Forging billets 100 00

Wire rods 90 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

', in $12 00

5-16 in 11 50

% in 11 15

7-16 in 10 90

'j in 10 70

9-16 in 10 70

% in 10 50
•-, in 10 40
7
s in 10 25

1 inch 10 10

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, guaranteed 37
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Putty. 100-lb drums 4 35
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 15.45

Glue. English, per lb 38
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 31%
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls. 61
Linseed oil, boiled, single
"bbls 1 49

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 52
Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2 50
Lead wool, per lb 15
Sandpaper, B. & A... list plus 20
Emery cloth list plus 33 1-3

Borax, crystal 15

Sal Soda 03' :,

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04 1

,

Rosin "D," per lb 03

Rosin "G." per lb 03'-

Borax crystal and granular. 15

Wood alcohol, per gallon 2 15

Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. 2 20

SHEETS.
Montreal

Sheets, black. No. 28.$11 00
Sheets, black. No. 10. 11 50
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 11 00
Canada plates, a 1 1

bright 12 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 12 25
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 11 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 11 75

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 12 00
Colborne Crown, No.

2S 11 25
Premier, No. 28 U.S. 13 75
Premier. 10% oz 13 85
Zinc sheets 20 00

Toronto

$11 00
11 50

11 00

12 50

12 nn

10 75

10 75

10 25

10 nn

12 70

13 no

20 nn

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

'.•. in $16
8-16 in 11

'( in 8
5-16 in 7

s in 6

7-16 in 6
'•_. in 6

6

6

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt.

X in.

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A, add

7 •_.',
; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35</< ; standard buishings, 50% ;

headers, 60% ; flanged unions, 40% ;

malleable bushings, 50% ; nipples,

55% ; malleable lipped unions, 50%.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to

Copper 40 to
Tin 68 to
Silver, per oz 1.05 to
Zinc 16 to

Prices per lb.

2.00
.38
.70

1.00
.18

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45
Cut nails 5 35 5 35
Miscellaneous wire nails 60%

Acid.
Acid,

Acid,
Acid,
Acid.

PLATING CHEMICALS
boracic $

hydrochloric
hydrofluoric
nitric

sulphuric
Ammonia, acqua
Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret..
Ammonium, sulphate
Arsenic, white
Caustic soda
Copper, carbonate, anhy . .

Copper, sulphate
Cobalt sulphate
Iron perch loiide

Lead acetate
Nickel ammonium sulphate.

Nickel sulphate
Potassium carbonate
Potassium sulphide substitute

Silver nitrate (per oz.)

Sodium bisulphite

Sodium carbonate crystals..

Sodium cyanide, 129-130%..
Sodium cyanide. 98-100%...
Sodium hydrate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.)

Tin chlo ride

Zinc chloride
Zinc sulphate .

Prices per lb. unless other

stated.

.20

.05

.141..

.10

.05

.08

.08

.11

.40

.07

.10

.07

.50

.16

.70

.20

.16

.12

.15

.75

.20

.45

.10

.05

.46

.38

.05

.14

5.00
.60

.60

.09

BELTING, NO. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, singl and

double 30-5%
Standard 10';

Cut leather lacing, No. 1.... 1 50

Leather in sdes 1 35i

per lb

Polishing wheels,
bullneck

Pumice, ground
Emery composition... .08 to
Tripoli composition.. .04 to
Crocus composition... .07 to
Rouge, powder 30 to
Rouge, silver 50 to

" Prices per lb.

$3 00

1.70
.05

.09

06
.08

.35

.55

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Copper wire, list plus 10.

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x60 base... 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 >2 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base % in. to 1

in. rd 55
Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20

oz 60
Brass tubing, seamless 57
Copper tubing, seamlss .... 58

ROPE AND PACKINGS.
Plumbers' oakum, per lb 09
Packing square braided 34
Packing, No. 1 Italian 40
Packing, No. 2 Italian 32
Pure Manila rope
British Manila rope
New Zealand Hemp
Transmission rope. Manila..
Drilling cables. Manila....
Cotton Rope, 'i-in. and up. .

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor Oil, per lb

Royalite. per gal., bulk
Palacine
Machine oil, per gal
Black oil, per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil, Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil, per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic
Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

.37

.31

.31

,43

.39

.47

40
16

19

26-4
15
45%
36',

OS

50

88
37 'V

39%
12':'.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade .... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 50
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 40
Delta Files 37%.
Nicholson 40
P.H. and Imperial 50

Globe 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 50

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 4.—The machinery
exhibit at the Canadian National Exhibi-
tion, now being held here, is in general
character similar to that of pre-war
years. There are no exhibits showing
munitions machinery or equipment ex-

clusively, and in this respect it is in line

with the last developments in the ma-
chine tool business. An interesting fea-

ture, and one showing possibilities of

considerable development, is the exhibi-

tion of farm tractors. These are being
used extensively now, and are bound to

become more popular as they improve in

design and workmanship.
Steel

The situation in the iron and steel

trade is practically unchanged from last

month, and prices continue stationary,

with a weaker tendency. It is understood
that some progress is being made in re-

gard to the adjustment of the embargo
on steel from the United States, but no
announcement has been made regarding
the progress of negotiations. No official

statement has been given out from
Washington concerning the U.S. Govern-
ment price fixing policy, although a pub-
lic announcement of maximum prices for

various grades of steel from certain mills
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is expected shortly. It is believed that
steel prices will be fixed by the War In-
dustries Board on a cost-plus-profit basis,
but whether or not this will be extended
to include steel for private consumers is

not known. In the meantime the mar-
ket is unsettled, with new business al-
most at a standstill. Consumers are buy-
ing as little material as possible in the
hope of lower prices, and are waiting un-
til the situation clears up. There is still

a shortage of steel, but some relief is

looked for now that the mills have more
tonnage available for domestic require-
ments. This will also to some extent re-
lieve the tight situation caused by the
embargo. The Canadian mills with their
increased capacity will be in a better
position than ever before to supply the
demands of the home market. Produc-
tion has shown an increase lately on ac-
count of the cooler weather, but the coke
situation continues to cause considerable
anxiety and the steel output may be cur-
tailed because of this unless supplies of
coke can be steadily maintained, which
at the present moment appears rather
doubtful.

In the United States market, demands
for war purposes, and particularly for
shipbuilding, are more than sufficient to
keep all steel producers working at the
limit of capacity. There is not enough
steel to meet all demands, and with Gov-
ernment and Allies requirements having
to be filled before the private consumer
can participate, the latter has to take
what he can get. Private enterprise is

consequently considerably restricted.

For this reason, and because of the pre-
vailing high prices, domestic business is

slow. The trade is waiting developments
at Washington, and until the price fixing

policy is settled no important change in

the situation is anticipated. Prices con-
tinue to show an easier tendency, parti-
cularly on semi-finished material, and
further declines are looked for. Produc-
tion is being curtailed because of lack
of men and shortage of raw materials.
There is a serious deficiency in supplies
of pig iron and semi-finished steel at
some important plants. The sheet mar-
ket continues active, with buying prin-
cipally for U. S. Government account.
Prices in the home market are un-
changed.

Pig Iron
The situation in the domestic pig iron

market is unchanged, and prices of foun-
dry iron continue nominal at $60 a ton.

Considerable difficulty is being experi-
enced in getting coke in sufficient, quanti-
ties owing to the scarcity of cars. On
the other side of the line there is a heavy
demand for pig iron, and the furnaces
are having difficulty in completing con-
tracts. Deliveries are somewhat delayed,
but production is improving with cooler

weather. Coke production is increasing.

but shortage of cars is holding prices

firm. The trade is expecting an an-
nouncement from Washington within a
short time as to the price at which coke
is to be sold. In view of possible Gov-
ernment control of the coke market,
lower prices are anticipated.

Scrap
market for old materials continues

quiet at unchanged prices, but a mod-
erate recession in values is likely, par-
ticularly in copper and brass. Steel
and cast iron scrap are in good demand
and the prices have been well main-
tained on the basis of last week's quot-
ations. Supplies of shell steel turnings
now considerably reduced in volume are
being readily absorbed with prices show-
ing a firmer tendency. The new steel
plant at Ashbridge's Bay is using con-
siderable of this material and dealers'
stocks are not by any means, as heavy
as they were a few months ago.

Machine Tools
The past week has been fairly quiet

in the machine tool trade in regard to
sales, although the Machinery Hall at
the local exhibition has been the centre
of considerable activity. The trend of
events in the trade is reflected in the
exhibits as there is comparatively little

machinery or equipment being shown
that would be required exclusively in the
manufacture of shells. In this respect
the exhibits follow more along the lines

of pre-war times than last year.

Supplies
Although there has been lately some

falling off in demand for machine shop
supplies, business continues in steady
volume. The difficulty now is to obtain
goods promptly and dealers are obliged
to place their orders well ahead which
means carrying considerable stocks.

Prices on all lines are holding very firm
with advances on some goods. Due to

recent advances in the price of Mid-
Continent oil to $2.00 a barrel, there is

a firm situation in the refined products
such as gasoline, benzine, and coal oil.

The heavy consumption is an additional

factor that is giving firmness to the
market. Prices of gasoline and benzine
are unchanged.

Metals
Comparatively little interest is being

displayed by consumers in metals and
the markets are quiet. The reason for

the lack of interest is the uncertainty
surrounding the United States Govern-
ment's attitude with regard to prices.

There is some apprehension in the trade
in regard to future developments and
the markets are consequently easier al-

though prices are unchanged in the

meantime. The local situation is un-
changed from last week and the market
continues somewhat unsettled.

Copper.—The market is neglected and
no business of consequence is now offer-

ing. Production is the U.S. is being
seriously interfered with by labor

troubles at the mines, some of which
are said to have closed down. The larger

producers are practically out of the mar-
ket and there is some fear that the sup-

ply will be insufficient to permit copper
to be used for any purpose other than

for munitions and war equipment. Prices

are entirely nominal and unchanged,
lake and electrolytic being quoted at

34c and castings at 33c per pound.
Tin.—The market is quiet with no

feature of particular interest to note.

Business is dull owing to uncertainty in

the situation in London, where the mar-
ket has been subject to considerable fluc-

tuation. Local price 64c per pound.

Spelter.—The spelter situation con-
tinues unsettled and the market has an
easier tendency. It is said that produc-
tion has fallen off considerably on ac-

count of the inability of producers to

sell spelter at a profit at current prices.

Local price lie per pound.

Lead.—The market is very quiet but
has a fairly strong undertone and prices

are holding steady. Consumers are

keeping out of the market pending de-

velopments at Washington. Local situ-

ation at 13c per pound.

Antimony.—The market is still quiet

and prospects are not too bright for

immediate improvement. Prices are un-

changed at 20c per pound.

Aluminum.—Little interest is shown
in aluminum and the market is rather

unsettled with an easier undertone.

Price 64c per pound.

Foundry Supplies and Chemicals

Prices of foundry equipment have not

as yet shown any Indication of coming
down, although the expected decline in

cost of raw materials will ultimately be

reflected in finished goods. Lower costs,

however, will not immediately follow re-

cessions in raw materials as other factors

have to be taken into consideration. In-

creased operating charges, including

higher wages than formerly obtained, will

tend to keep manufacturing costs up and
consequently prices of machinery and
equipment will be maintained at high
levels for some considerable time. The
foundry trade is quite active, particularly

the steel casting end of the business. This-

in itself will tend to hold prices firm until

such time as the demand begins to fall off

which, in view of the favorable trade

conditions, will not be just yet. As a

general rule, however, prices are not ad-

vancing to any marked extent, but con-

tinue to hold firm. While the crest of

prices of chemicals has doubtless been
reached, conditions are such that no im-

portant declines may be looked for as the

demand is still active and indications

point to a continuance of existing con-

ditions for some considerable time. Prices

generally are holding firm with no
changes to note.

READERS QUERIES .

WHAT percentage of scrap should be

used in machinery castings to have just

the right grade of grain to work well

on lathe?

Is scrap in too large quantity suppos-

ed to harden grain of casting to a great

extent ?

Does coke, when not well proportion-

ed, affect much the quality of casting?

What is the difference in grade of

casting when cast very hot, and just

hot enough to run well ?

What is the best mixture to obtain

good grade castings for lathe" work, in a

24-inch cupola.—K.P.
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Highly Serviceable Foundry Ladles

A Favorite Brush

Bench Rammers

Charcoal or Coke Baskets

No Extra Profits to

Keep Up the Price

That point is important for the foundry-

man. We do not use our "Direct-to-

Consumer" policy to scrape in more
profits. We have for 25 years been

steadily securing the confidence of Can-

adian foundrymen solely through our

straightforward dealings and quality

service.

Those of you who have not yet had the

benefit of dealing with us, we ask you to

make a list of your immediate require-

ments and send us a trial order. Illus-

trated opposite are a few of our pro-

ducts. We carry all foundry needs.

WRITE US NOW.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON ONTARIO - CANADA

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.



INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

WaJkerville, Ont.—Fred F. Ferguson,
of St. Thomas, Ont., will establish a grey
iron foundry here.

The St. Maurice Foundries, Ltd., has
been incorporated with a capital of

$49,000 to carry on a foundry business
at Three Rivers, Que.

R. B. Bennett, of Tacoma, Wash., has
been appointed consulting engineer for

the Ladysmith Smelting Corporation,
Ladysmith, B.C.

Shawinigan Falls, Que.—Church, Ross
& Co. of Montreal, have been awarded
the contract for erecting a factory for

the Canadian Aloxite Co. F. T. Tone is

manager of this concern.

Owen Sound, Ont.—At the regular
meeting the Town Council unanimously
endorsed the new steel industry by-law
after several amendments had been pro-
posed. It was also decided to hold the

election on the by-law on Sept. 15.

Copper Cliff, Ont.—The Canadian Cop-
per Corporation will increase its capitai

stock to $10,000,000. The new capitai

will be used to develop the property, and
will include the erection of a 3,000-ton

mill.

Hamilton, Ont.—General contract for
the Steel Company of Canada's coke
oven plant to be erected here has been
awarded to the Wilpute Coke Oven Cor-
poration, New York. The cost will be
about $1,500,000.

Thomas Peck president of the Peck
Rolling Mills, Montreal, died at Kenne-
bunk Beach, Me., on Sept. 5, aged 75. Mr.
Peck had been associated with the steel

business all his life and had been pre-

sident of the concern for the last five

years.

C. Royer, for several years manager
of the L'Air Liquide Society, Montreal,
has severed his connection with the firm.

He contemplates starting as a consulting
engineer in the oxy-acetylene process of

cutting and welding in general engineer-
ing practice.

C. Wheeler, for the past two years
general superintendent of the St. Law-
rence Iron Foundry, and also the St.

Lawrence Machinery Co., recently incor-

porated, has resigned his position. The
strenuous work of the past year has ne-
cessitated Mr. Wheeler taking a well-

earned rest.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—The blast fur-

nace which the Alsroma Steel Co. have
removed from Midland, will when erect-

ed have an approximate capacity of 400
tons of pig iron per day. The company
have recently installed a 75-ton open-
hearth furnace, which will bring the

steel making capacity of the plant up to

50.000 tons of billets per month.
Fred S. Ferguson, manager, and

Thomas Charlton, foundry superinten-
dent of the Canada Iron Corporation, St.

Thomas, Ont., have resigned, and will

open the new plant of the Standard Foun-

dry & Supply Co., at Walkerville, Ont.

They were each presented with a club

bag by the employees of the Canada
Iron Corporation last Saturday as a token
of regard.

Ottawa, Ont.—Potash has been dis-

covered at Muskoka Lake, Ont., and the

Salts and Potash Co. of Canada (of To-
ronto) have been granted permission on
the application of J. Ogle Carss, to divert

water from the lake to extract the pot-

ash, and also to lease vacant Dominion
lands abutting on Muskoka Lake in con-

nection with the recovery and utiliza-

tion of the potash and other minerals.

John Watson & Son of Montreal, Ltd.,

Montreal, Que., have recently secured

contracts for metal and architectural

iron work for the following buildings.

The new Toronto Terminal station;

C.N.R. station at Montreal; American
Can Co. factory, Montreal; power
house at Lennoxville, Que.; John Aird's

bakery at Montreal; Consumers Cord-

age Co., Montreal, and the new office

building for the greater Montreal Land
& Investment Co.

Acquire New Plant.—Owing to the in-

creasing volume of business, the St.

Lawrence Welding Co., of 138 Inspector

Street, Montreal, have acquired a new
plant at 39 Olier Street, where they in-

tend to handle all their heavy work, a

feature that is now a large portion of

their general output. The shop at 138

Inspector Street will be retained to take

cue of small welding repairs. In addi-

tion to the new plant of 100 by 24 feet,

a new section, 25 by 40 feet, has been

built, to be used as a brass foundry,

work in this portion to be commenced in

the near future.

Algoma Steel Co.'s Output.—The out-

put of the Algomi Steel Corporation.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., for the year end-

ing June 30, was 348.519 tons of pig iron

and 280,296 tons of finished steel. The
output consisted of shell steel, together

with rails and merchant bars. Opei-a-

tions have been largely governed by the

requirements of the Imperial Munitions

Roard. which has regulated the distribu-

tion of the company's product. Through-
out the twelve months somewhat diffi-

cult conditions have prevailed, especially

as regards labor and materials, the de-

liveries of the latter having been seri-

ously hampered. Especially was this the

case with coal, the bringing in of which
on account of car shortage necessitated

continued and expensive importation

throughout the winter months after the

close of lake navigation. Conditions have
improved somewhat, but materials are

generally and necessarily more difficult

to obtain, whilst deliveries are only ob-

tainable far ahead.

U. S. Companv for Greaves-Etchers
Furnace.—T. H. Watson & Co., Sheffield,

England, who control the patents of the

Greaves-Etchells Electric Furnace, an-
nounce the formation of an American
company to handle the furnace business
in the United States and Canada. The
new company will be known as the Elec-
tric Furnace Construction Co., with head
offices in the Finance Building, Philadel-

phia. The Greaves-Etchells furnace is

well known in the Sheffield district, and
other parts of England, and over thirty

furnaces ranging in size from V* ton to

12 %tons capacity have been contracted
for, including special Government equip-

ments. Frank Hodson, a partner of the

T. H. Watson & Co., is now in the United
States arranging the details of the new
company, and will act as its president.

F. J. Ryan, who resigned as Eastern
manager of the Snyder Electric Furnace
Co. on June 1, will be general manager.
The two inventors, Mr. Greaves and Mr.
EtcheHs, will act in associate capacity to

the company's technical staff and when
necessary will take charge of actual in-

stallation.

CATALOGUES
The Webster and Perks Tool Co.,

Springfield, Ohio, have for distribution

in the trade a useful pocket calculator

for use in connection with grinding
operations. The calculator is a celluloid

device containing a sliding card with
tables on each side. On one side of the

calculator is a table of circumferences
and a rule for obtaining surface speeds
of abrasive wheels, while on the other

side is a table of grinding wheel speeds
with rule for finding revolutions at a

given surface speed.

Electric Travelers.—Catalogue No.
130, issued by the Whiting Foundry
Equipment Co., Harvey, 111., describes

the various types of cranes built by this

firm, showing the latest improved con-

struction. While this catalogue deals'

chiefly with electric traveling cranes, a

variety of other types are also featured,

which includes cranes for every service.

Crane trolleys, bridge trucks and other

parts of the electric traveller are illus-

trated and described covering the princi-

pal features while details of other types

of crane are also dealt with. A large

number of excellent half tones show the

several types of crane in operation

featuring the wide field of application

for this company's products. The con-

cludine: pages 74 to 79 are devoted to

the Whiting line of foundry equipment
and railroad specialties. The catalogue

contains 81 pages and includes a list of

some recent users of Whiting equipment.

BOOK REVIEW.
The Canadian Mining Manual 1916-17.

by Reginald E. Hore, Editor of the

Canadian Mining Journal, 448 pages 6 in.
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HYTEMPITE CEMENT
A scientifically compounded refrac-

tory plastic material for bonding fire-

brick and kindred uses, such as:

Patching Old Linings

Protecting New Linings

Protecting Old Linings

Repairing Cracked or Leaky
Crucibles

Ramming up all kinds of

Furnace Linings.

Hytempite makes a solid wall all the way through,

not depending on heat for strength.

Carried in stock for immediate shipment. Write

us for prices and testimonials. A trial order will

convince you of the good qualities of this material.

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited
TORONTO, ONT. -% -:- -:- MONTREAL, QUE.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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_J& jlil The Ford-Smitb Machine Company
nainiiSHip

Foundry Service
When in-

stalling any

type grinder

in your Foundry

we will be pleased

to quote you Prices

and Deliveries.

You will find our

service h ere to-

fore — Always the

best.

THE* FORD-SMITH
MACHINE CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Canada

When Difficulties

Arise

in brass foundries or when new
alloys are required, it will pay

to consult

CHARLES VICKERS
712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

SPECIALIST
in the casting and alloying of

Copper, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum,
Manganese Bronze and Aluminum
Bronzes.

BUSINESS CHANCES

x 8% in. Published by The Canadian
Mining Journal, Toronto. This is the

third volume of the new series of this

useful and popular handbook of infor-

mation concerning the minerals and
mines of Canada. The publication of

the handbook was delayed in order to

deal more fully with developments in

1916. Reports covering this period were
not available until some months after

the close of the year and advantage was
taken of this delay to incorporate con-

siderable information covering the early

months of 1917. The information con-

tained in the manual will doubtless ap-

peal, to those interested in the subject,

more at this period than formerlly owing
to the greater interest that is being tak-

en in the minerals of Canada as a re-

sult of the war. The need of developing

our mineral resources is becoming more
apparent and any literature that will

assist towards this end will be received

with greater interest on this account.

The publishers have, as in former years,

freely used extracts from government
publications, company reports and tech-

nical journals, etc., which fact guaran-

tees the accuracy of the data contained

in the volume. The manual covers all

the various phases of mining activity in

Canada and contains much useful in-

formation on the various minerals found

in this country, including location of the

mines, physical properties of the min-

erals and methods of mining, etc. The
sections covering- coal, copper and nickel

are of particular interest at this time.

A list of mining companies and their

product is a useful feature of this pub-

lication. The manual is fully illustrated

and is bound in attractive red cloth cov-

ers.

pOUNDRY FOREMAN WANTED TO TAKE
over operation of foundry on partnersnip

basis. Present foundry will accommodate ten
moulders. Could be extended at little cost.
Volume of regular business assured. Outside work
would be solicited. An attractive proposition for
a man wishing to get into business lor himself.
Apply Box 331; Canadian Foundryman. c9f

KINDLY MENTION THIS

PAPER WHEN WRITING
ADVERTISERS

LIFTING MAGNET CAPACITY
THE capacity of a lifting magnet de-

pends, says the Electrician, entirely on

the materials which it has to handle,

particularly, however, on (a) the mag-
netic quality of the load; (b) the temper-
ature of the material, which should not

be above black heat; (c) the shape of the

load and whether it consists of one solid

piece or a number of small parts; and
(d) the manner in which the material to

be lifted is stacked. Although the lifting

capacity cannot be calculated, it may be

assumed that a well-designed magnet
is capable of lifting a solid piece of steel

with machined surface, of less, diameter
than the magnet itself, weighing ap-

proximately 15 times the weight of small

magnets, 8 to 12 times the weight of

magnets from 24 to 36 in. in diameter,

and 5 to 6 "times the weight of magnets
from 36 to 60 in. in diameter.
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey* and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing* Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
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Again

The Big Exhibition

of

Foundry and

Machine Shop
Equipment

Come and see the most complete
display of labor-saving machinery
and plant equipment ever housed
under one roof.

Send your General Manager, your
General^ Superintendent. your
Purchasing Agent and Shop Fore-
men. Come yourself. Keep your-
self and your executives posted on
new equipment and idea-. It

mean- dollars 10 you.
There'll bt a" idle moments. The
entertainment committee has
arranged a complete program of

amusements, trips, etc.

Don't miss it this year. "Write us
to-day for your hotel reservation.

Mechanics Bldg.

Boston, Mass.

Sept. 24-28

American Foundrymen's Association

Hotel Lennox, Boston, Mass.

{Exhibition Headquarters)

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Designed forYour
ParticularProduc-
tionMethods
TN BUILDING your new foundry you want
* a design which, is adapted to your partic-

ular needs—which will handle efficiently

the exact problems you are up against.

The correct solution of this vital problem is the

first and perhaps the most important phase of

FD-GSERVICE
FACTORIES - FOUNDRIES - .MACHINE SHOPS - WAREHOUSES

Co-operating with you we make a preliminary sur-

vey of your situation as it actually exists—&o over the

details ofyour manufacturing plans—study intensively

your production methods—all to make certain that

you &et the one best layout for your plant.

Some of the questions considered by F. D. C. Service
before starting construction are: how to decide ac-

curately the type ofconstruction you really need—how
to avoid costly errors in design—how to provide for

future expansion—how to makeyour plant an attractive

place in which to 'work—how to plan to hold down
the cost ofmaterials in spite of the present chaotic

market conditions—how to insure against lon& drawn
out delays when the construction work itself begins.

Your Plant Under Roof
In 30 to 60 Days!

F. D. C. Service relieves you of all the details from be£innin&
to end—and pushes your foundry through in the quickest possible

time—putting an ordinary job under roof in 30 to 60 days.

Illustrated literature just issued 'will explain to you just how
this plan operates—what bi& foundry operators say about F. D. C.
Service—and also &ive you an insight into the details of some
unusually interesting plants. Address

"A Better Way to Build Your New Plant"

FR.ANKL E>. CHASE
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

FACTORIES-FOUNDRIES-MACHINE SHOPS-WAREHOUSES PEOPLES GAS PUILDINC. CHICACO. U. S.A
If what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.

F-D-G SERVICE
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You Are Cordially Invited
to visit the booth of the Sullivan Machinery

Company at the Foundry Show, in Me-
chanics' Ball, Boston, September 25-28, and

to inspect the

Angle-Compound
Finger-Valve

Air Compressor

which we shall exhibit. The compressor
will be run continuously to furnish air at 80

pounds for other exhibitors of machinery.

Booths 301-302, Section "D."

Bulletin Number 75-CC, describing this

Air-Compressor, will be sent

upon request

Canadian Visitors are Especially Welcome

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY
122 So. Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO 185 Devonshire Street, BOSTON

37 Colborne St., TORONTO

FOUNDRY WORK
By Wm. C. Stimpson

Head Instructor in Foundry Work
an 1 Forging. Department of Science
and Technology, l'ratt Institute.

100 pp., 150 illus. Cloth binding. A
practical guide to modern methods of
molding and casting in iron, brass,
bronze, Bteel and other metals, from
simple Mini complex patterns, including
ii, any valuable hints on shop manage-
ment and equipment, useful tables, etc.

PRICE $1.00
Given free with four yearly

paid-up subscriptions.

Canadian Foundryman
1 43-1 53 University Ave., Toronto, Canada

For me/ting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

<DIX0
BLACKL

CRUCIB

feu SI2

X

A Book for the Man Who
Does the Work

A book written by a practical patternmaker.

It gets right down to business in the first chapter

and keeps it up throughout the book. Full of

kinks, and actual working information, such as

tools required, woods adapted fox the work, turn-

ing and all kinds of patterns. Contains addi-

tional chapters on core-making and molding.

A big, cloth-bound book of 224 pages with

312 illustrations.

PRICE POSTPAID $1.00.

Canadian Foundryman
Technical Book Department

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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MacLean's Magazine
for September

Northcliffe

THE Big Feature is Lord Northcliffe's

article—Federation after the War. This

brilliant and mighty publisher and world-

figure deals with the question of a federation of

Great Britain and the United States, and of

Canada's relation to such a federation.

It is a big thing for MacLean's to get this

special and exclusive article from Lord
Northcliffe, and the inference is: This great
journalist and man of affairs deemed
MacLean's worthy of his writings.

Lord Northcliffe is only 54 years old. In the

years ahead he and his powerful papers, the

London Times and London Daily Mail, will

play a big part in the shaping of the Imperial

State.

MacLean
COLONEL JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN is

a notable contributor, writing of the

causes of the war, and of the post-war recon-

struction as it relates to Canada.

Colonel MacLean discusses the steps that

should be taken to win the war, and deals

with the financial measures that Canada

must consider for the after-the-war period.

Colonel MacLean is pre-eminently well-inform-

ed, and his long and intimate connection with

International and Domestic financial affairs

makes what he writes challenging and illumin-

ating.

Harold McGrath's Great Story of

Adventure and Mystery
This world-famous fiction-writer contributes a complete novelette

—"The
Rubies of Perak."

Other notable contributors are Stephen Leacock, Miss Laut, W. W. Jacobs, Allenson, Moorhouse,

and J. D. Ronald, who tells of a smuggling enterprise by an American who temporarily fooled the

Customs Department when he imported the plant for a new factory in a Canadian City.

"The Gun Brand," by Hendryx, a great story of the Canadian Northwest, is a feature of the

September MacLean's.

Three features liked by business men are the "Review of Reviews" Department, where
the best things in the current magazines of the world are condensed; the "Business

Outlook" article, and the Department, "Information for Investors."

Now on Sale Everywhere—Fifteen Cents

// what you need is not advertised consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Davenport
Sand Straddler

The Davenport Line of Molding Machines

JOLTS JOLT SQUEEZERS SQUEEZERS
JOLT ROCK OVER HAND RAM ROLL OVER

Davenport Machine & Foundry Company
DAVENPORT, IOWA

.,^, ,

0g

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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STYLE "BL 1

Modern Style

FLASKS
Designed Specially for

Canadian Needs
Canadian foundry requirements have been carefully studied and a line of Sterling Flasks has been
designed which gives the Canadian foundryman just the kind of Masks he has always desired. The]
arc strictly modern in design and embody the mosl advanced ideas in Flask construction.
Sterling Patent construction gives them unequalled combination of strength, lightness and efficiency.
Made from a single strip of special rolled ribbed channel steel with a reinforced rib of more than
double the thickness of the rest of the metal running entirely around the section.

Flasks for Every

Requirement
Sterling- Flasks for small
machine or bench work prove
very satisfactory when made

j

of our special rolled steel

flask sections without any
extra reinforcing whatever.

Sterling Flasks for medium-
sized machine or small floor

work, prove very satisfactory
with corners reinforced only.

Sterling Flasks, for floor

work, which are long and
narrow, prove very satisfac-
tory when sides only are
reinforced.

STYLE "LT

Flasks for Severe
Service

Flasks for floor work which are
fairly wide, and flasks which
receive exceedingly hard usage,
are given an extra reinforcing
all the way around.
The FLANGED ANGLE REIN-
FORCEMENT which we have
recently perfected, straddles the
reinforcing rib and is riveted in

place. It enables us to make
rectangular flasks up to 30" wide
and 60' long, and circular flasks

up to 42" in diameter that will

stand the hard service and
rough usage of foundry work
indefinitely.

Some of our new types of Flanged Angle Reinforced Flasks are here illustrated. Note their advan-
tages, their sturdy construction, which makes their use economical and their purchase a splendid

investment.

STERLING FLASKS CANNOT BURN—CANNOT BREAK—CANNOT SPRING OCT OF
TRUE.
And with all their strength and rigidity Sterling Flasks are lighter and more easily handled than
cast-iron or wood flask-.

SEE US AT BOSTON
You'll discard the wooden and cast-iron flasks sooner or later.

See us at the Boston Convention and we'll be pleased to show
the big advantages in using STERLING flasks without delay.

Send for Catalogue No. 24. It describes

our line fully.

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.
64th Avenue MILWAUKEE, WIS.

STYLE "L'

// any advertisement interests you, tcur it out now aiid place until letters to be answered.
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P«feO
SEAMLESS LADLE

Trouble always develops wherever
ladle bowls with riveted shanks are
used.

The expansion and contraction of
bowls as they are heated or cooled,
sooner or later twist open riveted
seams.

This trouble is eliminated in P. & O.
Seamless Ladle Bowl s

—

they are
welded.

Welded construction of ladle bowls
eliminates the extra weight of seams
and rivets and also does away with all

trouble which naturally develops from
riveted seams.

The specially constructed, perforated
bottoms of P. &. O. Seamless Ladle
Bowls render them spatter proof.

P. & 0. Seamless Ladle Bowls fit any
shank. Write for prices.

Sp&o SUPPLY CO.
LADLE EXPERTS

GREENBUSH ST. 30 lbs. to 2000 lbs. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Good Live Canadian Agents Wanted. Correspondence Invited.

If any advertisement interest* you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMEN AND DEALERS

BE ALERT
When you purchase new equipment, be sure you arc getting the

latest and best, the kind that has capacity as well as efficiency.

YOU TAX MAKE NO MISTAKE
When vnn order a Tvpe "L" Magnetic Separator

' (Designed by ALV1X DINGS)

Send for particulars of our MAGNETIC PULLEYS
Write for Bulletin, List of Users, Testimonials and Prices

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING CO., 220 Sycamore St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter
A practical, economical air Sand Sifting

machine that requires the minimum quan-

tity of air for maximum production. Get

specifications and compare it with any

sifter. Ours will then show its worth.

Battle Creek Sand

Sifter Co.

Battle Creek
Mich. U.S.A.

CRANE*?
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

ANODES
In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Iihc

Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin-
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests of Iron, Steel, Brass, Stone, etc.

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,

Paints, Oils, Water. Sand,, Coal. Coke, Core
( iompounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding

Foundry Difficulties.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It la perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
Sll W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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FLINT SHOT ENLISTS!
AS A HELPER IN SHELL-MAKING

UCOMEWHERE IN MICHIGAN"
^ The Flint Shot Man visited a plant

that has recently completed a big order

of 6-inch shells for one of the Allies.

At a certain point in the early part of

of the operation the shell is a cylinder

closed at one end.

To give this cylinder the proper conical

taper, the open end is heated in an oil

furnace, and the end is compressed in a

hydraulic press, a mandrel keeping the

top open.

The oil flame leaves an incrustation of

scale on the inside of the shell. This
scale must be removed—absolutely.

Flint Shot did it. We are not permitted to publish details, but it is violating no
confidence to say that the shell is inverted and revolved, while the nozzle of the

Mott machine discharges its fusilade of Flint Shot at a glancing angle inside the

shell, each nodule of flint, taking several "bites" before its power is spent and it

sifts out through the inverted opening. \

A blast of clean air is then used to remove adhering dust.

The general superintendent said that lake or ocean sand was found to be too

soft for this work and that steel grits were too violent in their action—Flint Shot
occupying the happy medium between the two.

Flint Shot, therefore, hereby enlists as a private* in

Liberty's industrial army, ready for duty in shell work
or any other kind of metal cleaning.

If you have a shell contract or expect to get one, better

look into this. Send for further particulars.

UNITED STATES SILICA CO.
SOLE PRODUCERS OF FLINT SHOT

430 PEOPLES GAS BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ''**"*s«of!35t*v

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult
also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, alter having s'ceured advertisers' names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,
but does not become part of an advertising contract.

-Illll.llllllllllllll

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
I'm. Hanson & Vnn Winkle Cn . Toronto Ont
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto.
Hyde & S»ns. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sullivan Machinerj Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

ALLOYS
Nickcis. Charles, 712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,

N.Y.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersey Co., Ltd.. Milton, Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

ARCHITECTS, INDUSTRIAL
Fiank I)., 122 s. Michigan Ave., Chi-

cago.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Federal Malleable Co., Wesl Allis, Wis.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
i Hx rmayi i Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens. Frederic H., Detroit. Mich.
Tlighmao-Brooksbank Sand Blast Co.. Philadelphia.
Wnolison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

HARROWS. WHEEL
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Unt.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facin; Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOWLS
P. & O. Supplj Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS. RIBBING
fan. Hanson & Van Winnie Co.. Toronto Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Blcury St., Montreal.
Manufacturers' Brush Co

. Cleveland, Ohio.
• ''" rmayi r Co., s.. Chicago, 111.

Frederic 1!., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
ii de & Si as, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Ci . Cleveland, Ohio.

. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

HI I I I\(. AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

sm ith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont
H-. ! S - as, Ltd., 12 Blcury St., Montreal.
\\ . W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E "., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Bl lis \M> BUFFING AND
POLISHING ( OMPOSITIONS
('an Sanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Cv.., Toronto, Out.

BURNERS. CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry'. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BURNERS, OIL
MacLeod Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

BURNERS, PORTABLE
MadLeod Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Cc. . Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Obermaycr Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. vVells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J, Co., Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Standard Equipment Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.

CLAMPS, FLASK
Federal Malleable Co.. West Allis, Wis.
Obermayer Co.. s., Chicago, 111.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
r-nn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Garttier. J. H., & Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey Citv. N..T.

MeCiilloch-DalzPl] Crucible Co.. Pittshnrg. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Totonto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS
Chase, Frank D., 122 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago,

CORK BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. O-.t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Put.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. Town" '

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
^Woodison. E; J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. One.
Obi rmayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Fiederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

(ORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago. 111.

i'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. T,to.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

COKE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Drmmler & Rros., Wm., Kewanee, 111.

Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Blcury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Uo., Toronto, Ont.

CORE OILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, I ml
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Lindsay, W. W., * Uo., Philadelphia, Pa.

Obermayer Co., s.. Chicago, ill.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

CORE WAX
Brodin Pattern & Supply, Ltd., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.,"Montreal, yue.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co , Ltd.. Toronto, On*.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
McCnllough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel, R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic P.., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch En<r. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Unt
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B. , Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson. & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toront i. Oil
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, On!.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ort.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, On,.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Gautier. J. H., & Co.. Je.-sey City, N.J.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hyde A: Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
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DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mott Sand Blasl .V: Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. NY.
Sly, W. W„ Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. ().

ELEVATORS, HVDRAl'Mf, PNEUMATIC
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde * Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

EMERY STANDS
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Fori Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

Wooddsou, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mi. h.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ENGINEERS, FOUNDRY, MECHANICAL,
ELECTRICAL
Chase Frank lb, 122 S. M i.lii-.m Ave, Chicago

111.

FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Domini. .i, Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, K. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
Brodin Pattern ^ Supply, Ltd., Chicago, 111.

i an. Hanson & Van Vvuncle lu., Xoaontu, Out.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde * -Sins. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

FILLETS, WAX AND PAPER
Brodin Pattern & Supply, Ltd., Chicago, 111.

I IKE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.,

Ont.

Ont.

Toronto, Out
Fdry. Simply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Gautier, J. H., & uo.', Jersey City. N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
H* le & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

Obermayer <'<>., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit-, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

LIKE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.

Dominion 1 In. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
llMle & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ortt.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qberma-yei Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Sterling Whe< lb:n m.u Cm., Milwaukee, Wis.
Tabor .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, I'a.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY COKE
('.in. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
I)..mini, ,n Fdry. Supply. Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto,' Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. 4 Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
i >),,

i ms i
i

i ".. S., i Ihicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mill.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo; N.Y,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

FOUNDRY LACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph OiMj.i Crucible Co., Jersej City, N.j.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Monarch Ei . . ,\ Uig. c !o., ball imor<

.

Obermayei Co., S., < Ihicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic I:.. Detroit, Midi.
\\ liiti liea I Cm,. Co., Buffalo, N.Y,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
Hersej I o., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
MoLain S tern Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.

Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton. I'a.

& Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
' a, N.Y.

1 Chics ;o, 111.

Co., S., I Ihicago, 111.

1 URNACE LINING
Can ii & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Domini n Fdi . Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamill in I ac i U Co., Hamilton, Out.
Hawlej Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
llawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury' St., Montreal.
M.u'Lcod Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Monarch Eng. & Mtg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton,
Hyde & .Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Barfley Crucible Co.. Trenton. N.J.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE, ANTI FLUX BRAZING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
FonUSmith Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

GRIT, ANGULAR
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

GRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HELMETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-
ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hv<le & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. LUL, Toronto, Ont.
HyrTe & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que. .«
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville. ^W
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.. Harvey, LI.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
I linion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

IRON FILLER
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON SAND
Olobe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Midland Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woolisnn, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

KAOLIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, (Int.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, On/t.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Ilvdc & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
\\ hit, b, ad Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Josepii Dixou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde iV Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northein Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Eng. A Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

I'. & (i. Supplj Co Milwaukee, Wis.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic 15., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toront- On*.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronb
Josenh Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Seidel. R. B., Philadelphia.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mieh.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.

Charles C. Kawin Co., Toronto.
II, icv Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
it i. & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. Toronto.

Vickera, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave.. Niaga a Falls.

N.Y.

MIXERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

MOLDERS> TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toroi, On
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Midi.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Oat.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Eng.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Davenport Machine & Fdry Co., Ds Is

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronti "'
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
!• & i>. Supply Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Midland Machine Co.. Detroit.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto (int.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont,

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson &' Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On-t.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.

Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, HI.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Snnnly Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Tlvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.

Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

Wootisnn. E. .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PATTERN SHOP EOCIPMENT.
run Hanson * Van WinkV Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Svdney. N.S.
TTvl" ,«• Sons 1,11. Montreal. Q"c.

Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont.

PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

.Toooph Dixon Cn-eihle Co.. Jersey City. N.J

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

MeCnllonffh-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLUMBAGO
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Snnply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On-t.

Joseph Dix-on ('ruoil.l" Co.. Jerscv City. N.J

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
H\dp & Son's Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

MoCullough-TTalzcll Crocihle Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
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RAPID!
MOLDING MACHINE

For Canadian Foundries

CUTS A SHORT PATH TO BIG PRODUCTION

Fastest, Most Efficient, Simplest Molding Machine Ever
Put Out— and It's Fool-proof

This is a machine that has been de-

signed mid built by practical foundry-

men of long experience, to meet the

demand for a much increased speed and
efficiency. It's a genuine and positive

tonnage producer.

Just recently perfected, it stands alone the embodiment
of perfection. The only machine of its

kind or class in existence.

GOOD LIVE AGENTS WANTED IN CANADA

Federal Malleable Co. Zil<ttk$

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-
ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100<£ BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

The Scientific Met-

allic Sand Blast

Material
that saves 20%

to 80% of

Blasting

Costs

Its irregular
shapes give it

the cutting pointa
which maki it su
perior to the globules,
shot, cleans quicker anil

better. No dust, no san.

I

storage bins, no sand dry-
ers when you use it. Doesn't
pulverize like sand.
One ton of angular grit equals
carloads of sand. WRITE.

Pittsburgh Crushed
Steel Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Established 1888.

Canadian Representatives: Williams .V

\\ ila d, Ltd., Montreal, Qui

fe!A

TB»D« MARK
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
-

|
,i ,1,,, I,,,. Milwaukei . Wi8.

i Mfg Co., Milwaukee, Wis,

BAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 1- Bleury St.. Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
\\ .mi. K. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

RAPPING PLATES
Fed( i.ii Mill' ahli Co., West A11K Wis.

RESPIRATORS
Motl Sand Bias! .v. Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton, .V.I.

Hyde «V Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Woodison, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RIDDLES
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, <Mit.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Not York, N.Y.

Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply. Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onl.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd.', Montreal, Que.

Sly W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.

Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle <Co^ Toronto, Out.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Oat.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, (Jnt.

Hvde & So,,-.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Moti Sand Blast * Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

New Haven Sand Wast Co., New Haven, Conn.

Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Woodison, E. .)., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND BEAST GRIT AND SHOT
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

SAND BEAST SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd... Toronto, Out.

Hyde * Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Motl sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
r. s. Silica Co.. Chicago, ill.

E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND BEAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield, Ohio.

Harrison Supply Co.. Boston, Mass.
Moil s.md Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

C. s. Silica Co., Chicago, 111.

SAMI CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde .'v Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND BLAST ASSORTERS
MacLeod Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toionto, Onit.

Hv.li & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
M Sand Bla I & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven, Conn.

Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. 0.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison supply Co., Boston, Mass.

Motl S;,,,d Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Btijjply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On*.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SAND BLAST ROOMS
MacLeod Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SAND BLAST CABINETS
MacLeod Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SAND BLAST ROTATING TABLES
\la>d,col Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson ,v Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hyde ,\ Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E, .1., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwauk vvl

Dominion Fdrv, S"pnlv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit.
Mott Sand Blast .V- Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Miuvraukee, Wis.

SEPARATORS (MOISTURE AND OIL)
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Il.i rison Somnlv Co., Boston. Mass.
Mod Saul Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

SHOT. FLINT
f. S. Silica Co., Chicago III

SIEVES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toionto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Blenry St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out.

SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On!.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SKIMMERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On,t.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mil) Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal,. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply, Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.'
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit.

Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Davenport, la.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde .v. Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.

Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hole & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph DLxon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.

TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, r.td., Montreal. Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCuIioch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

TORCHES
MacLeod Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

TRACK. OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., 'Walkerville, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On<t.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toionto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., IWnn'n. o.,t.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woolison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

VENTILATING SYSTEMS
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
TTni'ed Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y'.
Wo-xlison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supnly Co., Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WELDING APPARATUS, OXY-ACETYLENE
MacLeod Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

WELDED PRODUCTS
P. & 0. Supply Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wl> ,1s, Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, jtd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodi'o- E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
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DOELCAM
SAND BLAST BARRELS AND TABLES, CABINETS,

ROOMS AND HOSE MACHINES

Here's a Barrel doing 3 times as much as one working
alongside of it.

Send particulars of work to be done, quantity of air and
pressure available.

THE MACLEOD COMPANY
2319 Bogen Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

i

y
a

I

j

I

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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No Clogging in this Dings Magnetic Separator
Regardless of what kind of material you put
in, providing it contains a small scrap of metal
and can be handled by a shovel, the Dings
Magnetic Separator will rescue the metal and
not clog on the large pieces. Therein lies its

value. The method is illustrated above. It

not only rescues the material but saves the

sand for further use. This is a machine for
modern shops to adopt.

Its construction is shown here. Strong and
sturdy, it will stand rough usage. Easily
operated by boy or man. We would send you
further information regarding this separator.
Write us.

Dings Magnetic Separator Company
800 Smith Street Milwaukee, Wis.

Dependable Uniform

CRUCIBLES
McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Write for Prices and Lists.

American Foundrymen's Assoc 53

Bartley Crucible Co., Jonathan 10

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 60

Britannia Foundry Co 6

Brodin Pattern & Supply Co 55

Brown Specialty Machinery Co. ... 8

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co 7

Can. Hart Wheels 11

Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-
tories 14

Chase, Frank D., 54

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co
Front Cover

Davenport Machine & Foundry Co.. . 57

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co 68

Dixon, Crucible Co., Joseph 55

Dom. Foundry Supply Co 51

Dominion Iron & Steel Co 16

Fanner Mfg. Co., The 4

Federal Malleable Co 65

Ford-Smith Machine Co 52

ADVERTISING INDEX
Gautier, J. H., & Co 10
Globe Steel Co 65

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 49
Harrison Supply Co 14
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. ... 14

Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton 60
Hyde & Sons 5

Kawin Co., Charles C... Inside Ft. Covor

MacLean's Magazine 56
MacLeod Co 66
Magnetic Mfg. Co 60
Manufacturers Brush Co 14

McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co. ... 68
McLain's System, Inc 13

Midland Machine Co 60
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co 3

Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co 12

National Engineering Co 11

New Haven Sand Blast Co 4

Northern Crane Works 60

Obermayer Co., The S 15

, Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co 65
P. & O. Supply Co 59
Publishers' Page 2

Seidel, Inc., R. B 52
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co 6
Standard Equipment Co 11
Steel Co. of Canada 63
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co 58
Stevens, Frederic B.. Inside Back Cover
Sullivan Machinery Co 55

Tabor Mfg. Co D
Toronto Testing Laboratories 52

United Compound Co 10

United States Silica Co 61

Vickers, Charles 52

Wells, W. W 60
Whitehead Bros. Co. . .Outside Back

Cover
Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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The Higher Cost of

The Lower Price

A Short Tale of
The Long Green

COLUMBIA Parting is a Parting that is really super-excellent. I originated
both the product and that combination of words.

The basic materia] of Stevens Columbia Parting weighs 76 lbs. to the cubic
foot and sells for $1.90 per cubic foot.

The heavier basic materials of other partings weigh 107 lbs. upwards to the cubic

foot and cost anywhere from .$2.14 to $3 per cubic foot.

You buy Parting by weight and use it by measure. Why pay $2.14 to $3 pei

cubic foot for the ordinary Parting when you pick the world's best for $1.90?

Again I use a very Large barrel and pack it to the top. Ii is so light in weight thai full to the top

it weighs only 350 lbs. Smaller barrels, containing heavier partings, weigh 400 lbs. or over.

If heavier partings should be offered at '-e to
::

i*' lb. less than mine, all the above shows con-

clusively that there is >ueh a thing as the higher cosl of the lower price. Send for my booklet telling

how to speed up and make money faster with Columbia Parting. Or, better still, semi for a trial barrel— -ent on approval if desired.

I sell other things about which there is no guesswork as to economy with thrifty buyers—Stevens Pure
East India Plumbago—King Kore Kompound—Carbon Blacking—Core Oils—Core Gum.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions, Sub-Felt and Spanish Felt Wheels, Turkish Emery, Glue, and other supplies
for particular platers.

All Stevens Specialties are especially good.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Lamed and Third Street

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis. Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens, Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven. Conn.. E. E. Seeley, Manager
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Steel Moulding Sand
Furnace Bottom Sand
High Silica Core Sand

Whitehead Brothers Company
PROVIDENCE

ESTABLISHED 1850

NEW YORK BUFFALO
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Metal Industry News
A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry. Patternmaking Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The MacLean Publishing

Company, Limited. Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg, and I Inn. England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, OCTOBER, 1917 No. 10

TWO 15-TON CRANES IN JAMES A. BRADY FOUNDRY, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC CRANES
FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
Scully-Jones C& Company

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Progressive Foundry Company
Somewhere in Canada

PROFIT
No.

H356 1917

oh tfu scau4e of
100%

Progressive Foundry Company
Somewhere in Canada

LOSS
No. Year
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The Story the Kawin
Service Always Tells

The profit side is the only side the "Kawin Service" considers.

We have studied foundry practice and the requirements of foun-

dries of any size to such an extent that we can guarantee that

the "Kawin Service" will actually save you 100', over and above

the cost of that service. We must be able to "deliver the goods"

to issue such a comprehensive guarantee.

Your trouble, regardless of its source,

can be remedied. Our organization

of chemists, practical foundrymen
and metallurgists are specialists in

the profit ami loss accounts and your

cos! is nil until the returns warrant

the expense.

Our confidence is based on the

results achieved in several hundred

foundries throughout Canada and

United Slate.-. I.- your business

showing a profit? If not, let ns put

the balance on the right <u\v of the

ledger. Consult us immediately.

Remember, IOO95 efficiency or no

cost t<> you.

Chas. C. Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists Metallurgists Foundry Experts

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Ont.

Chicago, III. San Francisco, Cal. Dayton, Ohio
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Woodison's Ad
Published once a month by

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
Toronto. Montreal and Windsor

FIRE BRICK
FOUNDRY REQUISITES

PLATERS - AND POLISHERS - SUPPLIES

TRY WOODISONS METHOD
"Buy the best it is the

cheapest in the Ions run"

A SUCCESSFUL

BRASS FURNACE

Operates at Low Cost

By properly arranging the area of
flue and grate openings with relation
to rhe combustion chamber, in the
Woodison Brass Furnace, we obtain
increased heat with the same fuel by
keeping the. heat at the proper spot.
This feature enables you to get from
;>:! L-39S to 509f greater melting ca-
pacity from the same amount of fuel.

Any Woodison Furnace may be ar-
ranged for either a "solid cast" drop-
grate, a "draw-bar" drop-grate, or a
"tixed" draw-bar grate. In the first

two grates ("drop" pattern) the hinge
lugs from which the grate swings, are
located at the rear of the furnace,
allowing sufficient space for resting
the bottom plate on the mason work
in the rear. The grate is swung shut
by a chain from the foundry floor, and
locked by a chain catch.

In the "fixed" <rrate the draw-bars
are set in rests at the front and rear
of the furnace, and, when dropping
the fire, may be withdrawn by your
"pick-up tongs" from the foundry floor.

The dropping operation in any case
is made from the foundry floor, get-
ting away from any possibility of ac-
cident.

We will be glad to furnish you with
proper specifications for the size of
your pit, for the size of the main flue

and for the location of the main flue.

Any further details will be promptly
• you on receipt of request.

OTHER THINGS

There are any number of supplies

that you are using from day to day
in your foundry, core-room, cleaning-

room, and pattern shop. We can men-
tion a few of them in this column,
for instance: Pattern lumber, fillet,

letters, flask-clamps, steel bottom-
plates, mallets, torches, tumblers, stars,

gaggers, Woodseed Liquid Core Com-
pound, etc.

All of the above, we can supply you
with together with anything else that

you may need in any of the above-
mentioned departments.

Write for our New Catalog giving

a complete list of foundry supplies.

fire brick, and platers' and polishcr<
-

supplies. It's yours for the asking.

A FORTUNATE

CONDITION

Tin plate is a mighty difficult article

to obtain these days. We foresaw
that such would be the case and so
quite a while ago we stocked our
Perforated Chaplet department with
plenty of the necessary tin plate with
which to fill your chaplet orders.

No long, tiresome waits when you
order of us; we have just what you
want.

We are making all of the standard
sizes and any special sizes that you
may desire.

With our Perfect Perforated Chap-
lets you are assured perfect ventila-
tion, eliminating all possibilities of
blow-holes, air-pockets, etc., forming
a perfect union with the molten metal,
and thereby insuring an absolute pres-
sure-tight joint. Thafs something not
obtained on thin work with any other
chaplet.

Brass foundrymen find our special
perforated Aluminum chaplets of great
advantage in the foundry.

When ordering please state the
thickness of chaplets; the width; the
length. When curved chaplets are de-
sired don't fail to give the diameter
of the core.

Send in your orders now; they'll
receive our prompt attention.

ORDER YOUR

FIRE BRICK NOW

Do not hesitate in placing your or-
ders for Fire Brick as there are several
good reasons for ordering right now.
One of the reasons is that the U.S.

government is using so much rolling-
stock in getting export shipments to

the coast, and lumber to the various
cantonments that a very serious car
shortage is almost bound to occur.
Then too, the brick-yards are work-

ing to full capacity now and are mak-
ing shipment of orders in rotation
only, so it's first come first served.
Anticipate your wants in this line

as much as possible so that when the
time comes that you need brick, you
will not be found on the waiting list.

We are in position to serve you
with the same reliable grades as be-
fore and await your orders for any-
thing you may need in the fire brick
line, including cupola blocks, tile and
Brass Furnace linings.

PROVEN

PLUMBAGO

That's the only kind we have for

sale. The quality is determined by the

amount of graphitic carbon and the

low percentage of ash.

We do no refining, but buy our plum-

bago in original packages direct from

Ceylon. All grades are purchased on

guaranteed analyses and are tested

when they reach us. Therefore we

can always duplicate the last ship-

ment made. Enterprising grinders in

this country, in order to make an at-

tractive price use various adulerants

to cheapen the material. Beware of

these price-cutters as you only get what

you pay for after all. You may save

a half-cent a pound in your first cost

and spend several cents in your clean-

ing-room.

Among the several grades that we
have to offer the trade, there is none

more popular than our No. 614 Plum-

bago. It has all of the earmarks of

quality and you should not delay a

minute in placing a trial order for

a barrel.

It can be dusted, rubbed, or slicked

on a mold and it will not wash or run

before the metal. Furthermore the

castings will peel from the sand read-

ily and will come out with that clean,

blue grey appearance that is so much
desired by foundrymen and machinists

alike.

This is the best general-purpose

plumbago that we know of on the

market to-day.

We are prepared to serve you with
this and anything else you may need
in our line from our well-filled ware-
house stocks at the following cities:

Toronto
Windsor
Boston

Buffalo

Detroit

Portland, Ore.

Seattle

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Measuring Direct Returns
EVERY advertiser is entitled to

know what he is getting for his

money.

Every publisher is anxious that

his paper shall be credited with the

returns which it produces.

Yet the fact of the business is that

it is next to impossible to trace all of

the results of advertising. Direct

returns as a measure of the value of

space are therefore inadequate, and

fail to indicate the accomplish-

ments of the advertising.

This is indicated in a particularly

convincing way by the experience of

a well-knowrn book publisher, whose

business is handled entirely by mail,

and is therefore altogether the pro-

duct of advertising.

All ads published are keyed;

direct advertising is likewise watch-

ed carefully, with special key num-
bers, so as to enable the publisher to

note the percentage of returns from
each piece of advertising sent out.

In spite of all this, however, the

business which can be definitely

attributed to specific forms of adver-

tising is only about fifty per cent, of

the total.

In other words, at least half of the

business cannot be credited at all,

and yet without any question it is the

result of advertising, because all of

the business of the house is secured
in this way.

As a result of his experience, this

book publisher now multiplies the

direct results of advertising by two
in order to get a line on the complete

results.

Most advertisers in other fields

would probably be able to use a

larger multiple, especially if they

have salesmen and are following up
their advertising in other ways,

because in that event the situation is

complicated by the opportunity for

personal solicitation to interpose

and take up the work where it was
left off by the printed advertise-

ment.

Consequently, when an adver-

tiser says he didn't get results, an

analysis of his business would prob-

ably demonstrate that results were
secured, but were not credited to

specific media.

—

Class.
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The Quickest
Method of
Melting

\iff-
Most Efficientm Method of

Melting

Melts Brass,

Bronze and
Aluminum

Melts all

Non-ferrous
Metals

MONARCH
Double Chamber Melting

Furnace

Decide to

Invest now!
Haven't you been thinking of investing in a

"Monarch" Double Chamber Melting Furnace,
for a long time but have been putting off this

thriftwise event for no particular reason. You can't afford to delay
any longer with the cost of production hitting' the high spots and still

going up.

It melts faster and more efficiently than the crucible

method. You can melt two classes of metal at the same
time, each chamber is independent of the other. But you

can have it made a continuous melter if you so wish
—made according to order. One chamber can be
operated by gas while the other is operated by oil

if it proves an advantage. Upkeep and repair costs

are remarkably low.

All furnaces shipped guaranteed and are
built in sizes from No. 1 to No. 4. No. 1

has a total melting' capacity of 600 lbs.,

No. 4 over two tons per heat. This is

only one of our many types of furnaces
and at the same time, we manufacture a
Simplex single chamber, without cruci-
bles, (all capacities and fuels), as well as
complete line of Crucible types for Re-
verberatory, Soft Metal Melting, Core
Ovens, Pumps, Blowers and miscellane-
ous foundry equipment.

Send for Catalog C. F. 10. 1917

Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber
Furnace— "Simplex"

The Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Company

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Shops at Curtis Bay, Md. Arundel Drop Front Core Oven
—All Fuels

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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WE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

Careful

Attention

Accorded
All Orders
And
Inquiries

Make
Inquiries

to Dept. C.

HARD IRON TUMBLING STARS
FOR CLEANING ALL SIZES AND SHAPES OF CASTINGS

Foundry Chaplets of every description
Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

STOVE TRIMMINGS
of Lustrous Beauty

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Brackets and Corners.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
Soft Tough

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts'
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation
and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

r Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General
Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manujac'.uten Grinding Wheel) and
Machiner

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

^j^a^-awtaEflffliMW*^^

A Message to Canadian Foundries

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

Saves Both Sand and Labor
Improves the quality of the castings.

Corrects "scabbing" due to imperfect mixing of facing sand.
Saves compound when mixing core sand, and coal dust when
mixing facing sand by reason of the thoroughness of its work.

The Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer is in successful opera-
tion in some of the best known foundries in Canada.

Write for details and prices to

National Engineering Co.
Room 505, Tacoma Bldg.

CHICAGO, III.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Where
We Are
Located

/^VL R offices in the ground floor of the New Birks

^^ Bldg., Phillips Square, Montreal, are most

centrally located. The building is one of the most

modern in Montreal and is in keeping with the

"Hyde Service."

Our staff working under the most advantageous

conditions are in a position to give to our customers

the maximum of service.

An inquiry for a small quantity of supplies or infor-

mation in regard to any of your problems will

receive the same attention as an inquiry for a com-

plete foundry equipment.

It you have never become acquainted with us, let's

get together now to our mutual advantage. We can

advise you regarding any branch of foundry

practice.

WRITE US

HYDE & SONS, Limited
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

New Birks Building MONTREAL

OUR LINE:
FURNACES—

Electric,

< >]>en- II earth.

for

Steel,

Tron.

Nickel.

Copper,

Brass.

All Ores

and

Ferro Alloy-.

BRICKS—

Eire Clay.

Magnesite,

( Jhrome,

( Jarborundum,

Silica,

Clays and Sands,

< lanister,

Cupolas.

Crucibles,

Pig Iron.

Coke,

etc., etc.

^yf. .T^fy^^T^rTiTffigagg^^ rr^r^r^frffr-frrrnr^i-r^'fi^'r, aRauau runQzifi 25 55ID* :w^:u7:ul7w :{ii:iii:uiM sSn%

li any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and pluci uith Icttirs to hi ««.<«' nd.
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English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

DAVENPORT JOLT

TABLE 60 x 72 INCHES

Write for

THE DAVENPORT LINE OF MOLDING MACHINES

Davenport Machine & Foundry Company
DAVENPORT, IOWA

// what you mi (I is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Director!/ and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Here's Real

Economy in

Cleaning Castings

In the New Haven Sand Blasl Machine
there is no waste »f goo 1 cleaning mate-
rials. A limited amount is admitted ai a

time and this is used over and over on the
work. The accumulation of dust and dirt

is confined inside and is remove 1 by direct

exhausl when a quantity of new cleaning
material i- admitted to the chamber. The
resull i« that the mixing chamber can
never become clogged, and you gel even
penm of abrasive value from your clean-
ing material.

There are many New Haven features which we irould
like to exp'ain to you. What is your address?

The New Haven Sand Blast
Machine Company

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

McLain's

Semi- *itL

Steel ^|y
THOUSANDS OF
Foundrymen handled

our Semi-Steel cast-

ings at the Boston

Convention and re-

ceived the surprise

of their lives.

Many Foundrymen
throw some steel scrap in

the cupola and call the re-

sultant metal Semi-Steel.

These foundrymen never

knew the difference until

they saw Real Semi-Steel

made by McLain's System.

Coke Savings
Others were shown how to

save 500 lbs. to 2 1/ tons of

coke Per Day—depending

on their tonnage.

Write for full particulars.

McLain's System, Inc.

700 Goldsmith BJdg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Jf any advertiser t interests you, tear it out now and plae, with letters to be answered.
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Front View With Sliding Door liaised Side View. Truck is Iiun Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-
ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give
comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A .Hammer Core Machine
Other stall's to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
flic fafctest, most suhstantial shaker huilt

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under ]>i-oper heading.
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TABOR

3 Tabor Jarrinjr Machine with

12 x 14 Table.

FOR SMALL
MOLDS

AND

MEDIUM
SIZED CORES

.REfiULATmft VALVE.
T>J«.W LIVE* frUCHTLY
TILL PROPER BIOVM
IS OBTA*»*EP.

K.MU VALVE AMD
KtuOLAHMu VALVE FURN\5H£t
©X THE T*O0(t MFG. CO. \¥»TH
MACHINE.
CUSTOMER WILL FURNISH
PIPE AMP HOSE.

\r 14-sq canwot bc
PURCHASED, BuiLP UP
SCCTION AS SHOWN,
OR USE CONCRETt.

PRESS KNEE
AGAINST LEVER
TO JAR.

3
" Tabor Jarring Machine set in

Core Bench.

Write for Bulletin M-J-P.

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.
FOREIGN AGENTS:

Geo. W. Goodchild & Macnab. 56 Eagle St.. South-

ampton Row. London, W. C. : Fenwick, Freres &
Co., 8 Rue De Rocroy, Paris, France.

PHILADELPHIA
PA.

FOREIGN AGENTS:

Mitsui & Co., Ltd., New York, Tokio, Japan;

Benson Bros., Sidney and Melbourne, Australia.
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UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

ManQfaotdredFoeOyiStSOy^af^

H.Ga\j$\er: # Co.
jer^ey^ity;vn '.J-U 5 A.

Ford-Smith Grinders

Our Catalogue describes far better

than we can here our complete line

of Grinders, and any assistance we
can offer you is yours to command.
Our prices are favorable and our
deliveries good.

Write Us Now.

The Ford-Smith Machine Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON -:- CANADA
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DON'T
THROW
AWAY
CORE
SAND!

New "SLY" Core Sand Reclaimer will save

you 60% by continuous and automatic process.

Its method of operation breathes economy at every turn, and it soon pays

for itself.

Simply shovel the old cores into large opening of crusher. The cores are

broken up, the burned sand and dust exhausted, the nails, wires and
other foreign matter are screened, thus leaving clean sand, which with a

small percentage of binder added, makes same ready for re-use, as good
as originally.

Foundrymen who have installed this new "Sly" cost-cutter speak enthusi-

astically of its work. The Core Sand Reclaimer is helping materially to

combat the high cost of production.

Drawer Type Core Oven
Here is another "Sly" product which
claims the attention of every pro-

gressive foundrynian. Look at these

features:

Drawer Heights can be changed to meet every
Hz^of core without cutting or drilling. Elimi-

nation of waste space saves fuel and brings top

drawer within easy reach of operator. Simple
arrangement of tines and damper- means even

distribution of heat, thorough baking of cores,

low fuel consumption. No warping. Coke.

( las or Oil Firing.

f'nr and Hurl,- Ovens—Core Cars <m<l Core

Racks. < mi in touch with us.

TheW. W. Sly Manufacturing Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

DRAWER TYPE CORE OVEN
Installed at New Plant of Cleveland Co-Operative Stove Co.

If tiny advertisement interests you, tear it -mi now and place with Utters to be answered.
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"WABANA"
MACHINE CAST PIG IRON

ALL METAL—NO SAND

Chill Cast—"SANDLESS"— Pig Iron

melts quicker or with lower fuel

consumption than Sand Cast Iron.

Machine Cast Iron is shipped 2,240

pounds to the ton, and it is All Metal-
no sand.

Our system of grading is according to

the Silicon, as follows:

No. 1 Soft Silicon 3.25% and over
1 " 2.50 to 3.24

2 " 2.00 to 2.49

3 " 1.75 to 1.99

4 " 1.30 to 1.74

We are also in a position to supply Sand Cast

Iron— analysis same as Machine Cast.

It will be a pleasure to quote on your
next requirements.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Limited

Head Office and Works, Sydney, N.S.

SALES OFFICES :

Sydney. N.S.; 1 12 St. Jarao. St . Montreal: IS Wellington St. E.. Toronto.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.



EXTERIOR VIEW OF FACTORY.

Abrasive Wheel Manufacturing Plant and Equipment
Staff Article

Tin progress which has been urn!, in the manufacture of abrasive wheels in recent years

is i'iji to flu mon general adoption of grinding in our machine shops and foundries, and
also to the variety of abrasives that havt been introduced for a wide range of application.

I h grinding wheel greatly used, particularly where superior finish and accuracy, and time
tiini labor-saving constitute the end in view, the latter pertaining largely to foundry work.

THE growth of the Dominion
Abrasive Wheel Co. business is

typical of many Canadian indus-

tries, and the new plant now in operation

at Mimico, Ont., emphasizes the develop-

ment which has taken place in the manu-
facture of grinding wheels.

The demand for artificial abrasives

during the past year or two has been
stimulated by the scarcity of emery, due

to supplies of the latter being cut off on

account of the war. The best quality

emery is found in Turkey and Greece;

but as this material is practically unob-

tainable, artificial abrasives are now
used almost exclusively. The use of arti-

ficial abrasive wheels has been steadily

increasing for some years, but owing to

its lower cost, the emery wheel has al-

ways found a ready market. The fact,

however, that the artificial abrasive is

more efficient will

tend to make it

more popular than
the emery product

and the cost will

doubtless be re-

duced in course of

time.

Abrasives and Their

Origin

Before proceeding
with a description

of the Dominion
Abrasive Co. plant,

a brief reference to

abrasives and their

origin will assist in

a better under-
standing of this

concern's product
and method of its

manufacture. The

principal natural abrasives are emery
and corundum, while the principal

artificial abrasives now on the mar-
ket include carborundum, alundum,
crystolon, and carbolite. Emery is

similar to corundum, but is not so hard,

and is not as pure. Corundum is found
principally in Ontario, and is much in de-

mand by makers of grinding wheels. It

is an ideal abrasive for most kinds of

grinding, as the grains keep their sharp
points longer than emery and the absence
of impurities is also an important fea-

ture. The corundum deposits in Ontario
contain at least 90 per cent, crystalline

alumina. Carborundum, carbolite and
crystolon are artificial abrasives, and
products of the electric furnace. They
are each different formations of the same
substance—carbide of silicon.

Carborundum is a crystalline forma-

MIXING DEPARTMENT. SHOWING MIXING KETTLES AND GRINDING WHEEL MOULDS
DRYING ON BENCHES. DRY-ROOM IN THE BACKGROUND.

tion of the elements carbon and silicon

produced by subjecting a mixture of coke

and sand in an electric furnace to an in-

tense heat of 7,000 degrees Fah. for 3C

hours. Alundum is oxide of alumina in

crystalline formation. It is made by fus-

ing bauxite to an intense heat in an elec-

tric furnace. Bauxite in its natural state

has the appearance of clay, and it has to

be dried and prepared in the form of

gravel before being put in the electric

furnace. The best bauxite mines are

found in the southern part of the United

States.

Vitrified and Silicate Processes

The choice of abrasives for grinding

wheels and the process employed in their

manufacture depend upon the purpose

for which they are to be used. The Do-

minion Abrasive Co. employ two pro-

cesses — vitrified

and silicate, the ma-
jority of wheels be-

ing made by the

former method.
The vitrified pro-

cess is of much
longer duration

than the silicate,

both in regard to

the manufacture
and also as to the

baking operation.

Wheels made by the

vitrified process are

those mostly used
on cylindrical and
surface grinding

machines. They are

free cutting, well

balanced, porous
and wear well. The
majority of wheels
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used are made by this process. Vitri-

fied wheels take about ten to twelve
days to manufacture, while silicate

wheels can be produced in about
24 hours. An important feature in the
manufacture of grinding wheels is the
selection of the correct grain and suita-
ble bond to produce a graded wheel. It

is essential that wheels of a certain
grade should all be alike and care must
be taken in manufacturing to obtain
this result so that wheels can be dupli-
cated any time. The bond is a mixture
of a special kind of clay and crushed
quartz for a flux.

I'lant Layout.

When the company was formed, the
factory was located at New Toronto, but
in time the premises became too small
for the increasing business, so a move
was made to Mimico, where a site cover-
ing three acres was purchased adjoin-
ing the Grand Trunk Railway main line,

Toronto to Hamilton. A new factory
was built on the site and manufacturing
operations started on August 5, 1917.
under E. W. Sawyer as general manager.
The plant comprises two wings each

150 feet long by 50 feet wide, lying at
right angles to each other, with a kiln
room 90 ft. by 64 ft. connecting them.
One wing contains the mixing and shav-
ing department, and also a dry room,
while the other wing contains the finish-

ing department, store room, shipping
department and the silicate process de-
partment. The entire building is of brick
construction, with steel sash for the win-
dows. The roofs of the two wings are
of wood sheeting covered with roofing
material and supported by steel roof
trusses. The roofs are monitor type,

with windows opening the entire length
and operated from the ground by chains.

The roof of the kiln room is made of re-

inforced concrete with skylights. The of-

fice building is also of brick construc-

tion, 29 feet square and built separate
from the factory. A siding from the G.

T. R. runs along one side of the plant.

Mixing and Shaving Departments

Manufacturing operations begin at one

end of the mixing department and the de- ed round the periphery by stout paper.
scription will be in the meantime, con-

fined exclusively to the vitrified process.

The abrasives, of which there are several

kinds, are received at the plant in bar-

rels and are arranged in order according

The moulds are laid on boards for the
preliminary drying which occupies from
18 to 24 hours. Very small wheels and
sticks are made up in plastic form in

moulds. The moulds are then taken to

SHAVING DEPARTMENT. SHOWING SHAVING MACHINES AND EXTERIOR OF DRY ROOM.

to size of grain. The clay for making
the bond and the feldspar for the

flux are also assembled at the same end.

The process consists in mixing suitable

clays and fluxes in certain proportions

with the grains of abrasive. The mater-
ials are mixed in certain pre-determined
proportions with water in a mixing ket-

tle. This is known as the wet process.

In preparing the mixture before the

water is added, great care is taken to get

the correct proportion of abrasive and
different clays so that wheels made from
a certain mixture may be uniform and
that they can be duplicated at any time.

Orders issued from the office specify the

grit and grade and the wheels are thus

made to a standard formula. The possi-

bility of wheels varying in quality from
the desired grade is obviated by the use

of improved methods, and care in weigh-

ing out the correct proportions of abra-

sives and clays.

After being thoroughly mixed, the

mixture is m^de up into moulds support-

KILNS FOR RAKING GRINDING WHEELS. TILES AND SAGGERS CAN BE SEEN ON THE
FLOOR TO THE RIGHT. NO. 1 KILN IS READY FOR BEING DRAWN.

the drying room to be dried out again,

which makes them hard enough to be

handled. The drying room contains sev-

eral rows of racks upon which are laid

the moulds, and is heated by steam heat,

being maintained at a temperature of

about 100 degrees Fah.
The next process consists of shaving

the wheel. The wheels are moulded larg-

er than the size required and are shaved
off on a machine resembling a potter's

wheel. There are six of these machines
each being driven independently from a

motor-driven line shaft running in Chap-
man double ball bearings and located

below the machine. A Crocker-Wheeler
motor operates the line shaft, while the

shaft hangers rest on the floor. Briefly,

the machine consists of a horizontal re-

volving plate located in an open box. The
moulds are placed on the plate and the

shaving is done by a vertical steel cutter

operated by hand on a cross slide above.

The wheels are left large enough to al-

low for shrinking in the kiln and true-

ing up when baked. The hole is also put

into the wheel on the machine while it

is in its semi-finished state.

Burning or Baking Process

The wheels are now ready for the bak-

ing in the kilns. There are four brick

kilns at this plant, each being 12 feet

diameter inside and 19 feet diameter out-

side. They are about 11 feet high inside.

Each kiln is built up of 22,000 red brick

and 11,000 firebrick. They have seven

fire holes and are fired with coal. The

kilns are constructed so that the heat

inside can be regulated by means of a

damper placed in the centre at the top of

the arch or roof. The heat comes up

from the fires inside and passes down
through holes in the floor to the flue.

The wheels are stacked up inside the

kiln, each wheel being placed on a fire-

clay tile with sectional fireclay saggers

around. The wheel is covered all over

with quartz sand which keeps the flame

from the wheel and helps to maintain
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an even temperature. There is a tile on

top and bottom of each sagger, thus

forming a kind of box. The kiln holds

several hundred wheels, the number
varying according to the sizes. Bach
'din hold approximately $2,000 worth of

number of machines installed in the fin-

ishing department. Some of these arc

very similar to facing machines, but

others are converted grinding machines
and incidentally they are very suitable

for the job. The wheel is held in a

SILICATE PROCESS DEPARTMENT SHOWING TAMPING STOOLS, WHEEL MOULDS AND
OVEN IN BACKGROUND.

wheels when rated at prevailing prices.

The kiln is started with a slow fire, is

worked up for 12 hours, and attains a
maximum temperature of 2,300 degrees
Fah. The kiln is then allowed to cool

down gradually for a period of five days,

when the charge is drawn. This baking
process is a delicate one and the utmost
skill is required to successfully burn a

kiln, every possible device being used to

bring the operation under pei-fect con-

trol. If the temperature is allowed to

change too quickly, the wheels will be

cracked. If they receive too much heat

they will be harder than intended, and if

not enough, theyT will come out too soft.

The heat has to be sufficient to vitrify

or partially melt the clay so that the bond
may fulfil its function. As a precau-

tionary measure, tests are taken to make
sure that the wheels have been baked to

the correct degree of hardness. Trial

pieces covered with the actual material

or mixture used for wheels are inserted

into the kilns and samples are taken at

certain intervals until the condition of

the test pieces shows that the wheels
have been baked the proper length of

time. This method has been found to be

very reliable for this particular class of

work.
The fire clay rings or saggers as

they are termed in the trade, are made
in sections and are moulded from fireclay

in the mixing: room. After beins? mould-

ed, they are dried out on curved wooden
racks. The fireclay tiles are also made
in the mixing room. The fireclay is mix-
ed in a clay mill, a certain proportion of

used crushed material bein^ mixed with

the fresh clay. The saggers and tiles

are baked before beinsr used. The wads
for makiner the joints for the sasrgrers are

made in the mixing room, a wad machine
being used for this purpose.

Finishing Department

The wheels when taken from the kiln

are sometimes found to have warped dur-
ing the baking process. These wheels
have to be trued up, which is done on a

chuck and the steel cutter is carried in

a tool post on a slide. Both the face

and periphery of wheel can be trued up
with the one cutting tool at one setting.

Some of these machines were built by the

Safety Emery Wheel Co. of Springfieid,

Ohio; and others are converted Ford-
Smith grinding machines. The line shaft

runs in Chapman double ball bearings
and is operated by a Crocker-Wheeler
motor. A system of galvanized ducts

connected to each machine is installed

for carrying away the dust. A Sheldon
motor-driven exhaust fan is installed for

this purpose. The atmosphere is con-

sequently quite clear and the men suffer

no ill effects from operating the ma-
chines.

Silicate Process

Up to this point, the manufacture of

vitrified wheels only has been dealt with,

the company, however, have a separate

department for producing wheels oy the

silicate process. The principal advant-

age of this process is that wncls can

be made in a comparatively short time.

Larger wheels can also be made by this

process than is possible by the vitrified

process. The silicate wheel gives very

satisfactory results for many purposes,

but is not used to the same extent as the

vitrified wheel.

For silicate wheels the same abrasive

materials are used as for the vitrified

process; a different bo.id is, however,

employed. Silicate of soda or water-

glass is the principal ingredient in the

bond for these wheels. After it has beer

thoroughly incorporated with the abra-

sive grains in a special mixu.'v machine,

the whole mass has a thick adhesive

quality. In this condition it is rammed
into moulds. This part of the work re-

cures considerable skill, and the uni-

formity and balance of the wheels de-

pends largely upon the skill of the mould-

er. The moulds are fixed on tamping

tools, which have a revolving plate on

the top so that the mould will revolve

readily while being tamped. A wire web

is put in the mould during the tamping

process. There are six tamping stools.

When the tamping is finished, the top

and bottom plates of the mould are bolt-

ed together and the mould placed in an

oven for the baking process. The oven

is heated by a coal fire, but the fire gases

are excluded. The baking causes a

chemical reaction which hardens or sets

the bond, and after sufficient cooling

the wheels are ready for the finishing

room. The oven is equipped with a

Thwing Pyrometer and the maximum
temperature attained is approximately

800 degrees Fah. The moulds are kept

in the oven for about 24 hours. Many
shapes and sizes of wheels are made by

this process and the product is very

regular and clean in appearance.

All wheels have a sticker giving the

grade and number. The company do^s a

considerable export business and ships a

larjre number of wheels to the Old Coun-

try. They make any grade required by

their customers, while wheels of almost

any shape can be manufactured. This

FINISHING DEPARTMENT. SHEWING TRUETNG WMEE' S "•'•>•, DUST EXHAUSTING
SYSTEM. WHEEL STORAGE IN BACKGROUND.
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company, as in the case of other grinding
wheel manufacturers, have for the past
year ci two experienced great difficulty

in obtaining an adequate supply oi abra-
sive material, but in this regard, the sit-

uation is improving and as a result a
material increase in output is anticipat-
ed. The company have a well equipped
and up-to-date plant with ample room
for extensions when necessary.

®
GOLD PRODUCTION IN CANADA
COMPARATIVE figures of the world's
production of gold in 1916 shows that
Canada improved her position slight-
ly as compared with other countries.
In 1914 Canada came seventh in the
list with a contribution of $15,925,044,
or 3.4' per cent, of the total output
of all countries for the year; in 1915
the figures rose to $18,977,901, which
represents 3.9 per cent, of the total
and placed Canada in fifth place. That
place was retained in 1916, with a total
of $19,162,025 and the percentage to the
grand total up to 4.8 per cent.

Although every effort was made to
speed up the production of a metal for
which the demand was greater than
ever, the world output of a new gold in
1916 at $470,442,068 fell short of that of
1915 by $8,110,154; the total, however,
was $10,344,640, or 2.2 per cent., higher
than that of 1914. The largest output
came from the Transvaal where $192,-
138,000 was the value of the production
in 1916.

©
BIG CUT IN STEEL PRICES

UNIFORM steel prices for U.S. Govern-
ment, the public and the Allies, which
represent reductions of from 40 to 70
per cent, in the present market quot-
ations, were approved recently by Presi-
dent Wilson.

The prices were determined in an
agreement reached between steel pro-
ducers and the War Industries Board
after conferences lasting more than a
month. The prices, all subject to
revision January 1, 1918, but to become
effective immediately, follow:

"Iron ore, basis, lower lake ports, price
agreed upon $5.05 , gross ton. No
change.

"Coke, Connellsville, price agreed
upon $6 net ton; recent price $16 a ton;
a reduction of 62.5 per cent.

"Steel plates, basis Chicago and Pitts-

burgh, price agreed upon $3.25 hundred-
weight, recent price $11 hundredweight;
a reduction of 70.5 per cent.

"Pig iron, price agreed upon $33
gross ton; recent price $58 gross ton; a

reduction of 43.1 per cent.

"Steel bars, Pittsburgh and Chicago
basis price agreed upon $2.90 per hun-
dredweight, recent price, $5.50 per hun-
dredweight; a reduction of 47.3 per cent.

"Steel shapes, basis Chicago and
Pittsburgh, price agreed upon $3 hun-
dredweight; recent price $6 hundred-
weight; a reduction of 50 per cent."

IKON WEAPONS OF THE AZTECS
WHEN Cortez had completed the con-
quest of Mexico, the Spaniards, among a
great many other peculiar and extraor-
dinary observations which they made in

that remarkable country, were particu-
larly struck and puzzled by one fact.

They noticed that the Aztecs possess-
ed certain implements, such as knives,
daggers, etc., made of iron, but it seemed
that only the most distinguished of the
natives possessed such, that iron was a
great rarity and was prized higher than
gold. At first the Spaniards believed
that the Aztecs extracted the metal in

some crude fashion from its ore, which
abounds in many parts of the country,
but they soon ascertained that this was
not the case. They found that not a
single smelting furnace existed in the

empire, and their surprise was not small
when they learned that the Aztecs were
totally unacquainted with any method of

extracting the iron from the ore, which,
indeed, they had never suspected of any
kinship with the highly valued metal.
The question whence the Aztecs had

procured the little iron they possessed
became a perplexing problem to the

Spaniards, which they were never able to

solve. The natives do not seem to have
enlightened them much on the subject,

for when asked they mysteriously point-

ed to the sky, and indicated that they ob-

tained their iron from the regions above.

Such assertions, no doubt, the Spaniards
received with an incredulous smile, and
they concluded that the Aztecs procured
it by way of traffic from some other, per-

haps more civilized, nation which they
suspected to exist and kept looking for

north and south for more than a hun-
dred years.

It was left to modern science to un-
ravel the mystery. The Aztecs were
quite correct; the iron of which they had
made their implements was not fash-

ioned from materials of this terrestrial

globe, but had come to them from the

unknown regions of space. Their iron

was, in fact, of meteoric origin, like that

of the Mayas of Yucatan, and the Incas

of Peru, of which many weapons are still

preserved for collections.—Hensoldt.

©
DEVELOPMENT OF OXYGEN MAN-

UFACTURE
By J. W. G.

THE use of oxygen in connection with

welding processes, carbon removal from
engine cylinders, etc., has become such

a commonplace matter in the ordinary

routine of manufacturing activities that

little or no thought is ever given to the

processes whereby this now indispens-

able gas is separated and prepared for

use.

The commercial production of oxygen
dates from the year 1886, in which year

operations were commenced by an Eng-
lish concern to develop a process invent-

ed by two Frenchmen, the Brin brothers,

their process being based on previous

discovery by Boussingault in 1851, that

barium monoxide absorbs oxygen from
the atmosphere when it is heated to 1,000

deg. F., and gives it up again when the

temperature is raised to 1,600 deg. F.

This cycle of operations was repeated in-

definitely, the barium monoxide remain-
ing unaffected by the alternate heating
and cooling.

Despite the lapse of time from the
original discovery of the process, many
practical difficulties still remained until

Brin's Oxygen Co. succeeded in develop-
ing the manufacture to such a high de-

gree of perfection, that the barium pro-

cess maintained its superiority against
all efforts to develop other processes of

obtaining oxygen on a commercial scale.

The commercial liquefaction of air had
meanwhile been developed by Prof. Linde
of Munich, in 1895, and from that time
on the ultimate eclipse of the barium
process became more and more a matter
of time. The actual process of obtaining
oxygen through liquefying air is a highly
specialized proceeding and its success has
been very complete, the barium process

being entirely discarded, although the

possibilities of electrolytic cells are the

subject of intense experiment and re-

search by interests allied with electric

power supply companies, and develop-

ments in this direction are pending.

Despite the decadence of the original

process, it is gratifying to know, espe-

cially at this time that oxygen produc-

tion in Germany, France and United
States was first put on a commercial
basis with barium plants designed and
erected by the original Brins' Oxygen Co.

©
OXIDE of aluminum is so nearly of the

same specific gravity as the metal that ic

does not allow the molten metal to clear

itself when in small globules or grains.

For this reason mechanical aid has to be

given. In practice the scrap is so far

heated in the crucible that it becomes a

pasty mass, in which state it is equeezed

and kneaded for some time, preferably

with an oak or other hardwood rod of

fair cross area, and then the heat is rais-

ed, and with some manipulation of the

rod the metal is cleared of the dross and

dirt. If melted rapidly, a dirty mass of

metal and oxide is produced with a heavy

loss of actual metal held in the skim-

mings from which it cannot dissociate

itself, owing to its slight weight.

©
A writer in the Blast Furnace and

Steel Plant observes that with all its

advantages, such as convenience of

handling and absence of shock, the press

has two failings. In the first place it

is harder to get rid of scale, which is

dislodged by the impact of a hammer,
and it cannot strike in a mould as large

a forging as a hammer its equivalent

in other respects. The Midvale Steel

Co. consider a 500-ton press as the

equivalent of a 2%-ton hammer, a 1,200-

ton press as equal to a 10-ton hammer,
and a 2,500-ton press as equivalent to a

25-ton hammer. Nevertheless, a 4%-
ton hammer can make drop-forgings be-

yond the capacity of a 1,200-ton press,

which in this respect is about equal to a

2%-ton hammer.



Annual Convention of American Foundrymen and Metal Men
Tin twenty-Si cond mi < ting of the A mi rican Foundrynn n's Association and the animal

meeting of tht American Institute of Metals wen held conjointly in Boston, Sept. _l to 28,
aa<l wen marked by hospitality, patriotism and Entt nte sincerity which circumstances hav<

not allowed full expression of in recent years. Activi participation in the war imparted in-

t> 11.11 interest to th< proceedings of two bodies whosi activi efforts an directly influencing it.

SEVERAL hundred delegates to the

twenty-second annual meeting of

the American Foundrymen's Asso-

ciation and the annual meeting of the

American Institute of Metals were pre-

sent at the joint opening meeting of the

two organizations in Paul Revere Hall,

Mechanics' Building, Boston, Sept. 24. A
forma', welcome on behalf of the city was
extended to the visitors by Mayor Cur-
ley, the response of the visitors being
made by R. A. Bull, of the Duquesne
Steel Foundry Co., Coraopolis, Pa. J. P.

Pero. president of the A.F.A., delivered

his annual address and reviewed the

work of the organization.

The major part of the convention
period was spent by each organization
in conventional manner, the meetings of

the American Institute of Metals being
held at the Hotel Somerset, with an oc-

casional joint meeting: at the quarters of

the A.F.A. The application of the mem-
bers' activities toward munition produc-
tion was a feature of the non-ferrous
topics. Following; the usual entertain-

ment features, the convention closed

Sept. 28, the A.F.A. members adopting'

vigorous resolutions in support of the

Government in carrying: on the war
against Germany, pledging: their plant,

efforts, and endorsement of the second
Liberty loan. Officers elected on the

closing; day were: American Foundry-

men's Association—President, Benjamin
D. Fuller; vice-president, Stanley Flagg;
secretary and treasurer, A. O. Backert.
American Institute of Metals— Presi-

dent, W. M. Corse; senior vice-president,

William B. Price; secretary and trea-

surer, F. L. Wolfe.
The exhibition of foundry equipment

was held on the two floors of the Me-
chanics' pavilion, numerous moulding
machines and sand-blast machines being
in operation and providing' the major at-

tractions.

CONVENTION PAPERS, A.F.A.

General Topics and Foundry Costs

"The Foundry From the Viewpoint of

the Sales Engineer," by H. R. Atwater,
Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
"The Relationship of the Engineering

Department to the Pattern Shop and
Foundry," by F. J. McGrail, Struthers-
Wells Co., Warren, Pa.
"How Character Analyses Solves the

Man Problem," by William Judson Kibby.
Cleveland.

Report of A.F.A. Committee Advisory
to the U. S. Bureau of Standards, by
Richard Moldenke, chairman, Watchung,
N.J.

"Efficiency in the Foundry," by James
A. Fitzgerald, Reno, Pa.

"Co-operative Shop Training," by W.

B. Hunter, Fitchburg High School, Fitch-
burg, Mass.

Report of A.F.A. Committee on Classi-
fication of Technical Literature, by
Richard Moldenke, Watchung, N.J.

"Facilities for Technical Training at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,"
by John Ritchie, Jr., Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, Boston.
"Improving the Relationship Between

Employer and Employee," by J. F. Kent,
American Cast Iron Pipe Co., Birming-
ham, Ala.

Report of A.F.A. Committee on Safety,

Sanitation and Fire Prevention, by Vic-

tor T. Noonan, chairman, Industrial

Commission of Ohio, Columbus, O.

Report of A.F.A. Committee on Foun-
dry Costs,, by B. D. Fuller, chairman,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Cleveland.

Address on Cost Work of the Ameri-
can Foundrymen's Association, by C. E.

Knoeppel, C. E. Knoeppel & Co., New
York.

Report of A.F.A. Representatives on
the Conference Board on Training of

Apprentices, by Frank M. Leavitt, chair-

man, University of Chicago, Chicago.

Report of the A.F.A. Committee on
Industrial Education, by Frank M. Lea-
vitt, chairman, University of Chicago,
Chicago.

SUPPUKS EXHIBIT LOOKING ACROSS MAIN EXHIBITION HALL.
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Address, "The Labor Situation as Re-
lating to Co-operation Between the Em
ployer and Employee," by G. E. Mac-
Ilwain, Babson's Statistical Organiza-
tion, Wellesley, Mass.
"Micro-Metallography for the Foun-

dry," by Robert J. Anderson, Cleveland

Metal Products Co., Cleveland.

Malleable Session

"The Theory of the Modern Waste-
Heat Boiler and Possible Application of

Such Boilers to the Malleable Melting
Furnace," by A. D. Pratt, Babcock &
Wilcox Co., New York.

"Application of Waste-Heat Boilers to

the Malleable Melting Furnace," by C. D.

Townsend, Danville Malleable Iron Co.,

Danvill, 111.

"Application of Pulverized Coal to the

Air Furnace," by Wr. R. Bean, Nauga-
tuck Malleable Iron Works, Naugatuck,
Conn.
"The Application of Pulverized Coal to

L. Stillman, General Briquetting Co.,

New York.
"Cast Iron Shells in Permanent

Molds," by Edgar Allen Custer, Phila-

delphia.

"The Seasoning of Gray Iron Cast-
ings," by L. M. Sherwin, Brown &
Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I.

"Factors in the Economical Production
of Small Cores in Large Quantities," by
R. E. Kennedy, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

"Modern Centrifugal Cupola Blowers,

'

by L. C. Loewenstein, General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
"The Effect of High Sulphur in Gray

Iron Castings," by T. Mauland, Interna-

tional Harvester Co., Chicago.

Steel Session

"Molding and Casting Large Slag
Pots," by C. J. McMahon, Illinois Steel

Co., Chicago.
"A Description of a Small Open-hearth

"The Electric Furnace From the Cen-
tral Staion Standpoint," by E. L.

Crosby, Detroit Edison Co., Detroit.

Final Professional and Business Session

"Solution of Foundry Transportation
and Conveying Problems," by Robert E.
Newcomb, Deane Works, Worthington
Pump & Machinery Corp., Holyoke,
Mass.
"Sand-Blasting in the Foundry," by H.

L. Wadsworth, American Foundry Equip-
ment Co., Cleveland.

"Experiments to Determine the Most
Effective Means of Mixing and Blending
Foundry Facing Sands," by R. Harring-
ton, Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp., Boston.
"Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting,"

by Stuart Plumley, Davis-Bournonville
Co., Boston.

"Factors Contributing to the Economi-
cal Use of Grinding Wheels in the Foun-
dry," by Wallace T. Montague, Norton
Co., Worcester, Mass.

SIDE AISLE OF SUPPLIES EXHIBIT IN MAIN EXHIBITION HALL.

Malleable Melting Furnaces," by Joseph
Harrington, Chicago.
"How Malleable Iron Has Improved,"

by Enrique Touceda, Albany, N.Y.
"Troubles Encountered in Machining

Malleable Iron: Causes and Remedies,"
by A. T. Jeffery, Dayton Malleable Iron

Co., Dayton, 0.

"Comparative Carbon Losses in Malle-

able Iron Annealing by Muffle and Pot
Oven Methods," by Joseph B. Deisher,

T. H. Symington Co., Rochester, N.Y.

"The Effect of Iron Oxide in Molding
Sand," by W. R. Bean, Naugatuck Malle-

able Iron Works, Naugatuck, Conn.

Gray Iron Session

"Notes on Fine Molding Sands," by C.

P. Karr, U. S. Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C.

Report of A.F.A. Committee on Gen-
eral Specifications for Gray Iron Cast-

ings, by W. P. Putnam, chairman, De-«

troit Testing Laboratory, Detroit.

"Briquetting Foundry Borings," by A.

Furnace," by David McLain, McLain's
System, Milwaukee.

"Steel Castings for Ordnance Con-
struction," by Major C. M. Wesson,
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Mass.
"A New System of Burning Crude

Oil," by W. A. Janssen, Davenport, la.

"The Use of Vanadium in Steel Cast-

ings," by J. Lloyd Uhler, Union Steel

Castings Co., Pittsburgh.

Report of A.F.A. Committee on Steel

Foundry Standards, by W. A. Janssen,
chairman, Davenport, la.

"Notes on An Electric Furnace De-
sign," by John A. Crowley, John A.

Crowley Co., Detroit.

"Recent Developments in the Applica-

tion of the Electric Furnace to the Melt-

ing Problem," by Douglas Walker, Booth-
Hall Co., Chicago.

"Comparison of Electric Furnace and
Steel Converter for the Manufacture of

Small Steel Castings," by C. R. Mes-
singer, Sivyer Steel Castings Co., Mil-

waukee.

"Refractory Materials Employed in

the Metallurgical Industries," by H. C.

Arnold, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111.

CONVENTION PAPERS, A.I.M.

Melting and Casting Non-ferrous Metals

"Raw Materials Used for Crucibles,"

by Prof. A. V. Bleininger, U. S. Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D.C.

"Melting Yellow Brass in New Form
of Induction Furnace," by G. H. Clamer,
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia.

"Casting Bearings in Sand and Metal
Molds," by R. R. Clarke, Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.

"Negative Experiments on Waste Core
Sand," by Dr. H. W. Gillett, U. S. Bureau
of Mines, Ithaca, N.Y.
"The Crucible Situation," by M. Mc-

Naughton, Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,

Jersey City, N.J.

"The Electric Furnace and Nonferrous
Metals," by Dwight D. Miller, Society
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for Electrical Development, New York.

"My Experience' With Metal Melting

Furnaces," by W. H. Parry, National

Meter Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
"The Briquetting of Nonferrous Light

Metal Scrap," by A. L. Stillman, General

Briquetting Co., New York.

Use of Nonferrous Metals for Munitions,

Etc.

"The Present Status of Tin Fusible

Plug Manufacture and Properties," by

Dr. George K. Burgess, U. S. Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D.C.

"Stellite," by Elwood Haynes, Haynes
Stellite Works, Kbkomo, Ind.

"The Use of Die Castings in Muni-
tions," by Charles Pack, Doehler Die

Casting Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

"Shrapnel Bullets," by Harold J. Roast,

Jas. Robertson Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.

"A Few Points on Alloy Patents," by
Wm. J. Rich, Patent Office, Washington,
D.C.

Address by a representative of the

Lnited States Tariff Commission.
"The Use of Bronzes in Railroad Turn-

tables and Movable Bridges," by 0. E.

Selby, Big Four Railroad, Cincinnati.

"Recent Industrial Uses of Aluminum,"
by F. G. Shull, Aluminum Co. of Am-
erica, Boston.

"The Consumption of Copper and Its

Varied Uses," by H. D. Hawks, United

Metals Selling Co., New York.

Testing of Nonferrous Metals

"Comparative Tests on Test Bars and
Actual Castings," by W. M. Corse, Titan-

ium Bronze Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
"Aanalysis of Babbitts and Brasses,'

by E. W. Hagmaier, Buffalo.

"Standard Test Bars of 88-8-4, Being
the Result of Co-operative Work of Six

Foundries; a New Series of Tests," by
C. P. Karr, U. S. Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C.

"The Expansion Coefficient of Alpha
and Beta Brass" and "The Corrosion of

Manganese Bronze Under Stress," by Dr.

Paul D. Merica, Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C.

Address by Richard C. Maclaurin, pre-

sident, League to Enforce Peace.
"The School End of the Job in Train-

ing Foundrymen," by Dean C. B. Con-
nelley, Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh.

"The Flux and Cleaner Question of

Brass," by E. D. Frohman, S. Obermayer
Co., Pittsburgh.

"Pyrometers—Their Construction and
Application," by John P. Goheen, Brown
Instrument Co., Philadelphia.

"Electrically-Heated Core Ovens," by
Dr. C. F. Hirshfield, Edison Illuminating

Co., Detroit.

"Brass Rolling Mill Alloys," by Roy A.

Wood, Cheshire, Conn.

Metallurgy and Metallography

"The Electrolytic Production of Aanti-

mony," by Prof. D. J. Demorest, Ohio

State University, Columbus, O.

"The Electrical Properties of Some
High Resistance Alloys," by Prof. M. A.

Hunter, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

and F. M. Sebast, Troy, N.Y.

"The Amorphous Theory in Metals,"

by Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Castings Co.,

Cleveland.

"The Volatility of Zinc and Cad-

mium," by John Johnston and Edward
Schramm, American Zinc, Lead & Smelt-

ing Co., St. Louis.

"Surface Tension and Deoxidizing of

Metals," by W. J. Knox, Metals Deoxidiz-

ing & Refining Co., New York.

"Antimony—Its Metallurgy and Uses,"

by K. C. Li, Wah Chang Mining & Smelt-

ing Co., Inc., New York.
"Development and Reabsorption of the

Beta Constituent in Alloys Which are

Normally of the Alpha Type," by Prof.

C. H. Mathewson, Department of Mining

and Metallurgy, Yale University, and
Philip Davidson, New Haven, Conn.

"The Swelling of Zinc Base Die Cast-

ings," by H. M. Williams, National Cash
Register Co., Dayton, 0.

©
DIRECTORY OF EXHIBITS

Abell-Howe Co., Chicago. Howe Trucks in

various styles. Operating displays of American
High Speed Chain for power drives. Union Pressed

Steel Chain for general engineering use, and
American Electric Hoists with foundry control.

The Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Variety
of Ingots made by the Ajax process, and castings

made from same, together with other interesting

features. Variety of babbitt metals and die cast-

ings.
Albany Sand and Supply Co., Albany, N.Y.

—

Molding Sand.
American Foundry Equipment Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.—For description of exhibit, see Sand Mixing
Machine Co.
American Gum Products Co., New York City.

—Goulac Core Binder. Cores and Castings made
from Goulac Core Binder.
American Lighting Co., Chicago. Industrial and

railroad floodlights, using 750 or 1000 watt stand-
ard lights with a glass reflector, highly silvered

and polished.

REPRESENTATIVE DISPLAY OF FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT IN ANNEX ADJOINING MAIN
EXHIBITION HALL.
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American Molding Machine Co., Terre Haute,

Jnd. New 10" Jolt Rock Over Machine, and also

new Jolt Stripping Plate Machine, with 12" draw.
American Museum of Safety, New York City.

Exhibit of Safety Appliances,
American Pipe Bending Machine Co., Boston,

Mass. Pipe bending machine in operation.

Ariade Manufacturing Co., Freeport, III. Hand
Squeezer, Air Squeezer, 24" Power Rollover Jo.t

Pattern Drawing Machine. No. 2 Modern Molding
Machine, 24" Modern Jolt showing a ferrule plate,

88" Modern Jolt, Piston Drag Machine, Piston
Cope Machine. Combined Jolter and Squeezer,

Norcross Jarring Machine, and 3" Midget Core
Jolter.

*

Armstrong Cork and Insulation Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa. Insulating Brick, Cork Covering for water
brine and ammonia lines, high pressure covering
for steam pipes, corkboard for cold storage and
refrigeration. Display to include raw materials,
finished products and miniature models, together
with interesting tests.

Asburj Graphite Mills, Asbury, N.J. Samples of

Ceylon and American Graphite for Foundry Fac-
ing, lubricating. Stove polish, Paint, and Elec-

trical purposes.
Athol Machine Co., Athol, Mass.—Vises of many

types, and an assorted display of mechanics' tools.

Photographs illustrating welfare work of the

company.
E. C. Atikns & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—Saws of

all kinds including metal-cutting circular saws,
hack saw blades, frames, hand saws, metal cut-

ting machines, and foundry plates.

Ayer & Lord Tie Co., Inc., Chicago.- A&L In-

terior Creosoted Wood Block Floor installed in

booth, with photographs showing installations in

all types of plants throughout the country.

B. & B. Manufacturing Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Stationary Power Molding Machine, Portable
Power Molding Machine, Stationary Hand Jar
and Squeeze Machine, Portable Hand Jar and
Squeeze Machine, and Post Power Molding Ma-
chine.

Beaudry & Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.— 100-pound
Power Hammer a .'ranged for motor drive, and
a similar power hammer of 50 pounds capacity.

Berkshire Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.—Air
and Hand Squeezer Molding Machines, Flasks,
Vibrators, Patterns, etc.

Charles H. Besly & Co., Chicago.- Besly Vertical

Spindle Disc Grinders, Besly Patternmakers' Disc

Grinders. Wide Faced Ring vVheel Grinders, and
Double Spindle Disc Grinders.
The Bilton Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

- Universal Gear Hobbing Machine, and Auto-
matic Gear Milling Machine.

S. Birkenstein & Sons, Chicago.— Brass and
Bronze Ingot. Aluminum Ingot. (Virgin and Al-

loys), Babbitt, Solder, Phospher Copper, Phosphor
Tin, and all non-ferrous base metals. Castings

made from these products.

The G. S. Blodgett Co., Inc., Burlington, Vt.

Two types of Portable Bake Ovens, used ex-

tensively in foundries for baking cores. These
ovens are also sold for enameling and japanning
purposes.

Blystone Manufacturing Co., Cambridge Springs,

Pa.—Blystone Core Sand Mixer equipped with

rotary screen and electric motor.
Brass World Publishing Co., New York City.

—

The Brass World.
Bridgeport Safety Emery Wheel Co., Bridge-

port, Conn.—Belt and motor driven Grinding and
Polishing Machinery. Also a number of grinding
wheels.
Brown Specialty Machinery Co., Chicago. Core

Machines, Electric Duplex Shaker, Revolving Bar-
rel Sandblast Machine equipped with cloth screen

type dust arrester and exhaust fan, which will

be in operation.
The Buckeye Products Co., Cincinnati, O.

—

Furnaces, metal melting, non-crucible and cru-

cible ; gas and oil fuel. Air and electric vibra-
tors, parting compounds, core compounds, metal
fluxes, core oven, patented flax pins, also patented
flax guides with removable pins. etc.

Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y. Carbor-
undum and Aloxite Wheels, special Carborundum
Wheels for malleable grinding, and samples of

crude material from which these wheels are made.

Cataract Refining and Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Core Oils, Parting, Cutting Oils and Com-

pounds, Tempering and Quenching Oils.

Champion Foundry and Machine Co., Chicago.
—Champion Electric Sand Riddles in operation.
Frank D. Chase, Chicago and New York.

Foundry design and construction data, including
photographs, paintings and plans of buildings and
equipment, including furnaces, ovens, and stacks ;

printed literature illustrating foundries designed
and outlining the foundry engineering service.

Chase Turbine Manufacturing Co., Orange,
Mass. Semi-automatic Polishing and Buffing
Machine.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago. Pneu-
matic Riveting and Chipping Hammers. Pneu-
matic Drill;'-. Hammers and Hoists, Electric Drills
and Grinders. Electric Sand Sifter, and Chicago
Universal Hose Couplings.

Chisholm-Moore Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
O. Chain Hoists and Eye Beam Trolleys.
Cincinnati Pulley Machinery Co., Cincinnati, O.

Nine motor driven ball bearing drilling ma-
chines of different types and speeds, adapted to

varying conditions of machine shop work.
Charles J. Clark, Chicago. Blast volume

meters, and allied instruments for foundry use.

Will introduce at this exhibit a new instrument
for use in connection with cupola and other
furnaces.

Cleveland Blow Pipe and Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
O. Dust Collecting System for use on buffing,
polishing, grinding and emery wheels, consisting
of motor-driven exhaust fan, dust collector, and
special hoods. Sheet metal shower baths.

Cleveland Osborn Manufacturing Co., New York
— Foundry supplies.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

—

Complete line of air-operated tools for foundry
purposes, in operation, such as chipping ham-
mers, riveting hammers, sand rammers for foundry
use, air drills, portable casting grinders, air hose,
hose couplings, etc.

Thomas E. Coale Lumber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
White pine and sugar pine pattern lumber.
Combined Supply and Equipment Co., Buffalo,

N.Y.—Angle Stem Single-piece Double-head Chap-
lets, tinned.
Corn Products Refining Co., New York.—

A

working exhibit showing the making of cores,

also the drying, using Kordex.
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Vertical double-cylinder single acting compres-

sor, water cooled with a regulating sight feed
splash oiling attachment. This compressor is

motor-driven with automatic pressure control, and
is provided with a circulating pump for cooling
water. Pendant vertical cylinder air hoists and
horizontal rope compounded cylinder air hoists,
suspended from single I-beam trolleys. Single I-

beam hand-operated bridge crane with trolley, and
single I-beam bracket bridge crane.

Cutter & Wood Supply Co., Boston, Mass.—
Foundry Equipment, Tools and Supplies, Machin-
ists' and Patternmakers' Supplies.
Davis Bournonville Co., Jersey City, N.J.—Oxy-

Acetylene and Oxy-Hydrogen Welding and Cut-
ting Apparatus, Acetylene Pressure Generators,
Portable Acetylene and Oxygen Tanks, Oxygraph
and Radiagraph Cutting Machines, Accessories.

Debevoise-Anderson Co., Inc., New York City.
— Interesting exhibit of Foundry Iron, Charcoal
Iron, ores, coke, limestone, etc.

Dings Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.—Type M., No. 3 Separator, complete with
motor generator set. Type O No. 2 Separator,
complete with D.C. motor, 12" x 24". Magnetic
Pulley Type Separator, with D.C. motor, and
hand magnet for finding iron in light brass.

Divine Bros. Co., Utica, N.Y.— Polishing Wheels.
Buffs, Glue Heaters, Polishing wheel balancers,
and a general line of polisher supplies.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

—

Crucibles, Covers, Stirrers, Stoppers, Sand Cru-
cibles, Scorifiers, Cupels, etc.

Stanley Doggett, Inc., New York City.—Parting
Compounds. "Original Perfection Brands," "Faca-
mold." substitute for Lead and Plumbago, Talc
and Soapstone Facings.

G. Drouve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.— Anti-Pluvius
Puttyless Skylights, and Window Operators.

Eastern Brass and Ingot Corporation of New
York, Waterbury, Conn.-Briquet-Ingots I made
from brass chips).

Federal Foundry Supply Co., Cleveland, O.

—

Six sizes of Jolts, six sizes of Squeezers, and
Combination Jolt and Squeezer Machines. Core
ovens. Samples of plumbago, core washes, snap
flasks, slip jackets, etc.

Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Comptometer. Adding and Calculating Machines.

Forbes & Myers, Worcester, Mass. Electric
Grinders.

Foreign Crucibles Corp., Ltd., New York City.
—Samples of Imported Graphite Crucibles.

The Foundry and The Iron Trade Review, Daily-
Iron Trade and Metal Market Report, Cleveland,
O.—Represented by John A. Penton, A. O. Back-
ert, C. J. Stark. H. Cole Estep, Charles Vickcrs.
J. D. Pease. F. V. Cole. S. H. Jasper. G. O.
Hayes, J. F. Ahrens, E. L. Shaner, and A. J.
Mueller.

The Foundry Equipment Co., Cleveland, O.—
Coleman Foundry Equipment, Coleman Rolling
Drawer Core Oven, Portable Rack Type Oven.
Coleman Hand Squeezer, Coleman Aluminum
Melting Furnace, Oil Burner, Crucible Lifter, etc

Gardner Machine Co., Beloit, Wis. Five types
of belt and motor driven polishing lathes; ten
types of sizes of Gardner Grinders, as well as
an assortment of supplies. Show board with
actual samole pieces of work done on Gardnei
Grinders. New machines in operation.

General Briquetting Co., New York. Represent-
ed by George R. Cowan.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.— Elec-
tric Core Baking Furnace, Blower Sets. Fans.
Heaters. Lamps, and Supplies. Lantern Slides.
Photogranhs of various installations.
General Fire Extinguisher Co., Providence, R.I.

—Sprinkler System complete with supervisory
service connections and cabinet for demonstra-
tion of action of sprinkler in case of fire. Rector
System of heating. Hale Mixers for industrial
and domestic purposes.

General Platers' Supply Co., Inc., New York -

Genuine Imported Graphite Crucibles.
Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York.—Complete

line of samples of Carbon-free metals and alloys,

including tungsten, chromium-manganese, ferro-
chromium, ferro-tungsten, manganese-copper, co-
balt, etc.

Great Western Manufacturing Co., Leavenworth,
Kansas. Gyratory Foundry Riddles.

Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.— Metallic
sand blast abrasives, including chilled shot and
crushed shot for sandblast purposes.
The Hart & Hutchinson Co., New Britain, Conn.

- Steel lockers for factory use. New solutions
of the coat room problem.
Hauck Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

—

Cupola lighters, mold dryers, ladle and rivet
heaters, torches and forges.
Hayward Co., New York City.— Photographs of

equipment for handling various materials with
different kinds of hoisting apparatus.
Herman Pneumatic Machine Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.— 13" Cylinder Plain Jarring Machine, and
Combination Jar Squeeze Machine.

Hill, Clarke & Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.— Lathes,
Shapers, Milling Machines, Grinders, Drilling
Machines, Bench Lathes, Screw Machines, Power
and Arbor Presses, Pipe Machines, and Cutting-
off Machines.

Hoevel Manufacturing Corporation, New York
City.—Revolving barrel sandblast machine with
pressure tank, and rotary table sandblast machine
with pressure tank.
Herman A. Holz, 1 Madison Ave., New York.

—The Erichsen Machine for Testing Metal Sheets.
The Brinnell Meter (portable hardness tester).

International Molding Machine Co., Chicago.

—

Molding Machines.
The Iron Age, New York City.—An exhibit of

good fellowship and hearty welcome to all who
attend the Convention.
The Jennison-Wright Co., Toledo, O.—Kreolite

Wood Blocks for factory floors. Enlarged pnoto-
graphs of Kreolite Wood Block factory floors

:

samples of wood treated with Kreolite oil.

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.—-
Liquid Core Compounds and Pure Linseed On.

T. P. Kelly & Co., Inc., New York.—Foundry
Supplies.

Julius King Optical Co., Chicago.— Safety
Goggles, Helmets. Masks, etc.

The Lamson Co., Boston, Mass.—Lamson
Gravity Roller Conveyors, Lamson wire-line mes-
sage and parcel carriers, Lamson pneumatic
tubes for handling orders, etc., in factory and
office.

Arthur E. Lane Lumber Co., New York City.

—

Sequoia Lumber for pattern work.
The H. M. Lane Co., Detroit, Mich.— Industrial

Engineers. Foundry and Metallurgical Special-
ists.

Lees-Bradner Co , Cleveland, O.—For a descrip-
tion of this exhibit, see Lynd-Farquhar Co..

Lewis-Shepard Co., Boston, Mass.—Elevating
trucks for handling goods on platforms.
Lublum Electric Furnace Corporation, New York

City.—Model of Ludlum Furnace. Samples of
tool steel, pig iron, washed metal, and iron and
steel castings, etc., now being made by the
Sweetzer Bainbridge Metal Alloy Corporation.
Large photographs of furnaces in operation, to-

gether with analysis of products, descriptive
pamphlets, etc. Represented by Thornton W.
Rice, Vice-President, O. D. Conover and G. E.
Munro.

David Lupton's Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Models of various types of Lupton Steel Sash
and other products. Lupton steel partition and
doors, Lupton rolled steel skylight. Detailed
drawings and photographs of installations.

Lynd Farquhar Co., Boston, Mass.—26" Com-
bined open side crank planer and shaper in
operation. Lees-Bradner gear generating machine
and a thread milling machine in operation.
MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto, Can. The

Canadian Foundryman ; Canadian Machinery.
The MacLeod Co., Cincinnati, O.—Sand Blast

Hose Machine, Oxy-Acetylene Welding Torch,
Combination Buckeye Heater, Cupola Lighter,
Ladle Dryer and Skin Dryer for molds.

J. S. McCormick Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—General
Foundry Supplies.
McCrosky Reamer Co., Meadville, Pa.—Com-

plete line of Adjustable Reamers ; Wizard quick-
change chucks and coilets ; drilling, tapping and
stud setting devices ; turret tool posts for lathes ;

Searchlight Universal lamp brackets, and other
cost-cutting devices for the machine shop.

McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. Sam-
ples of Semi-steel castings of light section, such
as automobile cylinders, pistons and other cast-
ings containing 20'/< to 50% steel, made by Mc-
Lain graduates. Open hearth steel castings
poured of metal from McLain Carter Open Hearth
Furnace. Projectiles weighing up to 1,400 lbs.

a special feature.

Mahr Manufacturing Co., Minneapolis, Minn. -
Fuel Oil Torches for Cupola Lighting, mold dry-
ing, etc., ladle driers and heaters, melting fur-
naces, rivet furnaces, and forging furnaces.

Malleable Iron Fittings Co., Branford, Conn.

—

Complete line of "All Steel" vibrators. Com-
plete line of vibrator accessories, including hand
valves; blow guns, starting valves of all kinds,
hose clamps, etc. Equipment in operation.
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The Metal Industry. New York City. Repre-
sented by Palmer H. Langdon, editor and pul>-

lishcr ; Louia J- Krom, managing editor; George
w Cooper, advertising manager, ami Thomas a.

Trambour, eireolation manager.
Michigan Smelting and Retining Co., Detroit.

Mich. Detroit Standard Ingot Brass, Siltanan

Vi',\ Bronse, Tin and lead products, including

solders, lead pipe, babbitt metals, etc
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit. Mich. Small

Jar-ramming Roll-over Machine, hand rammed
roll-over machine, ami a small jar-ramming roll-

over machine for making cues, designed 101

light operation by women in the core room, it

necessary. All machines ill operation. Motion
pictures of machines in operation in various
plants.
Moitrup Steel Products Co.. Beaver Kails, Pa,
An extensive display of Battened steel pattern

plates, core piates. finished machine keys, finished

machine rack and COld drawn Steel oars.

Monarch Engineering and Mfg. Co., Baltimore.

Md. Brass Furnaces, lilting Coxe Crucible fur-
nace. Tilting and Stationary Oil Crucible lur-
naces. and Acme Core Ovens.
Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
A working exhibit consisting of Sand mast

Tumbling Barrel, hose type machine, cabinet,

and accessories.
E. II. Mumford Co.. Elizabeth. N.J. Molding

Machines.
Mumford Molding Machine Co.. Chicago.

Power Squei
National Engineering Co., Tacoma Building,

Chicago. Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer in

actual operation mixing foundry sand. Simpson
Continuous Core Keducer and National Screen
Separator.

National Safety Council, Chicago.—Safety ex-

hibit.

New Chicago Crucible Co., Chicago.—Crucibles
New England Coal and Coke Co., Boston, Mass.
Modell of Bunker Hill Monument reproduced

from by-product coke.
The New Haven Sand Blast Co., New Haven,

Conn. Self-contained Sand Blast Rolling Barrel,
Hose Type Sand Blast Machine. Diamond Cirit.

Chilled Shot, and other Sand Blast accessories.
William H. Nicholls Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Jolt Ramming and Power Squeezers with auto-

matic gravity drawing device, plain power mold-
ing machine, plain combination jolt-ramming
and power molding machine with roll-over device.
Norma Co. of America, New York. Ball bear-

ings, roller bearings, precision testing instru-
ments, etc.

Norton Co.. Worcester, Mass.—Bench and fluoi

types Grinding Machines in operation. Grinding
wheels used in Foundry work.

O. K. Crucible Co., New Y"ork.—Japanese cru-
cibles.

S. Obermayer Co.. Chicago.—Power and floor

sprue cutters, brass furnaces, tumbling barrel, cor."

ovens, bellows, ladles and shanks, rosin mills, snap
flasks, etc. Hausfield Open Flame Brass Melting
Furnace. Combs' riddle.

Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

16" tool room engine lathe in operation. Photo-
graphs of complete line of pattern shop machinery,
and the Universal Wood Milling Machine.
The Osborn Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.

- Hand and power operated machines. Direct
Draw roll-over jolt machines, plain air squeezers,
combination jolt squeezers. "Little Wonder" roll-

over machines, drop plate and stripping plate
machines, combination jolt stripper s meezer ma-
chines.
Oxweld Acetylene Co.. Newark N.J.—Complete

line of Oxweld Equipment, part of it in actual
operation. Oxweld low pressure type acetylene
generating unit. Oxweld portable pressure gener-
ator in operation.

Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown, Maryland.
—Enlarged photographs of various types of
machines and out-of-the-ordinary installation- of
Sand blast and allied equipment, together with
specimen castings before and after sand-blasting.

J. W. Paxson Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Foundry
equipment and Surplus. Sand Blast Machinery.
Sands. Facings. Moving Pictures, Photograph and
Blue Print Display Fixture.

Peerless Machine Co., Racine, Wisconsin.
Peerless High Speed Heavy duty Metal Cutting
Saws.
The Philadelphia Bourse. Philadelphia. Pa.
Pickands, Brown & Co., Chicago. A patri.. tic-

ally trimmed display of Solvay Coke in the form
of a wheel hub. with gilded spokes.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Samples of all sizes of Angular Grit, the
original angular metallic sand blast abrasive.

Portage Silica Co.. Youngstown. O. Steel Mold-
ing Sand. Sand Blast Sand, and Core Sand.
Henry E. Pridmore, Chicago.— Electric jarring

machine in combination with air power rock-over
power draw machine. Electric jarring machine
in combination with air stripping plate machine,
plain hand rock-over drop machine, plain air
power rock-over hand draw machine, hand strip-
ping plate machine, and air power squeezer
machine.

Quigley Furnace Specialties Co., New York
City.—Furnace specialties, including powdered

coal controllers, l.alor automatic oil valves, elec-

tric furnaces, high temperature furnace cement.
ami pyrometer equipment

Railway Mechanical Engineer. New York City.

Copies of Railway Mechanical Engineer, Photo
graphs in frames Illustrating application of all

types of machinery to railroad work, textbooks,
etc.

Richey, Browne & Donald. Inc., Maspeth, N.Y".
Small working model of Roller-Ramming and

Molding Machines, and Sand Handling Appliance.
Blvetl I.athe and Grinder Co., Boston, Mass,

Back-geared precision bench lathe mounted on
a cabinet with individual motor drive and at-

tachments. Two sizes of internal grinders com-
plete with standard equipment. Improved thread-
ing tool.

Robeson Process Co., New York City. Photo-
graphs, specimens of cores bound with glutrin.

and samples of glutrin.
Rogers. Brown & Co., Cincinnati, O. The

largest collection of samples of pig iron ever
brought together. Bee-hive and by-product oven,
metallurgical coke, a wide assortment of ferrous
alloys, grey iron, semi-steel, and malleable iron
eastings of unique, practical, and ornamental
character.

THE SPIRIT OF NEW ENGLAND- REPRESENTATIVE FIGURES
ON A COKE EXHIRIT IMMEDIATELY IN 1- RONT

OF PLATFORM.

Safety First Shoe Co., Providence. R.I. Moid
ers' Shoes.
Sand Mixing Machine Co., New Y'ork City.

—

Sand Mixing Machine. "Humane" Sand Blast
Room. Rotary Table Sand Blast Room, and Sand
Blast Tumbling Barrel.
Shepard Electric Crane and Hoist Co., Montour

Falls, N.Y.— Electric Hoists. Section of mono-
rail track and T-bar conductor with insulators
and accessories. Enlarged photographs showing
entire Shepard line.

Simonds Manufacturing Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Hack Saw Blades, Files, Metal Cutting Circular

Saws and Metal Slitting Saws. Inserted Tooth
Metal Cutting Saw in operation on a machine.
W. W. Sly Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.

Sand Blast Room, Horizontal Sand Blast Barrel.
New Style Pressure Tank. Baby Sand Blast Mill
with Dust Arrester; Resin Mill and Two-section
Drawer Type Core Oven.

R. P. Smith & Sons Co., Chicago.— "Protect-
to," Safety Shoes for Molders and Foundrymen.
Werner G. Smith Co., Cleveland. O. Linoil

and other grades of core oils ; specimens of cores
and castings. Plumbago, firebricks and fire clay.

Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.

—

Cinder Mill in operation.
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. West Allis. Wis.

Sterling Rolled Steel Flasks. Special Foundry
Barrows. General Foundry Barrows. Shop Boxes.
Flask Pins. Wedges. Skim Gates.
W. F. Stodder, Syracuse, N.Y. -Cyclone Suction

Sand Rlast Nozzle.

Strong. Kennard & Nutt Co., Cleveland, 0.

—

Goggles and Safety Appliances.
Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago. Sullivan

Angle Compound Plate Valve Short Belt Driven
Air Compressor, 445 CU. ft, capacity. Sullivan
splash oiled single stage, belt driven air com-
pressor. Sullivan end rolling finger plate valves
for angle compound compressor. Photographs
and literature describing Sullivan air compres-
sors of all classes.

Swan A Finch Co.. New York City. Core Oil,

tuning Oil. and special products used in foundry
and shop pra< tice.

Thomas lion Co., Hokendauqua, Pa. "Thomas
Vanadium" Pig Iron

Titanium Bronze Co., Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Bronze and Copper Sand Castings including

Titanium Aluminum Bronze Castings. Bronze
Die Castings of Titanium Aluminum Bronze.

I'nited Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Bulla lo

Brand Vent Wax for core venting purposes, and
Buffalo Brand Pattern Wax, a substitute for
beeswax and bayberry wax.

I nited Metal Hose Co., Inc., New York City.
Metallic- hose for pneumatic tools, sand blasting.

welding and cutting apparatus, steam, water and
oil.

United States Graphite
Co., Saginaw, Mich. —
Graphite foundry facings.

U. S. Molding Machine
Co., Cleveland, O. Plain
Air Squeezer, Jar and
Squeezer, Jar Squeeze
Pattern Draw Machine,
Plain Jar Machines, Jar
Pattern Draw Machine,
and Roll Over Pattern
Draw Machine.
United States Silica

Co., Chicago.— Samples of
Flint Shot. Views of
plants where Flint Shot
is produced, also where
it is used. Booklets and
other literature describ-
ing the product, and re-
prints of trade paper
advertisements regarding
factories where its ad-
vantages have been de-
monstrated.
Wadsworth Core Ma-

chine and Equipment Co.,
Akron, Ohio. — Complete
Core Room Outfits.

J. D. Wallace & Co.,
Chicago.—Wallace Bench
Planer in operation.
The Warner & Swasey

Co., Cleveland, O. —
Universal Hollow Hexa-
gon Turret Lathe on Bar
Work, Universal Turret
Screw Machine on Bar
Work and Plain Head
Turret Screw Machine
equipped to do Bar Work.
Wentworth Institute,

Boston, Mass. — Demon-
strations and work in
applied science as given
in Foundry courses. Work
in molding by students
from selected assortment
of patterns, showing
various methods.
Westinghouse Electric

and Mfg. Co., East Pitts-
burgh, Pa. — Exhibit of
Safety Appliances used

in the Westinghouse works.

Wheeler & Holcomb Co., Chicago. "Safety
First" wearing apparel, including gloves and
mittens made from asbestos cloth and leather.
Aprons, leggins, spats, and other apparel for
protecting foundry and steel works operators.

e & Bro., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.—Copper
and brass ingots and castings I rough and smooth
made from these in ingots). Babbitt Metals.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Providence, R.I. -Foundry

sands, supplies and equipment.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey,
Illinois. Foundry equipment including a ten-ton
crane trolley, teapot spout ladle, and round plate
barrel tumbler. Photographs and drawing- of
extensive line of Foundry machinery.

T. A. Willson & Company, Inc.. Reading. Pa. -

Industrial F]ye Protectors known as Will-. in
Safety Goggles and Willson Safety Flange Go
featuring Super-Tough lenses and the Willson
Patented Safety Flange.

T. B. Wood's Sons Co., Chambersburg. Pa.—
Peerless Patented Tapered Snap Flask and Auto-
matic Adjustable Patented Jacket. Flasks fitted
with pin equipment of different design- will be
shown in various sizes, as well as jackets in
corresponding sizes.

E. J. Woodison Co., Detroit, Mich. Wool, ,,,

Electric Jar. Stripping Plate. Roll Over M
Machine. Woodison Air Squeezers. Dorom
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tern Grinders. Electric Vibrators. Woodseed
Liquid Core Compound. Foundry Facinifs. Sup-
plies. Fire Hrick. Platers' and Polishers' Supplus.

@
CANADIAN REPRESENTATION.
H. W. Burgess, the Wallaceburg Brass

and Iron Mfg. Co., Wallaceburg, Ont.

Frank M. Meyers, Hyde & Sons, Mont-
real, Que.
Wm. Bamnow, Dodge Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont.

J. Briggs, Frost & Wood Co., Smith's

Falls, Ont.

R. J. Hopper, Pratt & Letchworth Co.,

Brantford, Ont.

Wm. H. Inglis, Ottawa Car Mfg. Co.,

Ottawa, Ont.

B. G. Newton, MacLean Publishing

Co., Toronto, Ont.

T. H. Jones, Canadian Westinghouse
Co., Hamilton, Ont.

F. Paquet, Deloro Smelting & Refin-

ing Co., Deloro, Ont.

Wm. M. Maybank, E. J. Woodison Co.,

Toronto, Ont.

A. J. Palmer, Empire Mfg. Co., Lon
don, Ont.

J. D. Riffer, St. Catharines Bras.-

Works, St. Catharines, Ont.

H. J. Roast, Jas. Robertson Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

J. L. Rummer, Frost & Wood Co.,

Smith's Falls, Ont.

Arthur C. Steer, Dominion Copper
Products Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

C. J. Seeley, T. McAvity & Sons, Ltd..

St. John, N.B.

M. E. Tuck, T. McAvity & Sons, Ltd.,

St. John, N.B.

Peter Bain, MacLean Publishing Co.,

Toronto, Ont.

Leonard Kipp, Mueller Mfg. Co., Sar-

nia, Ont.

C. V. Barton, Martin Mfg. Co., Whit-

ley, Ont.

G. E. Purkis, Canada Foundries and

Forgings, Ltd., Brockville, Ont.

R. J. Paquette, the Spence Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

J. J. McFadyer, E. J. Woodison Co.,

Toronto, Ont.

F. Washburn, Canada Foundries and

Forgings, Ltd., Brockville, Ont.

T. Essery, Webster & Sons, Ltd., Mont-

real, Que.
A. M. Campbell, Canada Foundries and

Forgings, Ltd., Brockville, Ont.

B. W. Meill, Canada Machinery Cor-

poration, Gait, Ont.

M. B. Karr, Brown's Copper and Brass

Rolling Mills, New Toronto, Ont.

L. S. Mitchell, R. Mitchell Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

W. Beatty, Beatty Bros., Ltd., Fergus,

Ont.

L. B. Bennettt, Maxwells, Ltd., St.

Mary's Ont.

D. G. Bell, Dominion Coal Co., Glace

Bay, N.S.

J. Webb, Canada Machinery Corpora-

tion, Gait, Ont.

H. E. Ouellette, Dominion Foundry
Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

D. Bell, Dominion Coal Co., Glace Bay,

N.S.
A. Oliver, Sheldons, Ltd., Gait, Ont.

J. R. Ellis, W. F. Vilas, Cowensville,

Que.

G. H. Weaver, Dominion Foundry Sup-
ply Co., Montreal, Que.

F. E. Gardiner, Dominion Copper Pro-

ducts Co., Montreal, Que.
W. F. Vilas, Cowensville, Que.
Herbert Smith, Jenkins Bros., Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.
George F. Foss, Foss Hill Mach. Co.,

Montreal, Que.
G. F. Carmichael, McKinnon Dash Co.,

St. Catharines, Ont.

W. A. Janssen, Canadian Steel Found-
ries, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

C. F. Moss, Pratt & Letchworth, Brant-
ford, Ont.

A. J. Oliver, R. McDougall Co., Gait,

Ont.

J. Dunaldoon, Miller Bros. & Sons,

Montreal, Que.
A. Darisse, Desjardins Co., St. Andre,

P.Q.

H. A. Gutenkunst, Canadian Malleable
Iron Co., Owen Sound, Ont.

F. A. Fisher, Enterprise Foundry Co.,

Sallville, N.B.
F. Crossley, McClary Mfg. Co., Lon-

don, Ont.

H. Hertfelder, Dodge Mfg. Co., To-
ronto, Ont.

F. C. Hatch, Martin Mfg. Co., Whit-
ley, Ont.

Dominion Government.
J. L. Hummer, Frost & Wood Co.,

Smith's Falls, Ont.

C. H. Bennett, Western Foundry Co.,

Wingham, Ont.

J. J. Cunningham, Western Foundry
Co., Wingham, Ont.

J. Leishman, American Locomotive Co.,

Montreal, Que.
J. M. C. Moore, McClary Mfg., Co.,

London, Ont.

®
THE APPLICATION OF PULVERIZED
COAL TO MALLEABLE MELTING

FURNACES*
By Joseph Harrington, Chicago.

MELTING malleable iron with
powdered coal as a fuel must
still be considered in the experi-

mental stage. The assurance that its ad-
vocates feel comes from an analysis of
the requirements for melting and the
definitely defined results that can be ob-

tained with this fuel in securing control-

lable temperatures. In but one instance
known to the writer has malleable iron

been melted with powdered coal on a
commercial scale, and this experiment
was so brief that the only practical ef-

fect was to supply the observers with a
fund of optimism and a feeling of cer-

tainty that had the work been continued,

economical operation would have been
effected. My analysis, therefore, must
necessarily be more or less along the
lines of theory, but I hope thereby to

bring out in discussion such actual ex-

periences as have been obtained, con-

firming or rejecting the theories ad-

vanced in this paper.

A Diversity of Opinion
In conversations with foundrymen I

have developed a considerable diversity

of opinion as to the temperatures which

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the
American Foundrymen's Association, at Boston,
Sept.. 1917.

actually obtain in the malleable furnace.

This experience does not differ in any
way from that which one develops when
the matter of high temperature in steam
boiler furnaces is under discussion. It

is not the simplest matter to determine
temperatures above the range of the

thermo-electric couple. Nominally at

least, the metal couple can be utilized up
to 2,400 degrees Fahr., but rapid deter-

ioration takes place at these tempera-
tures and the reading to a considerable

degree is unreliable. The use of the

radiation or optical pyrometer is also

uncertain to a certain extent, because of

the ease with which the instrument may
be put out of adjustment and the care

that must be exercised in focusing on a
solid body without a gas screen to af-

fect the intensity of radiation. When a
good instrument is properly used the

readings are correct, and the writer has
developed temperatures in this manner
up to 3,000 degrees. Under these condi-

tions the amount of excess air supplied

was cut down to near the limit, the car-

bon-dioxide resulting being about 16 per

cent.

Temperature is also affected by the

size and proportions of the furnace, so

that a proper design will enable the en-

gineer to secure temperatures which are
sufficiently high and at the same time
practical in the matter of brickwork
maintenance.
The iron charge melts at various tem-

peratures, ranging from 2,200 degrees
to probably as high as 2,600 degrees, so

that it is necessary to obtain at least the

latter temperature for the prompt and
economical production of fluid iron. This
can easily be obtained with pulverized

coal, especially if it is introduced as in

a bunsen burner, which provides the ele-

ments in proper proportion within the

fuel jet itself. The question of proper
mixing of the fuel with the air for its

combustion is absolutely vital, and in

this process particular care must be

taken that all of the elements are under
control. Both the coal and the air must
be introduced in such a manner that the

charac fer of the flame can be changed
at will in accordance with the require-

ments of the charge at its various stages

of heating and fusing.

Charge Should Be Heated Rapidly
During the earlv stages of heating, the

charge is cold and should be brought up
to melting temperature as soon as pos-

sible consistent with the proper soaking
effect. The charge as a whole should

come to its melting tenmerature with a

reasonable degree of uniformity, so the

various ingredients will not be melted at

different times and enter the bath un-

mixed. The time element in this intro-

ductory period is one that affects the

fuel economy only. The curve of tem-

perature rise should be as steep as pos-

sible, because this is usually a period

when the combustion is least complete

and the loss consequently greatest.

With powdered coal I venture to state

the firing end of the furnace can be

brought to a high heat within an hour,

even though the furnace is cold to start

with. With hand firing this period is

often several hours long. Herein we see
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the first evidence of economy with this

fuel.

The second period is one in which both

fuel economy and effect on the charge
are to be considered. After the iron

reaches its meltin.tr point the charge be-

gins to subside and becomes liquid. This

is a period when it is almost probable

the loss of the valuable ingredients in

the iron takes place. We have present

the necessary temperature in both the

metal and the oxygen, together with an
intimate mixture of the two which prac-

tically necessitates the oxidation of an
appreciable percentage of carbon, man-
ganese and silicon in the charge. Not
only do these elements burn out, but

other and less desirable elements may in-

crease if the contact is unduly prolonged.

The presence of sulphur in the furnace

gases is one that has been commented
upon in many different ways. Foun-
drymen almost always go to the ex-

pense and trouble of buying a special

grade of coal which is low in sulphur on

the theory that this harmful element

should be kept as low as possible for the

sake of its effect on the product. At the

same time I have heard it emphatically

stated that some of the best physical

tests were obtained from, iron which
analyzed high in sulphur, so that it is

not definitely defined in my own mind
just what weight the amount of sulphur

in the coal should have in such a dis-

cussion.

Not Like Other Fuels

In any event, as has been so clearly

stated by Mr. Spring of the Crane Co.,

the burning out of certain elements

may be serious and the melting of the

charge should therefore be effected as

rapidly as possible. The intense and sus-

tained temperatures which can be pro-

duced with powdered coal would certain-

ly lead to the belief that the desirable

conditions for quick melting could read-

ily be obtained. It must always be

borne in mind that the fuel we have
under discussion is nothing like solid

fuel. We introduce the entire body of

fuel directly into the chamber to be heat-

ed and at the same time it is of such a

nature that the mixture is most inti-

mate and the combustion most complete.

Any proportion of air and fuel may be

introduced, so that the character of the

resultant flame may be nicely adjusted

to the requirements of the melting pro-

cess. This is in very sharp contrast to

the average hand fired furnace wherein

the blast has to be shut off periodically

while the door is opened for firing. The
production of heat during this time is

suddenly lowered, and the temperature

of the furnace correspondingly drops.

After the fresh charge has begun to

burn freely, the temperature mounts to

a point slightly higher than before and
about the time the fire is in its best con-

dition, the blast is again shut off and
the operation is repeated.

The temperature curve is therefore

one of alternate risings and fallings

making it like a saw-tooth. This, of

course, is not strictly the case with the

relatively few natural draft furnaces,

but the effect of the introduction of the

fresh fuel is the same. The fire has to

be continually raked, and the production
of gas naturally varies. Not only does it

vary, but it is under very little control,

the only effect which the average fur-

naceman desires being the production of

the required temperature. To this end
he sacrifices everything else and under
unfavorable conditions he may fire sev-

eral hours just as hard as possible be-

fore the charge is properly heated.

More Hard Firing

After the iron has all liquefied and be-

comes covered with a layer of slag, fur-

ther hard firing must be resorted to in

order to produce a temperature high en-

ough to render the iron sufficiently fluid

for its purpose. With the iron thus

protected from the effect of the furnace

gases the presence of more or less oxy-

gen is a matter of indifference so far as

the iron itself is concerned. Under
these conditions, with powdered coal the

excess air can be proportioned to pro-

duce the most intense temperatures, and

I do not hesitate to state that flame tem-

peratures well in excess of 3,000 de-

grees may thus be created. A peculiar

effect which accompanies a powdered
coal flame in proper condition is the ab-

sence of the heavy rolling opaque flame

which is so noticable under ordinary

conditions. It was found after many ex-

periments with fuel oil that the non-

luminous flame was the hottest. This,

of course, is similar to the gas flame of

the bunsen burner as compared to the

fish tail burner. With powdered coal the

condition chemically is similar, but on

account of this fuel having a high per-

centage of fixed carbon in it, absence of

luminosity cannot be obtained. At the

same time the extent of the flame can be

controlled so that complete combustion

will take place within five or six feet of

the burner even when this burner is de-

livering 500 to 600 pounds of coal per

hour. The effect of the direct contact

of such a flame with any object is ex-

tremely destructive. It is possible to

melt a clay fire-brick almost as readily

as a piece of iron after it is placed in

exactly the right relation to the jet. The
point of most intense temperature is

just about at the end of the flame, and

one can readily appreciate the reason

why a pile of iron must liquefy prompt-

ly when one considers that the flame

temnerature is perhaps as high as 3,500

to 4,000 degrees.

Effect on Furnace Lining

Another serious question which arises

in this connection is the effect upon the

refractory lining of the furnace. This

should be divided into two parts for dis-

cusion. First, the effect on the brick of

the temperature alone, and second, the

fluxing effect due to the chemical action

between the bath or the slag and the

brick which forms the furnace walls.

So far as the first is concerned I

would not consider that the deteriora-

tion of the refractories would be any
greater than with ordinary methods of

firing. In the first place the powdered
coal iet does not impinge directly upon
any brick work, and there need be. there-

fore, no blow nipe action whatsoever.

The controllability of the flame is such

that just the right furnace temperature

may be secured and I do not believe it

is a necessary consequence that the high

temperature jet will result in any great-

er fusing of the brickwork than now ob-

tains with the long continued hand firing.

A good brick should be able to withstand

2,800 degrees indefinitely, and 3,000 de-

grees for moderate periods. I doubt if

these temperatures are often reached in

the malleable furnace.

The second consideration of the firing

effect is more serious, but is one which I

feel can be kept under control. The
chemical analysis of furnace slag does

not differ in quality from the analysis

of ash from powdered coal. Ash analy-

ses show a wide range in the percentages

of the various ingredients, but seldom
any great diversity in the ingredients

themselves. These are the oxides of sili-

con, aluminum, iron, manganese and cal-

cium, which corresponds to the elements
appearing in the malleable furnace slag.

The addition, therefore, of melted coal

ash to the bath does not alter anything
except the range of its chemical con-

stituents. The effect on the furnace lin-

ing may be altered in case the addition

of the coal ash should bring some one
element greatly in excess of the others,

but I can see no reason why the addition

of these elements should make the char-

acter of the slag seriously different. It

would even be possible to introduce a

certain amount of lime for instance,

should it be necessary to keep the slag

basic. In fact almost any such element

could be introduced with the coal and
very intimately mixed with it, so that

the resultant slag could be readily con-

trolled, both as to chemical analysis and
fluidity. I cannot but feel, therefore,

that fears regarding the destruction of

the furnace sidewalls are based on con-

siderations which will disappear when
the matter is more fully studied.

Less Carbon Burned Out
All the evidence which I have been

able to obtain from the brief practical

experience with this fuel in this service,

is that there was an actual diminution

in the burning out of carbon to the ex-

tent of some 2 to 5 per cent., rendering

it necessary to decrease the amount of

new pig in the charge to that extent in

order that the character of the iron

should be the same. This experience

is much the same as that which has been

accepted by steel manufacturers in their

experience with this fuel in heating steel.

With fuel oil in steel heating service, we
find from 6 to 8 per cent, of excess oxy-

gen in the gases, the actual oxidation

of the iron due to the heating in the

furnace being about 4 per cent. With
powdered coal in the same furnace the

amount of excess air is reduced to be-

tween 2 and 3 per cent., so that the

.-'mount of oxygen actually present in the

furnace gases is less than one-half and

the oxidation of the metal is substantial-

ly reduced. Observations indicate that

this reduction may be as great as 50 per

cent.

What is true when iron is only heated

to rolling temperature should most cer-

tainly be true when actually melted, so

that the grounds for believing in a re-

Continued on page 176



NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A Record of Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher Quality,

Output and Efficiency in Foundry, Pattern and Metal Work Generally

NEW SQUEEZER MOULDING
MACHINE

THE moulding machine illustrated

in the accompanying engraving is

of the squeezer type, and has been

specially designed to combine speed, effi-

ciency, simplicity, and fool-proofness.

The Rapid moulding machine is the pro-

duct of the Federal Malleable Co., West
Allis, Wis., who have developed it during

the past two years so as to enable it to

be operated by unskilled moulders over a

wide range of work.
Highly refined features have been

avoided, and rapid and simple adjustment
provided, whereby castings may be made
varying" in weight from considerably less

than an ounce to over fifteen pounds in

weight.

The bench plate is 21 in. long' by 14 in.

wide, while the squeezer head is 14 in.

long' by 8 in. wide. Maximum adjust-

ment between squeezer head plate and
bench plate is 15 in. The cylinder has a

bore and stroke of 8 in. by 5% in., and
operates at from 65 to 85 lbs. pressure

per sq. in., 80 lbs. being- recommended for

general use. The shipping weight is 800

lbs.

These machines are fitted with the

Rapid operating valve, which is self-

seating and leak-proof.

ity, whereas, the turbo blower tries to

utilize the very inefficient process of

converting velocity into pressure.

Fourthly, the central power station

utilizing- large turbo generators, makes

FIG. 1. PLATE VALVES ARRANGED IN CAGES TO REPLACE LARGE POPPET VALVES
PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED.

SQUEEZER TYPE OF MOLDING MACHINE
WITH RAPID ADJUSTMENT FOR WIDE

RANGE OF WORK.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN BLAST
FURNACE BLOWING EQUIP-

MENT
AFTER the general adoption of the

steam turbine in large central power,
the erroneous impression gained

ground that the replacing of the

reciprocating blowing engine by the

turbo blower could only be a question of

a comparatively short time. This ex-

pectation of the uninitiated was not real-

ized and it is doubtful if it will ever be
realized.

The same laws of nature which give

the steam turbine advantages over the

steam engine, are obstacles in the case

of the turbo blower. Firstly, the steam
turbine excels the steam engine only in

the region ibelow atmosphere, and in the

compression of air for blast furnace use

this region is absent, because, naturally

the compression must start with atmos-
pheric pressure. Secondly, the losses in

the earlier or high pressure stages of

the steam turbine are converted into

heat which can be utilized in the latter

stages, while in the turbo blower the

losses in the early or low pressure stag-

es mean additional work to be done in

the latter stages. Thirdly, the steam
turbine utilizes the highly efficient pro-

cess of converting pressure into veloc-

power for the sake of selling it. High
steam pressure, superheat and vacua
which are impracticable around a blast
furnace, can be introduced in the central
station. Larger and larger units can
also be installed, whereas the size of
the turbo blower is limited by the size

of the blast furnace.

While for these very reasons engi-
neers with knowledge of the underlying
principles always had their doubts con-
cerning general adoption of the turbo
blower, another rather unexpected rea-
son has considerably delayed and hin-

dered its introduction. The reason in

question is, incorrect governing of the
blower and consequent dusting of the

furnace. The turbo blower is a machine
supposedly free from pulsations, and
great advantages were expected from a
steady stream of air going to the furn-

ace. But practice has shown that, quite

on the contrary, the vast majority of

turbo blowers vary in volume delivery a

much greater amount than recipro-

cating blowing engines do. The
amount of ore lost by dusting due to

this fluctuation of air supply is so great

that most blast furnace managers are,

at the present time, afraid to install

turbo blowers.

In blowing engines the course of de-

velopment likewise has been following
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FIG. SHOWING HOW VALVES HAVE BEEN MADE TO FIT A
PREVIOUS SEGMENTAL ARRANGEMENT.

rather unexpected lines. By comparison
of the number of new furnaces built

with the number of new blowing engines
and new turbo blowers installed, it is

found that a comparatively small
amount of new blowing equipment has
been added. This surprising result is

explained by the fact that a very large
number of existing blowing engines have
been rebuilt in such a way as to have a

larger capacity and to serve a greater
number of furnaces than heretofore.

The possibility of increasing the capa-
city of existing blowing engines is

largely due to the increase in piston

speeds made possible by the introduction

of plate valves which have been men-
tioned before in our columns. A great

amount of rebuilding of existing

blowing engines has been done by the

Mesta Machine Company of Pittsburgh,

Pa., with plate valves manufactured
under Iversen patents.

The so-called rebuilding of blowing
engines is, in some cases, limited to the

simple replacing of the existing valves

by automatic plate valves. In other in-

stance? ft means more than that, name-
ly, the removing of old cylinder heads

and replacing them by heads containing

plate valves. In the most extreme cas-

es it means the removal of the whole
air end including the air cylinder.

An illustration of the methods em-
ployed in replacing an old type of valves
by plate valves is shown on Fig. No. 1.

Here are seen plate valves arranged in

cages, which take the place of large pop-
pet valves, originally operating in the
head. The cages are dished in order to

reduce clearance to a very small amount.
In many cases the clearance volume is

smaller than it was with the original

valves, while in other cases it is increas-

ed slightly, depending upon the type of

valves being replaced by the cages. But
even in this latter case, the advantages
gained by the instantaneous opening of

the valves, and the larger area secur-

ed, are so overwhelming, that the slight

increase in clearance volume fades into

insignificance.

The arrangement of the valves in

cages offers several advantages. The
removal of one cover plate exposes all

outlet valves of the cage to inspection

on the delivery side. The inlet cages
are made in two parts so that the re-

FIG. 3. ILLUSTRATING METHOD OK INSTALLING PLATE
VALVES IN PLACE OF EXISTING VALVES IN 'UK HEAD.

moval of one cover and the top of a
cage exposes all ihe valves of that cage
to inspection. In the extremely rare
case of breakage of a valve, the whole
cake can be easily removed and replaced
by a spare one.

Fig. No. 2 shows how valves have
been made to fit a segmental arrange-
ment of old valves. Fig. No. 3 illus-

trates the method of installing valves in

place of existing valves in the head.

This latter method as a rule gives some
increase in valve area, but not enough
to warrant increasing the speed of ;he

engine materially. This method is to

be recommended particularly in the case

of old blowing engines equipped with
leather valves. The advantage is two-
fold: first, the plate valves are always
tight and in consequence deliver more
air, whereas leather valves soon begin

to leak, due to warping or charring of

the leather; second, higher pressure can

be blown.
The second method, namely, that of

replacing old air heads with new ones,

ist very widely practised at the present

time. Fig. No. 4 shows the appearance
of such air heads. The third and last

method, namely, that of replacing the

old air end has been necessary only very

occasionally. Fig. No. 5 shows the ap-

FIG. 1. REPLACING OLD AIR HEADS WITH NEW ONES. FIG. .I. NEW AIR ENDS WHICH HAVE REPLACED OLD ONES.
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pearance of such an air end.

Mention has already been made of

the fact that plate valves allow higher

piston speeds. This feature is benefi-

cial in several ways. Right now, due to

the poor trade of coke available, many
furnaces are troubled by the necessity of

more air than was used in the past when
better coke was on hand. Increasing the

supply of air has pulled several furnaces

out of a bad predicament. More air

means not only more pig iron, but in

addition, more furnace gas, more steam
and steady profitable operation.

The installation of plate valves, and
the resulting possible increase in speed

of the blowing engines, has enabled a

number of plants to erect another fur-

nace without installing additional blow-
ing units. The heretofore customary
practice of blowing a furnace with three

or sometimes four tubs, has given way
to the present possibility of blowing a

furnace with two tubs only; and, in

fact, a great many furnaces in this

country are being blown to-day, using

only two 84 in. diameter blowing tubs

equipped with automatic plate valves.

From this it can be seen that the blow-

ing capacity of existing plants can be
increased 50 to 100 per cent, by equip-

ping the present engines with automatic

plate valves.

®
200-TON HYDRAULIC BILLET

BREAKER.
THE machine shown in the accompany-
ing line drawings was designed for

breaking steel bars into 16 in. lengths,

for use in munitions manufacture. A
feature of the design is the provision of

triangular section notching blades which
nick the blade top and bottom simultan-

eously and thus avoid the necessity of

turning over the billet to nick the bottom
side. Their peculiar section enables

them to be reset in the dies so as to get

the use of three cutting edges.

The bar to be cut is fed over a spring

supported roller which carries it clear

Pressure Inlet

: Exhaust

/SIZE OF BILLET
IIHEN BROKEN

200-TON HYDRAULIC BILLET BREAKER.

of the bottom knife so that it can move
over to the right hand stop. The upper
knife is then forced down by the hy-
draulic cylinder, the spring supported
roller yielding sufficiently to allow the
work to be nipped between the two
knives. After being thus notched, the

lower knife is .withdrawn by hand, and
renewed pressure by the ram bends the
bar down sufficiently far to break it.

If the material is more than usually
soft, it may be necessary to notch it all

around.

The ram operates under a pressure of

1,500 lb. per sq. in. and has a diameter
of 20 in. with stroke of 12 in. giving a

capacity of 38 billets per hour. Power is

supplied direct from a three-throw
pump 2V2 x 6 in., driven by a 25 horse-

power motor through double helical

gearing. A weight controlled relief

valve is fitted on the pump system. The
machine is a recent design developed by
a Yorkshire engineering firm in England.

NEW METHOD OF SMELTING POOR
IRON ORE

ACCORDING to the "London Times,"
two young Norwegian engineers have
made an important discovery within the

realm of steel smelting, which will prob-

ably have far-reaching results. The dis-

covery has been patented and consists of

a new method of smelting poor iron ore

by electric energy into first-class steel at

a very low cost and with less fuel. The
smelting will be done by assistance of

coal oxide gas and water gas, and the

new important factor of the discovery is

that the coal gas by passing through a

flame oven is reduced to coal oxide, which
can be utilized again.

The well-known metallic expert, Dr.

Groendal, welcomes the new process, and
has put his different metallic patents at

the disposal of the young engineers.

Practical people are sanguine of the suc-

cess of the new smelting process, which
will specially suit a country like Norway
with only poor iron ore deposits, but

plenty of cheap water power at disposal.

The Norwegian mining trade journal,

"Bergverkflyt," referring to this new
discovery, says: "We welcome this dis-

covery with sincere pleasure, and hope it

will make our naturally poor country rich

and mighty."

©
Export of Coal to Canada.—A des-

patch from Washington, D.C., states that

continued export of coal to Canada in

large amounts through Great Lakes
ports at the expense of the Northwestern
States will be checked immediately by
the Fuel Administration. Dr. H. A.

Garfield, the Fuel Administrator, has re-

quested the Exports Administration
Board to permit no more coal to be ship-

ped from the country except under
license restrictions, and asked that no
licenses be granted unless they are ap-

proved by the Fuel Administration. Coal

heretofore, along with other American
products, has gone to Canada under
blanket licenses issued by Collectors of

Customs. "The Fuel Administration,"
said Dr. Garfield, "does not intend to cut

off Canadian exports, but with this

supervision it will be able to equalize

the distribution of coal, and see that

the Northwest and Canada both get their

fair shares."

PALAU is the name of a new alloy of
gold and palladium which has recently
undergone tests at the United States
Bureau of Standards, having been or-
iginated by a Californian metallurgist as
a substitute for platinum in laboratory
crucibles. The loss in weight on heating
to 1,200 deg. Cent, is intermediate be-
tween that suffered by crucibles of
platinum containing 0.6 and 2.4 per cent,
iridium respectively. The melting point
of the alloy is 1,370 deg. Ceut., which
corresponds to that of an alloy of 80 per
cent, gold and 20 per cent, palladium.
In resistance to most of the chemical re-
agents to the action of which such ware
is ordinarily exposed, palau compares
favorably with ordinary platinum ware.

THE behaviour of silicon-iron alloys un-
der the action of various acids was dis-
cussed by Prof. O. L. Kowalke recently
before the American Electro-Chemical
Society. The author's conclusions are
that silicon-iron alloys of about 3 to 5 per
cent, silicon are attacked very readily by
sulphuric, hydrochloric, acetic, and citric

acids. These alloys are not excessively
brittle. Silicon-iron alloys of about 16 to
18 per cent, are exceedingly resistant to
action of sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric,

acetic, and citric acids. These alloys
are so brittle that they must be ground;
they cannot be machined. A solid solu-
tion of FeSi in iron near 20 per cent,
silicon is resistent to mineral acids.

Search is in progress for a third metal
which can be added to the iron-silicon

alloys to improve their strength and
still retain the resistence to the action
of acids.

@
TO BLACKEN COPPER

TO BLACKEN copper evenly without in-

juring the surface, 2 ounces of sulphurel
of soda should be dissolved in 1 gallon
of warm water to make a mixture that
will blacken the surface without eating
into it. The articles should be cleaned
as for plating, then dipped into the dip

until a uniform black is produced, and
then rinsed in hot water and dried as
usual. The finish is greatly improved by
dry scratch brushing the articles after

they have been blacked.

@
PULVERIZED COAL

Continued from page 173

duction of oxidation are certainly good.
The situation commercially at this mo-

ment is rather peculiar. Almost without
exception foundrymen will admit all of
the foregoing, and the figures which I

have prepared in a number of cases
showing the probable savings, have re-

mained undisputed. These savings are
as much as 100 c?

c . per annum, and yet

the entire industry seems to be waiting
for the other fellow to do it first. It is

certainly a case where precedent is

strong, and the reluctance of the foun-
drymen of this country to take the first

step will probably be balanced by their

eagerness to fall in line just as soon as

the pioneer has completed his installa-

tion.
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THE FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND
EXHIBITION

THE outstanding event of the past month in foundry

circles was naturally the annual meetings of the

American Foundrymen's Association and American

Institute of Metals with their accompanying Exhibition of

foundry equipment and supplies. From whatever point of

view the combination function be judged, bubbling over

success is the most fitting description one may apply,

everybody being satisfied with what they saw and heard

besides being primed with anticipation of the coming year

having still larger progress to unfold.

Canadian foundrymen to the number of about fifty made

Boston their headquarters during convention and exhibi-

tion week, and took advantage to the full of getting first

hand information relative to more efficient administration

and operation of the plants they represented and for the

quality and quantity output of which they are more or less

responsible. It does not seem, however, that the value of

Foundrymen's Week is sufficiently appreciated by Cana-

dian foundry interests, else instead of a representation of

a bare half hundred, something more nearly approaching

four or rive times that number would see it to be to their

best interests to be present. The publishers of this

journal, recognizing the educational advantages to be

derived by its subscribers, have associated themselves

during the past decade with the exhibition feature of the

foundrymen's annual, having as a matter of fact the

unique distinction of being the only Canadian institution

with a booth in the exhibition hall.

It has been suggested that on future occasions head-

quarters for Canadian foundrymen be there established,

and that a systematic campaign be organized and waged
with the idea of inducing our foundry executives and

operators to take fuller advantage of the benefits of this

annual combination gathering. We are pleased to co-

operate in such an effort, and early in the New Year, by

which time the plans will be more fully developed, an

active propaganda along the lines indicated will be

launched.

The flag-raising ceremony which marked the official

opening of the exhibition, and which was repeated each

morning at 9.30 a.m., was happily inspired, the enthusiasm

aroused by the unfurling of the Union Jack to the strains

of Britain's National Anthem, along with those of the

Stars and Stripes, and the Tricolor, to the national airs of

the Star Spangled Banner and the Marseillaise respec-

tively, contributing to a spirit of good humor and good

fellowship otherwise unapproachable in character and

results.

To the men responsible for foundrymen's exhibition

and convention week, and the success attending their

efforts, no greater compliment can be paid than that they

played their part in true workmanlike fashion and gave

complete satisfaction to each and all of their clients.

IRON AND STEEL SITUATION

ALTHOUGH the embargo has precipitated a crisis in

the iron and steel industry, events have been lead-

ing up to the climax for some months. Conditions

in the trade have, for some time past, been causing consid-

erable anxiety, but it is only quite recently that the real

significance of these developments has come to be realized.

Shortage of steel and high prices have been hampering

manufacturers' operations increasingly of late, but the

embargo has brought the situation to a climax. The
situation is serious, more especially to those manufacturers

not engaged upon war work, it being assumed that licenses

will be issued on steel for war purposes only. No im-

portant developments are expected until the committee of

manufacturers appointed to investigate the situation has

necessary data upon which to base its report to be sub-

mitted to the Minister of Trade and Commerce.
In the meantime the market remains in a very unset-

tled condition and business is almost at a standstill. Con-

sumers are placed in an unfortunate position, not knowing
how they stand in regard to obtaining material or what
price they may have to pay. This applies of course only

to imported steel, but as this class of material forms a

considerable proportion of the requirements of Canadian
manufacturers, it is an important factor in the situation.

While consumers are naturally anxious in regard to the

outcome of the pending negotiations with Washington, it

is fair to presume that their position will be viewed in a

sympathetic manner and suggestions given the consid-

eration that their importance merits. Owing, however, to

the exigencies of the situation it appears doubtful whether

relief can be obtained to the full extent desired, other-

wise the purpose of the embargo would be defeated.
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THE USE OF ACIDS AND BASES IN
THE PRODUCTION AND MAINTEN-
ANCE OF CLEAN METALLIC

SURFACES—

I

By Abe Winters

DURING the past two years manu-
'acturers of metal goods, and
munitions in particular, have been

required to give unusual attention to the

methods in general practice for the pro-

duction of clean metallic surfaces and in

the case of munitions, the preservation

of uniformly clean and unprotected sur-

faces of brass and steel. While it is pos-

sible that the average manufacturer who
has the opportunity to profit by this ex-

perience in his usual business, may ap-

ply the principles in the economic treat-

ment of metal surfaces after the war,

we have many reasons for doubting their

adoption. Every formula of apparent

worth has been tested by men responsi-

ble for the production of perfect parts of

the various types of munitions of war,

and we have begun to take notice of what
may be termed a '"British Government"
specification for clean surfaces on met-

als.

The preservation of clean surfaces on

iron and steel has been a subject of great

interest since these metals were first util-

ized for either useful or ornamental pur-

poses, hence the present necessity does

not find us entirely unprepared. The pro-

gress made during past centuries, in the

preservation of iron surfaces from cor-

rosion has been exceedingly slow and

eminent scientists have devoted valuable

time to the subject, with but moderate

success. In this paper we do not intend

to refer to the preservation of massive

metallic surfaces, such as architectural

metal work, underground conduits, or

marine machinery, we will confine our

references to the specific needs of manu-
facturers of ordinary metal wares as

found upon the Canadian markets to-

day.

Suitability of Hydrochloric Acid

For the simple pickling of iron or

steel in plants where sand blasting is not

employed, the most natural solvent is

hydrochloric acid. No other single acid

is as effective; it is superior to sulphuric

acid although the latter is generally used

for ordinary pickling of iron and steel.

Iron rust and scale are simply oxides of

iron and hydrochloric acid is theoretical-

ly the correct solvent. This may be

proven by the fact that an ignited oxide

of iron is scarcely soluble in sulphuric-

acid, while it may readily be dissolved in

hydrochloric acid. Iron scale is really

ignited oxide of iron. In actual practice

on a commercial basis the hydrochloric

acid should be diluted with water,—using

22 per cent. HC1, the proportions would

be 50 parts acid and 50 parts water.
Strong acid naturally attacks the iron or
steel more rapidly than the dilute acid
and would require careful attention. The
action should proceed slowly if other
operations are being attended by one
man; a warm solution acts more rapidly

but the process of speeding up a pickling

operation is frequently a costly move and
the better plan is to allow ample time
for the treatment. The time may vary
from two minutes for light rust to sev-

eral hours for a very thick scale. Agita-
tion hastens the action and may be facil-

itated by several very inexpensive meth-
ods.

Avoiding Subsequent Rust

The principle objection raised against

the use of hydrochloric acid as a pickle

for iron or steel is the increased liabil-

ity of the metal to acquire a subsequent
coating of rust. With the advantages
offered by the clean and positive action

of this acid, this objection is of very lit-

tle importance in view of the fact that

the pickled surface may be satisfactorily

protected from further corrosive action

of either acid or elements by simply im-

mersing the iron or steel in a solution

composed of one half pound of lime dis-

solved in one gallon of water, the lime

having been previously slacked. Rewash
and immerse in .a hot solution of whale
oil soap and water,—four ounces of the

plastic soap per gallon of water. This

forms an invisible film and protects the

surface. The lime water neutralizes the

acid and its use is commendable as a

final wash for all pickled iron or steel.

Many manufacturing plants find it

comparatively easy to keep a consider-

able amount of metal parts polished and
ready for plating in advance of the cap-

acity of the plating department. In some
factories this is an established custom,

and the stock is oiled before leaving the

polishing department, we find that usual-

ly a certain percentage of this oiled stock

is eventually returned to the polishing

department to undergo a second or spe-

cial polishing operation owing to defec-

tive surface caused by rust. When it is

expedient to carry a stock of polished

parts in the plating department, a safer

and simpler procedure would be to keep
the parts immersed in a solution of lime

water, soda water or other mild alkaline

liquid. If the period of storage is less

than a few months, the commercial
grade of chemicals will suffice, but if the

period is liable to be indefinite.the chem-
ical should be quite pure. Polished sur-

faces of iron or steel may be retained

clean and bright in this manner and will

require less labor and expense to pre-

pare for plating or enameling.

Polished iron and steel surfaces resist

corrosion better than the same articles
ground, but not polished, the improved
resistance being due to the lesser number
of small cavities to hold moisture, be-
cause of the condensed and repellent nat-
ure of the surface due to the polishing,
cold rolled sheet steel and rods are rend-
ered more dense by the rolling process,
and they are less affected by corrosion
than the bars from which they are cold
rolled. A wire nail corrodes less than a
cut nail, so does a hammered or so-called
wrought nail.

Burnished surfaces resist corrosion
and are more repellent of moisture than
polished ones; but if corrosion is once es-
tablished on them as a spot, it appears
to concentrate its energy to produce a
deep corrosion, that is difficult to eradi-
cate.

In any steel, manganese in excess tends
to produce an increased corrosion, evi-
dently from its unequal distribution and
the galvanic action on the adjacent
metal. The composition of wrought iron
and the processes it is subjected to be-
tween the bloom and the finished article

have a great effect in determining its

rate of corrosion. Iron containing sul-

phur and iron containing phosphorus
differ in corrodibility. The latter is less

affected, being harder and more crystal-

line in composition while the former has
the sulphur element to aid corrosion.

Neutral iron made from both of the
above brands has a different rate of cor-

rosion than either.

The same quality of iron worked in

the rolls, in the one case both lengthwise
and crosswise, to produce sheets, differs

in corrodibility from that worked princi-

pally in one direction. All the latter

forms tend to disintegrate by corrosion

into strips, needle or fibrous form, owing
to the granular character of the iron be-

ing changed by the rolls into parallel

fibres, that are not interlocked as the

cross-rolling arranges them. If these

facts are given due consideration when
ordering stock for the manufacture of

the various lines of metal goods usually
finished in large quantities by modern
methods, a great amount of refinishing

and dissatisfaction could be avoided.

Removal of Scale by Electrolysis

Theory of action.—The iron scale

which is a magnetic oxide and difficult to

dissolve in sulphuric acid, is reduced to a
lower state of oxidation under the action

of the electric current and thus becomes
soluble. As the iron or steel which is

treated is made the cathode, in the same
manner as in electro plating. The metal
is not attacked. Hydrogen gas liberated

by action of the electric current mechani-
cally forces off some of the scale and the

balance is reduced in a rapid manner,
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thereby effecting a gain in time over or-

dinary pickling which offsets the cost of

the electric current. The solution is com-
posed of 25 per cent, sulphuric acid ami
75 per cent, water. When freshly pre-

pared the solution will register approxi-
mately 2,") degrees Beaume. A lead an-

ode is employed and a current density of

from 40 to TO amperes per square foot is

permissible. Temperature of solution

should be about 60 degrees Fahr. Free
sulphur in small quantities is added occa-

sionally to the bath to depolarize the an-

ode and when it becomes oxidized by ac-

tion of current changes to sulphuric acid

and partly replenishes the bath.

Action of the acid on iron scale pro-

duces sulphate of iron. When solution

becomes saturated, it is allowed to crys-

tallize and the crystals of iron sulphate

are removed. Naturally we may expect

this solution to become quite warm in a

shdrt time if the volume of solution is

small and the maximum current density

is employed. Care should be exercised

during the initial operations to avoid an

excessive rise in temperature as the re-

sults attending such conditions are some-

times disastrous to the product being

treated. —®

Questions and Answers
QUESTION—We wish to coat the inside

of two large sheet steel plating tanks

with some material which will prevent

the deposition of metal upon the sides

of the tank during the operation of brass

and copper solutions. We use the solu-

tions hot and metal deposits in

hard, rough patches opposite the

anodes. In the course of a year the an-

noyance and loss of current from this

source is considerable. We are inform-

ed that precautions have to be taken in

the case of silver baths for this trouble

and shall appreciate any practical sug-

gestion you may offer ?

Answer.—The usual insulating mater-

ial employed for cold baths will not ans-

wer for hot solutions. You can insert a

wooden lining in the tanks, pine or

spruce half in. in thickness will suffice

for a short period, but does not prove as

satisfactory as a more durable material

such as cement. A cement lined iron tank

will cost but little compared to the ad-

vantages gained over any other form of

insulation. A form is built in the tank

and Portland cement, mixed with one to

one and a half parts clean fine sand, is

poured in at one continuous fill. The in-

ner surface may be troweled off with thin

pure cement, and if slowly dried the re-

sult will be very durable and permanent
If you maintain proper free cyanide in

the solution, the tendency to plate out

on the tanks will be greatly diminished.
* * *

Question.—How can I produce the fin-

ish called casket hardware arreen or Ve-

netian bronze? It is a substitute for

French grey on silver.

Answer.—Silver plate from solutions

containing bisulphide of carbon does not

acquire the desired color in the Venetian

bronze din, therefore solutions producing

dead white surfaces are advised when

this formula is to be employed for oxi-
dizing. For each gallon of water re-

quited for the dip, dissolve 2 oz of potas-
sium of sulphide and add % oz. liquid

ammonia. The solution should be mod-
erately warm when used. Immerse the
articles momentarily, remove and note
the acquired color, the tones change
quickly from yellow to purple, brown to

grey, and then to the final color of green.
By careful attention to these changes
the operator may become very adept in

repeatedly producing exactly the same
tone. When the color is correct, remove
the article from the dip quickly, and
rinse vigorously in cold water. To dark-
en the color, use boiling water for dry-
ing. To retain the color as it comes
from the dip, use drying water only
moderately warm. Relieve and lacquer
in the usual manner.

* * *

Question.—Will you publish a form-
ula for a good brass solution for large
iron castings, weighing from ten to

twenty-five pounds ? A good yellow color
is required. WT

hat is the composition of
good brass which would be required for
this bath?

Answer.—For detailed information re-

garding the superior advantages of
simple baths we advise you to refer to

previous issues of this journal. The
formu'a given below will give you
ample opportunity to judge the respec-
tive merits of the two methods used in

commercial practice—copper carbonate,
3 oz.; carbonate of zinc, 1 oz.; potassium
cyanide, 6 oz. If you desire a bright or

semi-matte surface, add % to V2 oz. caus-
tic potash (in stick form) to each gallon
of solution. Keep the free cyanide suffi-

cient to maintain clean working anodes,
and freedom from variegated colors in

the deposit. The usual composition for

brass anodes is 66 parts of copper and
34 nart? of zinc. We advise narrow
anodes for all brass or bronze baths.

Question.—Would a simple solution of

whale oil soap be effective in the reduc-
tion of buffing or polishing paste from
nickel-plated stove castings? Could the

solution be used with the electric current
as in ordinary electro-cleaning?

Answer.—Yes. A whale oil soap solu-

tion made by dissolving Vz lb. of the

soap in each gallon of water required

together with 4 oz. of sodium carbonate
or soda ash per gallon, used at or near
the boiling point will effectively remove
all traces of buffing or polishing paste

from nickeled surfaces, if assisted by an
electric current of high tension, say 6

to 8 volts, and full ampere density of

the circuit. If the solution is operated
merely as an ordinary cleaning bath, the

artie'es will require a light swabbing
treatment to remove surface stains left

bv the dried paste. The whale oil soap
solution will not tarnish the surface of

the castings, unless, when used as an
electric cleaning solution. The castings

are allowed to remain in the bath under
the action of the current for a long time;

one minute is sufficient if the solution

and current are properly adjusted.
* * *

Question.—During the electro-plating

of a sheet steel case in an acid copper
solution, we experience frequent trouble

from streaks upon the surface of the

copper plates. These streaks become
furrows if the deposit is permitted to ac-

cumulate and the finish is ruined, ne-

cessitating a stripping operation, which
is expensive and unpleasant. We will

greatly appreciate any information you
may be able to furnish us relative to the

problem.

Answer. — Streaking in acid copper
deposits may be directly or indirectly

caused by two or more conditions. The
more general cause is the presence of

certain organic substances in the solu-

tion. Usually this organic matter is in-

troduced in the form of commercial grade
of dextrine, which contains gluten and
causes the acid copper solution to be-

come colloidal, with disastrous effects on
thick deposits from the bath. By pre-

cipating the gluten as uluten tannate, by
means of additions of tannic acid, and
filtering the precipitates, the bath may
be rendered normal. If you require the

use of an additional agent, use only the

chemically pure dextrine and operate the

bath with usual current density.

* * *

Question.— I have recently prepared a

new nickel plating solution. During the

first week the bath gave good deposits,

smooth, white and adherent. Every batch

now is more or less a failure owing to

peeled nickel. The bath was made from
12 oz. of double nickel salts dissolved in

each gallon of water. What is wrong
and how can I correct the condition ?

Answer.—Your difficulty is not un-

usual with the old type of simple double

sulphate solutions. New baths of this

kind almost invariably act in a similar

mariner when operated as in modern
commercial practice. To correct the pre-

sent condition, add 2 or 3 ozs. of nickel

sulphate per gallon cf solution; remove
a portion of the solution to a clean bar-

rel and dissolve the salt by means of live

steam injected into the solution. At the

same time add about 2 oz. of ammonium
chloride or magnesium sulphate per gal-

lon of total bath. These additions will

replenish the metallic strength of the

solution, and furnish the required acidity

and conductivity without in any way pro-

oucino- a condition which is liable to alter

suddenly. Hereafter use only nickel

sulphate when tonin? un the metallic

content of your nickel solutions.

Question.—Kindly let me know the

know the cause of severe irritation on my
hands and arms. I cleaned a tank which
contained brass plating solution, my
hands and arms became wet from con-

tact with the cloth which I used to mop
out the tank, one of my knees is also

affected. My physician does not appear
to understand the symptoms and has

prescribed applications of zinc ointment.

I obtain very little relief from its use.

Is the trouble infectious? Can you re-

commend a remedy?
Answer.—The irritation you describe

is known as cvanide infection, and is evi-

dently in the first stage. If you continue

at your duties in or about a plating room,
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the portions of your body now afflicted

will eventually become covered with blis-

ters, which will cause you much greater
pain and anxiety than the present con-

dition. Applications of zinc ointment
rarely allay the irritation, even in the

mildest form of the trouble. The wisest

plan for a plater thus afflicted to adopt
is an entire change of employment. To
obtain temporary relief, you may use the

following remedy which has proven
eminently successful in many very se-

vere cases which have come under the

writer's observation during recent years.

Wash the parts in warm soft water, al

low to become nearly dry without wip-

ing. While the parts are still moist,

apply the inner portion of a freshly

squeezed lemon to the parts, rubbir.a;

gently. The acid from the lemon will

neutralize the poisonous excretions

from the skin and afford a cooling sen-

sation of relief. The juice from the

lemon may be taken internally with bene-

fit. In fact, two or three lemons used
in the manner described each day will

effect a certain cure if you keep away
from the plating room and live in the

open as much as possible. Cyanide infec-

tion will return to you if you resume
your duties among plating solutions. We
have known many cases which obstinately

refused to be cured until a position for-

eign to plating was adopted by the vic-

tim. Physicians, as a general rule, can
only experiment with a case of cyanide

poisoning such as platers are prey to.

The affliction is frequently termed
eczema and remedies both useless and
often injurious are prescribed. You may
also use a ten per cent, solution of citric

acid as an hourly wash if you desire

Many platers use the citric acid wash as

a preventative at the close of the day's

work. During the continuance of your
trouble abstain from all foods which tend

to create excessive heat in the blood,

such as beans, porridge, etc.

Question.—In the production of cer-

tain finishes on electric fixtures we em-
ploy the nickel bath for the first opera-

tion. The nickel deposit we obtain is

spotted, bright on some portions and dull

grey on other portions. As the deposit

is not subsequently buffed, we must have
a uniform finish of silvery whiteness
when removed from the bath. Our solu-

tion contains both double and single

nickel salts, boric acid and magnesium
sulphate. What should we do to prevent
further spotted deposits?

Answer.—In order to ensure perfect suc-

cess in your attempt to prevent the spot-

ted nickel deposits, we would advise giv-

ing the tank equipment and solution a

geperal overhauling, clean all connec-

tions, give extra attention to contacts

between anodes and positive rod, use at

least 50 per cent, greater anode surface

than cathode surface area, (by this we
mean effective anode surface). If the

solution has not been filtered recently, it

should be filtered carefully. Test the so-

lution with blue litmus paper. If paper
becomes decidedly red, neutralize with
nnua ammonia to the point where blue
1' "us is only turned deep purple. Re-
move a portion of the solution to a clean

barrel or stoneware crock and dissolve

enough nickel sulphate in this solution

by boiling with steam, to equal 3 oz. of

nickel sulphate per gallon for total bath,

return the solution to the tank while the

solution is still hot and immediately mix
the whole solution thoroughly; the stir-

ring should be prolonged for several min-

utes and vigorously performed. Suspend
a mass of scrap wire in the solution by
a copper wire or rod of ample size and
electrolyze the solution with the full E.

M. F. available and the resistance switch
of the tank closed to the limits of the

board. If this does not allow an exces-

sive volume of current to pass, connect
the tank direct to dynamo. Electrolyze

the solution in this manner during the

settling period and continue for several

hours if solution is not required for pro-

duction. Do not allow nickel anodes to

becomes foul, or the metallic strength

of the solution to become lowered great-

ly if you desire freedom from similar

trouble in future.

Question.—We have received a quan-
tity of wrought iron articles for polish-

ing and plating. The surface of the iron

is covered with thick scale. How can
we remove the scale by chemical treat-

ment?
Answer.— Prepare a solution of hydro-

fluoric acid 5 to 15 parts and water 85 to

95 parts. Use at 100 deg. Fahr. The so-

lution will require either stoneware, ce-

ment or lead lined receptacle. After scale

is removed, wash the iron in cold water
and then in boiling lime water. The
later treatment neutralizes the acid in

pores of metal and prevents rusting of

the pickled surface.
* * *

Question.—In the manufacturing of

automobile accessories consisting of steel

we have heretofore finished the various

parts by plating in brass bath for thirty

minutes, then in acid copper bath for

thirty minutes, and finally plating in

nickel bath for one hour. This process is

expensive for several obvious reasons

and does not give a satisfactory protec-

tion to our product. We will greatly ap-

preciate any information you may be

able to furnish relative to the production

of a durable coating on steel at a rea-

sonable cost.

Answer.—If you desire a metallic coat-

ing of greater anticorrosive qualities

than the coating described and also wish
to have a nickel finish, we would advise

plating the steel with zinc until a de-

posit which will withstand a Price test

of three one minute immersions is ob-

tained, then transfer to a nickel solu-

tion and plate for thirty minutes. This

method will reduce the amount of labor

necessary to maintain your usual out-

nut and the maintenance costs will bf

lower. The coating of zinc and nickel

will excel any other combination of elec-

tro-deposited metals for the purpose of

protection from atmospheric influences.

Modern solutions for both baths are ad-

vised, and are not expensive to operate.
* * *

Question.—We are producing a num-
ber of small metal figures which are

intended to represent Canada in the

present great war. The finish chosen is

copper with a verde effect over a por-

tion of the clothing of the figures. We
have tried at least a dozen formulas
for verde antique and are not satisfied

with the results obtained. If you can
suggest a method which would be
superior to those we have tried we shall

greatly appreciate the favor.

Answer.—The following verde antique
finish was originated by J. A. Anderson
and is probably the best verde for figure

finishes in use today. It produces fawn
color for face, arms and limbs, and an
emerald green verde effect in crevices

of draperies etc. There are two solu-

tions required to obtain the final finish.

Solution No. 1:—Chloride of ammonia,
% oz.; Red oxide of iron, 2 oz.; Copper
sulphate, 1 lb.; water 1 gallon.

This solution is used as a dip while
boiling. The article to be treated must
be heavily coppered, preferably in a

copper sulphate solution. Buff, such
parts as face, arms and all smooth parts,

while clothing and similar parts can be
sanded, brushed or dipped. Clean in

hot alkaline solution, rinse and immerse
in No. 1 solution while the solution boils;

after a few seconds remove, rinse in

cold water and then immerse momen-
tarily in hot lime water, then for a few
seconds in a clean dilute solution of lye,

again in lime water and dry in hot saw
dust. Set aside until cold, buff lightly

on small clean buff without application

of any compound. This will produce the
fawn shade, if it is not dark enough, re-

peat the dip until color is satisfactory.

As the article is removed from the

"fawn" dip, it will be covered with a

bright yellow powdery substance, this

will be removed by the light buffing and
the fawn shade beneath will be revealed.

After obtaining a satisfactory fawn
color, which is frequently the case with
the first immersion, and the surface has
been treated as described above, stipple

the parts where the verde is desired,

with a solution made by dissolving the

following chemicals in one gallon of

water:—Copper sulphate, 8 oz., sodium
chloride, 4 oz.; zinc chloride, 1 oz.; am-
monium chloride, 8 oz.; 26 per cent,

acetic acid, 2 oz.; glycerine, 1 oz.

The solution must be used warm for

best results. Use a sash brush or

sponge. When completed, allow the

article to stand twelve or fifteen hours

so that the colors may become clear and
prominent. When verde is satisfactory,

buff over the entire surface on same
small buff to produce uniform coloring,

and apply a thin coating of transpar-

ent lacquer. When lacquer is hard, ap-

ply a coating of wax (beeswax 2 oz.,

turpentine 1 pint). When wax is dry.

brush liorhtly with a soft hair wheel

(about 600 rev. per min.). An excess of

chloride of ammonia in solution No. 1

will cause the fawn color to merge into

a terra cotta, which is also very pretty.

Too little of the chloride of ammonia
causes a purple tone, or kermess finish.

Do not touch the fawn colored surface

previous to lacquering as it soils very
easilv. The beauty and richness of the

fin'sh will be greatly increased by sev-

eral coats of lacquer. The elegance of

this finish will amply repay you for the

time taken to produce it.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

PIG IRON

i;r,> Forge. Pittsburgh Ml 96

Lake Superior, charcoal,

Chicago 58 00

Standard low phos.. Philadel-

phia 87 00
Bessemer. Pittsburgh .">1 96

Basic Valley, furnace IS 00

Montreal Toronto

Victoria
Hamilton

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL

Iron bars, base $5 25

Steel bars, base 6 50

Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base 6 00

Small shapes, base 5 75

METALS

Aluminum $ 64 00

Antimony 20 00

Copper, lake 34 00

Copper, electrolytic 34 00

Copper, casting 33 00

Lead 13 00

Mercury • 100 00

Nickel 50 00

Silver, per oz 9S

Tin 64 00

Zinc 11 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.
Montreal

Copper, light *19 00

Copper, crucible ... 21 00

Copper, heavy 21 00

Copper wire 21 00

No. 1 machine com-
position 20 00

New brass cuttings. 16 00

No. 1 brass turnings 14 00

Light brass 12 00

Medium brass 16 00

Heavy brass 16 00

Heavy melting steel 21 00

Steel turnings 12 00

Shell turnings 12 00

Boiler plate 22 00

Axles, wrought iron. 30 00

Rails 25 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 25 00

Malleable scrap 20 00

Pipe, wrought 10 00

Car wheels, iron... 26 00

Steel axles 29 00

Mach. shop turn'gs. B 50

Cast borings 12 00

Stove plate 19 00

Scrap zinc 6 50

Heavy lead 10 00

Tea lead "00
Aluminum 30 00

Toronto
$18 oa

20 50
20 50

20 50

18 oa
17 00

IS 7 5

10 00

14 00
16 III!

17 00

8 00

12 00

18 0(1

24 00
18 00

25 oa

20 00

9 00

26 00
30 IMI

8 50

8 50
19 On

6 50
9 00

7 00
2;, 00

COKE AND COAL

Solvay foundry coke 13 05

Connelsville foundry coke... 14 00

Steam lump coal 7 25

Best slack 6 50

Net ton f.o.b. To ronto

BILLETS
Per Gross Ton

Bessemer billets $ 75 00

Open hearth billets 95 00

Forging billets 100 00

Wire rods 90 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

', in $12 00

5-16 in 11 50

% in 11 15

7-16 in 10 90

'._. in 10 70

9-16 in 10 70
•
r

'i in 10 50

% in 10 40
•

s in 10 25

1 inch 10 10

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, guaranteed 37

Babbitt metals 18 to 7

Putty. 100-lb drums 4 35

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt 15 . 45

Glue. English, per lb 38

Gasoline, per gal., bulk 31 >

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30',

Pure turpentine, single bbls. 61

Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 49

Linseed oil, raw. single bbls. 1 52

Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2 50

Lead wool, per lb 15

Sandpaper. B. & A... list plus 20

Emery cloth list plus 33 1

Borax, crystal 1

Sal Soda 031

Sulphur, rolls 05

Sulphur, commercial 04'

Rosin "D." per lb 03

Rosin "G." per lb 03
',

Borax crystal and granular. 15

Wood alcohol, per gallon 2 15

Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. 2 20

-3

SHEETS.
Montreal

Sheets, black, No. 28.S11 00

Sheets, black. No. 10. 11 50

Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 11 00

Canada plates, a 1 1

bright 12 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 12 25

Queen's Head. 28 B.

W.G 11 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 11 75

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 12 00

Colborne Crown, No.
28 11 25

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 13 75

Premier. 10% oz... 13 85

Zinc sheets 20 00

Toronto

$11 00

11 50

11 00

12 50

12 09

10 75

10 75

10 25

10 00

12 70
13 llll

20 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 50
3-16 ill 11 70
1

, in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40

% in 6 35
7-16 in 6 35
>.. in 6 35

% in 6 35

% in 6 35
Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A, add

7%%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35% ; standard buishings, 50'
| ;

headers, 60% ; flanged unions. 40' , ;

malleable bushings, 50%'; nipples,

55%; malleable lipped unions, 50',;.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00

Copper 40 to .38

Tin 68 to .70

Silver, per oz 1.05 to 1.00

Zinc 16 to .18

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45

Cut nails 5 35 5 35

Miscellaneous wire nails 60%

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic $ .20

Acid, hydrochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 1 1
' j

Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric 05

Ammonia, acqua 08

Ammonium, carbonate 08

Ammonium, chloride 11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.. .40

Ammonium, sulphate 07

Arsenic, white 10

Caustic soda 07

Copper, carbonate, anhy .. .50

Copper, sulphate 16

Cobalt sulphate 70

Iron perch loiide 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sulphate. .12

Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide substitute .20

Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals. . .05

Sodium cyanide, 129-130%.. .46

Sodium cyanide, 98-100%... .38

Sodium hydrate 05

Sodium phosphate 14

Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.) 5.00

Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise

stated.

BELTING. NO. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, singl and

double 30-5%,

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.... 1 50

Leather in sdes 1 35i

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt,

per lb $3 00
Polishing wheels,

bullneck 1 .70

Pumice, ground .05

Emery composition... .08 to .09

Tripoli composition.. .04 to 06
Crocus composition... .07 to .08

Rouge, powder 30 to .35

Rouge, silver 50 to .55

Prices per lb.

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, io to 2 in 55 00 53 00

Copper wire, list plus 10.

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50

Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, 14x60 base... 64 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base Vi In. to 1

in. rd 55

Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20

oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 57

Copper tubing, seamlss .... 58

ROPE AND PACKINGS
Plumbers' oakum, per lb

Packing square braided
Packing, No. 1 Italian

Packing, No. 2 Italian

Pure Manila rope
British Manila rope . .

.

New Zealand Hemp . . .

Transmission rope. Manila
Drilling cables, Manila..
Cotton Rope, %-in. and up

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor Oil, per lb

Royalite. per gal., bulk

Palacine
Machine oil, per gal

Black oil, per gal

Cylinder oil. Capital

Cylinder oil, Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil, per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic

Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

.09

.34

.40

.32

.37

.31

.31

.43

.39

.47

40
16
19

26%
15

451/s
30 I

_.

06

50

37 Vt
39V2
12%

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade .... 50

J. Barton Smith. Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 50
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 40

Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 40
P.H. and Imperial 50

Globe 50
Vulcan 50

Disston 50

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

TORONTO, OXT., Oct. 9.—The chaotic

condition prevailing in the iron and steel

industry is causing considerable anxiety
in manufacturing circles, and seems
destined to restrict production of many
products required for the carrying on of

manufacturing operations. The effect of

the embargo will be widespread, as the

shortage of iron and steel will make it

very difficult for some consumers to con-

tinue operations, except in a limited way.
While certain industries, such as those

engaged upon war work, will perhaps
not be affected to any great extent, there

are others which will be seriously ham-
pered. The whole question is so compli-

cated, as many industries are closely

connected, that an adjustment satisfac-

tory to all seems almost an impossibility.

Those manufacturers to whom relief

cannot be extended will be obliged to ac-

cept conditions with good grace in view
of the necessity of providing for war re-

quirements first.

Steel

The outlook in the trade in regard to

the embargo continues obscure, and will

remain so until the question has re-

ceived further consideration by the
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authorities at Washington. What is

likely to develop is difficult to say, but it

is tint easy to be optimistic concerning

the outcome of the negotiations. The em-
bargo was put on for the specific purpose
of conserving the steel output for war
poses. As the U. S. Government require-

ments for this purpose are increasing all

the time, the supplies available for do-

mestic requirements are that much less.

Canadian consumers will naturally be

affected to the same extent as those in

the States, if not more so; it is, there-

fore, difficult to see how the situation can
be materially improved. Steel will be

allowed to come in under license for ship-

building, railways and farm implements,

which covers a fairly extensive field, but

there are still many other industries not

engaged in war work which will unfor-

tunately suffer. This latter contingency
could hardly have been avoided, embargo
or no embargo, for there has been for

sometime a shortage of steel which pro-

mises to become more acute in view of

the heavy demands for war purposes. Al-

though much has been written about the

serious situation created by the embargo,

which in the main is true, it must not be

forgotten that for some time past de-

liveries have been very backward and

supplies difficult to obtain. The embargo
has served rather to bring the situation

to a climax than to add greatly to its dif-

ficulties. It has, however, brought the

trade to a more thorough realization of

existing conditions, and in this respect

may be a blessing in disguise, for a

united effort is now being made to obtain

relief.

There has been no further develop-

ment in regard to prices, which continue

on the same basis as last week. What is

likely to materialize in this regard is

problematical, as the situation is so con-

fusing. On account of conditions pre-

vailing in the market, business is prac-

tically at a standstill. The state of the

market here reflects conditions across

the line, where the steel industry con-

tinues unsettled pending the completion

of the Government regulation of prices.

Until this matter is finally disposed of

the present unsettlement seems destined

to be prolonged. Canadian mills are

hardly likely to take any action, even if

they propose doing so, until the situation

in the States becomes more settled.

Pig Iron

Business is practically at a standstill

owing to the unsettled situation created

by the embargo and price regulation.

Consumers are showing a disposition to

await developments as the outlook is so

uncertain. There is every reason to ex-

pect continued quiet conditions in the

market as most consumers are covered

for 1017 and the output of practically all

furnaces has been sold up to Jan. 1st.

An announcement is expected shortly

at Washington uiving definite prices on

all grades of pig iron. Local prices are

unchanged in the meantime but are

nominal.
Scrap

The market is practically stagnant

due to the unsettled conditions created

by '.he embargo and price regulation.

Prices on all scrap metals are unchanged
and are more or less nominal as it is

difficult to quote prices when so little

metal is changing hands. While the
market has a weak tendency just now,
it appears likely that owing to the

shortage of good scrap, prices may be-

come firmer. No developments of im-
portance however, may be expected until

the market is more settled.

Machine Tools

The list of products upon which an
embargo has been placed includes bor-

ing mills, 42 in. and larger; lathes, 30 in.

swing and larger, and planers over 36 in.

wide. It is likely that exception will be
made in the case of tools required for

railway shops and shipyards, although
this has not been stated definitely. In

any event, it should encourage the build-

ing of these tools in Canada to a greater
extent than formerly. Business has been
rather quiet this week, although the re-

newed activity in the munitions industry
is creating a demand for special tools for

6-in. shells.

Supplies

The demand for machine shop supplies

is fairly active and prices continue firm,

with an upward tendency on some lines.

One firm of dealers report a scarcity of

emery wheels and carborundum wheels,

and have accordingly instructed their re-

presentatives to discontinue quotations.

In lieu thereof they are placing an arti-

ficial abrasive wheel before the trade,

which they are quoting at 45 per cent,

off list. Recent costs of asbestos sheet-

ing to importers from the United States

have necessitated a material advance in

prices locally. Where formerly the range
of prices was from $9 to $12 per 100

pounds, the new range is from $12 to

$15, representing an advance of 25 per

cent. This material is scarce and very

hard to obtain. A shipment came into

the local market recently and the first

cost to importers established a new re-

cord for this material. Other building

materials held steady in price during the

week.

Metals

The metal markets continue dull and
featureless, while prices are unchanged
on the basis of last week's quotations.

The copper market holds firm, due more
to the embargo than for any other rea-

son, although the decline in production

may have something to do with it. Tin

is unchanged with light demand, while

lead is holding steady. Spelter aluminum
and antimony are dull and unchanged.

Copper.—Although the price of copper

has been fixed at 23%c New York, there

is practically no business being done at

this figure, except by the U. S. Govern-

ment. Supplies of copper available for

private consumers are very scarce, and

the serious decline in production caused

by the strikes has aggravated the situa-

tion. The local market is holding firm

on account of the embargo, the price re-

gulation not having as yet affected this

market. Lake and electrolytic copper is

quoted at 32c and castings at 31c per

pound.

Tin.—The market is steady and a little

firmer, although prices are unchanged.
The London market has advanced. Tin
is quoted nominally at 63c per pound.

Spelter.—The market is quiet and
easier in New York owing to the lack of

buying interest. Locally there is no
change in the situation and spelter is

being quoted at 10 J
2 c per pound.

Lead.—There is a fair demand for

lead and the market is holding steady at

unchanged quotations. Price, lie per
pound.
Antimony.—The market is dull, with

no inquiry, but prices are steady at 19c

per pound.
Aluminum. — The market continues

dull and demand light. Consumers are

well supplied for the time being, and
have retired from the market. Local

price, 62c per pound.

Foundry Supplies

The abnormal situation in the iron

anil steel industry is naturally affecting

the market for foundry equipment and
supplies. The increasing demand for

iron and steel for war purposes is creat-

ing a shortage of material for commer-
cial purposes, and it is likely that in due

time the manufacture of foundry equip-

ment will be restricted unless intended

for use in the production of war equip-

ment, either directly or indirectly. The
outlook for manufacturers of foundry

machinery is not particularly bright on

account of the possible restrictions and

also because of the shortage and high

cost of raw materials. Although in re-

gard to the latter feature there is pos-

sibility of lower prices following the

price fixing policy adopted by the U.S.

Government it is unlikely that there

will be any improvement in the supply

of raw materials, indications pointing

rather to a more pronuonced shortage.

-@
CANADA MAY GET SOME U.S.

EXPORTS
THE Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, has received further in-

formation from Washington respecting

the licensing of certain exports, "whose

conservation is necessary on account of

the limited supply and the needs of the

United States in its successful prosecu-

tion of the war." Among the exports

licensed are iron and steel products nec-

essary to Canadian war and commercial

industries. While the Exports Admin-
istrative Board of the United States has

practically prohibited the export of these

articles, export licenses may be grant-

ed:

(a) When destined for actual war
purposes or when they will directly con-

tribute thereto.

(b) In certain unusual cases when

such exports will contribute directly to

the immediate production of important

commodities required by the United

States.

(c) And also in certain other cases

where the articles may be exported in

limited quantities without detriment to

the United States.

(d) Further licenses may also be
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F
Sold Direct to

the ConsumerOUNDRY
FACINGS

and SUPPLIES

We Can Help You!
To meet war-economy demands to the best advantage, the consumer
should buy direct from the manufacturer if at all feasible.

We sell direct to the consumer and can help you to economize in
your foundry practice. Give us atrial order and you'll appreciate
how extensively we can help you to economize.

Coke or Charcoal Basket

A Brush much in favor in Foundries everywhere

Made of Strong Galvanized Steel
Wire

Highly Serviceable Foundry Ladles

We are well stocked and can serve you with the best of foundry
facings and supplies of all kinds in quick time.

Think of a few lines that yon need to replenish and give us a
chance to show what we can do for yon.

Quality goods and quick service is our aim

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Ltd.
HAMILTON, CANADA

It any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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granted for limited quantities of these

conserved articles when required for

purely medicinal or pharmaceutical pur-

poses.

A committee of leading iron and steel

men, working in connection with the

Department of Trade and Commerce,
has been appointed to secure informa-

tion on the effect in Canada of the

United States regulations. The diffi-

culty arises chiefly in connection with

industries not actually war industries,

although related thereto.

Iron and steel "destined for actual war
purposes" can be secured, but concerns

not engaged in the manufacture of war
supplies will be unable to secure the

articles listed, unless the regulations

are relaxed.

©
ONTARIO'S METALLIFEROUS PRO-

DUCTION
RETURNS received by the Ontario
Bureau of Mines from smelters, refining

works and metalliferous mines of the

Province for the six months ending

June 30, 1917, are summarized in the

table below which gives comparative
figures for the corresponding period in

1916.

It will be noted that above figures are

for pig iron produced from Ontario ore

only. Export figures for 1916 are not

available for iron ore. Nickel and cop-

per in matte have been valued at 25 and
20 cents per pound, respectively, where-
as copper was valued at 18% cents per

pound in 1916.

Gold.—It was anticipated that the

production for the half year would show
a decline as compared with the same
period in 1916, owing to labor troubles

and labor shortage at the Porcupine
camp. Nearly all the mines, including

the Hollinger and Dome, have been de-

veloping their ore bodies and increasing

Porcupine Crown, Tough-Oakes, Schum-
acher and Porcupine V. N. T.

Silver.—High prices for silver, which

averaged 75.44 cents for the half year

as compared with 62.53 cents for the

same period in 1916, have stimulated

production from the Cobalt camp. The
lowest New York price was 71.75 cents

on March 27, and highest 78.64 on Feb-

ruary 15. This advance in value has

offset increased mining costs. If the

Miller Lake O'Brien continues shipping

at the same rate throughout the year,

Gowganda will show a record produc-

tion for 1917. The increase is attributed

to the high grade vein discovered in the

summer of 1916. The Hargrave mine is

now shipping regularly. A new ship-

per this year is the National, formerly

the King Edward mine. The Mining

Corporation of Canada (Cobalt Lake

and Townsite-City mines) shipped over

2,000,000 ounces in the half year. Ship-

pers of 500,000 ounces or more were as

follows: Nipissing, Kerr Lake. O'Brien,

Beaver and Coniagas mines. Silver re-

covered from gold ores totalled 38,492

ounces and from copper ores 646 ounces.

Nickel-Copper.—The production of

nickel-copper matte at Copper Cliff and

Coniston shows a small decrease as com-

pared with the same period in 1916, due

to shortage of labor. Assays of samples

of nickel-copper matte for their pre-

cious metal contents were made for the

Royal Ontario Nickel Commission by

Ledoux and Company of New York.

Platinum and palladium were found in

quantities varying from 0.32 ounces to

1.97 ounces per ton of matte. These

metals are quoted at $100 per ounce.

The British American Nickel Corpora-

tion have announced that their new elec-

trolytic refinery will be located at Mur-

ray mine, and will have an initial cap-

acity of 5,000 tons of nickel per annum.

The Port Colborne refinery of the In-

ternational Nickel Company will pro-

SUMMARY OF METALLIFEROUS PRODUCTION, SIX MONTHS. 1917.

Product.
Gold ounces
Silver "

Cobalt (metallic) lbs.

Nickel (metallic) "

Nickel oxide " )

Cobalt oxide "
I

Other Cobalt and nickel comp'ds.. " )

Molybdenite "

Lead
Copper ore tons
Nickel in matte "

Copper in matte "

Iron ore (exported) "

Pig iron "

Quantity. Value $

1916. 1917. 1916. 1917.

235,060 228.673 4,822,740 4,586,941

10,267,743 10,073,787 6,188,269 7,584,439

121,817 162,250 103,677 237,004
13,933 45,864 5,899 19,073

( 5,495 ) ( 1,648

410,408 ( 153,498 ) 204,638 ( 175,308
1 122,076 ) ( 15,879

12,631 36.777 13,075 47,942
912.934 114,953

922 1,543 14,368 45,688
20,651 20.230 10.325.766 10.115.000
11.426 10.381 4,207,620 4,152,400

24.332 85,135
40,968

25,886,052

715,912

27,897,322

milling capacity in preparation for the

time after the war when labor will be
more plentiful and operating costs de-

creased. In the meantime, production

and dividends have been curtailed. New
producers are Gold Reef and Tommy
Burns at Porcupine, Teck-Hughes at

Kirkland Lake, and Miller Independence
at Boston Creek. A single stamp is

dropping at the Rognon on Wabigoon
Lake, District of Kenora. Mines, in or-

der, producing 5,000 ounces or more
; old were Hollinger, Mclntyre, Dome,

duce 7,500 tons of nickel, and provision

is made for quadrupling the capacity.

Copper.—Shipments for the half year
came from three sources, the Tip Top
mine near Kashabowie, the Hudson Cop-
per Company at Havilah, and the Keny-
on Copper Company of Massey. The
last mentioned operates the Massey
mine where a 100-ton Callow flotation

mill is producing 20 per cent, concen-

trates. Shipments from Bruce Mines
are included under nickel-copper. The
Port Arthur Copper Company at Mine

Centre is erecting a concentrator and
will be shipping soon.

Iron Ore and Pig Iron.-—Shipments of

ore were from the Helen and Magpie
mines of the Algoma Steel Corpora-
tion, and a small shipment from Moose
Mountain. Helen ore is shipped to the

Magpie mine for treatment. In all,

61,796 tons worth $231,937 were mar-
keted, of which 24,322 tons were export-

ed to the United States. Pig iron pro-

duced at Sault Ste. Marie, Hamilton,
Port Colborne and Deseronto totalled

347,190 tons worth $6,067,050. Out of a

total of 577,773 tons of ore smelted only

77,202 tons came from Ontario, and in

the table the quantity of pig iron pro-

duced and value of the same is figured

on a pro rata basis.

Molybdenite.—The production of this

ore is increasing rapidly. Concentrators
are now in operation at Renfrew, Mount
St. Patrick and Ottawa, and in the half

year treated ore from thirteen different

mines. At Orillia and Belleville, 80,334

pounds of ferro-molybdenum worth
$200,835 were produced.

Lead.—Smelters at Galetta and King-
ston produced 912,934 pounds of pig

lead worth $114,953 from Ontario ores.

The Kingston Smelting Company also

treated 1,895 tons of lead ore from the

United States. Ontario ore came from
the Galetta and Frontenac mines.

®
STEEL OUTPUT INCREASES

THE total production of steel ingots and
direct castings in Canada in the first six

months of the current year amounted to

836,149 short tons, an increase of 246,596

tons, or 42 per cent., over the corres-

ponding period of 1916.

Average monthly production was 139,-

858, against 98,259 in the first half of

1916, and 106,268 tons for the full year,

1916. A new high record in output was
reached in May, 155,346 tons, but the

June figures show a falling off of about

18,000 tons.

Pig iron output, as estimated by the

Mines Department from returns cover-

ing all producers, was 586,998 short tons,

as against 562,097 in the first six months
of 1916. The average monthly produc-

tion was 97,833 tons, or only slightly

higher than the average for the full year,

1916, which was 97,438 tons.

Imports from the United States have
been on a considerably larger scale. The
total imports of steel ingots and direct

castings for the first six months of the

year totalled 139,640 short tons, against

47,493 in the same period in 1916; in pig

iron the increase was from 29,801 tons

last year, to 38,858 tons this year.

Production figures in short tons by

months this year are given as follows:

Steel

Pig iron. Ingots, etc.

January 89,187 130,990

February .... 83,801 120,629

March 103,789 152,420

April 101,504 139,669

May 108,799 155,346

June 99,858 137,095
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We have supplied thousands of MORGAN Crucibles to the

users in Canada within the past year with entire satisfaction

to all. If you have not booked with us for your supply, let us

do so at once.

Shipments arriving weekly, which assures prompt delivery.

The price is right.

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited
(Everything for the Foundry)

TORONTO, ONT. -r- -:- -:- MONTREAL, QUE.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

Three Rivers, Que.—The City Council
have decided to proceed with the con-
struction of a pumping station and re-

servoir.

Welland, Ont.— Fire caused $3,500
damage to the plant of the Welland
Machine and Foundries, Ltd., last Sun-
day. The blaze was confined to the

roof of the molding shop.

Victoria, B.C. — The five-masted
schooner Malahat, built by the Cameron-
Genoa Mills Co., will make its maiden
voyage as a sailing ship, owing to the
non-arrival of the auxiliary engines.
They will be installed on the completion
of the first voyage.

Sarnia, Ont.—The plans for the new
Romeo foundry, locating at the corner
of Christina and Exmouth streets, are
being prepared, and the machinery and
other equipment has been ordered. It

is expected that the new plant will be
nearly completed by the end of the year.

Sherbrooke Firm Gets Marine Con-
tracts.—It is understood that the firm of

MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke,
Que., have recently received from the
Imperial authorities a large order for
marine work which will keep their plant
in operation for many months to come.

Shelburne.N.S.—The new steamer
Keith Cann was launched on Sept. 18 at

the shipyard of the Shelburne Ship-
builders Ltd. The vessel was christened
by Miss M. Cann, daughter of Chas. W.
Cann of Yarmouth, N.S. The Keith
Cann is 130 ft. long, 25 ft., wide and
11 ft. 6 ins. deep.

Trenton, N.S.—Fire on Sept. 19 des-

troyed the machine shop at the Eastern
Steel Co's. Plant. The damage is esti-

mated at $125,000 which was practically

all covered by insurance. The building

which was constructed of reinforced

cencrete was reduced to ruins and the

machinery badly damaged.

Princeton, B.C.—The Canada Copper
Corporation, will begin erection of its

3,000-ton mill on its property near
Princeton, B.C., immediately. Develop-
ment in the mines is being pushed, that

mill may run to capacity as soon as pos-

sible after it is completed. Anticipating

operations on a large scale, the company
is building a modern town on its pro-

perty and an extensive power plant is

being installed.

The Crane Packing Co., Chi.caero,

manufacturers of the well known "John
Crane" flexible metallic packing for all

vapors and liquids, announce the estab-

lishment of their Eastern office in the

Woolworth Building, New York City.

Their engineer, A. W. Payne, with much
experience with packing problems in the

oil, mining and industrial fields, has

been placed in charge of this branch.

Woodstock, Ont. — The Canadian
Linderman Co., has rented the Tobin
Arms Factory, and will instal machinery
at once and put the factory in operation,

working day and night on the order

which the company has received for

$14,000,000 worth of munitions for the

United States Government. The Linder-

man people have their head office and
factories in Muskegon, Mich.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Coughlan Ship-

yards, at which six big steel steamers
will be constructed and at which four
are already under construction, will also

build the boilers for the vessels and a

permit has been taken out for the con-

struction of a boiler shop. The work
done will be on a big scale as the

steamers are to be 425 feet long and
each will have a deadweight carrying
capacity of 8800 tons.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—The Algoma
Steel Corporation is erecting another
blast furnace, which when completed will

have a capacity of 400 tons of pi? iro-

per day. The furnace will be finished

by the new year. The company recently

completed i f s latest open-hearth furn-

ace at the "Soo" plant, with a capacity

of 75 tons per hearth, or about 200 tons

per day, and makes the tenth open-

hearth furnace which the company has
in operation, as well as the duplex furn-

ace, which has been most satisfactory.

Sherbrooke, Que.—The Southern Can-
ada Power Co. is building 88 miles of

high tension transmission lines, connect-

ing up the cities of Sherbrooke, Magog,
Waterloo, Granby and St. Johns. It is

expected that these lines will be com-
pleted this fall. When completed this

will give the company over 160 miles of

high tension transmissions, principally

50,000 volt. The company have recently-

purchased property on the main street

in Granby, almost opposite the Post

Office, -and are erecting a new substa-

tion, office and store for the sale of elec-

trical equipment.

Metal Supervisor Will Be Appointed.

—

The appointment of a supervisor of

metal and fibre by the Dominion Gov-

ernment is indicated in an order-in-

Council. which also authorizes the Min-

ister of Customs to fix the price of

scrap iron and scrap steel, rags, waste

and other materials of metal or of ani-

mal, vegetable or mineral fibre. The

supervisor is authorized to make such

enquiries as the Minister of Customs

deems necessary into the nuantity, lo-

cation and ownership of such materials,

as well as into the prices at which

they are held for sale. It is provided

that any person who contravenes the

provisions of this order-in-Council shall

be guilty of an indictable offence and

liable to a fine not exceeding $5,000 or

to imprisonment for a term not exceed-
ing three years.

A. W. McLimont, a leading traction

expert, has been appointed general man-
ager of the Winnipeg Electric Railway
Co., in succession to Wilford Phillips

who has retired. Mr. McLimont is a

Canadian and was born in the city of

Quebec. Although a young man, he has
held a number of important positions,

but the work which brought him most
prominently in the public eye was the

electrification and operation of a con-

siderable proportion of the transporta-

tion lines of New York, Mr. McLimont
was employed as engineer under the

New York Public Service Commission in

New York, and became so successful

that his services were in demand
throughout the United States. Latterly

he has been in control of some nine

hundred miles of road, constituting the

Michigan United Railway System.

CATALOGUES
Reducing Valves.—Bulletin issued by

Chaplin-Fulton Mfe:. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

describes the "Fulton" steam reducing

valve, and also gives directions for set-

ting and operating this device. Two
types are illustrated together with prices

for the various sizes.

Radial Brick Chimneys. The Alphons
Custodis Chimney Construction Co., New
York, have gotten out an interesting

bulletin showing a number of tall chim-

neys which they have constructed, with

principal dimensions. The bulletin also

contains details of the radial brick used

and a copy of Kent's table of size of

chimneys for steam boilers.

Boiler House Elevators is the title of

a 28 page catalogue recently issued by

the Ed. Bennis & Co., Little Hul-

Lon, Bolton, England. The catalogue

after dealing; with the advantages of

elevating and conveying machinery in

boiler plants, proceeds to describe

the "Bennis" elevator, drawing at-

tention to its principal constructional

features and also to the economies

that can be effected by its use. The

greater part of the catalogue comprises

several very clear views, covering a num-
ber of installations showing the wide

field of application. A brief description

accompanies each illustration detailing

the chief points of interest.

Electro Platers Equipments and Sup-

plies.—The Canadian Hanson & Van
Winkle Co., Toronto, have issued a new
illustrated catalogue and price list "B,"

dealing with an interesting and exten-

sive line of electro-platinar and polishin?

supplies which they manufacture. In
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this catalogue particular attention is

called to the new plating dynamo, which
is fully described, to a complete line of
new polishin.tr and buffing lathes ami
grinding machinery. Other products fea-

tured include polishing wheels and a
complete line of lacquers, while in addi-

tion the catalogue describes at length a

line of anodes, chemicals, and plating so-

lutions, etc. The catalogue is gotten up
in an attractive style and contains 104

5, with a large number of illustra-

tions.

.Machine Stoking.—A new catalogue
entitled "Recent Developments in Ma-
chine Stoking." has been issued by Ed.
Bennis A Co.. Little Ilulton, Bolton, Eng-
land. The opening pages contain a de-

scription of the "Bennis*1 patent improv-
ed smokeless chain grate, including mat-
ters relating to its durability and
draught feature. Following are a num-
ber of views showing important installa-

tions, each briefly described. The cata-

losue also contains several sectional

views of Bennis chain grates under vari-

ous types of boiler. An interesting table is

shown giving results of tests of this

stoker under different types of boiler.

The concluding pages contain a table

of sizes of Bennis Chain grate stokers

and also a table of properties of satur-

ated steam. The catalogue contains 39

pages and is gotten up in attractive

style.

BOOK REVIEW.
United States Artillery Ammunition

by Ethan Vial, managing editor American
Machinist. 97 pages, 8% x 11% in.

Fully illustrated. Published by The Mc-
Graw-Hill Book , Co., Inc., New York.
Price S2. This is the third of the series

of munitions books compiled by the edi-

torial staff of the American Machinist.
The book was published for the purpose
of giving shop men, engineers and
manufacturers an accurate knowledge
of the sizes, tools, shop work and
gauges necessary in the production of

the most common United States shells

and cartridge cases. The book contains

six chapters describing: in turn the ma-
chinery operaMons used in the produc-

tion of the following types and sizes of

shell. 3 in., common shrapnel; 3 in.,

common high explosive shell; II in. naval
shells; 3.8 in. to 6 in., shrapnel and high
explosive shells: (> in., naval shells an 1

lastly 3 to 6 in. cartridge cases. For
each type of shell every important ma-
chining operation is shown in a separ-
ate drawing. Several operations are
also shown by moans of half-tone illus-

trations. The operations on each type
of shell are described in detail and par-
ticular features of each are also given.
The book has list of contents and in-

dex, and is bound in substantial cloth

covers.

©
RECENT ELECTRIC FURNACE

ACHIEVEMENT
THE abnormal demand for munitions
has, perhaps, done more than anything
else could have done towards breaking
down the prejudice against electric steel.

Before the war had been in progress
many- months our armament makers
found themselves accumulating enormous
quantities of borings, turnings, screw-
ings, etc., of very high grade steels, con-
taining chrome, nickel, and other costly

alloys. In ordinary times these turn-

ings were of comparatively little value
on account of the difficulty of remelting
them without the loss of most of the

alloys. But when the quantities of turn-

ings produced in munition making be-

came abnormal, it was at once realized

that the best solution of the problem of

utilization was afforded by the electric

furnace, because it was capable of sav-

ing all the nickel and almost all the

chrome, whilst remelting the scrap, be-

sides which it could, if necessary, oxidize

the chrome whilst retaining the nickel.

Admittedly, no type of electric furnace

was exactly perfect; but with a view to

further perfection in the matter of treat-

ing these turnings, certain Sheffield

metallurgists set to work in earnest to

see what could be done to meet the new
conditions. The result is the invention

of a type of furnace for which the claim

is made that something approaching per-

fection—certainly a very high level of

efficiency—has been attained.

When writing to advertisers kindly

mention this paper

When Difficulties

Arise

in brass foundries or when new
alloys are required, it will pay

to consult

CHARLES VICKERS
712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

SPECIALIST
in the casting and alloying of

Copper, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum,
Manganese Bronze and Aluminum
Bronzes.

BUYING CRUCIBLES IS BUYING
SERVICE

Buying anything but the best is false economy—a waste of money.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
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Canadians
should be thankful that our Country
has a Canadian Magazine fit to

take its place in the company of

the big American magazines — a
magazine equalling in interest and
literary merit the big magazines
produced in a Country of 100,000,-

000, where it is possible to obtain
$1,000 to $5,000 a page per issue
or more for advertising space.

THE making of MACLEAN'S MAGA-
ZINE month by month, year after
year, has been hard labor. One

difficulty was to get the right sort of
matter—Canadian in origin and theme.
A few years ago our country possessed
few writers and artists of trained and
high ability. To-day, thanks very largely
to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, we have
men and women writers and artists pro-
ducing first-class work; they developed
when they found a medium demanding
a grade of work equalling the best con-
tributors to American magazines. Also,
the Canadian writers and artists who
were finding a market for their wares in
the United States turned to MACLEAN'S
when this magazine showed itself to be a
sufficient and creditable vehicle for their
work.

The future has a good crop of Al Cana-
dian writers and artists in store, whose
work will appear in MACLEAN'S; but
consider these names of Canadian men
and women who have already "arrived,"
and whose work appears in MAC-
LEAN'S MAGAZINE:—
Sir Gilbert Parker,
Arthur Stringer,
Arthur E. McFarlane,
Stephen Leacock,
Robert W. Service,
Alan Sullivan,
Agnes C. I.aut,

L. M. Montgomery,
"Janey Canuck,"
A. C. Allenson,

E. Phillips Oppenheim,
Peter McArthur,
L. B. Yates,
Geo. Eustace Pearson,
W. A. Craick,
H. F. Gadsby,
C. W. Jefferys,
J. W. Beatty,
Arthur William Brown,
Lou Skuce.

These are some of the names of Canadian men
and women—writers and artists—who are doing
work of the highest class, acceptable to the hard-
est-to-get-into publications of the United States.
Ten years ago such a Canadian galaxy had no
existence.

BESIDES these professional writers and artists
—men and women who depend on their pen
and pencil and brush for their livelihood— is

a big hos 1

; of others who write only when suc-

cessfully urged to do so—because they have some-
thing to say that is worth saying. These are
usually men in a big way of business, or pro-
fessional men at the top of the ladder, or men
and women doing unusual work of a most im-
portant sort—often obscurely because they are not
self-trumpeters of their achievements or labors.
For example, such men and women as :

—

THE LATE SIR MORTIMER CLARK
JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN
ERMAN J. RIDGWAY
LORD NORTHCLIFFE
JOSEPH MARTIN, M.P.

BILLY SUNDAY

All these have contributed under their own
name or a nom de plume to MACLEAN'S MAGA-
ZINE in the last 12 or 15 months, recognizing
that this magazine can give their messages to

the whole nation, and to a class of persons whom
they wish to reach.

NOBODY who knows MACLEAN'S would ever
call it a story magazine, but rather a
national magazine—almost a news magazine.

Stories there are in every issue—enough of them
to satisfy the right and natural desire for ro-

mance, adventure, achievement, business, love and
intrigue. But the greater part of the contents
of every issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE may
be called NEWS—NEWS of men and their work
and triumphs ; news of the nation's work and
workers ; news of discoveries ; news of movements ;

news of politics ; news of the builders and build-

ing of Canada. MACLEAN'S, as Canada's
National Magazine, prepared for thinking and
intelligent men and women, must be an informa-
tive and interpretive magazine, must mirror
national opinion, record national affairs and de-
velopments, and be the VOICE of prophets, states-
men and leaders. MACLEAN'S is a magazine
of to-day—a newspaper of a sort, dealing with
big news passed over by daily newspapers whose
function is the recording of the day's news

—

passing news ; and who leave the fuller rtatement
—the summed-up presentation of things vhey can
but touch on- to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE.

A Magazine

of Power

News features of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE great-
ly liked by its 50,000 readers are

The Business Outlook—article.

The Investment Situation—article
The Review of Reviews Department.
The Nation's Business.
Women and their work.

These are regular department features appearing
in every issue of MACLEAN'S. They are of the
nature of surveys or digests, and perform a ser-
vice welcomed and praised by all readers who
aim to keep themselves broadly informed con-
cerning what's doing in Canada and what's being:
thought and said and done the wide world over.

REVIEW of Reviews is the outstanding feature
of MACLEAN'S, in that it gives the best
articles, in condensed form, from the best

magazines of the world. A staff of trained people
read and study the contents of all magazines and
select for each issue of MACLEAN'S twenty or
more articles which mirror the world's progress
and present the changing aspects of world opinion.

IN rounding out this presentation of Canada's
National Magazine a brief reference may be
made to one large and discriminating- and

important class of contributors to it—advertisers.
Literally hundreds of them employ MACLEAN'S
for their advertising, to reach the influential
classes represented by MACLEAN'S list of sub-
scribers, and because they get national publicity
economically. These makers and producers of
goods of national consumption appreciate the fact
that a select circulation of 50,000 gives them,
among the most important families of Canada,
strong local publicity as well as broad national
publicity, and that retail distributors are both can-
vassed and assisted by their national advertising
in MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. They recognize
that $1,000—$3,000 invested in space in MAC-
LEAN'S MAGAZINE to buy 365-day national in-

fluence is dirt cheap publicity.

THIS is but condensed presentation of MAC-
LEAN'S MAGAZINE. Very much more can
be said about its editorial policy and charac-

ter, about its making, about its quest for and
development of new contributors, about the policy
that keeps canvassing methods and advertising
columns clean, abort the hearty approval of sub-
scribers of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, about the
significance of 50.000 circulation, about the wis-
dom of doing a "little advertising in a few
magazines" as an initial step in national adver-
tising plans : about the advertising of MAC-
LEAN'S MAGAZINE in all the MacLean Pub-
lishing Company's list of business and technical
newspapers, about the influence of MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE on distributors.

But time and space forbid here and now a
continuation of the MACLEAN story.
What is enough to be impressed is

—

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE
Canada's National Magazine

Union Trust Bldg., WINNIPEG
143 University Ave., Toronto

Boston New York Chicago London, Eng. Southam Bldg., MONTREAL
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Peerless

Parting

Compound

'"^HERE'S nothing
left to be desired".

This is what users of

this perfect parting

compound say of it.

It's light in color and
light in weight.

Every particle passes through the

bag and spreads evenly.

You can't afford to take

chances on an ordinary line

of plumbago in these days

of rush orders and high cost

of production, for a spoiled

casting means time wasted
and orders held up. If vou
want RELIABLE PLUM-

BAGO, think of 702—remember, seven-hun-

dred-and-two. Every barrel guaranteed.

Pure

Ceylon

.

Plumbago

This famous facing

is making more fast

friends of foundry-

men every day.

Made by us at Rill-

ton, Westmoreland County, and fully warranted

to give perfect results.

Rillton Sea
Coal Facing

Quality first is our motto. All orders, whether

ton lots or carloads, receive careful attention.

The S. Obermayer Company
CHICAGO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS DENVER

PHILADELPHIA MILWAUKEE CLEVELAND

Canadian Representative :

E. B. FLEURY, 1609 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100^

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-
ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100 r- BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD, OHIO

CO.

a m

12

Chilled Shot Diamond Grit

Metallic Abrasives
Since 1887 these Metallic Abrasives for Sand

Blast purposes have enjoyed the popularity and

gained the reputation of being the two best

abrasives manufactured. They are being used

the world over.

Dustless and economical. For cleaning iron, steel,

malleable brass and aluminum castings.

Send for free samples and our low prices. Prompt
shipments.

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Ave., Extension

BOSTON, MASS. .*. U.S.A.

Highest Quality

Foundry Brushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order.

The Manufacturers Brush
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Co.

( '~ vr v —
" - - '- ,^ j

Shoe Handle
Washout.

iii
Bent Handle
Washout.

;t ne Brusl)

FCR'S BRU5H-CO. J
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Humanizing
the

Sand Blast
Many kindly employers refuse to adopt sand blast-

ing in spite of its evident advantages because they do
not want to ask any employee to work in an atmos-
phere of flying sand and dust.

In most cases their impres-
sion of the sand blast is based

upon the primitive methods of

yesterday rather than the ad-

vanced state of the art today.

We illustrate, for instance, a

Wadsworth Cabinet, made by
the American Foundry Equip-
ment Company of Cleveland, as

a general type of humane ap-

paratus now being built by sev-

eral of the leading sand blast

equipment manufacturers. The
operator stands outside, breath-

ing the clean air of the work-
shop, and only his gloved hands
are inside the cabinet. He
manipulates the hose or the

work while peering through an
opening protected by glass or a

fine mesh brass screen.

This is only one of a number
of modern humane devices.

Wrong notions about sand
blasting have also resulted from
the use of soft, dirty sand.

This, too, is being corrected

by the widespread use of FLI NT
SHOT, a collection of clean,

hard, pearl-like nodules of pure
flint, free from dust.

Whether you have, as yet, in-

stalled a sand-blasting service in

your plant, or not, we will wel-
come correspondence.

UNITED STATES
SILICA COMPANY
Sole Producers of Flint Shot

430 Peoples Gas Bldg. Chicago, 111.

MABK-BtOv& shot ma'

If hi iii advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with Utters to be answered.
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Vent Wax
The "Buffalo Brand" Vent Wax has
established itself as the most reli-

able, economical and simplest
method to vent any core. By bed-
ding' it in the sand and leading to

the proper outlet it leaves a good,
clear vent, as the wax is entirely
absorbed when the core is baked.

Samples from us or your nearest
supply house. Try it, use it, find

its value, and then send in your
order.

United Compound Company
228 Elk St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Look For the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests of Iron, Steel. Brass, Stone, etc.

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,

Paints, Oils, Water, Sand, Goal, Coke, Core

Compounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding

Foundry Difficulties.

ANODES
Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed

Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker

delivery, and can save duty and elimin-

the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

Battle Creek

Sand Sifter

SIMPLE, EFFICIENT
AND ECONOMICAL
This sand sifter has won a

permanent place in foun-
dries from coast to coast.

Gives all-round satisfaction.

Runs day in and day out
without causing trouble.

Does best of work. Requires
minimum amount of air for
maximum production.
Let us tell you all about it.

Write to-day.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.

BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients
--because we have Experts who are trained to make ex
haustive tests of nil material they are purchasing;, whethe!
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they

Betting what they are supposed to get because our
rts tM right to the plant and make inspection of methods

mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where practical
economies can be effected.

Mo d >u''t you have some problems right now that would pay
you to have us look ii

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals. Alloys. Ores. Cement. Materials. Oils, Paints,
Coal. Coke. Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel. Copper.
Brass, Stone. Brick. Wood. etc.

With our forei'jrn connections and our inspectors distributed
all over the continent, we .-re in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush
delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada.
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION' COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

The Scientific Met-

allic Sand Blast

Material
that saves 20'

to 80;

Blasting

Costs

The
Standard

Mill '

"^

A Wartime Necessity

RECLAIM

Your Waste Metal

With metal of all kinds so .-caret' and high in

price it behooves you to save every pound of

metal within the range of possibility.

Note what vou can do with a STANDARD-
CONTINUOUS FEED NOLL—save 99%.of
all metal contained in cinder-, slag, skim-

mings, old crucibles, etc Capacity 600 to

1,500 lbs. per hour.

Works steadily and at a very moderate cost.

Only needs 2% to : >' 2 H.P., and same water

is used repeatedly.

The "Standard" is shipped complete
ready to operate.

No special foundations or pits

under floor required.

Ask for list of users in Canada and
United States.

The Standard Equipment
Company

Manufacturers of

Special Foundry Machinery

New Haven, Conn , U.S.A.

If any advertisement interests you, tear it <>ai now and place with letters to be answi
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult
a'so the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, alter having secured advertisers* names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers* names under proper headings is gladly undertaken. =— but does not become part of an advertising contract. —
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ABRASIVE MATERIALS
(.'an Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
Can. liar.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

ALLOYS
Viekrrs, Charles, 71J Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,
NY.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Herscy Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS. TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Om.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville, Ont.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Or*
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodson. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RIBBING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winnie Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Manufacturers' Brush Co

. Cleveland Ohio
Obermayer Co.. S. , Chicago. Ill
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Onl
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto Out
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Fori Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. .1 , Co., Toronto, Ont

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., C.. Toronto, Out.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde >\ Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mi nan En ng ,\ Mfg. Co . Baltimore

, Md.
Hi evens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CARS, COKE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
fVoodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CASTINGS. NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Cs.. , Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toionto. (Int.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
W. W. vVells. Toionto.
Woodison. E. J . Co , Toronto. Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. 0.

CLAMPS. FLASK
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, 111.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto On*
Oautier. J. H., & Co.. Jersey City. N.J
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City. N.J.
McCulloch-Dalzel! Crucible Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. 0-,t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. TV ,, c
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Onl.
HamiltoD Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvdc & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Fiederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt<... Hamilton. On!.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tahor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Vo., Toronto. Ont.

CORE OILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Cn Toronto, int.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd . Hamilton, On'.
Hxde * Sons. Ltd., Montreal, One.
Obermayer Co., S. , Chicago. 111.

Woodison. E. ,T.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. fW,
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon r'rueihle Co.. Jersev City. N.J.
Wnalison. K. ,T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson it Van Winkle Co . Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, On:.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd..' Montreal, yue.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, yue.
Northern Crane Woiks. Ltd.. •Walkerville. Out.
Scully. Jones & Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOAI POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Joseph, Jersey City. N J.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co , Ltd.. Tonnto. Oct
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, X.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde \- Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seilrl. It. B.. Philadelphia.
Stevens. Frederic P... Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, (int.

Hvde & Sons, Ltd... Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Onl.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, (Int.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E, J., Co.. Toionto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toront i. Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Wihkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
C.antier. J. H.. & Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Ill ST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltl., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E." J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson & V;m Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Ford Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A; Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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LIST OF PRODUCTS

"Hamilton" Pig Iron

Open Hearth Steel Billets

Steel and Iron Bars

Forgings

Railway Fastenings

Pole Line Hardware
Bolts, Nuts and Washers

Wrought Pipe

Screws, Wire
and

Wire Products
of every description

STEEL
OF CANADA

LIMITED

HAMILTON MONTREAL
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FILLERS (METALLIC)
('an Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. <>nt.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

III.I-KTS, LEATHER AM) WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, One
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out.
Hyde \ s, ns, Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Woodison, E. .1.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Gautier. J. II., & Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Uamilton Facing Mil] Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Out.

Hyde & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mt^ Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
w hi!, nea I Bros. Co . Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, K. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FIRE SAM)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry.. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde e< Sons., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

1 I.ASKS. SNAP. ETC.
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd.,. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, One.
Obermayei Co., S., Chicago, Ill-

Tabor Mfg. i ii.. Philadelphia, Fa.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

FLINT SHOT
I. s. silica c... Chicago, 111.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd.., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont..
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buttalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.

Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, -N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S. , Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buttalo. .VI.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Fa.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, .Mich.

Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd.. T to, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, tint.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, tint.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. s., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Domini. I

I
Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Hoi,- & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey Citv, N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton. N .T.

MeCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

GRAPHITE, ANTI FLUX BRAZING
Can. Hanson tc Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N..I.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

(.BINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
i an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

GRIT, ANGULAR
ii.orison Supply Co.. Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

(ililT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HELMETS
Ont.Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-
ERY. ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Byde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. W'alkei ville, Out.

HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. .Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.. Harvey. Id.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

IRON FILLER
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON SAND
filohe Stee! Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Midland Machine Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

KAOLIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out.
Jusepn Uiiou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & MfK . Co.. Baltimore, .Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Sly. W. W„ Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Joserjh Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Seilel. R. B., Philadelphia.
MeCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories. Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories. Montreal.
Charles c. Kawin Co.. Toronto.
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto T*'«rine Laboratories. Toronto.
Vickers, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave. Niagara Falls,
N.T.

MIXERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St..

National Engineering Co., Chicago

Pa.

Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Toronto. Ont.
Montreal.
111.

HOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ,V- Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Out.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Eng.
fun. Hanson ,v Van Winkle to., Toronto, Ont,
Davenport Machine & Fdry Co., Davenport, la.
Dominion Fdry. Surmly c,,.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde «.- Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Midland Machine Co., Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson &• Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
4ND DRYING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison. E. J., Co., To.onto, Ont.

OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facinc Mill Co.. Hamilton, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont,

PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N J
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
MeCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLUMBAGO
('an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Simply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
I'vde X- Son.s^ Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Obermaj-er Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Car.. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton. N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. .]., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RIDDLES
Can. Hanson \- Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde * Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros, Co.. New York. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hyde ,Vr Sons. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
sly. w. W„ Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont-
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supply Co., Boston. Mass.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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FOUNDRY WORK
By Win. C. Stimpson

Head Instructor in Foundry Work
ind Forging, Department ol Si

and Technology, Pratt Institute.

1G0 pp., 150 ilius. Cloth binding. A
practical guide to modern methods of
molding and casting In iron, in-.iss,

brouie, steel and oilier metals, from
simple and complex patterns, Including
many valuable hints on shop manage
men) and equipment, useful tables, etc.

PRICE $1.00
Given free with four yearly

paid-up subscriptions.

Canadian Foundryman
143-153 University Ave.. Toronto. Canada

For welting— fro))! laboratory

yH^ to furnace.
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CRUCIBLE COMPANY
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*\\D BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

fan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdn. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamillo.i. Ont.

Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Montieal, Que.
M Sand Blast A Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
.\'<» Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.

is, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. .1., Co.. Toronto, Ont

BAND BLAST (;KIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed "Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SAND BLAST BAND
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hj li A Sons. Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
r. s. siiu-.i Co., Chicago, 111.

E. J Woodison Co.. Toronto.

BAND BLAST SHOT
Cilobe Steel Co.. .Mansfield. Ohio.

n Supply Co., Boston. Mass.

C. S. Silica Co., Chicago, 111.

BAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

s.VNI) BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
New Haven Sand Bla-st Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Slv. W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
in Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.

BAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onl.

!.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co. I Balo. N V.

Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BAND MITEKs
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
11-. le .V Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison, E. 1 . Co., Toronto. Ont.

SEPARATORS
Ding - ee, Wis.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, On*.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston, Mass.
c. s. a in.

»n \ i -

Can. Haason & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Kdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Son5.~I.td.. L2 Blenry St. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SILICA W\s. II

Can. Hanvjn * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Flrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde v\ - Ltd., 12 Blenry St. Montreal.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PILVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SKIMMERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. 'Jo., Toronto. Ont.

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hy.le & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dam. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SOAFSTONE
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPELTER BOWLS
fan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey Citv, Pa.
Hvde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPREE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hamilton Facim? Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont'
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SQEEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On'.
Tahor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SQl EEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport. la.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Omt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montieal, Que.
Tahor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hydl & Sons Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron A Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
II e A Son! Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
B di A Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

ill DLxon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STONES, RIBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

A Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.

TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
II li ,V Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
E -I Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodi i. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ilv.le A Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McCulloch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Omt.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. , Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Cni'ed Compound Co. , Buffalo, N.Y.
Ww/dison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., "12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
fan. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

WHEELS, GRINDING
fan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hait Wh .Is. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ad., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
'"an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Cool-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
fan Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Blenry St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
fan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Dom. Iron A Steel Co.. Sydney. N.S.
Hyde A Sons. Ltd., 12 Blenry St., Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodisor: E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
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Dings The Machine that

Doesn't Clog

Magnetic

Separator
V"R E F'CISE'^W"

HAS A WONDERFUL CAPACITY
This separator represents a big step ahead in separator construction. Ordinary separ-
ators too often clog on big pieces. The "Dings" is guaranteed not to clog on anything
that is usually handled by a shovel. Not only does it rescue the metal, but it saves the

sand for further use.

Shops that make a practice of using the most modern machinery are adopting the
Dings magnetic separator.

Illustration gives a good idea of the "Dings." Look it over
carefully and then get in touch with us about it.

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR COMPANY
800 Smith Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
811 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Hartley Crucible Co., Jonathan .... 10
Battle" Creek Sand Sifter Co 42
Britannia Foundry Co G

Brown Specialty Machinery Co. ... 8

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. . .

Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 4
Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-

tories 43

Davenport Machine & Foundry Co.. 6
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co. ... 48
Dixon, Crucible Co., Joseph 47
Dom. Foundry Supply Co 35
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F 'nner Mfg. Co., The 4
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Gautier, J. H., & Co 10

ADVERTISING INDEX
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Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd. ... 33
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MacLean's Magazine 38
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Northern Crane Works 42
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United Compound Co 42
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Vickers, Charles 37

Wells, W. W 42
Whitehead Bros. Co 42
Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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The Higher Cost of

The Lower Price

A Short Tale of
The Long Green

m'^J^»<
COLUMBIA Parting is a Parting that is really super-excellent. I originated

both the product and that combination of words.
The basic material of Stevens Columbia Parting weighs 76 lbs. to the cubic

foot and sells for $1.90 per cubic foot.

The heavier basic materials of other partings weigh 107 lbs. upwards to the cubic

foot and cost anywhere from $2.1-1 to $3 per cubic foot.

You buy Parting by weight and use it by measure. Why pay $2.14 to $3 per

cubic foot for the ordinary Parting when you pick the world's best for $1.90?

Again 1 use a very large barrel and pack it to the top. It is so light in weight that full to the top

it weighs only •

>>-"
, » lbs. Smaller barrels, containing heavier partings, weigh 400 lbs. or over.

If heavier partings should be offered at 1 _•< to
:;
ic lb. less than mine, all the above shows con-

clusively that there is such a thing as the higher cosi of the lower price. Send for my booklet telling

how to speed up and make money faster with Columbia Parting. Or, better still, send for a trial barrel—cut on approval if desired.

I sell other things about which there is no guesswork as to economy with thrifty buyers—Stevens Pure
East India Plumbago—Kin? Kore Kompound—Carbon Blacking-—Core Oils—Core Gum.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions, Sub-Felt and Spanish Felt Wheels, Turkish Emery, Glue, and other supplies
for particular platers.

All Stevens Specialties are especially good.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

FACING MILL: Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R. HFTROIT MIPHIP AIM
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Lamed and Third Street ^^ l FLyjl l

' «"* *~n 1 /\ PI

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens, Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven. Conn., E. E. Seeley, Manager
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Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus

The C. H. & V. W. Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus Type B. Gear Drive.

Modern in every detail, particularly adapted for e ectro-

plating quantities of small work in bulk. Saves time labor

and material. Write for Bulletin No. 113.

Oblique Plating Barrel Apparatus

These machines are made in four sizes; they are smaller

and less expensive than the Type B. A wonderful aid in

plating screws and other small articles. Write for Bulletin

No. 116.

We manufacture everything for Polishing and Plating of Metals.

CONSULT US AND REDUCE YOUR COSTS

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO - CANADA
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A Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternmaking Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The MacLean Publishing
Companyi Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, and London. England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, NOVEMBER, 1917 No. 11

A Practical

TextBookOn
Sand Blasting

FKCt Asking.
Demand for Flint Shot came from

such a variety of industries that we felt

we should know more about actual shop
practice in sand blasting.

Accordingly we sent out an experi-

enced investigator to make a first-hand

study of Flint Shotting in plants of

man\ kinds from Wisconsin to New
Fngland.

His work was intelligent and thorough, developing a vast fund of useful

information for all users of sand blast as well as for all industries that are still

clinging to the slow and costly practice of cleaning metal surfaces by pickling,

tumbling, wire-brushings, etc.

The Little Journeys of the Flint Shot man have now been put into a Book, the

only approach to a text-book on sand-blasting thus far written, as far as we can
learn.

This book is yours for the asking.

UNITED STATES SILICA COMPANY
Sole Producers of Flint Shot

414 Peoples Gas Building - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Bringing

ii

Down:

Turn the KAWIN SER-
VICE guns on the produc-
tion costs of your plant.

We have specialized in

foundry practice and we
will guarantee that the

results of our experience
will save you 100% over
and above the cost of the

KAWIN SERVICE
Cost of production is on the upward trend owing to the scarcity of labor and
other conditions due to the war. But there's a big measure of relief in sight for

you. Just give the Kawin Service Staff an opportunity to operate in your plant.

They will stop leaks you never knew existed and show you how to get more work
and better work for your money.

Kawin Service includes chemists, metallurgists and practical foundrymen, all of

first-class experience and students of efficient and economical production.

Kawin Service has scored many notable successes in Can-
ada and United States. Never has failed to give paying
results. You need this service now as never before. Con-

sult us immediately.

Charles C- Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists, Metallurgists, Foundry Advisers

Chicago, 111. Dayton, Ohio

307 Kent Building, Toronto

San Francisco, Cal.
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Woodison's Ad
Published once a month by

THE E. J. WOOD1SON COMPANY
Toronto. Montreal and Windsor

FIRE BRICK
FOUNDRY REQUISITES

PLATERS - AND POLISHERS - SUPPLIES

TRY WOODISONS METHOD
"Buy the best it is the

cheapest in the long run"

A SUCCESSFUL
BRASS FURNACE

Operates at Low Cost

By properly arranging the area of
flue and grate openings with relation
to the combustion chamber, in the
Woodison Brass Furnace, we obtain
increased heat with the same fuel by
keeping the heat at the proper spot.
This feature enables you to get from
33 l-3 r

<- to 50^ greater melting ca-
pacity from the same amount of fuel.

Any Woodison Furnace may be ar-
ranged for either a "solid cast" drop-
grate, a "draw-bar" drop-grate, or a
"fixed" draw-bar grate. In the first

two grates ("drop" pattern) the hinge
lugs from which the grate swings, are
located at the rear of the furnace,
allowing sufficient space for resting
the bottom plate on the mason work
in the rear. The grate is swung shut
by a chain from the foundry floor, and
locked by a chain catch.

In the "fixed" grate the draw-bars
are set in rests at the front and rear
of the furnace, and, when dropping
the fire, may be withdrawn by your
"pick-up tongs" from the foundry floor.

The dropping operation in any case
is made from the foundry floor, get-
ting away from any possibility of ac-
cident.

We will be glad to furnish you with
proper specifications for the size of
your pit, for the size of the main flue
and for the location of the main flue.

Any further details will be promptly
sent you on receipt of request.

OTHER THINGS

There are any number of supplies

that you are using from day to day
in your foundry, core-room, cleaning-
room, and pattern shop. We can men-
tion a few of them in this column,
for instance: Pattern lumber, fillet,

letters, flask-clamps, steel bottom-
plates, mallets, torches, tumblers, stars,

gaggers, Woodseed Liquid Core Com-
pound, etc.

All of the above, we can supply you
with together with anything else that
you may need in any of the above-
mentioned departments.

Write for our New Catalog giving
a complete list of foundry supplies,

fire brick, and platers' and polishers'
supplies. It's yours for the asking.

A FORTUNATE

CONDITION

Tin plate is a mighty difficult article

to obtain these days. We foresaw
that such would be the case and so
quite a while ago we stocked our
Perforated Chaplet department with
plenty of the necessary tin plate with
which to fill your chaplet orders.

No long, tiresome waits when you
order of us; we have just what you
want.

We are making all of the standard
sizes and any special sizes that you
may desire.

With our Perfect Perforated Chap-
lets you are assured perfect ventila-
tion, eliminating all possibilities of
blow-holes, air-pockets, etc., forming
a perfect union with the molten metal,
and thereby insuring an absolute pres-
sure-tight joint. That's something not
obtained on thin work with any other
chaplet.

Brass foundrymen find our special
perforated Aluminum chaplets of great
advantage in the foundry.

When ordering please state the
thickness of chaplets; the width; the
length. When curved chaplets are de-
sired don't fail to give the diameter
of the core.

Send in your orders now; they'll
receive our prompt attention.

ORDER YOUR

FIRE BRICK NOW

Do not hesitate in placing your or-
ders for Fire Brick as there are several
good reasons for ordering right now.
One of the reasons is that the U.S.

government is using so much rolling-
stock in getting export shipments to
the coast, and lumber to the various
cantonments that a very serious car
shortage is almost bound to occur.
Then too, the brick-yards are work-

ing to full capacity now and are mak-
ing shipment of orders in rotation
only, so it's first come first served.
Anticipate your wants in this line

as much as possible so that when the
time comes that you need brick, you
will not be found on the waiting list.

We are in position to serve you
with the same reliable grades as be-
fore and await your orders for any-
thing you may need in the fire brick
line, including cupola blocks, tile and
Brass Furnace linings.

PROVEN

PLUMBAGO

That's the only kind we have for

sale. The quality is determined by the

amount of graphitic carbon and the

low percentage of ash.

We do no refining, but buy our plum-

bago in original packages direct from

Ceylon. All grades are purchased on

guaranteed analyses and are tested

when they reach us. Therefore we
can always duplicate the last ship-

ment made. Enterprising grinders in

this country, in order to make an at-

tractive price use various adulerants

to cheapen the material. Beware of

these price-cutters as you only get what

you pay for after all. You may save

a half-cent a pound in your first cost

and spend several cents in your clean-

ing-room.

Among the several grades that we
have to offer the trade, there is none

more popular than our No. 614 Plum-

bago. It has all of the earmarks of

quality and you should not delay a

minute in placing a trial order for

a barrel.

It can be dusted, rubbed, or slicked

on a mold and it will not wash or run

before the metal. Furthermore the

castings will peel from the sand read-

ily and will come out with that clean,

blue grey appearance that is so much
desired by foundrymen and machinists

alike.

This is the best general-purpose

plumbago that we know of on the

market to-day.

We are prepared to serve you with
this and anything else you may need
in our line from our well-filled ware-
house stocks at the following cities:

Toronto
Windsor

Bf|ton
Buffalo

Detroit

Portland, Ore.

Seattle

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out and place with letters to be answered.
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TORONTO November, 1917

The Economy of Business Paper Advertising
By H. E. CLELAND, NEW YORK

Awarded the Higham prize at the convention of Associated Advertising Clubs, at St. Louis, June, 1917.

This prize is given annually to the one delivering the most constructive address in the fewest words.

ECONOMY is a many sided question and may mean
anything up to the threshold of total abstinence.

But Webster tasked it best when he said it

means "a judicious expenditure of money."

War is shoving economy of this kind into the spot-

light, thereby proving that war is not all battles, blood

and what Sherman said it was. War has its good side.

It has upset a centuries-old and centuries-rotten despot-

ism. It has whipped British manufacturing methods
into a state of high efficiency. It has waked up a

snoring America.

In these conditions there's room for the advertising-

man, whether he be publisher, agent, salesman or user,

who persists in dressing advertising in garments of

glittering guff. It must be stripped to its effective self;

made ready to fight, not to pose.

In brief, advertising must now line up with every

other business and make every dollar spent for it a

"judicious expenditure of money."

The business press of the country welcomes this

return to the fundamentals, for with this attitude must
come a full appreciation of the effective economy of

business paper advertising.

Business paper advertising has never posed. It

never has been nor will be surrounded by the pomp and
circumstance of enormous circulation. It cannot hope to

fly the banner of tremendous rates. The average cost

per page is so low that it doesn't sound respectable.

In short, business paper advertising is not the bass

drum of this band. It doesn't make the noise—but it

carries the tune, clear and true.

We assert for it a very high efficiency per dollar of

cost. And that, we believe, is the aim—and rightfully

the aim—of every straight-thinking advertising man.

THE REASONS WHY
And these are the reasons why it is effective.

First, the editorial character of each paper limits the

circulation to those men in an industry or trade who are

responsible for results. These are the men who actually

buy or recommend the buying of the machinery or

merchandise advertised in the paper. Therefore, waste
circulation practically does not exist and is in every
event cut to the bone. Hence, at the very beginning
we strike at effective advertising's greatest extrava-
gance, waste circulation, and put in its place intensive
circulation.

Second, the buying power per subscriber represents
an infinitely greater sum than the buying power per
subscriber of any other class of publication because each
buyer purchases for business and not private consump-
tion. 4&P

Third, the editorial contents of the paper are in

harmony with the advertising pages. The first tells a
man "how" and the second shows "what with." To
borrow the simile of a colleague of mine, the whole

paper may be regarded as an enormous advertisement
with the editorial pages carrying the educational copy
and the advertising pages representing the return
coupon.

In a recent investigation as to the effectiveness of
advertising run next to reading matter and advertising
which was segregated, it was demonstrated that when
the reading matter next to the advertisement was ger-
mane to the product advertised, then results from the
advertising were far and away ahead of results when
the reading matter was on a subject foreign to the
product advertised.

This investigation was carried on in the general
field, but I regard it as one of the best arguments for
business paper advertising I have ever heard. In a
sense, all advertising in a business paper is "next to
reading."

Those three fundamental reasons form the backbone
of effective economy in advertising and sum up thus:

—

THE CONCLUSIONS
Business paper advertising is economical because it reaches

—

and the advertiser only pays for—a circulation of tremendous buy-
ing power which is continually being taught by the publication
itself to want the products advertised.

The business of the busines papers is to exert a wise and wide
influence upon the commercial and industrial development of the
country. •

We cannot surround them with flowers and furbelows, nor is it
necessary to allure the non-technical, non-trade man with pictures
of Gertie Coughdrop, "the film's flossiest flapper."

Our readers are not to be caught by any cheap expedients. And
those editors and advei-tising writers who find it necessary to mount
their untamed vocabularies, jab them a couple of times with their
favorite adjectives, and ride off in a ribald revel of words, have
no place in the modern business publication.

Business papers are not intended to amuse, are not intended
for the tired business men. They touch men—and men only—on
that side of their lives which occupies most of their wakeful hours.
They instruct, lead, guide and help men to do things, to build
things and to sell things. They are for the world's doers when they
are in the midst of doing.

In one of Mark Sullivan's editorials in Collier's he says:

—

"Progress is no monopoly of the cannon makers. In one
issue of the 'Electrical World' we note that the Columbus (Ohio)
Railway, Power & Light Company has set out to make its

buildings safer. Fire escapes, standard doors, and other im-
provements have been added, along with a rigid system of in-
spection to prevent the accumulation of waste and grease, so
that in three years fire risks and insurance rates have been
cut nearly in half. In Johnston, S.C., F. M. Boyd, manager for
the Carolina Public Service Company, has devised a new type
of twenty-five foot pole with a twelve-foot mast-arm sticking
out on the street side so as to keep the poles lined up on the
curb, but get the wires away from the beautiful old elms and
water oaks that are the glory of Johnston's highways. Anyone
who has seen the ruin and multilation left by fanatical tree
trimmers will appreciate Mr. Boyd's device. The Ohio Electric
Light Association reports that its members have saved from
three to five cents per ton on all coal handled at certain of their
power houses by putting in an eight-hour day for firemen. This
ought to interest the old-timers who think twelve hours' toil an
inalienable right for engine-room workers. Those three items
cover vital subjects and are only part of the grist in one issue
of a live technical journal. That's how our United States goes
along."
Those of you who know Collier's know that this comment is

from an authority whose point of observation is a long way from
the bull pen.

(Continued next month.)
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Oxidizing
For the reason that the flame is not

directed against the Metal. Never-

theless copper, brass, aluminum, iron,

steel and like metals are reduced to

molten condition with greatest speed.

We can produce convincing evidence

and refer yon to a chain of users who

will also give vou cost-down and

production-up facts realized since the

installation of their

MONARCH
Double Chamber

Furnace
"While the metal in one chamber melts, the other
chamber can be run off. There is no time lost

waiting before or after the draw. Moreover, of

most substantial construction is this furnace

—

quite reaching the high quality line of all

Monarch-built equipment. Uses oil or gas and
air with greatest economy.

Here, too, is the Monarch "Arundel" Drop-front
Core Oven for all fuels. It is built by hand

—

the Monarch way—of heavy sheet steel, and
lined with sheet asbestos. Any size up to 8 feet

square.

Mail your letter to-day for catalog of Monarch-built, High-efficiency
Furnaces and Foundry Equipment.

The Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Company

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
Shops at Curtis Bay, Md.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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HARD IRON TUMBLING STARSWE
TAKE
CARE
OF
YOU

Careful

Attention

Accorded
All Orders

And
Inquiries

Make
iries

to Dept. C.

FOR CLEANING ALL SIZES AND SHAPES OF CASTINGS

Foundry Chaplets of every description
Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

STOVE TRIMMINGS
of Lustrous Beauty

Pokers, Lifters, Turnkeys, Handles, Scrapers, Shakers, Rings, Edges, Strips,

Towel Bars, Bails, Closet Brackets and Corners.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
Soft Tough

The Fanner Manufacturing Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

- -
---• jgjgljlglglkiiga-a^
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Let us assist you in

"Grinding DownCosts"
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation

and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General

Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite

for Precision and Fine Tool

Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manufacturers Grinding IVhccli and
Machintr

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

.^W-WiSWagW^ft^^^

A Message to Canadian Foundries

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

Saves Both Sand and Labor
Improves the quality of the castings.

Corrects "scabbing" due to imperfect mixing of facing sand.
Saves compound when mixing core sand, and coal dust when
mixing facing sand by reason of the thoroughness of its work.

The Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer is in successful opera-

tion in some of the best known foundries in Canada.

Write for details and prices to

National Engineering Co.
Room 505, Tacoma Bldg.

CHICAGO, 111.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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A Trainload of Coke is Wasted in the

Foundries of Your Territory EveryDay
YOUR part of this waste is from 500 to 1,000 pounds or more PER DAY,

depending on the size of vour melt, UNLESS YOU know McLain's System of

SCIENTIFIC MELTING. Challenge us to PROVE it—IT WON'T COST
YOU A CENT, if we don't.

Say you only save 50 pounds of coke per ton of iron melted—on 15 tons per day—means
225,000 pounds or 112 TONS PER YEAR. If coke sells for $10 per ton—112 tons equals
a saving of $1,120. Figure the SAVINGS on YOUR tonnage.

Expert advice is the key to business success and McLain's
System is expert advice on mixing and melting

of gray iron and semi-steel with the practical application of our SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE-
APPLIED TO YOUR LINE OF CASTINGS. It's worth our small fee to check your practice—YOU
can't stop the increasing cost of materials—but you can learn how to make big savings using them.
DISTANCE is no bar to the effectiveness of our work.

McLAIN'S SEMI-STEEL
la the CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN IRON AND STEEL—is better than gray iron at every point—
25 to 60 per cent, stronger—surpasses steel castings in wearing qualities. NO BLOW HOLES—HARD
SPOTS—SPONGINESS or OTHER DEFECTS. A clean, close-grained metal that machines easily—
and costs less than grav iron. IT IS MADE IN YOUR REGULAR CUPOLA—REQUIRES LESS
COKE—NO EXTRA EQUIPMENT.

DON'T EXPERIMENT—WE DID ALL THAT—McLAIN'S SYSTEM WILL SAVE
YOU MONEY BECAUSE IT STANDS FOR BETTER PRACTICE—BETTER QUAL-
ITY AND SPECIAL ADVICE ON YOUR SPECIAL LINE OF WORK.

FULL INFORMATION FREE UPON RETURN
OF COUPON. NO OBLIGATION.

/

McLAIN'S SYSTEM Inc.

/

McLain's Sys-

/ tern, Inc., 700

/ Goldsmith Bldg..

Milwaukee, Wis.

Send me full particu-
lars of scientific melting

and McLain's Semi-Steel.

NAME

700 Goldsmith Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.

/

f FIRM . .

POSITION

ADDRESS

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Tilting Furnace

CRUCIBLES
Our Specialty.

Catalogue on request

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

a

a

a

English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

// what I/an need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo

ManufacturedFarQuerSOYezm

J. H. Ga ut ier, Si Co.
J ERSEY ;e'lf Y."N:0=U'

r5 -A.

"Crown" Bench

and Floor

Sand Rammers
When you instal pneumatic equip-

ment and pein and ram moulds by air,

you not only have the remarkable sav-

ing in labor, which amounts in many
cases to 75% of the former cost of hand work,

but you have the opportunity to go further, at a

moderate investment and put in Air Hoists,

Gbippers, Grinders, and Sand Blasts, all or any
of which usually pay for themselves within a

reasonable time.

Send for our bulletins covering Com-
pressors and Pneumatic Tools and Appli-
ances for Foundry use. Printed matter
and prices promptly furnished if you will

write our nearest branch.

CANADIAN INGERSOLL-RAND CO., Ltd.

General Offices: Commercial Union Bldg.,Montreal, Que.

Branches:

Sydney, N. S.

Sherbrooke, Qu
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

Cobalt, Ont.

Branches:

Timmins, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.
Nelson, B. C.

Vancouver, B. C.

New York, N. Y.

LONDON, ENG.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR
10" Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding
light snap flash work in large or small

quantities. The Tabor 10" Power
Squeezer combines with simplicity and
durability the highest efficiency for the

rapid production of bench work requir-

ing flasks up to and including 14 by 20
inches, or the equivalent. Absolute
uniformity in density of sand is obtained,

and conscqently the loss of castings,

due to swelling or blowing of the molds,
is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M. R.

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

The SLY Line
of Better Foundry Equipment

Drawer Type Core Ovens
Drawer heights can be changed to suit every size of

core without cutting or drilling.

Elimination of waste space saves fuel and brings top

drawer within easy reach of operator.

Simple arrangement of flues and dampers means
even distribution of heat—thorough baking of

cores—low fuel consumption.

Easy Operation—No Warping.

Coke, Gas, or Oil Firing.

CAR and RACK CORE OVENS
CORE CARS -CORE RACKS

Tumbling Mills, Cinder Mills,

c£S^eJZLrt££ COMPLETE SAND BLAST INSTALLATIONS

THE W.W. SLY MFG. CO.
New York CLEVELAND, OHIO Chicago

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Front View With Sliding; Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

Wfc will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other ktj !«•» to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The faMe»t, most substantial sualter built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be ansivered.
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Where
We Are
Located

OUR offices in the ground floor of the New Birks

Bldg., Phillips Square, Montreal, are most

centrally located. The building is one of the most

modern in Montreal and is in keeping with the

"Hyde Service."

Our staff working under the most advantageous

conditions are in a position to give to our customers

the maximum of service.

An inquiry for a small quantity of supplies or infor-

mation in regard to any of your problems will

receive the same attention as an inquiry for a com-

plete foundry equipment.

If yOu have never become acquainted with us, let's

get together now to our mutual advantage. We can

advise you regarding any branch of foundry

practice.

write us

HYDE & SONS, Limited
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

New Birks Building MONTREAL

OUR LINE:
FURNACES—

Electric,

Open-Hearth,

for

Steel,

Iron,

Nickel,

Copper,

Brass,

All Ores

and

Ferro Alloys.

BRICKS—

Fire Clay,

Magnesite,

Chrome,

Carborundum,

Silica,

Clays and Sands,

Ganister,

Cupolas,

Crucibles,

Pig Iron,

Coke,

etc., etc.

\-.;^Y»\ir/8vi>»<ir®<ir/8vir/8vir«tirfcW^^^

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.



Up -to -Date Patternmaking and Pattern Storage Building
Staff Article

There has recently been completed at the John Bertram &SonsCo. plant. Dundas, Ont,

a pattern shop ami pattern storage building, which is likely to rank among the best of its

kind in the Dominion. The structure is indicative of the progressive spirit dominating the

administration of this old-established concern, recognizing as it does, among other things,

that valuable patterns should be stored in nothing short of a fireproof structure.

OWIN'G to the variety of types and
large size of many of the machine
tools which are built at the Bert-

ram plant. Dundas, Ont., the patterns

form an important feature in the com-
pany's plant. They would be in many-
cases costly to replace, and suitable stor-

age, is therefore, all the more necessary.

The pattern shop and storage are part of

a scheme of expansion which is now un-

der way at John Bertram & Sons' plant,

and includes a general store and machine
shop projected and a handsome office

building nearly completed. It should be

here stated that the old pattern shop and
storage was pulled down in order to

make way for an overhead travelling

yard crane, which operated between the

foundry and the new storage building,

thus facilitating the handling of large

patterns, etc.

Constructional Features

The general character of the building

will be noted from the accompanying
illustrations. It is of flat slab reinforced

concrete construction with brick curtain

walls, and steel sash with factory wired
glass. It is of modern construction in

every respect and is absolutely fireproof,

even to the extent of providing a sprink

ler system a*nd fire doors, which close

automatically in case of fire.

The building is 100 feet square and ap-

proximately 45 feet high, with a concrete

roof, and is constructed so that another

r0
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INTERIOR VIEW OF PATTERN SHOP SHOWING LOCATION OF MACHINERY.
FLOOR IN BACKGROUND.

LAYOUT

storey can be added when required.

There are four storeys, including the

ground floor and a basement. The build-

ing has approximately 45,000 square feet

of storage, excluding the spaces occupied

by the elevator shaft, stairway and pat-

tern shop. The stairway is built inside

the building, and is isolated from the

EXTERIOR VIEW OF PATTERN SHOP AND PATTERN STORAGE BUILDING. OVERHEAD
TRAVELLER NOW RUNS ALONGSIDE IN FRONT OF MAIN ENTRANCE.

storage rooms, access being obtained by
fire doors on each landing. The stairs

are of concrete, with chequered steel

plate treads and iron pipe handrails. The
elevator, which is 12 feet square, runs

from the basement to the top floor, the

motor and operating mechanism being

located in the basement. The elevator

was supplied by the Otis Fensom Eleva-

tor Co. Each floor has a sprinkler system
connected to a standpipe running the full

height of the building and served from
an existing water tank on the premises.

The pressure regulating apparatus is lo-

cated in the basement. The basement and
second floors are used for storing large

patterns, and for this reason have plenty
of head room, being about 12 feet high.

The ground floor, which is also lofty, is

partitioned off to form a pattern shop
and a pattern storage. The pattern shop
takes up rather more than half the floor

area, and is separated from the storage

by hollow-tile walls, which can be re-

moved in the event of the entire space

being required for a pattern shop.

Pattern Shop Feature

The pattern shop is exceptionally

bright and roomy, and has a hardwood
floor. A work bench, equipped with Em-
mert's universal pattern vises, extends

the full length of the south side of the

shop. The machinery is grouped about
the centre of the shop, leaving ample
space for the lay-out floor, where the
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larger patterns are assembled. The shop
also contains a lavatory and foreman's
office.

The machinery at present installed

comprises the following units, but other

equipment will be installed in the near
future. The machinery driven from the

line shaft includes a Downer grinder, a

small wood-turning lathe, a tool grinder,

and a C.M.C. 30 in. by 40 feet wood-
turning lathe. The transmission equip-

ment, including wooden pulleys, was sup-

plied by the Dodge Mfg. Co. The line

shaft is driven by a 5 h.p. Can. West-
inghouse motor, controlled by a starter,

supplied by the Condit Electrical Co.,

Boston, Mass. All the other machines are

driven by individual motors, using

Hydro-Electric current 3-phase, 25-cycle.

These machines include the following:—
A 24-inch planer supplied by P. B. Yates
Machinery Co., Hamilton, Ont., and
driven by a 10 h.p. Can. Westinghouse
motor; one C.M.C. rip saw, driven by a

5 h.p. Can. Westinghouse motor; one 16-

in., a C.M.C. jointer, driven by a Can.

Westinghouse 5 h.p. motor; an 18-inch

cut-off saw, by P. B. Yates Machine Co.,

driven by a 3 h.p. Crocker Wheeler
motor; and two 36-in. C.M.C. band saws,

driven by 3 h.p. Crocker Wheeler motors.

Ample provision for artificial lighting

has been made, the main switches for

both the pattern shop and entire building

being located in the pattern shop. The
section of the ground floor not occupied

by the pattern shop is used for storing

large patterns.

Small Pattern Storage

The third and top floors are used for

storing smaller patterns. An interesting

feature on the third floor is a system

of steel racks for storing the smallest

patterns. There are six rows of racks,

each being approximately 80 feet long.

The top racks are barely six feet from
the floor, so are easy of access. The ac-

companying illustration shows, in a gen-

SHOWING STEEL STORAGE RACKS FOR SMALL PATTERNS ON THIRD FLOOR OF
PATTERN STORAGE BUILDING. NOTE SPRINKLER SYSTEM.

eral way, the arrangement and style of

these racks. The racks are all numbered
and a record of the patterns is kept by
means of a card index. The larger pat-

terns on the other floors are arranged in

numbered sections and a record is kept
in the same way. The patterns them-
selves are also numbered. By means of

the above system it is easy to keep track

of each and every pattern in the build-

ing, and no time is lost when any parti-

cular pattern is wanted.

Overhead Runway System

A system of overhead runways is in-

stalled to facilitate the handling of heavy
or bulky patterns. The system, which
was supplied and installed by the Her-
bert Morris Crane & Hoist Co., of

Niagara Falls, Ont., is used in all parts

of the building except on the third and
fourth floors, where the lighter patterns

are kept. On the second floor the runway
serves two sides and one end of the store

room for carrying patterns to the eleva-

tor. There is a switch in the system
where the two lines connect up near the

elevator. The layout in the basement is

essentially the same as on the second

floor. On the ground floor the system is

arranged to serve the storage section

and also the lay-out floor in the pattern

shop. The branches of tire system con-

verge at the elevator, the tracks and
switches being arranged to give the most
efficient service. The pulley blocks have
a capacity of one ton, and the trolleys

are equipped with a buffer device.

The general contractors for the build-

ing were the E. G. M. Cape Co. of Mont-
real, who sub-let the various smaller

contracts. It may be of interest to note

that some of the concrete work was done

in almost zero weather, which apparently

had no ill-effect. The construction of the

building was completed in May and ma-
chinery in the pattern shop installed dur-

ing the month of July. All the contracts

have been successfully carried out, and
the building is a valuable addition to the

company's plant.

PART OF LAYOUT FLOOR IN PATTERN SHOP. SHOWING SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD
RUNWAYS WITH ELEVATOR IN BACKGROUND.

WOMEN IN FOUNDRY WORK
"DILUTION" in engineering works of

all kinds is generally recognized as a

means of getting over the difficulties of

the actual present times in engineering

industries; and whilst it is essential as a

means of overcoming the demands for

larger output, there is little doubt that

there are limits to the employment of

women on work which has hitherto been

done by men. In the general foundry,

for example, there wouM not appear to

be much room for female 1p
v

.
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the core-making department, as owing
to the heaviness of the work and the
weights to be lifted, strength considera-
tions would prove a severe handicap. In

specialized work of a light character,
however, women might be very well em-
ployed, and after preliminary training
they should turn out quite as much work
and be paid as high wages as the men.

Certain rules are as necessary in the
foundry as they are in the engineering
shops. Of course, suitable dress must
be worn whilst at work; such things as

high-heeled boots, Soppy "munition"
outfits, stiff corsets, and such like, would
have to be thrown aside for the working
period, and practical men's dress used,
as freedom of movement is essential in

the whole of the work, while at the same
time skirts and loose garments are not
conducive to safety. But as these com-
monsense methods have been accepted
by women and girls in munition fac-

tories generally, there should be no
hindrance in this direction. It is more
important to observe that female labor
should be closely confined to moulding
and core-making; the melting and hand-
ling of metal, and the pouring and deal-

ing with the metals in the moulds being
done by men and' boys, this part of the
work not being at all suitable for women.
When molten metal has to be dealt with,

chances cannot be taken with any degree
of safety, and whilst a splash will only
cause a mm to give a hearty swear, with
a woman the chances are that the ladle

or crucible would be dropped, and on a

damp floor this would be disastrous, and
probably the ambulance would be often

wanted.
Much of the art work which used to

be imported could be produced by women
up to the pouring stage, and particu-
larly that done by the cire perdu pro-

cess; but heavy work would be beyond
their strength, if nothing more. Women
are doing good work in machine shops
at the present time, but what appears to

be lost sight of is that the bulk of the

women are on repetition work of what
may be called the "one job" type, and
really that they are not doing the run of

work which has to be taken by the male
operatives.

@
PRESENT POSITION AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS OF CANADA'S IRON

AND STEEL INDUSTRY*
By D. H. McDougall**

IN
reviewing the iron and steel indus-

try in Canada, a clear distinction must
be drawn between the position during

war time, and the position that may be
forecast after the war.

The present condition of the steel and
iron industry is one of artificial stimula-
tion, brought about by the action of num-
erous temporary factors, prominent
among which are: Extraordinary demand
for munitions steel; increased cost of
transportation, accompanied by congest-
ed railroads, and shortage of shipping;
an unparalleled coal shortage; and a
severe and increasing shortage of labor.

•Canadian Mininpr Institute Bulletin.
••General Manager Dominion Steel Corporation.

These factors, all abnormal and aris-

ing out of war conditions, have render-

ed temporarily obsolete all hitherto ac-

cepted standards of economics, and they
have been accompanied by an increased

cost of living, large increases in wages,
and increases in the selling prices of

steel and steel products. No one can
say how far these extraordinary condi-

tions will extend, or how long they will

last, but some day the world will resume
its normal course, and the laws that gov-

ern normal times will again operate.

Therefore, in considering the after-

war situation of the Canadian steel in-

dustry, we should see what the perman-
ent essentials of a successful steel in-

dustry are, apart from present unusual

and evanescent conditions.

Factors that favor success and per-

manence in steel and iron manufacture
are:

—

Geographical location, giving cheap
access to world markets, and opportuni-

ties for the cheap assemblage of raw
materials.

Close proximity of metallurgical coal,

iron ore of good grade, and limestone de-

posits of suitable quality. All these raw-

materials should be accessible in large

quantities, and so placed as to render

mining costs and transportation reason-

ably cheap.

General conditions favoring the manu-
facture of steel in large tonnage.

A review of the iron ore and coal de-

posits of Canada will show that such a

combination is to be found in very few
places in Canada, and that already large

steel and iron works exist at the local-

ities where the manufacture of iron and
steel is permitted by natural conditions

to rest upon a permanent and commer-
cial foundation.

The location of iron and steel plants

in all parts of the world has been prim-

arily determined by the proximity of

coal, and it does not seem probable that

any steel plant can exist and pay profits

in normal times which has not to hand a

plentiful and inexpensive supply of

metallurgical coal. It is perhaps hardlv

an exaggeration to say that the steel in-

dustry is always an outgrowth of a coal

mining industry.

Present conditions favor the com-
mencement of small war industries. For
example, the time is opportune for the

opening up of small and easily accessible

coal areas, the operation of which in

normal times was not profitable; and in

the same way, small smelting plants and
small works for making munitions have
been commenced and successfully work-
ed because of the unbalanced state of de-

mind and sunply. These passing con-

d : tions, on the other hand, act to the

disadvantage of large and long-establish-

ed concerns, or at the most they offer

merelv an onnortunitv to sret rid of the

load of debt that is the legacy of the de-

pression that preceded the war and ner-

sisted for some time after hostilities

commenced.
After-war conditions will eliminate

most of these small ventures, and in the

days of financial stress that are surely

comin'r the mainstay of industrv and the

hope of the country will be the large

and long-established companies, who, if

they are wise, will have stored financial

reserves and expended; profits on re-

habilitation of plant, as a safeguard
against the future.

Applying these general principles to

specific cases, it would seem advisable

that the energies of the country should
lie concentrated on ensuring the future

of the large steel works on Sydney Har-
bor and on the Great Lakes, and that
ill'

1

e existing works should be looked

to for the production of steel and iron

in large quantities, because in these

places only is there available a sufficient

quantity of coal, iron-ore and limestone.

For the treatment of steel in small

quantities to produce tool-steels, cru-

cible-steel and special alloyed steels, the

electric furnace has a future, and indus-

tries of this kind will probably increase

in the populous parts of Quebec and On-
tario.

It is also advisable that any increase

in the rolling and forging capacity of

Canadian steel works should take place

at the large and established plants re-

ferred to. These plants have hitherto

regarded the manufacture of rails as

their chief activity, but in the future,

and with a view to after-war conditions,

it seems probable that the rolling of

ship-plates and other commercial shapes

will become necessary. It is self-evident

that the manufacture of finished steel

products can nowhere be so satisfactorily

and economically carried on as at the

existing plants.

Considering particularly the question

in what way it may be possible to ob-

tain some considerable increase in the

production of iron and steel in the fut-

ure, that is, after the war, the first point

to be determined is: Allowing for the

rolling in Canada of steel shapes and
forgings now finished outside of Canada,

for all the export business obtainable,

and for all Canada's own requirements in

iron and steel, what tonnage of iron and

steel over and above the existing capac-

ity of Canadian works will be required?

Summarizing, and applying these prin-

ciples, it would appear that the Cana-
adian steel industry should be guided to-

wards two main ends, namely:

—

That the present abnormal demand for

steel should be supplied as far as pos-

sible by the extension of existing plants.

That these existing plants should pre-

pare to enlarge the variety of their fin-

ished products.

That should it then appear there was
a necessity for greater production of

iron and steel such as to require new
plants, these plants should comply with

the factors that have alreadv been nam-
ed as requisite to commercial perman-

ence, and as giving ability to compete in

world markets.

By followin"" along these eeneral lines,

the existing plints will be extended, re-

habilitated and modernized, and given

an opportunity to accumulate financial

reserves to carrv thorn successfully

throusrh the troubled days aheid, and
th^v will be placed in a position en-

abling them to enter world markets,

and to comnete with other countries,

particularly the United States.



PROCESSES IN MANUFACTURE
Inventive Genius and Research Operate to a Dual End— They Aim to Improve

What We Now Possess and Bring to Our Service Commodities Before Unknown

HEAT TREATMENT OF LARGE
FORGINGS

By Sir William Beardmore, Bart.

IN
the heat treatment of large forg-

ings, there are no metallurgical prin-

ciples involved which do not apply
with equal force to the heat treatment of

small forgings, such differences as exist

being entirely due to the limitations

which large forgings impose on the

practical conditions under which the

heat treatment is carried out. For every
class of forging, it is desired that the

material from which it is made should

give the mechanical tests required by a
suitable choice of composition, but, in

addition, it is most necessary that the

material be in such a physical condition

that brittleness and chance of sudden
failure be reduced to a minimum.

In carbon-steel forgings produced to

meet a definite mechanical test specifi-

cation, this is equivalent to saying that

the steel must possess the least crystal-

line growth or the smallest grain size,

and the object of all heat treatment is

to confer this condition on the forging
before it leaves the steel works. It is

well known that, at any chosen temper-
ature, the time the material is kept at
its heat and the time taken to cool down
to normal temperature again have an all-

important influence on the grain size,

and it is for this reason that in large
forgings all the difficulties of heat treat-

ment are magnified; and, in the author's
opinion, a limit is ultimately reached in

the size of the forging beyond which
a plain carbon-steel cannot be used with
safety, and the use of an alloy steel be-

comes imperative.

The slowness with which heavy masses
of steel cool down results in large cry-

stal grains at the centre of the mass,
and, to avoid this, recourse has to be
made to oil-quenching to hasten the cool-

ing down, and so to diminish the size of

the grain, while a subsequent reheating
is generally necessary to remove the

hardness introduced by the quenching
operation. With small forginsrs, a sim-
ple annealing will put the material into

the condition which will give satisfac-

tory and safe results, but for large forg-

ings some form of heat treatment i>

very necessary to sret the best results.

It is a fact which is not sufficiently

realized by engineers that, in plain car-

bon-steel, the effect of oil-quenching is

not uniform over the cross-section, but
diminishes the farther one goes from
the outside surface. With very large

forgin<rs, therefore, a stage is reached
at which, owin<r to the size of the forg-

ing, the quenching effect at the centre is

so small that it is insufficient to confer

any benefit on the material, and it be-

•From n papqr presented before the Insti-

tution of Mechanical Engineers.

comes impossible to guarantee the uni-

form results which are wanted. That
this effect is a real one can be seen from
the accompanying photomicrographs of

a large oil-treated shaft and from the

tests taken. This shaft is 18 inches dia-

meter, and of the following per centage
composition:

—

ing should have a minimum value which
it is advisable should not be less than
three. Preferably it should be as great

as possible, but it cannot always be ad-

hered to, since for large sizes it is lim-

ited by the maximum size of ingot with

which the presses can deal and some-
times by the shape of the forging itself.

c. Mn. Si. S. P.

0.18 0.65 0.10 0.048 0.037

It was heated in 820° C. (1,505° F.),

kept two hours and cooled in oil. Tests

were taken from the outside skin and
centre, and gave results as shown in the

following table:

—

For an ingot 83 inches in diameter the

maximum size of the forging should not

exceed 48 inches for the best practice,

and from a steel-maker's point of view,

until the demand warrants the outlay of

Ultimate Elongation Reduction
Elastic Limit Stress. on 2 inches. of Area.
Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in. Per cent. Per cent.

Outside . . 17.5 33.1 27.0 53.1

Centre . .

.

15.0 29.0 31.0 46.0

The structures are given in photomi-
crographs, Figs. 1 and 2, being the out-

side and inside respectively. The tests

taken from the centre of the shaft have

a lower tonnage than those from the

outside, due to the fact that the quench-

ing is not so effective. Photomicrograph
Fig. 2, confirms this. With a higher

carbon steel it can be understood that

the difference will be greater.

plant for dealing with still larger in-

gots, larger forgings than this should be

built up rather than manufactured in

one piece. In this connection the cause

of commercial efficiency would be better

served if engineers, in bringing out new
designs in heavy steel construction,

would consult the metallurgist and . the

steel manufacturer as to the best method

'''V
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OIL HARDENED 18-INCH SHAFT MAGNIFIED 100 DIAMETERS.
FIG. 1. OUTSIDE SKIN. FIG. 2. INSIDE.

The effect of work is very important,

and there is an intimate relation under

practical conditions between the grain

condition of a forging and the amount of

work which has been put on it during

forging. For the very best results, the

ration of the cross-section of the ingot

and the largest cross-section of the forg-

of using their combined knowledge in

the design and production of special re-

quirements.
Though not strictly a forging, the fol-

lowing example illustrates very well

what has been said above regarding the

heat treatment of heavy forgings. The
order specified steel discs 55 inches dia-
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meter and 11 inches thick with a me-
chanical test of

—

This was the best that could be ob-
tained, and was below the specified tests.

Yield-Point. Ultimate Stress.
Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in.

23 45

Elongation (on ratio

Per cent.

20

length

diameter
= 10)

In this way it was sought to avoid any
unsoundness that might exist down the

centre line. At the same time the test

specification was amended so that the

elongation required was 22 per cent, on
2 inches instead of 20 on a ratio

They were required to revolve at a
high speed, and for magnetic reasons it

was necessary to use a carbon-steel. The
ingots were forged and then rolled to
size from material of the following com-
position:

—

length
There were two reasons for this; the

carbon was too low and the thickness of

the slabs was too great to allow the oil-

quenching taking sufficient effect to at-

tain the high tonnage required. An-

10. The plate was heat-

C.

0.53 0.54

Si.

0.18

S.

0.029

P.

0.040

and were given a heat treatment after
this operation, which consisted of

—

(1)—Heating to 780° C. (1,436° F.)
for 2 hours and cooling in oil.

(2)—Heating to 550° C. (1,022° F.)
for 4 hours and cooling in air.

Tests were taken from the centre of
the slab (midway between the two sur-
faces), and they gave the following re-
sults :

—

higher carbon material giving

—

diameter

treated as follows:

—

(1)—Heated to 900° C. (1,652° F.),

kept 1 hour and cooled in oil.

(2)—Heated to 760° C. (1,400° F.),

kept 1 hour and cooled in oil.

(3)—Heated to 640° C. (1,184° F.),

kept 8 hours and cooled in air,

C.

0.62/0.63

Si.

0.25

Mn.
0.70

S.

0.023

P.

0.024

other ingot was therefore cast, from a
and it was forged and rolled to 5%
inches thick to the size given in Fig. 3

Cross test

Yield-Point.

Tons per
sq. inch.

. . . 23.6

Ultimate
Stress.

Tons per
sq. inch.

42.3

Elon°"i tiori

(on ratio ,en«th

diameter

Per cent.

14.0

Reduction

= 10) of Area.

Per cent.

39.3

X-

T

i

7^n-i

kS <^\

i
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\4- — x

~¥
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FIG. 3. FORGED AND ROLLED SLAB USED FOR TEST. FIG 4. LARGE ROTOR SPINDLE.
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and the following tests refer to the cor-

responding letter in Fig. 3:

—

In the heat treatment of this job, and

of jobs having similar shapes, when the

Fig. 3. Yield-Point. Ultimate Elongation Reduction Fracture.

Stress. on 2 ins. of Area
Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in. Per cent. Per cent.

A 28.1 46.2 28.0

27.0

52.4

44.4

Silky fibrous.

(10< ( fibrous.

B 27.9 46.0

1
25.0 47.2

(90% fine gran.

(40% fibrous.

C 27.2 46.6

26.0 42.0

(60% fine gran.

(30% fibrous.

D 26.4 46.0
i 27.0 44.4

(70% fine gran.

(50% fibrous.

E 26.8 46.2 (50% fine gran.

These results are satisfactory accord-

ing to the test specification, and show
the improvement effected by slight

changes in the method of manufacture.
The improvement due to rolling to a
smaller thickness alone was seen when
first material containing 0.53 to 0.54 per
cent, carbon was rolled down from 11

inches to 5% inches, and then retreated

in the same manner, for it gave the

following tests:

—

forging is put into the furnace, the time

taken to heat up the heavy centre sec-

tion is much longer than the time taken

to heat up the end sections. For in-

stance, the end-pieces of 11 inches dia-

meter could be heated up in about 4

hours, while the centre would take about
20 hours to reach the same heat, so that

before the forging would be uniform the

end-pieces would have been at their best

for 16 hours, and would have grown

— Yield-Point. Ultimate
Stress.

Elongation
(ratio length 10).

Remarks.

Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in. Per cent. Ins. thick.

Length . 26.3 44.9 15.8 5V2
Cross . .

.

25.7 44.2 16.5 5%
Cross . .

.

23.6 42.3 14.0 11

This result could have been still fur-

ther improved by decreasing the thick-

ness to 3 inches, but it shows how im-
portant the effect of work is on carbon-
steels, and how it may make just that

difference between success and failure.

For high-tensile material—that is, ma-
terial over 40 tons strength—where the
factor of safety is limited owing to the
special conditions under which the ma-
terial has to be employed, it will gener-
ally be safer to use an alloy steel, since

for the same tonnage a very much tough-
er material can be developed; but, for
material whose tensile strength is below
this figure, there is not the same neces-
sity, and excellent results can be obtain-
ed from oil-treated low-carbon steel.

Fig. 4 indicates the outline of a large
rotor-spindle which was made to the fol-

lowing test specification:

—

Yield-Point 20 tons per sq. in.

Ultimate Stress 36 tons per sq. in.

Elongation on 2 ins. . .24 per cent.

It will be seen from the drawing that
the largest diameter was 3 feet SVi ins.,

and the minimum diameter only 11 Vs

ins., so that if such an ingot were used
as would give the requisite amount of
work for the largest section, the amount
of time and money spent in forging down
this ingot to 11 inches would be out of

all proportion; and so in this case, as
in many other cases, the best metallur-
gical conditions are incompatible with
the best commercial conditions, and a
compromise has to be effected. An in-

got 60 inches in diameter was used of

the following composition:

—

C. Mn. Si. S. P.

0.38 0.89 0.21 0.029 0.044

such a crystalline grain in consequence
that any good effect of the oil treatment
would have been annulled. To avoid this,

the ends were covered with asbestos

sheets, leaving only the centre exposed
when the forging was charged into the

furnace, and this sheeting was removed
after 15% hours in the furnace, so that

the forging attained its heat uniformly
as a whole, and the crystal grain in con-

sequence was uniform throughout.
The test results obtained were very

good, and are given below. A refers to

length tests taken, one from each end of

forging, B to tests taken circumferen-

tially from a ring taken from the centre

part after treatment, and C to tests tak-

en radially from the same ring. In both
B and C tests two tests were taken from
opposite diameters:

—

11 hours 30 minutes, and kept at heat

for two hours.

A very troublesome feature of large

forgings which have been heat-treated is

the distortion which takes place, due to

internal stresses probably set up by the

operation of quenching. On machining

the forging, and especially on removing

the outside surface, these stresses are

partly relieved, and the forging distorts

and takes up a new shape under the in-

fluence of the forces still left in the ma-
terial, so that it loses straightness and

generally adds very largely to the time

occupied in machining. It is advisable

on this account to rough-machine the

forging after treatment, and then to re-

anneal it before the final treatment is

done. Allowance for this re-annealing

can be made on the first testing, and

where the final machining is intricate

and accurate, it will be found to well re-

pay the cost, since trouble in the machine

shops due to distortion will be reduced

to a minimum.
©

Hardening Nickel Steel Rifle Barrels.

—The temperature generally used for

hardening nickel steel rifle barrels is

1500 to 1525 degs. Fah.; and for

manganese steel from 1475 to 1500 degs.,

but has to be varied, according to the

chemical analysis of the different steels

from which the barrels are to be made,

says the Iron Age. The barrels are

brought up to the required temperature

in about one to two hours, depending

upon their number and the heating fac-

tor of the furnace, and then allowed to

soak at that temperature for a similar

length of time, after which they are

quenched in a tank of oil. The quench-

ing solution, being oil, is not liable to

crack or warp the barrels, and it should

be kept at a constant temperature of

from 70 to 100 degs. Fah.

©
Concerning Spring Steel.—Spring steel

is said to become brittle when used as

cathode in a hot cyanide solution, either

sodium cupro-cyanide or simple sodium

cyanide. The effect is more pronounced

with the simple salt. Brass and phosphor-

bronze are not affected. Brittleness is

not produced by the liberation of hydro-

Fig. 4. Yield-Point.

Tons per sq. in.

22.6

22.8

22.8

22.4

22.4

22.4

Ultimate
Tons per

38

39

39
38

38
35

sq. in.

Stress.

8

2

2

8

8

8

(on 2 inches).

Per cent.

Elongation
27

27

28
28

30

24

The treatment given to this rotor was
as follows:

—

(1)—Heated to 800° C. (1,472° P.),

for 2 hours and cooled in oil.

The centre part attained its heat in

19 hours 30 minutes, and the ends were
uncovered after 15 hours 30 minutes, so

that they attained their heat simultane-

ously with the centre part.

(2)—Heated to 550° C. (1,022° F.), in

gen on the steel. The carbon content is

not changed by the electrolysis. The

crystalline structure is not changed by

electrolysis. The brittleness is not pro-

duced in annealed wire; the brittleness

is produced by use as cathode whetheT

the wire is coiled or not bent in any way.

The brittleness is not produced when the

wire is used as anode, or when it is sus-

pended in the solution without the

passage of electricity.



The Education and Training of Foundrymen by Mail
By C.T.R.

// should b( the ambition of every man, who has a trade, to become a high grade ex-

ponent of same, and while common school, high school and university education as

preliminaries may and do contribute a whole lot to that end as auxiliaries to natural deftness

and keenness of perception, research, discovery and development, which are increasingly

active, makeit encumbent that the further education of oneself suffer neither restriction nor
Ut-np in its quest and appropriation. Opportunities to this end arc many and varied.

AT the recent Exhibition of foundry
equipment and supplies held in the
.Mechanics' Building, Boston,

-Mass.. under the joint auspices of the
American Foundrymen's Association and
the American Institute of Metals, not the
least interesting among the many excel-

lent booth displays, because of its war-
time appropriateness and actual prac-
tical demonstration of progressive foun-
dry effort, was that staged by "Mc-
Lain's System," of Milwaukee, Wis.—to

wit, the tangible and visible results of

instruction in foundry practice by mail.

For obvious reasons, we refrain from
making observations or from giving even
a brief description of the varied type
and size shell shown in the accompany-
ing illustration; the fact that they are in

no sense experimental projectiles, but
real war-time utilities, and the further

fact that their metallic constituent and
method of production are creations of a

system of instruction for foundrymen by
mail—otherwise correspondence—make
elaboration or intricate detail super-

fluous and unnecessary under the circum-

stances.

Foundrymen beyond the confines of the

United States are not as familiar as they
might be with the history and develop-

ment of McLain's System, which is prac-

tically the life story and foundry experi-

ence of one man—David McLain

—

crystallized, and made to shoot its beams
of light into the darkness, figuratively

speaking, so long surrounding foundry
practice and militating against progres-

sive effort, not to mention achievement.

It is not, of course, to be understood that

David McLain was the lone star in the

foundry firmament, but he certainly can
lay claim to be one of less than a score

of American foundrymen who have been
responsible for the craft uplift of the

present century, and to whom the great-

est credit is due for the high standing
the industry to-day enjoys, not only in

the United States, but also in Canada
and Great Britain.

It should be an inspiration to budding
and prospective foundrymen to know
that David McLain rose from the ranks.

Somehow our hearts go out to such a

one, no matter what his particular voca-

tion. Great Britain's present chief of

staff for the conduct of her gigantic mili-

tary operations—Sir William Robert-
son— rose from the ranks. Men are ris-

ing to prominence—in some cases to

mere publicity—every day; the records
are, however, not always such as to in-

spire. McLain's history of himself,
starting with his birth in Belfast, Ire-

land, and his quitting the "Old Sod,"
when five years of age, with his parents,

to journey- to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
is brimful of human interest, and has a
tendency to make one feel like getting to

know the man a little better and compare
notes and personalities with a view to

finding out just where his strength lies

comparatively.

Times were hard in Pittsburgh; there-

fore, during the panic of 1873 little Dave
McLain set out to help support the

family of which he was a member. He
seems to have been destined for the foun-

dry from his early boyhood, for at ten

years of age we find him twisting hay
ropes for core barrels in Smith's pipe

foundry, Pittsburgh, at $2.25 per week.
An explosion in a pipe pit, which killed

twenty men, unnerved him somewhat, so

"McLAIN'S SYSTEM" BOOTH AT THE EXHIBITION OF FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES, HELD IN BOSTON. MASS., DURING
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 24. 1917.
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he quit foundry work, but not for long;
to use his own words, "I naturally drifted
back to the foundry, working both in
iron and steel." The latter circumstance
seems to have been a very great conveni-
ence, as well as profitable, for, quoting
him again, "when I could not get a job
in one I would work in the other." The
human interest reference above to Dave

DAVID McLAIN IN A TYPICAL DEMON-
STRATION POSE.

McLain's business career may at this

point be judged as to merit by the fol-

lowing paragraph:
"At the age of eighteen," he says, "I

was married and earning moulder's

wages. All I could see ahead of me was
the sand heap—'typical of the times.' I

had no education to speak of, neither had
I influential friends; yet I felt I must get

away from it. On the floor to my right

was John Williams, 65 years of age; on

my left was Frank Jones, some 52 to 55

years of age. I would stop work at odd

times, lean on my rammer, look first at

John and then aUFrank, and wonder if I

was going to end the same way."
Books on foundry practice were not

available in those days, and trade papers

were more or less in their infancy, in

both of which respects the rising genera-

tion have much to be thankful for, and

perhaps more so as regards iron and

steel founding. Later from the brain of

an ambitious moulder was evolved and

established, that world-known publica-

tion, "The Foundry," of Cleveland, Ohio.

Evening class tuition in the arts and

crafts, technical and correspondence

school instruction were, if existent, but

as the shadow to the substance of our

day.

Dave McLain was dour enough to have

been born in the "Land of the Heather,"

judging by the way he persisted in edu-

cating himself, notwithstanding many
apparently insuperable difficulties. As a

result we find him in charge of a grey

iron and steel shop at the age of 23, from

which circumstance he lays claim to be-

ing the oldest steel foundryman, in point

of experience, in the United States or

Canada.

Mixing irons by analysis, not by guess-
work, tradition, or some rule-of-thumb'
method, equally unsatisfactory, had
burned itself into the heart and head of

young McLain; little wonder, then, is it

that the melter, so long regarded as a
sort of craft deity, but who in reality

knew nothing of the constituent of his

cupola mixtures, got out of harmony
with his surroundings'. "All irons are

good irons when you know how to use

them," is an axiom of McLain's System,
and few will be disposed to challenge the

assertion.

At 35 years of age David McLain was
drawing $3,000 per year as foundry
superintendent. He was still drawing
heavily—and is yet, on the research of

himself and others in the matter of a
larger and wider development of foundry
enterprise, and it was when, with 35

years' practical experience behind him,
he made his decision and established his

system of scientific mixing and melting
and the manufacture of the much dis-

cussed material entitled semi-steel. As
regards nomenclature, much difference

of opinion exists as to the product being
so described. For the purpose of this

article, nomenclature is largely, if not
wholly, immaterial.

McLain's research and experiment in

the direction of charging certain percent-

ages of steel into the iron foundry
cupola, to attain a product of some de-

finite strength, homogeneity, and readily

machined, did not at first appeal to those

more directly concerned, or whose best

interests were most directly at stake.

Steel had been added to iron in the ladle

for 50 years or more preceding the Mc-
Lain discovery, and even slight amounts
were on record as having been charged

to the cupola. So far as large percent-

ages of steel being employed in light

castings are concerned, no records were,

however, available.

With confidence begotten of know-
ledge, therefore, and being a "child of

the foundry," so to speak, and with the

best interests of his craft as strongly em-

bedded in his bosom as those of his own
personal interest, in January, 1908,

David McLain quit a high-salaried posi-

tion to establish what is getting to be

quite universally known as McLain's

System of Instruction for Foundrymen
by Mail. In the decade now almost past

since embarking on this new and untried

enterprise, vicissitudes have not been

lacking, opposition being on many oc-

casions powerful, menacing, and jeer-

ingly disposed. Here and there good

sports among foundrymen came out into

the open. They recognized a ring of sin-

cerity about Mac that was worth taking

a chance on, and to their surprise they

won out on the venture.

Good news travels quickly; in any case,

there are men in all ranks and trades and

crafts who are on the lookout for bigger

and better things, and such never fail to

be in the right place at the right time.

Is it any wonder, then, that there is to-

day no representative of the foundry
craft more highly respected and appre-
ciated—iron or steel—by his confreres
and contemporaries, in the United States,
than David McLain, and no more popular
enterprise than McLain's System of
Foundry Instruction by Mail.

The open-hearth furnace for steel

melting, as well as the cupola for grey
iron or semi-steel, is included in the
scope of the work undertaken by Mc-
Lain's System, Goldsmith Building, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin, and, judging by the
clientele—plant administrative, foundry
superintendents, foundry foremen, and
men on the floor, whose ambitions are to

get on top of the sand heap, who have
passed through and are still on the
books of the "System," it is not assuming
too much when we make prediction that
the coming handful of years will show
even greater development than any like

period preceding, much as that most im-
mediate has unfolded.

Unique in many respects as is this

McLain's System from trade uplift and
efficiency of production points of view,

that of its business management and ad-

ministration is easily no less so. Known
to hundreds of foundrymen all over the

United States, Canada, and Europe is

the signature of "I. V. Scanlan," attached
to letters of technical and practical im-

port issued from McLain's System head-
quarters. Foundrymen attending the an-
nual exhibition of equipment and sup-

plies for the first time receive the sur-

I. V. SCANLAN,
Secy.-Treas. and Chief. Assistant, McLain's

System, Incorporated.

prise of their lives in meeting I. V. Scan-

lan, for I. V. is not a man at all, but a

keen-eyed, alert, slenderly-built young
woman.

Miss Scanlan has the distinction of be-

ing the only woman in the world who
teaches the foundry business to foundry-

men. The technique of the subject, the

diagnosis of complicated metals and mix-
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tures hold no terrors for her; as a mat-
ter of fact, she simply revels in the work,
bringing to the many problems involved

a brain that many of us are disposed to

envy, and a precision of expression

readily appreciated by those interested in

the various solutions. As first assistant

to Mr McLain, she has assumed
almost entire charge of the busi-

ness, and that she is partner in same as

well is due to Mac's business acumen, for

he discovered quite early in his corres-

pondence school enterprise that she was
too valuable an asset to risk losing by
any chance.

Needless to say, hard work and hard

study are the secret of Miss Scanlan's

success, and aside from the personal

instruction of her chief, nothing has con-

tributed more to acquirement of the craft

knowledge she now possesses than the

intimacy with progress and development
in foundry practice recorded in the col-

umns of trade and technical journals.

MANGANESE IN STEEL MAKING*
By Dr. Henry M. Howe.

PASSING by the deoxidizing and de-

sulphurizing effect of manganese as

foreign to our present purpose, its

effect on the mechanical properties of the

steel seems to me in the last analysis

due primarily to its retarding action both

on the transformation and on the coales-

cence of the micro-constituents into pro-

gressively coarser masses, which while

increasing the ductility lessens the co-

hesion in general, including the hardness

and the elastic limit, and thus lessens

the effective strength.

Before considering the retarding of the

transformations by manganese let us re-

fresh our memory as to these transform-

ations, and as to the three prominent
states of steel, between which they play:

The common low-temperature alpha

or pearlitic state;

The high temperature or non-magnetic
austenite state into which the metal
passes spontaneously when heated up
through the transformation range, say
725 to 900 deg. C, Ac'-Ac';

The intermediate or martensitic state,

in which carbon steel is caught in trans-

sit from the austenite to the pearlite

state by means of a rapid cooling, as for

instance on hardening by quenching small

pieces in water.

The alpha state is magnetic and rela-

tively soft and ductile, as in annealed

carbon steel; the intermediate or mar-

tensitic state is magnetic, hard, and
brittle as in hardened steel; while the

non-magnetic high temperature or aus-

tenitic state when preserved in the cold,

as in manganese steel, combines great

ductility with hardness of a peculiar

kind to which I will refer shortly.

In carbon steel this transformation is

so rapid that it occurs to a very marked
degree even in the water quenching of

thin pieces, as is familiar to us in the

fact that when this steel is made non-

magnetic and austenitic by heating say

•Presented at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials.

to 900 deg. C, and is then quenched in

water, it transforms as far as the mag-
netic, hard, brittle, martensitic state of

common hardened steel even in this

rapid cooling.

Most of the alloying elements, and not-

ably carbon, manganese and nickel, retard

this transformation greatly. Thus 2 per

cent, of manganese plus 2 per cent, of
carbon retard it so that in the water
quenching of thin pieces the austenitic

state is preserved. With 5 to 7 per cent,

of manganese it is so slow that even in

air cooling it goes only as far as the

intermediate martensitic state. Hence
the brittleness of these steels of mangan-
ese content. With about 12 per cent, of

manganese the transformation is so

sluggish that the austenitic state is pre-

served even through a common slow

cooling.

The water-quenching of manganese
steel in current manufacture is not to

prevent the loss of the austenitic state,

but to suppress the precipitation of the

iron-manganese carbide, cementite, which
would occur during slow cooling. The
broad plates of this cementite would em-
brittle the mass by forming partings of

low cohesion. It is derived from the large

carbon content of the ferromanganese
used, the cheapest source of manganese.
Carbon-free manganese steel should not

need quenching.

Industrial Value of Manganese Steel

The industrial value of this mangani-
ferous austenite or manganese steel

seems to be due to its combination of

great ductility with great effective hard-

ness. I say effective hardness, because
initially it is rather soft. My own ex-

periments indicate that the Brinell hard-

ness of an undeformed specimen is only

125, or that of steel of about 0.22 per

cent, of carbon when annealed, that of

ultra low-carbon steel being about 75.

But the hardness increases very greatly

on the slightest deformation. Even that

incidental to the Brinell test increases

the observed Brinell harness to 223 eas-

ily, or to that of 0.60 per cent, carbon
steel when annealed.

This hardening under deformation is

one of the first things that forces itself

on the user of this material. The first

strokes of the hacksaw cut it rather

easily, but the deformation thus set up in

the path of the saw quickly causes such

hardness as to bring the sawing to an
abrupt end, thus giving the absolutely

false impression that the material has a

soft skin. This hardening causes the

apparently contradictory combination of

effective hardness with very low pro-

portional limit, even as low as 28,250 lb.

per square inch. The proportional limit

represents the cohesion of the undeform-
ed material, the effective hardness repre-

sents the cohesion as exaggerated by the

deformation incidental to service. In the

same way the act of tensile rupture
may increase the Brinell hardness of

540, or that of about 0.50 per cent, car-

bon steel when hardened.
The surface of the jaw of a manganese

steel rock crusher, deforming under the

great pressure, quickly hardens itself, so
that the combination of a very hard sur-
face with a ductile back develops spon-
taneously. As fast as this hard surface
wears away it is replaced by a new one
made equally hard by the deformation
which it at once receives.

This hardening probably represents in

part the same cause which leads to the
increase of cohesion in general, including
the hardness, of all the malleable metals
under all forms of deformation, such as
wire drawing, and in part the martensi-
tization of the austenite. That is to
say, the arrested transformation from
austenite through martensite to the al-

pha state which is due in cooling through
the transformation range but is restrain-
ed by the retarding action of the man-
ganese, is now stimulated by the de-
formation sufficiently to cause it to pro-
ceed as far as the martensitic state, with
consequent hardening and embrittling ef-

fect. This martensitization through the
stimulation of the arrested transforma-
tion is a common property of austenitic
steels which have only a moderate excess
of the retarding elements over the quan-
tity needed for causing the retention of
the austenitic state. It occurs strikingly
in austenitic 20 per cent, nickel steel.

The retarding effect of manganese on
the structural changes of carbon steel

shows itself by leading in general to
finer structure, to finer ferrite masses,
finer network structure, and finer pearl-
ite, indeed probably often to the replac-
ing of lamellar pearlite with sorbite.
This greater fineness leads to better
quality in general and to a higher elastic

limit in particular, though of course
with a corresponding sacrifice of duc-
tility.

Value of High-Manganese in Low-Car-
bon Steel

The great value of manganese for this

purpose has not begun to receive the at-

tention which it deserves. It is probable
that a manganese content of say 1.25

per cent., with a correspondingly les-

sened carbon content, may be used so as
to lessen the danger of cracking and the
residual stresses when a high elastic

limit is sought, because this large man-
ganese content in and by itself raises the
elastic limit by giving a fineness of struc-
ture which otherwise would be sought
by increased violence of cooling or by
the use of a lower drawing tempera-
ture. In other words, the use of 1.25

per cent, of manganese lessens the need-
ed violence of cooling, and permits the
use of a higher drawing temperature,
in both ways tending to mitigate the
residual stresses, and in the former way
lessening the chances of cracking.

A 10 per cent, aluminum bronze to which
was added 1 per cent, of 30 per cent,

manganese-copper had the following
physical properties: Ultimate strength,
63,800 pounds per square inch; elastic

limit, 19,700 pounds per square inch and
elongation in two inches, 49.3 per cent.
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NOTES OX THE MANUFACTURE
OF CLAY CRUCIBLES

By G. C. White

THE manufacture of crucibles is

an industry but lately develop-

ed in Canada. Its introduction

has been necessitated by unprece-

dented consumption, high cost, and
the difficulty of getting any quan-
tity when required without any delay.

Formerly those crucibles made from
German clays were the best, and when
it became necessary to use American
clays the results obtained in the experi-

mental stage will long be remembered
as totally unsatisfactory.

It was found that although the

analyses of clays resembled one another

there was a vast difference in their re

sistence to heat and binding power
which two details

are obviously the

prime requisites of

good crucibles. A
simple test to estab-

lish these factors

can be arrived at

by making ui) pat-

ties in the labora-

tory, placing then
on a piece of boiler

plate, and applying

heat. The relative

shrinkage, bond,
and fusibility can

then be observed in

a general way

Composition

Like a commer-
cial fireclay, the

mixture for cruc-

ibles must be varied

to suit the service

conditions. For ex-

ample, too much
silica permits of

crumbling —
although it is fire

resisting, it fluxes

times low temperatures. Alumin is

refractory and has good binding pow-

er, while magnesia, manganese, iron,

lime, etc., are injurious. Slight ad-

ditions of coke cut down the shrink-

age during drying. The quantity of

water present in the clay is important

as it affects the general character of the

structure of the clay.- Its content should

not be too low, about 10 per cent, being

preferable. A few analyses collected

from various sources will show the vari-

ations of clays from different localities.

Si02 64.9
A1203 23.8
Fe203 0.8
CaO
MrO 0..r>

Alkali 1.4
Water 8.4

The rational analyses of the above
show that the clay substance varies

from 100 to 33.5 per cent., quartz to

40.72 per cent., and felspar 9 to 25.31

per cent.

In making the crucible the clay is

proportioned and thrown into the mill

which is in reality a mixer. The mill is

a vertical cylinder split at the vertical

center line to permit of cleaning. The
mixer blades are helically inclined and
tend to force the mixture to the bottom
of mill where a conveyor screw forces

IRONCLAMPINGBMVD
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SKETCH ILLUSTRATING METHOD OF FORMING CRUCIBLE.

easily at some-

hemian American English

45.6 74.9 73.6

30.0 17.20 16.50

0.5 0.79 0.27

0.6 0.29 1.17

0.1 0.46 0.21

0.5 1.61 5.84
13.6 5.44 2.45

the clay out through an orifice which
forms an 8 inch diameter sausage. This
sausage is put into a revolving mold
which is split on the vertical center line.

A sweep or arm, having the profile of

the inside of the crucible desired to be
formed, is now forced down through the

center of the clay gradually shaping it,

as shown in sketch. When the shape is

satisfactory the mold is stood on a post

and rocked to loosen crucible. The top

of the post is the shape of the removable
bottom, or else the mold is opened up,

permitting the crucible to remain on the

bottom of mold if this is more conveni-

ent. The molds are of wood, canvas,

si.lk or jute, and lined and well oiled

each time be:fV~ " — are used. A heavy

black oil is satisfactory, such as car oil.

The drying time is approximately 2

months and the temperature is varied,
increasing as the operation progresses
and starting at ?no A <r"r

. Fahr. The pre-
liminary heat in " is done with steam coils

and must be very slow as on this heating
and the moisture content depends the
ultimate structure and strength of the
product. Annealing must be done when
the crucibles . are to be used and the
charge must be put in while the crucibles

are hot. If the crucibles are allowed to

cool after annealing they are useless for
the purpose for which they were intend-

ed. This annealing is done at 1,300 deg.
Fahr. and takes from 12 to 15 hours.

The life of a crucible depends to a
large extent on the quality of the steel

being melted, which in turn governs the

quality of the slag. The slag line cuts

into the interior of the crucible, at

slightly above the middle, consequently

the crucible is weakened at this point

and, provided it is strong enough for

another charge, the next one is figured

so that the second slag line comes below
the first slag line. The life is, therefore,

from 1 to 3 heats. The absorption of

carbon by the steel when made in a clay

crucible is practically nil.

Several American companies have got-

ten away from their crucible troubles

by melting in electric furnaces but the

high cost of power in some localitities

makes it necessary that Canadian manu-
facturers develop the manufacture of

crucibles.

®
PATTERN MAKING NOTES

By J. W. Broadbent
Fillets

A CASTING would never pass the exam-
ination of a critical inspector unless all

sharp corners were eliminated; not only

has a casting a more finished appear-

ance but it is greatly strengthened by
putting fillets in all corners as in Fig. 5.

Cast iron is composed of a number of

minute crystals and these crystals al-

ways set themselves at right angles to

the cooling surface, thus in a right

angled casting, Fig. 6, there will be a

break in the crystals in the angle of the

casting, which will form a permanent
source of weakness, and under ordinary

conditions the casting will break here

before anywhere else.

By forming a curve, however, as

shown in Fig. 7 the crystals will form
without any line of separation; and it is

easily seen that a hollow cylindrical

form of casting Fig. 8 will be the strong-

est, because the crystals will all radiate

symmetrically.

From a moulder's point of view, fillets

are a great convenience for they enable

him to make a much cleaner casting, the

sand not having the same liability to

break away as in a square corner. Sev-
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eral methods are adopted by the pattern

maker for filling in these angles,—either

by working the fillet out of the solid

wood of the pattern, or making them
separately of wood, leather, beeswax,

putty or lead.

Kinds of Fillets

Of these methods the first one always

proves the most satisfactory and a good

example is a hub for a pulley, the fillet

of which can be very conveniently turn-

ed to make a good strong job by recess-

ing the web of the arms as in Fig. 9

which method does away with the fea-

ther edge of the fillet.

Figs. 10 and 11 show two methods of

making strong fillets, but owing to the

expense are seldom used on any but

standard patterns. For all straight sur-

faces the wooden fillet answers the pur-

^
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pose fairly well, but has a habit of curl-

ing away from the pattern when glue is

applied.

If the fillet is made with an angle of

93. deg. and the glue put on very spar-

ingly, no difficulty should be found in

making it lie down snug in the angle of

the pattern.

Leather Fillet Preferred

Leather fillet is now the most popular
and by far the best to use, for it can be

easily adjusted to any kind of surface,

either straight' or curved, and is easily

fastened to the wood bv either shellac or

FIG. 7. FIG. 8.

thin glue. It can be bought in all sizes

from % in. up.

The method of applying is to cut the
fillet to the necessary length and lay it

on a board where the adhesive material
can be easily brushed over it. It is then
laid in the angle of the pattern and rub-
bed into position with a tool rounded at

the end so as to give the required curve

to the soft leather.

A rounded piece of wood is a common
tool used for this purpose but Fig. 12

shows a better tool for applying leather

fillet, it is made by fastening different

sizes of ball hearings to a round rod,

and no pattern maker's kit is complete
without a set of these.

All surplus glue should be wiped off

before it sets, which is easily done with
a niece of ra<r dipped in hot water.

There are some who claim that fast-

nace, permits the production of steels

higher in quality than acid steel at a

ening leather fillet with shellac is a

waste of good material. It is true that

glue is cheaper than shellac, but when
we consider the time spent in wiping
off all the surplus glue, and that if the

shellac does ooze out a little the damp
sand will not stick to it, the ultimate

cost works out about the same.
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Beeswax and its Application

For some classes of patterns, bees-

wax is an indispensable material, not

only for fillets and filling nail holes, but
for parts of the pattern itself. It should

be applied hot after the first coat of

shellac has been put on the wood, and
if a small proportion of resin is added to

the wax, it will adhere better and set

harder. Fig. 13 illustrates a cheap and
effective apparatus for melting beeswax,
The beeswax is melted in an ordinary

FIG. 10.

tin cup heated by an alcohol lamp, the
beeswax being applied with a curved
spoon Fig. 14.

Putty takes too long to harden to

make a good job and it is necessary to

give the angles a light coat of lead and
oil before using the putty or it will not
stick. Lead fillet has never met with
much success, as it is heavy, takes too
much nailing and does not lie close to

the w'ood.

FIG. n.

It is often necessary to make a pattern
in a hurry and the pattern-maker de-

cides to let the moulder cut the fillets out
of sand. In these cases the appearance
of the finished casting depends upon the
skill of the moulder, and if appearance
is not to be considered, it is advisable to

use three-cornered fillets, they are easily

nailed into the angles and fully answer
the purpose for which fillets are intend-

ed, that is—to strengthen the casting, or

to prevent shrinkage in a place that

would weaken the casting and to make

FIG. 12.

the moulder happy by not having any
sharp corners of sand in his mould.

FIG. 13.

ELECTRIC FURNACE DEVELOP-
MENT

THE number of electric furnaces in Shef-

field now built, or building, is about
forty, with every probability of a further

increase. Turnings, borings, etc., are be-

ing converted into steel for shells, rifle

barrels, light armor plates, and air-

craft. Until the introduction of the elec-

tric furnace, there was no type that

could melt more than a somewhat lim-

ited proportion of turnings per heat. It

was necessary to use a large percentage

of new raw materials, such as pig-iron

bar-iron, etc., along with the scrap.

Now, not only is it possible to have a

whole heat of turnings, but to have
"boils" of ten and even fifteen tons, by
the electric process, whereas prior to

FIG. 14.

the war few electric furnaces were of
more than 2% tons capacity. Now these
larger furnaces can make sound steel
direct from turnings, and at less cost
than by the crucible process. The intro-
duction of this type of furnace is, per-
haps, one of the most outstanding feat-
ures of war-time developments in Shef-
field's chief industry.

Greaves and Etchells have assisted
largely in this recent development and
have recently perfected a special fur-
nace of small capacity for the produc-
tion of high-speed and other tool steels,

besides their larger furnace for the melt-
ing of turnings. They claim that elec-
tric steels made by their process have
the following advantages over other
steels: (1) Regularity of composition,
(2) lowering of sulphur and phosphorous
contents, (3) absence of gases, (4) high-
er yield of sound ingots, and (5) positive
control of all furnace operations. They
also claim that their furnace, used in

connection with a basic open-hearth fur-,

nace, permits the production of steels

higher in quality than acid steel at a
lower cost price than the latter.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely

departmental—"Spokes in a Wheel." This series has for
its object the featuring of, in rue;/, interesting and instruc-

tive fashion, the training, experience and achievement of
those who to-day are transmitting effectively, energy in a
variety capacity as "Spokes- in the Wheels" of steam, elec-

trical and hydraulic and refrigeration engineering.

ROBERT MORTON HAMILTON

THE career of the subject of this

sketch began about the same time
as the machine tool industry in

Gait had its inception. Robert Morton
Hamilton was born in Brantford, Ont.,

on March 8, 1864, of Scotch parentage, as

his name indicates. He was educated
partly at the Public School, Brantford,
and later moving to Listowel, attended
the High School there for two years,

which he left at the age of 14, in 1878, to

start an apprenticeship in Mcllwraith &
Austin's machine shop in that town. This
concern was in a small way of business,

the work consisting chiefly of repairs to

farm and general machinery usually

found in country districts. The company
went out of business not long after young
Hamilton joined it, so he had to look

around for another job.

There was at Baden, Ont., at that time
a machine shop owned by the Livingston
family, who were also the proprietors of

a linseed oil mill. This machine shop was
originally the property of the father of

Adam Beck, of Hydro-Electric fame, but
was turned over to Mr. Livingston a short

time before our youthful mechanic re-

sumed his apprenticeship after his brief

stay at Listowel. Our spoke in his early

days must have exhibited a natural liking

for machinery, and while in Baden got
plenty of experience, as the firm made
a varied line of machinery and also Cor-
liss engines.

The fame of Gait as a town with good
machine shops spread to Baden, where
our spoke was busy absorbing mechanical
knowledge and aroused his ambition. Re-
alizing that opportunities would be great-

er in Gait, he went to that town in 1882,

and secured a position as machinist at

McGregor & Gourlay's Works. He stayed
with this firm until 1886, when an oppor-
tunity presented itself to start in busi-

ness on his own account. Our spoke, who
was then only 22 years of age, joined J.

J. Stevens in an enterprise which was the

foundation of the machine tool industry

in Gait. Mr. Stevens was a draftsman
with McGregor & Gourlay. These two
ambitious young men started in building
machine tools with a capital of less than
$1,000, in an old blacksmith shop in Ains-
iie Street. They admit that they had
more nerve than capital, but this did not

ROBERT MORTON HAMILTON.

prevent them from making a success of

the enterprise, for, two years later, in

1888, they built a new shop, which is now
owned by the S. J. Shimer Co. Some
encouragement may be gleaned from this

phase of our spoke's career, for it showed
that a large amount of capital is not ne-

cessarily essential to success. It also

proves that a good deal can be accom-
plished by a judicious mixture of pluck

and hard work. This firm, Stevens,

Hamilton & Co., were well known for

the good quality of their product and

they achieved considerable success until

1895, when they sold the plant to Mc-

Gregor & Gourlay. In passing it should
be mentioned that Mr. Stevens ultimately
opened up another machine shop where
he specialized in building the Jones &
Lamson turret lathe. This concern is

still in existence. When Stevens, Hamil-
ton & Co. sold their business, Mr. Hamil-
ton received stock in the McGregor,
Gourlay Co. as his share of the transac-
tion and remained with the latter con-
cern as head of the machine tool branch
of the business. The McGregor & Gour-
lay Co. moved the plant to their own pre-
mises in Concession Street, which is now
the head works of the Canada Machinery
Corporation.

From about this period the machine
tool industry in Gait began to grow from
comparatively small proportions until

now it is the most important machine
tool centre in Canada, when considering

the number of firms engaged in the busi-

ness and various types of tools built

there. A few years later, in 1910, the Can-
ada Machinery Corporation was formed,
one of the firms absorbed being the Mc-
Gregor, Gourlay Co. About this time Mr.
Hamilton, needing a rest and change of

scenery, took an extended vacation, re-

turning to the Canada Machinery Cor-

poration in the fall of 1914 as works man-
ager. Since then the C.M.C. has enjoyed
a most prosperous run of business, which
coincided with Mr. Hamilton's return to

the scene of his former activities. While
the C.M.C. have not been actually en-

"

gaged on production of munitions, they
were for some time working night and
day on machine tools for this purpose,

and, although not so busy now, are ac-

tively engaged on work of a more general

character.

Mr. Hamilton is fond of traveling, hav-

ing recently returned from a combined
business and pleasure trip to the Pacific

Coast. He went as far North as Skag-
way and visited Prince Rupert and other

ed readily.

important points while en route; this be-

From the foregoing it will be seen that

the subject of this sketch has truly grown
up with the machine tool industry in Gait.

When he went to Gait in 1882, the town
had a population of about 6,000; now it

has a population of over 12,000, the in-

crease having mostly taken place in re-

cent years. It was the reputation of the

Gait machine shops and also the oppor-

tunities for advancement for mechanics

through the Mechanics Institute and Free

Library that attracted our friend to

this town. While following his vocation

during the day-time he was able to attend

night school at the Institute. This is an

advantage which few of the smaller

towns possess and it means a great deal

to the ambitious apprentice. Mr. Ham-
ilton is a firm believer in technical edu-

cation and study of technical journals.

He urges apprentices to embrace every

opportunity of acquiring knowledge by

these means, and in no better way can

this be done than by study in the even-

ing particularly when day classes are not

available or if the apprentice cannot

spare the time during the day as is

usually the case. He advises apprentices

to wcrk when they are young if they
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want to accomplish anything. He be-

lieves that any young mechanic with
application, good habits and thrift, and
able to grasp opportunities now present-

ed by technical schools and journals, etc.,

can forge ahead so that by middle life

he should be in a good position and able

to enjoy the good things that life offers.

Although our spoke is a hard worker,
he is able to find time for activities in

other useful directions. Being an Elder
of the Knox Presbyterian Church, he
takes a prominent part in the work of

that body, and is also a member of the

Gait Business Men's Club. He is not
an active politician, but is a firm

believer in the necessity of raising

more troops in Canada to aid in

the successful prosecution of the war.
Mr. Hamilton is fond of outdoor life,

but does not claim to be an athlete of

any distinction. He says that he is too

busy working to play ball, but gets lots

of pleasure from motoring. His thoughts
turned to more serious things, even in his

younger days, for at the age of 24 he
married Miss H. J. Webster, daughter of

William Webster of Gait. He has a

family consisting of three daughters and
one son.

Mr. Hamilton believes that there is a

bright future for the machine tool in-

dustry in Canada, providing that Cana-
dian manufacturers specialize more in

the design of tools they make; this, of

course, presumes a demand sufficient to

encourage manufacturers to do this. He
believes that mechanics in Canada are

fully as well trained as those in the

United States, but admitting this, the

business will have to grow until firms

are able to specialize more so than at

the present time.

PIONEER DAYS IN THE FOUNDRY
By John Woodside.

I
WAS a pioneer, not of my own
choosing, but because I was born so;

for I was born in the middle year of

last century in a pioneer log-house, be-

tween the fast developing booze centre,

Ballyduff , and the later and better known
Railway Station, Bethany. Many of my
earliest days were spent on the old Hili-

of-Bones farm, where the grinning
"think tanks" of aboriginal inhabitants

were still dug up in startling numbers.
Those landmarks in Durham County
show the place of my birth.

Ere I came to years of full memory the

pioneer spirit had carried us away up to

the lands of the newly opened up "Indian
Peninsula," where we settled in the solid

"bush," near the namesake of famous
Irish Tara, though the "halls" that in-

terested the early settlers here most
were the "hauls" of suckers from the

shallow Big Sauble river, upon a crossing

and small water power of which the vil-

lage was built. Here my earliest recol-

lections were of crashing maple, beech,

and elm. of flaming piles and smoke-filled

skies. The maple yielded us about all the

sweets we needed; the beech and butter-

nut was our nut supply; while the

"beaver meadows" on every creek yielded

an abundant supply of such fruits as

wild grapes, red plums, and choke cher-

ries, for the possession of which we had
sometimes to contend with the black
bear. These garden spots also afforded
some grazing on coarse grasses for the

pioneer cattle, though they generally had
to eke out their winter supplies with
basswood and elm browse. We had only

to scratch the surface amongst those big

stumps to make it produce such crops of

potatoes as the old pioneers sigh for in

vain now.

Youthful Occupations

My first, well remembered toy was a

small axe, armed with which I went forth

to mimic warfare with the surrounding
forest, sometimes to the detriment of the

ornamental trees left near home by the
pioneer father; and I never lost my love

for this great pioneer weapon, the axe.

Canada could fittingly have chosen her
shapely axe as a national emblem in

place of the more ungainly wood cutter,

the beaver; for her sons certainly ex-

celled in the use of this implement, as

they now are excelling in the use of wea-
pons of war. We boys were the fire

spreaders in season, and had to be closely

watched out of season, and many a for-

tune in hard woods we sent up in smoke.

I passed on to hoe, to hand spike, to

harrow and plough, to scythe and cradle,

and before I finally left the rural life I

had, for at least a couple of harvests,

bound after the wonderful new harvester,

handled by two men—one to drive and
the other to rake off the grain in bunches,
to the sweating men to a side of the

square, who deftly twisted the straw
bands and passed them around the

sheaves.

This was in the earlier 60's, while the
U. S. was torn with war, and occasional
"skeddadlers" came across to our harvest
fields, and we youths, with fine disdain
for a soldier afraid, used to chant to

them, from a distance , the latest ditty:

"Bull's Run, Bull's Run, Bull's Run and
Candy; Yankee doodle, doodle, do, and
Yankee doodle dandy." We had no more
sympathy with a slacker in those days
than we have to-day.

Looking for a Job

I was 16 years of age before I ever
saw a foundry, or dreamed of my future
fate. Then I went into Owen Sound to

try for a place. I happened to arrive at
the shop just as they had finished the

cast, and viewed with some dismay the
steaming chaos. The old boss, who met
me as I came out, asked me how I liked

the looks of that place, and I promptly
asked him for a chance in the cooler-look-
ing region of the machine shop. No
chance; so as I had decided to change
from the muddy ruts of the country road
to the enticing sidewalks of town, I ac-

cepted the inevitable, and tackled the
sand heap, and received a pretty thor-

ough course in foundry practice, in green
sand, including cupola work, for an ap-
prentice had to go the rounds in those
small shops, at the rate of $30, $40, $50,

and $60 per year, with board and lodg-

ing.

So pioneering was in my blood; and
when, after some years at the trade, I

received an offer to go out to Tara and
put in a small foundry plant, along with
their agricultural works, I cheerfully ac-

cepted the offer, though the monetary in-

ducements were not heavy—$1.25 per

day during construction work, and then

the dazzling raise to $1.50 when mould-
ing commenced; so I had an inducement
to hurry the instalment. It looks small

nowadays, but the highest city wages
then were $1.75 to $2 per day, and living

was cheap. We had no bikes, nor autos

to sigh for. I did scrape up enough, af-

ter a while, to buy a big horn in the local

brass band, and found it a most interest-

ing diversion.

Preparing the New Shop

As soon as sleighing was good, I pro-

ceeded to the most convenient sand pit of

moulding sand and helped load and de-

liver to the new shop, some 15 miles dis-

tant, a dozen loads of "the best local."

This was dumped down against the wall

of the shop—the outside wall—exposed
to the variable winter weather of that

districts: snow, rain and frost alter-

nating.

We occupied the ground floor of a two-
storey shop building, the upper floor be-

ing sometimes used as a work room and
store room. This had its disadvantages,
when we got going below, and the heat
opened some cracks in the floor, through
which dust, sawdust, and other things

sifted down, but we knew that we sent

back a fair equivalent in gases, smoke
and foundry or beam dust.

The cupola equipment, ladles, etc., had
been brought from Owen Sound; it was
the old-fashioned style—a square base
plate laid on a brick box foundation, only
open in front; four columns encircled the

shell, and supported the top plate, also

square, upon which the local bricklayer

erected a stack up through the roof to a

safe height, the charging door, of course,

being in it. Fire brick nnd clay had been
provided; so I went to work and lined up
the cupola, springing a small arch over
the tapping pole, placing two tuyeres
in regulation position, and altogether

making a job which called forth the com-
mendation of the local brick artist, who
looked it over and remarked "some job."

We had installed a heater, with a flat

top, or baking cores on, and around this

I piled as much of the new sand as I

could conveniently chop out; and it

promptly went into mud, necessitating a

drying and burning on plates to fit it for

work. This, with a couple of loads of old

sand from the town shops, sufficed for a
start. The soil was a solid clay, and
pretty well frozen before I started to

work. It looked neat when I got floors

levelled along each side, and a marsh up
the middle; but as we heated up and it

got thoroughly thawed out, it went into

various shapes. I put as much dry sand
on top as I could spare, to keep the clay

from sticking to my feet, and made a start

at moulding.

Some plow patterns and flasks had
been purchased in town; some new boxes
were built to suit smaller work, amongst
which was the main article manufactured
in the new works—fanning mills. Now a

set of fanning mill castings consists of
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some 16 pieces, exclusive of the gears;

and as we had no knowledge of snap

flasks or match boards, we had gone on

picking those patterns out one at a time

with a pair of tweezers reversed. We had

attained to a set gate for them, however,

which hastened somewhat the work. But

for one man to do some core work for

the plows and make up a heat of a couple

of plow beams for weight—plow points

were, of course, a snap to fill up with

—

along with this other nest of stuff, and

cultivators, turnip seeders, scufflers, etc.,

and then do his own melting, was likely

to become monotonous.

We had always ground our own fac-

ings, in town, out of anthracite, charcoal,

and sea coal; another 'prentice job; so we

secured enough to start on, though the

half-barrel of inflammable charcoal dust

which I kept stored under the little core

bench, in a corner beside the cupola, was

blamed, much later on, for catching a

spark and eventually setting fire to the

bench, shelves and core boxes against the

brick wall, and eating its way through

the floor above and also the roof, when it

was fortunately discovered and ex-

tinguished.

The millwright of the shop had put

up a home-made fan, not warranted to be

noiseless; so in the merry springtime we

had all ready for the momentous event in

the history of the village, and a goodly

crowd assembled to see the first iron run,

and incidentally to discover how we in-

duced it to run; but they were doomed to

disappointment that day, for though our

new fan went off with a fair volume of

sound, no pressure resulted; no spark

blew from the tapping hole; no sound at

the tuyeres; the fan builder had evident-

ly copied the big open fan of the fanning

mill, and no pressure was gained, so after

nearly an hour of fruitless effort we gave

it up, dropped the bottom and announced

for next evening.

They ripped the thing apart, cut out a

snail shell spiral, and put it up with a

light sheet iron band for a cover. Again

I had all ready, the new fan started with

a more business-like tone, sparks flew,

the tuyere pipes thrilled to the pressure,

and soon a trickle of molten iron appear-

ed. The crowd, again assembled, were

becoming absorbed in the spectacle of the

fizzing fireworks, when with a rending

crash the fan above gave way; the spec-

tators mostly hastened from the scene,

nor stood upon the order of their going.

When we rushed upstairs, we found

that something had got loose; one of the

riveted fan blades, we presumed, and had

made rags of the sheet iron cover, though

forunately without injuring the arms or

sides of the fan. So it was another drop;

this sorting over so much mixed material

from under the cupola was trying, but

we hoped it would not ever be thus.

Next day everything was ready again,

but the crowd was not so large, and they

betrayed an air of uneasiness; but this

time all went well, the molten iron flow-

ed, it was controlled, and ran into the

moulds almost like water, and those who

had persevered got their money's worth.

The only jar was when the top plate,

hiving been cast in a solid ring, upon

getting very hot on the inner side, burst

with a bang, which shook the stack a

little, but did no further damage. To
close the show, I dropped the bottom,
with even a greater show than before of

hot stuff, and finished my reputation, for

the report was around the village next

morning that the bottom had again fallen

out of the furnace.

®
UNIQUE HIGH TEMPERATURE

ALLOYS
By Mark Meredith.

THERE are two metals worth attention

in most places where there are facilities

for making and casting them—one being

what is called "Mitis" iron, which, if

properly made, is a homogeneous form of

wrought iron which, without annealing,

can be bent or forged either hot or cold,

and very well takes the place of mild

steel—it can be case-hardened—and the

other is a form of bronze containing any-
where up to 60 per cent, of iron, but
probably most usefully about 20 per

cent, and which can be rolled and other-

wise worked whilst it is practically in-

corrodible. Both of these to be success-

ful must be made from carbon free iron,

and both must be quickly melted in

closed crucibles to prevent absorption of

carbon in a gaseous state so far as pos-

sible; the successful results in each case

being conditional upon the absence of

carbon, phosphorus and sulphur. Only
the best Swedish iron can be used in the

work, and in the case of the iron only a

small proportion of. scrap arising from
the casting processes can be utilized a

second time, for which reason there must
be an outlet for the scrap metal for

cupola use. The bronze can, of course,

be remelted if properly made with as

pure commercial metals as are obtain-

able.

In the case of the iron castings, there

is little or no saving in cost over or-

dinary annealed malleable castings,

whilst it is possible that even a higher

cost may occur, the chief advantage be-

ing that time is saved, the castings being

ready as soon as made; this not being the

case with the ordinary annealed malle-

able iron castings, which often take a

month or more for delivery. With the

bronze the metal can be produced for 13c

per pound or less, ready for pouring into

the moulds, whilst machined castings are

practically incorrodible when exposed to

the air. There is nothing to prevent

these things being made anywhere so

long as the appliances are in existence,

but this is just where the trouble comes

In making iron castings the iron

should be melted in, roughly, 75-lb. lots

(net), and it should be fluid in about 2 to

2V2 hours; the crucibles are then opened

and aluminum up to 0.5 per cent, added

in the form of ferro-aluminum with an

Al content of from 8 to 10 per cent., the

actual amount being determined in the

laboratorv according to the iron used.

The melting point of the iron will be

somewhere between 1.500 deg. and 1.600

deg. Cent, or from 2,700 deg. to 2,900

dee. Fah.. and it takes about 160 lbs. of

really erood furnace coke to melt each 100

lbs. of iron in a good furnace.

In making the bronze, the iron Ins to

be melted as for the iron castings, and to

this is added the copper at a red heat and
with a melting point of about 1,050 deg.
Cent., or 1,925 deg. Fah.; this being fol-

lowed by the tin or zinc, both of which
melt at a low temperature, and if added
in as hot a state as possible, by the re-

actions caused, no additional heat is ne-
cessary. The alloy when made melts
somewhere between 1,050 deg. and 1,200

deg. Cent., according to content, or, say,

from 1,900 deg. to 2,100 deg. Fah., which
is about the range for cast iron.

As there must be the greatest freedom
from carbon possible, clay or other
crucibles free from carbon must be used,
and, as such crucibles can rarely be used
again after being cooled down, as many
successive melts as possible must be se-

cured for the sake of economy, this

meaning that in practice either single or
multiple pot furnaces must be provided
with forced draught to ensure that the
carbon of the fuel is reduced to the high-
est state of combustion—carbonic acid

—

and it also means that the heat must as
far as possible be held in the furnaces
and not sent up the flues. Of course,

crucibles for this kind of work are stood
on stands to keep them steady and in

position, this assisting in the arrange-
ment of the blast, and as this should not,

as a rule, exceed 3 in. on the water
gauge, there should not be excessive fus-

ing of the walls of the furnaces, pro-

vided dry, or possibly preheated air is

sent in.

To secure high rates of combustion
large volumes of air at just sufficient

pi'essure to cause it to penetrate to all

parts of the fuel should be carefully ar-

ranged, while it is also desirable that the

fuel should be broken to a moderate size

to expose as much surface as possible.

The physical structure of the coke has
much to do with both the volume and
pressure of the air used, and can only be

determined by actual trial at the fur-

naces being operated.

Various forms of furnace can be used,

but in every case the object aimed at

should be that of concentrating the heat
on the crucible or crucibles, which the

particular form of furnace is made to

contain, the mere burning of fuel not al-

ways being equivalent to heating power.
There are many furnaces working well in

various places for both single crucibles

and for three and four crucibles in each

fire, for which reason there should not be

much difficulty in selecting a suitable

form. Only the best workmanship in

erecting and the best material will stand

the intense heat for any time, which in

general practice confines the choice very
largely to fireclay bricks, which in the

best forms will stand up to approxima-
tely 1,700 deg. Cent., and magnesia bricks

uo to 2.150 dee. Cent., whilst chromite

bricks will stand up to 2,000 deg. Cent.

It is really advisable to use the magnesia
bricks, irrespective of cost; however,
with a well constructed and carefully

fired furnace the walls are nof the hot-

test part, and a eood fireclay brick will

stand very well; but all depends on the

bricks, in some cases the method of

manufacture not beiner all that can be

desired, quite irrespective of the content

of the fireclay.



Manufacturing Uses of Low Temperature Electric Ovens
By C. F. Hirshfeld **

The utilization of electric heat on a large scale foxind excellent opportunity in the

japanning of automobile bodies, and investigation of the reasons for the superior quality of

product ha-< yielded much valuable information. Following a detailed description of tin- art

of japanning, tlte author deals- with the application of low-temperature heating to foundry
work and indicates the economics and improvements possible by its use in this industry.

THOSE who have become familiar
with the various uses of elec-

tric furnaces of one Sort and
another have come to recognize
the fact that, in a general sense,
the electric furnace cph not be considered
a commercial competitor of furnaces
heated by combustion. The use of the
electric furnace must make possible the
attainment of something unattainable by
combustion methods or else there is no
possibility of its being used in place of
the older type excepting, possibly, under
very unusual conditions as to the relative

costs of fuel and electrical energy.
If this is true of high-temperature pro-

cesses such as are commonly associated
with electric furnaces it needs no argu-
ment to prove it true for low-temperature
processes in which combustion methods
have a greater advantage on an energy
cost basis, because of the lower tempera-
tures at which the products of combustion
can be discharged.

This condition is frankly admitted, and
it should be understood at the start that
it is not the intention of this paper to

urge the general substitution of electric

heating for combustion heating in low-
temperature proccesses in general, or in

some low-temperature processes ex-

clusively. There are certain low-tem-
perature processes which, under certain

corcumstances. can be conducted to bet-

ter commercial advantage by means of

electric heating than is possible by
means of combustion heating, and it is

the purpose of this paper to point out

some of these processes, some of the phe-
nomena connected therewith which indi-

cate the advisability of heating electri-

cally, and some of the possibilities which
electric heating unfolds.

Electric Heating Not New
The term low temperature is not exact,

but for present purposes may be taken as

referring to temperatures below about
290 deg. C. (554 deg. P.). Such tempera-
tures are below practically all commercial
metal-melting temperatures but are com-
mon in numerous baking and drying
operations which form a surprisingly

large part of industrial processes.

The exploitation of electric heating for

such low temperatures in industrial prac-

tice is really comparatively old, since

numerous small electrically heated appli-

ances operating at such temperaturea
have been used as a matter of conveni-

ence in manufacturing establishments for

a number of years. During the past few
years, however, the use of electric heating

for such temperatures has' been adopted in

cases calling for the installation of equip-

ments with capacities ranging from
several hundred to several thousand kilo-

watts. This is obviously a different sort

of a proposition, and must be based on a
far broader consideration than mere con-

venience.

The best example of the extensive adop-
tion of electric heating for low-tempera-
ture work is furnished by the electric

japanning equipment installed during the
past few years. For this reason this in-

fig. l.

dustry will be discussed at some length.

The name "japan" originally referred
to a sort of liquid lacquer or varnish made
from vegetable sources in Japan and used
as a protective or decorative coating on
objects made of wood and other materials.

This original japan was converted into a
hard, brilliant material by exposure to

sunlight. At the present time the word
japan is used as a sort of collective title

for a number of paint-like materials
which are intended to be baked at various
temperatures between 100 deg. C. (212

•Paper presented at the general meeting of the
American Electrochemical Society. Detroit. 1917.

"Chief of Research Department. The Detroit
Edison Co.

FIG. 2.

deg. F.) and 260 deg. C. (500 deg. F.) and
which are generally used for decorative

or protective coatings on metal objects.

Originally, these baking japans were
much like varnishes to which pigments
had been added, but as the development of
industry made more and more specific

demands the number of japans manufac-
tured was greatly increased and many
different type formulas were adopted. At
the present time one can purchase under
the name of "japan" materials varying all

the way from combinations of pigments
with driers, linseed oil and expensive

gums to materials which are little more
than Gilsonite or other asphaltic com-
pound carried in a suitable solvent with
enough oil or similar material to make it

resilient after baking. Driers are often
included in the mixture, but this is not a
universal practice.

The changes which occur during the
baking of these japans are very compli-
cated, and are not yet entirely analyzed
from the scientific standpoint. It is cer-
tain that the solvent partly or wholly
evaporates during the baking, and it is

also certain that the oils and gums under-
go oxidation and polymerization. It is

also probable that complicated reactions
occur between the numerous varieties of
hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon deriva-
tives present in the mixture.
The general lack of exact knowledge is

shown by the fact that few, if any, makers
of japan can predict the behavior of their
materials under unusual conditions.
At the present time a number of chem-

ists who have been specially trained in the
technology of paints and varnishes are at
work on japans, and it is probable that
more exact information with regard to
these materials will be available in the
future.

Former Status of Japanning

When electric baking of japan was first

considered a few years ago, it was found
that practically all japanning practice
was of an empirical character. Moreover,
no two japanners seemed to agree upon
the proper methods of applying and bak-
ing a given japan even when all essential
variables, such as weight and character
of work, were the same. Discussion of the
various problems with many users and
with many makers of japans brought out
the fact that practically all agreed upon
certain rules and regulations, but that
there was a large mass of so-called trade
secrets which were, partly or wholly,
mutually contradictory.

Obviously, this particular art had not
yet progressed beyond the empirical state.
Scientific analysis had not been exten-
sively undertaken, no consistent mass of
scientifically accurate facts had been ac-
cumulated, and operators were hired on
the basis of a self-advertised collection of
rules of thumb combined with most won-
derful and weird imaginary charms of
various sorts for insuring excellent re-
sults. The executives responsible for fac-
tory production were entirely at the mercy
of these self-styled experts, some of whom
were really remarkably clever men, but
many of whom could really lay no claim to
such a title. It is not surprising that
under such conditions, the japanning room
should have been a source of constant
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worry. On one day very satisfactory re-

sults were obtained, and on the next all

sorts of imperfections appeared.
In many establishments an average re-

jection of as much as 10 per cent, of the

finished work was regarded as a charac-

teristic of japanning processes and was
taken as a matter of course. In some in-

stances on record rejection of over 50

per cent, for several days in succession

occurred at irregular intervals.

After many abortive efforts to find

means of studying what actually occur-

red during baking it was decided to re-

sort to the microscope, in the hope that

surface structure might throw some
light on the matter. The results obtain-

ed greatly exceeded anticipations.

Microscopic Structure

A typical structure resulting from bak-

ing japan slowly in a direct-fired gas
oven is shown in Fig. 1. This is a repro-

duction of a microphotograph. The
straight and curved lines have no signi-

ficance, the pock-marked surface being

the feature of interest. Several perfect

craters, which show at different points in

the figure, indicate the probable origin of

the pock marks as collapsed craters.

The formation of these craters seems to

be typical of all baking methods in which
the heating is done by means of hot gases

bathing the work. It is possible that their

occurrence may be explained by what may
be called sub-surface vaporization. Ima-
gine, for instance, that the diagonally

hatched part of Fig. 2 represents a part

section of a piece of metal and that the

horizontally hatched part represents a

section through a coat of japan applied to

the surface of the metal. Assume now
that hot gases, such as heated air or hot

products of combustion, pass horizont-

ally over the surface as indicated by the

arrows.
It is obvious that vaporization of the

solvent will occur at the surface of the

liquid japan and that the temperature of

the surface will be raised rapidly. Chem-
ical change will, therefore, occur first at

the exposed surface, and it seems pro-

bable that this surface films over rapidly.

FIG. 3.

The condition would then be similar to

that in a can of paint which has been
left open to the atmosphere for several

days; there would be a rather tough film

on the side next the air with practically

unchanged material below. If a can of

paint in this conditon be imagined to be
heated from below to such an extent as
to cause vaporization of some of the con-
stituents one of two things must happen;

either the vapor must work its way along
the under side of the film until it reaches
the walls of the can and escapes or it must
blow a crater in the film and escape in that
way. In the case of japanned surfaces
heated from the outside such subsurface
vaporization could only escape through
the surface, as there is ordinarily no break
such as occurs at the wall of the can as-

sumed above. The microphotograph re-

produced in Fig. 1 would seem to indi-

cate that vapors do escape through the
surface while this is still in a somewhat
plastic condition.

These craters are probably partly self-

sealing, as the process is ordinarily con-

ducted, but it is obvious from the illustra-

tion that the healing is not perfect. A
collection of such craters is all that is

necessary to account for poor gloss and
poor weathering qualities.

It would be expected that the crater

formation would be least severe with very
long bakes, with gradually rising tem-
perature, that it would be most severe
with short time bakes and steep tempera-
ture gradients, and that a very short

bake might actually result in pushing off

flakes of the crater surface. No evidence

of such flaking has been found, but
finished work has been known to flake in

a way which suggested a possibility of

such a cause.

In Fig. 3 is shown a microphotograph
of a piece of work directly comparable
with that shown in Fig. 1. The metal was
exactly the same in both cases, the pieces

were prepared and dipped in the same
japan, at the same time by the same man.
They were dipped exactly alike and then
baked, one in a direct-fired gas oven for

90 minutes and the other in an electrically

heated oven for 45 minutes. It is obvious

that the electrically baked piece has
smaller and more evenly distributed

craters, and that the surface is more
perfect.

Similar comparative photographs of

second and third coats show far more
perfect surfaces resulting from electric

heating. Reproductions of microphoto-
graphs of the fluid coats are given as Figs.

4 and 5. It is perfectly obvious that the

electrically baked coat shown in Fig. 5

is much smoother and more perfect than
the other which was baked by pure con-

vection heating. It should be noted that

many, if not all, of the large black spots

which show in these two figures are small

particles of carbon and that tney were
probably thrown out of the volatiles by a

species of cracking, in contact with the

air used for ventilation.

Remarkable Time Saving

It is interesting to note that the baking
of the coats in the gas oven consumed a

total of 5% hours while the three corres-

ponding coats were baked electrically in

2 hours and 40 minutes.

Inspection of pieces baked in direct-

fired gas ovens and similar pieces baked
in electrically heated ovens always shows
that the electrically baked material has a

higher and more perfect gloss or finish.

This could be accounted for by assum-
ing some action between products of com-
bustion and the japan itself, and some

evidence seems to indicate such action

under certain conditions. However, in

view of the microphotographs already re-

ferred to and the explanation given to ac-

count for the craters, it seems more likely

that the difference is due to the way in

which heat is applied.

As a matter of fact, practically all heat
transferred to the work in a direct-fired

gas oven is carried to it by hot gases, that

is, the transfer is by convection. In an

FIG. 4.

electrically heated oven at least part of
the heat is brought to the work in the
same way because of the circulation of
oven atmosphere set up by the presence
of the heaters. The rest of the heat is

transferred by radiation from the hot
heaters, and it seems probable that the
action of the heat received in this way is

different from that received by convec-
tion. It is at least probable that radiant
energy penetrates the japan coat to a
considerable depth before being entirely

absolved and converted into heat, and this

causes more rapid setting of the inner
portions of that coat.

If craters are due to the causes assumed
above, it should be possible to eliminate
them entirely by baking the japan in a
reversed direction, that is, from the inside

out. This can be done electrically by heat-
ing the metal itself either by the direct

passage of current or by induced eddy
currents.

Methods of Applying Heat

Certain experiments were conducted on
a small scale for the purpose of determin-
ing the relative effects of baking by pure
convection, baking by combined radiation

and convection and baking by heating of

the metal itself. For this purpose similar
samples, dipped in the same japan, were
baked in bottles. For convection baking
filtered air was heated in an electric oven
to the proper temperature and was then
drawn through a bottle in such a way as

to make it bathe the enclosed sample. For
combined convection and radiation, the

sample was surrounded by electric heat-

ers enclosed with it in a bottle, the vola-

tiles being drawn off and circulation being

maintained by means of a small labora-

tory pump. For baking by internal heat-

ing the bottle and its enclosed sample were
suspended in an alternating magnetic
field of sufficient intensity to give the

desired temperature gradient. During
baking volatiles were removed by a small

laboratory pump as before.

Inspection showed the sample baked by
convection heating to have the poorest
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surface and that baked by internal heat-

ing very obviously had the highest gloss

and most perfect surface. It was hoped
that reproduction of micro-photographs
of these samples could be given in this

paper, but it was unfortunately impos-
sible to prepare them in time for inclu-

sion.

It is of particular interest to note that
baking by internal heating is essentially
an electric method, and that it is far

removed in every way from methods pre-
viously in use. It is further important to

note that with this mothod a maximum
metal temperature of the order of 170
deg. C. (338 deg. F.) and a bake of 15

minutes are perfectly capable of giving
better results than can be obtained with
external electric heating with 45-minute
bake and a maximum temperature of 230
deg. C. (446 deg. F.). It seems probable
that one coat baked in this way will prove
the equal of two or three baked by the
older methods. The effect of all this upon
energy charges for a given weight of
metal baked is perfectly obvious.

It seems hardly necessary to discuss at

greater length the various phases of the
japanning art. It should be evident that
electric heating opens up opportunities
for improving the product and the pro-
duction methods used in obtaining that
product. It should also be evident that
electric heating is capable of reducing
factory operations in this field to so exact
a procedure that accurate laboratory con-
trol is made possible. With industrial
conditions brought to this point it becomes
possible for research chemists to work to

advantage toward the improvement of the
japans themselves and toward the im-
provement of the methods of their utiliza-

tion.

Application to Foundry Work

An equally promising field exists in

foundry core rooms. The baking of foun-
dry cores is at present a most haphazard
process in the majority of foundries. A
casual inspection of one batch of exactly
similar cores will generally show colors
varying from a light tan or even lemon-
yellow to a dark chocolate brown. One of
the numerous varieties is certainly better
than all the rest, and it would seem de-
sirable to determine which one is the best
for a given set of conditions and then to

make all of them like it.

Preliminary experiments conducted for
the purpose of discovering whether the
essential properties of cores varied as

FIG. 5.

greatly as their colors gave most astound-
ing results. Strength was taken as ref-

erence in this case, although admittedly
it is only one of numerous properties
which must be considered in defining a

perfect core.

One set of experiments was made upon
exactly similar cores, made of the same

materials and tamped to the same extent.
They were baked at different rates and
also with different maximum tempera-
tures. Curves of strength plotted against
time of bake and also plotted against
maximum temperatures were sharply
domed in all cases, and showed variations

of several hundred per cent, in any one
case. Samples of these cores were shown
to experienced foundry men after rup-

ture, so that both exterior and interior

were visible, and they picked out as good
cores which had shown relative varia-

tions of over 100 per cent.

Another set of experiments was made
to determine the effect of air circulation.

Again a number of exactly similar cores

were tested. Baking methods were alike
in every respect excepting for the quan-
tity of air drawn over the core during
baking. Strength of core was plotted

against quantity of air passed in unit

time, and again a sharply domed curve
was obtained. Apparently, excess air is

detrimental, though not to the same ex-

tent as a deficiency of air. What is most
important is the demonstration that some
definite quantity of air gives the best re-

sults.

Probable Developments

It seems probable that investigation will

show that porosity, brittleness, character
of surface, and all of the other properties
which must be considered in connection
with cores will be affected in some such
way as strength has been shown to be
affected by the variables studied. If this

is true, it certainly seems as though the
foundries which carefully study their pro-
duction methods and costs will ultimately
demand more perfect control of the core-

baking process. When this time arrives
it seems probable that electric heating will

play a part similar to that which it has
played in the japanning field during the
past few years.
As a matter of fact, there are now in

operation several electrically heated core-

baking ovens, and their users all appear
highly enthusiastic over the results at-

tained.
The core problem appears to the author

as one of the most promising fields for
combined chemical and engineering in-

vestigation, and he feels certain that im-
provements such as those shown possible

in japanning will appear insignificant in

comparison with these which are possible

of attainment in the core room.
Japanning and core-baking have been

used as examples because of the tremen-
dous extent of both of these industries,

and because it happens to be possible to

record the results of a small amount of

experimental work in both of these fields.

It must not be assumed, however, that
they represent the only possibilities for

the application of electricity to low-tem-
perature baking.
There are numerous other low-tempera-

ture baking processes, and the majority
are in the same undeveloped state as are
the two cited above. One very important
field in which little has been done is the
baking of food stuffs, such as bread and
other cereal products. Electric heating
has been applied to the baking of such
materials in several cases with very grati-

fying results, improving both the appear-
ance and quality of the product.

In conclusion, it is well to call attention

to the fact that the introduction of elec-

trical methods for such purposes as enum-
erated above should be of particular in-

terest to the chemist, because it makes it

possible to reproduce on an industrial
scale a sequence of operations and condi-
tions which have been worked out on a
small scale in the laboratory. It makes it

possible to control industrial production
to the same extent that laboratory investi-
gations are controllable, and it thus opens
to the chemist in the industrial field a
tremendous opportunity for improvement
of product and increased production.

CANADIAN STEEL OUTLOOK
A MEETING of prominent manufactur-
ers was held at Ottawa recently to
discuss the serious situation that has
developed because of the embargo on the
export of steel products from the United
States. War has increased the demand,
both domestic and foreign, for steel pro-
ducts made in the United States. Muni-
tion and ordnance plants, shipyards and
other industries in Britain and other
allied countries, in Canada and in the
United States are calling for supplies of
ship and boiler plates, angles and other
rolled forms used in vessel and other
construction. To control the disposition
of the output of these products, the
United States has prohibited exportation
except under license and has established
a priority board, such as exists in Great
Britain, to pronounce upon applications
for such licenses. The list of articles

covered by the proposition includes boil-

er tubes of iron and steel, chrome nickel

steel, ferro-manganese, ferrosilicon,

ferro-vanadium, iron and steel ship,

boiler and tank plates one-eighth of an
inch thick and heavier and wider than
six inches, pig iron, scrap iron, scrap
steel, spiegeleisen steel billets, steel

blooms, steel ingots, steel bars, steel

slabs, tin plate and tungsten.
The stocks of certain of these pro-

ducts for which Canada has depended
upon the United States are stated to

be running low. Hence manufacturers
are faced with the necessity of consider-

ing the question of securing further

supplies. Some of the articles included

in the United States list are produced
in Canada and some of them may be
produced by extensions of existing

plants. Ship plates and larger sizes of

shapes and angles for shipbuilding and
of structural steel are not made in Can-

ada.

The steel manufacturers have, there-

fore, met to consider the situation and

are taking steps to estimate their im-

mediate requirements in the products,

which cannot be freely exported from

the United States, showing in detail, the

quantities and the specific purpose for

which the goods are required. These

statements will he presented to Sir

George Foster and the Trade and Com-
merce Department will forward them

through the British Ambassador at

Washington to the United States Prior-

ity Board with such backing as can he

given them. To what extent that body

will satisfy Canadian demands cannot

be predicted. There is a feeling that
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materials needed for war purposes, in-

cluding the carrying out of the ship-

building programme, may be granted in

full. Consideration will be given next
to the applications for materials for in-

dustries indirectly connected with war
activities and for transportation, such
as for building locomotives. Finally,

the requirements of other industries will

be taken up. Should the demands of in-

dustries of this class not be met the

erection of bridges and large buildings
might perhaps be retarded.

Those present at the conference were:
F. O. T. Ohara, Deputy Minister of

Trades and Commerce; P. L. Miller, of

the Canadian Vickers Co., representing
the shipbuilding industry; R. M. Davy,
of the Dominion Bridge Co., D. D.
Fraser, of the Montreal Locomotive Co.;

R. Harmer, of the Sawyer-Massey Co.,

for the manufacturers of farm machin-
ery; T. McC. Hutchinson, representing
merchants handling plates for general
trade; F. R. Humphage, Walkerville, for
firms using high carbon and alloy steel;

C. A. Waterous, of the Waterous Engine
Co., for the builders of boilers, tanks,

pulp and general machinery. In addi-

tion, representatives will be appointed

for the car builders, railways and foun-

dry men. Three representatives will

get in touch with firms throughout
Canada to learn their needs.

®
U. S. PIG IRON PRICES FIXED

E. H. GARY, Chairman of the Commit-
tee on Steel and Steel Products of the

American Iron and Steel Institute, has
issued the following statement:—"By
agreement between the General Commit-
tee on Steel and Steel Products of the

American Iron and Steel Institute and
the War Industries Board, approved by
the President, the base price of No. 2

foundry iron and also basic iron was fix-

ed at $33 per gross ton, f.o.b. cars at

furnace.

"From these base prices the sub-com-
mittee on pig iron, iron ore and lake

transportation has reported to the gen-

eral committee a list of differentials

which the general committee believes as

fair and reasonable and in accordance
with the usages of the trade, and there-

fore recommends to the iron industry

that the same be adopted to take effect

immediately. It is hoped that there will

be no hesitancy in accepting this recom-
mendation.

"The grade of No. 2 foundry iron to

be equivalent in analysis to: silicon,

$1.75 to $2.25; sulphur, not over .05.

No. 2 soft southern iron equivalent to

No. 2 foundry of same silicon content.

"Differentials from the above base

price for No. 2 foundry iron to be made
for the following changes in specifica-

tions:

—

"Foree or mill iron, $1 per gross ton

under base.

"Foundry iron running silicon $1 to

$1.75, .50 per gross ton under base.

"Foundry iron running silicon $2.25

to $2.75, .50 per gross ton over base.

"Foundry iron running silicon $2.75

to $3.25, $1.50 per gross ton over base.

"Foundry iron in excess of $3.25 sili-

con and $1 per gross ton for each V2

per cent, of silicon over the price for

$3.25 silicon iron.

"Manganese, sulphur and phosphorus
variations to be adjusted as formerly
customary in each district, having res-

pect to the base price.

"Where iron is sold by fracture the

usual grading prevailing in each district

to continue.

"Malleable iron, .50 per gross ton

above base.

"Bessemer iron, 10 per cent, per gross

ton above base.

"Basic iron, base price.

"Charcoal iron—Southern or warm
biast charcoal iron, a maximum of $10
per gross ton above base for iron rang-
ing .40 to .60 phosphorus, and silicon

$1 to $2.

"For grades running below these

analyses corresponding reductions as

usual to the trade to be made.
"Cold blast charcoal iron a maximum

of $22 per gross ton above base, with
customary reductions for lower grades,

as recognized by the trade.

"Lake Superior iron $2.50 per gross

ton above base for iron averaging $1.25

silicon. Other grades to be adjusted as

per the custom of the trade, depending
upon the silicon, phosphorus and man-
ganese contents of the iron.

"All of these charcoal iron differen-

tials to be considered in connection with

the base price.

"High silicon or silvery iron—For iron

containing 6 per cent, silicon, $7 per

gross ton above base; 7 per cent, silicon,

$9 per gross ton above base; 8 per cent,

silicon, $11.50 per gross ton above base;

9 per cent, silicon, $14 per gross ton

above base; 10 per cent, silicon, $17 per

gross ton above base.

"Three dollars per gross ton advance
for each 1 per cent, silicon for 11 per

cent, and over.

"Bessemer ferro-silicon—For iron con-

taining 10 per cent, silicon, $22 per gross

ton above base; 11 per cent, silicon,

$25.30 per gross ton above base; 12 per

cent, silicon, $28.60 per gross ton above

base.

"Low phosphorus iron—Iron contain-

ing phosphorus and sulphur not exceed-

ing .04 and silicon not exceeding 2 per

cent. For copper bearing iron, $17 per

gross ton above base; for copper free

iron, $20 per gross ton above base.

"A sliding scale of $1.50 per gross ton

advance for each reduction in phos-

phorus of .005 per cent, below .04, and
$1.75 per gross ton for each 1 per cent,

of silicon in excess of 2 per cent."

®

It is understood that materials required
in the manufacture of agricultural im-
plements for railway equipment and for
shipbuilding will be licensed for export
to Canada. The following materials are
included in the list of export restric-

tions:

U.S. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS

THE United States Government has
placed export restrictions on a large

number of products except when for

war or directly contributory purposes.

Industries in Canada not engaged in

work which mi^ht be stated to be for

war purposes or directly contributory

thereto may suffer great hardships

through the shutting off of supplies of

necessarv raw materials from the States.

Acetone
Alcohol
Aluminum
Ammonnia salts
Ammonia nitrate
Anhydrous ammonia
Arsenate of lead
Arsenate of soda
Boiler tube (iron and

steel)

Carbolic acid (phenol)
Castor oil and castor
beans

Chrome nickle steel

Cyanide of sodium
Ferro-manganese
Ferro-silicon
Ferro-vanadium
Iron and steel plates,

including ship, boiler,
tank and other iron
and steel plates ys of
an inch thick, and
heavier and wider
than 6 inches, whe-
ther plain or fabri-
cated.

Mercury salts
Nitrate of soda
Nitric acid
Nitric salts

gen-
for

Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
Pig iron
Potash and chlorate of
potash

Potassium salts

Saltpeter
Scrap iron
Scrap steel
Searchlights and

erators (suited
Army and Navy use)

Soldium sulphite
Spiegeleisen
Stearin and stearic

acid
Steel billets

Steel blooms
Steel ingots
Steel sheet bars
Steel slabs
Sugar
Sulphate of ammonia
Sulphur and sulphuric

acid
Superphosphate
Tin plate
Toluol
Tungsten
Wireless apparatus

U.S. GOVERNMENT FIXING STEEL
PRICES

THE War Industries Board, Washing-
ton is prepared to extend Government
control to the entire steel trade. The
fixing of prices for plates, shapes, bars
and pig iron was but the beginning, and
before the board finishes there will be
150 articles of steel manufactured under
fixed prices. This will be clone even if

Congress fails to pass the Pomerene bill

providing for Government control of

iron and steel products.

. Should that bill become a law, the

Government will have specific authority

to name the maximum price for every
article in the iron and steel trade, but
if it does not pass, the same tactics will

be adopted as were used in dealing with

the four articles named. The Govern-

ment will enter into an agreement with

the manufacturers under which they will

bind themselves to charge stipulated

prices for all the 150 articles. These

prices will apply not only to the United

States Government, but to the Allies and

the general public.

-@-

FUEL REGULATIONS ISSUED
AN order-in-council has been passed by
the Dominion Government authorizing

regulations issued by the Fuel Controller

for Canada, respecting the importation

and sale of coal, which go into effect in

November.
Provision is made for the licensing of

all importers and dealers in coal now
doing business in Canada, and that may,
hereafter, desire to do so. Application

must be made to the Fuel Controller be-

fore November 21, by registered letter,

for a dealer's or importer's permit.

Heavy penalties are provided for doing

business without permit. Provision is

also made for the cancellation of per-
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mits in cases whore any dealer has been
found guilty of giving short weighs or

where any other sufficient cause exists.

Under the regulations every mine
operator in Canada must forthwith enter

into an agreement with the Fuel Con-
troller fixing the maximum prices per

ton he may charge for the output of his

mine.

The most far-reaching provision of

the new regulations are those dealing

with dealers' commissions and profits.

Brokers are allowed a maximum of 30

cents per ton for their services, whole-

salers a maximum of 35 cents per ton,

and retail dealers a sum not exceeding

50 cents per ton. These maximum pro-

fits are allowed over and above reason-

able overhead and handling charges, and

will effectually do away with profiteer-

ing in coal.

®
BRINELL HARDNESS TESTING

MACHINE
A SIMFLE and accurate device for test-

ing' the hardness of metals is found in

the improved model Brinell testing ma-
chine, which is a development of the

common "ball and indentation" method
for determining the degree of hardness

of the metal undergoing test. The in-

dentation or Brinell method, which is

now very largely employed, consists in

pressing a hardened steel sphere, which
will not undergo deformation, into the

surface of the metal to be tested and
measuring the diameter or preferably the

depth of the indentation. The degree

of hardness may he computed by divid-

ing the total load or force acting on the

ball, by the nrea of indentation in the

test sample, this area being determined

by direct observation of the diameter of

the circular depression by means of a

convenient form of microscope.

While this method of computing the

hardness numeral yields very valuable

results, it is quite generally conceded

that more accurate results are obtain-

able from direct measurements of the

depth of the indentation in the test piece

rather than the diameter of indentation.

The Bureau of Standards and other lab-

oratories have found that the plastic

flow of the metal of the specimen, when
pressure is applied in the ball, introduces

uncertainties in the measurements of

diameter, which do not arise when depth
measurements are employed. This is a

valuable point in favor of the latter

method because the depth of indentation

is directly proportional to the amount
of pressure applied, while the diameter

of indentation is not. Another advant-

age in using this machine with depth

gauge, is that the extra operation of

measuring the diameter of indentation

is done away with and the personal

equation is entirely el'min^ted.

The machine is a hydraulic press con-

sisting of a heavy base in which the

hydraulic power ereneraHon and trans-

mission .is provided; the upper neck

formed with the base into a single piece

casting:, carrying: the hydraulic piston,

upon the end of which is mounted the

standard hardened steel ball, 10 milli-

meters in diameter; and two pressure
gauges. As shown in the figure, the
depth gauge is mounted directly on the

piston rod and reads the depth of the

indentation accurately. The hydraulic

pressure is produced by an easy turning

spindle wheel, permitting a steady and
finely regulated increase and decrease of

pressure. The liquid employed is gly-

cerine and the plunger of the press is

constructed with a glycerine seal or trap

so that no air can leak in behind the

plunger during the compression.

The operation of the machine is simple

and requires no special training nor

does it involve any calculations. To
make the test, the specimen to be tested

is placed on the automatic levelling

stage, mounted on the spindle, which

BRINELL HARDNESS TESTING MACHINE.

permits irregularly shaped pieces to be
tested, and any size up to 15 inches can
be accommodated. The spindle is fed

up to the stationary ball by turning the
handwheel until the sample just touches
the ball and the pointers of the depth
gauge tend to register. The initial scale

reading on the depth gauge is noted and
the pressure applied slowly by turning

the handwheel clockwise until the pres-

sure gauge on the top of the machine in-

dicates 3.000 kilograms, if hard metal is

being tested, or 500 kilograms if the

metal is soft. After the pressure has
been acting for 1% minutes, the reading
of both pointers on the depth gauge may
be taken, which completes the mechani-
cal part of the work and the pressure

may then be removed.
The mean of the two scale readings,

using the figures noted on the scale, mul-
tiplied by 0.2 will give the depth of the*
indentation in millimetres. ' A convenient
way to compute the depth of the inden-
tation in millimetres is to add the two
scale deflections and divide by 10. The
hardness numeral is then found by re-

ferring to the table for depth measure-
ments. A microscopic attachment can
also be supplied for measuring the diam-
eter of the indentation should that me-
thod be followed.

The weight of the machine complete is

about 550 pounds.
The machine, which is the product of

the Scientific Materials Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa., is carefully, substantially, and ac-

curately constructed.

©
1917 CANADIAN COAL OUTPUT

THE mines branch of the Department of

Mines, Ottawa, has received from the
principal coal mine operators returns of

their production during the first three
months of 1917 on the basis of which the

following estimates have been made of

total production during this period. Ac-
cording to these estimates the total pro-

duction of coal during the first quarter of
1917 was 3,590,991 short tons, compris-
ing 1,233,934 tons in January; 1,143,956
tons in February, and 1,213,101 tons in

March.

The record would appear to show that
the average rate of production in Nova
Scotia and British Columbia was less

than the average rate of production dur-

ing 1916, but greater in the Provinces of

New Brunswick, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta.

The exports of coal during the three

months were 501,570 tons, as against
exports of 737,744 tons during the cor-

responding period of 1916.

The imports of coal during the three

months were 3,921,824 tons, as against

imports of 4,002.892 tons during the cor-

responding period of 1916.

The production of oven coke during
the first three months of 1917 was 308,-

690 tons—the imports during the same
period being 207,139 tons, and the ex-

ports 5,606. tons.

WHAT is claimed as the tallest chimney
in the world was recently completed for

a copper smelter at Sagonoseki, Japan.
It is constructed of concrete, 570 ft. high
26% ft. inside diameter at the top, an:i

42 ft. in diameter at the base. The great
height was decided on to carry the fumes
from the smelter to an altitude that

would avoid killing the surrounding veg-

etation. The foundation, which is 95 ft.

in diameter, contains 2,700 cubic yards
of concrete. For 150 ft. the chimney is

reinforced by a concrete lining separated
from outer shell by a 5 ft. air space.

The opening at the base is 31 ft. high and
20 ft. wide. The flue connecting the fur-

naces and chimney is 30 ft. in diameter,

and 2.500 ft. long, and is provided with
openings for cleaning:. In the construc-

tion of the chimney 400 tons of steel were
used.
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CANADA TO AID UNITED STATES

JUST as the various phases of the war and its ever in-

creasing demands have time and again exceeded the

most sanguine hopes, so they would seem to render fu-

tile any attempt to forecast accurately the extent to which

United States requirements will draw upon Canadian re-

sources. Some slight idea may be gained from the state-

ment that when the United States authorities were ready

to place contracts for thirty-three million 75-millimetre

shells, the utmost capacity available there only totalled

eleven and a half million, based on delivery by Oct. 1, 1918.

The urgency of the situation caused immediate considera-

tion to be given to Canadian capacity, much of which was
dormant or running at reduced output.

The 75-mm. shell, which is approximately the same

size as the British 3.3 in., is of the high explosive type,

and this size has, in view of the location of the United

States front in France, been adopted for use, in this war

at any rate, as the United States standard. The degree to

which France's gun production has been expanded, and the

fact that shells can be obtained rapidly and in great excess

of the corresponding American gun production are obvious

factors influencing the decision to use this shell.

Just here the value of our past experience in shell

making becomes apparent. Not a few factories changed

from 18-pdr. shrapnel to 18-pdr. high explosive and then

back again to shrapnel. The trouble involved, however

unpleasant at the time, is now proving its own recom-

pense. The attitude of the American Government is thus

expressed by certain individuals in close touch with de-

velopments: "The Canadian manufacturer can get all the

3 in. high explosive shell orders from the United States

that he can undertake; they will insist on deliveries right

to the day; and the only basis for orders will be past

performances." The intention of Washington authorities

is, we understand, to put Canadian orders on a fair busi-

ness basis, our information being to the effect that "they

would certainly favorably consider a Canadian firm who
had a plant already equipped before placing an order with

an American or any other firm who were not equipped."

On Nov. 9, a special telegram from Washington
stated: "American firms insist on delivery guaranteed, and

think Canadian Government or Imperial Munitions Board
should be responsible for fulfilment of contracts on time."

Later developments have confirmed this announcement,

and the close touch maintained by the Imperial Munitions

Board with the numerous shell factories in the Dominion
since the slowing down of production will insure the im-

mediate placing of very many contracts in the most suit-

able and desirable quarters.

Of almost equal importance to munitions production is

that of building engines, boilers and marine auxiliary

equipment for the gigantic output of ships now rapidly

assuming shape in the States. Demands on firms capable

of handling general engineering work are growing in in-

sistency, as evidenced by several American firms now
building vessels for the Emergency Fleet Board, and who
are now in a position to let sub-contracts to Canadian
firms for equipment. Nautical instruments are also in-

cluded in the equipment for which the Board is now in the

market, so that the field is wide enough to include almost

all varieties of our metal-working plants.

An important point, and one which will influence and
also greatly facilitate the securing of contracts, is that,

whether negotiating with the individual builders referred

to, or with the Board direct, our manufacturers should

state clearly and completely, in the first instance, the par-

ticular specialty or specialties they are prepared to fur-

nish. Failing this, and in the absence of specific know-
ledge of marine requirements, a full statement of past

activities and type of product, together with such evidence

as will convince the contractors of the firm's ability to

meet new and varied demands, should be submitted with-

out delay.

Official announcement is pending regarding the reported

transfer of 400,000 tons of Japanese shipping to the

Atlantic Ocean. This fact alone indicates the gravity of

the situation, the necessity for speeding up everything

beyond all preconceived limits, the possible extent to

which Canada must yet exert herself, and the impossibility

of considering any other than a successful termination to

hostilities.
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THE USE OF ACIDS AND BASES IN
THE PRODUCTION AND MAIN-
TENANCE OF CLEAN MET-

ALLIC SURFACES—II.

By Abe Winter.

IN
the substitution of cold rolled

steel for sheet brass in the manu-
facturing of various products, a

matte surface is often required and
many platers have found a matte
steel surface rather difficult to pro-

duce. The cold rolled steel may be
matte finished quite as easily as

sheet brass after the plater has become
acquainted with the peculiarities of the

process we here describe. This steel

matting method permits the plater to

utilize the old bright dipping solution and
is so closely allied to the latter that no
serious failures should attend its adop-
tion. A stoneware crock of at least 15

gallons capacity should be installed in a

convenient corner of a tank of cold

water. If the quantity of steel to be
treated in one day is considerable we
would advise a larger crock. Into the

stoneware crock pour about five gallons

of the old bright dipping acid and add
about five gallons of fresh bright dip-

ping acid which has previously been pre-

pared and become cold. A quantity of

this mixture should be prepared and kept
in readiness for replenishing the dip, and
is composed of one gallon of nitric acid

to two gallons 6f sulphuric acid.

Clean the steel in the usual manner
and immerse in the mixture, keeping the

steel in motion, preferably perpendicular

to the container, after a few seconds re-

move and rinse in cold water inspect the

results quicklv and repeat the immersions
with perpendicular motion until the de-

sired matte is obtained. As the dip ages,

the duration of treatment will become
materially reduced and the operator will

experience little difficulty in reproducing

the exact effect in a speedv manner.
Adjusting the Dip

When the dip is working correctly the

steel surface will be gray in color and

clean after rinsing, but continuous use of

the dip causes the solution to become
auite warm and in this condition pro-

duces a black surface on the steel. At
this staee we employ approximately six

quarts of the new acid mixture kept in

reserve, and bv adding this amount to

the operating din we restore the cleanly

working conditions desired.

A few suggestions which mav assist

the plater during the trial neriod are as

follows: Free the steel surface of surplus

water before each immersion, water de-

creases the power of the dip. Do not

defer the addition of new acid mixture

when rise in temperature of solution is

indicated. If after a few davs the dip

refuses to produce usual results, siphon

off the acid and remove the precipitate

which has formed, return the solution to

the crock and proceed as heretofore

stated if replenishments are necessary.

If an old bright acid dip is not obtain-

able for this process the dip may be pre-

pared by dissolving about one pound of

steel drillings in each three gallons of

new acid mixture. The steel surfaces

treated in this dip may receive subse-

quent deposits of any metal usually em-
ployed on matte dipped brass or nickel

silver goods, by judicious use of the cop-

per or brass baths and the cost of the

final product is greatly reduced.

Removing Pastes and Greases From
Plated Surfaces

The time and labor required to wash
the plated product after the final color-

ing is many times the cause of serious

delay in the progress of the article

through the factory. Generally an article

in the course of manufacture is regard-

ed to release a carrier pigeon from the

was a very simple matter. Craig arrang-
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ed as practically finished when it leaves

the plating department after the plating

operation, yet we have seen great quan-
tities of such parts piled high before a

boy or girl who worked unceasingly from
morn till night, washing, scrubbing and
wiping the pieces in an endeavor to

"catch up" to the buffer. Aside from the

annoyance of these delays the cost is

usually greater than necessary. A sheet

iron tank equipped as for plating and
connected with the source of current, and
containing a solution composed of M
lb. whale oil soap, V2 lb. soda *>«h, a^v!

V2 oz. of cyanide per gallon of water, will

serve as a very valuable agent in the

speeding up of the final washing opera-

tion.

Nickel plated castings which usually

require soaking and brushing may be

quickly and thoroughly cleaned by this

solution if a strong electric current is

npplied. If the articles are removed
from the solution at regular intervals

the plated surface will be faultlessly

clean and lustrous, lengthy immersions

cause the surface to become slightly

tarnished, in which case the cyanide dip

is used to restore the proper finish. After

removal from the cleaning bath the parts
are immersed immediately in clean
boiling water and when the metal has ac-
quired a temperature approximately
equal to the water, the parts are removed
and dried by rapid swinging motion in
the air; small articles may be dried in
fine clean maple sawdust.

In the preparation of ornamental
metal goods for plating there are often
certain pieces which have deep back-
grounds, these backgrounds become fill-

ed with the polishing or buffing com-
pound during the preparatory treatment
and the paste quickly hardens when cold
and its removal requires considerable
time and labor. The National Cash Reg-
ister Co. of Dayton, Ohio, spent much
time and money in searching for a
method which would facilitate the ready
removal of this hard compound and af-
ter many experiments they adopted the
following solution: 2 oz. chipped laundry
soap, 1 oz. causticized soda, 2-3 oz. soda
silicate dissolved together in 1 gallon of
soft water. Neutral soap gives best re-
sult in the above. Water containing
magnesia or lime should be treated with
about 1 oz. of caustic soda per gallon.

War Prices Induce Economy
This solution is a result of war-time

prices for chemicals previously used in
cleaning and has given excellent satisfac-
tion. It does not injure the finish, is

quick in action, moderate in cost and effi-

cient under most severe conditions. It
was found that the price of the soap had
no bearing on its efficiency for this pur-
pose. The cheaper grades were fre-
quently the most effective. This point
may well be noted and an inventory tak-
en of the high priced supplies purchased
for various purposes in the factory, many
of which are sold under trade names al-
together foreign to the preparation.
The plater who expects to keep pace

with present developments must not ac-
cept every thing handed him by exploit-
ers of new compounds and blindly follow
their directions, the plater must investi-
gate, experiment and think. If your
electric cleaning solution is prepared
from a compound which is only 75 per
cent, soluble and you are paying 5 or 6
cents per lb. for same, the loss in one
year is considerable, and the useless sedi-

ment at the bottom of your cleaning tank
is a hindrance to perfect cleanliness. A
simple solution of soda ash, 5 oz., and
sodium hydroxide, 2 oz., will yield per-

fect results on a great variety of metal
surfaces and the maintenance cost will

not exceed one-tenth the cost of many
prepared compounds as is the case with
any cleaning solution used constantly,

this solution will require replenishing at

certain intervals, usually from 2 to 4 oz.

of the soda is added per gallon.

Many prepared compounds are inef-
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fective unless the solution is used at

boiling point. This fact is indicative of

an interior cleaning solution. Reversed
current is also unnecessary with a pro-

per cleaning solution, and should not be

employed if perfectly clean cathodes, free

from oxides are to be repeatedly pro-

duced.

Questions and Answers
Question.—I am operating several me-

chanical plating machines with nickel

solutions. The anodes have become foul

with a green slime and the solution is

covered with a thick scum after remain-
ing idle for a few hours. What should I

do to prevent this condition?
Answer.—Remove the solution and

anodes from the tanks—filter the solu-

tion carefully by using three or four
squares of factory cotton tacked over a
wooden frame—do not agitate the solu-

tion while filtering—allow it to pass
slowly. Wash and gently brush the
anodes, wash the tanks and cylinders.

Return the anodes and solution to the

tanks and add 2 oz. of boracic acid per
gallon of solution. As all solutions are
reduced in volume during the above
cleansing process, the boracic acid may
be dissolved in a small quantity of water
by boiling and added to the solutions,

then the bath should be well stirred. The
occasional addition of boracic acid to the

mechanical plating machine solution will

prevent further formation of green slime

or scum, and improve the quality of the
nickel deposit.

* * *

Question.—We are manufacturing a

cast iron article which we wish to nickel

plate. We want a good surface, lustrous

and durable with white backgrounds.
Our plant is small and we wish to oper-

ate it at full capacity. How long should

we plate the iron in the nickel solution

for satisfactory results ?

Answer.—If you will prepare a nickel

solution of nickel sulphate, 24 oz., sodium
chloride, 3 oz., boric acid, 2 oz., and water
1 gallon, and operate the solution with

2% volts, with from 8 to 10 amperes per

square foot of cathode surface, using

nickel anodes of 95 to 97 per cent, nickel,

you should obtain a very satisfactory

deposit in 30 to 45 minutes. The deposit

should be beautifully white on the back-

grounds and hard enough for ordinary

purposes, yet soft enough to permit
coloring easily to brilliant finish on the

high lights. Furthermore, this solution

will not produce a brittle deposit or re-

quire the constant care necessary with

double sulphate solutions when the latter

are worked hard. The speed of deposi-

tion is greater and the cost of mainten-

ance less than is the case with double

salt solutions. Avoid overpickling the

iron. If you prefer to operate the double

sulphate solution, the time required will

be from 1 hour to 2% hours, depending
on density of solution, temperature and
shape and size of your product. With a

small plant and a large volume of work
in process we would certainly advise the

ir.ore modern solution. An extra heavy

deposit, fine grained and very resistent

to wear may be obtainedan 1 hour and 20
minutes. In the installation of equip-
ment for the rapid plating solution, due
consideration must be given the con-
ductors, these must be of ample size to

allow passage of greater current than is

used with the old style solution. All

connections must be of perfect fit in or-

der to avoid loss of power. Firms who
intelligently test the merits of the single

sulphate nickel solution almost invar-

iably adopt the bath in preference to the

slow and troublesome sulphate solution,

* * *
Question.—Why is a silver strike used

and what is the solution ? Our plater in-

sists on having a silver striking solution,

but is not certain he has a correct for-
mula. This uncertainty on his part
makes us doubtful of value of a strike.

Answer.—Evidently your plater has
not utilized his time of apprenticeship
to good advantage. The silver striking

solution is used where the silvering is re-

quired to be upon soft metals or steel.

It enables the plater to finish the various
wares usually silvered, in a very prac-
tical and efficient manner owing to the
cleaning properties of the solution, and
the rapid and certain results. The pos
sibility of contaminating the regular sil-

ver bath is reduced by using a strike so-

lution in preference to coppering or
brassing the goods before silvering. The
silver plating of modern flatware in

large quantities was made commercially
possible by the use of the silver strike
solution. The preliminary strike solu-

tions vary in composition, some contain
no silver, this bath acts merely as a

cleaning solution and consists of cyanide
and water. It removes oxides and stains

and prepares the metal being treated for
the regular strike. The regular strike

solution consists of large proportions of

free cyanide and small proportions of

silver. For instance, cyanide 32 oz. a.nd

silver 10 to 16 pennyweights per gallon

of water. The bath should reeister nbout
20 deg. Beaume, and as cyanide varies in

quality, the amounts stated here may re-

quire altering. In any event, the bath
should be constructed to meet the re-

quirements of your product. For steel

you may find it advisable to operate three

strike solutions. This is often necessary,

while for some soft metals one strike wfl
suffice.

©
A SIMPLE method of filling up cracks in

the water jackets of motor-car engines,

which is often adopted in France, says a

writer in the "Autocar," consists in mak-
ing use of a liquid solution in which ad-

vantage is taken of the property pos-

sessed by copper salts to deposit their

metallic contents when in contact with

iron." To fill up a crack in a water jacket,

all that is necessary is to fix the cylinder

vertically in a bath or tank; plug up the

lower water outlet in the jacket with a

cork; then fill the jacket through the up-

per inlet with a sufficiently concentrated

solution of sulphate of copper, which will

at once commence to leak away through

the crack or cracks and collect in the

bath. The liquid should be scooped up

as it collects and re-poured into the
water jacket; the leakage will be quickly
reduced to a slight "weeping" at the
crack. When this weeping period has
been reached, stop up the upper inlet

with a cork in which a bicycle tire valve
has been fitted, and by means of a tire

inflater force air into the jacket. At first

the degree of weeping will increase, but
it will gradually disappear and become
almost colorless instead of a bluey tint,

the repair of the crack then being com-
pleted.

. m
MAGNESITE is a product of alteration
of magnesium silicate, and occurs as
veins and patches in serpentine, talc-
schist or dolomite-rock. It is extensively
mined in the Island of Euboea, in the
Grecian Archipelago, near Salem in
Madras, and in California, U.S.A. It is

principally used for the manufacture of
highly refractory firebricks for lining
steel furnaces, and electrically-operated
furnaces; also for making plaster, tiles

and artificial stones; for the preparation
of magnesium salts, for whitening paper
pulp and wool, and as a paint.

"BORRODISING" is the name given to
a system of electro-deposition of zinc
which has been introduced as a preven-
tive against corrosion of the steel fit-

tings of aeroplanes and seaplanes. It is

described as a method of cold electro-
galvanizing carried out in such a way
that the zinc so unites with the under-
lying metal that only by extreme wear
can the surface of the steel be exposed.
As the metal is not subjected to the
usual pickling bath prior to the galvaniz-
ing, it is claimed that there is no re-
duction in the strength of the metal after
treatment.

®
BLACK nickel can be removed from
brass articles by dipping in an acid dip
composed of equal parts of oil vitriol,

nitric acid and hot water. This dip
should be used as hot as possible. Af-
ter the black nickel has been removed
the articles can be bright dipped and
colored over as usual.

If the black nickel solution is made
up with arsenic the articles should be
dipped in a hot silver solution until the

black color is faded out, then the silver

stripped off by dipping in a hot dip made
of 12 parts nitric acid and one part oil

vitriol. After the silver has been strip-

ped off, the articles should be given a

light dip in the black boil dip, then
bright dip as usual.

®
AN alloy that has proved very satis-

factory for ships' propellers is turbad-

ium bronze. This material has a tensile

strength of 35-42 tons with an elonga-

tion of 14-20 per cent, on a 2 in. test

piece, and it is not appreciably corroded

by sea-water. According to the Chemi-
cal News, its composition is, approxi-

mately, copper, 48 per cent.; zinc, 46,

45; tin, 0.5; lead, 0.1; iron, 1; alumin-

ium, 0.2; manganese, 1.75; nickel. 2.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

pk; ikon.

Grey torse, Pittsburgh $32 75
Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-
cago 35 .">0

Standard low phos.. Philadel-
phia 87 00

nwiwiiH'i. Pittsburgh 37 j">

Basic, Valley furnace 33 00

Montreal Toronto

Hamilton $50 00
Victoria 50 00

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Iron bars, base $5 25
Steel bar3, base 5 50
Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base 6 00
Small shapes, base 5 75

METALS
Aluminum S 62 00
Antimony 18 00
Copper, lake 32 00
Copper, electrolytic 32 00
Copper, casting 31 00
Lead .' 8 50
Mercury 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 98
Tin 72 00
Zinc 10 50

Prices per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $19 00 $19 00
Copper, crucible ... 22 50 21 50
Copper, heavy 22 50 21 50
Copper wire 22 50 21 50
No. 1 machine com-

position 20 00 20 50
New brass cuttings' 16 00 17 00
No. 1 brass turnings 15 00 15 75
Light brass 11 00 10 00
Medium brass 15 00 14 00
Heavy brass 16 00 16 00
Heavy melting steel. 20 00 20 50
Steel turning 12 00 8 00
Shell turnings 12 00 12 00
Boiler plate 23 00 18 00
Axles, wrought iron 30 00 24 00
Rails 26 00 20 50
No. 1 machine cast

iron 25 00 25 00
Malleable scrap ... 20 00 20 00
Pipe, wrought 15 00 9 00
Car wheels, iron . . 26 00 25 00
Steel axles 32 00 30 00
Mach. shop turn'gs. 8 50 8 50
Cast borings 15 00 8 SO

Stove plate 19 00 19 00
Scrap zinc 5 00 6 50
Heavy lead 7 00 7 Qi
Tea lead 6 00 5 75
Aluminum 30 00 25 00

COKE AND COAL
Solvay foundry coke
Connelsvilie foundry coke...
Steam lump coal
Best slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billots $17 50

Open-hearth billets 47 50
O.H. sheet bars 51 00
Forging billets.

Wire rods 57 00

Government prices.

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

', in $12 00

5-16 in 11 50

% in 11 15

7-16 in 10 90

'.. in ID 70

9-16 in 10 70

% in 10 50

% in 10 40

% in 10 25

1 inch 10 10

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 35
Solder, guaranteed 37 j .,

Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 75
White lead, pure, cwt 16 55
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 16 25

Glue, English, per lb 38
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 31'..

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30 'j
Pure turpentine, single bbls. 61
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 49

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 52
Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2 50
Sandpaper. B. & A... list plus 20
Emery cloth list plus 33 1-3

Borax, crystal 15
Sal Soda 03'{,

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04 'j
Rosin "D." per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03 K>
Borax crystal and granular. 15
Wood alcohol, per gallon 2 15
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. 2 20

SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

-Sheets, black. No. 28.$ 9 50 $ 9 50
Sheets, black. No. 10. 12 00 12 00
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 12 00 12 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 12 25 12 09
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 11 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 11 75 10 75

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 12 00 10 25
Colborne Crown, No.

28 11 25 10 00
Premie,-. No. 28 U.S. 13 75 10 95

Premier, 10 :>, oz. . . . 13 85 11 25
Zinc sheets 20 00 20 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

s in $15
8-16 in 11
', in 8
5-16 in 7

% in 6

7-16 in 6

'•j in 6

% in 6
: ', in 6

Prices per 100 lbs.

PIPE FITTINGS.
malleable. A,

IRON
Canadian malleable. A, add

7%%; B and C, 10%: cast iron,

35% ; standard buishings, 50% ;

headers, 60% ; flanged unions, 40% ;

malleable bushings, 50% ; nipples,
~>.">'

, ; malleable lipped unions, 50 r/
< •

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
CoDper 36 to .38

Tin 76 to .78

Silver, per oz 1.05 to 1.00

Zinc 14 to .16

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45

Cut nails 5 35 5 35

Miscellaneous wire nails 60%

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic 3

Acid, hydrochloric
Acid, hydrofluoric

Acid, nitric

Acid, sulphuric
Ammonia, acqua
Ammonium, ca rbonate
Ammonium, chloride

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret..
Ammonium, sulphate
Arsenic, white
Caustic soda
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Cobalt sulphate
Iron perchloiide
Lead acetate
Nickel ammonium sulphate.

Nickel sulphate
Potassium carbona+e
Potassium sulphide substitute

Silver nitrate (per oz.)

Sodium bisulphite

Sodium carbonate crystals..

Sodium cyanide, 129-130%..
Sodium cyanide. 98-100%...
Sodium hydrate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.)

Tin chloride

Zinc chloride

Zinc sulphate
Prices per lb. unless other

stated.

.20

.05

. 11 ",.,

.10

.05

.03

.08

.11

.40

.c;

.10

.07

.50

.16

.70

.20

.16

.12

.15

.75

.20

.45

.10

.05

.46

.88

.05

.14

5.00
.60

.60

.09

BELTING, NO. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, singl and

double 30-v;

Standard M"A
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 1.96

Leather in sides 1.75

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt, per lb. $3 25
Polishing wheels, bullneck.... 2 00
Pumice, ground 07
Emery composition 10 to 12

Tripoli composition 06 to 01-

Crocus composition 08 to 12

Rouge, powder 30 to .35

Rouge, silver 50 to .55

Prices per lb.

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, Ml to 2 in 65 00 53 00
Copper wire, list pluB 10.

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in.. 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50

Copper sheet, tinned,
14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, 14x60 base... 64 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base % 'n - t° 1

in. rd 55
Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20

oz 60
Brass tubing, seamless 57

Copper tubing, seamlss .... 58

ROPE AND PACKINGS.

Plumbers' oakum, per lb 09

Packing square braided 34

Packing, No. 1 Italian 40

Packing, No. 2 Italian .32

Pure Manila rope , 39

British Manila rope .33

New Zealand Hemp 33
Transmission rope, Manila 45

Drilling cables, Manila 41

Cotton Rope, %-in. and up.... .47

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor Oil. per lb 40
Royalite, per gal., bulk 16

Palacine 19

Machine oil, per gal 26 '/z

Black oil, per gal 15

Cylinder oil, Capital 45 1/»

Cylinder oil. Acme 36 '•,_>

Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 50

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 88

Acme cutting oil, antiseptic 37%
Imperial quenching oil 39\'a

Petroleum fuel oil 12 V4

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western. American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade .... 50

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50

McClelland. Globe 50

Whitman & Barnes 50

Black Diamond 40

Delta Files 37 '{j

Nicholson , .
, 40

.

P.H. and Imperial 50

Globe 60

Vulcan 50

Disston 50

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies
TORONTO, Ont., Nov. 6.—A revival in

the munitions industry is imminent, due
to orders for shells which will be placed

in Canada by the United States Govern-
ment. Some orders have already been
placed and negotiations for others which
are pending will, it is fully expected, be
closed very shorily. Representatives of

Canadian shell manufacturers are negoti-

ating with the Imperial Munitions Board

in regard to prices and at least a dozen
firms are expected to participate in the

contracts. The shell covered in the con-

tracts is the French 75 millimetre type

which has been adopted by the United
States Government for the army. It is

a high explosive shell and is similar in

design to the British 18 pdr. shrapnel.

Quick delivery is doubtless the principal

reason for these contracts coming to

Canada. The Imperial Munitions Board

who are assisting in the negotiations have

appointed a prominent manufacturer,

Lloyd Harris, to represent them in Wash-
ington.

Steel

Although the outlook is clearer in re-

gard to conditions in the steel trade in

Canada, the situation still remains seri-

ous by reason of the shortage of iron and

steel. It is even possible that there will

be a scarcity of steel required here for
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the manufacture of war equipment or
articles contributory thereto, that is
when steel produced in the States is
needed for their manufacture. The
reason for the tight situation is the ab-
normal demand for steel in the States.
In fact the demand is so heavy that i:
may not be possible for mills in the
States to supply steel for purely com-
mercial purposes in Canada except in
limited tonnages. F. C. T. O'Hara,
Deputy Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, while in Washington recently
made arrangements with the Priority
Board which it is hoped will greatly as-
sist the Canadian manufacturer to secure
materials which he needs from the
United States. In view of the serious
situation, the Deputy Minister strongly
urges rigid economy in the use of all
metals for any purposes whatsoever; this
implies a careful conservation of all
scrap. The outlook for manufacturers
not engaged on war orders is not par-
ticularly bright, but it is apparent that
very little more can be done to improve
their position. It is fortunate however,
that Canadian mills will benefit under
the new conditions by the elimination of
considerable competition although they
cannot supply all the different classes of
material that will be required. It is here
of course where the principal trouble
lays, for this material must be imported
from the States which is now a difficult
matter on account of the embargo.

Prices of steel products continue sta-
tionary with the single exception of the
lighter gauges of black sheets which
have again declined. There is not a par-
ticularly heavy demand for this material,
and prices at the time of the advance
went up in sympathy with other material
rather than for any other reason. It
appears to **° the intention of the War
Industries Board to leave the matter of
price fixing in the hands of a sub-com-
mittee of the American Iron and Steel
Institute who it is expected will announce
in due course prices on products not yet
fixed. The price regulations have not as
yet been reflected in the situation here
and the market continues firm. Business
of late has not been sufficiently large in
volume to really affect the market, the
unsettled outlook having: caused many
consumers to hold off buying until con-
ditions become more favorable. War
orders continue to keep the steel trade
very active. Considerable steel is being
used in the manufacture of marine forg-
ings, while the pending contracts for
shells for the United States Government
will absorb a large quantity of steel.

A large proportion of the output of
steel in the United States is being util-

ized for war purposes. The shipbuilding
branch of the industrv alone is respon-
sible for the largest bulk of the steel now
on order. All the steel plants in the
States are working at a capacity which
is only limited by the enuipment of the
several shops in machinery and men.
Prices of steel have a weaker tendency
and appear to be gradually declining to-

wards levels recently fixed. Business
v- :

'h the mills is largely for Government
account and private consumers are not

buying heavily. Price regulation has
reached another stage, maximum prices
having been fixed, subject to revision
Jan. 1st, on certain steel articles includ-

ing sheets, pipe, cold rolled steel, scrap
iron, wire and tin plate. The prices for
sheets range from $4.25 to $6.25 per 100
lbs. f.o.b. Pittsburg, according to grades.
On % inch pipe to 3 inch black steel pipe
a discount of 52 and 5 and 2V2 % f.o.b.

Pittsburg was fixed. The discount on
cold rolled steel is 17 per cent.

Pig Iron
An important step towards more set-

tled conditions in the market in the
States has been made. A list of differ-

entials has been issued by the American
Iron and Steel Institute. The differen-
tials are based on the base price of No.
2 foundry iron which was fixed at $33 per
gross ton f.o.b. cars at furnace. The
list is given in another section of this
journal. The situation locally shows no
improvement and prices continue nom-
inally unchanged. The furnaces are well
sold ahead and there is very little iron
to be had. Production is not increasing
and it is doubtful if it is keeping pace
with the requirements. The coke situa-

tion has not improved materially. It is

almost impossible to secure any desirable
quantity for prompt delivery at the
established price as operators claim
that they can produce no more than is

sufficient to fill contracts.

Scrap
The old material market continues dull

but the outlook is improving owing to

the scarcity of new materials. The vol-

ume of business is light as buyers are
looking for lower prices and dealers are
not anxious to sell at current values.

There is not a great deal of scrap to be
had and prices are consequently holding
firm.

Machine Tools

Some renewed activity in the machine
tool business may be expected following
the placing of contracts in Canada for

shells by the United States Government.
The shell in question is the 75 mm.
French pattern which has been adopted
by the United States Government. It is

a high explosive shell and is not unlike

the British 18 pdr. shrapnel except of

course that there are no bullets inside.

The shell has to be heat treated on ac-

count of the high bursting pressure re-

quired. Machinery used for shrapnel

will be suitable for the new shell. The
French shell is made from a forging
with comparatively thin walls and it is

hardened and heat treated to increase its

elastic limit and tensile strength. The
bursting pressure is as high as 18,000

lbs. per square inch. It has no base plug

as is common in British high ex-

plosive shells. A notice has been issued

by the Dominion Government prohibit-

ing the export of shell machinery except

under license, which appears to indicate

a continuance of shell contracts for the

British Government.
Supplies

Prices of machine shop supplies con-

tinue firm with an upward tendency in

some lines. The market is steadier how-

ever, and business active. Blacksmith's
forges and blowers have advanced, one
size, the 18 inch round riveted forge, is

now quoted at 20 per cent, as against 40
per cent, off list. Blowers which were
formerly 10 per cent, on list are now
40 per cent, on list. Iron rivets and
burrs which were formerly 17% per cent,

are now 15 per cent, off list. Soldering
coppers have declined 2c per pound. One
pound coppers are now quoted at 71c,

1% lb. at 68c; 2 lb. at 67c; 2V2 lb. at

65c; 3 lb. and up 64c per pound.

Metals

An advance in the price of tin is the

only feature of importance to note in an
otherwise dull situation. The metal
markets generally are quiet and signs of

activity are wanting. The advance in

tin is due to a scarcity of spot metal be-

cause of the difficulty which exists in

regard to shipping permits. The copper

situation is unchanged, a scarcity of spot

metal being the principal feature of this

market. Lead continues firm but spelter

is dull and easy. Both antimony and
aluminum are unchanged.

Copper.—The situation in the copper
market continues somewhat obscure.

While large consumers appear to be get-

ting what they require the position of

the dealers and smaller consumers de-

pendent upon them is not yet clearly

defined. The primary market is com-

pletely in the hands of the Copper Pro-

duction Committee with deliveries and

sales regulated according to consumers'

needs and with a view to protect the

United States Government and the

Allies. Local prices are unchanged and

nominal, lake and electrolytic being

quoted at 32c and castings at 31c per

pound.
Tin.—The development of an acute

shortage in spot tin together with the

uncertainty as to future supplies has

caused the market to become active and

higher. Unless the situation speedily

improves the shortage threatens to inter-

fere with important contract work for

the Government and Allies. While this

refers to the products of tin and its

alloys in all forms, it especially applies

to the manufacture of babbit metal which

is of utmost importance in the construc-

tion of motors and machinery of almost

every description, and into the composi-

tion of which tin enters to the extent of

25 to 95 per cent. Tin has advanced 3c

and is now qnioted at 66c per pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull and weak,

although there has been no change in

prices. Local quotation 10% c per pound.

Lead.—Although the Trust price of

lead is unchanged at 5%c per pound the

independent producers have raised the

price, ranging from 6% to 6%c New
York for spot metal. The market gen-

erally is firmer but little lead is offer-

ing. Local price firm at 8%c per pound.

Antimony.—The position of antimony

shows no improvement, the market being

weak and demand light, price 18c per

pound.
Aluminum.—The market continues

quiet and easy with quotations unchang-

ed at 62c per pound.
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Ceylon Plumbago
Our No. 101 Ceylon Plumbago is recognized as the highest grade Fac-

ing on the market to-day.

Olir No. 206 Ceylon Plumbago is particularly well adapted for general

machine castings and is sold at a price that will warrant its use by foun-

drymen generally.

After years of experience and tests

we have produced our Special
Stove Plate Facing. This is the

latest development in our steady

progress during quarter of a century.

Where Blackings are used in liquid form we can supply the trade with

varied grades for loam or dry sand work and also for ingot mould
work. We can guarantee satisfaction, for the goods we offer in these

lines have been thoroughly tested, and have proved entirely satisfactory.

WE SAVE YOU MUCH MONEY.

The Hamilton Facing Mill Company, Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Foundry Supplies and Chemicals
The steady advance in prices of many

raw materials continues to be the out-
standing: feature in the market and pric-
es of finished products have for this rea-
son an upward tendency. Although iron
and steel have reached the top, other
materials, such as cotton felt and lea-

ther, are still climbing. The shortage in

these materials, due to excessive demand
for war purposes, is having marked ef-

fect on the situation and a scarcity of
finished goods has resulted. Felt pol-
ishing wheels have advanced and are
now quoted at $3.25; Bullneck wheels are
also up, being now quoted at $2; other
supplies which have advanced include
pumice, now 7c; emery composition 10c
to 12c; tripoli composition 6c to 9c; cro-
cus composition 8c to 12c per pound. .

There have been no important changes in
prices of chemicals, although there is a
shortage of some lines.—m—

TRADE GOSSIP
The Wallace Foundry Co. of North

Vancouver has been incorporated with a
capital of $75,000.

Sydney, N.S.—The Sydney Foundry &
Machine Co., will build a foundry at
Halifax, to cost $7,500. Wilfred Clarke
is manager.

Sarnia.—The Holmes Foundry Co., a
recently organized concern, will build a
plant here. It is expected that construc-
tion work will commence shortly.

Tillsonburg, Ont.—A large gusher
struck a few days ago near Port Burwell
promises to be one of the richest gas
wells in the district.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Representations
have been made to Ottawa asking that
the Atikokan Iron Co's. plant be taken
over and operated under government
supervision.

Preston, Ont.—The Preston Wood-
working Co., are building an addition,
40 x 100 feet, to their plant to accom-
modate the pattern shop and to make
more room in the main building.

Sarnia, Ont.—The plans for the new
foundry, to be built on the north side of
Exmouth Street, Point Edward, have
been completed by the engineers and the
tenders and specification are now ready
for the contractors.

J. J. Scullan, connected with the Tor-
onto plant of Canadian Allis-Chalmers,
has been appointed general superintend-
ant of the company's branch at Bridge-
burg, Ont.

Lloyd Harris, president of the Russell
Motor Co., Toronto, has undertaken, at
the request of the Imperial Munitions
Board, the duty of representing the
Board at Washington, D.C.

H. J. Fuller of New York, president of

the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., has
been appointed to represent the Imperial
Munitions Board in New York in con-
nection with munitions and marine equip-
ment contracts.

J. Nelson Hunter, of the Combustion
Engineering Corporation, New York, has
joined the British Royal Flying Corps.
Five other members of the Corporation's

drafting-room staff have joined various
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branches of the service in the United
States Army and Navy.
Frank G. Burch, who for several years

has been connected with the sales staff
of the Mussens Ltd., and later with the
Canadian Allis-Chalmers Co. has be-
come associated with the Canadian
Ingersoll-Rand Co. as a salesman for
the Montreal district.

The Nova Scctia Steel Co., New Glas-
gow, N.S., has attached to its staff Miss
Whidden of Birmingham, Ala., to in-

augurate social welfare work amona: the
employees. Miss Whidden has had large
experience in this class of work in the
States.

The Canuk Supply Co., Montreal, an-
nounce that J. T. Dohn, manager of
their Toronto office, has been transferred
to the Winnipeg office as manager there
in charge of territory west of Fort Wil-
liam, Ont. W. J. Espey has been ap-
pointed manaerer of the Toronto branch,
and E. L. Foley has been made eastern
sales manager with headquarters at

Ottawa.

Export of Munitions Machinery Pro-
hibited.—An order-in-council has been is-

sued on the recommendation of the act-
ing Minister of Customs ordering that
the exportation to the United Kingdom,
British possessions and protectorates and
to all foreign countries, of plant, ma-
chinery and equipment of all kinds for
the imnufacture or production of muni-
tions of war shall be and is hereby pro-
hibited except under license from the
Minister of Customs.

The Electric Furnace Construction
Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., announces that
Frank Wharton Brooke, formerly
metallurgist at Crowleys, Detroit, Mich,
and at the Ludlam Steel Works, and G.
W. Ketter, who has just finished the
erecting and installation of ten to six

ton furnaces at the British Forgings,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and who has been
erec!ing and superintending: electric

furnaces for years, have joined their

staff at Philadelphia.

Lieut.-Col. Thomas C. Irving, Jr., D.S.

O., of Toronto, Commanding Officer of

the 1st Canadian Engineers, has been
killed in action. Lieut.-Col. Irving went
overseas with the first- Canadian con-
tingent as a captain with the Canadian
Engineers. In October, 1915, he was
gazetted major of the Second Field Co.

Engineers. He was decorated with the

D.S.O. for distinguished conduct on the

field and later was promoted to a lieuten-

ant-colonel. Before joinina; the C.E.F.,

Lieut.-Col. Irving was a member of the

Moffat-Irvins: Steel Co., and vice-presi-

dent of the C. W. Hunt Co., consulting
and inspecting engineers of Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders covering
work that will represent an expenditure
of approximately $1,250,000 are being
called for by the Administrative Board
of the Greater Winnipeg Water District,

as follows:—Tenders for the gate house
and intake at Shoal Lake will be receiv-

ed up to Nov. 16; for cast iron gate

valves, air valves and sluice gates up to

Nov. 26; for material to be used for the

pipe line from the Red River to the Mc-
Phillips Street reservoir up to Dec. 3,

November 15, 1917.

and for the construction of the pipe line
up to Dec. 3. Chief engineer, W. G.
Chace; chairman, R. D. Waugh.

Big Coal Production in B. C. and Al-
berta.—A gratifying report in connec-
tion with the output of coal in district

18, which comprises part of the Pro-
vince of British Columbia and part of
Alberta, has been received by the Do-
minion Minister of Labor at Ottawa from
W. H. Armstrong, Director of Coal Op-
states that the total output in Alberta
for the third quarter of the year is 1,324,-

452 tons, an increase over the same
period last year of 335,384 tons. His
statement does not include the output in

the mines of South-eastern British Col-
umbia.
Maximum Prices Fixed for Steel Sup-

plies.—President Wilson at Washington
on Monday approved an agreement made
by the War Industries Board with the
principal steel manufacturers of fixing

maximum prices, subject to revision Jan-
uary 1, on certain steel articles, including

sheets, pipe, cold rolled steel, scrap iron,

wire and tin plate. The prices for sheets

ransre from $4.25 to $6.25 per 100 pounds
f.o.b. Pittsburgh, according to grades.

On three-quarter-inch pipe to three-inch

black steel pipe a discount of 52 and five

and 2% per cent, f.o.b. Pittsburgh was
fixed. The agreement on cold rolled steel

was 17 per cent.

New Steel Company Incorporated.

—

A new concern, the Alloy Steel Works,

has been incorporated with an Ontario

provincial charter to take over the steel

plant on Front Street, Toronto, formerly

operated by the Moffatt-Irving Steel Co.

The new concern will continue to make
steel castings by the electric furnace

process which at this plant utilizes flue

dust or fines for making steel. The com-

pany contemplates enlarging the capac-

city of the plant by the installation of

another furnace. John R. Russell and

H. T. Armstrong of Toronto are inter-

ested in the new venture which is capi-

talized at $100,000.

Halifax, N.S.—Tenders addressed to

the Naval Store Officer, H.M.C. Dock-

yard, Halifax, N.S., will be received up

to Thursday, Nov. 15, 1917, for the pur-

chase of any or all of the following:

Steel, various; iron, various; brass, cop-

per, lead and metal, old; stoves, ranges;

kettles, various; rubber boots and rub-

bers; rubber, old; hoses, rubber, rubber-

lined and canvas; leather boots, belting

and scrap leather; wash-stands, lockers,

chairs, etc.; sacks, coal; files, old; cord-

age, old, paperstuff; wire-rope, old; bunt-

ing, old; hammocks, old; cable, old;

bronze braided and electric; carpets and

rugs; ship's boats; miscellaneous tools;

diving gear; canvas, old; lamps and lan-

terns, oil and electric; clocks, telescopes,

binoculars, barometers, logs, etc.; pipe

elements, ex "Belleville" boilers, life

belts, and cork, old; refrigerating plant,

including vertical steam engine, copper

and iron coils, etc.; rigging returned

from patrol vessels; and steam launch,

high speed, engine and boiler complete,

including spare gear. Complete lists,

with quantities offered for sale, may be

had on application to the Naval Store

Officer, H.M.C. Dockyard, Halifax, N.S.
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WHITING
Equipment for making
Brass, Steel or Iron Cast-

ings. Complete estimate

and layouts supplied on
application.

Write us for prices and catalogue

Up
R,

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited

(Everything for the Foundry)

Toronto - - . Montreal

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters l<> be answered.
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—fauiai The Ford-Smith Machine Company 'E3w

FOUNDRY SERVICE
When in-

stall ing
any type

grinder in your
Foundry we will

»e pleased to quote
von Prices and De-
iveries.

You will find

our service as here-

tofore—A 1 w a y s

the best.

THE FORD-SMITH
MACHINE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. CANADA

NOW!
You've been going to send
in that ad for weeks, so
why not mail it now for
next issue ?

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
Classified Advertising Section

143-153 University Ave. Toronto

A want ad. in this paper will

bring replies from all

parts of Canada.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES

Payable in Advance
Two cents per word for first insertion ; one cent

per word for subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure

counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Dis-

play rates on application.

WANTED — SECOND-HAND CUPOLA AND
other foundry equipment. State full particu-

lars and price. Box 344, Canadian Foundryman.

TfOR SALE—2 TUMBLING BARRELS, 24 X 36
(cast iron staves and hollow trunnions for

exhaust) Also six hand squeezers, 30-inch, with
vibrators. Apply Pease Foundry Co., Ltd., Bramp-
ton, Ont. cllf

WANTED -" POSITIVE CUPOLA BLOWER,
about 28 cu. ft. displacement, in first-class

working: order. Send full particulars and price.
The Jenckes Machine Co., Limited, St. Catharines,
Ontario.

When Difficulties

Arise

in brass foundries or when new
alloys are required, it will pay

to consult

CHARLES VICKERS
712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

SPECIALIST
in the casting and alloying of

Copper, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum,
Manganese Bronze and Aluminum
Bronzes.

Substitute for Sheet Steel.—An as-
bestos-cement composition is being man-
ufactured in England as a substitute for
sheet steel for various purposes. Ground
asbestos is mixed in the proportion of one
to six with Portland cement and worked
into a paste with water. A machine
something on the order of those used in

making paper forms it into sheets, which
are trimmed to size and if desired corru-
gated for roofing purposes. After sea-

soning the material is ready for use. It

is durable, resistant to climatic condi-
tions, particularly acids in the atmos-
phere; fireproof and also a non-conductor
of heat.

Brantford, Ont.—An announcement
has been made from New York that the
American Steel Products Corporation
has been organized with a capital of one
million dollars, the officers being W. P.

Kellett, president; D. 0. Johnston, vice-

president; treasurer, M. M. McGraw;
secretary, P. H. Secord; W. S. Brewster,
of Brantford, and W. S. Tomlinson, Tor-
onto, directors. All but the latter ar£

Brantford men. The new organization

will take in the Dominion Steel Products
Co. of this city, and it is expected that

as a result the local company will dou-

ble its present plant. The local plant is

now working on the line and propeller

shafting for one hundred of the new
ships being built in the United States.

CATALOGUES
The Perfect Machine Co., Gait, have

issued a catalogue describing an inter-

esting line of machine shop tools in-

cluding lathes, drills, power hack saws,

grinders, special machinery and tools,

jigs, dies, etc. The capacity and dimen-

sions of each tool illustrated are given

together with the principal features of

construction.

Grinding and Polishing Machinery.

—

The Webster & Perks Tool Co., Spring-

field, Ohio, have issued a loose leaf

folder containing a number of leaflets

illustrating and describing an extensive

line of ball bearing and plain bearing

grinding and polishing machinery. A
specification is included for each type

of machine, giving the principal dimen-

sions, etc.

Woodworking Machines. — Bulletin

issued by the Preston Woodworking Ma-

chinery Co., Preston, Ont., deals with the

question of labor-saving and shows two

woodworking machines in this connec-

tion. The machines are a high-speed

ball bearing shaper and a veneer taping

machine. An open letter to Canadian

woodworking manufacturers is also a

feature of this bulletin.

FIRM WANTS CATALOGUES
IN the recent fire which destroyed the

entire forging- plant of the ClufT Am-
munition Co., Ltd., Atlantic Avenue, To-

ronto, the firm's records were completely

lost. They are anxious to renew their

catalogue file, and would appreciate new

copies of equipment, manufacturers'

literature, etc.
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Obermayer Rapping Plates and Lifters

Our Rapping Plates and Lifters are the best, made
from Malleable Iron. Smooth, true, straight,

accurately machined and tapped.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

Thompson's Patent Adjustable Malleable

Iron Flask Clamps

Seven Sizes—10 to 42 inches

Practically Indestructible

Cost no more than the ordinary kind.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

"Esso" Quality Foundry Riddles

The strongest, heaviest and best made Riddles on

the market.

Rock Elm Rims
Full Specifications Furnished on Request

Made in Heavy Galvanized and Brass—16", 18",

20", 21", 22" diameter.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

Obermayer National Iron Filler Cement

Repair Defective Castings with National Iron Filler Cement

With a can of this cement handy there is no use

scrapping castings because of blowholes, cracks

and other unsightly defects. It's a very easy

matter to repair such blemishes by simply mixing
a quantity of National Iron Filler Cement with a

little water and applying this with a knife.

The cement settles in a few hours and becomes as

hard as the iron itself, and you cannot tell that the

casting has been repaired. In 12-lb. Tin Cans and
100-lb. kegs. Free Samples on application.

Stock in all our Warehouses.

The S. Obermayer Co.
Manufactures Everything You Need in Your Foundry

Chicago Cincinnati Pittsburg St. Louis Denver Los Angeles

Canadian Representative: E. B. FLEURY, 1609 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Escaped from Germany
A N escaped prisoner tells the story of his fearful experiences in Germany in MAC-

LEAN'S MAGAZINE for November; and gives a vivid picture of conditions in

Germany as he saw them. He got out by way of Holland after appalling perils and
hardships. In Holland, he was photographed, but so altered was he that his wife quite

failed to recognize him in this photograph. Read this story of this Canadian soldier's

escape. It is gripping stuff—a rare tale.

Canadian Finances
After the War

\\7~ ILL business in Canada collapse when peace comes? It"" may. What do the big men say? What do they know?
What do you think? Are your opinions well informed? The
subject is of the greatest possible importance, and you will get
light and leading by reading the contribution of Col. John
Bayne Maclean, who has taken the trouble to get the opinion
of the biggest and most highly placed men in Canada to help
him prepare his article.

Back from the Arctic
VyiLLIAM THOMPSON, representing the American Geo-
^ ^ graphical Society, was this year in the Arctic Regions.
He went to the delta of the Mackenzie River, and took many
excellent pictures of the country and its Eskimo inhabitants.

He makes the November MACLEAN'S the vehicle of many of
his pictures and for an account of his journey. Read what this

Arctic scientist has to tell us about a remote part of our land.

Slackers and Conscription
"\^7"HAT is your attitude towards the draft? You have

* ' positive opinions, of course. How do they square with
Miss Laut's as they are expressed in her ringing article on
Slackers in the November MACLEAN'S?

The Nation's Business
["* HIS is a new feature—a fearless, well-informed survey of
A national affairs. What we all want is an outspoken—but
not vindictive—and clear-visioned presentation of factors and
facts affecting our national, political and economic welfare.

The Late Sir

Mortimer Clark
"D EFORE he died, a few weeks ago, the late Sir Mortimer
-*-* Clark, eminent jurist and an ex-Lieutenant-Governor of

Ontario, wrote for MACLEAN'S an article on "Safeguarding
Your Heirs." It has to do with the functions, service and safety
of Trust Companies as executors of estates. This article by a
man so distinguished, so cautious, so able, and so wise a coun-
sellor, can be of first-rate value to every man perplexed with
the problem of how his estate can be safely and prudently
administered after he, the testator, has passed from this life.

A Complete Novelette
By Peter B. Kyne

U"IS story in the November MACLEAN'S is a thunderingly
*• -*• good story of lumbermen and lumbering. Red blood is in

this tale of business. R. M. Brinkerhoff illustrates it.

Short Story
By Ethel Watts Mumford

' I * HE writer of this short story—the first of a delightful
-*- series by this author to appear in MACLEAN'S—is very
well known among short story writers. Delicate fancy, whole-
someness, freshness and finished workmanship characterize all

her work.

Short Story
By W. A. Fraser

A MIGHTILY well-written story of India—the kind that we
-**-all delight in; tense, bewildering, and lots of action. Fraser
never wrote a better short story than this. Ben Ward illus-

trates it.1 j. 1 P HP 1 I • /* trates it.

Sketches of Trench Life Hendryx and Oppenheim
By Gunner McRitchie

"\yT CRITCHIE was a cartoonist on a Western Canada daily
-L^-*- before he went overseas. He has done a number of
sketches of trench life "On the Spot," and these he has sent
home, for publication in MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. They're
interesting and good.

SERIALISTS
"'TpHE Gun Brand," by Hendryx, comes to an end in the

-*- November issue. Oppenheim's greatest story, "The
Pawns Count," is continued. Oppenheim's story is the biggest

single feature ever secured by MACLEAN'S.

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE
for November At All News Dealers 15c.
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r *£3^T?w The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace

J^^L The Only Perfect Melter

^"Sn^™iB Hl^\ All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

n^W^ Is Absolutely Uniform
JfcS ^^Jm"^ Write for catalog and complete information.

-i The Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

L

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-
ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100e^ BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

DL D

1 2

Chilled Shot

Best
Metallic
Abrasives

Since 1887
For cleaning iron, steel, malleable brass and
aluminium castings, you will find Chilled Shot
and Diamond Grit both dustless and economical.
The deserving reputation of these metallic
abrasives for sand blast purposes dates back
to 1887. To-day, because of exceptional merit,
they are used the world
over. Free samples for

the asking. Prices low

—

shipments prompt.

Write to-day

HARRISON SUPPLY CO.

5-7 Dorchester Ave., Extension

Boston, Mass. U.S.A.

i

13

Diamond Grit

Highest Quality

FoundryBrushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order.

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

r

Bent Handle
Washout.

Shoe Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The
Standard

Mill

A Wartime Necessity

RECLAIM
=99^=
Your Waste Metal

With metal of all kinds so scarce and high in
price it behooves you to save every pound of
metal within the range of possibility.

Note what you can do with a STANDARD
CONTINUOUS FEED MILL—save 99% of
all metal contained in cinders, slag, skim-
mings, old crucibles, etc. Capacity 600 to

1,500 lbs. per hour.

Works steadily and at a very moderate cost.

Only needs 2y2 to SV2 H.P., and same water
is used repeatedly.

The "Standard" is shipped complete
ready to operate.

No special foundations or pits

under floor required.

Ask for list of users in Canada and
United States.

The Standard Equipment
Company

Manufacturers of
Special Foundry Machinery

New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.

MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests of Iron, Steel, Brass, Stone, etc.

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,

Paints, Oils, Water, Sand, Coal, Coke, Core
Compounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding

Foundry Difficulties.

ANODES
Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can get guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can save duty and elimin-

ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

^ll|l|llilllllllllll!lllllllllll!lllllll!lllllll!lllllll!llllllll!llllllllll!!ll!lllllll!lllll!llllllll^

Vent Wax
The "Buffalo Brand" Vent Wax has .

established itself as the most reli-

able, economical and simplest
method to vent any core. By bed-
ding it in the sand and leading to

the proper outlet it leaves a good,
clear vent, as the wax is entirely
absorbed when the core is baked.

Samples from us or your nearest
supply house. Try it, use it, find

its value, and then send in your
order.

United Compound Company
228 Elk St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Look for the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spools

If what you need is not advertised, consult otir Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Sifts Sand
One ton in five minutes, with only
one man both shoveling and oper-
ating, is not overworking this
pneumatic, dust-proof Battle Creek
Sand Sifter. Of extra strong build,

it is trouble free, and cost for
upkeep is next to nothing.
Weighs 175 pounds ; screen
measurement. 16" x 18". Price
extraordinarily low. Write at
once for catalogue.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., B
^Tc
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Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients

—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whethel
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they
are getting what they are supposed to get—because our
Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of methods,
mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where practical
economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would pay
you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils, Paints,

Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel, Copper,

Brass, Stone, Brick, Wood, etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed

all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush

delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada,
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING

LABORATORIES, LIMITED
Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL

Branch Offices pnd Laboratories:

TORONTO, WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

CRANED
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WNLKERVILLE ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

Many of our customers are graduates from the school'of "Just as Good As."
They will never go back. In Crucibles the Best is Economy.

McCulIough-Dslzell Crucibles
FORTY YEARS" LEADERSHIP

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Specialists in analyzing:, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing; Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

j

> "/. i *

i_j_ v '*•*-'
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY [

If what you want is not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult
also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken, —
but does not become part of an advertising contract.
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ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Can. Iugersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Vickers, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,
N.Y.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
BLOWERS
Con. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont."""""""^clng Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Sw?.,0n S^ Supp,y Co- Ltd

- Toronto On"
fi£«n.

t0ni^ Ci
?S Ti

MnUPo" LM- Hamilton Out.Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BRICKS, RUBBING
f-Hn' "t

1"1

? ™? yan WinKle °°- Toronto. Ont.Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont

•SrT,"'™ ^IO
;

S
'JM'ly Co- LM -' Toronto, Ont.Wood. son. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OntDominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. Toronto Ont

'

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, OntHyde & Sons Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.MannfaetorerV Rnish C„
. Cleveland, OhiaObermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
HTdi

n
*"o

Fd,7
vSUpP# C°- LW" Toronto, Ont.Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.W . \\ . Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, B. J., Cv,., Toronto. Out.
BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
.Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

CAR MOTORS
Can. [ngersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

«'ARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodi9on. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry- Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.

CLAMPS, FLASK
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111,

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Oantier. J. H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucihle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
MeCnllorh-r>al7en Crucihle Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodisnn. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co

. Toronto I

Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, One.
Ohemiayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
CORE MACHINES. HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominton Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
TTvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Tahor Mfg Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. *:o.. Toronto. Ont.

CORE OILS
Can Hanson ft Von Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Fi™» Mil! cn . Ltd Hamilton, Ont.
Hv^e ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, 111.
Wood,*™ F J.. IV TV.-nn'o. Ont.

CORE OVEVS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdrv. Snrmly Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton FaHnsr Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hvde ft ^ns. Ltd., Montreal. One.
Joseph Oi-rnn Cn.rlMe Co.. .Tersev City. N..T.
Tv,w<;.„., P T Co

. Toronto. Ont.

CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

CORE WAX
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.," Montreal, yue.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Scully, Jones & Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co , Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel, R. B.. Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd... Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md'.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md_
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont-
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Gautier, J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hvde ft Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Sup_ply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. O.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons^ Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

EMERY STANDS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS, EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
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LITTLE WORDS WITH BEG MEANING
^li A.

A

fuaUto

According: to "Webster,"
Quality is "an excellence
of character; natural
superiority."

nmtt
Webster's definition of
"Service" is; "The per-
formance of labor for the
benefit of another."

We use these words advisedly—fully understanding their

definitions—and realizing the obligation we place upon our-

selves by their continued use in connection with our products

of Iron and Steel, and our attitude to the people we serve.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

MONTREAL HAMILTON

Pig Iron,
Steel & Iron Bars,
Horae Shoes,
Steel and Iron Products.

Steel Billets,
Track Spikes &

Bolts, Forgi ngs,Wire
of every description.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.



46 CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
8tevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FILLETS, LEATHER AM) WOODEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Uni.

Hyde A; Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Uautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
HjdC & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detiou, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J>. Co., Toronto. Ont.

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hyde & Sons.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd. . Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde .* Sons. Ltd., Montreal, gue.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Tuuoi ->iig. co., Fhilaueipuia, 1'a.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLINT SHOT
U. 8. Silica Co., Chicago, 111.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Out.

Hyde & Sous, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY FARTING
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry_. Supply Co., LtJ., Toronto, Out.

Hamilton !• ac.ng Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, F'rederic B., Detroit, Mich.

VMiiitsiieau ijios. Co., Buiialo, N.i.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. Hanson &. Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.

Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.4 Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Josepn UO.UH L-ruciuie Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Itaiuilton, Out.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whiunead liios. Co., liunaJo, N.I.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont,

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.

Hanley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easlon, Fa.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.

Monarch Engineering it Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Vato Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St.. Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd. . Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey C.'ty, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton. N.J.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

GRINDERS
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
FonKSnuth Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

GRIT, ANGULAR
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

GRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

HELMETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toionto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-
ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
(an. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

HOISTS. HANI), TROLLEY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, III,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toionto. Ont.
IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
IRON FILLER
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

'

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toionto. Ont.

IRON SAND
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

'

Midland Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

KAOLIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jusepn Diion Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Sly, W. VV., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Domiuion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. 'Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Seidel. B. B.. Philadelphia.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Charles C. Kawin Co., Toronto.
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. Toronto.
Vickers, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,
N.Y.

MIXERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, III.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Oat,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Eng.
Ctn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Davenport Machine & Fdry Co., Davenport. la.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton F'acmg Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Midland Machine Co., Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. , Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Ont.
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton OntHyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N3
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont,

PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh Pa
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.
PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto.'Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crnciule Co., Jersey City, N.J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Rons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburgh Pa.
Obermayer Co., R., Chicago, 111.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., .Sherbrooke, Que.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton. N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RIDDLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply. Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W„ Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
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FOUNDRY WORK
By Wm. C. Stimpson

licint Instructor in Foundry Work
and Poising, Department of Science
and Technology, Pratt Institute.

100 pp., 160 illus. Cloth binding. A
practical guide to modern methods of

molding and casting In iron, brass,

bronae, steel and other metals, from
simple and complex patterns, Including
many valuable hints on shop manage-
ment and equipment, useful tables, ete.

PRICE $1.00
Given free with four yearly

paid-up subscriptions.

Canadian Foundryman
143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Canada

For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

BLACKL
'T" i

='l
„

CRUC1BL

fas.

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

SAM) HI.AST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Maehy. Co., Chicago, 111.

C«n. Hansen ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Onrt.

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilto.i, Ont.

Hyde A Sons. Ltd.. Montieal, Que.
M Sand Blast ft Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.

\v. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.

3, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BAMS BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

B \M> HI V-l s\ND
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

minion Fdry. Standi Co., Ltd. t Toronto, Out.

A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
O. S. Silica Co.. Chicago, 111.

E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supplv Co.. Boston. Mass.
I'. S. Silica Co.. Chicago. 111.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Csn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston, Mass.

SAKD MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Rro=. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion

I

- ;.;>• Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
I., Montreal, Que.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, K. .7.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
narri=on Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.
I". S. Silica Co., Chicago. 111.

SIEVES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Sux>plv Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Onrt
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic P... Detroi". Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SILICA WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND n LVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onrt.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onrt.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal,. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co., Ltd., Toronto. Orat.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont'
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onrt.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZERS, POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Davenport, la.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onrt.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montieal, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montieal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde ft Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney. N.S.
Hyde A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph DLvon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
«'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.

T IXC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
K. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
McCnlloch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal., Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Cmt.

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Our.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

VENT AVAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
T"ni*ed Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wb".'Is, Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, _,td., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WIRE WHEELS
Dan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, On*.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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Every Particle of Iron—SAVED
Dings Magnetic Separator
Instead of tolerating waste, turn one big, con-

tinuous loss into an equally big, continuous
profit. You can do it the day a Dings Magnetic
Separator is put. to work in your foundry. At
one end this Dings Machine will

take your foundry refuse—every-

thing that a shovel can lift—and, at

the other end, spout reclaimed iron.

As well as iron and nails, it will also

separate the sand from the refuse, as

the accompanying illustration shows.

A Dings Magnetic Separator simply
cannot clog. In a great many foun-

dries where practicality is a first con-

sideration, this Dings machine is

converting one-time loss into substantial profit.

It will do as much for you.

Dings Magnetic Separator Co.
800 Smith Street Milwaukee, Wis.

Write for further particulars and specifi-

cations.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

It Is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
811 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Bartlev Crucible Co., Jonathan .... 6

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 43
Britannia Foundry Co 6

Brown Specialty Machinery Co. ... 9

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co...
Back Cover
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Fanner Mfp. Co., The 4
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MacLean's Magazine 40
Manufacturers Brush Co 41
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Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co 43

Seidel, Inc., R. B 38
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Standard Equipment Co 42
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Toronto Testing Laboratories 43

United Compound Co 42
United States Silica Co. . . . Front Cover

Vickers, Charles 38
Wells, W. W 42
Whitehead Bros. Co 7
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The Higher Cost of

The Lower Price

A Short Tale of
The Long Green

**»wiWM. M^^x^^/lX.
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COLUMBIA Parting is a Parting that is really suiter-excellent, I originated
both the product and that combination of words.

The basic material of Stevens Columbia Parting weighs 76 lbs. to the cubic
foot and sells for $1.90 per cubic foot.

The heavier basic materials of other partings weigh 107 lbs. upwards to the cubic

foot and cost anywhere from .$2.14 to $3 per cubic foot.

You bu.y Parting by weight and use it by measure. Why pay $2.14 to $3 per

cubic foot for the ordinary Parting when you pick the world's best for $1.90'?

Au -in I use a very large barrel and pack it to t lie top. It is so Light in weight thai full to the top
it weighs only 350 lbs. Smaller barrels, containing heavier partings, weigh 400 lbs. or over.

If heavier partings should be offered al V^c to %c lb. less than mine, all the above shows con-

clusively that there is .Mich a thing as the higher cost of the lower price. Scinl for my booklet telling

how to speed up and make money faster with Columbia Parting. Or, better still, send for a trial ban-el

—sent en approval if desired.

I sell other things about which there is no guesswork as to economy with thrifty buyers—Stevens Pure
East India Plumbago—Kine Kore Kompound—Carbon Blacking—Core Oils—Core Gum.

Stevens Tripoli Compositions, Sub-Felt and Spanish Felt Wheels, Turkish Emery, Glue, and other supplies
for particular platers.

All Stevens Specialties are especiallv good.

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Street

EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Indiana

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven. Conn.. E. E. Seeley. Manager
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Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus

The C. H. & V. W. Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus Type B. Gear Drive.

Modern in every detail, particularly adapted for electro-

plating quantities of small work in bulk. Saves time, labor

and material. Write for Bulletin No. 113.

Oblique Plating Barrel Apparatus

These machines are made in four sizes; they are smaller

and less expensive than the Type B. A wonderful aid in

plating screws and other small articles. Write for Bulletin

No. 116.

We manufacture everything for Polishing and Plating of Metals.

CONSULT US AND REDUCE YOUR COSTS

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO - - CANADA
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Metal Industry News

A Monthh Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Patternmaking Plating and Polishing Fields. Published by The MacLean Publishing
Company. Limited. Toronto. Montreal. Winnipeg, and London, England

VOL. VIII. PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, DECEMBER, 1917

THE VALUE OF THE HYDE
SERVICE

To the Foundry Trade the value of an organization that

can supply your needs from the smallest detail to the

completed equipment is the service that is most valuable.

Such is our Foundry Organiza-

tion. Headed by Mr. Meyers and
a competent staff of advisory

salesmen we can help you to de-

cide the most economical method
and materials as applied to your

special needs. Get in touch with

us and secure our co-operation.

To the Steel Trade—your basic

or acid bottoms may need at-

tention : you may need a new
installation—a furnace (electric

or open hearth) and refractories,

electrodes or ferro-alloys, furnace

bottoms, silica sands and mold-

ing sands.

HYDE CHk SONS, LIMITED
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
METALLURGISTS. FOUNDRY ENGINEERS

NEW BIRKS BUILDING MONTREAL

No. 12

H
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Bringing

Turn the KAWIN SER-
VICE guns on the produc-
tion costs of your plant.

We have specialized in

foundry practice and we
will guarantee that the

results of our experience
will save you 100% over
and above the cost of the

KAWIN SERVICE
Cost of production is on the upward trend owing to the scarcity of labor and
other conditions due to the war. But there's a big measure of relief in sight for

you. Just give the Kawin Service Staff an opportunity to operate in your plant.

They will stop leaks you never knew existed and show you how to get more work
and better work for your money.

Kawin Service includes chemists, metallurgists and practical foundrymen, all of

first-class experience and students of efficient and economical production.

Kawin Service has scored many notable successes in Can-
ada and United States. Never has failed to give paying
results. You need this service now as never before. Con-
sult us immediately.

Charles C. Kawin Company, Limited
Chemists, Metallurgists, Foundry Advisers - 307 Kent Building, Toronto

Chicago, 111. Dayton, Ohio San Francisco, Cal.
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Woodison's Ad
Published once a month by

THE E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
Toronto, Montreal and Windsor

FIRE BRICK
FOUNDRY REQUISITES

PLATERS' AND POLISHERS' SUPPLIES

TRY WOODISONS METHOD
"Buy the best it is the

cheapest in the long run"

A SUCCESSFUL

BRASS FURNACE

Operates at Low Cost

By properly arranging the area of
flue and grate openings with relation
to the combustion chamber, in the
Woodison Brass Furnace, we obtain
increased heat with the same fuel by
keeping the heat at the proper spot.

This feature enables you to get from
33 l-3 r

'r to 5096 greater melting ca-

pacity from the same amount of fuel.

Any Woodison Furnace may be ar-

ranged for either a "solid cast" drop-
grate, a "draw-bar" drop-grate, or a

"fixed" draw-bar grate. In the first

two grates ("drop" pattern) the hinge
lugs from which the grate swings, are
located at the rear of the furnace,
allowing sufficient space for resting
the bottom plate on the mason work
in the rear. The grate is swung shut
by a chain from the foundry floor, and
locked by a chain catch.

In the "fixed" grate the draw-bars
are set in rests at the front and rear
of the furnace, and, when dropping
the fire, may be withdrawn by your
"pick-up tongs" from the foundry floor.

The dropping operation in any case
is made from the foundry floor, get-
ting away from any possibility of ac-
cident.

We will be glad to furnish you with
proper specifications for the size of
your pit, for the size of the main flue

and for the location of the main flue.

Any further details will be promptly
sent you on receipt of request.

OTHER THINGS

There are any number of supplies
that you are using from day to day
in your foundry, core-room, cleaning-
room, and pattern shop. We can men-
tion a few of them in this column,
for instance: Pattern lumber, fillet,

letters, flask-clamps, steel bottom-
plates, mallets, torches, tumblers, stars,

gaggers, Woodseed Liquid Core Com-
pound, etc.

All of the above, we can supply you
with together with anything else that
you may need in any of the above-
mentioned departments.

Write for our New Catalog giving
a complete list of foundry supplies,
fire brick, and platers' and polishers'
supplies. It's yours for the asking.

A FORTUNATE I PROVEN

CONDITION I PLUMBAGO

Tin plate is a mighty difficult article

to obtain these days. We foresaw
that such would be the case and so
quite a while ago we stocked our
Perforated Chaplet department with
plenty of the necessary tin plate with
which to fill your chaplet orders.

No long, tiresome waits when you
order of us; we have just what you
want.

We are making all of the standard
sizes and any special sizes that you
may desire.

With our Perfect Perforated Chap-
lets you are assured perfect ventila-
tion, eliminating all possibilities of
blow-holes, air-pockets, etc., forming
a perfect union with the molten metal,
and thereby insuring an absolute pres-
sure-tight joint. That's something not
obtained on thin work with any other
chaplet.

Brass foundrymen find our special
perforated Aluminum chaplets of great
advantage in the foundry.

When ordering please state the
thickness of chaplets; the width; the
length. When curved chaplets are de-
sired don't fail to give the diameter
of the core.

Send in your orders now; they'll
receive our prompt attention.

ORDER YOUR
FIRE BRICK NOW

Do not hesitate in placing your or-
ders for P'ire Brick as there are several
good reasons for ordering right now.
One of the reasons is that the U.S.

government is using so much rolling-
stock in getting export shipments to
the coast, and lumber to the various
cantonments that a very serious car
shortage is almost bound to occur.
Then too, the brick-yards are work-

ing to full capacity now and are mak-
ing shipment of orders in rotation
only, so it's first come first served.
Anticipate your wants in this line

as much as possible so that when the
time comes that you need brick, you
will not be found on the waiting list.

We are in position to serve you
with the same reliable grades as be-
fore and await your orders for any-
thing you may need in the fire brick
line, including cupola blocks, tile and
Brass Furnace linings.

That's the only kind we have for

sale. The quality is determined by the

amount of graphitic carbon and the

low percentage of ash.

We do no refining, but buy our plum-

bago in original packages direct from
Ceylon. All grades are purchased on

guaranteed analyses and are tested

when they reach us. Therefore we
can always duplicate the last ship-

ment made. Enterprising grinders in

this country, in order to make an at-

tractive price use various adulterants

to cheapen the material. Beware of

these price-cutters as you only get what
you pay for after all. You may save

a half-cent a pound in your first cost

and spend several cents in your clean-

ing-room.

Among the several grades that we
have to offer the trade, there is none
more popular than our No. 614 Plum-
bago. It has all of the earmarks of

quality and you should not delay a

minute in placing a trial order for

a barrel.

It can be dusted, rubbed, or slicked

on a mold and it will not wash or run
before the metal. Furthermore the

castings will peel from the sand read-

ily and will come out with that clean,

blue grey appearance that is so much
desired by foundrymen and machinists
alike.

This is the best general-purpose
plumbago that we know of on the
market to-day.

We are prepared to serve you with
this and anything else you may need
in our line from our well-filled ware-
house stocks at the following cities:

Toronto
Windsor
Boston

Buffalo

Detroit

Portland, Ore.

Seattle

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Economy of Business Paper Advertising
By H. E. CLELAND, NEW YORK

Awarded the Higham prize at the convention of Associated Advertising Clubs, at St. Louis, June 1QI7-

This prize is given annually to the one delivering the most constructive address in the fewest words.

(Continued from last month)

SO,
in a quiet, substantial, and most-times unheralded

way, the business papers are leaders of progress
in their respective industries and in this character

they tie to them the progressive men of the industries.

Only progressive men are worth while to advertisers.

Therefore, the business papers not only aim directly at

those industries where the advertisers' products may
be sold, but they automatically select the men in each
industry whose words carry weight of buying authority.

But modern business papers—those which, for instance,

are members of the Associated Business Press—go even
further and put before the advertiser the exact number
of each classification of subscribers. So that, in a

technical industry, for instance, the advertisers are

shown how many firms, executive officers, purchasing
agents, superintendents, engineers, etc., are on the paid

subscription list and from these the advertiser may
estimate the buying power which each publication holds

for his product.

In other words, the business papers are helping to put
advertising closer to the status of an exact science.

And that, in turn, spells greater economy in advertising.

"BUYING POWER" THE TEST.
I said that the buying power per subscription in a

business paper was greater than the buying power per

subscription of any other medium because things are

bought for business and not private consumption.

To illustrate this, one industry last year bought ap-

proximately $500,000,000 worth of goods and 90 per

cent, of this industry is covered by two business papers
having a total paid circulation of 22,000, or an average
of material bought per subscriber of about $20,500.

Since it is a fact that less than five per cent, of our
population has an income of over $4,000 per year, it

may readily be seen that private and business consump-
tion are far, far apart.

I quote from an industry with which I am familiar and
not one picked because of its exceptional buying capa-
city. There are probably many which exceed it.

So, the thought is that each dollar invested in business

paper advertising buys more potential sales results

because each appeals to a greater buying power.

And that, too, is economy in advertising.

THE POTENT THING.
Now, all of you advertising men know that the really

potent thing in advertising is cumulative effect. You
know that even poor and mediocre advertising, per-

sisted in, pays and pays handsomely.

You know, on the other hand, that sporadic advertising,

even of the best kind, has only a temporary effect and
that effect is seldom of sufficient force to pay.

The splurger makes his splash, the ripples die out and

the surface becomes calm and serene. He loses because
his advertising is too costly to be kept up continuously.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR CONTINUITY IN
ADVERTISING.

It is possible, because of the low rates in business
papers, for practically any manufacturer to advertise
week in and week out or month in and month out, to-

hammer away until by sheer force of persistence he
drives his claims home and sells his prospect.

It takes time to sway men the advertiser's way. It

takes repeated effort to get the first return from
advertising.

The advertising catacombs are filled too full of the
bones of half-tried efforts.

There are publishers who permit and agents who induce
advertisers to adopt "splurge" advertising, and these I

charge with the crime of high treason against the

cause of effective advertising.

Advertising which cannot reap the benefits of cumu-
lative effect is not as profitable as it ought to be.

Therefore, it is not as economical as it might be.

Business paper advertising is economical because,
intensive circulation permits rates low enough to allow
practically any manufacturer to advertise continuously.

FOLLOW THE SALESMAN'S METHODS.
That advertising is best which comes closest to the best

in salesmanship.

What does the salesman do ? Assume that he is selling

steam engines, does he make a house-to-house canvass,

of say, Chicago? Not on your life. Aside from the

utter insanity of that procedure, it takes twelve years
and eight months for one man to make a house-to-

house canvass of Chicago. He picks out steam power
plants or plants in course of design or of building and
goes to those and no others.

Does he make his sales talk to the office boys and steno-

graphers in those plants? Not in one thousand years.

He goes to the man who buys or recommends.

Does he talk to these men about steam calliopes or

about steam engines? You know the answer.

Does he endeavor to show the economy and efficiency

of the steam engine as a prime mover and does his talk

resemble that of an engineer or a chauffeur? You
know the answers to that, too.

Now, why does the salesman do these things? Because
the efficient salesman knows how to follow the straight

line—the shortest distance between two points—and
because his concern will not pay for the super-expense
of roundabout methods.

For precisely the same reason, the wise manufacturer
uses the business papers to carry his advertising

message.
(Concluded next month)
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The Allies will Win Their Cause only is Just

Monarch Furnaces
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NO CRUCIBLE OIL OR GAS

Continuous Melting
To lower melting cost, a furnace without equal is the Monarch Double-Chamber
Rockwell. It utilizes all the heat.

Exhaust heat from the primary chamber flows into the other chamber. While the
metal in the primary chamber melts, metal in the other chamber is heated to the
melting- point before the direct heat from the one

low-pressure oil or gas burner is put upon it; conse-

quently it is brought rapidly to molten state with-

out loss from oxidation. With the quantity of fuel

an ordinary single-chamber furnace demands, this

Monarch Double-Chamber Furnace melts almost

twice the metal in half the time.

Each chamber is a lined steel shell, split longitudinally through

it- axis and hinged on one side. Mounted horizontally in line

on three nnder-eut stands, which are set on a cast iron base as a

unit, both chambers revolve freely and independently on

rollers by means of a worm gear and hand wheel.

At the Tonopah-Belmont Mill, within 12 months, this Monarch
Douhle-Chamber Rockwell Furnace melted 3.805,789.29 fine

ounces of bullion at a total cost per ounce of $0.002435. And
melting copper, brass, bronze, aluminum, etc.. it has set a

standard no other furnace has approached.

Write NOW for Catalog.

Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber
Furnace—"Simplex"

The Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Company

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Shops at Curtis Bay, Md.

The fastest heating, fuel-

economizing Furnace in the
Single Chamber type. In
construction and material as

good as the Monarch
I >oul)le-Chamber Furnace,
hut without its continuous
heating feature.
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Two Significant

Opinions

:

"I think the book is the
best I ever saw for the
price." Edwin Sluyter,
C o n s t r uction Engineer,
Burroughs Adding Machine
Co., Detroit.

"I consider this is a
valuable book and should
be in the hands of all

men engaged in this line
of business." E. W.
Clarke. Wilmington Malle-
able Iron Co., Wilmington,
Delaware.

A Valuable Book on an Important Trade
PATTERN-MAKING -By G. H. Willard

A book for the man who does the work. Written by a prac-

tical patternmaker of many years' experience. Gets right

down to business in the first chapter and keeps it up
throughout the book. Full of kinks and actual working
information. Profusely illustrated.

Written So You Can Understand It

Deals with the practical experience of foundry work; tools

required; woods adapted for the work; turning and all

kinds of patterns.

Contains additional chapters on core-making and molding.

A big cloth-bound book of 224 pages with 312 illustrations.

Price, postpaid, $1.00.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Technical Book Department

143-153 University Avenue - - Toronto, Canada

>AW^X^K--V^\T»i.!~'lfT>Fr.

^KV

Let us assist you in

Grinding DownCosts
To do this simply give us an out-

line of your grinding operation
and we will furnish the best

possible wheel for the purpose.

Gresolite

for Grey and Chilled Iron.

Emery
for Steel Foundry and General
Purpose.

Corundum and Rexite
for Precision and Fine Tool
Grinding.

Write for booklet "Safety as

Applied to Grinding Wheels."

Canadian Hart Wheels
LIMITED

Manujaciurcrs Grinding Wheels and
Machtner

456 Barton Street East

HAMILTON. CANADA

K&<?s&A»wt°x\u<.v--'j .--. ->.nc<*w»wai(aii
,;fea»wri

A Message to Canadian Foundries

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

Saves Both Sand and Labor
Improves the quality of the castings.

Corrects "scabbing" due to imperfect mixing of facing sand.
Saves compound when mixing core sand, and coal dust when
mixing facing sand by reason of the thoroughness of its work.

The Simpson Intensive Foundry Mixer is in successful opera-
tion in some of the best known foundries in Canada.

Write for details and prices to

National Engineering Co.
Room 505, Tacoma Bldg.

CHICAGO, 111.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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You Wouldn't Buy a Cupola
Built a Hundred

Years Ago

—

^JTZ^.
Then Why Operate Your Cupola by Methods #^'

'

jr

That are Equally Out of Date -**#^

Perhaps you didn't realize this—but for your own self-interest, find out about

it. We know because since 1908 we have examined and reported on over 2,000

cupolas—in all parts of the world, and enabled many to save the price of our

system IN COKE ALONE in one to three months.

Years ago we standardized Cupola Practice and made
the Cupola "fool-proof." Every heat

should be a GOOD heat.

No excuse about "BAD DAY FOR MELTING"—"COKE WAS ROT-
TEN"—"NOT ENOUGH POWER"—"ENGINE TOO SMALL" -
"POOR MATERIAL," etc., when following scientific melting.

WE ARE PREPARED TO REPORT ON YOUR CUPOLA—WE
SHOW you right amount of good coke and iron for bed—subsequent charges

—and cover every detail of your practice, which, when followed, produces the

hottest iron with the LEAST coke. MANY report a saving of 10 to 20 PE]R
CENT. ON COKE ALONE.

No Expensive Changes—Special Appliances—No
Patent Tuyeres— Just Common Sense. Don't
Experiment— We Did All That. Let Us Show
You How—It 's Quicker and Saves You Money.

Return coupon to-day for full information. IT'S FREE.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM Inc.

700 Goldsmith Building jT/& V ^

MILWAUKEE, WIS. - U.S.A. X/sfj*^ fW >*
' \<

x

<ys-'
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Crucibles of Quality

UNIFORM
Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Catalogue on rmtjuomt

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Hartley Crucible Co,
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

ii

<i

a

English Moulding Machines
Jarr" Ramming
Head" Ramming
Hand" Ramming

The most efficient on the market.

Well built to suit rough usage.

Write for particulars to the makers.

Britannia Foundry Company
Coventry, England

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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USE
KAOLIN

For lining and patching the

Cupola or Open-Hearth Fur-

nace, Lining Ladles, Clay

Wash, etc.

It will save your fire brick

and the time of your men.

Whitehead Bros. Co.
Providence

New York

Buffalo

ManufacturedForOver50Ye*m

J. H. Ga utier; & Co.

Little David
Grinders

IN THE FOUNDRY
do their work speedily and thor-

oughly at a small part of the cost

of hand work.
The time saved is not all in

the foundry either,

shop will prefer
David" treated castings every
time, because they are smoother
and need no touching up.

If you wish, a circular wire brush
may be substituted for the grinding
wheel, or the tool may be fitted with a

buffing wheel for polishing.

Send for bulletins on " Little David" Drills,
Grinders, Chipping Hammer*, etc., also
"Impet ial" Hoists and "Crown" Sand
Rammers.

CANADIAN 1NGERS0LL-RAND CO., Ltd.

General Offices: Commercial Union Bid., Montreal, Que.

The machine
the "Little

Branches:

Sydney, N.S.

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal. Que,
Toronto, Ont.
Cobalt. Ont.

Branches:

Timmins, Ont.
Winnipeg. Man.
Nelson. B.C.

Vancouver. B.C.

New York. N.Y.

LONDON, ENG.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TABOR
10" Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding
light snap flash work in large or small

quantities. The Tabor 10" Power
Squeezer combines with simplicity and
durability the highest efficiency for the

rapid production of bench work requir-

ing flasks up to and including 14 by 20
inches, or the equivalent. Absolute
uniformity in density of sand is obtained,

and conseqently the loss of castings,

due to swelling or blowing of the molds,
is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M. R.

There Is No Faster Machine Made
THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

3

5

Jolts

Squeezers

Davenport

Machine &
Foundry

Co.

Davenport

la.

Jolt Squeezers

Roll-Overs

Davenport

Sand Straddler

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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oj Every Description

Forged, Riveted or Electric Welded

Hard Iron Tumbling Stars
For cleaning all sizes and shapes of castings.

Stove Trimmings of Lustrous Beauty
Pokers, Turnkeys, Lifters, Handles, Scrap-
ers, Shakers. Rings, Edges, Stups, Towell
Bars, Hails, Closet Corners and Brackets.

Careful attention accorded all orders and
inquiries. Write Department C.

Malleable Iron Castings—Soft, Tough.

The Fanner Mfg.. Co.
Cleveland

Ohio.

The SLY Line
of Better Foundry Equipment

Drawer Type Core Ovens
Drawer heights can be changed to suit every size of

core without cutting or drilling.

Elimination of waste space saves fuel and brings top

drawer within easy reach of operator.

Simple arrangement of flues and dampers means
even distribution of heat—thorough baking of

cores—low fuel consumption.

Easy Operation—No Warping.

Coke, Gas, or Oil Firing.

CAR and RACK CORE OVENS
CORE CARS - CORE RACKS

Tumbling Mills, Cinder Mills,

&*^'iJ£L£T

££Z. COMPLETE SAND BLAST INSTALLATIONS

THE W.W. SLY MFG. CO.
New York CLEVELAND, OHIO Chicago

m
-

•^^T^^EM'f'
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Front View With Sliding Door Raised Side View. Truck is Run Underneath Barrel

No. 3 Revolving Barrel Sandblast Machine
showing front and side views. Truck is run directly underneath the barrel and load is

automatically dumped when the barrel revolves.

We will gladly refer you to malleable steel and iron manufacturers who are operat-

ing one or more of these barrels. Many of them have competing makes and can give

comparative results. Learn from the operators what results they are getting.

Style A Hammer Core Machine
Other styles to make up to 7" round cores

Electric Duplex Shaker
The fastest, most substantial shaker built

Send for Catalogues

Brown Specialty Machinery Company
2424 West 22nd Street, Chicago

// ivhat you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.



The Shell Industry in Canada from a Metallurgical Viewpoint'
By Hugh Lamont**

In ///< course of a resume
4

of Canada's early efforts to produce munitions in quantity and
quality, the author mentions several features, more or less insignificant individually, but

having, collectively, a vital influenc< on tlie ultimate success of the work. The rnicrophoto-

graphs demonstratt convincingly the value o) expert scientific knowledge, and how ii may
b( applied to the solution of vital problem* beyond lite scope of ordinary fat-tori/ routine.

IN
the first days of August, 1914, when

the European crisis seemed likely to

lead Great Britain into hostilities, the
Government of Canada, confident in the
patriotism of the Canadian people,
pledged the support of the Dominion to

the Imperial authorities in case war
could not be averted. Thus it was that
Canada, as an integral part of the Brit-

ish Empire, found herself in a state of
war when Britain's declaration of

August 4th was issued. The greater
part of the militia was called out

—

bridges, public utilities, strategic points
had to be guarded; but the greatest task
of all was the enlistment and the equip-
ment of the first Canadian Expeditionary
Force, which, amounting to 33,000 men,
was mobilized early in September and
sailed overseas early in October.

Since that date Canada's contributions
in men have gone steadily forward, until

to-day her armies at home and abroad
are rapidly approaching the half-million

mark, with effective measures provided
for reinforcements as required—no small
contribution from a country of about
seven million population scattered over
the area which Canada comprises.
But the war could not be won by men

alone, and it was quickly demonstrated
that the artillery arm of the service was
to play a part hitherto undreamed of, and
the call for munitions and more muni-
tions was early heard. Britain's arsenals
were entirely inadequate, and she quick-
ly began converting her industrial plants
into munition factories. The Canadian
Government, knowing the need for muni-
tions and hoping to stimulate Canadian
business, asked the co-operation of the
manufacturers in producing shells.

Initial Attitude

Naturally there was a certain amount
of reluctance on the part of the Canadian
manufacturers to engage in a business
entirely new to them. Different causes
contributed to this attitude. The specifi-

cations called for a degree of accuracy
in machining and strength of metal in

the finished product, which to say the

least was imposing. But most of all, the

size of the original orders and the un-
certainty of renewals, in fact, the un-
certainty of the war itself as to how long

it would last, all tended to caution the

manufacturer to go slow, for in every in-

stance it was necessary for the manu-
facturer to expend considerable capital

to equip his plant to handle the business.

The pioneer manufacturers were in-

•A paper read before the Steel Treating Re-
search Society of Detroit. Oct. 19. 1917.

••Manager, Toronto Testing Laboratory. Ltd.,
Toronto. Ont.

duced to go into the business, not by the

hope of making profits, but rather by a

patriotic desire to do their bit in helping

to win the war. Then, too, there was the

matter of financing which the Canadian
Government had to contend with, and at

the very outset the munition industry re-

quired a considerable outlay of capital.

Canada, young and undeveloped, had all

along been a borrowing nation, and just

at the outbreak of the war was experi-

encing a period of trade depression

brought on by the bursting of the most
sensational land boom in her history.

However, the Canadian Government,
acting as the agent of the British War
Office, was successful in placing the first

order for shells, some 200,000 shrapnel,

with the Canadian manufacturers about

the first week in September, one month
after hostilities commenced. This order

was split among some half dozen con-

cerns. From that initial order in Sep-

tember, 1914, the business developed, so

that by November, 1915, the munition in-

dustry was the most important in Can-

ada, embracing in all 320 firms. By
April, 1917, when the United States en-

tered the war, 630 firms were engaged in

the production of shells and shell parts,

giving employment to over 225,000 oper-

atives, and the business involved an ex-

penditure of $5,000,000 a week, with a

daily average output valued at $1,-

500,000.

During the first part of the war the

purchase of munitions was entrusted to

a body known as the Shell Committee,
representing and responsible to the Brit-

ish authorities. Later on this committee
was replaced by the Imperial Munitions

Board, but the business is carried on

practically on the same principles.

The steel billets or rolled stock are

purchased by the board from the steel

manufacturer; it is then allotted to the

different forging companies, who are

held responsible for each shell less those

required for testing purposes. From the

forging companies it is distributed to

the machining and assembling com-
panies, who in turn are required to turn

back to the board an equal number of

shells as they receive less those required

for test. Provision is also made govern-

ing each manufacturer's responsibility,

and, considering the extent of the busi-

ness and the fact that in only a few in-

stances are completed shells produced by
any one firm, the very small number of

misunderstandings arising speaks well

for the way the business is conducted,

and especially bears evidence to the effi-

ciency each Canadian manufacturer has

attained in the respective operations

allotted to him.

Returning to the original orders which

were issued early in September, 1914,

the manufacturers interested imme-
diately began to get their plants in shape

to handle the work. Machines had to be

rebuilt, or new machines bought, but the

first orders were practically all turned

out on old machines with the necessary

machining accessories to cover the re-

quirements. In the matter of heat treat-

ing, old equipment, if there was any at

all, was not practical, and new equipment

had to be purchased.

In these matters each manufacturer

had access to the Dominion Arsenal at

Quebec, the only plant in Canada manu-

facturing shells, and was assisted so far

as possible by the men in charge of the

various departments. As each manu-

facturer had his equipment installed a

trial lot of shell forgings were supplied

to him and the problem of meeting the

specification began.

Shrapnel Material

In shrapnel this specification called for

a yield point or elastic limit of 36 long

tons, or 80,640 lbs. per square inch, and

ultimate breaking strength of not less

than 56 tons, 125,440 lbs. per square

inch, with an elongation of not less than

8 per cent, in % in. The test specimen

is taken from the shell when partly ma-

chined, and after receiving final heat

treatment at a point where the maximum
bursting strain occurs, and known as the

set-up point. The forgings were made

from 3 M: in. rolled stock, plain carbon

steel from 0.45 to 0.55 in carbon, under

0.05 in sulphur, under 0.06 in phosphorus,

manganese from 0.50 to 1.00, and silicon

under 0.30 per cent. In the bar the steel

must show a yield of 19 tons, 42,560 lbs.,

ultimate breaking strength 35 tons, 78,-

400 lbs., and an elongation of 20 per

cent, in 2 in.

As the shell received a final heat treat-

ment no strict specification was issued

concerning the physical properties of the

steel in the forging. But in order to

meet the specification for the finished

shell recourse was necessary to the

double heat treatment. This necessi-

tated the installation of two furnaces

and quenching tanks. Further, each

shell had to be nosed, requiring still an-

other furnace and nosing press. Add to

this the changes necessary to existing

machinery, and it is not surprising that

the end of October was reached before

installations anywhere were completed,
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and the actual work of making shells

that would be acceptable to the War
Office begun.

Then came a period* of trials and
tribulations. The rough forging as re-

ceived had first to be cut to length,

rough. turned inside and out, the recess

for the copper rifling band cut and wave
lines in the bottom of this recess formed
before the final heat treatment was giv-

en, so that failure to pass specification

not only entailed the loss of the shell

forging with which the manufacturer
was charged, but all the machine work
done on it.

As machined for heat treatment the

metal in the base of the shell would be

Va in. thick while the walls would be not

more than M in. Oil was used as a

quenching medium though some water
hardening was done, but on the whole
it was found too severe and was frown
ed upon by representatives of the War
Office. Pyrometers had been installed to

keep accurate watch on the tempera-
tures, scleroscopes to test the hardness
after quenching and, after tempering,
but if the shells would not harden, they

could not pass the physical require-

ments.

To enumerate all the difficulties that

arose would be as easy to set down a list

of Job's ailments. Sometimes it was
the* steel, sometimes the oil, next it

would be the furnace that was at fault,

and asrain the pyrometer. Expert and
amateur suffered alike. Reputations
were shattered and men lost faith in

their fellowmen.

Growth Follows Success

By November 15, 1914, the govern-
ment sent an urgent appeal for shells

by November 30. Promises were made
which unhappily could not be fulfilled

and it was not until the latter part of

December that shipment, of Canadian
shells began. Small at first, but they
quickly grew in volume. Before the first

orders were complete larger orders came
and other manufacturers were preparing
their plants to handle the business.

When it is considered that not only

had changes in machinery to be made,
but in many cases changes in plant lay-

out, considering also the equipment that

had to be added, and the general lack of

knowledge concerning a business, as it

were, hastily thrust upon him, the Can-
adian manufacturer is entitled to a great

deal of credit in that he was shipping;

completed shells less than four months
after receiving his initial order, and five

months after war was declared.

To revert to some of the early trou-

bles encountered in heat treating, as a

rule the steel supplied was rather close

to the lower limit both as to carbon and
manganese* if not actually dropping be-

low, though forgings really below speci-

fication were rare. But being close to

the lower limit, especially in carbon, lim-

ited the ran^e in which such shells

should be quenched and tempered to get

the required physical properties. The
man in charsre of the heat treating al-

ways a'med to carry his steel well past

the critical ransre, but should the shell

not show a proper hardness in quench-

ing from that temperature, a higher

temperature was tried, many cases of

overheating resulting.

Microstructure of one of first shells

heat treated in any Canadian plant is

shown in Fig. 1.—carbon 0.47, mangan-
ese 0.53, magnified 100 diameters. Heat-
ed 1700 *deg. F. quenched in oil, reheated
to 1000 deg. F. cooled in air. Elastic

limit, 34.7 tons, ultimate breaking
strength 53.5 tons, elongation 19 per
cent. Shells from this steel had pre-

viously been quenched from 1490 deg. F.,

reheated to 1100 deg. F. and failed. It

was finally passed by quenching from
1550 deg. F. and reheated to 800 deg. F.,

the elastic limit reaching 39.6 tons, ul-

timate breaking strength 58.5 tons with
an elongation of 14 per cent.

Whether or not the increased elastic

limit and ultimate strength was alto-

gether due to the lower temperature at

which these shells were tempered is a

question. The repeated heating may
have refined the ferrite grain somewhat,
the quenching temperature no doubt had
an influence, but in the writer's opinion

the tempering was the greatest factor.

In the early days numerous instances

came under the writer's attention where
shells, under 0.50 in carbon, which fail-

ed after being tempered at 1000 deg. F.,

were brought within specification by
quenching from exactly the same tem-
perature and reheating not over 800 deg.

F., in some instances the ultimate

strength being increased 6 tons, while

the elongation in no instance went below
12 per cent.

The shrapnel shell being 9 in. deep
with an inside diameter of 2V2 in., it is

obvious that success in hardening de-

pends to a great extent on the manner
in which the shell is lowered into the

oil. The usual method of dipping base

downward, allowing the oil to flow over

the edge to the inside and swinging
backwards and forwards was on the

whole sufficient. An early installation

provided for pumping cold oil into the

ed of losing its Lfe when the fault was
due to a leak in the tank allowing water
from the cooling system to penetrate,

forming an emulsion, which as a quench-
ing medium was far from being a suc-

cess. In some cases the forgings were
annealed at about 1200 deg. F. before

machining. The better machining quali-

ties were an offset to the extra opera-

tion, besides the steel was in better shape

to receive final heat treatment.

Steel Makers Help

The steel companies were quick to re-

cognize the value of a few extra points

of carbon and manganese, so that as

the work progressed less and less diffi-

culty was encountered in hardening and
in many cases, after quenching, it was
necessary to reheat to a noticeable red-

ness in order to sufficiently temper the

steel.

Fig. 2 shows the microstructure of an
average shrapnel shell recently made,
carbon 0.52, manganese 0.75, magnified

100 diameters. The shell from which
this specimen was cut was heated to 1550

deg., quenched in oil, reheated to 1000

deg., and cooled in air. Elastic limit

42 tons, ultimate breaking strength 70

tons, elongation 15 per cent.

Under a higher magnification the sor-

bitic condition of the steel is plainly

seen. This is the condition which the

manufacturer aims to produce. The
temperatures in average practice vary
from about 1450 deg. to 1600 deg. for

ouenching and from 800 deg. to 1100

deg. for tempering, depending on the

carbon content. In ordinary furnace

practice 20 minutes would be about the

average time required to heat the shells

for quenching with possibly a little

longer time for tempering.

It would be about April, 1915, that the

first orders for high explosive shells

were placed in Canada. First came the

3 in. shell, in outer design the same as

shrapnel, but with thicker walls. These
shells were machined from bar stock

and required no heat treating. Later

FIG. l.

interior of the shell as it was being low-

ered into the tank. This method proved

very useful especially in low carbon, low
manganese steels.

Quenching oils were another source of

trouble especially in the early days.

Some were justly condemned and some
unjustly. Frequently an oil was accus-

FIG. 2.

came the 4.5 in., and 6 in. high explosive;

and later still the 8 in. and 9.2 in., which

cover the range of Canadian manufac-
ture. All these shells had to be forged,

and as the demand for high explosives

grew rapidly, many new forging com-

panies entered the field.

It being necessary for the shrapnel
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shell to receive a final heat treatment)
no strict specification covering the prop-

erties of the steel in the forging was
required, whereas the high explosive

shell not undergoing such treatment
mast possess the required physical prop-
erties before Leaving the forging plant.

The specifications covering this type of

up to forging temperature together. The
piercing, as a rule, is clone in one oper-
ation and the shells cooled. The cooling

is either retarded or accelerated accord-
ing to the carbon content.

Where the carbon drops down to 0.40
per cent., accelerated cooling is neces-

sary, whereas in the higher carbon steels

above the critical range and cooling ac-

celerated.

High carbon heats showing too great a

strength and low elongation should be

heated well up but not through the range
and cooled slowly. It is not often that

rejected heats fail to respond to the an-

nealing treatment.

FIG. 8. FIG. 1. FIG. 5.

shell call for an elastic limit or yield of

19 tons, and ultimate breaking strength
of not less than 35 tons, and not more
than 50 tons, with an elongation in 2 in.

of not less than 14 per cent. The maxi-
mum carbon content is 0.55 and while
there apparently is no minimum the
forging companies are not required to

accept anything under 0.40 per cent.

The minimum manganese content is 0.40
and maximum 1.00, sulphur and phos-
phorus under 0.05 and silicon under 0.30
per cent.

The shells are forged from either roll-

ed or cast blanks; while many of the 4.5
in. and 6 in. shells have been forged from
cast blanks, the tendency is to produce
these types from rolled stock. The 6 in. and
under are forged with a solid base. The
8 in. and 9.2 in. are forged with a solid

nose, the blanks beinz cist with an tap-

FIG. 6.

ered nose approximating the taper in the
finished forging.

For the forging operation, the blanks
are generally heated to a temperature
of from 2000 deg. to 2200 deg., either in

large continuous furnaces or in smaller
batteries where the shells are all brought

the cooling must be retarded as much as

possible. Practice in this respect varies

in different plants and for the different

types of shells. As a rule, low carbon
heats are stacked in the open, consider-

able space being left between each shell

for circulation of the air. High carbon
heats are stacked closely, well protected
from the air and may be covered with
cinders or some similar medium id re-

tain the heat. In no case is it permis-
sible that the shells be in contact with
each other during cooling. Test pieces

are taken from each heat after forging,

and any heats failing to pass the speci-

fications are set aside to be normalized
or annealed.

Failures and Their Treatment

Rejected heats may be either too weak
or too strong and must be either brought

Mli. 'I.

up or toned down. Failures generally
occur in those heats close to the mini-
mum and maximum carbon content. Low
carbon heats, showing a failure to rf»ach

the minimum breaking strength, h\v in

elastic limit, and high in elongation,

should be brought to a heat slightiy

Some low carbon, low manganese
heats, failing to respond to ordinary air

cooling, have been brought up to

strength by an air treatment which con-
sists of forcing cold air into the interior

of the shell, the exterior at the same
time being subjected to similar treat-

ment.

Fig. 3 shows the microstructure of a
0.40 carbon steel as forged which fail-

ed in the test, magnified 100 diameters.
Yield, under 19 tons, ultimate breaking-

strength 34.5 tons, elongation 26.5 per
cent.

Fig. 4 shows the same steel annealed
at a temperature of 1400 deg. Magnified
100 diameters. In this specimen the

heating has not been sufficient to break
up the ferrite grain, yet the refining of

the pearlite has added sufficient to the

yield and ultimate breaking strength to

pass specifications. Yield over 19 tons,

ultimate breaking strength 38 tons,

elongation 26 per cent.

Fig. 5, microstructure of a similar

steel, 0.440 carbon, 0.76 manganese, heat-

ed to 1550 deg., cooling accelerated.

Yield over 19 tons, ultimate breaking
strength 48 tons, elongation 19 per cent.

In this specimen the heating has been
carried through the range, a new struc-

ture being formed.
Fig:. 6 shows the structure of a 0.50

carbon steel as forged, and cooled quick-

ly. Magnified 100 diameters. Failed

too short.

Fig. 7, a similar steel as forged, cool-

ing retarded. Magnified 100 diameters.

The retarded cooling has permitted the

normal amount of ferrite to separate
out. This steel passed. Yield over 19

tons, ultimate breaking strength 38.7
tons, elongation 23 per cent.

While it is true that the munition in-

dustry in Canada has not developed any-
thing new in heat treatment so far as

the science is concerned, still the Can-
adian manufacturer has proven his abil-

ity to meet the demands made unon him.

Eight hundred thousand completed shells
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every week, a greater production of

munitions than that of any nation be-

fore the war except Germany, is evi-

dence of the part Canadian industry is

playing in the Allied cause.

EFFICIENCY IN THE FOUNDRY"
By James A. Fitzgerald, Reno, Pa.

WHAT is efficiency; where does it

start, and where does it end ?

Efficiency is the easiest and
shortest route by which we may obtain

a particular desired result. Its starting

point is closely allied with a good cost

accounting system and its end is un-
measurable.

We are informed by statistical reports

that the failures in the business world
run exceedingly high, and we naturally
wonder why this is true. Upon investi-

gation we find either a deplorably ineffi-

cient cost accounting system or gross
inefficiency in the way the business is

being conducted, due either directly to

faulty cost accounting or to errors of the
men in authority. In the latter case, fail-

ure comes because men do not take suffi-

cient time to consider the vital factors
which control the destiny of business. I

sincerely believe that there is not a man
living who at some period of his life has
not had the amibition to go into business
for himself and has enjoyed the promise
of future success. Many have succeeded
after years of struggle, and if one could
induce these men to honestly relate their

advancement to success, they would,
without doubt, mention their method of

cost accounting, its efficiency or ineffi-

ciency, and its results.

Business Warnings Are Unheeded

On the other hand, there are many
failures of which we are uninformed, be-

cause we surround ourselves with the
promise of a bright future, thus prevent-
ing us from heeding the warnings sound-
ed by the mistakes of others. For this

reason, a number of manufacturers ap-
proach near to the brink of business dis-

aster before they learn the necessity of

promptly making radical changes in or-

der to repair the damage done by ineffi-

ciency and improper cost accounting.
Efficiency in the foundry does not al-

ways imply that efficient methods shall

exist only in the foundry proper. On the

contrary, efficiency must be applied in all

departments. If efficient management
reflect in a most desirable manner the
effort that has been put forth by the men
in charge.

exists all along the line, the foundry will

A few years ago, whenever we had oc-

casion to call on foundries, we generally
found an ill-lighted, vile-smelling, dust-

covered, dirty institution.

To-day, conditions are just the reverse.

Why? Because in the old days very
little scientific work along foundry lines

had been accomplished. The foundryman
kept no real record that he could refer to

and find out where or at what point in

the transaction of his business he had
sustained a loss. The casting business

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the
American Foundrymen's Association, at Boston,
Sept., 1917.

was decidedly risky from a financial

standpoint, or at least was considered as

such. To-day we have well-lighted, ven-

tilated and heated foundries, with all of

the most modern and up-to-date conveni-

ences. Moreover, our shops are scrupu-
lously clean. Why have these changes
come about? One foundryman will say
competition brought them, and another
will say we did it in order to better our
financial standing. Others will present

other reasons, and each of these has a

certain bearing on these changes. How-
ever, the two great factors which have
brought about the transformation in the

foundry are system and science. With
system we keep an accurate record or

records of what is being done, and with
science we determine beforehand what
results we may reasonably expect before

we spend our money. In the foundry, as

in all other lines of business, we are

dealing with natural laws which have
been in force ever since the beginning of

time. As long as we recognize these na-

tural laws and keep within certain well-

defined limits, we may anticipate results

with the assurance of success.

®
STEEL CHIMNEY TROUBLES

By T. J.

CHIMNEYS built up of steel plates re-

quire protection both inside and out-

side, if they are to have reasonably long

life and perform their work properly.

The outside of a chimney is exposed to

the action of sun, wind and rain, and the

approved method of protecting it from
rust is to give it a coat of good paint,

which should be renewed whenever and
wherever it shows signs of peeling off

and exposing the metal to the influence

of the elements. On the inside the chim-

ney is exposed to the action of the gas-

eous products of combustion, which may
have a temperature of several hundred

degrees. Any form of paint would,

therefore, be quite useless. Besides it

must be remembered that the gases

which flow up the chimney are derived

from the combustion of fuels containing

carbon, hydrogen, and sulphur, and,

therefore, contain carbon dioxide, steam

and sulphur dioxide. The steam in the

chimney gases will condense if cooling

takes place to any great extent, and the

moisture will combine with the dioxides

of carbon and sulphur to form carbonic

acid and sulphurous acid. Both of these

acids are corrosive in their action on

iron, and they are particularly active in

the presence of heat. Therefore, the in-

side of the chimney needs to be well pro-

tected.

The usual method of protecting the in-

terior of a steel chimney is to line it

with brick, which is laid up against the

wall of the chimney. It is advisable to

fill the interstices between the lining

with a grout made of cement, as this will

not only give support to the brickwork,

but will at the same time prevent the

corrosive acids from reaching the shell.

Such a lining should extend to the top of

the chimney to be effective. If it is car-

ried up only half-way or even to two-

thirds of the full height of the chimney
the corrosion is localized at the part of

the structure that it is most difficult to

reach. The formation of moisture, due
to condensation of vapor in the flue

gases, will occur in the upper part of the
chimney rather than in the lower, be-

cause the gases grow colder as they as-

cend, due to radiation from the shell of

the chimney. It is, therefore, very advis-

able to carry the lining all the way up to

the top.

It will be found upon observing steel

chimneys that are in service that the

signs of discoloration and corrosion on
the outside are largely confined to the

upper half of the structure. The rings

or sections composing the chimney are

put together in such a way that each
overlaps on the outside of the ring below
it, so that the edges of the circumferen-

tial seams face downward outside. This

construction prevents rain and snow
from collecting on the edges of the plates

outside. On the inside, however, the

edges face upwards, and if moisture is

formed it will lodge on these edges, find

its way through the joint and run down
outside, streaking and discoloring the

chimney. A continuous lining from the

top to the bottom will lessen the radia-

tion loss, reduce and perhaps eliminate

condensation and in any case eliminate

the moisture from the edge of the plates.

®
EFFECTS OF STORAGE UPON THE

PROPERTIES
A SERIES of experiments, started

ed in 1910, to determine the effects of

storage upon the properties of bitumin-

ous coal has recently been completed by
the Engineering Experiment Station of

the University of Illinois. The object has

been to devise methods of storing which

will avoid the risk of spontaneous com-

bustion and to determine the extent to

which coal deteriorates in storage. Pro-

fessor S. W. Parr, under whose direction

the'tests have been conducted, summarizes

the results in Bulletin No. 97 of the

Engineering Experiment Station. It is

shown that, if properly sized and care-

fully handled, coal may be stored with-

out danger of spontaneous combustion;

that the actual loss of heat value, or de-

terioration, resulting from storage is

slight; and that underwater storage

eliminates entirely all risk of spontan-

eous combustion or of deterioration. The

extent of the waste and economic loss

incident to the present method of season-

al production, with its attendant ab-

normal demands upon transportation

facilties is discussed, and it is estimated

that the lack of storage facilities in large

distributing centers necessitate a capital

investment in mines and railroad cars of

$500,000,000 in excess of the amount

which would be required if production

could be maintained at a uniform rate

throughout the year.
——

©

Evidence accumulates that the gold re-

sources of Northern Ontario are exten-

sive. Developments at Porcupine have

been well up, and Kirkland Lake shows

signs of being a good second. A satis-

factory feature is that the newer gold

camps are scattered over a wide area



Fuel Economy Possibilities in Brass Melting Furnaces
By L. C. Harvey

D< Vt lopmcnts in the production of ships' fittings anil similar < ijuipnu nl hare resulted in

greatly increased use of brass in various forms. Despite tht urgency uf the demand, the cost

of production warrants close attention to all opportunities for economy, and the experiences

of the author are thereby of more than passing interest at this time.

FUEL economy is a very engrossing
proposition, and one in regard to

which it is to be hoped that the

future will furnish ideas and methods
that will make past efforts in this direc-

tion appear very primitive and ineffi-

cacious.

Let us consider, first of all, the amount
of coal mined in the world for one year,

and the possible extent of the wastage
of that year's supply of coal. For 1910
the amount was about 1,300,000,000 tons,

and it is improbable that anything like

5 per cent, of this fuel was ever turned
into actual useful work. This means that

1,235,000,000 tons of coal were mined
only to be wasted in heat radiation and
other losses; this represents* enough fuel

to melt and superheat 2,500,000,000 tons

of brass to 10 per cent, above its melting
temperature.

Until petroleum becomes available in

bountiful quantities, and its price in con-

sequence is brought down to reasonable
limits, the only fuel to consider is coal.

Now coal should be used as mined, in the

furnaces direct, or in gas-producers ad-
jacent to the furnaces. The process of

coking the coal is only a means to obtain

a clean, smokeless fuel, of intense heat
value, at the expense of considerable

wastage during this costly process of

coke manufacture.

Scope of Paper.

This paper has been written in the

hope of encouraging progress in the di-

rection of economy in fuel. It relates

only in a very superficial degree to the

quantities of fuel used in the melting of

brass, but it is hoped that the points

brought out will be accepted as of such
national importance—apart from indivi-

dual interest—that close investigation

will be made generally into fuel con-

sumptions in brass foundries.

Considerable quantities of copper,

brass and bronze used for gun-mount-
ings, heavy plate, stern tube liners, pro-

pellers and other products are melted in

reverberatory furnaces, chiefly for the

reason that very heavy castings are re-

quired; but these furnaces consume sev-

eral times the amount of fuel that would
be used to melt the same amount of

metal in crucible furnaces. Reverbera-
tory furnaces are, therefore, greater fuel

wasters even than crucible furnaces,

which are themselves extremely ineffi-

cient. It is not an uncommon occurrence
for a reverberatory furnace to burn twice

as much fuel per ton of metal melted
as the quantity that would be used in

the usual types of crucible pit furnaces,

•A paper read before the Institute of Metals,
London. September, 1917

and six times the amount of fuel requir-

ed for tilting furnaces.

The amount of metal melted and the

weight of fuel used in these reverbera-
tory furnaces have not, however, been
taken into account in this paper, so that

the estimates I mention refer only to

crucible melting plants. It is quite im-
possible for anyone to give exact figures

for tonnage output of metals melted in

crucibles under the present conditions

without full access to Government and
trade statistics, but it can be definitely

accepted that whereas the assumed fig-

ure for the quantity of brass melted in

this country during 1916 is one that

probably falls a good way short of the

leal collective output of the brass foun-

dry trade, the deductions arrived at in

regard to fuel used are under-estima-

tions.

I have been closely associated with
melting and casting-shop practice for

many years, and on behalf of the Morgan
Crucible Company have been privileged

to design the crucible melting plants sup-

plied to most of the large Government
and private undertakings which have
been instrumental in producing the enor-

mous quantities of metal—notably brass

for fuse rod and cartridge strip—that

have been required by the Government
during the past three years. In order to

keep a clear issue under consideration,

the calculations given in this paper re-

fer only to the melting of this class of

metal.

Low Efficiency of Present Practice

Though much thought and ingenuity

have been expended during recent years

upon the equipment of coal-consuming
plants with more efficient types of boil-

ers, fuel economizers, mechanical stokers,

feed-water heaters, etc., with one ulti-

mate end—the saving of fuel—in the

brass foundry, it is still the general

practice to melt metals in small unecon-

omical coke-fired crucible furnaces of the

pit type, having heat efficiencies of only

2 per cent, to 6 per cent. This is the

range of efficiency for the general type

of coke-fired natural draught crucible

brass-melting furnace, and unfortunately

more often than not it falls to the lower

figure.

Assuming, for sake of argument, that

the output of brass for the above-men-
tioned purpose during the war rose to

2,000,000 tons in 1916 for Great Britain

alone, the amount of coke required t)

melt this quantity of metal in small pit

furnaces of 5 per cent, heat efficiency

would have been 800,000 tons.

This presupposes that the coke has a

calorific value of 12,960 British thermai

units per pound, and that 261 British

thermal units are required to melt brass
of, say, 70:30 mixture and to superheat
the alloy to 10 per cent, above its melting
point.

In other words, the total amount of

heat imparted to the metal would be

1,169,280,000,000 British thermal units,

representing 41,714 tons of coke, which
means that the balance of 758,286 tons of

coke would be wasted in radiation and
flue losses. This amount of useless fuel

at 35s. per ton would cost £1,327,000,

and the total amount of 800,000 tons

£1,400,000.

The relatively large capacity crucible

tilting furnace had fortunately been de-

veloped during the ten years previous to

the outbreak of war, and very large

plants of this type were immediately put

down. So far was this the case that,

taking into consideration the tilting fur-

naces existing prior to August, 1914, to-

gether with the new plants put down es-

pecially for war work, it can be accepted

that of the quantity of brass mentioned

—2,000,000 tons for 1916—one-third of

this total was melted in tilting furnaces.

Now the average all-round working

heat efficiency of the coke-fired crucible

tilting furnace on 70:30 brass is about

15 per cent.

If, therefore, the whole of this assum-

ed 2,000,000 tons of metal had been melt-

ed in tilting furnaces, the amount of fuel

used would have been reduced to one-

third, say, 266,666 tons of coke, of which

the heat value of 41,714 tons would have

been imparted to the metal and that of

224,952 tons of coke wasted in furnace

and flue losses. In money this would

mean £393,666 spent on useless fuel in

tilting furnaces as against £1,327,000 in

pit furnaces. Assuming that 2,000,000

tons of brass were cast in 1916, of which

one-third was melted in tilting furnaces,

these plants were responsible for saving

the nation approximately 178,000 tons of

coke, having a total value of £311,500.

This, however, is not the whole story,

for the coke used in melting furnaces has

to be made from coal, in which process

there is a further wastage. Gases and

volatile constituents which could be util-

ized in the melting chambers of furnaces

are lost in the coke ovens. That "metal-

lurgical" or "foundry" coke is necessary

for cupola work is undisputable; but this

high-grade fuel for brass melting is not

essential if systems can be modernized

and improved so that coal can be used

direct instead of having first to convert

it into coke.

This can be done in two ways, by th«

use of

—
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(a) Powdered coal, which is the most

efficient way of using solid fuels.

(b) Unscrubbed producer gas, a com-
promise, but still a more or less direct
application of solid fuel.

The first system is the ideal one, re-

sulting in no loss of heat prior to burn-
ing in the furnace.

The second method is a convenient

heat efficiencies of crucible meh *g fur-

naces cannot be raised to 30 p - cent,

and 40 per cent, by careful stu 1 7 and
application of improved methods i? com-
bustion and utilization of the he it car-

ried off in the waste gases. Electric

crucible furnaces have actual heat effi-

ciencies of 50 per cent, to
r
io per cent.,

but this is exclusive of previous wastage

The overall working efficiency of small
gas-fired pit-type crucible furnaces is ap-
proximately the same as for the larger
tilting type, and can be taken at 15 per
cent. Assuming the calorific value of

town gas to be 550 British thermal units

per cubic foot, then 2,126,000,000 cub. ft.

of gas would be required to melt and
superheat the 2.000,000 tons of brass. In

TABLE I.—RELATIVE QUANTITIES OF COAL USED IN VARIOUS TYPES OF CRUCIBLE FURNACES.
Multiple Crucible

Single Crucible Pit Furnace, or Pit Tilting
Type of Furnace. Pit Tilting Tilting Pit Furnace or Single Crucible Furnace Furnace

Furnace Furnace Furnace Tilting Furnace Tilting Furnace
Fuel Coke Coke Powdered Town gas Producer gas Oil Oil

coal
Heat efficiency 5% l.V t 15% 15% 10% 5% 14%
Tons, or cubic feet of fuel

used for an output of 2,-

000,000 tons of brass 800,000 266,666 14,336,000,000 cu. ft. 530,000 200,000
British thermal units value

per pound or cubic foot. 12,960 12,960 12.960 550 135 19.700 19,700
Tons, or cubic feet of fuel

used to useful purpose (net) 41,714 41,714 41,714 2,126,000,000 cu. ft. 8,661,000,000 cu. ft. 26,497 26.497
Tons, or cubic feet wasted in

losses (net) 758,286 224,952 224,952 12,210,000,000 cu. ft. 89,600,000,000 cu. ft. 503,503 175,303

Coal Values (Coke and Gas in Terms of Coal.)

Tons of coal used gross 1,143,000 380,951 266,666 |1.371,832 J548.734 733,267 §805,633 §304.012
Tons of coal usefully em-

ployed* gross 60,735 60,735 41,714 fl77,166 J70.867 70,960
Tons of coal wasted 1,083,265 320,216 224,952 tL 194,666 $477,867 662,307
Ratio of net coal or oil

utilized to useful purpose
to gros3 fuel mined 1 to 27 1 to 9 1 to 6 fl to 32 Jl to 13 1 to 12 1 to 19 1 to 7

+ Saving over coke fuel pit
furnaces in terms of coal
used to melt and superheat
2,000.000 tons of ordinary
brass + 702,049 + 876,334 — 1228,832 + J594.266 + 409,733

•Allowing for losses in production of coke, etc. flnclusive coke produced. ^Exclusive coke produced.
§Heat equivalent value of oil in terms of coal.

NOTE.—Figures given above for "gross" tons of coal used in the case of "town gas" include the by-products gas-coke, coal-tar, etc., the
commercial value of which would be deducted before arriving at a final efficiency figure for this system of heat development and
application.

one where large plants are concerned,
but it is not so readily applicable to the
small foundry, and in any case there are
producer losses which are absent in the
first system. These losses, however,
probably counterbalance the energy re-

quired to grind coal to the powdered
state.

Powdered coal can be applied and
burnt as readily as liquid fuel or gas,
and it has many of the important advan-
tages of these fuels in so far as run-
ning costs for crucibles, linings, labor,

etc., are concerned. It is well known
that these costs are much below those
for coke-fired furnaces.

Referring again to the figures men-
tioned above, we will consider what this

means in quantities and cost of coal, if

used direct in powdered form.
For the 2,000,000 tons of brass, if

melted in pit furnaces, 800.000 tons of
"metallurgical" or "foundry" coke were
required. In terms of coal this would
mean about 1,143,000 tons of coal. On
the other hand, if crucible tilting fur-

naces had been used entirely the overall

amount of coil burnt as powdered coal,

leaving the efficiency of the furnace still

at 15 per cent., would have been approxi-
mately the same as the figure given for

coke, viz., 266 666 tons, or a saving of

733,334 tons of coal for 1916, if the

powdered coal system had been avail-

able. A very small amount of this gross
savins: of fuel would have been used in

^upplyinsr air under a slight pressure for

burning the powdered coal.

This, again, is still allowing for a
relatively low furnace efficiency of 15

per cent., but it is inconceivable that

in current generation and distribution.

If the overall losses of steam and cur-

rent generation, resistance losses in

mains, etc., are taken into account, an
efficiency of 50 per cent, in the electric-

heated furnace drops down to about 10

per cent.

Use of Gas Fuel

During the past three or four years
town gas has been very successfully em-
ployed in crucible melting furnaces from
the standpoint of cleanliness, conven-
ience, and especially life of crucibles,

viewed from which this system has many
important claims. But as a fuel econ-

omizer it has none. Let us briefly con-

sider this question on similar lines to

those followed in the case of coke fur-

naces.

TABLE n. — APROXIMATE RELATIVE HEAT
VALUES AND FLAME TEMPERA-

TURES OF FUELS
Theor. Max.

Heat Value
of Cold

Gas or Fuel

Flame Temp.
Air at Air at
deg. 300 deg.

Coke pro. gas (B.T.U.) (143 gross
(136 net

Dowson soft coal gas (148 gross
(139 net

Mond soft coal gas.

.

Wood producer gas..

(159 gross )1,530 1,630
(145 net )

(161 gross ) 1,600

(153 net )

Riche wood retort gas. (385 gross )1,860
(349 net )

Anthracite produc. gas (173 gross ) 1,670
(161 net )

Water gas (317 gross )2,030
(294 net )

Town gas (600 gross* )2,000
(550 net* )

B.T.U. per lb.

Metallurgical coke 12.960 2,090
Bituminous coal 14.000 1,990
Petroleum (water-free) 19,700 2,160

C.
1,600

C.
1,700

1,600 1,700

1,700

1,990

1,780

2,160

2,100

2.250
2.160
2,310

* Maximum values (pre-war).

pit furnaces and tilting furnaces the

total amount of gas burnt for this quan-
tity of brass would have been 14,336,-

000,000 cub. ft.

In terms of coal, assuming 1 ton -

to

yield 12,000 cub. ft. of gas, this would
mean approximately for either the pit

furnace or tilting furnace 177,166 tons

used for useful purpose and for the pro-

duction of 106,000 tons of gas coke, and
1,194,666 tons of coal wasted in heat rad-

iation and flue losses, and production of

717,000 tons of gas coke. It will there-

fore be seen that, apart from leakage
in the gas mains, which may be consider-

able, pit furnaces and tilting furnaces

take a maximum quantity of 1,371,832

tons of coal as gas: 1,143 000 tons of

new coal as coke (800.000 tons of coke),

at a value of, say, £1,143000 (taking coal

at £1 per ton); or £1,400,000 as coke (at

35s. per ton).

On the other hand, tilting furnaces

would take 380,951 tons of new coal as

coke (266.666 tons of coke), at a value

of £380,951, as against 1,371.832 tons of

coal for making gas (60 per cent, gas-

coke production would equal 823 300 tons

of this by-product, which can be re-used

in eras producers).

These costs, however, bear a more
striking significance if thev are consider-

ed in relation to the usual charge for

gas at prices charered for town supply.

Say this is 2s. per 1 000 cub. ft., then the

cost alone for meltinsr the 2,000,000 tons

of brass would be £1.433 600.

The suggestion therefore arises that

gas, if used, must be produced upon the

site, and this bi*in°:s us to the second

proposition already mentioned—producer
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sas. Producer gas cannot be economi-

cally generated for very small plants,

hut for the larger capacity melting fur-

naces, even when only one or two units

are installed, the producer-gas system
presents a very convenient arrangement;
and I believe a simple anil efficient pro-

ducer for small melting plants will

shortly appear upon the market. As-
suming for sake of argument that pro-

ducer gas had been used for melting the

2,000,000 tons of brass, the following

figures show the approximate costs of

this system.
Brass can be melted with a consump-

tion of about 20 cub. ft. of 135 British

thermal units gas per pound of brass in

tilting furnaces, and with about the same
consumption in multiple crucible pit fur-

naces (it is no use considering single

crucible pit furnaces for low-power gas).

For this producer gas 1 lb. of coal will

yield, say, 60 cub. ft. of gas, so that the

tonnage of coal required for pit and tilt-

ing furnaces would be about 666,607

tons, costing £666,607 for fuel alone to

melt and superheat the brass, and 10

per cent, at least can be added for losses

In the producer, which brinsrs the coal

consumption and -value to 733,267 tons

c»nd £733.267. Thus we have a virtual

saving of, roughly, 40 per cent, in quan-

tity of coal, and 50 per cent, in cost of

fuel when gas is made in producers in-

stead of taken from the town mains.

Fuel Oil Applications

Fuel oil would have been very general-

ly taken up had it been possible in past
years to rely upon constant supply at a

reasonable price; but it is fortunate for

the nation that these doubtful factors

prevented the wide adoption of this fuel.

Shortage and ultimate discontinuance of

supply would have been disastrous.

Up to some few years ago compressed
air or steam had to be employed for effi-

ciently pulverizing the relatively small

quantities of oil for crucible furnaces.

Compressed air is in every way prefer-

able to steam as a means of pulverizing

liquid fuel to be burnt in contact with
plumbago crucibles, and it is especially

so for high heat generation, but consid-

erable power is necessary to drive the

air compressor.
Some years ago I designed a low-pres-

sure air-hlast burner, which has now
"been fitted to some hundreds of crucible

furnaces, and this gives just as satisfac-

tory results as does the high-pressure
system; yet this is not the ideal method,
and it is hoped that it will not be long
before a more efficient system of burn-
ing oil with natural-draught burners re-

places all the old methods which employ
compressed air, steam or forced draught.

It may therefore be interesting to

complete this survey of fuel costs by the

inclusion of those for fuel oil, but a fig-

ure bearm? some relation to the prices

taken for coil and coke must be assum-
ed. Fuel oil has been quoted recently at

160s. per ton. but in order to bear some
relation to coal and coke at the prices

taken, the cost of oil must be reduced to,

say, 80s. per ton.

The heat efficiencies of sinerle crucible

pit furnaces and tilting furnaces are,

roughly, 5 per cent, and 14 per cent, re-

spectively. Taking the calorific value of

fuel oil at 19,700 British thermal units

per pound, pit furnaces will require 530,-

000 tons at a cost of £2,120,000, and tilt-

ing furnaces 200,000 tons at a cost of

FIG. 1. SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF SUG-
GESTED FURNACE.

£800,000. Leaving out of account the
small home production of fuel oil this

large quantity of oil would have to be
brought from abroad, and if used in pit

furnaces 503,503 tons, and in tilting fur-

naces 175,503 tons of the fuel would be

shipped to this country only to be con-

verted into heat to be dissipated in radia-

tion and flue losses.

I have confined my figures to the melt-

ing of brass alone, and they do not in-

clude the fuel used for melting the large

quantities of malleable iron, certain

steels, aluminum, special alloys, cupro-

nickel, etc., that are melted in crucibles.

The furnace efficiencies given above
are those for general all-round work. Ac-
tual test efficiencies would be somewhat
higher.

Comparative Efficiencies

From a point of view of overall work-
ing heat efficiencies there is therefore

not much to choose between crucible

tilting furnaces for any class of fuel

—

coal, coke, oil, town gas, or producer gas

—if the most economical size and type

is taken for each fuel; but where pit fur-

FIG. 2. PLAN OF SUGGESTED FURNACE.

naces are concerned there is a very
marked difference, and those fired by
means of town gas now hold the palm.
For convenience of comparison the quan-
tities of fuel and their costs, and also

the heat efficiencies of furnaces for dif-

ferent kinds of fuel, are given in Table
1. (above). Table II. (above) shows the

approximate heat values of different

fuels.

The reason why tilting furnaces have
so much higher heat efficiencies than pit

furnaces is in a measure due to the elim-
ination of many of the absurdities of the
pit type, but chiefly is it due to the high
er grade and quicker-heating crucibles
used in the former when taken in con-
junction with the larger capacities of the
crucibles. For output and cost of melt-
ing it is undisputed that the tilting fur-

nace plant is a long way ahead of pit

furnaces, but on the question of quality
of alloy made the tilting furnace has not
definitely proved that it possesses this

feature. Experts seem still to maintain
that the pit furnace taking smaller cruc-

ibles has not yet been superseded as far
as quality of metal is concerned.

It is quite conceivable that this is so,

and as the efficiency of the present-day
pit furnace is so very low it becomes
more than ever necessary to see whether
the design cannot be improved. With
this end in view I have suggested a fur-

nace as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

In this furnace it is intended that the

lining shall be thick, in order to reduce
the amount of heat radiation. An air

insulating cavity is suggested between

FIGS. 3 AND 4. SHOWING AIR INSULATING
CAVITY BETWEEN INNER AND

OUTER LINING.

the inner and outer firebrick lining

(Figs. 3 and 4), or this cavity can be
packed with zirconia earth. The outside
of the furnace to be fitted with expand-
ed metal for lagging. The flue outlet

to be central, and the flame issuing to be
at any time visible to the operator. The
secondary flue opening to the main flue

to be controlled by means of a damper,
and a preheating hearth to be arranged
in this flue passage. The furnace to

have an outside metal cover, so that all

products of combustion and zinc smoth-
er will be drawn into the main flue. The
bottom to be in the form of a hinged pan
for collection of spilled metals and the
space above filled with quartz nodules in-

to which slag can soak below the level of

useful fuel (in coke-fired furnaces) and
away from the burner inlet of oil or gas-

fired furnaces.

When it is essential to use small

capacity crucibles a greater degree of

economy can always be obtained in mul-
tiple crucible furnaces. Very useful

types of gas-fired furnaces have recently

been described—notably the Hermansen
fu^n^ce and the Parsy furnace, both of

which are on the self-contained producer
principle.

A type of oil-fired multiple crucible

furnace that I designed some years ago
h n s H^'en. I believe, very <rood results.

The difficulty I had to contend with was
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the absence of control of any one cruc-
ible in a multiple crucible furnace hav-
ing one large melting chamber. Figs.
5 and 6 show a furnace which entirely
gets over this difficulty.

It has a common melting chamber at
the base of the crucibles, but the upper
portion is divided off into separate com-
partments, each with its own flue outlet.

dum, are at the same time good conduct-
ors of heat. In the Foundry Trade
Journal for July 12, 1912, certain facts
bearing upon this were noted; for in-

stance, a firebrick of moderately good
quality, although relatively inferior as
a refractory material, was shown to have
radiated much less heat than the higher-
grade refractories—silica, alundum, sili-

there may be given a really valuable
treatise upon this subject.

BRITAIN TO USE CANADIAN
MATERIALS

AN announcement from London, Eng-
land, states that the Executive Council of

FIG. 5. SECTIONAL VIEW OF MULTIPLE CRUCIBLE
FURNACE FOR OIL, GAS. OR POWDERED FUEL.

FIG. 6. SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF CRUCIBLES IN FIG. 5 AND LOCATION OF
FUEL BURNERS.

It is found that the removal of any one
cover in no way affects the actual melt-

ing conditions in the other chambers.
This design makes it possible to use two
oil fuel burners for a six-crucible unit

instead of six burners for separate fur-

naces. The working efficiency of this

type of furnace is about 10 per cent., as

compared with 5 per cent, in single cruc-

ible furnaces. There is a saving of 50

per cent, of fuel in favor of the multiple

crucible furnace.

Waste Due To Poor Refractories

The relatively poor qualities of refrac-

tories used as linings are in a great

measure responsible for ever-varying

fuel consumptions.
When a furnace is newly lined it has

the highest heat efficiency, but as the

lining becomes worn or broken away the

fuel consumption can well be double the

amount used when the lining is new. In

order to overcome this trouble to some
extent in tilting furnaces, and so keep

the fuel consumption at a more uniform
level, I have suggested the special form
of grate pan shown in Fig. 7. It is found

that more or less liquid slag at the end

of a heat moves to the front of a tilting

f'"ff'
;
'l->

FIG. 7.

furnace as the metal is poured, becomes
set round the front of the crucible and
obstructs the passage of air at this point.

The result is that the lining is cut away
by the inrush of air and intense heat at

the back and round the sides of the coke
space, and the fuel space becomes great-

ly increased at these points. It is hoped
that with the new form of bottom grate

pan the slag will accumulate below the

useful fuel line, thereby saving the life

of the lining and reducing fuel consump-
tion.

Radiation losses can be reduced to a
certain extent by providing composite
linings. It is well known that the most
refractory materials, such as carborun-

con carbide, magnesia—whereas the or-

dinary red building brick showed un-
doubtedly the best insulating properties.

An inch of lagging on the outside of the
furnace also reduced heat radiation loss-

es by more than 50 per cent.

The greatest loss of heat in a melt-
ing furnace occurs in the waste gases,

and it has been proposed that C0
2

re-

corders should be used as a guide to the
state of combustion. This is more or

less impracticable, owing to the number
of furnaces often installed.

Suppose there are 50 pit fires connect-
ed to one main flue, it would then be
necessary to fit a C0

2
recorder in each

individual branch flue. An analysis of

gas in the main collective flue would not
indicate which furnace was working in-

efficiently. Besides, in coke-fired fur-

naces the constituents of waste gas vary
momentarily, and when fresh fuel is

added there is a high percentage of CO,
which passes straight into the flue. Only
when gas or oil-fired furnaces are used
can the combustion be confined within
economical limits. A visual flame issu-

ing from the central furnace flue outlet

then indicates the state of combustion
with sufficient clearness for all practical

purposes.

These suggestions are only put for-

ward as possible means of improving the

the Imperial Institute has constituted an
Advisory Committee for Canada. This
committee consists of Sir George Perley,

K.C.M.G., High Commissioner for Can-
ada, chairman; Sir Robert Kindersley,
K.B.E., governor Hudson's Bay Com-
pany; J. G. Colmer, C.M.G., former
secretary, High Commissioner's office in

London; J. H. Plummer, Dominion Steel

Corporation, and Sir Keith Price, of the

Ministry of Munitions.

One of the most important matters on
which action is being taken by the com-
mittee is that of the more extensive util-

ization of Canadian timbers in the United
Kingdom. The Imperial Institute Ad-
visory Committee on Timbers has been
taking evidence on this subject. Ar-
rangements have been made for a series

of practical trials of selected British

Columbia timbers to be carried out by
H. M. Office of Works, with a view to the

inclusion of these timbers in official

specifications.

There will probably be a considerable

demand by tanners in the Dominion for

Indian cowhides (kips), which before the

war were mostly taken by Germany and
Austria. Small trial consignments of

the kips have been supplied by the Hides

Committee to Canadian tanners, and
several firms have expressed a desire to

see larger samples. The committee has
heat efficiencies of pit-fire furnaces for Jsent a representative collection of Indian

coke, oil or gas, but the real question
remains still unsolved, viz., how to utilize

the major portion of the heat contained

in fuel. The satisfactory application of

powdered coal certainly offers an allur-

ing proposition.

In conclusion I would express my in-

debtedness to the Morgan Crucible Com-
pany, Limited, for permission to submit
this paper to the Institute of Metals,

and for the information which has en-

abled me to estimate the output of brass
for 1916 within probable limits. 1"

The paper has been written almost at

the last minute; but if members con-'

cowhides to Canada, and the Department
of Trade and Commerce has undertaken

to arrange for these to be exhibited at

a number of convenient centres in the

Dominion.
The outbreak of war caused a very

large increase in the demand in the

'United Kingdom for special steels con-

taining molybdenum and other compara-

tively rare metals. The British Govern-

ment finally took control of the supplies

of molybdenum ore and the Imperial

Munitions Board at Ottawa was commis-

sioned to purchase Canadian ore on their

behalf. Considerable ouantiti.es of molv-

sider that it is incomplete and incon-Y-* bdenite ore are now being produced in

elusive, I hope that it will serve as an \ Canada, largelv through the special as-

incentive to others to continue this re- ; ? sistance given by the Canadian Depart-

search, and at the next meeting perhaps ««ment of Mines.
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PATTERN-MAKING NOTES
By J. W. Broadbent

THERE are many varnishes on

the market strongly recommend-
ed for finishing patterns, and

the lower the price of the varnish

the stronger the recommendation, but

there is nothing "just as good," as

shellac cut with pure grain-alcohol

and mixed right in the shop, for manu-
facturers delight to add foreign mater-

ials which cause the moulder to turn

grey and find the biggest sledge in the

shop to coax the pattern out of the

sand.

Varnish

How often we hear the remark made,

either by a pattern-maker, or a man in

the shop who comes around to dab a

little shellac on a cut. "What is that

stuff made out of
"

Lac is the name applied to the sub-

stance in its first form, a resinous incrus-

tation formed on the twigs and young
branches of various species of trees by
an insect resembling the cochineal fly,

whose home is in different parts of In-

dia. The insects in large numbers fasten

themselves on the young shoots and

there they live, eat and die getting their

nutriment from the sap of the plant, de-

positing the resinous substance on the

branches and over their bodies, forming

in appearance a cocoon.

The twigs are gathered by the natives

in June and November and are known as

"stick lac," and are taken to the factor-

ies where the resin is crushed and wash-

ed in hot water to free it from the col-

oring matter from which dyes are made.

It is then known as "seed lac" and after

being melted and strained through thick

canvas, it is spread in thin layers or

rolled between iron rollers to produce

the flaky substance known as shellac

which is so useful in our industries.

Shellac varies in color from dark am-
ber to almost pure black and can be

bleached white by extracting the resin;

white shellac varnish does not dry so

quickly or produce so hard a surface as

orange shellac which color is generally

used in pattern making.

Shellac varnish should be prepared in

a glass or glazed earthenware vessel and

never kept in a metal can, as the oxida-

tion of the metal discolors the varnish;

it is well to keep the container air tight

as much as possible as the alcohol eva-

porates very rapidly.

Purpose of Varnish

The idea of applying shellac to a pat-

tern is to fill up the pores of the wood
thus producing a hard, smooth surface

able to protect the wood from the moist-

ure in the sand and make it easier to

withdraw the pattern from the mould. It

is a common error to assume that shel-

lac when applied to wood will dry in ten

minutes time and is then ready for the

next coat. To produce a good hard sur-

face several hours should be allowed be-

tween each coat and each coat rubbed
down with fine sandpaper before the

next is applied.

It is absolutely necessary to have a

pattern smooth and flat before the varn-

ish is spread, for putting numerous coats

of shellac on a rough coarse job only

makes the roughness more apparent.

Coloring matter is added to varnish,

the general practice being to varnish

patterns so as to distinguish the core

prints from the main body of the pat-

tern. Black, the most common color used
is produced by adding lampblack, red by
adding Chinese vermilion and blue by
adding Prussian blue. It is necessary

to have this coloring matter perfectly

dry and the best results are obtained by
mixing to a smooth paste with a little

varnish and then adding varnish to this

mixture until the desired consistency is

produced.

Desirability of Color

From observation the writer has

come to the conclusion that if all small

patterns were finished in the original

color of the orange shellac, they would
receive better treatment in the moulding
shop, besides leaving the construction of

the pattern more visible when alterations

or repairs have to be made.
Shellac and plaster of paris or shel-

lac and powdered chalk mixed into a

thick paste form an excellent filling for

nail holes and holes made by the mould-

ers vent wire; it dries quickly and after

being worked into the holes and cracks,

what projects is easily sandpapered off,

then after a coat of varnish is applied a

good hard surface is the result.

Glue

A good quality of glue should be used

in the pattern-shop, "good" glue when
allowed to soak in cold water will swell

up without dissolving and when again

dried should resume its original prop-

erties. It should be free from specks or

grit and of a light brownish yellow trans-

parent appearance, breaking with a

glassy fracture.

There is no hard and fast rule as to

the proportions of water and glue to be

used, this is sometimes determined by
the class of work to be glued; thicker

glue being required when gluing the end

grain of wood. The best method of mix-

ing is to soak the hard glue in cold

water over night and then cooking this

in an aluminum vessel surrounded by
water, either heated by steam, gas, or

electricity. The electric glue heaters

now on the market are admirable for the
purpose, keeping the glue at a uniform
temperature. The outside kettle should
never be allowed to get dry as burned
glue is practically useless.

Strength of Glued Joint

The strength of a glued joint depends,
not on the amount of glue used, but
upon the quality and the perfect fitting
of the joints and surfaces, for it is easily
seen that when the surfaces are pressed
into close contact there only remains a
very thin film of glue and such an
amount as has entered the pores of the
wood. A good joint, glued under the
best of conditions, will withstand a pull
of 700 lbs. per sq. in. Nothing should
ever be put on the joints to prevent the
glue from soaking into the pores of the
wood.

When gluing the end grain of wood,
or where the grain runs diagonally in

such a way as to present the end pores
of the wood for the gluing surface, this

end wood should be first "sized" that is:

it should receive an application of thin
glue and after being allowed to dry and
scraped lightly with a sharp tool, the
joint may be glued in the ordinary man-
ner.

Wherever possible, glued joints should
be nailed or secured with screws that is

if they can be placed in such position
that they will not present themselves
to any cutting tools used in turning or
shaping the pattern.

Contraction of Castings

When cast iron and other metals are
in their molten state they occupy more
space than when cooled off to the tem-
perature of the atmosphere; in the na-
tural process of cooling they contract,

and, therefore, it is necessary to make
the mould into which such metals are

poured larger in such proportions as

have been found by practice to govern
the contraction of different metals.

Shrink Rules and Their Use

To enable the patternmaker to build

up his patterns, with the necessary al-

lowance for this contraction of metals
without wasting time making approx-
imate calculations, what is commonly
called a shrink rule is used. Shrink rules

are made longer than the standard rules

of measurement, and are graduated pro-

portionately, for instance: the foot rule

generally used for measuring a pattern

from which a casting is required in cast

iron would be exactly % in. longer than

the standard rule.

For general work the following con-

tractions have been found to work out

fairly well:
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Cast Iron—
Small castings with cores :....% in. per ft.
Large thick castings 1-16 in. per ft.
Beams and girders 1-10 in. per ft.
Large cylinders 3-32 in. per ft. dia.
Small cylinders 1-16 in. per ft. dia.

Malleable iron 3-16 in. per ft.
steel 3-16 to y, in. per ft.
Brass

—

Thick castings 5-32 in. per ft.
Thin castings 3-16 in. per ft.

c°PPer 3-16 in. per ft.
Aluminum 17_ 6 4 jn . per ft .

f
mc

_,
5-16 in. per ft.

i;
ea<1 5-16 to 1,4 in. per ft.™ 9-32 in. per ft.

Sllver % in. per ft.

These rules, of course, will not hold
good in every variety of castings, and
must not be taken too literally, as cases
happen in the moulding shop which
knock all one's pet theories on the head,
for it is only by practice and observation
that just the exact allowance for con-
traction can be given in special classes
of work.
A heavy casting will contract less

than a light one, and hard white iron will

FIG. 15.

contract more than soft grey iron, as
also different mixtures of iron will con-
tract differently.

Cores will often prevent the free con-
traction of a casting, and the rapid or
steady lowering of the temperature of
the metal in cooling also has an influence
on the ultimate size of the casting.
There is always an element of uncer-

tainty about the contraction of a badly
proportioned casting, and where heavy
and light sections are combined there is

danger of the casting cracking from the
unequal contraction, making it necessary
for the moulder to expose the heavy
parts to the air as soon as the solidity

of the metal will admit of it. A good
example of uneven contraction is a
pulley with a heavy hub, where the thin
rim contracting faster and more than
the arms and hub, often causes the arms
to crack, the reason being that the metal
in the thin rim has become solid, and is

already contracting while the heavy hub
is yet in a semi-molten state. When the
hub solidifies it contracts, pulling the
arms with it and causing a strain which
will make the arms crack when the
pulley gets a slight jar.

Importance of Proper Proportions

The patternmaker in a small shop
where no draughtsmen are employed has
often to design his own jobs, and it is

necessary that he should be able to pro-

duce work in proper proportions, and not

put a big heavy hub on an otherwise
light pulley, or heavy ribs or flanges on
a weak casting, thinking by doing so

that the casting is strengthened. Some
castings having heavy ribs crack much
sooner than if the supposedly strength-

ening pieces were left off altogether

owing to the strains caused by the cool-
ing of the metal.

As an illustration of the unequal con-
traction of light and heavy castings, we
will assume that two bars are cast, each
12 ft. long, with the sections shown in

Fig. 15, one being 10 in. by 5 in. and the
other 3 in. by % in.

Upon measurement of the cooled cast-
ings it will be found that the light one
has contracted twice as much as the
heavy one.

Theory of Contraction

The most plausible theory that can be
presented for this unequal contraction is

that some parts of a casting must cool
faster than others, and it naturally fol-
lows that the outward portions—these
being nearer to the sand of the mould

—

must be the first to solidify. In the
heavy casting the outside commences to
cool, and also endeavors to contract, but

owing to the mass of metal in-

side this crust being in a semi-
molten condition, and not yet in

a state of Contract, the outside
is held in tension.

There is a certain feature in

the nature of iron that permits
its particles to be stretched to
a certain limit, but when this

limit is exceeded the result is a
cracked casting. As the in-

side begins to cool and tends
to contract, the outside has by this
time lost most of its heat and con-
tracted about all it can, thus forming
a resisting force and preventing the na-
tural contraction of the inside portion.
In the light casting there are none of
these conflicting forces to contend with,
and it, therefore, contracts about all that
the grade of iron composing it naturally
calls for.

Effect of Rapping

Small castings, say, 6 in. or under in

size, will generally come out as large,
and sometimes larger, than their pat-
terns, owing to the moulds becoming
enlarged by rapping the pattern. In
theory, the shrinkage of a casting 3 in.

long would be 1-32 in., and it is easy to

see that it does not need very much
effort for a moulder to enlarge a mould
to that extent. In machine moulding,
where the loosening of the pattern is re-

duced to a minimum, there will neces-

sarily be the average variation in size

between the casting and pattern.

Another effect of the variation in sec-

tions of a casting is to cause the casting

to "buckle" or "warp," and it is impos-
sible to lay down any reliable rules as to

how much this warping will be. The
only guide as to how much a pattern
must be rounded in the opposite direc-

tion to that in which the casting will go
hollow is by observation and experience.

The rule appears to hold good that a

long light narrow casting will warp
more than a broad heavy one, and a

slight excess of metal in a light casting
will cause a curve in the direction of that

excess.

GANISTER AND ITS USE
GANISTER is supplied in finely crushed
or ground form and when properly used
stands heat well, but, of course, under
certain conditions it fuses and runs to
slag, particularly where another ma-
terial which acts as a flux is being used
in the furnace. For cupola work rather
a coarse form of ganister is used, espe-
cially where the whole of the furnace
is rammed up with this material, but
for brass and other crucible furnaces a
finely powdered ground ganister should
be used. In preparing any form of gan-
ister for use it has to be damped down
and trodden and kneaded into a putty-
like mass; the tougher it is made the
more durable it becomes in the presence
of direct fire-heat. For patching and
daubing up furnaces where the fire-brick
is burnt away, about the best material to
use is finely ground ganister of the qual-
ity selected for steel furnaces. In mak-
ing repairs all clinker should be chipped
off the bricks, and then a wash of good
clay slurry applied. While this is still

damp, the ganister, trodden and kneaded
stiff like putty, should be put in and
beaten smooth with a mallet or other
suitable implement, as smooth a surface
as possible being secured. This ma-
terial, well put on, will stand for a con-
siderable time, and as it is not specially
costly can be used with freedom.

®
ANNEALING CAST IRON

THE detrimental effect on the strength
of grey iron castings, due to annealing,
is more or less known, and recent experi-
ments by Sir Robert Hadfield have
shown that disastrous effects on the
strength of such may occur, the micro-
structure of treated samples affording a
complete explanation.

The strength of grey cast iron depends
largely upon the pearlite it contains; by
annealing, part at least of the carbide in

the pearlite becomes dissociated. Its car-

bon, thus rendered free, is drawn into

positions alongside the already existing
graphite plates, the consequent shelling

of which further weakens the iron, al-

ready rendered weaker by the loss of its

pearlite. Any advantage, therefore,

which might occur by the lessening of in-

itial stresses is more than counterbal-
anced by the severe deterioration of the

quality of the material which takes
place.

Some attempt is made to "anneal" im-
portant castings, such as large turbine

casings, by subjecting them, by the

means of steam, to as high, or to a slight-

ly higher temperature, than they will be
subjected to in use, before the final ma-
chining is done. It is found that by this

means they do slightly change form, and
so relieve some initial strains, and it is,

of course, advisable that any change that

will take place on heating should be

dealt with before the final boring out,

especially in view of the great precision

of form which is required in turbine en-

gines to permit sufficient, but not exces-

sive, clearances of the numerous blades.
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77i< constitution of industrial enterprise is largely

departmental—''Spokes in a Wheel." This series has for

its object the featuring of, in racy, interesting and instruc-

tivt fashion, thi training, experience and achievement of
those who to-day are transmitting effectively, energy in a
varit ty capacity as "Spokes- in the Wheels" of steam, elec-

trical and hydraulic and refrigeration engineering.

MELVILLE P. WHITE
SEVERAL important changes were

recently made in the organization

and management of the works of

Canadian Allis-Chambers, Limited, To-

ronto. Mr. Melville P. White, manager
of the Architectural, Bronze and Iron

Works for the past 11 years, has had his

jurisdiction extended to include also the

management of the Davenport Works,
under the title of Works Manager. Born
in Woodstock, Ont., he served his inden-

tures for architect with the well-known
firm of Burke. Horwood & White, To-

MELVILI.E P. WHITE.

ronto, and afterwards was associated
in architecture with S. S. Beaman of

Chicago. Leaving that firm, he remained
eight years with the Chicago Ornamental
Iron Co. In 1906 he returned to To-
ronto to become manager of the Archi-
tectural Bronze and Iron Works, which
has since developed until it has become
second to no plant of its kind on the
continent.

THOMAS BATE
Mr. Thomas Bate, who has been ap

pointed Mechanical Superintendent of

the Davenport works of Canadian Allis-

Chalmers, Limited, was born in Man-
chester, England, in 1877, educated at

the Grammar School of that city, and ap-

prenticed to the Sir Robert Peel, Soho
Iron Works in 1891. Having studied ap-
plied mechanics and mechanical draw-
ing and steam engineering under Prof.

Jamieson, he came to Canada in 1893,

and soon afterwards entered the service

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Delori-

THOMAS BATE.

mier Avenue shops as improver. After a

short time in the shops of John Gillis &
Co., Carleton Place, as improver on boat
engines, he entered the service of the

Canada Atlantic and Parry Sound Rail-

way at Ottawa, in 1898 as journeyman
machinist. In 1899 he was promoted to

the position of locomotive foreman and
shore engineer for the Canada Atlantic

Railway and Transit Co. at Depot Har

bor, Ont. In 1902 he re-entered the ser-
vices of the Canadian Pacific Railway as
locomotive foreman at White River, Ont.,
and was gradually promoted on Eastern
and Western lines, until at the time of
leaving that company, he had risen to
the position of Assistant Works Mana
ger, Angus Shops, Montreal.
As a testimonial of esteem, the staff

and six thousand employees of the Angus
Shops presented Mr. Bate with an il-

luminated address and a cabinet of silver
and also a silver plated traveling club
bag for himself, and a traveling case in
French pearl for Mrs. Bate.

@
PERSEVERANCE AND HABIT

A LOCOMOTIVE starting a long train
of freight cars is a familiar sight, and
the first thought that it suggests is that
a vast amount of energy is being expend-
ed in proportion to the results. The driv-
ing wheels, losing their grip on the rails,
whirl round at high speed, and deafen-
ing noises come from the exhaust pipe
and from clanking side-bars and coupl-
ings, creaking wheels, and other sources.
These evidences of wasted energy con-
tinue for only a short time, however. The
engineer sands the rails, the driving
wheels "bite," and the train gets away;
and unless engine troubles develop, or
steep grades are encountered, the loco-
motive has little difficulty in keeping the
train moving after the first inertia has
been overcome.

There is a striking similarity between
this and accident-prevention work. We
are all creatures of habit, and history
shows that bad habits are easily formed
and hard to break, while good ones are
often hard to achieve and easy to break.
This fact has a decided bearing on acci-

dent prevention. It is generally agreed
among men engaged in safety work that
in making a shop safe, mechanical safe-

guards, wflile important, do not have as

great an influence as careful workmen.
"Careful workmen" are men who have
given serious thought to the proper and
safe way of doing their work, and have
consequently formed the habit of being
careful at all times. There may have
been temptations to take chances, but
perseverance in doing the rierht thing
soon developed the safety habit; and

—

here is where the example of the locomo-
tive and the freight train comes in

—

once the habit became well started, the

man found it easier to keep on than to

stop.

On the other hand, a man who is given

to taking chances, and has thus far es-

caped injury, will either fail to see the

logic of exercising care, or else, per-

ceiving the wisdom of carefulness, will

find the chance-taking habit so ingrained

in him that being careful at all times is

next to impossible. Each time he know-
ingly takes a chance and escapes injury

his determination to be careful will be

weakened. A man who will avoid stand-

ing or passing under a crane load, and

five minutes later will creep between rail-

way cars rather than walk around them,

cannot be considered a careful man. It
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cost him little effort and perhaps no loss

of time to avoid the crane load, but
walking around the freight cars might
take a couple of minutes. He preferred
the short cut between the cars, with the

attendant chance of inquiry, rather than
the assured safety gained by walking
around the train. This man is inconsis-

tent, and yet he is typical of thousands of

workmen, who either fail to start right

or fail to keep going after they have
set their feet in the safe path.

Accident prevention resolves itself into

a continuous, competently-directed cam-
paign to inculcate the habit and thought
of carefulness in the workmen. The head
of a plant must not falter in rendering
moral and material assistance while

starting and continuing such work. A
lack of interest on his part, or on the

part of his immediate subordinates, will

have the same effect on accident-preven-

tion work that shutting off the steam
from the locomotive will have on the

freight train. Steady, forward progress

is supplanted by the slackening motion
due to mere inertia, the energy expended
in starting the freight train or the safety

habit is largely wasted, and an equal

amount of energy must be expended to

get the work going again.

Neither the freight train nor the safe-

ty habit is automatic or self-sustaining.

There must be a constant supply of fuel,

—coal in the case of the locomotive, and
supervision and direction in the case of

the safety work. There are many diffi-

culties to be overcome, chief among them
being proving, to the full satisfaction of

the workmen, the folly of careless ways,

and arousing their unwavering faith in

the benefits of caution. But persistence

and perservance along these lines will

gradually develop careful methods among
the men, and lead them to substitute

careful habits for chance-taking or care-

less ones. Those addicted to the chance-

taking habit are sure to be injured some
time, while the men of careful habits are

reasonably certain of freedom from in-

jury.—The Travelers Standard.

©
AWAKENING YOUR ENERGY

By W. Doolittle

THE life worth living, the life called

real and purposeful, is one that is

moulded and made by persistent

striving and constructive energy. Swing-
ing one's self forward daily with deter-

mination, forward and on a body ani-

mated and alive from head to heels.

We are not to be as vegetables that

sprout up in the springtime of youth and
wither and fall in the winter of life; liv-

ing and breathing, and drawing sub-

stance; anchored in the same spot; with-

out having made a single inconspicuous

move.
Why Are You?

Look you deep, and consider well. The
pangs of child-birth have been suffered

and endured for you, not in order that

you might be what you are now, but
what you ought to be. Not in the lag-

ging, bragging lazy-bone class, but, a

living, wide-awake, alert, thinking hu-
man being.

You, who step into to-day, you of that
class who are in the habit of wasting
your time in listless endeavors, you,
yourself, the human form that you are,

awaken! The great energizing force
within you calls you now to meet a chal-
lenge. A challenge direct from the great
universe, not alone to give battle to the
elements of earth and sky, but to push
forward, forge ahead, and become an
active, persisting, determined energized
individual.

You are not to stand and stare; nor
should your arms be akimbo or hang
lifeless at your sides. But on these your
sleeves should be rolled up; your spine
fully straightened; your head and eyes
clear; your nerves calm but vibrating;
every part of your anatomy ready at all

times to be brought into play. These
are the pre-requisites to turn yourself
from what you are now, into an ever-
ready-to-thrust forward type of mortal.

We desire the good things, the luxur-
ies of life; but instead of pushing for-
ward and trying to obtain these by legi-

timate means, many live on the supposi-
tion or hope, that some day, someone,
will be accommodating enough to die and
leave them the wherewithal to secure
these. The point to be emphasized is,

that the thing worth the having, is worth
the most energetic striving for. The
mere thinkine and wishing method has
no place beside the man with unflinching
power, whose superabundant energy is

going to capture all that he most neces-
sarily needs or wants. The great fault

with the average of mankind is, that a
little feeble expenditure of energy exerts
such a strain upon one's ordinary efforts,

that a two hours' relaxation is required
for each hour's exertion. A slight bend
of the back-bone requires a stimulant to

put it back in place.

Many Are Lacking

Very few of us have that get-up-and-
go, that swinging energetic gait, that

forward going spirit, that buckles up
and turns over obstacles. We spend
much time in useless thought. And too

much time in babbling talk. We know
little of quietness—the great silence that

moves steadily, uncomplainingly for-

ward, that makes each action count for

something useful and big. The best that

was ever obtained, or ever will be ob-

tained, fell in the right white palm of

the man who went determinedly forward,

and stood his ground till he got it.

You who sit and whine, you who des-

pair, wake from your sleep. The day is

far fetched. Things may look to you
more hopeful to-morrow, but to-day, this

very moment, if you choose to make it

so, has more hopes that can be realized

if you are only wise enough, know
enough to turn your steps towards them.
Your energy is the mainspring in the

clock of your existence. And it has run
down a Ions ways. A few winding
turns will not give you much speed. You
need a thorough winding, and that

winding process needs to be enacted with
despatch.

Deep in the marrow of your bones,
along the entire length of your spinal
column, your cords and sinews,—all that
is within you of flesh and blood and soul,
is one vast network of ripping, vitalizing
human energy. Only the will of you,
only the brain of you, needs to press the
starting button to set in motion that
force called energy. And that energy,
be what it is, is bound by the propelling
power of which it is composed, to force
you ahead in unswerving, unrelinguish-
ing epoch-making achievements.

Can that fact be driven home, deep in
the core of that being you call self.

That which to you is a human frame
built on symmetrical lines. Endowed at
the top with a thinking machine called a
brain. Extremities called arms and
hands that do your bidding, limbs and
feet that propel you. Can you not awak-
en these to serve with greater energy,
with greater power, with greater activ-
ity? Working towards some grand
end, be it small or big, but working and
incessantly working, striving each day
towards accomplishing something, in

putting the mark of your personality and
name, indelibly and uneraseable upon
that which your efforts expend.

&
A UNIQUE STEEL

RECENT advances in British steel

manufacture are indicated by the de-
scription of a certain steel which now
forms part of the regular product in a
Sheffield works. The two properties of-

toughness and hardness are combined in

a hitherto almost unknown degree; the
material is so hard that no cutting tool

will act on it and so tough that a rod
may be bent double while cold without
fracture. Any shaping or finishing re-

quired must be done by grinding. It is

made in castings, rolled bars and sheets,

and forgings. It is mainly used for
crusher jaws and rolls, dredger bucket
lips, screening bars, gears, pins and
bushes, and points and crossings of

railways and tramways. It is also used
now for light body armour such as hel-

mets and shields, and for car and mach-
ine gun armour plating. A great many
more uses will be found for this ma-
terial. Its strength is 55 tons tensile and
elongation 40 per cent, in 4 in.

IN co-operation with the Bureau of

Mines, an investigation of the electric

melting of brass is being conducted at

Cornell University. The experiments in-

dicate that the use of a suitable electric

furnace will materially reduce melting
losses and the Bureau of Mines now is

testing an electric furnace built accord-

ing to the design worked out by the

laboratory tests. This furnace is of com-
mercial size and is being tested with a

view to ascertaining its suitability for

such processes as are used for cartridge

and shrapnel cases.
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COMPARATIVE CARBON LOSSES IN
MALLEABLE IRON ANNEALING
BY MUFFLE AND POT OVEN

METHODS*
By Joseph B. Deisher, Rochester, N.Y.

WE know that carbon in any fer-

rous metal must exist in the form
of combined carbon or graphitic

carbon or both. To go a step farther,

we must admit that, after all, it is prin-

cipally the proportion and condition of

the carbon present which determines in

what class we shall ultimately define

such metal—that it, whether we shall

call it wrought iron, steel, malleable

iron, or gray iron. Therefore, it seems
hardly necessary to state that the vital

importance of carbon in malleable iron

cannot be over-estimated. However, the

limitation of my subject does not invite

any prolonged discussion of this element
except as it is affected by the annealing

process.

Combined carbon represents a condi-

tion where practically all of the carbon
present has, due to certain laws of metal-

lurugy, gone into solid solution with
iron, forming iron carbide, or, in malle-

able practice, \vhat is generally known
as hard iron. Had the greater' part of
the carbon not gone into solid solution,

an ordinary gray iron casting would have
been the result, representing a composi-
tion of free graphite, combined carbon
and pure iron. Here, the carbon would
largely exist as graphitic carbon. The
former represents a proper composition
for annealing, while the latter does not.

Then, we may consider that the an-

nealing of malleable cast iron consists of

heating a hard iron casting of the pro-

per chemical composition to a degree of

temperature where practically all of the

iron carbide is dissolved from solid so-

lution, without subsequent fusion, after

which the casting is allowed to cool to

handling temperature (150 to 300 de-

grees, Fahr.) under conditions that will

permit the carbon to precipitate as mi-

nute graphite deposits in a texture of

practically pure iron. In other words,
the annealing process is simply a precipi-

tation or conversion of carbon which
had previously been driven into solid so-

lution with iron; but, this conversion is

most always accompanied by a loss of

carbon, and it is this removal of carbon
that later on we are to discuss.

As briefly outlined herein, the anneal-

ing process seems very simple; yet,

there are many conditions that may in-

terfere with the perfect conversion of

the carbon, some of which we will dis-

cuss in the following order: Hard iron

composition; annealing temperatures;
time required to dissolve iron carbide;

rate of cooling; and removal of carbon.

Hard Iron Composition
In the first place, the analyses of the

hard iron composition must, of course,

come within certain specified or ratio

limits; else, the iron carbide will not
completely dissolve under ordinary an-

nealing temperatures. To establish these
limits is not the purpose of this paper.

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the
American Foundrymen's Association, at Boston,
Sept.. 1917.

For the sake of brevity, we must assume
that they are known. However, it might
be appropriate here to state that a

hard iron composition figured on the

silicon alone is no better than guess
work, so far as obtaining uniform
physical results in the annealed product
is concerned. In fact, the most uniform
results can obtain only where we know
with some degree of accuracy the total

carbon content in the hard iron; and such
knowledge is not readily available with-

out the total carbon analyses of the pig

iron, which, due to its high and variable

carbon content, determines the percent-

age of the various grades of scrap ma-
terial that can be carried in the melting
mixture. The blast furnace people are

reluctant to furnish or guarantee the

carbon analyses of pig iron, which is a

matter of such vital importance to the

successful production of high-grade mal-
leable iron castings that I hope it will

merit thorough investigation by a com-
petent committee.

Annealing Temperatures
In the matter of annealing tempera-

tures for malleable cast iron, much de-

pends upon the chemical composition of

the hard iron. Ordinarily, the iron car-

bide commences to be slightly affected

after the temperature has reached ap-

proximately 1,250 degrees Fahr., but the

chemical union forming the carbide is

not greatly weakened until a tempera-
ture of at least 1,400 degrees is reached.

In fact, it is, for many reasons, desirable

to run the temperature considerably

higher than 1,400 degrees; and, there-

fore, below is given a table showing
what may be considered safe maximum
and annealing temperatures for both pot

and muffle type ovens:
Maximum Minimum

Deg. Fahr. Deg. Fahr.

Pot oven 1650 1450

Muffle oven 1700 1500

Exhaustive tests have shown that pro-

longed annealing has no detrimental ef-

fect upon the physical strength of the

product, unless the temperature is run
too high, in which case troubles too

numerous to mention may result. Pro-

longed or repeated annealing at high
temperatures will, however, have a
growing tendency to produce a pearlite

rim, which seriously interferes with any
machining operation; but, the unreason-
able length of time required to produce

the rim, under normal annealing condi-

tions, eliminates this as a disturbing

factor. Therefore, it would seem only

reasonable to assert that when malleable

cast iron is seriously over-annealed it is

usually because the temperature has been
run too high rather than too long. How-
ever, on the other hand, it is, I believe,

also a safe assertion to state that so far

as annealing is concerned more poor-

grade malleable cast iron is produced as

the result of under-annealing than over-

annealing. If the above temperature
limits are adhered to and good results

do not obtain, the trouble is not directly

due to annealing temperatures.
Heat distribution sometimes brings up

a troublesome problem, the difficulty be-

ing to reach the minimum temperature

at the coolest point in the oven without
exceeding the maximum temperature at
the hottest point. This is largely a
matter of oven design; and, unless any
two points in the oven can be held with-
in the limits herein prescribed, there is

something radically wrong with the
oven or the manner in which the bur-
den is arranged. The trouble mught be
that the flues are not clean.
Time Required to Dissolve Iron Carbide
For reasons not generally understood,

it has been found necessary to hold cast-
ings at annealing temperature from Gf'

to 72 hours before the cooling process is

commenced. Otherwise, the result will
almost invariably show that the iron
carbide has not been completely dissolv-
ed; that is, the annealed casting will
show that a portion of the carbon re-
mains in solid solution, as combined car-
bon, causing a brittle, inferior product.

It would seem that the chemical union
forming the solid solution of carbon in
iron is not thoroughly dissolved imme-
diately the annealing temperature has
been reached, or, if the iron carbide is

completely dissolved (n less than 60
hours, we have yet to discover the means
of preventing a portion of the carbon
from re-combining when the casting is

cooled to handling temperature. Then,
assuming, for the sake of argument, that
it has been found necessary to hold the
castings at annealing temperature for
60 hours, three questions arise which
should invite interesting discussion,
namely:

1.—Are 60 hours actually required to
dissolve the iron carbide?

2.—Does the iron carbide dissolve in
less than. 60 hours, the balance of the al-

lotted time being required for precipita-
tion of graphite carbon ?

3.—Does the precipitation of graphite
carbon immediately follow the gradual
dissolution of the iron carbide, requiring
60 hours to complete the conversion pro-
cess ?

I should answer the first question neg-
atively. It is my opinion that dissolution
of the iron carbide is very largely a
matter of heat penetration, particularly
where the muffle type oven is used. In
the pot oven, there is little doubt but that
the nature and composition of the pack-
ing material affects the dissolution of
the iron carbide, which assumption is in

part at least borne out by the fact that
malleable annealing can be successfully
conducted with this type of oven at ap-
proximately 50 degrees lower tempera-
ture than is required in the muffle oven.
This does not necessarily mean that the
temperature at which the iron carbide
is affected in the pot oven is lower than
in the muffle oven. In the pot oven,
after say 1,400 degrees temperature is

reached, it would seem that the effect of
the oxide packing material tends to hast-
en the dissolution of the carbide at a
lower ultimate temperature than is re-

quired in the muffle oven. In other
words, I believe that by skilful manipu-
lation of oven temperatures, the iron

carbide can be dissolved in less than 60

hours after annealing temperature has
been reached.
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In regard to the second question, I am

inclined to believe that the iron carbide
can be dissolved in less than 60 hours,
and that it is the obstinate or lagging
precipitation of graphite carbon, at the
usual annealing temperature, that de-
lays the conversion process, under pre-
sent practice. Then, assuming that such
is the case, the question arises as to the
state of the carbon between dissolution
and precipitation. In my opinion, after
the annealing temperature has thorough-
ly penetrated the entire body of the hard
iron casting, the chemical union forming
the iron carbide is so weakened that the
rate of cooling determines whether the
carbon will remain in solid solution as
combined carbon or precipitate as graph-
ite carbon. In other words, after disso-

lution of the iron carbide, 1 believe that
the carbon exists in a semi-soluble state,

from which it will precipitate as graph-
ite if cooled under proper conditions.

It is doubtless unanimously agreed
that the third question covers in a gen-
eral way about what really happens. In

fact, practical tests have shown that
where test wedges were removed from
the oven at regular intervals before 60
hours had elapsed after the annealing
temperature was reached, combined car-

bon was almost invariably found to exist

m direct proportion to the length of time
the wedges were held at or above an-

nealing temperature. However, in my
mind, this does not prove conclusively

that 60 hours are actually required to

completely dissolve the iron carbide. On
the other hand, I am inclined to think

that in the test wedges just referred to

the annealing temperature had not com-
pletely and uniformly penetrated the en-

tire body of the metal and also in re-

moving the wedges from the oven before

the regular period for annealing was
completed the cooling was too rapid.

In other words, had the annealing tem-
perature been as high as the castings

would stand at the commencing of the

anneal and the wedges that were with-

drawn before the 60 hours of annealing
had been completed, cooled very slowly,

the results would doubtless have shown
that a greater percentage of the carbon
had precipitated as graphite.

In this connection, I recall an inci-

dent where by accident the arch forming
a muffle chamber in a muffle type oven
fell in and the fire had to be shut off

about 36 hours before the regular time.

The stack damper and the oven were
sealed up practically air-tight and al-

lowed to cool down as slowly as possible,

with the result that when the oven was
opened the castings were found to be

fairly well annealed. The carbide ap-

peared to be completely broken up, but
there was scarcely a trace of decarbon-

ization visible without the aid of a

microscope. This condition I attribute to

the fact that the annealing temperature
was hi?h when the accident occurred and
the cooling was extremely slow, allowing

plenty of time for the precipitation of

graphite. It might also be of interest

to know that the castings were not scal-

ed. Professor Touceda has done some
very enlightening research work along
this line, but it has occurred to me that

some of the conclusions he has arrived
at in regard to the length of time re-

quired to break up the iron carbide, may,
after further experiments, be altered by
the effect of higher initial annealing
temperature and siower rate of cooling.

It should be thoroughly understood that
I take no exception to the conclusions he
has reached, based upon the experiments
as they were made.
We must realize that one of the great-

est drawbacks to the malleable industry
is that it takes too long to anneal the

castings. While my experience in malle-
able annealing has not gone far enough
to justify any revolutionary results,

there is no doubt whatever in my minds,
but that the time required under present
practice for this operation can be very
materially reduced. To that end, if the

presentation of this paper stimulates
discussion and exchange of opinion re-

garding the points brought up, its pur-
pose will have been accomplished.

Rate of Cooling
Aside from the absolute necessity of

first completely dissolving the iron car-

bide, the rate of cooling is, in my estima-
tion, of the utmost importance, particu
larly where it is desired to complete
the annealing process in the shortest

time possible.

It is generally considered that the

sooner the castings can be brought to

annealing temperature, the better; but
the same rule does not hold true 'in the

matter of cooling to atmospheric temper-
ature, after the annealing temperature
has been reached and held for the re-

quired time. After the iron carbide is

dissolved, the object then is to cool the

oven under such conditions as will pre-

vent recombining of the carbon. If cool-

ed too fast, all the carbon will not pre-

cipitate as graphite.

Practical tests have shown that the re-

calescence point in cooling malleable

cast iron from annealing temperature is

slightly under 1,400 degrees. Plotted

cooling curves have shown that at this

temperature there is an abnormal libera-

tion of heat from some source, presum-
ably the result of rapid precipitation of

carbon, first as graphite, then as carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide gas, de-

pending upon the amount of oxygen pre-

sent; hence, the ultimate removal of a

portion of the carbon, as will be men-
tioned later on in this paper. There-

fore, we will establish 1,390 degrees as

the critical point in annealing at which
graphite will precipitate with most re-

pidity.

It is held by some authorities that,

after the iron carbide is completely dis-

solved, the castings should be held at or

slightly above the critical point in cool-

ing for several hours in order that the

precipitation of graphite carbon may be

more complete, the theory being that

graphite carbon will precipitate with

more rapidity the nearer the critical

point just referred to is approached.

Contrary to such theory, it is the prac-

tice of some foundrvmen to run the tem-

perature to the highest point iust be-

fore the fire is shut off; then seal up the

oven and, as they express it, "allow the

castings to soak." To my mind, such

practice is quite the reverse of what it

should be. In other words, i am inclined

to believe that the nearer the tempera-
ture of 1,400 is reached in cooling, the
more favorable become conditions for the
precipitation of graphite carbon, provid-
ing, of course, the temperatuie has pre-
viously reached the point where all iron

carbide was dissolved. Iherefore, it

would seem the better practice to reach
the highest temperature at the begin-
ning of the anneal, such temperature to

be held until the iron carbide is dissolv-

ed; then, gradually drop to 1,400 degrees,
a temperature which some believe will

better favor the precipitation of graphite
carbon. This would also lessen the
danger of warping. In fact, I would
not be at all surprised that, when the
temperature is run high at the end of

the anneal, some of the carbon is, due
to being more nearly soluble in iron and
lack of time in cooling, forced back into

solid solution as combined carbon which
would otherwise have precipitated as

graphite had the temperature not been
run so high just before the cooling pro-

cess was commenced. In some cases,

where the sulphur-manganese ratio

may not be properly balanced in the

hard iron composition, such practice is

also much more
%
apt to produce a pearl-

ite rim or "picture-frame" fracture, a

source of extreme annoya'nce where the

castings have to be machined. However,
this condition is rarely, if ever, produced
by annealing alone, except where the an-

nealing is prolonged almost indefinitely

or the temperature run entirely too high.

A point which might have been men-
tioned in connection with establishing the

critical point in cooling is that, while ap-

proximately 1,390 degrees represents the

point in temperature at which graphite

carbon precipitates with most rapidity

(assuming, of course, that the iron car-

bide has been dissolved by subsequent
heating at higher temperature), it does

not necessarily follow that the precipita-

tion of graphite ceases immediately the

temperature drops below 1,390 degrees.

In fact, the precipitation of graphite

carbon, in some cases, may continue un-

til the temperature drops to 1,242 de-

gress, below which temperature all pre-

cipitation is arrested. Therefore, in

reality, 1,242 degrees is the critical point

for dissolution of the iron carbide; or, in

other words, this is the temperature at

which the chemical union forming the

carbide commences to weaken upon heat-

ing and is also the point at which the

precipitation of graphite carbon ceases

upon cooling. Malleable iron annealing

could not be successfully conducted at

either 1,390 or 1,242 degrees tempera-

ture, if at all, due to the length of time

that would be required to dissolve the

iron carbide; and, therefore, these tem-

peratures are extremelv important only

in the matter of coob'ng the castings

from annealing to hindlin^ temperature.

As to the effect of further cooling be-

tween the temperature of 1.242 degrees

and handling temperature of the cast-

ings, this. I believe, depends soleW upon
the condition of the carbon when the

temperature of 1.242 de^ees in cooling

is passed. Where combined carbon is
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present, the effect of the rate of cooling;

upon that part of the structure repre-
senting the carbide would be about par-
allel to the tempering of a piece of soft
steel of the same carbon content, heated
and cooled under similar conditions. In
other words, the more rapid the cooling,
the harder would become the crystalliza-

tion of the carbide and consequently the
more brittle the casting; and, vice-versa.
Were all the carbon in graphitic form
at 1,242 degrees temperature, the cool-

ing might be forced to handling temper-
ature without detriment to the physical
characteristics of the metal. This is

based upon the theory that iron and free
carbon are not readily, if at all, soluble
at 1,242 degrees Fahr.; therefore, the
formation of iron carbide is impossible,
and where there is not combined carbon
present in ferrous metal it can usually
be hardened very little by tempering.
As a practical test, a well annealed mal-
leable test wedge was heated in a hand-
forge to a cherry red and quenched in

cold water, without the slightest effect

upon the ductility of the metal or condi-
tion of the carbon. Then, a duplicate
wedge was heated to a slightly higher
temperature and cooled under the same
conditions, with the result that the car-
bon was re-combined and the metal very
brittle, showing a steely, white fracture.
In the first test the critical point was
not reached where the iron and free
graphite were soluble; and, as practical-

ly no carbide was present to commence
with, the metal was not hardened to any
noticeable extent by tempering. In the
second test it would seem that the tern

perature was reached where the free

graphite became dissolved in iron and by
sudden cooling through the critical range
was forced into solid solution as combin-
ed carbon, which composition was still

further hardened by tempering.
The point which I wish to make clear

is that where conditions have been ideal

for conversion of the carbon, more
liberty can be taken in cooling the cast-

ings from 1.242 deerees Fahr. to hand-
ling temperature, thus saving consider-
able time at present allowed for gradual
cooling through the same range of tem-
perature.

Removal of Carbon

It is possible to accomplish the con-
version or annealing process without re-

movine anv carbon whatever; but, as this

is neither practical nor desirable, it will

not be discussed. The removal of car-

bon is entirely the result of oxidation;
and, where no oxveen is present, no car-

bon can be removed. Oxveen for the re-

moval of carbon in malleable iron an-
nealing is sunnlied usually by an oxide
packine material or bv air, depending
upon the type of annealing oven used.
For years it was thought that malle-

able iron anne^line could not be accom-
plished unlpss the hard iron castings
were packed in iron-oxide scale; but, as
the tonnace of the industry rapidly in-

creased, this n^cVine material became
harder to obtain, with the result that to-

day most anv kind of refractory material
is used in the nNce of iron-oxide scale,

and with comparatively good results.

Some plants have even gone so far as to

adopt the muffle-type oven, where no
packing material at all is used. The
castings arc simply stacked up in the
oven and protected from contact with the

flame by muffled chambers or by cover-
ing with sheet-iron plates and sand or
scale. Practically the only difference in

the results obtained is that more carbon
is removed from the casting where a
strong oxide packing material is used, as
will be shown later on in this paper.

While decarbonization or the removal
of carbon in the anneal is in most cases
desirable, some, I am afraid, are dispos-
ed to over-estimate its importance. In
other words, it is the complete conver-
sion rather than the removal of carbon
in the anneal that determines the malle-
ability of the product. It is a well-known
fact that the higher the total carbon con-
tent in malleable cast iron (even though
the conversion in the anneal be perfect),
the lower will be its ultimate strength,
the strength being affected in direct pro-
portion to the minute cavities made ne-
cessary for graphite deposits in the fer-

rite structure. Even so, it does not ne-
cessarily follow, by any means, that the
removal of carbon in the anneal is ab-
solutely essential to the production of
high-grade malleable iron. While at
least a small amount of carbon will al-

ways be removed in the anneal, the total

amount of carbon should be regulated in

the white iron—a fact which cannot be
too forcibly impressed upon those who
desire to maintain a high-grade product.

While possibly somewhat foreign to

my subject, the statement just made
again emphasizes the importance of
knowing the carbon content of the pig
iron entering into the mixture when
charged into the melting furnace, inas-

much as the color method for making
preliminary carbon tests, as used in

steel practice, cannot be employed by the
malleable melter, because the total car-
bon in hard iron is so much higher than
in steel. Unless the total carbon can be
regulated with some degree of accuracy-
more than guess-work in the melting
mixture, the hard iron will not be of

such consistency that we can reasonably
expect uniform results to obtain in the

anneal, regardless of the type of oven
or annealing practice employed. There-
fore, I again call to the attention of
the association a most valuable service

which can be performed for its malleable
members by setting into motion some
plan for a united request or demand upon
pig iron dealers to furnish and guarantee
the total carbon analyses, as well as the

various elements which it is their pre-

sent practice to sunply.

To further emphasize the importance
of regulating the total carbon in the

hard iron. I can state as an absolute fact

that the best malleable cast iron never
results from a hard iron composition
in which the tot^l carbon is around 3.00

per cent., regardless of the amount of

carbon removed in the anneal. How-
ever, in this connection, caution should
be used not to run the carbon too low,

else trouble will result from other

sources. If the total carbon is allowed
to go below 2.20 ner cent, in the hard
iron, the iron carbide will not dissolve

under ordinary annealing temperatures,
which is only one of the numerous
troubles that will result from running
the carbon too low.

In another part of this paper the
statement is made that prolonged anneal-
ing will have no detrimental effect upon
the physical strength of malleable cast
iron, unless the temperature is run too
high; also, that the removal of carbon in

the anneal is not essential to the produc-
tion of high-grade malleable iron. These
statements are best corroborated by a
series of practical tests conducted by
Prof. Touceda, to whose liberal gener-
osity I am indebted for many favors.
In one of these tests eight test wedges
were poured from the same ladle of iron
and annealed in such a manner that one
of the wedges was annealed eight times,
one seven times, and so on down the line
until one of the wedges received only
one anneal. Physical tests showed that
there was practically no difference in
ductility between the wedge annealed
once and the one annealed eight times;
and, after each successive anneal, the
physical test showed but very little

comparative variation in strength. Upon
analytical examination, however, it was
found that the total carbon was di-

minished by each successive anneal —
the first anneal showing a total carbon
of 1.40 per cent., while the eighth anneal
showed that only 0.22 per cent, of car-
bon remained. The test showed con-
clusively that the consistent removal of
carbon in each successive anneal did
not improve the quality of the product;
and, at the same time, it demonstrated
that prolonged or re-annealing, under
normal conditions, will not affect the
strength of the metal.

Muffle Oven Versus Pot Oven
There are two types of oven generally

used for annealing malleable cast iron;

namely, the muffle oven and the not oven,
either of which has its particular ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The tvpi-

cal muffle oven is in reality an oven built

within an oven, that is, the construction
of the outside oven, or oven proper, is

very similar to the pot oven, except that
it encloses two small arches, separated
by a partition, which form the muffle
chambers in which the castiues are plac-

ed for annealing. When filled with cast-

ings, the muffle chambers ore sealed up
as nearly air-tio'hl as possible. The fire-

box is arraneed usually at the rear end
of the oven in such a manner that the
flame passes directly over the arches of
the muffle, returning through specially

constructed flues in either side-wall and
underneath the floor to the main stack
flue at the back end of the o^en directly

underneath the fire-box. There is. of

course, a damper in the b^e of the stack
for regulating the disrHhnHon of heat
throuehout the oven, which is a simple
matter if the flues are kent cle^n.

In regard to the pot oven. I take it

that a
#
ll present are f^milHr with the

general design of this tvne of oven and
that a brief description is unnecessary.
It is nothing more or l°ss th^n the
muffle oven, minus the muffl" chambers.
The princinal advantnerps in fi Vor of

the muffle type oven are the elimination
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of labor required to pack, handle and

shake out the pots, cost of packing ma-
terial, expense of renewing pots, etc.

Among the objections to the muffle oven

may be noted the following:

1.—On acount of the heat having to

penetrate the brick arch forming the

muffle chamber, it requires somewhat
longer to bring the castings to anneal-

ing temperature.
2.—Not being supported by packing

material, the castings are more apt to

become warped or contorted.

3.—There is more danger of the cast-

ings becoming scaled, due to air leaking

into the muffle.

4.—Small and delicately constructed

castings cannot be annealed in this type

of oven unless they are packed in trays.

The muffle-type oven is particularly

adapted to annealing medium and heavy

castings, where packing material is not

necessary to prevent warping and where

a small amount of scale on the castings

is not a serious objection. For this class

of work the muffle type oven has every-

thing in its favor.

The pot oven is used by some foundry-

men probably because they have never

tried any other method of annealing; by

others, because the nature of their work
requires that the castings be annealed

in packing. There is no doubt but that

the pot anneal produces a cleaner and

better casting for machining or nickel-

plating, but so far as physical strength

is concerned, the pot oven has no par-

ticular advantage over the muffle oven.

Of course, the principal objection to the

pot oven is the expense and inconven-

ience of packing the casting in pots

However, where light and intricate cast-

ings are to be annealed, I can suggest

no alternative.

Practical Tests

For the purpose of further proving

certain statements made in this paper, I

have had cast from the same ladle of iron

a set of 30 test wedges and 30 tensile

test bars. These were annealed in three

lots of 10 wedges and 10 tensile bars

each. Two lots of these tests were an-

nealed in a pot oven, one lot being pack-

ed in mild packing material and one lot

in strong packing material. The mild

packing material was mill scale mixed

with coke breeze; the strong packing

material was iron-oxide scale. The third

lot of tests was annealed in a muffle type

oven, without packing material. The
comparative results are shown in the ac-

companying table.

COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF POT OVEN AND
MUFFLE OVEN ANNEALING.

POT MUFFLE
OVEN OVEN

Mild Strong Without
Packing Packing Packing

Total carbon in hard iron

(percent.) 2.63 2.63 2.63

Combined carbon after
anneal (per cent.) 0.5S 0.13 0.05

Graphitic carbon after
anneal (percent.) 1.75 1.85 2.12

Total carbon after an-
neal (per cent.) 2.28 1.98 2.17

Total carbon removed
in anneal (per cent.). Q.35 0.65 0.46

Wedge test (length of

butt in inches) 2% 2% 2

Tensile strength (pounds
per square inch) 49,448 50,044 49,542

Elastic limit (pounds per
square inch) 38.746 37,122 37,398

Elongation (per cent. In
2 inches) 6.3 6.7 7.3

Total carbon in hard iron was determ-

ined from hard iron shot, cast in water

The carbon determinations after anneal

were made from drillings taken entirely

through the butt end of test wedges. The
test wedge was 6 inches long, 1 inch

wide, % in. thick at butt and tapered to

wedge point. The tensile test bars were
round, % in. in diameter. Each of the

iibove tests represents the average for

10 bars, five of them being annealed near

the roof and five near the floor of the

oven, about midway between front and
back end.

Unfortunately, the heat from which
the above tests were poured was too

high in both carbon and manganese to

produce an extremely ductile and tough

material. However, it accomplished the

purpose for which the tests were made.

By reference to the tabulated results,

it will be noted that the mild packing

material removed less carbon than the

strong packing, and that more combined

carbon remained in the iron annealed in

mild packing, which strengthens the

statement that in addition to removing
more carbon the oxide packing material

has a tendency to hasten the dissolution

of the carbide after annealing tempera-

ture has been reached. I would also call

attention to the fact that, while the

muffle-type oven removed less carbon

than the oxide packing material in the

pot oven did, the conversion of carbon

in the muffle oven was more nearly com-

plete. This, in conjunction with the re-

sults of the physical tests, proves that it

is the conversion rather than the re-

moval of carbon in the anneal that pro-

duces ductility.

In closing, I wish to express my ap-

preciation of services rendered to the

writer by the Eastern Malleable Iron Co.,

in whose laboratory some of the tests

herein referred to were made.

WAR SERVICE BOARD FOR U. S.

FOUNDRY INDUSTRY

IN order to maintain proper contact be-

tween the foundry industry and those de-

partments of the United States Govern-

ment which purchase castings a war ser-

vice hoard of five members has been or-

ganized by the American Foundrymen's
Association, the members being: R. A.

Bull, chairman, Duquesne Steel Foundry
Co., Pittsburgh; J. C. Haswell, Dayton

Malleable Iron Co., Dayton, O.; G. H.

Clamer, Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia;

H. D. Miles, Buffalo Foundry & Machine

Co., Buffalo, and C. C. Smith, Union Steel

Castings Co., Pittsburgh.

The personnel of this board is repre-

sentative of every branch of the foundry

industry, including gray iron, steel,

malleable iron and non-ferrous metals.

Furthermore, its members are affiliated

with the leading organizations of casting

manufacturers of the United States, as

follows: American Foundrymen's Asso-

ciation, National Founders' Association,

American Institute of Metals, Am-
erican Malleable Casting Association,

and the Steel Founders' Society.

In view of the tremendous task under-

taken by this board, numerous sub-com-

mittees undoubtedly will he appointed to

represent the various lines of each
branch of the industry. A survey of the

foundry trade of the country undoubtedly
will be made to ascertain the class of

work for which each shop is best adapt-

ed. The establishment of an office in

Washington is being considered.

®
IMPROVED LABOR CONDITIONS

RESULT OF WAR
SIR ROBERT HADFIELD has recently

stated in The Observer that before the
war his firm employed 6,000 men and
imported many things from Germany.
They now employ 15,000 men and make
everything previously imported. Work-
ing hours have been reduced, with, Sir

Robert states, the most satisfactory re-

sults. The shorter hours make good men
better and bring the medium workman
up to something higher than the old-time

average. Looking back over recent

industrial history, he says that the fact

becomes apparent that in the pre-war
days we in England were very skilful in

our efforts to impede our own progress.

On one side the employers, and on the

other side the men, devoted vast vital

energy to the creation of great combines,

each devised as if for the purpose of

preventing its side from advancing. Had
not Germany forced war upon us we
might have had good reason to fear for

the future. For years our employers

had made an earnest and successful fight

against the 48-hour week. Now, under

war conditions, when it is necessary that

we should produce at a maximum, we
have turned to it as a means to just that

end and find it most efficient. The hos-

tility of the men to various progressive

things was as unfailing as, for instance,

their opposition to labor-saving ma-
chinery. Now they have learned

that the better the tools the better

the workman, and that the better

the workman he better his pay.

An intelligent workman should have

more self-respect than is indicated by
willingness to do labor which a machine

could do as well. In England workers

are only now beginning to realize this.

The fact that workmen are not them-

selves machines is not yet appreciated

at its full value even in America, for if

workers should be too proud to rank

themselves as machinery, employers

should be too wise thus to rank them
All employers have been doing so.—®
BEFORE the war the Germans ob-

tained annually about 900,000 tons of

iron pyrites from Spain for the manufac-

ture of sulphuric acid, and they them-

selves produced about 300,000 tons every

year at Megen, in Silesia. In 1912 and
1913, however, they increased their pur-

chases from Spain to 1,200,000 tons per

annum. Owing to the stoppage of the

Spanish supplies by the war, they had to

look about for other sources, and have,

no doubt, found some in occupied Poland,

and small quantities also in Greece and

Turkey. Besides this Germany has re-

ceived about 400,000 tons of pyrites an-

nually from Norway.
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MOTOR DRIVEN. BALL BEARING
VERTICAL DISC GRINDER.

THE Gardner Machine Company, of

Beloit, Wisconsin, are now building

a new vertical spindle disc grinder,

which embodies several interesting fea-

tures. Most conspicuous of these, as

shown in the accompanying illustration, is

the hoisting attachment, designed to

handle the heavy pieces which this ma-
chine is built to grind, also to apply and

remove pressure weights used in grinding

lighter castings.

The attachment consists, briefly, of a

one 14 ton hand chain hoist, mounted on

a trolley and swinging jib. A crane

column to which this jib is attached is

rigidly fixed on the base of the machine.

By means of this arrangement, any heavy
parts can easily be lifted from the floor

and swung on to the surface of the grind-

ing wheel. Another feature of this ma-
chine is the dust exhaust system, which
is claimed by the makers to practically

eliminate the dust problem. A channel is

cast into the base of the machine just

below and around the edge of the disc

wheel. Above this and just over the edge
of the disc wheel is fixed a detachable

guard ring, which permits the

occasional removal of any
coarse grindings. Attached to

four openings in the bottom of

dust channel is. an exhaust
manifold, which connects with

a powerful exhauster. This ex-

hauster is driven from an extra

pulley on the drive shaft of the

machine. In this way the grind-

ing surface of the machine is

left entirely clear, yet the dust

is simply and effectively re-

moved.
An extremely valuable change

in the construction of this ma-
chine is that by which it is

made adaptable to direct con-

nected motor drive. In the belt

driven type, the countershaft

—

or outer portion of the driv-

ing shaft which carries the

tight and loose pulleys—is connected to

the driving shaft proper by a flange

coupling. By removing this countershaft,

and the outer bearing, a motor may be

mounted on a plate bolted to the sub-base,

as shown in the illustration. The rotor

shaft of the motor is connected to the

driving shaft by means of a flexible coup-

ling. Thus the necessity of mounting the

motor on a side bracket, and driving the

shaft through sprockets and chain is elim-

inated. The direct connection with the

driving shaft does away with all lost

motion and friction incidental to the old

type, reduces the number of wearing
parts, and produces a more compact and
efficient machine. Also the interchange-

able feature may appeal to those who con-

template a change to motor driven mach-
inery at some future time.

The design and construction of the

whole machine is such as makes it suit-

able for heavy grinding operations. The
53 in. disc wheel is carried on a spindle

3% in. diameter, and is supported by a
heavy cast iron flange, 20 in. diameter by
1% in. thick. The spindle is mounted in

two self-aligning radial ball bearings
and the end thrust is taken on an ex-

'If*

M*9

ceptionally heavy thrust bearing, the
balls of which are 1% in. diameter. The
equipment has been made ball bearing
throughout, being a complete change from
the old type and one which insures smooth
running qualities and a marked saving in

power. The spindle has a speed of 500
rev. per min., and is driven by means of a
pair of hardened steel bevel gears, having
a ratio of 2.4 to 1. These gears are en-
closed in a dust protected housing and
provision is made for ample lubrication.
The entire weight of this equipment is

4,600 pounds.

©
DRUM REVERSE SWITCH

ONE of the latest products of the West-
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. is a smail
drum reverse switch (Type 810), for
operating motors in machine tool, wood-
working and other services requiring re-

versing of the motors. The small size

and neat appearance of this reverse
switch make it especially adapted for
mounting directly on the machine. Not
withstanding its small size this switch
is exceptionally rugged and has proven
successful on the most severe services.

A terminal board of heavy micarta

MOTOR-DRIVEN. BALL-BEARING VERTICAL DISC GRINDER.

DRUM REVERSE SWITCH SUITED FOR
MOUNTING DIRECTLY ON MACHINES.

forms the back of the switch, and on the
front side of this board are mounted the
stationary contracts. The movable con-
tacts are mounted on cast brass brack-
ets clamped on the shaft, from which
they are thoroughly insulated. Good
contact is insured by phosphor-bronze
springs, on the movable contacts, these
being protected by copper shunts.

Heavy barriers of asbestos lumber
separate adjacent sets of contacts so that

cross-arcing is impossible. All live parts

are protected from exposure by an en-

closing cover of sheet steel, lined with
asbestos, and held in place by two ring
latches, which permit its easy removal
for inspection or renewal of contacts.

These switches are made for alternat-

ing-current or direct-current circuits.

For alternating-current service and for

direct-current service without* dynamic
braking, they are provided with "For-

ward," "Off" and "Reverse" positions.
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For alternating-current service the

motor is connected directly across the

line.

For direct-current applications with

dynamic braking:, the switch handles

have five positions as follows: "For-

ward," "Drift" "Off and Brake," "Drift,"

SWITCH WITH COVEK REMOVED AND
CONSTRUCTION EXPOSED.

and "Reverse. They may be used with

automatic starters for shunt and com

pound-wound motors. With compound-

wound motors having heavy series wind-

ing for tail-stock and cross-rail service,

they may be used to connect the motor

directly to the line, either with or with-

out resistors permanently connected in

series with the armature.

When remote mechanical control is de-

sirable, both alternating-current and di-

rect-current switches can be furnished

with extended shaft, permitting either

gear or sprocket operation.

ADJUSTABLE SPEED MOTORS
PAST applications of interpole motors to

machine tool operation have made ap-

parent the limitations of this type of

motor and suggested changes in design

wherein the operating characteristics

might be further improved. The prin-

cipal factor in these limitations is the

distortion by the armature reaction of

the flux distribution in the main air gap.

The amount of this distortion is depen-

dent upon the relative values of the

armature and field magnetizing forces,

and is, therefore, greatest when the

motor is operating at high speed or weak

field. This distortion is effective in pro-

ducing instability, poor commutation,

high voltage between adjacent commuta-

tor segments and large load losses at

weak field.

A commutating pole motor, in which

this undesirable field distortion is to a

large extent eliminated, has been design-

ed and produced by the General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N.Y., and is marketed

in Canada by the Canadian General Elec-

tric Co. The principle is to distribute

the compensating winding instead of

concentrating it at the pole faces of the

commutating poles, the magnetizing

strength of the distributed winding being

equal and opposite in direction to the

magnetizing force of the armature.

Commutating Advantages

The design of the type R.F. motor, as

it is styled, further provides a concen-

trated commutating winding,

the effect of which is to

widen the neutral or com-

mutating zone and so insure

sparkless commutation over

the entire speed range of the

motor. This makes for free-

d o m from commutator

troubles under the most se-

vere conditions of service

and considerably simplifies

the control and protective

apparatus required when ap-

plied to machine tool opera-

tion. Therefore, for ordinary

classes of work, such as driv-

ing shapers, slotters, lathes,

etc., a simple type of drum
controller can be used, allow-

ing theoperator full control

of starting, stopping, revers-

ing and speed of the motor

It also provides a design of

by means of a single handle,

motor with whirh. for '""^

service as planer operation, mag-
netic control of a very much simpler

type than that used with the con-

ventional commutating pole type of

motor can be employed without sacri-

ficing excellence of commutation. The

current peaks, even under abnormal

operating conditions, are limited by the

inherent characteristics of the motoi

itself. This motor may be accelerated

from low speed to high speed, when con-

nected to a friction load corresponding

to rated output at high speed, by insert-

ing total field resistance in one step. The

current taken from the line under this

condition will be well within the ordinary

setting of protective devices.

The motor is rated on a basis of thfi

allowable heating in a two-hours' con-

tinuous load at full field speed, its heat-

ing under this condition being assumed

as equivalent to that attained by the

motor under all day load conditions in

actual service. The main field coils, as

shown in Figs. 3 and 4, are so designed

as to withstand without injury full

potential continuously with the armature

at rest. This insures low temperature

rise in field coils under all day operation

of the motor with the armature running,

and in addition protects the motor

against injury when the careless work-

man inadvertently leaves his work with

the line switch closed and the motor at

rest.

FIG. 3 — MAGNET FRAME SHOWING CON-
STRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT

OF POLE PIECES.

The construction of the motor is in

keeping with the service conditions, the

diameter of the armature being kept as

small as possible to diminish its flywheel

effect, and the frame, end shield and
housing assembly being conspicuously

rugged and compact. The arrangement
of the compensating coils on the lamin-

ated poles is shown in Fig. 5, and the

method of bolting the poles to the mag-
net frame in Fig. 3.

It is often desirable to protect the

motor from chips, flying particles, etc.

This can best be done by equipping the

motor either before or after installation

with a set of either perforated or solid

metal covers, divided in halves so that

the top half or all the opening may be

enclosed. In the majority of cases the

FIG. 1—MOTOR WITH OPEN END SHIELD. FIG. 2—ENCLOSED VENTILATING TYPE.
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top set of covers will provide ample pro-

tection and not cause sufficient extra

heating to affect the rating'. However,
if the machine is completely enclosed, as

to a nitride, is said to be less marked with
open-hearth steel; but basic steel has
been improved in this way at Osnabriick,

at anv rate.

A representative of an American con-

cern recently arrived at Rio de Janerio,

bringing with him machinery that had
been ordered by the Government-owned

KIG. ) SHUNT FIELD COIL ON ALUMINUM.
ALSO INTERPOLE COIL.

KIG. 5 — LAMINATED MAIN POLE AND
INTERPOLE WITH COMPENSATING

COILS IN PLACE.

in Fig. 2, an air pipe connection for
forced ventilation should be provided if

the motor is to run at normal rating.—®
TITANIUM.

TITANIUM is metallurgically somewhat
in the position which aluminum occupied
forty years ago. Very widely distributed,

though not generally in large deposits,

titanium might be utilized in various
ways if the smelting difficulties could be
overcome. Chemically titanium stands
between carbon and silicon on the one
side, and zirconium and the rare earths
on the other. It occurs mostly as oxide,

TiO,, alone as rutile, or associated with
iron as ilmenite, FeO.TiO„. The chief

European deposit is at Kragero, in Nor-
way; very large deposits of ilmenite are
found in the Quebec Province (near
Rapid River and Saguenay River), in the
United States, India, Ceylon, Nigeria,
Queensland and South Australia. The
titaniferous iron-sands abounding on the
shores of Taranaki Bay, New Zealand,
first attracted attention in the British

Colonies; but they are unsuitable for the
blast-furnace, and even the quite recent
attempts at briquetting the ore and
smelting it in electric and other furnaces
have hardly been successful so far, as we
see from the Bulletin of the Imperial In-

stitute, vol. XV., No. 1, 1917, which con-
tains a very instructive article on "The
Distribution and Uses of Titanium Ores,"
amply stocked with references. The pig-

iron from the titaniferous sands is too
rich in phosphorus and sulphur. Earlier

attempts made at Norton, in England, to

smelt titaniferous iron ores were given
up, owing to the pasty condition of the
slag and the uncertainty of the ore sup-
ply. That uncertainty does not exist at

Sanford Hill, in the Adirondacks (New
York) and in the Iron Mountains of Wy-
oming; but the smelting is not prosper-
ing, and the replacement of the silicon

in the iron by titanium is not liked. Yet
rail steel is notoriously improved as to

strength and abrasive resistance when
about 1.7 lb. of titanium (as iron alloy)

is added in the ladle per ton of steel; and
ferro-titanium was much used for this

purpose in the days of Bessemer steel,

though the metal had to be reduced by
the aid of aluminum. The action of

titanium, which binds the nitrogen in iron

INCREASED PRICES MAKE UP
DEFICIT

HIGHER prices of metals rather than
larger production will probably account
for the considerably increased figures of
the mining industry this year. The On
tario Bureau of Mines has given out an
interesting result of the mining history
of the province in the first nine months
of the year. This includes the production
of the metalliferous mines and works of
Ontario and for purposes of comparison
figures for the corresponding period of
1916 are also given.

Notwithstanding the falling off in the
output of gold, silver and copper, the
aggregate value for the nine months was
some $2,000,000 more than for the same
period in 1916. Higher prices for silver,

copper and nickel are largely responsible
for this increase.

Of the total gold production, the Hol-
linger Mine yielded 161,702 ounces, Mc-
Intyre 59,779 ounces, Dome 58,978 ounces.

Gold being the standard of value, and
having a fixed price, was practically the
only metal which did not share in the
general increase of prices. Indeed, the
high prices of labor and supplies have
for the time being lowered the rate of
expansion for this branch of the in-

dustry. The output for the first nine
months of this year was some 20,000
ounces less than for the corresponding
period of 1916.

®
STEEL FAMINE FEARED IN BRAZIL
UNITED STATES Consul General
Gotschalk, at Rio de Janeiro, reports
that interviews with several iron and
steel importers of Rio de Janeiro disclose

a general belief on the part of the best
informed among them that within four
or five months there will be a complete
famine of structural iron and steel and
of iron and steel goods generally in that
city. Several of the more careful of

these importers are quietly buying up all

the old iron and steel they can find, with
a view to facing this expected situation.

It is interesting in this connection to

observe that there is a noticeable re-

vival of interests in certain projects

which have been for a long time under
consideration to establish a domestic
steel industry.

Central Railroad of Brazil for a large

steel plant to be erected at some point

on the lines of the railroad.

®
EXPORT OF CANADIAN COPPER TO

BRITAIN INCREASES
A LARGE increase in imports of Can-
adian copper and zinc into Great Britain

is shown in the annual statement of the

trade of the United Kingdom for 1916.

Exports of copper regulus and precipi-

tate from Canada to Great Britain rose

from 800 tons in 1912 to 6,071 tons last

year. The respective values were $120,-

000 and $919,000. Exports of crude zinc,

in cakes, from 1 Canada, advanced during
the comparative period from 997 tons,

valued at $98,500 to 1,236 tons, valued
at $539,100.

®
AN alloy of 2 per cent, palladium with
silver is said to form a good substitute

for platinum in contact and spark de-

vices. The alloy which gives the greatest

resistance to spark erosion is 60 per
cent, palladium and 40 per cent, silver.

Palladium raises the melting point and
lowers the thermal conductivity.

THE St. Charles deposit of iron ore in

Quebec is one of titaniferous magnetite,
occurring in large segregation masses.
The quantity available is estimated from
1,000,000 to 5,000,000 tons. A sample
was found to contain 50.53 per cent, of
iron, 10.55 per cent, of titanium, with
0.02 per cent, sulphur and 0.03 per cent,

phosphorus. By magnetic concentration

the iron can be raised to 77 per cent.

®
IT IS stated that the firm of Franz Schil-

ling & Sohn, bell founders to the Court,

at Apolda, Hanover, have melted down
some 70,000 church bells during the war,
the metal of which haa been used for

military purposes. The famous Kaiser-

glocke from the Cologne cathedral, cast

from cannon taken from the French dur-

ing the Franco-German war of 1870-71,

will, it is further said, also be removed
for the same purpose. Lightning con-

ductors, rumor also states, are being
also pulled down from the churches, and
their metal used for army requirements.
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When the demand for munitions ceases and there is

still a shortage in the world food supply, Canada should

take her place in the sun to a greater extent than ever as

a producer of foodstuffs. For a time at least, especially

with the return of the troops, the movement of population

promises to be from the urban centres to the rural dis-

tricts, just as it was the opposite for months after war

industrial activity commenced, and not a little evidence is

already forthcoming that a "back to the land" movement

of fair proportions is gaining momentum and popularity.

Shipbuilding continues active, but not nearly so much

so nor on so comprehensive a scale as the exigencies of the

situation and the wealth of opportunity warrant. The

number of vessels contracted for and building in our

various plants reaches a fair total, as do also the launch-

ings, although the latter for the present year will include

many craft altogether distinctive from the much needed

ocean-going freighter. Our export trade is now, to a

large extent, dependent on "bottoms," and will be trebly

so at least when all menace of the seas has been removed.

Our plant capacity has nevertheless been but little de-

veloped, while the immediate outlook for a determined

effort to that end is none too bright.

We accepted munitions-making as but temporary in

its sojourn, yet we went into it so whole-heartedly as to

both astonish ourselves, our neighbors, our friends and our

enemies with the results achieved. Shipbuilding, on the

other hand, in spite of its known high-degree permanence

as a staple industry, has not as yet developed the equiva-

lent of the munitions enthusiasm, and may possibly fail to

do so while the difficulty of securing materials of con-

struction continues. The strongest possible support

—

Government and individual, financial and otherwise

—

should be made immediately available for the propagation

of this very desirable industrial enterprise, in view of the

fact that much of our future success in a commercial sense

is thereon dependent. The issues are sufficiently momen-
tous to make the subject of supreme national importance,

second only to the otherwise successful prosecution of the

war besides being co-related to it.

LABOR AFTER THE WAR
THERE can be no doubt but that the greatest of

after-war problems will be the relations between

capital and labor. Men are now being paid wages

for munitions and other war-time work which has raised

the level of the market to previously unheard of levels.

True much of the increased return has been absorbed by

the higher cost of living, but in the period after the war,

when munitions work stops—when the nations now spend-

ing so recklessly start to retrench—the present returns

for labor cannot be expected to last. The crux of the

situation will be that industrial wages will decline more

rapidly than will the cost of living and the civilian indi-

vidual will then feel the pinch of war conditions, which,

generally speaking, he has been far from doing so far.

VALUE OF A TRADESMAN'S ADVICE

WHAT is the difference between professional and

trade advice ? If a man follows a profession, such

as that of the lawyer or doctor, he invariably seeks

remuneration for services rendered, and it is quite proper

that he should do so, as this is undoubtedly the source of

his livelihood; but what is the status of the man who works
at a trade during the day and is requested in a casual

interview with one of these professional men to advise him
concerning some small matter pertaining to tradesman

knowledge ? While a machinist was paying a visit to a

physician some time ago in connection with a slight physi-

cal disability, the conversation turned to automobiles, with

which the tradesman was quite familiar. As it turned out,

the car owned by the doctor was not in the best of running

condition. Before the patient left, the doctor knew con-

siderably more about his motor than he did before the

machinist called.

In the course of a few weeks the tradesman was con-

fronted with a bill of several dollars for professional

services rendered. What comparatively was the value of

the "services rendered" to the doctor? If the machinist

had put in a bill for his services, it is very unlikely that

payment would have been made. The wage earner prob-

ably did not give a thought to receipt of payment for the

advice he gave his physician; notwithstanding, the ques-

tion still remains, what is the parallel between the two
"services rendered?"
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WAR TIME EFFICIENCY IN ELEC-
TRO-PLATING
By Abe Winters

WITH reference to electro-plating

in general, the conditions affect-

ing the business have of late as-

sumed a stage more nearly normal than
has been the case since early in 1915.

Existing war contracts are being com-
pleted with a greatly reduced expendi-
ture of money for needless labor and sup-
plies.

During the introduction of munition
manufacture into Canada, the electro-

plating industry suddenly became of un-

usual importance, the period immediate-
ly following the first allotment of con-

tracts for fuses, clips, plugs, and military

metal goods of various kinds, was in-

deed, actually revolutionary in its effect

upon certain phases of the electro-plat

ing industry. Unfortunately, this re-

volution was not always in a direction

which would result in permanent benefi;

or credit to either the firm engaged in

the business, or the platers in charge of

the plating plants. Extravagance was
tolerated as never before, managers who
were noted for their selfish and extreme-
ly economical ideas were readily induced

to install elaborate equipment and oper-

ate the same with lavish outlay of money
for labor and supplies. A reaction is

now gradually becoming apparent, and
the ultimate result will depend very
largely upon the metal and chemical

market during the ensuing year.

Immediate Efficiency required

In any case, present conditions make
it imperative that manufacturers give
their plating methods special attention

and insist on a reasonable degree of effi-

ciency in every operation and in the

general maintenance of the polishing,

plating and buffing departments. Fore-

men who have indulged in the careless

and deliberate waste of material and
supplies during the past two years will

require tactful attention from the super-

intendent. The readjustment of methods
and privileges will necessarily be ac-

complished with the gradual return to

normal business.

Efficiency in a plating department
during periods wrhen business increases

by leaps and bounds is quite a different

proposition to efficiency in a plating de-

partment during a period when business
is normal or on the decrease. There are
at least two ways in which the latter

situation may be met, and while we ad-
mit that the ideas mentioned herein may
well be adopted during all periods, the
period of normal or decreasing business
is usually the one durine which the in-

troduction of economical ideas is of

especial interest and receive the sane
consideration of both employer and em-
ployee.

Organization and Labor

All work treated in the departments
under discussion should proceed accord-

ing to a simple, systematic routing, and
the clerical requirements should be re-

duced to the least possible minimum con-

sistent with accuracy. A foreman pos-

sessing sufficient intelligence to enable

him to appreciate the value of a routing

system and personally attend to the re-

quirements of the same within the limits

of his department is less expensive in

the long run than the employment of a

clerk to attend the routing system
through depai'tments in charge of men
incapable of performing simple prob-

lems in arithmetic.

The preparation of a very large per-

centage of the wares plated to-day can
be conducted much. more rapidly, satis-

factorily and cheaply by the substitution

of female labor for boy labor. One boy
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working more or less alone may prove a

success; two boys working together very
frequently produce less work than one

boy, and are not as reliable as girls when
carefulness and speed are essential.

Holders for the various: parts being
plated should be constructed of suitable

dimensions to facilitate the use of maxi-
mum current densities; sufficient num-
bers of holders should be available for at

least twice the requirements of one load

in the tank, thereby enabling the pre-

paration of work to continue without in-

terruption.

Electric Cleaning Desirable

The cleaning operation should be per-

formed with the assistance of the elec-

tric current whenever possible. If one
compound or combination of alkalis doe:s

not produce a solution suited to the par-

ticular conditions of your wares as they
enter the plating room do not discard

the electro-cleaning idea as one adapted
to only a very limited field. The impor-
tant point to consider is the adaptability

of the electrolyte to the purpose for which
it is employed; in other words, a solu-

tion must be used which will act as a

solvent for the material or substances to

k=2
be removed from the articles to be clean-
ed; therefore, prepare the cleaning solu-

tion with this point in mind. There are
compounds on the market to-day which
make possible the electrolytic cleaning
cf many wares which were regarded as
scouring jobs only a few months ago;
furthermore, these compounds make the
adoption of rapid processes feasible and
practicable with the low current supply,
which is very often the first obstacle en-
countered when electrolytic cleaning is

attempted by small manufacturers. Elec-
trolytic cleaning will effect a very appre-
ciable saving in labor costs if the opera-
tion is given intelligent attention.

It is in the actual ,plating operations
and the maintenance of solutions and
current supply that the greatest care is

required in order to promote efficiency
and the reduction of loss through waste
of time and supplies. A plating bath
with a capacity for plating 100 square
feet of cathode surface should be oper-
ated with the full load, and the loading
and emptying should proceed continuous-
ly. By converting a double sulphate
nickel bath into a single sulphate bath
and employing suitable corroding salts,

together with nickel anodes of high
nickel content and properly cast, the out-
put of many plating rooms could' be
tripled, and the cost of producing the
change would not equal the loss in time
by the slower method during the period
of one month.

Brass goods of ornamental design, or
Which are not subjected to severe wear,
should not be allowed to remain in pro
cess of plating longer than sufficient to

obtain a metallic coating which will per-
mit coloring to proper lustre with
reasonable care.

Hustling is Not Ability

In the performance of the various
duties pertaining to plating the foreman
and helpers should proceed with calm de-
liberation at all times; efficiency is not
indicated by indulgence in haphazard
obedience to the dictations of every
authority in the plant—hurry-scurry ac-

tions in the presence of those higher up
will never convince anyone of your
ability to plate or your devotion to your
duties. Efficiency in plating includes the
elimination of useless motions, needless
steps and the display of bluff.

The exercise of constant vigilance
with reference to electrical connections,
cleanliness of contacts, solutions and the
department in general is essential to suc-
cess. The writer recently visited a plat-

ing plant where the cleanliness of the
room and finally the cleanliness of the
articles being plated had been so badly
neglected that the resulting loss to the
firm operating the plant approximated,
one thousand dollars per week for four
weeks by reason of cancelled orders. In
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this particular case the negligence was
due to improper or insufficient super-

vision on the part of the works manager.
Inefficiency on the part of a superinten-

dent tends to encourage inefficiency in

the foreman, and particularly so in the

case of foremen platers, many of whom
profit unwisely by the executive's lack

of knowledge of practical electro-plating

practice.

-@

Questions and Answers
Question.—A copper solution I re-

cently prepared from cyanide, copper
carbonate and sodas is now working
very badly. The anodes are black all

the time, the solution registers 13 deg.

on the hydrometer and the deposits,

which are brownish red, blister to such

an extent that I have been compelled to

stop using the bath. I shall appreciate

your assistance.

Answer.—Reduce the density of the

solution to about 5 or 6 deg. Beaume
by removing a portion of the liquid to a

clean receptacle where it may be kept

for future use, and making up the

original volume of the bath by addition

of clean water. Add cyanide sufficient

to clean the anodes when bath is at

rest. Do not add more sodas. Operate

the solution at 120 to 150 deg. F. if

possible and avoid introducing a cathode

surface area in excess of the effective

anode surface. The e.m.f. should be at

least 4 volts and the current density

permissible will depend on the com-

position and shape of the cathode.

Sodas must be introduced with care as

they are frequently the direct cause of

blisters.
* * * *

Question.—One of our products is

made of several pieces of cold-rolled

steel soldered together. Our polishing

operations on this particular piece are

three in number, the final operation be-

ing on tampico brush and emery. We
have suggested the elimination of this

final operation but our plater, who also

supervises the polishing department,

tells us the operation is essential for the

production of a surface suitable for re-

ceiving a deposit of nickel. Kindly

give us your opinion regarding the sub-

ject.

Answer.—The attitude of your plater

regarding your suggestion is positive

evidence of a lack of interest in his em-

ployer's prosperity. The suggestion you

have made is one which might easily be

tried and if found worthy of adoption

it would mean an increase in output

without extra effort. The surface of the

cold rolled steel after receiving two
wheel operations should be such as to

warrant the deposition of nickel or

other metal direct upon it after clean-

ing. We would expect the final brush-

ing operation to lend uniformity of fin-

ish only if soldered joints are not rough,

in which case the brush would smooth
the joints. Adherency of the deposited

metal does not depend upon the third

wheel treatment in any event. An
experiment with a few pieces should

prove convincingly the possibility of the

success attainable by eliminating the

final brushing, and perhaps aid in get-

ting your plater out of a rut which will

sooner or later lead to a bad end. Ruts
should not be tolerated in war times.

* * * *

Question.—We use a compound called

Natrolin for making our cleaning solu-

tions. The solution is heated by steam
exhausting into the tank and the oper-

ators swab the articles to be cleaned
while wet with the Natrolin solution.

Our plater has recently left our employ
and as labor is scarce we are trying to

supervise operations. The above method
seems wrong to us, but, before altering

the conditions we seek your advice.

Answer.—Heat the solution with live

steam by passing through a coil of iron

pipe and exhaust the steam into your
hot water tank or sawdust drying box
coils. Temperature of Natrolin solu-

tion should be at least 120 deg. F.

Swabbing the work at the cleaning tank
is not good practice, being wasteful and
injurious to hands and health of the

operators. If the. solution could be
operated in connection with the electric

current as an electric cleaner, the oper-

ation of swabbing might be avoided and
same output obtained with less labor

than you require at present. In any
case do not allow steam to escape direct

into the cleaning solution, as the

strength of solution is thus being con-

tinually reduced through loss of solu-

tion by overflow, or else the solution is

not heated to a degree sufficient for

softening or removing the greases which

are present on the surface of articles

being treated, and consequently more
labor is required for the completion of

cleaning. A small quantity of soda ash

used with the Natrolin as an electric

cleaning solution will increase its effi-

ciency and retard the formation of an

objectionable sediment on the articles

undergoing treatment.
* * * *

Question.—Recently I had occasion to

tone up a double sulphate nickel solu-

tion and added 2 oz. single salts and 4 oz.

of common salt per gallon as per in-

formation obtained from a U.S. trade

paper. The solution certainly throws

on a heavy plate but it is dull and very

hard to color by buffing. Is there any
way I can manage to get a brighter

plate from this bath, one that will color

easier?

Answer.— An overdose of sodium

chloride (common salt) is evidently the

cause of the dull matte which vou find

difficult to color. The conductivity of

the solution has been improved and by
reason of increased corrosion of the

anodes you are really getting a superior

denosit; less sodium chloride would
suffice. You will find the restoration of

the bath to bright plating tendency a

rather unsatisfactory task, and much
will depend upon its dailv management.
We sup-ppst a further addition of ?. oz.

single nickel salts per gallon and from
3 to 4 oz. boric acid per p-allon. Onerate

the soluHon as acid as safety will ner-

mit. Constant use without depleting the

baih will assist in bringing about the
desired condition.

If after a few weeks use, the above
additions have not proven entirely satis-

factory, we advise removing the solu-

tion from the tank and boiling it for

about ten minutes. Maintain a large

effective anode surface at all times and
vary the current density sufficiently to

allow daily study of the results. Fre-
quently a bright plate is obtained from
such baths for a short period after re-

plenishing, and then the reverse condi-

tions return. If this happens try a fur-

ther addition of single nickel salt. If

persistent, you will eventually be able to

produce a better deposit without further

trouble.
* * * *

Question.—A large amount of our
products are made from small round
steel tubing. We polish the surface

with emery applied to a tampico brush
and obtain a smooth clean finish. These
pieces are cleaned for plating by both
electric cleaner and swabbing with fibre

brush; no pumice is used. When the

tubes are plated they present a very
rough dirty appearance, which suggests
the presence of pumice underneath the

plate. It is practically impossible to

properly color the deposit of nickel on
such surfaces by ordinary buffing. The
plater blames the polisher who in turn
blames the plater. Kindly lend us some
assistance in solving the problem ?

Answer. — Without inspecting a
sample of the plated tubing we must in-

dict the plater. The condition, however,
is neither the result of improper polish-

ing or negligence in cleaning or rinsing.

It is the direct result of too hi"-h cur-

rent density during nickeling. The de-

posit is being forced and the point of

actual "burning" has been reached. The
slightest excess of current bevond that

used would increase the granular struc-

ture of the deposit to such an extent

that the true source of the troxible would
be evident to an amateur. It is purely a

result of current conditions duri.n"- plat-

ing. You may overcome the difficulty

by either reducing the current at the

tank or by increasing the concentration

of the nickel solution thereby enabling

the employment of higher current density

than is possible with the wpaker solu-

tion. If your nickel solution is a double

sulphate bath use the single salts only

for replenishing and trouble from
crystallization during the cold wpather

will not be so liable to occur. Two to

three ounces of bone acid per gallon

will also assist in relieving the situation.
* * * *

Question.—Is there anv practical

remedy for black spo f s at the points of

contact on zinc nlated sfeel foods?

Answer.—We have never seen an acid

zinc solution which would denosit a

clean plate at the point of contact with

a holder. The onlv remedy known to us

is the chan<nn°- of the point of contact

during deposition. The change should

be made when ahout two-thirds of the

time allowed for d°noR ; tion has elapsed.

If the article bein<* plated is large it

would be better to invert the piece.



SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

so

PIG IRON.

Grey forge. Pittsburgh $3:

Lake Superior, charcoal, Chi-
cago 8'

Standard low phos., Philadel-
phia

Bessemer, Pittsburgh ST 26

Basle, Valley furnace 33 00

Government prices.

Montreal Toronto
Hamilton $50 00
Victoria 50 00

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL

Iron bars, base $5 25

Steel bar3. base 5 50
Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base 6 00
Small shapes, base 5 7B

METALS
Aluminum $ 62 00
Antimony 18 00
Copper, lake 32 00
Copper, electrolytic 32 00
Copper, casting 31 00
Lead 8 50
Mercury : 100 00
Nickel 50 00
Silver, per oz 9S
Tin 82 00
Zinc 10 50

Prices per 100 lbs.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $19 00 S19 00
Copper, crucible ... 22 50 21 50
Copper, heavy 22 50 21 50
Copper wire 22 50 21 50
No. 1 machine com-

position 20 00 20 50
New brass cuttings. 16 00 17 00
No. 1 brass turnings 15 00 15 75
Light brass 11 00 10 00
Medium brass 15 00 14 00
Heavy brass 16 00 16 00
Heavy melting steel 21 00 20 50
Steel turning 12 00 8 00
Shell turnings 12 00 12 00
Boiler plate 23 00 18 00
Axles, wrought iron 30 00 24 00
Rails 26 00 20 50
No. 1 machine cast

iron 25 00 25 00
Malleable scrap 21 00 20 00
Pipe, wrought 15 00 9 00
Car wheels, iron . . 26 00 25 00
Steel axles 32 00 30 00
Mach. shop turn'gs. 8 50 8 50
Cast borings 15 00 8 50
Stove plate 19 00 19 00
Scrap line 5 00 6 50
Heavy lead 6 00 7 00
Tea lead 5 00 5 75
Aluminum 2* 00 25 00

COKE AND COAL
Solvay foundry coke
Connelsville foundry coke. .

.

Steam lump coal
Best slack

Net ton f.o.b. To ronto

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $17 50

Open-hearth billets IT Ml

oil. sheet bora 51 00
Forging billets 60 00
Wire rods 57 00

Government prices.

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

', in $12 00

5-16 in 11 50

:lS in 11 15

7-16 in 10 90

'; in 10 70

9-16 in 10 70

s in 10 5U

% in 10 40

T v in 10 25

1 inch 10 10

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 36
Solder, guaranteed 38'^
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 75
White lead, pure, cwt 16 20
Red dry lead, 100-11). kegs,

per cwt 15 50
Glue, English, per lb 38
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 31%
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30'1>

Pure turpentine, single bbls. 78

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 42

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 45
Plaster of Paris, per bbl... 2 50
Sandpaper. B. & A... list plus 20
Emery cloth list plus 20
Borax, crystal 15

Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05

Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb 03

Rosin "G," per lb 03'..

Borax crystal and granular. 15

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 50

SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, black, No. 28.$ 9 50 $ 9 00

Sheets, black, No. 10. 12 00. 12 00

Canada plates, dull.

52 sheets 12 00 12 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

25 12 09

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 11 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 11 75 10 75

Gorbal's Best, N". 28 12 00 10 25

Colborne Crown, No.
28 11 25 10 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 13 75 9 70
Premier. 10% oz 13 85 10 00

Zinc sheets 20 00 20 00

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

10 in 11 TO
8 40

16 in • 7 40
6 35

16 in 6 35
6 35
S 25

Prices per 100 lbs.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A, add

7%%; B and C, 10%; cast iron.

35% ; standard buishings, 50%

;

headers, 60% ; flanged unions, 10% ;

malleable bushings, 50% ; nipples,

55% ; malleable lipped unions, 50%.

ANODES.
Nickel $0.50 to $0.54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 36 to .38

Tin 86 to .88

Silver, per oz 1.05 to 1.00

Zinc 14 to .16

Prices per lb.

NAILS AND SPICES.

Wire nails $5 50 $5 45

Cut nails 5 35 5 35

Miscellaneous wire nails 60%.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic $ -20

Acid, hydrochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 1 i
' j

Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua 08

Ammonium, carbonate 08

Ammonium, chloride 11

Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.. .40

Ammonium, sulphate 0T

Arsenic, white 10

Caustic soda 07

Copper, carbonate, anhy .. .50

Copper, sulphate 16

Cobalt sulohate 70

Iron perch lor ide 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sulphate. .12

Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbona+e 75

Potassium sulphide substitute .2"

Silver nitrate (per oz.) .45

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals.. .05

Sodium cyanide. 129-130%.. .46

Sodium cyanide, 98-100%... .38

Sodium hydrate 05

Sodium phosphate 14

Sodium hyposulphite (per 100

lbs.) 5.00

Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices per lb. unless otherwise

stated.

BELTING, NO. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, singl and

double 30-5%,

Standard w ''

Cut leather lacing. No. 1 1-95

Leather in sides 1-75

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt, per lb. $8 26

Polishing wheels', bullneck . . .

.

2 00

Pumice, ground 07

Emery composition 10 to 12

Tripoli composition 06 to 01-

Crocus composition 08 to 12

Rouge, powder 30 to .35

Rouge, silver 50 to .55

Prices per lb.

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, > 2 to 2 in 55 00 48 00

Copper wire, list plus 10.

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x60 in 55 00 48 00

Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 16 oz. base... 64 00 49 00

Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 48 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base % 'n - *° *

in rd 43

Brass sheets, 24 gauge and
heavier, base

JJ

48

Brass tubing, seamless 5*

Copper tubing, seamless 60

ROPE AND PACKINGS.

Plumbers' oakum, per lb...

Packing square braided . .

.

Packing, No. 1 Italian

Packing. No. 2 Italian

Pure Manila rope

British Manila rope

New Zealand Hemp
Transmission rope, Manila.

Drilling cables, Manila
Cotton Rope, %-in. and up..

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil. per lb

Royalite. per gal., bulk

Palacine
Machine oil, per gal

Black oil, per gal

Cylinder oil, Capital

Cylinder oil, Acme •
Standard cutting compound,

Per lb •

Lard oil, per gal •*

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic : "
" \V

Acme cutting oil, antiseptic

Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

FILES AND RASPS.
Per

Great Western, American . .

.

Kearney & Foot, Arcade

J. Barton Smith, Eagle

McClelland. Globe

Whitman & Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta Files

Nicholson
P.H. and Imperial

Globe
Vulcan
Disston

.09

.34

.40

.32

.39

.33

.33

.45

.41

.47

50
16

19

26%
15
45%
36%
06
50

37%
39%
12

%

Cent.
50
50
50
50
50
40
37%
40

50
50
50

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

TORONTO, Ont., Dec. 4.—The re-

markable success of the Victory Loan
will be gratifying to Canadians as well
as to our Allies, not only because it

shows a deternrnation to "carry on"
with the war, but also by reason of the
benefit that will accrue to Canadian in-

dustries in the form of orders for war
supplies. The munitions industry in

particular will benefit by the success of

the war loan, as a considerable propor-

tion of the money will be appropriated

for the manufacture of shell. Already
arrangements have been made to distri-

bute substantial orders for shrapnel,

4.5-inch and 6-inch shell, which will keep
many plants actively employed for sev-

eral months.

Steel

The iron and steel market is some-

what dul'l, the situation being practically

unchanged. Business is on the quiet

side owing to the difficulty that is being

experienced in obtaining steel for any
purpose other than for war equipment

and munitions, etc. Judging from the

number of inquiries received by local

merchants, there is little doubt but that

business would be brisk if all the ma-
terial that is required could be obtained;
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this applies to imported steel as well as
domestic material The inquiries cover
a variety of lines and come for the most
part from manufacturers who are suffer-
ing from the shortage of steel. Manu-
facturing operations are being restricted
on this account, which is creating a
scarcity in a number of articles required
for every day use. Manufacturers should
place their orders for iron and steel
goods required in their business well
ahead of time and not allow stocks to he-
come depleted before ordering fresh
supplies, by this means avoiding delays
in deliveries.

From all- accounts the outlook for the
steel companies is very favorable, the
volume of orders on hand being as large
as at any previous time. Production
continues on a favorable basis, and a
continuation of open weather will help
considerably towards this end. Munition
orders will continue to be an important
factor im the steel trade, and will account
for a considerable proportion of the out-
put during the next six months.

Prices of steel products, with few ex-
ceptions, are holding firm, there being
no changes to announce this week except
in galvanized sheets, which have de-
clined about 50c per 100 lbs. It is likely
that there will be a further decline in
prices of the lighter gauges of black
sheets, although they are unchanged in
the meantime. In the primary market
inquiries for black sheets are heavy and
manufacturers are making every effort
to take care of their regular customers.
Large requirements by the Government
have made it necessary for producers to
supply only consumers who are engaged
in the manufacture of essentials.

Chicago warehouse prices are down,
steel bars being now quoted at 4.10c;
structural shapes, 4,20c, and plates,
4.45c. The steel market in the United
States has been more active in the past
week than ait any time since prices were
fixed, with some increase in private de-
mand in nearly all lines and with many
large Government contracts reported. It
is believed that the unfilled tonnage
statement for November will not show
nearly as much of a decrease as the pre-
vious one.

Pig Iron

There has been no change in the do-
mestic pig iron market this week, but the
situation in the States is becoming more
serious owing to the scarcity of fuel and
labor. The shortage of fuel at the blast
furnaces in the Pittsburgh district con-
tinues to be extremely acute and has
resulted in an additional number of
stacks being banked. The shortage of
coke is curtailing the output of pig iron
and in turn the production of steel.

Steel companies in the United States
have been buying low phosphorus iron
recently in Canada, and notwithstanding
the recent embargo placed on shipments
by the Dominion Government, the metal
has been released; but hereafter licenses
will have to be secured to obtain Can-
adian material. On the other hand, the
United States furnaces are in receipt of
heavy inquiries from Canada for basic
and Bessemer iron.

Scrap

The market for iron and steel scrap is

fairly active at unchanged prices, which
are holding firm. The supply of these
materials is, however, none too heavy,
which is keeping the market firm. Prices
of copper and other non-ferrous metal
scraps are weak and demand light.

Machine Tools

Business in the machine tool trade is

gradually becoming more active and the
outlook is brighter than it has been for
some time. That further shell orders
will be placed in Canada is assured by
the announcement that the Imperial
Munitions Board has received instruc-
tions from the British Government to
issue contracts for shrapnel, 4.5-inch and
6-inch shell to all Canadian firms equip-
ped to produce these sizes. The volume
of these contracts, it is understood, will
keep the plants actively engaged until
well into the new year. This is all en-
tirely new business, and is, therefore,
additional to those contracts now being
executed. New equipment will be re-
quired in a number of plants^ to increase
production and also to replace worn-out
tools. Canadian machine tool builders
will benefit by this new business and an-
other spell of activity is assured. Owing
to the increasing activity in the United
States, deliveries of machinery from
across the line are becoming more back-
ward, some classes of equipment being
very difficult to obtain.

Supplies

The market for machine shop supplies
is steady and prices are holding firm, al-

though there are fewer changes being
made now than formerly. A very fair
demand is reported by dealers, who are
looking for increased business from
munition plants.

Metals

There is no material change in the sit-

uation in the metal markets and prices
generally are holding firm at last
week's levels. There is no change in the
tin situation although some relief is

expected shortly, in which case prices
will probably decline. The copper sit-

uation is gradually being cleared up al-

though there has recently been some
confusion in the trade in the States in

regard to jobbers' re-sale prices. The
Sub-Committee, Washington, has made
suggestions as to the fixed differentials

between the various grades of spelter

but did not make any suggestions in re-

gard to the base price. The lead market
is quiet and unchanged, as is also the
antimony market. An improvement in

the position of both these metals is look-

ed for when the shrapnel contracts are
placed.

Copper.—There is some confusion in

the primary market over the resale price

for jobbers but the situation is gradually
being straightened out. The producers
will supply copper after Jan. 1 at the
established price of 23%c a pound which
may be distributed in small lots to the
smaller consumers at 24.675c per pound.
The dealers propose to sell copper which
they hold and which costs them more

than 23%c at an advance over the
original cost to them. It is figured that
after January the smaller consumers
may look for a price which must not
exceed 23%c a pound plus 5% commis-
sion. About that time it is expected that
the high priced copper will have disap-

peared. The local price is unchanged
and market quiet. Lake and electrolytic

are quoted at 32c and castings at 31c
per pound.

Tin.—An improvement in the tin sit-

uation in New York is expected shortly

as the Sub-Committee on tin, at Wash-
ington, has been given power to control

the distribution of tin in the United
States and has taken steps to supervise

tin importations. The U.S. Navy De-
partment has commandeered all tin in

New York warehouses. The Navy De-
partment action was prompted by the

intense competition for tin, which has
resulted in forcing up the price within

a month from 54 cents to 80 cents a

pound. Tin cannot be bought on the

open market, because of British export

restrictions, and it is said that firms

having government contracts requiring

the use of tin, including those manufac-
turing tinned foods for export to the

Allies, will be in serious straits unless

some action is promptly taken to

remedy the situation. Local price firm

and unchanged at 80c per pound.

Spelter.—The differentials for the

U.S. Government prices between prime

Western and the grades A. and B. have

been fixed at an advance of %c to %c
for brass, 2c for srrade B, and 3c to 3%c
for grade A. The base price or the

price of prime Western however has not

been established. The market is dull

and quotations unchanged at 10% c per

pound.
Lead.—Prices are unchanged although

there is a slightly easier tone to the

market which is quiet. The position^ of

lead will likely improve with the placing

of further shrapnel contracts. Lead is

quoted at 8%c per pound.

Antimony.—The market is showing

more signs of lift due to heavier buying

and the position of antimony has im-

proved. The price is unchanged at 18c

per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is firmer and

dealers are expecting higher prices.

There is no scarcity of metal on the

outside market. Quotations are un-

changed at 62c per pound.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES AND
CHEMICALS

The principal feature in the market
for foundry supplies continues to be a

general shortage of raw materials with

a reduction in output of equipment and
products not required for war work.

Prices have not as yet shown any sign

of coming down, being steady and firm

with an upward tendency in some lines.

The chemical market is quiet with

values unchanged. Manufacturers have
very little material for delivery and
consumers are almost entirely dependent

upon resellers who, especially for acids,

ask premiums over prevailing quota-
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The Home of Foundry
Facings

The following are some of our regular lines.

We stand behind them.

Imperial Ceylon Plumbago
No. 101

The highest grade Facing on the

market to-day. We absolutely

guarantee it.

Imperial Ceylon Plumbago
No. 206

For general machinery castings

this Facing has no equal.

Imperial Special Stove

Plate Facing
It has behind it our experience
of 25 years, and having been
tested in competition has proved
its superiority.

Imperial Black Core

Compound

It is 100% pure.

Imperial Parting

We guarantee it under the most

severe tests, and our repeat

orders prove what it has done.

Let us send you a sample.

Get in touch with us for Foundry Equipment and Facings—for the

cash that we will save you.

THE HAMILTON FACING MILL CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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tions. A heavy export business in blue

vitriol is reported in the primary mar-
ket, which is strong. In view of the

scarcity of tin, producers of tin oxide

and other tin derivatives are proceeding
with extreme caution and values are

hardening all around. The principal pro-

ducer of tin oxide forecasts the possibil-

ity of higher prices in the near future.

®

TRADE GOSSIP
Moncton, N.B.—The forge shop owned

by P. Melanson, was destroyed by fire

with a loss of $30,000.

Lethbridge, Alta.—The City Council

contemplate the installation of power
plant equipment costing $63,000.

B. J. Lanigan, secretary-treasurer of

the Calgary Iron Works, was married
recently to Miss Winnifred Colgan.

Vancouver, B.C. — The Canadian
Metals, Ltd., will equip a scrap yard and
is in the market for shears, acetylene

cutters and a magnet for lifting iron.

H. M. Lee has been appointed man
ager of the Bond Engineering Works,
Ltd., Toronto. This new concern is a

subsidiary of the Bond Foundry and
Machine Co., Manheim, Pa.

McLain System, Inc., 906 Goldsmith
Building, Milwaukee, Wis., has changed
its name to the McLain-Carter Furnace
Co. Oil fired open-hearth and metal
melting furnaces will be the company's
specialties.

U.S. To Control Tin Imports.—The Am-
erican Iron and Steel Institute has at the

request of the United States Govern-
ment undertaken the control of the im-
portation of tin from foreign countries

into the United States.

Brantford.—Fire destroyed the brass
foundry of Charles Lake, 46 West
Street, at an early hour on November
30. The cause of the fire is unknown.
The foundry, a frame and brick building,

was burned to the ground.

U.S. Coke Prices Are Fixed.—Basic

prices for by-product coke have been
fixed by the United States Fuel Adminis-
tration as follows: Run of ovens, $6;
selected foundry, $7, and crushed over

one inch, $6.50. Prices for beehive coke
already have been announced.

Toronto. Ont.—The Bond Engineering
Works, Ltd., who have recentlv taken
over the Queen City Foundry, will make
a line of power transmission specialtie

and will continue to make grey iron cast-

ings. The company contemplates mak-
ing additions to the plant.

Drummondville, Que.—The Aetna Ex-
plosives Co. are again operating their

plant which has been closed down for

some months. The acid departments are

being operated at capacity to manufac-
ture sulphuric and nitric acids, and the

output is at the rate of 3,000 tons

monthly.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The building at

Niagara Falls, jointly occupied by the

Davis-Bournonville Co. and the Davis
Acetylene Co., has been taken over by

the former company and will be oper-

ated exclusively for the manufacture of

oxy-acetylene apparatus for the Cana-
dian trade.

Eagle Smelting & Refining Works,
Ltd., have been incorporated at Ottawa
by Peter Bercovitch, E. Lafontaine and
N. Gordon, all of Montreal, to manufac-
ture, smelt, refine babbitt, solder, brass,

lead and zinc etc. The company is cap-

italized at $40,000 and the head office is

in Montreal.

G. D. Perley, son of Vice-President

Ward B. Perley, of the Canadian Steel

Corp., Ltd., Ojibway, Ont., will become
assistant on Jan. 1 to W. H. Knox, of the

firm of W. H. Knox & Co., New York,
importers and exporters. Mr. Perley

has been connected with the Carnegie
Steel Co., Youngstown, O., for several

years.

Ottawa. — Assistant City Engineer
Askwith has been given permission to

call for tenders on the supply of an ap-

paratus for thawing out city water pipes.

_

The style of apparatus the engineer de-

sires is gasoline-driven and mounted on

sleighs. The estimated cost is $3,500.

Armagh, Que.—Gouvin & Beauchemin.
civil engineers, Quebec, are preparing

plans and specifications for power de-

velopment at Armagh, County Belle-

chasse, on River Fourche-du-Nord-Ouest,

and will receive tenders for water tur-

bines, dynamos, sluice-gates, penstock

and wooden pipes, etc.

J. Frater Taylor, president of the Al-

goma Steel Corporation, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont., will retire from this posi-

tion at the end of the present year. Mr.

Taylor will still retain his association

with the Soo industries in an advisory

capacity as chairman of the Lake Su-

perior Corporation. It is understood

that W. C. Franz will succeed Mr. Taylor

as president of the Algoma Steel Cor-

poration.

Butterfield and Co., Rock Island, Que.,

have recently completed the erection of

one of the most complete factories for

the production of small tools in the

Dominion of Canada, and are now in

a position to take orders for all

styles and kinds of twist drills and mill-

iner cutters, in hig'h-sneed or carbon

steel, and are especially equipped to

handle promptly any class of orders for

drills, milling hobs, etc., used in the

making of shells and other munitions.

The Canada Machinery Corporation

will erect a steel and brick extension to

their plant on Water Street, South. In

view of the present high cost of struc-

tural s*-eel and the difficulty of obtaining

such material, the company are utilizing

the building1 owned by them in Hamilton,

this structure being dismanMed and re-

erected in Gait. The extension will eive

the romnanv about 24.000 square feet

additional floor spare and will give em-
ployment to one hundred additional work-

men.

Hamilton, Ont. — The Robert H.

Hassler Co., of Indianapolis. Ind., man-
ufacturers of the Hassler shock absorb-

er, have decided to locate their Canadian
factory in Hamilton. Fred. Morris of

the F. G. Morris, Ltd., Canadian distri-

butors of the Hassler shock absorber,

and Mr. Marsh, the Industrial Commis-
sioner for Hamilton, have been instru-

mental in securing this new industry for

the city. J. C. Piper will be managing
director of the new company who have
leased a building on Sherman Ave. N.
for a factory.

Flight-Lieut. Lloyd M. Archibald,

Royal Flying Corps, No. 100 Squadron,
France, is now a prisoner of war in

Germany. He was formerly reported

missing since Oct. 24. He went over-

seas in October, 1916, completing his

training with the R. F. C. in England.
For a time he was a night pilot, patrol-

ling the North Sea, and about the 1st of

October this year left for France, where
he was a pilot, bombing at night. He is

twenty-four years old, was born in Nova
Scotia, but was educated in Toronto, and
before enlisting was a coast to coast

traveller with the Dart Union Co., Tor-

onto.

CATALOGUES
Air Squeezers.—Bulletin distributed

by the Berkshire Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, illustrates and describes the Berk-
shire air squeezer operated by hand or

power. The machine is illustrated in

various operating; positions. The Berk-

shire vibrators, flask fittings and power
rotary riddle are also mentioned in this

bulletin.

Tumblers and Dust Arresters is the

title of a new catalogue No. 132 issued

by the Whiting Foundry Equipment
Co., Harvey, 111. The catalogue con-

tains a detailed description covering the

construction of one class of tumbler and
briefly refers to other types. Dry and
water cinder mills and dust arresters

are also mentioned at some length. The
catalogue is fully illustrated and con-

tains tables of dimensions covering the

products described.

The Whiting Cupola.—Catalogue No.

131 issued by the Whiting Foundry
Equipment Co., Harvey, 111., is a new
edition of the cupola catalogue present-

ing new illustrations which show the

latest developments in design of the

Whiting cupola. The catalogue de-

scribes the special features of design of

this cupola including the patent tuyere

system. Other matter deals with econ-

omy of fuel, rapid continuous melting,

practical hints on operations, etc., and
also contains a table of sizes and capaci-

ties, and a useful telegraphic code which

will be of great convenience to the com-

pany's patrons. The catalogue also con-

tains descriptive matter, with illustra-

tions of charging machines, charging

cars and cinder mills, etc.

Bennis Machine Stoker is the title of

a catalogue, on cheap steam and ma-
chine firing, issued bv Ed. Bennis &
Co., Little Hulton, Bolton, England.

The introduction to the catalogue deals

with cheap steam and smokeless chimney

followed by a description covering the
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WHITING
Equipment for making
Brass, Steel or Iron Cast-

ings. Complete estimate

and layouts supplied on

application.

Write us for prices and catalogue

ii

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited

{Everything for the Foundry)

Toronto - - - Montreal

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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—% ^i The FordSinitfe Machine Company lEJllff—

FOUNDRY SERVICE
When in-

stall ing

any type

grinder in your
Foundry we will

be pleased to quote
you Prices and De-
liveries.

You will find

our service as here-

tofore—A 1

w

ays
the best.

THE FORD-SMITH
MACHINE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON. CANADA

construction and operation of the
"Bennis" patent machine stoker fitted

with patent pneumatic gear and self

clearing compressed air furnace. Views
are shown of the various parts, and also

of installations. The application of the

Bennis stoker under various types of

boiler is shown by means of reproduction
from sectional drawings which show the

general arrangement of the stoker and
furnace in each case. The catalogue also

contains reports of two boiler tests with
Bennis machine stockers installed.

Est;
1866 Irvc.
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I ^o&lACK LEAD CRUCIBLE^

PHILADELPHIA, PA-

^^ers of the Worlds
Besh Crucibles

5Pecicxi Crucibles
Oil Furnaces

When Difficulties

Arise

in brass foundries or when new
alloys are required, it will pay

to consult

CHARLES VICKERS
712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

SPECIALIST

in the casting and alloying of

Copper, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum,
Manganese Bronze and Aluminum
Bronzes.

BOOK REVIEW
Motor, Marine and Aircraft Red Book,

1917.—439 pages and numerous illustra-

tions. Published by the Technical Pub-
lishing Co., London, England. Price

5/6, ($1.40). This is the seventh edition
of a year book published under a new
name more in keeping with its extended
field. This volume contains an abund-
ance of information pertaining to motor
cars and their manufacturers, motor
cycles, commercial and agricultural
motors, marine motors, aircraft, etc.,

together with full information relating
to the legislation necessitated by the
war as affecting motor, aircraft and
allied industries. The information has
been collected and made easily access-

ible concerning internal combustion en-
gines, steam engines and electric motors.
Special attention has also been paid to

the use of motors in agriculture and
horticulture, and in the municipal and
public services. The book contains nine
sections and a dictionarv of technical

terms in five languages, the latter being
introduced to further the interests of

the export trade. It is not possible to

give particulars of all important infor-

mation contained in this volume which
will prove of very great value to those

interested in the motor industry and
trade.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

KATES
Payable in Advance

Two cents per word for first insertion ; one cent

per word for subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure

counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Dis-

play rates on application.

WANTED — SECOND-HAND CUPOLA AND
other foundry equipment. State full particu-

lars and price. Box 344. Canadian Foundryman.

-piOR SALE—2 TUMBLING BARRELS, 24 X 36
" (cast iron staves and hollow trunnions for

exhaust). Also six hand squeezers, 30-inch, with

vibrators. Apply Pease Foundry Co., Ltd., Bramp-
ton, Ont. cllf

wrANTED — POSITIVE CUPOLA BLOWER,
about 28 cu. ft. displacement, in first-class

working order. Send full particulars and price.

The Jenckes Machine Co., Limited, St. Catharines,
Ontario.

Many of our customers are graduates from the school of "Just as Good As.'

They will never go back. In Crucibles the Best is Economy.

McCullough-Dalzell Crucibles
FORTY YEARS' LEADERSHIP

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

r*:*tfa*£
Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
7 *>•?.
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Obermayer Rapping Plates and Lifters

Our Rapping Platen and Lifters are the best, made
from Malleable Iron. Smooth, true, straight,

accurately machined and tapped.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

Thompson's Patent Adjustable Malleable

Iron Flask Clamps

Seven Sizes—10 to 42 inches

Practically Indestructible

Cost no more than the ordinary kind.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

"Esso" Quality Foundry Riddles

The strongest, heaviest and best made Riddles on
the market.

Rock Elm Rims
Full Specifications Furnished on Request

Made in Heavy Galvanized and Brass—16", 18",

20". 21". 22" diameter.

Complete stock in all our Warehouses.

Obermayer National Iron Filler Cement

Repair Defective Castings with National Iron Filler Cement

With a can of this cement handy there is no use

scrapping castings because of blowholes, cracks

and other unsightly defects. It's a very easy

matter to repair such blemishes by simply mixing
a quantity of National Iron Filler Cement with a

little water and applying this with a knife.

The cement settles in a few hours and becomes as

hard as the iron itself, and you cannot tell that the

casting has been repaired. In 12-lb. Tin Cans and
100-lb. kegs. Free Samples on application.

Stock in all our Warehouses.

The S. Obermayer Co.
Manufactures Everything You Need in Your Foundry

Chicago Cincinnati Pittsburg St. Louis Denver Los Angeles

Canadian Representative: E. B. FLEURY, 1609 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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MACLEAN'S
for DECEMBER

MACLEAN'S M\GAZINE GETS BETTER ALL THE TIME

Snipers and Sniping

—

by a Sniper

A SNIPER is back in Canada—a star sniper, who has 34 marks on his rifle, every mark
meaning a German life. Most of us know absolutely nothing of the work of the sniper,

but the story—a remarkable one—is told in the Christmas (December) MACLEAN'S by the

champion sniper of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces. This man was buried by a shell-

explosion, was dug out by two comrades, and he has lived to tell us his wonderful story, in

MACLEAN'S. It's worth 15c to get this story alone.

u >"Politics From Within
—Leacock, of Course

TRUST Leacock to see a chance for his witty and humorous
pen. He deals with the humorous phases of electioneering in

Canada in his usual vein.

Why Laurier sent Troops
to South Africa

THIS contribution, by Col. John Bayne Maclean, goes back-
ward many years— to the time of the South African War

in 1899-1900. That was when Canada first took up arms for

the Empire. Politics, of a high order, was back of the decision

to send Canadian troops to the Antipodes. It is "inside" history.

Oppenheim—Allenson

—

McBeth—Mumford
ALONG instalment of Oppenheim's absorbing story, The

Pawns Count, is given in the December MACLEAN'S. A
short story, by A. C Allenson is seasonable. Madge McBeth
contributes a complete novelette, The Man Who Wasn't. And
Ethel Watts Mumford, teller of delightful tales, delicately told,

gives us the first of a series of short stories—Love and the Lock-
smith.

The Usual Popular Departments

THE Business Outlook, The Nation's Business, Women and
Their Work, and the Review of Reviews—all are present in

strong way in the December MACLEAN'S.

At All News-Stands

15c.

Gadsby's Story of the
Union Government

GADSBY is saturated with Ottawa knowledge—much of it of

the inside variety. He pokes about, talks with big men;
and big men, and lesser ones, talk with Gadsby. Useful sort
of man, is Gadsby. What he hears and learns he writes about
for MACLEAN'S; and in this story of his about the new Union
Government, he reveals the undercurrents on the movement that
developed into negotiations, and which finally resulted in a

Union Government. Gadsby adds interesting biographical in-

formation to his brilliant study.

Robt. W. Service is back
again

BACK in MACLEAN'S, that is—in body, he is still in Flanders—
where the fighting grows uglier all the time. Service has

taken time to write verse for MACLEAN'S. You know well the
virility of his style, and the gripping, human character of his

verse. It is about life and men in the trenches he writes

—

about our boys far from us. It is worth something to see our
boys as Service sees them. Read "The Shape at the Wheel" in

the December MACLEAN'S.

Arthur Stringer writes a

Beautiful Christmas Poem
STRINGER is a wonderful man—wonderfully versatile, won-

derfully human. He is a master of the short-story and of

the detective and mystery type of story; and he can climb the

heights of literary endeavor, as he has in this passing sweet

poem—Christmas Bells in War-time. Your heart is tender these

times of horrible slaughter and of heroic achievement, and you'll

be grateful to Stringer for putting beautifully your innermost

thoughts and feelings.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.

Is Absolutely Uniform
Write for catalog and complete information.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

Actual Size

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface—an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled—sand leaves a sand coat-
ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZ-
ZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.

Let us tell you more about it.

THE GLOBE STEEL CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO

n

Chilled

Shot
And Diamond Grit, it is

generally admitted, are
the two best metallic ab-
rasives for the dustless
cleaning of iron, steel,

malleable brass and alum-
inum castings. Ever since 1887 manufactured by the

HARRISON SUPPLY COMPANY
5-7 Dorchester Ave., Extension

BOSTON, MASS. .*. U.S.A.

Most economical for all sand blast purposes.

Shipments are made
promptly. Prices are low.
Samples free for the ask-
ing.

Diamond
Grit

Canadian Representatives.
Ritchey Supply Company, 126
Wellington St. West, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.

^BK^

•3

Actual Size

Highest Quality

FoundryBrushes
We can meet every foundry brush
requirement on the shortest notice. You
can rely upon our lines to give the best
of satisfaction from every point of view.
Get your next supply from us—or give
us a trial order.

The Manufacturers Brush
CLEVELAND - OHIO
19 Warren St., New York

Co.

Bent Handle
Washout.

Slioe Handle
Washout.

Stone Brush.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Mr. Bruce's Counsel
.PECIFICALLY APPLIED, MR. BRUCE'S
COUNSEL may be said to recommend that busi-

ness men should read every week THE FINANCIAL
POST OF CANADA, to inform themselves concerning
current events in the realm of Canadian business and
public affairs.

Frank E. Mutton, Vice-President of the International

Time Recording Company, of Canada, wrote the fol-

lowing letter to the publishers of THE POST:
Attention, Editor:

Recently we sent you a subscription covering the delivery of
THE FINANCIAL POST to each of our Sales Agents and Sales-
men throughout Canada. This was prompted by the fact that,
in our opinion, your paper is the best barometer in Canada of
what is going on in the different industries from one ocean to the
other in this country. Your paper contains information invalu-
able to any traveling representative of any firm.

(Signed) F. E. MUTTON.
Dated Oct. 12, 1917.

T N effect, THE FINANCIAL POST represents a Current Events Club,
J- met weekly for the consideration and study of current affairs in Canada
in relation to itself and the world at large. It represents the assembly of
many, many surpassingly well-informed contributors who discuss intelli-

gently, lucidly and proportionately, Canada's public and business affairs.

No more stimulating and worth-while paper is published in Canada for
the man who wants to be able to talk confidently, at the club, luncheon,
board meeting, business council, public meetings, about Canadian public
affairs.

T* HE price, $3, is nothing to the man who really wants to1 know. Three dollars spent for knowledge that multiplies a
man's power and pleasure and satisfaction is a small, small sum
to pay. We make our appeal for subscriptions to men who really
want to know and who will take time each week-end to read
profitably.

// you are willing to give this time, prove
it by signing and mailing the coupon below

The Financial Post
of Canada

.1917

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST. I will remit year's subscription, $3.00, on
receipt of bill.

Name

With
(Name of firm, etc.)

[C.F.] Address

Talk Current Events

A Talk by H. Addington Bruce, Author of

"The Riddle of Personality," "Psycho-
logy and Parenthood," Etc.

TT^HAT do you know about the doings in

this great world wherein we live?

Do you try to form a really intelligent
and well-considered opinion regarding
events the world over?

Do you ever discuss their significance
with friends and neighbors ?

ff asked what you think of any par-
ticular event, you are perhaps ready with
an answer. Is your answer anything but
a snap judgment, determined by prejudice
rather than by reasoning analysis ?

I put these questions not to be disagree-
able, but because, if necessary, I want to

spur you to appreciate the value that
there is in discussion of current events.

Many people, fortunately, appreciate its

value instinctively. Perhaps you are one
of these. Many others are beginning to

appreciate it.

This is shown by the growing popu-
larity of clubs and classes on current
events.

Only a few years ago such clubs and
classes were almost unheard of. To-day
most of our bigger cities have half a dozen
of them or more.

In one city—Boston—a talented woman
of my acquaintance draws an income of
thousands of dollars a year from her lead-

ership of current events classes.

Other men and women have similarly
discovered that interest in current events
is increasing so rapidly that they can well
afford to organize classes like those con-
ducted by the Boston woman.

Still, there remain many people—thou-
sands of people—who never discuss cur-
rent events. Many thousands more dis-

cuss only such events as come under the
headings of "crime," "the theatre," and
"sports."

These are the people I want to reach.
They are the people I want to rouse to

recognition of the practical helpfulness
they will find in discussion of current
events in general.

Current events clubs and classes might
well be organized in every neighborhood,
with weekly meetings to take up the out-
standing happenings in international af-

fairs, national politics, literature, art,

music, science and industry.

Regular attendance at, and active par-
ticipation in, these meetings will prove
to be an education in itself.

It will enlarge the mental horizon and
broaden the moral sympathies. By dis-

ciplining the mind to active thought it

will raise the level of workaday efficiency.

It will make for a more alert, a more
conscientious citizenship. It will give zest

and color to a life which perhaps has
hitherto been pathetically drab.

Unsuspected powers will be awakened
With a better grasp on the realities of

life, the whole personality will expand.

One evening a week is certainly not too

much to give to a discussion of the day-
to-day developments in our wonderful
world.

It may mean doing without an evening
at cards or at the musical comedy, or at

the dance hall. But this, after all, is

not a terrible sacrifice.

And from the occasional talk over cur-

rent events will come more profit than
could possibly come from any number of
evenings spent in card-playing, dancing, or
listening to musical comedies.—Reprinted
from the Toronto Daily Star.
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Any style or shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why import your anodes when you

can Ket guaranteed quality, quicker
delivery, and can sare duty and elimin-
ate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?

May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

In

Brass
Bronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

MILTON HERSEY CO., Limited
Metallurgists, Inspectors and

Industrial Chemists

84 St. Antoine St., 257 Portage Ave.
MONTREAL, P.Q., and WINNIPEG, MAN.

Tests of Iron, Steel, Brass, Stone, etc.
Analysis of Iron, Steel, Metals, Ores, Alloys,
Paints, Oils, Water, Sand, Coal, Coke, Core
Compounds, etc.

Foundry Practice and Advice regarding
Foundry Difficulties.

Vent Wax
Leaves a good
Clean Vent

Every working day it is used in the
largest foundries of Canada, and
foundrymen are first to say it is
the easiest and best way to vent
any core.

It is quickly bedded in the sand to
the proper outlet. The core en-
tirely absorbs it when drying, leav-
ing a clean vent of the exact size
and shape of the wax used.
Your supply house will send you samples—or write us.

Look for the Buffalo on
the Octagon card board
spoola

United Compound Company
228 Elk St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Our Inspection and
Laboratory Service
Stamps Out Profit

Leaks
Thousands of dollars are saved every year by our clients
—because we have Experts who are trained to make ex-

haustive tests of all material they are purchasing, whether
raw material or finished products, and tell them whether they
are getting what they are supposed to get— because our
Experts go right to the plant and make inspection of methods,
mixtures and equipment, etc., and point out where practical
economies can be effected.

No doubt you have some problems right now that would pay
you to have us look into.

Chemical Laboratory
Analyses of Metals, Alloys, Ores, Cement, Materials, Oils, Paints,

Coal, Coke, Water, etc.

Physical Laboratory
Tensile, transverse and compression tests of Iron, Steel, Copper,
Brass, Stone. Brick, Wood, etc.

With our foreign connections and our inspectors distributed

all over the continent, we are in a position to secure for you
advance information on progress of construction, and rush
delivery of machinery and material, from any point in Canada,
United States or the British Isles.

THE PIONEER INSPECTION COMPANY OF CANADA

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING

LABORATORIES, LIMITED
Head Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL

Branch Offices and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER. -

NEW GLASGOW.

CRANED

T
Don't buy a

crane or hoist

without invest-

igating North-

ern Products

—

Made in Canada. Also a line of

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE - - ONTARIO
Cranes, Cupolas, Ladles, Hoists, Tumblers

Etc.

5 TIMES
MORE SAND

than possible with a hand sifter is

SIFTED
in 1/t, the time
with this Battle Creei
Compressed Air or Kelt

Power Machine.

Say you want Booklet.

Battle Creek Sand
Sifter Co.

BATTLE CREEK, Mich.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with Utters to be answered.
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1 CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY |

If what you want is not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, alter having secured advertisers' names from this directory ^
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit

and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken.

— but does not become part of an advertising contract. g

-I

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont

Jljj'i Ford -Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Can. Ingersoll Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

ALLOYS
Viekers, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,

NY.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

ANALYSIS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKEL, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BOILER GRAPHITE
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BLAST GAUGES—CUPOLA
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facins Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wood-son. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEING
Can. Hanson k Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRICKS, RUBBING
Can. Hanson & Van Winnie Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Hart Wheels, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Manufacturers' P.rush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich. "

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

. BRUSHES, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., <X.. Toronto. Ont.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

CAR MOTORS
Can. Ingersoll Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CASTINGS, ALUMINUM, BRASS,
BRONZE. ETC.
United Brass & Lead, Ltd., Toronto, Out.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
United Brass & Lewd, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAPLETS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., 'Co., Toionto. Ont.

CHARCOAL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toionto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CHEMISTS—SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.

CLAMPS, FLASK
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, III.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toionto. Ont.
Gautier. J. H., & Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersev City. N..T.
MeOnlloch-Dalsrel! Crucible Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE BINDERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Oit.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
CORE BOX MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winklp Co.. Toron*' "
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. F,. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CORE COMPOUNDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Simply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, HI.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
CORE MACHINES. HAMMER
Brown Specialty Machv. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. T,t*,.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. K. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE MAKING MACHINES
Brown Specialty Machy. Co., Chicago, 111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., *Jo., Toronto, Ont.
CORE OILS
Can Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
CORE OVENS—SEE OVENS
CORE WASH
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Wnodisnn F. J . Co., Toronto. Ont.

CORE REDUCERS
National Engineering Co., Chicago, III.

CORE WAX
Cnn. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde 4 Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

CRANES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Woiks. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Scully, Jones & Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR. TILTING
1 URNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co , Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde A: Sons. Ltd.: Montreal. Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Seidel, R. B., Philadelphia.
Stevens, Frederic E., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toionto, Ont.

CUPOLAS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toionto, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLA TWYERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronl v f1"'

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.

Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hvde &• Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.

ELECTRO PLATING
United Brass & Lead, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E." J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

EMERY' STANDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ford-Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montre»l.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

EMERY WHEELS—SEE WHEELS
FANS. EXHAUST
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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LITTLE WORDS WITH BIG MEANING

(fuaUttf

Webster's definition of
"Service" is; "The per-
formance of labor for the
benefit of another."

According: to "Webster,"
Quality is "an excellence
of character; natural
superiority•"

We use these words advisedly—fully understanding their

definitions—and realizing the obligation we place upon our-

selves by their continued use in connection with our products

of Iron and Steel, and our attitude to the people we serve.

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

MONTREAL HAMILTON

Pig Iron,
Steel & Iron Bars,
Horse Shoes,
Steel and Iron Products.

Steel Billets,
Track Spikes &

Bolts, Forgi ngs,Wire
of every description.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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FILLERS (METALLIC)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, OnL

FILLETS, LEATHER AND WOODEN
.'an. Hajison & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde k Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
FIRE BKICK AND CLAY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Gautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, OnL
Hyde & Sens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FIRE SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.,. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde *: Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLINT SHOT
U. 8. Silica Co., Chicago, 111.

FOUNDRY COKE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY PARTING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. t Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Ohermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bios. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
FOUNDRY FACINGS
Can. <Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, .Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buftalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

FURNACE LINING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
8tevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOGGLES
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey C:*.y, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton, N.J.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

GRINDERS
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
foul Smith Machine Co.. Hamilton. Out.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.

GRIT, ANGULAR
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRIT, STEEL
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

HELMETS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-
ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.

Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont-
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
IRON FILLER
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

IRON SAND
Globe Stee! Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

'

Midland Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
KAOLIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Obei-mayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Sly. W. W., Alfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Seidel. R. B.. Philadelphia.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MAGNETS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MELTING POTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Laboratories, Montreal.
Charles C. Kawin Co., Toronto.
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto Testing Laboratories, Toronto.
Vickera, Charles, 712 Cedar Ave., Niagara Falls,

MIXERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodiaou. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MOLDERS' TOOLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Pacing Mm Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia Foundiy Co., Coventry, Eng.
Ctn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Castings of Ottawa, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.
Davenport Machine &. Fdry Co., Davenport, la.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On i.

Hamilton Facing Anil Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Midland Machine Co., Detroit.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
MOLDING SAND—SEE SAND
MOLDING SIFTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
OIL AND GAS FURNACES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

PIG IRON
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OntDom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.8.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont,
PHOSPHORIZERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N J
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
MoCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
PLUMBAGO
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto; Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City N J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons,, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburgh Pa.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Car.. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RETORTS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton, N.J.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RIDDLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

RESIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
ROUGE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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For melting— from laboratory

to furnace.

DIXON'S
Graphite Crucibles

Used the world over since 1827.

Booklet No. 27-A

DIXO
BLACK-L

CRUCIB

a si
Made in Jersey City, N.J., by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Brass, Gunmetal, Manganese Bronze, Delta Metal,
Nickel Alloys, Aluminum, etc.

MARINE AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE BEARINGS.
MACHINE WORK AND ELECTRO PLATING.

METAL PATTERN MAKING.

United Brass & Lead, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

BAND BLAST MACHINERY
Brown Specialty Machy. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

8 S ds, Ltd., Montieal. Que.
Mott Sand Blast & Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
New Haven Sand Blast Co., New Haven, Conn.

Slv. \V. \\\. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, 0.

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., .Co., Toronto, Ont

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

SAND BLAST SAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Out.

Hvde A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
I". S. Silica Co., Chicago, m.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

SAND BLAST SHOT
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supplv Co., Boston. Mass.

D. S. Silica Co., Chicago, 111.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. .Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J., .Co., Toronto. Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
ETC.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
New Haven Sand Blast Co.. New Haven, Conn.
Sly. W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Harrison Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

SAND MOLDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Fiiflalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND SIFTERS
Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson A: Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

SHOT
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Harrison Supply Co.. Boston. Mass.
U. S. Silica Co., Chicago. HI.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SILICA WASn
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SKIMMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit.

Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

SMALL ANGLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hy.de & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J,, Co., Toronto, Ont

SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SPELTER BOWLS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal., Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPRUE CUTTERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto.. Onit.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SQUEEZERS. POWER AND HAND
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Davenport, la.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Homilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Ltd.. Montrral, Que.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STEEL, CRUSHED
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

STEEL GRIT
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

STEEL RAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sors, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Srms 1 Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STONES, RUBBING AND OIL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons^ Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont
TALC
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supnly Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onit
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & 3ons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND TUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hvde & Sons, Ltd., Montieal. Que.
McCulloch-Dalzell Crucible Company, Pittsburg,

TRACK, OVERHEAD
TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Or»t
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont '

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Omt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

TURNTABLES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

VENT WAX
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St., Montreal.
Lni'ed Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woudison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

VIBRATORS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Toronto, Onit
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

WALL CHANNELS
Can. Hanson & Van 'Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart WWls, Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, ^td., 12 Bleury St, Montreal.
Woodison, E. /., Co., Toronto, Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WIRE WHEELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury St. Montreal.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dom. Iron & Steel Co.. Sydney, N,8.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., 12 Bleury 8t, Montreal.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodi'or E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
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Metal Reclaimed by

DINGS Magnetic

Separator

is Lost dollars thai wise economy
has recovered. Illustration shows
clearly the Dings trouble-proof

machine making money for the
man that owns it.

Foundry refuse is shoveled in at one
end—everything just as raked to-
gether. Machine separates and deliv-

ers the sand to the first wheelbarrow;
it drops the worthless refuse into the
second wheelbarrow, and it spouts the
reclaimed iron into the third. Also
reclaims all nails.

Dings Magnetic Separator will not
clog. In every respect it is trouble
free. One man operates.

Write to-day for catalog and price.

Dings Magnetic
Separator Co.

800 Smith Street

Milwaukee, Wis., - U. S. A.

GRIMES ^MOLDING MACHINES

The Most Convenient and Most Efficient

Molding Machine on the Market.

Built on .the principle that the Centre of Gravity is the Centre of Rotation

—

it is perfectly balanced and the largest flask can be easily and smoothly
turned by one man.
Requires less than half the number of steps necessary with rockover
machines, and consequently saves much time.

For continuous and economical work you cannot find a more efficient
molding machine.

Write to-day for descriptive catalog.

MIDLAND MACHINE COMPANY
81 1 W. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Bartley Crucible Co., Jonathan .... 6

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co 43

Britannia Foundry Co. . .
' 6

Brown Specialty Machinery Co 10

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co. . .

.

Back Cover
Can. Hart Wheels 4

Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Ltd 7

Can. Inspection & Testing Labora-
tories 43

Castings, of Ottawa, Ltd 4

Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co 8

Dings Magnetic Separator Co 48
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Dom. Foundry Supply Co 37

Fanner Mfg. Co., The ' 9

Financial Post 42

ADVERTISING INDEX
Ford-Smith Machine Co 38

Gautier, J. H., & Co 7
Globe Steel Co 41

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd 35
Harrison Supply Co 41
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co. . . 41
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton 43
Hyde & Sons Front Cover

Kawin Co., Charles C... Inside Ft. Cover

MacLean's Magazine 40
Manufacturers Brush Co 41
McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co. ... 38
McLain's System, Inc 5

Midland Machine Co 48
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co 3

National Engineering Co 4

Northern Crane Works 43

Obermayer Co., The S 39

Seidel, Inc., R. B 38

Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co 9

Steel Co. of Canada 45

Stevens, Frederic B.. Inside Back Cover

Tabor Mfg. Co 8

Toronto Testing Laboratories 38

United Brass & Lead Co 47

United Compound Co 43

Vickers, Charles 38

Wells, W. W 43

Whitehead Bros. Co 7

Woodison, E. J., Co 1
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Let Me Send You a Sample
of this

Bowl

To-day
Stevens New Style Stamped Steel Ladle Bowis

- fSOOO~ 1

250 Lbs. * 200 Lbs.
I Capacity

1 1 vuu could purchase
a Steel Bull Ladle thai

Had Steel Wade of '." Steel Made of U" Steel Made of V Steel Made of No. ll ....... ... .. 1 ,, ,,<• .

Gauge Steel
u ' 1

' '" '' " ' '" '
Al1 ''

heavy steel you would
i-onsider-.thal something gained, wouldn't you?

It', further, it was made without any seams, joints or rivets, you would think ii had arrived

pretty nearly at a state of perfection.

It', when you tried one. you found out that it would outlast three of the ordinary Ladle-, wouldn't
you jump for joy ?

And. when the bill came, it' the price was practically no more than you had been paying for

the flimsy, ill-shapen ones of former years, wouldn't you think it was [T?

That is just what hundred- and hundreds of foundrymen have already found out from the trial

and service of my New Style Stamped Steel Ladle Bowls. From the Atlantic to the Pacific these

Bowls are used in preference to any others and repeat orders are coming in continually. There is

every reason why VOL. as well as others, should take advantage of this NEW Ladle construction.

You have only to look into it yourself. See them. I make it easy. Am just now sending out

samples by express, prepaid. Let me send yours at the same time. Write me to-day. A.-k for a

-ample Bowl.

And Let Me Send You One of these

Shanks at the Same Time
These an made with extra heavy cast steel hand

—

instead of forged band—which makes
he, twice as strong—ONE HUNDRED PEE CENT. STRONGEE than the old kind.

No breakage—no accident— long life. Steel fouridries—as well as other foundries—swear 'by

l hem.

Made in the styles

shown in the illustration.

Am also sending out

-ample- of -hank-. Write

for a sample Shank at the

same time you ask for a

-ample howl.
Double End Swivel Shank

FREDERIC B. STEVENS
Manufacturer Foundry Facings and Supplies, Buffing Compositions and Platers' Supplies

DETROIT, MICHIGANFACING MILL : Corner Isabella Avenue and M.C.R.R.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICE: Corner Larned and Third Street
EXPORT WAREHOUSE: Windsor. Ontario BRANCH: Hoosier Supply Co.. Indianapolis, Indiana
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : Frederic B. Stevens. Corner Water and Olive Streets. New Haven, Conn., E. E. Seeley. Manager
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Mechanical Electro-Plating Apparatus

The C. H. & V. W. Mechanical Electro-Plating- Apparatus. Type B. Gear Drive.

Modern in every detail, particularly adapted for electro-

plating quantities of small work in bulk. Saves time, labor

and material. Write for Bulletin No. 113.

Oblique Plating- Barrel Apparatus

These machines are made in four sizes; they are smaller

and less expensive than the Type B. A wonderful aid in

plating screws and other small articles. Write for Bulletin

No. 116.

We manufacture everything for Polishing and Plating of Metals.

CONSULT US AND REDUCE YOUR COSTS

CANADIAN HANSON & VAN WINKLE COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO - - CANADA
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